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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR PURCHASING A HINO VEHICLE

Please carefully and thoroughly read and follow the information in this Driver’s/Owner’s Manual.
It contains many practical tips about the vehicle’s operation and procedures to use for daily and periodic maintenance. The manual
will help you become more familiar with your vehicle and avoid situations that could be dangerous to you and to others. If you have
any questions about your vehicle please contact your Hino dealer.

Important Symbols and Signs

DANGER “DANGER” as used in this manual indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in
death or serious injury. 

WARNING “WARNING” as used in this manual indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided,
could result in death or serious injury. 

CAUTION “CAUTION” with the safety alert symbol as used in this manual indicates a hazardous situation which,
if not avoided, could result in minor or moderate injury.

NOTICE “NOTICE” as used in this manual addresses practices and situations which could result in vehicle damage
if ignored.
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ABOUT THIS MANUAL
 This Manual applies to all 2016 model year Hino trucks, and describes the vehicles without identification as optional equip-

ment or model version. Some of the described equipment may not be installed on your vehicle or may be available only
in certain locations.

 Please consult your purchase documents regarding the equipment and options on your vehicle and consult your Hino
dealer for more information.

 Before operating your vehicle, you should check the engine model and the accessories, and read about the appropriate
equipment in this Manual. If you need to determine your engine model, you should review page xxiv, xxv.

 An alphabetical index can be found at the end of this Manual.
 Illustrations are only to familiarize you with your vehicle and are used to explain the descriptions in the text of the Manual.
 Keep this Manual in this vehicle, so it will be there if it is needed while you are on the road.
 If the vehicle is sold or loaned, this Manual should be given to the next owner or borrower, who will need the information

contained in it.
 All information and specifications in this manual are based upon the latest product information available as of the editorial

deadline.
 Hino Motors, Ltd. reserves the right to make changes at any time without prior notice.
 Read the entire manual before using vehicle.

\

WARNING

Any modification of the vehicle or engine can adversely affect the performance, safety and reliability of the vehicle resulting
in death or serious injury in an accident and invalid the warranty of the vehicle. Also, the modification could result in the breach
of governmental regulations.
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Service Assistance

If you have any questions or concerns about your Hino vehicle,
you should contact your Hino Dealer. Hino Dealer Service
Departments have the necessary tools, equipment and parts
needed for proper maintenance and repair. If your questions are
not answered or concerns not resolved by the Dealer Service
Department, you should contact the Hino National Service Man-
ager at the following addresses:

(1) For U.S. DRIVERS / OWNERS
Hino Motors Sales U.S.A., Inc. (HMS)
Phone (248) 699–9300
41180 Bridge Street, Novi, MI 48375

(2) For CANADIAN DRIVERS / OWNERS
Hino Motors Canada, Ltd. (HMC)
Phone (905) 670–3352
6975 Creditview Road Unit, #2, Mississauga, Ontario, L5N 8E9

If you contact HMS or HMC, be sure to provide the following
information.
 Name, address, email address and telephone number of

the purchaser.
 Vehicle model year and vehicle identification number

(VIN).
 Vehicle delivery date and current mileage.
 Location where the vehicle was purchased.
 Details of the problem.
Every vehicle has a unique Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN) and it is important to record the VIN in this Manual in
the space provided below. The VIN is required to obtain infor-
mation pertinent to this vehicle. See page 163 to find the
location of the VIN. 
Page xxiv explains the coding of the VIN.

VIN
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Tampering With The Noise Control 
System Is Prohibited

Federal law prohibits the following acts or the causing there of:
The removal or rendering inoperative by any person other than for
purposes of maintenance, repair or replacement of any device or ele-
ment of design incorporated into any new vehicle for the purpose of
noise control, prior to its sale or delivery to the ultimate purchaser or
while it is in use.
The use of the vehicle after such device or element of design has
been removed or rendered inoperative by any person.
Among those acts presumed to constitute tampering are the acts
listed below.

Engine
Removal or rendering the engine control ECU governor inoperative
so as to allow engine speed to exceed manufacturer specifications.
Cooling fan and fan drive
Modification of the fan (outside diameter, number and/or shape of fan
blades).
Removal or rendering fan clutch in operative.
Intake system
Removal or modification of the air cleaner.
Removal of the air induction system components.
Exhaust system
Removal or rendering inoperative the exhaust system components
including muffler, exhaust pipe, and clamps.
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Maintenance of noise emission control system
Cooling fan
 Visually check the cooling fan for any damages, and have it

replaced if damaged.
 Check the cooling fan mounting bolts for looseness, and

have them tightened if necessary.
Intake system
 Check the intake system components under and back of the

cab such as ducts, bellows, resonator, rubber cushions, lou-
ver, clamps and fasteners. Replace or clean if necessary.

 Check the intake system components such as ducts, hoses,
resonator air cleaner, intake manifold, clamps and fasteners
for any damages. Have them replaced by a Hino dealer if
necessary.

 Check if the hose clamps and fasteners are not loosened.
 Check if the air cleaner dust cover is installed securely.
 Check the rubber gasket in the dust cover for any deteriora-

tion. Have them replaced by a Hino dealer if necessary.

Exhaust system
Visually check the exhaust system for any damages, missing or mis-
positioned parts, loosened connections, open seams, holes, loos-
ened fasteners, or deformed or plugged outlets. Have them replaced
or tightened by a Hino dealer if necessary.
Have the exhaust system checked by Hino dealer for any leakage of
exhaust gas from various joint connection and have the clamps of the
joint connection tightened if they are loosened. 
Make visual check for any cracks or holes in muffler with catalyst and
tail pipe.
Be sure to replace the damaged parts with Hino genuine parts. The
position of the tail pipe elbow or offset tail pipe shall not be changed
from the original position.
If you find any abnormal engine sounds , immediately contact a Hino
dealer for the service.
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Perchlorate Material
Special handling may apply,
See www.dtsc.ca.gov/hazardouswaste/perchlorate.
Your vehicle has components that may contain perchlorate.
These components may include wireless remote control batter-
ies.

Accessories, spare parts and 
modification of your Hino

A wide variety of non–genuine spare parts and accessories for
Hino vehicles are currently available in the market. Using these
spare parts and accessories which are not Hino genuine parts
may adversely affect the safety of your vehicle, even though
these parts may be approved by certain authorities in your
country. Hino therefore cannot accept any liability or guarantee
spare parts and accessories which are not Hino genuine parts,
nor for replacement or installation involving such parts.
This vehicle should not be modified with non–Hino genuine
parts. Modification with non–Hino genuine parts could affect its
performance, safety or durability, and may even violate gov-
ernmental regulations. In addition, damage or performance
problems resulting from the modification may not be covered
under warranty.
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Clean Engine Idle Certification Label 
for California

Make sure that the Clean Engine Idle Certification Label, shown
below, is affixed to the outside of the left door. 
In accordance with California Air Resources Board (CARB) reg-
ulations*, a Clean Engine Idle Certification Label is required to be
affixed on the outside of the driver’s door to show that the new
vehicle is equipped with a diesel engine manufactured since Jan-
uary 2008.
§ 1956.8. Exhaust Emissions Standards and Test Procedures —
1985 and Subsequent Model Heavy–Duty Engines and Vehi-
cles.§
(a)(b) Heavy–Duty Diesel Engine Idling Requirements

Installation of a mobile
two–way radio system

As the installation of a mobile two–way radio system in your
vehicle could affect electronic systems such as electronically
controlled fuel injection pump, electronic engine control system
and anti–lock brake system, be sure to check with your Hino
dealer for precautionary measures or special instructions
regarding installation.

LT0F-009B
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CALIFORNIA Proposition 65 Warning
Diesel engine exhaust and some of its constituents are known to
the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, and other
reproductive harm.

Maintenance Instruction
IMPORTANT: 
The tires fitted to this vehicle are certified by US heavy–duty vehi-
cle greenhouse gas (GHG) and fuel efficiency regulations for the
CO2 emissions in accordance with the tire rolling resistance per-
formance. Therefore, if the replacement of is necessary, replace-
ment tires must meet or exceed the rolling resistance of the
originally installed tires in order to maintain compliance with the
regulatory CO2 emission standard. Contact your tire manufac-
turer/supplier to determine the rolling resistance of the originally
installed tires. 
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Warning and Caution Labels
Warning and caution labels provide important information. Be
sure to read them before operating the vehicle. If any label
becomes difficult to read, has peeled off of the vehicle, is
scratched or otherwise damaged, please inform a Hino dealer
and new labels will be provided. The labels are located in the cab
and around various vehicle components as shown on this pages
and the following pages. Regarding the labels applied to the rear
body on the vehicle, please read the manual supplied by the body
builder.
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Safety labels

1

5

2, 3

4

1. Exhaust gas after treatment system (English)

LT0F-011B

1. Exhaust gas after treatment system (Spanish)

1. Exhaust gas after treatment system (French)
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Safety labels

5. Fuse (Instrument panel)

LT0F-012C

2. Exhaust gas after treatment system (English/Spanish)

3. Fuel

4. Hydraulic booster (Class 5 only)

2. Exhaust gas after treatment system (English/French)
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Safety labels

1

2

1. Brake retention of idling stop system

2. Brake fluid

LT0F-025B
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Safety labels

1. Rear seat (for crew cab models)

LT0F-027B

2

1

2. Power steering fluid reserve tank (for crew cab models)
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Safety labels

1 2

4

4
1. Headlight aiming

2. Fuse, fusible links (left side of the vehicle)

5

6

LT0F-020E

7

1

3

(around the fuel filler)
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Safety labels

LT0F-021D

3. DEF-SCR tank

4. Fuel tank

6. NO STEP

5. Battery*

7. Air conditioner refrigerant (for crew cab models)

* A label varies depending on your vehicle specification.
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Safety labels

1. Suspension spring U-bolt 2. Chassis frame

3. Tilting and lowering the cab (for U.S.A.)

LT0F-015D

2

1

3

4
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Safety labels

LT0F-016D

3. Tilting and lowering the cab (for Canada) 4. GHG label*

* A label varies depending on your vehicle specification.
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Safety labels

8

7

9

6

5

1. Fuel injector 2. Engine oil level

3. Fan

4. Air conditioner refrigerant (Reciever tank)
3

2

1

4

LT0F-017D
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Safety labels

7. Power steering fluid reserve tank (Single cab models)

5. Radiator cap 6. Engine oil filler cap 8. Engine oil level gauge

9. Hydraulic brake booster

LT0F-018B
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Safety labels

2. Air conditioner refrigerant

3. Hybrid vehicle system

1. Cab tilt

1

2

3

54

LT0F-019D
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Safety labels

LT0F-026A

5. DEF-SCR (DCU)

4. Battery carrier
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Safety labels

1. Hybrid vehicle system (for crew cab models)

1

LT0F-028A
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Safety labels

1. PCU*

LT0F-024A

3. PCU* (French)2. PCU*  (English) 4. PCU*

1

4 3 2

*: Power Control Unit 
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Hino Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) Structure
for U.S.A. and CANADA

See “Your Hino’s identification” on page 163 for the manufacturer’s label or plate location.

*:Hino 155h, 195h is applicable to hybrid vehicles.

For details of vehicle identification number, refer to the Workshop Manual.

Code Class

WMI VDS

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8)

HDK

(6)

M

(7)

2

VIS

(10)(9) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

00

(17)

1100

C / D

Production code

Manufacturer, Type

MakeEngine
model

Series Check digit
Assembly

Model, Cab type,

Sequential number

Model year

WheelbaseCab type Brake system

YearCode

G

H

Code Series GVWR

1

2

6580 kg (14500 lbs.)

8140 - 8850 kg (17950 - 19500 lbs.)

plant

Model

J05E

Engine model ApplicationCode

DM Diesel

J05EPM Hybrid

XJC710L
XFC710L
XJC720L
XFC720L
XJC740L
XFC740L
XJC720L
XFC720L
XJC740L
XFC740L

XJC700L

XJC720L
XFC720L

XJC740L
XFC740L

XJC700L

T

4 Hino 155
Hino 155h*

5
Hino 195

Hino 195h*

U

Y

X

K

H

R

S

V

W

COE
SINGLE

CAB

COE
CREW
CAB

COE
SINGLE

CAB

COE
CREW
CAB

114.2 in. (2900 mm)

137.8 in. (3500 mm)

149.6 in. (3800 mm)

173.2 in. (4400 mm)

114.2 in. (2900 mm)

137.8 in. (3500 mm)

149.6 in. (3800 mm)

173.2 in. (4400 mm)

Vacuum
servo brake

system

Hydraulic
brake booster

system

XJC710L
XFC710L

XJC720L
XFC720L
XJC740L
XFC740L

149.6 in. (3800 mm)

173.2 in. (4400 mm)

149.6 in. (3800 mm)

173.2 in. (4400 mm)

Wheelbase, Brake system

LT0F-010J

L

P

G
XJC730L
XFC730L 161.4 in. (4100 mm)

J 2018

2016

2017

K 2019
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Model code

Check the model code to see what type of model your vehicle is.

X J C 7 30

Brake system

L QH M A
GVW

_

Engine model

XJ:J05E engines (Diesel)

XF:J05E engines (Hybrid vehicle)

Q:
T: 

14500 lbs (6.58 t)
17950 lbs (8.14 t), 19500 lbs (8.85 t)

LT0F-005I

: Vacuum servo brake system  (for single cab models)

: Vacuum servo brake system  (for crew cab models)

: Hydraulic brake booster system (for single cab models)

: Hydraulic brake booster system (for crew cab models)

H, K

Q

C, L

D
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SECTION 1  – 1
OPERATION OF INSTRUMENTS AND
CONTROLS
Overview of instruments and controls
Instrument panel overview .............................................................. 2
Rear seat side overview (for crew cab models) ............................... 4
Instrument cluster overview ........................................................... 5
Indicator symbols on the instrument cluster .................................... 7
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Instrument panel overview
View A

1. Window lock switch
2. Power window switches
3. Ashtray
4. Automatic transmission selector lever
5. Instrument cluster
6. Center vents
7. Instrument panel upper box
8. Side vents
9. Side defroster outlets
10. Bottle holder
11. Glove box
12. Wide free rack
13. Air conditioning control
14. Parking brake lever

1 432 5 6 7 8

10 911121314

LT01-002B
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View B

1. Headlight and turn signal switches
2. Rheostat control dial
3. Cruise control switch
4. Mirror heater switch
5. Wiper, washer and exhaust retarder

(exhaust brake) switches
6. Cigarette lighter
7. Audio system
8. Air conditioning controls
9. DPR (Diesel Particulate active Reduc-

tion system) manual regeneration switch
10. Power window switch, for left rear side

(for crew cab models)
11. Power window switch, for right rear side

 (for crew cab models)
12. Power take–off control switch
13. Idling stop cancel switch

(for hybrid vehicles)
14. ECO mode switch

(for hybrid vehicles)
15. Emergency flasher switch
16.Remote control mirror switch
17. Starter switch
18. Steering lock release lever

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

121314

10 11

1517 1618

LT01-006H
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Rear seat side overview (for crew cab models)

1. Rear seat vents
2. Rear heater control

—Fan speed selector
3. Rear bottle holders
4. Rear cooler control

—Fan speed selector
5. Rear heater control

—Temperature control selector
6. Rear heater unit
7. Rear cooler unit

LT01-320B

1

3 4
5

2

67
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Instrument cluster overview
For U.S.A.

1 2 3 4 5 6 2 7 8

210 91112 2
LT01-010H

1. Tachometer
2. Service reminder indicators and indicator

lights
3. Speedometer
4. Fuel gauge

5. Engine coolant temperature gauge
6. Shift indicator for automatic transmission
7. DPR (Diesel Particulate active Reduction

system) gauge
8. DEF gauge

9. Vacuum gauge (for class 4)
10. Odometer and two trip meters
11. Selector switch (trip meter reset)
12. HV monitor (for hybrid vehicles)
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For Canada

1 2 3 4 5 6 2 7 8

210 91112 2
LT01-010I

1. Tachometer
2. Service reminder indicators and indicator

lights
3. Speedometer
4. Fuel gauge

5. Engine coolant temperature gauge
6. Shift indicator for automatic transmission
7. DPR (Diesel Particulate active Reduction

system) gauge
8. DEF gauge

9. Vacuum gauge (for class 4)
10. Odometer and two trip meters
11. Selector switch (trip meter reset)
12. HV monitor (for hybrid vehicles)
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Indicator symbols on the instrument cluster

Turn signal indicator light

ABS (Anti–lock Brake System) warning light*

Headlight high beam indicator light

Exhaust retarder (exhaust brake) indicator 
light O/D (Over–Drive) OFF indicator light

Engine preheating indicator light Fuel filter warning light*

Low engine oil pressure warning light* Discharge warning light*

Brake system warning light*

HV warning light*

DPR (Diesel Particulate active Reduction 
system) indicator light*

Cab tilt warning light* Automatic transmission warning light*

Automatic transmission fluid temperature 
warning light* ECO indicator light

(U.S.A.)

(Canada)

(U.S.A.)

(Canada)
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SVS (Service Vehicle Soon) light* Exhaust gas after treatment system mainte-
nance requirement light*

Parking brake warning light*

Idling stop indicator light

ES start (brake retention) indicator light*

VCS (Vehicle Control System) ECU (Elec-
tronic Control Unit) warning light* Idling stop cancel indicator light

MIL (Malfunction Indicator Light)* ECO mode indicator light

DEF light* Brake pad wear warning light*

DEF quality light* Cruise control indicator light (operating)

Low power light* Cruise control indicator light (set)

(U.S.A.)

(Canada)
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SCR malfunction light* Engine coolant level warning light*

*: For details, see “Service reminder indicators and warning buzzers”
on page 68.
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Keys

These keys work in every lock.
Since the doors can be locked without a
key, you should always carry a spare key
in case you accidentally lock your key
inside the vehicle.

KEY NUMBER PLATE
Your key number is shown on the plate.
Keep the plate in a safe place such as
your wallet, not in the vehicle.
If you should lose your keys or if you need
additional keys, duplicates can be made
by your Hino dealer using the key number.
We recommend writing down the key
number and storing it in a safe place.

LT01-011A

NOTICE
Observe the following caution notes
to prevent failure:
◆ Do not bend the keys and do not

subject them to excessive
impacts.

◆ Do not place the keys onto the
instrument panel or at any other
location with high temperatures.

LT01-012A
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Keyless entry system
(Wireless remote control)—

REMOTE KEY
The remote key of the keyless entry sys-
tem enables you to lock and unlock the
door without using the key.

When riding in an aircraft
When bringing a wireless remote control
key onto an aircraft, make sure you do not
press any buttons on the wireless remote
control key while inside the aircraft cabin.
If you are carrying a wireless remote con-
trol key in your bag etc, ensure that the
buttons are not likely to be pressed acci-
dentally. Pressing a button may cause the
wireless remote control key to emit radio
waves that could interfere with the oper-
ation of the aircraft.

You can lock and unlock the doors by
pressing the “LOCK” button and the
“UNLOCK” button, respectively, with the
remote key toward the vehicle. Press the
button for over a second securely.
Always check that the doors have been
locked by pulling up the outside handle
when you use the remote key to lock the
doors.
The hazard lights flash to indicate that the
doors have been locked/unlocked.
(Locked: once; Unlocked: twice)

LOCK

UNLOCK

LT01-014B

Unlock

Lock

LT01-015A
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The remote key operates in the area
approximately within 16.40 ft {5 m}
from the center of the cab.
However, practical operating distance
may differ depending on the circum-
stances and electronic noise around the
vehicle.
When you unlock the door by the remote
key and you do not open the door within
30 seconds, the door will be automatically
re–locked.
The remote key does not function in the
following cases;
 The engine is running.
 The key is inserted to the starter

switch.
 Any of the doors are open.
You can increase the number of remote
key units up to 4. Contact your Hino dealer
to purchase additional remote keys and to
confirm how to start using them.

CONDITIONS AFFECTING OPERATION
The remote key may not operate normally
in the following situations.
 Near a TV tower, radio station, electric

power plant, airport or other facility
that generates strong radio waves.

 When carrying a portable radio, cellu-
lar phone or other wireless communi-
cation device.

 When multiple remote keys are in the
vicinity.

 When the remote key has come into
contact with, or is covered by a metal-
lic object.

 When a remote key of another vehicle
(that emits radio waves) is being used
nearby.

 When an electrical appliance such as
a personal computer is being used
nearby.

NOTICE
◆ Do not subject the keys to strong

shocks, disassemble, drop or spill
water over the remote key. Doing
so may cause malfunction of the
remote key.

◆ Do not leave the remote key at the
place where the temperature may
rise excessively high {not less
140 °F (60 °C)}. Doing so may
cause malfunction of the remote
key and premature deplenish of
its battery.

◆ Do not expose the keys to electro-
magnetic materials or attach any
material that blocks electromag-
netic waves to the key surface.

◆ If the remote key does not function
by pressing the button or if you
lose the remote key, contact your
Hino dealer.
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—Replacing battery

If you cannot lock or unlock the door by
pressing the button of the remote key, the
battery of the remote key may be
depleted. Replace the battery with new
one if it is depleted.

1. Remove the lower cover by prying
the flat–head screwdriver into the
dent of the side.

2. Remove the battery cover.

NOTICE
The battery lifetime may differ
depending on the usage conditions.

Lower cover

Battery cover

Battery

Upper cover

LT01-016A LT01-017A LT01-018A
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3. Remove the battery.
4. Insert a new battery into the module

with the “+” terminal facing up.

5. Fix the battery cover and fix the
lower cover to the upper cover for
sure.

 Discard the used battery in accor-
dance with relevant law and regula-
tions.

 When the remote key is lost, contact
your Hino dealer.

Removed battery and other parts

For normal operation after replacing
the battery

Battery to use Quantity

Lithium battery CR2032 1 piece

LT01-019A

WARNING

Keep away from children. These parts
are small and if swallowed by a child,
they can cause choking. Failure to do
so could result in death or serious
injury.

NOTICE
Observe the following precautions to
prevent accidents.
◆ Always work with dry hands. Mois-

ture may cause the battery to rust.
◆ Do not touch or move any other

components inside the remote
control key.

◆ Do not bend either of the battery
terminals.
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—Certification for wireless remote
control

FOR VEHICLE SOLD IN U.S.A.
FCC ID: MOZF51TG, MOZF51RG
This device complies with Part 15 of the
FCC Rules.
Operation is subject to the following two
conditions: 
(1) this device may not cause harmful

interference, and
(2) this device must accept any interfer-

ence received, including interference
that may cause undesired operation.

Changes or modifications not
expressly approved by the party
responsible for compliance could void
the user’s authority to operate the
equipment.

FOR VEHICLE SOLD IN CANADA
Operation is subject to the following
two conditions:
(1) this device may not cause interfer-

ence, and
(2) this device must accept any interfer-

ence, including interference that may
cause undesired operation of the
device.

Side doors

LOCKING AND UNLOCKING WITH KEY
Insert the key into the keyhole and turn it.
To lock: Turn the key forward.
To unlock: Turn the key backward.
Vehicles with a power door lock system—
All doors lock and unlock simultaneously
with the driver’s door.

LT01-020A
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LOCKING AND UNLOCKING WITH
INSIDE LOCK BUTTON
Move the lock button.
To lock: Push the button downward.
To unlock: Pull the button upward.
Vehicles with power door lock system—
All doors lock and unlock simultaneously
with the driver’s door.
If you want to lock the door from the out-
side, push in the button before closing the
door. The outside door handle must be
held up while the door is being closed. Be
careful not to lock your keys in the vehicle.

Power windows

The windows can be operated with the
switch on each door.
The power windows work when the key is
in the “ON” position.
OPERATING THE DRIVER’S WINDOW
Use the switch on the driver’s door.
Normal operation: The window moves
as long as you hold the switch. 
To open: Lightly push down the switch.
To close: Lightly pull up the switch.

LT01-022A

WARNING

Before driving, be sure that the doors
are closed and locked, especially
when small children are in the vehi-
cle. Along with the proper use of seat
belts, locking the doors helps prevent
the driver and passengers from being
thrown out from the vehicle during an
accident. It also helps prevent the
doors from being opened uninten-
tionally.

LT01-026B
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Automatic operation: Push the switch
completely down, and then release it. The
window will fully open. To stop the window
partway, lightly move the switch in the
opposite direction and then release it.
If the battery is disconnected or run
down, the power window may not operate
automatically after you reconnect,
replace or recharge the battery. In any of
these cases, you should normalize the
power window.
To normalize the power window:
1. Push down the power window switch

and lower the window halfway.
2. Pull up the switch until the window

closes and hold the switch for a sec-
ond.

Make sure that the window opens auto-
matically. If the power window cannot be
operated properly, have it checked by your
Hino dealer.

For driver’s use

For passenger’s use

OPERATING THE PASSENGER’S
WINDOW
Use the switch on the passenger’s
door or the driver’s door that controls
the passenger’s window.
The window moves as long as you hold
the switch.
To open: Push down the switch.
To close: Pull up the switch.
If you push in the window lock switch on
the driver’s door, the passenger’s window
cannot be operated.

Window lock switch

LT01-027B

LT01-028B
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For driver’s use (for crew cab models)

For rear passenger’s use (for crew cab models)

OPERATING THE CREW CAB WINDOW
Use the switch on the crew cab door or
the instrument panel that controls the
crew cab window.
The window moves as long as you hold
the switch.
To open: Push switch down on upper
side.
To close: Push switch down on lower
side.
If you push in the window lock switch on
the driver’s door, the passenger’s window
cannot be operated.

LT01-030B

LT01-031B

WARNING

To avoid serious personal injury, you
must do the following.
 Before you close the power win-

dows, always make sure there is
nobody around the power win-
dows. You must also make sure the
heads, hands and other parts of the
bodies of all occupants are kept
completely inside the vehicle. If
someone's neck, head or hands get
caught in a closing window, it could
result in a serious injury. When
anyone closes the power windows,
make sure he or she operates the
windows safely.

 When small children are in the vehi-
cle, never let them use the power
window switches without supervi-
sion. Use the window lock switch to
prevent them from making unex-
pected use of the switches.

 Be sure to remove the key when
you leave your vehicle.
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Tilt cab—

 Never leave anyone (particularly a
small child) alone in your vehicle,
especially with the key still
inserted. Otherwise, he/she could
use the power window switches
and get trapped in a window. Unat-
tended person (particularly a small
child) can be involved in a serious
accident.

WARNING

Before tilting the cab:
Be sure to observe the following
when tilting and lowering the cab to
reduce the risk of an accident which
may result in death, serious injury
and/or property damage.
 Park the vehicle on a level place

and ensure ample space around the
cab before tilting the cab.

LT01-034B

 Apply the parking brake firmly and
place the selector lever in “P” posi-
tion.

 Stop the engine and block the
wheels.

 Remove any articles in or over the
cab and close the doors firmly.

 Remove any cup(s), drink–can(s)
or bottle(s) in the cab. If water
splashes to electric parts, it might
cause the vehicle fire.

 Make sure there is no one in or
around the cab and there are no
obstacles in front of the vehicle or
above the cab.
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 The catch (E), stopper (F), stay (G)
and other parts such as the engine,
radiator, and exhaust pipe can be
very hot while your vehicle is oper-
ated. Be sure to confirm they have
been cooled down before you start
working under the cab.

 Never tilt or lower the cab only by
yourself if your cab is equipped
with heavy component such as a
roof rack.

 Never put your body under the cab
while tilting or lowering the cab.

LT01-035C

Stopper (F)

Catch (E)

Stay (G)

 Make sure the cab stopper stay is
securely locked by the catch (E)
and raise the stopper (F) to lock the
catch (E) completely after tilting the
cab.

 Before lowering the cab, make sure
that any object such as hand tools,
gloves or cloth are not left under
the cab.

 Make sure the handle (B) is caught
by the catch (I) after lowering the
cab.

LT01-040B

Handle (B)

LT01-228C

Catch (I)

 Do not drive the vehicle without
locking the cab securely. Other-
wise, the cab may be tilted unex-
pectedly, possibly causing an
accident. 

 Do not drive the vehicle with the
cab tilt warning light on. (For
details, see “Service reminder indi-
cators and warning buzzers” on
page 68.) This means that the cab is
not fixed completely.
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—Tilting the cab

1. Pull lever (A) toward you and pull
up handle (B).

When you unlocked the cab, the tilt warn-
ing light in the instrument cluster will come
on. (For details, see “Service reminder
indicators and warning buzzers” on page
68.)

2. Pull rod (D) toward you while grasp-
ing grip (C) to hold the cab.

1

Handle
(B)

Lever (A)

LT01-042B

WARNING

Do not drive the vehicle with the cab
tilt warning light on. This means that
the cab is not fixed completely. The
cab may be tilted unexpectedly, pos-
sibly causing an accident.

Grip (C)

Rod (D)

2

LT01-043B
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3. Tilt the cab carefully until catch (E)
is completely locked.

Grasp grip (C) completely for tilting the 
cab.
The cab will automatically lock when it tilts
fully forward.

4. Pull down the stopper (F) until it
locks the catch (E).

— Lowering the cab

WARNING

When the cab tilts fully forward, make
sure the lower part of the cab stopper
stay (G) is securely locked by the catch
(E) and that the cab does not lower.

LT01-311B

3

Stay (G)

Stopper (F)

Catch (E)

WARNING

Make sure the lower part of the cab
stopper stay is securely locked by the
catch (E) and pull down the stopper
(F) until it locks the catch (E) com-
pletely after tilting the cab. Other-
wise, the cab could lower and cause
serious injuries.

4
Stopper (F)

Catch (E)

LT01-312B

1, 2

Grip (C)

Stopper (F)

Catch (E)

LT01-045C 
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1. Pull up and return the stopper (F)
until it is locked.

2. Unlock catch (E) while grasping
grip (C) to hold the cab.

3. Lower the cab slowly until latch (H)
is completely locked.

4. Pull down handle (B) until it is com-
pletely locked by the catch.

5. Make sure the cab securely locked.
Make sure the cab tilt warning light in the
instrument cluster is off. (For details, see
“Service reminder indicators and warning
buzzers” on page 68.)

WARNING

Before lowering the cab, make sure
that any object such as hand tools,
gloves or cloth are not left under the
cab and that no one is around the cab.

WARNING

Do not grasp and pull down handle
(B) while lowering the cab. Doing so
may cause the cab to be unlocked
resulting in an accident.

LT01-040ALT01-040E

Handle (B)

Handle (B)

3 4

Latch (H)

LT01-046C

CAUTION

Make sure the handle (B) is caught by
the catch (I) after lowering the cab. Do
not drive the vehicle without locking
the cab securely. Otherwise, the cab
may be tilted unexpectedly, possibly
causing an accident. Do not drive the
vehicle with the cab tilt warning light
on. This means that the cab is not
fixed completely.

LT01-040ALT01-040B

Handle (B)

LT01-230B

Catch (I)
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Access to engine—
—Raising the bottom cushion of
the front passenger seat

1. Unlock the two levers under the
bottom cushion of the front passen-
ger seat.

2. Raise the bottom cushion of the
front passenger seat.

3. After raising the bottom cushion of
the front passenger seat, hang the
strap under the bottom cushion on
the hook on the center pillar. Make
sure that the bottom cushion is held
by the strap and hook securely.

—Lowering the bottom cushion
   of the front passenger seat

LT01-314C

LT01-315C

WARNING

 Before lowering the bottom cush-
ion of the front passenger seat, be
sure to confirm that all tools, rags
and any foreign material have been
removed from the engine compart-
ment to avoid fire or damage to the
vehicle.

 When lowering the bottom cushion
of the front passenger seat, be care-
ful so that the floor mat and strap
may not interfere with the bottom
cushion. Otherwise, water may enter
the passenger compartment or the
smell of exhaust gas may flow into
the passenger compartment.

 After lowering the bottom cushion,
make sure that the bottom cushion
is securely locked to avoid death or
serious injury in an accident.

 Lower the bottom cushion of the
front passenger seat in reverse
order of the opening procedures.
(For details, see “Raising the bot-
tom cushion of the front passenger
seat”.)
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Fuel tank cap

Type A

Type B

To remove the fuel tank cap, turn the
cap slowly counterclockwise, then
pause slightly before removing it.
When refuelling, turn off the engine.
It is not unusual to hear a slight swoosh
when the cap is opened. When installing,
make sure the fuel tank cap is tightly
closed.

LT01-316A

LT01-282A

NOTICE
If the underside of the vehicle hap-
pens to receive a big shock when
crossing a bump, stop in a safe
place where the vehicle will not
obstruct traffic and check for fuel
leakage and fuel tank damage. If any
part of the fuel tank is damaged or
broken, promptly consult your Hino
dealer for further inspection and
repair.
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Seats

While the vehicle is being driven, all vehi-
cle occupants should have the seatback
upright, sit well back in the seat and prop-
erly wear the seat belts provided.

Driver’s seat—
—Seat adjustment precautions
Adjust the driver’s seat so that the foot
pedals, steering wheel and instrument
panel controls are within easy reach of the
driver.

WARNING

 Do not drive the vehicle unless the
occupants are properly seated.
Persons not properly seated and/or
not properly restrained by seat
belts can be killed or severely
injured in the event of emergency
braking or a collision.

 During driving, do not allow any
passengers to stand up or move
around between seats. Otherwise,
death or severe injuries can occur
in the event of emergency braking
or a collision.

WARNING

 Adjustments should not be made
while the vehicle is moving, as the
seat may unexpectedly move and
cause the driver to lose control of
the vehicle.

 When adjusting the seat, be careful
not to hit the seat against a passen-
ger or luggage.

 After adjusting the seat position,
try sliding it forward and backward
to make sure it is locked in posi-
tion.

 After adjusting the seatback, push
back your body to make sure it is
locked in position.

 Do not put objects under the
driver's seat. Otherwise, the
objects may interfere with the seat–
lock mechanism or unexpectedly
push up the seat position adjusting
lever and the seat may suddenly
move, causing the driver to lose
control of the vehicle.

 While adjusting the seat, do not put
your hands under the seat or near
the moving parts. Otherwise, you
may catch and injure your hands or
fingers
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—Adjusting driver’s seat
1. SEAT POSITION ADJUSTING LEVER

Pull the lever up. Then slide the seat
to the desired position with slight
body pressure and release the lever.

2. SEATBACK ANGLE ADJUSTING
LEVER
Lean forward and pull the lever up.
Then lean back to the desired angle
and release the lever.

3. ARMREST
Lower the armrest when using.

1

3

2

LT01-055D

WARNING

Avoid reclining the seatback any
more than needed. The seat belts pro-
vide maximum protection in a frontal
or rear collision when the driver is sit-
ting up straight and well back in the
seat. If you are reclined, the lap belt
may slide past your hips and apply
restraint forces directly to the abdo-
men or your neck may contact the
shoulder belt. In the event of a frontal
collision, the more the seat is
reclined, the greater the risk of death
or serious injury.
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SEAT SUSPENSION ADJUSTING DIAL
The hardness of the suspension can be
adjusted by turning the dial.
Turn the adjusting dial so as to have
desired spring hardness. The scale of
weight is just a guide.
When the vehicle goes over a big bump,
the suspension may bottom out.

Passenger’s seat

Type A

Type B

LT01-056A

WARNING

 At the suspension seat, do not sit in
the seat while holding the arm rest.
Your fingers may be caught
between the arm rest and parking
brake.

 To adjust the weight of the suspen-
sion seat, move the seat to the rear-
most position when the vehicle is at
a stop.

LT01-060C

LT01-060D
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Rear passenger's seat

The seat is foldable. Raise the bottom
cushion and hook the strap under the bot-
tom cushion on the hook on the seatback
to hold the seat cushion.

CAUTION

Rear seat
 After raising the bottom cushion,

be sure to secure it with the holding
strap.

 Do not operate the seat while the
vehicle is moving.

LT01-063C

WARNING

Headrest precautions
Observe the following precautions
regarding the headrests. Failure to do
so may result in death or serious
injury in an accident.
 Use the headrests designed for

each respective seat.
 After installing the headrests, make

sure they are locked in position.
 Do not drive with the headrests

removed.
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The headrest is removable. Pull the head-
rest out of the rear seat while pressing the
lock release button.

Center seat
Seat belts—
—Seat belt precautions

LT01-064A LT01-066C

WARNING

Hino strongly urges that the driver
and passengers in the vehicle be
properly restrained at all times with
the seat belts provided. Failure to do
so could increase the chance of
injury and/or the severity of injury in
accidents.
The seat belts provided for your vehi-
cle are designed for people of adult
size, large enough to properly wear
them.
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If seat belt regulations exist in the country
where you reside, please contact your
Hino dealer for seat belt replacement or
installation.

 Child.
Use a child restraint system appro-
priate for the child until the child
becomes large enough to properly
wear the vehicle's seat belts.
If a child is too large for a child
restraint system, the child should
sit in the seat and must be
restrained using the vehicle's seat
belt.
Do not allow the child to stand up or
kneel on the seats. An unrestrained
child could suffer serious injury or
death during emergency braking or
a collision. Also, do not let the child
sit on your lap. Holding a child in
your arms does not provide suffi-
cient restraint.

 Pregnant woman.
Hino recommends the use of a seat
belt. Ask your doctor for specific
recommendations. The lap belt
should be worn securely and as low
as possible over the hips and not
on the waist.

 Injured person.
Hino recommends the use of a seat
belt. Depending on the injury, first
check with your doctor for specific
recommendations.

WARNING

Persons should ride in their seats
properly wearing their seat belts
whenever the vehicle is moving. Oth-
erwise, they are much more likely to
suffer serious bodily injury or death
in the event of sudden braking or a
collision.
When using the seat belts, observe
the following:
 Use the belt for only one person at a

time. Do not use a single belt for two
or more people—even children.

 Avoid reclining the seatback too
more than needed. The seat belts
provide maximum protection in a
frontal or rear collision when the
driver is sitting up straight and well
back in the seat. If you are reclined,
the lap belt may slide past your hips
and apply restraint forces directly
to the abdomen or your neck may
contact the shoulder belt. In the
event of a frontal collision, the
more the seat is reclined, the
greater the risk of death or per-
sonal injury.
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—Fastening 3–point type seat belt

Adjust the seat as needed (driver’s
seat only) and sit up straight and well
back in the seat. To fasten your belt,
pull it out of the retractor and insert the
tab into the buckle.
You will hear a click when the tab locks
into the buckle.
The seat belt length automatically adjusts
to your size and the seat position.

The retractor will lock the belt during a
sudden stop or on impact. It also may lock
if you lean forward too quickly. A slow,
easy motion will allow the belt to extend,
and you can move around freely.
If the seat belt cannot be pulled out of the
retractor, firmly pull the belt and release it.
You will then be able to smoothly pull the
belt out of the retractor.

 Be careful not to damage the belt
webbing or hardware. Take care
that they do not get caught or
pinched in the seat or doors.

 Inspect the belt system periodi-
cally. Check for cuts, fraying, and
loose parts. Damaged parts should
be replaced. Do not disassemble or
modify the system.

 Keep the belts clean and dry. If they
need cleaning, use a mild soap
solution or lukewarm water. Never
use bleach, dye, or abrasive clean-
ers–they may severely weaken the
belts. (See “Cleaning the interior”
on page 216.)

 Replace the belt assembly (includ-
ing bolts) if it has been used in a
severe impact. The entire assembly
should be replaced even if damage
is not obvious.

Tab

Buckle

LT01-068A

CAUTION

 After inserting the tab, make sure
the tab and buckle are locked and
that the belt is not twisted.

 Do not insert coins, clips, etc. in the
buckle as this may prevent you
from properly latching the tab and
buckle.

 If the seat belt does not function
normally, immediately contact your
Hino dealer. Do not use the seat
until the seat belt is fixed, because
it cannot protect an adult occupant
or your child from death or serious
injury. 
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Adjustable shoulder belt anchor
(Applicable only to the driver’s seat)
 Use the shoulder belt by adjusting it to

the position best suited to you.
You can adjust the height of the
driver’s seat side shoulder belt anchor
in 5 stages.

 When moving the shoulder belt anchor
up side, hold the belt anchor and
move it.

 When moving the belt anchor down
side, pushing the push button and
move the belt anchor.
And then release your hand from it
when the belt anchor comes to a suit-
able position.
After adjustment, check to see that the
belt anchor is securely fixed.

Adjust the position of the lap and
shoulder belts.
Position the lap belt as low as possible on
your hips—not on your waist, then adjust
it to a snug fit by pulling the shoulder por-
tion upward through the latch plate.

LT01-280A

WARNING

Adjust the shoulder belt anchor in
such a way that the shoulder belt
does not touch your neck or your
face. Also, adjust it to a position as
high as possible so that the belt can
be sufficiently fitted to your shoulder.

Too high

Take up
slack

Keep as low on
hips as possible LT01-070A
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To release the belt, press the buckle–
release button and allow the belt to
retract.
If the belt does not retract smoothly, pull it
out and check for kinks or twists. Then
make sure it remains untwisted as it
retracts.

—Fastening 2–point type seat belt

Sit up straight and well back in the
seat. To fasten your belt, insert the tab
into the buckle.
You will hear a click when the tab locks
into the buckle.
If the belt is not long enough for you, hold
the tab at a right angle to the belt and pull
on the tab.

CAUTION

 Both high–positioned lap belts and
loose–fitting belts could cause
serious injuries due to sliding
under the lap belt during a collision
or other unintended event. Keep
the lap belt positioned as low on
hips as possible.

 For your safety, do not place the
shoulder belt under your arm.

LT01-072A

Tab

Lengthen

Buckle

LT01-074A
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Remove excess length of the belt and
adjust the belt position.
To shorten the belt, pull the free end of the
belt.
Position the lap belt as low as possible on
your hips—not on your waist, then adjust
it to a snug fit.

CAUTION

 After inserting the tab, make sure
the tab and buckle are locked and
that the belt is not twisted.

 Do not insert coins, clips, etc. in the
buckle as this may prevent you
from properly latching the tab and
buckle.

 If the seat belt does not function
normally, immediately contact your
Hino dealer. Do not use the seat
until the seat belt is fixed, because
it cannot protect an adult occupant
or your child from death or serious
injury.

Too high

Keep as low on hips as possible

Adjust to
a snug fit

LT01-076A

CAUTION

Both high–positioned and loose–fit-
ting lap belts could cause serious
injuries due to sliding under the lap
belt during a collision or other unin-
tended result. Keep the lap belt posi-
tioned as low on hips as possible.
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To release the belt, press the buckle
release button.

Child restraints—
—Child restraint precautions

LT01-077A

WARNING

 For effective protection in automo-
bile accidents and sudden stops,
children must be properly
restrained, using a seat belt and
child restraint system of a certain
type depending on the age and size
of the child.

 Never hold a child on your lap.
Holding a child in your arms is not
a substitute for a child restraint
system, and in an accident, the
child can be crushed against the
windshield and dashboard, or
between you and the vehicle’s inte-
rior.

 Never place the same safety belt
around you and a child.

 Make sure that you have complied
with all installation instructions
provided by the child restraint sys-
tem manufacturer and that the sys-
tem is properly secured. Do not use
a child restraint system if it cannot
be properly installed in accordance
with the installation instructions
provided by its manufacturer.

 If the child restraint system is not
secured properly, death or serious
injury to the child or other passen-
gers may result in the event of a
sudden stop or accident.

 Make sure that the child restraint
system is securely installed by
pushing and pulling it in all direc-
tions after securing it with the vehi-
cle’s seat belt to the vehicle’s front
seat. If the child restraint system is
not secured properly death or seri-
ous injury to the child or other pas-
sengers may result in the event of a
sudden stop or an accident.
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Some child restraint systems are
designed to be used only with a tether
hook and lower anchor hooks and some
are not.
This vehicle does not have a tether and
lower anchors to secure a child restraint
system. Child restraint systems which
require the use of a tether and lower
anchors cannot be safely secured in this
vehicle. Do not use a child restraint sys-
tem which requires a tether and lower
anchors in this vehicle.
Child restraint systems which do not
require tethers and lower anchors may be
used in this vehicle.
You must use the seat belts provided with
this vehicle to secure your child restraint
system in this vehicle.
When securing a child restraint system
using the seat belts, refer to installation
instructions provided by the child restraint
system manufacturer and the following
instructions in this manual.

 Your vehicle’s seat does not have
any lower anchors or a top tether
anchor to secure the child restraint
system to the vehicle’s seat. Do not
use a child restraint system requir-
ing a top tether hook and/or lower
anchors to secure the child
restraint system to the vehicle’s
seat. Such child restraint systems
cannot be safely secured, which
could cause death or serious injury
to the child or other passengers in
the event of a sudden stop or an
accident.

 Never install a rear–facing infant
seat (including a rear–facing posi-
tioned convertible seat) or a
booster seat in the center seat of
this vehicle (if your vehicle has a
center seat). A rear–facing infant
seat or a booster seat cannot be
secured properly, and death or seri-
ous injury to the child or other pas-
sengers may result in the event of a
sudden stop or accident. A rear–
facing child seat or a booster seat
may be used only with a lap and
shoulder belt in the outboard seat-
ing position.

 Do not use the seat belt extender
when installing a child restraint
system on the front or rear passen-
ger seat. If installing a child
restraint system with the seat belt
extender connected to the seat
belt, the seat belt will not securely
hold the child restraint system,
which could cause death or serious
injury to the child or other passen-
gers in the event of an accident.

 Child restraint lock function belt
precaution—Do not allow children
to play with the child restraint lock
function belt. If the belt becomes
twisted around a child’s neck, it will
not be possible to pull the belt out
leading to choking or other serious
injuries that could result in death.
If this occurs and the buckle cannot
be unfastened, scissors should be
used to cut the belt.
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IMPORTANT:
All States of the United States and the
District of Columbia, Canada and all
Provinces of Canada have laws appli-
cable to the type of child restraint sys-
tem which may be used for a child of a
particular age, weight and height and
the vehicle seating position in which
the child restraint system may or may
not be used.
Always be sure to check your State,
District, or Province and national law
to make certain that you are following
the laws of the State, District, Province
or nation where you are using a child
restraint system.
Always read the instructions and other
information which accompany your
child restraint system for information
on the appropriate type of restraint for
the size of your child. 

In the United States, the National High-
way Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) provides general guidelines for
the type of restraint appropriate for chil-
dren of certain ages and sizes on its web-
site at www.nhtsa.dot.gov.
The NHTSA website also provides other
information regarding the installation of
child restraints and the locations of State/
Local Installation Stations.
In Canada, Transport Canada/Canada
Transport provides information about
keeping children safe on its website
www.tc.gc.ca/en/tc–main.htm.

— Installation of child restraint
system

1. Installation with 3–point type seat
belt (Outboard Seat)

WARNING

 Unless you have a seat belt locking
clip designated by the manufac-
turer of the child restraint system
(except for a booster seat), use the
child restraint system only in the
center seat (if your vehicle has a
center seat). Otherwise, the seat
belt will not secure the child
restraint system, which could
cause death or serious injury to the
child or other passengers in the
event of a sudden stop or an acci-
dent.
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For installation of a child restraint system
(except for a booster seat) on the out-
board seat of this vehicle, a seat belt lock-
ing clip is required. Locking clips are
usually obtained where child restraint sys-
tems are sold.
If you do not have a seat belt locking clip,
then use the child restraint system only in
the center seat (if your vehicle has a cen-
ter seat).

—Installation Procedure

(A) REAR–FACING INFANT SEAT
INSTALLATION

An infant seat must be used in rear–
facing position only.
In the United States, the NHTSA recom-
mends use of a rear– facing infant seat for
infants from birth to at least one year of
age and to at least 20 pounds in weight.
Be sure to check your local laws for the
age and size of child appropriate for an
infant rear–facing infant seat.

When installing, follow the child restraint
system manufacturer’s instruction about
the applicable child’s age and size as well
as directions for installing the child
restraint system.
The outboard seat position of your vehicle
has a lap and shoulder belt equipped with
an Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR).
A seat belt equipped with an ELR requires
a locking clip to install a child restraint
system (except for a booster seat).

 A rear–facing child seat (including
a rear–facing positioned convert-
ible seat) or a booster seat may be
used only with a lap and shoulder
belt on the outboard seating posi-
tion. Never install a rear–facing
infant seat or a booster seat on the
center seat of this vehicle (if your
vehicle has a center seat). A rear–
facing infant seat or a booster seat
cannot be safely secured on the
center seat of this vehicle, and
death or serious injury to the child
or other passengers may result in
the event of a sudden stop or acci-
dent.

LT01-283A
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To install the infant seat:
1. Run the lap and shoulder belt through

or around the infant seat following the
instructions provided by its manufac-
turer. Insert the metal tongue of the
seat belt latch plate into the seat belt
buckle, taking care not to twist the
belt. Pull any slack out of the lap por-
tion of the belt so that the base of the
child restraint is tight against the vehi-
cle seat. Hold the lap and shoulder
belt webbing at the latch plate in that
position, and release the buckle.

2. Keep holding the lap and shoulder belt
webbing together, install a seat belt
locking clip near the latch plate of the
lap and shoulder belt by and thread
the lap and shoulder webbing through
the locking clip as depicted in the
instructions which accompany the seat
belt locking clip. Buckle the belt again.
If the belt has any slack, release the
buckle and start from “1” again.

WARNING

 An infant should only ride facing
the rear of the vehicle.

 After inserting the metal tongue of
the seat belt latch plate, make sure
the metal tongue and buckle are
locked and that the lap and shoul-
der portions of the belt are not
twisted.

 Do not insert coins, clips, etc. in the
buckle as this may prevent you
from properly latching the metal
tongue and buckle.

 To reduce risk of death or serious
injury in the event of a sudden stop
or accident if the seat belt does not
work properly, contact and have
your Hino dealer immediately
repair the seat belt. Do not install
the child restraint system on the
seat until the seat belt is repaired.

LT01-284A LT01-285A
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(B) FORWARD–FACING INFANT SEAT
INSTALLATION

A forward–facing infant seat must be
used in a forward–facing position only. 
In the United States, the NHTSA recom-
mends use of forward–facing infant
seat for toddlers from at least one year
of age and at least 20 pounds in weight
to about 4 years of age and 40 pounds.
Be sure to check your local laws for the
age and size of child appropriate for
forward–facing infant seat.

When installing, follow the child
restraint system manufacturer’s
instruction about the applicable child’s
age and size as well as directions for
installing the child restraint system.
The outboard seat position of your vehicle
has lap and shoulder belt is equipped with
an Emergency Locking Retractor (ELR). A
seat belt equipped with an ELR belt
requires a locking clip to install a forward–
facing child restraint system (except for a
booster seat).

WARNING

Push and pull the child restraint sys-
tem in different directions to be sure
it is secure after securing it with the
vehicle’s seat belt to the vehicle’s
seat. Follow all the installation
instructions provided by the child
restraint system manufacturer.

LT01-286A LT01-287A
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To install the forward–facing infant seat:
1. Run the lap and shoulder belt through

or around the forward–facing infant
seat following the instructions provided
by its manufacturer. Insert the metal
tongue of the seat belt latch plate into
the seat belt buckle, taking care not to
twist the belt. Pull any slack out of the
lap portion of the belt so that the base
of the child restraint is tight against the
vehicle seat. Hold the lap and shoulder
belt webbing at the latch plate in that
position, and release the buckle.

2. Keep holding the lap and shoulder belt
webbing together, install a seat belt
locking clip near the latch plate of the
lap and shoulder belt and thread the
lap and shoulder webbing through the
locking clip as depicted in the instruc-
tions which accompany the seat belt
locking clip. Buckle the belt again. If
the belt has any slack, release the
buckle and start from “1” again.

WARNING

 After inserting the metal tongue of
the seat belt latch plate, make sure
the metal tongue and buckle are
locked and that the lap and shoul-
der portions of the belt are not
twisted.

 Do not insert coins, clips, etc. in the
buckle as this may prevent you
from properly latching the metal
tongue and buckle.

 To reduce risk of death or serious
injury in the event of a sudden stop
or accident if the seat belt does not
work properly, contact and have
your Hino dealer immediately
repair the seat belt. Do not install
the child restraint system on the
seat until the seat belt is repaired.

LT01-288A LT01-285A
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(C) CONVERTIBLE SEAT INSTALLATION
On the outboard seat of this vehicle, a
convertible seat may be used in for-
ward–facing or rear–facing position
depending on the age and size of the
child. When installing, follow the man-
ufacturer’s instructions about the
applicable age and size of the child as
well as directions for installing the
child restraint system.

See instructions and warnings for install-
ing rearward–facing and forward–facing
child seats on the outboard seat of this
vehicle, above.

(D) BOOSTER SEAT INSTALLATION
A booster seat is used in forward– fac-
ing position only.
In the United States, the NHTSA recom-
mends use of a booster seat and lap
and shoulder belt for children from
about 4 years of age and 40 pounds to
about 8 years of age and to a height of
4 feet 9 inches. Be sure to check your
local laws for the age and size of child
appropriate for a booster seat.

WARNING

Push and pull the child restraint sys-
tem in different directions to be sure
it is secure after securing it with the
vehicle’s seat belt to the vehicle’s
seat. Follow all the installation
instructions provided by the child
restraint system manufacturer.

LT01-289A WARNING

Never install a convertible seat in
rear–facing position on the center
seat of this vehicle (if so equipped).
The seat cannot be safely secured,
and death or serious injury to the
child or other passengers may result
in the event of a sudden stop or acci-
dent.

LT01-290A
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When installing, follow the child
restraint system manufacturer’s
instruction about the applicable child’s
age and size as well as directions for
installing the child restraint system.

To install the booster seat:
Place booster seat in the outboard seat
position. Sit the child on the booster seat.
Run the lap and shoulder belt through or
around the booster seat following the
instructions provided by its manufacturer.
Insert the metal tongue of the seat belt
latch plate into the seat belt buckle, taking
care not to twist the belt.

WARNING

Never use a locking clip when you
install a booster seat. The seat belt
cannot safely secure the child and the
booster seat, and death or serious
injury to the child or other passen-
gers may result in the event of a sud-
den stop or accident.

LT01-291A

WARNING

To reduce risk of death or serious
injury:
 Make sure the lap belt is positioned

on the child’s upper thighs. The lap
belt should not be positioned on
the top of the child’s hips or across
the child’s abdomen.

 Make sure the shoulder belt is cor-
rectly across the child’s chest. The
shoulder belt should cross the mid-
dle of the child’s collarbone. It
should not be positioned against
the child’s neck or off the child’s
shoulder.

 If the lap and shoulder belt cannot
be properly positioned on the child
in a booster seat then the child
should be placed in a forward–fac-
ing child seat.
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2. Installation with 2–point type seat
belt (Center Seat, if so equipped)

 Always make sure the shoulder belt
is positioned across the center of
child’s collarbone. The belt should
be kept away from child’s neck, but
not falling off the child’s shoulder.
Failure to do so could reduce the
amount of protection in an accident
and cause death or serious inju-
ries.

 Both high–positioned lap belts and
loose–fitting belts could cause
serious injuries due to sliding
under the lap belt during a collision
or other sudden stop. Keep the lap
belt positioned on a child’s upper
thighs.

 For child’s safety, do not place the
shoulder belt under child’s arm or
behind the child’s back.

 After inserting the metal tongue of
the latch plate into the seat belt
buckle, make sure the tongue and
buckle are locked and that the lap
and shoulder portions of the belt
are not twisted.

 Do not insert coins, clips, etc. in the
buckle as this may prevent you
from properly latching the metal
tongue and buckle.

 To reduce risk of death or serious
injury in the event of a sudden stop
or accident if the seat belt does not
work properly, contact and have
your Hino dealer immediately
repair the seat belt. Do not install
the child restraint system on the
seat until the seat belt is repaired.

WARNING

 Do not install a child restraint system
of any type on the center seat if it pre-
vents you from operating the gear
selector lever or other controls.

 Never install a rear–facing infant
seat (including a rear–facing posi-
tioned convertible seat) or a
booster seat on the center seat of
this vehicle (if so equipped). A
rear–facing infant seat or a booster
seat cannot be safely secured, and
death or serious injury to the child
or other passengers may result in
the event of a sudden stop or acci-
dent. A rear–facing infant seat or a
booster seat may be used only with
a lap and shoulder belt on the out-
board seating position.
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When securing a child restraint system
with 2–point seat belt of the center seat,
pull the excess webbing through the belts
adjustment feature, then take the follow-
ing steps:
1. Once installed, ensure that the child

restraint system is securely installed
by pushing and pulling it in all direc-
tions after the child seat has been
secured to the seat by the lap belt. If it
comes loose, turn the end of the seat
belt with the adjustment feature over
before re–buckling. The seat belt
buckle should not be against the child
restraint.

2. If the child restraint system is still not
secured, install the child restraint sys-
tem on the outboard seat in this vehi-
cle.
The outboard seat position of your
vehicle has a lap and shoulder belt
equipped with an Emergency Locking
Retractor (ELR). A seat belt equipped
with an ELR requires a locking clip to
install a child restraint system (except
for a booster seat).

(A) FORWARD–FACING INFANT SEAT
INSTALLATION

A forward–facing infant seat must be used
in a forward–facing position only. 
In the United States, the NHTSA recom-
mends use of forward–facing infant seat
for toddlers from at least one year of age
and at least 20 pounds in weight to about
4 years of age and 40 pounds. Be sure to
check your local laws for the age and size
of child appropriate for forward–facing
infant seat.

When installing, follow the child
restraint system manufacturer’s
instruction about the applicable child’s
age and size as well as directions for
installing the child restraint system.

LT01-292A

WARNING

 After inserting the metal tongue of
the latch plate into the buckle,
make sure the tongue and buckle
are locked and that the lap belt is
not twisted.

 Do not insert coins, clips, etc. in the
buckle as this may prevent you
from properly latching the tongue
and buckle.

 To reduce risk of death or serious
injury in the event of a sudden stop
or accident if the seat belt does not
work properly, contact and have
your Hino dealer immediately
repair the seat belt. Do not install
the child restraint system on the
seat until the seat belt is repaired.
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To install the forward–facing infant
seat:
1. Run the center lap belt through or

around the forward–facing seat follow-
ing the instructions provided by its
manufacturer. Insert the metal tongue
of the seat belt latch plate into the
seat belt buckle taking care not to
twist the lap belt.

2. While pressing the forward–facing
infant seat firmly against the seat
cushion and seatback, tighten the lap
belt by pulling its free end to hold the
forward–facing infant seat securely.

LT01-293A LT01-294A

WARNING

Push and pull the forward–facing
child restraint system in different
directions to be sure it is secure after
securing it with the lap belt to the
vehicle’s seat. Follow all the installa-
tion instructions provided by its man-
ufacturer.

LT01-295A
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(B) CONVERTIBLE SEAT INSTALLATION
On the center seat of this vehicle, a
convertible seat may be used in for-
ward–facing position only. When
installing, follow the manufacturer’s
instructions about the applicable age
and size of the child as well as direc-
tions for installing the child restraint
system.

To install the convertible seat:
See instructions and warnings for install-
ing forward–facing infant seats on the
center seat, above.

— Removal of child restraint
systems

3–point type seat belt
with locking clip (Outboard Seat)

WARNING

Never install a convertible seat in
rear–facing position on the center
seat of this vehicle. The convertible
seat cannot be safely secured, and
death or serious injury to the child or
other passengers may result in the
event of a sudden stop or accident.

WARNING

When the child restraint system is not
in use:
 Keep the child restraint system

properly secured with a seat belt if
it is on the seat even if it is not in
use. Do not store the restraint
unsecured in the cabin.

 Otherwise, remove it from the vehi-
cle. This will prevent it from injur-
ing passengers in the event of a
sudden stop or accident.

LT01-296A
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3–point type seat belt
without locking clip (Outboard Seat)

2–point type seat belt
To remove the child restraint system,
press the buckle release button and allow
the belt to retract completely.

Tilt and telescopic steering wheel

To adjust the steering wheel position,
pull up the lock release lever. Then tilt
the steering wheel to the desired angle,
push or pull it to the desired steering
column length and push down the lock
release lever.

LT01-297A

WARNING

Always remove the locking clip when
the child restraint system is not
installed.

LT01-298A LT01-102A
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Outside rear view mirrors—

Adjust the mirror so that you can just
see the side of your vehicle in the mir-
ror.

WARNING

 Do not adjust the steering wheel
while the vehicle is moving. Doing
so may cause the driver to mishan-
dle the vehicle and an accident may
occur resulting in death or serious
injuries.

 After adjusting the steering wheel,
try moving it up and down or for-
ward and rearward to make sure it
is locked in position.

WARNING

Do not adjust the mirror while the
vehicle is moving. Doing so may
cause the driver to mishandle the
vehicle and an accident may occur
resulting in death or serious injuries.

LT01-103A

CAUTION

Do not drive with the mirrors folded
forward or backward. Both the driver
and passenger side rear view mirrors
must be extended and properly
adjusted before driving.
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—Remote control mirror switch

The angle of the left and the right rear–
view mirror can be adjusted by operating
the switch. This function can be used
when the key is set to “ACC” or “ON”.

 Select the rear–view mirror to be
adjusted with the left/right selector
switch. “L” selects the left mirror, “R”
the right mirror.

 Press the “▲” part of the remote con-
trol switch to adjust the angle of the
rear–view mirror. Pressing the top or
the bottom of the switch adjusts the
mirror vertically, and pressing the left
or the right side adjusts the mirror hor-
izontally.

 When not using the remote control, set
the left/right selector switch to the
neutral position.

—Mirror heater switch

This switch is used to heat the mirror, in
order to remove condensation or fogging.
 The heater is switched on when the

switch is pressed. At the same time,
the built–in indicator light lights up.

 Press the switch again to switch off
the heater element, after the conden-
sation or fogging has been removed.

LT01-112A

NOTICE
◆ Before driving, adjust the mirror to

obtain the correct rear field of vision.
◆ Do not adjust the mirrors while driv-

ing, since this may cause mistakes
while driving.

LT01-120A
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CAUTION

Do not use this heater when the
engine is not running. This can
exhaust the battery and engine start
may become impossible.
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Headlights and turn signals

HEADLIGHTS
To turn on the following lights: Twist
the headlight/turn signal lever knob.
Position 0— Day time running lights.
Position 1— Clearance lights, marker

lights, Id marker lights, tail,
license plate, instrument
cluster lights and day time
running lights.

Position 2— Headlights and all of the
above (except day time run-
ning lights).

 The day time running lights are turned
on when the parking brake is released
and the headlight/turn signal lever
knob to the “0” or the “1” position.
When turned to the “2” position, the
day time running lights are turned off
in addition to the above lights.
The day time running lights are not
designed for use at night.

 The headlights do not light when the
key is at the “LOCK” or “ACC” posi-
tion.

High–Low beams—For high beams, turn
the headlights on and push the lever away
from you (position 1). Pull the lever toward
you (position 2) for low beams.
The headlight high beam indicator light
(blue light) on the instrument cluster will
tell you that the high beams are on.
Flashing the high beam headlights
(position 3)—Pull the lever all the way
back. The high beam headlights turn off
when you release the lever.
The headlight flasher works even when
the headlight switch is off.

1

2

LT01-123D NOTICE
To prevent the battery from being
discharged, do not leave the lights
on for a long period when the engine
is not running.

1

2

3

LT01-128A
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TURN SIGNALS
To signal a turn, push the headlight/turn
signal lever up or down to position 1.
The turn signals can blink regardless of
the position of the starter.
The lever automatically returns after you
make a turn, but you may have to return it
by hand when it will not return automati-
cally on a gentle curve, etc.

To signal a lane change, move the lever up
or down to the pressure point (position 2)
and hold it.
If the turn signal indicator lights (green
lights) on the instrument cluster flash
faster than normal, a front or rear turn sig-
nal bulb is burned out. See “Replacing
light bulbs” on page 278.

Emergency flashers

To turn on the emergency flashers,
push the switch.
The emergency flasher can blink regard-
less of the position of the starter.
All the turn signal lights will flash.
Turn on the emergency flashers to warn
other drivers if your vehicle must be
stopped where it might be a traffic hazard.
Always pull as far off the road as possible.
The turn signal light switch will not work
when the emergency flashers are operating.

1

2

2

1
LT01-132A LT01-142B
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Interior light 

To turn on the interior light, slide the
switch. The interior light switch has the
following positions:
On—Keeps the light on all the time.
Off—Turns the light off.
Door—Turns the light on when either side
door is opened. The light goes off when
both side doors are closed.

Rheostat control dial

The brightness of the instrument panel
lights can be adjusted by turning the con-
trol dial. Turning the dial downward, the
lights will dim gradually and at the end will
turn off. Adjust the brightness to be safe
and suitable for driving.

NOTICE
To prevent the battery from being
discharged, do not leave the switch
on longer than necessary when the
engine is not running.

LT01-147B

DOOR

OFF

ON

LT01-299A
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Windshield wipers and washer

To turn on the windshield wipers, move
the lever to the desired setting.
The key must be in the “ON” position.

To spray washer fluid, Pull the lever all
the way back. (Position 4)

If the windshield wipers are off, they will
operate a couple of times after the washer
is sprayed.
For instructions on adding washer fluid,
see “Adding washer fluid” on page 277.
In freezing weather, warm the windshield
with the defroster before using the
washer. This will help prevent the washer
fluid from freezing on your windshield,
which can block your vision.
One time of spraying should be less than
15 seconds.

Lever position Speed setting
Position 1 Intermittent
Position 2 Slow
Position 3 Fast

4

LT01-151C

1

2

3

NOTICE
Do not operate the wipers if the
windshield is dry. It may scratch the
glass.
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Fuel gauge

The gauge indicates the approximate
quantity of the fuel remaining in the
tank when the key is on.
Refill the fuel tank before the gauge reg-
isters “E” (Empty).
If the fuel level approaches “E” and the
last segment of the fuel gauge blinks as
low fuel level warning, fill the fuel tank as
soon as possible.

On inclines or curves, due to the move-
ment of fuel in the tank, the fuel gauge
may fluctuate or the last segment of the
fuel gauge blinks earlier than usual.
The last segment of the fuel gauge blinks
when the amount of fuel in the tank is get-
ting low. If the remaining amount of fuel
gets lower as from the last segment of the
fuel gauge blinked, then the last segment
will blinks shorter. Refuel as soon as it is
convenient.
In case of running out of gas, air bleed the
fuel system after adding fuel.
See “Bleeding the fuel system” on page
198.

Engine coolant temperature
gauge

The gauge indicates the engine cool-
ant temperature when the key in the
“ON” position. The engine operating
temperature will vary with changes in
weather and engine load.
If your vehicle overheats (segment next to
the “H” of the engine coolant temperature
gauge blinks and buzzer beeps), stop
your vehicle and allow the engine to cool.

LT01-152A LT01-154A
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Your vehicle may overheat during
severe operating conditions, such as:
 Driving up a long hill on a hot day.
 Reducing speed or stopping after high

speed driving.
 Idling for a long period with the air

conditioning on in stop–and–go traffic.

Vacuum gauge (for class 4)

The gauge indicates the approximate
quantity of the vacuum remaining in
the tank when the key is on.

When the negative pressure of the
brake booster drops, the warning light
will light. When it further drops, the
buzzer will sound. Stop the vehicle and
pull the parking brake, and the buzzer
will stop sounding.

NOTICE
◆ Do not remove the thermostat in

the engine cooling system as this
may cause the engine to overheat.
The thermostat is designed to con-
trol the flow of coolant to keep the
temperature of the engine within
the specified operating range.

◆ Do not continue driving with an
overheated engine. See “If your
vehicle overheats” on page 203.

LT01-319A

WARNING

If the buzzer sounds, never drive the
vehicle.
If the buzzer starts sounding while
driving, immediately stop the vehicle
in a safe area, securely pull the park-
ing brake, and idle the engine. Raise
the negative pressure until the buzzer
stops sounding when the parking
brake is released.
In such a case, the effectiveness of
the brake may not be good.
If the effectiveness is bad, strongly
press the brake pedal.
If the buzzer still continues to sound,
the brake system is suspected of
being abnormal. Contact your Hino
dealer.
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Tachometer

The tachometer indicates engine
speed in thousands of rpm (revolu-
tions per minute). Use it while driving
to select correct shift points and to pre-
vent engine lugging and over–revving.

For better fuel economy, keep the needle
within the economy zone. Driving with the
engine running too fast causes excessive
engine wear and poor fuel economy.
ECO indicator light—Indicator light
comes on while the fuel–efficient driving
condition is kept.

Odometer, two trip meters, fuel con-
sumption and display settings

For U.S.A.

NOTICE
Do not let the indicator needle get
into the red zone. This may cause
severe engine damage.

LT01-155A LT01-281B

5

1

6

2

3

4

LT01-156G
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For Canada

This meter displays the odometer, two
trip meters, fuel consumptions and
display settings.
1. Odometer—Shows the total distance

the vehicle has been driven.
2. Two trip meters—Show two different

distances independently driven since
the last time each trip meter was set to
zero.
You can use one trip meter to calculate
the fuel economy and the other to mea-
sure the distance on each trip. All trip
meter data is cancelled if the electrical
power source is disconnected.

3. Current fuel consumption
4. Average value of fuel consumption
5. Display color (for hybrid vehicles)

6. Select switch (Trip meter reset)—
Resets the two trip meters, average
value of the fuel consumption to zero,
select the On/Off of the “Display color”
and “Day mode” and also change the
meter display.
To change the meter display, quickly
push and release the knob. The meter
display changes in the order from the
odometer to trip meter A to trip meter B
to fuel consumption (average) to fuel
consumption (current) to display color
to day mode, then back to the odometer
each time you push.
To reset the trip meter A to zero, display
the meter A reading, then push and
hold the knob until the meter is set to
zero. The same process can be applied
for resetting the trip meter B.

5

1

6

2

3

4

LT01-156H
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Service reminder indicators and warning buzzers

If the indicator or buzzer comes on... Do this.

(a) If low engine oil pressure warning light 
turns on Stop the vehicle and contact your Hino dealer.

(b) If cab tilt warning light turns on and 
buzzer beeps repeatedly Lock the cab securely.

(c) If brake system warning light turns on 
and/or buzzer beeps repeatedly Stop immediately and contact your Hino dealer.

(d) If “ABS (Anti–lock Brake System)” 
warning light turns on

Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.
If brake system warning light is also on, stop 
immediately and contact your Hino dealer.

(e) If automatic transmission fluid temper-
ature warning light turns on Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.

(U.S.A.)

(Canada)

(U.S.A.)

(Canada)
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If the indicator or buzzer comes on... Do this.

(f) If fuel filter warning light turns on Drain water.

(g) If discharge warning light turns on Stop immediately and contact your Hino dealer.

(h) If HV warning light turns on Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.

(i)
If DPR (Diesel Particulate active 
Reduction system) indicator light 
blinks

Stop and Perform the manual regeneration.

(j) If check automatic transmission
warning light blinks Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.

(k) If engine coolant level warning light 
turns on and buzzer beeps Stop the vehicle and check.

(l)
If VCS (Vehicle Control System) ECU 
(Electronic Control Unit) warning light 
turns on

Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.
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If the indicator or buzzer comes on... Do this.

(m) If MIL (Malfunction Indicator Light) 
turns on Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.

(n) If DEF light turns on or blinks and 
buzzer beeps Replenish DEF. Please refer to page 149.

(o) If DEF quality light turns on and 
buzzer beeps

Drain and replenish DEF. Please refer to page 
150.

(p)
If exhaust gas after treatment 
system maintenance requirement light 
turns on

Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.

(q) If SCR malfunction light blinks and 
buzzer beeps Contact with your Hino dealer as soon as possible.

(r) If low power light turns on Please refer to page 149, 150, 151, 153 and 154.

(s) If brake pad wear warning light turns 
on Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.
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If the indicator or buzzer comes on... Do this.

(t) If parking brake warning light turns on 
and buzzer beeps repeatedly Release parking brake.

(u) If SVS (Service Vehicle Soon) light 
turns on Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.

(v) If ES start (brake retention) indicator light 
blinks and buzzer beeps repeatedly Take vehicle to your Hino dealer.

(w) Engine overheat warn-
ing buzzer If engine overheat warning buzzer beeps Stop the vehicle and check.

(U.S.A.)

(Canada)
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CHECKING SERVICE REMINDER INDI-
CATORS
1. Apply the parking brake.
2. Turn the key to “ON”, but do not start

the engine. All the service reminder
indicators should come on. The “ABS”
warning light turns off after a few sec-
onds.

If any service reminder indicator or warn-
ing buzzers does not function as
described above, have it checked by your
Hino dealer as soon as possible.

(a) Low engine oil pressure warning
light

This light warns that the engine oil pres-
sure is too low.
If it flickers or stays on while you are driv-
ing, pull off the road to a safe place and
stop the engine immediately. Call your
Hino dealer for assistance.
The light may occasionally flicker when
the engine is idling or it may come on
briefly after a hard stop. There is no cause
for concern if it then goes out when the
engine is accelerated slightly.
The light may come on when the oil level
is extremely low. It is not designed to indi-
cate low oil level, and the oil level must be
checked using the level dipstick.

(b) Cab tilt warning light 
This light warns that the cab is not locked.
Lock the cab with its handle as soon as
possible. (For instruction, see “Tilt cab” on
page 21.)

NOTICE
Do not drive the vehicle with the
warning light on–even for one block.
It may ruin the engine.

WARNING

Do not drive the vehicle without lock-
ing the cab securely. Otherwise, the
cab may be tilted unexpectedly, pos-
sibly causing an accident.
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(c) Brake system warning light
Low brake fluid or hydraulic brake
booster fluid (for class 5) level warning
If this light comes on and stays on while
you are driving, slow down and pull off the
road. Then stop the vehicle carefully.
Remember that stopping distance and
pedal effort may be increased. There may
be a problem somewhere in the brake sys-
tem. Check the fluid level of the see–
through reservoir.

If the brake fluid or hydraulic brake
booster fluid (for class 5) level is low...
At a safe place, test your brakes by start-
ing and stopping.
 If you judge that the brakes still work

adequately, drive cautiously to your
Hino dealer or shop for repairs.

 If the brakes are not working, have the
vehicle towed in for repairs. (For tow-
ing information, see page 205 in Sec-
tion 4.)

If the brake fluid or hydraulic brake
booster fluid (for class 5) level is cor-
rect...
The brake booster may not be working
adequately or there may be a problem in
the warning system. Have them checked
by your Hino dealer. (Your vehicle needs
to be towed. For towing information, see
page 205)

CAUTION

It is dangerous to continue driving
when the brake fluid or hydraulic
brake booster fluid (for class 5) level
is low.

CAUTION

Continued driving with an inoperative
hydraulic brake booster is danger-
ous.
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(d) “ABS (Anti–lock Brake System)”
warning light

The light comes on when the key is turned
to the “ON” position. If the anti–lock brake
system works properly, the light turns off
after a few seconds. Thereafter, if the sys-
tem malfunctions, the light comes on
again.
When the “ABS” warning light is on (and
the brake system warning light is off), the
anti–lock brake system does not operate,
but the brake system still operates con-
ventionally.
When the “ABS” warning light is on (and
the brake system warning light is off), the
anti–lock brake system does not operate
so that the wheels could lock up during a
sudden braking or braking on slippery
road surfaces.

If either of the following conditions
occurs, this indicates a malfunction
somewhere in the components moni-
tored by the warning light system. Con-
tact your Hino dealer as soon as
possible to service the vehicle.
 The light does not come on when the

key is turned to the “ON” position, or
the light remains on.

 The light comes on while you are driv-
ing.

A warning light turning on briefly during
operation does not indicate a problem.

(e) Automatic transmission fluid 
temperature warning light

This light will come on when the automatic
transmission fluid temperature exceeds
specified limits. If this light comes on while
you are driving, slow down and pull off the
road. Stop the vehicle at a safe place at
put the selector lever in “P”. With the
engine idling, wait until the light goes off.
If the light goes off, you can start the vehi-
cle again. If the light does not go off, call
your Hino dealer.

CAUTION

If the “ABS” warning light remains on
together with the brake system warn-
ing light, immediately stop your vehi-
cle at a safe place and contact your
Hino dealer.
In this case, not only the anti–lock
brake system will fail but also the
vehicle will become extremely unsta-
ble during braking.

NOTICE
Continued driving with the warning
light on may damage the automatic
transmission.
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(f) Fuel filter warning light
The light warns you that the amount of
accumulated water in the fuel filter has
reached the specified level.
If they come on, drain the water immedi-
ately. (See “Draining fuel filter water” on
page 256.)

(g) Discharge warning light
This warning light comes on when the key
is turned to the “ON” position, and goes off
when the engine is started.
When there are problems in the charging
system while the engine is running, the
warning light comes on.

(h) HV warning light
 This lights up when an abnormality

has occurred in the hybrid vehicle sys-
tem.

 This is a severe abnormality.
Stop the vehicle immediately at a safe
location and contact your Hino dealer.

NOTICE
Never drive the vehicle with the
warning light on. Continued driving
with water accumulated in the fuel
filter will damage the fuel system.

NOTICE
When the warning light comes on
while the engine is running, malfunc-
tions such as the engine drive belt
being broken may have occurred. If
the warning light comes on, immedi-
ately stop the vehicle in a safe place
and contact your Hino dealer.

WARNING

Do not shut down the engine in this
case. Restart may not be possible.
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(i) DPR (Diesel Particulate active
Reduction system) indicator light

When the indicator light flashes all the
time
Execute the following procedure before
driving more than 95 miles (150 km)
<Manual regeneration procedure>:
Always turn the PTO switch off if your
vehicle is equipped with a PTO prior to
beginning the manual regeneration pro-
cedure.
1. Park the vehicle in a safe* place.
* Confirm that there are no flammable

materials near the exhaust opening.
2. Apply the parking brake firmly. 
3. Place the selector lever in “N” or “P”

position.
4. Do not stop engine. (Allow the engine

to idle)
5. Push the DPR switch where the indi-

cator light is flashing. <Regeneration
start>

6. Confirm that the flashing indicator light
turns on and idle speed increases. 
Wait for 15 to 20 minutes.

7. After the indicator light turns off and
idle speed decreases to standard.
Manual regeneration has been com-
pleted and drive the vehicle safely. For
details, see “Diesel Particulate active
Reduction system” on page 138.

Vehicles equipped with the DPR have the
following characteristics.
 After regeneration of the DPR, the

odor of the exhaust gas will be differ-
ent from that of a vehicle without the
DPR.

 Discharge of white smoke (which con-
sists of water vapor) from the muffler
soon after the DPR is activated is nor-
mal.

 Discharge of white smoke (which con-
sists of water vapor) from or around
the muffler while DPR regeneration is
in process is normal.

NOTICE
◆ If you start driving before regenera-

tion has been completed, the DPR
indicator light will flash again.

◆ If you continue to drive with a
flashing DPR indicator light with-
out manual regeneration, the MIL
(Malfunction Indicator Light) will
come on. 

◆ Manual regeneration becomes
possible after the engine has been
started and the DPR indicator light
has flashed for 10 seconds.
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(j) Check automatic transmission
warning light

This light will blink when the any time after
start–up indicates that a problem has
been detected. The ECU (Electronic Con-
trol Unit) will register a diagnostic code
and shifts may be restricted. Depending
on the severity of the problem, you may be
able to continue operating the vehicle
until you reach your Hino dealer.
The ECU (Electronic Control Unit) may
not respond to shift selector requests
since upshift and downshifts may be
restricted and direction changes may not
occur.

(k) Engine coolant level warning light
After the engine coolant level warning
light comes on, confirm the volume of
coolant in the reservoir. Check to see if
coolant is leaking from the cooling sys-
tem.
See “Checking the engine coolant level”
on page 246 for checking the coolant
level.
If coolant is leaking, do the following:
1. If the reservoir is empty: If leakage of

coolant is found, have your Hino
dealer check and repair it. If there is
no leakage of coolant, wait until the
engine and radiator have cooled down
and replenish the radiator and/or the
reservoir tank.

2. If there is coolant in the reservoir tank:
Have your Hino dealer check and
repair the leak.

CAUTION

If the engine coolant level warning
light comes on and/or the beep
sounds while driving, pull off the road
immediately and stop your vehicle
safely and carefully.
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(l) VCS (Vehicle Control System) ECU
(Electronic Control Unit) warning
light

This warning light comes on if the VCS
(Vehicle Control System) ECU (Electronic
Control Unit) malfunction is detected.
When the warning light comes on, have
your vehicle checked and repaired by
your Hino dealer.

(m)MIL (Malfunction Indicator Light)
This light warns that there is a problem
somewhere in the engine electrical system,
electronic engine control system or hybrid
vehicle control system.
If it comes on while you are driving, have
your vehicle checked/repaired by your Hino
dealer as soon as possible.
If the engine speed does not increase when
the accelerator pedal is depressed, there
may be a problem somewhere in the elec-
tronic engine control system. Stop the vehi-
cle and contact your Hino dealer or take your
vehicle carefully, since the vehicle perfor-
mance will be lower than normal, to your
Hino dealer as soon as possible.
Even if the abnormality in the electronic
engine control system is corrected during
low speed driving, the system may not
recover until the engine is stopped and the
key is turned to the “ACC” or “LOCK” posi-
tion.

(n) DEF light
Replenish the DEF tank with at least 1.5
gal. (5.7 L, 1.3 Imp. gal.) of proper DEF
(only API certified DEF).
(Please refer to “DEF light” on page 149.)

NOTICE
◆ If the outside temperature is

extremely cold, the DEF may be
frozen. Make sure that the DEF fro-
zen or not before starting the pro-
cedures.

◆ In case of that the DEF is freezing,
the warnings and torque reduction
/ speed limit will not be released.
Wait until the DEF melts then start
the procedures.

◆ Do not warm the DEF tank by
using the burner and/or heater for
the DEF melts.
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(o) DEF quality light
This warning light will appear when
improper/deteriorated DEF is detected. If
this warning light is illuminated, internal
fluid in DEF tank must be replaced to
proper DEF (API certificated).
Be certain to place the key position must
be “ON” while you replace DEF. Replenish
the DEF tank with at least 1.5 gal. (5.7 L,
1.3 Imp. gal.) of proper DEF (only API cer-
tified DEF). Always follow this procedure
when replenishing the DEF. If you do not
follow this procedure, the warning light
will not turn off.
(Please refer to “DEF quality light” on
page 150.)

WARNING

Do not leave the warning light ((m), (n)
and (p)) on. Otherwise, your vehicle
will be restricted to it’s torque or
speed.
For more information, see page 149,
150 and 153.

NOTICE
◆ If the outside temperature is

extremely cold, the DEF may be
frozen. Make sure that the DEF fro-
zen or not before starting the pro-
cedures.

◆ In case of that the DEF is freezing,
the warnings and torque reduction
/ speed limit will not be released.
Wait until the DEF melts then start
the procedures.

◆ Do not warm the DEF tank by
using the burner and/or heater for
the DEF melts.
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PROCEDURE TO REPLACE DEF WHEN
DEF DETERIORATION IS DETECTED:
1. Stop your vehicle where the safe place

which you can refill the DEF as soon
as possible.

2. After reaching a place where you can
replenish DEF, stop the engine.

3. When you get ready to feed DEF, turn
the key to the “ON” position. 
Be certain to place the key position
must be “ON” while you replace DEF.

4. Remove the drain plug at the bottom
of the DEF tank and drain the fluid in
the DEF tank.

5. After drained completely, tighten the
drain plug and fill certified DEF at
least 1.5 gal. (5.7 L, 1.3 Imp. gal.).

6. Low power light goes out if it was turned
on. DEF quality light and MIL (Malfunc-
tion Indicator Light) remains until proper
DEF–SCR system function (proper NOx
reduction) detected. 

(p) Exhaust gas after treatment sys-
tem maintenance requirement light

This indicator light informs you that the
SCR system needs to have periodical
maintenance to maintain it’s proper func-
tion. If so, have your vehicle checked and
repaired at your Hino dealer.

CAUTION

In step 5, do not feed again any fluid
other than certified DEF and make
sure that the key is in the “ON” posi-
tion. Otherwise, warning lights are
never cancelled.
Please have your vehicle checked
and repaired at your Hino dealer.
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(q) SCR malfunction light
Stop the vehicle and contact your Hino
dealer.

(r) Low power light
This warning light comes on with the fol-
lowing conditions;
 Remaining amount of DEF is less than

5%, or improper/deteriorated DEF is
detected.
(Please refer to “DEF light” on page
149 and “DEF quality light” on page
150.)

 Tampering with DEF–SCR system is
detected.

(s) Brake pad wear warning light
The warning light turns on when the brake
pad exceeds the service limit.
Stop the vehicle immediately at a safe
place. Consult your Hino dealer.

CAUTION

Never drive the vehicle when the
warning light turn on. This is very
dangerous because the brake does
not function sufficiently.
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(t) Parking brake warning light and
buzzer

This light comes on when the parking
brake is applied.
In case that you drove your vehicle while
indicator light is lit, the buzzer sounds.

(u) SVS (Service Vehicle Soon) light
This indicator use when checking the
diagnostic code.
For example, when the malfunction of the
ECU (Electronic Control Unit) electric
power supply or etc. detected, leave the
diagnostic code to the failure diagnosis
tools for applicable service.

(v) ES start (brake retention) indicator
light and buzzer

This light comes on when the key is turned
to the “ON” position. If the brake retention
of idling stop works properly, the light
turns off after a short period.
When the indicator light blinks and buzzer
beeps repeatedly, there is a problem in
the brake retention system. Have your
vehicle checked and repaired at your Hino
dealer. 

CAUTION

The brake light is on when the parking
brake is not completely released. To
prevent damage to parking brake,
release the parking brake before driv-
ing.
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(w)Engine overheat warning buzzer
See “If your vehicle overheats” on page
203.
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Starter switch

“START”—Starter motor on. The key
will return to the “ON” posi-
tion when released.

For starting tips, see page 182.
“ON”—Engine on and all accessories

on. Before starting, glow plugs
on and engine preheated.

This is the normal driving position.

“ACC”—Accessories such as the radio
operate, but the engine is off.

“LOCK”—Engine is off. The key can be
removed only at this posi-
tion. When you remove the
key and turn the steering
wheel until it locks, the steer-
ing wheel is fixed.

You must push in the key to turn the key
from “ACC” to the “LOCK” position.
When starting the engine, the key may
seem stuck at the “LOCK” position. To
free it, first be sure the key is pushed all
the way in, and then rock the steering
wheel slightly while turning the key gently.
It is normal for the needles on all meters
and gauges move slightly when the key is
turned to the “ACC”, “ON” or “START”
position.
Before parking for a long time, keep the
key removed.

LT01-166A

WARNING

 Never remove the key when the
vehicle is moving, as this will lock
the steering wheel and result in
loss of steering control.

 Never place the key in the other
positions than the “ON”, while driv-
ing. Placing the key in the “LOCK”
or the “ACC” position while driving
will stop the engine and will cause
the following serious problems:
(1) Braking force will decrease,
(2) Maneuverability of steering

wheel will become extremely
heavy, or

(3) All the electric circuits such as
warning lights and meters will
not operate.
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Automatic transmission—

Electrical controlled 6–speed auto-
matic transmission (with lock up)
The transmission has 6 speed forward
and 1 reverse speed. Each speed is indi-
cated on the instrument panel.

Selector lever operations

: Shift the selector lever in the straight
direction.

: Shift the selector lever with pushing
the lock knob located on the selector
lever pressed.

For safety reasons, shift the selector lever
from the “P” to other positions while
depressing the brake pedal.

NOTICE
◆ Do not leave the key in the “ON”

position if the engine is not run-
ning. The battery will discharge.

◆ Do not turn the key to “START”
position after the engine has
started. This could cause damage
to the starter.

P

R

LT01-175C

Lock knob

Selector lever

CAUTION

 Do not push in the lock knob during
( ) operation. Doing so might
make you mistakenly shift the
selector lever to “R” or “D” and
result in an accident.

 Do not put the selector lever into
the “D” or “R” position without
depressing the brake pedal, when
the engine revolution is high, like
right after starting the engine. The
vehicle will start suddenly and it
very dangerous.
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P: Parking position
This position is used for starting the
engine or for parking, which locks the
wheel. For parking the lever should be
positioned into “P”.
R: Reverse position
This position is used for backing up the
vehicle. When the lever is put into the “R”
position, the back–up light is turned on
and the buzzer for back–up sounds.
Wait until the vehicle has completely
stopped before shifting between “R” and
the other positions.

N: Neutral position
When the selector lever is placed in the
“N” position, there is neither forward nor
reverse gear engagement.
You can start the engine with the lever at
“N” position. But for safety, do it with the
lever at the “P” position.
D: Drive position
This position is used for normal driving.
When the Over–Drive (O/D) button is put
on, the gear can be shifted from 1st to 6th
speed and when Over–Drive (O/D) was
off, it can be shifted from 1st to 5th.
4: Fourth position
This position is used, when the engine
brake is needed while driving the vehicle
with the “D” position.
L–3: Low to third position
This position is used, more powerful
engine brake is needed while driving the
vehicle with the “4” position.
When the selector lever is in “L–3”, the
vehicle will start in first gear and automat-
ically shift to third gear.

 Before starting the vehicle, be sure
to depress the brake pedal while
shifting the selector lever from “P”
or “N”. Failure to do so may result
in death or serious injury in an acci-
dent.

 When the idling speed is high such
as right after starting the engine,
the creeping phenomenon is stron-
ger. Make sure to depress the brake
pedal firmly.

NOTICE
Creeping phenomenon?
It is when the vehicle starts to move
slowly by the effect of the engine
idling revolution when the selector
lever in engaged in a “R”, “D”, “4” or
“L–3” position, even without
depressing the accelerator pedal.
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Over–Drive (O/D) button
The Over–Drive (O/D) button to “ON” by
pushing the button and “OFF” by pushing
it again, which are indicated in the instru-
ment panel.
For normal driving, you should put “ON”
the Over–Drive (O/D) button. With the “D”
position, the speed can be controlled 1st
to 6th speed automatically.

For downhill driving, you turn off the
Over–Drive (O/D) button. The engine
brake and the exhaust retarder (exhaust
brake) effectiveness will be better. Also,
on uphill driving, you can enjoy the
smooth driving by minimal gear changes.
When you turn off the switch, the O/D
(Over–Drive) OFF indicator light is turned
on, the gear can be controlled from 1st to
5th position automatically. For driving on a
slope, you should turn off the Over–Drive
(O/D) button.

WARNING

Be careful when downshifting on a
slippery surface. The abrupt change
in engine speed could cause the vehi-
cle to spin or skid.

LT01-177B
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—Driving operation
How to start the engine
See “How to start the engine” on page
182.
Kick down
If you fully depress the accelerator pedal
while driving the vehicle in the “D” posi-
tion, the gear will automatically shift down
and sufficient accelerating power can be
obtained.

Shifting manually
Like the vehicle with a manual transmis-
sion, you can shift in accordance with the
speed.
Driving on a slope
By using the “D”, “4” and “L–3” position
properly in accordance with the slope of
uphill driving and with load, you can enjoy
a smooth drive with a few changes of the
speed.
For downhill driving, try to obtain the
required engine brake with the exhaust
retarder (exhaust brake) and also by
using properly “D”, “4” and “L–3” in accor-
dance with the slope.

CAUTION

If you fully depress the accelerator
pedal, the gear will automatically shift
down. Accordingly, do not depress
the accelerator pedal suddenly when
driving on a slippery road. Otherwise,
the tire slips, which may cause to
miss the steering direction of the
vehicle.

CAUTION

Do not use the service brake too
much.
If the service brake is used exces-
sively on a long downhill slope, the
brake may be overheated, and it will
not work effectively.

NOTICE
◆ With the selector lever placed in

the “P” or “N” position, the
exhaust retarder (exhaust brake)
does not operate.
The exhaust retarder (exhaust
brake) will be released tempo-
rarily, while the vehicle is running
under the speed of less than 10
km/h, even if the lever is placed in
other then the “P” or “N” position.

◆ In order to avoid the over–revving
of the engine, sometimes it cannot
be shifted down, then you are
shifting manually and the speed is
too high. Reduce the speed by
depressing the brake pedal.
“OVER–REVVING” means the
engine speed is exceeding the
maximum permissible engine rev-
olution. Operating the engine at
this speed will impose excessive
loads on different parts of the
engine and will result in damage to
the engine.
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(a) Stopping 
With the selector lever placed in the “D”
position, depress firmly the brake pedal
with your right foot. On a slope, pull the
parking brake lever securely.
When stopping for a long time, shift the
selector lever to the “P” position and pull
the parking brake lever securely for firm
parking.

(b) Parking 
Make sure to shift the selector lever to the
“P” position with the brake pedal
depressed by your right foot.
Fully pull the parking brake lever for firm
parking.
Release the brake pedal and stop the
engine. When parking the vehicle on a
slope, be sure to use the wheel stoppers.

Cruise control
“Cruise control” is a system for electroni-
cally controlling the speed of the vehicle.
When the speed of the vehicle is set by
use of the “Cruise control”, the vehicle will
continue to operate at the speed set even
when the driver’s foot is taken off of the
accelerator pedal. The purpose of the
“Cruise control” system is to reduce driver
fatigue.
“Cruise control” should be used whenever
the driver wishes to travel at a constant
speed for long intervals such as when
driving on interstate highways.

CAUTION

 Avoid attempting to race the
engine. If the selector lever in other
than the “N” or “P” position, the
vehicle will start suddenly and it is
dangerous.

 Avoid attempting to park the vehi-
cle with the engine power without
depressing the brake pedal on an
uphill slope. Never fail to pull the
parking brake lever or to keep
depressing the brake pedal with
your right foot.
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1. Cruise control main switch
This is the switch (position 1) for prepare
operation of the Cruise control and its
release.
2. Cruise control set switch
Press the lever down (position 2) for set
the set vehicle speed while running under
the cruise control.

WARNING

Never use the “Cruise control” under
any of the following roads conditions.
Use of the “Cruise control” under
those conditions could result in an
accident causing serious injury or
death.
 Never use the “Cruise control” if

the roadway is slippery because of
ice, snow, water, and oil or because
of any other reason. The tires of the
vehicle may spin and the driver
may lose control resulting in an
accident. 

 Never use the “Cruise control” on
steep downhill grades. Engine
braking may be insufficient to be
effective in slowing the vehicle and
the “set” speed may be exceeded
resulting in an accident.

 Never use the “Cruise control” in
traffic situations that require fre-
quent accelerations and decelera-
tion such as on roadways where
there is a great deal of traffic and
where there are sharp curves. The
driver will be unable to set the
“Cruise control” at a speed suitable
for the road conditions and an acci-
dent could result.

4 2

3

1

LT01-302A
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3. Cruise control resume switch
Push the lever up (position 3) for resume
the cruise control from temporal release
and to increase the set vehicle speed.
4. Cruise control cancel switch
Push the lever toward you (position 4) to
cancel cruise control.

Set the vehicle speed
1. When you select the cruise control

mode at the cruise main switch, indi-
cator light will come on.
Push the button once more to deactive
the cruise control.

2. By stepping or easing up on the accel-
erator, to get your desired vehicle
speed. Press the lever down, at the
same time indicator light will change.

3. Then the vehicle speed is set and you
can run the vehicle at the fixed speed,
even if you take your foot from the
accelerator.

LT01-303A LT01-304A
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To increase the set vehicle speed
 You can speed up in increments of 0.6

mph {1 km/h} each by moving the
lever up (position 1) and immediately
release it. However, you need to
increase the actual vehicle speed in
order to increase the set vehicle
speed.

 If you hold the lever up (position 1),
the set vehicle speed will be
increased. However, unless you
increase the actual vehicle speed, you
cannot increase the set vehicle speed.
When you increase the vehicle speed
to your desired one and release the
lever, you can set the set vehicle
speed at the vehicle speed at that
time.

To reduce the set vehicle speed
 You can speed down in increments of

0.6 mph {1 km/h} each by moving the
lever down (position 2) and immedi-
ately release it. However, you need to
decrease the actual vehicle speed in
order to decrease the set vehicle
speed.

 If you hold the lever down (position 2),
the set vehicle speed will be
decreased. However, unless you
decrease the actual vehicle speed,
you cannot decrease the set vehicle
speed. When you decrease the vehi-
cle speed to your desired one and
release the switch, you can set the set
vehicle speed at the vehicle speed at
that time.

NOTICE
◆ Never set the vehicle speed in

excess of legal speed limit.
◆ The range of the speed you can

set is between approx. 31 mph {50
km/h} and 78 mph {125 km/h}.

2

1

LT01-305A
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To speed up temporarily
While running under the cruise control, if
you step the accelerator pedal, you can
speed up temporarily.
If you take your foot from the accelerator
pedal, the speed will slow down and
return to the originally set speed.
In any event of the followings, cruise
control will be released.
a. The system has any malfunction,
b. Step the brake pedal,
c. Actuate the exhaust brake,
d. ABS is working, or
e. Change gear operation.

ADJUSTMENT OF ENGINE IDLE
SPEED
The engine idle speed can be set with
the cruise control main switch and the
cruise control set switch.
When the cruise control main switch is
pressed for 0.5 sec., the indicator light
comes on, and you can adjust engine idle
speed when the cruise control main
switch is pressed.

Increasing engine idle speed
1. Hold the lever up (position 1) and

then the engine idle speed starts to
increase until you release the lever.

2. Release the lever when the desired
idle speed has been reached.

3. Every time you move the lever (posi-
tion 1) you can increase engine idle
speed 50 rpm.

LT01-303A
2

1

LT01-305A
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Deceleration of engine idle speed
1. Hold the lever down (position 2) and

then the engine idle speed starts to
decrease until you release the lever.

2. Release the lever when the desired
idle speed has been reached.

3. Every time you move the lever (posi-
tion 2) you can decrease engine idle
speed 50 rpm.

Temporary cancellation
Adjustment of engine idle speed is auto-
matically cancelled, temporarily, in the fol-
lowing situations.
a. When the cruise control main

switch is turned off,
b. When the brake pedal is depressed,
c. When the clutch pedal is depressed,
d. When the parking brake is released,
e. When the PTO switch is turned on,
f. When the vehicle is moving,
g. When placing the selector lever in

other than “N” or “P” position.
In the above situations (b to f), use the
cruise control resume switch to return to
the engine idle speed previous set by use
of the cruise control switch.

Exhaust retarder
(exhaust brake) switch 

To operate the exhaust retarder
(exhaust brake), pull the lever toward
you. This will give a braking as long as
the accelerator pedal is released.
The indicator light (green light) on the
instrument cluster shows the exhaust
retarder (exhaust brake) is ready for the
operation.

LT01-194A
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The exhaust retarder (exhaust brake)
enhances the normal engine braking effect
and help reduce foot brake applications.
Use it when driving down a steep or long
grade with heavy loads or when slowing
down from high speed.

Parking brake

For U.S.A.

For Canada

When parking, firmly apply the parking
brake to avoid inadvertent creeping.
To set: Check that the vehicle is completely
stopped. While firmly depressing the brake
pedal, fully pull the parking lever with the
release button not pressed.
To release: Pull up the lever slightly (1), press
the lock release button (2), and lower (3).
To remind you that the parking brake is
set, the parking brake warning light in the
instrument cluster remains on until you
release the parking brake.

1

2

3

LT01-306A

1

2

3

LT01-196A

WARNING

 To avoid a fire caused by brake
dragging, confirm that the parking
brake warning light has gone off
before driving.

 When parking the vehicle, apply the
parking brake firmly and make sure
that your vehicle holds in place.

 When parking on a slope, apply the
parking brake firmly and block all
the wheels.
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 Avoid applying the parking brake
while driving. Use of the parking
brake while driving can make the
rear wheel lock up and the vehicle
can be unstable. Doing so can
result in death or serous injury in
an accident.

 After using the parking brake in an
emergency, inspect it to be sure it
hasn’t malfunctioned.

 Do not drive with the parking brake
applied. This can cause acceler-
ated abrasion and overheating of
the brake components which can
result in reduced braking effective-
ness or a fire. 

NOTICE
Lighting of the warning light has
nothing to do with the parking brake
efficiency. Pull up the lever firmly.
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Reference
Using your audio system—
—Some basics
This section describes some of the basic
features on Hino audio systems. Some
information may not pertain to your sys-
tem.
Your audio system works when the key is
in the “ACC” or “ON” position.
TURNING THE SYSTEM ON AND OFF
Push “ON/OFF (VOLUME)” to turn the
audio system on and off.
Push “AM/FM” or “CD” to turn on that func-
tion without pushing “ON/OFF (VOL-
UME)”.
You can turn off each player by ejecting
the compact disc. If the audio system was
previously off, then the entire audio sys-
tem will be turned off when you eject com-
pact disc. If another function was
previously playing, it will come on again.
SWITCHING BETWEEN FUNCTIONS
Push “AM/FM” or “CD” if the system is
already on but you want to switch from
one function to another.

TONE AND BALANCE
For details about your system’s tone and
balance controls, see the description of
your own system.
Tone
How good an audio program sounds to
you is largely determined by the mix of the
treble and bass levels. In fact, different
kinds of music and vocal programs usu-
ally sound better with different mixes of
treble and bass.
Balance
A good balance of the left and right stereo
channels and of the front and rear sound
levels is also important.
Keep in mind that if you are listening to a
stereo recording or broadcast, changing
the right/left balance will increase the vol-
ume of one group of sounds while
decreasing the volume of another.

1
RDM

HOUR MIN RESET CLOCK

2
RPT

3 CD
VOLUME

PUSH ON/OFF

DISP

SCAN

AUDIO4 5 6
FM
AM

LT01-199A
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YOUR RADIO ANTENNA
Stand the antenna up when listening
the radio.
The antenna is installed on the upper side
of the driver's side door.
When washing the vehicle in an automatic
car wash, lower the antenna. To lower a
manual antenna, carefully push it down.

TO GET THE BEST FROM YOUR AUDIO
EQUIPMENT

Characteristics of FM radio wave
The sound quality of FM is better than AM
and stereo broadcasting is also available
in FM. However, receiving FM in driving
vehicle has potential problems due to the
characteristics of FM radio wave.
Sound fade–out (disappearing) symp-
tom—Since FM radio wave tends to be
reflected by obstacles, it cannot be
received well in driving vehicle. So, the
radio might fade out its output sound or
generate noise when the vehicle is pass-
ing near the buildings, etc.
Multi–path (distortion) symptom—Multi–
path may occur by receiving both the radio
wave directly coming from the radio sta-
tion and that coming from objects such as
buildings, which are reflecting the wave.
The typical symptom of multi–path is
noises in high frequencies and intermit-
tent voices in low frequencies.

CAUTION

 Operate the audio equipment when
the vehicle is stopped. Operating
the audio equipment while driving
will hinder safe driving.

 Adjust the volume such that you
can hear sounds outside the vehi-
cle while driving. If the volume is
too high to hear sounds outside the
vehicle, it will hinder safe driving.

 Observe the following instructions.
Otherwise, the audio equipment
may malfunction or be damaged.

 Do not install an antenna of wire-
less device near the radio antenna.

 Do not use a wireless device with
extremely strong output.
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Going straightforward; a characteristic
of FM radio wave
 Since FM radio wave tends to go more

straightforward than AM radio wave, it
cannot be received well by obstacles
such as buildings, mountains, etc.

 The service area of FM broadcasting
is more limited than AM.

Receiving condition of the FM broad–
casting
 Use the radio standing the antenna in

order to sufficiently catch the FM
waves.

 Receiving the FM broadcasting while
driving has some handicaps such as
receiving on a running vehicle, restric-
tion of the antenna etc. Therefore, the
receiving condition is not so good as
the one in a home.

YOUR COMPACT DISC PLAYER
When you insert a disc, gently push it in
with the label side up. (The player will
automatically eject a disc if the label side
is down.) The compact disc player will
play from track 1 through the end of the
disc. Then it will play from track 1 again.
The player is intended for use with 12 cm
(4.7 in.) disc only.

NOTICE
Never try to disassemble or oil any
part of the compact disc player. Do
not insert anything other than com-
pact discs into the slot.
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—Controls and features

Details of specific buttons, controls and
features are described in the alphabeti-
cal listing that follows.

 (Alarm button)

Push “ ” to set the alarm and timer.
(For details, see “Clock” on page 122.)

(Tuning buttons)
Tuning

Push and release the “” (up) or “”
(down) side to step up or down the sta-
tion band. (If you hear a beep, you held
the button too long and the radio will go
into the seek mode.)
Seeking
In the seek mode, the radio finds and
plays the next station up or down the sta-
tion band. To seek a station, push and
hold the “” or “” until you hear a beep.
Do this again to find another station.

1
RDM

HOUR MIN RESET CLOCK

2
RPT

3 CD
VOLUME

PUSH ON/OFF

DISP

SCAN

AUDIO4 5 6
FM
AM

LT01-201A
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ON/OFF (Power)/VOLUME
Push “ON/OFF (VOLUME)” to turn the
audio system on and off. Turn “ON/OFF
(VOLUME)” to adjust the volume.
AUDIO
Push and release this button, display shows
“Sound adjust mode”.
Push and release it every time, display
changes “BASS”  “TREBLE”  “FADER”
 “BALANCE” “LAST MODE”  “BASS”.
AUDIO + PRESET 2
Push AUDIO and “2” button at the same
time, changes to output channel of
speaker. While ACC ON, push double but-
tons, changes to “2 ch” or “4 ch” of the
speaker. Initial set is “4 ch” output. At the
“4 ch” push double buttons, output
becomes front 2 ch. only.
SCAN
This button is switched “ON” or “OFF” at
each pushing. When you push the button
while scanning, in case of CD–SCAN, it
will stop scanning. When cancel the radio
scanning, the radio receives last fre-
quency.

FM/AM
Push “AM/FM” to switch between the AM
and FM band. “FM1”, “FM2” or “AM1” will
appear on the display.
If the audio system is off, you can turn on
the radio by pushing “AM/FM”. Also, push
“AM/FM” to switch from CD operation to
radio operation.
1 2 3 4 5 6 (Preset buttons) 
These buttons are used to preset and tune
in radio stations. To preset a station to a
button: Tune in the desired station. Push
any preset button for more than 2 sec.,
store the received frequency to push
channel. To tune in to a preset station:
Push the button for the station you want
for less than 2 sec. The button number
and station frequency will appear on the
display. These systems can store FM and
AM stations for each button (The display
will show “FM” or “AM” when you push
“FM/AM”). The preset station memory will
be cancelled out if the power source is
interrupted (battery disconnected or fuse
blown).

CD (Compact Disc) 
If the audio system is off, you can turn on
the compact disc player by pushing “CD”.
In both cases, a disc must already be
loaded in the player.
When the audio is set into compact disc
operation, the display shows the track
number currently being played.

 (Eject button)
Push this button to eject a compact disc.
After you turn the key to “LOCK”, you will
be able to eject a compact disc but you will
not be able to reinsert it.
RDM (Random)
You can either listen to the tracks on all
the compact discs in the player in random
order, or only listen to the tracks on a spe-
cific compact disc in random order.
RPT (Repeat)
You can either replay a disc track or a
whole compact disc.
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TUNE UP 
Push this button for less than 0.5 sec.
Push for next track. If on last track, then
CD starts over at first track. Push this but-
ton for more than 0.5 sec.
When pushing button, it fast forwards a
disc.

TUNE DOWN 
Push this button for less than 0.5 sec.
Plays previous track. If you push once
more the button for less than 2 sec., after
track up or down, disc is returned to the
previous music.
Push the button for more than 0.5 sec.
While pushing, rewind a disc.

DISP
This button changes the display.
[Radio mode]
Push button every time, display changes
to “CLOCK” “frequency” “CLOCK”.
[CD mode]
Push button every time, display changes
to “CLOCK” “TRACK No.” “P–TIME”
“CLOCK”.
Display of the “frequency”, “TRACK No.”
and “P–TIME” returns the clock display for
5 sec.

Audio system operating hints

NOTICE
To ensure correct audio system
operations:
◆ Be careful not to spill beverages

over the audio system.
◆ Do not put anything other than a

Compact Disc into the slot.
◆ The use of a cellular phone inside

or near the vehicle may cause a
noise from the speakers of the
audio system which you are listen-
ing to. However, this does not indi-
cate a malfunction.
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RADIO RECEPTION
FM broadcasts have a range of about 40
km or 25 miles. When driving away from a
station you may have to fine–tune your
radio and turn up the volume as the sta-
tion gets weaker. Because FM uses a
line–of–sight signal, tall buildings or hills
may sometimes block reception. These
are all normal characteristics of FM recep-
tion and do not indicate any problem with
the radio itself.

CARING FOR YOUR COMPACT DISC
PLAYER AND DISC
 Extremely high temperatures can keep

your compact disc player from work-
ing. On hot days, use the air condition-
ing to cool the vehicle interior before
you listen to a disc.

 Bumpy roads or other vibrations may
make your compact disc player skip.

 If moisture gets into your compact disc
player, you may not hear any sound
even though your compact disc player
appears to be working. Remove the
disc from the player and wait until it
dries.  Use only compact discs marked as

shown above. The following products
may not be playable on your compact
disc player.
Copy–protected CD
CD–PR (CD–Recordable)
CD–RW (CD–Re–writable)
CD–ROM

CAUTION

Compact disc players use an invisible
laser beam which could cause haz-
ardous radiation exposure if directed
outside the unit. Be sure to operate
the player correctly.

LT01-202A
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Special shaped discs

Low quality discs

Labelled discs
 Handle compact discs carefully, espe-

cially when you are inserting them.
Hold them on the edge and do not
bend them. Avoid getting fingerprints
on them, particularly on the shiny side.

 Dirt, scrapes, warping, pin holes, or
other disc damage could cause the
player to skip or to repeat a section of
a track. (To see a pin hole, hold the
disc up to the light.)

LT01-203A

LT01-204A

NOTICE
To prevent damage to the player or
changer, do not use special shaped,
low quality or labelled discs such as
those shown in the illustrations.

LT01-205A

Correct Wrong

LT01-206A
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 Remove discs from the compact disc
player when you are not listening to
them. Store them in their plastic cases
away from moisture, heat, and direct
sunlight.

To clean a compact disc: Wipe it with a
soft, lint–free cloth that has been damp-
ened with water. Wipe in a straight line
from the center to the edge of the disc (not
in circles). Dry it with another soft, lint–
free cloth. Do not use a conventional
record cleaner or anti–static device.

LT01-207A
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SECTION 1  – 8
OPERATION OF INSTRUMENTS AND 
CONTROLS
Air conditioning system
Controls (Air conditioner) ............................................................110
Air flow selector settings .............................................................113
Operating tips .............................................................................114
Rear cooler control (for crew cab models) ...................................116
Rear heater control (for crew cab models) ...................................116
Warm up system .........................................................................117
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Controls (Air conditioner)
1. Temperature selector
2. Air intake selector
3. Air flow selector
4. “A/C” button
5. Fan speed selector

1 2 3

45

LT01-208A
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Fan speed selector
Move the lever to adjust the fan speed—
to the right to increase, to the left to
decrease.
Temperature selector
Move the lever to adjust the tempera-
ture—to the right to warm, to the left to
cool.

Air flow selector
Move the lever to select the vents used for
air flow.
1. Panel—Air flows from the instrument

panel vents.
2. Bi–level—Air flows from both the floor

vents and the instrument panel vents.
3. Floor—Air flows from the floor vents.

4. Floor/Windshield 1—Air flows mainly
from the floor vents and windshield
vents.

5. Floor/Windshield 2—Air flows from
both the windshield vents and the floor
vents.

6. Windshield—Air flows from the wind-
shield vents.

7. Shift the air intake select lever to
“Fresh (outside air)” while the air flow
selector lever is in 4—6 position. (For
details about air intake select lever,
see “Air intake selector” described
below.)

For details about air flow selector set-
tings, see “Air flow selector settings” on
page 113.

1 2 3 4 5

7

6

LT01-210B
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Air intake selector
Move the lever to select the air source.
1. Recirculate—Recirculates the air

inside the vehicle.
2. Fresh—Draws outside air into the sys-

tem.

“A/C” button
To turn the air conditioning on, press the
“A/C” button. The “A/C” button indicator
will come on. To turn the air conditioning
off, press the button again.

1 2

LT01-211A
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Air flow selector settings

Air flow

The arrows indicate the magnitude of the
rate of airflow

A B C

LT01-213C
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Operating tips
 To cool off your Hino after it has been

parked in the hot sun, drive with the
windows open for a few minutes. This
vents the hot air, allowing the air con-
ditioning to cool the interior more
quickly.

 Make sure the air intake grilles in front
of the windshield are not blocked (by
leaves or snow, for example).

 On humid days, do not blow cold air
on the windshield. The windshield
could fog up because of the difference
in air temperature on the inside and
outside of the windshield.

 Keep the area under the front seats
clear to allow air to circulate through-
out the vehicle.

 On cold days, set the fan speed to
high for a minute to help clear the
intake ducts of snow or moisture. This
can reduce the amount of fogging on
the windows.

 When driving on dusty roads, close all
windows. If dust thrown up by the
vehicle is still drawn into the vehicle
after closing the windows, it is recom-
mended that the air intake selector be
set to FRESH and the fan speed
selector to any setting except “OFF”.

 If following another vehicle on a dusty
road, or driving in windy and dusty
conditions, it is recommended that the
air intake selector be temporarily set
to RECIRCULATE, which will close off
the outside passage and prevent out-
side air and dust from entering the
vehicle interior.

Heating
For best results, set controls to:

 For quick heating, select recirculated
air for a few minutes. To keep the win-
dows from fogging, select fresh after
the vehicle interior has been warmed.

 Press the “A/C” button on for dehumid-
ified heating.

 Choose floor/windshield air flow to
heat the vehicle interior while defrost-
ing or defogging the windshield.

Fan speed—Any setting except “OFF”
Temperature—Towards WARM

(red zone)
Air intake—FRESH (outside air)
Air flow—FLOOR
Air conditioning—OFF 
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Cooling
For best results, set controls to:

 For quick cooling, move the air intake
selector to recirculate for a few min-
utes.

 When you use the air conditioning sys-
tem while idling under the flaming sun,
please set the air intake selector to
RECIRCULATE.

Ventilation
For best results, set controls to:

Defogging
The inside of the windshield
For best results, set controls to:Fan speed—Any setting except “OFF”

Temperature—Towards COLD
(blue zone)

Air intake—FRESH (outside air)
Air flow—PANEL
Air conditioning—ON 

Fan speed—Any setting except “OFF”
Temperature—Towards COLD

(blue zone)
Air intake—FRESH (outside air)
Air flow—PANEL
Air conditioning—OFF

Fan speed—Any setting except “OFF”
Temperature—Towards WARM

(red zone) to heat;
COLD (blue zone)
to cool

Air intake—FRESH (outside air)
Air flow—WINDSHIELD
Air conditioning—ON
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Defrosting
The outside of the windshield
For best results, set controls to: 

 To heat the vehicle interior while
defrosting the windshield, choose
floor/windshield air flow.

 If the side window freezes, turn the Air
flow selector to Panel or Bi–level and
turn the side vent to the side window.

Rear cooler control (for crew cab
models)

Fan speed selector
Move the lever to adjust the fan speed—
to the right to increase, to the left to
decrease.
To turn the air conditioning on or off, press
the “A/C” main button on the instrument
panel.

Rear heater control (for crew cab
models)

Rear heater is equipped under the rear
seat.
Fan speed selector
Move the selector to adjust the fan
speed—turn to the right to increase, and
to the left to decrease.

Fan speed—Any setting except “OFF”
Temperature—Towards WARM

(red zone)
Air intake—FRESH (outside air)
Air flow—WINDSHIELD
Air conditioning—OFF

LT01-215A

CAUTION

The rear heater unit may be hot.
Always keep any part of your body
away from the rear heater unit to
avoid burn injury.

OFF

REAR  HEATER

HI

LT01-216A
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Temperature control selector

Move the lever to adjust the tempera-
ture—upwards to warm up and down-
wards to cool down.

Warm up system

Exhaust retarder (exhaust brake) switch
To turn on the warm up system, pull
down the exhaust retarder (exhaust
brake) switch.
Use the warm up system when you wish to
quickly heat the interior or defrost the
windshield, or to increase the effective-
ness of the heater while the vehicle is
stopped.

The system will not operate in the follow-
ing cases:
 If the engine coolant temperature is

hot.
 If the engine is operating at high revo-

lutions.
 If the accelerator pedal is depressed.
 If the selector lever is in other than “P”

or “N” position.

WARNING

Do not use the temperature control
selector while the vehicle is moving
to avoid death or serious injury in an
accident.

WARM

COOL

LT01-217A

LT01-194A

NOTICE
When placing the selector lever in
other than “N” position, warm up
system will be cancelled. If you want
to use warm up system again, turn
off the exhaust retarder (exhaust
brake) switch once then pull down
the exhaust retarder (exhaust brake)
switch again.
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Air conditioning/Heater filter—

The filters consist of an outside filter
(1) and inside filter (2). For each loca-
tion, refer to the illustrations above.
The filters may clog after long use. If
the operating efficiency of the air con-
ditioning/heater becomes extremely
reduced, or if the windows begin to fog
up easily, the filters may need to be
cleaned.

—Cleaning the outside filter

1. Before cleaning the heater filter, be
sure to turn off the fan. Pull out the
filter while pressing the tabs on the
left and right.
After washing with a mild detergent,
rinse and dry.

After cleaning the filter, replace in reverse
order of removal.

2

1
LT01-225A LT01-232B

INFORMATION
The filter should be installed prop-
erly in position. The use of air condi-
tioning system with the filter
removed may cause deteriorated
dust proof performance and then
affect heater system performance.
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—Cleaning the inside heater filter

1. Before cleaning the heater filter, be
sure to turn off the fan.
Remove the lower cover located
near the floor on the passenger’s
side.

2. Pull out the filter, while pressing the
tabs on the left and right.
After washing with a mild detergent,
rinse and dry.

After cleaning the filter, replace in reverse
order of removal.

1

LT01-230A

2

LT01-240B

INFORMATION
The filter should be installed prop-
erly in position. The use of air condi-
tioning system with the filter
removed may cause deteriorated
dust proof performance and then
affect heater system performance.
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If symptoms of air conditioning system
efficiency problems occur, contact your
Hino dealer to have the heater filters
checked and cleaned.
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Clock
ADJUSTING THE CLOCK
To switch to the clock adjust mode,
push “DISP” until the clock display is
indicated. Push and hold “FM/AM” but-
ton (more than 2 seconds) until the
clock display blinks.
To set the hour: Push the “4” button.
To set the minutes: Push the “5” button.
Pushing and holding down the button
changes successively the digit. Pressing the
button lightly (for less than 2 second)
changes the digit by one hour or one minute
The key must be in the “ACC” or “ON” posi-
tion.
To round the time to the nearest hour, push
the “6” button. For example, if the “6” button
is pushed when the time is between 1:01—
1:29, the time will change to 1:00. If the time
is between 1:30—1:59, the time will change
to 2:00.
To complete the adjustment, push “FM/AM”.
If the electrical power source has been dis-
connected from the clock, the time display
will automatically be set to 1:00.

SETTING THE ALARM

To switch to alarm mode, push “ ”
until the clock display is indicated.
Push and hold “FM/AM” button (more
than 2 seconds) until the clock display
blinks.
To set the alarm, adjust the display to the
desired time using the same procedure
described for the clock adjust mode.

To complete the adjustment, push “ ”.
The “ ” make on the display indicates
that the alarm is set.
To stop the alarm sound, push any button.

To cancel the alarm, push “ ”. Make sure
that the “ ” make has disappeared.

1
RDM

HOUR MIN RESET CLOCK

2
RPT

3 CD
VOLUME

PUSH ON/OFF

DISP

SCAN

AUDIOAUDAUD4 55 6
FM
AM

DISP

AUDIO

HOUR MIN RESET CLOCK

LT01-242A
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Cigarette lighter and ashtrays

CIGARETTE LIGHTER
To use the cigarette lighter, press it in.
After it finishes heating up, it automat-
ically pops out ready for use.
If the engine is not running, the key must
be in the “ACC” position.
Do not hold the cigarette lighter pressed
in.
Use a Hino genuine cigarette lighter or
equivalent for replacement.

ASHTRAYS
To use the ashtray, open the lid.
When finished with your cigarette, thor-
oughly extinguish it in the ashtray to pre-
vent other cigarette butts from catching
fire. After using the ashtray, close the lid
completely.
To remove the ashtray:
Side ashtray (front)—Pull it upward.
Side ashtray (rear)—Press down on the
lock spring plate and pull out.

LT01-246B LT01-247A

CAUTION

To reduce the chance of injury in case
of an accident or sudden stop while
driving, always completely close the
ashtray after use.
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Instrument panel upper box

To open the upper box, open as shown
in the illustration.

Glove box

To open the glove box, pull the lock
release lever and open as shown in the
illustration.

LT01-249D

CAUTION

 To reduce the chance of injury in
case of an accident or a sudden
stop, always keep the upper box
door closed while driving.

 The box is located where it receives
direct sunlight and the temperature
inside the box may become high.
Do not put items that may burst,
ignite or explode in high tempera-
ture such as spray cans and light-
ers nor items that deform in high
temperature.

CAUTION

To reduce the chance of injury in case
of an accident or a sudden stop,
always keep the glove box door
closed while driving.

LT01-250C
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Capped bottle holder

The capped bottle holder is designed
for holding capped bottle (500 ml and/
or 20 oz) securely. Also, it can be used
as a storage for small items.

Center console bottle holder

The bottle holder is designed for hold-
ing cups with lid, drink–cans or capped
bottle securely.

The center console has storage which
is designed for holding paper holder or
etc. securely also.

CAUTION

The capped bottle holder is designed
for holding capped bottles. When
other drink containers are placed in
the holder, the drink inside the con-
tainer may spill out by the vehicle
movement and may cause burn injury
if hot drink is contained.

LT01-251B

CAUTION

The center console bottle holder is
designed for holding capped bottles.
When other drink containers are
placed in the holder, the drink inside
the container may spill out by the
vehicle movement and may cause
burn injury if hot drink is contained.

LT01-252C

Bottle size

adjustment

adapter

LT01-253B
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Rear bottle holder

The bottle holder is designed for hold-
ing capped bottle (500 ml and/or 20 oz).
To use the bottle holder, push the button,
then the bottle holder comes out.

Center seat tray

To use the center seat tray, pull the lock
release lever (1) and lower the center
seatback.

LT01-318B

CAUTION

 The rear bottle holder is designed
for holding capped bottle. Do not
place any other drink container
than capped bottle in the holder.
Otherwise, the drink in the con-
tainer may spill from the container
by the vehicle movement resulting
in injury if hot drink is in the con-
tainer.

 Do not place anything else other
than capped bottle in the rear bottle
holder, as such items may be
thrown about in the cab resulting in
injury in an accident.

 Keep the rear bottle holder closed
when it is not in use to avoid injury
in an accident or sudden stop.

1

LT01-254B
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Wide free rack Hook

An item can be hooked on each hook.
Also, a shopping bag can be hooked using
both hooks to use it as a garbage bag.

Overhead console

CAUTION

To reduce risk of injury while driving
on a rough road or in case of sudden
start or stop, do not stack anything
that may roll out or is above the
height of its rear lip. 

LT01-258B

CAUTION

The load capacity of the each hook is
approximately 2.2 lb. {1kg} or less.

LT01-259A

WARNING

To reduce the chance of injury while
driving on a rough road or in case of
a sudden start or a sudden stop, do
not place heavy items on the over-
head rack and do not stack anything
above the height of its rear lip. The
total weight of the luggage should not
exceed 6.6 lb. (3 kg).

LT01-260A
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Door pocket
Power take–off system—
—Operating the system (switch type)

To operate the power take–off system,
apply parking brake and selector lever
into the “P” position, then push the
power take–off control switch on.

LT01-261A LT01-268B

NOTICE
◆ Do not race the engine while oper-

ating the power take–off system.
Racing the engine will cause the
output of the power take–off sys-
tem to pulsate, which may damage
the power take–off system and/or
moving mechanism of the con-
verted unit.

◆ Operate the moving mechanism of
the converted unit smoothly,
avoiding abrupt stops and starts.
Abrupt operation of the mecha-
nism may cause severe damage to
the power take–off system, mov-
ing mechanism of the converted
unit, chassis and other important
components.

◆ Avoid overloading. Overloading
the moving mechanism of the con-
verted unit can damage the power
take–off system and/or moving
mechanism of the converted unit.
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Floor mat

Use only floor mats designed specially
for vehicles of the same model and
model year as your vehicle.
Place the floor mat, ensuring that it does
not interfere with pedals.

◆ Before driving, make sure the
power take–off control switch off.
Driving with the power take–off
engaged may cause damage to the
power take–off system and/or
moving mechanism of the con-
verted unit. Never drive with the
power take–off system or moving
mechanism of the converted unit
operating.

LT01-271B

CAUTION

Observe the following precautions.
Failure to do so may cause the
driver’s floor mat to slip, possibly
interfering with the pedals while driv-
ing. An unexpectedly high speed may
result or it may become difficult to
stop the vehicle, leading to a serious
accident.
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Remove the clasps attached to the fix-
ing plate when removing the floor mat.When installing the driver’s floor mat:

 Do not use floor mats designed for
other models or different model
year vehicles, even if they are Hino
Genuine floor mats.

 Only use floor mats designed for
the driver’s seat.

 Do not use two or more floor mats
on top of each other.

 Do not place the floor mat bottom–
side up or upside–down.

LT01-273B

Before driving:
 Ensure that the floor mat has been

placed correctly. Be especially
careful to perform this check after
cleaning the floor.

 With the engine stopped and the
selector lever in N, fully depress
each pedal to the floor to make sure
it does not interfere with the floor
mat.

LT01-275C
ClaspClasp
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Break–in period
Drive gently and avoid high speeds.
Your vehicle does not need an elaborate
break–in. But following a few simple tips
for the first 600 miles (1000 km) can add
to the future economy and long life of your
vehicle:
 Avoid full throttle acceleration when

starting and driving.
 Avoid racing the engine.
 Try to avoid hard stops during the first

200 miles (300 km).
 Do not drive for a long time at any sin-

gle speed, either fast or slow.
 Do not tow a trailer during the first 500

miles (800 km).

Parking brake burnishing
It is recommended that the following bur-
nishing procedure be performed on new
vehicles during the new vehicle breaking–
in period.
Carry out the burnishing in a safe place.
1. Make ten (10) stops from 10 mph (16

km/h) on a dry, hard surface road
using only parking brake to stop vehi-
cle.

2. After each stop, release parking brake
and drive vehicle at 20 mph (32 km/h)
for 2.5 miles (4 km) to cool the brake.

3. Then check the parking brake lever
stroke. Refer to page 97.

Fuel
Selecting the proper fuel is essential
for satisfactory engine performance.
Engine damage caused by use of
improper fuels is not covered under Hino’s
new vehicle warranty.
FUEL TYPE
This engine must be operated only with
ultra low sulfur diesel fuel (meeting
EPA specifications for highway diesel
including a 15 ppm sulfur cap).
Diesel fuel only which contains less than
15 ppm (0.0015%) by volume of sulfur.
When using biodiesel fuel, see “Require-
ments of biodiesel fuel usage” on page
134, and please consult your Hino dealer.
USE GOOD QUALITY ASTM 2–D

Expected
temperature

Preferred fuel
grade

Above +20°F (–7°C) Grade Low Sulfur
Grade 2–D S15

Below +20°F (–7°C) Grade Low Sulfur
Grade 1–D S15
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CETANE NUMBER
Select cetane number 40 or higher
Use of fuel with a cetane number lower
than stated will cause persistent heavy
knocking. If severe, this will lead to engine
damage.
If you engine knocks...
If you detect heavy knocking even when
using the recommended fuel, or if you
hear steady knocking while holding a
steady speed on level road, consult your
Hino dealer.
However, occasionally, you may notice
light knocking for a short time while accel-
erating or driving up hills. This is normal
and there is no need for concern.

Keeping fuel clean and preventing
water from entering the fuel system.
Feeding clean fuel to the engine depends
both upon the supplier and the user.
For example, when fuel is supplied from a
corroded storage tank, the fuel should be
filtered before it is put into the fuel tank of
the vehicle. Water in fuel adversely
affects the fuel injection system and
engine. Water and dirt should be removed
from fuel contaminated during storage.
When filling the fuel tank in the rain or
snow, care should be taken not to allow
water in the fuel tank. Do not forget to
screw on the fuel tank cap securely.
FUEL TANK CAPACITY

gal. (L, lmp. gal.)

When using biodiesel fuel, see “Require-
ments of biodiesel fuel usage” on page
134, and please consult your Hino dealer.

WARNING

 Do not use any fuel additives other
than Hino genuine parts.

 For prolonged idling operation,
operation in temperatures below
32°F (0°C), or operation in high alti-
tude areas (above 5000 ft., (1500
m)), winterized 2–D may be used.

 If gasoline is put into the fuel tank
by mistake, completely drain the
fuel system to remove the gasoline.

 Do not smoke when performing
maintenance on the fuel system.
Keep flame and heat away from the
fuel system since the fuel is flam-
mable.
Any of these can result in personal
injury and/or property damage due
to fire. 30.0 (114, 25.0)

33.0 (125, 27.5)
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Requirements of biodiesel fuel usage
CONDITION OF BIODIESEL FUEL
USAGE
Up to B5: Available with conditions
Above B5 to below B20: Available with
conditions

DETAILS OF CONDITION
Up to B5: Available with conditions
1. Biodiesel fuel blend stock (B100) must

be compliant to ASTM D6751, and
blended fuel must be compliant to
ASTM D975.

2. Following materials must not be used
in fuel or fuel system components.
Natural rubber, Butyl rubber, Nitrile
rubber, Copper, Bronze, Brass, Tin,
Lead and Zinc

Above B5 to below B20: Available with
conditions
FUEL
1. Biodiesel fuel blend stock (B100) must

be compliant to ASTM D6751, and
blended fuel must be compliant to
ASTM D7467.

2. Use fuel within 6 months from manu-
facturing date, in addition, use it up
within 3 months after fueling, because
the oxidation stability of biodiesel fuel
is lower than diesel fuel.

3. When switching to the biodiesel fuel
so that the biodiesel fuel tends to dis-
solve the deposit generated by using
usual diesel fuel, it is required that
tank and piping are cleaned and fuel
filter elements are changed.

4. Clean storage tank thoroughly, and be
careful of water and occurrence of
microorganisms.

ENGINE COMPONENT
1. Periodical cleaning with specified

injector cleaner is recommended.
Injector cleaner {Parts name: Diesel
cleaner Parts No: S2367–E0010}

2. Frequently check engine oil level, and
if oil dilution occurs, change oil.
Oil change interval is shorter than
usual.

3. An additional fuel filter is recom-
mended. Change the filter at every
6,000 miles (10,000 km) interval.

4. Comparing to regular fuel, more water
accumulates in sedimenter, therefore,
frequently drain the water from sedi-
menter.

5. In cold climate, attachment of an
appropriate fuel heater is recom-
mended.

6. Following materials must not be used
in fuel.
Natural rubber, Butyl rubber, Nitrile
rubber, Copper, Bronze, Brass, Tin,
Lead and Zinc
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FUEL DISTRIBUTION
1. Purchase from fuel handlers licensed

under BQ9000.
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Requirement Up to B5 Above B5 to below B20

Feature Injection system #Common Rail 200 MPa 
Injector Nozzle, Valve DLC

Fuel system

Requirement of fuel 
property

Fuel should be adopted to biodiesel fuel stan-
dard ASTM D6751 and blended fuel standard 
ASTM D975

Fuel should be adopted to biodiesel fuel stan-
dard ASTM D6751 and blended fuel standard 
ASTM D7467

Fuel expiration date No particular condition
Use fuel within 6 months from manufacturing 
date, in addition, use it up within 3 months 
after fueling.

Usage start date No particular condition
When switching to the biodiesel fuel, it is 
required that tank and piping are cleaned and 
fuel filter elements are changed.

Fuel storage No particular condition Clean storage tank thoroughly, and be careful 
of water and occurrence of microorganisms.

#DLC: Diamond Like Carbon coating on injector nozzle.
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Requirement Up to B5 Above B5 to below B20

Engine 
component

Injector No particular condition

Injector cleaner No particular condition

Periodical cleaning with specified injector 
cleaner is recommended. (If deposit is found 
in fuel system, clean injector after removing 
the deposit.)

Engine oil No particular condition
Frequently check oil level, and if oil dilution 
occurs, change oil. Oil change interval is 
shorter than usual.

Fuel filter No particular condition
An additional fuel filter is recommended. 
Change filter at every 6,000 miles (10,000 
km) interval.

Sedimenter No particular condition

Comparing to regular fuel, more water accu-
mulates in sedimenter, so frequently drain the 
water from sedimenter. If too much water 
accumulates in sedimenter, MIL (Malfunction 
indicator light) is turned on. If turned on, clean 
fuel line and fuel filter.

Fuel heater No particular condition In cold climates, attachment of an appropriate 
fuel heater is recommended.

Caution against fuel Following materials must not be used in fuel. 
Natural rubber, Butyl rubber, Nitrile rubber, Copper, Bronze, Brass, Tin, Lead and Zinc

Fuel 
distribution Fuel handler No particular condition Purchase from fuel handlers licensed under 

BQ9000.
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Operation in foreign countries
If you plan to drive your Hino in another
country...
First, comply with the vehicle registration
laws.
Second, confirm the availability of the
correct fuel.

Diesel Particulate active Reduc-
tion system
Catalytic converter (oxidation catalyst)
The DPR (Diesel Particulate active
Reduction system) is designed to reduce
the particulate matter in diesel engine
exhaust gases by absorbing the particu-
late matter in the catalytic converter (oxi-
dation catalyst). The system performs
automatic regeneration to burn off the
particulate matter absorbed in the cata-
lytic converter.

To allow the system to perform automatic
regeneration, place the selector lever in
“P” or “N” position when the vehicle is
parked with the engine running.

WARNING

 Keep people and combustible
materials away from the exhaust
pipe while the engine is running.
The exhaust gas is very hot.

 Do not drive, idle or park your vehi-
cle over anything that might burn
easily such as grease, leaves,
paper or rags.

LT02-001B
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DPR (Diesel Particulate active Reduc-
tion system) indicator light
If particulate matter builds up in the cata-
lytic converter, the indicator lights on the
instrument cluster and the DPR manual
regeneration switch on the instrument
panel will flash when the starter switch is
turn “ON” position. The indicator light will
go off within 10 seconds, if automatic
regeneration is sufficient. If indicator
lights keep flashing for more than 10 sec-
onds, the system requires manual regen-
eration.
The DPR (Diesel Particulate active
Reduction system) indicator light may
flash when the vehicle is stopped. This
indicates that automatic regeneration is in
process.

DPR manual regeneration switch
To start manual regeneration:
1. Stop the vehicle in a safe place with

the engine running.
2. Place the selector lever in “P” or

“N” position and apply the parking
brake.

3. Push the DPR manual regeneration
switch.

The DPR indicator light and indicator light
on the switch will stay on. The engine idle
speed will increase.

In 15 to 20 minutes, DPR manual regen-
eration will be completed and the lights
will go off. The engine idle speed will be
reduced.
If the engine and exhaust system are hot,
such as after driving, manual regenera-
tion will take less time.
Perform manual regeneration as soon
as possible if the indicator lights are
flashing. Driving over 95 miles (150
km) with the indicator lights flashing
will cause the malfunction indicator
light to come on. If the malfunction
indicator light comes on, have your
vehicle checked immediately by your
Hino dealer.

LT02-005B
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 Use the specified fuel only.
 When using biodiesel fuel, see “Require-

ments of biodiesel fuel usage” on page
134, and please consult your Hino dealer.

 Use only the specified brand of (rec-
ommended) engine oil.

 Do not modify the tailpipe.

 Vehicles equipped with a DPR auto-
matically regenerate the soot collected
in the DPR, while the engine is running.

NOTICE
DPR is the abbreviation for Diesel
Particulate active Reduction sys-
tem, and this system automatically
regenerates the soot when the quan-
tity of soot collected in the DPR
cleaner from the exhaust gas
exceeds a specific quantity. This
prevents an abnormal accumulation
of soot and keeps the DPR regenera-
tion functions always in good condi-
tion. Use of high–performance
catalyst and an electronically con-
trolled common rail fuel injection
system has made it possible to
regenerate the soot while driving.

CAUTION

Use ultra low sulfur diesel fuel (sulfur
content: 15 ppm or lower). When fuel
other than the specified fuel is used,
this may damage the engine, the
exhaust gas purifier, etc.

CAUTION

It is recommended to use only the
specified (recommended) brand of
engine oil to maintain the function of
the exhaust gas purifier for a long time.

CAUTION

Do not modify the tailpipe in any way.
Doing so could diminish the effec-
tiveness of the exhaust gas purifier
and cause damage.

NOTICE
◆ In order to regeneration soot col-

lected in the DPR, the idling speed
increases and the regeneration
operates when the vehicle is
stopped in regeneration mode
when the indicator light comes on.

◆ When the vehicle is left idling for a
long time, the idling speed may be
increased to prevent white smoke,
and the regeneration may operate. 

◆ Depending on the operating condi-
tions, the regeneration of the soot
collected in the DPR may not be
completed. In such a case, the
DPR indicator light in the switch
and on the instrument panel will
flash. Press the DPR switch and
soot regeneration will take place.
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 Vehicles equipped with DPR have the
following characteristics.

DEF–SCR system—
This vehicle is equipped with Diesel
Exhaust Fluid (DEF) – Selective Cata-
lytic Reduction (SCR) system for
reduction of NOx (nitrogen oxide)
emission.

WHAT IS SCR?
SCR is an abbreviation for “Selective Cat-
alytic Reduction”, a general term for an
after treatment system which promotes a
chemical reaction by using a catalyst for
eliminating or detoxifying particular chem-
ical ingredients. By mixing the NOx with
the ammonia contained in DEF, NOx will
be separated into water and nitrogen. 

WHAT IS DEF?
DEF is an abbreviation for “Diesel
Exhaust Fluid”, a solution made from
67.5% purified water and 32.5 percent
automotive–grade urea that serves as a
carrying agent for the ammonia needed to
reduce nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions
from diesel engines. When DEF is
injected into the engine exhaust gas,
downstream of the DPR (Diesel Particu-
late active Reduction system), it will be
rapidly hydrolyzed (decomposed by
reacting with water) producing the oxidiz-
ing ammonia needed by the DEF–SCR
system to lower the level of NOx emis-
sions.
 DEF is crystallized as white powder

when it is dried. If you find the crystal-
lized DEF on the surface of the DEF
tank, wipe it off with clean cloth.

 Keep your face away from DEF and do
not sniff the DEF when you open the
filler cap of the DEF tank. DEF may
produce an odor when it is warmed up.

NOTICE
◆ As the exhaust gas is discharged

after purification by the DPR, the
exhaust gas has a different odor
than that of a previous vehicle.

◆ White smoke may be discharged
from the tailpipe at the time the
engine is started, but this is only
water vapor and not an abnormal-
ity. 

◆ White smoke may be discharged
from around the muffler at the time
of soot regeneration, but this is
only the discharge of water vapor,
which has collected around the
muffler, as water vapor is not an
abnormality.
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 If you dispose of the DEF, follow any
local regulations.

 The DEF in the DEF tank freezes at
12°F (–11°C). If the DEF in the DEF
tank is frozen, do not warm the DEF
tank by using the burner and heater.
The vehicle is equipped with the
defrost device, and frozen DEF will be
defrosted while driving.

—DEF–SCR system precautions
WHEN DEF LEVEL IS LOW

WARNING

If the DEF–SCR system is not prop-
erly maintained, the maximum avail-
able engine torque will be gradually
reduced to a value not exceeding 50%
of the maximum torque, and thereaf-
ter, the maximum vehicle speed will
be limited to 5 mph (8 km/h).
In order to maintain proper function-
ing of the DEF – SCR system, always
follow the instructions below;
 If you need to replace any parts

related to the DEF–SCR system,
Hino genuine parts are required.
Contact your Hino dealer for the
replacement of parts and repair of
DEF–SCR system.

 Never reposition or make any mod-
ification to the DEF supply pump,
DEF injector, DEF tank and DEF
pipes.

WARNING

In order to maintain proper function-
ing of the DEF–SCR system, always
replenish the DEF tank immediately
when the DEF light on the instrument
cluster goes on. Otherwise, the max-
imum available engine torque will be
gradually reduced to a value not
exceeding 50% of the maximum
torque, and thereafter, the maximum
vehicle speed will be limited to 5 mph
(8 km/h). The sequence of gradual
torque reduction and reduction of the
maximum speed to 5 mph (8 km/h) is
as follows;
1. When the DEF level is less than 10

% of the DEF tank capacity, the DEF
Light on the instrument cluster will
go on, the beep will sound for 10
seconds every 10 minutes.
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REPLENISHMENT OF DEF TANK2. When the DEF level is less than 5 %
of the DEF tank capacity, the DEF
light on the instrument cluster will
start to blink, the low power light
and the malfunction indicator light
goes on. At the same time, the beep
will sound for 10 seconds every 10
minutes. If you do not replenish
DEF tank with DEF, the maximum
available engine torque will be
gradually reduced to a value not
exceeding 50% of the maximum
torque.

3. When the DEF level is less than
2.5% of the DEF tank capacity, DEF
empty symbol on the information
display goes on. At the same time,
the beep will sound for 3 minutes
every 3 minutes.

4. If you do not replenish DEF tank
with DEF, the maximum vehicle
speed will be limited to 5 mph (8 km/
h) in any of the following cases;
i) When you stop and restart the

engine,
ii) When your vehicle is refueled,
iii) When you start the vehicle after

the engine has been idled for
more than one hour, or

iv) After you have continued to drive
for 200 miles (321 km).

CAUTION

 Use the clean funnel for the replen-
ishment of DEF, so that DEF is not
spilled on the vehicle parts.

 Never allow dust to fall into the DEF
tank while replenishing the DEF
tank with DEF.

 DEF is available at truck stops, gas
stations and Hino dealers.
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WHEN THE IMPROPER/DETERIO-
RATED DEF IS DETECTED

WARNING

 In order to maintain proper func-
tioning of the DEF–SCR system,
use API certified DEF only and
never replenish the tank with diesel
fuel, kerosene, gasoline or any
other fluid than API certified DEF.

 If the improper/deteriorated DEF is
detected, the DEF quality light, low
power light and the malfunction
indicator light goes on. In this case,
always drain DEF and replenish the
DEF tank immediately. Otherwise,
the maximum available engine
torque will be gradually reduced to
a value not exceeding 50% of the
maximum torque, and thereafter,
the maximum vehicle speed will be
limited to 5 mph (8 km/h). The
sequence of gradual torque reduc-
tion and reduction of the maximum
speed to 5 mph (8 km/h) is as fol-
lows;

1. If the improper/deteriorated DEF is
detected, the DEF quality light, low
power light and the malfunction
indicator light goes on. At the same
time, the beep will sound for 10 sec-
onds every 10 minutes. the maxi-
mum available engine torque will
be gradually reduced to a value not
exceeding 50% of the maximum
torque.

2. If you do not drain and replenish
DEF tank with DEF, the maximum
vehicle speed will be limited to 5
mph (8 km/h), at same time, the beep
will sound for 3 minutes every 3
minutes, in any of the following
cases;
i) When you stop and restart the

engine,
ii) When your vehicle is refueled,
iii) When you start the vehicle after

the engine has been idled for
more than one hour, or

iv) After you have continued to drive
for 200 miles (321 km).

3. When the improper/deteriorated
DEF is detected again and DEF
quality light goes on within 40 min-
utes of the operation of your vehi-
cle even after you have properly
drained and replenished the DEF
tank with clean DEF, the maximum
available engine torque will be
gradually reduced to a value not
exceeding 50% of the maximum
torque. In addition, the maximum
speed will be limited to 5 mph (8 km/
h) after you have driven for 40 min-
utes since the improper/deterio-
rated DEF is re–detected.

 Whenever the improper/deterio-
rated DEF is detected, stop the
vehicle safely, shut off the engine
and leave the key in the “ON” posi-
tion while you replenish the DEF
tank. Otherwise, the engine torque
and vehicle speed will not be
restored to its original level.
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DRAIN THE DEF

1. Stop the vehicle safely, shut the
engine off.

2. Remove the drain plug and drain
DEF into a suitable container (do not
remove filler cap of the DEF tank).

3. Clean the drain plug and tighten the
drain plug with a torque wrench.

Tighten torque: N·m (lbf·ft., kgf·cm)
4—6 (3.0—4.4, 41—61)

WHEN DEF–SCR SYSTEM MALFUNC-
TION IS DETECTED

 WARNING

Be sure to wait for at least ten minutes
after the key is turned to the “LOCK”
position before you start draining
DEF, as the dosing control unit (DCU)
starts working for the exhaust gas
after treatment after the key is turned
to “LOCK” position (you can hear the
pumping sounds of DEF–SCR system
while DCU is working). Otherwise,
malfunction of the DEF–SCR system
will occur.

Drain plug

DEF tank

Filler cap

LT02-024A

 WARNING

In order to maintain proper function
of DEF–SCR system and for your
safety, have your vehicle repaired by
Hino dealer immediately when SCR
malfunction light blinks, and the mal-
function indicator light go on. Other-
wise, the maximum available engine
torque will be gradually reduced to a
value not exceeding 50% of the max-
imum torque as follows;
1. When DEF–SCR system malfunc-

tion is detected, the SCR malfunc-
tion light starts to blink, the
malfunction indicator light goes on
and “SCR Malfunction” on the
information display appears. At the
same time, the beep will sound for
10 seconds every 10 minutes.
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WHEN MAINTENANCE OF THE DEF–
SCR SYSTEM IS REQUIRED

2. The maximum vehicle speed will be
limited to 5 mph (8 km/h) after you
have driven for 50 minutes since
the SCR malfunction light blinks in
any of the following cases;
i) When you stop and restart the

engine,
ii) When your vehicle is refueled,
iii) When you start the vehicle after

the engine has been idled for
more than one hour, or

iv) After you have continued to drive
for 200 miles (321 km).

3. When DEF–SCR system malfunction
is detected again and DEF quality
light goes on within 40 minutes oper-
ation of your vehicle after the DEF–
SCR system malfunction is once
undetected, the maximum available
engine torque will be gradually
reduced to a value not exceeding
50% of the maximum torque. In addi-
tion, the maximum speed will be lim-
ited to 5 mph (8km/h) after you have
driven for 40 minutes after the mal-
function is re–detected. In this case,
contact your Hino dealer.

 WARNING

In order to maintain proper function-
ing of DEF–SCR system, have your
vehicle serviced by a Hino dealer
when the exhaust gas after treatment
system maintenance requirement
light on the instrument cluster goes
on.
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—How to check the DEF level

DEF GAUGE ON THE INSTRUMENT
CLUSTER
The DEF gauge on the information display
shows the approximate amount/level of
DEF in the DEF tank.
When the tank is full, 8 indicator bars are
lit.
DEF tank capacity:

gal. (L, lmp. gal.)

—How to check and clean the
breather hose

The breather hose can clog up with crys-
tallized DEF, which can cause the DEF to
overflow from the tank when pouring the
DEF. In such a case, clean the breather
hose in accordance with the following pro-
cedures;
1. Pull out the end of the breather hose

from the DEF tank.
2. Rinse the inside of the breather hose

with clean water.
3. Reinstall the breather hose securely.5.0 (19.0, 4.2)

LT02-025B

85%

70%

55%

40%

25%

10%

5%

100%

LT02-027B

Breather hose
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—Gauge and warning light for DEF–SCR system

LT02-030C

Exhaust Gas
After Treatment System
Maintenance Requirement Light

Malfunction Indicator Light

DEF Light

DEF Quality Light

Malfunction Light
SCR

DEF gauge

Low Power Light
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—DEF light
This warning light warns you that remaining amount of DEF is low.
When the DEF light is on, replenish the DEF more than 1.5 gal. (5.7 L, 1.3 Imp. gal.) as soon as possible.
\

Level of DEF
remaining DEF gauge

Warning information Restriction
to the vehicleWarning light Beep (Pi,pi,pi...)

Less than 10% Sounds for 10 sec.
(warns every 10 min.) —

Less than 5% Blinking

+

+

Sounds for 10 sec.
(warns every 10 min.)

Torque is reduced to a value not exceeding
50% of the maximum torque

Less than 2.5% Sounds for 3 min.
(warns every 3 min.)

Speed is limited to 5 mph (8km/h) in any of
the following cases;
(i) When you stop and restart the engine,
(ii) When your vehicle is refueled,
(iii) When you start the vehicle after the

engine has been idled for more than
one hour, or

(iv) After you have continued to drive for
200 miles (321 km).

0% Speed is limited to 5 mph (8 km/h)
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—DEF quality light
This warning light warns you that when the improper/deteriorated DEF is detected.
When the DEF quality light is on, have your vehicle checked and repaired at your Hino dealer immediately.

Stage Condition
Warning information Restriction

to the vehicleWarning light Beep (Pi,pi,pi...)

1 When the improper/deteriorated
DEF is detected

+

+

Sounds for 10 sec.
(warns every 10 min.)

Torque is reduced to a value not exceed-
ing 50% of the maximum torque

2 After 50 min. with the key in “ON”
position after the detection

Sounds for 3 min.
(warns every 3 min.)

Speed is limited to 5 mph (8km/h) in any
of the following cases;
(i) When you stop and restart the

engine,
(ii) When your vehicle is refueled,
(iii) When you start the vehicle after the

engine has been idled for more than
one hour, or

(iv) After you have continued to drive for
200 miles (321 km).
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—DEF quality re–warning (when the improper/deteriorated DEF is detected again within 40 operating hours
after the improper/deteriorated DEF is once undetected)

Stage Condition
Warning information Restriction

to the vehicleWarning light Beep (Pi,pi,pi...)

1 When the improper/deteriorated
DEF is detected

+

+

Sounds for 10 sec.
(warns every 10 min.)

Torque is reduced to a value not exceed-
ing 50% of the maximum torque

2 After 30 min. with the key in “ON”
position after the detection

Sounds for 3 min.
(warns every 3 min.) Speed is limited to 5 mph (8km/h)
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—Warning for DEF maintenance requirement

Condition
Warning information

Requirement
Warning light

When maintenance of the DEF–SCR
system is required

Stop the vehicle and contact a Hino dealer for maintenance
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—Warning of malfunction of DEF–SCR system

Stage Condition
Warning information Restriction

to the vehicleWarning light Beep (Pi,pi,pi...)

1 Malfunction is detected

+

+

Sounds for 10 sec.
(warns every 10 min.)

Torque is reduced to a value not
exceeding 50% of the maximum
torque

2
After 50 min. with the
key in “ON” position
after the detection

Sounds for 3 min.
(warns every 3 min.)

Speed is limited to 5 mph (8km/h)
in any of the following cases;
(i) When you stop and restart the

engine,
(ii) When your vehicle is refueled,
(iii) When you start the vehicle

after the engine has been
idled for more than one hour,
or

(iv) After you have continued to
drive for 200 miles (321 km).
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—Warning of malfunction of DEF–SCR system when the malfunction is detected again within 40 operating
hours after replacing DEF or mending the DEF–SCR system for the warning of malfunction of DEF–SCR system
for the first time

Stage Condition
Warning information Restriction

to the vehicleWarning light Beep (Pi,pi,pi...)

1 Malfunction is detected
+

+

Sounds for 10 sec.
(warns every 10 min.)

Torque is reduced to a value not
exceeding 50% of the maximum
torque

2
After 30 min. with the
key in “ON” position
after the detection

Sounds for 3 min.
(warns every 3 min.) Speed is limited to 5 mph (8km/h)
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Engine exhaust cautions

WARNING

 Avoid inhaling the engine exhaust.
It contains carbon monoxide,
which is a colorless and odorless
gas. It can cause unconsciousness
or even death.

 Make sure the exhaust system has
no holes or loose connections. The
system should be checked from
time to time. If you hit something,
or notice a change in the sound of
the exhaust, have the system
checked immediately.

 Do not run the engine in a garage or
enclosed area except for the time
needed to drive the vehicle in or
out. The exhaust gases cannot
escape, making this a particularly
dangerous situation.

 Do not remain for a long time in a
parked vehicle with the engine run-
ning. If it is unavoidable, however,
do so only in an unconfined area
and adjust the heating or cooling
system to force outside air into the
vehicle.

 If you smell exhaust fumes in the
vehicle, open the windows to
ensure plenty of fresh air enters the
vehicle. If you can small exhaust
fumes even though there are no
other vehicles in the surrounding
area, have your vehicle checked by
your Hino dealer. Continued inhala-
tion of exhaust fumes can lead to
death by gas poisoning.

 Hino does not recommend occupy-
ing the rear cargo area when it is fit-
ted with a slide–in camper, camper
shell or other type cover while the
engine is running. This caution
applies to both driving and stopped
or parked situations with the
engine running. Particular care
should be taken to prevent exhaust
gases from entering camper bod-
ies, trailers or other enclosures on
or around your vehicle. If exhaust
fumes are detected, open all win-
dows and thoroughly ventilate the
area.

 Do not leave the engine running in
an area with snow build–up, or
where it is snowing. If snowbanks
build up around the vehicle while
the engine is running, exhaust
gases may collect and enter the
vehicle. This may lead to death or a
serious health hazard.

 When taking a nap in the vehicle,
always turn the engine off. Other-
wise, you may accidentally move
the selector lever or depress the
accelerator pedal, which could
cause an accident or fire due to
engine overheating. Additionally, if
the vehicle is parked in a poorly
ventilated area, exhaust gases may
collect and enter the vehicle, lead-
ing to death or a serious health haz-
ard.
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Facts about engine oil
consumption

FUNCTIONS OF ENGINE OIL
Engine oil has the primary functions of
lubricating and cooling the inside of the
engine, and plays a major role in main-
taining the engine in proper working order.
ENGINE OIL CONSUMPTION
It is normal that an engine should con-
sume some engine oil during normal
engine operation. The causes of oil
consumption in a normal engine are as
follows.
 Oil is used to lubricate pistons, piston

rings and cylinders. A thin film of oil is
left on the cylinder wall when a piston
moves downwards in the cylinder.
High negative pressure generated
when the vehicle is decelerating sucks
some of this oil into the combustion
chamber. This oil as well as some part
of the oil film left on the cylinder wall is
burned by the high temperature com-
bustion gases during the combustion
process.

 Oil is also used to lubricate the stems
of the intake valves. Some of this oil is
sucked into the combustion chamber
together with the intake air and is
burned along with the fuel. High tem-
perature exhaust gases also burn the
oil used to lubricate the exhaust valve
stems.

The amount of engine oil consumed
depends on the viscosity of the oil, the
quality of the oil and the conditions the
vehicle is driven under.
More oil is consumed by high–speed driv-
ing and frequent acceleration and decel-
eration.
A new engine consumes more oil, since
its pistons, piston rings and cylinder walls
have not become conditioned.
Oil consumption: Max. 1.0 L per 1000 km
(1.1 qt./600 miles, 0.9 lmp./600 miles)

When judging the amount of oil con-
sumption, note that the oil may become
diluted and make it difficult to judge
the true level accurately.
As an example, if a vehicle is used for
repeated short trips, and consumes a nor-
mal amount of oil, the dipstick may not
show any drop in the oil level at all, even
after 600 miles (1000 km) or more. This is
because the oil is gradually becoming
diluted with fuel or moisture, making it
appear that the oil level has not changed.
The diluting ingredients evaporate out
when the vehicle is then driven at high
speeds, as on an expressway, making it
appear that oil is excessively consumed
after driving at high speeds.
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IMPORTANCE OF ENGINE OIL LEVEL
CHECK
One of the most important points in proper
vehicle maintenance is to keep the engine
oil at the optimum level so that oil function
will not be impaired. Therefore, it is
essential that the oil level be checked reg-
ularly. Hino recommends that the oil level
be checked every time you refuel the vehi-
cle.

For detailed information on oil level
check, see “Checking the engine oil level”
on page 244.

Brake system
The tandem master cylinder brake system
is a hydraulic system with two separate
sub–systems. If either sub–system
should fail, the other will still work. How-
ever, the pedal will be harder to press, and
your stopping distance will be longer.
Also, the brake system warning light may
come on.

BRAKE BOOSTER
The brake booster uses engine vacuum to
power–assist the brakes. If the engine
should quit while you are driving, you can
bring the vehicle to a stop with normal
pedal pressure. There is enough reserved
vacuum for one or two stops—but no
more.

NOTICE
Failure to check the oil level regu-
larly could lead to serious engine
trouble due to insufficient oil.

CAUTION

Do not drive your vehicle with only a
single brake system. Have your
brakes fixed immediately.

CAUTION

 Do not pump the brake pedal if the
engine stalls. Each push on the
pedal uses up your reserved vac-
uum.

 Even if the power assist is com-
pletely lost, the brakes will still
work. But you will have to push the
pedal hard, much harder than nor-
mal. And your braking distance will
increase.
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HYDRAULIC BRAKE BOOSTER 
(FOR CLASS 5)
A Hydraulic brake booster is the hydraulic
assist system that utilizes the hydraulic
booster pump to assist the driver by
reducing the driver–applied force
required at the brake pedal. The system
also has a back–up assist by the accumu-
lation of an accumulator in the event of a
malfunction in the hydraulic booster pump
system or loss of engine power.

ANTI–LOCK BRAKE SYSTEM
(with “ABS” warning light)
The anti–lock brake system is
designed to help prevent lock–up of
the wheels during a sudden braking or
braking on slippery road surfaces. This
assists in providing directional stabil-
ity and steering performance of the
vehicle under these circumstances.

The anti–lock brake system becomes
operative after the vehicle has acceler-
ated to a speed in excess of approxi-
mately 6 mph (10 km/h). It stops operating
when the vehicle decelerates to a speed
below approximately 3 mph (5 km/h).

Depressing the brake pedal on slippery
road surfaces such as on a manhole
cover, a steel plate at a construction site,
joints in a bridge, etc. on a rainy day tends
to activate the anti–lock brake system.
You may hear a click or motor sound from
the area around the rear axle for a few
seconds when the engine is started or just
after the vehicle begins to move. This
means that the anti–lock brake system is
in the self–check mode, and does not indi-
cate a malfunction.
When the anti–lock brake system is
activated, the following conditions
may occur. They do not indicate a mal-
function of the system:
 You may hear the anti–lock brake sys-

tem operating and feel the brake pedal
pulsating and the vibrations of the
vehicle body and steering wheel. You
may also hear the motor sound from
the area around the rear axle even
after the vehicle is stopped.

 At the end of the anti–lock brake sys-
tem activation, the brake pedal may
move a little forward.

CAUTION

Do not pump the brake pedal if the
engine stalls. Each push on the pedal
uses up your reserved pressure.

Effective way to press the ABS brake
pedal:
When the anti–lock brake system func-
tion is in action, you may feel the brake
pedal pulsating and hear a noise. In this
situation, to let the anti–lock brake sys-
tem work for you, just hold the brake
pedal down more firmly. Do not pump the
brake in a panic stop. This will result in
reduced braking performance.
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For U.S.A.

For Canada

CAUTION

Do not overestimate the anti–lock
brake system: Although the anti–lock
brake system assists in providing
vehicle control, it is still important to
drive with all due care and maintain a
moderate speed and safe distance
from the vehicle in front of you,
because there are limits to the vehicle
stability and effectiveness of steering
wheel operation even with the anti–
lock brake system on.
If tire grip performance exceeds its
capability, or if hydroplaning occurs
during high speed driving in the rain,
the anti–lock brake system does not
provide vehicle control.

Anti–lock brake system is not
designed to shorten the stopping dis-
tance: Always drive at a moderate
speed and maintain a safe distance
from the vehicle in front of you. Com-
pared with vehicles without an anti–
lock brake system, your vehicle may
require a longer stopping distance in
the following cases:
 Driving on rough, gravel or snow–

covered roads.
 Driving with tire chains installed.
 Driving over the steps such as the

joints on the road.
 Driving on roads where the road

surface is pitted or has other differ-
ences in surface height.

Install all tires of specified size at
appropriate pressure: The anti–lock
brake system detects vehicle speeds
using the speed sensors for respec-
tive wheels’ turning speeds. The use
of tires other than specified may fail
to detect the accurate turning speed
resulting in a longer stopping dis-
tance.

LT02-028A

LT02-012A
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“ABS” warning light
The light comes on when the key is turned
to the “ON” position. If the anti–lock brake
system works properly, the light turns off
after a few seconds. Thereafter, if the sys-
tem malfunctions, the light comes on
again.
When the “ABS” warning light is on (and
the brake system warning light is off), the
anti–lock brake system does not operate,
but the brake system still operates con-
ventionally.
When the “ABS” warning light is on (and
the brake system warning light is off), the
anti–lock brake system does not operate
so that the wheels could lock up during a
sudden braking or braking on slippery
road surfaces.

If either of the following conditions
occurs, this indicates a malfunction
somewhere in the parts monitored by
the warning light system. Contact your
Hino dealer as soon as possible to ser-
vice the vehicle.
 The light does not come on when the

key is turned to the “ON” position, or
the light remains on.

 The light comes on while you are driv-
ing.

A warning light turning on briefly during
operation does not indicate a problem.

What is EBD?
EBD (Electronic Brake force Distribution)
is a system that distributes the braking
force between the front and rear wheels
by means of electronic control. The sys-
tem optimally distributes the braking force
between the front and rear wheels accord-
ing to the loading state, from the unladen
state to the fully laden state. This system
provides well–balanced braking perfor-
mance especially when the rear wheels
are subjected to a reduced load in the
unladen state.

CAUTION

If the “ABS” warning light remains on
together with the brake system warning
light, immediately stop your vehicle at a
safe place and contact your Hino dealer.
In this case, not only the anti–lock brake
system will fail but also the vehicle will
become extremely unstable during
braking.
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Brake pad wear indicators

The brake pad wear indicators on your
disc brakes give a warning light when
the brake pads are worn to where
replacement is required.
If the warning light comes on while driv-
ing, have the brake pads checked and
replaced by your Hino dealer immediately.

Avoid continuous driving with the warning
light turns on.
Continuous driving without replacing the
brake pads will cause expensive rotor
damage and increasing brake pedal effort
to get the same stopping distance.

NOTICE
◆ When the EBD is activated, the

driver may feel the brake pedal
moves or hear a sound similar to
the sound heard when the ABS is
activated, but this does not mean
a malfunction.

◆ After the key is turned to the “ON”
position, the EBD corrects the tire
size while the vehicle is running. If
the vehicle is suddenly started or
decelerated during this time, this
correction may not be completed,
thereby disabling the EBD.

LT02-013B
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Luggage stowage precautions

When stowing luggage or cargo in or
on the vehicle, observe the following:
 Put luggage or cargo in the rear deck

when at all possible. Be sure all items
are secured in place.

 Be careful to keep the vehicle bal-
anced. Locating the weight as far for-
ward as possible helps maintain
balance.

 For better fuel economy, do not carry
unneeded weight.

WARNING

 Never allow anyone to ride in the
rear deck. It is not designed for pas-
sengers. They should ride in their
seats with their seat belts properly
fastened. Otherwise, they are much
more likely to suffer serious bodily
injury, in the event of sudden brak-
ing or a collision.

 Do not drive with objects left on top
of the instrument panel. They may
interfere with the driver’s field of
view. Or they may move during
sharp vehicle acceleration or turn-
ing, and impair the driver’s control
of the vehicle. In an accident they
may injure the vehicle occupants.

WARNING

To reduce the chance of injury while
driving on a rough road or in case of
a sudden start or a sudden stop, do
not place heavy items on the over-
head rack and do not stack anything
above the height of its rear lip. The
total weight of the luggage should not
exceed 6.6 lb. (3 kg).

LT02-014A
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Your Hino’s identification—
—Vehicle identification number

Right frame

Left side (driver’s side) pillar

The vehicle identification number (VIN)
is the legal identifier for your vehicle.
This number is stamped front right
frame as shown.
The VIN label is affixed to the left side
(driver’s side) pillar as shown.
This is the primary identification number
for your Hino. It is used in registering the
ownership of your vehicle.

—Engine number

The engine number is stamped on the
engine block as shown.

LT02-015B

LT02-021C

LT02-029A
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Suspension and chassis

CAUTION

Do not modify the suspension/chas-
sis with lift kits, spacers, springs, etc.
It can cause dangerous handling
characteristics, resulting in loss of
control.
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Driving a hybrid vehicle—
HYBRID VEHICLE OVERVIEW
HV battery (Hybrid Vehicle battery)
Your vehicle is equipped with a HV battery
in addition to a conventional 12 volts bat-
tery.
Please note that the HV battery has a lim-
ited service life. The service life will vary
depending on driving conditions.

High voltage

DANGER

Never service, remove or dispose of
any batteries of your vehicle by your-
self to avoid an electric shock caus-
ing death, serious injuries or severe
burns. Consult your Hino dealer when
you need to service, remove or dis-
pose of the batteries.

DANGER

High voltage DC and AC systems
used in this vehicle can be hazardous
if you treat it improperly. Be sure to
observe the following to prevent an
electric shock causing death, serious
injuries or severe burns:
 Never touch the high–voltage cable

(orange colored cable) and their
connectors.

 Never open the cover of the PCU
(Power Control Unit).

Your vehicle is equipped with high
voltage battery cable which can be
very hot while you drive the vehicle.
Never touch battery cable (orange
colored cable) and their connectors
to prevent an electric shock resulting
in death, serious injuries or severe
burns.

2

4

5

6
7

LT03-039B

31
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COMPOSITION OF A HYBRID VEHICLE
SYSTEM
1. High–voltage cable 

(orange colored cable)
2. HV battery
3. PCU (Power Control Unit)
4. ECU (Electronic Control Unit) box
5. Inverter
6. HV motor
7. Diesel engine

HYBRID VEHICLE SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The hybrid vehicle system has five func-
tions listed below using an inverter, which
controls the motor/generator.
1. Starter

When you start the engine, the HV
motor will function as a starter motor of
a conventional vehicle.
If your vehicle is designed for cold
regions, your vehicle has a starter
motor in addition to the HV motor. ECU
(Electronic Control Unit) on your vehi-
cle will automatically chose an appro-
priate motor to start the engine.

2. Torque assist
When the vehicle starts to move and is
accelerated, the HV motor will assist
the diesel engine by adding torque.

3. Regeneration
When the vehicle is decelerated by
engine braking, the kinetic energy is
converted to electric energy by the HV
motor which functions as a generator,
and the HV battery is charged.

4. Retarder
The HV motor functions as a generator
and adds the braking force when the
exhaust brake, engine brake or foot
brake is applied.

5. Idling stop
While the vehicle is standing, the
engine will automatically be turned off
in order to reduce fuel consumption.
Refer to page 171 for detail.

DANGER

 Never touch high–voltage cable
(orange colored cable) as
described above and their connec-
tors to prevent an electric shock
causing death, serious injuries or
severe burns.

 For inspections and services for
any electrical parts (including
inspection and servicing of any
electrical parts), be sure to contact
your Hino dealer.

WARNING

When the HV battery is fully charged
and five cells of the battery figure is
shown in the HV monitor, the braking
force may diminish, resulting in death
or personal injuries in an accident. Be
sure to use exhaust brake on a long
downhill for additional braking force.
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INDICATOR SYMBOLS FOR HYBRID
VEHICLE SYSTEM
1. Idling stop cancel indicator light

This idling stop cancel indicator light
will come on when the idling stop cancel
switch is turned on.

2. ECO indicator light
This ECO indicator light will come on
when the fuel–efficient acceleration is
being achieved. It does not come on
while the selector lever is in the “P”, “N”
or “R” position.

3. Idling stop indicator light
This idling stop indicator light will come
on when the engine is stopped by idling
stop system.

4. HV monitor—

This HV monitor will provide you with the
conditions of the Hybrid System of your
vehicle. This monitor will indicate whether
the HV battery is being charged or dis-
charged.
—When the energy is regenerated 
(HV battery is being charged)…

A leftward arrow with “CHG” will appear
between the figures of the battery and
wheel in the HV monitor, which shows the
HV battery is being charged.

—When the HV motor assists the accel-
eration (HV battery is being dis-
charged)…

A rightward arrow with “AST” will appear
between the figures of the battery and
wheel in the HV monitor, which shows the
HV motor, by using the electricity in the
HV battery, assists the acceleration of
your vehicle, and the HV battery is being
discharged.

1
2

3

4
LT03-001B

LT03-024A

LT03-025A

LT03-026A
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—How to check the remaining capacity
of the HV battery

The figure of the battery in the HV monitor
shows the remaining capacity of the HV
battery on your vehicle. When the HV bat-
tery is charged sufficiently, the figure will
be shown as the most left one above (five
cells are indicated), and gradually the
indicated cells of the figure decreases as
the HV battery is being discharged. When
the remaining capacity of the HV battery is
low, the figure will be shown as the most
right one above (empty is indicated).

WHEN THE VEHICLE IS STORED FOR A
PROLONGED PERIOD OF TIME

LT03-027B
Full Empty

WARNING

When the HV battery is fully charged
and five cells of the battery figure is
shown in the HV monitor, the braking
force may diminish, resulting in death
or personal injuries in an accident. Be
sure to use exhaust brake on a long
downhill for additional braking force.

CAUTION

When the vehicle is stored for a pro-
longed period of time, check the
remaining capacity of the HV battery
in the HV monitor once a month. If the
number of lit cells is one or less, start
the engine and leave the vehicle
idling for 30 minutes. If the above is
not done when the vehicle is stored
for a prolonged period of time, you
may not be able to start the engine.
However, when the vehicle is stored
for a prolonged period of time with
the 12 volts battery terminals discon-
nected, leave the vehicle for at least
30 minutes even if the number of lit
cells in the HV monitor is two or more.
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STARTING THE ENGINE
The engine on your hybrid vehicle starts
with the HV motor.
If your vehicle is designed for cold
regions, your vehicle has a starter motor
in addition to the HV motor. ECU (Elec-
tronic Control Unit) on your vehicle will
automatically chose an appropriate motor
to start the engine.

STARTING AND ACCELERATION
When the vehicle starts to move, it will be
started:
(a) with the engine power only, or
(b) with both engine power and HV motor

power.
The vehicle will automatically select (a) or
(b) above depending on the remaining HV
battery capacity.

Please note that sudden starting and sud-
den acceleration will affect fuel efficiency.

CAUTION

Before you start the engine, you must
be seated on the driver’s seat. When
you turn the key, press down on the
brake pedal.

NOTICE
◆ Make sure that the selector lever

is in the “P” or “N” position before
starting the engine. The engine
will not start in any other position
except after the engine is stopped
by idling stop system (refer to
page 171).

◆ If the engine does not start for
once, return the key to “ACC”
position and wait for 30 seconds
before restarting the engine. This
is to protect the function of the HV
battery and 12 volts battery.

NOTICE
Regardless of the remaining HV bat-
tery capacity, torque assist by HV
motor does not function in certain
conditions such as when regenera-
tion of the DPR is in process.
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DECELERATION
With your foot off the acceleration pedal,
the regeneration function of the hybrid
system is activated automatically.
When the vehicle is decelerated by
engine braking, the kinetic energy is con-
verted to electric energy by the HV motor
which functions as a generator, and the
HV battery is charged.

STOPPING (IDLING STOP)
When the vehicle stops, the engine is
switched off automatically to reduce fuel
consumption.
What is idling stop
It is a system to switched off the engine
automatically when the vehicle stops by, for
example, traffic congestion and stoplight to
reduce fuel consumption and emission gas,
and start the engine automatically when
operated to start the vehicle.WARNING

When the HV battery is fully charged
and five cells of the battery figure is
shown in the HV monitor, the braking
force may diminish, resulting in death
or personal injuries in an accident. Be
sure to use exhaust brake on a long
downhill for additional braking force.

NOTICE
To achieve good fuel efficiency by
eco driving, we would advise you
to…
◆ Apply the engine brake early when

you stop or decelerate your vehicle.
◆ In case of vehicle driving on a

downhill give priority to use the
exhaust brake.

◆ Keep the exhaust brake turned off
except when necessary, as the
fuel consumption of your vehicle
will be worse while the undulation
driving.

NOTICE
◆ Use the idling stop system posi-

tively for energy saving driving.
◆ The engine will start up automati-

cally by shifting the selector lever
from “D” or “4” to “N” or “L–3”
while the idling stop system is acti-
vated.

◆ An alarm will be activated when
the door is opened when the idling
is stopped.
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Idling will not be stopped in the conditions
below;
 When the selector lever is in ranges

other than “D” and “4”.
 When the turning signal light is blink-

ing.
 The conditions of the hybrid vehicle

system and engine (DPR is operating,
low coolant temperature, etc.).

 When the vehicle stopped on the
slope.

 The idling stop cancel switch is “ON”.
 The remaining capacity of the HV bat-

tery indicates one cell or nothing.
 The vehicle is not stopped (when driv-

ing at about 0.6 mph (1 km/h) or
more).

 You have not driven the vehicle at
about 3 mph (5 km/h) or more since
the last idling stop operation.

The indicator light turns on when idling
is stopped.

BRAKE RETENTION OF IDLING STOP
SYSTEM

LT03-003A

WARNING

1. OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING TO
AVOID YOUR VEHICLE ROLLING
AWAY ON A HILL, WHICH CAN
CAUSE AN ACCIDENT RESULTING
IN DEATH, SERIOUS INJURY AND/
OR PROPERTY DAMAGE.

 The brake retention of Idling Stop
System is not for any other purpose
than holding your vehicle tempo-
rarily while you release the brake
pedal and depress the accelerator
pedal, and until the vehicle is
restarted. Continue depressing the
brake pedal or use parking brake to
hold your vehicle for a long time.
(NOT FOR PARKING) The function
is not intended to hold your vehicle
without depressing the brake
pedal.
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This is a device designed to reduce the
work of the driver by maintaining brake
pressure.

When the key is turned to the “ON” posi-
tion, ES start (brake retention) indicator
light will come on for a moment. This indi-
cates that the system is working correctly.
When the system is engaged and your
foot is taken off the brake pedal, the stop
lights go off.
If the brake pressure is not sufficient and
the vehicle begins to roll, depress the
brake pedal more firmly or apply the park-
ing brake.

 Be sure to confirm that the brake
pedal is fully depressed and con-
firm that the indicator light has
turned on before releasing the
brake pedal and depressing the
accelerator pedal when the Idling
Stop System is activated.

2. Press the Idling Stop Cancel button
and confirm Idling Stop Cancel indi-
cator light is turned on, and have
your vehicle inspected and repaired
by an authorized dealer when the
indicator light blinks and the buzzer
sounds continuously. Otherwise, the
wheels can be locked accidentally,
which can cause an accident result-
ing in death, serious injury and/or
property damage.

3. The brake retention of Idling Stop
System is not available in the fol-
lowing cases;
(i) the parking brake is applied;
(ii) Idling Stop Cancel indicator

light is turned on;
(iii) the key position is the “ACC” or

the “LOCK” ; or
(iv) Shift position is in “P” range

CAUTION

Do not use this system as substitute
for the parking brake. Apply the park-
ing brake before leaving the vehicle.

LT03-040A
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WARNING

The brake retention of idling stop sys-
tem holding your vehicle temporarily
while the brake retention is engaged.
However, in the following cases, be
careful the brake retention is released
and suddenly move the vehicle,
resulting in death or serious injury in
an accident.
 When shift the selector lever to “P”

position.
 When the parking brake is applied.
 When turn the key to the “ACC” or

“LOCK” position.
 When idling stop cancel indicator

light is turned on.

NOTICE
◆ The system does not operate when

the vehicle is stopped by sudden
braking or tire lock.

◆ In the following situations, press
the idling stop cancel switch to
release the idling stop system is
recommended.
◆When driving in slow speeds.
◆When driving on a snowy road or

icy road.
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Actions to take when the warning sounds

Indicator light Sound Cause Action

Blink Beeps repeatedly There is a problem in the brake retention of
idling stop system.

Press the idling stop cancel switch to illuminate
the idling stop cancel indicator light. Contact
your Hino dealer to service the vehicle.

On Beeps repeatedly

Door was opened or key was turned to the
“ACC” or “LOCK” position with the system
engaged. (shift position: neutral)

Pull the parking brake lever up completely, or
step on the brake pedal more firmly.

Vehicle was moved when the system is
engaged.

Pull the parking brake lever up completely, or
step on the brake pedal more firmly.

On

Number of beeps
corresponds to the
number of minutes
that have passed.

Beep sounds every minute to notify you of
the duration of engagement.

Pull the parking brake lever up completely, or
step on the brake pedal more firmly. Stepping on
the brake pedal more firmly will reset the warn-
ing. The buzzer will sound again after one
minute passes.

1 minute


7 minutes


 10 minutes or more

1 short beep


7 short beeps


 Short beeps
 continuously sound
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NOTICE
◆ If the system is engaged without

enough braking force and the
starting operation (releasing the
brake pedal and pressing the
accelerator pedal) has been done
quickly, the buzzer may sound
instantaneously in some cases.

◆ When the engine is stopped, brake
pedals may need to be stepped on
harder to stop the buzzer beep.

LT03-035B

ST
OP

Indicator light turns off

LT03-036A

ST
OP
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IDLING STOP CANCEL SWITCH
The idling stop system can be switched on
and off using the idling stop cancel switch
when the key is turned to “ON”.

IDLING STOP CANCEL SWITCH INDI-
CATOR LIGHT
The indicator light turns on to inform the
condition that the idling stop is not func-
tioning.

LT03-010A LT03-011A

NOTICE
◆ The idling stop cancel switch is

unavailable while the brake reten-
tion function is engaged (the indi-
cator is lit, see page 172).
In such a case, change the selec-
tor lever into “P” position, apply
parking brake, or perform normal
starting operation to disengage
brake retention before operating
the idling stop cancel switch.

◆ If the key is turned to “OFF” once
while the idling stop cancel func-
tion is working (the indicator light
is lit), the idling stop cancel func-
tion is released.
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DRIVING MODE Two Driving Modes
Your vehicle has two driving modes—
NORMAL mode and ECO mode. You can
choose the driving mode with the driving
mode selector switch.
When you choose the ECO mode, an indi-
cator light in the instrumental panel will
illuminate, while there is no indicator light
when you chose the NORMAL mode.
NORMAL mode—
NORMAL mode is a mode that has good
balance between fuel consumption and
acceleration performances.
ECO mode—
ECO mode is a mode that prioritizes the
fuel efficiency. This mode contributes to
eco driving, and is suitable for driving in
urban areas and residential areas with
frequent stops and starts.

WARNING

Be sure to stop the vehicle before you
change the driving mode. Otherwise,
the acceleration of your vehicle can
change suddenly, resulting in death
or serious injury in an accident.

NOTICE
While the cruise main switch is
turned on (refer to page 91), the driv-
ing mode will automatically change
to the NORMAL mode even if you
have selected the ECO mode.

LT01-277A

LT03-017C
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PRECAUTIONS FOR DRIVING OF A
HYBRID VEHICLE

WARNING LIGHT FOR HYBRID VEHI-
CLE SYSTEM
HV warning light and/or MIL (Malfunc-
tion Indicator Light)
The HV warning light and/or MIL (Mal-
function Indicator Light) will come on
when the hybrid vehicle system has some
malfunction. When this warning light
comes on, the engine may not be
restarted once you stop the engine. Stop
the vehicle at a safe place and contact
your Hino dealer for inspection and repair.

CAUTION

 The hybrid system of your vehicle
may be damaged if it is soaked in
water, which cause malfunction
and short circuit of the hybrid sys-
tem. To prevent such malfunction
or short circuit, never drive across
a river, pool or stream.

 To prevent a damage to the engine,
avoid getting water in the engine.

 Be sure to contact your Hino dealer
and have your vehicle checked
when the hybrid system and/or the
engine has been soaked in water.

DANGER

If water has gotten into the engine or
battery, be sure to contact your Hino
dealer. If you treat the hybrid system
improperly, you will have an electric
shock causing death, serious injuries
or severe burns.

LT03-037C
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—Troubleshooting for hybrid vehicle

Symptom Possible cause Remedy/Prevention Refer to

Engine does not start
(Starter operates normally)

Fuses for engine control are blown.
Replace the fuses.
If a new fuse frequently blows out, contact 
your Hino dealer.

275

MIL (Malfunction Indicator Light) blinks 
with the key in the “ON” position.

Return the key to the “LOCK” position, then 
turn the key to the “ON” position again. If the 
light blinks again, contact your Hino dealer.

—

MIL (Malfunction Indicator Light) is not lit 
with the key in the “ON” position.

Check the computer of the common–rail sys-
tem. —

Coupler of harness wire disconnected.
Connect it tightly (Never touch harness wire 
marked in orange, because it has high volt-
age).

—

“HV warning light” comes on Hybrid vehicle system is abnormal. Contact your Hino dealer. 68
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—Troubleshooting for idling stop system

Symptom Possible cause Remedy/Prevention Refer to

Engine does not start auto-
matically

Engine has been stopped by the key. Start engine with the key. —
Engine has stalled. Start engine with the key. —

Engine does not stop auto-
matically

Did not drive more than about 3 mph {5 
km/h} while the idling stop cancel switch 
turns off.

Drive more than about 3 mph {5 km/h} while 
the idling stop cancel switch turns off. —

Insufficient HV battery capacity.
If the battery capacity is too low, engine does 
not stop automatically. Therefore you should 
drive more to increase the battery charge.

—

Engine coolant temperature is too low.

If the engine coolant temperature is too low, 
engine does not stop automatically. So you 
should fully warm up engine until the coolant 
is sufficiently warm.

—

DPR is operating as the regeneration 
mode.

Engine may stop automatically when the regen-
eration mode of the DPR is finished. —
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Before starting the engine
1. Check the area around the vehicle

before entering it.
2. Adjust seat position, seatback angle

and steering wheel angle.
3. Adjust the inside and outside rear view

mirrors.
4. Lock all doors.
5. Fasten seat belts.

How to start the engine
(a) Confirmation before starting the

engine
In order to avoid depressing the wrong
pedal, be sure to confirm their positions
with your right foot.
(b) Before cranking
1. Confirm that the parking brake lever

has been securely pulled up.
2. Confirm visually that the selector lever

is in the “P” position.
You can start the engine at the “N”
position. However, for safety purpose,
do it at the “P” position where all tires
are blocked.
The engine cannot be started by push-
ing or towing the vehicle.

3. Start the engine.

(c) Starting the vehicle and normal
driving

1. Never fail to depress the brake pedal
with your right foot. If the selector
lever is placed the “D”, “4”, “L–3” or
“R” position., the vehicle will start to
move by “creep phenomenon”, even
without depressing the accelerator
pedal.
Depress firmly the brake pedal so that
the vehicle does not move.

For safety reasons, shift the selector lever
from the “P” to other positions while
depressing the brake pedal.

2. Place the selector lever in the “D” or
“R” position.

CAUTION

Never depress the accelerator pedal
while operating the lever. Otherwise,
the vehicle will suddenly move and is
dangerous.
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3. Release the parking brake lever and
remove your foot from the brake
pedal.

4. Depress the accelerator pedal slowly
and the gear speed will change auto-
matically in accordance with the vehi-
cle speed and load.

If the weather is extremely cold...

1. Turn the key to “ON” and verify that
the engine preheating indicator light
has come on. Keep the key in the
“ON” position until light goes off.

2. With the accelerator pedal fully down
to the floor, crank the engine by turn-
ing the key to “START”. Release the
key and accelerator pedal when the
engine starts.

3. After the engine warms up for a few
minutes, you are ready to drive.

CAUTION

Do not place the selector lever in the
“N” position while driving. Other-
wise, you will loose the engine brake
and it may result in an unexpected
accident.

NOTICE
◆ Operation of the selector lever:

◆Be sure to stop your vehicle
before you shift from forward to
reverse or from reverse to for-
ward. Also, make sure to con-
firm visually the lever position.

◆When the getting out from a
muddy (slippery) road, alter-
nately shift the “D” ⇔ “N” or the
“R” ⇔ “N” positions.

◆When the lever is placed in other
than the “P” or “N” position, do
not run the engine at the high
revolution while depressing the
brake pedal.

◆ Do not put the engine in high–
speed rotation immediately after
starting the engine. If the turbo-
charger is driven in insufficient
lubricated condition, which is
inevitable immediately after start-
ing the engine, failure such as
bearing seizing may be caused.

LT03-019B
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If the engine stalls...
Simply restart it, using the correct proce-
dure given above, depending on the
engine temperature.
If the engine will not start...
See “If your vehicle will not start” on page
198.

Precautions for turning off an
engine with turbocharger
How to stop the engine
1. Apply the parking brake firmly and

place the selector lever in “P” position. 
2. Idle the engine for 5 minutes before

stopping the engine. Then turn the key
to the “ACC” position to shut off the
engine.

3. Turn the key while pushing to set it at
the “LOCK” position. Then pull out the
key.

NOTICE
◆ Do not crank for more than 15 sec-

onds at a time. This may overheat
the starter and wiring systems.

◆ When starting the engine, turn the
key to “START” position while the
engine is being stopped com-
pletely. Otherwise, the starter may
not work because of the starter
block function of the vehicle.

◆ Wait for at least 3 seconds before
turning the key to “START” posi-
tion when you need to turn the key
to “START” position repeatedly to
start the engine. Otherwise the
starter may not work because of
the starter block function of the
vehicle.

◆ Do not race a cold engine.
◆ If the engine becomes difficult to

start or stalls frequently, have the
engine checked immediately.

NOTICE
Before stopping the engine, idle the
engine approximately for 5 minutes.
If the engine is stopped suddenly
without idling, the turbocharger is
forced to rotate without oil pressure.
This may eliminate the necessary oil
film and cause the bearing wear.
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Pre–trip safety check
It is a good idea to do a safety check
before starting out on a trip. A few minutes
of checking can help ensure safe and
pleasant driving. Just a basic familiarity
with your vehicle is required and a careful
eye. Or, if you would like, your Hino dealer
will be pleased to make this check for you
at a nominal cost.

BEFORE STARTING THE ENGINE
Outside the vehicle
Tires. Check the pressure with a gauge
and look carefully for cuts, damage, or
excessive wear.
Wheel nuts. Make sure no nuts are miss-
ing or loose.
Fluid leaks. After the vehicle has been
parked for a while, check underneath for
leaking fuel, oil, coolant, or fluid. (Water
dripping from the air conditioning after
use is normal.)
Lights. Make sure the headlights, stop
lights, tail lights, turn signals and other
lights are all working. Check the headlight
aim.
Battery and cables. All the battery cells
should be filled to the proper level with
distilled water. Look for corroded or loose
terminals and a cracked case. Check the
cables for good condition and connec-
tions.

Inside the vehicle
Seat belts. Check that the buckles lock
securely. Make sure the belts are not worn
or frayed.
Instruments and controls. Especially
make sure the service reminder indica-
tors, instrument lights, and defroster are
working.
Brakes. Make sure the pedal has enough
clearance.
Spare fuses. Make sure you have spare
fuses. They should cover all the amper-
age ratings designated on the fuse box lid.
In the engine compartment
Coolant level. Make sure the coolant
level is correct. (See page 246 for instruc-
tions.)
Wiring. Look for damaged, loose, or dis-
connected wires.
Fuel lines. Check the lines for leaks or
loose connections.

CAUTION

If you make this check in an enclosed
garage, make sure there is adequate
ventilation. Engine exhaust is poi-
sonous.
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AFTER STARTING THE ENGINE
Exhaust system. Listen for any leakage.
Have any leaks fixed immediately. (See
“Engine exhaust cautions” on page 155.)
Engine oil level. Stop the engine and
check the dipstick with the vehicle parked
on a level spot. (See page 244 for instruc-
tions.)
WHILE DRIVING
Instruments. Make sure the speedome-
ter and gauges are working.
Brakes. In a safe place, check that the
brakes do not pull to one side when
applied.
Anything unusual? Look for loose parts
and leaks. Listen for abnormal noises.
If everything looks O.K., set your mind at
ease and enjoy your trip.

EFFICIENT DRIVING OF A HYBRID
VEHICLE
 Use ECO mode, and NORMAL mode

as much little as possible.
 Do not keep the exhaust retarder

(exhaust brake) switch pulled.
 Try to drive the vehicle so as to

make the ECO indicator light lit.
 Try to make 3 to 4 HV battery capac-

ity lamps lit.
 Often perform energy regeneration.
(a)Try to release the accelerator early.
(b)Pay attention to safety and refrain

from applying the brakes immediately
before you stop the car.

 Actively use idling stop.
 The hybrid effect becomes smaller

while driving mainly on highways.

Tips for driving in various
conditions
 Always slow down in gusty crosswinds.

This will allow you much better control.
 Drive slowly onto curbs and, if possible,

at a right angle. Avoid driving onto high,
sharp–edged objects and other road
hazards. Failure to do so can lead to
severe tire damage such as a tire burst.

 Drive slowly when passing over bumps
or travelling on a bumpy road. Other-
wise, the impact could cause severe
damage to the tires and/or wheels.

 When parking on a hill, turn the front
wheels until they touch the curb so that
the vehicle will not roll. Shift the selec-
tor lever to the “P” position and apply
the parking brake. If necessary, block
the wheels.

 Washing your vehicle or driving through
deep water may get the brakes wet. To
see whether they are wet, check that
there is no traffic near you, and then
press the pedal lightly. If you do not feel
a normal braking force, the brakes are
probably wet. To dry them, drive the
vehicle cautiously while lightly pressing
the brake pedal with the parking brake
applied. If they still do not work safely,
pull to the side of the road and call your
Hino dealer for assistance.
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NOTES ON DRIVING THE VEHICLE
WITH A HYDRAULIC BRAKE BOOSTER
When operating the brake, a unique
sound may be heard from the hydraulic
booster body.
 When auto charge operating is on: A

sound of “hissing” or “click”
 When brake is strongly applied: Beat

note of the pump
 When accumulator is operating with

engine OFF: Ski sound
Pedal stroke. Because of the character-
istics of the hydraulic brake booster, you
can relatively easily depress the brake
pedal to the floor when the vehicle is at a
stop. But, this is not unusual.

WARNING

 Never drive the vehicle with the
engine stopped.

 Never drive with selector lever in
the “N” position.

These are very hazardous conditions
and can result in loss of vehicle con-
trol with resulting personal injury
and/or property damage for one or
more of the following reasons:
 When the engine is not running, the

brake system will not function
properly, and this can result in a
longer stopping distance.

 The power steering system will not
function, and much greater effort is
needed to control the steering. If a
malfunction occurs while driving,
pull off the road immediately and
stop the vehicle in a safe place.
Check and correct the malfunction
before resume driving. 
If the cause of the trouble is not
clear, call your Hino dealer.

CAUTION

 Before driving off, make sure that
the parking brake is fully released
and the parking brake reminder
light is off.

 Do not leave your vehicle unat-
tended while the engine is running.

 Do not rest your foot on the brake
pedal while driving. It can cause
dangerous overheating, needless
wear, and poor fuel economy.

 To drive down a long or steep hill,
reduce your speed and downshift.
Remember, if you ride the brakes
excessively, they may overheat and
not work properly.

 Be careful when accelerating,
upshifting, downshifting or braking
on a slippery surface. Sudden
acceleration or engine braking
could cause the vehicle to skid or
spin.
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Using the brake

Braking on a downhill grade
 Do not continue normal driving

when the brakes are wet. If they are
wet, your vehicle will require a
longer stopping distance, and it
may pull to one side when the
brakes are applied. Also, the park-
ing brake will not hold the vehicle
securely.

CAUTION

Depressing the brake pedal fully
should be avoided except in an emer-
gency. Frequent full braking can
severely shorten the life of tires,
brake discs and pads, and other
parts. Also full braking can cause
skidding, especially when road is
wet, and loss of vehicle control.

CAUTION

 Before going down a long or steep
hill, make sure that the brakes work
properly by lightly applying the
brake pedal.

 Be careful not to overrun the
engine when downshifting.

 Do not apply the foot brake exces-
sively. Frequent or continuous
application of the brake will over-
heat the brake and cause fading of
the brakes and vapor lock. The ser-
vice brake will then no longer work
properly. When wheel brakes get
wet.

 Driving through deep water may get
the wheel brakes wet. With wet
brakes, the stopping distance of
your vehicle will be greater than
normal.

 After driving through deep water,
first make sure that there is no
other vehicle around you and then
apply the brakes lightly to see how
they are working.

 If the brakes do not work well, apply
the brakes lightly while driving
your vehicle very carefully. Repeat
this until the brakes work normally.
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Precautions when driving a vehicle
equipped with ABS (Anti–lock Brake
System)

CAUTION

 Be cautious in all hazardous driv-
ing situations, especially when
driving on wet roadways, ice, snow,
gravel or dirt.

 Always drive safely, taking into
consideration the road and traffic
conditions and the conditions of
your tires, including tire type and
tire wear. Always keep a safe dis-
tance from any vehicle being driven
in front of you.

 Even with ABS, the braking dis-
tance on a wet road will be longer
than on a dry road, and if the road
surface is covered with ice, snow or
gravel, the braking distance will be
even greater.

 ABS functions only when one or
more of your wheels slip as the
result of applying the brake.
Always brake firmly, never pump
your brakes. ABS is not intended to
function when starting, turning or
accelerating your vehicle.

 Although ABS prevents wheel
lock–up and assists the vehicle in
coming to a stable stop during
braking, it does not change the time
you need to apply the brake pedal
or the stopping distance of your
vehicle.

 Pumping your brakes on a slippery
or icy road will make the drive
wheels lock–up and will make the
vehicle unstable. In such a situa-
tion, set the selector lever to the
“N” position to stop the effect of
the engine brake on the drive
wheels. Continue to drive after set-
ting the selector lever to the appro-
priate selector lever position.

 When the ABS activates, you may
feel a slight vibration of the brake
pedal. You may also feel a pull on
the steering wheel. In addition,
added noise may be generated.
These conditions are not malfunc-
tions of the ABS. Adjust your speed
to the road and traffic conditions
and drive safely.

 Before equipping the vehicle with
tires that are not specified for this
vehicle, consult your Hino dealer.
Improperly sized tires can nega-
tively affect ABS functions.
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How to load cargo
Do not load cargo in excess of the maxi-
mum load capacity.

1. As far as possible, avoid projection
of long objects beyond the rear end
of the body.
Avoid 2–point support at the cab
guard and the rear end of the over-
hang.

2. When load supports are used, use
sufficient supports and position
them properly.

WARNING

Excessive or incorrect loading can
cause instability, accelerated wear
and tear, insufficient braking, and
other problems. This can result in an
accident and serious injury, death, or
property damage.

NOTICE
In case of heavy cargo. Due to the
danger of sliding when braking or
turning, cargo sliding must be pre-
vented by cargo being fixed securely
with wire cables.

LT03-029A LT03-030A
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3. Rope cargo securely.
Heavy cargo especially must be
fixed securely to the load carrying
platform.

4. Load your vehicle evenly. If not
possible, avoid placing the cargo in
a place other than the center of the
load platform.

LT03-032A LT03-028A

LT03-028B

LT03-031A
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Driving in the rain

Driving on a slippery road surface
Drive carefully when it is raining, because
visibility will be reduced, the windows may
become fogged–up, and the road will be
slippery.
 Drive carefully when it starts to rain,

because the road surface will be espe-
cially slippery.

 Refrain from high speeds when driving
on an expressway in the rain, because
there may be a layer of water between
the tires and the road surface, pre-
venting the steering and brakes from
operating properly.

When encountering flooded roads
Do not drive on a road that has flooded
after heavy rain etc. Doing so may cause
serious damage to the vehicle.

CAUTION

 Sudden braking, acceleration and
steering when driving on a slippery
road surface may cause tire slip-
page and reduce your ability to
control the vehicle, resulting in an
accident.

 Sudden changes in engine speed,
such as sudden engine braking,
may cause the vehicle to skid,
resulting in an accident.

 After driving through a puddle,
lightly depress the brake pedal to
make sure that the brakes are func-
tioning properly. Wet brake pads
may prevent the brakes from func-
tioning properly. If the brakes on
only one side are wet and not func-
tioning properly, steering control
may be affected, resulting in an
accident.

NOTICE
Driving on a flooded road may cause
the engine to stall as well as cause
serious vehicle malfunctions such
as shorts in electrical components
and engine damage from water
immersion. In the event that you
drive on a flooded road and the vehi-
cle is flooded, be sure to have your
Hino dealer check brake function,
changes in quantity and quality of oil
and fluid used for the engine, trans-
mission, differential, etc. and lubri-
cant condition for the propeller
shaft, bearings and suspension
joints (where possible) and the func-
tion of all joints and bearings.
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Winter driving tips
Make sure your coolant is properly pro-
tected against freezing.
Only use “Hino Genuine Long Life Cool-
ant” or similar high quality ethylene glycol
based non–silicate, non–amine, non–
nitrite, and non–borate coolant with long–
life hybrid organic acid technology. (Cool-
ant with long–life hybrid organic acid tech-
nology is a combination of low
phosphates and organic acids.)
See “Checking the engine coolant level”
on page 246 for details of coolant type
selection.
“Hino Genuine Long Life Coolant” is a
mixture of 50% coolant and 50% deion-
ized water. This coolant provides protec-
tion down to about –31°F (–35°C).

When it is extremely cold, Hino recom-
mend to use 60% solution for your Hino, to
provide protection down to about –58°F (–
50°C). Do not use more than 70% solution
for better coolant performance.

Check the condition of the battery and
cables.
Cold temperatures reduce the capacity of
any battery, so it must be in top shape to
provide enough power for winter starting.
An explanation of how to visually inspect
the battery is given on page 272. Your
Hino dealer and most service station will
be pleased to check the level of charge.
Make sure the engine oil viscosity is
suitable for the cold weather.
See page 245 for recommended viscosity.
Leaving a heavy summer oil in your vehi-
cle during winter months may cause
harder starting. If you are not sure about
which oil to use, call your Hino dealer—
they will be pleased to help.

NOTICE
Do not use plain water alone.
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Keep the door locks from freezing.
Squirt lock de–icer or glycerine into the
locks to keep them from freezing. To open
a frozen lock, try heating the key before
inserting it.
Use a washer fluid containing an anti-
freeze solution.
This product is available at your Hino
dealer and most auto parts stores. Follow
the manufacturer’s directions for how
much to mix with water.

Do not use your parking brake when
there is a possibility it could freeze.
When parking, shift the selector lever to
the “P” position and block the front
wheels. Do not use the parking brake, or
snow or water accumulated in and around
the parking brake mechanism may freeze,
making it hard to release.
Keep ice and snow from accumulating
under the fenders.
Ice and snow built up under your fenders
can make steering difficult. During bad
winter driving, stop and check under the
fenders occasionally.
Depending on where you are driving,
we recommend you carry some emer-
gency equipment.
Some of the things you might put in the
vehicle are tire chains, window scraper,
bag of sand or salt, flares, small shovel,
jumper cables, etc.

How to save fuel and make your
vehicle last longer, too
Improving fuel economy is easy–just take
it easy. It will help make your vehicle last
longer, too. Here are some specific tips on
how to save money on both fuel and
repairs:
 Keep your tires inflated at the cor-

rect pressure. Underinflation causes
tire wear and wastes fuel. See page
265 for instructions.

 Do not carry unneeded weight in
your vehicle. Excess weight puts a
heavier load on the engine, causing
greater fuel consumption.

 Avoid lengthy warm–up idling. Once
the engine is running smoothly, begin
driving–but gently. Remember, how-
ever, that on cold winter days this may
take a little longer.

 Accelerate slowly and smoothly.
Avoid jackrabbit starts. Get into high
gear as quickly as possible.

 Avoid long engine idling. If you have
a long wait and you are not in traffic, it
is better to turn off the engine and
start again later.

NOTICE
Do not use engine antifreeze or any
other substitute because it may dam-
age your vehicle’s paint.
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 Avoid engine lugging or over–rev-
ving. Use a gear position suitable for
the road on which you are travelling.

 Avoid continuous speeding up and
slowing down. Stop–and–go driving
wastes fuel.

 Avoid unnecessary stopping and
braking. Maintain a steady pace. Try
to time the traffic signals so you only
need to stop as little as possible or
take advantage of through streets to
avoid traffic lights. Keep a proper dis-
tance from other vehicles to avoid
sudden braking. This will also reduce
wear on your brakes.

 Avoid heavy traffic or traffic jams
whenever possible.

 Do not rest your foot on the brake
pedal. This causes premature wear,
overheating and poor fuel economy.

 Maintain a moderate speed on high-
ways. The faster you drive, the
greater the fuel consumption. By
reducing your speed, you will cut down
on fuel consumption.

 Keep the front wheels in proper
alignment. Avoid hitting the curb and
slow down on rough roads. Improper
alignment not only causes faster tire
wear but also puts an extra load on
the engine, which, in turn, wastes fuel.

 Keep the bottom of your vehicle
free from mud, etc. This not only
lessens weight but also helps prevent
corrosion.

 Keep your vehicle tuned–up and in
top shape. A dirty air cleaner,
improper valve clearance, dirty oil and
grease, brakes not adjusted, etc. all
lower engine performance and contrib-
ute to poor fuel economy. For longer
life of all parts and lower operating
costs, keep all maintenance work on
schedule, and if you often drive under
severe conditions, see that your vehi-
cle receives more frequent mainte-
nance (See page 223.)

WARNING

Never turn off the engine to coast
down hills. Your power steering and
brake booster will not function with-
out the engine running. Also, the
emission control system operates
properly only when the engine is run-
ning.
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If your vehicle will not start—
(a) Simple checks
Before making these checks, make sure
you have followed the correct starting pro-
cedure given in “How to start the engine”
on page 182 and that you have sufficient
fuel.
If the engine is not turning over or is
turning over too slowly—
1. Check that the battery terminals are

tight and clean.
2. If the battery terminals are O.K.,

switch on the interior light.
3. If the light is out, dim or goes out when

the starter is cranked, the battery is
discharged. You may try jump starting.
See “(c) Jump starting” on page 200
for further instructions.

If the light is O.K., but the engine still will
not start, it needs adjustment or repair.
Call your Hino dealer.

If the engine turns over at its normal
speed but will not start—
1. If you are starting the engine that has

died from an empty tank, you may
have needed to bleed the fuel system
before cranking the engine. See “(b)
Bleeding the fuel system” for further
instructions.

2. If the fuel system is O.K., but the
engine still will not start, it needs
adjustment or repair. Call your Hino
dealer.

(b) Bleeding the fuel system

1. Tilt the cab. (See “Tilt cab” on page 21
for details.)

2. Attach a plastic hose to the drain pipe
(2) and put down a tray or something
similar. Loosen the air bleeder plug
(3).

3. To free the pump, turn the priming
pump (1) counterclockwise and pull it
out.

4. Pump by pushing the priming pump (1)
up and down.

NOTICE
Do not pull–start the vehicle. It may
damage the vehicle or cause a colli-
sion when the engine starts. Also the
catalytic converter may overheat and
become a fire hazard.

1

2

3

LT04-047A
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5. When the air is not coming out, tighten
the air bleeder plug (3) with 5.0—9.0
N·m (3.7—6.6 lbf·ft, 51—91 kgf·cm).
Then pushing the priming pump (1) in
all the way, turn clockwise to lock it.

6. After bleeding air, wipe away any fuel
that leaked out and check that the air
bleeder plug (3) and priming pump (1)
are tightened firmly. Then start the
engine and check that no fuel leaks
out.

When releasing air, use a cloth or some-
thing similar against the air bleeder and
drain pipe to prevent fuel from spraying
out.

CAUTION

Do not perform work near anything
inflammable. There is a risk of catch-
ing fire.

WARNING

 Always drain the fuel into a con-
tainer and dispose of it properly. Be
careful not to spill any of the fuel.

 If fuel is spilled on engine parts,
wipe it off entirely. It is dangerous
since it can cause a fire which can
result in serious personal injury or
death.

 Do not smoke when performing
maintenance on the fuel system. 

 Keep flame and heat away from the
fuel system since the fuel is flam-
mable and can cause a fire result-
ing in serious personal injury or
death. 

 Any of these can result in personal
injury and/or property damage due
to fire.

 After replacing the filter, inspect
the external surface of the fuel filter
for checking scratches and dents.
It is dangerous to use a scratched
or dented fuel filter, since it can
cause fuel to leak and lead to a fire
or other serious accidents and can
result in serious personal injury or
death.

 After replacement of the element,
operate the engine for trial to check
to see if there is any fuel leakage
around the fuel filter. Fuel leakage
can cause a fire and can result in
serious personal injury or death.
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(c) Jump starting
To avoid serious personal injury and
damage to your vehicle which might
result from battery explosion, acid
burns, electrical burns, or damaged
electronic components, these instruc-
tions must be followed precisely.
If you are unsure about how to follow this
procedure, we strongly recommend that
you seek the help of a competent
mechanic or towing service.

WHEN THE HV BATTERY HAS BECOME
EXHAUSTED

JUMP STARTING PROCEDURE
1. Remove the battery cover. 
2. If the booster battery is installed in

another vehicle, make sure the vehi-
cles are not touching. Turn off all
unnecessary lights and accessories. 
When boosting, use the battery of
matching or higher quality. Any other
battery may be difficult to jump start
with. 
If jump starting is difficult, charge the
battery for several minutes.

3. If the engine in the vehicle with the
booster battery is not running, start it
and let it run for a few minutes. During
jump starting, run the engine at about
2000 rpm with the accelerator pedal
lightly depressed.

CAUTION

 Batteries contain sulfuric acid
which is poisonous and corrosive.
Wear protective safety glasses
when jump starting, and avoid spill-
ing acid on your skin, clothing, or
vehicle.

 If you should accidentally get acid
on yourself or in your eyes, remove
any contaminated clothing and
flush the affected area with water
immediately. Then get immediate
medical attention. If possible, con-
tinue to apply water with a sponge
or cloth while en route to the med-
ical office.

 The gas normally produced by a
battery will explode if a flame or
spark is brought near. Use only
standardized jumper cables and do
not smoke or light a match while
jump starting.

NOTICE
The battery used for boosting must
be 12V. Do not jump start unless you
are sure that the booster battery is
correct.

CAUTION

 Do not use a booster cable. When a
booster cable is used, there is dan-
ger of an electric shock with
approximately 288 V. Also, an
incorrect connection to a 12 V or 24
V terminal can destroy the vehicle
and the entire electric system.

 The HV battery normally requires
no charging, but if charging
becomes necessary because the
battery has become exhausted,
contact your Hino dealer.
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4. Make the cable connections in the
order a, b, c, d.
a. Connect the clamp of the positive

(red) jumper cable to the positive
(+) terminal on the discharged bat-
tery.

b. Connect the clamp at the other end
of the positive (red) jumper cable to
the positive (+) terminal on the
booster battery.

c. Connect the clamp of the negative
(black) jumper cable to the negative
(–) terminal on the booster battery.

d. Connect the clamp at the other end
of the negative (black) jumper cable
to a solid, stationary, unpainted,
metallic point of the vehicle with the
discharged battery.

The recommended connecting points
are shown in the following illustrations:

Do not connect the cable to or near any
part that moves when the engine is
cranked.

a

b

LT04-011A

Positive terminal
(“+” mark)

Jumper cable

Positive terminal

(“+” mark)

Booster
battery

Discharged

battery

d
c

LT04-012A

Negative terminal
(“-” mark)

Jumper cable

Booster battery

Discharged

battery

CAUTION

When making the connections, to
avoid death or serious injury, do not
lean over the battery or accidentally
let the jumper cables or clamps touch
anything except the correct battery
terminals or the ground.

d

LT04-014A
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5. Charge the discharged battery with
the jumper cables connected for
approximately 5 minutes. At this time,
run the engine in the vehicle with the
booster battery at about 2000 rpm with
the accelerator pedal lightly
depressed.

6. Start your engine in the normal way.
After starting, run it at about 2000 rpm
for several minutes with the accelera-
tor pedal lightly depressed.

7. Carefully disconnect the cables in the
exact reverse order: the negative
cable and then the positive cable.

8. If removed the cable, install the bat-
tery cover.
If the cause of your battery discharg-
ing is not apparent (for example, lights
left on), you should have it checked by
your Hino dealer.

If the first start attempt is not success-
ful...
Check that the clamp on the jumper
cables are tight. Recharge the discharged
battery with the jumper cables connected
for several minutes and restart your
engine in the normal way.
If another attempt is not successful, the
battery may be depleted. Have it checked
by your Hino dealer.

If your engine stalls while driving
If your engine stalls while driving...
1. Reduce your speed gradually, keeping

a straight line. Move cautiously off the
road to a safe place.

2. Turn on your emergency flashers.
3. Try starting the engine again.
If the engine will not start, see “If your
vehicle will not start” on page 198.

CAUTION

If the engine is not running, the power
assist for the brakes and steering will
not work so steering and braking will
be much harder than usual.
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If you cannot increase the engine
speed
If the engine speed does not increase
when the accelerator pedal is depressed,
there may be a problem somewhere in the
electronic engine control system. Stop the
vehicle and contact your Hino dealer or
take your vehicle carefully, since the vehi-
cle performance will be lower than nor-
mal, to your Hino dealer as soon as
possible.
Even if the abnormality in the electronic
engine control system is corrected during
low speed driving, the system may not
recover until the engine is stopped and
the key is turned to the “ACC” or “LOCK”
position.

If your vehicle overheats
If your engine coolant temperature
gauge indicates overheating and
buzzer beeps, if you experience a loss
of power, or if you hear a loud knocking
or pinging noise, the engine has prob-
ably overheated. You should follow
this procedure...
1. Pull safely off the road, stop the vehi-

cle and turn on your emergency flash-
ers. Put the selector lever in the “N”
position and apply the parking brake.
Turn off the air conditioning if it is
being used.

2. If coolant or steam is boiling out of the
radiator or reservoir, stop the engine.
Wait until the steam subsides before
tilting the cab. If there is no coolant
boiling over or steam, leave the
engine running.

3. Visually check to see if the engine
drive belt (fan belt) is broken or loose.
Look for obvious coolant leaks from
the radiator, hoses, and under the
vehicle.
However, note that water draining
from the air conditioning is normal if it
has been used.

4. If the engine drive belt is broken or the
coolant is leaking, stop the engine
immediately. Call your Hino dealer for
assistance.

5. If the engine drive belt is O.K. and
there are no obvious leaks, you may
help the engine cool down more
quickly by running it at about 1500 rpm
for a few minutes with the accelerator
pedal lightly depressed.

WARNING

To help avoid personal injury, do not
tilt the cab until there is no steam.
Escaping steam or coolant is a sign of
very high pressure.

WARNING

When the engine is running, keep
hands and clothing away from the
moving fan and engine drive belts.
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6. Check the coolant reservoir. If it is dry,
add coolant to the reservoir while the
engine is running. Fill it about half full.
For the coolant type, see “Coolant
type selection” on page 247.

7. After the engine coolant temperature
has cooled to normal, again check the
coolant level in the reservoir. If neces-
sary, bring it up to half full again. Seri-
ous coolant loss indicates a leak in the
system. You should have it checked as
soon as possible at your Hino dealer.

See if the warning light ( ) on the
instrument cluster of your vehicle is
on.
If the warning light is on:
1. Check if there is insufficient coolant.
Check the hoses of the radiator and con-
nections between the radiator and the
engine to determine whether they have
cracks, loose clamps or leaks. If you find
cracks, loose clamps or leaks, contact
your Hino dealer.
2. If there are no cracks, loose clamps

or leaks:
Refill the coolant with the reservoir tank.
See “Checking the engine coolant level”
on page 246. After refilling, check whether
the warning light goes off. If the warning
light goes off you can resume driving. If
the warning light does not go off, contact
your Hino dealer.

If the warning light is off:
1. Check to determine if the drive belts

of the cooling fan (which is located
between the radiator and the engine)
is positioned correctly. If the cooling
fan does not work, contact your Hino
dealer.

2. Check the radiator core for any clog-
ging. If the radiator core is clogged,
flush the radiator core after the radia-
tor core gets cold.

3. If you find the radiator is in good con-
ditions, the temperature of the engine
will return to normal with the engine
running at idle speed. You can then
continue driving.

4. If the temperature of the engine does
not return to normal with the engine
running at idle speed, contact your
Hino dealer to repair.

WARNING

Do not attempt to remove the radiator
cap when the engine and radiator are
hot. Serious injury could result from
scalding hot fluid and steam blown
out under pressure.
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If your vehicle becomes stuck
If your vehicle becomes stuck in snow,
mud, sand, etc., then you may attempt
to rock the vehicle free by moving it
forward and backward.

If your vehicle needs to be towed—

If towing is necessary, we recommend
you to have it done by your Hino dealer
or a commercial tow truck service. In
consultation with them, have your
vehicle towed using either (a) or (b).
Only when you cannot receive a towing
service from your Hino dealer or com-
mercial tow truck service, tow your
vehicle carefully in accordance with
the instructions given in “Emergency
towing” on page 207.
Proper equipment will help ensure that
your vehicle is not damaged while being
towed. Commercial operators are gener-
ally aware of the state/provincial and local
laws pertaining to towing.
Your vehicle can be damaged if it is towed
incorrectly. Although most operators
know the correct procedure, it is possible
to make a mistake. To avoid damage to
your vehicle, make sure the following pre-
cautions are observed. If necessary, show
this page to the tow truck driver.

CAUTION

Do not attempt to rock the vehicle free
by moving it forward and backward if
people or objects are anywhere near
the vehicle. During the rocking oper-
ation the vehicle may suddenly move
forward or backward as it becomes
unstuck, causing injury or damage to
nearby people or objects.

NOTICE
If you rock your vehicle, observe the
following precautions to prevent
damage to the transmission and
other parts.
◆ Do not race the engine and avoid

spinning the wheels.
◆ If your vehicle remains stuck after

rocking the vehicle several times,
consider other ways such as tow-
ing.

(a) Towing with wheel lift type truck-

(b) Using flat bed truck

-From front

-From rear

LT04-042A
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TOWING PRECAUTIONS:
Use a safety chain system for all towing,
and abide by the state/provincial and local
laws. The wheels and axle on the ground
must be in good condition. If they are
damaged, use a towing dolly.
(a) Towing with wheel lift type truck
From front—We recommend using a tow-
ing dolly under the rear wheels. If you do
not use a towing dolly, release the parking
brake and put the selector lever in the “N”
position.
From rear—Place the key in the “ACC”
position. (b) Using flat bed truck

(c) Towing with sling type truck

CAUTION

Lift the rear wheels to tow the auto-
matic transmission vehicle. To tow
the vehicle by wire without lifting up
the rear wheel, dismount the propel-
ler shaft. Otherwise, the transmission
may be overheated.
The automatic transmission vehicle
cannot start the engine by pulling or
pushing the vehicle.

NOTICE
◆ When lifting wheels, take care to

ensure adequate ground clearance
for towing at the opposite end of
the raised vehicle. Otherwise, the
bumper and/or underbody of the
towed vehicle will be damaged
during towing.

◆ Do not tow with the key removed
or in the “LOCK” position, as the
steering lock mechanism is not
strong enough to hold the front
wheels straight while towing.

NOTICE
Do not tow with sling type truck,
either from the front or rear. This
may cause body damage.

LT04-043A

(c) Towing with sling type truck
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—Emergency towing

If towing is necessary, we recommend
you to have it done by your Hino dealer
or a commercial tow truck service.
If towing service is not available in an
emergency, your vehicle may be tem-
porarily towed by a cable or chain
secured to the front emergency towing
hooks. Use extreme caution when tow-
ing the vehicle.

A driver must be in the vehicle to steer it
and operate the brakes.
Towing in this manner may be done only
on hard–surfaced roads for a short dis-
tance and at low speeds. Also, the
wheels, axles, drive train, steering and
brakes must all be in good condition.LT04-044B

NOTICE
Only use specified towing hook; oth-
erwise your vehicle may be dam-
aged.

CAUTION

Use extreme caution when towing the
vehicle. Avoid sudden starts or
erratic driving maneuvers which
would place excessive stress on the
emergency towing hook and towing
cable or chain. The hook and towing
cable or chain may break and cause
serious injury or damage.

NOTICE
Use only a cable or chain specifi-
cally intended for use in towing vehi-
cles. Securely fasten the cable or
chain to the towing hook provided.
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Before towing, release the parking brake
and put the selector lever in the “N” posi-
tion. The key must be in “ACC” (engine
off) or “ON” (engine running).

—Emergency towing hook precau-
tions

 Before emergency towing, check that
the hook is not broken or damaged
and that the installation bolts are not
loose.

 Fasten the towing cable or chain
securely to the hook.

 Do not jerk the hook. Apply steady and
even force.

 To avoid damaging the hook, do not
pull from the side or at a vertical
angle. Always pull straight ahead.

If you lose your keys
You can purchase a new key at your
Hino dealer if you can give them the
key number.
See the suggestion given in “Keys” on
page 12.
If your keys are locked in the vehicle and
you cannot get a duplicate, your Hino
dealers can still open the door for you,
using their special tools. If you must break
a window to get in, we suggest breaking
side window because it is the least expen-
sive to replace. Be extremely cautious to
avoid cuts from the glass.

CAUTION

If the engine is not running, the power
assist for the brakes and steering will
not work so steering and braking will
be much harder than usual.
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If your vehicle has to be
stopped in an emergency
Only in an emergency, such as if it
becomes impossible to stop the vehi-
cle in the normal way, stop the vehicle
using the following procedure:
1. Steadily step on the brake pedal with

both feet and firmly depress it. Do not
pump the brake pedal repeatedly as
this will increase the effort required to
slow the vehicle.

2. Shift the selector lever to N.
If the selector lever is shifted to N:
3. After slowing down, stop the vehicle in

a safe place by the road.
4. Stop the engine.
If the selector lever cannot be shifted
to N:
3. Keep depressing the brake pedal with

both feet to reduce vehicle speed as
much as possible.

4. Stop the engine by turning the starter
switch to “ACC”.

5. Stop the vehicle in a safe place by the
road.

LT04-046A

CAUTION

If the engine has to be turned off while
driving:
 Power assist for the brakes and

steering wheel will be lost, making
the brake pedal harder to depress
and the steering wheel heavier to
turn. Decelerate as much as possi-
ble before turning off the engine.

 Never attempt to remove the key, as
doing so will lock the steering
wheel.
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SECTION 5
CORROSION PREVENTION AND 
APPEARANCE CARE
Protecting your Hino from corrosion ........................................... 212
Washing and waxing your Hino .................................................. 213
Cleaning the interior .................................................................. 216
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Protecting your Hino from 
corrosion

Hino, through the diligent research,
design and use of the most advanced
technology available, helps prevent cor-
rosion and provides you with the finest
quality vehicle construction. Now, it is up
to you. Proper care of your Hino can help
ensure long–term corrosion prevention.
The most common causes of corrosion
to your vehicle are:
 The accumulation of road salt, dirt and

moisture in hard–to–reach areas
under the vehicle.

 Chipping of paint, or undercoating
caused by minor accidents or by
stones and gravel.

Care is especially important if you live
in particular areas or operate your
vehicle under certain environmental
conditions:
 Road salt or dust control chemicals

will accelerate corrosion, as will the
presence of salt in the air near the
sea–coast or in areas of industrial pol-
lution.

 High humidity accelerates corrosion
especially when temperatures range
just above the freezing point.

 Wetness or dampness to certain parts
of your vehicle for an extended period
of time, may cause corrosion even
though other parts of the vehicle may
be dry.

 High ambient temperatures can cause
corrosion to those components of the
vehicle which do not dry quickly due to
lack of proper ventilation.

The above signifies the necessity to keep
your vehicle, particularly the underside,
as clean as possible and to repair any
damage to paint or protective coatings as
soon as possible.

To help prevent corrosion on your
Hino, follow these guidelines:
Wash your vehicle frequently. It is, of
course, necessary to keep your vehicle
clean by regular washing, but to prevent
corrosion, the following points should be
observed:
 If you drive on salted roads in the winter

or if you live near the ocean, you should
hose off the undercarriage at least once
a month to minimize corrosion.

 High pressure water or steam is effec-
tive for cleaning the vehicle’s underside
and wheel housings. Pay particular
attention to these areas as it is difficult
to see all the mud and dirt. It will do
more harm than good to simply wet the
mud and debris without removing. The
lower edge of doors, rocker panels and
frame members have drain holes which
should not be allowed to clog with dirt
as trapped water in these areas can
cause corrosion.

 Wash the underside of the vehicle thor-
oughly when winter is over.

See “Washing and waxing your Hino” on
page 213 for more tips.
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Check the condition of your vehicle’s
paint and trim. If you find any chips or
scratches in the paint, touch them up
immediately to prevent corrosion from
starting. If the chips or scratches have
gone through the bare metal, have a qual-
ified body shop make the repair.
Check the interior of your vehicle.
Water and dirt can accumulate under the
floor mats and could cause corrosion.
Occasionally check under the mats to
make sure the area is dry. Be particularly
careful when transporting chemicals,
cleansers, fertilizers, salt, etc.; these
should be transported in proper contain-
ers. If a spill or leak should occur, imme-
diately clean and dry the area.

Use mud shields on your wheels. If you
drive on salted or gravel roads, mud
shields help protect your vehicle. Full–
size shields, which come as near to the
ground as possible, are the best. We rec-
ommend that the fittings and the area
where the shields are installed be treated
to resist corrosion. Your Hino dealer will
be happy to assist in supplying and install-
ing the shields if they are recommended
for your area.
Keep your vehicle in a well ventilated
garage or a roofed place. Do not park
your vehicle in a damp, poorly venti-
lated garage. If you wash your vehicle in
the garage, or if you drive it covered with
water or snow, your garage may be so
damp and it will cause corrosion. Even if
your garage is heated, a wet vehicle can
corrode if the ventilation is poor.

Washing and waxing your Hino
Washing your Hino
Keep your vehicle clean by regular
washing.
The following cases may cause weakness
to the paint or corrosion to the body and
parts. Wash your vehicle as soon as pos-
sible.
 When driving in a coastal area
 When driving on a road sprinkled with

antifreeze
 When having coal tar, tree sap, bird

droppings and carcass of an insect
 When driving in the areas where there

is a lot of smoke, soot, dust, iron dust
and chemical substances

 When the vehicle becomes remark-
ably dirty with dust and mud
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Hand–washing your Hino
Work in the shade and wait until the
vehicle body is not hot to the touch.

CAUTION

 When cleaning under floor or chas-
sis, be careful not to injure your
hands.

 Exhaust gases cause the exhaust
pipe to become quite hot. When
washing to the vehicle, be careful
not to touch the pipe until it has
cooled sufficiently, as touching a
hot exhaust pipe can cause burns.

CAUTION

Do not put water inside of the exhaust
system directly from the opening of
the tail pipe. Doing so may damage
the catalyst and sensors.

LT05-004A

CAUTION

Do not put water inside of the air
intake system directly from the open-
ing of the air intake duct.

LT05-003A
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1. Rinse off loose dirt with a hose.
Remove any mud or road salt from the
underside of the vehicle or in the
wheel wells.

2. Wash with a mild car–wash soap,
mixed according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Use a soft cotton mitt and
keep it wet by dipping it frequently into
the wash water. Do not rub hard—let
the soap and water remove the dirt.

Exterior lights: Wash carefully. Do not
use organic substances or scrub them
with a hard brush. This may damage the
surfaces of the lights.
Road tar: Remove with turpentine or
cleaners that are marked safe for painted
surfaces.
3. Rinse thoroughly—dried soap can

cause streaking. In hot weather you
may need to rinse each section right
after you wash it.

4. To prevent water spots, dry the vehicle
using a clean soft cotton towel. Do not
rub or press hard—you might scratch
the paint.

Waxing your Hino
Polishing and waxing is recommended
to maintain the original beauty of your
Hino’s finish.
Apply wax once a month or if the vehicle
surface does not repel water well.
1. Always wash and dry the vehicle

before you begin waxing, even if you
are using a combined cleaner and
wax.

2. Use a good quality polish and wax. If
the finish has become extremely
weathered, use a car–cleaning polish,
followed by a separate wax. Carefully
follow the manufacturer’s instructions
and precautions. Be sure to polish and
wax the chrome trim as well as the
paint.

Exterior lights: Do not apply wax on the
surfaces of the light. Wax may cause dam-
age to the lenses. If you accidentally put
wax on the light surfaces, wipe or wash it
off.
3. Wax the vehicle again when water

does not bead but remains on the sur-
face in large patches.

NOTICE
◆ Do not use organic substances

(gasoline, kerosene, benzine or
strong solvents), which may be
toxic or cause damage.

◆ Do not scrub any part of the vehi-
cle with a hard brush, which may
cause damage.
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Touch–up paint
Touch–up paint may be used to cover
small chips scratches.
Apply the paint soon after the damage
occurs or corrosion may set in. To do a
good job, use a small artist’s brush and
stir the paint well. Make sure the area is
clean and dry. To apply the touch–up paint
so it is hardly noticeable, the trick is to
apply it only to the bare spots. Apply only
the smallest amount possible and do not
paint the surface around the scratch or
chip.

Cleaning the interior

CAUTION

 Do not splash or spill liquid in the
vehicle. Doing so may cause elec-
trical components etc. to malfunc-
tion or catch fire.

 When cleaning the interior (espe-
cially instrument panel), do not use
polish wax or polish cleaner. The
instrument panel may reflect off the
windshield, obstructing the
driver’s view and leading to an
accident, resulting in death or seri-
ous injury.

NOTICE
◆ Do not wash the vehicle floor with

water, or allow to get onto the
floor when cleaning the vehicle
interior or exterior. Water may get
into audio components or other
electrical components above or
under the vehicle carpet (or floor
mat) and cause a malfunction; and
it may cause body corrosion.

◆ Do not use the following types of
detergent, as they may discolor
the vehicle interior or cause
streaks or damage to painted sur-
faces: 
Non–seat portions—Organic sub-
stances such as benzene or gaso-
line, alkaline or acidic solutions,
dye, and bleach
Seats—Alkaline or acidic solu-
tions, such as thinner, benzene,
and alcohol

◆ When cleaning the interior, do not
use polish wax or polish cleaner.
The instrument panel's or other
interior part’s painted surface may
be damaged.
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Vinyl interior
The vinyl upholstery may be easily
cleaned with a mild soap or detergent
and water.
First vacuum over the upholstery to
remove loose dirt. Then, using a sponge
or soft cloth, apply the soap solution to the
vinyl. After allowing it to soak in for a few
minutes to loosen the dirt, remove the dirt
and wipe off the soap with a clean damp
cloth. If all the dirt does not come off,
repeat the procedure.
Commercial foaming–type vinyl cleaners
are also available which work well.
Follow the manufacturer’s instructions.

Seat belts
The seat belts may be cleaned with
mild soap and water or with lukewarm
water.
Use a cloth or sponge. As you are clean-
ing, check the belts for excessive wear,
fraying, or cuts.

Windows
The windows may be cleaned with any
household window cleaner.
Air conditioning control panel, audio
system, instrument panel, console
panel, and switches
Use a soft damp cloth for cleaning.
Soak a clean soft cloth in water or luke-
warm water then lightly wipe off dirt.

NOTICE
Do not use solvent, thinner, gasoline
or window cleaner on the interior.

NOTICE
◆ Do not use dye or bleach on the

belts—it may weaken them.
◆ Do not use the belts until they

become dry.

NOTICE
◆ Do not use organic substances (sol-

vents, kerosene, alcohol, gasoline,
etc.) or alkaline or acidic solutions.
These chemicals can cause discol-
oring, staining or peeling of the sur-
face.

◆ If you use cleaners or polishing
agents, make sure their ingredients
do not include the substances men-
tioned above.

◆ If you use a liquid car freshener, do
not spill the liquid onto the vehicle’s
interior surfaces. It may contain the
ingredients mentioned above. Imme-
diately clean any spill using the
method mentioned above.
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If you have any questions about the
cleaning of your Hino, your Hino dealer
will be pleased to answer them.
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Maintenance facts

Regular maintenance is essential.
We urge you to protect your new vehicle by
having your Hino serviced according to the
maintenance schedule given on the follow-
ing pages. Regular maintenance will aid:
 Good fuel economy
 Long vehicle life
 Driving enjoyment
 Safety
 Reliability
 Warranty coverage
 Compliance with government regulations

Your Hino has been designed for econom-
ical driving and economical maintenance.
Many formerly required maintenance
items are no longer required or are not
required as often. To make sure your vehi-
cle runs at peak efficiency, follow the
maintenance schedule.
Where to go for service?
It makes good sense to take your vehicle
to your Hino dealer for service.
Hino technicians are well–trained special-
ists. And they are receiving the latest ser-
vice information through technical
bulletins, service tips, and in–dealership
training programs. They learn to work on
Hinos before they work on your vehicle,
rather than while they are working on it.
Doesn’t that seem like the best way?
Your Hino dealer has invested a lot of
money in special Hino tools and service
equipment. It helps do the job better and
at less cost.
Your Hino dealer’s service department will
perform all of the scheduled maintenance
on your vehicle–reliably and economi-
cally.

What about do–it–yourself mainte-
nance?
Many of the maintenance items are easy
to do yourself if you have a little mechan-
ical ability and a few basic automotive
tools. Simple instructions for how to per-
form them are presented on page 238.
Note, however, that some maintenance
tasks require special tools and skills.
These are best performed by qualified
technicians. Even if you are an experi-
enced do–it–yourself mechanic, we rec-
ommend that repairs and maintenance be
conducted by your Hino dealer who will
keep a record of maintenance on your
Hino. This record could be helpful should
you ever require Warranty Service.

GENUINE PARTS

“Outstanding Durability” “Assured  Technology” 

“Hino Genuine Parts” 
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Does your vehicle need repairing?
Be on the alert for changes in perfor-
mance, sounds, and visual tip–offs that
indicate service is needed. Some impor-
tant clues are as follows:
 Engine missing, stumbling, or pinging
 Appreciable loss of power
 Strange engine noises
 A leak under the vehicle (However,

water dripping from the air condition-
ing after use is normal.)

 Change in exhaust sound (This may indi-
cate a dangerous carbon monoxide leak.
Drive with the windows open and have the
exhaust system checked immediately.)

 Flat–looking tire; excessive tire squeal
when cornering; uneven tire wear

 Vehicle pulls to one side when driving
straight on a level road

 Strange noises related to suspension
movement

 Loss of brake effectiveness; spongy
feeling brake pedal; pedal almost
touches floor; vehicle pulls to one side
when braking

 Engine coolant temperature continu-
ally higher than normal

If you notice any of these clues, take your
vehicle to your Hino dealer as soon as
possible. It probably needs adjustment or
repair.

Clean air act
Heavy–duty engine rebuilding prac-
tices.
§ 86.004–40
The provisions of this section are applica-
ble to heavy–duty engines subject to
model year 2004 or later standards and
are applicable to the process of engine
rebuilding (or rebuilding a portion of an
engine or engine system). The process of
engine rebuilding generally includes dis-
assembly, replacement of multiple parts
due to wear, and reassembly, and also
may include the removal of the engine
from the vehicle and other acts associated
with rebuilding an engine. Any deviation
from the provisions contained in this sec-
tion is a prohibited act under section
203(a) (3) of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.
7522(a) (3)).

CAUTION

Do not continue driving with the vehi-
cle unchecked. It could result in seri-
ous vehicle damage and possibly
personal injury.
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(a) When rebuilding an engine, portions of
an engine, or an engine system, there
must be a reasonable technical basis for
knowing that the resultant engine is equiv-
alent, from an emissions standpoint, to a
certified configuration (i.e., tolerances,
calibrations, specifications) and the
model year(s) of the resulting engine con-
figuration must be identified. A reason-
able basis would exist if: (1) Parts
installed, whether the parts are new,
used, or rebuilt, are such that a person
familiar with the design and function of
motor vehicle engines would reasonably
believe that the parts perform the same
function with respect to emissions control
as the original parts; and (2)
Any parameter adjustment or design ele-
ment change is made only;
(i) In accordance with the original engine
manufacturer’s instructions; or

(ii) Where data or other reasonable tech-
nical basis exists that such parameter
adjustment or design element change,
when performed on the engine or similar
engines, is not expected to adversely
affect in–use emissions.
(b) When an engine is being rebuilt and
remains installed or is reinstalled in the
same vehicle, it must be rebuilt to a con-
figuration of the same or later model year
as the original engine. When an engine is
being replaced, the replacement engine
must be an engine of (or rebuilt to) a con-
figuration of the same or later model year
as the original engine.

(c) At time of rebuild, emissions–related
codes or signals from on–board monitor-
ing systems may not be erased or reset
without diagnosing and responding
appropriately to the diagnostic codes,
regardless of whether the systems are
installed to satisfy requirements in §
86.004–25 or for other reasons and
regardless of form or interface. Diagnostic
systems must be free of all such codes
when the rebuilt engine is returned to ser-
vice. Such signals may not be rendered
inoperative during the rebuilding process.
(d) When conducting a rebuild without
removing the engine from the vehicle, or
during the installation of a rebuilt engine,
all critical emissions–related components
listed in § 86.004–25(b) not otherwise
addressed by paragraphs (a) through (c)
of this section must be checked and
cleaned, adjusted, repaired, or replaced
as necessary, following manufacturer rec-
ommended practices.
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(e) Records shall be kept by parties con-
ducting activities included in paragraphs
(a) through (d) of this section. The records
shall include at minimum the mileage and/
or hours at time of rebuild, a listing of work
performed on the engine and emissions–
related control components including a
listing of parts and components used,
engine parameter adjustments, emis-
sions–related codes or signals responded
to and reset, and work performed under
paragraph (d) of this section.
(1) Parties may keep records in whatever
format or system they choose as long as
the records are understandable to an EPA
enforcement officer or can be otherwise
provided to an EPA enforcement officer in
an understandable format when
requested.
(2) Parties are not required to keep
records of information that is not reason-
ably available through normal business
practices including information on activi-
ties not conducted by themselves or infor-
mation that they cannot reasonably
access.

(3) Parties may keep records of their
rebuilding practices for an engine family
rather than on each individual engine
rebuilt in cases where those rebuild prac-
tices are followed routinely.
(4) Records must be kept for a minimum of
two years after the engine is rebuilt.

Hino maintenance schedule—
Your Hino maintenance schedule is
designed to ensure smooth, trouble
free, safe and economical driving.
The service interval for schedule main-
tenance is determined by the odometer
reading or time interval, whichever
comes first, shown in the schedule.
The Maintenance services beyond the
last period should be performed at the
same intervals.
The service interval of each item can be
obtained from the maintenance schedule.
Rubber hoses (for cooling and heater
system, brake system and fuel system)
should be inspected by a qualified
technician in accordance with the Hino
maintenance schedule.
They are particularly important mainte-
nance items. Have any deteriorated or
damaged hoses replaced immediately.
Note that rubber hoses will deteriorate
with age, resulting in swelling, chafing or
cracks.
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—Maintenance schedule requirements

Your Hino needs to be serviced in accordance with the normal maintenance schedule (See “Maintenance schedule” on page 225).

If you mainly operate your Hino under one or more of the special operating conditions below, some of the maintenance schedule items
need to be service more frequently (See “The additional maintenance schedule” on page 231).
For engine oil and oil filter maintenance schedule requirement.
TYPE 1
1. Un–paved road.
2. Dusty road.
3. Mountains road operation
4. Construction site operation (off–road)
5. Heavy long distance transport.
6. Short–haul distribution operations.
7. Light duty on city operation.
8. Monthly mileage up to 9000 miles (15000 km).

TYPE 2
1. Paved and flat road operation.
2. Light long duty distance transport.
3. Mainly on motorways and express highways.
4. Monthly mileage over 9000 miles (15000 km).

For chassis components
A. Road condition
1. Operating on rough, muddy or melted–snow roads.
2. Operating on dusty roads.
3. Operating on roads with road salt applied.

B. Driving condition
1. Towing a trailer, using a camper or car top carrier.
2. Extensive idling and/or low speed driving for a long distance such as

police cars, taxis or door–to–door calls.
3. Continuous high speed driving (80% or more of maximum vehicle

speed) for over 2 hours.
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—Maintenance schedule
Maintenance operations: A = Check and adjust if necessary; R = Replace, change or lubricate; C = Cleaning;

I = Inspect and correct or replace as necessary; L = Lubricate; T = Tighten to specified torque.

NOTE:
1. See “Maintenance schedule requirements” on page 224 for detail of TYPE 1/TYPE 2 operation. Use API CJ–4. JASO DH–2. 

ACEA E–6 or E–9.
Hino recommends these oil to the vehicle with DPR, and use ultra low sulfur diesel fuel (Less than 0.0015% (15 ppm) by weight) only.

2. Check that the radiator, condenser and intercooler is not blocked with leaves, dirt, or insects, and clean them if necessary, and check
the hose connection for the installation condition, corrosion, etc.

SERVICE INTERVAL: ODOMETER READING MONTHS
(Odometer reading or months, x 1000 km 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
whichever comes first.) x 1000 miles 0.6 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48
BASIC ENGINE COMPONENTS

1 Valve clearance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 24
2 Drive belts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . A . A . A . A . A . A . A 12
3 Engine oil and filter «See note 1.»

(With Hino Genuine Motor Oil) <TYPE 1> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Initial replace at first 3000 miles (5000 km).
Afterwards, replace at every 9000 miles (15000 km). —

                                            <TYPE 2> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Initial replace at first 3000 miles (5000 km).
Afterwards, replace at every 12000 miles (20000 km). —

(With Non–Genuine Motor Oil) <TYPE 1> Initial replace at first 3000 miles (5000 km).
Afterwards, replace at every 6000 miles (10000 km). —

                                          <TYPE 2>
4 Cooling and heater system «See note 2.»  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . I 24

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Maintenance operations: A = Check and adjust if necessary; R = Replace, change or lubricate; C = Cleaning;
I = Inspect and correct or replace as necessary; L = Lubricate; T = Tighten to specified torque.

NOTE:
3. Only use “Hino genuine Long Life Coolant” or equivalent. See “Checking the engine coolant level” on page 246 for detail of coolant

type selection.
4. Contact your Hino dealer to have the fuel injection inspected and/or repaired.

SERVICE INTERVAL: ODOMETER READING MONTHS
(Odometer reading or months, x 1000 km 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
whichever comes first.) x 1000 miles 0.6 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48

5 Engine coolant «See note 3.»
Pink type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 180000 miles (300000 km) or 36 months.
Blue type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 240000 miles (400000 km) or 48 months.

6 Exhaust pipes and mountings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . I . . . I . . . I 12
7 Hoses for EGR cooler  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 36 months.
8 Fuel injector of the exhaust system «See note 4.»  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I:12

BREATHER
9 Breather filter element and a gasket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 60000 miles (100000 km) or 12 months.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
10 Battery terminal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . 6
11 Battery charging . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
12 Wiring, connectors and clips tightness and damage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . 12
13 Battery for 12 volts system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 12
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Maintenance operations: A = Check and adjust if necessary; R = Replace, change or lubricate; C = Cleaning;
I = Inspect and correct or replace as necessary; L = Lubricate; T = Tighten to specified torque.

NOTE:
5. When using biodiesel fuel, the maintenance interval may be changed. 

For detail, see “Requirements of biodiesel fuel usage” on page 134, and please consult your Hino dealer.
6. After 48000 miles (80000 km) or 48 months, inspect every 12000 miles (20000 km) or 12 months.

SERVICE INTERVAL: ODOMETER READING MONTHS
(Odometer reading or months, x 1000 km 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
whichever comes first.) x 1000 miles 0.6 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48
DEF–SCR SYSTEM

14 DEF filter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 150000 miles (240000 km). —
15 Exhaust gas leakage from around the sensor . . . . . . . . Check at every 10000 miles (16000 km). —

FUEL AND EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEMS «See note 5.»
16 Fuel filter

Engine mount. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 12000 miles (20000 km). —
Chassis mount . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 12000 miles (20000 km). —

17 Air cleaner filter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inspect at every 6000 miles (10000 km) or 12 months.
Replace at every 60000 miles (100000 km) or 24 months.

18 Fuel tank cap, fuel lines and connections «See note 6.» . . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . I 24
19 Turbocharger rotor operation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inspect or replace at every 72000 miles (120000 km) or 24 months.

CHASSIS AND BODY
20 Parking brake. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 6
21 Brake pedal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 6
22 Brake pads, disc and back plates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 6
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Maintenance operations: A = Check and adjust if necessary; R = Replace, change or lubricate; C = Cleaning;
I = Inspect and correct or replace as necessary; L = Lubricate; T = Tighten to specified torque.

SERVICE INTERVAL: ODOMETER READING MONTHS
(Odometer reading or months, x 1000 km 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
whichever comes first.) x 1000 miles 0.6 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48

23 Brake fluid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Initial inspection at first 3000 miles (5000 km) or 3 months.
Afterwards, inspect at every 6000 miles (10000 km) or 6 months,
and replace at every 24000 miles (40000 km) or 24 months.

24 Brake pipes, hoses, master cylinder, wheel cylinder
and disc caliper  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Initial inspection at first 3000 miles (5000 km) or 3 months.

Afterwards, inspect at every 12000 miles (20000 km) or 12 months.
25 Electronic vacuum pump check valve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 6
26 Brake master cylinder assy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 48 months. —
27 Disc brake caliper rubber parts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 48 months. —
28 Hydraulic brake booster fluid and install parts tightness

(for class 5)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 6
29 Hydraulic brake booster hose (low pressure hose) and

rubber parts.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 48 months. —
30 Hydraulic brake booster hose (high pressure hose)  . . . Replace at every 24 months. —
31 Power steering fluid and install parts tightness . . . . . . . . . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 6
32 Power steering hose (low pressure hose) and rubber parts. Replace at every 48 months. —
33 Power steering hose (high pressure hose)  . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 24 months. —
34 Steering wheel, linkage and steering gear box  . . . . . . . Initial inspection at first 3000 miles (5000 km).

Afterwards, inspect at every 6000 miles (10000 km) or 6 months.
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Maintenance operations: A = Check and adjust if necessary; R = Replace, change or lubricate; C = Cleaning;
I = Inspect and correct or replace as necessary; L = Lubricate; T = Tighten to specified torque.

NOTE:
7. Including seat mounting bolts, front and rear suspension member retaining bolts and U–bolts.

SERVICE INTERVAL: ODOMETER READING MONTHS
(Odometer reading or months, x 1000 km 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
whichever comes first.) x 1000 miles 0.6 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48

35 Kingpin and steering linkage grease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L 3
36 Suspension spring hanger pin and shackle pin grease  . . L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L 3
37 Propeller shafts grease  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L L —
38 Flange yoke and center bearing mounting bolts tightness. . . . . . . T . . . . . T . . . . —
39 Propeller shaft deflection  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . A . . . . 12
40 Spline and universal joint play  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . A . . . . 12
41 Center bearing support. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . —
42 Sliding spline and center bearing seal damage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . . —
43 Automatic transmission fluid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R . . . . . . . R R:24
44 HV motor fluid  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R . . . . . . . R R:24
45 Differential oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . R . . . I . . . R I:24, R:48
46 Wheel bearing grease and ball joint grease  . . . . . . . . . . . . . L . . . L . . . L . . . L 12
47 Front and rear suspensions  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Initial inspection at first 3000 miles (5000 km).

Afterwards, inspect at every 6000 miles (10000 km) or 6 months.
48 Bolts and nuts on chassis and body «See note 7.» . . . . Initial inspection at first 3000 miles (5000 km) or 3 months.

Afterwards, inspect at every 12000 miles (20000 km) or 12 months.
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Maintenance operations: A = Check and adjust if necessary; R = Replace, change or lubricate; C = Cleaning;
I = Inspect and correct or replace as necessary; L = Lubricate; T = Tighten to specified torque.

SERVICE INTERVAL: ODOMETER READING MONTHS
(Odometer reading or months, x 1000 km 1 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80
whichever comes first.) x 1000 miles 0.6 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33 36 39 42 45 48

49 Tires and inflation pressure  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . I . I . I . I . I . I . I 6
50 Tires rotation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R . R . R . R . R . R . R . R 6
51 Air filter (Heater) of cab  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clean at every 1 month. —
52 Air conditioning filter

Standard type. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Clean at every 1 month. —
High performance type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C . C . R . C . C . R . C . C R:12

AIR CONDITIONING/COOLER REFRIGERANT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . . I . . . I . . . I 6
NOISE EMISSION CONTROL MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

53 High idling speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . 12
54 Cooling fan  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . 12
55 Air intake system hose and clamps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
56 Air cleaner filter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Replace at every 60000 miles (100000 km). 24
57 Exhaust manifold mounting nuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T . . . . 12
58 Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe clamps and

exhaust pipe flanges  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inspect at every 10000 miles (16000 km). 6
59 Splash shields and under hood insulator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A . . . . 12
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—The additional maintenance schedule
Refer to the following tables for normal maintenance schedule items requiring more frequent service specific to the type of severe con-
ditions. (For outline, see “Maintenance schedule requirements” on page 224.)
For engine oil and engine oil filter

TYPE 1
 Replacement of engine oil and filter. Hino Genuine Motor Oil

First 3000 miles (5000 km) then every 9000 miles (15000 km)
Non–Genuine Motor Oil
First 3000 miles (5000 km) then every 6000 miles (10000 km)

TYPE 2
 Replacement of engine oil and filter. Hino Genuine Motor Oil

First 3000 miles (5000 km) then every 12000 miles (20000 km)
Non–Genuine Motor Oil
First 3000 miles (5000 km) then every 6000 miles (10000 km)
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A–1: Operating on rough, muddy or melted–snow roads
 Replacement of automatic transmission oil Every 12000 miles (20000 km) or 24 months
 Inspection of brake pads and discs Every 3000 miles (5000 km) or 3 months
 Inspection of brake line pipes and hoses First 3000 miles (5000 km) or 3 months then every 6000 

miles (10000 km) or 6 months
 Replacement of brake master cylinder assy Every 12 months
 Replacement of disc brake caliper rubber parts Every 12 months
 Inspection of steering wheel, linkage and gear box oil Every 3000 miles (5000 km) or 3 months
 Tightening of propeller shafts bolts Every 9000 miles (15000 km)
 Inspection of front and rear suspensions First 600 miles (1000 km) then every 3000 miles (5000 km) 

or 3 months
 Tightening of bolts and nuts on chassis and body 

(including seat mounting bolts, front and rear suspension 
member retaining bolts and U–bolts)

First 600 miles (1000 km) then every 6000 miles (10000 km) 
or 6 months
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A–2: Operating on dusty roads

 Inspection or replacement of air cleaner filter  I: Every 3000 miles (5000 km) or 6 months
R: Every 30000 miles (50000 km) or 12 months

 Inspection of brake pads and discs and back plates Every 3000 miles (5000 km) or 3 months

 Replacement of brake master cylinder assy Every 12 months

 Replacement of disc brake caliper rubber parts Every 12 months

 Tightening of propeller shafts bolts Every 9000 miles (15000 km)

A–3: Operating on roads with road salt applied

 Tightening of propeller shafts bolts Every 9000 miles (15000 km)
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B–1: Extensive idling and/or low speed driving for a long distance such as police cars, taxis or door–to–door calls

 Inspection of brake pads and discs and back plates Every 3000 miles (5000 km) or 3 months

 Replacement of brake master cylinder assy Every 12 months

 Replacement of disc brake caliper rubber parts Every 12 months

B–2: Continuous high speed driving (80% or more of maximum vehicle speed) for over 2 hours

 Replacement of differential oil Every 12000 miles (20000 km) or 24 months

B–3: Repeatedly stopping and starting driving

 Replacement of automatic transmission oil Every 12000 miles (20000 km) or 24 months
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SECTION 7  – 1
DO–IT–YOURSELF MAINTENANCE
Introduction
Engine compartment overview ................................................... 236
Battery location .......................................................................... 237
Fuse locations ........................................................................... 237
Do–it–yourself service precautions ............................................. 238
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Engine compartment overview
If you need to tilt the cab. (See “Tilt cab” on page 21 for details.)

1. Air cleaner (for single cab models)
2. Air cleaner (for crew cab models)
3. Radiator cap
4. Engine oil level dipstick 

(for single cab models)
5. Engine oil level dipstick 

(for crew cab models)
6. Engine coolant reservoir
7. Engine oil filler cap
8. Radiator
9. Intercooler
10.Condenser
11.Electric cooling fan

Front of vehicle10

11

8 7

53
2

1

LT07-004D

4

9

6
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Battery location
Fuse locations
Left side of the vehicle Instrument panel

LT07-090A LT07-091A LT07-007B
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Do–it–yourself service precau-
tions

If you perform maintenance by your-
self, be sure to follow the correct pro-
cedure given in this section.
You should be aware that improper or
incomplete servicing may result in oper-
ating problems.
This section gives instructions only for
those items that are relatively easy for an
owner to perform. As explained in Section
6, there are still a number of items that
must be done by a qualified technician
with special tools.
Utmost care should be taken when work-
ing on your vehicle to prevent accidental
injury. Here are a few precautions that you
should be especially careful to observe:

CAUTION

 When the engine is running, keep
hands, clothing, and tools away
from the moving fan and engine
drive belts. (Removing rings,
watches, and ties is advisable.)

 Right after driving, the engine com-
partment—the engine, radiator,
EGR pipe, exhaust manifold and
power steering fluid reservoir,
etc.—will be hot. So be careful not
to touch them. Oil and fluids may
also be hot.

 If the engine is hot, do not remove
the radiator cap or loosen the drain
plugs to prevent burning yourself.

 Do not leave anything that may
burn easily, such as paper or rags,
in the engine compartment.

 Do not smoke, cause sparks or
allow open flames around fuel or
the battery. Their fumes are flam-
mable.

 Be extremely cautious when work-
ing on the battery. It contains poi-
sonous and corrosive sulfuric acid.

 Do not get under your vehicle with
just the body jack supporting it.
Always use automotive jack stands
or other solid supports.

 Be sure that the key is off if you
work near the electric cooling fan.
With the key is on, the electric cool-
ing fan will automatically start to
run if the engine coolant tempera-
ture is high and/or the air condi-
tioning is on.

 Use eye protection whenever you
work on or under your vehicle
where you may be exposed to flying
or falling material, fluid spray, etc.

 Used engine oil contains poten-
tially harmful contaminants which
may cause skin disorders such as
inflammation or skin cancer, so
care should be taken to avoid pro-
longed and repeated contact with
it. To remove used engine oil from
your skin, wash thoroughly with
soap and water.
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 Do not leave used oil within the
reach of children.

 Dispose of used oil and filter only in
a safe and acceptable manner. Do
not dispose of used oil and filter in
household trash, in sewers or onto
the ground. Call your dealer or a
service station for information con-
cerning recycling or disposal.

 Take care when filling the brake
fluid reservoirs because brake fluid
can harm your hands or eyes. If
fluid gets in your hands or in your
eyes, flush the affected area with
clean water immediately. If you still
feel uncomfortable with your hands
or eyes, go to the doctor.

NOTICE
◆ Remember that battery cables

carry high currents or voltages. Be
careful of accidentally causing a
short circuit.

◆ Add only “Hino genuine Long Life
Coolant” or similar high quality
ethylene glycol based non–sili-
cate, non–amine, non–nitrite and
non–borate coolant with long–life
hybrid organic acid technology to
fill the radiator. “Hino genuine
Long Life Coolant” is mixture of
50% coolant and 50% deionized
water.

◆ If you spill some of the coolant, be
sure to wash it with water to pre-
vent it from damaging the parts or
paint.

◆ Do not overfill power steering
fluid—the power steering could be
damaged.

◆ If you spill brake fluid, be sure to
wash it off with water to prevent it
from damaging the parts or paint.

◆ Do not drive with the air cleaner
filter removed, or excessive
engine wear could result. Also
backfiring could cause a fire in the
engine compartment.

◆ Be careful not to scratch the glass
surface with the wiper frame.

◆ When lowing the cab, check to see
that you have not forgotten any
tools, rags, etc.
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HYDRAULIC BRAKE BOOSTER FLUID

WARNING

When the pump is in operation while
the engine is running, the hydraulic
brake booster fluid will become hot.
Even during normal braking, the tem-
perature of the hydraulic brake
booster and piping may rise about
100 °C.
Before working with the hydraulic
booster assy, piping and its periph-
eral components, shut off the engine
and leave it for at least 30 minutes for
cooling down to prevent burn injury.

CAUTION

 Use ATF DEXRON® II, III or higher
grade fluid for the hydraulic brake
booster fluid. This fluid is com-
pletely different in characteristics
from the brake fluid used with
brakes. Be sure to use the proper
hydraulic brake booster fluid.
If brake fluid is mistakenly mixed
with this fluid, rubber components
of the hydraulic booster will deteri-
orate. This may result in oil leakage
or system failure and could cause
serious problems, such as vehicle
fire, in the worst case.

 When the engine is stopped, the
accumulator of the hydraulic brake
booster will be kept in a highly–
pressurized condition.
Before removing the hydraulic
booster assy, accumulator or pip-
ing, stop the engine and press the
brake pedal at least 10 times in
order to thoroughly reduce the
accumulator pressure. Failure to
do this operation can cause
hydraulic brake booster fluid to
spray out at the worst.
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Checking the Hydraulic brake booster
fluid level
According to the maintenance schedule
(See “Maintenance schedule” on page
225), check the hydraulic brake booster
fluid tank level and change the fluid
accordingly.

The fluid level should be between the
“MAX” and “MIN” lines. If the level is below
the “MIN” line, add fluid up to the “MAX”
line. (Before adjusting the fluid level,
press the brake pedal more than 10 times
to zero the accumulator pressure.)

Hydraulic brake booster characteris-
tics

MAX

MIN

LT07-092A

NOTICE
◆ Use ATF DEXRON® II, III or higher

grade fluid.
◆ Tank position of the Hydraulic

brake booster: Rear left side of cab

NOTICE
The Hydraulic brake booster adopted
in class 5 of vehicles has a hydraulic
system different from that of other
vehicles with vacuum servo brakes.
For this reason, a distinctive sound
as described below may be heard
from under the instrument panel
while the brakes are used. This is
not a malfunction.
◆ A squeaking sound (operating

sound of the accumulator) can be
heard when the brakes are oper-
ated with the engine off.

◆ The accumulator is charged auto-
matically. An operating sound
(“hissing” or “clicking” sound)
can be heard at this time.

◆ With the engine on, a booming
sound (sound from the pump) can
be heard during hard braking.

When the engine is stopped, the
brake pedal may be pressed easily to
the floor. This is not a malfunction.
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Vacuum or hydraulic power assisted
brakes

Long continuous brake operation

WARNING

When stopping the engine, avoid
pumping the brakes too much.
If so operated, the negative pressure
for the vacuum servo or the accumu-
lator pressure for the hydraulic
booster will be used more than nec-
essary and will cause assist to be
reduced.

CAUTION

Long continuous brake operation will
cause the hydraulic brake booster
fluid to become hot and may damage
rubber seals of the pump and hydrau-
lic booster. Avoid such unnecessary
continuous operation.
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SECTION 7  – 2
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Draining fuel filter water ............................................................. 256
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Checking the engine oil level

With the engine at operating tempera-
ture and turned off, check the oil level
on the dipstick.
1. To get a correct reading, the vehicle

should be on a level ground. After
turning off the engine, wait a few min-
utes for the oil to drain back into the
bottom of the engine.

2. Pull the dipstick out, hold a rag under
the end and wipe it clean.

3. Reinsert the dipstick–push it in as far
as it will go, or the reading will not be
correct.

4. Pull the dipstick out and look at the oil
level while holding a rag under the
end.

If the oil level is above the full level,
check if it is within 1 in. (25 mm) from
the full level.
 If the level is within 1 in. (25 mm) from

the full level, the engine oil may con-
tain some fuel. However, there is no
problem continuing to operate the
vehicle in this condition.

 If the level is over 1 in. (25 mm) from
the full level mark, the engine oil likely
contains a significant amount of fuel
and the engine may be damaged if
operation is continued in this condi-
tion. Change the engine oil as soon as
possible.

Because your vehicle is equipped with the
Diesel Particulate active Reduction sys-
tem, the oil likely contains some fuel. For
details, see “Diesel Particulate active
Reduction system” on page 138.

LT07-008A

Low level

Add oil

Require care

O.K.

Change oil

Full level

25mm (1 in.)
above the full
level

CAUTION

Just after driving, the engine and
engine oil are still hot and can burn
you. Wait a few minutes to let the oil
cool down before checking. Be care-
ful not to touch the hot exhaust man-
ifold and EGR pipe, etc.

NOTICE
Be careful not to drop the engine oil
on the vehicle components.

EGR pipe

LT07-084AFront of vehicle

NOTICE
Operating the vehicle when the
engine oil contains a significant
amount of diesel fuel may result in
damage to the engine. If a significant
amount of fuel is present, change
the oil as soon as possible.
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If the oil level is below or only slightly
above the low level, add engine oil of
the same type as already in the engine.
Remove the oil filler cap and add engine
oil in small quantities at a time, checking
the dipstick. We recommend that you use
a funnel when adding oil.
Approximate quantity of oil needed to
raise the level between low and full on the
dipstick is indicated follows:
Oil quantity qt. (L, lmp. qt.):

2.9 (2.7, 2.4)
For the engine oil capacity, see “Service
specifications” on page 289.
When the level reaches within the correct
range, install the filler cap hand–tight.

ENGINE OIL SELECTION
“Hino Genuine Motor Oil” is used in your
Hino vehicle. Use Hino approved “Hino
Genuine Motor Oil” or equivalent to satisfy
the following grade and viscosity.
Oil grade:

API: CJ–4
JASO: DH–2
ACEA: E–6 or E–9

 API (American Petroleum Institute)
 JASO (Japanese Automobile Stan-

dard Organization)
 ACEA (Association des Construc-

teurs Européens d´Automo-
biles)

CAUTION

Be careful not touch the hot exhaust
manifold and EGR pipe, etc.

NOTICE
◆ Be careful not to spill the engine

oil on the vehicle components.
◆ Avoid overfilling, or the engine

could be damaged.
◆ Check the oil level on the dipstick

once again after adding the oil.
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Recommended viscosity (SAE):
Recommended viscosity is as shown in
the illustration.

To ensure excellent lubrication perfor-
mance for your engine, “Hino Genuine
Motor Oil” is available, which has been
specifically tested and approved for all
Hino engines.
Please contact your Hino dealer for fur-
ther details about “Hino Genuine Motor
Oil”.

Checking the engine coolant level
Look at the see–through coolant reser-
voir when the engine is cold. The cool-
ant level is satisfactory if it is between
the “FULL” and “LOW” lines on the res-
ervoir. If the level is low, add the cool-
ant. (For the coolant type, see “Coolant
type selection” described below.) 
The coolant level in the reservoir will vary
with engine temperature. However, if the
level is on or below the “LOW” line, add
coolant. Bring the level up to the “FULL”
line.
If the coolant level drops within a short
time after replenishing, there may be a
leak in the system. Visually check the
radiator, hoses, radiator cap and drain
cock and water pump.
If you can find no leak, have your Hino
dealer test the cap pressure and check for
leaks in the cooling system.

16471829 27 38
604020020 80 100

LT07-009B

GENUINE PARTS

“Outstanding Durability” “Assured  Technology” 

“Hino Genuine Parts” 

LT06-001A

WARNING

To prevent burning yourself, do not
remove the radiator cap when the
engine is hot.
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Coolant type selection
Use of improper coolants may damage
your engine cooling system.
Only use “Hino Genuine Long Life Cool-
ant” or similar high quality ethylene glycol
based non–silicate, non–amine, non–
nitrite, and non–borate coolant with long–
life hybrid organic acid technology is a
combination of low phosphates and
organic acids.)
“Hino Genuine Long Life Coolant” is a
mixture of 50% coolant and 50% deion-
ized water. This coolant provides protec-
tion down to about –31°F (–35°C). Hino recommends “Hino Genuine Long

Life Coolant”, which has been tested to
ensure that it will not cause corrosion nor
result in malfunction of your engine cool-
ing system with proper usage. “Hino Gen-
uine Long Life Coolant” is formulated with
long–life hybrid organic acid technology
and has been specifically designed to
avoid engine cooling system malfunction
on Hino vehicles.
Please contact your Hino dealer for fur-
ther details.

Replacing the oil filter

NOTICE
Do not use plain water alone.

GENUINE PARTS

“Outstanding Durability” “Assured  Technology” 

“Hino Genuine Parts” 

LT06-001A

CAUTION

Use Hino genuine oil filters or the
equivalent only. Use of an improper
oil filter may cause premature wear or
damage to the engine.

AT06-045A

Oil filter
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Replace the engine oil and oil filter in the
following order:
1. Park the vehicle on safe and level

ground.

2. Remove the filler cap.

WARNING

To avoid burns or serious injury, wait
until the engine oil is completely
cooled down before starting to
replace the filter. Engine oil could be
still very hot immediately after driv-
ing.
To reduce risk of fire, be sure to follow
the instructions below.
 To avoid damaging the oil filter dur-

ing installation, never twist the fil-
ter gasket.

 Always use a new oil filter element
during filter replacement.

 Wipe off any oil spilled on vehicle
components.

 Never drive the vehicle with the
filler cap and/or level gauge
removed.

CAUTION

Do not run the engine with the oil level
below the “Low” level or over the
“Full” level. Otherwise, the vehicle
could be damaged.

AT06-046A

Filler cap
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3. Place a container for waste oil under
the oil filter and then drain the oil by
loosening the drain plug located at the
lower part of the oil filter.

4. Turn the oil filter element counter-
clockwise with an oil filter wrench as
specified below and remove the oil fil-
ter.

PART NUMBER OF WRENCH
S0950–31090

5. Remove the O–ring on the oil filter fit-
ting surface and the O–ring inside the
oil filter, if they are left on the oil filter
body.

6. Clean any dust, dirt or debris off the
contacting face of the gasket on the oil
filter element containing the oil filter
body.

7. Install the new oil filter element and
spread the engine oil (Drain and Refill)
onto the juncture of the gasket of the
new oil filter element.

AT06-047A

Oil filter elementDrain plug

AT06-048A

O-ring for the
oil filter fitting
surface

O-ring for the
oil filter inside

AT06-049A

Oil filter body

Gasket

Oil filter element

Instration

Removal
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8. Install the new oil filter element on the
oil filter body by turning it slightly
clockwise by hand until the new oil fil-
ter element comes in contact with the
sealing face of the oil filter body. From
this position, turn the new oil filter ele-
ment between 3/4 and 1 turn using an
oil filter wrench.

9. Turn on the engine and keep the
engine running until the segment of
the engine coolant temperature gauge
comes within the normal operating
temperature zone (see page 64
“Engine coolant temperature gauge”
for details) and then turn off the
engine and wait for ten minutes.

10.Check the oil filter for any leakage of
oil.

11.Since the oil level goes down after
the oil filter is replaced, recheck the
engine oil level and fill the oil up to
the “Full” level.

Checking the radiator, condenser,
intercooler and fuel cooler
If any of the above parts are extremely
dirty or you are not sure of their condition,
take your vehicle to your Hino dealer.

LT07-008B

Low level

Add oil O.K.

Full level

CAUTION

To prevent burning yourself, be care-
ful not to touch the radiator, con-
denser or intercooler when the
engine is hot.

NOTICE
To prevent damage to the radiator,
condenser and intercooler, do not
perform the work by yourself.
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Replacing the fuel filter

Fuel filter (engine mount)

Before starting the operation, clean the
fuel filter and its surrounding area. If the
filter is not cleaned, dust may come into
the fuel filter.
1. Place a container for waste fuel under

the fuel filter.
2. Loosen the drain plug and then loosen

the air bleeder plug to drain the fuel
from the drain pipe.

CAUTION

 Replace the fuel filter according to
the “Hino maintenance schedule”
on page 223

 For fuel filter replacement, always
use a genuine fuel filter because its
high filtration performance is
required.

Air bleeder 
plug

LT07-125A

Drain plug 
and
drain pipe

 Serious failures such as engine
stall, etc. may occur unless the
above precautions and instruc-
tions are observed.

 While at work, the air enters into the
fuel system, after replacing the fuel
filter, bleed the air from the fuel
system without fail.

 Before installation, make sure that
there is no dirt on the connecting
area of the each parts.

 Be careful not to allow the dust and/
or water get into the fuel system
when working.

 After replacement of the filter ele-
ment, operate the engine for trial to
check to see if there is any fuel
leakage around the fuel filter. Fuel
leakage can cause a fire.

 Always use the Hino genuine parts
for the fuel filter element.

CAUTION

Drain completely the fuel inside the
filter. Replacing the element without
draining completely the fuel may
cause the unfiltered fuel remain
inside the filter that may flow into the
engine side.
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3. Loosen the center bolt and remove the
cap and O–rings. Then remove the
element.

4. Replace the O–rings of the air bleeder
plug and drain plug with new ones.

 When installing a new O–ring, lightly
apply fuel to it.

Tighten torque: N·m (lbf·ft, kgf·cm)
Air bleeder plug and drain plug:

5.0—9.0 (3.7—6.6, 51—91)

5. Clean the element setting face inside
the fuel filter case and inside the cap.

6. Insert a new element into the fuel filter
case.

LT07-126A

Center bolt

Cap

Element

Priming
pump

O-rings

Fuel filter 
case

Set the O-ring on 
the seating face of 
the center bolt.

Set the O-ring 
in the groove 
of the cap.

Center
bolt

Cap

Fuel filter case

O-ring

O-ring

LT07-131A
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7. Apply fuel to new O–rings, and set one
in the groove of the cap and the other
on the seating face of the center bolt.

8. Put the cap on the fuel filter case
lightly, and tighten the center bolt by
hand without tools.

9. When the O–ring fits inside the fuel fil-
ter case, set the cap on the fuel filter
case with the alignment marks aligned
with each other, and tighten the center
bolt by tools.

Tighten torque: N·m (lbf·ft, kgf·cm)
Center bolt:

23.1—32.9 (18—24, 236—335)
10.After installing the element, bleed air

from the fuel system.
See “Bleeding the fuel system” on
page 198.

CAUTION

 Replace a new O–ring contained in
the element kit.

 Do not reuse the element and O–
ring. 

 When installing a new O–ring,
apply fuel evenly to the entire cir-
cumference of it.
The aim of the application amount:
approximately 3 ml

CAUTION

 Do not pinned when installing the
cap.

 There is a possibility that the O–
ring is caught between a fuel filter
case and the cap by trying to
pinned the cap, the balance is lost,
resulting in bites. 

Center bolt

Fuel filter 
case

Alignment
mark

Cap

LT07-130A
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Fuel filter (chassis mount)

Before starting the operation, clean the
fuel filter and its surrounding area. If the
filter is not cleaned, dust may come into
the fuel filter.
1. Place a container for waste fuel under

the fuel filter.
2. Loosen the drain plug and then loosen

the air bleeder plug to drain the fuel
from the drain pipe.

WARNING

Never expose the fuel filter to brake
fluid and organic solvents (such as
parts cleaner and paint thinner) to
prevent the filter cover from cracking
resulting in a fire.

LT07-088C

Air bleeder 
plug

Drain plug

CAUTION

 Be sure to drain the fuel into a con-
tainer and dispose of it properly. Be
careful not to spill any of the fuel.

 After replacing the element, oper-
ate the engine for a few minutes
and check for fuel leakage from the
filter. Fuel leakage can cause fires.

 Using improper fuel filters can
shorten the life of the engine and/or
fuel system. Such fuel filters can
become damaged or may leak fuel
which can result in personal injury
and/or property damage due to fire.

 Before installation, make sure that
there is no dirt on the connecting
area of the each parts.

 Be careful not to allow the dust and/
or water get into the fuel system
when working.

 While at work, the air enters into the
fuel piping. Bleed the air without
fail after the work.

 Always use the Hino genuine parts
for the pre–fuel filter element.

CAUTION

Drain completely the fuel inside the
filter. Replacing the element without
draining completely the fuel may
cause the unfiltered fuel remain
inside the filter that may flow into the
engine side.
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3. Disengage the claw and loosen the fil-
ter cover to remove it.

4. Clean re-usable filter cover and filter
body gasket surface.

5. The filter cover onto the new element
to a snug fit.

6. Lubricate O–ring with clean fuel and
place into its groove in filter cover.

7. Tighten the filter cover by hand until
the claw is engaged.

Claw

LT07-127A

O-ring

Element

Filter cover

LT07-128A LT07-129A

O-ring
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8. Start engine and check for leaks.
Fuel leakage or improper maintenance
can damage the engine.

Draining fuel filter water

Fuel filter (engine mount)
Main–fuel filter—
When the fuel filter warning light
comes on, the water in the fuel filter
(main fuel filter) must be drained imme-
diately.

CAUTION

 Replace a new O–ring contained in
the element kit.

 Do not reuse the element and O–
ring. 

 When installing a new O–ring,
lightly apply fuel to it.

 When tightening, make sure that
there is no O–ring protrusion
between the filter cover and the fil-
ter body.

2

1

LT07-097A

WARNING

 To ensure safety and prevent con-
tamination of the ground, be sure to
collect fuel in a reservoir.

 Keep fire such as lighted cigarettes
away while working. It is dangerous
because a fire may result.

CAUTION

While at work, the air enters into the
fuel piping. Bleed the air without fail
after the work.
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Make sure to stop the engine to drain the
water.
After tightening the drain plug, make sure
that there is no fuel leakage from the drain
plug.
Place a small tray under the drain plug to
catch the water.
1. Loosen the drain plug (1) and then

loosen the air bleeder plug (2).
2. Drain from the drain pipe (1) approxi-

mately a glass of water (approximately
150 ml).

3. After draining the water, tighten the
drain plug (1) and the air bleeder plug
(2) securely.

Tighten torque: N·m (lbf·ft, kgf·cm)
5.0—9.0 (4.0—6.0, 51—91)

4. After tightening, air bleed the fuel sys-
tem.
See “Bleeding the fuel system” on
page 198.

Fuel filter (chassis mount)
Pre–fuel filter—
When the float of the fuel filter (pre–
fuel filter) reaches the specified posi-
tion, immediately drain the water.

Place a small tray under the drain plug to
catch the water.
1. Turn the drain plug about 2—2–1/2

turns, as shown above. (Loosening
more than this will cause water oozing
from around the drain plug.)

2. After draining, retighten the drain plug.
Do not use a tool.

LT07-088F

Specified

position

WARNING

 Check the float position in daily
inspection.

 After work, start the engine and
check around the fuel filter (pre–
fuel filter) for leakage.

 Never expose the fuel filter to brake
fluid and organic solvents (such as
parts cleaner and paint thinner) to
prevent the filter cover from crack-
ing resulting in a fire.

CAUTION

While at work, the air enters into the
fuel piping. Bleed the air without fail
after the work.
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Checking and replacing the air
cleaner filter—
—For single cab models

Check whether a red signal shows on
the dust indicator.
When the red signal is shown, inspect the
air cleaner filter.

To remove the air cleaner filter:
1. Release the clips and remove the

cover.
2. Take out the filter.
a. Cover
b. Filter
c. Clips (3 pieces)

Inspect the surface of the filter. If it is dirty,
it should be replaced. If it is just moder-
ately dusty, blow dust out of the filter with
compressed air.
To clean away dry dirt or dust, use a com-
pressed air gun (air pressure: lower than
690 kPa {7.0 kgf/cm2, 99.56 lbf/in2}). 
Blow air from the grid side of the element.
Check or replace air cleaner filter accord-
ing to the “Hino maintenance schedule”
on page 223.
Check for any damage or removal of the
gasket.

Push button

Dust indicator
LT07-099A

a

b

c

LT07-081E
c

c

Grid side

LT07-098A
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To install the filter, put it properly in
place and reinstall the cover.
When installing the filter, be sure to
remove any dust from the case and cover.
After finish cleaning and/or replacing of
the filter, press the push button at the end
of the dust indicator to reset.
If the dust indicator signal often turns
“Red” even after the filter is cleaned,
replace the filter.

—For crew cab models

Check whether a red signal shows on
the dust indicator.
When the red signal is shown, inspect the
air cleaner filter.

To remove the air cleaner filter:
1. Loosen the clamp and detach the

duct from the cover.
2. Release the clips and remove the

cover.
3. Take out the filter.
a. Cover
b. Filter
c. Clips (3 pieces)
d. Clamp
e. Duct

NOTICE
Do not drive with the air cleaner filter
removed. Do not run the engine with
any clip of the cover not fastened, or
excessive engine wear could result.

Push button

Dust indicator

LT07-100A

c

d

b

c c

a

e

LT07-096B
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Inspect the surface of the filter. If it is dirty,
it should be replaced. If it is just moder-
ately dusty, blow dust out of the filter with
compressed air.
To clean away dry dirt or dust, use a com-
pressed air gun (air pressure: lower than
690 kPa {7.0 kgf/cm2, 99.56 lbf/in2}). 
Blow air from the grid side of the element.
Check or replace air cleaner filter accord-
ing to the “Hino maintenance schedule”
on page 223.
Check for any damage or removal of the
gasket.

To install the filter, put it properly in
place and reinstall the cover.
When installing the filter, be sure to
remove any dust from the case and cover.
After finish cleaning and/or replacing of
the filter, press the push button at the end
of the dust indicator to reset.
If the dust indicator signal often turns
“Red” even after the filter is cleaned,
replace the filter.

Replacing breather filter element
and a gasket

a. Bolts (8 pieces)
b. Cover
c. Body
d. Filter element
e. Gasket

Grid side

LT07-098A NOTICE
Do not drive with the air cleaner filter
removed. Do not run the engine with
any clip of the cover not fastened, or
excessive engine wear could result.

a

b

c

d

e

LT07-124A

1
8

7
5

4

3

2
6
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1. Loosen the cover bolts and remove
the cover.

2. Replace the filter element with a new
one. Fit the filter element in the right
place of the body when installing it.

3. Remove the gasket from the body and
replace with a new one (a new gasket
is supplied with the new filter ele-
ment). Apply the oil to the new gasket
when installing it to the body.

4. Place the cover to the body and
tighten the cover bolts in the order
shown.

Tighten torque: N·m (lbf·ft, kgf·cm)
6.0—7.0 (4.5—5.1, 62—71)

Replacing DEF filter

1. Turn the filter cover counterclockwise
and remove the DEF pump filter.

2. Remove the filter element and equaliz-
ing element from the DEF pump, and
replace with new one.

NOTICE
◆ Contamination or damage of the

sealing surface on the housing is
no acceptable.

◆ Wrench size: 1.063 in {27 mm}
◆ When removing the filter cover,

the DEF will spill over. Prepare the
container and waste cloth for
spilled DEF.

Filter cover

1

LT07-093A

Equalizing

element

Filter

element

2

LT07-094A
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3. Apply oil to the O–ring. 4. Tighten the filter cover.
Tighten torque: N·m (lbf·ft, kgf·cm)

20—25 (15.0—18.0, 204—254)

NOTICE
◆ Protect the filter area in the hous-

ing from contamination.
◆ The sealing surface on the hous-

ing must be clean. No contamina-
tion or particles acceptable.

◆ When replacing the filter element
and equalizing element, do not pry
them off with a screwdriver or sim-
ilar tool. Doing so may cause dam-
age to the DEF pump, resulting in
DEF leaks.

CAUTION

For the mounting process, oil the O–
ring with Mobil Velocite Oil No.6 or
equivalent.

O-ring

3

LT07-123A
Filter cover

4

LT07-095B
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Checking the automatic transmis-
sion fluid level

Fluid check procedure
 Clean around the end of the fill tube

before removing the fluid level gauge.
Dirt or foreign matter must not be per-
mitted to enter the fluid system
because it can cause valves to stick,
cause undue wear of transmission
parts, or clog passages.

NOTICE
◆ All sealing surface must be clean.

Contamination or particles are not
acceptable.

◆ It must be checked if there are
cracks around the area of the filter
cover. No cracks in the material
are allowed. If there are cracks in
the housing, the entire supply
module must be exchanged. If
there are cracks in the filter cover,
the filter cover must be
exchanged.

◆ Wrench size: 1.063 in {27 mm}

CAUTION

Do not work on the transmission
while it is still hot. This can result in
personal injury.

Level gauge

Drain plug

LT07-016A

Add fluid

Add fluid

HotCool

Too full

Too full

LT07-017A
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 Always check the fluid level at least
twice. Consistency is important in
maintaining accuracy. If inconsistent
readings persist, check the transmis-
sion breather and the vent hole in the
fluid level gauge fill tube to ensure
they are clean and free of debris. The
vent hole is located on the underside
of the fill tube just below the seal of
the fluid level gauge cap.

Check the fluid level by the following pro-
cedures and record any abnormal level on
your maintenance records.

Cool check (Check the fluid level)
The only purpose of the cool check is to
determine if the transmission has enough
fluid to be safely operated until a hot
check can be made.
1. Park the vehicle on a level surface and

apply the parking brake.
2. Run the engine for at least one

minute. Shift to first and then to
reverse to clear the hydraulic circuits
of air. Then shift the selector lever in
the “N” position and allow the engine
to idle. The sump temperature should
be between 68—86°F (20—30°C).

3. After wiping the fluid level gauge
clean, check the fluid level. If the fluid
on the fluid level gauge is within the
“COOL” band, the level is satisfactory
for operating the transmission until the
fluid is hot enough to perform a HOT
RUN check.
If the fluid level is not within the
“COOL” band, add or drain fluid as
necessary to bring the level to the
middle of the “COOL” band.

Hot check (Check the fluid level)

The fluid must be hot to ensure an accu-
rate check. The fluid level rises as tem-
perature increases.
1. Operate the vehicle about 10 minutes

in the “D” (Drive) position until normal
operating temperature is reached:
158—176°F (70—80°C) converter–out
temperature.

2. Park the vehicle on a level surface and
place the selector lever in the “P”
(Parking) position. Apply the parking
brake and allow the engine to idle.

3. After wiping the fluid level gauge
clean, check the fluid level. The safe
operating level is anywhere within the
“HOT” band on the fluid level gauge.
If the level is not within this band, add
or drain fluid as necessary to bring the
level to the top of the “HOT” band.
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Checking parking brake lever
When the free play of the parking brake
lever (number of ratchet teeth) becomes
10 clicks or more (operation force approx-
imately 245 N {25 kgf, 55 lbf}), the brake
linings must be inspected for excessive
wear.
Free play of the parking brake lever

If the lever stroke is not within the stan-
dard, adjust the lever stroke by your Hino
dealer.

Checking tire inflation pressure

Keep your tire inflation pressures at
the proper level.
The recommended cold tire pressures
and tire sizes are given on page 293.
You should check the tire inflation pres-
sure every two weeks, or at least once a
month.
Incorrect tire inflation pressure may waste
fuel, reduce the comfort of driving, reduce
tire life and make your vehicle less safe to
drive.
If a tire frequently needs refilling, have it
checked by your Hino dealer.

The following instructions for check-
ing tire inflation pressure should be
observed:
 The pressure should be checked

only when the tires are cold.
If your vehicle has been parked for at
least 3 hours and has not been driven
for more than 1 mile or 1.5 km since,
you will get an accurate cold tire pres-
sure reading.

 Always use a tire pressure gauge.
The appearance of a tire can be mis-
leading. Besides, tire inflation pres-
sures that are even just a few pounds
off can degrade ride and handling.

 Do not bleed or reduce tire pressure
after driving.
It is normal for the tire inflation pres-
sure to be higher after driving.

 Be sure to reinstall the tire inflation
valve caps.
Without the valve caps, dirt or mois-
ture could get into the valve core and
cause air leakage. If the caps have
been lost, have new ones put on as
soon as possible.

LEVER STROKE
Standard 6—10 clicks

WARNING

Failure to have the parking brake
lever adjusted may lead to an acci-
dent resulting in serious injury or
death.
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Checking and replacing tires

CHECKING YOUR TIRES
Check the tire’s tread for the tread wear
indicators. If the indicators show,
replace the tires. The location of the
tread wear indicators in shown by the
“TWI” or “ △ ” marks, etc., molded on
the sidewall of each tire.

The tires on your Hino have built–in tread
wear indicators to help you know when the
tires need replacement. When the tread
depth wears to 0.06 in. (1.6 mm) or less,
the indicators will appear. If you can see
the indicators in two or more adjacent
grooves, the tire should be replaced. The
lower the tread, the higher the risk of skid-
ding.
If you have tire damage such as cuts,
splits, cracks deep enough to expose
the fabric, or bulges indicating internal
damage, the tire should be replaced.
If a tire often goes flat or cannot be prop-
erly repaired due to the size or location of
a cut or other damage, it should be
replaced. If you are not sure, consult your
Hino dealer.
If an air loss occurs while driving, do not
continue driving. Driving even a short dis-
tance can damage a tire beyond repair.

CAUTION

Keep your tire properly inflated. Oth-
erwise, the following conditions may
occur and cause an accident result-
ing in death or serious injuries.
Low tire pressure (underinflation)—
 Excessive wear
 Uneven wear
 Poor handling
 Possibility of blowouts from over-

heated tire
 Poor sealing of the tire bead
 Wheel deformation and/or tire sep-

aration
 A greater possibility of tire damage

for road hazards
High tire pressure (overinflation)—
 Poor handling
 Excessive wear 
 Uneven wear
 A greater possibility of tire damage

from road hazards

Tread wear indicator

LT07-018A
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Any tires which are over 6 years old
must be checked by a qualified techni-
cian even if damage is not obvious.
Tires deteriorate with age even if they
have never or seldom been used.
This also applies to the tires stored for
future use.
REPLACING YOUR TIRES
When replacing a tire, use a tire of the
same size and construction, and the
same or greater load capacity as the
originally installed tires.
Using any other size or type of tire may
seriously affect handling, ride, speedom-
eter/odometer calibration, ground clear-
ance, and clearance between the body
and tires or snow chains.

Never use second–hand tires on your
Hino.
Using tires whose previous history is
unknown is a risk.
Hino recommends all tires, or at least
both front or rear tires be replaced as a
set.
When a tire is replaced, the wheel
should always be balanced.
An unbalanced wheel may affect vehicle
handling and tire life. Wheels can get out
of balance with regular use and should
therefore be balanced occasionally.
When replacing a tubeless tire, the air
valve should also be replaced with a
new one.

CAUTION

Observe the following instructions.
Otherwise, an accident may occur
resulting in death or serious injuries.
 Do not mix radial, bias belted, or

bias–ply tires on your vehicle, as
this may cause dangerous han-
dling characteristics resulting in
loss of control.

 Do not use tires other than the man-
ufacturer’s recommended size, as
this may cause dangerous han-
dling characteristics resulting in
loss of control.
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Rotating tires

To equalize tire wear and help extend
tire life, Hino recommends that you
rotate your tires approximately every
6000 miles (10000 km). However, the
most appropriate timing for tire rota-
tion may vary according to your driving
habits and road surface conditions.

When rotating tires, check for uneven
wear and damage. Abnormal wear is usu-
ally caused by incorrect tire pressure,
improper wheel alignment, out–of–bal-
ance wheels, or severe braking.

Installing snow tires and chains
WHEN TO USE SNOW TIRES OR
CHAINS
Snow tires or chains are recommended
when driving on snow or ice.
On wet or dry roads, conventional tires
provide better traction than snow tires.
SNOW TIRE SELECTION
If you need snow tires, select tires of
the same size, construction and load
capacity as the originally installed
tires. 
Do not use tires other than those men-
tioned above. Do not install studded tires
without first checking local regulations for
possible restrictions.

LT07-022B

CAUTION

Do not use snow tires other than the
manufacturer’s recommended size,
as this may cause dangerous han-
dling characteristics resulting in loss
of control. Otherwise, an accident
may occur resulting in death or seri-
ous injuries.
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SNOW TIRE INSTALLATION
Snow tires should be installed on all
wheels.
Installing snow tires on the rear wheels
only can lead to an excessive difference in
road grip capability between the front and
rear tires which could cause loss of vehi-
cle control.
When storing removed tires, you should
store them in a cool dry place.
In case of radial tires, mark the direction of
rotation and be sure to install them in the
same direction when replacing.

TIRE CHAIN SELECTION
Use the tire chains of correct size.
Regulations regarding the use of tire
chains vary according to location or
type of road, so always check the local
regulations before installing chains.
CHAIN INSTALLATION
Install the chains on the rear tires as
tightly as possible. Do not use tire
chains on the front tires. Retighten
chains after driving 1/4—1/2 mile (0.5—
1.0 km).
When installing chains on your tires, care-
fully follow the instructions of the chain
manufacturer.
If wheel covers are used, they will be
scratched by the chain band, so remove
the covers before putting on the chains.

CAUTION

 Do not drive with the snow tires
incorrectly inflated.

 Observe permissible maximum
speed for your snow tires and the
legal speed limit.

CAUTION

 Do not exceed 30 mph (50 km/h) or
the chain manufacturer’s recom-
mended speed limit, whichever is
lower.

 Drive carefully avoiding bumps,
holes, and sharp turns, which may
cause the vehicle to bounce.

 Avoid sharp turns or locked–wheel
braking as use of chains may
adversely affect vehicle handling.

 When driving with chains installed,
be sure to drive carefully. Slow
down before entering the curves to
avoid losing control of the vehicle.
Otherwise an accident may occur.
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Replacing wheels

WHEN TO REPLACE YOUR WHEELS
If you have wheel damage such as
bending, cracks or heavy corrosion,
the wheel should be replaced.
If you fail to replace a damaged wheel, the
tire may slip off the wheel or cause loss of
handling control.
WHEEL SELECTION
When replacing wheels, care should be
taken to ensure that the wheels are
replaced by ones with the same load
capacity, diameter, rim width, and off-
set.
Correct replacement wheels are available
at your Hino dealer.
A wheel of a different size or type may
adversely affect handling, wheel and
bearing life, brake cooling, speedometer/
odometer calibration, stopping ability,
headlight aim, bumper height, vehicle
ground clearance, and tire or snow chain
clearance to the body and chassis.

Replacement with used wheels is not rec-
ommended as they may have been sub-
jected to rough treatment or high mileage
and could fail without warning. Also, bent
wheels which have been straightened
may have structural damage and there-
fore should not be used. Never use an
inner tube in a leaking wheel which is
designed for a tubeless tire.

 If you install chains on double rear
tires, use dedicated chains.

 Do not damage the harnesses,
hoses and piping around the tire
when installing/removing a tire
chain.

 Do not install a chain only on the
outer side of double rear tires.
The chain hits the inner side of dou-
ble rear tires, which is harmful to
running condition and dangerous. CAUTION

Do not use wheels other than the
manufacturer’s recommended size,
as this may cause dangerous han-
dling characteristics resulting in loss
of control. Otherwise, an accident
may occur resulting in death or seri-
ous injuries.
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SECTION 7  – 3
DO–IT–YOURSELF MAINTENANCE
Electrical components
Checking battery condition ......................................................... 272
Battery recharging precautions .................................................. 275
Checking and replacing fuses .................................................... 275
Adding washer fluid ................................................................... 277
Replacing light bulbs .................................................................. 278
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Checking battery condition—
— Precautions

WARNING

The battery produces flammable and
explosive hydrogen gas.
 Do not cause a spark from the bat-

tery with tools.
 Do not smoke or light a match near

the battery.
The electrolyte contains poisonous
and corrosive sulfuric acid.
 Avoid contact with eyes, skin or

clothes.
 Never ingest electrolyte.
 Wear protective safety glasses

when working near the battery.
 Keep children away from the bat-

tery.

Before you disconnect the battery
terminals from the battery.
 Be sure to wait for at least ten min-

utes after the key is turned to the
“LOCK” position before you discon-
nect the battery terminals from the
battery, as the vehicle data is
recorded on the ECU (Electronic
Control Unit) and DCU starts work-
ing for the exhaust gas after treat-
ment after the key is turned to the
“LOCK” position. Otherwise, the
vehicle data will not be recorded on
the ECU (Electronic Control Unit)
properly and the DCU will not work
properly, which may result in the
malfunction of the DPR and the
DEF–SCR system.

 The MIL (Malfunction Indicator
Light) may come on when the key is
turned to the “ON” position again,
even if you wait for at least ten min-
utes before disconnecting the bat-
tery terminals from the battery after
the key is turned to the “LOCK”
position. In such a situation, repeat
the following procedures three
separate times, in the exact same
order, to turn off the MIL (Malfunc-
tion Indicator Light).
(1) Turn the key to the “LOCK” posi-

tion and keep the key in “LOCK”
position for at least 60 seconds.

(2) Turn the key to the “ON” posi-
tion and keep the key in the
“ON” position for at least 60
seconds.
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EMERGENCY MEASURES The meanings of each caution symbol
on the top of the battery are as follows:

Keep out of the reach of children. Do
not tip. Keep vent caps tight and level.

—Checking battery exterior

Type A

Type B

WARNING

 If electrolyte gets in your eyes,
flush your eyes with clean water
immediately and get immediate
medical attention. If possible, con-
tinue to apply water with a sponge
or cloth while en route to the med-
ical office.

 If electrolyte gets on your skin,
thoroughly wash the contact area.
If you feel pain or burning, get med-
ical attention immediately.

 If electrolyte gets on your clothes,
there is a possibility of its soaking
through to your skin, so immedi-
ately take off the exposed clothing
and follow the procedure above, if
necessary.

 If you accidentally swallow electro-
lyte, drink a large quantity of water
or milk. Follow with milk of magne-
sia, beaten raw egg or vegetable oil.
Then go immediately for emer-
gency help.

Shield eyes, explosive 
gases can cause blindness 
or injury

No sparks, no flames, no 
smoking

Sulfuric acid can cause 
blindness or severe burns

Flush eyes immediately 
with water, get medical 
help fast

Ground cable
Terminals

Hold-down

clamp
LT07-087A

Ground cable
Terminals

Hold-down

clamp
LT07-087B
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On some models, before checking the
battery, remove the battery cover.
Check the battery for corroded or loose
terminal connections, cracks, or loose
hold–down clamp.
a. If the battery is corroded, wash it off

with a solution of warm water and bak-
ing soda. Coat the outside of the ter-
minals with grease to prevent further
corrosion.

b. If the terminal connections are loose,
tighten their clamp nuts—but do not
overtighten.

c. Tighten the hold–down clamp only
enough to keep the battery firmly in
place. Overtightening may damage the
battery case.

If the battery is disconnected or run
down, the power window may not operate
automatically after you reconnect,
replace or recharge the battery. In any of
these cases, you should normalize the
power window. To normalize the power
window, see “Power windows” on page
18.

NOTICE
◆ Be sure the engine and all acces-

sories are off before performing
maintenance.

◆ When checking the battery,
remove the ground cable from the
negative terminal (“—” mark) first
and reinstall it last.

◆ Be careful not to cause a short cir-
cuit with tools.

◆ Take care no solution gets into the
battery when washing it.
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—Checking the battery fluid level Battery recharging precautions
During recharging, the battery is pro-
ducing hydrogen gas.
Therefore, before recharging:
1. Remove the vent plugs.
2. If recharging with the battery installed

on the vehicle, be sure to disconnect
the ground cable.

3. Be sure the power switch on the
recharger is off when connecting the
charger cables to the battery and
when disconnecting them.

Checking and replacing fuses

NOTICE
 EXCEPT AGM BATTERY —
◆ Check the battery fluid level and

add distilled water as necessary.
Do not continue to operate the
vehicle with a low battery fluid, as
doing so is dangerous.

◆ Do not overfill the cells. Excess
electrolyte could squirt out of the
battery during heavy charging,
causing corrosion or damage.

AGM BATTERY—
◆ Do not refill the water in the bat-

tery. Do not attempt to open the
vents of the battery. Charge volt-
age limited to 14.6 Volts.

CAUTION

 Always charge the battery in an
unconfined area. Do not charge the
battery in a garage or closed room
where there is not sufficient venti-
lation.

 Be sure to remove the vent plugs
before recharging.

NOTICE
Never recharge the battery while the
engine is running. Also, be sure all
accessories are turned off.

LT07-030A

Good Blown

Good Blown

Good Blown

Type A

Type B

Type C
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If the headlights or other electrical
components do not work, check the
fuses. If any of the fuses are blown,
they must be replaced.
See “Fuse locations” on page 237 for
locations of the fuses.

Turn the starter switch and inoperative
component off. Pull a suspected fuse
straight out and check it.
Determine which fuse may be causing the
problem. The lid of the fuse box shows the
name of the circuit for each fuse. See
page 294 for the functions controlled by
each circuit.
Type A fuses can be pulled out by using
the pull–out tool.
If you are not sure whether the fuse has
blown, try replacing the suspected fuse
with one that you know is good.
If the fuse has blown, push a new fuse
into the clip.
Only install a fuse with the amperage rat-
ing designated on the fuse box lid.
If you do not have a spare fuse, in an
emergency you can pull out the “ACC”, or
“DOME” fuse, which may be dispensable
for normal driving, and use it if its amper-
age rating is the same.

If you cannot use one of the same amper-
age, use one that is lower, but as close to
the rating as possible. If the amperage is
lower than that specified, the fuse might
blow out again but this does not indicate
anything wrong. Be sure to get the correct
fuse as soon as possible and return the
substitute to its original clip.
It is a good idea to purchase a set of spare
fuses and keep them in your vehicle for
emergencies.
If a new fuse immediately blows out, there
is a problem with the electrical system.
Have your Hino dealer correct it as soon
as possible.

LT07-007B

CAUTION

Never use a fuse with a higher amper-
age rating, or any other object, in
place of a fuse. This may cause exten-
sive damage and possibly a fire.
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Adding washer fluid

Judge the remaining amount of washer
fluid by checking the positions of the holes
on the gauge which have the films of
washer fluid.
Fill washer fluid when the remaining
amount level becomes below the hole at
the tip of the gauge (comes to the position
“Low”).

If washer fluid does not work, the
washer fluid tank may be empty. To
check the washer fluid level, simply
look at the transparent tank. If the level
is low, add washer fluid.
 Pour in washer fluid while checking

the poured amount in the fluid level
observation window.

 Do not supply washer fluid beyond the
“F” line in the fluid level observation
window.

You may use plain water as washer fluid.
However, in cold areas where tempera-
tures range below freezing point, use
washer fluid containing antifreeze. This
product is available at your Hino dealer
and most auto parts stores. Follow the
manufacturer’s directions for how much to
mix with water.

2 1 LOW

Low level

Add fluidO.K.

LT07-032A LT07-036B

NOTICE
Do not use engine antifreeze or any
other substitute because it may dam-
age your vehicle’s paint.
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Replacing light bulbs—
The following illustrations show how to
gain access to the bulbs. When replacing
a bulb, make sure the key and light switch
are off. Use bulbs with the wattage ratings
given in the table.

The inside of the lens of exterior lights
such as headlights may temporarily fog up
when the lens becomes wet in the rain or
in a car wash. This is not a problem
because the fogging is caused by the tem-
perature difference between the outside
and inside of the lens, just like the wind-
shield fogging up in the rain. However, if
there is a large drop of water on the inside
of the lens, or if there is water pooled
inside the light, contact your Hino dealer.

A: H4 (HB2) halogen bulbs
B: Single end bulbs
C: Double end bulbs
D: Wedge base

CAUTION

 To prevent burning yourself, do not
replace the light bulbs while they
are hot.

 Halogen bulbs have pressurized
gas inside and require special han-
dling. They can burst or shatter if
scratched or dropped. Hold a bulb
only by its plastic or metal case. Do
not touch the glass part of a bulb
with bare hands.

NOTICE
◆ When replacing halogen light

bulbs, never touch the new bulb’s
surface with your bare hands.
Even the slightest fingerprints
from your hands can later cause
the bulb to blow out.

◆ Only use a bulb of the listed type.
◆ Use bulbs for the 12 V system.

Light Bulbs and Units W Type 

Headlights 60/55 A
Front turn signal lights 27/8 B
Rear turn signal lights 27 B
Stop/tail lights 27/8 B
Back–up lights 27 B
License plate lights 5 D
ID marker lights 5 D
Interior light 8 C
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—Headlights

1. Tilt the cab. (See “Tilt cab” on page
21 for details.) Unplug the connec-
tor.

If the connector is tight, wiggle it.

2. Remove the rubber cover. 3. Release the bulb retaining spring
and remove the bulb. Install a new
bulb and the bulb retaining spring.

To install a bulb, align the tabs of the bulb
with the cutouts of the mounting hole.

1

LT07-041A

2

LT07-042A

3

LT07-043A
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4. Install the rubber cover as shown,
fit it securely on the boss. Then
plug in the connector.

Make sure the rubber cover fits securely
on the bulb base and the mounting body.
Aiming is not necessary after replacing
the bulb. When aiming adjustment is nec-
essary, contact your Hino dealer.
5. When installing, reverse the steps

listed.

—Adjustment of headlight (aiming)

Vertical movement adjustment bolts
a: Adjustment bolt
b: Adjustment bolt
Before checking the headlight aim
1. Make sure the vehicle has full tank of

gas and the area around the headlight
is not deformed.

2. Park the vehicle on level ground.
3. Sit in the driver’s seat.
4. Bounce the vehicle several times.

Adjusting the headlight aim
1. Turn bolt a in either direction using a

Phillips–head screwdriver.
Remember the turning direction and
the number of turns.

2. Turn bolt b the same number of turns
and in the same direction as in step 1
using a Phillips–head screwdriver.
If the headlight cannot be adjusted
using this procedure, take the vehicle to
your Hino dealer to adjust the headlight
aim.

4

LT07-044A

a

b

1

LT07-079B

2

LT07-080A
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—Front turn signal lights

1. Unplug the connector.
2. Turn and remove the rod.

When installing, reverse the steps
listed.

—Rear turn signal, stop/tail, and
back–up lights

Use a Phillips–head screwdriver.

1

LT07-057A

2

LT07-058A

1

LT07-082A
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(Illustration shows left–hand)
a: Rear turn signal light
b: Stop/tail light 
c: Back–up light
When installing, reverse the steps
listed.

—License plate light

When installing, reverse the steps
listed.

—ID marker lights

Use a Phillips–head screwdriver.
Then remove the upper cover from the
rubber base.

a

b

c

LT07-083A

2

LT07-071A

1

LT07-074A
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When installing, reverse the steps
listed.

—Interior light

Remove the lens (quick locked) and
replace the bulb with a new one.
Pay attention not to damage the lens and
related parts.
When installing, reverse the steps
listed.

2

LT07-075A LT07-078A
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Dimensions
in. (mm)

*:See “Model code” on page xxv in the beginning of this manual if you are not sure of which model your vehicle is.

Models* Overall length Overall width Overall height Wheelbase Front tread Rear tread
XJC700L–CKTTMA3 205.0 (5206) 84.1 (2137) 93.8 (2382) 114.2 (2900) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC710L–CKTTMA3 228.6 (5806) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 137.8 (3500) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XFC710L–CKTTMA3 228.6 (5806) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 137.8 (3500) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC720L–CKTTMA3 240.4 (6106) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XFC720L–CKTTMA3 240.4 (6106) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC730L–CKTTMA3 252.2 (6405) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 161.4 (4100) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XFC730L–CKTTMA3 252.2 (6405) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2379) 161.4 (4100) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC740L–CKTTMA3 264.0 (6705) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XFC740L–CKTTMA3 264.0 (6705) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC720L–DKTTMA3 240.4 (6106) 84.1 (2137) 93.5 (2375) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XFC720L–DKTTMA3 240.4 (6106) 84.1 (2137) 93.4 (2373) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC740L–DKTTMA3 264.0 (6705) 84.1 (2137) 93.5 (2375) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XFC740L–DKTTMA3 264.0 (6705) 84.1 (2137) 93.4 (2373) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC700L–HKTQMA3 205.0 (5206) 83.9 (2130) 92.7 (2354) 114.2 (2900) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC710L–HKTQMA3 228.6 (5806) 83.9 (2130) 92.5 (2350) 137.8 (3500) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XFC710L–HKTQMA3 228.6 (5806) 83.9 (2130) 92.5 (2350) 137.8 (3500) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC720L–HKTQMA3 240.4 (6105) 83.9 (2130) 92.5 (2350) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XFC720L–HKTQMA3 240.4 (6105) 83.9 (2130) 92.5 (2350) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
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in. (mm)

*:See “Model code” on page xxv in the beginning of this manual if you are not sure of which model your vehicle is.

Models* Overall length Overall width Overall height Wheelbase Front tread Rear tread
XJC740L–HKTQMA3 264.0 (6705) 83.9 (2130) 92.5 (2350) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XFC740L–HKTQMA3 264.0 (6705) 83.9 (2130) 92.4 (2348) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC720L–QKTQMA3 240.4 (6106) 83.9 (2130) 92.2 (2342) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XFC720L–QKTQMA3 240.4 (6105) 83.9 (2130) 92.2 (2342) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC740L–QKTQMA3 264.0 (6705) 83.9 (2130) 92.2 (2342) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XFC740L–QKTQMA3 264.0 (6705) 83.9 (2130) 92.1 (2340) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC700L–KKTQMA3 205.0 (5206) 83.9 (2130) 92.7 (2354) 114.2 (2900) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC710L–KKTQMA3 228.6 (5806) 83.9 (2130) 92.5 (2350) 137.8 (3500) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC720L–KKTQMA3 240.4 (6105) 83.9 (2130) 92.5 (2350) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC740L–KKTQMA3 264.0 (6705) 83.9 (2130) 92.5 (2350) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.4 (1660)
XJC700L–LKTTMA3 205.0 (5206) 84.1 (2137) 93.8 (2382) 114.2 (2900) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC710L–LKTTMA3 228.6 (5806) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 137.8 (3500) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC720L–LKTTMA3 240.4 (6106) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 149.6 (3800) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC730L–LKTTMA3 252.2 (6405) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 161.4 (4100) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
XJC740L–LKTTMA3 264.0 (6705) 84.1 (2137) 93.7 (2380) 173.2 (4400) 65.2 (1655) 65.6 (1665)
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Engine
Model:

J05E
Type:

4 cylinder in line, 4 cycle, diesel
(with turbocharger)

Bore and stroke, in. (mm):
4.41 x 5.11 (112.0 x 130.0)

Displacement, cu. in. (cm3):
312.6 (5123)

Fuel
Fuel type:
Diesel fuel, cetane number 40 or higher.
When using biodiesel fuel, see “Require-
ments of biodiesel fuel usage” on page
134, and please consult your Hino dealer.
Fuel tank capacity:

gal. (L, lmp. gal.)

DEF
DEF tank capacity:

gal. (L, lmp. gal.)

30.0 (114.0, 25.0)
33.0 (125.0, 27.5)

5.0 (19.0, 4.2)
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Service specifications
ENGINE
Valve clearance (engine cold), in. (mm):

Drive belt deflection with 98 N (10 kgf, 22
lbf) thumb pressure (used belt), in. (mm):

Intake 0.0118 (0.30)
Exhaust 0.0177 (0.45)

1. 0.31—0.39 (8.0—10.0)
2. 0.38—0.41 (9.5—10.5)

NOTICE
If the belt has been replaced with a
new one, idle the engine for 3 to 5
minutes and readjust the belt ten-
sion for initial fitting of the belt.

1

Generator

Crank shaft

Fan

LT08-001A

2

Idler

Air conditioning

compressor

Crank shaft

LT08-002A
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ENGINE LUBRICATION
Oil capacity (drain and refill), 

qt. (L, Imp. qt.):

“Hino Genuine Motor Oil” is used in your
Hino vehicle. Use Hino approved “Hino
Genuine Motor Oil” or equivalent to satisfy
the following grade and viscosity.
Oil grade:

API: CJ–4
JASO: DH–2
ACEA: E–6 or E–9

Recommended oil viscosity (SAE):

Please contact your Hino dealer for fur-
ther details.

COOLING SYSTEM
Total capacity, qt. (L, Imp. qt.):

without Rear heater
22.2 (21.0, 18.5)

with Rear heater
23.3 (22.0, 19.4)

Coolant type: 
“Hino Genuine Long Life Coolant” is
used in your Hino vehicle at factory fill.
In order to avoid technical problems,
only use “Hino Genuine Long Life Cool-
ant” or similar high quality ethylene gly-
col based non–silicate, non–amine,
non–nitrite, and non–borate coolant
with long–life hybrid organic acid tech-
nology. (Coolant with long–life hybrid
organic acid technology is a combina-
tion of low phosphates and organic
acids.)
Do not use plain water alone.
Please contact your Hino dealer for fur-
ther details.

With filter 9.9 (9.4, 8.3)
Without filter 8.4 (8.0, 7.0)

16471829 27 38
604020020 80 100

LT07-009B
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fluid capacity, qt. (L, Imp. qt.):

13.0 (12.2, 10.7)
Automatic transmission fluid type:

HV MOTOR
Fluid capacity, qt. (L, Imp. qt.):

1.4 (1.3, 1.1)
HV motor fluid type:

DIFFERENTIAL
Oil capacity, qt. (L, Imp. qt.):

3.9 (3.7, 3.2)
Oil type:

Hypoid gear oil API GL–5
Recommended oil viscosity:

SAE 90
Please contact your Hino dealer for fur-
ther details.

Toyota genuine ATF Type T–IV, Mobil ATF3309 (Exxon Mobil) or equivalent which
satisfies the specification of ATF JWS 3309

Please contact your Hino dealer for further details of the replacement of the automatic
transmission fluid.

CAUTION

When you replace the automatic transmission fluid, use Toyota genuine ATF
TypeT–IV, Mobil ATF3309 and equivalent which satisfies the specification of
ATF JWS 3309 for optimum transmission performance. Using automatic trans-
mission fluid other than above may cause deterioration in shift quality, locking
up of your transmission accompanied by vibration, and ultimately damage the
automatic transmission of your vehicle.
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CHASSIS LUBRICATION
Wheel bearings:

Lithium base wheel bearing grease,
NLGI No.2

King pins:
Lithium base multipurpose grease,
NLGI No.2

Spiders of propeller shafts:
Lithium base multipurpose grease,
NLGI No.2

Slide sleeve of propeller shafts:
Molybdenum–disulfide lithium base
chassis grease, NLGI No.2 or lithium
base multipurpose grease, NLGI No.2

Front and rear suspension spring bracket
pins and shackle pins:

Lithium base multipurpose grease,
NLGI No.2

BRAKES
Minimum pedal clearance when
depressed with the force of 490 N (50 kgf,
110 lbf) with the engine running, in. (mm): 

1.2 (30)
Pedal free play, in. (mm):

0.04—0.12 (1—3)
Parking brake adjustment when pulled
with the force of 245 N (25 kgf, 55 lbf):

6—10 clicks
Fluid type:
Vacuum servo brake system:

SAE J1703 or FMVSS No.116 DOT 3
Hydraulic brake booster system:

DEXRON® II, III or higher grade fluid

STEERING
Wheel free play:

Less than 1.0 in. (25 mm)
Power steering fluid type:

Automatic transmission fluid
DEXRON® II or III
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Tires
Tire size and cold inflation pressure:

Wheel nut torque, N·m (kgf·m, ft·lbf):
440—590 (44.9—60.1, 325—435)

NOTE:
For a complete information on tires (e.g. replacing tires or replacing wheels), see “Checking tire inflation pressure” on page 265 through
“Replacing wheels” on page 270.

Tire size Tire pressure, kPa (kgf/cm2 or bar, psi)
Front Rear

215/85R16–E(10) 550 (5.50, 80) 550 (5.50, 80)
225/70R19.5–F(12) 660 (6.60, 95) 660 (6.60, 95)
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Fuses

Left side of the vehicle

Instrument panel

1. E–VCM 30 A: “Vacuum pump” relay,
Electric vacuum pump and VCS–ECU

2. PCU–B 20 A: Hybrid vehicle ECU
3. A/C CMP 10 A: “COMP” relay
4. PCU–B2 20 A: Hybrid vehicle ECU
5. FUEL HTR 30 A: Fuel heater
6. E–FAN 25 A: “FAN NO.1” relay
7. P–ACC 20 A: Power outlet
8. NOX SSR 10 A: NOx SSR
9. P–IGN 20 A: Power outlet
10.ALT2 120 A: Charging system
11. ALT 120 A: Charging system
12.PWR4 50 A: “IGI–2” relay, windshield

wiper and washer, radio and interior
light

13.CLT E–OP 30 A: “ELEC O/P” relay
14.PWR1 50 A: “IG1–1” relay, engine

control system, power window, gauge
and meters

15.ABS SOL 50 A: Anti–lock brake sys-
tem

16.ST 50 A: “ALT”, “ALT2”, “HTR”, “P–
BATT”, “CLT E–OP”, “GLOW”,
“PWR4”, “ABS–SOL”, “ABS–MTR”,
“PWR2”, “PWR1”, “RR COOLER”,
“ENG1”, “IGN”, “ENG1”, “ENG2”,
“PWR3”, “HEAD” and “DCU” fuses

17.ABS–MTR 50 A: Anti–lock brake sys-
tem

18.PWR3 50 A: “D/L”, “HORN” and
“HAZ” fuses

19.GLOW 60 A: Starting system (glow
plug)

20.HTR 30 A: Heating system
21.DEF HTR 20 A: DEF heater
22.P–TAIL 20 A: “P–TAIL” relay
23.ENG3 15 A: Engine control system
24.P–BATT 20 A: Power outlet
25.A/C SW 10 A: “HTR” relay
26.HEAD 30 A: Day running light relay

and Headlights relay
27.ENG1 30 A: Engine control system
28.HV 10 A: Hybrid vehicle control sys-

tem

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91

10 11 12 13 14 15

26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

16 17 18 19 20 2221 23 24 25

LT08-003A

34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51

52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69

72

71

70

LT08-004A
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29.DCU 30 A: DCU (DEF–SCR system)
30.F CLT ECU 15 A: —
31.ENG2 30 A: Engine control system
32.RR COOLER 20 A: “RR CLR” relay
33.PWR2 50 A: “TAIL” fuse, “PWR ACC”

relay, “ECU ACC”, “ACC” and “CIG”
fuses

34.SPARE 25 A: Spare fuse
35.CIG 15 A: Cigarette lighter
36.—
37.H–LP LH LO 10 A: Left–hand head-

light (Low beam)
38.H–LP RH LO 10 A: Right–hand head-

light (Low beam)
39.—
40.TAIL 10 A: Tail light relay, rheostat
41.DRL 20 A: Day running light ECU
42. IG1 10 A: Day running light ECU, mir-

ror heater, power take–off system,
rheostat and meter

43.A/C 10 A: Air conditioning system
44.MIR HTR 20 A: Mirror heater relay

45.D/L 25 A: Power door lock system
and keyless entry system

46.HAZ 20 A: Emergency flashers
47.HORN 15 A: Horn
48.RADIO 10 A: Audio system
49.DOME 10 A: Interior lights
50.WASHER 10 A: Windshield washer

system
51. WIPER 30 A: Windshield wiper system
52.SPARE 30 A: Spare fuse
53.ACC 10 A: Audio system, remote con-

trol mirror system and power mirror
system

54.—
55.H–LP LH HI 10 A: Left–hand headlight

(Hi beam)
56.H–LP RH HI 10 A: Right–hand head-

light (Hi beam)
57.ECU–IG NO.1 10 A: Starting system,

engine control system, anti–lock
brake system, DEF–SCR system,
hybrid vehicle control system and
automatic transmission control sys-
tem, coolant level warning system

58.GAUGE 10 A: Engine control system,
keyless entry system, meter and
windshield wiper and washer

59.P/W 30 A: Power window
60.VCS–B 10 A: —
61.HTR RR 10 A: Rear heating system
62.ECU–B 10 A: Automatic transmission

control system, engine control sys-
tem, anti–lock brake system, VCS,
keyless entry system, meter, on–
board diagnosis system and tail lights

63.STOP 10 A: Stop lights
64.—
65.AM1 10 A: “IG1–1” relay, “HEATER

RR”, ECU–B”, “STOP”, “CNR–LP”
fuses and “IG1–3” relay

66.AM2 10 A: “IG1–1” relay, “HEATER
RR”, ECU–B”, “STOP”, “CNR–LP”
fuses and “IG1–3” relay

67.SRS–IG 20 A: Not use
68.ECU–IG NO.2 10 A: Shift lock system

and clutch ECU
69.P/W RR 30 A: Not use
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70.SPARE 20 A: Spare fuse
71.SPARE 15 A: Spare fuse
72.SPARE 10 A: Spare fuse
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SECTION 9
REPORTING SAFETY DEFECTS
Reporting safety defects ............................................................ 298
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Reporting safety defects
If you believe that your vehicle has a
defect which could cause a crash or could
cause injury or death, you should imme-
diately inform the National Highway Traf-
fic Safety Administration (NHTSA) in
addition to notifying Hino Motors Sales
U.S.A., Inc.
If the NHTSA receives similar complaints,
it may open an investigation, and if it finds
that a safety defect exists in a group of
vehicles, it may order a recall and remedy
campaign. However, the NHTSA cannot
become involved in individual problems
between you, your dealer, or Hino Motors
Sales U.S.A., Inc.
To contact the NHTSA, you may call the
Vehicle Safety Hotline toll–free at 1–888–
327–4236 (TTY: 1–800–424–9153); go to
http://www.safercar.gov; or write to:
Administrator, NHTSA, 400 Seventh
Street, SW., Washington, DC 20590.
You can also obtain other information
about motor vehicle safety from http://
www.safercar.gov.

In addition, you may notify Hino Motors
Sales U.S.A., Inc., with respect to your
vehicle by calling Hino Motors Sales
National Service Manager at (248) 699–
9300.
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SECTION 10
SEAT BELT INSTRUCTION FOR 
CANADIAN OWNERS
Seat belt instructions for Canadian owners (in French) ............... 300
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Seat belt instructions for Cana-
dian owners (in French)—
The following is a French explanation
of seat belt instructions extracted from
the seat belt section in this manual.
See the seat belt section for more detailed
seat belt instructions in English on page
34.

CEINTURES DE SÉCURITÉ— —Ceintures de sécurité à 3 points

 Le rétracteur bloquera la ceinture en
cas d’arrêt brusque ou en cas
d’impact. Dans les autres cas, on peut
remuer facilement.

 Régler la position des ceintures–bau-
driers et des ceintures sous–abdomi-
nales.

 Positionner la ceinture sous–abdomi-
nales aussi bas que possible sur les
hanches non pas sur la taille. Sinon, le
risque de se blesser est plus élevé,
car si un accident a lieu, on peut glis-
ser sous la ceinture.

AVERTISSEMENT

 Vèrifier régulièrement l’état des
ceintures. Les pièces endomma-
gées doivent être remplacées. Ne
jamais modifier une ceinture de
sécurité.

 Garder les ceintures propres et
sèches. Pour les nettoyer, utiliser
une solution faite de savon doux et
d’eau tiède. Pour ne pas affaiblir les
sangles, ne jamais utiliser d’agent
de blanchiment ni les teindre.

AT07-001A

Trop serrée

Bon
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 Pour plus de sécurité, ne pas passer
la ceinture–baudrier sous le bras.

 Pour détacher la ceinture, appuyer sur
le bouton de la boucle et laisser la
sangle s’enrouler.

 Si la ceinture ne s’enroule pas com-
plètement, la ressortir et voir si elle
n’est pas tortillée. S’assurer qu’elle ne
se tortille pas pendant qu’elle
s’enroule.

—Ceintures de sécurité à 2 points
(le cas échéant)

 Pour desserrer la ceinture, tenir le
pêne à angle droit par rapport à la
ceinture, comme il est illustré, et tirer
dessus.

 Pour tendre la ceinture, tirer sur le brin
libre et l’ajuster pour que la ceinture
s’adapte bien serrée sur les hanches
(et non pas sur la taille).

AT07-002A

Appuyer

Bouton
de déverr.

AT07-003A

Desserrer
Brin libre

Pêne
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 Pour minimiser la possibilité de bles-
sures en cas d’accident, la ceinture
doit être fermement serrée autour des
hanches et non pas autour de la taille.

 Pour détacher la ceinture, appuyer sur
le bouton de la boucle.

 Lorsque l’on n’utilise pas la ceinture,
régler sa longueur de façon qu’elle ne
pende pas sur le plancher, puis intro-
duire le pêne dans la boucle et dispo-
ser la ceinture sur le siège.

AT07-004A

Appuyer

Bouton de
déverrouillage
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SECTION 11
NOISE CONTROL MAINTENANCE RECORD
Noise control maintenance record .............................................. 304
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Noise control maintenance record
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NO.:                                                             

MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator

MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator

MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator
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MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator

MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator

MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator
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MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator

MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator

MILES

KM

MONTHS

DATE

Performed by:

Signature

Dealer

High idling speed

Cooling fan

Air intake system hose and clamps

Air cleaner filter

Exhaust manifold mounting nuts 
tightness

Muffler with catalyst, exhaust pipe
clamps and exhaust pipe flanges

Splash shields and

under hood insulator
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SECTION 12
INDEX
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A
Adding washer f lu id .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 277
Adjustment

Driver ’s  seat  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 30
Seat  be l t .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 34

Ai r bleeding  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 198
Air c leaner

Checking and replac ing
the air  c leaner f i l ter  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 258

Air condit ioning/heater  f i l ters .  .  .  .  . 118
Ai r condit ioning system  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 109
Ant i– lock brake system 

warn ing l ight  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 68
Ant i– theft  s teer ing co lumn lock .  .  .  .  . 86
Appearance care

Cleaning the inter ior .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 216
Protect ing your  Hino

from corrosion .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 212
Washing and waxing . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 213

Ashtray  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 123
Audio system  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 99
Automat ic  t ransmission  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 87

B
Battery

Access .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  237
Checking battery condi t ion .  .  .  .  .  272
Gas caut ion  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  272
Handl ing safety .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  272
Recharg ing precaut ions .  .  .  .  .  .  .  275
Winter  driv ing t ips .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  193

Before star t ing the engine  .  .  .  .  .  .  182
Brake pad wear indicators  .  .  .  .  .  .  161
Brake system  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  157
Brake system warn ing l ight .  .  .  .  .  .  .  68
Brakes

Pad wear ind icators .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  161
Park ing  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  97

Break–in t ips .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  132
Bott le  holder,  rear  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  126

C
Cab t i l t  warn ing l ight .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 68
Capped bott le ho lder .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 125
Carbon monoxide caut ion  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 155
Center  console bot t le ho lder  .  .  .  .  . 125
Center  seat  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 34
Center  seat t ray .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 126
Checking and replac ing fuses  .  .  .  . 275
Checking the engine o i l  leve l .  .  .  .  . 244
Checking the radiator,  condenser,

in tercooler  and fue l  cooler  .  .  .  .  . 250
Cigaret te  l ighter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 123
Cleaning the in ter ior .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 216
Clock  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 122
Cold weather

Operat ion  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 193
Compact d isc player .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 103
Condenser

Checking the condenser .  .  .  .  .  .  . 250
Contro ls ,  Inst rument panel  .  .  .  .  .  . 2 ,  5
Cool ing system

Coolant leve l .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 246
Engine overheat ing  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 203
Radiator  and reservo i r  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 246
Winter  dr iv ing t ips  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 193

Corrosion prevent ion .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  211
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D
DEF–SCR system  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 141
Diesel Par t iculate act ive
 Reduct ion system,  (DPR)  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 138
Dimmer swi tch,  Headl ight .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 58
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Gas stat ion information
Fuel type:

Diesel fuel, cetane number 40 or higher.
See page 132 for detailed information.
When using biodiesel fuel, see “Requirements of biodiesel fuel usage” on 
page 134, and please consult your Hino dealer.

Fuel tank capacity: See page 133.
Recommended engine oil: See page 245 for detailed information.
Tire information: See pages 265 through 270.
Tire pressure: See page 293.
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MENU
FOREWORD

This workshop manual has been prepared to provide information regarding repair procedures on Hino Trucks.

Applicable for HINO 155, 155h, 195, 195h series, equipped with J05E engine

When making any repairs on your vehicle, be careful not to be injured through improper procedures.
As for maintenance items, refer to the Owner's Manual.
All information and specifications in this manual are based upon the latest product information available at the time of printing.
Hino Motors Sales U.S.A. , Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without prior notice.

Please note that the publications below have also been prepared as relevant workshop manuals for the components and sys-
tems in these vehicles.

Manual Name Pub. No.

Chassis Workshop Manual S1-LXJE08A EWD

J05E Engine Workshop Manual S5-LJ05E10A

Trouble shooting Workshop Manual

S7-LXJE08A 1/5
S7-LXJE08A 2/5
S7-LXJE08A 3/5
S7-LXJE08A 4/5
S7-LXJE08A 5/5
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CHAPTER REFERENCES REGARDING THIS WORKSHOP MANUAL
Use this chart to the appropriate chapter numbers for servicing your particular vehicle.

CHAPTER

MANUAL No. S1-LXJE08A (U.S.A.), S1-LXJE09A (CANADA)

MODELS HINO 155, 155h, 195, 195h

Production Code
XFC710, XFC720, XFC730, XFC740, 

XJC700, XJC710, XJC720, XJC730, XJC740

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 1-001

HYBRID 3-001

TRANSMISSION 4-001

PROPELLER SHAFT 6-001

AXLE 7-001

DIFFERENTIAL 8-001

BRAKE 9-001

STEERING 10-001

SUSPENSION 11-001

FRAME AND FRAME ACCESSORY 12-001

CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION 13-001

BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY 15-001

BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY 16-001

AIR BAG AND SEAT BELT 17-001

HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER 18-001
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HOW TO IDENTIFY VEHICLE TYPE

HOW TO IDENTIFY VEHICLE TYPE

VEHICLE MODEL
EN01E01ZZZ010102001001

X J C 7 0 0 L H K T Q M A 3

CLASSIFICATIONREPORTED MODEL

J05E-UG (HV)X

X

F

J05E-TP (Diesel)J

ENGINE MODEL

C

VEHICLE MODEL

HEAVY DUTY TRACK

CAB WIDTH, DRIVE, FRAME FORM, WHEEL BASE

7 0

7 1

7 2

7 3

CAB WIDTH DRIVE WHEEL BASE

FRAME ASSEMBLY WIDTH

FRAME
FORM

WIDE 2WD MEDIUMOPEN

WIDE 2WD LONGOPEN

WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN

WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN

840 mm {33 in.}

2,900 mm {114 in.}

3,500 mm {138 in.}

3,800 mm {150 in.}

4,100 mm {161 in.}

0

TYPE OF SUSPENSION

FRONT RIGID, REAR RIGID

CAB FORM BRAKE TYPE

CAB FORM, BRAKE TYPE

STEERING WHEEL POSITION

L LEFT HAND DRIVE

H

Q

SINGLE CAB VACUUM

CREW CAB VACUUM

C

D

K

SINGLE CAB HYDRAULIC

VACUUM

HYDRAULIC

CREW CAB

SINGLE CAB

CREW CAB

HYDRAULIC

DECK HEIGHT

K HIGH FLOOR 

TRANSMISSION

T 6AT

DECK FORM

3 CHASSIS WITH CAB

ENGINE HORSEPOWER, FUEL

FUEL HORSEPOWER EXHAUST

VERY HIGH US13 (13OBD)DIESEL OILM

LOADING CAPACITY, GVW, REAR TIRES

DESTINATION

DESTINATION

A U.S., CANADA

6.58 t {14,500 lbs}

8.14 t {17,950 lbs},

8.85 t {19,500 lbs}

Q

T7 4 WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN 4,400 mm {173 in.}

REAR DOUBLE

REAR DOUBLE

L

SHTS01ZZZ0100001
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND READINESS TO WORK

WARNING

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
EN01E01ZZZ030101001001

Some recommended and standard maintenance services for your vehicle are included in this section. When performing
maintenance on your vehicle be careful not to get injured by improper work. Improper or incomplete work can cause a mal-
function of the vehicle which may result in personal injury and/or property damage. If you have any question about per-
forming maintenance, please consult your Hino dealer.

WARNING

When working on your vehicle, observe the following general precautions to prevent death, personal injury and/
or property damage in addition to the particular DANGERS, WARNINGS, CAUTIONS and NOTICES in each chap-
ter.

• Always wear safety glasses or goggles to protect your eyes.

• Remove rings, watches, ties, loose hanging jewelry and loose clothing before starting work on the vehicle.

• Bind long hair securely behind the head.

• When working on the vehicle, apply the parking brake firmly, place the gear shift lever in "Neutral" or "N" and 
block the wheels. 

• Always turn off the starter switch to stop the engine, unless the operation requires the engine running. 
Removing the key from the switch is recommended.

• To avoid serious burns, keep yourself away from hot metal parts such as the engine, exhaust manifold, radia-
tor, muffler, exhaust pipe and tail pipe.

• Do not smoke while working on the vehicle since fuel, and gas from battery are flammable.

• Take utmost care when working on the battery. It contains corrosive sulfuric acid.

• Large electric current flows through the battery cable and starter cable. Be careful not to cause a short which 
can result in personal injury and/or property damage.

• Read carefully and observe the instructions specified on the jack before using it.

• Use safety stands to support the vehicle whenever you need to work under it. It is dangerous to work under a 
vehicle supported only by a jack.

• If it is necessary to run the engine after the hood is raised (tilted), make sure that the parking brake is firmly 
applied, the wheels are blocked, and the gear shift lever is positioned in "Neutral" before staring the engine.

• Run the engine only in a well-ventilated area to avoid inhalation of carbon monoxide.

• Keep yourself, your clothing and your tools away from moving parts such as the cooling fan and V-belts when 
the engine is running.

• Be careful not to damage lines and hoses by stepping or holding your feet on them.

• Be careful not to leave any tool in the engine compartment. The tool may be hit by moving parts, which can 
cause personal injury.
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PRECAUTIONS IN TILTING AND LOWERING THE CAB

! WARNING
 

Be sure to observe the following when tilting and lowering the cab to reduce the risk of an accident which may
result in death, serious injury and/or property damage.

• Park the vehicle on a level place and ensure ample space around the cab before tilting the cab.

• Apply the parking brake firmly and place the gearshift lever in “N” position (“P” position if your vehicle is
equipped with automatic transmission).

• Stop the engine and block the wheels.

• Remove any articles in or over the cab and close the doors firmly.

• Make sure there is no one in or around the cab and there are no obstacles in front of the vehicle or above the
cab.

• The catch (E), stopper (F), stay (G) and other parts such as the engine, radiator, and exhaust pipe can be very
hot while your vehicle is operated. Be sure to confirm they have been cooled down before you start working
under the cab.

• Never raise or lower the cab only by yourself if your cab is equipped with heavy component such as a roof rack.

• Never put your body under the cab while raising or lowering the cab.

• Make sure the cab stopper stay is securely locked by the catch (E) and raise the stopper (F) to lock the catch (E)
completely after raising the cab.

• Before lowering the cab, make sure that any object such as hand tools, gloves or cloth are not left under the
cab.

• Make sure the handle (B) is caught by the catch after lowering the cab.
Read the Owner’s manual for details.

DEFINITION OF SAFETY TERMS

Indicates an extremely hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and 
could result in death or serious injury.

Indicates a potential hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and 
could result in death or serious injury.

Indicates a hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and could result 
in serious injury or damage to parts/equipment.

Indicates the need to follow proper procedures and to pay attention to precautions so 
that efficient service is provided.

Provides additional information to help you to perform the repair efficiently.

B

F

E

G
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TOWING
• When being towed, always place the gear shift lever in "Neutral" and release the parking brake completely. In order to

protect the bumper, fit a protection bar against the lower edge of the bumper and put a wood block under the frame near
the No. 1 cross member when attaching the towing chain. Never lift or tow the vehicle if the chain is in direct contact with
the bumper.

1. Towing procedures
(1) Make sure that the propeller shaft of the vehicle to be towed is removed. When the differential gear or rear axle

shaft is defective, remove both right and left rear axle shafts, then cover the hub opening to prevent loss of axle
lubricant and entry of dirt or foreign matter.

(2) Use a heavy duty cable or rope when towing the vehicle. Fasten the cable securely to the towing hook on the
frame.

(3) The angle of pulling direction of the cable fastened to the towing hook must not exceed 15° in horizontal and ver-
tical directions from the straight ahead, level direction. Avoid using the hook in a way that subjects it to jerk, as in
towing a vehicle trapped in a gutter.

(4) Keep the gear shift lever in Neutral.
(5) Make sure that the starter switch is kept in the "ON" position, if the engine is not running.
(6) Make sure that the engine of the towed vehicle is kept running. If the engine is off, no compressed air/ no vac-

uum will be available for the brake. This is dangerous, as the brake system does not function if the engine is not
running.
In addition, the power steering system will not function. The steering wheel, therefore, will become unusually
hard to turn, making it impossible to control the vehicle.

(7) Note that the engine brake and exhaust brake cannot be applied, if the propeller shaft is removed.
(8) Make a slow start to minimize shock. Towing speed should be less than 30 km/h {18 mile/h}.

2. If the engine of the towed vehicle is defective, make sure that the vehicle is towed only by a tow truck
designed for that purpose.
(1) Front end towing (with front wheels raised off the ground)

When towing from the front end with the front wheels raised off the ground, remove the rear axle shafts to protect
the transmission and differential gears from being damaged. The hub openings should be covered to prevent the
loss of axle lubricant or the entry of dirt or foreign matter. The above-mentioned precautions should be observed
for vehicles equipped with either manual or automatic transmission, and for even short distance towing. After
being towed, check and refill the rear axle housing with lubricant if necessary.

(2) Rear end towing
When being towed with the rear wheels raised off the ground, fasten and secure the steering wheel in a straight-
ahead position.
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CLEAN AIR ACT

1. Heavy-duty engine rebuilding practices.
§ 86.004-40

• The provisions of this section are applicable to heavy-duty engines subject to model year 2004 or later standards
and are applicable to the process of engine rebuilding (or rebuilding a portion of an engine or engine system). The
process of engine rebuilding generally includes disassembly, replacement of multiple parts due to wear, and reas-
sembly, and also may include the removal of the engine from the vehicle and other acts associated with rebuilding
an engine. Any deviation from the provisions contained in this section is a prohibited act under section 203(a) (3) of
the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7522(a) (3)).

(1) When rebuilding an engine, portions of an engine, or an engine system, there must be a reasonable technical
basis for knowing that the resultant engine is equivalent, from an emissions standpoint, to a certified configura-
tion (i.e., tolerances, calibrations, specifications) and the model year(s) of the resulting engine configuration must
be identified. A reasonable basis would exist if:

a. Parts installed, whether the parts are new, used, or rebuilt, are such that a person familiar with the design and
function of motor vehicle engines would reasonably believe that the parts perform the same function with
respect to emissions control as the original parts; and

b. Any parameter adjustment or design element change is made only:

•  In accordance with the original engine manufacturer's instructions; or

• Where data or other reasonable technical basis exists that such parameter adjustment or design element
change, when performed on the engine or similar engines, is not expected to adversely affect in-use emis-
sions.

(2) When an engine is being rebuilt and remains installed or is reinstalled in the same vehicle, it must be rebuilt to a
configuration of the same or later model year as the original engine. When an engine is being replaced, the
replacement engine must be an engine of (or rebuilt to) a configuration of the same or later model year as the
original engine.

(3) At time of rebuild, emissions-related codes or signals from on-board monitoring systems may not be erased or
reset without diagnosing and responding appropriately to the diagnostic codes, regardless of whether the sys-
tems are installed to satisfy requirements in § 86.004-25 or for other reasons and regardless of form or interface.
Diagnostic systems must be free of all such codes when the rebuilt engine is returned to service. Such signals
may not be rendered inoperative during the rebuilding process.

(4) When conducting a rebuild without removing the engine from the vehicle, or during the installation of a rebuilt
engine, all critical emissions-related components listed in § 86.004-25(2) not otherwise addressed by para-
graphs (1) through (3) of this section must be checked and cleaned, adjusted, repaired, or replaced as neces-
sary, following manufacturer recommended practices.

(5) Records shall be kept by parties conducting activities included in paragraphs (1) through (4) of this section. The
records shall include at minimum the mileage and/or hours at time of rebuild, a listing of work performed on the
engine and emissions-related control components including a listing of parts and components used, engine
parameter adjustments, emissions-related codes or signals responded to and reset, and work performed under
paragraph (4) of this section.

a. Parties may keep records in whatever format or system they choose as long as the records are understand-
able to an EPA enforcement officer or can be otherwise provided to an EPA enforcement officer in an under-
standable format when requested.

b. Parties are not required to keep records of information that is not reasonably available through normal busi-
ness practices including information on activities not conducted by themselves or information that they cannot
reasonably access.

c. Parties may keep records of their rebuilding practices for an engine family rather than on each individual
engine rebuilt in cases where those rebuild practices are followed routinely.

d. Records must be kept for a minimum of two years after the engine is rebuilt.

2. Maintenance instructions.
§ 86.010-38
(1) For each new diesel-fueled engine subject to the standards prescribed in § 86.007-11, as applicable, the manu-

facturer shall furnish or cause to be furnished to the ultimate purchaser a statement that
"This engine must be operated only with ultra low-sulfur diesel fuel (meeting EPA specifications for
highway diesel fuel, including a 15 ppm sulfur cap)."
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IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
EN01E01ZZZ030101001002

1. VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(1) The vehicle identification number (VIN) is stamped on the

right frame, as shown in the illustration. This number has also
been stamped on the manufacture's label.

A: Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)
B: Manufacturer's Label

(2) VIN
See VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN) STRUC-
TURE on the following page.

(3) PRODUCTION CODE AND VEHICLE COMPONENTS

A

B

SHTS01ZZZ0300007

MODEL (CLASS) HINO 155h (4) HINO 155 (4) HINO 195h (5) HINO 195 (5)

PRODUCTION CODE
XFC710
XFC720
XFC740

XJC700
XJC710
XJC720
XJC740

XFC710
XFC720
XFC730
XFC740

XJC700
XJC710
XJC720
XJC730
XJC740

TRANSMISSION SERIES A465

TRANSMISSION RATIO

1st 3.742

2nd 2.003

3rd 1.343

4th 1.000

5th 0.773

6th 0.634

REAR AXLE SERIES SH13

SERVICE BRAKE Vacuum Hydraulic

PARKING BRAKE ACTING ON DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT SHAFT

SUSPENSION LEAF
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2. VEHICLE NOISE EMISSION CONTROL INFORMATION

• The Vehicle Noise Emission Control Information is affixed to the
left pillar of the cab. The name of manufacturer, production year
and month, and noise emission applicable to medium and heavy
trucks in conformity with U.S. EPA Regulations are displayed.

3. ENGINE SERIAL NUMBER

(1) The engine serial number is stamped on the cylinder block,
as shown in the illustration.
A: J05E

4. TRANSMISSION SERIAL NUMBER
(1) The transmission serial number is stamped on the transmis-

sion, as shown in the illustration.

A: A465

5. CLEAN IDLE CERTIFIED LABEL FOR U.S.

• Make sure that the following clean engine idling certified label is
affixed to the outside of the left door. By the CARB below, the
label must be affixed there to prove that the new vehicle with
diesel engine manufactured from Jan., 2008 conforms to this
low.

FOR ALL MODELS

SHTS01ZZZ0300008

A

SHTS01ZZZ0300009

A

SHTS01ZZZ0300010

SHTS01ZZZ0300011

CARB § 1956.8. Exhaust Emission Standard and Test 
Procedure (a) (b) Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine Idling 
Requirements
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6. EXEMPTION LABEL FOR US GHG REGULATION

• The Vehicle Emission Control Information is affixed to the side
of the right door. The name of manufacturer, production year
and month, and emission applicable to medium and heavy
trucks in conformity with U.S. EPA Regulations are displayed.

Vehicle emission 
control information

SHTS01ZZZ0300012

SHTS01ZZZ0300013
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK

PRECAUTIONS
EN01E01ZZZ030101004001

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
(1) Remove the battery cable

! WARNING
 

• Be sure to wait for at least ten minutes after the starter key is turned to "LOCK" position before you disconnect
the battery terminals from the battery, as the vehicle data is recorded on ECU and DCU starts working for the
exhaust gas after treatment after the starter key is turned to "LOCK" position. Otherwise, the vehicle data will
not be recorded on ECU properly and DCU will not complete working properly, which may result in the malfunc-
tion of DPR system and DEF-SCR system.

• The MIL (malfunction indicator light) may come on when the starter key is turned to "ON" position again, even if
you wait for at least ten minutes before disconnecting the battery terminals from the battery after the starter key
is turned to "LOCK" position. In this case, use HINO DXⅡ to clear the DTC (P204F and P068A), to turn off the MIL
and to conduct DPR regeneration manually.

a. Before electrical system work, remove the cable from the minus terminal of the battery in order to avoid burn-
ing caused by short-circuiting.

b. To remove the battery cable, fully release the nut to avoid damage to the battery terminal. Never twist the ter-
minal.

SHTS01ZZZ0300014

LOOSEN
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(2) Handling of electronic parts
a. Never give an impact to electronic parts of a computer or relay.
b. Keep electronic parts away from high temperatures and humidity.
c. Never splash water onto electronic parts in washing the vehicle.
d. Do not remove the harness connector, electric component box, and cover except for repair and inspection.

If removal is necessary, pay attention that water and foreign matters do not attach or enter to the connector,
terminals, electric component box, and cover.
In restoration, make sure there is no attachment or entry of water and foreign matters and mount them prop-
erly, because it causes degradation of waterproof function.

(3) Handling of wire harness
a. Perform marking on a clamp and a clip and secure then in original position so that the wire harness will not

interfere with the end and acute angle section of the body and a bolt.
b. To attach a part, take care not to bite the wire harness.

INCORRECT

SHTS01ZZZ0300015

INCORRECT

INCORRECT

INCORRECT

SHTS01ZZZ0300016
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(4) Handling of connectors
a. When removing a connector, hold a connector (area shown in an arrow in the figure) and then pull it off. Do not

pull wire harnesses.
b. Pull off a lockable connector after unlocking.
c. When connecting a lockable connector, make sure to insert a lockable connector until it makes a click sound.
d. When inserting a test lead, insert it from the back of a connector.
e. If it is difficult to insert a test lead from the back of a connector, make and use an inspection harness.

(5) Installation of battery disconnect switch

! WARNING
 

• Installation of the battery disconnect switch on the power supply circuit for the dosing control unit of DEF-SCR
(DCU) may damage or result in the malfunction of DEF-SCR system.

• Be sure to read and follow the procedures and instructions on the service bulletin before the installation of the
battery disconnect switch.

(6) Handling of battery disconnect switch

! WARNING
 

Wait for at least ten minute before using the battery disconnect switch after the starter key is turned to "LOCK"
position.
Otherwise, the vehicle data will not be recorded on ECU properly, which may result in the malfunction of DPR sys-
tem.

INCORRECTINCORRECT

CORRECT

SHTS01ZZZ0300017
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2. PRECAUTION FOR ELECTRIC WELDING
Electrical components such as the alternator and tachograph are directly connected to the battery and one
end is earthed to the chassis frame. Under these conditions, welding current will flow back along the earth
circuit if electric welding is carried out and damage may be caused to the alternator, tachograph, electrical
components, etc. Consequently, the following precautions are always to be taken during welding.
(1) Disconnect the earth terminal of the battery at the frame fitment and earth the welding equipment securely to the

frame itself. (Do not fit the welding equipment earth to such things as the tire rims, brake pipes or fuel pipes and
leaf spring, etc.)

a. Turn the starter switch off.
b. Disconnect the battery’s negative terminal of the battery.
c. Earth welding equipment securely, near to the area to be welded.
d. Put back battery negative ground as original condition.
e. Finally check the functioning of all instruments.

(2) In order to prevent damage to ancillary equipment components from sparks during welding, take steps such as
putting fire-resistant covers over things like the engine, meters, steering wheel, hoses, leaf spring and tires.

SHTS01ZZZ0300018

Connect the ground of the ARC welding 
machine near the place on the frame to be 
welded but not connect it to plated parts such 
as fuel pipes, brake pipes and leaf spring.

Disconnect the ground terminal for 
battery at the connecting point on the 
frame and disconnect the ground for 
computer as well.

CHASSIS FRAME
CHASSIS FRAME

BATTERY
ALTERNATOR
ETC.

COMPUTER

ARC WELDING 
MACHINE
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GENERAL INFORMATION

INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOP MANUAL

GENERAL
EN01E01ZZZ030102002001

1. SCOPE OF REPAIR DESCRIPTIONS
(1) There are three major processes in repair work: i.e. "troubleshooting", "removal/installation, replacement, over-

haul, assembly, inspection and adjustment" and "final inspection".
(2) This document covers only the first process (troubleshooting) and the second process (removal/installation,

replacement, overhaul, assembly, inspection and adjustment) and omits the third process (final inspection).
(3) The element tasks listed below are omitted from this document but must be done in actual repair work.

a. Jacking and lifting
b. Cleaning and washing of removed parts as required
c. Visual check

2. STANDARD VALUE
(1) Standard values, limits, required actions and tightening torques are tabulated in this document.

3. REQUIRED ITEMS
(1) Special tools, tools, instruments, oil and grease and other items to be prepared before starting work are listed in

the section titled "REQUIRED ITEMS". Note that general tools, jacks, rigid racks and other required items sup-
posedly available at a general service shop are omitted from the list.

4. REPRESENTATION OF SECTION AND TITLE
(1) Under a title containing a system name such as "ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM", the descriptions cover

"INSPECTION", "ADJUSTMENT", "REPLACEMENT" and "OVERHAUL" of components.
(2) Under a title containing a part name such as "AIR COMPRESSOR ASSEMBLY", the descriptions cover

"REPLACEMENT" and "OVERHAUL".
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INTRODUCTION TO DESCRIPTIONS
EN01E01ZZZ030102002002

1. COMPONENT LOCATOR

☆ : The ID number is given to preparation items for the purpose of preparing electronic data and is not
needed in repair work.

Alphabetical mark indicating the 
tightening torque in the following 
tightening torque table

Numerical order indicating the 
part name in the following part 
name table

Numerical order

Part name

Part name table

Tightening torque table

Tightening torque
Alphabetical mark

SHTS01ZZZ0300019
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2. WORK STEPS

Indicating the work 
sequence

Descriptive text: Indicating the work 
method which is gone into detail

Indicating the part number of 
SST required for work

SHTS01ZZZ0300020
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DEFINITION OF TERM
EN01E01ZZZ030102002003

Terms used in this document are defined as follows.

DIRECTION

1. CHASSIS RELATED
(1) Longitudinal direction

a. The forward direction and the reverse direction of a vehicle are respectively defined as front and rear in the
installed position in a vehicle.

(2) Rotational direction
a. The clockwise direction and the counterclockwise direction viewed from the rear side of a vehicle are defined

as right-handed and left-handed respectively.
(3) Vertical direction

a. The upward direction and the downward direction in the installed position in a vehicle are defined as an upper
side and a lower side respectively.

(4) Lateral direction
a. The leftward direction and the rightward direction viewed from the back of a vehicle are respectively defined as

a left side and a right side in the installed position in a vehicle.

2. INDIVIDUAL DEVICES
(1) Longitudinal direction

a. The input side and the output side of motive power are defined as a front side and a rear side respectively.
(2) Rotational direction

a. The clockwise direction and the counterclockwise direction viewed from the back side are defined as right-
handed and left-handed respectively.

(3) Vertical direction
a. The upward direction and the downward direction of a device in its installed position in a vehicle (chassis) are

defined as an upper side and a lower side respectively.
(4) Lateral direction

a. The leftward direction and the rightward direction as viewed from the back side are defined as a left side and a
right side respectively.

STANDARD VALUE
Represents a basic dimension (excluding a tolerance), and a clearance arising from tolerances when two parts are assem-
bled.

REPAIR LIMIT
Represents a numerical value indicating need of correction. A symbol "+" or "-" indicated next to a repair limit represents
an increase or a decrease from a standard value.

SERVICE LIMIT
Represents a numerical value indicating need of replacement. A symbol "+" or "-" indicated next to a repair limit represents
an increase or a decrease from a standard value.
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TIGHTENING OF BOLTS AND NUTS

BOLTS AND NUTS
EN01E01ZZZ030602008001

More than hundreds of bolts/nuts are used in a vehicle and improper handling of them will cause damage and looseness.
Because tightening torque varies depending on tightening condition, strength class, and surface treatment, etc., make sure
to check the types and tightening torques of bolts/nuts and use them properly.

PURPOSES OF TIGHTENING TORQUE
EN01E01ZZZ030602008002

Predefined tightening torque must be applied to ensure sufficient tightening by threads.
It also has purposes to prevent the adverse events below due to excessive or insufficient tightening.

NOTICE
Unique tightening torque may be specified for some parts.
Tighten with the tightening torque specified in the service manual.

HINT
Check the tightening torque list for general torques.

CAUTIONS TO PREVENT LOOSENESS
EN01E01ZZZ030602008003

When tightening, pay attention to the followings to prevent looseness after tightening. 

• Insufficient tightening torque

• Inclusion of foreign matters (burrs and coatings) in the tightening surface. 

• Sagging of coat

• Sinking into the seat surface hole by omitting attaching a plain washer. 

• Defective seat surface flatness (wear-out during use)

Conditions Adverse events

Excessive tightening

• Stretch or fracture of bolt

• Depression of seat surface and looseness 

• Gasket damage

• Rounding and damage of hexagon part

• Opening of spring washer

Insufficient tightening

• Looseness

• Gas and liquid Leakages

• Continuity failure

• Damage by fretting wear
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TYPES AND IDENTIFICATION
EN01E01ZZZ030602008004

There are three types of bolts and nuts. 

1. Standard (w/o flange)

• Bolts/nuts without flange

2. With old flange (w/groove)

• Flange is small and has groove on its back.

3. With new flange (w/o groove)

• Flange is big and does not have groove on its back.

SHTS01ZZZ0300021

SHTS01ZZZ0300022

GROOVE GROOVE

FLANGE OUTER DIAMETER

SHTS01ZZZ0300023

FLANGE OUTER DIAMETER
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Comparison of flange outer diameters

COMPATIBILITY (NO COMPATIBILITY IN BOLTS AND NUTS)
EN01E01ZZZ030602008005

NOTICE
[Bolt/nuts with new flange (w/o groove)] can not be used on the place where [bolts/nuts with old flange (w/
groove)] were used. In addition, use care to avoid misassembly because even when nominal sizes and pitches are
same, there is no compatibility in strength if types are different. 

Thread 
diameter

Bolt Nut

With old flange 
(w/groove)

With new flange 
(w/o groove)

With old flange 
(w/groove)

With new flange 
(w/o groove)

Strength 
class

Flange 
outer 

diameter

Strength 
class

Flange 
outer 

diameter

Strength 
class

Flange 
outer 

diameter

Strength 
class

Flange 
outer 

diameter

M8 7T, 9T 15.5 8.8, 10.9 17 7N 15.5 8 17

M10 7T, 9T 18.5
8.8 20

7N 18.5 8 21.5
10.9 21.5

M12 7T, 9T 21.5
8.8 24

7N 21.5 8 26
10.9 26

M14 — — 10.9 30.5 — — 12 30

SHTS01ZZZ0300024

SEAT SURFACE WITH OLD FLANGE

SEAT SURFACE WITH NEW FLANGE

NO COMPATIBILITY

BOLTS/NUTS WITH OLD FLANGE (W/GROOVE)

BOLTS/NUTS WITH NEW FLANGE (W/O GROOVE)

SEAT SURFACE WITH OLD FLANGE

SEAT SURFACE WITH NEW FLANGE
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STRENGTH CLASSES AND SYMBOLS
EN01E01ZZZ030602008006

1. With old flange (w/groove)

2. With new flange (w/o groove)

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Symbols Strength 
class

Symbols
Carbon steel Boron steel

4T —

7N7T

9T

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Symbols Strength 
class

Symbols
Carbon steel Boron steel

8.8 8

10.9 12
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PART No.
EN01E01ZZZ030602008007

1. Standard (w/o flange)

2. With old flange (w/groove)

Thread 
diameter

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Part No.
Surface 

treatment
Strength 

class
Part No.

Surface 
treatment

M8
7T SH111-**** Plating

8N SL113-00807 Plating
9T SH112-**** Plating

M10
7T SH111-**** Plating

8N SL113-01008 Plating
9T SH112-**** Plating

M12
7T SH111-**** Plating

8N SL113-01210 Plating
9T SH112-**** Plating

M14 9T SH112-**** Plating 8N SL113-01411 Plating

Thread 
diameter

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Part No.
Surface 

treatment
Strength 

class
Part No.

Surface 
treatment

M8
7T SH562-**** Plating

7N SL151-00809 Plating
9T SH562-**** Plating

M10
7T SH562-**** Torquer

7N SL151-01011 Plating
9T SH562-**** Torquer

M12
7T SH562-**** Torquer

7N SL151-01213 Plating
9T SH562-**** Torquer
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3. With new flange (w/o groove)

NOTICE

• Some bolts/nuts are applied friction stabilizer on thread surface. Note that their tightening torques are different
from those of plated-only bolts/nuts even if the strength class is same. (Threads with Neotorquer are colored in
light red.)

• Do not reuse the bolts/nuts with Neotorquer surface treatment.

HINT
The * below the hyphen of a part number shows a thread diameter and length under head, so the numbers vary
depending on type. 

LIST OF TIGHTENING TORQUE
EN01E01ZZZ030602008008

Apply a tightening torque specified in the strength class of the bolt/nut used. 
NOTICE
Refer to the service manual because tightening torques of some parts do not conform to it due to their tightening
conditions, strength classes, and surface treatments. 

1. Standard (w/o flange)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Thread 
diameter

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Part No.
Surface 

treatment
Strength 

class
Part No.

Surface 
treatment

M8
8.8 91551-808** Plating

8 94151-80800 Plating
10.9 91551-008** Plating

M10
8.8 91552-E10** Neotorquer

8 94151-81001 Neotorquer
10.9 91552-F10** Neotorquer

M12
8.8 91552-E12** Neotorquer

8 94151-81201 Neotorquer
10.9 91552-F12** Neotorquer

M14 10.9 91552-F14** Neotorquer 12 94151-21401 Neotorquer

Thread diameter Strength classes Tightening Torque

M8
7T 18.0-26.0 {184-265, 14-19}

9T 23.5-34.5 {240-351, 18-25}

M10
7T 34.5-51.5 {352-525, 26-37}

9T 46.0-68.0 {470-693, 34-50}

M12
7T 61.0-91.0 {623-927, 45-67}

9T 80.0-120.0 {816-1,223, 59-88}

M14 9T 128-192 {1,306-1,957, 95-141}
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2. With old flange (w/groove)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

3. With new flange (w/o groove)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

HINT
*: Value is for usage in the fuel tank. 

Thread diameter Strength classes Tightening Torque

M8
7T 18.0-26.0 {184-265, 14-19}

9T 23.5-34.5 {240-351, 18-25}

M10
7T 41.5-61.5 {424-627, 31-45}

9T 55.0-82.0 {561-836, 41-60}

M12
7T 73.0-109.0 {745-1,111, 54-80}

9T 96.0-144.0 {979-1,468, 71-106}

Thread diameter Strength classes Tightening Torque

M8
8.8 21.7-40.3 {222-410, 16-29}

10.9 27.3-50.7 {279-516, 21-37}

M10
8.8 24.5-45.5 {250-463, 19-33}

10.9 32.7-60.3 {334-614, 25-44}

M12
8.8 44.1-81.9 {450-835, 33-60}

10.9 57.4-106.6 {586-1,087, 43-78}

M14 10.9 91-169 {928-1,723, 68-124} 104-156 {1,061-1,590, 77-115}*
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TIGHTENING OF FLARE NUTS AND HOSES
EN01E01ZZZ030602008009

1. TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR PIPE FLARE NUT
HINT
Steel pipes and copper pipes (excluding power steering pipe). 

Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR POWER STEERING PIPE FLARE NUT
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

2. TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR HOSE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

3. TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR STEEL JOINT LOCK NUT
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Outer diameter 
of pipe

4.76 6.35 8 10 12 15

Tightening 
torque

Brake:15
{153, 11}

Clutch:24
{245, 18}

29-35
 {296-356,

 22-25}

39-49
 {398-499, 

29-36}

59-69
 {602-703, 

44-50}

63.5-68.5
{648-698, 

47-50}
Except brake:

14.5-15.5
{148-158,
10.7-11.4}

Except 
clutch:
20-22 

{201-224, 
15-16}

Types
Material quality and 

shape
Flare configuration Identification Tightening torque

Feed pipe
(high pressure)

Copper
 (Outer diameter 10) 
(Wall thickness t=1.4)

Single flare Red 39-49 {398-499, 29-36}

Return pipe
 (low pressure)

Copper 
(Outer diameter 10) 
(Wall thickness t=0.7)

Double flare — 39-49 {398-499, 29-36}

Outer diameter of hose13 fit-
tings

Outer diameter of hose13, 
20, 22, packing unit fittings

Outer diameter of hose
PF 3/8 fittings

Brake hose — 43.5-48.5 {444-494, 33-35} —

Power steering 
oil hose

— — 39-49 {398-499, 29-36}

Nominal des-
ignation of 

thread
M14 M16 M20 M22 M24

Tightening 
torque

38-58
{388-591, 29-42}

53-79
{541-805, 40-58}

84-156
{857-1,590,

62-115}

100-160
{1,020-1,631,

74-117}

120-180
{1,224-1,835,

89-132}
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HANDLING OF LIQUID GASKET

LIQUID GASKET
EN01E01ZZZ030602013001

1. PROCEDURES FOR APPLYING LIQUID GASKET AND ASSEMBLING PARTS
(1) Thoroughly remove old liquid gasket remaining on individual parts and mating parts. Use clean cloth to remove

oil, moisture, dirt or other contaminants.
Make sure to overlap the start and end points of liquid gasket.

(2) Use care to avoid misalignment with a mating part when assembling a gasket-applied part. If misalignment is
found, reapply liquid gasket.

(3) Install parts within 20 minutes after applying liquid gasket.
If 20 minutes or longer time has elapsed, remove and reapply liquid gasket.

(4) Wait at least 15 minutes after assembling parts and then start the engine.

2. REMOVAL OF PARTS
(1) When removing individual parts, alternately winkle two or more portions in a gap or a collar of a flange. Avoid

one-point winkling. When removing a gasket, use care to avoid entry of gasket fragments into the engine.

3. OTHERS
(1) If liquid gasket is contained in a tube, use a supplied squeezer. If liquid gasket is contained in a cartridge, use a

applicator gun.

If liquid gasket is contained in a tube, the nozzle tip can be cut off to the desired application width.

1: Cut off the first block will form a application width of approximately 2 mm {0.079 in.}.
2: Cut off the second block will form a application width of approximately 5 mm {0.197 in.}.

SHTS01ZZZ0300038

WINDING TOOL

TUBE

SPRAY GUN

CARTRIDGE TYPE

SHTS01ZZZ0300039

NOZZLE OF THE TUBE

12
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GLOSSARY

DEFINITION OF ABBREVIATION IN THIS MANUAL

LIST OF ABBREVIATION
EN01E01ZZZ060102001001

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name

A/C Air Conditioner

ABS Anti-lock Brake System

ACC Accessory

ACU Auto Clutch Unit

AMT Automated manual transmission

AT Automatic Transmission

ATC After Turbo Catalyst

ATF Automatic Transmission Fluid

CA Crank Angle

CAN Controller Area Network

CD-ROM Compact Disc Read Only Memory

CPU Central Processing Unit

dB Decibel

DC Direct Current

D-CAT Diesel-Clean Advanced Technology System

DC motor Direct Current Motor

DCU Dosing Control Unit

DEF Diesel Exhaust Fluid

DPR Diesel Particulate active Reduction system

DSS Driving Support System

ECU Electronic Control Unit

EEPROM Electronically Erasable and Programmable Read Only Memory

EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation

ELR Emergency Locking Retractor

ENG Engine

ES START Easy and Smooth start system

F/A Front Axle

FCCB Fuel Control Cylinder Balance

FF shift Feather touch & Finger shift
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FL Fusible link

Fr Front

FRP Fiber Reinforced Plastic

FUP Front Underrun Protector

GND Ground

GVW Gross Vehicle Weight

Hi High

HINO DX HINO Diagnostic eXplorer

HSC HINO Signal Converter

HV Hybrid Vehicle

HVAC Heating, Ventilating and Air-Conditioning unit

I.S.C. Idle Speed Control

IC Integrated Circuits

ID Identification

IPD Intelligent Power Device

IS Idle Stop

ISO International Organization for Standardization

JIS Japanese Industrial Standards

LED Light Emitting Diode

LEV Low Emission Vehicle

LH Left Hand

LLC Long Life Coolant

Lo Low

MAX Maximum

MIN Minimum

MS evaporator Multi-tank and Super slim structure evaporator

MT Manual Transmission

No. Number

NOx Nitrogen Oxide

NMR No load Maximum Revolution

OHC Over Head Camshaft

PC Personal Computer

PCD Pitch Circle Diameter

PCS Pre-Crash Safety

PCV Pump Control Valve

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name
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PCV valve Positive Crankcase Ventilation valve

PM Particulate Matter

PPG Glass-fiber-reinforced Polypropylene

ppm Parts Per Million

PS Power Steering

PTO Power Take-Off

PVD Physical Vapor Deposit

PWR Power

QR code Quick Response Code

R/A Rear Axle

RH Right Hand

SCR Selective Catalytic Reduction

SCV Suction Control Valve

SST Special Service Tool

SW Switch

T/M Transmission

VCS Vehicle Control System

VNT Variable Nozzle Turbo

VSS Vehicle Speed control System

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name
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GLOSSARY OF SAE AND HINO TERMS
EN01E01ZZZ060102001002

This glossary lists all SAE-J2403 terms and abbreviations used in this manual in compliance with SAE recommendation,
as well as their HINO equivalents.

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS ( ) -- ABBREVIATIONS

A/T AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION Automatic transmission

AAT AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE Ambient Air Temperature

ACL AIR CLEANER Air cleaner

ACL Element ACL (Air Cleaner) Element Air Cleaner element

ACL Element AIR CLEANER Element Air Cleaner element

ACL Housing AIR CLEANER Housing Air cleaner body assembly

ACL Housing Cover AIR CLEANER Housing Cover Air Cleaner Housing Cover

AFTDEF
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL EXHAUST 
FLUID

DEF

AFTDEFDU
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL EXHAUST 
FLUID DOSING UNIT

DCU

AFTDOC
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL OXIDATION 
CATALYST

DOC (Diesel Oxidation Catalyst)

AFTDOS AFTERTREATMENT DOSER AFTDOS Dosing

AFTDPF
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL PARTICU-
LATE FILTER

DPR filter

AFTDPFDP
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL PARTICU-
LATE FILTER DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 

DPR differential pressure

AFTEGT
AFTERTREATMENT EXHAUST GAS TEM-
PERATURE

Exhaust gas temperature

AP ACCELERATOR PEDAL Accelerator pedal

AP Sensor ACCELERATOR PEDAL Sensor Accelerator Pedal Position Sensor

APP ACCELERATOR PEDAL POSITION Accelerator Pedal Position

CAC CHARGE AIR COOLER Intercooler

CPP Switch CLUTCH PEDAL POSITION Switch Clutch Switch

DCC DIAGNOSTIC CONNECTOR, Cab Diagnosis connector

DCU DIAGNOSTIC CONNECTOR, Under-hood Diagnosis connector

DRIVER DRIVER Driver

DTC DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE Diagnosis Trouble Code

DTM Switch DIAGNOSTIC TEST MODE Switch Diagnosis switch

EBP EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Back pressure

EBP EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Exhaust back pressure

EBP Sensor EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Sensor Back Pressure Sensor

EBPR Valve
EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE REGULATOR 
Valve

Exhaust control valve
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EC ENGINE CONTROL Engine control

ECT ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE Coolant Temperature

ECT ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE Water Temperature

EFT ENGINE FUEL TEMPERATURE Fuel temperature

EFT Sensor ENGINE FUEL TEMPERATURE Sensor Fuel temperature sensor

EGR EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION EGR

EGR Valve EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION Valve EGR valve

EGRT
EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION TEM-
PERATURE

EGR temperature

EGRT Sensor
EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION TEM-
PERATURE Sensor

EGR exit temperature sensor

EGT EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE Exhaust gas temperature

EI ELECTRONIC IGNITION Ignition coil

EOP ENGINE OIL PRESSURE Oil Pressure

EOT ENGINE OIL TEMPERATURE Oil Temperature

FP FUEL PUMP Fuel pump

FUEL PRESSURE 
Sensor

FUEL PRESSURE Sensor Fuel Pressure sensor

GLOW PLUG GLOW PLUG Glow plug

GND GROUND GROUND

IA INTAKE AIR Air Intake

IA System INTAKE AIR System Air Intake System

IAT INTAKE AIR TEMPERATURE Intake temperature

IAT Sensor INTAKE AIR TEMPERATURE Sensor Intake temperature sensor

IDLE IDLE Idle

IMAT INTAKE MANIFOLD AIR TEMPERATURE Intake manifold Air temperature sensor

IMAT INTAKE MANIFOLD TEMPERATURE Intake manifold temperature sensor

INJ INJECTOR Injector

MAF Sensor MASS AIR FLOW Sensor Air flow sensor

MIL MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LIGHT Check engine

OSS Sensor OUTPUT SHAFT SPEED Sensor Output Speed Sensor

OSS Sensor OUTPUT SHAFT SPEED Sensor Speed Sensor

PC Solenoid Valve PRESSURE CONTROL Solenoid Valve Solenoid control valves

PCV POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION PCV (Positive Crankcase Vent)

PCV Valve POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION Valve PCV (Positive Crankcase Vent) Valve

PCV Valve POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION Valve PCV Valve

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS ( ) -- ABBREVIATIONS
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PCV Valve POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENT Valve PCV Valve

PNP PARK/NEUTRAL POSITION Neutral position

PNP Switch PARK/NEUTRAL POSITION Switch Neutral switch

RFP RAIL FUEL PRESSURE Common rail Pressure

RFP Sensor RAIL FUEL PRESSURE Sensor Common rail pressure sensor

SPARK PLUG SPARK PLUG Spark plug

SRI SERVICE REMINDER INDICATOR Check engine

ST SCAN TOOL Diagnostic tool

TC TURBOCHARGER Turbocharger

TCC TORQUE CONVERTER CLUTCH Torque Converter

TP Sensor THROTTLE POSITION Sensor Throttle Sensor

TSS Sensor TURBINE SHAFT SPEED Sensor Turbine Speed Sensor

VAF Sensor VOLUME AIR FLOW Sensor Air flow sensor

VLS VEHICLE LIMITING SPEED Speed Limiter Upper Limit

VSS VEHICLE SPEED SENSOR Vehicle Speed sensor

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS ( ) -- ABBREVIATIONS
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LUBRICANTS

LUBRICANTS

RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS
EN01E01ZZZ070101001001

No. POSITION LUBRICANTS VISCOSITY RECOMMENDATIONS (SAE)

1 Cylinder block Engine oil
(JASO: DH-2)
(API: CJ-4)
(ACEA: E-6, E-9)

2 Transmission:
A465 Automatic 
Transmission

Toyota genuine ATF Type T-IV
(ATF: JWS3309)

3 Differential: SH13 HINO GENUINE SERIES Differential 
gear oil for Hypoid gear
(API: GL-5)

No. POSITIONS LUBRICANTS

4 Integral power steering gear HINO GENUINE SERIES Power steering fluid or 
ATF DEXRON

5 Brake HINO GENUINE SERIES Brake and clutch fluid or 
Brake fluid (DOT-3)

6 Wheel bearing
Propeller shaft

HINO GENUINE SERIES Bearing grease or Bearing 
grease (NLGI No.2 LITHIUM-SOAP)

7 Front and rear suspension spring bracket pins and 
shackle pins

HINO GENUINE SERIES Multipurpose grease
(NLGI No.2 LITHIUM-SOAP)

8 Chassis grease fitting HINO GENUINE SERIES Chassis grease or Chassis 
grease (MIL-G-17740)

9 Engine, Radiator HINO GENUINE SERIES Long life coolant
(NILGI No.1 CALCIUM or LITHIUM-SOAP)

C

F

-12 0 32

903210

SAE 90
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STANDARD VALUE

HYBRID SYSTEM

SERVICE PLUG
EN01E03ZZZ010701001001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

PCU
EN01E03ZZZ010701001002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Usable limit Action

Between service plug pins 1 or less — Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Service plug cover mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

PCU mounting nut 115 {1,173, 84.8} —

Motor cable mounting bolt (cable side) 9 {92, 6.6} —

Motor cable mounting bolt (terminal side) 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0} —

Inverter terminal cover mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —
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HV BATTERY
EN01E03ZZZ010701001003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

HV BATTERY COOLING FAN
EN01E03ZZZ010701001004

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

HV BATTERY ECU
EN01E03ZZZ010701001005

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

SYSTEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION BLOCK
EN01E03ZZZ010701001006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

PCU mounting bolt 31 {316, 22.9} —

Under cover mounting bolt 13 {133, 9.6} —

Harness connecting nut 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0} —

Terminal cover mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

HV Battery cooling fan mounting bolt 5.3-9.8 {54-99, 3.9-7.2} —

Battery cover and exhaust cover mounting bolt 
(M6 bolt)

10.6-16.0 {108-163, 7.8-11.8} —

Battery cover and exhaust cover mounting bolt 
(M8 bolt)

20.6-38.2 {211-389, 15.2-28.1} —

Battery cover and exhaust cover mounting nut 10.6-16.0 {108-163, 7.8-11.8} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

HV battery ECU bracket mounting bolt 2.6-4.0 {27-40, 1.9-2.9} —

HV battery ECU mounting bolt 5.3-9.8 {54-99, 3.9-7.2} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

System main relay junction block
Mounting bolts and nuts

5.3-9.8 {54-99, 3.9-7.2} —
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INVERTER
EN01E03ZZZ010701001007

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

HV-ECU
EN01E03ZZZ010701001008

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

HYBRID JUNCTION BLOCK
EN01E03ZZZ010701001009

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Inverter bracket mounting bolt 19.0 {194, 14.0} —

Main battery cable mounting bolt (terminal side) 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0} —

Harness mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

HV ECU mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —

ECU box cover mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Hybrid junction block mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —

Harness mounting bolt (cable side) 9 {92, 6.6} —

Harness mounting bolt (terminal side) 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0} —

Control cover 9 {92, 6.6} —
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WATER PUMP
EN01E03ZZZ010701001010

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

INVERTER RADIATOR
EN01E03ZZZ010701001011

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

COOLANT
EN01E03ZZZ010701001012

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

MOTOR CABLE
EN01E03ZZZ010701001013

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Water pump mounting bolt 12.5 {127, 9.2} —

Water pump assembly mounting bolt 19 {194, 14.0} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Inverter radiator mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —

Inverter radiator assembly mounting bolt 12.5 {127, 9.2} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Filling cap 2-4 {20-41, 1.5-3.0} —

Inverter radiator assembly mounting bolt 12.5 {127, 9.2} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Motor cable mounting bolt (cable side) 9 {92, 6.6} —

Motor cable mounting bolt (terminal side) 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0} —

Terminal block cover mounting bolt 9 {92, 6.6} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

HYBRID SYSTEM

HYBRID SYSTEM
EN01E03ZZZ020702001001

OIL AND GREASE, AND OTHERS

RECOMMEND SERVICE TOOL

SERVICE PLUG
EN01E03ZZZ020702001002

INSTRUMENTS

COOLANT
EN01E03ZZZ020702001003

OIL AND GREASE, AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Insulated gloves Protection against electric shock

Insulation tape Protection against electric shock

Part No. Name Remarks

S0823-E0024 HINO HV service Insulation tool

Name Remarks

Electrical tester For service plug measurements

Name Remarks

LLC For replenishing coolant
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HYBRID SYSTEM

HYBRID SYSTEM

CAUTIONS
EN01E03ZZZ040402009001

1. CAUTIONS AT THE TIME OF HYBRID SYSTEM INSPECTION
AND MAINTENANCE.

! CAUTION
 

The hybrid system has high-voltage circuits. As wrong handling
can cause electric shock, current leakage, etc., perform the work
correctly following the procedures of this manual.

(1) All wire harness for the high-voltage circuit are orange col-
ored. Further, "HIGH VOLTAGE" caution label is attached to
high-voltage components such as the hybrid battery. Do not
touch these wiring and components unnecessarily.

(2) Do not bring IC cards, wrist watches, etc. close to the hybrid
vehicle motor assembly.

(3) To inspect the high-voltage system or disconnect the low-
voltage connector in the PCU, be sure to take actions to pre-
vent electric shocks, i.e. wearing insulated gloves and dis-
connection of service plug. Removed service plug should be
put in a pocket so as to prevent other engineers from using it
by mistake during work.

! WARNING
 

Note that the SMR is turned "ON" and high-voltage circuit is acti-
vated when the starter key is turned to "ON."

! CAUTION
 

Since any failure may occur when the starter key is turned to "ON"
with the service plug removed, never turn the starter key to "ON"
unless otherwise instructed in this document.

(4) Turn the starter key "LOCK" and remove the service plug.
Then wait for at least 7 minutes before starting the work.

NOTICE
In the 7 minutes the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter dis-
charges.
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(5) Check the insulated gloves for damage such as cracks and
break before use. Also, do not use wet insulated gloves.

(6) Do not carry on any metal product such as a pen and scale
which may fall to cause short circuit while working.

(7) Be sure to wear insulated gloves when it is necessary to
touch any high-voltage terminal without insulating coating.

(8) After disconnecting high-voltage connectors and terminals,
insulate them with insulator tape without delay.

(9) Tighten high-voltage screw terminals securely with the speci-
fied torque. Insufficient or excessive torque can cause trou-
ble.

(10) Alert other workers with indication such as "High-voltage
work. Don't touch" on the vehicle during works on high-volt-
age components.
(The next page is an example of the indication. You may copy
and use it.)

INCORRECT

SHTS03ZZZ0400001
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HIGH-VOLTAGE
WORK
DO NOT TOUCH!

In charge:

Make a copy, fold it, and place it onto the roof of the vehicle.

HIGH-VOLTAGE
WORK
DO NOT TOUCH! In charge:

SHTS03ZZZ0400002
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(11) After working on high-voltage components, check for any
component or tool left, tightening condition of high-voltage
terminals and connector conditions again before connecting
the service plug.

NOTICE
Confirm that connectors are not half-connected, and connect
them securely.

(12) Do not confuse plus and minus when removing and installing
the battery.

(13) Do not tilt more than 45 degrees the hybrid battery.
(14) Do not disassemble the hybrid battery.

! CAUTION
 

High voltage is applied to the hybrid battery even when the ser-
vice plug is disconnected. Further, high-alkaline electrolyte is
used.

(15) Turn the starter key to “LOCK” for resistance inspection.
(16) Turn the starter key to “LOCK” before removing/installing

connectors.
(17) Make sure to use the insulated tools.

2. CAUTION FOR LONG-TERM STORAGE OF HYBRID VEHICLE.
(1) If you store a vehicle for a long time, check the battery level in

the meter once a month. If the indicator level shows 1 or less,
start the engine and keep idle for about 30 minutes. 

(2) If the auxiliary battery terminal of the vehicle is disconnected,
start the engine and keep idle for about 30 minutes even if
the indicator level shows 2 or more. 

! CAUTION
 

If the vehicle is stored for a long time without the process as
above, you may not be able to start the engine. 
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SERVICE PLUG

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402007001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

UNIT CHECK
EN01E03ZZZ040402007002

INSPECTING THE SERVICE PLUG

1. INSPECTING THE SERVICE PLUG.
(1) Using a circuit tester, measure the resistance value between

service plug terminals.

1 Service plug 2 Service plug cover

A 9 {92, 6.6}

1
2

A

SHTS03ZZZ0400003

Inspection terminal Standard value

1-2 1 or less
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402007003

REMOVING THE SERVICE PLUG

1. DISCONNECTING THE AUXILIARY BATTERY.
(1) Disconnect the auxiliary battery negative terminal.

2. REMOVING THE SERVICE PLUG COVER.
(1) Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the service plug cover.

3. REMOVING THE SERVICE PLUG.
(1) Wear insulated gloves to remove the service plug from the

HV battery assembly.

! CAUTION
 

To prevent another engineer from reconnecting the service plug
you disconnected, carry that plug around with you in your pocket. 

SHTS03ZZZ0400004

1

2

3

SHTS03ZZZ0400005
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MOUNTING THE SERVICE PLUG

1. MOUNTING THE SERVICE PLUG.

! CAUTION
 

Double check that you have not left any tools or parts inside
before connecting the service plug, and double check the status
of high-voltage connector tightening and the status of connector
connections.

(1) Wear insulated gloves to mount the service plug to the HV
battery assembly.

2. MOUNTING THE SERVICE PLUG COVER.
(1) Mount the service plug cover with the bolts (4 pcs.)

Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

3. CONNECTING THE AUXILIARY BATTERY.
(1) Connect the negative battery terminal of the auxiliary battery.

1
2

3

SHTS03ZZZ0400006

SHTS03ZZZ0400007
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PCU

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402004001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

A 115 {1,173, 84.8}

A

A

SHTS03ZZZ0400008
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1 Service hole cover 3 Front panel

2 Clip

1

2

3

SHTS03ZZZ0400009
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Inverter terminal cover

A 9 {92, 6.6}

1

A

SHTS03ZZZ0400010
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Motor cable

A 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0} B 9 {92, 6.6}

A

A
B

B

1

SHTS03ZZZ0400011
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402004002

REMOVING THE PCU

1. DISCONNECTING THE AUXILIARY BATTERY.
(1) Disconnect the auxiliary battery negative terminal.

2. REMOVING THE SERVICE PLUG.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, SERVICE PLUG,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SERVICE PLUG (Page 3-12)

3. DISCONNECTING THE MOTOR CABLE AND 24V POWER
CABLE.
(1) Unfasten clips (4 pcs.) to remove the under cover service

hole cover.

(2) Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) and remove the inverter terminal
cover.

SHTS03ZZZ0400012

SHTS03ZZZ0400013
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(3) Remove bolts (6 pcs.) and detach the motor cable.

4. DISCONNECTING THE CONNECTOR.
(1) Unfasten the clips (2 pcs.) and remove the front panel.

(2) Disconnect the connectors (2 locations).

TERMINAL SIDE

CABLE SIDE

SHTS03ZZZ0400014

SHTS03ZZZ0400015

SHTS03ZZZ0400016
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5. REMOVING THE PCU.
(1) Set the engine lifter on the PCU. 
(2) Remove the nuts (6 pcs.) to remove the PCU.

SHTS03ZZZ0400017
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MOUNTING THE PCU 

1. MOUNTING THE PCU.
(1) Set the engine lifter on the PCU. 
(2) Mount the PCU using the nuts (6 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 115 N·m {1,173 kgf·cm, 84.8 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE CONNECTOR.
(1) Connect the connectors (2 locations).

(2) Mount the front panel using the clips.

SHTS03ZZZ0400018

SHTS03ZZZ0400019

SHTS03ZZZ0400020
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3. CONNECTING THE MOTOR CABLE AND 24V POWER CABLE.
(1) Connect the motor cable using bolts (6 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}
(Cable side)
7.2-10.8 N·m {73-110 kgf·cm, 5.3-8.0 lbf·ft}
(Terminal side)

(2) Mount the inverter terminal cover with the bolts (4 pcs.)
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

(3) Fasten clips (4 pcs.) to mount the under cover service hole
cover.

4. MOUNTING THE SERVICE PLUG.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, SERVICE PLUG,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SERVICE PLUG (Page 3-13)

5. CONNECTING THE AUXILIARY BATTERY.
(1) Connect the negative battery terminal of the auxiliary battery.

TERMINAL SIDE

CABLE SIDE

SHTS03ZZZ0400021

SHTS03ZZZ0400022

SHTS03ZZZ0400023
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HV BATTERY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402003001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 HV battery 3 Under cover

2 Clip* 4 Clip

A 31 {316, 22.9} B 13 {133, 9.6}

1

2
2

2

3
4

4

A

A

A
A

B

SHTS03ZZZ0400024
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Terminal cover

A 9 {92, 6.6}

1

A

SHTS03ZZZ0400025
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402003002

REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE PCU
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS.
(1) Disconnect the connector clamp and connector.

(2) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) and remove the terminal cover.

(3) Unfasten the nuts (2 pcs.) to disconnect the harness.
(4) Disconnect the hose clamp of the snorkel hose.
(5) Disconnect the grommets (3 locations).

SHTS03ZZZ0400026

SHTS03ZZZ0400027

SHTS03ZZZ0400028
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3. REMOVING THE UNDER COVER.
(1) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.) and clips (10 pcs.).
(2) Pull the under cover to the front, and remove the clips (5

pcs.) and under cover.
NOTICE
Clips (5 pcs.) inside the under cover are not reusable.

4. REMOVING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
(1) Unfasten the bolts (10 pcs.) and remove the bottom of PCU.

NOTICE

• Be careful not to get the check valve at the bottom of the HV bat-
tery assembly caught on anything or do not remove it.

• While taking care not to damage the check valve, place the HV
battery assembly on a bench as shown in the figure.

UNDER COVER

SHTS03ZZZ0400029

HV BATTERY 
ASSEMBLY

PCU LOWER

SHTS03ZZZ0400030

CHECK VALVE

SHTS03ZZZ0400031

CHECK VALVE

BENCH

SHTS03ZZZ0400032
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5. REMOVING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY COOL-
ING FAN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY
COOLING FAN (Page 3-32)

6. REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ECU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY ECU,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ECU (Page 3-
36)

7. REMOVING THE SYSTEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION BLOCK.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, SYSTEM MAIN RELAY
JUNCTION BLOCK, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SYS-
TEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION BLOCK (Page 3-40)
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MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE SYSTEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION BLOCK.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, SYSTEM MAIN RELAY
JUNCTION BLOCK, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SYS-
TEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION BLOCK (Page 3-41)

2. MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ECU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY ECU,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ECU (Page 3-
38)

3. MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY COOL-
ING FAN, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY
COOLING FAN (Page 3-33)

4. MOUNTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
(1) Mount the bottom of PCU with the bolts (10 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
Fasten the bolts beginning with reference bolt (A).

5. MOUNTING THE UNDER COVER.
(1) Mount the under cover using new clips (5 pcs.).
(2) Mount the bolts (3 pcs.) and clips (10 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 13 N·m {133 kgf·cm, 9.6 lbf·ft}

6. CONNECTING THE HARNESS.
(1) Connect the grommets (3 locations).
(2) Connect the harness using the nuts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
7.2-10.8 N·m {73-110 kgf·cm, 5.3-8.0 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the snorkel hose with clamps.

HV BATTERY 
ASSEMBLY

PCU LOWER

REFERENCE 
BOLT (A)

SHTS03ZZZ0400033

UNDER COVER

SHTS03ZZZ0400034

SHTS03ZZZ0400035
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(4) Mount the terminal cover with the nuts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

(5) Connect the connector clamp and connector.

7. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

SHTS03ZZZ0400036

SHTS03ZZZ0400037
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HV BATTERY COOLING FAN

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402013001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Exhaust cover 3 Intake duct

2 Intake cover 4 HV battery cooling fan

A 10.6-16.0 {108-163, 7.8-11.8} B 5.3-9.8 {54-99, 3.9-7.2}

1

2

3
4

A

B

SHTS03ZZZ0400038
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*: Nonreusable part

1 Upper cover 2 Gasket *

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0400039
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402013002

REMOVING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN

1. REMOVING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. REMOVING THE INTAKE COVER, UPPER COVER AND 
EXHAUST COVER.
(1) Unfasten the bolts (20 pcs.), earth bolt and nuts (4 pcs.) and

remove the intake cover, upper cover, exhaust cover and gas-
ket.

! CAUTION
 

The old gasket is not reusable.

3. REMOVING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN.
(1) Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor.
(2) Unfasten the clips (2 pcs.) and remove the intake duct.

(3) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts to remove the HV battery
cooling fan from the battery carrier.

INTAKE COVER

UPPER COVER

EARTH BOLT

EXHAUST COVER

SHTS03ZZZ0400040

SHTS03ZZZ0400041

SHTS03ZZZ0400042
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(4) Disconnect the connector and connector clamp, and remove
the HV battery cooling fan.

MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN

1. MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN.
(1) Connect the connector clamp and connector.

(2) Mount the HV battery cooling fan using the bolts (2 pcs.) and
nut.

Tightening Torque:
5.3-9.8 N·m {54-99 kgf·cm, 3.9-7.2 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the intake duct with the clips (2 pcs.).
(4) Connect the intake air temperature sensor.

SHTS03ZZZ0400043

SHTS03ZZZ0400044

SHTS03ZZZ0400045

SHTS03ZZZ0400046
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2. MOUNTING THE INTAKE COVER, UPPER COVER AND 
EXHAUST COVER.

(1) Fasten the bolts (20 pcs.), earth bolts and nuts (4 pcs.) and
mount the new gasket, upper cover, intake cover and exhaust
cover.

Tightening Torque:
10.6-16.0 N·m {108-163 kgf·cm, 7.8-11.8 lbf·ft}
(M6 bolts and nuts)
20.6-38.2 N·m {211-389 kgf·cm, 15.2-28.1 lbf·ft}
(M8 bolts)

! CAUTION
 

• When mounting the upper cover, fasten the bolts in two rounds,
starting with reference bolt (A) and then proceeding counter-
clockwise.

• Always use a new gasket.
• The gasket must have a central flange portion (the shaded por-

tions of the figure).

3. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

INTAKE COVER

UPPER COVER

EARTH BOLT

EXHAUST COVER
REFERENCE 
BOLT (A)

SHTS03ZZZ0400047
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HV BATTERY ECU

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402015001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 HV battery ECU 2 HV battery ECU bracket

A 5.3-9.8 {54-99, 3.9-7.2} B 2.6-4.0 {27-40, 1.9-2.9}

1

2

A

B

SHTS03ZZZ0400049
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402015002

REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ECU

1. REMOVING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. REMOVING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY COOL-
ING FAN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY
COOLING FAN (Page 3-32)

3. REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ECU.
(1) Unfasten the bolt and nuts (2 pcs.), and move the HV battery

ECU assembly.

(2) Disconnect the connector and harness clamps (3 locations).

(3) Disconnect the connector (2 locations), and remove the HV
battery ECU assembly.

SHTS03ZZZ0400050

CLAMP POSITION
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(4) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) to remove the HV battery ECU
bracket.

SHTS03ZZZ0400053
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MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ECU

1. MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ECU.
(1) Mount the HV battery ECU bracket with the bolts (3 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
2.6-4.0 N·m {27-40 kgf·cm, 1.9-2.9 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the connectors (2 locations).

(3) Connect the connector and harness clamps (3 locations).

(4) Mount the HV battery ECU assembly with the bolt and nuts
(2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
5.3-9.8 N·m {54-99 kgf·cm, 3.9-7.2 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY COOL-
ING FAN, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY
COOLING FAN (Page 3-33)

3. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

SHTS03ZZZ0400054

SHTS03ZZZ0400055

CLAMP POSITION
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SYSTEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION BLOCK

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402014001

1 System main relay junction block

1

SHTS03ZZZ0400058
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402014002

REMOVING THE SYSTEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION
BLOCK

1. REMOVING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. REMOVING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY COOL-
ING FAN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY
COOLING FAN (Page 3-32)

3. REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ECU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY ECU,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ECU (Page 3-
36)

4. REMOVING THE SYSTEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION BLOCK.
(1) Cut the harness (4 locations).

(2) Remove the bolt and nuts (2 pcs.), and remove the system
main relay junction block.

SHTS03ZZZ0400059
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MOUNTING THE SYSTEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION 
BLOCK

1. MOUNTING THE SYSTEM MAIN RELAY JUNCTION BLOCK.
(1) Mount the system main relay junction block with the bolt and

nuts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
5.3-9.8 N·m {54-99 kgf·cm, 3.9-7.2 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the harnesses (4 locations).

2. MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ECU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY ECU,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ECU (Page 3-
38)

3. MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY COOLING FAN.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY COOL-
ING FAN, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY
COOLING FAN (Page 3-33)

4. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

SHTS03ZZZ0400061
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INVERTER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402005001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Main battery cable 4 Inverter

2 Inverter bracket No.3 5 Inverter bracket No.1

3 Inverter bracket No.2

A 9 {92, 6.6} C 19.0 {194, 14.0}

B 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0}

1

2

3

4

5

A

A

B

C

C

C
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402005002

REMOVING THE INVERTER

1. REMOVING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. REMOVING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

3. DISCONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

4. REMOVING THE INVERTER.
(1) Remove bolts (4 pcs.) and detach the main battery cable.

(2) Disconnect the connector.

(3) Remove the clips (2 pcs.) and disconnect the hoses (2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Use a tray or something similar to catch the coolant. 

SHTS03ZZZ0400064
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(4) Cut the harness clamp (3 locations) from the inverter bracket
No.1.

(5) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the inverter bracket
No.1
from the inverter.

(6) Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) and remove the inverter bracket
No.2 and inverter bracket No.3 from the inverter.

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400067
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MOUNTING THE INVERTER

1. MOUNTING THE INVERTER.
(1) Mount the inverter bracket No.2 and inverter bracket No.3 to

the inverter with the bolts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 19.0 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14.0 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the inverter bracket No.1 to the inverter with the bolts
(4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 19.0 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14.0 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the harness clamp (3 pcs.) to the inverter bracket
No. 1.

(4) Connect the hoses (2 pcs.) and attach the clamps (2 pcs.).

SHTS03ZZZ0400070

SHTS03ZZZ0400071

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400072

SHTS03ZZZ0400073
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(5) Connect the connector.

(6) Connect the main battery cable with the bolts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}
 (Cable side)
7.2-10.8 N·m {73-110 kgf·cm, 5.3-8.0 lbf·ft}
(Terminal side)

! CAUTION
 

Be sure to tighten on the cable side first.

2. ADDING COOLANT.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, COOLANT, REPLACE-
MENT, ADD COOLANT (Page 3-62)

3. MOUNTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

4. MOUNTING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

5. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

SHTS03ZZZ0400074

SHTS03ZZZ0400075
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HV-ECU

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402025001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 ECU box cover 3 HV-ECU

2 Gasket *

A 9 {92, 6.6}

1

2

3

A

A

SHTS03ZZZ0400076
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402025002

REMOVING THE HV-ECU

1. REMOVING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. REMOVING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

3. DISCONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

4. REMOVING THE ECU BOX COVER.
(1) Unfasten the bolts (15 pcs.) to remove the ECU box cover

and gasket.

! CAUTION
 

The old gasket is not reusable.

5. REMOVING THE HV-ECU.
(1) Disconnect the connectors (3 locations).

(2) Disconnect the harness clamps (6 locations) and relay block.
(3) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) and remove the HV-ECU.

SHTS03ZZZ0400077

SHTS03ZZZ0400078

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400079
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MOUNTING THE HV-ECU

1. MOUNTING THE HV-ECU.
(1) Mount the HV-ECU with the bolts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the harness clamps (6 locations) and relay block.

(3) Connect the connectors (3 locations).

2. MOUNTING THE ECU BOX COVER.
(1) Mount the new gasket and ECU box cover with the bolts (15

pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Fasten the bolts beginning with reference bolt (A).

• Always use a new gasket.

3. MOUNTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

4. MOUNTING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

5. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400080

SHTS03ZZZ0400081

REFERENCE 
BOLT (A)

SHTS03ZZZ0400082
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HYBRID JUNCTION BLOCK

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402018001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Terminal cover 3 Hybrid junction block

2 Gasket *

A 9 {92, 6.6} B 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0}

1

23

A

A
A

A

B

SHTS03ZZZ0400083
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402018002

REMOVING THE HYBRID JUNCTION BLOCK 

1. REMOVING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. REMOVING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

3. DISCONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

4. REMOVING THE ECU BOX COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV-ECU, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE HV-ECU (Page 3-48)

5. REMOVING THE TERMINAL COVER.
(1) Remove the bolts (6 pcs.) and remove the terminal cover.

6. REMOVING THE HYBRID JUNCTION BLOCK.
(1) Remove the bolts (10 pcs.) and disconnect the cable.

SHTS03ZZZ0400084

SHTS03ZZZ0400085
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(2) Remove the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the hybrid junction
block.

SHTS03ZZZ0400086
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MOUNTING THE HYBRID JUNCTION BLOCK 

1. MOUNTING THE HYBRID JUNCTION BLOCK.
(1) Mount the hybrid junction block with the bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the harness using the bolts (10 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}
(Cable side)
7.2-10.8 N·m {73-110 kgf·cm, 5.3-8.0 lbf·ft}
(Terminal side)

! CAUTION
 

Be sure to tighten on the cable side first.

2. MOUNTING THE TERMINAL COVER
(1) Mount the new gasket and terminal cover with the bolts (6

pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Fasten the bolts beginning with reference bolt (A).

• Always use a new gasket.

3. MOUNTING THE ECU BOX COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV-ECU, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE HV-ECU (Page 3-49)

4. MOUNTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

5. MOUNTING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

6. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

SHTS03ZZZ0400087

SHTS03ZZZ0400088

REFERENCE BOLT (A)

SHTS03ZZZ0400089
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WATER PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402019001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Hose 4 Bracket

2 Hose clamp 5 Hose

3 Water pump

A 12.5 {127, 9.2} B 19.0 {194, 14.0}

1

2

2

3

4

5

A
B

SHTS03ZZZ0400090
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402019002

REMOVING THE WATER PUMP 

1. REMOVING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. REMOVING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

3. DISCONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

4. REMOVING THE WATER PUMP.
(1) Disconnect the connector.

(2) Remove the hose clamps (2 pcs.) and disconnect the hoses
(2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Use a tray or something similar to catch the coolant. 

(3) Disconnect the harness clamp.
(4) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the water pump assem-

bly.

SHTS03ZZZ0400091

SHTS03ZZZ0400092

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400093
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(5) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.) to remove the water pump from the
bracket.

MOUNTING THE WATER PUMP

1. MOUNTING THE WATER PUMP.
(1) Mount the water pump to the bracket with bolts (3 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 12.5 N·m {127 kgf·cm, 9.2 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the water pump assembly with the bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14.0 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the harness clamp.

(4) Connect the hoses (2 pcs.) and attach the clamps (2 pcs.).

SHTS03ZZZ0400094

SHTS03ZZZ0400095

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400096

SHTS03ZZZ0400097
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(5) Connect the connector.

2. ADDING COOLANT.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, COOLANT, REPLACE-
MENT, ADD COOLANT (Page 3-62)

3. MOUNTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

4. MOUNTING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

5. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

SHTS03ZZZ0400098
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INVERTER RADIATOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402020001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Hose clamp 4 Fan assembly

2 Hose 5 Water temperature sensor

3 Inverter radiator

A 9 {92, 6.6} B 12.5 {127, 9.2}

3

4

A

B

B
1

1

1
5

2

SHTS03ZZZ0400099
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402020002

REMOVING THE INVERTER RADIATOR

1. REMOVING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE PCU (Page 3-18)

2. REMOVING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

3. DISCONNECTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-25)

4. REMOVING THE INVERTER RADIATOR.
(1) Disconnect the connector and connector clamp.
(2) Remove the clamp to separate the hose.

! CAUTION
 

Use a tray or something similar to catch the coolant. 

(3) Disconnect the harness clamp.

(4) Remove the clamp to separate the hose.

! CAUTION
 

Use a tray or something similar to catch the coolant. 

(5) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.) and remove the inverter radiator
assembly.

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400100

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400101

SHTS03ZZZ0400102
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(6) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) to remove the fan assembly from
the inverter radiator.

MOUNTING THE INVERTER RADIATOR

1. MOUNTING THE INVERTER RADIATOR.
(1) Mount the fan assembly to the inverter radiator with the bolts

(3 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the inverter radiator assembly with the bolts (3 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 12.5 N·m {127 kgf·cm, 9.2 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the hoses and attach the clamps.

(4) Connect the harness clamp.

SHTS03ZZZ0400103

SHTS03ZZZ0400104

SHTS03ZZZ0400105

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400106
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(5) Connect the hoses and attach the clamps.
(6) Connect the connector clamp and connector.

2. ADDING COOLANT.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, COOLANT, REPLACE-
MENT, ADD COOLANT (Page 3-62)

3. MOUNTING THE BOTTOM OF PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

4. MOUNTING THE UNDER COVER.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, HV BATTERY,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HV BATTERY ASSEMBLY
(Page 3-28)

5. MOUNTING THE PCU.
Reference: HYBRID, HYBRID SYSTEM, PCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE PCU (Page 3-21)

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS03ZZZ0400107
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COOLANT

REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402021001

1. CONNECTING THE HINO DX Ⅱ
(1) Connect all signal harnesses and restore the condition until

the water pump can be turned. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not install the PCU bottom under-cover. 

(2) Connect the DST-i to the troubleshooting connector at the
lower right side of the driver's seat console panel. 

(3) Connect the computer in which the HINO DX Ⅱ has been
installed, to the DST-i. 

(4) Turn the starter key "ON".

! CAUTION
 

Never start the engine.

(5) Turn the computer "ON" to actuate the HINO DX Ⅱ . 
NOTICE
If the DST-i are used, connection to the vehicle will automatically
turn the power supply "ON" and light the POWER lights (red) on
the DST-i.

ADD COOLANT
HINT
If coolant remains in the hose, make sure to perform the following
procedures. 

1. ADD COOLANT.
(1) Disconnect the hose from the coolant temperature sensor

outlet to drain the coolant remaining around the coolant tem-
perature sensor. Connect the hose as it was before. Use the
tray to collect the coolant 

(2) Remove 3 fixing bolts from the radiator assembly. Shift the
radiator assembly to the left side of the vehicle to pull out the
inlet cap from the lower side of the upper HV battery. 

(3) Remove the inlet cap. 
(4) Using the funnel, add coolant (LLC concentration 50%) up to

the upper filling port of the radiator. 
HINT
Total coolant volume Approx. 665 cc

NOTICE
Add coolant until the level does not change any more. 

(5) Following the instructions in the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, drive the
water pump with the duty rate of 40% or more for 3 minutes.
Check that the level lowered and then add coolant up to the
upper filling port. 

NOTICE
Add coolant until the level does not change any more. 
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(6) Check that no air remains in the coolant system. (Satisfy the
following standard with the pump driven.)

HINT
Bleeding of the coolant system is complete when "the operation
noise level of the water pump lowers" and "no bubble comes out
from the coolant at the filling port".

(7) Stop the water pump and install the inlet cap. 
Tightening Torque:
2-4 N·m {20-41 kgf·cm, 1.5-2.9 lbf·ft}

(8) Install the radiator assembly with 3 bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
 12.5 N·m {127 kgf·cm, 14.0 lbf·ft}
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MOTOR CABLE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E03ZZZ040402022001

1 Service hole cover 2 Clip

1
2

SHTS03ZZZ0400108
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Inverter terminal cover

A 9 {92, 6.6}

1

A

SHTS03ZZZ0400109
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Motor cable

A 7.2-10.8 {73-110, 5.3-8.0} B 9 {92, 6.6}

1

A

A
B

B

SHTS03ZZZ0400110
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E03ZZZ040402022002

REMOVING THE MOTOR CABLE

1. DISCONNECTING THE MOTOR CABLE (PCU SIDE).
(1) Unfasten clips (4 pcs.) to remove the under cover service

hole cover.

(2) Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) and remove the inverter terminal
cover.

(3) Remove bolts (6 pcs.) and detach the motor cable.

SHTS03ZZZ0400111

SHTS03ZZZ0400112

TERMINAL SIDE

CABLE SIDE

SHTS03ZZZ0400113
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2. DISCONNECTING THE MOTOR CABLE (VEHICLE SIDE).
(1) Single cab

a. Unfasten the clamp.

(2) Crew cab
a. Unfasten the clamps (2 locations).
b. Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) and remove the junction block

cover.

c. Remove bolts (9 pcs.) and detach the motor cable.

3. REMOVING THE MOTOR CABLE.
(1) Unfasten the clamps (2 locations).

SHTS03ZZZ0400114

SHTS03ZZZ0400115

SHTS03ZZZ0400116

SHTS03ZZZ0400117
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(2) Remove the bolts (9 pcs.) and remove the terminal block
cover.

(3) Remove bolts (6 pcs.) and remove the motor cable.

SHTS03ZZZ0400118

SHTS03ZZZ0400119
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MOUNTING THE MOTOR CABLE

1. MOUNTING THE MOTOR CABLE (VEHICLE SIDE).
(1) Attach the motor cable with the bolts (6 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}
(Cable side)
7.2-10.8 N·m {73-110 kgf·cm, 5.3-8.0 lbf·ft}
(Terminal side)

! CAUTION
 

Be sure to tighten on the cable side first.

(2) Mount the terminal block cover with the bolts (9 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

(3) Attach the motor cable with the clamps (2 locations).

2. CONNECTING THE MOTOR CABLE (VEHICLE SIDE).
(1) Single cab

a. Attach the motor cable with the clamp.

SHTS03ZZZ0400120

SHTS03ZZZ0400121

SHTS03ZZZ0400122

SHTS03ZZZ0400123
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(2) Crew cab
a. Attach the motor cable with the bolts (9 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}
(Cable side)
7.2-10.8 N·m {73-110 kgf·cm, 5.3-8.0 lbf·ft}
(Terminal side)

! CAUTION
 

• Place over with the inverter side round terminal up.

• Be sure to tighten on the cable side first.

b. Mount the junction block cover with the bolts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

c. Attach the motor cable with the clamps (2 locations).

3. CONNECTING THE MOTOR CABLE (PCU SIDE).
(1) Attach the motor cable with the bolts (6 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}
(Cable side)
7.2-10.8 N·m {73-110 kgf·cm, 5.3-8.0 lbf·ft}
(Terminal side)

! CAUTION
 

Be sure to tighten on the cable side first.

(2) Install a new cable-tie band.

SHTS03ZZZ0400124

SHTS03ZZZ0400125

TERMINAL SIDE

CABLE SIDE

SHTS03ZZZ0400126
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(3) Mount the inverter terminal cover with the bolts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 9 N·m {92 kgf·cm, 6.6 lbf·ft}

(4) Fasten clips (4 pcs.) to mount the under cover service hole
cover.

SHTS03ZZZ0400127

SHTS03ZZZ0400128
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STANDARD VALUE

ATTACHING AND DETACHING THE TRANSMISSION

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
EN01E04256010701001001

STANDARD VALUE
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening point Reference value Remarks

Distance between the transmission mounting 
surface and converter mounting surface of the 
drive plate

43.7 {1.720} Adjustment

Distance between the housing end surface and 
drive plate mounting surface of the converter.

42.7-43.7 {1.681-1.720} Adjustment

Solenoid valve resistance value 
between terminals.

1-2 6.7-7.7 (20C {68F}) Replacement

1 or 2 and 
earth

No continuity Replacement

Tightening point Tightening torque Remarks

Drain plug 27 {275, 20} —

Flexible hose clamp No.1 mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Oil cooler tube clamp No.1 mounting bolt 36 {367, 27} —

HV motor assembly (HV only) 43 {439, 32} —

Transmission assembly mounting bolt 43 {439, 32} —

Torque converter set bolt 54 {551, 40} —

Transmission case dust cover mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Torque convertor housing mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Wire harness clamp bracket mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Shift position sensor protector (HV only) 18 {184, 13} —

Shift position sensor protector 18 {184, 13} —

Breather plug (HV only) 10-15 {102-153, 7-11} —

EOP (HV only) 15.2-22.8 {155-232, 11-17} —

Valve body mounting the plug (HV only) 5.25-9.75 {54-100, 3-7} —

Solenoid valve mounting bolt (HV only) 6.8-10.2 {69-104, 5-8} —

Valve body to HV motor assembly mounting bolts
(HV only)

15.2-22.8 {155-232, 11-17} —

Strainer (HV only) 52.8-79.2 {538-808, 39-58} —
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Protector (HV only) 15.2-22.8 {155-232, 11-17} —

Drive plate (HV only) 120-180 {1,224-1,835, 88-132} —

Elbow (HV only) 19-24 {194-245, 14-17} —

Tube subassembly (A) (HV only) 29-39 {296-398, 21-28} —

Tube subassembly (B) (HV only) 69-105 {704,-1,070, 51-77} —

Mounting bolt (A) (HV only) 20-30 {204-306, 14-22} —

Mounting bolt (D) (HV only) 4.4-6.6 {45-67, 3-5} —

Mounting bolt (E) (HV only) 10-15 {102-153, 7-11} —

EOP subassembly mounting bolt (H) 20-30 {204-306, 14-22} —

Mounting union (A) (HV only) 40-60 {408-612, 29-44} —

Mounting union (B) (HV only) 40-60 {408-612, 29-44} —

Plug (HV only) 5.25-9.75 {54-100, 3-7} —

EOP to the bracket mounting bolt (A) (HV only) 17.6-24.5 {180-250, 13-18} —

Tightening bolt (C), (D), (E) (HV only) 17.6-24.5 {180-250, 13-18} —

Union subassembly (HV only) 20-34 {204-347, 14-25} —

Tube subassembly mounting bolt (A), (B) (HV only) 10.5-24.5 {107-250, 7-18} —

Oil filler upper tube mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Oil filler upper tube mounting bolt (HV only) 18 {184, 13} —

Drain plug (HV only) 20-34 {204-347, 14-25} —

Oil adjusting plug (HV only) 20-34 {204-347, 14-25} —

Filler plug (HV only) 20-34 {204-347, 14-25} —

Control cable bracket No.1 mounting bolt 37 {377, 27} —

Oil cooler outlet tube No.1 (HV only) 69 {704, 51} —

Heat insulator mounting bolt (HV only) 36 {367, 27} —

Oil cooler outlet tube No.1 69 {704, 51} —

Oil cooler inlet tube No.1 (HV only) 69 {704, 51} —

Oil tube clamps mounting bolt (A) (HV only) 18 {184, 13} —

Oil tube clamps mounting bolt (B) (HV only) 7 {70, 5.2} —

Damper assembly (HV only) 43.1 {439, 32} —

Oil cooler inlet tube No.1 69 {704, 51} —

Heat insulator mounting bolt 36 {367, 27} —

Oil tube clamps mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Tightening point Tightening torque Remarks
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL

SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY
EN01E04256010701002001

TIGHTING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

TRANSMISSION MECHANICAL

TURBINE SENSOR
EN01E04256010701003001

TIGHTING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

SPEED SENSOR
EN01E04256010701003002

TIGHTING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening point Tightening torque Remarks

Control computer assembly (HV only) 31 {316, 23} —

Control computer assembly 31 {316, 23} —

Shift lever assembly mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Tightening point Tightening torque Remarks

Turbine sensor mounting bolt 8 {81, 5.9} —

Tightening point Tightening torque Remarks

Speed sensor mounting bolt 8 {81, 5.9} —
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NEUTRAL SWITCH
EN01E04256010701003003

STANDARD VALUE

TIGHTING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening point Inspection conditions Standard value

Terminal inspected

4 (C) - 5 (PL) Shift lever position P Below 1

6 (N) - 10 (B) Shift lever position P Below 1

4 (C) - 9 (RL) Shift lever position R Below 1

4 (C) - 1 (NL) Shift lever position N Below 1

6 (N) - 10 (B) Shift lever position N Below 1

4 (C) - 8 (DL) Shift lever position D Below 1

4 (C) - 2 (3L) Shift lever position 4 Below 1

4 (C) - 7 (2L) Shift lever position L-3 Below 1

Tightening point Tightening torque Remarks

Nut stopper and lock nut 7.0 {70, 5.2} —

Set bolt 12.5 {127, 9} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

ATTACHING AND DETACHING THE TRANSMISSION

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
EN01E04256010702001001

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

NEUTRAL SWITCH
EN01E04256010702001002

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Vernier calipers For various dimension measurement

Straightedge For various dimension measurement

Name Remarks

ATF (Toyota genuine ATF Type T-IV (ATF JWS3309)) For replacing the HV motor assembly

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring the resistance between terminals

Thickness gauge For adjusting the neutral start switch
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ATTACHING AND DETACHING THE TRANSMISSION

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY

REPLACEMENT
EN01E04256010706508001

INSPECTION BEFORE SERVICING

1. DRAINING TRANSMISSION OIL
(1) Remove the drain plug and gasket to drain transmission oil.

! CAUTION
 

• Prepare an oil pan having a displacement of about 30L 
{6.6 lmp.gal., 7.93 U.S.gal.}.

• The oil temperature just after running may be high. To avoid
burn injury, wait until it cools down and then proceed with the
operation.

(2) Remove the all metal powder from the drain plug, replace
with a new gasket and mount the drain plug.

Tightening Torque:
 27 N·m {275 kgf·cm, 20 lbf·ft}

2. DRAINING TRANSMISSION OIL (HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the drain plug and gasket to drain transmission oil.

! CAUTION
 

• Prepare an oil pan having a displacement of about 30L 
{6.6 lmp.gal., 7.93 U.S.gal.}.

• The oil temperature just after running may be high. To avoid
burn injury, wait until it cools down and then proceed with the
operation.

(2) Remove the all metal powder from the drain plug, replace
with a new gasket and mount the drain plug.

Tightening Torque:
 27 N·m {275 kgf·cm, 20 lbf·ft}

REMOVING THE TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: PROPELLER SHAFT (LD), PROPELLER SHAFT
MECHANICAL, PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL,
REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY (Page 6-7)

2. REMOVING THE MUFFLER AND EXHAUST PIPE
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), EXHAUST
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), EXHAUST

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

DRAIN PLUG

SHTS042560400001

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

DRAIN PLUG

SHTS042560400002
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3. REMOVING THE EXTENSION HOUSING OIL SEAL
(1) Remove the oil seal using the SST.

SST: 09308-36010
Oil seal puller

4. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
CABLE No.2, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE PARKING
BRAKE CABLE No.2 (Page 9-100)

5. DISCONNECTING THE OIL COOLER INLET TUBE No.1
(1) Unfasten the bolts (6 pcs.) to remove the oil cooler tube

clamps (6 pcs.).

(2) Unfasten the bolt to remove the heat insulator.

(3) Unfasten the nut of the oil cooler inlet tube with a spanner (22
mm {0.866 in.}), and disconnect the oil cooler inlet tube from
the transmission assembly.

SST

SHTS042560400003

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400004

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400005

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400006
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6. DISCONNECTING THE OIL COOLER INLET TUBE No.1 
(HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the bolts (7 pcs.) to remove the oil cooler tube

clamps (7 pcs.).

(2) Unfasten the bolt to remove the heat insulator.

(3) Unfasten the nut of the oil cooler inlet tube with a spanner
(22mm {0.866 in.}), and disconnect the oil cooler inlet tube
from the transmission assembly.

7. DISCONNECTING THE OIL COOLER OUTLET TUBE No.1
(1) Unfasten the nut of the oil cooler outlet tube with a spanner

(22mm {0.866 in.}), and disconnect the oil cooler outlet tube
from the transmission assembly.

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS04256040

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400008

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400009

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400010
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8. DISCONNECTING THE OIL COOLER OUTLET TUBE No.1 
(HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the nut of the oil cooler outlet tube with a spanner

(22mm {0.866 in.}), and disconnect the oil cooler outlet tube
from the transmission assembly.

9. REMOVING THE TRANSMISSION SHIFT CABLE
Reference: TRANSMISSION (A465), TRANSMISSION CON-
TROL, SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING
THE SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY (Page 4-58)

10. REMOVING THE CONTROL CABLE BRACKET No.1
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the control cable

bracket.

11. REMOVING THE OIL FILLER UPPER TUBE
(1) Remove the oil level gauge from the oil filler tube.
(2) Unfasten the bolt to disconnect the oil filler upper tube from

the oil filler lower tube.
(3) Remove the O-ring from the oil filler upper tube.

12. REMOVING THE OIL FILLER UPPER TUBE (HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the oil level gauge from the oil filler tube.
(2) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to disconnect the oil filler upper

tube from the oil filler lower tube.
(3) Remove the O-ring from the oil filler upper tube.

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400011

SHTS042560400012

O-RING

UPPER TUBE

LOWER TUBE

SHTS042560400013

LOWER TUBE

O-RING

UPPER TUBE

SHTS042560400014
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13. REMOVING THE OIL FILLER LOWER TUBE (HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the 2 bolts from the upper tube.
(2) Remove the tube subassembly, bolt (A) and spacer from the

transmission assembly.
(3) Remove the tube subassembly, bolt (B) from the transmis-

sion assembly.
(4) Disconnect the tube subassembly from the union subassem-

bly.
(5) Disconnect the union subassembly from the transmission

assembly.

14. REMOVAL OF EOP BRACKET SUBASSEMBLY (HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the bolt (A) and protector from the bracket.
(2) Remove the bolt (B), EOP, O-ring and the plug from the

bracket.
(3) Remove the union and the strainer from the bracket.

TUBE SUBASSEMBLY

TUBE SUBASSEMBLYTRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY

SPACER

C-CUNION SUBASSEMBLY

(B) (A)

C

C

SHTS042560400015

PLUG

BRACKETPROTECTOR EOP UNION

UNION

STRAINERO-RING

C-C

(B) (A)

(A)

CC

SHTS042560400016
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15. REMOVING THE PIPING PARTS (HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the clip to remove the hose from the tube subas-

sembly and the EOP bracket subassembly.

(2) Unfasten the clip to remove the hose from the transmission
assembly and the EOP bracket subassembly.

(3) Unfasten the bolt (A) to remove the EOP bracket subassem-
bly from the transmission assembly.

(4) Unfasten the bolt (E) and bolt (F) to remove the clamp, cush-
ion (B), bracket and tube subassembly from the transmission
assembly.

(5) Unfasten the bolt (B) to remove the clamp, cushion (A),
bracket, check valve and tube subassembly from the elbow
and the transmission assembly.

(6) Remove the elbow from the transmission assembly.

HOSE

HOSE

CLIP

CLIP

EOP BRACKET SUBASSEMBLY

TUBE SUBASSEMBLY

(A)

SHTS042560400017

D

(B)

D

C

C

TUBE SUBASSEMBLY

TUBE SUBASSEMBLY

CHECK VALVE ELBOW

CUSHION (A)BRACKET

CLAMP

C-C

D-D

(B)

SHTS042560400018

G-G

H-H

(E)

(E)

(F)

(F)

BRACKET

G

GH

H

CUSHION (B)

CUSHION (B)

BRACKET

CLAMP

CLAMP

SHTS042560400019
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16. REMOVING THE OIL SEAL (HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the oil seal from the HV motor assembly.

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the input shaft when removing the oil seal.

17. REMOVING THE DRIVE PLATE (HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the rear spacer and the drive

plate from the output shaft.

! CAUTION
 

Do not remove with the impact wrench.

18. REMOVING THE PROTECTOR (HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the protector from the EOP

adapter.

OIL SEAL

HV MOTOR ASSEMBLY

SHTS042560400020

DRIVE PLATEOUTPUT SHAFT

REAR SPACER

E
N

G
IN

E

SHTS042560400021

PROTECTOR

SHTS042560400022
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19. REMOVING THE STRAINER (HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the plug, gasket and strainer from the HV motor

assembly. 

20. REMOVING THE SOLENOID VALVE (HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the O-ring, valve body and

strainer from the HV motor assembly.

(2) Unfasten the bolt to remove the solenoid valve from the valve
body.

(3) Remove the plug and O-ring from the valve body.

STRAINER

GASKET PLUG

HV MOTOR 
ASSEMBLY

SHTS042560400023

VIEW “A”

STRAINER

VALVE 
BODYO-RING

A

INSTALLATION 
DIRECTION

SHTS042560400024

SOLENOID VALVE

PLUG

O-RING
VALVE BODY 

SHTS042560400025
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21. REMOVING THE EOP (HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the EOP and the O-ring from the

HV motor assembly.

22. REMOVING THE BREATHER PLUG (HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the breather plug and the gasket from the HV motor

assembly.

23. REMOVING THE SHIFT POSITION SENSOR PROTECTOR 
(1) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.), remove the bracket and the pro-

tector from the left of the transmission case.

EOP
O-RING

A

VIEW “A”

SHTS042560400026

GASKET

BREATHER
PLUG

HV MOTOR 
ASSEMBLY

SHTS042560400027

SHTS042560400028
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24. REMOVING THE SHIFT POSITION SENSOR PROTECTOR
(HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.), remove the filler tube bracket and

the protector from the left of the transmission case.

25. DISCONNECTING THE CONNECTOR
(1) Disconnect the temperature sensor connector.

(2) Disconnect the neutral start switch connector, two transmis-
sion wire connectors, and speed sensor connector. (ABS-
equipped vehicles)

(3) Disconnect the speed sensor connector.

SHTS042560400029

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400030

FRONT OF 
VEHICLE

SHTS042560400031

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400032
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(4) Disconnect the wire harness clamp from the flexible hose
clamp.

(5) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the wire harness clamp
bracket from the transmission assembly.

26. REMOVING THE TORQUE CONVERTOR HOUSING
(1) Remove the bolts (2 pcs.), remove the under cover of torque

convertor housing.

27. REMOVING THE TRANSMISSION CASE DUST COVER
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the transmission case

dust cover.

SHTS042560400033

SHTS042560400034

SHTS042560400035

FRONT OF 
VEHICLE

SHTS042560400036
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28. REMOVING THE TORQUE CONVERTER SET BOLT
(1) Unfasten the set bolts (6 pcs.) from the dust cover hole.

NOTICE
Turn the drive plate from the dust seal hole.

29. SUPPORTING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY
(1) Support the engine assembly with a jack via a wooden block.

30. SUPPORTING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
(1) Support the automatic transmission assembly with a trans-

mission jack.

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400037

SHTS042560400038

SHTS042560400039
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31. SUPPORTING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY 
(HV ONLY)
(1) Support the automatic transmission assembly with a trans-

mission jack.

32. REMOVING THE HV MOTOR ASSEMBLY (HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the bolts (12 pcs.) to remove the HV motor assem-

bly.

33. REMOVING THE ENGINE MOUNTING BRACKET
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), ENGINE MECHANICAL
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), ENGINE MECHANICAL

34. REMOVING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolts (12 pcs.) to remove the automatic trans-

mission assembly.

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to drop the torque converter.

• Do not damage the housing.

TRANSMISSION 
CASE

HV MOTOR
ASSEMBLY

SPLINE

OUTPUT 
SHAFT

SHTS042560400040

SHTS042560400041
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35. REMOVING THE BREATHER HOSE
(1) Remove the clamps (2 pcs.) from the bracket, remove the

breather hose.

36. REMOVING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION OIL COOLER
TUBE CLAMP 
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the transmission oil cooler tube

clamp.

37. REMOVING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE CLAMP 
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the flexible hose clamp.

38. REMOVING THE TORQUE CONVERTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the torque converter assembly from the automatic

transmission assembly.

SHTS042560400042

SHTS042560400043

SHTS042560400044

TORQUE CONVERTER ASSEMBLY
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39. REMOVING THE DAMPER ASSEMBLY (HV ONLY)
(1) Unfasten the bolts (9 pcs.) to remove the damper assembly

from the engine side.

NOTICE
Unfasten the bolts in a diagonal pattern.

MOUNTING THE TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE DAMPER ASSEMBLY (HV ONLY)
(1) Check that the dowel pins (3 pcs.) are attached on the engine

side.
(2) Fit the dowel pin and the dowel pin hole.
(3) Mount the damper assembly to the engine side with the bolts

(9 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 43.1 N·m {439 kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
Tighten the bolts in a diagonal pattern.

2. MOUNTING THE TORQUE CONVERTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Clean the converter set bolt mounting hole of the drive plate.

(2) Using vernier calipers and a straightedge, measure the dis-
tance A between the transmission mounting surface and con-
verter mounting surface of the drive plate.

HINT
The thickness of the straightedge is included. Measure it in 
advance.

(3) Using vernier calipers and a straightedge, measure the dis-
tance A between the housing end surface and drive plate
mounting surface of the converter. Check if the value is
smaller than the distance A of the step.

HINT
The thickness of the straightedge is included. Measure it in 
advance.

SHTS042560400046

SHTS042560400047

A

SHTS042560400048

Referential value 
(mm {in.})

A = 43.7 {1.720}

A

SHTS042560400049

Referential value
 (mm {in.})

A = 42.7-43.7
{1.681-1.720}
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3. MOUNTING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE CLAMP No.1
(1) Mount the flexible hose clamp No.1 to the automatic trans-

mission assembly with the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

4. MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER TUBE CLAMP No.1
(1) Mount the oil cooler tube clamp No.1 to the automatic trans-

mission assembly with the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 36 N·m {367 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

5. SUPPORTING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY 
(HV ONLY)
(1) Support the automatic transmission assembly with a trans-

mission jack.

6. SUPPORTING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
(1) Support the automatic transmission assembly with a trans-

mission jack.

SHTS042560400050
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7. MOUNTING THE BREATHER HOSE
(1) Mount the breather hose with the clamp, mount the bracket.

8. MOUNTING THE HV MOTOR ASSEMBLY (HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the HV motor assembly to the transmission assembly

with the bolts (12 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 43 N·m {439 kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

9. MOUNTING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
(1) Check that the dowel pin is attached on the engine side.
(2) Hold the engine assembly and transmission assembly hori-

zontal and fit the dowel pin and dowel pin hole.
(3) Mount the transmission assembly to the engine assembly

with the bolts (12 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 43 N·m {439 kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Check if the torque converter is turned manually.

• Do not pry the transmission assembly forcibly.

10. MOUNTING THE ENGINE MOUNTING BRACKET
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), ENGINE MECHANICAL
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), ENGINE MECHANICAL

SHTS042560400053

TRANSMISSION 
CASE

HV MOTOR
ASSEMBLY
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11. MOUNTING THE TORQUE CONVERTER SET BOLT
(1) Attach the set bolts (6 pcs.) to the drive plate from the dust

cover hole.

Tightening Torque:
 54 N·m {551 kgf·cm, 40 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Attach the set bolt from the portion with an identification paint
marking (pink).

• Tighten the set bolts (6 pcs.) evenly.

HINT
Turn the drive plate from the dust seal hole.

12. MOUNTING THE TRANSMISSION CASE DUST COVER
(1) Mount the transmission case dust cover with the bolts (2

pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

13. MOUNTING THE TORQUE CONVERTOR HOUSING
(1) Mount the under cover of the torque convertor housing with

the bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the wire harness clamp bracket to the transmission
assembly with the bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400056

FRONT OF 
VEHICLE

SHTS042560400057
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(3) Mount the wire harness clamp to the flexible hose clamp.

(4) Connect the speed sensor connector.

(5) Connect the neutral start switch connector, transmission wire
connectors (2 pcs.) and speed sensor connector (ABS-
equipped vehicles).

(6) Connect the temperature sensor connector.

SHTS042560400060

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400061

FRONT OF 
VEHICLE
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FRONT OF VEHICLE
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14. MOUNTING THE SHIFT POSITION SENSOR PROTECTOR 
(HV ONLY)
(1) The left filler tube bracket of the transmission case is multi-

plied by the fingernail of the protector, and the position is
decided. 

(2) Mount the bolt, with the filler tube bracket fixed to the back
side of the automatic transmission assembly. 

Tightening Torque:
18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the bolt (2 pcs.), with the filler tube bracket and the
protector to the left of the transmission case.

Tightening Torque:
18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

15. MOUNTING THE SHIFT POSITION SENSOR PROTECTOR 
(1) The left bracket of the transmission case is multiplied by the

fingernail of the protector, and the position is decided. 

(2) Mount the bolt, with the bracket fixed to the back side of the
automatic transmission assembly. 

Tightening Torque:
18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the bolt (2 pcs.), with the bracket and the protector on
the left of the transmission case.

Tightening Torque:
18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

16. MOUNTING THE BREATHER PLUG (HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the breather plug and the gasket to the HV motor

assembly.
Tightening Torque:
 10-15 N·m {102-153 kgf·cm, 7-11 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to forget mounting the gasket.

• Do not reuse the old gasket.

SHTS042560400064

SHTS042560400065

GASKET

BREATHER
PLUG

HV MOTOR 
ASSEMBLY
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17. MOUNTING THE EOP (HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the EOP and the O-ring to the HV motor assembly

with bolts.
Tightening Torque:
15.2-22.8 N·m {155-232 kgf·cm, 11-17 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to forget installing the O-ring.

• Apply ATF to the O-ring.

• Do not reuse the O-ring.

• Pour ATF from the intake and discharge holes immediately
before mounting the EOP.

• Check the EOP for flaws due to drop or adhesion and entry of
foreign matters. (HV motor assembly mounting surface in par-
ticular).

18. MOUNTING THE SOLENOID VALVE (HV ONLY)
(1) Apply ATF to the O-ring and mount it to the plug.

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful of breaking and scoring of the O-ring when mount-
ing.

• Do not reuse the O-ring.

(2) Mount the plug to the valve body.
Tightening Torque:
5.25-9.75 N·m {54-100 kgf·cm, 3-7 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the solenoid valve to the valve body with bolt.
Tightening Torque:
6.8-10.2 N·m {69-104 kgf·cm, 5-8 lbf·ft}

EOP
O-RING

A

VIEW “A”

SHTS042560400067

SOLENOID VALVE

PLUG

O-RING
VALVE BODY 

SHTS042560400068
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(4) Insert the strainer into the valve body.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful of the orientation of the strainer when inserting.

(5) Mount the O-ring and valve body to the HV motor assembly
with bolts.

Tightening Torque:
15.2-22.8 N·m {155-232 kgf·cm, 11-17 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to forget installing the O-ring.

• Apply ATF to the O-ring.

19. INSPECTING THE SOLENOID VALVE (HV ONLY)
(1) Remove the harness connector of the solenoid valve to

inspect the resistance value between terminals.
HINT
If the value is out of the resistance value, replace the solenoid
valve.

(2) Visually check that the plunger in the solenoid valve will oper-
ate when a voltage of 12 volts is applied to the terminal with
the solenoid valve removed.

! CAUTION
 

Do not apply a voltage of 12 volts continuously for 5 seconds or
longer. Otherwise the solenoid coil may be damaged.

HINT
Replace the solenoid valve if the plunger will not operate.

VIEW “A”

STRAINER

VALVE
BODYO-RING

A

INSTALLATION 
DIRECTION

SHTS042560400069

2 12 1

SHTS042560400070

Terminal Resistance

1-2 6.7-7.7 (20C {68F})

1 or 2 and earth No continuity

2 1

FUSE
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20. MOUNTING THE STRAINER (HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the strainer, gasket, and plug to the HV motor assem-

bly.
Tightening Torque:
52.8-79.2 N·m {538-808 kgf·cm, 39-58 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to forget mounting the gasket.

• Do not reuse the old gasket.

21. MOUNTING THE PROTECTOR (HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the protector to the EOP adapter with bolts.

Tightening Torque:
15.2-22.8 N·m {155-232 kgf·cm, 11-17 lbf·ft}

22. MOUNTING THE DRIVE PLATE (HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the drive plate and the rear spacer to the output shaft

with bolts.
Tightening Torque:
120-180 N·m {1,224-1,835 kgf·cm, 88-132 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Mount the drive plate with the transmission assembly removed
from the HV motor assembly.

• Lock the rotation on the engine side when mounting the drive
plate on-board.

• Be careful not to forget assembling the rear spacer when
mounting the drive plate.

• Do not mount the drive plate using the impact wrench.

STRAINER

GASKET PLUG

HV MOTOR 
ASSEMBLY

SHTS042560400072

PROTECTOR
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23. INSERTING THE OIL SEAL (HV ONLY)
(1) Insert the oil seal into the HV motor assembly.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not damage the input shaft when inserting the oil seal.

• Do not damage the lip when inserting the oil seal.

• Do not reuse the oil seal.

• The insertion margin of the oil seal is 2.7 mm {0.106 in.} from the
cover end face of the HV motor assembly.

24. MOUNTING THE PIPING PARTS (HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the elbow to the transmission assembly.

(2) Temporarily tighten the tube subassembly (A) and (B) to the
check valve and elbow.

! CAUTION
 

Do not reuse the tube subassembly.

(3) Mount the cushion (A) to the check valve and temporarily
tighten the bracket and clamp to the transmission assembly
with bolts (A).

! CAUTION
 

• Mount the cushion (A) so that the slit is faced sideways on the
opposite side of the bolts (A).

• Do not reuse the cushion (A).

(4) Mount the cushion (B) to the tube subassembly and tempo-
rarily tighten the bracket and clamp to the transmission
assembly with bolts (D), (E).

! CAUTION
 

• Mount the cushion (B) so that the slit is faced sideways on the
opposite side of the bolt (D).

• Mount the cushion (B) so that both sides stick out from both
sides of the clamp.

• Do not reuse the tube subassembly.

• Do not reuse the cushion (B).

HV MOTOR ASSEMBLY

OIL SEAL

INSERTION MARGIN

2.7 mm
{0.106 in.}

SHTS042560400075
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(5) Fully tighten the elbow and the tube subassembly.

Tightening Torque:
19-24 N·m {194-245 kgf·cm, 14-17 lbf·ft}
Elbow
29-39 N·m {296-398 kgf·cm, 21-28 lbf·ft}
Tube subassembly (A)
69-105 N·m {704-1,070 kgf·cm, 51-77 lbf·ft}
Tube subassembly (B)

! CAUTION
 

Mount the check valve vertically.

(6) Tighten the bolt (A) fully.
Tightening Torque:
20-30 N·m {204-306 kgf·cm, 14-22 lbf·ft}

(7) Tighten the bolt (D) fully.
Tightening Torque:
4.4-6.6 N·m {45-67 kgf·cm, 3-5 lbf·ft}

(8) Tighten the bolt (E) fully.
Tightening Torque:
10-15 N·m {102-153 kgf·cm, 7-11 lbf·ft}

(9) Mount the EOP bracket subassembly to the transmission
assembly with bolts (H).

Tightening Torque:
20-30 N·m {204-306 kgf·cm, 14-22 lbf·ft}

SLIT

SLIT

F-F

G-G

(D)

(D)

(E)
(E)

BRACKET

F

FG

G

CUSHION (B)

CUSHION (B)

BRACKET

CLAMP

CLAMP
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(10) Insert the hose A into the transmission assembly and the
EOP bracket subassembly and fix it with the clip.

! CAUTION
 

• Check the hose insertion location for foreign matters and adhe-
sion of oil.

• Push the I side until it touches the opposite side and the J side
until it touches the spool at the end.

• Do not reuse the hose A.

• Fix the clip on yellow paint.

• Do not reuse the clip.

(11) Insert the hose B into the tube subassembly and the EOP
bracket subassembly and fix it with the clip.

! CAUTION
 

• Check the hose insertion location for foreign matters and adhe-
sion of oil.

• Push the I side until it touches the opposite side and the J side
until it touches the spool at the end.

• Do not reuse the hose B.

• Fix the clip on yellow paint.

• Do not reuse the clip.

(12) After adding oil, remove the upper hose B to bleed air in the
piping.

HOSE A

HOSE B
TUBE SUBASSEMBLY

CLIP

CLIP

EOP BRACKET SUBASSEMBLY

(H)
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25. MOUNTING THE EOP BRACKET SUBASSEMBLY (HV ONLY)
(1) Insert the strainer to the union (A) and mount it to the

bracket.

Tightening Torque:
40-60 N·m {408-612 kgf·cm, 29-44 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful of the orientation of the strainer.

• Apply ATF to the O-ring when inserting the strainer.

• Do not reuse the union (A) and strainer.

(2) Mount the union (B) to the bracket.
Tightening Torque:
40-60 N·m {408-612 kgf·cm, 29-44 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Do not reuse the union (B).

(3) Apply ATF to the O-ring and mount it to the plug.

! CAUTION
 

• Check the O-ring for slit and scoring when mounting it.

• Do not reuse the O-ring.

(4) Mount the plug to the bracket.
Tightening Torque:
5.25-9.75 N·m {54-100 kgf·cm, 3-7 lbf·ft}

(5) Mount the EOP to the bracket with the bolt(A).
Tightening Torque:
17.6-24.5 N·m {180-250 kgf·cm, 12-18 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to forget to mount the O-ring.

• Pour ATF from the intake hole and the discharge hole immedi-
ately before mounting the EOP.

• Check the EOP for flaws due to drop or adhesion and entry of
foreign matters (especially transmission assembly mounting
surface).

(6) Temporarily assemble the protector by tightening bolts (C),
(D) and (E) in this order by hand. 

NOTICE
After temporary assembly, check that there is no gap and loose-
ness between the protector and bracket and between the bolts
and protector.

(7) Tighten the protector by tightening bolts (C), (D) and (E) in
this order with the specified torque. 

Tightening Torque:
17.6-24.5 N·m {180-250 kgf·cm, 13-18 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
When fully tightening the bolts, be careful not to deform the pro-
tector. 

PLUG

BRACKET

EOP

UNION (A)

UNION (B)

(A)
B B

STRAINERO-RING

B-B
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26. MOUNTING THE OIL FILLER TUBE (HV ONLY)
(1) Connect the union subassembly (B) to the transmission

assembly.

Tightening Torque:
20-34 N·m {204-347 kgf·cm, 14-25 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Apply ATF to the O-ring.

• Do not reuse the union subassembly.

(2) Connect the tube subassembly to the union subassembly.

! CAUTION
 

• Apply ATF to the O-ring.

• Do not reuse the tube subassembly.

(3) Mount the tube subassembly to the transmission assembly
with bolt (B).

Tightening Torque:
10.5-24.5 N·m {107-250 kgf·cm, 7-18 lbf·ft}

(4) Mount the tube subassembly and the spacer to the transmis-
sion assembly with bolt (A).

Tightening Torque:
10.5-24.5 N·m {107-250 kgf·cm, 7-18 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to forget to mount the spacer.

27. MOUNTING THE OIL FILLER UPPER TUBE 
(1) Apply ATF to a new O-ring and attach it to the oil filler upper

tube.

(2) Connect the oil filler upper tube to the oil filler lower tube with
the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the oil level gauge to the oil filler upper tube.

28. MOUNTING THE OIL FILLER UPPER TUBE (HV ONLY)
(1) Apply ATF to a new O-ring and attach it to the oil filler upper

tube.

(2) Connect the oil filler upper tube to the oil filler lower tube with
the bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the oil level gauge to the oil filler upper tube.

TUBE SUBASSEMBLY

TUBE SUBASSEMBLY
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29. REPLACING THE HV MOTOR ASSEMBLY ATF (HV ONLY)
(1) Pre-operation notice

NOTICE

• Because the HV motor assembly has no oil filler tube and oil
level gauge, refill ATF from the filler plug hole.

• In adjusting the fluid level, overflow excessive ATF from the oil
level adjusting plug hole.

• When refilling ATF, perform adjustment at normal oil tempera-
ture with the engine stopped. Refill the required amount when
the ATF temperature is decreased to normal temperature.

• When refilling ATF, use Toyota genuine ATF Type T–IV
(ATF JWS3309).

• In adjusting ATF, unload the vehicle with the vehicle inclined
longitudinally within ±1° from the horizontal position.

• Perform operation according to the procedures and safety
instructions.

(2) Draining ATF
a. Remove the filler plug and O-ring from the HV motor

assembly.

b. Remove the drain plug and O-ring from the HV motor
assembly to drain ATF from the drain plug hole until it falls
in drop.

c. Apply ATF to the O-ring to mount the drain plug.
HINT

• Be careful of breaking and scoring of the O-ring when mount-
ing.

• Do not reuse the O-ring.

d. Mount the drain plug to the HV motor assembly.
Tightening Torque:
20-34 N·m {204-347 kgf·cm, 14-25 lbf·ft}

(3) Refilling ATF
a. Refill the ATF from the filler plug hole.

O-RING

DRAIN PLUG ATF

O-RING FILLER PLUG

HV MOTOR 
ASSEMBLY

SHTS042560400085

O-RING FILLER PLUG
ATF

SHTS042560400086
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Oil type Fluid volume
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temperature
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1,400 cc
{85 cu.in.}
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(4) Adjusting ATF level
a. Remove the oil level adjusting plug and O-ring from the HV

motor assembly.

b. Drain ATF until excessive ATF flowing out of the oil level
adjusting plug hole falls in drop.

! CAUTION
 

• If ATF is not discharged immediately after removing the plug,
refill ATF additionally until it is discharged.

• Excessive or insufficient oil results in a problem.

• Stop the vehicle on a flat surface.

• ATF shall be at normal temperature.

c. Apply ATF to the O-ring and mount it to the oil adjusting
plug.

Tightening Torque:
20-34 N·m {204-347 kgf·cm, 14-25 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful of breaking and scoring of the O-ring when mount-
ing.

• Do not reuse the O-ring.

d. Mount the oil adjusting plug to the HV motor assembly.
Tightening Torque:
20-34 N·m {204-347 kgf·cm, 14-25 lbf·ft}

e. Apply ATF to the O-ring and mount it to the filler plug.
Tightening Torque:
20-34 N·m {204-347 kgf·cm, 14-25 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful of breaking and scoring of the O-ring when mount-
ing.

• Do not reuse the O-ring.

f. Mount the filler plug to the HV motor assembly.
Tightening Torque:
20-34 N·m {204-347 kgf·cm, 14-25 lbf·ft}

30. MOUNTING THE CONTROL CABLE BRACKET No.1

(1) Mount the control cable bracket No.1 with the bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 37 N·m {377 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

O-RING FILLER PLUG

OIL LEVEL ADJUSTING PLUG

O-RING

ATF

SHTS042560400087

SHTS042560400088
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31. MOUNTING THE TRANSMISSION SHIFT CABLE
Reference: TRANSMISSION (A465), TRANSMISSION CON-
TROL, SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING
THE SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY (Page 4-60)

32. MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER OUTLET TUBE No.1 
(HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the oil cooler outlet tube to the transmission assembly

with a spanner (22 mm {0.866 in.}).

Tightening Torque:
 69 N·m {704 kgf·cm, 51 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the heat insulator to the transmission assembly with
the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 36 N·m {367 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

33. MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER OUTLET TUBE No.1
(1) Mount the oil cooler outlet tube to the transmission assembly

with a spanner (22 mm {0.866 in.}).

Tightening Torque:
 69 N·m {704 kgf·cm, 51 lbf·ft}

34. MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER INLET TUBE No.1 (HV ONLY)
(1) Mount the oil cooler inlet tube to the transmission assembly

with a spanner (22 mm {0.866 in.}).
Tightening Torque:
 69 N·m {704 kgf·cm, 51 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the heat insulator to the transmission assembly with
the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 36 N·m {367 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400089

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400090

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400091

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400092
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(3) Mount the oil tube clamps (7 pcs.) with the bolts (7 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 (A) 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}
 (B) 7 N·m {70 kgf·cm, 5.2 lbf·ft}

35. MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER INLET TUBE No.1
(1) Mount the oil cooler inlet tube to the transmission assembly

with a spanner (22 mm {0.866 in.}).
Tightening Torque:
 69 N·m {704 kgf·cm, 51 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the heat insulator to the transmission assembly with
the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 36 N·m {367 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the oil tube clamps (5 pcs.) with the bolts (5 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

FRONT OF VEHICLE

(A)

(A)

(A)

(A)
(A)

(B)

(A)

SHTS042560400093

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400094

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560400095

FRONT OF VEHICLE

SHTS042560
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36. MOUNTING THE EXTENSION HOUSING OIL SEAL
(1) Using the SST and a hammer, drive a new oil seal until it con-

tact the bottom of the housing.
SST: 09308-14010

Replacer
(2) Apply grease to the lip of the oil seal.

37. MOUNTING THE PARKING BRAKE
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
CABLE No.3, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE PARKING
BRAKE CABLE No.3 (Page 9-107)

38. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE AND MUFFLER
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), EXHAUST
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), EXHAUST

39. MOUNTING THE PROPELLER SHAFT
Reference: PROPELLER SHAFT (LD), PROPELLER SHAFT
MECHANICAL, PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL,
INSTALLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY (Page 6-
19)

40. ADDING TRANSMISSION OIL
(1) Add transmission oil from the oil filler tube.

NOTICE

• The transmission oil level is about 13L {2.86 lmp.gal., 3.43
U.S.gal.}. However, because not all transmission oil is drained
from the drain plug, determine the adding level based on the
drained oil level.

• Automatic transmission is the precision instrument. Do not
allow dirt and dust to enter inside at oil replacement.

• Idle the engine for a minute or more to bleed air from the
hydraulic circuit.

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

DRAIN PLUG

SHTS042560400097
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41. INSPECT OIL LEVEL
(1) Cold check

HINT
The purpose of cold check is to check if the oil level is enough for
hot check.

a. Park the vehicle on a flat surface. Securely activate the
parking brake, press the brake pedal with the right foot,
and then start the engine.

b. Idle the engine for a minute or more. Bleed the air in the
hydraulic circuit and check the oil temperature at 20-30C
{68-86F}.

c. To fill each hydraulic circuit and the clutch with oil, slowly
shift the select lever to each position and then return it to
the P position (parking).

d. Inspect the oil level and properties (color, smell, viscosity)
while idling the engine. If the oil level is in the COOL range,
it is OK. If the level is lower than that, feed oil from the oil
level gauge. If the level is too high, adjust it by draining oil
from the drain plug.

(2) Hot check
HINT
Hot check must be conducted when the oil temperature is high
because the oil level rises as the temperature increases.

a. Park the vehicle on a flat surface. Securely activate the
parking brake, press the brake pedal with the right foot,
and then start the engine.

b. Shift the select lever to the D position (drive) to activate the
transmission. Set the oil temperature to a normal driving
temperature (70-80C {158-176F}).

c. To fill each hydraulic circuit and the clutch with oil, slowly
shift the select lever to each position and then return it to
the P position (parking).

d. Inspect the oil level and properties (color, smell, viscosity)
while idling the engine. If the oil level is in the HOT range, it
is OK. If the level is lower than that, feed oil from the oil
level gauge. If the level is too high, adjust it by draining oil
from the drain plug.

! CAUTION
 

For draining, wait until the oil cools down to avoid a risk of burn
injury.

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE
AND GUIDE

SHTS042560400098

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE
AND GUIDE

SHTS042560400099
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42. INSPECT OIL LEVEL (HV ONLY)
SINGLE CAB
(1) Cold check

HINT
The purpose of cold check is to check if the oil level is enough for
hot check.

a. Park the vehicle on a flat surface. Securely activate the
parking brake, press the brake pedal with the right foot,
and then start the engine.

b. Idle the engine for a minute or more. Bleed the air in the
hydraulic circuit and check the oil temperature at 20-30C
{68-86F}.

c. To fill each hydraulic circuit and the clutch with oil, slowly
shift the select lever to each position and then return it to
the P position (parking).

d. Inspect the oil level and properties (color, smell, viscosity)
while idling the engine. If the oil level is in the COOL range,
it is OK. If the level is lower than that, feed oil from the oil
level gauge. If the level is too high, adjust it by draining oil
from the drain plug.

(2) Hot check
HINT
Hot check must be conducted when the oil temperature is high
because the oil level rises as the temperature increases.

a. Park the vehicle on a flat surface. Securely activate the
parking brake, press the brake pedal with the right foot,
and then start the engine.

b. Shift the select lever to the D position (drive) to activate the
transmission. Set the oil temperature to a normal driving
temperature (70-80C {158-176F}).

c. To fill each hydraulic circuit and the clutch with oil, slowly
shift the select lever to each position and then return it to
the P position (parking).

d. Inspect the oil level and properties (color, smell, viscosity)
while idling the engine. If the oil level is in the HOT range, it
is OK. If the level is lower than that, feed oil from the oil
level gauge. If the level is too high, adjust it by draining oil
from the drain plug.

! CAUTION
 

For draining, wait until the oil cools down to avoid a risk of burn
injury.

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

OIL LEVEL GAUGE
GUIDE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

SHTS042560400100

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

OIL LEVEL GAUGE
GUIDE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

SHTS042560400101
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43. INSPECT OIL LEVEL (HV ONLY)
CREW CAB (WITHOUT REAR CONSOLE BOX)
(1) Fold the rear seat.

(2) Remove six grommet screws on right and left using the Phil-
lips-head screwdriver.

(3) Detach the rear scuff plate to remove the carpet.

(4) Remove the cover.

(5) Unfasten the screws (12 pcs.) to remove the cover.

REAR SEAT

SHTS042560400102

SCUFF PLATE

SHTS042560400103

SHTS042560400104

COVER

SHTS042560400105
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(6) Cold check
HINT
The purpose of cold check is to check if the oil level is enough for
hot check.

a. Park the vehicle on a flat surface. Securely activate the
parking brake, press the brake pedal with the right foot,
and then start the engine.

b. Idle the engine for a minute or more. Bleed the air in the
hydraulic circuit and check the oil temperature at 20-30C
{68-86F}.

c. To fill each hydraulic circuit and the clutch with oil, slowly
shift the select lever to each position and then return it to
the P position (parking).

d. Inspect the oil level and properties (color, smell, viscosity)
while idling the engine. If the oil level is in the COOL range,
it is OK. If the level is lower than that, feed oil from the oil
level gauge. If the level is too high, adjust it by draining oil
from the drain plug.

(7) Hot check
HINT
Hot check must be conducted when the oil temperature is high
because the oil level rises as the temperature increases.

a. Park the vehicle on a flat surface. Securely activate the
parking brake, press the brake pedal with the right foot,
and then start the engine.

b. Shift the select lever to the D position (drive) to activate the
transmission. Set the oil temperature to a normal driving
temperature (70-80C {158-176F}).

c. To fill each hydraulic circuit and the clutch with oil, slowly
shift the select lever to each position and then return it to
the P position (parking).

d. Inspect the oil level and properties (color, smell, viscosity)
while idling the engine. If the oil level is in the HOT range, it
is OK. If the level is lower than that, feed oil from the oil
level gauge. If the level is too high, adjust it by draining oil
from the drain plug.

! CAUTION
 

For draining, wait until the oil cools down to avoid a risk of burn
injury.

44. INSPECT OIL LEVEL (HV ONLY)
CREW CAB (WITH REAR CONSOLE BOX)
(1) Fold the rear seat.

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

SHTS042560400106

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

OIL LEVEL GAUGE
AND GUIDE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

SHTS042560400107

REAR SEAT

SHTS042560400108
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(2) Remove six grommet screws on right and left using the Phil-
lips-head screwdriver.

(3) Detach the rear scuff plate.
(4) Unfasten the screws (4 pcs.) from the rear console box.

Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, COOLER CONTROL SWITCH (CREW CAB),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING (Page 18-70)

(5) Lift the rear console box to disconnect the harness with the
lock pressed.

(6) Remove the rear console box.
(7) Remove the air cooler duct.

Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, COOLER CONTROL SWITCH (CREW CAB),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING (Page 18-70)

(8) Unfasten the air cooler duct clamp to remove the control
switch.
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, COOLER CONTROL SWITCH (CREW CAB),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING (Page 18-70)

(9) Remove three bolts from the rear cooler duct upper.

(10) Remove two wire harness clamps from the rear cooler duct
upper.

SCUFF PLATE

SHTS042560400109

REAR CONSOLE BOX

SHTS042560400110

REAR COOLER DUCT UPPER

SHTS042560400111

REAR COOLER DUCT UPPER

SHTS042560400112
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(11) Remove two bolts from the rear cooler duct lower.

! CAUTION
 

Lift the rear cooler duct lower and displace it without removing the
clamp under the rear cooler duct lower.

(12) Remove the carpet.

(13) Remove the cover.

(14) Unfasten the screws (12 pcs.) to remove the cover.

REAR COOLER DUCT 
LOWER

SHTS042560400113

CLAMP

REAR COOLER DUCT 
LOWER

SHTS042560400114

SHTS042560400115

COVER

SHTS042560400116
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(15) Cold check
HINT
The purpose of cold check is to check if the oil level is enough for
hot check.

a. Park the vehicle on a flat surface. Securely activate the
parking brake, press the brake pedal with the right foot,
and then start the engine.

b. Idle the engine for a minute or more. Bleed the air in the
hydraulic circuit and check the oil temperature at 20-30C
{68-86F}.

c. To fill each hydraulic circuit and the clutch with oil, slowly
shift the select lever to each position and then return it to
the P position (parking).

d. Inspect the oil level and properties (color, smell, viscosity)
while idling the engine. If the oil level is in the COOL range,
it is OK. If the level is lower than that, feed oil from the oil
level gauge. If the level is too high, adjust it by draining oil
from the drain plug.

(16) Hot check
HINT
Hot check must be conducted when the oil temperature is high
because the oil level rises as the temperature increases.

a. Park the vehicle on a flat surface. Securely activate the
parking brake, press the brake pedal with the right foot,
and then start the engine.

b. Shift the select lever to the D position (drive) to activate the
transmission. Set the oil temperature to a normal driving
temperature (70-80C {158-176F}).

c. To fill each hydraulic circuit and the clutch with oil, slowly
shift the select lever to each position and then return it to
the P position (parking).

d. Inspect the oil level and properties (color, smell, viscosity)
while idling the engine. If the oil level is in the HOT range, it
is OK. If the level is lower than that, feed oil from the oil
level gauge. If the level is too high, adjust it by draining oil
from the drain plug.

! CAUTION
 

For draining, wait until the oil cools down to avoid a risk of burn
injury.

45. RESTORING AFTER INSPECTING (HV ONLY)
CREW CAB (WITH REAR CONSOLE BOX)
(1) Mount the cover with 12 screws.

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

SHTS042560400117

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

OIL LEVEL GAUGE
AND GUIDE

COOL

GOOD

HOT

SHTS042560400118

COVER

SHTS042560400119
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(2) Mount the cover.

(3) Mount the carpet.

(4) Mount the rear air duct lower with two bolts without interfer-
ence with the clamp.

(5) Mount two wire harness clamps to the rear cooler duct upper.

(6) Mount the rear cooler duct upper with three bolts.

SHTS042560400120

REAR COOLER DUCT 
LOWER

SHTS042560400121

REAR COOLER DUCT UPPER

SHTS042560400122

REAR COOLER DUCT UPPER

SHTS042560400123
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(7) Mount the control switch and air cooler duct clamp.
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, COOLER CONTROL SWITCH (CREW CAB),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING (Page 18-71)

(8) Mount the air cooler duct
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, COOLER CONTROL SWITCH (CREW CAB),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING (Page 18-71)

(9) Connect the harness to mount the rear console box.

(10) Mount the rear console box.
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, COOLER CONTROL SWITCH (CREW CAB),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING (Page 18-71)

(11) Mount the rear scuff plate with six grommet screws on right
and left.

(12) Unfold the folded rear seat.

46. RESTORING AFTER INSPECTING (HV ONLY)
CREW CAB (WITHOUT REAR CONSOLE BOX)
(1) Mount the cover with 12 screws.

REAR CONSOLE BOX

SHTS042560400124

SCUFF PLATE

SHTS042560400125

REAR SEAT

SHTS042560400126

COVER

SHTS042560400127
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(2) Mount the cover.

(3) Mount the carpet.

(4) Mount the rear scuff plate with six grommet screws on right
and left.

(5) Unfold the folded rear seat.

47. AIR RELEASE THE CLUTCH (HV ONLY)
(1) Apply the ignition switch “ON”.
(2) Shift the shift lever to “P range”, “L range”, and then “P range”

repeatedly.
(3) The ACU motor starts and air bleeding is complete.

48. TEST DRIVING
(1) After adjusting the oil level, test drive the vehicle to check the

drain plug for oil leakage.

49. AT LEARNED VALUE INITIALIZATION
Reference: TROUBLE SHOOTING (S7-LXJE08A)
Reference: TROUBLE SHOOTING (S7-LXJE09A)

SHTS042560400128

SCUFF PLATE

SHTS042560400129

REAR SEAT

SHTS042560400130
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TRANSMISSION CONTROL

CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY 

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E04246050402137001

1 ECU cover 2 Control computer assembly

1

2

(HV ONLY)

x 4

1

2

x 4

SHTS042560500001
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OVERHAUL
EN01E04246050402137002

REMOVING THE CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
(Page 15-6)

2. REMOVING THE ECU COVER
(1) Remove the clip and then the ECU cover.

3. REMOVING THE CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the control computer

assembly from the pedal bracket.

SHTS042560500002

SHTS042560500003
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REMOVING THE CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
(HV ONLY)

1. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
(Page 15-6)

2. REMOVING THE ECU COVER
(1) Remove the clip and then the ECU cover.

3. REMOVING THE CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the control computer

assembly from the pedal bracket.

(2) The prohibitions when removing the ECU are described
below.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not remove the ECU from one side using a flat-blade screw-
driver.

SHTS042560500004

SHTS042560500005

INCORRECT

SHTS042560500006
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• Do not perform removal other than between the clutch ECU and
bracket.

• Do not lift the ECU too high from one direction.

• Insert a flat-blade screwdriver into the both sides of clearance
between the clutch ECU and the bracket.

INCORRECT

SHTS042560500007

INCORRECT

BRACKET DEFORMED

SHTS042560500008

SHTS042560500009
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(3) Lift the flat-blade screwdriver to lift up the clutch ECU by
applying the principle of leverage.

! CAUTION
 

• The tip of the flat-blade screwdriver is on the bracket.

• Do not lift up the clutch ECU too high because the bracket may
be deformed.

(4) Similarly, lift up the clutch ECU using the flat-blade screw-
driver on the opposite side.

(5) Repeat steps (4) and (5) to lift up the clutch ECU gradually
until the clutch ECU and the bracket are disengaged.

(6) Remove the clutch ECU from the control computer assembly.

(7) Check the appearance of the control computer assembly and
clutch ECU.

! CAUTION
 

Check each case and clutch ECU bracket for damage.

SHTS042560500010

SHTS042560500011

SHTS042560500012

SHTS042560500013
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MOUNTING THE CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
(HV ONLY)

1. MOUNTING THE CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the clutch ECU and bracket until they engage.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not handle the clutch ECU roughly during installation
because the bracket may be deformed.

• Do not damage the clutch ECU bracket.

(2) Mount the clutch ECU to the control computer assembly.

(3) Mount the control computer assembly to the pedal bracket
with the bolts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

SHTS042560500014

SHTS042560500015

SHTS042560500016
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2. MOUNTING THE ECU COVER
(1) The ECU cover is fixed to the projection part with the inser-

tion clip. 

3. INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

MOUNTING THE CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE CONTROL COMPUTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the control computer assembly to the pedal bracket

with the bolts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE ECU COVER
(1) The ECU cover is fixed to the projection part with the inser-

tion clip. 

3. INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

SHTS042560500017

SHTS042560500018

SHTS042560500019
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SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E04246050402093001

1 Shift lever knob 3 Screw

2 Shift lever cover 4 Shift lever assembly

1

2

3

3

3

4

SHTS042560500020
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OVERHAUL
EN01E04246050402093002

REMOVING THE SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE SHIFT LEVER KNOB
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the shift lever knob from

the shift lever shaft.

2. REMOVING THE SHIFT LEVER COVER
(1) Unfasten the screws (3 pcs.) to remove the shift lever cover

from the vehicle.

(2) Disconnect the connector from the shift lever assembly and
shift lever cover.

3. SEPARATING THE CONTROL CABLE
(1) Unfasten the nut to disconnect the shift cable from the shift

lever assembly.

SHTS042560500021

SHTS042560500022

SHTS042560500023
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(2) Remove the clamp securing the control cable.

! CAUTION
 

Before removing the clamp, record the face/back orientation of the
clamp with alignment marks.

HINT
To remove the clamp, use the flat-blade screwdriver and pliers.

4. DISCONNECTING THE CONNECTOR
(1) Disconnect the connector from the shift lever shaft.

5. REMOVING THE SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the shift lever assembly

from the vehicle.

FAULT

UNSTABLE 
CONDITION

INSUFFICIENT 
INSERTION

CONTROL LEVER SIDE

U CLAMP

TRANSMISSION
BRACKET

A/T CABLE

GOOD

U CLAMP

TRANSMISSION
BRACKET

SHTS042560500024

SHTS042560500025

SHTS042560500026
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MOUNTING THE SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the shift lever assembly to the vehicle with the bolts (4

pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE CONNECTOR
(1) Connect the connector to the shift lever shaft.

3. ATTACHING THE CONTROL CABLE
(1) Secure the control cable to the shift lever bracket with the

clamp.

! CAUTION
 

Secure the cable being careful of the insertion orientation of the
clamp.

HINT
Insert the clamp while pulling the cable by moving the shift lever.

(2) Connect the shift cable to the shift lever assembly with the
nut.

SHTS042560500027

SHTS042560500028

FAULT

UNSTABLE 
CONDITION

INSUFFICIENT 
INSERTION

CONTROL LEVER SIDE

U CLAMP

TRANSMISSION
BRACKET

A/T CABLE

GOOD

U CLAMP

TRANSMISSION
BRACKET

SHTS042560500029

SHTS042560500030
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4. MOUNTING THE SHIFT LEVER BOOT COVER
(1) Connect the connector to the shift lever assembly and shift

cover.

(2) Mount the shift lever boot cover to the vehicle with the screws
(3 pcs.).

5. MOUNTING THE SHIFT LEVER KNOB
(1) Mount it to the floor-mounted gearshift assembly with the

bolts (2 pcs.).

6. INSPECTING AND ADJUSTING THE SHIFT LEVER POSITION
(1) Turn on the ignition switch and depress the brake pedal to

inspect that the shift lever is perpendicular to the mounting
surface of the transmission floor shift assembly. 

(2) Shift the shift lever to each range. Check that the shift lever
can be operated smoothly and shifted to each range. 

(3) Start the engine and check that the vehicle moves forward
when the lever is shifted from the N-D range and moves
backward when shifted to the R range. 

SHTS042560500031

SHTS042560500032

SHTS042560500033
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TRANSMISSION MECHANICAL

OIL PAN GASKET

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E04256060402106001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Transmission case 5 Gasket *

2 Oil pan 6 Oil level gauge

3 Magnet 7 Oil filler tube

4 Oil pan gasket * 8 O-ring

A 6-8 {62-81, 4.5-5.8}

EXCEPT HV MODEL

6

4

1 3

2

A

5

8
7

HV MODEL

8
7

6

SHTS042560600001
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OVERHAUL
EN01E04256060402106002

REMOVING THE OIL PAN GASKET

1. DRAINING TRANSMISSION OIL
(1) Reference: ATTACHING AND DETACHING THE TRANS-

MISSION, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE TRANSMISSION
ASSEMBLY (Page 4-7)

2. REMOVING THE OIL FILLER TUBE
(1) Reference: ATTACHING AND DETACHING THE TRANS-

MISSION, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY,
REPLACEMENT, DISCONNECTING THE OIL COOLER
INLET TUBE No.1 (HV ONLY) (Page 4-9)

3. REMOVING THE OIL PAN GASKET
(1) Unfasten the 18 bolts to remove the oil pan from the trans-

mission case.
(2) Remove the oil pan gasket from the oil pan.

(3) Remove the 4 magnets from the oil pan.
NOTICE

• Remove the metal particles and sludge inside the oil pan.

• Remove the metal particles on the magnet.

SHTS042560600002

MAGNET

SHTS042560600003
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MOUNTING THE OIL PAN GASKET

1. MOUNTING THE OIL PAN GASKET
(1) Mount the 4 magnets to the oil pan.

(2) Mount the new oil pan gasket and oil pan to the transmission
case with bolts.

! CAUTION
 

• When mount the oil pan, be careful not to catch the harness.

• Do not reuse the oil pan gasket.

• Do not allow dirt and dust to enter the transmission case.

NOTICE
First, temporarily tighten the 4 bolts on the 4 corners not to drop
the oil pan, and temporarily tighten the other bolts.

(3) Finally tighten the 18 bolts.
Tightening Torque:
 6-8 N·m {62-81  kgf·cm, 4.5-5.8 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE OIL FILLER TUBE
Reference: TRANSMISSION MECHANICAL, OIL PAN GAS-
KET, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE OIL PAN GASKET,
MOUNTING THE OIL FILLER TUBE (Page 4-64)

3. ADDING TRANSMISSION OIL
Reference: ATTACHING AND DETACHING THE TRANSMIS-
SION, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY, ADDING
TRANSMISSION OIL (Page 4-39)

4. INSPECT OIL LEVEL
Reference: ATTACHING AND DETACHING THE TRANSMIS-
SION, AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY,
INSPECT OIL LEVEL (Page 4-40)

MAGNET

SHTS042560600004

SHTS042560600005
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REAR CASE GASKET

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E04256060402107001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear case 3 Extension housing oil seal

2 Rear case gasket

A 29.6-44.4 {302-452, 21.9-32.7}

2

1

3

A

SHTS042560600006
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OVERHAUL
EN01E04256060402107002

REMOVING THE REAR CASE GASKET

1. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
CABLE No.2, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE PARKING
BRAKE CABLE No.2 (Page 9-100)

2. REMOVING THE EXTENSION HOUSING OIL SEAL
(1) Remove the oil seal using the SST.

SST: 09308-36010
Oil seal puller

3. SUPPORTING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY
(1) Support the engine assembly with the jack via the wooden

block.

4. SUPPORTING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
(1) Support the automatic transmission assembly with the trans-

mission jack.

5. REMOVING THE ENGINE MOUNTING BRACKET
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), ENGINE MECHANICAL
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), ENGINE MECHANICAL

SST

SHTS042560600007

SHTS042560600008

SHTS042560600009
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6. REMOVING THE REAR CASE GASKET
(1) Unfasten the 10 bolts to remove the rear case and rear case

gasket from the transmission case.

! CAUTION
 

When remove the rear case, be careful not to drop the internal
parts.

MOUNTING THE REAR CASE GASKET

1. SUPPORTING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY
(1) Support the engine assembly with the jack via the wooden

block.

2. SUPPORTING THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
(1) Support the automatic transmission assembly with the trans-

mission jack.

3. MOUNTING THE REAR CASE GASKET
(1) Mount the rear case gasket and rear case with the 10 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
 29.6-44.6 N·m {302-452 kgf·cm, 21.9-32.7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Do not reuse the rear case gasket.

• Be careful not to have adhesion of dirt and dust inside of the
transmission case.

• After mounting the rear case, check the backlash in the output
shaft axial direction.

REAR CASE

REAR CASE 
GASKET

SHTS042560600010

SHTS042560600011

SHTS042560600012

REAR CASE

REAR CASE 
GASKET

SHTS042560600013
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4. MOUNTING THE ENGINE MOUNTING BRACKET
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), ENGINE MECHANICAL
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), ENGINE MECHANICAL

5. MOUNTING THE EXTENSION HOUSING OIL SEAL
(1) Using the SST and hammer, drive a new oil seal until it con-

tact the bottom of the housing.
SST: 09308-14010

Replacer
(2) Apply grease to the lip of the oil seal.

! CAUTION
 

Carefully insert the extension housing oil seal not to cut the lip.

NOTICE

• Check the lip of the extension housing oil seal for cut and for-
eign matter.

• Check the sliding surface of the extension housing oil seal for
scratch and foreign matter.

6. MOUNTING THE PARKING BRAKE
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
CABLE No.2, REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE PARKING
BRAKE CABLE No.2 (Page 9-103)
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TURBINE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E04246060402101001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Turbine sensor 2 O-ring *

A 8.0 {81, 5.9}

2

A

1

SHTS042560600014
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OVERHAUL
EN01E04246060402101002

1. REMOVING THE TURBINE SENSOR
(1) Disconnect the turbine sensor connector.
(2) Unfasten the bolt to remove the turbine sensor.
(3) Remove the O-ring from the turbine sensor.

2. MOUNTING THE TURBINE SENSOR
(1) Apply fluid to a new O-ring and attach it to the turbine sensor.
(2) Mount the turbine sensor with the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 8 N·m {81 kgf·cm, 5.9 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the turbine sensor connector.

SHTS042560600015

SHTS042560600016
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SPEED SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E04246060402002001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Speed sensor 2 O-ring *

A 8.0 {81, 5.9}

2

A

1

SHTS042560600017
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OVERHAUL
EN01E04246060402002002

1. REMOVING THE SPEED SENSOR
(1) Disconnect the speed sensor connector.
(2) Unfasten the bolt to remove the speed sensor.
(3) Remove the O-ring from the speed sensor.

2. MOUNTING THE SPEED SENSOR 
(1) Apply Fluid to a new O-ring and attach it to the speed sensor.
(2) Mount the speed sensor with the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 8.0 N·m {81 kgf·cm, 5.9 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the speed sensor connector.

SHTS042560600018

SHTS042560600019
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NEUTRAL SWITCH

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E04246060402061001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Neutral start switch 2 Nut stopper

A 12.5 {127, 9} B 7.0 {70, 5.2}

1 2

x 2

B

A

SHTS042560600020
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OVERHAUL
EN01E04246060402061002

REMOVING THE NEUTRAL START SWITCH

1. REMOVING THE NEUTRAL START SWITCH
(1) Disconnect the neutral start switch connector.
(2) Remove the staked portion of the nut stopper with a flat-

blade screwdriver and remove the lock nut and nut stopper.

(3) Unfasten the set bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the neutral start
switch assembly.

INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE NEUTRAL START SWITCH
(1) Measure the resistance between the terminals with a circuit

tester.

LOCK NUT

NUT STOPPER

SHTS042560600021

SHTS042560600022

PL RB 2L NL

B RL LLDL L

SHTS042560600023

Terminal 
inspected

Inspection 
conditions

Standard 
value

4 (C) - 5 (PL) Shift lever position P Below 1

6 (N) -10 (B) Shift lever position P Below 1

4 (C) - 9 (RL) Shift lever position R Below 1

4 (C) - 1 (NL) Shift lever position N Below 1

6 (N) - 10 (B) Shift lever position N Below 1

4 (C) - 8 (DL) Shift lever position D Below 1

4 (C) - 2 (3L) Shift lever position 4 Below 1

4 (C) - 7 (2L) Shift lever position L-3 Below 1
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INSTALLING THE NEUTRAL START SWITCH

1. INSTALLING THE NEUTRAL START SWITCH
(1) Attach the neutral start switch and tighten the bolts (2 pcs.)

temporarily.
NOTICE
The bolts are fully tightened when the neutral start switch is
adjusted.

(2) Attach the nut stopper and lock nut.
Tightening Torque:
 7 N·m {70 kgf·cm, 5.2 lbf·ft}

(3) Stake the nut stopper with a flat-blade screwdriver.

2. ADJUSTING THE NEUTRAL START SWITCH
(1) Shift the shift lever to the N range.
(2) Loosen the neutral start switch set bolts (2 pcs.).
(3) Align the center of the width across flats of the manual shaft

flat portion with the center of the neutral datum groove.
(4) Set a straightedge in close contact with the manual shaft side

face and insert a 2.0 mm {0.079 in.} thickness gauge into the
neutral datum groove.

(5) Put the straightedge on the upper neutral datum groove.
Adjust the distance A from the thickness gauge to 2.0 mm
{0.079 in.} using the thickness gauge, and then tighten the
set bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 12.5 N·m {127 kgf·cm, 9 lbf·ft}

(6) After adjustment, inspect the neutral start switch.

SHTS042560600024

LOCK NUT

NUT STOPPER

SHTS042560600025

SET BOLT

MANUAL SHAFT

A

THICKNESS
GAUGE

STRAIGHT EDGE

SET BOLT

NEUTRAL 
REFERENCE
GROOVE

SHTS042560600026
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3. INSPECTING THE NEUTRAL START SWITCH
(1) Apply the parking brake and turn on the ignition switch.
(2) Press the brake pedal and inspect that when the shift lever is

set to the N or P range, the engine starts, and in other
ranges, it does not start.

(3) Inspect that when the shift lever is set to the R range, the
backup light lights up and the reverse position warning
buzzer goes off, and in other ranges, they are not activated.

(4) If found abnormal, adjust the neutral start switch.

4. INSPECTING AND ADJUSTING THE SHIFT LEVER POSITION
Reference: TRANSMISSION (A465), ATTACHING AND
DETACHING THE TRANSMISSION, AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS-
SION ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE TRANS-
MISSION ASSEMBLY (Page 4-21)
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STANDARD VALUE

PROPELLER SHAFT MECHANICAL

PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
EN01E06423010701001001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Repair limit Usable limit Action

Clearance of the spider journal and 
spider bearing

0.022–0.061
 {0.0009–0.0024}

—
0.10

 {0.0039}
Replace

Propeller shaft runout
0–0.6

 {0–0.0236}
1.0

 {0.0394}
— Adjust or replace

Sleeve yoke play
0.185–0.393

 {0.0073–0.0154}
—

0.63
 {0.0248}

Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Intermediate shaft to universal joint flange 
mounting lock nut

687 {7,000, 507} —

Center bearing holder 35 {357, 26} —

Transmission companion flange to flange 
yoke mounting nut

74.5 {760, 55} —

Propeller shaft assembly to propeller shaft 
assembly

74.5 {760, 55} —

Propeller shaft assembly center to propeller 
shaft assembly

74.5 {760, 55} —

Oscillation torque of universal joint spider 
assembly

0.8–2.9 {8–30, 0.59–2.13} —

Installing the lubrication fitting to the 
universal joint spider assembly

6.4 {65, 4.7} —

Rear drive pinion companion flange to 
propeller shaft assembly

74.5 {760, 55} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

PROPELLER SHAFT MECHANICAL

PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
EN01E06423020702001001

SST

COMMON TOOLS

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09710-28021 Front suspension bushing tool set —

(09710-08031) (Base) —

09309-37010 Transmission bearing replacer —

09316-12010 Transfer bearing replacer —

09930-00010 Drive shaft nut chisel —

09309-60010 Extension pipe
Center bearing ramming down 

use

Name Remarks

Snap ring pliers 09905-00013
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INSTRUMENTS

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Spring balance Measuring range: 1–5 kgf {2.2–11.0 lbf}

V-block —

Dial caliper gauge Measuring range: 10–30 mm {0.3937–1.1811 in.}

Dial gauge (10 mm {0.3937 in.}) —

Micrometer
Measuring range: 0–25 mm {0–0.9842 in.}
Measuring range: 25–50 mm {0.9842–1.9685 in.}

Magnetic base —

Name Remarks

Wire (2 mm {0.0787 in.}) —

Bearing Grease —
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PROPELLER SHAFT MECHANICAL

PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E06423040402001001

EXAMPLE: TWO-SHAFT TYPE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY

x 2

x 2 x 4

x 4

x 4

1

10

12

16

11
17

18

3

4 5
5

6

6

7

7

B

8

9
19

x 4

x 4

20

21

D

BEARING GREASE

11 A

C

E

A

E

x 4

x 2

x 2

x 2

11

E

13

14

15

2

4

4

5

5

5

5

x 2

x 4
x 4

x 4
22

A

x 4

D

x 4

SHTS064230400001
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

*: Nonreusable part

1 Front propeller shaft assembly 12 Lock nut *

2 Rear propeller shaft assembly 13 Sleeve yoke

3 Front propeller shaft subassembly 14 Dust seal *

4 Flange yoke 15 Rear propeller shaft subassembly

5 Retainer ring * 16 Universal joint spider kit

6 Dust deflector * 17 Universal joint spider assembly

7 Bearing plate 18 Spider bearing

8 Center support bearing 19 Universal joint flange

9 Bearing cushion 20 Center bearing holder

10 Color 21 Center bearing support bracket

11 Lubrication fitting 22 Thrust washer *

A 6.4 {65, 4.7} D 35 {357, 26} *

B 687 {7,000, 507} E 74.5 {760, 55}

C 27 {275, 20} 
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OVERHAUL ITEM

PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY

OVERHAUL
EN01E06423040703001001

REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY 

! WARNING
 

When the propeller shaft assembly is removed, the parking brake
will not work. Thus, make sure to park the vehicle on a level sur-
face using a wheel stopper to prevent the vehicle from moving.

1. DISCONNECTING THE FLANGE ON DIFFERENTIAL SIDE
(1) Put alignment marks on the joining area of the flange cou-

pling and flange yoke.
(2) Remove the nuts to disconnect the flange yoke.

! CAUTION
 

Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

NOTICE

• Apply the parking brake.

• If the connection of the flange is tight, temporarily fit one bolt
and nut. Use a brass bar and a hammer, evenly tap the flange
part of the propeller shaft assembly to disconnect.

2. DISCONNECTING THE FLANGE ON TRANSMISSION SIDE
(1) Put alignment marks on the joining area of the flange cou-

pling and flange yoke.

(2) Remove the nuts to disconnect the flange yoke.

! CAUTION
 

Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

NOTICE

• Apply the parking brake.

• If the connection of the flange is tight, temporarily fit one bolt
and nut. Use the brass bar and a hammer, evenly tap the flange
part of the propeller shaft assembly to disconnect it.

3. DISCONNECTING THE FLANGE OF CENTER BEARING
(1) Put alignment marks on the joining area of the flange cou-

pling and flange yoke.
(2) Remove the nuts to disconnect the flange yoke.

! CAUTION
 

Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

NOTICE

• Apply the parking brake.

• If the connection of the flange is tight, temporarily fit one bolt
and nut. Use the brass bar and a hammer, evenly tap the flange
part of the propeller shaft assembly to disconnect it.

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS064230400002

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS064230400003

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS064230400004
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4. REMOVING THE CENTER BEARING HOLDER
(1) Remove the bolts and nuts of the center bearing holder while

supporting the propeller shaft to remove the center bearing
holder and remove the propeller shaft assembly from the
vehicle.

DISASSEMBLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEM-
BLY

1. INSPECTING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY 
(1) Inspect the propeller shaft assembly for damage.
(2) Using the V-block and dial gauge, measure the runout of the

center of the propeller shaft assembly. If exceeding the limit,
replace the propeller shaft assembly.

(3) Fix the sliding yoke of the propeller shaft assembly with a
vise horizontally via an aluminum plate.

2. INSPECTING THE UNIVERSAL JOINT SPIDER ASSEMBLY
(1) Secure the propeller shaft assembly to the vise via an alumi-

num plate.
(2) Turn the universal joint spider assembly and inspect it for

scuffing. If any abnormality is found, replace the rear propel-
ler shaft universal joint spider kit.

(3) Shake the flange yoke in the direction as shown in the figure
and inspect the joint part for rattle. If any abnormality is
found, replace the rear propeller shaft universal joint spider
kit.

! CAUTION
 

Be sure to replace the universal joint spider assembly and spider
bearing as a set.

3. REMOVING THE SLEEVE YOKE
(1) Put alignment marks on the sleeve yoke and sliding yoke.
(2) Remove the sleeve yoke from the sliding yoke.
(3) Remove the lubrication fitting from the sliding yoke.

SHTS064230400005

SHTS064230400006

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0–0.6 {0–0.0236} 1.0 {0.0394}

SHTS064230400007

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS064230400008
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4. REMOVING THE DUST SEAL
(1) Using the needle nose plier, pull out the dust seal from the

sleeve yoke.

(2) Use the thin flathead driver to remove the dust seal from the
sleeve yoke.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not damage the spline.

• Be sure not to deform the sleeve yoke.

• If the sleeve yoke is deformed, replace the propeller shaft
assembly.

5. REMOVING THE SPIDER BEARING
(1) Put alignment marks on the flange yoke and sliding yoke.

(2) Remove the retainer rings (2 pcs.) using snap ring pliers.

SHTS064230400009

SHTS064230400010

SHTS064230400011

SNAP RING 
PLIERS

SHTS064230400012
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(3) Using the press, push out the spider bearing.
NOTICE
Push out the universal joint spider assembly to the position just
before touching the flange yoke.

(4) Secure the spider bearing with the vise via an aluminum
plate.

(5) Using the brass bar and hammer, tap the sliding yoke to
remove the spider bearing.

(6) Similarly, remove the spider bearing on the other side.
(7) Repeat the procedure above to remove the spider bearings

(4 pcs.) on the sliding yoke side and those (4 pcs.) on the
sleeve yoke side.

(8) Remove the rear flange yoke and universal joint spider
assembly from the sliding yoke and sleeve yoke.

(9) Remove the lubrication fittings (2 pcs.) from the universal
joint spider assemblies (2 pcs.).

(10) Install the dial gauge to the propeller shaft assembly.
NOTICE
Install the dial gauge and make sure that the tip of the gauge is
contacting at a point 50 mm {1.9685 in.} away from the center of
the sleeve yoke as shown in the figure.

(11) Use the dial gauge to measure the play of sleeve yoke. If the
value exceeds the permissible limit, replace the propeller
shaft assembly.

SHTS064230400013

SHTS064230400014

50 mm {1.9685 in.}

SHTS064230400015

SHTS064230400016

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0.185–0.393 
{0.0073–0.0154}

0.63 {0.0248}
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INSPECTING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY 

1. INSPECTING THE SPIDER BEARING FOR WEAR
(1) Inspect the universal joint spider assembly and spider bear-

ing for excess wear, spelling and damage. If any abnormality
is found, replace the rear propeller shaft universal joint spider
kit.

! CAUTION
 

Be sure to replace the universal joint spider assembly and spider
bearing as a set.

(2) Using the dial caliper gauge, measure the inner diameter of
the bearing case (dimension A).

(3) Using the micrometer, measure the outer diameter of the
needle roller (dimension B).

(4) Using the micrometer, measure the outer diameter of the uni-
versal joint spider assembly journal (dimension C).

SHTS064230400017

SHTS064230400018

NEEDLE
ROLLER

SHTS064230400019

SHTS064230400020
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(5) Subtract the outer diameter of the needle roller (dimension
B2) from the inner diameter of the bearing case (dimension
A), and then subtract the outer diameter of the spider journal
(dimension C) from it to inspect the clearance of the spider
journal and spider bearing. If exceeding the limit, replace-
ment the rear propeller shaft universal joint spider kit.

! CAUTION
 

Be sure to replace the universal joint spider assembly and spider
bearing as a set.

NOTICE
Calculate the clearance by {dimension A - (dimension B2)} -
dimension C.

INSTALLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY 

1. INSTALLING THE SPIDER BEARING
(1) Install the lubrication fittings (2 pcs.) to the universal joint spi-

der assemblies (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 6.4  N·m {65  kgf·cm, 4.7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Install the grease inlet of the lubrication fitting in the orientation
shown in the figure.

(2) Apply bearing grease to the universal joint spider assembly
journal.

(3) After removing old grease from inside the spider bearing and
the needle roller, apply bearing grease.

(4) Insert the needle rollers inside the bearing case.
(5) Insert the spider bearings (4 pcs.) to the universal joint spider

assembly.

DIMENSION 
A 

DIMENSION 
B

DIMENSION 
C 

SHTS064230400021

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0.022–0.061 
{0.0009–0.0024}

0.1 {0.0039}

45°

SHTS064230400022

NEEDLE 
ROLLER

SHTS064230400023
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(6) Measure the distance of the outside of the retainer ring inser-
tion groove (dimension A) for the flange yoke, sleeve yoke
and sliding yoke.

(7) For measuring the size (dimension B), secure the universal
joint spider assembly, with spider bearing inserted, to the
vise to tightly attach universal joint spider assembly to the
spider bearing.

! CAUTION
 

Do not tighten the vise strongly.

(8) Select the retainer ring so that the value calculated by adding
the thickness of the retainer rings (2 pcs.) and dimension B
becomes the same as that of dimension A.

Thickness of the retainer ring

(9) Remove the spider bearings (4 pcs.) to the universal joint spi-
der assembly.

2. MOUNTING THE UNIVERSAL JOINT SPIDER ASSEMBLY
(1) Insert the universal joint spider assembly into the flange yoke

as shown in the figure.

! CAUTION
 

Do not mistake the insertion direction.

(2) Using the vise, press-fit the spider bearing into the flange
yoke.

! CAUTION
 

• Be sure not to press-fit the spider bearing obliquely.

• Be sure not to damage the spider bearing lip.

HINT
Press-fit to the end of the retainer rings.

(3) Similarly, press-fit the spider bearing on the opposite side.
(4) Using the snap ring pliers, attach the new retainer rings (2

pcs.) to the flange yoke.

(5) Repeat the procedure above to install the spider bearings (2
pcs.) on the sliding yoke side and those (4 pcs.) on the sleeve
yoke side.

DIMENSION 
A

DIMENSION 
B 

SHTS064230400024

Part No.
Thickness 
 (mm {in.})

Identification 
(Color)

SZ521-40003 2.22 {0.0874} Gold

SZ521-40004 2.30 {0.0906} Silver

SZ521-40005 2.38 {0.0937} Brown

LUBRICATION 
FITTING

SPIDER ASSEMBLY

FLANGE YOKE No.1

SHTS064230400025

SNAP RING 
PLIERS

SHTS064230400026
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3. INSPECTING THE UNIVERSAL JOINT
(1) Using the spring scale, attach the hook to the bolt hole of the

flange yoke and measure the oscillation torque of the univer-
sal joint spider assembly.

! CAUTION
 

For measuring the oscillation torque, measure at two places that
are 90  separated per one universal joint spider assembly.

(2) Use the retainer ring that is one level thicker when the oscilla-
tion torque is lighter than the standard value and one level
thinner when the oscillation torque is heavier than the stan-
dard value.

Thickness of the retainer ring

4. INSTALLING THE DUST SEAL
(1) Install the new dust seal to the sleeve yoke.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not mistake the direction of the dust seal.

• After installing, make sure that the outside of the dust seal and
the dust cover are in close contact.

(2) Apply bearing grease to the dust sealing lip.

5. INSTALLING THE SLEEVE YOKE
(1) After removing rust, dust and old grease on the splines of the

sleeve yoke and sliding yoke, apply bearing grease to them.
(2) Align the alignment marks and insert the sleeve yoke to the

sliding yoke.
(3) Install the lubrication fitting to the sliding yoke.

Tightening Torque:
 6.4  N·m {65  kgf·cm, 4.7 lbf·ft}

SHTS064230400027

Standard value 
Nm {kgfcm, lbfft} 0.8–2.9 {8–30, 0.59–2.13}

Part No.
Thickness 
 (mm {in.})

Identification 
(Color)

SZ521-40003 2.22 {0.0874} Gold

SZ521-40004 2.30 {0.0906} Silver

SZ521-40005 2.38 {0.0937} Brown

DUST SEAL

DUST COVER

SHTS064230400028

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS064230400029
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(4) Make sure that the phase marks on each joint are aligned as
shown in the figure.

(5) Make sure that the installation directions of each lubrication
fitting are as shown in the figure.

DISASSEMBLING THE CENTER BEARING 
(FOR TWO TO THREE SHAFT TYPES)

1. REMOVING THE UNIVERSAL JOINT FLANGE
(1) Secure the universal joint flange to the vise via an aluminum

plate.
(2) Remove the staked portion of the lock nut using SST and a

hammer.
SST: 09930-00010

Drive shaft nut chisel

! CAUTION
 

• For using the SST, make the tapered surface facing to the shaft
side.

• Do not grind the tip of SST using grinder.

(3) Put alignment marks on the universal joint flange and inter-
mediate shaft.

(4) Use the deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}) to remove
the lock nut.

! CAUTION
 

Make sure that the staked portion is completely removed before
removing the nut to prevent the shaft from being damaged.

(5) Remove the universal joint flange from the shaft.
(6) Remove the lubrication fitting from the universal joint flange.

PHASE MARK

SHTS064230400030

LUBRICATION FITTING

SHTS064230400031

SST

SHTS064230400032

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS064230400033
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2. REMOVING THE CENTER SUPPORT BEARING 
(1) Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) and nuts (4 pcs.).

NOTICE
Fix the bolt and turn the nut.

(2) Remove the center support bearing plate, collars (4 pcs.) and
bearing cushion No.1 from the intermediate shaft.

(3) Remove the center support bearing assembly from the shaft.
(4) Remove the bearing plate from the shaft.

3. REMOVING THE DUST DEFLECTOR 
(1) Use the square shank flathead driver and a hammer to

remove the propeller shaft dust deflector No.5 from the uni-
versal joint flange.

(2) Use the square shank flathead driver and hammer to remove
the dust deflector from the shaft.

INSPECTING THE CENTER BEARING 
(FOR TWO TO THREE SHAFT TYPES)

1. INSPECTING THE CENTER SUPPORT BEARING ASSEMBLY 

! CAUTION
 

Do not soak the center support bearing assembly in detergent.

(1) Rotate the center support bearing assembly manually and
inspect for scuffing or for cracking and damage. If problem is
found, replace the center bearing.

(2) Inspect the lip of the center support bearing assembly for
damage. If problem is found, replace it.

SHTS064230400034

SHTS064230400035

SHTS064230400036

SHTS064230400037
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(3) Inspect the bearing cushion for damage and cracking. If
problem is found, replace it.

(4) Inspect the bearing plate for damage. If problem is found,
replace it.

INSTALLING THE CENTER BEARING 
(FOR TWO TO THREE SHAFT TYPES)

1. INSTALLING THE DUST DEFLECTOR 
(1) Use the SST and a hammer to install new dust deflector to

the universal joint flange.
SST: 09309-37010

Transmission bearing replacer
09710-28021
Front suspension bushing tool set
09316-12010
Transfer bearing replacer
(09710-08031)
(Base)

! CAUTION
 

Do not deform the dust deflector.

(2) Use the SST and a hammer to install new dust deflector to
the shaft.
SST: 09316-12010

Transfer bearing replacer

! CAUTION
 

Do not deform the dust deflector.

2. INSTALLING THE CENTER SUPPORT BEARING 
(1) Sufficiently fill inside the bearing case of the center support

bearing with bearing grease.
(2) Install the bearing plate to the shaft.

SHTS064230400038

SST

SHTS064230400039

SST

SHTS064230400040

SHTS064230400041
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(3) Using the SST and hammer, drive the center bearing in.

SST: 09309-60010
Extension pipe

NOTICE
When driving in the center bearing, pay attention not to damage it.

(4) Install the bearing cushion, collars (4 pcs.) and bearing plate
to the shaft.

(5) Install the bolts (4 pcs.) and nuts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 27  N·m {275  kgf·cm, 20 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
Fix the bolt and turn the nut.

3. INSTALLING THE UNIVERSAL JOINT FLANGE
(1) Install the lubrication fitting to the universal joint flange.

Tightening Torque:
 6.4  N·m {65  kgf·cm, 4.7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Install the grease inlet facing towards the rearward side of the
vehicle.

(2) Align the alignment marks and install the universal joint
flange to the shaft.

(3) Make sure that the phase marks of the universal joint flange
and shaft are aligned.

(4) Use the deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}) to install a
new lock nut.

Tightening Torque:
 687  N·m {7,000  kgf·cm, 507 lbf·ft}

SHTS064230400042

SHTS064230400043

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS064230400044

PHASE MARK

SHTS064230400045
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(5) Stake the lock nut by using the chisel and hammer.

! CAUTION
 

Securely stake at the two points aligning with the shaft notch.

INSTALLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• When a section or part is attached, detached or replaced,
assemble the propeller shaft having the direction of the flange
yoke in a direction shown in the figure.

• When a flange yoke or shaft is replaced, balance the shaft once
again using the balancing machine in an assembled condition.

SHTS064230400046

NOTE THAT SAM VEHICLE MODELS 
REQUIRE YOKE TWO BE INSTALLED 
WITH A 90° PHASE SHIFT.

* 

SHAFT FLANGE YOKE

ONE-SHAFT TYPE

TWO-SHAFT TYPE 
(GENERAL VEHICLES)

TWO-SHAFT TYPE
 (PHASE
   INSTALLATION *)

THREE-SHAFT TYPE

SHTS064230400047
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2. MOUNTING THE ONE-SHAFT TYPE PROPELLER SHAFT
ASSEMBLY
(1) Align the alignment marks of the flange coupling of the trans-

mission side and the flange yoke. Mount the propeller shaft
assembly with nuts.

Tightening Torque:
74.5  N·m {760  kgf·cm, 55 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Keep the washers and nuts clean from oil and grease when
tightening them.

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Clean the tooth surface to remove foreign matters when install
the flange.

• A new bolt and nut must be used for installation. (Nonreusable) 

HINT
Apply the parking brake.

(2) Align the alignment marks of the flange coupling of the differ-
ential side and the flange yoke. Mount the propeller shaft
assembly with nuts.

Tightening Torque:
74.5 N·m {760  kgf·cm, 55 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Keep the washers and nuts clean from oil and grease when
tightening them.

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Clean the tooth surface to remove foreign matters when install
the flange.

• A new bolt and nut must be used for installation. (Nonreusable) 

HINT
Apply the parking brake.

3. MOUNTING TWO-SHAFT TYPE TO THREE-SHAFT TYPE PRO-
PELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY

(1) Align the alignment marks of the flange coupling of the trans-
mission side and the flange yoke. Mount the propeller shaft
assembly with nuts.

Tightening Torque:
74.5  N·m {760  kgf·cm, 55 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Keep the washers and nuts clean from oil and grease when
tightening them.

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Clean the tooth surface to remove foreign matters when install
the flange.

• A new bolt and nut must be used for installation. (Nonreusable) 

HINT
Apply the parking brake.

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS064230400048

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS064230400049

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS064230400050
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(2) Apply grease inside the center bearing holder.
(3) Install the center bearing with a bolt and nut via the center

bearing holder.
Tightening Torque:
 35 N·m {357  kgf·cm, 26 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Be sure to use a new bolt and nut.

(4) Align the alignment marks of the flange coupling of the center
bearing and the flange yoke. Mount the propeller shaft
assembly with nuts.

Tightening Torque:
 74.5 N·m {760  kgf·cm, 60 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Keep the washers and nuts clean from oil and grease when
tightening them.

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Clean the tooth surface to remove foreign matters when install
the flange.

• A new bolt and nut must be used for installation. (Nonreusable) 

HINT
Apply the parking brake.

(5) Align the alignment marks of the flange coupling of the differ-
ential side and the flange yoke. Mount the propeller shaft
assembly with nuts.

Tightening Torque:
 74.5 N·m {760  kgf·cm, 60 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Keep the washers and nuts clean from oil and grease when
tightening them.

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Clean the tooth surface to remove foreign matters when install
the flange.

• A new bolt and nut must be used for installation. (Nonreusable) 

HINT
Apply the parking brake.

4. REPLENISHING THE GREASE
(1) Fill with bearing grease from the lubrication fitting of the uni-

versal joint spider assembly.
(2) Fill with bearing grease from the lubrication fitting of the slid-

ing yoke.

SHTS064230400051

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS064230400052

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS064230400053
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STANDARD VALUE

FRONT AXLE

STEERING KNUCKLE
EN01E07ZZZ010701001001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item
Standard 

value
Repair limit Usable limit Action

Clearance measurement of I-beam and left 
hand side steering knuckle

0.10 {0.0039} 
or less

— — Adjustment

Right hand side steering knuckle upper steer-
ing knuckle king pin bushing

5.5 {0.2165} — — Adjustment

Right hand side steering knuckle lower steer-
ing knuckle king pin bushing

0 {0} — — Adjustment

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Lock pin tightening nut for king pin 37.5-48.5 {383-494, 28-35} —

Left hand side steering knuckle 
Front left hand side speed sensor

8.5 {87, 6.3} —

Installing the left hand side steering knuckle arm 
steering knuckle arm nut

587-783 {5,986-7,984, 433-577} —

Left hand side steering knuckle arm 
Left hand side tie rod end

146-244 {1,489-2,284, 108-165} —

Right hand side steering knuckle arm 
Steering drag link assembly

146-244 {1,489-2,284, 108-165} —

Flexible hose bracket No.4 
Front left hand side speed sensor

19 {194, 14} —

Upper left hand side front axle hub grease cap and 
flexible hose bracket No.4

19-25 {194-254, 15-18} —

Lower left hand side front axle hub grease cap 19-25 {194-254, 15-18} —

Left hand side front disc brake dust cover 19 {194, 14} —
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FRONT AXLE HUB
EN01E07ZZZ010701001002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Front axle hub bolt 200 {2,040, 148} —

Tightening the left hand side steering knuckle 
steering knuckle stopper bolt

63.5-84.5 {648-861, 47-62} —

Flexible hose bracket No.4 
front brake flexible hose No.1

28 {286, 21} —

Tightening the left hand (right hand) side spindle 
nut while turning the left hand (right hand) side 
front axle hub

108 {1,100, 80}
Reference level

—

Left hand side front disc brake cylinder mounting 
265 {2,702, 195} Class 4

278 {2,835, 205} Class 5

Left hand side front disc brake cylinder mounting –
Left hand side front disc brake cylinder assembly

125 {1,270, 92} —

Front wheel installation 440-590 {4,500-6,000, 325-435} —
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REAR AXLE

REAR AXLE HUB
EN01E07ZZZ010701002001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

STARTING LOAD
Unit: N {kgf, lbf}

REAR AXLE SHAFT
EN01E07ZZZ010701002002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Axle hub–rear disc 200 {2,040, 148} —

Installing the rear axle shaft 97 {985, 72} —

Left hand side rear disc brake cylinder mounting 265 {2,702, 195} —

Left hand side rear disc brake cylinder mounting 
Left hand side rear disc brake cylinder assembly

125 {1,275, 92} —

Tightening the rear axle bearing lock nut while 
turning the rear axle hub & disc assembly

539 {5,500, 398} —

Fixing the rear axle bearing lock nut 
lock nut plate

9.6 {98, 7.1} —

Rear tire installation 440-590 {4,500-6,000, 325-435} —

Rear dust cover 19 {194, 14} —

Tightening part starting load Remarks

Rear axle hub & disc assembly preload torque 
(wheel bolt side)

35.3-53.0 {3.6-5.4, 7.9-11.9} —

Inspection item
Standard 

value
Repair limit Usable limit Action

Rear axle shaft bending
0.8 {0.0315} 

or less
— — Replacement

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rear axle housing rear axle shaft 97 {985, 72} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

FRONT AXLE

STEERING KNUCKLE
EN01E07ZZZ020702001001

SPECIAL TOOL

Shape Part No. Name Vehicle model

09950-40011 Puller B set —

(09951-04020) (Hanger 200) —

(09952-04010) (Slide arm) —

(09953-04030) (Center bolt 200) —

(09954-04010) (Arm 25) —

(09954-04020) (Arm 100) —

(09955-04031) (Claw No.3) —

(09955-04061) (Claw No.6) —

(09958-04011) (Holder) —
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OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

FRONT AXLE HUB
EN01E07ZZZ020702001002

SPECIAL TOOL

09601-67010
King pin bushing remover & 
replacer

—

Name Remarks

Chassis Grease —

Rope —

Shape Part No. Name Vehicle model

09308-36010 Oil seal puller —

(09308-06010) (Attachment) —

(09308-06020) (Rod with grip) —

09316-60011
Transmission & transfer bearing 
replacer

—

(09316-00011) (Replacer pipe) —

09950-60010 Replacer set —

(09951-00180) (Replacer 18) —

09950-60020 Replacer set No.2 —

Shape Part No. Name Vehicle model
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(09951-00790) (Replacer 79) —

(09951-01030) (Replacer 103) —

(09951-01600) (Replacer 160) —

09950-40011 Puller B set —

(09951-04020) (Hanger 200) —

(09952-04010) (Slide arm) —

(09953-04030) (Center bolt 200) —

(09954-04010) (Arm 25) —

(09955-04011) (Claw No.1) —

(09957-04010) (Attachment) —

(09958-04011) (Holder) —

09950-70010 Handle set —

Shape Part No. Name Vehicle model
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INSTRUMENT

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

(09951-07150) (Handle 150) —

09556-22010 Drive pinion front bearing remover —

09785-36010 ABS speed sensor rotary replacer —

Name Remarks

Spring balance measuring range: 9.8-49.0 N {1-5 kgf, 2.2-
11.0 lbf}

—

Name Remarks

ThreeBond TB1215 or equivalent —

Disc Brake Grease —

Bearing Grease —

Bolt (M12P1.25, under head length of 50 mm {1.969 in.}) —

Shape Part No. Name Vehicle model
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REAR AXLE

REAR AXLE HUB
EN01E07ZZZ020702002001

SPECIAL TOOL

Shape Part No. Name Vehicle model

09308-36010 Oil seal puller —

(09308-06010) (Attachment) —

(09308-06020) (Rod with grip) —

09950-40011 Puller B set —

(09951-04010) (Hanger 150) —

(09951-04020) (Hanger 200) —

(09952-04010) (Slide arm) —

(09953-04020) (Center bolt 150) —

(09954-04020) (Arm 100) —

(09954-04030) (Arm 150) —

(09955-04011) (Claw No.1) —

(09955-04021) (Claw No.2) —
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INSTRUMENT

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

REAR AXLE SHAFT
EN01E07ZZZ020702002002

INSTRUMENT

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

(09958-04011) (Holder) —

09513-36040 Rear axle bearing replacer —

S0983-99401 Socket wrench —

Name Remarks

Spring balance measuring range: 9.8-49.0 N {1-5 kgf, 2.2-
11.0 lbf}

—

Name Vehicle model

Bearing Grease —

Name Remarks

Dial gauge (10 mm {0.3937 in.}) —

Magnetic base —

V-block —

Name Remarks

Bearing Grease —

Shape Part No. Name Vehicle model
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WHEEL AND TIRE
EN01E07ZZZ020702002003

SPECIAL TOOL

Shape Part No. Name Vehicle model

S0960-91210 Lever —

S0960-91220 Rubber hammer —
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FRONT AXLE

STEERING KNUCKLE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E07ZZZ040401007001

LEFT HAND SIDE STEERING KNUCKLE 

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front left hand side speed sensor

A 19 {194, 14} B 8.5 {87, 6.3}

1

A

B

SHTS07ZZZ0400001
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BEARING GREASE
CHASSIS GREASE 

1

14

9

2

10

8

11

6

13

5

A × 2

6
5

C

7

× 24

7

7

7D

D

INSTALLATION POSITION ON LEFT HAND SIDE:

D

B

12

E

3

15

16

A

SHTS07ZZZ0400002
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 King pin shim 9 Left hand side steering knuckle

2 Steering knuckle king pin bearing 10 Left hand side steering knuckle arm

3 King pin lock pin * 11 Left hand side tie rod end

4 Flexible hose bracket No. 4 12 Steering knuckle king pin

5 Grease fitting 13 Left hand side front disc brake dust cover

6 Left hand side front axle hub grease cap 14 Steering drag link assembly

7 Cotter pin * 15 Right hand side steering knuckle

8 Steering knuckle arm nut 16 Right hand side tie rod end

A 19-25 {194,-254, 15-18} D 146-244 {1,489-2,284, 108-165}

B 37.5-48.5 {383-494, 28-35} E 19 {194, 14}

C 587-783 {5,986-7,984, 433-577}
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*: Nonreusable part

1 Steering knuckle king pin bushing * 2 Steering knuckle king pin dust seal
 (O-ring)

2

1

1

CHASSIS GREASE

SHTS07ZZZ0400003
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OVERHAUL
EN01E07ZZZ040401007002

REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE STEERING 
KNUCKLE 

1. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
Reference: AXLE, FRONT AXLE, FRONT AXLE HUB, OVER-
HAUL, REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
(Page 7-33)

2. DISCONNECTING THE STEERING DRAG LINK ASSEMBLY
(INSTALLATION POSITION ON LEFT HAND SIDE)
(1) Remove the cotter pin and slotted nut from the steering drag

link assembly from the rearward direction of the vehicle. 

(2) Install the slotted nut upside down as shown in the figure. 
HINT
Install the slotted nut upside down as shown in the figure to pre-
vent stud bolt damage using SST. 

SHTS07ZZZ0400004

SHTS07ZZZ0400005
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(3) Using the SST, disconnect the steering drag link assembly
from the right hand side steering knuckle arm. 
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set
(09951-04020)
(Hanger 200)
(09952-04010)
(Slide arm)
(09953-04030)
(Center bolt 200)
(09954-04010)
(Arm 25)
(09955-04061)
(Claw No.6)
(09958-04011)
(Holder)

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the small amount of grease to the tip and threaded por-
tion of the SST (center bolt). 

• Do not damage the dust seal. 

(4) Remove the SST and slotted nut and disconnect the steering
drag link assembly. 

HINT
Hang the steering drag link assembly with a rope. 

3. DISCONNECTING THE RIGHT HAND SIDE TIE ROD END SUB-
ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the cotter pin and slotted nut from the right hand

side tie rod end. 

SST

HOLD

TURN

SHTS07ZZZ0400006

RIGHT HAND SIDE:

LEFT HAND SIDE:

SHTS07ZZZ0400007
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(2) Install the slotted nut upside down as shown in the figure. 
HINT
Install the slotted nut upside down as shown in the figure to pre-
vent stud bolt damage using SST. 

SHTS07ZZZ0400008
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(3) Using the SST, disconnect the right hand side tie rod end
from the right hand side steering knuckle arm. 

SST: 09950-40011
Puller B set
(09951-04020)
(Hanger 200)
(09952-04010)
(Slide arm)
(09953-04030)
(Center bolt 200)
(09954-04010)
(Arm 25)
(09955-04061)
(Claw No.6)
(09958-04011)
(Holder)

! CAUTION
 

• Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and
threaded portion of the SST (center bolt). 

• Do not damage the dust seal. 

4. REMOVING THE STEERING KNUCKLE ARM NUT
(1) Remove the cotter pin and steering knuckle arm nut from the

right hand side steering knuckle. 

RIGHT HAND SIDE: LEFT HAND SIDE:

SST

HOLD

TURN
TURN

HOLD

SST

SHTS07ZZZ0400009

SHTS07ZZZ0400010
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5. REMOVING THE RIGHT HAND SIDE STEERING KNUCKLE
ARM
(1) Using the SST, remove the right hand side steering knuckle

arm from the right hand side steering knuckle. 
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set
(09951-04020)
(Hanger 200)
(09953-04030)
(Center bolt 200)
(09954-04020)
(Arm 100)
(09955-04031)
(Claw No.3)
(09958-04011)
(Holder)

NOTICE
Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and threaded
portion of the SST (center bolt). 

6. DISCONNECTING THE FRONT LEFT HAND SIDE SPEED SEN-
SOR
(1) Unfasten the bolt to disconnect the front left hand side speed

sensor from the flexible hose bracket No.4. 

(2) Unfasten the bolt to disconnect the front left hand side speed
sensor from the left hand side steering knuckle. 

SST

HOLD

TURN

SHTS07ZZZ0400011

SHTS07ZZZ0400012

SHTS07ZZZ0400013
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7. REMOVING THE FRONT LEFT HAND SIDE DISC BRAKE DUST
COVER SUBASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the left hand side front disc brake

dust cover from the left hand side steering knuckle. 

8. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
GREASE CAP
(1) Using the spanner, remove the (upper) grease fitting from the

(upper) left hand side front axle hub grease cap. 
(2) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the flexible hose

bracket No.4 and (upper) left hand side front axle hub grease
cap from the left hand side steering knuckle to be removed. 

(3) Using the spanner, remove the (lower) grease fitting from the
(lower) left hand side front axle hub grease cap. 

(4) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the (lower) left hand
side front axle hub grease cap from the left hand side steer-
ing knuckle. 

SHTS07ZZZ0400014

SHTS07ZZZ0400015

SHTS07ZZZ0400016
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9. REMOVING THE KING PIN LOCK PIN
(1) Loosen the nut until it is flush with the king pin lock pin. 

(2) Using the brass bar and a hammer, remove the king pin lock
pin. 

NOTICE
Remove the nut before it contacts the I-beam and tap out the lock
pin using a pin punch (5 mm {0.197 in.}) and a hammer. 

10. REMOVING THE STEERING KNUCKLE KING PIN
(1) Using the brass bar and a hammer, remove the steering

knuckle king pin. 

! CAUTION
 

Prevent the king pin from falling out. 

11. REMOVING THE STEERING KNUCKLE KING PIN BEARING
(1) While supporting the left hand side steering knuckle, remove

the steering knuckle king pin bearing from the I-beam. 

! CAUTION
 

Prevent the steering knuckle king pin bearing from falling out. 

SHTS07ZZZ0400017

SHTS07ZZZ0400018

SHTS07ZZZ0400019

SHTS07ZZZ0400020
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12. REMOVING THE KING PIN SHIM
(1) While supporting the left hand side steering knuckle, remove

the king pin shim from the I-beam. 

13. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE STEERING KNUCKLE
(1) Remove the left hand side steering knuckle from the I-beam. 

14. REMOVING THE STEERING KNUCKLE KING PIN DUST SEAL
(O-RING)
(1) Using the flathead driver, remove the steering knuckle king

pin dust seal (O-ring) from the left hand side steering
knuckle. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the steering knuckle king pin dust seal (O-ring). 

15. REMOVING THE STEERING KNUCKLE KING PIN BUSHING
(1) Using the SST and a press, remove the (upper) steering

knuckle king pin bushing. 
SST: 09601-67010

King pin bushing remover & replace
NOTICE
Support the left hand side steering knuckle spindle during
removal. 

SHTS07ZZZ0400021

SHTS07ZZZ0400022

SST

SHTS07ZZZ0400023
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(2) Using the SST and a press, remove the (lower) steering
knuckle king pin bushing. 
SST: 09601-67010

King pin bushing remover & replace
NOTICE
Support the left hand side steering knuckle spindle during
removal. 

INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE STEERING 
KNUCKLE 

1. INSTALLING THE STEERING KNUCKLE KING PIN BUSHING
(1) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the new (upper) steering

knuckle king pin bushing into the left hand side steering
knuckle. 
SST: 09601-67010

King pin bushing remover & replace

SST

SHTS07ZZZ0400024

SST

A

SHTS07ZZZ0400025

Standard value A 5.5 mm {0.2165 in.}
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(2) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the new (lower) steering
knuckle king pin bushing into the left hand side steering
knuckle. 
SST: 09601-67010

King pin bushing remover & replace

2. INSTALLING THE STEERING KNUCKLE KING PIN DUST SEAL
(O-RING)
(1) Install the steering knuckle king pin dust seal (O-ring) on the

left hand side steering knuckle. 
NOTICE

• Check the up/down direction of the steering knuckle king pin
dust seal (O-ring) during installation as shown in the figure. 

• The steering knuckle king pin dust seal (O-ring) should not stick
out of the end face of the left hand side steering knuckle. 

3. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE STEERING KNUCKLE
(1) Apply the Chassis Grease to the steering knuckle king pin

bushing, lip of the steering knuckle king pin dust seal (O-ring)
and the sliding surface of the I-beam and left hand side steer-
ing knuckle. 

(2) Install the left hand side steering knuckle on the I-beam. 

4. INSTALLING THE STEERING KNUCKLE KING PIN BEARING
(1) Apply the Chassis Grease to the I-beam of the steering

knuckle king pin bearing and the sliding surface of the left
hand side steering knuckle and steering knuckle king pin. 

(2) Install the steering knuckle king pin bearing on the left hand
side steering knuckle. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not misplace the up/down direction of the steering knuckle
king pin bearing as shown in the figure. 

• Prevent the steering knuckle king pin bearing from falling out. 

5. INSTALLING THE KING PIN SHIM
(1) Apply the Chassis Grease to the steering knuckle king pin. 
(2) Using the hammer and a brass bar, tap in the steering

knuckle king pin from the top side of the left hand side steer-
ing knuckle. 

! CAUTION
 

• Prevent the steering knuckle king pin from falling out. 

• Do not damage the steering knuckle king pin bushing. 

SST

A

SHTS07ZZZ0400026

Standard value A 0 mm {0 in.}

SHTS07ZZZ0400027

UPPER SIDE

LOWER SIDE

SHTS07ZZZ0400028
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(3) Support the left hand side steering knuckle with a piece of
wood and a jack and jack up until the rotation of the left hand
side steering knuckle becomes slightly heavy. 

(4) Using the thickness gauge, measure the clearance between
the I-beam and left hand side steering knuckle and select the
king pin shim from the table below so that it is within the stan-
dard value. 

TYPE OF KING PIN SHIM

(5) Lower the jack and remove the king pin using a brass bar and
a hammer. 

! CAUTION
 

• Prevent the steering knuckle king pin from falling out. 

• Do not damage the steering knuckle king pin bushing. 

(6) Apply the Chassis Grease to the selected king pin shim and
install it between the clearance of the I-beam and (upper) left
hand side steering knuckle. 

SHTS07ZZZ0400029

Standard value (mm {in.}) 0.10 {0.0039} or less

Part No. Blade thickness (mm {in.})

90032-09022 1.9 {0.0748}

90032-09023 2.0 {0.0787}

90032-09024 2.1 {0.0827}

90032-09025 2.2 {0.0866}

90032-09026 2.3 {0.0906}

90032-09027 2.4 {0.0945}

90032-09028 2.5 {0.0984}

90032-09029 2.6 {0.1024}

A

B

ENGRAVING

SHTS07ZZZ0400030
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6. INSTALLING THE STEERING KNUCKLE KING PIN
(1) Using the hammer and a brass bar, tap in the steering

knuckle king pin from the top side of the left hand side steer-
ing knuckle. 

! CAUTION
 

• Tap in the steering knuckle king pin so that the shorter end of
the pin, A or B, faces the upper side. 

• Position the guide slot of the steering knuckle king pin toward
the lock pin installation hole in the I-beam. 

• Prevent the steering knuckle king pin from falling out. 

• Do not damage the steering knuckle king pin bushing. 

HINT
Install so that the engraving mark faces up as shown in the figure. 

7. INSTALLING THE KING PIN LOCK PIN
(1) Using the brass bar and a hammer, tap in the new king pin

lock pin. 
NOTICE
Make sure to correctly position the king pin lock pin as shown in
the figure. 

(2) Install the nut. 
Tightening Torque:
37.5-48.5 N·m {383-494 kgf·cm, 28-35 lbf·ft}
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8. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
GREASE CAP
(1) After filling in the gap of the left hand side steering knuckle

with Chassis Grease, install the (upper) left hand side front
axle hub grease cap and flexible hose bracket No.4 with bolts
(2 pcs.). 

Tightening Torque:
19-25 N·m {194-254 kgf·cm, 15-18 lbf·ft}

(2) Using the spanner, install the grease fitting on the (upper) left
hand side front axle hub grease cap. 

NOTICE
The tip of the grease fitting must fit within the range (A) as shown
in the figure. 

(3) After filling in the gap of the left hand side steering knuckle
with Chassis Grease, install the (lower) left hand side front
axle hub grease cap with bolts (2 pcs.). 

Tightening Torque:
19-25 N·m {194-254 kgf·cm, 15-18 lbf·ft}

(4) Using the spanner, install the grease fitting on the (lower) left
hand side front axle hub grease cap. 

NOTICE
The tip of the grease fitting must fit within the range (A) as shown
in the figure. 

9. GREASE FILLING
(1) Fill between the grease fitting and the left hand side steering

knuckle with Chassis Grease. 
NOTICE

• Grease should be filled from both top and bottom sides. 

• Fill until the grease leaks from the gap of the left hand side
steering knuckle, I-beam, king pin shim and steering knuckle
king pin bearing. 

• Grease should not leak from the left hand side front axle hub
grease cap. 

10. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE STEERING KNUCKLE
Reference: AXLE, FRONT AXLE, STEERING KNUCKLE,
OVERHAUL, INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE STEERING
KNUCKLE (Page 7-24)

A
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11. INSTALLING THE STEERING KNUCKLE ARM NUT
(1) Install the steering knuckle arm nut and the new cotter pin on

the right hand side steering knuckle. 
Tightening Torque:
587-783 N·m {5,986-7,984 kgf·cm, 433-577 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
Align the cotter pin hole in the tightening direction within 30 after
tightening the steering knuckle arm nut. 

12. INSTALLING THE RIGHT HAND SIDE TIE ROD END SUBAS-
SEMBLY
(1) Using the slotted nut and a new cotter pin, install the right

hand side tie rod end on the right hand side steering knuckle
arm. 

Tightening Torque:
146-244 N·m {1,489-2,284 kgf·cm, 108-165 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
Align the cotter pin hole in the tightening direction within 30 after
tightening the slotted nut. 

13. INSTALLING THE STEERING DRAG LINK ASSEMBLY
(INSTALLATION POSITION ON RIGHT HAND SIDE)
(1) Using the slotted nut and a new cotter pin, install the steering

drag link assembly on the right hand side steering knuckle
arm. 

Tightening Torque:
146-244 N·m {1,489-2,284 kgf·cm, 108-165 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
Align the cotter pin hole in the tightening direction within 30 after
tightening the slotted nut. 

SHTS07ZZZ0400036
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14. INSTALLING THE FRONT LEFT HAND SIDE SPEED SENSOR
(1) Install the front left hand side speed sensor on the flexible

hose bracket No.4 with a bolt. 
Tightening Torque:
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Do not install with the wire harness of the front left hand side
speed sensor twisted. 

(2) Install the front left hand side speed sensor on the left hand
side steering knuckle with a bolt. 

Tightening Torque:
8.5 N·m {87 kgf·cm, 6.3 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Do not damage the sensor tip of the front left hand side speed
sensor. 

• Make sure that the sensor tip and installation area of the front
left hand side speed sensor are free from foreign matters. 

• After installation, there should be no gap between the sensor
stay of the front left hand side speed sensor and the left hand
side steering knuckle. 

• Avoid inclusion of foreign matters. 

• Do not install with the wire harness of the front left hand side
speed sensor twisted. 

15. INSTALLING THE FRONT LEFT HAND SIDE DISC BRAKE
DUST COVER SUBASSEMBLY
(1) Install the left hand side front disc brake dust cover on the left

hand side steering knuckle with a bolt. 
Tightening Torque:
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

16. INSTALLING THE FRONT AXLE HUB & LEFT HAND SIDE DISC
ASSEMBLY
Reference: AXLE, FRONT AXLE, FRONT AXLE HUB, OVER-
HAUL, INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
(Page 7-37)
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LAYOUT DRAWING

FRONT AXLE HUB

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E07ZZZ040401008001

LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Left hand side front disc brake cylinder assembly 4 Front disc brake anti-squeal shim kit

2 Front brake flexible hose No.1 5 Front disc brake pad kit (pad only)

3 Left hand side front disc brake cylinder mounting 6 Front disc brake anti-squeal shim kit

A 28 {286, 21} C 265 {2,702, 195} (Class 4)

B 125 {1,270, 92} C 278 {2,835, 205} (Class 5)

3

1

2

C

B

× 2

× 3

4

65

4

6
5

A

CLASS 4 MODELS

CLASS 5 MODELS
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Steering knuckle stopper bolt 8 Left hand side front outer axle hub bearing
(Bearing outer race side)

2 Steering knuckle spacer 9 Left hand side front outer axle hub bearing
(bearing inner race side)

3 Left hand side front inner axle hub bearing
(Bearing inner race side)

10 Left hand side front axle hub claw washer

4 Front skid control rotor 11 Left hand side spindle nut

5 Left hand side front axle hub oil seal * 12 Cotter pin *

6 Left hand side front inner axle hub bearing
(Bearing outer race side)

13 Left hand side front axle hub grease cap

7 Left hand side front axle hub & disc assembly

A 63.5-84.5 {648-861, 47-62}

1

11

13

8

7

4

10

2

BEARING GREASE

A

A

12

THREEBOND TB1215 OR EQUIVALENT

6

9

5

3
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OVERHAUL
EN01E07ZZZ040401008002

REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE
HUB 

1. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT WHEEL

2. DISCONNECTING THE FRONT FLEXIBLE HOSE No.1
(1) Unfasten the bolt to disconnect the front brake flexible hose

No.1 from the flexible hose bracket No.4. 

3. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE DISC BRAKE CYLINDER
ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the left hand side front

disc brake cylinder assembly. 

4. REMOVING THE FRONT DISC BRAKE PAD KIT

5. REMOVING THE FRONT ANTI-SQUEAL SHIM KIT
(1) Remove the front disc brake anti-squeal shims (4 pcs.). 

6. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT DISC BRAKE CYL-
INDER MOUNTING
(1) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) to remove the left hand side front

disc brake cylinder mounting. 
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7. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
GREASE CAP
(1) Using the flathead driver, lightly pry up the circumference of

the left hand side front hub grease cap to remove it. 
NOTICE
Replace with a new cap if severely deformed. 

8. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE SPINDLE NUT
(1) Remove the cotter pin. 
(2) Using the socket wrench (50 mm {1.969 in.}), remove the left

hand side spindle nut. 

9. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE OUTER FRONT AXLE HUB
BEARING (BEARING INNER RACE SIDE)
(1) Remove the left hand side front axle hub claw washer and

left hand side front outer axle hub bearing. 

! CAUTION
 

Prevent the left hand side front outer axle hub bearing from falling
out. 

(2) If the left hand side front outer axle hub bearing cannot be
removed, use SST to remove the left hand side front outer
axle hub bearing. 
SST: 09950-60010

Replacer set
(09951-00180)
(Replacer 18)
09556-22010
Drive pinion front bearing remover

NOTICE
Apply the small amount of grease to the tip and threaded portion
of the SST (center bolt). 

HINT
If the center bolt of the SST is not long enough, insert a replacer
into the end of the center bolt and axle shaft. 
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10. REMOVING THE FRONT AXLE HUB & LEFT HAND SIDE DISC
ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the front axle hub & left hand side disc assembly

from the left hand side steering knuckle. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not damage the left hand side front axle hub oil seal. 

• The axle hub & disc assembly is a heavy component. Make sure
to hold it securely during work. 

11. REMOVING THE STEERING KNUCKLE STOPPER BOLT
(1) Loosen the lock nut and remove the steering knuckle stopper

bolt from the left hand side steering knuckle. 

(2) Remove the bolts from the left hand side steering knuckle. 

12. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT INNER AXLE HUB
BEARING (BEARING INNER RACE SIDE)
(1) Prepare the bolts (M12P1.25, under head length of 50 mm

{1.969 in.}, 2 pcs.) and install them to the bolt holes at the
back of the left hand side steering knuckle. 

(2) Tighten the bolt evenly on both sides and simultaneously
remove the left hand side front inner axle hub bearing and
steering knuckle spacer from the left hand side steering
knuckle. 

! CAUTION
 

Prevent the left hand side front inner axle hub bearing and steer-
ing knuckle spacer from falling out. 
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13. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB OIL
SEAL
(1) Using the SST, remove the left hand side front axle hub oil

seal. 
SST: 09308-36010

Oil seal puller
(09308-06010)
(Attachment)
(09308-06020)
(Rod with grip)

14. REMOVING THE FRONT SKID CONTROL ROTOR
(1) Using the SST, remove the front skid control rotor. 

SST: 09950-40011
Puller B set
(09951-04020)
(Hanger 200)
(09952-04010)
(Slide arm)
(09953-04030)
(Center bolt 200)
(09954-04010)
(Arm 25)
(09957-04010)
(Craw No.1)
(09958-04011)
(Holder)
09950-60020
Replacer set No.2
(09951-01030)
(Replacer 103)

! CAUTION
 

• Do not remove the front skid control rotor unless it needs to be
replaced. 

• Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and
threaded portion of the SST (center bolt). 

15. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT OUTER AXLE HUB
BEARING (BEARING OUTER RACE SIDE)
(1) Wipe off the grease in the axle hub. 
(2) Using the brass bar and a hammer, hit the left hand side front

outer axle hub bearing (bearing outer race side) to remove it. 

! CAUTION
 

• Hold the brass bar against the notch in the front axle hub. 

• Do not damage the front disc. 

• Do not remove the front outer axle hub bearing (bearing outer
race side) unless the front outer axle hub bearing needs to be
replaced. 

SST
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16. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT INNER AXLE HUB
BEARING (BEARING OUTER RACE SIDE)
(1) Wipe off the grease in the axle hub. 
(2) Using the brass bar and a hammer, hit the left hand side front

inner axle hub bearing (bearing outer race side) to remove it. 

! CAUTION
 

• Hold the brass bar against the notch in the front axle hub. 

• Do not damage the front disc. 

• Do not remove the Inn front axle hub bearing (bearing outer
race side) unless the Inn front axle hub bearing needs to be
replaced. 

INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE
HUB 

1. INSTALLING THE FRONT SKID CONTROL ROTOR
(1) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the front skid control

rotor until there is no more space as shown in the figure. 
SST: 09785-36010

ABS speed sensor rotary replacer
09950-70010
Handle set
(09951-07150)
(Handle 150)

! CAUTION
 

• Press-fit slowly and evenly. 

• Do not damage the front skid control rotor. 

• Make sure to correctly position the SST as shown in the figure. 

2. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT OUTER AXLE
HUB BEARING (BEARING OUTER RACE SIDE)
(1) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the left hand side front

outer axle hub bearing (bearing outer race side) until it
reaches the installation surface. 
SST: 09950-60020

Replacer set No.2
(09951-00790)
(Replacer 79)
09950-70010
Handle set
(09951-07150)
(Handle 150)

! CAUTION
 

• Press-fit slowly and evenly. 

• Do not damage the left hand side front outer axle hub bearing
(bearing outer race side). 
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3. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT INNER AXLE HUB
BEARING (BEARING OUTER RACE SIDE)
(1) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the left hand side front

inner axle hub bearing (bearing outer race side) until it
reaches the installation surface. 
SST: 09950-60020

Replacer set No.2
(09951-01030)
(Replacer 103)
09950-70010
Handle set
(09951-07150)
(Handle 150)

! CAUTION
 

• Press-fit slowly and evenly. 

• Do not damage the left hand side front inner axle hub bearing
(bearing outer race side). 

4. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB OIL
SEAL
(1) Using the SST, press-fit the new left hand side front axle hub

oil seal until it reaches the end face. 
SST: 09951-01600

Replacer 160
09950-70010
Handle set
(09951-07150)
(Handle 150)

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the left hand side front axle hub oil seal. 

5. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT INNER AXLE HUB
BEARING (BEARING INNER RACE SIDE)
(1) Fill in the gap between the bearing and inner race of the left

hand side front inner axle hub bearing (bearing outer race
side) with Bearing Grease as shown in the figure. 

(2) Temporarily mount the steering knuckle spacer so that the
two bolt holes of the left hand side steering knuckle fit the two
out of the four bolt holes shown in the figure of the back of the
steering knuckle spacer. 

SST
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(3) Using the SST and a hammer, press-fit the left hand side
front inner axle hub bearing (bearing inner race side) and
steering knuckle spacer simultaneously until they reach the
installation surface. 
SST: 09316-60011

Transmission & transfer bearing replacer
(09316-00011)
(Replacer pipe)

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the left hand side front inner axle hub bearing. 

6. INSTALLING THE STEERING KNUCKLE STOPPER BOLT
(1) Install the steering knuckle stopper bolt on the left hand side

steering knuckle. 
(2) Temporarily tighten the steering knuckle stopper bolt so that it

is not too loose. 
NOTICE
Be sure to fully tighten the lock nut after inspecting and adjusting
the wheel steering angle. 

(3) Install the bolt on the left hand side steering knuckle. 
Tightening Torque:
63.5-84.5 N·m {648-861 kgf·cm, 47-62 lbf·ft}

7. INSTALLING THE FRONT AXLE HUB & LEFT HAND SIDE DISC
ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the grease from inside the front axle hub. 
(2) Fill the area shown in the figure with Bearing Grease. 

NOTICE
Avoid the entry of other grease or inclusion of dust/dirt as it may
cause grease deterioration or seizure. 

SST
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(3) Apply the Bearing Grease to the inside of the left hand side
front outer axle hub bearing (bearing outer race side) and left
hand side front inner axle hub bearing (bearing outer race
side). 

(4) Apply the Bearing Grease to the lip of the left hand side front
axle hub oil seal. 

(5) Clean the steering knuckle spindle and lightly apply Bearing
Grease. 

(6) Install the front axle hub & left hand side disc assembly on
the left hand side steering knuckle. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not damage the left hand side front axle hub oil seal. 

• The axle hub & disc assembly is a heavy component. Make sure
to hold it securely during work. 

8. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT OUTER AXLE
HUB BEARING (BEARING INNER RACE SIDE)
(1) Fill in the gap between the bearing and inner race of the left

hand side front outer axle hub bearing (bearing inner race
side) with Bearing Grease as shown in the figure. 

(2) Install the left hand side front outer axle hub bearing (bearing
inner race side) and left hand side front axle hub claw
washer. 

(3) Fill in the gap between the left hand side front outer axle hub
bearing (bearing inner race side) and left hand side axle hub
claw washer with Bearing Grease. 

(4) If the left hand side front outer axle hub bearing (bearing
inner race side) cannot be inserted, use SST and a hammer
to lightly tap in. 
SST: 09316-60011

Transmission & transfer bearing replacer
(09316-00011)
(Replacer pipe)

GREASE APPLICATION POSITION
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9. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE SPINDLE NUT
(1) Using the socket wrench (50 mm {1.969 in.}), the left hand

side spindle nut while turning the left hand side front axle
hub. 

Tightening Torque:
108 N·m {1,100 kgf·cm, 80 lbf·ft}
Reference level

10. PRELOAD ADJUSTMENT
(1) Rotate the left hand side front axle hub back and forth two to

three times to settle the bearing. 
(2) Loosen the lock nut until it can be turned with fingers

(approximately 60). 
(3) Lightly hit the spindle end with a plastic hammer. 
(4) Using the socket wrench (50 mm {1.969 in.}) and a spring

balance, tighten the left hand side spindle nut so that the
starting load is within the standard value. 

NOTICE

• If it is outside the standard value, make readjustment by
increasing or decreasing the left hand side spindle nut return. 

• If the spindle nut has been readjusted, lightly hit the spindle
with a plastic hammer to settle the bearing. 

• Check both forward and backward directions for the wheel hub
starting load. 

(5) Make sure that the left hand side front axle hub rotates
smoothly. 

(6) Attach the new cotter pin. 

11. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
GREASE CAP
(1) Clean the installation surface of the left hand side front axle

hub grease cap. 
(2) Lightly apply the ThreeBond TB1215 or equivalent to the

area around the arrows as shown in the figure. 
(3) Fill the area shown in the figure with Bearing Grease. 
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17.1-44.1 
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(4) Using the brass bar and a hammer, install the left hand side
front axle hub grease cap. 

NOTICE
Do not deform the left hand side front axle hub grease cap. 

12. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT DISC BRAKE
CYLINDER MOUNTING
(1) Install the left hand side front disc brake cylinder mounting

with bolts (3 pcs.). 
Tightening Torque:
(Class 4)
265 N·m {2,702 kgf·cm, 195 lbf·ft}
(Class 5)
278 N·m {2,835 kgf·cm, 205 lbf·ft}

13. INSTALLING THE FRONT ANTI-SQUEAL SHIM KIT
(1) Install the front disc brake anti-squeal shim kit on the front

disc brake pad. 
NOTICE
Do not mistake the installation direction of the shim. 

14. INSTALLING THE FRONT DISC BRAKE PAD KIT
(1) Install the front disc brake pads (2 pcs.) on the left hand side

front disc brake cylinder mounting. 

15. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE DISC BRAKE CYLINDER
ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the left hand side front disc brake cylinder assembly on

the left hand side front disc brake cylinder mounting with
bolts (2 pcs.). 

Tightening Torque:
125 N·m {1,270 kgf·cm, 92 lbf·ft}
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16. INSTALLING THE FRONT FLEXIBLE HOSE No.1
(1) Install the front brake flexible hose No.1 on the flexible hose

bracket No.4 with a bolt. 

Tightening Torque:
28 N·m {286 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

17. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT
Tightening Torque:
515 N·m {5,250 kgf·cm, 380 lbf·ft}

18. UNIT CHECK OF FRONT SPEED SENSOR
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, SPEED SENSOR,
UNIT CHECK, UNIT CHECK OF FRONT SPEED SENSOR (Page
9-29)

19. INSPECTING AND ADJUST THE WHEEL STEERING ANGLE.
Reference: SUSPENSION, FRONT SUSPENSION, WHEEL
ALIGNMENT, ADJUSTMENT, INSPECTING WHEEL ALIGN-
MENT (Page 11-24)
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LAYOUT DRAWING

FRONT AXLE HUB BOLT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E07ZZZ040401009001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front disc 2 Left hand side front axle wheel bolt *

A 200 {2,040, 148}

1

× 6

2

BEARING GREASE A

FRONT AXLE WHEEL BOLTS (6 PCS.):
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OVERHAUL
EN01E07ZZZ040401009002

REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE
WHEEL BOLT

1. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
(1) Refer to the procedures of before removing the front axle hub

& left hand side disc assembly. 
Reference: AXLE, FRONT AXLE, FRONT AXLE HUB,
OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT
AXLE HUB (Page 7-33)

2. REMOVING THE FRONT DISC
(1) Put the alignment marks on the axle hub and disc. 
(2) Unfasten the bolts (6 pcs.) to remove the front disc. 

3. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE WHEEL
BOLT
(1) Using the press, remove the left hand side front axle wheel

bolt. 

INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE
WHEEL BOLT

1. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE WHEEL
BOLT
(1) Using the press, install the left hand side front axle wheel

bolt. 

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS07ZZZ0400080
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2. INSTALLING THE FRONT DISC
(1) Align the alignment marks of the disc and axle hub and install

the front disc on the axle hub with bolts (6 pcs.). 
Tightening Torque:
200  N·m {2,040 kgf·cm, 148 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Select the installation position that gives the minimum disc run
out when replacing the disc. 

• Clean the installation surface of the disc and axle hub before
installation. 

ALIGNMENT 
MARK
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REAR AXLE

REAR AXLE HUB

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E07ZZZ050401010001

LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Left hand side rear disc brake cylinder assembly 10 Left hand side rear axle wheel bolt *

2 Left hand side rear disc brake cylinder mounting 11 Left hand side rear axle hub

3 Rear disc brake pad 12 Left hand side rear outer axle hub bearing 
(Bearing outer race side)

4 Rear axle hub & disc assembly 13 Left hand side rear outer axle hub bearing 
(Bearing inner race side)

5 Left hand side rear axle oil seal guide * 14 Lock nut plate

6 Left hand side rear inner axle hub bearing 
(Bearing inner race side)

15 Rear axle bearing lock nut

7 Left hand side rear axle hub oil seal * 16 Rear axle shaft oil seal *

8 Left hand side rear inner axle hub bearing 
(Bearing outer race side)

17 Rear axle shaft

9 Rear disc 18 Rear disc brake anti-squeal shim

A 125 {1,275, 92} E 9.6 {98, 7.1}

B 265 {2,702, 195} F 97 {985, 72}

C 440-590 {4,500-6,00, 325-435} G 19 {194, 14}

D 200 {2,040, 148}
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OVERHAUL
EN01E07ZZZ050401010002

REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB

1. REMOVING THE REAR WHEEL

2. REMOVING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT
(1) Unfasten the bolts (10 pcs.) and remove the rear axle shaft. 

HINT

• If the fitting is tight, hit the rear axle shaft with a brass bar and a
hammer to remove it. 

• Oil may leak when removing the rear axle shaft. 

3. REMOVING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT OIL SEAL
(1) Using the SST, remove the rear axle shaft oil seal. 

SST: 09308-36010
Oil seal puller
(09308-06020)
(Rod with grip)
09950-40011
Puller B set
(09951-04010)
(Hanger 150)
(09952-04010)
(Slide arm)
(09954-04020)
(Arm 100)
(09955-04011)
(Craw No.1)
(09958-04011)
(Holder)

! CAUTION
 

• Do not damage the axle tube. 

• Do not reuse the rear axle shaft oil seal. 

4. REMOVING THE REAR LEFT HAND SIDE DISC BRAKE CYLIN-
DER ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the left hand side rear

disc brake cylinder assembly. 

5. REMOVING THE REAR DISC BRAKE PAD
(1) Remove the rear disc brake pad from the left hand side rear

disc brake cylinder mounting. 

SHTS07ZZZ0500002

SST

SST

OIL SEAL

SHTS07ZZZ0500003

SHTS07ZZZ0500004
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6. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR DISC BRAKE CYLIN-
DER MOUNTING
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the left hand side rear

disc brake cylinder mounting. 

7. REMOVING THE LOCK NUT PLATE
(1) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.) from the lock nut plate. 
(2) Remove the lock nut plate. 

8. REMOVING THE REAR AXLE BEARING LOCK NUT
(1) Using the SST, remove the rear axle bearing lock nut. 

SST: S0983-99401
Socket wrench

(2) Remove the lock nut plate. 

9. REMOVING THE REAR AXLE HUB & DISC ASSEMBLY
(1) Pull out the rear axle hub & disc assembly and remove the

left hand side rear outer axle hub bearing (bearing inner race
side). 

(2) Remove the rear axle hub & disc assembly. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not drop the left hand side rear outer axle hub bearing (bear-
ing inner race side). 

• The rear axle hub & disc assembly is a heavy component. Make
sure to hold it securely during work. 

(3) Wipe off the grease in the rear axle hub. 

SHTS07ZZZ0500005

SHTS07ZZZ0500006

SST

SHTS07ZZZ0500007
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10. REMOVING THE REAR DISC
(1) Put the alignment marks on the rear axle hub and rear disc. 
(2) Unfasten the bolts (6 pcs.) to remove the rear disc. 

11. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR OUTER AXLE HUB
BEARING.

! CAUTION
 

Do not remove the left hand side rear outer axle hub bearing
(bearing outer race side) unless the left hand side rear outer axle
hub bearing needs to be replaced. 

(1) Using the brass bar and a hammer, remove the left hand side
rear outer axle hub roller bearing (bearing outer race side). 

NOTICE
Hold the brass bar against the notch in the axle hub. 

12. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR INNER AXLE HUB
BEARING

! CAUTION
 

Do not remove the left hand side rear inner axle hub bearing (bear-
ing outer race side) unless the left hand side rear inner axle hub
bearing needs to be replaced. 

(1) Using the brass bar and a hammer, remove the left hand side
rear inner axle hub bearing (bearing outer race side). 

NOTICE
Hold the brass bar against the notch in the axle hub. 

13. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB OIL
SEAL
(1) Using the SST, remove the left hand side rear axle hub oil

seal. 
SST: 09308-36010

Oil seal puller
(09308-06010)
(Attachment)
(09308-06020)
(Rod with grip)

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS07ZZZ0500008

SHTS07ZZZ0500009
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SST
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14. REMOVING THE REAR AXLE WHEEL BOLT LEFT HAND SIDE
(1) Using the press, remove the left hand side rear axle wheel

bolt. 

15. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE OIL SEAL
GUIDE
(1) Using the SST, remove the rear axle oil seal guide and the

left hand side rear inner axle hub bearing (bearing inner race
side) from the rear axle housing. 
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set
(09951-04020)
(Hanger 200)
(09952-04010)
(Slide arm)
(09953-04020)
(Center bolt 150)
(09954-04030)
(Arm 150)
(09955-04021)
(Craw No.2)

SHTS07ZZZ0500012

SST

SHTS07ZZZ0500013
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INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE
HUB

1. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE OIL SEAL
GUIDE
(1) Fill the left hand side rear inner axle hub bearing (bearing

inner race side) with Bearing Grease at the position shown in
the figure. 

(2) Using the SST and a hammer, install the new left hand side
rear axle oil seal guide and the left hand side rear inner axle
hub bearing (bearing inner race side) on the rear axle hous-
ing. 
SST: 09513-36040

Rear axle bearing replacer

2. INSTALLING THE REAR AXLE WHEEL BOLT LEFT HAND
SIDE
(1) Using the press, install the new left hand side rear axle wheel

bolt. 

GREASE FILL POSITION

SHTS07ZZZ0500014

SST

INNER RACE

OIL SEAL GUIDE

SHTS07ZZZ0500015

SHTS07ZZZ0500016
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3. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR INNER AXLE HUB
BEARING
(1) Using the brass bar and a hammer, install the left hand side

rear inner axle hub bearing (bearing outer race side). 

! CAUTION
 

• Install it evenly. 

• Do not damage the left hand side rear inner axle hub bearing
(bearing outer race side). 

(2) Apply the Bearing Grease to the left hand side rear inner axle
hub bearing (bearing outer race side) at the position shown in
the figure. 

4. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB OIL
SEAL
(1) Using the brass bar and a hammer, install the new left hand

side rear axle hub oil seal on the rear axle hub. 
NOTICE
Install the left hand side rear axle hub oil seal so that it is flush
with the end face of the rear axle hub. 

(2) Lightly apply the Bearing Grease to the lip of the left hand
side rear axle hub oil seal. 

5. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR OUTER AXLE HUB
BEARING
(1) Using the brass bar and a hammer, install the left hand side

rear outer axle hub bearing (bearing outer race side). 

! CAUTION
 

• Install it evenly. 

• Do not damage the left hand side rear outer axle hub bearing
(bearing outer race side). 

SHTS07ZZZ0500017

GREASE APPLICATION POSITION

SHTS07ZZZ0500018

SHTS07ZZZ0500019

SHTS07ZZZ0500020
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(2) Apply the Bearing Grease to the left hand side rear outer axle
hub bearing (bearing outer race side) at the position shown in
the figure. 

6. INSTALLING THE REAR DISC
(1) Align the alignment marks of the rear disc and rear axle hub

and install the rear disc on the rear axle hub with bolts (6
pcs.). 

Tightening Torque:
200 N·m {2,040 kgf·cm, 148 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Select the installation position that gives the minimum disc run
out when replacing the disc. 

• Clean the installation surface of the disc and axle hub before
installation. 

7. INSTALLING THE REAR AXLE HUB & DISC ASSEMBLY
(1) Fill the rear axle hub with Bearing Grease at the position

shown in the figure. 
NOTICE
Avoid the entry of other grease or inclusion of dust/dirt as it may
cause grease deterioration or seizure. 

(2) Clean the axle end circumference of the rear axle housing
and lightly apply Bearing Grease to the axle end of the rear
axle housing. 

(3) Install the rear axle hub & disc assembly on the rear axle
housing. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not damage the left hand side rear axle hub oil seal. 

• The rear axle hub & disc assembly is a heavy component. Make
sure to hold it securely during work. 

GREASE APPLICATION POSITION

SHTS07ZZZ0500021

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS07ZZZ0500022

GREASE FILL POSITION

SHTS07ZZZ0500023

GREASE APPLICATION POSITION

SHTS07ZZZ0500024
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(4) Fill the left hand side rear outer axle hub bearing (bearing
inner race side) with Bearing Grease at the position shown in
the figure. 

(5) Using the SST and a hammer, install the left hand side rear
outer axle hub bearing (bearing inner race side) on the rear
axle hub & disc assembly. 
SST: 09513-36040

Rear axle bearing replacer

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the left hand side rear outer axle hub bearing
(bearing inner race side). 

8. INSTALLING THE REAR AXLE BEARING LOCK NUT
(1) Install the lock nut plate. 
(2) Install the rear axle bearing lock nut in the direction shown in

the figure. 

(3) Using the SST, tighten the rear axle bearing lock nut while
turning the rear axle hub & disc assembly until the rear axle
hub & disc assembly stops moving. 
SST: S0983-99401

Socket wrench
Tightening Torque:
539 N·m {5,500 kgf·cm, 398 lbf·ft}

GREASE FILL POSITION

SHTS07ZZZ0500025

SST

SHTS07ZZZ0500026

LOCK NUT

VEHICLE 
OUTSIDE

INNER RACE

LOCK NUT PLATE

SHTS07ZZZ0500027

SST

SHTS07ZZZ0500028
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9. PRELOAD ADJUSTMENT
(1) Using the SST, slightly loosen the rear axle bearing lock nut. 

SST: S0983-99401
Socket wrench

HINT
Loosen the rear axle hub & disc assembly until it can be rotated
manually and the rear axle bearing lock nut until it cannot be
rotated manually. 

(2) Using the spring balance, measure the preload torque of the
rear axle hub & disc assembly to make sure that it is within
the standard limits. 

NOTICE

• Make sure there is no brake dragging. 

• If it is outside the standard value, make readjustment by
increasing or decreasing the rear axle bearing lock nut return. 

• If the rear axle bearing lock nut has been readjusted, be sure to
hit the rear axle hub & disc assembly with a plastic hammer to
check the bearing return (the rear axle hub & disc assembly can
be rotated manually while the rear axle bearing lock nut cannot
be rotated manually). 

10. INSTALLING THE LOCK NUT PLATE
(1) Align the concave and convex of the lock nut plate and rear

axle housing, install the lock nut plate, and align with the bolt
installation hole. 

NOTICE
If the installation hole cannot be aligned with the lock nut plate,
reverse the lock nut plate, or rotate the rear axle bearing lock nut
in the tightening direction inside the preload torque of the rear
axle hub to align with the installation hole. 

(2) Fix the lock nut plate to the rear axle bearing lock nut with
bolts (3 pcs.). 

Tightening Torque:
9.6 N·m {98 kgf·cm, 7.1 lbf·ft}

11. GREASE FILLING
(1) Fill up to the half-width of the rear axle bearing lock nut with

Bearing Grease as shown in the figure. 

SST

SHTS07ZZZ0500029

SHTS07ZZZ0500030

Standard value 
(N {kgf, lbf})

35.3-53.0 
{3.6-5.4, 7.9-11.9} 
(wheel bolt area)

SHTS07ZZZ0500031

GREASE FILL POSITION

LOCK NUT

INNER RACE

SHTS07ZZZ0500032
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12. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR DISC BRAKE CYL-
INDER MOUNTING
(1) Install the left hand side rear disc brake cylinder mounting

with bolts (4 pcs.). 
Tightening Torque:
265 N·m {2,702 kgf·cm, 195 lbf·ft}

13. INSTALLING THE REAR DISC BRAKE PAD
(1) Install the rear disc brake pads (2 pcs.) on the left hand side

rear disc brake cylinder mounting. 

14. INSTALLING THE REAR LEFT HAND SIDE DISC BRAKE CYL-
INDER ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the left hand side rear disc brake cylinder assembly on

the left hand side rear disc brake cylinder mounting with bolts
(2 pcs.). 

Tightening Torque:
125 N·m {1,275 kgf·cm, 92 lbf·ft}

15. INSTALLING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT OIL SEAL
(1) Clean the installation surface of the rear axle shaft oil seal. 
(2) Install the new rear axle shaft oil seal on the rear axle hub. 

! CAUTION
 

Never damage the sides and lip of the rear axle shaft oil seal. 

(3) Lightly apply the Bearing Grease to the lip of the rear axle
shaft oil seal. 

16. INSTALLING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT
(1) Clean the installation surface of the rear axle shaft. 
(2) Insert the rear axle shaft into the rear axle housing. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the contact surface of the rear axle shaft oil seal
when inserting the rear axle shaft. 

(3) Install the rear axle shaft with bolts (10 pcs.). 
Tightening Torque:
97 N·m {985 kgf·cm, 72 lbf·ft}

HINT
Tighten the bolts diagonally and gradually. 

17. INSTALLING THE REAR WHEEL
Tightening Torque:
440-590 N·m {4,500-6,000 kgf·cm, 325-435 lbf·ft}

18. UNIT CHECK OF REAR SPEED SENSOR
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, SPEED SENSOR,
UNIT CHECK, UNIT CHECK OF REAR SPEED SENSOR (Page
9-29)

SHTS07ZZZ0500033

SHTS07ZZZ0500034
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LAYOUT DRAWING

REAR AXLE SHAFT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E07ZZZ050401012001

REAR AXLE SHAFT

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear axle shaft

A 97 {985, 72}

1

A

× 10

× 10

SHTS07ZZZ0500036
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OVERHAUL
EN01E07ZZZ050401012002

REMOVING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT

1. REMOVING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT
(1) Unfasten the bolts (10 pcs.) and remove the rear axle shaft. 

HINT

• If the fitting is tight, hit the rear axle shaft with a brass bar and a
hammer to remove it. 

• Oil may leak when removing the rear axle shaft. 

INSPECTING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT

1. INSPECTING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT
(1) Using the dial gauge and V-blocks, measure the shaft bend-

ing at three to four locations on the shaft (within the area A).
If the measured value exceeds the standard value, replace
the rear axle shaft with a new one. 

INSTALLING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT

1. INSTALLING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT
(1) Clean the installation surface of the rear axle shaft. 
(2) Insert the rear axle shaft into the rear axle housing. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the contact surface of the rear axle shaft oil seal
when inserting the rear axle shaft. 

(3) Install the rear axle shaft with bolts (10 pcs.). 
Tightening Torque:
97 N·m {985 kgf·cm, 72 lbf·ft}

HINT
Tighten the bolts diagonally and gradually. 

SHTS07ZZZ0500037

A

SHTS07ZZZ0500038

Standard value A 0.8 mm {0.0315 in.} or less

SHTS07ZZZ0500039
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WHEEL AND TIRE

WHEEL AND TIRE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E07ZZZ070401010001

TUBELESS TIRE

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Disc wheel 4 Rear inner wheel nut

2 Rear outer wheel nut 5 Balance weight *

3 Front wheel nut

A 440-590 {4,500-6,000, 324-435}

SHTS07ZZZ0700001
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INSPECTION
EN01E07ZZZ070401010002

INSPECTION OF TIRE

1. INSPECTING THE TIRE INFLATION PRESSURE
(1) Use the tire gauge to check a tire inflation pressure.

(2) If a tire inflation pressure is not proper, adjust to the standard
value.

NOTICE

• Inspect the tire inflation pressure when a tire is not hot

• If tire puncture or severe deflation is found, make sure to
remove a wheel from a vehicle and check a disc wheel for dam-
age before inspecting a tire inflation pressure.

2. INSPECTING THE TIRE FOR TREAD GROOVE DEPTH, DAM-
AGE, CRACK OR EXCESSIVE WEAR
(1) Inspect the tire for tread groove depth, damage, crack or

excessive wear.
(2) If a slip sign appears, replace a tire.

3. MEASURING THE RADIAL RUNOUT OF A TIRE
NOTICE
If a vehicle has not been run for a long time, run a vehicle about
half an hour before taking run out measurement in order to elimi-
nate any flat spots.

(1) Park the vehicle on a level surface and jack up a vehicle to
the height for taking measurement on all tires. Then support
the frame with a rigid rack before lowering the jack.

! CAUTION
 

Do not proceed with work when only using a jack for support.
Make sure to use a rigid rack to support the frame during work.

(2) Set the dial gauge at the center of the tire tread toward the
center of a tire, and measure the radial run out.

NOTICE
If a new tire has been mounted to a wheel, wait for 10 min. after
adjusting to the correct inflation pressure and then take remea-
surement.

(3) If run out of a tire exceeds the standard value, adjust the
mounting position of a tire to a disc wheel and remeasure the
run out of a tire.

(4) If a measurement reading exceeds the standard value,
replace a tire and a disc wheel.

SHTS07ZZZ0700002

SLIP SIGN

POSITION 
INDICATION 
MARK

SHTS07ZZZ0700003

Remaining groove depth (mm {in.})

Local road 1.6 {0.0630}

SHTS07ZZZ0700004

Standard value (mm {in.}) 3.0 {0.1181} or less
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4. MEASURING THE LATERAL RUNOUT OF A TIRE
(1) Set the dial gauge against the side wall of a tire and measure

the lateral run out.

(2) If run out of a tire exceeds the standard value, adjust the
mounting position of a tire to a disc wheel and remeasure the
run out of a tire.

(3) If a measurement reading exceeds the standard value,
replace a tire and a disc wheel.

INSPECTING THE DISC WHEEL

1. INSPECTING THE DISC WHEEL SHIMMY
NOTICE
If a vehicle has not been run for a long time, run a vehicle about
half an hour before taking run out measurement in order to elimi-
nate any flat spots.

(1) Park the vehicle on a level surface and jack up a vehicle to
the height for taking measurement on all tires. Then support
the frame with a rigid rack before lowering the jack.

! CAUTION
 

Do not proceed with work when only using a jack for support.
Make sure to use a rigid rack to support the frame during work.

(2) Set the dial gauge against a rim of each disc wheel and mea-
sure the run out.

(3) If a measurement reading exceeds the standard value,
replace the disc wheel.

INSPECTING THE WHEEL NUTS AND BOLTS

1. INSPECTING THE WHEEL NUTS AND BOLTS
(1) Inspect the wheel nuts and bolts for stripped threads, crack

or damage.
(2) If a trouble is found, replace wheel nuts and bolts.

SHTS07ZZZ0700005

Standard value (mm {in.}) 3.0 {0.1181} or less

DIAL GAUGE

SHTS07ZZZ0700006

Standard value (mm {in.})

Radial run out 1.8 {0.0709} or less

Lateral run out 2.0 {0.0787} or less
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E07ZZZ070401010003

REMOVING THE WHEELS

1. DISMOUNTING THE SINGLE TIRE

! CAUTION
 

Remove the one wheel at a time for safety.

(1) Set the jack at the jack-up point.
(2) Use the wheel nut wrench to slightly loosen wheel nuts on

the diagonal. Do not remove wheel nuts but keep them lightly
tightened.

NOTICE
During this work step, note that an identification mark "L" or "R"
is indicated on the tip of a wheel bolt. For left wheels, "L" is indi-
cated to denote a left-hand threaded bolt. For right wheels, "R" is
indicated to denote a right-hand threaded bolt.

(3) Use the jack to lift up a vehicle until tires are lifted in air.
(4) Unfasten wheel nuts to remove a wheel by using a tire dolly.

NOTICE

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Use care not to damage threads of a wheel bolt when removing.

• Sort removed wheel nuts to prevent mix-up of right and left
wheel nuts.

2. REMOVING THE REAR WHEELS

! CAUTION
 

Remove the one wheel at a time for safety.

(1) Set the jack at the jack-up point.
(2) Use the wheel nut wrench to slightly loosen wheel nuts on

the diagonal. Do not remove wheel nuts but keep them lightly
tightened.

NOTICE
During this work step, note that an identification mark "L" or "R"
is indicated on the tip of a wheel bolt. For left wheels, "L" is indi-
cated to denote a left-hand threaded bolt. For right wheels, "R" is
indicated to denote a right-hand threaded bolt.

(3) Use the jack to lift up a vehicle until tires are lifted in air.
(4) Unfasten outer wheel nuts to remove an outer wheel by using

a tire dolly.
NOTICE

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Use care not to damage threads of an inner wheel nut when
removing.

(5) Lower the jack and vehicle to the ground level until tires con-
tact with the ground, and then use a wheel nut wrench (for
inner wheel nut) to slightly loosen each inner wheel nut
evenly on the diagonal. Do not remove wheel nuts but keep
them lightly tightened.

SHTS07ZZZ0700007
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(6) Using the jack to lift up a vehicle again, and unfasten inner
wheel nuts and remove an inner wheel by using a tire dolly.

NOTICE

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Use care not to damage threads of a wheel bolt when removing.

• Sort removed wheel nuts to prevent mix-up of right and left
wheel nuts.

MOUNTING THE WHEELS

1. CLEANING THE INDIVIDUAL AREAS
(1) Thoroughly clean the disc wheel flat surface, the disc wheel

nut seat surfaces and the disc wheel mounting surface on the
wheel hub.

! CAUTION
 

Remove the rust, dust, burrs, flash, additional coat and other con-
taminants. Inclusion of these contaminants during mounting may
cause looseness of wheel nuts.

(2) In case of tire rotation, the additionally coated area on the
disc wheel flat surface in a body color will contact with a mat-
ing part (wheel hub and wheel). Remove coat from the con-
tact surfaces (flat surface and nut seat surfaces) and use a
wire brush to clean up before installing a wheel.

! CAUTION
 

Thick coat may cause looseness of wheel nuts. 

2. INSTALLING THE FRONT WHEELS
(1) Use the tire dolly to match wheel bolts with disc wheel bolt

holes and install a wheel.
NOTICE

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Use care not to damage threads of a wheel bolt when installing.

(2) Temporarily tighten top and bottom wheel nuts to avoid wheel
play.

NOTICE

• During this work step, note that an identification mark "L" or
"R" is indicated on the tip of a wheel bolt. For left wheels, "L" is
indicated to denote a left-hand threaded bolt. For right wheels,
"R" is indicated to denote a right-hand threaded bolt.

• Position the spherical seat of a wheel nut toward the disc wheel
and attach a wheel nut.

(3) Attach remaining the wheel nuts, and temporarily tighten
wheel nuts two or three times evenly on the diagonal.

WHEEL HUB
DISC WHEEL FLAT 
SURFACE 
(CONTACT 
SURFACE, FACE 
AND BACK SIDES)

DISC WHEEL 
MOUNTING 
SURFACE

NUT SEAT 
SURFACES

SHTS07ZZZ0700009
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(4) Lower the jack until tires contact with the ground level, and
evenly tighten wheel nuts on the diagonal (in the sequential
order shown in this figure) with the specified torque.

Tightening Torque:
440-590 N·m {4,500-6,000 kgf·cm, 325-435 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• In case of tire rotation or replacement of a wheel or wheel nuts,
retighten wheel nuts in every 50–100 km {31–62 mile} mileage
with the specified torque.

• Looseness or excessive tightening of wheel nuts will cause
breakage of wheel bolts and/or crack or deformation of a disc
wheel.

3. MOUNTING THE REAR WHEELS
(1) Use the tire dolly to match wheel bolts with disc wheel bolt

holes and install an inner wheel.
NOTICE

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Use care not to damage threads of a wheel bolt when installing.

(2) Temporarily tighten top and bottom inner wheel nuts to avoid
wheel play.

NOTICE
During this work step, note that an identification mark "L" or "R"
is indicated on the tip of a wheel bolt. For left wheels, "L" is indi-
cated to denote a left-hand threaded bolt. For right wheels, "R" is
indicated to denote a right-hand threaded bolt.

(3) Attach remaining the inner wheel nuts, and temporarily
tighten wheel nuts two or three times evenly on the diagonal.

(4) Lower the jack until tires contact with the ground level, and
evenly tighten wheel nuts on the diagonal (in the sequential
order shown in this figure) with the specified torque.

Tightening Torque:
440-590 N·m {4,500-6,000 kgf·cm, 325-435 lbf·ft}

(5) Use the jack to lift up a vehicle again until tires are lifted in air.
(6) Use the tire dolly to match inner wheel nuts with disc wheel

bolts holes and install an outer wheel.
NOTICE

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Use care not to damage threads of an inner wheel nut when
installing.

• When installing an outer wheel, position air valves of an inner
wheel and an outer wheel at apart from each other.

6-HOLE WHEEL

SHTS07ZZZ0700012

SHTS07ZZZ0700013

6-HOLE WHEEL
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(7) Temporarily tighten top and bottom outer wheel nuts to avoid
wheel play.

NOTICE

• Use care not to mix up left wheel nuts (left-hand threaded) with
right wheel nuts (right-hand threaded).

• Position the spherical seat of a wheel nut toward the disc Attach
remaining outer wheel nuts, and temporarily tighten wheel nuts
two or three times evenly on the diagonal. Wheel and attach a
wheel nut.

(8) Attach remaining the outer wheel nuts, and temporarily
tighten wheel nuts two or three times evenly on the diagonal.

(9) Lower the jack until tires contact with the ground level, and
evenly tighten wheel nuts on the diagonal with the specified
torque.

Tightening Torque:
440-590 N·m {4,500-6,000 kgf·cm, 325-435 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• In case of tire rotation or replacement of a wheel or wheel nuts,
retighten wheel nuts in every 50-100 km {31-62 mile} mileage
with the specified torque.

• Make sure to retighten outer wheel nuts as well as inner wheel
nuts.

• Looseness or excessive tightening of wheel nuts will cause
breakage of wheel bolts and/or crack or deformation of a disc
wheel.

OVERHAUL (TUBELESS TIRE)
EN01E07ZZZ070401010004

DISASSEMBLY OF WHEEL

1. DISMOUNTING THE TIRE
(1) Use the commercially available valve core remover to remove

a valve core from an air valve and fully deflate a tire.

! CAUTION
 

During the air bleeding, do not stand in front of the wheel.

(2) Place the tire on a flat surface. Use the SST to unseat the
bead, or stand on a tire to press the bead on the side wall
with a heel to unseat the bead on both sides.

SST: S0960-91220
Rubber hammer

(3) Apply the tire cream so that tire bead will be smoothly
unseated.

(4) Place the disc wheel with the disc face at the bottom, and
insert the curved tip of 2 SST at an interval of approximately
20 cm {8 in.} around the air valve.
SST: S0960-91210

Lever

SHTS07ZZZ0700015
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(5) Press down the bead with one foot, and raise the tire bead
from a disc wheel toward the center of a disc wheel with one
of levers.

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to let a lever bounce back.

(6) Keep the raising lever steady with the other foot, and raise
the tire bead with the other lever in a similar fashion.

(7) Repeat this step by gradually shifting the lever insertion loca-
tion until tire bead is completely raised from a disc wheel.

(8) Set the tire in its upright posture and pull out the top of the
disc of a disc wheel (near a valve) so that the rim drop center
will come on the bead under the tire.

(9) Keep the lever tip hooking the rim flange and lay down a tire
with the disc face on top.

(10) Press down the lever in the way that a lever hooking the rim
flange will press up a disc wheel.

NOTICE
Use care not to damage a wheel.

(11) Insert the other lever in the area near the previously inserted
lever and gradually press up a disc wheel to dismount a disc
wheel from a tire.

2. REMOVING THE AIR VALVE
(1) Loosen a valve nut to remove an air valve.

SHTS07ZZZ0700017

SHTS07ZZZ0700018

TIRE

LEVER
DISC WHEEL

RIM DROP 
CENTER

FLANGE

LEVER CONVEX 
PORTION
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INSPECTING THE WHEELS AND TIRE COMPO-
NENTS

1. VISUAL INSPECTION OF A TIRE
(1) Inspect the tire for damage - particularly damage of the bead

face contacting with a disc wheel rim.

(2) If damage is found, replace the tire.

2. INSPECTING THE DISC WHEEL
(1) Inspect the disc wheel for crack or deformation.

(2) If crack or deformation is found, replace a disc wheel.

(3) Inspect the rim for damage.

(4) If damage is found, replace the disc wheel.

(5) Inspect the air valve stem, a valve grommet and a valve nut
for damage.

(6) If damage is found, replace it.

3. USING DYE PENETRANT (COLOR CHECK) TO CHECK A DISC
WHEEL FOR CRACK
(1) If rust or corrosion is found in a wheel, use a wire brush to

remove it.
(2) Spray cleaner on the check areas to remove dirt.

SHTS07ZZZ0700021
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(3) Spray dye penetrant (red) around window holes and bolt
holes and wait for 5-10 min.

NOTICE
If spray dye penetrant dries up in no time, spray dye penetrant
over again on the check areas to let dye penetrant fully penetrate.

(4) Use the clean cloth soaked with cleaner to wipe off all dye
penetrant on each splayed check area.

(5) Spray the liquid developer from a distance of 30-40 cm {12-
16 in.} away to form an evenly distributed film of developer.

(6) All cracks will be visible in red after liquid developer dries.
HINT
A temperature of approximately 20 C {68 F} is optimum for use of
liquid developer. Use liquid developer after dipping it in warm
water of max 30 C {86 F} in winter.

(7) If crack is found, replace the disc wheel.

ASSEMBLING THE TIRE/WHEEL

1. INSTALLING THE AIR VALVE
(1) Fasten a valve nut to secure an air valve on the disc wheel.

Tightening Torque:
11-14 N·m {112-142 kgf·cm, 8.1-10.3 lbf·ft}

2. MATCHING THE TIRE AND A DISC WHEEL
(1) If a red mark of 10 mm {0.4 in.} (high point mark denoting

the highest radial run out) is not indicated on a tire:
a. Match the yellow mark (light point mark) on a tire with the

air valve location on a disc wheel before mounting a tire to
a wheel.

(2) If a red mark of 10 mm {0.4 in.} (high point mark denoting
the highest radial run out) is indicated on a tire:

a. Match a red mark on a tire with a white or red mark on a
disc wheel before mounting a tire to a wheel.

SHTS07ZZZ0700025

TIRE

DISC 
WHEEL

YELLOW MARK (LIGHT POINT MARK)

AIR VALVE
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3. MOUNTING THE TIRE
(1) Place the disc wheel on a flat surface, and apply tire cream to

the upper bead seat and the bead to be fitted first.

NOTICE

• Do not use machine oil, grease or the like. Inobservance of this
instruction may degrade rubber tire material.

• Place the disc wheel with the narrow side of the bead seat on
the rim facing upward.

(2) After tilting a tire, use both hands and knees to fully press in
half of the lower bead circumference.

(3) Use the SST to tap in the other half of the lower bead circum-
ference.

SST: S0960-91220
Rubber hammer

(4) Press down the bead and fit the upper bead in with the SST.

SST: S0960-91210
Lever

HINT
After fitting two thirds of the bead circumference, use of a rubber
hammer will facilitate remaining fitting work.

SHTS07ZZZ0700028

DISC WHEEL

NARROW SIDE OF THE BEAD SEAT 
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(5) Use the SST to tap around the tire for tight fitting between the
bead and a disc wheel.

SST: S0960-91220
Rubber hammer

4. INFLATING
(1) Place the tire/wheel assembly in the safety cage and inflate a

tire. If a safety cage is not available, run an iron rod through
window holes and inflate a tire.

NOTICE

• Run the iron rod through window holes in the way that both
ends of a rod will stick out of window holes.

• If the bead does not come up when inflating, remove a valve
core and inflate. Tilting or shaking a tire will smoothly let air go
in. After the bead is seated on the correct position, fit a valve
core.

(2) Check that the tire bead and the disc wheel rim flange are
seated on the correct position, and use a tire gauge to adjust
an inflation pressure.

(3) Apply the soap water to the rim flange, the bead, an air valve
and a valve core, and check for air leak.

(4) Attach the valve cap.

SHTS07ZZZ0700032
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5. ADJUSTING THE WHEEL BALANCE
(1) Use the wheel balancer to measure the wheel balance, and

attach a balance weight for balance adjustment.
NOTICE

• Use the hammer to tap in a balance weight.

• A clip and a disc wheel must not in close contact and the clear-
ance A between them must be 1 mm {0.04 in.} or less.

• Check for looseness between a clip and disc wheel.

• Do not reuse failed or dropped balance weights.

• If two balance weights need to be attached, use balance weights
of the same weight preferably and locate two balance weights at
an even distance away from a balancer's reading point.

BALANCE 
WEIGHT

DISC WHEEL RIM

TIRE
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BALANCE WEIGHT

DISC WHEEL RIM
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STANDARD VALUE

DIFFERENTIAL

DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER
EN01E08502010701001001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT, AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

NOTICE
When only one bearing is replaced, apply the preload for "new bearing".

Inspection item Standard value
Repair 
limit

Usable 
limit

Action

Clearance between the differential spider 
and the differential pinion

0.140-0.261 {0.0056–0.0102} –
0.4 

{0.0157}
Replace

Thickness of the side gear thrust washer 
No.1

1.9-2.1 {0.0748-0.0826} –
1.7 

{0.0669}
Replace

Thickness of the pinion thrust washer 1.5-1.7 {0.0591-0.0669} –
1.3 

{0.0512}
Replace

Backlash between the side gears and the 
differential pinions

0.2-0.6 {0.0079-0.0236} –
0.9 

{0.0354}
Replace

Play in the rotational direction of the side 
gears

0.054-0.148 {0.0022-0.0058} –
0.5 

{0.0197}
Replace

Conical distance 21.5 {0.8465} – –
Adjust-
ment

Backlash between the ring gear and the 
differential drive pinion assembly 
(gear ratio: 5.857)

0.20-0.28 {0.0079-0.0110} – –
Adjust-
ment

Backlash between the ring gear and 
the differential drive pinion assembly 
(gear ratios: 5.571, 5.142, 4.875, 4.625, 
4.333)

0.25-0.33 {0.0099-0.0129} – –
Adjust-
ment

Differential Drive Pinion Assembly Preload Inspection

New bearing Reused bearing

1.97-2.94 {20-30, 1.5-2.1} 1.48-2.45 {15-25, 1.1-1.8}
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Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Differential side bearing preload

Gear ratio New bearing Reused bearing

5.857 0.34-0.50 {3.5-5.1, 0.25-0.36} 0.26-0.41 {2.6-4.2, 0.20-0.30}

5.571 0.36-0.52 {3.6-5.3, 0.27-0.38} 0.27-0.44 {2.7-4.4, 0.20-0.32}

5.142 0.39-0.57 {3.9-5.8, 0.29-0.42} 0.29-0.47 {3.0-4.8, 0.22-0.34}

4.875 0.41-0.60 {3.9-6.1, 0.31-0.44} 0.31-0.50 {3.1-5.1, 0.23-0.36}

4.625 0.43-0.63 {4.4-6.4, 0.32-0.46} 0.32-0.53 {3.3-5.4, 0.24-0.39}

4.333 0.46-0.67 {4.7-6.9, 0.34-0.49} 0.34-0.56 {3.5-5.7, 0.25-0.41}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Drive pinion nut 435 {4,436, 321} —

Left hand side differential case-Right hand side differential 
case

270 {2,753, 199} —

Left hand side differential case-Ring gear 270 {2,753, 199} —

Pilot bearing stopper 22 {224, 16} —

Differential carrier-Bearing cage 74 {755, 55} —

Differential carrier-Bearing cap 210 {2,141, 155} —

Bearing cap–Side bearing adjustment nut lock 22 {224, 16} —

Rear axle housing-Rear differential carrier assembly
96 {979, 71} M12

130 {1,326, 96} M14

Rear axle housing filler plug 98 {999, 72} —

Rear axle housing drain plug 98 {999, 72} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

DIFFERENTIAL

DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER
EN01E08502020702001001

SPECIAL TOOL

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09223-15020 Oil seal and bearing replacer —

09316-20011 Transfer bearing replacer —

09316-60011
Transmission & Transfer bearing 
replacer

—

(09316-00011) (Replacer pipe) —

(09316-00071) (Replacer F) —

09504-00011
Differential side bearing adjustment 
nut wrench

—

09518-36020 Rear axle hub oil seal replacer —

09905-00012 Snap ring No.1 expander —

09930-00010 Drive shaft nut chisel —
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09950-60010 Replacer set —

(09951-00610) (Replacer 61) —

09950-60020 Replacer set No.2 —

(09951-00680) (Replacer 68) —

09950-70010 Handle set —

(09951-07100) (Handle 100) —

09951-01000 Replacer 100 —

09308-10010 Oil seal puller —

09950-00020 Bearing remover —

09950-00030 Bearing remover Attachment —

S0964-01022 Gauge assembly —

Shape Part No. Name Remarks
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COMMON TOOL

INSTRUMENT

GREASE AND MISC. ITEMS

Name Remarks

Engine stand ES-15B

A/T overhaul attachment for Front ES-5TB, TL-FR

Chain block CH-1

Name Remarks

Dial gauge 10 mm {0.3937 in.}

Micrometer Measuring range: 0-25 mm {0-0.9842 in.}

Dial caliper gauge Measuring range: 5-15 mm {0.1969-0.5905 in.}

Magnetic base

Name Remarks

Bearing Grease For various bearings

Gear Oil GL-5 (API classification) SAE90

Red lead primer

ThreeBond TB1215 or equivalent

ThreeBond TB-1360K or equivalent
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DIFFERENTIAL

DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E08502040402001001

DIFFERENTIAL REAR CARRIER ASSEMBLY

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear axle housing filler plug 3 Rear axle housing drain plug

2 Rear differential carrier assembly 4 Gasket *

A 98 {999, 72} C 130 {1,326, 96}

B 96 {979, 71}

A

2

3

1

4

4

A

B

C

× 8

× 4

APPLY THREEBOND TB1215 OR EQUIVALENT

SHTS085020400001
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Side bearing adjustment nut 4 Differential case assembly

2 Side bearing 5 Bearing cap

3 Side bearing adjustment nut lock

A 22 {224, 16} B 210 {2,141, 155}

A

4

1

3

2

5

1

2 3

A

B

× 2

× 2

SHTS085020400002
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Pilot bearing lock bolt 5 Pilot bearing lock nut

2 Bearing cage shim 6 Differential carrier

3 O-ring * 7 Differential drive pinion assembly

4 Pilot bearing outer race

A 22 {224, 16} B 74 {755, 55}

7

4

APPLY BEARING GREASE

B

5

3

2

1

APPLY THREEBOND TB-1360K OR EQUIVALENT

A

× 6

6

SHTS085020400003
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Differential drive pinion bearing cage 7 Drive pinion bearing spacer

2 Rear drive pinion outer bearing 8 Rear drive pinion inner bearing

3 Rear differential carrier oil seal * 9 Drive pinion

4 Dust deflector 10 Pilot bearing inner race

5 Companion flange 11 Retainer ring *

6 Drive pinion nut *

A 435 {4,436, 321}

APPLY BEARING GREASE

A6

10

5

3

4

7

2

8

1

11

9

APPLY HYPOID GEAR OIL

SHTS085020400004
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Side gear thrust washer No.1 6 Side bearing

2 Side gear 7 Right hand side differential case

3 Differential pinion 8 Ring gear

4 Pinion thrust washer 9 Left hand side differential case

5 Differential spider 10 Side spacer

A 270 {2,753, 199}

8

6

2

1

5

4

APPLY HYPOID GEAR OIL

3

4

3

4

3

1

2

4

A

A

APPLY THREEBOND TB-1360K OR EQUIVALENT

3

10

9

7

6

× 8

× 12

SHTS085020400005
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OIL SEAL

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Drive pinion nut * 3 Rear differential carrier oil seal *

2 Companion flange

A 435 {4,436, 321}

1

2

3

APPLY BEARING GREASE

A

APPLY HYPOID GEAR OIL

SHTS085020400006
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OVERHAUL
EN01E08502040402001002

REMOVING THE DIFFERENTIAL REAR CARRIER
ASSEMBLY

1. DRAINING THE DIFFERENTIAL OIL
(1) Remove the axle housing filler plug and gasket.
(2) Remove the rear axle housing drain plug and gasket, and

wipe off the differential oil.
(3) Once the differential oil has been drained, install the rear axle

housing drain plug using a new gasket in between.
Tightening Torque:
98 N·m {999 kgf·cm, 72 lbf·ft}

2. REMOVING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT
Reference: AXLE, REAR AXLE, REAR AXLE HUB, OVER-
HAUL, REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB
(Page 7-49)

3. REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: PROPELLER SHAFT (LD), PROPELLER SHAFT
MECHANICAL, PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL,
REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY (Page 6-7)

4. REMOVING THE DIFFERENTIAL REAR CARRIER ASSEMBLY
(1) Support the rear differential carrier assembly with a jack.

! CAUTION
 

The rear differential is heavy; therefore, support it securely with
the jack.

(2) Unfasten the bolts (12 pcs.), evenly tighten the installation
bolts (M12P1.5, 2 pcs.) into the removal screw holes (2
locations), then remove the rear differential carrier assembly.

NOTICE

• Use sufficient caution to prevent the rear differential carrier
assembly from falling off the jack.

• When removing the differential carrier assembly, make sure not
to damage the installation surface.

• When the differential carrier assembly is removed, residual oil
may leak out.

SHTS085020400007
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DISASSEMBLING THE DIFFERENTIAL REAR 
CARRIER ASSEMBLY
NOTICE
When replacing each bearing, replace the respective inner race
and outer race as a set.

1. SECURING THE DIFFERENTIAL REAR CARRIER ASSEMBLY
IN PLACE
(1) Install the rear differential carrier assembly onto the overhaul

attachment.

2. REMOVING THE SIDE BEARING ADJUSTMENT NUT LOCK
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.), then remove the side bearing

adjustment nut lock (2 pcs.) from the bearing cap.

3. REMOVING THE SIDE BEARING ADJUSTMENT NUT
(1) Apply alignment marks onto the bearing cap on one side and

the differential carrier.
(2) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.), then remove the bearing caps (2

pcs.) from the differential carrier.
NOTICE
Since the differential carrier and the bearing cap are processed as
a single unit, do not change combination.

SHTS085020400008

SHTS085020400009

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS085020400010
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(3) Remove the side bearing adjustment nuts (2 pcs.).
NOTICE
Mark the side bearing adjustment nuts to distinguish their left and
right sides (back side, tooth surface side), or sort them separately.

4. REMOVING THE REAR DIFFERENTIAL CASE ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the differential case assembly from the differential

carrier.
(2) Remove the side bearings (outer race, 2 pcs.).

NOTICE
Mark the side bearings (outer race) to distinguish their left and
right sides (back side, tooth surface side), or sort them separately.

5. REMOVING THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolts (6 pcs.), then remove the differential drive

pinion assembly and the bearing cage shim from the differen-
tial carrier.

HINT
If it does not detach easily, using a brass bar on the drive pinion,
lightly tap out with a hammer.

(2) Remove the O-ring from the differential drive pinion assem-
bly.

6. REMOVING THE PILOT BEARING OUTER RACE
(1) Remove the pilot bearing lock bolt and pilot bearing lock nuts

and washers (2 pcs.), then remove the pilot bearing outer
race from the differential carrier.

LE
FT

R
IG

H
T

SHTS085020400011

SHTS085020400012

SHTS085020400013

SHTS085020400014
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7. REMOVING THE SIDE BEARINGS
(1) Using SST, remove the side bearings (inner race) from the

differential case.
SST: 09950-60020

Replacer set No.2
(09951-00680)
(Replacer 68)
09950-00020
Bearing remover
09950-00030
Bearing remover Attachment

NOTICE
Mark the side bearings (inner race) to distinguish their left and
right sides (back side, tooth surface side), or sort them separately.

(2) Remove the side spacer from the left hand side differential
case.

8. REMOVING THE RING GEAR
(1) Apply alignment marks onto the differential case and the ring

gear.
(2) Using a press, secure the differential case in place.
(3) Unfasten the bolts (12 pcs.), then remove the ring gear.

NOTICE

• Do not let the ring gear drop.

• If the fitting of the ring gear is tight, tap it with a plastic hammer
to detach.

• Since the ring gear is a heavy object, use caution when remov-
ing it.

9. DISASSEMBLING THE DIFFERENTIAL CASE
(1) Apply alignment marks onto the right hand side and left hand

side differential cases.
(2) Remove the bolts (8 pcs.), then detach the left hand side dif-

ferential case from the right hand side differential case.

! CAUTION
 

Since the bolts are tightly fastened, remove them carefully.

(3) Remove the side gear thrust washers No.1 and the side
gears from the left hand side differential case.

SST

SST

SST

HOLD

TURN

SST

SHTS085020400015

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS085020400016

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS085020400017

SHTS085020400018
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(4) Remove the differential spider, differential pinions, and the
pinion thrust washers from the left hand side differential case.

(5) Remove the differential pinions (4 pcs.) and the pinion thrust
washers (4 pcs.) from the differential spider.

(6) Remove the side gear thrust washers No.1 and the side
gears from the left hand side differential case.

10. REMOVING THE PILOT BEARING INNER RACE
(1) Using the SST, remove the retainer ring from the drive pinion.

SST: 09905-00012
Snap ring No.1 expander

! CAUTION
 

While working, wear safety glasses because the retainer ring may
come out.

(2) Using SST, remove the pilot bearing inner race from the drive
pinion.
SST: 09950-00030

Bearing remover Attachment
09950-00020
Bearing remover

SHTS085020400019

SHTS085020400020

SST

SHTS085020400021

SST

SST

SHTS085020400022
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11. REMOVING THE DRIVE PINION NUT
(1) Secure the differential drive pinion assembly onto a vise,

using aluminum plates in between.

(2) Loosen the staked portion of the drive pinion nut using the
SST and a hammer.
SST: 09930-00010

Drive shaft nut chisel
NOTICE

• Use the SST with the tapered surface on the shaft side.

• Do not grind the tip of the SST with a grinder, etc.

(3) Using a deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}), remove the
drive pinion nut.

NOTICE
When removing the drive pinion nut, make sure that the staked
portion is completely loosened.

12. REMOVING THE COMPANION FLANGE
(1) Remove the companion flange from the drive pinion.

HINT
If the joint of the companion flange is too tight, lightly tap with a
plastic hammer to remove it.

SHTS085020400023

SST

SHTS085020400024

SHTS085020400025
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13. REMOVING THE DUST DEFLECTOR
(1) Using SST and a press, remove the dust deflector from the

companion flange.
SST: 09950-00030

Bearing remover Attachment
09950-60010 
Replacer set
(09951-00610)
(Replacer 61)
09950-00020
Bearing remover

14. REMOVING THE REAR DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER OIL SEAL
(1) Using the SST, remove the rear differential carrier oil seal

from the drive pinion bearing cage.
SST: 09308-10010

Oil seal puller

15. REMOVING THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION BEARING
CAGE
(1) Using the press, tap out the drive pinion from the differential

drive pinion bearing cage.
NOTICE
Do not let the differential drive pinion assembly drop.

(2) Remove the drive pinion outer bearing (inner race).

16. REMOVING THE DRIVE PINION BEARING SPACER
(1) Remove the drive pinion bearing spacer from the drive pin-

ion.

SST
SST

SHTS085020400026

SST

TURN

SHTS085020400027

SHTS085020400028

SHTS085020400029
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17. REMOVING THE REAR DRIVE PINION OUTER BEARING
(1) Place the flange portion of the differential drive pinion bear-

ing cage onto the block.
(2) Using a brass bar and a hammer, evenly tap the rear drive

pinion outer bearing (outer race) to remove it from the drive
pinion bearing cage.

18. REMOVING THE REAR DRIVE PINION INNER BEARING
(1) Using a press and the SST, remove the rear drive pinion

inner bearing (inner race) from the drive pinion.
SST: 09950-00020

Bearing remover

(2) Using a brass bar and a hammer, evenly tap the rear drive
pinion inner bearing (outer race) to remove it from the drive
pinion bearing cage.

SHTS085020400030

SST

SHTS085020400031

SHTS085020400032
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INSPECTING THE DIFFERENTIAL REAR CARRIER
ASSEMBLY

1. INSPECTING THE DIFFERENTIAL SPIDER
(1) Using a micrometer, measure the outer diameter of the differ-

ential spider.
(2) Using a dial caliper gauge, measure the inner diameter of the

differential pinion.
(3) Subtract the differential spider outer diameter from the differ-

ential pinion inner diameter to compute the gap. If it exceeds
the limit, replace the differential spider and the differential
pinion.

2. INSPECTING THE SIDE GEAR THRUST WASHERS No.1
(1) Measure the thickness of the side gear thrust washer No.1

using vernier calipers. If it exceeds the limit, replace the side
gear thrust washers No.1.

3. INSPECTING THE PINION THRUST WASHERS
(1) Measure the thickness of the pinion thrust washers using ver-

nier calipers. If it exceeds the limit, replace the pinion thrust
washer.

4. INSPECTING THE BACKLASH BETWEEN 
THE DIFFERENTIAL PINIONS AND SIDE GEARS
(1) Install the side gear thrust washers No.1 and the side gears

onto the left hand side differential case.
(2) Install the differential pinions (4 pcs.) and the pinion thrust

washers (4 pcs.) to the differential spider.
(3) Install the differential spider, assembled with the differential

pinions and pinion thrust washers, onto the left hand side dif-
ferential case.

(4) As shown in the figure, set the dial gauge onto the left hand
side differential case.

SHTS085020400033

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0.140-0.261 
{0.0056-0.0102}

0.40 {0.0157}

SHTS085020400034

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

1.9-2.1 {0.0748-0.0826} 1.7 {0.0669}

SHTS085020400035

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

1.5-1.7 {0.0591-0.0669} 1.3 {0.0512}

SHTS085020400036
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(5) Measure the backlash when the side gear and differential
pinion are in position as shown in the figure.

(6) If the measurement exceeds the standard value, replace the
parts.

(7) Using the same method, measure the backlash between the
side gears and the differential pinions on the right hand side
differential case side.

5. INSPECTING THE SIDE GEARS
(1) Install the side gear onto the spline of the rear axle shaft.
(2) Using a dial gauge, measure the play in the rotation direction

of the side gears. If the measurement exceeds the limit,
replace the part.

6. INSPECT THE CONICAL DISTANCE
(1) Before installing the differential pinion, record the machining

error dimension stamped at the pinion tip and use it for calcu-
lation of the conical distance.

SHTS085020400037

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0.2-0.6 {0.0079-0.0236} 0.9 {0.0354}

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0.2-0.6 {0.0079-0.0236} 0.9 {0.0354}

SHTS085020400038

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0.054-0.148 
{0.0022-0.0058}

0.5 {0.0197}

MACHINING ERROR 
DIMENSION

GEAR SET NUMBER

DIFFERENTIAL PINION 
FRONT VIEW

SHTS085020400039
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(2) Using SST, confirm the depth from the side bearing mounting
surface the drive pinion tip (this is the standard conical dis-
tance).

SST: S0964-01022
Gauge assembly

Standard: 
21.5 mm (0.846 in.) + machining error dimension

NOTICE

• The conical distance is the standard dimension at the time of
adjustment of the drive pinion and ring gear. The best tooth
contact will be obtained when this dimension is used for adjust-
ment. Due to machining considerations, a machining error
dimension is provided for compensation of the normal pinion
dimension. The combination of normal pinion dimension and
machining error dimension are referred to as the standard
dimension.

• If the tip of SST does not touch the drive pinion, select a thinner
shim and reconfirm the drive pinion depth. 

• When the machining error dimension stamped at the end of the
pinion is -20, the machining error dimension is -0.20 mm (-0.008
in.)

• The purpose of SST is not to recheck the position of a correctly
installed pinion. The purpose of SST is initial shim selection.

SST
SST

REAR DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER

CONICAL DISTANCE

DRIVE PINION

SHTS085020400040
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(3) Based on the conical distance and the SST reading, adjust
the bearing cage shim thickness.

Shim thickness to be adjusted:
Standard (21.5 mm {0.846 in.} + machining error dimen-
sion) - (21.5 mm {0.846 in.} (size of SST) - SST reading)

HINT
For example, if the machining error dimension stamped at the pin-
ion tip reads -20, the standard machining error dimension is -0.20
mm (-0.008in.): Standard conical distance = 21.5 mm (0.846 in.) + (-
0.20 mm {-0.008in.}) = 21.30 mm (0.839 in.).
When SST reads 0, the conical distance is 21.5 mm (0.846 in.).
Subtract the SST reading from 21.5 mm (0.846 in.) to find the mea-
sured conical distance.
For example, when SST reads 0.1 mm (0.004 in.): Calculated coni-
cal distance = 21.5 mm (0.846 in.) - 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) = 21.4 mm
(0.843 in.)
Subtract the standard conical distance from the measured conical
distance to find the correct shim thickness. 21.3 mm (0.839 in.) -
21.4 mm (0.843 in.) = -0.1 mm (-0.004 in.) Use a shim that is 0.1 mm
(0.004 in.) thicker.
In order to use SST to check conical distance, it is necessary to
ensure that the tip of SST touches the drive pinion. To do this, it
maybe necessary to temporarily select a shim which is too thin, in
order to allow SST to be used to select the correct shim. If the
conical distance cannot be adjusted to specification. replace the
ring gear set.

Shim thickness:

DRIVE PINION CAGE SHIMS

SHTS085020400041

Part No.  Thickness (mm {in.})

41153-37050 0.30 {0.0118}

41153-37060 0.40 {0.0157}

41153-37070 0.45 {0.0177}

41153-37080 0.50 {0.0197}
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INSTALLING THE DIFFERENTIAL REAR CARRIER
ASSEMBLY

1. INSTALLING THE REAR DRIVE PINION INNER BEARING
(1) Apply the gear oil to the rear drive pinion inner bearing (outer

race).
(2) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the rear drive pinion

inner bearing (outer race) into the differential drive pinion
bearing cage, all the way to its end face.
SST: 09518-36020

Rear axle hub oil seal replacer
(3) Apply the gear oil to the rear drive pinion inner bearing (inner

race).

(4) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the rear drive pinion
inner bearing (inner race) into the drive pinion.
SST: 09316-20011

Transfer bearing replacer

2. INSTALLING THE REAR DRIVE PINION OUTER BEARING
(1) Apply the gear oil to the rear drive pinion outer bearing (outer

race).
(2) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the rear drive pinion

outer bearing (outer race) into the differential drive pinion
bearing cage, all the way to its end face.
SST: 09951-01000

Replacer 100
09950-70010 
Handle set
(09951-07100)
(Handle 100)

SST

SHTS085020400042

SST

SHTS085020400043

SST

SHTS085020400044
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3. INSTALLING THE PILOT BEARING INNER RACE
(1) Apply the gear oil to the pilot bearing inner race.
(2) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the pilot bearing inner

race into the drive pinion.
SST: 09316-60011 

Transmission & Transfer bearing replacer
(09316-00011)
(Replacer pipe)
(09316-00071)
(Replacer F)

(3) Using the SST, attach a new retainer ring onto the groove on
the drive pinion end.
SST: 09905-00012

Snap ring No.1 expander

! CAUTION
 

While working, wear safety glasses because the retainer ring may
come out.

4. INSTALLING THE DRIVE PINION BEARING SPACER
(1) Install the drive pinion bearing spacer onto the drive pinion.

5. INSTALLING THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION BEARING
CAGE
(1) Apply the gear oil to the rear drive pinion outer bearing (inner

race).
(2) Install the drive pinion onto the differential drive pinion bear-

ing cage.
(3) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the rear drive pinion

outer bearing (inner race) into the drive pinion.
SST: 09316-60011 

Transmission & Transfer bearing replacer
(09316-00011)
(Replacer pipe)

SST

SHTS085020400045

SST

SHTS085020400046

SHTS085020400047

SST

SHTS085020400048
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6. ADJUSTING THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION ASSEMBLY
PRELOAD
(1) Apply the gear oil to the threaded portion of a new drive pin-

ion nut.
(2) Install the companion flange and the drive pinion nut onto the

drive pinion.
NOTICE
Since the preload will be measured, do not install the rear differ-
ential carrier oil seal.

(3) Secure the differential drive pinion assembly onto a vise,
using aluminum plates in between.

(4) Using a deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}), tighten the
drive pinion nut.

Tightening Torque:
435 N·m {4,436 kgf·cm, 321 lbf·ft}

(5) Using a torque wrench and a deep socket wrench (41 mm
{1.614in.}), measure the differential drive pinion assembly
preload.

NOTICE
If either of the bearings is new, use the preload for a new bearing.

(6) If the measurement exceeds the standard value, adjust the
differential drive pinion assembly preload by selecting a drive
pinion bearing spacer.

HINT
The drive pinion bearing spacer is available in 20 thicknesses,
from 13.900 mm {0.5472 in.} - 14.375 mm {0.5659 in.} in increments
of 0.025 mm {0.0010 in.}.

SHTS085020400049

SHTS085020400050

SHTS085020400051

New bearing 
(Nm {kgfcm, lbfft})

Reused bearing 
(Nm {kgfcm, lbfft})

1.97-2.94 {20-30, 1.5-2.1} 1.48-2.45 {15-25, 1.1-1.8}
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7. INSTALLING THE REAR DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER OIL SEAL
(1) After adjusting the differential drive pinion assembly preload,

remove the drive pinion nut and the companion flange from
the drive pinion.

(2) Using a brass bar and a hammer, press-fit a new rear differ-
ential carrier oil seal into the differential drive pinion bearing
cage until the end faces meet.

! CAUTION
 

• Evenly tap the oil seal when press-fitting.

• Press-fitting the oil seal diagonally could cause oil leakage.

(3) Apply a thin coat of bearing grease to the lip of the rear differ-
ential carrier oil seal.

8. INSTALLING THE DUST DEFLECTOR
(1) Using SST and a press, install the dust deflector onto the

companion flange.
SST: 09950-60010 

Replacer set
(09951-00610)
(Replacer 61)
09950-70010 
Handle set
(09951-07100)
(Handle 100)

NOTICE

• Do not deform the dust deflector.

• Remove any burrs when installing.

9. INSTALLING THE COMPANION FLANGE
(1) Apply bearing grease to the dust lip portion of the dust

deflector.
(2) Install the companion flange onto the drive pinion.
(3) Using a deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}), tighten the

drive pinion nut.
Tightening Torque:
435 N·m {4,436 kgf·cm, 321 lbf·ft}

SHTS085020400052

SST

SHTS085020400053

SHTS085020400054
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(4) Using the SST and a hammer, securely stake the drive pinion
nut onto the grooves (2 locations) on the drive pinion.
SST: 09930-00010

Drive shaft nut chisel
NOTICE

• Securely stake as shown in the figure.

• When staking, use caution not to tap in the direction that will
loosen the nut.

• After staking, recheck the differential drive pinion assembly pre-
load.

• Make sure that there are no breaks in the staked portion of the
drive pinion nut.

• Completely attach to the shaft ends (R1, R2) as shown in the fig-
ure.

• Stake so that dimension A shown in the figure will be 1.5 mm
{0.0585 in.} or more.

• Make sure that there are no breaks in the staked portion of the
lock nut.

• Stake from the bottom as shown in the figure. Stake only the tip
is not sufficient.

SST

SHTS085020400055

R1 R2

A

SHTS085020400056

LOCK NUT

INCORRECTCORRECT

SHTS085020400057
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10. INSPECTING THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION ASSEMBLY
PRELOAD
(1) Using the torque wrench and a deep socket wrench (41 mm

{1.614 in.}), measure and record the differential drive pinion
assembly preload.

HINT
To calculate the differential side bearing preload, keep a record of
the differential drive pinion assembly preload after installing the
oil seal.

11. INSTALLING THE DIFFERENTIAL CASE
(1) Apply the gear oil to the side gear thrust washers No.1, side

gears, and the sliding surface of the left hand side differential
case.

(2) Install the side gear thrust washers No.1 and the side gears
onto the left hand side differential case.

(3) Apply the gear oil to the differential spider, differential pinions
(4 pcs.), and pinion thrust washers (4 pcs.).

(4) Install the differential pinions (4 pcs.) and the pinion thrust
washers (4 pcs.) onto the differential spider.

(5) Install the differential spider, assembled with the differential
pinions (4 pcs.) and pinion thrust washers (4 pcs.), onto the
left hand side differential case.

(6) Apply the gear oil to the side gear thrust washers No.1, side
gears, and the sliding surface of the right hand side differen-
tial case.

(7) Install the side gears and the side gear thrust washers No.1
onto the left hand side differential case.

SHTS085020400058
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(8) Line up the installation position of the right hand side and left
hand side differential cases by lining up the alignment marks.

(9) Using a press, secure the differential case in place.
(10) Using bolts (8 pcs.) which have been applied with ThreeBond

TB-1360K or equivalent, install the right hand side differential
case onto the left hand side differential case.

Tightening Torque:
270 N·m {2,753 kgf·cm, 199 lbf·ft}

12. INSTALLING THE RING GEAR
(1) Line up the installation position of the ring gear and the left

hand side differential case by lining up the alignment marks.
(2) Using the bolts (12 pcs.) which have been applied with

ThreeBond TB-1360K or equivalent, install the ring gear onto
the left hand side differential case.

Tightening Torque:
270 N·m {2,753 kgf·cm, 199 lbf·ft}

13. INSTALLING THE SIDE BEARINGS
(1) Install the side spacer onto the left hand side differential

case.
(2) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the side bearing (inner

race) into the left hand side differential case.
SST: 09223-15020

Oil seal and bearing replacer

(3) Using the SST and a press, press-fit the side bearing (inner
race) into the right hand side differential case.
SST: 09223-15020

Oil seal and bearing replacer

ALIGNMENT 
MARK
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14. INSTALLING THE PILOT BEARING OUTER RACE
(1) Install the pilot bearing outer race onto the differential carrier.
(2) Secure the pilot bearing outer race in place with the pilot

bearing lock bolt, pilot bearing lock nut, and washers (2 pcs.),
which have been applied with ThreeBond TB-1360K or
equivalent.

Tightening Torque:
22 N·m {224 kgf·cm, 16 lbf·ft}

15. INSPECT THE CONICAL DISTANCE
Reference: DIFFERENTIAL (SH13), DIFFERENTIAL, DIFFER-
ENTIAL CARRIER, OVERHAUL, INSPECT THE CONICAL DIS-
TANCE (Page 8-22)

16. INSTALLING THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION ASSEMBLY
HINT
Before installing the differential drive pinion assembly, record the
machining error value engraved on the drive pinion end. 

(1) Using the scraper, remove dirt on the joint surfaces of the dif-
ferential drive pinion bearing cage, differential carrier, and
bearing cage shim.

(2) Apply the bearing grease to a new O-ring and the groove for
attaching the O-ring on the differential drive pinion bearing
cage.

(3) Attach the O-ring onto the differential drive pinion bearing
cage.

NOTICE
Make sure to use a new O-ring.

(4) Using the bolts (6 pcs.) which have been applied with Three-
Bond TB-1360K or equivalent, install the differential drive pin-
ion assembly and the bearing cage shim onto the differential
carrier.

Tightening Torque:
74 N·m {755 kgf·cm, 55 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the O-ring.

SHTS085020400066
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(5) Stake the pilot bearing lock nut at two locations using a
chisel.

17. INSTALLING THE DIFFERENTIAL CASE ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the side bearing (outer race) onto the differential case

assembly.
(2) Install the differential case assembly and the side bearing

(outer race) onto the differential carrier.
HINT
Install the differential case assembly obliquely to prevent interfer-
ence of the ring gear and the pilot bearing housing.

18. INSTALLING THE SIDE BEARING ADJUSTMENT NUT
(1) Install the side bearing adjustment nut onto the differential

carrier.
HINT
If the side bearing adjustment nut is inserted diagonally, the bear-
ing cap cannot be installed.

(2) Install the bearing caps (2 pcs.) by lining up the alignment
marks, and temporarily tighten the bolts (4 pcs.).

(3) Using the SST, fully tighten the side bearing adjustment nut
on the ring gear side, then from this state, loosen by 1/4 turn.
SST: 09504-00011

Differential side bearing adjustment nut wrench
(4) Using the SST, fully tighten the side bearing adjustment nut

on the other side, then from this state, loosen by 1/4 turn.

SHTS085020400068
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(5) Tap the bearing cap head with the plastic hammer so that the
side bearing fits the assembly.

NOTICE
When using a plastic hammer, to prevent jamming, keep any iron
powder produced during tapping from entering inside the rear dif-
ferential carrier assembly.

19. INSPECTING AND ADJUSTING THE BACKLASH BETWEEN
THE RING GEAR AND THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION
ASSEMBLY
(1) Using the dial gauge, measure the backlash between the ring

gear and the differential drive pinion assembly.

Standard value

NOTICE
Measure the backlash at three locations along the circumference
of the ring gear.

(2) Using the SST, adjust by moving the differential case assem-
bly using the right and left side bearing adjustment nuts, so
that the backlash values between the differential drive pinion
assembly and the ring gears fall within the standard value. (If
the left side is loosened by one notch, tighten the right side
by one notch.)
SST: 09504-00011

Differential side bearing adjustment nut wrench

SHTS085020400072

SHTS085020400073

Gear ratio Standard value (mm {in.})

 5.857 0.20-0.28 {0.0079-0.0110}

5.571
5.142
4.875
4.625
4.333

0.25-0.33 {0.0099-0.0129}

SST

SHTS085020400074
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20. INSPECTING AND ADJUSTING THE GEAR MESHING
BETWEEN THE RING GEAR AND THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE
PINION ASSEMBLY
(1) Apply the thin coat of red lead primer to all the teeth of the

ring gear on both sides of the tooth surface, then rotate the
ring gear forward and backward several times. The pattern of
red lead primer indicates the gear meshing positions.

NOTICE

• Check the gear meshing at four locations along the circumfer-
ence of the ring gear.

• The coat of red lead primer should be as thin as possible, since
the results will be inaccurate if too thick of a coat is applied.

HINT

• The meshing of the teeth tips and teeth roots can be observed
accurately when it is viewed after being turned once (single-
tooth meshing).

• If the gear meshing is poor, adjust the meshing and backlash by
selecting a different bearing cage shim or adjusting the side
bearing adjustment nut.

• The bearing cage shim is available in 4 thicknesses: 0.30 mm
{0.0118 in.}, 0.40 mm {0.0157 in.}, 0.45 mm {0.0177 in.}, and 0.50
mm {0.0197 in.}.

SHTS085020400075
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a. Proper gear meshing
HINT
The length of the gear meshing (B) is over 1/2 of the tooth width
(A), and the center of meshing is slightly offset towards the inner
edge.

b. Inner edge meshing
HINT

• Move the ring gear and the differential drive pinion assembly as
shown in the figure to adjust the gear meshing and backlash.

• If it cannot be adjusted within the adjustment range, replace the
differential drive pinion assembly and the ring gear as a set.

c. Tooth root meshing
HINT
Move the ring gear and the differential drive pinion assembly as
shown in the figure to adjust the gear meshing and backlash.

d. Outer edge meshing
HINT

• Move the ring gear and the differential drive pinion assembly as
shown in the figure to adjust the gear meshing and backlash.

• If it cannot be adjusted within the adjustment range, replace the
differential drive pinion assembly and the ring gear as a set.

(A)

(B)

SHTS085020400076
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e. Tooth tip meshing
HINT
Move the ring gear and the differential drive pinion assembly as
shown in the figure to adjust the gear meshing and backlash.

21. INSPECTING AND ADJUSTING THE DIFFERENTIAL SIDE
BEARING PRELOAD
(1) Using a deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}), measure

the total preload (starting torque).

(2) Subtract the differential drive pinion assembly preload mea-
surement (preload after installing oil seal) from the total pre-
load measurement to calculate the differential side bearing
preload, and make sure that it is within the standard value.

Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

(3) If the differential side bearing preload is not within the stan-
dard value, turn and adjust the right and left side bearing
adjustment nuts with the SST.
SST: 09504-00011

Differential side bearing adjustment nut wrench
NOTICE
When adjusting with the side bearing adjustment nuts, when a
side bearing adjustment nut on one side is loosened, tighten the
opposite side by the same degree so that the backlash adjustment
value will not change.

GEAR 
MESHING

ADJUSTMENT 
DIRECTION

SHTS085020400080

SHTS085020400081

Differential side bearing preload

Gear ratio New bearing Reused bearing

5.857 0.34-0.50 {3.5-5.1, 0.25-0.36} 0.26-0.41 {2.6-4.2, 0.20-0.30}

5.571 0.36-0.52 {3.6-5.3, 0.27-0.38} 0.27-0.44 {2.7-4.4, 0.20-0.32}

5.142 0.39-0.57 {3.9-5.8, 0.29-0.42} 0.29-0.47 {3.0-4.8, 0.22-0.34}

4.875 0.41-0.60 {3.9-6.1, 0.31-0.44} 0.31-0.50 {3.1-5.1, 0.23-0.36}

4.625 0.43-0.63 {4.4-6.4, 0.32-0.46} 0.32-0.53 {3.3-5.4, 0.24-0.39}

4.333 0.46-0.67 {4.7-6.9, 0.34-0.49} 0.34-0.56 {3.5-5.7, 0.25-0.41}

SST

SHTS085020400082
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(4) Tighten the bearing cap installation bolts, 2 pcs. at a time.
Tightening Torque:
210 N·m {2,141 kgf·cm, 155 lbf·ft}

22. INSPECTING THE TOTAL PRELOAD
(1) Using a deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}), inspect the

total preload.
NOTICE
Verify that the total preload is the sum of the differential drive pin-
ion assembly preload after installing the rear differential carrier oil
seal and the differential side bearing preload.

23. INSTALLING THE SIDE BEARING ADJUSTMENT NUT LOCK
(1) Using bolts (2 pcs.), install the side bearing adjustment nut

locks (2 pcs.) onto the bearing cap.
Tightening Torque:
22 N·m {224 kgf·cm, 16 lbf·ft}

SHTS085020400083
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INSTALLING THE DIFFERENTIAL REAR CARRIER
ASSEMBLY

1. INSTALLING THE DIFFERENTIAL REAR CARRIER 
ASSEMBLY
(1) Sufficiently remove dirt from the axle housing flange surface,

then apply ThreeBond TB1215 or equivalent as shown in the
figure.

NOTICE

• Apply ThreeBond TB1215 or equivalent seamlessly.

• Install the rear differential carrier assembly within 20 minutes
after applying ThreeBond TB1215 or equivalent.

(2) Apply ThreeBond TB1215 or equivalent to the installing bolts
for the rear differential carrier assembly.

NOTICE

• Apply ThreeBond TB1215 or equivalent seamlessly.

• Install the bolts within 20 minutes after applying ThreeBond
TB1215 or equivalent.

(3) Using a jack, install the rear differential carrier assembly onto
the axle housing.

! CAUTION
 

• When setting onto the jack, place the assembly with the ring
gear teeth facing the right side of the vehicle.

• Use sufficient caution to prevent the rear differential carrier
assembly from falling off the jack.

(4) After temporarily fastening the rear differential carrier assem-
bly with bolts (4 pcs.), lower the jack.

(5) Tighten the bolts (12 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
96 N·m {979 kgf·cm, 71 lbf·ft}
Bolt diameter: M12
130 N·m {1,326 kgf·cm, 96 lbf·ft}
Bolt diameter: M14

NOTICE
Tighten the bolts evenly in multiple steps.

4 mm {0.156 in.}
3 mm {0.117 in.}

4 mm {0.156 in.}

SHTS085020400086
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2. INSTALLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: PROPELLER SHAFT (LD), PROPELLER SHAFT
MECHANICAL, PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL,
INSTALLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY (Page 6-
12)

3. INSTALLING THE REAR AXLE SHAFT
Reference: AXLE, REAR AXLE, REAR AXLE HUB, OVER-
HAUL, INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB
(Page 7-53)

4. REPLENISHING THE DIFFERENTIAL OIL
(1) Replenish the rear differential oil

a. Remove the rear axle housing filler plug and gasket.
b. Replenish the gear oil.

c. Inspect the oil level.
d. Install the rear axle housing filler plug, using a new gasket

in between.
Tightening Torque:
98 N·m {999 kgf·cm, 721 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
After running the vehicle, recheck the oil level.

5. INSPECTING DIFFERENTIAL OIL LEAKAGE AND LEVEL
(1) Inspect and adjust the rear differential oil

a. Remove the axle housing filler plug and gasket.
b. Make sure that the oil level is within 5 mm {0.197 in.} from

the bottom edge of the axle housing filler plug hole.

! CAUTION
 

• Too much or too little oil could cause problems.

• Park the vehicle on a flat road.

c. If the oil level is low, replenish oil after inspecting for oil
leakage.

d. Install the axle housing filler plug, using a new gasket in
between.

Tightening Torque:
98 N·m {999 kgf·cm, 72 lbf·ft}

Reference value (mm {in.})

From the bottom edge of 
the axle housing filler plug 
hole.

5 {0.197} or less

WITH IN 5 mm 
{0.1968 in.}

SHTS085020400090
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REMOVING THE REAR DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER
OIL SEAL

1. REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: PROPELLER SHAFT (LD), PROPELLER SHAFT
MECHANICAL, PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL,
REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY (Page 6-7)

2. REMOVING THE DRIVE PINION NUT
(1) Loosen the staked portion of the drive pinion nut using the

SST and a hammer.
SST: 09930-00010

Drive shaft nut chisel

! CAUTION
 

• Use the SST with the tapered surface on the shaft side.

• Do not grind the tip of the SST with a grinder, etc.

(2) Secure the companion flange in place with a tire lever, and
use a deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}) to remove the
drive pinion nut.

! CAUTION
 

When removing the drive pinion nut, make sure that the staked
portion is completely loosened.

3. REMOVING THE COMPANION FLANGE
(1) Remove the companion flange.

NOTICE
If the spline joint is too tight, lightly tap with a plastic hammer to
remove it.

4. REMOVING THE REAR DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER OIL SEAL
(1) Using the SST, remove the oil seal from the rear differential

carrier assembly.
SST: 09308-10010

Oil seal puller

SST

SHTS085020400091
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SST

HOLD

TURN
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INSTALLING THE REAR DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER
OIL SEAL

1. INSTALLING THE REAR DIFFERENTIAL CARRIER OIL SEAL
(1) Apply a thin coat of bearing grease to the lip of a new rear dif-

ferential carrier oil seal.
(2) Using a brass bar, drive the rear differential carrier oil seal

into the rear differential carrier assembly until the end faces
meet.

! CAUTION
 

• Evenly tap the oil seal when press-fitting.

• Press-fitting the oil seal diagonally could cause oil leakage.

2. INSTALLING THE COMPANION FLANGE
(1) Apply bearing grease to the dust lip portion of the dust

deflector.
(2) Install the companion flange onto the drive pinion.
(3) Apply the gear oil to the threaded portion of a new drive pin-

ion nut.
(4) Using a tire lever, secure the companion flange in place, and

use a deep socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}) to tighten the
drive pinion nut.

Tightening Torque:
435 N·m {4,436 kgf·cm, 321 lbf·ft}

3. INSPECTING THE DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION ASSEMBLY
PRELOAD
(1) Using a torque wrench and a deep socket wrench (41 mm

{1.614 in.}), measure the preload within the range of back-
lash between the differential drive pinion assembly and the
ring gear.

Tightening Torque:
1.48-2.45 N·m {15-25 kgf·cm, 1.085-1.807 lbf·ft}

(2) If the measurement is outside of the standard value range,
adjust the differential drive pinion assembly preload. 
Reference: DIFFERENTIAL (SH13), DIFFERENTIAL, DIF-
FERENTIAL CARRIER, OVERHAUL, ADJUSTING THE
DIFFERENTIAL DRIVE PINION ASSEMBLY PRELOAD
(Page 8-27)
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(3) Stake the drive pinion nut using the SST and a hammer.
SST: 09930-00010

Drive shaft nut chisel

NOTICE

• Completely attach to the shaft ends (R1, R2) as shown in the fig-
ure.

• Stake so that dimension A shown in the figure will be 1.5 mm
{0.0585 in.} or more.

• Make sure that there are no breaks in the staked portion of the
lock nut.

• Stake from the bottom as shown in the figure. Stake only the tip
is not sufficient.

4. INSTALLING THE REAR PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: PROPELLER SHAFT (LD), PROPELLER SHAFT
MECHANICAL, PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL,
INSTALLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY (Page 6-
19)

SST

SHTS085020400097

R1 R2

A

SHTS085020400098

LOCK NUT

INCORRECTCORRECT
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5. INSPECTING THE DIFFERENTIAL OIL LEVEL
(1) Inspect and adjust the rear differential oil

a. Remove the rear axle housing filler plug and gasket.
b. Make sure that the oil level is within 5 mm {0.197 in.} from

the bottom edge of the rear axle housing filler plug hole.

! CAUTION
 

• Too much or too little oil could cause problems.

• Park the vehicle on a flat road.

c. If the oil level is low, replenish oil after inspecting for oil
leakage.

d. Install the rear axle housing filler plug, using a new gasket
in between.

Tightening Torque:
98 N·m {999 kgf·cm, 72 lbf·ft}

WITH IN 5 mm 
{0.1968 in.}

SHTS085020400100
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STANDARD VALUE

BRAKE CONTROL

SERVICE BRAKE
EN01E09ZZZ010701012001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

BRAKE FLUID
EN01E09ZZZ010701012002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item
Pedal face 

[N {kgf, lbf}]
Hydraulic pressure 
[MPa {kgf/cm2, lbf}]

Action

Operational inspection without negative pressure 

200 {20.4, 45.0} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

0.49 {5.00, 71} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

Replace

300 {30.6, 67.4} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

0.97 {9.88, 141} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

Replace

Operational inspection with negative pressure 

200 {20.4, 45.0} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

8.24 {84.02, 1,195} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

Replace

300 {30.6, 67.4} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

8.71 {88.81, 1,263} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Connecting the flexible hose and brake tube 15 {153, 11} —

Connecting the flexible hose and way 15 {153, 11} —

Mounting the way 64 {653, 47} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Tightening the brake tube

Diameter 4.76 mm
{Diameter 0.187 in.}

15 {153, 11} —

Diameter 6.35 mm
{Diameter 0.250 in.}

24 {245, 18} —

Tightening bleeder plug 11 {112, 8.1} —
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BRAKE ACTUATOR
EN01E09ZZZ010701012003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

SPEED SENSOR
EN01E09ZZZ010701012004

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
FRONT

TIGHTENING TORQUE
FRONT Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

REAR Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Brake actuator bracket mounting nut 5.4 {55, 4.0}

Brake actuator assembly mounting bolt 33.5 {342, 25}

Tightening the clutch tube
Diameter 6.35 mm
(Diameter 0.250 in.)

24 {245, 18}

Tightening the brake tube
Diameter 4.76 mm
(Diameter 0.187 in.)

15 {153, 11}

Inspection item
Inspection 
conditions

Standard value Action

Speed sensor At 20 °C {68°F} 1.070.15 k Replace

Each speed sensor connector terminal 
 Body earth

Normally 1 M or above Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Speed sensor mounting bolt 8.5 {87, 6.3} —

Speed sensor mounting bolt 19 {194, 14} —

Speed sensor mounting nut 26.35-35.65 {269-363, 20-26} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Speed sensor mounting bolt 8.5 {87, 6.3} —

Speed sensor mounting nut 26.35-35.65 {269-363, 20-26} —
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BRAKE PEDAL
EN01E09ZZZ010701012005

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER
EN01E09ZZZ010701012006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

BRAKE BOOSTER
EN01E09ZZZ010701012007

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part
Inspection
conditions

Standard value Action

Height of brake pedal (from the installation surface of 
the steering column boot)

158.5-168.5 
 {6.24-6.735}

163.5 {6.634} Adjustment

Play of brake pedal 1-3 {0.040-0.118} — Adjustment

Brake pedal reserve (at pedal pressure of 294 N {30 kgf,
66 lbf}, from the installation surface of the steering col-
umn boots)

30 {1.181} 
or higher (class 4)

25 {0.984} 
or higher (class 5)

— Adjustment

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Brake pedal assembly mounting nut and bolt 31 {316, 23} —

Tightening clevis lock nut 25.5 {260, 19} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Master cylinder mounting nut 17.7 {180, 13} CLASS 4

Master cylinder mounting nut 18.7 {190, 14} CLASS 5

Tightening brake tube 19.5-28 {199-286, 14-21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Brake booster mounting nut 12.5 {127, 9.2} —

Tightening brake tube 19.5-28 {199-286, 14-21} —

Brake reservoir tank mounting bolt (M8) 5 {51, 3.7} —

Pedal bracket mounting bolt 27.7 {282, 20} —

Pedal bracket mounting nut 29 {296, 21} —

Master cylinder mounting nut 17.7 {180, 13} —
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HYDRO BOOSTER
EN01E09ZZZ010701012008

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP
EN01E09ZZZ010701012009

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

VACUUM PUMP
EN01E09ZZZ010701012010

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Brake booster mounting nut 18.7 {191, 14} —

Pedal bracket mounting bolt 27.7 {282, 20} —

Pedal bracket mounting nut 29 {296, 21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Cover mounting bolt
3.9-6.5

 {40-60, 2.9-4.7}
—

Electric vacuum pump mounting bolt
26.35-35.65

 {269-363, 20-26}
—

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Vacuum pump mounting bolt 55 {561, 41} —

Union bolt 13 {133, 10} —
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HYDRO PUMP
EN01E09ZZZ010701012011

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

VACUUM RESERVOIR
EN01E09ZZZ010701012012

TIGHTENING TORQUE
 SINGLE CAB Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

FRONT FLEXIBLE HOSE
EN01E09ZZZ010701012013

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

REAR FLEXIBLE HOSE
EN01E09ZZZ010701012014

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

VACUUM WARNING BUZZER
EN01E09ZZZ010701012015

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: V

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Hydro pump mounting bolt 55 {561, 41} —

Oil pipe mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Vacuum check valve 30 {306, 22} —

Vacuum reservoir mounting bolt 31 {316, 23} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Brake tube flexible hose 15 {153, 11} —

Brake tube flexible hose mounting union bolt 31 {316, 23} —

Brake tube flexible hose No.1 to the bracket mounting bolt 28 {286, 21} —

Front wheel mounting nut
440-590 

{4,500-6,000, 325-435}
—

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Brake tube flexible hose mounting union bolt 31 {316, 23} —

Flexible hose 15 {153, 11} —

Inspection terminal Inspection conditions Standard value Action

B20-body earth IG ON, PKB OFF 22-30 Replace
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VACUUM SENSOR (FOR SKID CONTROL)
EN01E09ZZZ010701012016

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DISC BRAKE 

FRONT DISC CALIPER
EN01E09ZZZ010701014001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Vacuum sensor (for skid control sensor) mounting bolt 5 {51, 3.7} —

Vacuum sensor (for skid control sensor) bracket mounting bolt 20 {204, 15} —

Inspection item Usable limit
In the case of a 

new product
Action

Thickness of brake pad 1.0 {0.039} 13.0 {0.512} Replace

Thickness of disc
38.0 {1.496} (class 4)
40.0 {1.575} (class 5)

40.0 {1.575} (class 4)
42.0 {1.654} (class 5)

Replace

Thickness of disc runout 0.1 {0.003} — Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Disc and axle hub mounting bolt 200 {2,039, 148} —

Mounting bolt for brake caliper mounting
265 {2,702, 195} (class 4)
278 {2,834, 205} (class 5)

—

Brake caliper mounting bolt 125 {1,275, 92} —

Speed sensor bracket mounting bolt 31 {316, 23} —

Front wheel mounting nut 440-590 {4,500-6,000, 325-435} —
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REAR DISC CALIPER
EN01E09ZZZ010701014002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Usable limit
In the case of 
a new product

Action

Thickness of brake pad 1.0 {0.039} 13.0 {0.512} Replace

Thickness of disc
38.0 {1.496} (class 4)
40.0 {1.575} (class 5)

40.0 {1.575} (class 4)
42.0 {1.654} (class 5)

Replace

Thickness of disc runout 0.1 {0.003} — Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rear skid control rotor 14 {143, 10} —

Disc and axle hub mounting bolt 200 {2,040, 148} —

Mounting bolt for brake caliper mounting 265 {2,702, 195} —

Brake caliper mounting bolt 125 {1,275, 92} —

Flexible hose mounting union bolt 31 {316, 23} —

Rear wheels mounting nut
440-590 

{4,500-6,000, 325-435}
—
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PARKING BRAKE

PARKING BRAKE
EN01E09ZZZ010701533001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: Notch

PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2
EN01E09ZZZ010701533002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3
EN01E09ZZZ010701533003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

PARKING BRAKE LEVER
EN01E09ZZZ010701533004

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Usable limit Action

Reserve travel for parking brake lever 
[Operating force 245 N {25 kgf, 55 lbf}]

6-10 Adjustment

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Control cable bracket, control cable insulator, 
mounting nut for parking brake cable No.2 

19.5 {199, 14} —

Parking brake cable mounting nut 19.5 {199, 14} —

Mounting bolt for parking brake cable No.2 19.5 {199, 14} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Mounting blot for parking brake cable No.3 19.5 {199, 14} —

Mounting bolt for parking brake cable support bracket No.3 37 {377, 27} —

Lock nut 19.5 {199, 14} —

Mounting blot for parking brake cable No.3 19.5 {199, 14} —

Parking brake cable mounting nut 19.5 {199, 14} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Parking brake lever mounting bolt 19.5 {199, 14} —

Control cable nut 5.0 {51, 3.7} —
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PARKING BRAKE DRUM
EN01E09ZZZ010701533005

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

PARKING BRAKE SWITCH
EN01E09ZZZ010701533006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Usable limit
In the case of 
a new product

Action

Inner diameter of brake drum 204 {8.031} 203.2 {8.000} Replace

Thickness of drum brake shoe lining 1.0 {0.039} 3.75 {0.148} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Parking brake support mounting bolt 155 {1,580, 114} —

Mounting bolt for parking brake cable support bracket No.3 37 {377, 27} —

Lock nut 19.5 {199, 14} —

Mounting blot for parking brake cable No.3 19.5 {199, 14} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Parking brake switch mounting screw
1.2-1.7 

{12.7-17.3, 0.96-12}
—

Parking brake switch mounting screw
0.4-0.7 

{4.1-7.1, 0.3-0.5}
—

Parking brake lever mounting bolt 19.5 {199, 14} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

SERVICE BRAKE

SERVICE BRAKE
EN01E09ZZZ020702501001

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

BRAKE FLUID
EN01E09ZZZ020702501002

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

SPEED SENSOR
EN01E09ZZZ020702501003

INSTRUMENT

BRAKE PEDAL
EN01E09ZZZ020702501004

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

BRAKE BOOSTER
EN01E09ZZZ020702501005

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Portable brake booster tester For inspecting the function of the brake booster

Name Remarks

SAE J1703 or FMVSS No.116 DOT3 For changing the brake fluid

Name Remarks

Electrical tester For the speed sensor unit check

Name Remarks

Brake grease For applying to the push rod pin and brake pedal

Name Remarks

Brake grease For applying to the push rod pin and brake pedal
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HYDRO BOOSTER
EN01E09ZZZ020702501006

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

VACUUM RESERVOIR
EN01E09ZZZ020702501007

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

 SINGLE CAB

DISC BRAKE

FRONT DISC CALIPER
EN01E09ZZZ020702014001

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

REAR DISC CALIPER
EN01E09ZZZ020702014002

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Brake grease For applying to the push rod pin and brake pedal

DEXRON II, III or higher grade fluid Hydro boost fluid

Name Remarks

ThreeBond TB1207B (Black) For applying to the vacuum check valve

Name Remarks

Protective tape For disassembling the brake caliper

A piece of wood For disassembling the brake caliper

Lithium soap base glycol grease For installing the brake caliper

Name Remarks

Protective tape For disassembling the brake caliper

A piece of wood For disassembling the brake caliper

Lithium soap base glycol grease For installing the brake caliper
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PARKING BRAKE

PARKING BRAKE DRUM
EN01E09ZZZ020702533001

SST

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09717-20010
Brake shoe return spring 
remover

For removing the brake shoe

09718-20010
Brake shoe return
Spring replacer

For mounting the brake shoe

09921-00011 Spring tension tool For mounting the brake shoe

Name Remarks

Chalk
For inspecting the clearance inspection between brake shoe 
and lining

Brake grease For installing the brake shoe
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BRAKE CONTROL

SERVICE BRAKE

INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402501001

CAUTIONS

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK AND HANDLING

! CAUTION
 

• This service work involves the work that affects the SRS airbag.
Make sure to observe the cautions for the SRS airbag before
starting work.

• Properly replace each part in order to avoid brake system failure
or any danger during operation. Use the same or equivalent part
for replacement.

• Keep the parts and surrounding area clean when servicing the
brake system.

• Be sure to refer to the cautions stated in the General Introduc-
tion when the vehicle is equipped with a radio and the like.

2. CAUTIONS ON BRAKE PIPING

! CAUTION
 

• The brake piping is a safety critical component. Disassemble
the component if any brake fluid leak was detected and replace
it with a new component if found defective.

• When removing each brake component, cover the connecting
portion to avoid entry of foreign matter such as dirt and dust.

• When attaching and detaching the piping, do not damage or
deform the brake tube.

• When installing the grommet part to the body, make sure that
the brake tube is inserted through the center of the grommet.

• When installing the brake tube and the flexible hose, make sure
that these are not twisted or distorted.

• If the mouth ring of the flexible hose does not does not match
with the slot of the bracket, twist and insert the flexible hose at
the minimum angle.

• Do not reuse the flexible hose installing clip.

• Do not spill absorber oil and grease onto the flexible hose.

• When installing the brake tube to a resin clamp, make sure that
the tube is securely seated in the clamp and the tube is not
loose or jammed.

• Do not reuse the flexible hose fixing clip and resin clamp.

• After installing the brake tube and the flexible hose, make sure
that these does not interfere with peripheral parts.

• Do not spill the brake fluid onto the painted surface such as the
body. If the fluid has spilled onto the surface, wipe it immedi-
ately and wash the area with water.
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(1) Disconnect and connect the flexible hose and brake tube.
a. Fix the flexible hose with a spanner and use a union nut

wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.}) to disconnect the brake tube
without deforming it.

b. Remove the clip and disconnect the flexible hose.
c. Use the union nut wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.} & 12mm

{0.437 in.}) to connect the brake tube without deforming it.
Tightening Torque:
15 N·m {153 kgf·cm, 11 lbf·ft}
(10mm {0.343in.})
24 N·m {245 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}
(12mm {0.473in.})

(2) Connect the brake tube and the way.
a. While supporting the way so not to deform the brake tube,

use a union nut wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.} & 12mm
{0.437in.}) to connect the brake tube.

Tightening Torque:
15 N·m {153 kgf·cm, 11 lbf·ft}
(10mm {0.343in.})
24 N·m {245 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}
(12mm {0.473in.})

b. While supporting the way not to deform the brake tube, use
a bolt to install the way to the body.

Tightening Torque:
64 N·m {653 kgf·cm, 47 lbf·ft}

WHEN DISCONNECTING:

WHEN CONNECTING: 

SHTS09ZZZ1500001

WAY

SHTS09ZZZ1500002
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FUNCTIONAL INSPECTION OF BRAKE

1. QUICK INSPECTION OF BRAKE BOOSTER
(1) Inspect air tightness of the brake booster function.

a. After starting the engine, let it idle for 1 - 2 minutes and
then turn it off.

b. Depress the brake pedal several times with normal pres-
sure and inspect the change in the height of the brake
pedal.

STANDARD
The height of the brake pedal when the pedal is
depressed for the first time should be higher than that
for the second and third times (The depressing inter-
val should be 5 seconds or more in between the first-
second and between the second-third times).

(2) Inspect operation of the brake booster.
a. With the engine stopped, depress the brake pedal several

times with an equal level of pedal pressure and inspect
that the height of the pedal does not change.

b. Depress the brake pedal and start the engine. Then
inspect the changes in the height of the pedal.

STANDARD
When depressing the brake pedal while the engine is
running, the pedal moves to the forward slightly.

(3) Inspect air tightness of the brake booster function under neg-
ative pressure.

a. Depress the brake pedal while the engine is running, and
stop the engine with the pedal depressed for 30 seconds.
Inspect the change in the height of the pedal.

STANDARD
There is no change in the height of the pedal.
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2. INSPECTING FUNCTION OF BRAKE BOOSTER
(1) Preparation for inspection.

a. Remove the bleeder plug from the front brake cylinder and
install the pressure gauge through the nipple No.3.

b. Bleed air from the pressure gauge.
c. Disconnect the vacuum hose from the brake booster, and

install the MITYVAC through the 3-way.
NOTICE
Use the MITYVAC as a vacuum/pressure gauge.

d. Install the vacuum hose of the same size to the other end
of the 3-way and connect it to the brake booster.

e. Install the pedal force transducer to the brake pedal.
(2) Inspect air tightness function.

a. Start the engine and stop it at the negative pressure of
66.7 kPa {500 mmHg}. Inspect the change in the negative
pressure.

STANDARD
There is no change in the negative pressure for 15 sec-
onds.

(3) Inspect air tightness function under negative pressure.
a. Start the engine and depress the brake pedal with a pedal

pressure of 196 N {20 kgf, 44 lbf}. Stop the engine at nega-
tive pressure of 66.7 kPa {500 mmHg} and inspect the
change in the negative pressure.

STANDARD
The decrease of the negative pressure is less than 3.3
kPa {25 mmHg} over 15 seconds.

PRESSURE 
GAUGE

PEDAL PRESSURE TESTER

MITYVAC (USED AS A 
VACUUM/PRESSURE GAUGE)

SHTS09ZZZ1500003
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(4) Inspect operation without negative pressure.
a. With the engine stopped, operate the brake pedal several

times, and inspect the hydraulic pressure at each pedal
pressure without negative pressure.

(5) Inspect operation with negative pressure.
a. Start the engine and raise the negative pressure inside the

brake booster to 66.7 kPa {500 mmHg}. Inspect the
hydraulic pressure at each pedal pressure.

NOTICE
If the brake booster assembly is not proper, replace the brake
booster assembly.

(6) Remove the pressure gauge, pedal force transducer and
MITYVAC.

(7) Bleed air from the brake system.
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE FLUID,
REPLACEMENT, CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID (Page
9-20)

3. INSPECTING THE VACUUM CHECK VALVE No.1
(1) Remove the vacuum check valve from the vacuum reservoir.

Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, VACUUM RES-
ERVOIR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE VACUUM
RESERVOIR (Page 9-68)

(2) Inspect that there is ventilation from the vacuum reservoir to
the Vacuum pump, and that there is no ventilation from the
vacuum pump to the vacuum reservoir. If found defective,
replace the vacuum check valve.

(3) Install the vacuum check valve to the vacuum reservoir.
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, VACUUM RES-
ERVOIR, REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE VACUUM
RESERVOIR (Page 9-69)

Pedal force [N {kgf, lbf}]
Hydraulic pressure

[MPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2}]

200 {20.4, 45.0} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

0.49 {5.00, 71} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

300 {30.6, 67.4} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

0.97 {9.88, 141} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

Pedal force [N {kgf, lbf}]
Hydraulic pressure 

[MPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2}]

200 {20.4, 45.0} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

8.24 {84.02, 1,195} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

300 {30.6, 67.4} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

8.71 {88.81, 1,263} 
0.49 {5.00, 71}

BREATHABLE

NON-
BREATHABLE

SHTS09ZZZ1500004
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BRAKE FLUID

REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402502001

CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK AND HANDLING

! CAUTION
 

Do not spill the brake fluid onto the painted surface. If the fluid
was spilled onto the surface, wash the area immediately.

NOTICE

• When the brake system was detached or attached or when air
might have entered into the brake line, bleed air from the brake
system.

• When the master cylinder was detached or when the reservoir
became empty, bleed air from the brake master cylinder.

2. REPLENISH THE BRAKE FLUID
(1) Remove the oil reservoir tank cover and replenish the brake

fluid.

! CAUTION
 

When replenishing, check to see that the reservoir above the mas-
ter cylinder assembly is sufficiently filled before doing any work.

3. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE MASTER CYLINDER ASSEMBLY
(1) Using the union nut wrench (12 mm {0.472 in.}), disconnect

the brake tubes (2 pcs.) from the brake master cylinder
assembly.

(2) Slowly depress the brake pedal and hold it there.
(3) Block the tube holes with your fingers, and release the brake

pedal.
(4) Release your fingers. Repeat these steps 3 or 4 times (slowly

depress the brake pedal - block the tube holes - release the
brake pedal - release your fingers).

(5) Using the union nut wrench (12 mm {0.472 in.}), Connect the
brake tubes (2 pcs.) to the brake master cylinder assembly.

Tightening Torque:
24 N·m {245 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

SHTS09ZZZ1500005

SHTS09ZZZ1500006
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4. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE BRAKE SYSTEM
(1) Connect to the vinyl tube to the bleeder plug.
(2) Depress the brake pedal several times, and then loosen the

bleeder plug with the pedal depressed.
(3) At the point where the fluid stops coming out, tighten the

bleeder plug and release the brake pedal.
(4) Repeat these steps until all the air in the fluid is completely

bled out.
Tightening Torque:
11 N·m {112 kgf·cm, 8.1 lbf·ft}

(5) Repeat the same steps to bleed the air out of the brake line
for each wheel.

5. INSPECTING THE BRAKE FLUID LEAK

6. INSPECTING THE BRAKE FLUID LEVEL
(1) Check the fluid level and replenish the fluid to the MAX line

on the reservoir if necessary.

! CAUTION
 

If using a dropper to adjust the fluid level, do not use any dropper
that was previously used for mineral oil, water, or degraded brake
fluid. Such liquid will cause the parts to deteriorate and the fluid to
degrade, resulting in leaks or loss of effectiveness.

7. ADDING HYDRO BOOST FLUID
(1) Add hydro booster fluid to the maximum line of the reserve

tank.

8. AIR BLEEDING OF HYDRO BOOSTER FLUID

! CAUTION
 

• Do not use brake fluid.

• When air-bleeding operation is required for the brake fluid pres-
sure system such as the master cylinder and wheel cylinder,
make sure that the hydro boost air bleeding is finished and the
engine is ON.

• Before performing air-bleeding of the hydro boost air-bleeding
brake fluid at the same time, be sure to turn the engine ON after
finishing work in (9).

(1) Fill the hydro boost reservoir tank with hydraulic fluid in the
range of MIN to MAX.

(2) Keep the engine ON after about 5 seconds.
(3) After that, turn the engine OFF and check the quantity of

hydraulic fluid in the reservoir tank.
(4) If the hydraulic fluid level is below MIN, replenish hydraulic

fluid in the range of MIN ± 7 mm {0.275 in.} to MIN.
(5) For step (4), repeat steps (2) through (4) until the fluid level in

the reservoir tank stays unchanged and no bubbling is
observed.

(6) With the engine ON, slowly step on the brake pedal five times
(1 to 3 seconds/time).

(7) With the engine OFF, check the quantity of hydraulic fluid in
the reservoir tank. If the hydraulic fluid level is below MIN,
replenish hydraulic fluid in the range of MIN ± 7 mm {0.275
in.} to MIN.

(8) With the engine OFF, repeatedly step on the brake pedal 10
times or more.
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(9) Check that the fluid level in the reservoir tank is in the range
of MAX to MAX 10 mm {0.393 in.} and no bubbling is
observed.
If MAX is exceeded: Extract excessive hydraulic fluid with a
dropper or the like.
If bubbling remains: Leave it for a while and repeat steps (6)
through (8) after no bubbling is observed.
When below MAX 10 mm {0.393 in.}: Repeat steps (6)
through (8).

(10) Measure the value of fluid level (round off to the closest
whole number).

(11) With the engine ON, slowly step on the brake pedal about 30
times (1 to 3 seconds/time) and then repeat strong stepping
on it to the booster’s full-load range. At this time, do not hold
the pedal in the full-load range (1 second).

(12) With the engine OFF, repeatedly step on the brake pedal 10
times or more.

(13) For step (11), finish air bleeding if the fluid level in the reser-
voir tank stays unchanged (within 1 mm {0.039 in.} and no
bubbling is observed. If bubbling remains, repeat steps (11)
through (12).
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ABS ACTUATOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402515001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Brake actuator 3 Bush

2 Collar 4 Bracket

A 33.5 {342, 25} B 5.4 {55, 4.0}

1

2

2

3

3 4

A

B

B

SHTS09ZZZ1500007
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402515002

REMOVING THE BRAKE ACTUATOR 

1. DRAINING THE BRAKE FLUID

2. REMOVING THE BRAKE ACTUATOR
(1) Disconnect the connector.

(2) Using union nut wrenches (12 mm {0.472 in.} and 10 mm
{0.394 in.}), disconnect the flare nut from the tube.

(3) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the brake actuator
assembly.

(4) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) and nuts, and remove the bracket
from the brake actuator.

(5) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.), collars (3 pcs.) and bushes (3
pcs.) from the bracket.

SHTS09ZZZ1500008

SHTS09ZZZ1500009

SHTS09ZZZ1500010

SHTS09ZZZ1500011
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INSTALLING THE BRAKE ACTUATOR

1. INSTALLING THE BRAKE ACTUATOR
(1) Install bushes (3 pcs.) to the bracket.

(2) Install collars (3 pcs.) and bolts (3 pcs.) to the bracket.

(3) Using the bolts (3 pcs.), install the brake actuator to the
bracket.

Tightening Torque:
5.4 N·m {55 kgf·cm, 4.0 lbf·ft}

SHTS09ZZZ1500012

SHTS09ZZZ1500013

SHTS09ZZZ1500014
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(4) Using the bolts (3 pcs.) and nuts, install the brake actuator
assembly.

Tightening Torque:
33.5 N·m {342 kgf·cm, 25 lbf·ft}

(5) Using the union nut wrenches (12 mm {0.472 in.} and 10 mm
{0.394 in.}), connect the flare nut of the tube.

Tightening Torque:
24 N·m {245 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}
(Diameter 6.35 mm {0.250in.})
15 N·m {153 kgf·cm, 11 lbf·ft}
(Diameter 4.76 mm {0.187 in.})

(6) Connect the connector.

2. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE BRAKE SYSTEM
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE FLUID,
REPLACEMENT, CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID, CHANGING
THE BRAKE FLUID (Page 9-20)

UNIT CHECK
EN01E09ZZZ150402515003

UNIT CHECK OF BRAKE ACTUATOR

1. INSPECTING THE BRAKE ACTUATOR
(1) Inspect that the casing of the connector and the terminals are

free of deformation or corrosion.

SHTS09ZZZ1500015

SHTS09ZZZ1500016

SHTS09ZZZ1500017
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SPEED SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402008001

FRONT SPEED SENSOR 

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front speed sensor

A  26.35-35.65 {269-363, 20-26 } C 19 {194, 14}

B  8.5 {87, 6.3}

1

A

B

C

SHTS09ZZZ1500018
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REAR SPEED SENSOR 

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front speed sensor

A  8.5 {87, 6.3} B  26.35-35.65 {269-363, 20-26 }

1

1

A

A

B

B

SHTS09ZZZ1500019
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UNIT CHECK
EN01E09ZZZ150402008002

UNIT CHECK OF FRONT SPEED SENSOR

1. INSPECTING THE SPEED SENSOR
(1) Inspect that the casing of the connector and the terminals are

free of deformation and corrosion.
(2) Using the electrical tester, inspect the resistance between

each terminal of the speed sensor.

UNIT CHECK OF REAR SPEED SENSOR 

1. INSPECTING THE SPEED SENSOR
(1) Inspect that the casing of the connector and the terminals are

free of deformation and corrosion.
(2) Using the oscilloscope, inspect the waveform of the speed

sensor. 

Inspection terminal Inspection conditions Standard value

Speed sensor At 20 °C {68 °F} 1.070.15 k

Each speed sensor connector terminal  Body ground Normally 1 M or above
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402008003

REMOVING THE FRONT SPEED SENSOR

1. REFERENCE ITEM
NOTICE
The front speed sensor is wired together with the wear indicator
harness. Disconnect them together.

2. REMOVING THE SPEED SENSOR
(1) Disconnect the connector and connector clamp of the wheel

speed sensor. 
(2) Unfasten the bolt and nut to disconnect the wheel speed sen-

sor. 

(3) Disconnect the harness clamps (2 pcs.).
(4) Unfasten the bolt to remove the wheel speed sensor. 

INSTALLING THE FRONT SPEED SENSOR 

1. INSTALLING THE SPEED SENSOR
(1) Mount the wheel speed sensor with the bolt. 

Tightening Torque:
8.5 N·m {87 kgf·cm, 6.3 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the harness clamps (2 pcs.).

SHTS09ZZZ1500020

SHTS09ZZZ1500021

SHTS09ZZZ1500022
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(3) Connect the wheel speed sensor with the bolt and nut. 
Tightening Torque:
26.35-35.65 N·m {269-363 kgf·cm, 20-26 lbf·ft}
Nuts
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}
Bolts

(4) Connect the connector and connector clamp. 

2. INSPECTING THE TEST MODE (SPEED SENSOR SYSTEM)
Reference: TROUBLE SHOOTING (S7-LXJE08A)
Reference: TROUBLE SHOOTING (S7-LXJE09A)

REMOVING THE REAR SPEED SENSOR 

1. REMOVING THE SPEED SENSOR 
(1) Disconnect the connector of the speed sensor.
(2) Unfasten the nut and disconnect the speed sensor.

(3) Unfasten the nut to disconnect the wheel speed sensor.
(4) Unfasten the harness clamps (5 pcs.) to remove the wheel

speed sensor.

(5) Unfasten the bolt and clamp and disconnect the speed sen-
sor from the axle end.

SHTS09ZZZ1500023

SHTS09ZZZ1500024

SHTS09ZZZ1500025

SHTS09ZZZ1500026
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INSTALLING REAR SPEED SENSOR

1. INSTALLING SPEED SENSOR
(1) Using the bolt and clamp, install the speed sensor.

Tightening Torque:
8.5 N·m {87 kgf·cm, 6.3 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the wheel speed sensor with the harness clamps (5
pcs.).

(3) Connect the wheel speed sensor with the nut. 
Tightening Torque:
26.35-35.65 N·m {269-363 kgf·cm, 20-26 lbf·ft}

(4) Using the nut, secure the speed sensor onto the frame and
connect the connector.

Tightening Torque:
26.35-35.65 N·m {269-363 kgf·cm, 20-26 lbf·ft}

2. INSPECTING THE TEST MODE (SPEED SENSOR SYSTEM)
Reference: TROUBLE SHOOTING (S7-LXJE08A)
Reference: TROUBLE SHOOTING (S7-LXJE09A)

SHTS09ZZZ1500027

SHTS09ZZZ1500028
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BRAKE PEDAL

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402012001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Clip * 5 Brake Pedal

2 Pedal shaft collar 6 Pedal pad

3 Brake pedal return spring 7 Brake pedal bush

4 Stop light switch cushion 8 Push rod pin

A 31 {316, 23}

1

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 A

SHTS09ZZZ1500030
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402012002

REMOVING THE BRAKE PEDAL

1. REMOVING THE BRAKE BOOSTER
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE BOOSTER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE BRAKE BOOSTER (Page 9-
43)

2. REMOVING THE BRAKE PEDAL ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the clip and then remove the push rod pin.
(2) Unfasten the bolt and nut and remove the brake pedal from

the pedal bracket.

3. REMOVING THE BRAKE PEDAL RETURN SPRING
(1) Remove the brake pedal return spring.

4. REMOVING THE BRAKE PEDAL BUSH
(1) Remove the brake pedal bush.

5. REMOVING THE BRAKE PEDAL SHAFT COLLAR
(1) Remove the brake pedal shaft collar.

6. REMOVING THE STOP LIGHT SWITCH CUSHION
(1) Remove the stop light switch cushion.

7. REMOVING THE BRAKE PEDAL PAD
(1) Remove the brake pedal pad.

SHTS09ZZZ1500031
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INSTALLING THE BRAKE PEDAL

1. INSTALLING THE BRAKE PEDAL PAD
(1) Install the brake pedal pad.

2. INSTALLING THE STOP LIGHT SWITCH CUSHION
(1) Install the stop light switch cushion.

3. INSTALLING THE BRAKE PEDAL SHAFT COLLAR
(1) Apply Brake grease to the brake pedal shaft collar and install

the collar on the brake pedal.

4. INSTALLING THE BRAKE PEDAL BUSH
(1) Apply Brake grease to new brake pedal bushes (2 pcs.) and

install the bushes on the brake pedal.

5. MOUNTING THE BRAKE PEDAL RETURN SPRING
(1) Apply brake grease to the brake pedal return spring and

mount it to the brake pedal. 

6. INSTALLING THE BRAKE PEDAL ASSEMBLY
(1) Using the bolt and nut, install the brake pedal assembly to

the pedal bracket.
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

(2) Apply grease to the installation holes of the push rod pin and
brake pedal.

(3) Set the push rod pins to the holes of the brake pedal and
push rod clevis and secure them with new clips.

7. INSTALLING THE BRAKE BOOSTER
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE BOOSTER,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE BRAKE BOOSTER (Page
9-47)

SHTS09ZZZ1500032
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INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT AFTER INSTALL-
ING THE BRAKE PEDAL

1. INSPECTING AND ADJUST THE BRAKE PEDAL HEIGHT
(1) Inspect the brake pedal height

(2) Adjust the brake pedal height
a. Disconnect the connector from the stop light switch.
b. Loosen the lock nut of the stop light switch and remove the

stop light switch.
c. Loosen the clevis lock nut and adjust the brake pedal

height by rotating the push rod.

d. Tighten the clevis lock nut.
Tightening Torque:
25.5 N·m {260 kgf·cm, 19 lbf·ft}

2. INSPECTING BRAKE PEDAL PLAY
(1) After the engine is turned off, depress the brake pedal sev-

eral times to release the negative pressure in the brake
booster.

(2) Inspect the brake pedal play.

a. If the play is 1 mm {0.040 in.} or less, check the shaft allow-
ance of the stop light switch assembly.

NOTICE

• If the shaft allowance is out of the standard value, adjust the
shaft allowance of the stop light switch assembly.

• If the allowance is within the standard value, the brake pedal
play of 1 mm {0.040 in.} or less is normal.

3. INSPECTING THE PEDAL RESERVE OF THE BRAKE PEDAL
(1) Inspect the pedal reserve of the brake pedal.

PEDAL 
HEIGHT

STOP LIGHT
SWITCH

FLOOR PANEL
STEERING
BOOTS INSTALLATION SURFACE

CLEVIS LOCK NUT

SHTS09ZZZ1500033

Tightening part
Standard value

(mm {in.})

Height of brake pedal (from the 
installation surface of the steering 

column boot)

158.5-168.5
{6.24-6.735}

Tightening part
Standard value

(mm {in.})

Height of brake pedal (from the 
installation surface of the steering 

column boot)

158.5-168.5
{6.24-6.735}

PEDAL PLAY

SHTS09ZZZ1500034

Standard value (mm {in.}) 1-3 {0.040-00.118}

STANDARD VALUE (PEDAL PRES-
SURE AT 294 N {30 kgf, 66 lbf}, FROM 

THE INSTALLATION SURFACE OF 
THE STEERING COLUMN BOOT)

30 mm
 {1.181 in.} 
or higher 
(class 4)
25 mm

 {0.984 in.} 
or higher 
(class 5)
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BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402013001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Clamp 3 Brake master cylinder

2 Brake master reservoir tube

A 17.7 {180, 13} (class 4) A 15.7-21.6 {160-220, 12-15} (class 5)

11

2

2

3

A

SHTS09ZZZ1500035
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402013002

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK AND HANDLING

! CAUTION
 

When removing the brake master cylinder assembly, the negative
pressure should not remain inside the brake booster assembly.
(With the engine turned off, depress the brake pedal several times
and bleed the air from inside the brake booster.)

2. REMOVING THE STEERING COLUMN COVER
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-15)

3. REMOVING THE D SEAT INNER LOWER PANEL
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
(Page 15-6)

4. DRAINING THE BRAKE FLUID

5. REMOVING THE BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER (CLASS 4)
(1) Remove the clamps (2 pcs.) and disconnect the brake master

reservoir tube (2 pcs.).
(2) Using the union nut wrench (12 mm {0.472 in.}), disconnect

the brake tubes (2 locations.).

(3) Unfasten the nuts (2 pcs.) and remove the brake master cyl-
inder and bracket.

SHTS09ZZZ1500036
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6. REMOVING THE BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER (CLASS5)
(1) Remove the clamps (2 pcs.) and disconnect the brake master

reservoir tube (2 pcs.).
(2) Using the union nut wrench (10 mm {0.393 in.}), disconnect

the brake tubes (2 locations.).

(3) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) and remove the brake master.

INSTALLING THE MASTER CYLINDER

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK AND HANDLING

! CAUTION
 

• Safety instructions for handling service parts.

• Do not remove the cover securing the piston until the master
cylinder installation is completed.

• The piston should be facing upward while installing the master
cylinder.

• When the piston came off, instead of inserting it back, replace it
with new piston.

• Do not bang, damage or pinch the piston.

• When handling the piston, hold the master cylinder body. Do
not touch the piston directly.

• Do not allow any foreign matter to adhere to the piston. If
adhered, using clean clothes (new and dry) carefully clean it
without pulling the piston out.

SHTS09ZZZ1500038
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2. INSTALLING THE MASTER CYLINDER (CLASS 4)
(1) Install the master cylinder and the brake booster to the brake

booster and fasten the nut.
Tightening Torque:
17.7 N·m {180 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

(2) Using the union nut wrench, connect the brake tubes (2 pcs.)
to the master cylinder.

Tightening Torque:
19.5-28  N·m {199-286 kgf·cm, 14-21 lbf·ft}

(3) Using the brake master reservoir tubes (2 pcs.), install the
clips (2 pcs.).

3. INSTALLING THE MASTER CYLINDER (CLASS 5)
(1) Mount the master cylinder with the nuts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
18.7  N·m {190 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(2) Using the union nut wrench, connect the brake tubes (2 pcs.)
to the master cylinder.

Tightening Torque:
19.5-28  N·m {199-286 kgf·cm, 14-21 lbf·ft}

(3) Using the brake master reservoir tubes (2 pcs.), install the
clips (2 pcs.).

4. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE BRAKE SYSTEM
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE FLUID,
REPLACEMENT, CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID (Page 9-20)

SHTS09ZZZ1500040

SHTS09ZZZ1500041

SHTS09ZZZ1500042
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5. INSTALLING D SEAT LOWER PANEL
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

6. INSTALLING THE STEERING COLUMN COVER
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-19)
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BRAKE BOOSTER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402014001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Brake booster 4 Push rod clevis

2 Clip 5 Lock nut

3 Vacuum hose

A 12.5 {127, 9.2}

1

2

2

3

4

5

A

SHTS09ZZZ1500044
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402014002

REMOVING THE BRAKE BOOSTER

1. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
(Page 15-6)

2. REMOVING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-15)

3. REMOVING THE FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-60)

4. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL REINFORCEMENT 

5. REMOVING THE PEDAL BRACKET
(1) Unfasten the nuts and remove the master cylinder bracket.

(2) Disconnect the connector from the wire-to-wire box.

SHTS09ZZZ1500045

SHTS09ZZZ1500046
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(3) Disconnect the connector.

(4) Remove the clip and then remove the vacuum hose.

(5) Remove the clamps (2 pcs.) and disconnect the relays (2
pcs.).

(6) Unfasten the bolt and disconnect the harness.

(7) Using the union nut wrench, disconnect the brake tubes (2
pcs.).

SHTS09ZZZ1500047

SHTS09ZZZ1500048

SHTS09ZZZ1500049

SHTS09ZZZ1500050
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(8) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.).

(9) Unfasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.) and remove the
pedal bracket.

6. REMOVING THE BRAKE BOOSTER
(1) Unfasten the bolt and disconnect the brake reservoir tank.
(2) Remove the clamps (2 pcs.) and disconnect the brake hoses

(2 pcs.).
(3) Using the union nut wrench, disconnect the brake tubes (2

pcs.).

(4) Remove the clip and disconnect the vacuum hose.

SHTS09ZZZ1500051

SHTS09ZZZ1500052

SHTS09ZZZ1500053

SHTS09ZZZ1500054
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(5) Remove the clip and then remove the push rod pin.

(6) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) and remove the brake booster
from the pedal bracket.

(7) Unfasten the nuts and remove the master cylinder.

(8) Loosen the lock nut and remove the push rod clevis and lock
nut.

SHTS09ZZZ1500055

SHTS09ZZZ1500056

SHTS09ZZZ1500057

SHTS09ZZZ1500058
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INSTALLING THE BRAKE BOOSTER

1. TEMPORARILY TIGHTENING THE BRAKE MASTER CYLIN-
DER PUSH ROD CLEVIS
(1) Temporarily fit the lock nut and the push rod clevis to the

brake booster.
NOTICE
Fully tighten the lock nut when inspecting and adjusting the brake
pedal height.

2. INSTALLING THE BRAKE BOOSTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Temporarily tighten the nuts and install the master cylinder.

(2) Using the nuts (4 pcs.), install the brake booster to the pedal
bracket.

Tightening Torque:
12.5 N·m {127 kgf·cm, 9.2 lbf·ft}

(3) Apply brake grease to the installation holes of the push rod
pin and brake pedal.

(4) Set the push rod pins at the holes of the brake pedal and
push rod clevis and secure them with new clips.

SHTS09ZZZ1500059

SHTS09ZZZ1500060

SHTS09ZZZ1500061

SHTS09ZZZ1500062
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(5) Connect the vacuum hose and install the clamp.

(6) Using the union nut wrench, connect the brake tube.
Tightening Torque:
19.5-28  N·m {199-286 kgf·cm, 14-21 lbf·ft}

(7) Connect the brake hoses (2 pcs.) and install the clamps (2
pcs.).

(8) Using the bolt, install the brake reservoir tank.
Tightening Torque:
5 N·m {51 kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

3. INSTALLING THE BRAKE PEDAL ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the pedal bracket and temporarily tighten the bolts (2

pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.). 

(2) Fully tighten the bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
27.7 N·m {286 kgf·cm, 20 lbf·ft}

(3) Fully tighten the temporarily tightened bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts
(2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
29 N·m {296 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}
Nuts
27.7 N·m {282 kgf·cm, 20 lbf·ft}
Bolts

SHTS09ZZZ1500063

SHTS09ZZZ1500064

SHTS09ZZZ1500065

SHTS09ZZZ1500066
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(4) Using the union nut wrench, connect the brake tubes (2 pcs.).

(5) Using the bolt, connect the harness.
(6) Using the clamps (2 pcs.), connect the relays (2 pcs.).

(7) Connect the vacuum hose and install the clamp.

(8) Connect the connector.

SHTS09ZZZ1500067

SHTS09ZZZ1500068

SHTS09ZZZ1500069

SHTS09ZZZ1500070
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(9) Connect the connector to the wire-to-wire box.

(10) Using the nut, install the master cylinder bracket.
Tightening Torque:
17.7 N·m {180 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

(11) Fully tighten the temporarily-tightened installation nut of the
master cylinder.

Tightening Torque:
17.7 N·m {180 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

4. INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL REINFORCEMENT

5. MOUNTING THE FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-63)

6. MOUNTING THE STEERING COLUMN
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, ASSEMBLING THE STEERING
COLUMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-18)

7. INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

SHTS09ZZZ1500071

SHTS09ZZZ1500072
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HYDRO BOOSTER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402025001

1 Brake hose 4 Hydro booster

2 Pedal bracket 5 Brake reservoir tank

3 Brake tube

4

2

1

3

5 

SHTS09ZZZ1500073
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402025002

REMOVING THE HYDRO BOOSTER

1. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
(Page 15-6)

2. REMOVING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-15)

3. REMOVING THE FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-60)

4. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL REINFORCEMENT 

5. REMOVING THE PEDAL BRACKET
(1) Remove the AT ECU cover.
(2) Disconnect the connector and connector clamps (5 pcs.).

(3) Unfasten the clips (2 pcs.) to remove the heater duct. 

SHTS09ZZZ1500074

SHTS09ZZZ1500075
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(4) Disconnect the brake tubes (2 pcs.) and oil cooler tubes (2
pcs.) with a union nut wrench.

(5) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.).

(6) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the pedal bracket.

6. REMOVING THE HYDRO BOOSTER
(1) Slide the clamps (2 pcs.) to disconnect the brake hose and

remove the brake reservoir tank.
(2) Disconnect the brake tubes (2 pcs.) with a union nut wrench.
(3) Disconnect the hydro boost hydraulic fluid tube with a union

nut wrench.

SHTS09ZZZ1500076

SHTS09ZZZ1500077

SHTS09ZZZ1500078

SHTS09ZZZ1500079
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(4) Remove the clip and then remove the push rod pin. 

(5) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) and remove the brake booster
from the pedal bracket.

INSTALLING THE HYDRO BOOSTER

1. MOUNTING THE HYDRO BOOSTER
(1) Using the nuts (4 pcs.), install the brake booster to the pedal

bracket.
Tightening Torque:
18.7 N·m {191 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(2) Apply Brake grease to the installation holes of the push rod
pin and brake pedal.

(3) Set the push rod pins at the holes of the brake pedal and
push rod clevis and secure them with new clips.

SHTS09ZZZ1500080

SHTS09ZZZ1500081

SHTS09ZZZ1500082

SHTS09ZZZ1500083
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(4) Connect the hydro boost hydraulic fluid tube (2 pcs.) with a
union nut wrench.

(5) Connect the brake tubes (2 pcs.) with a union nut wrench. 
(6) Connect the brake hose and secure the brake reservoir with

the mounting clamps (2 pcs.). 

2. INSTALLING THE BRAKE PEDAL ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the pedal bracket and temporarily tighten it with the

bolts (2 pcs.). 

(2) Mount the bolts (4 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
29 N·m {296 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}
Nuts
27.7 N·m {282 kgf·cm, 20 lbf·ft}
Bolts

(3) Fully tighten the temporarily tightened bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
29 N·m {296 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

(4) Connect the brake tubes (2 pcs.) and oil cooler tubes (2 pcs.)
with a union nut wrench. 

SHTS09ZZZ1500084
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(5) Mount the heater duct with the clips (2 pcs.). 

(6) Connect the connector and connector clamps (5 pcs.).
(7) Mount the AT ECU cover.

3. INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL REINFORCEMENT

4. MOUNTING THE FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-63)

5. MOUNTING THE STEERING COLUMN
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, ASSEMBLING THE STEERING
COLUMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-18)

6. INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

SHTS09ZZZ1500088

SHTS09ZZZ1500089
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ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402029001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cover 4 Seal ring *

2 Check valve 5 Wave washer

3 Pump cover 6 Body

A 3.9-6.5 {40-60, 2.9-4.7}

1

2

3

4

5

6

A

SHTS09ZZZ1500090
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OVERHAUL
EN01E09ZZZ150402029002

REMOVING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP

1. REMOVING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP
(1) Disconnect the connector and connector clamp.
(2) Slide the hose clamp and disconnect the hose. 

(3) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to disconnect the electric vacuum
pump. 

SHTS09ZZZ1500091

SHTS09ZZZ1500092
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REMOVING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP

1. REMOVING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP

! CAUTION
 

When disassembling, set the cover upward to avoid dropping of
internal parts.

(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the cover.

! CAUTION
 

A wave washer is installed inside and a load of 50N is applied.
Tighten the bolt while pressing the cover by hand.

(2) Remove the pump cover, seal ring, and wave washer from
the body.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not disassemble the area under the plate B to avoid the risk
of performance degradation due to disassembling.

• When removing the seal ring, use care not to damage the
groove, or the performance may degrade.

(3) Remove the check valve from the pump cover.

SHTS09ZZZ1500093

PLATE B

SHTS09ZZZ1500094
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MOUNTING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP

1. MOUNTING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP
(1) Mount the check valve to the pump cover.
(2) Mount the seal ring. 
(3) Put the wave washer on the plate B.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not allow the wave washer to slide from the plate B and over-
ride on the body. 

• Prevent dirt and foreign matter from entering or contacting the
inside.

(4) Mount the cover with the bolts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
3.9-6.5 N·m {40-60 kgf·cm, 2.9-4.7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

A wave washer is installed inside and a load of 50 N {5.1 kgf, 11.2
lbf} is applied. Tighten the bolt while pressing the cover by hand.

PLATE B

SHTS09ZZZ1500095

SHTS09ZZZ1500096
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MOUNTING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP

1. MOUNTING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP
(1) Mount the electric vacuum pump with the bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
26.35-35.65 N·m {269-363 kgf·cm, 20-26 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the hose and secure it with the hose clamp.
(3) Connect the connector and connector clamp.

2. OPERATIONAL INSPECTION

! CAUTION
 

If the electric vacuum pump does not operate or requires abnor-
mally long time before stop, replace the assembly.

(1) Start the engine and check if the electric vacuum pump is
operating.

(2) Check if the electric vacuum pump stops after about 30 sec-
onds. 

SHTS09ZZZ1500097

SHTS09ZZZ1500098
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VACUUM PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402015001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 O-ring * 4 Gasket *

2 Vacuum pump assembly 5 Union bolt

3 Vacuum hose 6 Union tube

A 55 {561, 41} B 13 {133, 10}

44

3

2

5

6

B

A

5

B

1

SHTS09ZZZ1500099
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OVERHAUL
EN01E09ZZZ150402015002

REMOVING THE VACUUM PUMP ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE VACUUM PUMP ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the clip and then remove the vacuum hose.
(2) Remove the bolt and then remove the tube clip.
(3) Remove the union bolt and disconnect the union tube.

NOTICE
Fix the disconnected tube with wire of similar.

(4) Remove the 2 bolts, and then remove the vacuum pump
assembly and the O-ring.

SHTS09ZZZ1500100

SHTS09ZZZ1500101
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INSTALLING THE VACUUM PUMP ASSEMBLY

1. INSTALLING THE VACUUM PUMP ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the vacuum pump and a new O-ring with 2 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
55 N·m {561 kgf·cm, 41 lbf·ft}

(2) Install the union tube and the union bolt via new gasket.
Tightening Torque:
13 N·m {133 kgf·cm, 10 lbf·ft}

(3) Install the piping clip with a nut.
(4) Install the vacuum hose and fix with a clip.

SHTS09ZZZ1500102

SHTS09ZZZ1500103
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HYDRO PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402028001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Oil pipe 4 Union tube

2 Hydro pump 5 Union bolt

3 O-ring *

A 28.5 {291, 21} B 55 {561, 41}

1

2

3

4

5

A

A

B

x 2

SHTS09ZZZ1500104
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OVERHAUL
EN01E09ZZZ150402028002

1. REMOVING HYDRO PUMP ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the union bolt and disconnect the union tube.
(2) Remove the 3 bolts and disconnect the oil pipe.
(3) Remove the O-ring.

(4) Remove the 2 bolts and pump from the engine.
(5) Remove the O-ring.

2. INSTALLING HYDRO PUMP ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the new O-ring to the pump.
(2) Install the pump to the engine with the 2 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
55 N·m {560 kgf·cm, 41 lbf·ft}

(3) Install the new O-ring to the oil pipe.
(4) Install the 3 bolts and connect the oil pipe.

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

(5) Install the union bolt and connect the union tube.

SHTS09ZZZ1500105

SHTS09ZZZ1500106
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VACUUM RESERVOIR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402016001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Vacuum reservoir 4 Connector tube

2 Vacuum warning switch 5 Vacuum check valve

3 Clip 6 Check valve hose

A 31 {316, 23} B 30 {306, 22}

1

2

3

3

4

5

6

A

A

B

SHTS09ZZZ1500109
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402016002

REMOVING THE VACUUM RESERVOIR

1. REMOVING THE VACUUM WARNING SWITCH
(1) Disconnect the vacuum warning switch connector. 
(2) Remove the vacuum warning switch. (class 4)

(3) Unfasten the bolt to remove the vacuum warning switch.
(class 5)

2. REMOVING THE VACUUM RESERVOIR
(1) Slide the clip to disconnect the check valve hose from the

vacuum check valve. 

(2) Remove the vacuum check valve from the vacuum reservoir. 
(3) Slide the clip to disconnect the connector tube from the vac-

uum reservoir. 
(4) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the vacuum reservoir. 

SHTS09ZZZ1500110

SHTS09ZZZ1500111

CLASS 4

CLASS 5
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INSTALLING THE VACUUM RESERVOIR 

1. INSTALLING THE VACUUM PUMP RESERVOIR ASSEMBLY
(1) Apply ThreeBond TB1207B (Black) to the vacuum check

valve threads. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not apply ThreeBond TB1207B (Black) to the 2 threads at the
end.

(2) Mount the vacuum check valve to the vacuum reservoir. 
Tightening Torque:
30 N·m {306 kgf·cm, 22 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the vacuum check valve to the vacuum reservoir.
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

(4) Mount the vacuum reservoir with the bolts (4 pcs.).
(5) Connect the connector tube hose to the vacuum reservoir

and secure them with the clip. 

2. INSTALLING THE VACUUM WARNING SWITCH
(1) Mount the vacuum warning switch. (class 4)

(2) Mount the vacuum warning switch with the bolt. (class 5)
(3) Connect the vacuum warning switch connector. 

CLASS 4

CLASS 5

SHTS09ZZZ1500113
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FRONT FLEXIBLE HOSE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402017001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Flexible hose 3 Union bolt

2 Gasket * 4 Clip *

A 28 {286, 21} B 31 {316, 23}

1

1

2

2

2

2

3
4

4 3

A

A

B

B
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402017002

REMOVING THE FRONT FLEXIBLE HOSE

1. CAUTIONS
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, SERVICE BRAKE,
INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT, CAUTIONS (Page 9-15)

2. REMOVING THE FRONT WHEELS

3. REMOVING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE No.1
(1) Using the union nut wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.}), disconnect

the brake tube from the flexible hose No.1. 
(2) Remove the clip and remove the flexible hose No.1 from the

body. 
(3) Remove the bolt and disconnect the flexible hose No.1 from

the bracket. 

(4) Unfasten the union bolt and gasket (2 pcs.) to remove the
flexible hose No.1 from the brake caliper. 

SHTS09ZZZ1500117
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INSTALLING THE FRONT FLEXIBLE HOSE

1. INSTALLING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE No.1
(1) Install the flexible hose No.1 to the bracket with a new clip. 
(2) Using the union nut wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.}), connect the

brake tube to the flexible hose No.1. 
Tightening Torque:
15 N·m {153 kgf·cm, 11 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Install in a way that the twist of the flexible hose is minimum. 

• Install the clip certainly to the end. 

(3) Connect the flexible hose No.1 to the brake caliper with the
union bolt and new gasket (2 pcs.). 

Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

(4) Install the flexible hose No.1 to the bracket with a bolt. 
Tightening Torque:
28 N·m {286 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

2. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE BRAKE SYSTEM
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE FLUID,
REPLACEMENT, CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID (Page 9-20)

3. INSTALLING THE FRONT WHEELS
Tightening Torque:
440-590 N·m {4,500-6,000 kgf·cm, 325-435 lbf·ft}

SHTS09ZZZ1500119

SHTS09ZZZ1500120
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REAR FLEXIBLE HOSE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402018001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Union bolt 3 Flexible hose

2 Gasket * 4 Clip *

A 31 {316, 23}

1

2

2

3
4

A

1

2

2

3

4

A

SHTS09ZZZ1500122
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402018002

REMOVING THE REAR FLEXIBLE HOSE

1. CAUTIONS
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, SERVICE BRAKE,
INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT, CAUTIONS (Page 9-15)

2. DRAINING THE BRAKE FLUID

3. REMOVING THE REAR FLEXIBLE HOSE
(1) Using the union nut wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.}), disconnect

the flexible hose from the brake tube. 
(2) Remove the clip and disconnect the flexible hose from the

bracket. 

(3) Unfasten the union bolt to remove the gasket (2 pcs.) and
flexible hose from the brake cylinder assembly. 

SHTS09ZZZ1500123
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INSTALLING THE REAR FLEXIBLE HOSE

1. INSTALLING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE
(1) Install the flexible hose to the brake caliper with the union bolt

through new gaskets (2 pcs.). 
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

(2) Install the flexible hose to the bracket with a new clip. 

! CAUTION
 

• Install in a way that the twist of the flexible hose is minimum. 

• Install the clip certainly to the end. 

(3) Using the union nut wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.}), connect the
flexible hose to the brake tube. 

Tightening Torque:
15 N·m {153 kgf·cm, 11 lbf·ft}

2. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE BRAKE SYSTEM
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE FLUID,
REPLACEMENT, CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID (Page 9-20)

SHTS09ZZZ1500125

SHTS09ZZZ1500126
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VACUUM WARNING BUZZER

BEHIND-THE-WHEEL INSPECTION
EN01E09ZZZ150402020001

VACUUM WARNING BUZZER BEHIND-THE-WHEEL
INSPECTION

1. VACUUM WARNING BUZZER INSPECTION
(1) Park the vehicle on a flat surface and set wheel stops. 
(2) Release the parking brake and turn the IG switch ON. 
(3) Using the electrical tester, inspect the voltage between the

vacuum warning buzzer voltage terminal and body earth. 

VOLTAGE VALUE

(4) Short the two terminals of the vacuum warning buzzer and
the body earth and inspect the sound of the buzzer. 

REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402020002

REMOVING THE VACUUM WARNING BUZZER

1. REPLACING THE COMBINATION METER
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, COMBINATION METER,
REPLACEMENT, REPLACING THE COMBINATION METER
(Page 15-16)

BODY EARTH

SHTS09ZZZ1500127

Inspection terminal
Inspection 
conditions

Standard 
value

B20-body earth
IG ON, PKB 

OFF
22-30 V
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VACUUM SENSOR (FOR SKID CONTROL)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ150402021001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Vacuum sensor (for skid control)

A 5 {51, 3.7}

1

1

A
A

SHTS09ZZZ1500128
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ150402021002

REMOVING THE VACUUM SENSOR 
(FOR SKID CONTROL)

1. REMOVING THE BRAKE BOOSTER
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE BOOSTER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE BRAKE BOOSTER (Page 9-
43)

2. REMOVING THE VACUUM SENSOR (FOR SKID CONTROL)
(1) Unfasten the clip to disconnect the brake booster hose (2

pcs.). 

(2) Disconnect the connector (2 areas). 
(3) Remove the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the vacuum sensor

(for skid control) bracket. 

(4) Unfasten the clip to disconnect the brake booster hose (2
pcs.) from the vacuum sensor. 

SHTS09ZZZ1500129
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(5) Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) and remove the vacuum sensor
(for skid control) from the bracket. 

NOTICE
The same components (2 pcs.) are installed, side by side, to the
vacuum sensor (for skid control). 

SHTS09ZZZ1500132
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INSTALLING THE VACUUM SENSOR 
(FOR SKID CONTROL)

1. INSTALLING THE VACUUM SENSOR (FOR SKID CONTROL)
(1) Using the bolts (4 pcs.), install the vacuum sensor (for skid

control) (2 pcs.) to the booster support bracket.
Tightening Torque:
5 N·m {51 kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the brake booster hose to the vacuum sensor (for
skid control). 

(3) Using the bolts (2 pcs.), install the vacuum sensor (for skid
control) bracket to the brake pedal bracket. 

Tightening Torque:
20 N·m {204 kgf·cm, 15 lbf·ft}

(4) Connect the connector (2 areas). 

(5) Connect the brake booster hose (2 pcs.) and install a clip. 

2. INSTALLING THE BRAKE BOOSTER ASSEMBLY
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE BOOSTER,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE BRAKE BOOSTER (Page
9-47)

SHTS09ZZZ1500133

SHTS09ZZZ1500134
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DISC BRAKE

FRONT BRAKE CALIPER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ240402001001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Flexible hose No.1 5 Support plate No.2

2 Brake caliper 6 Support plate No.1

3 Slide pin 7 Brake caliper mounting

4 Bushing dust boot No.1 * 8 Gasket *

A 31 {316, 23} C 265 {2,702, 195} (class 4)

B 125 {1,275, 92} C 278 {2,835, 205} (class 5)

A

B

C

1

2
3

3

4

4

5

6

7

8

SHTS09ZZZ2400001
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OVERHAUL
EN01E09ZZZ240402001002

REMOVING THE DISC BRAKE 

1. REMOVING THE FRONT WHEELS

2. DRAINING THE BRAKE FLUID

3. REMOVING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE
(1) Unfasten the union bolt and gaskets (2 pcs.) to disconnect

the flexible hose from the disc caliper.

4. REMOVING THE DISC CALIPER
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the disc caliper.

5. REMOVING THE BRAKE PAD

6. REMOVING THE ANTI-SQUEAL SHIM KIT
(1) Remove the anti-squeal shim kits (4 pcs.).

7. REMOVING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.1
(1) Remove the support plate No.1 (2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Since the support plate No.1 and the brake pad support plate No.2
have different shapes, place an identification mark so that the
location is clear at the time of installation. 

8. REMOVING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.2
(1) Remove the support plate No.2 (2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Since the support plate No.1 and the brake pad support plate No.2
have different shapes, place an identification mark so that the
location is clear at the time of installation.

9. REMOVING THE DISC CALIPER SLIDE PIN

SHTS09ZZZ2400002

SHTS09ZZZ2400003
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10. REMOVING THE DUST BOOT BUSHING

11. REMOVING THE BRAKE CALIPER MOUNTING
(1) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) and remove the brake caliper

mounting.

12. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
Reference: AXLE, FRONT AXLE, FRONT AXLE HUB, OVER-
HAUL, REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
(Page 7-33)

SHTS09ZZZ2400004
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DISASSEMBLING THE DISC BRAKE

1. REMOVING THE CYLINDER BOOT
(1) Using the thin flathead driver wrapped with protective tape,

remove the cylinder boots (2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the inside of the brake caliper and the mounting
groove of the cylinder boots. 

2. REMOVING THE PISTON
(1) To prevent causing damage to piston, insert a cloth between

the piston and brake caliper. 
(2) To prevent the piston on one side from sticking out, insert a

piece of wood between the piston and brake caliper. 
(3) Using the air gun, put air gradually and remove the piston

from the brake caliper. 

! WARNING
 

Do not pinch your fingers. 

! CAUTION
 

• Remove one piston at a time. Do not remove more than two at
the same time. 

• Prevent the fluid from splashing. 

3. REMOVING THE PISTON SEAL
(1) Using the thin flathead driver wrapped with protective tape,

remove the piston seal (2 pcs.). 

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the inside of the brake caliper and the mounting
groove of the piston seal. 

4. REMOVING THE BLEEDER PLUG CAP

5. REMOVING THE BLEEDER PLUG

PROTECTIVE 
TAPE

SHTS09ZZZ2400005
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INSPECTING THE DISC BRAKE

1. INSPECTING THE PISTON AND CYLINDER
(1) Inspect for damage on the side of the piston and the inside of

the cylinder. 

2. INSPECTING THE BRAKE PAD THICKNESS
(1) Using the vernier calipers, measure the thickness of the

brake pad. 

3. INSPECTING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.1
(1) Clean the pad contact surface and the mounting contact sur-

face of the pad support plate No.1 with a cleaner and inspect
for deformation, cracks, rust and foreign matters that are diffi-
cult to remove. 

(2) When installing the brake pad, inspect whether the pad sup-
port plate No.1 has elasticity and make sure that the brake
pad does not fall out easily after being installed. 

4. INSPECTING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.2
NOTICE
Inspect it in the same order as those for the support plate No.1. 

5. INSPECTING THE DISC THICKNESS
(1) Using the micrometer, measure the thickness of the disc. 

6. INSPECTING THE DISC RUNOUT
(1) Using the dial gauge, inspect the run out of the area 10mm

{0.394 in.} inside the disc circumference. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not let the magnetic part of the dial gauge become close to
the axle hub and the speed sensor. 

• If the runout exceeds the limit, change the positions of the disc
and the axle hub when installing them so that the runout is min-
imized. If the runout still exceeds the limit even after the posi-
tions of the disc and the axle hub are changed, cut the disc. In
the case of cutting the disc, if the thickness of the disc exceeds
the thickness limit, replace it with the new disc. 

Usable limit (mm {in.}) 1.0 {0.039}

Reference value (mm {in.}) 13.0 {0.512}

Usable limit (mm {in.})
38.0 {1.496} (class 4)
40.0 {1.575} (class 5)

Reference value (mm {in.})
40.0 {1.575} (class 4)
42.0 {1.654} (class 5)

SHTS09ZZZ2400007

Usable limit (mm {in.}) 0.1 {0.003}
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INSTALLING THE DISC BRAKE

1. INSTALLING THE BLEEDER PLUG CAP

2. TEMPORARILY TIGHTENING THE BLEEDER PLUG

3. INSTALLING THE PISTON SEAL
(1) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease to the entire circumfer-

ence of the new piston seal and install it to the groove of the
brake caliper. 

4. INSTALLING THE PISTON
(1) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease to the new disc caliper

boots (2 pcs.).
(2) Install the cylinder boots to the groove of the piston.

! CAUTION
 

Install the cylinder boots securely to the groove of the piston.

(3) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease thinly to the piston cir-
cumference and install it to the disc caliper. 

! CAUTION
 

 Do not forcefully push the piston in.

5. INSTALLING THE DISC CALIPER BOOT
(1) Install the disc caliper boots (2 pcs.) to the disc caliper. 

! CAUTION
 

Install the cylinder boot securely to the groove of the disc caliper.

SHTS09ZZZ2400008
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INSTALLING THE DISC BRAKE

1. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
Reference: AXLE, FRONT AXLE, FRONT AXLE HUB, OVER-
HAUL, INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE FRONT AXLE HUB
(Page 7-37)

2. INSTALLING THE BRAKE CALIPER MOUNTING
(1) Using the bolts (3 pcs.), install the disc caliper mounting.

Tightening Torque:
265 N·m {2,702 kgf·cm, 195 lbf·ft}
(class4)
278 N·m {2,835 kgf·cm, 205 lbf·ft}
(class5)

3. INSTALLING THE DUST BOOT BUSHING
(1) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease to the inside of the

new dust boot bushings (2 pcs.).
(2) Install the dust boot bushings (2 pcs.) to the disc caliper

mounting.

4. INSTALLING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.1
(1) Install the support plate No.1 (2 pcs.) to the disc caliper

mounting.

! CAUTION
 

Do not mistake the installation position and direction of the sup-
port plate No.1 and the support plate No.2.

5. INSTALLING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.2
(1) Install the support plate No.1 (2 pcs.) to the brake caliper

mounting.

! CAUTION
 

Do not mistake the installation position and direction of the sup-
port plate No.1 and the support plate No.2.

6. INSTALLING THE ANTI-SQUEAL SHIM KIT
(1) Install the anti-squeal shim kit on the brake pad.

! CAUTION
 

Do not mistake the installation direction of the shim.

7. INSTALLING THE BRAKE PAD KIT
(1) Install the brake pad to the disc caliper mounting.

SHTS09ZZZ2400009
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8. INSTALLING THE DISC CALIPER
(1) Using the bolts (2 pcs.), install the disc caliper to the disc cal-

iper mounting.
Tightening Torque:
125 N·m {1,275 kgf·cm, 92 lbf·ft}

9. INSTALLING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE
(1) Connect the flexible hose to the brake caliper with the union

bolt through new gaskets (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

10. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE BRAKE SYSTEM
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE FLUID,
REPLACEMENT, CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID (Page 9-20)

11. INSTALLING THE FRONT WHEELS
Tightening Torque:
440-590 N·m {4,500-6,000 kgf·cm, 325-435 lbf·ft}

SHTS09ZZZ2400011

SHTS09ZZZ2400012
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REAR BRAKE CALIPER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ240402002001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Slide pin 6 Support plate No.1

2 Dust boot * 7 Support plate No.2

3 Bleeder plug cup 8 Brake caliper

4 Bleeder plug 9 Gasket *

5 Brake caliper mounting 10 Flexible hose

A 11 {112, 8.1} C 125 {1,275, 92}

B 265 {2,702, 195} D 31 {316, 23}

1

1

2

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

A

B

C

C

D
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OVERHAUL
EN01E09ZZZ240402002002

REMOVING THE DISC BRAKE

1. REMOVING THE REAR WHEELS

2. DRAINING THE BRAKE FLUID

3. DISCONNECTING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE
(1) Unfasten the union bolt and gasket (2 pcs.) to disconnect the

flexible hose. 

4. REMOVING THE BRAKE CALIPER
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the brake caliper. 

5. REMOVING THE BRAKE PAD
(1) Remove the brake pad from the brake caliper mounting. 

6. REMOVING THE ANTI-SQUEAL SHIM KIT
(1) Remove the disc brake anti-squeal shims (4 pcs.) from the

brake pad. 

7. REMOVING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.1
(1) Remove the support plate No.1 (2 pcs.) from the brake cali-

per mounting. 

! CAUTION
 

Since the support plate No.1 and the support plate No.2 have dif-
ferent shapes, put an identification mark so that the location is
clear at the time of installation. 

8. REMOVING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.2
(1) Remove the support plate No.2 (2 pcs.) from the brake cali-

per mounting. 

! CAUTION
 

Since the support plate No.1 and the support plate No.2 have dif-
ferent shapes, put an identification mark so that the location is
clear at the time of installation. 

9. REMOVING THE SLIDE PIN
(1) Remove the slide pins (2 pcs.) from the brake caliper mount-

ing. 

10. REMOVING THE BRAKE BUSHING DUST BOOT
(1) Remove the brake bushing dust boots (2 pcs.) from the brake

caliper mounting. 

11. REMOVING THE BRAKE CALIPER MOUNTING
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) and remove the brake caliper

mounting. 

12. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB
Reference: AXLE, REAR AXLE, REAR AXLE HUB, OVER-
HAUL, REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB,
REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB (Page 7-
49)

SHTS09ZZZ2400014
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13. REMOVING THE DISC
(1) Apply the alignment marks on the axle hub and disc. 
(2) Unfasten the bolts (6 pcs.) to remove the disc. 

14. REMOVING THE SKID CONTROL ROTOR
(1) Using the straight hexagon wrench (5 mm {0.197 in.}),

remove the skid control rotor from the disc. 

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS09ZZZ2400016
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DISASSEMBLING THE DISC BRAKE

1. REMOVING THE CYLINDER BOOT
(1) Using the thin flathead driver wrapped with protective tape,

remove the cylinder boots (2 pcs.) from the brake caliper. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the inside of the brake caliper and the mounting
groove of the cylinder boots. 

2. REMOVING THE PISTON

! CAUTION
 

To detach the pistons, detach the piston on one side and another
on the other side. 

(1) Insert the clean cloth between the piston and brake caliper. 
(2) To prevent the piston on one side from sticking out, insert a

piece of wood. 
(3) Using the air gun, put air gradually and remove the piston

from the brake caliper. 

! WARNING
 

Do not pinch your fingers. 

! CAUTION
 

• Remove one piston at a time. Do not remove more than two at
the same time. 

• Prevent the fluid from splashing. 

3. REMOVING THE PISTON SEAL
(1) Using the thin flathead driver wrapped with protective tape,

remove the piston seal (2 pcs.). 

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the inside of the brake caliper and the mounting
groove of the piston seal. 

4. REMOVING THE DISC BRAKE BLEEDER PLUG CAP

5. REMOVING THE DISC BRAKE BLEEDER PLUG

PROTECTIVE TAPE

SHTS09ZZZ2400018
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INSPECTING THE DISC BRAKE

1. INSPECTING THE PISTON AND CYLINDER
(1) Inspect for damage on the side of the piston and the inside of

the brake caliper. 

2. INSPECTING THE BRAKE PAD THICKNESS
(1) Using the vernier calipers, measure the thickness of the

brake pad. 

3. INSPECTING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.1
(1) Clean the pad contact surface and the mounting contact sur-

face of the pad support plate No.1 with a cleaner and inspect
for deformation, cracks, rust and foreign matters that are diffi-
cult to remove. 

(2) When installing the brake pad, inspect whether the pad sup-
port plate No.1 has elasticity and make sure that the brake
pad does not fall out easily after being installed. 

4. INSPECTING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.2
NOTICE
Inspect the support plate No.1.

5. INSPECTING THE DISC THICKNESS
(1) Using the micrometer, measure the thickness of the disc. 

6. INSPECTING THE DISC RUNOUT
(1) Using the dial gauge, inspect the run out of the area 10 mm

{0.394 in.} inside the disc circumference. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not let the magnetic part of the dial gauge become close to
the axle hub and the speed sensor. 

• If the runout exceeds the limit, change the phases of the disc
and the axle when installing them so that the runout is mini-
mized. If the runout still exceeds the limit even after the phases
are changed, cut the disc. In the case of cutting the disc, if the
thickness of the disc exceeds the limit, replace it with the new
disc. 

Usable limit (mm {in.}) 1.0 {0.039}

Reference value (mm {in.}) 13.0 {0.512}

Usable limit (mm {in.})
38.0 {1.496} (class 4)
40.0 {1.575} (class 5)

Reference value (mm {in.})
40.0 {1.575} (class 4)
42.0 {1.653} (class 5)

SHTS09ZZZ2400020

Usable limit (mm {in.}) 0.1 {0.003}
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INSTALLING THE DISC BRAKE

1. TEMPORARILY TIGHTENING THE DISC BRAKE BLEEDER
PLUG

2. INSTALLING THE DISC BRAKE BLEEDER PLUG CAP

3. INSTALLING THE PISTON SEAL
(1) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease to the entire circumfer-

ence of the new piston seal and install it certainly to the
groove of the brake caliper. 

4. INSTALLING THE PISTON
(1) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease to the new cylinder

boots (2 pcs.). 
(2) Install the cylinder boots to the groove of the piston. 

! CAUTION
 

Install the cylinder boots certainly to the groove of the piston. 

(3) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease thinly to the piston cir-
cumference and install it to the brake caliper. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not forcefully push the piston in. 

5. INSTALLING THE CYLINDER BOOT
(1) Install the cylinder boot to the brake caliper. 

! CAUTION
 

Install the cylinder boot certainly to the groove of the brake cali-
per. 

SHTS09ZZZ2400021
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INSTALLING THE DISC BRAKE

1. INSTALLING THE SKID CONTROL ROTOR
(1) Using the straight hexagon wrench (5 mm {0.197in.}), install

the skid control rotor to the disc. 
Tightening Torque:
14 N·m {143 kgf·cm, 10 lbf·ft}

2. INSTALLING THE DISC
(1) Align the alignment marks of the disc and axle hub and install

the disc to the axle hub with bolts (6 pcs.). 
Tightening Torque:
200 N·m {2,040 kgf·cm, 148 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Select the installation position that gives the minimum disc run
out when replacing the disc. 

• Clean the installation surface of the disc and axle hub before
installation. 

3. INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB
Reference: AXLE, REAR AXLE, REAR AXLE HUB, OVER-
HAUL, INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB,
INSTALLING THE LEFT HAND SIDE REAR AXLE HUB (Page 7-
53)

4. INSTALLING THE BRAKE CALIPER MOUNTING
(1) Using the bolts (4 pcs.), install the brake caliper mounting. 

Tightening Torque:
265 N·m {2,702 kgf·cm, 195 lbf·ft}

5. INSTALLING THE BRAKE BUSHING DUST BOOT
(1) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease to the inside of the

new brake bushing dust boot. 
(2) Install the brake bushing dust boots (2 pcs.) to the brake cali-

per mounting. 

SHTS09ZZZ2400022
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6. INSTALLING THE SLIDE PIN
(1) Apply lithium soap base glycol grease thinly to the sliding

part and connecting surface of the slide pin. 
(2) Install the slide pin to the brake caliper mounting. 

! CAUTION
 

Note that the upper and lower slide pins have different shapes. 

7. INSTALLING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.1
(1) Install the support plate No.1 (2 pcs.) to the brake caliper

mounting. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not mistake the installation position and direction of the sup-
port plate No.1 and the support plate No.2. 

8. INSTALLING THE SUPPORT PLATE No.2
(1) Install the support plate No.2 (2 pcs.) to the brake caliper

mounting. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not mistake the installation position and direction of the sup-
port plate No.1 and the support plate No.2. 

9. INSTALLING THE ANTI-SQUEAL SHIM KIT
(1) Install the anti-squeal shim kit on the brake pad. 

10. INSTALLING THE BRAKE PAD
(1) Install the brake pad (2 pcs.) to the brake caliper mounting. 

11. INSTALLING THE BRAKE CALIPER
(1) Using the bolts (2 pcs.), install the brake caliper to the brake

caliper mounting. 
Tightening Torque:
125 N·m {1,275 kgf·cm, 92 lbf·ft}

12. CONNECTING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE
(1) Connect the flexible hose to the brake caliper with the union

bolt through new gaskets (2 pcs.). 
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

13. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE BRAKE SYSTEM
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE FLUID,
REPLACEMENT, CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID (Page 9-20)

14. INSTALLING THE REAR WHEELS
Tightening Torque:
440-590 N·m {4,500-6,000 kgf·cm, 325-435 lbf·ft}

15. INSPECTING THE TEST MODE (SPEED SENSOR SYSTEM)
Reference: TROUBLESHOOTING (S7-LXJE08A)
Reference: TROUBLESHOOTING (S7-LXJE09A)

UPPER 

SIDE

LOWER 

SIDE

SHTS09ZZZ2400025
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PARKING BRAKE

PARKING BRAKE

INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT
EN01E09ZZZ180402501001

PARKING BRAKE ADJUSTMENT

1. ADJUSTING A PARKING BRAKE SHOE CLEARANCE
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
DRUM, OVERHAUL, ASSEMBLING THE PARKING BRAKE
DRUM (Page 9-124)

2. INSPECTING THE PARKING BRAKE RESERVE TRAVEL
(1) Pull the parking brake lever hard once.
(2) Release the parking brake lever.
(3) Slowly release the parking brake lever and count the operat-

ing sound.

3. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
LEVER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE PARKING LEVER
(Page 9-113)

4. ADJUSTING THE PARKING BRAKE LEVER RESERVE
TRAVEL
(1) Loosen the lock nut of the parking brake lever and turn the

adjusting nut so that the reserve travel meets the standard
value.

(2) Using the wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.}), tighten the lock nut.
Tightening Torque:
5.0 N·m {51 kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(3) Operate the parking brake lever three to four times to check
the reserve travel.

(4) Make sure there is no dragging of the parking brake.
(5) When the parking brake lever is operated, inspect whether

the parking brake light turns on.

STANDARD
The light must certainly turn on at the first notch after
starting to pull the brake lever.

Standard value 
[Operating force 245 N

 {25 kgf, 55 lbf}]
6-10 notches

LOCK NUT

ADJUSTING NUT

SHTS09ZZZ1800001

Standard value 
[Operating force 245 N 

{25 kgf, 55 lbf}]
6-10 notches

Standard value 
[Operating force 245 N

 {25 kgf, 55 lbf}]
6-10 notches
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5. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
LEVER, REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE PARKING LEVER
(Page 9-115)
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PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ180402003001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Control cable bracket No.3 3 Parking brake cable No.2

2 Transmission control clamp

A 19.5 {199, 14} B 5.0 {51, 3.7}

1

3

A

A

A

B

1

A

A

A

1

A

1

A2

2

SHTS09ZZZ1800002
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ180402003002

REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2 

1. REMOVING THE RH DOOR SCUFF PLATE
(1) Unfasten the screws (4 pcs.) and remove the right hand side

door scuff plate.

2. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
LEVER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE PARKING LEVER
(Page 9-113)

3. REMOVING THE CONSOLE BOX PLATE
(1) Unfasten the screw and remove the console box plate.

4. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2
(1) Loosen the lock nut and disconnect the parking brake cable

No.2 from the parking brake lever.

(2) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and disconnect the parking brake
cable No.2 from the floor panel.

SHTS09ZZZ1800003

LOCK NUT

ADJUSTING NUT
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SHTS09ZZZ1800005
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(3) Remove the shift cable.
(4) Remove the grommet.

(5) Unfasten the nut and disconnect the joint between the park-
ing brake cable No.2 and parking brake cable No.3 from the
parking brake cable support bracket.

(6) Twist the casing cap (B) 90° and disconnect the casing cap
(A) and casing cap (B).

(7) Pull out the split inner part and disconnect the parking brake
cable No.2 from the parking brake cable No.3.

GROMMET

SHIFT CABLE

SHTS09ZZZ1800006

SHTS09ZZZ1800007

CASING CAP (A)

CASING CAP (B)

SHTS09ZZZ1800008

PARKING BRAKE 
CABLE No. 2

PARKING BRAKE 
CABLE No. 3
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(8) As shown in the figure, unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.), remove the
control cable bracket No.3 and unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.),
remove the transmission control clamps (2 pcs.), and discon-
nect the parking brake cable No.2 from the body. 

SHTS09ZZZ1800010
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INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2 

1. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2
(1) As shown in the figure, install the parking brake cable No.2

on the body with nuts (4 pcs.) and the bolts (2 pcs.), and new
control cable clamps (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the parking brake cable No.2 to the parking brake
cable No.3.

SHTS09ZZZ1800011

PARKING BRAKE 
CABLE No. 2

PARKING BRAKE 
CABLE No. 3

SHTS09ZZZ1800012
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(3) Insert the casing cap (B) into the casing cap (A).
NOTICE
Use the protrusion of the casing cap (B) and the arrow of the slit
on the casing cap (A) as a guide for the insertion. 

(4) Twist the casing cap (A) and casing cap (B) 90° until the
flanges are aligned.

(5) Install the joint of the parking brake cable No.2 and parking
brake cable No.3 on the parking brake cable support bracket.

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(6) Insert the parking brake cable No.2 into the interior side and
pass control cables through the grommet of the parking
brake cable No.2.

CASING CAP (A)

CASING CAP (B)

SHTS09ZZZ1800013

CASING CAP (A)

CASING CAP (B)

SHTS09ZZZ1800014

SHTS09ZZZ1800015

GROMMET

SHIFT CABLE
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(7) Install the parking brake cable No.2 on the floor panel with
bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(8) Connect the parking brake cable No.2 to the adjusting nut of
the parking brake lever and temporarily tighten the lock nut.

2. INSTALLING THE CONSOLE BOX PLATE
(1) Install the console box plate with a screw.

3. INSTALLING THE RH DOOR SCUFF PLATE
(1) Install the RH door scuff plate with screws (4 pcs.).

4. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
LEVER, REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE PARKING LEVER
(Page 9-115)

SHTS09ZZZ1800017

LOCK NUT
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PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ180402004001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Parking brake cable support bracket No.3 4 Lock nut

2 Adjusting spacer 5 Parking brake camshaft lever

3 Adjusting nut 6 Parking brake cable No.3

A 37 {377, 27} B 19.5 {199, 14}

2
3

4

5

B

B

B

1
B

A

A

6

A
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ180402004002

REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3 

1. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
LEVER, REMOVING THE PARKING LEVER (Page 9-113)

2. LOOSENING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3
(1) Loosen the lock nut.
(2) Turn the adjusting nut and loosen the parking brake cable

No.2.

3. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3
(1) Unfasten the nut and disconnect the joint part between the

parking brake cable No.2 and parking brake cable No.3 from
the parking brake cable support bracket.

(2) Twist the casing cap (B) 90° and disconnect the casing cap
(A) and casing cap (B). 

LOCK NUT

ADJUSTING NUT

SHTS09ZZZ1800021
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CASING CAP (A)

CASING CAP (B)
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(3) Pull out the split inner part and disconnect the parking brake
cable No.2 from the parking brake cable No.3.

(4) Unfasten the bolt to disconnect parking brake cable No.3
from engine mounting bracket No.1.

(5) Unfasten the lock nut and remove the adjusting nut and
adjusting spacer from the parking brake cable No.3.

(6) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.), remove the parking brake cable
support bracket No.3, then pull out the parking brake cable
No.3 from the parking brake camshaft lever. 

PARKING BRAKE 
CABLE No. 2

PARKING BRAKE 
CABLE No. 3
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(7) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the parking brake
cable No.3 from the parking brake cable support bracket
No.3.

SHTS09ZZZ1800028
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INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3

1. INSTALLING PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3
(1) Insert the parking brake cable No.3 on the parking brake

cable support bracket No.3 with bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(2) Insert parking brake cable No.3 into the parking brake cam-
shaft lever, then install parking brake cable support bracket
No.3 with the bolts (3 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
37 N·m {377 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

(3) Insert the adjusting spacer and tighten the adjusting nut
down to the staking part of the inner end bolt for the parking
brake cable No.3.

(4) Using the torque wrench, tighten the lock nut with the speci-
fied torque.

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(5) Install the parking brake cable No.3 to the engine mounting
bracket No.1 with a bolt.

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

SHTS09ZZZ1800029
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(6) Connect the parking brake cable No.2 to the parking brake
cable No.3.

(7) Insert the casing cap (B) into the casing cap (A).
NOTICE
Use the protrusion of the casing cap (B) and the arrow of the slit
on the casing cap (A) as a guide for the insertion. 

(8) Twist the casing cap (A) and casing cap (B) 90° until the
flanges are aligned.

(9) Install the joint of the parking brake cable No.2 and parking
brake cable No.3 on the parking brake cable support bracket
No.3.

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

2. INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE,
PARKING BRAKE ADJUSTMENT (Page 9-97)

3. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
LEVER, REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE PARKING LEVER
(Page 9-115)

PARKING BRAKE 
CABLE No. 2

PARKING BRAKE 
CABLE No. 3
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PARKING BRAKE LEVER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ180402015001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Parking brake hole cover 4 Parking brake switch

2 Connector 5 Parking brake cable No.2

3 Screw 6 Parking lever

A 19.5 {199, 14} B 5.0 {51, 3.7}

1

2

3

34

5

6

A

B
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ180402015002

REMOVING THE PARKING LEVER

1. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
(1) Unfasten the screws and remove the parking brake hole

cover.

2. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE LEVER ASSEMBLY
(1) Separate the connector from the parking brake switch.

(2) Loosen the lock nut.

(3) Unfasten bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the parking brake lever
from the floor panel.

SHTS09ZZZ1800038
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(4) Turn the adjusting nut to disconnect the parking brake cable
No.2 and remove the parking brake lever.

3. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE SWITCH
(1) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) and remove the parking brake

switch.

NUT
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INSTALLING THE PARKING LEVER

1. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE SWITCH
(1) Install the parking brake switch assembly with screws (2

pcs.).

2. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE LEVER ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the parking brake cable No.2 on the parking brake

lever.
Tightening Torque:
5.0 N·m {51 kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(2) Install the parking brake lever on the floor panel with bolts (2
pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the connector to the parking brake switch.

SHTS09ZZZ1800044
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3. INSPECTING AND ADJUSTMENT
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE,
PARKING BRAKE ADJUSTMENT (Page 9-97)

4. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
(1) Install the parking brake hole cover with a screw.

SHTS09ZZZ1800048
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PARKING BRAKE DRUM

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ180402014001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Parking brake cable No.3

A 19.5 {199, 14} B  37 {377, 14}

A

1

B

SHTS09ZZZ1800049
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Adjusting nut 9 Parking brake shoe No.1

2 Adjusting spacer 10 Support plate

3 Parking brake cam lever 11 Parking brake support plate

4 Parking brake cam lever spring 12 Parking brake cam lever dowel pin

5 Parking brake cable No.3 13 Parking brake lever spring

6 Parking brake shoe return tension spring No.1 14 Brace

7 Parking brake cam No.1 15 Spring

8 Parking brake shoe No.2 16 Adjusting screw set

A 19.5 {199, 14} B 155 {1,581, 114}

1
2

3

4

5

6

6

7

8

9

10

A

B

11

12

13

14

15

16

SHTS09ZZZ1800050
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OVERHAUL
EN01E09ZZZ180402014002

DISASSEMBLING THE PARKING BRAKE DRUM 

1. REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT
Reference: PROPELLER SHAFT (LD), PROPELLER SHAFT
MECHANICAL, PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL,
REMOVING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY (Page 6-7)

2. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE DRUM
(1) Put alignment marks on the parking brake drum, then remove

it.
(2) If the parking brake drum cannot be removed easily, take the

steps as instructed below.
a. Align the adjustment hole on the parking brake drum with

the position of the parking brake shoe adjusting screw set.
b. Using the flathead driver, turn the parking brake shoe

adjusting screw set to reduce the parking brake shoe
expansion.

(3) Remove the parking brake drum and companion flange.

3. DISCONNECTING PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3
(1) Unfasten the bolt to disconnect parking brake cable No.3

from engine mounting bracket No.1.

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS09ZZZ1800051

EXPAND

RETRACT

SHTS09ZZZ1800052

SHTS09ZZZ1800053
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(2) Unfasten the lock nut and remove the adjusting nut, parking
brake cable No.3 and adjusting spacer.

(3) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.), remove parking brake cable sup-
port bracket No.3, then remove parking brake cable No.3
from the parking brake camshaft lever.

4. REMOVING PARKING BRAKE SHOE RETURN TENSION 
SPRINGS No.2
(1) Using the needle-nose pliers, remove parking brake shoe

return tension spring No.2.

5. REMOVING THE SHOE ADJUSTING SCREW SET
(1) Remove the parking brake shoe adjusting screw set.

SHTS09ZZZ1800054

SHTS09ZZZ1800055

SHTS09ZZZ1800056

SHTS09ZZZ1800057
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6. REMOVING PARKING BRAKE SHOE RETURN TENSION 
SPRINGS No.1
(1) Using the SST, remove parking brake shoe return tension

springs No.1 (2 pcs.).
SST: 09717-20010

Brake shoe return spring remover

7. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE BRACE
(1) Remove the parking brake brace.

8. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE SUPPORT PLATE
(1) Remove the support plate nuts (4 pcs.), then remove the

parking brake support plate together with the parking brake
plate.

(2) Remove the parking brake lever spring.

SST

SHTS09ZZZ1800058

SHTS09ZZZ1800059

SHTS09ZZZ1800060

SHTS09ZZZ1800061
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(3) Using the pin punch (5 mm {0.197 in}), remove the parking
brake cam lever dowel pin from the parking brake cam lever.

(4) Remove the parking brake cam No.1, put alignment marks
for the parking brake cam lever, then remove the lever.

(5) Remove the parking brake cam lever spring.

(6) Remove the parking brake shoe No.2 and parking brake
shoe No.1 together with the parking brake support plate.

SHTS09ZZZ1800062

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS09ZZZ1800063

SHTS09ZZZ1800064

SHTS09ZZZ1800065
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(7) Remove the parking brake shoe No.2 and parking brake
shoe No.1 from the parking brake support plate.

INSPECTING THE PARKING BRAKE DRUM

1. INSPECTING THE THICKNESS OF THE PARKING BRAKE
SHOE LINING
(1) Using the vernier calipers, measure the thickness of the park-

ing brake shoe lining.

(2) If the thickness of the parking brake shoe lining is below the
limit, or if the parking brake shoe lining is significantly par-
tially worn, replace it.

! CAUTION
 

If it requires replacement, replace both left and right sides at the
same time. 

2. INSPECTING THE CONTACT BETWEEN THE BRAKE DRUM
AND LINING
(1) Apply chalk inside the brake drum, and rub it with the parking

brake shoe lining.

Standard
There should be no significant defective contact.

(2) If there is any defective contact, polish the parking brake
shoe lining.

! CAUTION
 

After inspection, wipe off the chalk.

3. INSPECTING THE BRAKE DRUM FOR WEAR AND DAMAGE
(1) Using the vernier calipers, measure the inner diameter of the

brake drum.

(2) If the brake drum is significantly partially worn, polish or
replace it.

SHTS09ZZZ1800066

SHTS09ZZZ1800067

Permissible limit 
(mm {in.})

1.0 {0.039}

In the case of 
a new product (mm {in.})

3.75 {0.148}

Permissible limit 
(mm {in.})

204 {8.031}

In the case of 
a new product (mm {in.})

203.2 {8.000}
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ASSEMBLING THE PARKING BRAKE DRUM 

1. APPLYING GREASE
(1) Apply heat-resistant grease to the contact surface of the

parking support plate and parking brake shoes No.1 and
No.2.

(2) Apply heat-resistant grease to the anchor, and parking brake
shoes No.1 and No.2.

2. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE SUPPORT PLATE
(1) Install parking brake shoes No.2 and No.1 to the parking

brake support plate.

(2) Align and insert parking brake cam No.1 into the parking
brake support plate to which parking brake shoes No.2 and
No.1 have already been installed.

(3) Install the parking brake cam lever spring.

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to the direction of the parking brake cam lever
spring. (Face the side that has a slit in the center toward the lever.)

SHTS09ZZZ1800068

SHTS09ZZZ1800069

SHTS09ZZZ1800070

SHTS09ZZZ1800071
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(4) Align the mark on the parking brake cam lever with the mark
on parking brake cam No.1, then align with the installation
hole for the parking brake cam lever dowel pin to install the
lever.

(5) Using the pin punch (5 mm {0.197 in.}), tap in the parking
brake cam lever dowel pin to affix parking brake cam No.1
and parking brake cam lever.

(6) Install the parking brake lever spring.

(7) Install the parking brake support plate with the support plate
nuts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
155 N·m {1,580 kgf·cm, 114 lbf·ft}

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS09ZZZ1800072

SHTS09ZZZ1800073

SHTS09ZZZ1800074

SHTS09ZZZ1800075
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3. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE BRACE
(1) Install the parking brake brace.

4. INSTALLING PARKING BRAKE SHOE RETURN TENSION 
SPRINGS No.1
(1) Using the SST, install parking brake shoe return tension

springs No.1 (2 pcs.).
SST: 09718-20010

Brake shoe return spring replacer

5. INSTALLING THE SHOE ADJUSTING SCREW SET
(1) Apply heat-resistant grease to the area shown in the figure

on the parking brake shoe adjusting screw set.

(2) Install the parking brake shoe adjusting screw set.

SHTS09ZZZ1800076

SST

SHTS09ZZZ1800077

SHTS09ZZZ1800078

SHTS09ZZZ1800079
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6. INSTALLING PARKING BRAKE SHOE RETURN TENSION 
SPRING No.2
(1) Using the SST, install parking brake shoe return tension

spring No.2.
SST: 09921-00011

Spring tension tool

7. INSPECTING THE INSTALLATION OF THE PARKING BRAKE
(1) Make sure that all parts are properly installed.

! CAUTION
 

Make sure that the surface of the shoe linings of parking brake
shoe No.2 and parking brake shoe assembly No.1 are free from oil
or water.

8. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE DRUM
(1) Align the alignment marks and install the parking brake drum.

SST

SHTS09ZZZ1800080

SHTS09ZZZ1800081

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS09ZZZ1800082
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9. INSTALLING PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.3
(1) Insert the parking brake cable No.3 into the parking brake

camshaft lever, then install parking brake cable support
bracket No.3 with the bolts (3 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
37 N·m {377 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

(2) Insert the wire adjusting spacer, then tighten the adjusting
nut down to the staking part of the inner end bolt for parking
brake cable No.3.

(3) Attach the lock nut with the specified torque.
Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(4) Install the parking brake cable No.3 to engine mounting
bracket No.1 with the bolt.

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

10. ADJUSTING A PARKING BRAKE SHOE CLEARANCE
(1) Align the adjustment hole on the parking brake drum with the

position of the parking brake shoe adjusting screw.
(2) Using the flathead driver, turn the parking brake shoe adjust-

ing screw in the direction of “shoe expansion” so that the
parking brake shoe will be completely in contact with the
drum.

(3) Turn the parking brake shoe adjusting screw in the opposite
direction by 8 notches.

(4) Make sure that there is no brake dragging.

11. INSTALLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT
Reference: PROPELLER SHAFT (LD), PROPELLER SHAFT
MECHANICAL, PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL,
INSTALLING THE PROPELLER SHAFT ASSEMBLY (Page 6-
19)

SHTS09ZZZ1800083

SHTS09ZZZ1800084

SHTS09ZZZ1800085

EXPAND

RETRACT

SHTS09ZZZ1800086
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PARKING BRAKE SWITCH

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E09ZZZ180402016001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Parking brake hole cover 3 Parking brake switch

2 Connector 4 Parking brake lever

A 19.5 {199, 14} C 1.2-1.7 {12.2-17.3, 0.9-12}

B 0.4-0.7 {4.1-7.1, 0.3-0.5}

1

2

3

4

A

B

C

SHTS09ZZZ1800087
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E09ZZZ180402016002

REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE SWITCH

1. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
LEVER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE PARKING LEVER
(Page 9-113)

2. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE SWITCH
(1) Separate the connector from the parking brake switch.

(2) Loosen the lock nut and make some slack in parking brake
cable No.2.

(3) Unfasten bolts (2 pcs.) and disconnect the parking brake
lever from the floor panel.

SHTS09ZZZ1800088

LOCK NUT

ADJUSTING NUT

SHTS09ZZZ1800089

SHTS09ZZZ1800090
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(4) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) and remove the parking brake
switch.

INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE SWITCH

1. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE SWITCH
(1) Install the parking brake switch with the screws (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
1.2-1.7 N·m {12.2-17.3 kgf·cm, 0.9-12 lbf·ft}
Screw A
0.4-0.7 N·m {4.1-7.1 kgf·cm, 0.3-0.5 lbf·ft}
Screw B

(2) Using the bolts (2 pcs.), install the parking brake lever to the
floor panel.

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the connector to the parking brake switch.

2. INSPECTING AND ADJUSTMENT
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE,
PARKING BRAKE ADJUSTMENT (Page 9-97)

3. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE HOLE COVER
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
LEVER, REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE PARKING LEVER
(Page 9-115)

SHTS09ZZZ1800091

(A)

(B)

SHTS09ZZZ1800092

SHTS09ZZZ1800093

SHTS09ZZZ1800094
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STANDARD VALUE

STEERING CONTROL

POWER STEERING SYSTEM
EN01E10ZZZ010701001001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

STEERING WHEEL
EN01E10ZZZ010701001002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

STEERING COLUMN
EN01E10ZZZ010701001003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Loosened steering wheel set nut 50 {510, 37} Tightening

Rotation torque of steering wheel 6.3 {64, 4.6}
Inspect indi-
vidual areas

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Steering wheel set nut 50 {510, 37} —

Horn button screw 2.0 {20, 1.5} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Steering column mounting bolt 11.5 {117, 9} —

Steering main shaft connecting bolt 35 {357, 26} —
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STEERING LINKAGE
EN01E10ZZZ010701001004

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

POWER STEERING GEAR
EN01E10ZZZ010701001005

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

POWER STEERING PUMP
EN01E10ZZZ010701001006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Rotation torque of drag link ball joint 3-10 {31-102, 2.3-7.3} Replace

Rotation torque of tie rod end ball joint 3-10 {31-102, 2.3-7.3} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Steering knuckle arm nut 685 {6,985, 505} —

Tie rod end lock nut 175 {1,785, 129} —

Tie rod assembly slotted nut 146-224 {1,489-2,498, 108-179} —

Steering drag link slotted nut 146-224 {1,489-2,498, 108-179} —

Front tire mounting nut 515 {5,250, 380} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Power steering gear assembly mounting bolt and 
nut

180 {1,835, 133} —

Pitman arm mounting nut 270-365 {2,754-3,721, 200-269} —

Steering drag link slotted nut 146-224 {1,489-2,488, 108-179} —

Pressure feed hose 44 {449, 32} —

Steering gear outlet return tube 44 {449, 32} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Vane pump assembly mounting bolt 47 {479, 35} —

Union bolt 49 {500, 36} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

STEERING CONTROL

POWER STEERING SYSTEM
EN01E10ZZZ020702001001

INSTRUMENTS

OIL AND GREASE, OTHERS

STEERING WHEEL
EN01E10ZZZ020702001002

SST

OIL AND GREASE, OTHERS

Name Remarks

Thermometer For measurement of power steering oil temperature

Name Remarks

Power steering fluid To refill power steering fluid

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09950-50013 Puller C set For removing a steering wheel

Name Remarks

Yellow pen For alignment mark

Tape For fixing the spiral cable
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STEERING COLUMN
EN01E10ZZZ020702001003

COMMON TOOLS

OIL AND GREASE, OTHERS

STEERING LINKAGE
EN01E10ZZZ020702001004

SST

Name Remarks

Drill For removing a starter switch

Screw extractor For removing a starter switch

Name Remarks

Yellow pen Alignment mark

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09610-20012 Pitman arm puller
For disconnecting the tie rod 
end

09950-40011 Puller B set
For disconnecting the tie rod 
end
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POWER STEERING GEAR
EN01E10ZZZ020702001005

SST

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

POWER STEERING PUMP
EN01E10ZZZ020702001006

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09610-20012 Pitman arm puller
For disconnecting the steering 
drag link

09950-40011 Puller B set For removing a pitman arm

S0965-71860

Inserter assembly

A:
For 40 mm {1.575 in.}
For 45 mm {1.772 in.}
For 48 mm {1.890 in.}
For 53 mm {2.087 in.}
For 58 mm {2.283 in.}

(Used together with inserter 
assembly)

For disassembly and assembly 
of steering gear
(Content of S0903-04180)

S0969-91360 Needle
For disassembly and assembly 
of steering gear
(Content of S0903-04180)

Name Remarks

Power steering fluid Replenishing of power steering fluid

Name Remarks

Power steering fluid Replenishing of power steering fluid

HINO GENUINE SERIES Chassis grease or chassis 
grease (MIL-G-17740) (NLGI No.1 CALCIUM or LITHIUM-
SOAP)

For applying each sliding part

A
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STEERING CONTROL

POWER STEERING SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE INSPECTION
EN01E10ZZZ040402011001

VEHICLE INSPECTION

1. STATIONARY STEERING TORQUE INSPECTION
(1) Stop the vehicle on a flat pavement road with its tires in a

straight-ahead condition.
(2) Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
(3) Remove the horn button assembly.

Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEER-
ING WHEEL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING STEERING
WHEEL (Page 10-11)

(4) Connect the negative battery terminal.
(5) With a torque wrench, check the steering wheel nuts for

looseness.
Tightening Torque:
 50  N·m {510  kgf·cm, 37 lbf·ft}

(6) Start and then idle the engine.
(7) Operate the steering wheel by 1/4 rotation from its straight-

ahead condition to measure the torque during rotation. Take
the same step for left turn.

(8) Position front wheels in their straight-running posture.
(9) With a torque wrench, check the steering wheel nuts for

looseness.
Tightening Torque:
 50  N·m {510  kgf·cm, 37 lbf·ft}

(10) Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
(11) Mount the horn button.

Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEER-
ING WHEEL, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STEER-
ING WHEEL (Page 10-12)

(12) Connect the negative battery terminal.

SHTS10ZZZ0400001

Referential values
(Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}) 6.3 {64, 4.6}
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PERFORMANCE INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING STEERING WHEEL PLAY
(1) Start the engine and position the wheels in their straight-run-

ning posture.
(2) Turn the steering wheel lightly with your finger and inspect

the play.

2. ADJUST THE STEERING WHEEL PLAY.
(1) Position tires in a straight-ahead condition.

(2) Unfasten the adjust screw lock nut of the power steering gear
and adjust it with the adjust screw using the flat blade screw-
driver.

HINT
Play decreases when the adjust screw is turned clockwise and it
increases when turned counterclockwise.

(3) Start the engine and measure the play by lightly moving the
steering wheel.

(4) Stop the engine and tighten the lock nut while fixing the
adjust screw not to turn by a flat blade screwdriver.

Tightening Torque:
63.7-73.5 N·m {650-749 kgf·cm, 47-54 lbf·ft}

(5) Start the engine and check the steering wheel play again.

3. INSPECTING OIL RESERVOIR FLUID LEVEL
(1) Set the vehicle frame horizontally.
(2) Repeat the steering wheel lock-to-lock for 5-6 seconds with

the engine revolution at 1000 min-1 or lower at the interval of
a few seconds to decrease the power steering fluid tempera-
ture.

! CAUTION
 

• The steering wheel must not be kept fully turned for longer than
10 seconds.

• Oil temperature must not be higher than 120°C {248°F}.

(3) Make sure that there is no foaming and/or cloudiness in
power steering fluid from the oil reservoir mouth.

(4) Measure the difference of fluid levels during engine revolution
and idling. If a measurement reading deviates from the stan-

Play amount (mm {in.}) 25 {0.984} or less

SHTS10ZZZ0400002

POWER 
STEERING GEAR

ADJUSTING SCREW
LOCK NUT

SHTS10ZZZ0400003

Standard value (mm {in.}) 25 {0.984} or less

Oil temperature (°C {°F}) 0-40 {32-104}
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dard value, bleed the air. If air bleeding is not effective, check
for fluid leakage from the hydraulic system.

(5) Make sure that the fluid level is within the standard value
range. If it is lower than the standard value, replenish the
Power steering fluid or Toyota genuine power steering fluid
up to the upper standard value.

4. BLEEDING AIR FROM POWER STEERING
(1) Lift-up the vehicle.
(2) Repeat the steering wheel lock-to-lock slowly several times

with the engine stopped.

! CAUTION
 

Replenish fluid to keep appropriate fluid level in the oil reservoir.

(3) Lift-down the vehicle.
(4) Start the engine and leave it several minutes without pressing

the acceleration pedal.
(5) Repeat the steering wheel lock-to-lock with the engine revo-

lution at 1000 min.-1 or lower 5-6 times.

! CAUTION
 

Lock-to-lock must be kept in the fully-turned condition for a few
seconds and cut back should be performed quickly.

(6) Repeat the steering wheel lock-to-lock for 5-6 seconds with
the engine revolution at 1000 min.-1 or lower at the interval of
a few seconds to decrease the power steering fluid tempera-
ture.

! CAUTION
 

• The steering wheel must not be kept fully turned for longer than
10 seconds.

• Oil temperature must not be higher than 120°C {248°F}.

(7) Leave the engine stopped until foams and cloudiness of the
fluid in the oil reservoir are diminished, and repeat lock-to-
lock during idling and air bleeding during stationary steering
until foams and cloudiness are diminished.

(8) Make sure that there is no foaming and/or cloudiness from
the oil reservoir mouth.

(9) Inspect the oil reservoir fluid level.
(10) Stop the engine.

Fluid level difference 
(mm {in.})

5 {0.196} or less

Oil temperature (°C {°F}) 110-120 {230-248}
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STEERING WHEEL

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E10ZZZ040402005001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Horn button 2 Steering wheel

A 50 {510, 37} B 2.0 {20, 1.5}

12

A

B
SHTS10ZZZ0400004
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E10ZZZ040402005002

REMOVING STEERING WHEEL

1. CHECKING THE FRONT TIRES' STRAIGHT-AHEAD CONDI-
TION

2. REMOVING THE HORN BUTTON
(1) Disconnect the negative battery terminal.
(2) Unfasten the screw.
(3) Release 4 tabs to detach the horn button from the steering

wheel.
(4) Disconnect wire harnesses and horn button.

3. REMOVING STEERING WHEEL
(1) Remove the steering wheel mounting nut.
(2) Put alignment marks on the steering wheel and main shaft.

NOTICE
Alignment marks are not required if the steering wheel is
replaced.

(3) Using the SST, remove the steering wheel.
SST: 09950-50013

Puller C set
(4) Fix the spiral cable rotating portion by a tape to prevent its

rotation.

SHTS10ZZZ0400005

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS10ZZZ0400006

RETAIN

DRIVE

SST

SHTS10ZZZ0400007
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MOUNTING THE STEERING WHEEL

1. CHECKING THE FRONT TIRES' STRAIGHT-AHEAD CONDI-
TION

2. SPIRAL CABLE CENTERING
(1) Make sure that the starter key is set to the "LOCK" position.
(2) Make sure that the battery negative terminal is disconnected. 
(3) Slowly turn the spiral cable counterclockwise until it is locked.

! CAUTION
 

• Turn it lightly to prevent disconnection of the spiral cable.

• Do not hold connectors or wiring.

NOTICE
The spiral cable can be turned by up to about 8 rotations.

(4) Turn the spiral cable by about 4 rotations clockwise from the
lock position. Make sure that the orange roller is visible and
the center marks are aligned (the connector should be
directly above).

! CAUTION
 

The roller is also visible at the lock position.

3. MOUNTING THE STEERING WHEEL
(1) Align alignment marks and install the steering wheel to the

steering column.

! CAUTION
 

Steering wheel's center position must be aligned for replacement
of steering wheel.

(2) Tighten the steering wheel mounting nut.
Tightening Torque:
 50  N·m {510  kgf·cm, 37 lbf·ft}

ROTATE SLOWLY UNTIL LOCKED

SHTS10ZZZ0400008

RETURN APPROXIMATELY 
FOUR TURNS, THEN 
ALIGN POSITION

ROLLER

CENTER 
MARKS

SHTS10ZZZ0400009

ALIGNMENT 
MARK

SHTS10ZZZ0400010
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4. MOUNTING THE HORN BUTTON
(1) Connect wire harnesses to the horn switch.
(2) Connect the 4 tabs to mount the horn button to the steering

wheel.
(3) Tighten the screws.

Tightening Torque:
 2.0  N·m {20  kgf·cm, 1.5 lbf·ft}

(4) Connect the negative battery terminal.

SHTS10ZZZ0400011
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STEERING COLUMN

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E10ZZZ040402003001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Combination switch assembly 4 Steering column assembly

2 Spiral cable 5 Column tube

3 Steering column cover 6 Key cylinder

A 11.5 {117, 9} B 35 {357, 26}

5

4

6

3

3

2

1

A

A

B

SHTS10ZZZ0400012
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E10ZZZ040402003002

REMOVING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING STEERING WHEEL
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
WHEEL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING STEERING WHEEL
(Page 10-11)

2. REMOVING THE STEERING COLUMN COVER
(1) Remove 5 screws on the back of the steering column cover.
(2) Disconnect the connection of 5 tabs and remove the steering

column cover.

3. REMOVING THE SPIRAL CABLE
(1) Disconnect the connector.
(2) Disconnect the connection of 3 tabs and remove the spiral

cable from the combination switch assembly.

4. REMOVING THE COMBINATION SWITCH ASSEMBLY
(1) Disconnect the 2 connectors.

TAB POSITION

SHTS10ZZZ0400013

TAB POSITION

CONNECTOR

SHTS10ZZZ0400014

CONNECTOR

SHTS10ZZZ0400015
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(2) Using the plier, loosen the clamp.
(3) Disconnect the tabs by using the thin flathead driver with the

clamp loosened and remove the combination switch assem-
bly from the steering column assembly.

5. DISCONNECTING THE WIRE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect 3 connectors and then the wire harness clamp

from the steering column assembly.

6. DISCONNECTING THE STEERING MAIN SHAFT
(CAB-SHAPED TILT CAB)
(1) Tilt up the cab.
(2) Unfasten the bolts and slide the steering main shaft upward.

! CAUTION
 

Do not disconnect the steering main shaft from the power steering
gear.

(3) Put alignment marks on the steering main shaft and power
steering gear control valve shaft and then disconnect them.

(4) Tilt down the cab.

7. DISCONNECTING THE STEERING MAIN SHAFT
(OTHER THAN CAB-SHAPED TILT CAB)
(1) Remove the headlight left hand side assembly.

Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, HEADLIGHT,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEM-
BLY (Page 19-6)

(2) Unfasten the bolts and slide the steering main shaft upward.

! CAUTION
 

Do not disconnect the steering main shaft from the power steering
gear.

SHTS10ZZZ0400016

CLAMP

SHTS10ZZZ0400017

SHTS10ZZZ0400018

SHTS10ZZZ0400019
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(3) Put alignment marks on the steering main shaft and power
steering gear control valve shaft and then disconnect them.

8. REMOVING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY
(1) Turn over the floor mat and unfasten column tube mounting

bolts (4 pcs.).

(2) Unfasten 2 bolts.

(3) Unfasten steering column mounting bolts (2 pcs.) and
remove the steering column assembly.

SHTS10ZZZ0400020

SHTS10ZZZ0400021

SHTS10ZZZ0400022

SHTS10ZZZ0400023
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DISASSEMBLING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEM-
BLY

1. REMOVING THE KEY CYLINDER
(1) Fix the steering column assembly in a vise, drill a hole in the

sheared part of the key cylinder mounting shear bolt.
NOTICE
As antitheft measure, the bolt head is designed to be sheared off
and its hexagonal head has been removed.

(2) Using the screw extractor, extract the shear bolt by turning it
counterclockwise and remove the key cylinder from the steer-
ing column assembly.

ASSEMBLING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE KEY CYLINDER
(1) Mount the key cylinder with new shear bolts and tighten until

the heads are removed.

SHTS10ZZZ0400024

Items
Machining dimensions

(mm {in.})

Thread diameter 5.5-6.0 {0.2166-0.2362}

Depth 10-15 {0.3937-0.5905}

SHTS10ZZZ0400025

SHTS10ZZZ0400026
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MOUNTING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY
(1) Temporarily install the steering column assembly with 2

steering column mounting bolts.

! CAUTION
 

No twist the column tube cover.

(2) Tighten 2 bolts.
Tightening Torque:
 11.5  N·m {117  kgf·cm, 9 lbf·ft}

(3) Fully tighten steering column mounting bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 11.5  N·m {117  kgf·cm, 9 lbf·ft}

(4) Tighten column tube mounting bolts (4 pcs.).
(5) Restore the floor mat.

2. CONNECTING THE STEERING MAIN SHAFT
(CAB-SHAPED TILT CAB)
(1) Tilt up the cab.
(2) Align alignment marks and connect the steering main shaft to

the power steering gear control valve shaft.
(3) Tighten the bolts.

Tightening Torque:
 35  N·m {357  kgf·cm, 26 lbf·ft}

(4) Tilt down the cab.

3. CONNECTING THE STEERING MAIN SHAFT
(OTHER THAN CAB-SHAPED TILT CAB)
(1) Align alignment marks and connect the steering main shaft to

the power steering gear control valve shaft.

SHTS10ZZZ0400027

SHTS10ZZZ0400028

SHTS10ZZZ0400029

SHTS10ZZZ0400030
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(2) Tighten the bolts.
Tightening Torque:
 35  N·m {357  kgf·cm, 26 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the headlight assembly.
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, HEADLIGHT,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEM-
BLY (Page 19-6)

4. CONNECTING THE WIRE HARNESS
(1) Connect the wire harness clamp and 3 connectors.

5. MOUNTING THE COMBINATION SWITCH ASSEMBLY
(1) Using the plier, loosen the clamp.
(2) With the clamp loosened, install the combination switch

assembly to the steering column assembly, fit the tabs and
tighten them.

(3) Connect the 2 connectors.

SHTS10ZZZ0400031

CLAMP

SHTS10ZZZ0400032

SHTS10ZZZ0400033

CONNECTOR

SHTS10ZZZ0400034
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6. INSTALLING SPIRAL CABLE
(1) Fit the 3 tabs to install the spiral cable to the combination

switch assembly.
(2) Connect the connector.

7. MOUNTING THE STEERING COLUMN COVER
(1) Fit the 5 tabs to install the steering column cover to the steer-

ing column assembly.
(2) Install 5 screws on the back of the steering column cover.

8. MOUNTING THE STEERING WHEEL
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
WHEEL, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STEERING WHEEL
(Page 10-12)

TAB POSITION

CONNECTOR

SHTS10ZZZ0400035

TAB POSITION

SHTS10ZZZ0400036
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STEERING LINKAGE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E10ZZZ040402006001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Steering drag link assembly 5 Steering knuckle arm left hand side

2 Cotter pin * 6 Tie rod assembly

3 Pitman arm 7 Steering knuckle arm nut *

4 Steering knuckle arm right hand side 8 Tie rod end lock nut

A 146-244 {1,489-2,488, 108-179} C 175 {1,785, 129}

B 685 {6,985, 505}

1
3

5

6

2

2
A

A

A

4

2

2

2

2

8

8

7

B

7

B

C

C

SHTS10ZZZ0400037
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E10ZZZ040402006002

REMOVING THE STEERING LINKAGE

1. CHECKING THE FRONT TIRES' STRAIGHT-AHEAD CONDI-
TION

2. REMOVING THE FRONT TIRES

3. REMOVING THE STEERING DRAG LINK ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the cotter pin and slotted nut from the front part of

the steering drag link assembly.

(2) Remove the cotter pin and slotted nut from the rear part of
the steering drag link assembly.

(3) Install 2 slotted nuts on both side upside down.
NOTICE
Install the slotted nuts oppositely as indicated in the figure to pre-
vent the SST from damaging the stud bolt.

SHTS10ZZZ0400038

SHTS10ZZZ0400039

SHTS10ZZZ0400040
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(4) Use the SST to disconnect the drag link from the pitman arm.
SST: 09610-20012

Pitman arm puller

! CAUTION
 

• Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and
threaded portion of the SST (center bolt).

• Be careful not to damage the dust seal.

(5) Use the SST to disconnect the drag link from the steering
knuckle arm.
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set

! CAUTION
 

• Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and
threaded portion of the SST (center bolt).

• Be careful not to damage the dust seal.

(6) Remove the 2 slotted nuts and the drag link.

4. REMOVING THE TIE ROD ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the cotter pin and slotted nut from right side of the

tie rod assembly.

(2) Remove the cotter pin and slotted nut from left side of the tie
rod assembly.

DRIVE

SST

SHTS10ZZZ0400041

SSTRETAINDRIVE

SHTS10ZZZ0400042

SHTS10ZZZ0400043

SHTS10ZZZ0400044
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(3) Install the 2 slotted nuts on both side upside down.
NOTICE
Install the slotted nuts oppositely as indicated in the figure to pre-
vent the SST from damaging the stud bolt.

(4) Use the SST to remove the tie rod assembly from the steer-
ing knuckle arm left hand side.
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set

! CAUTION
 

• Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and
threaded portion of the SST (center bolt).

• Be careful not to damage the dust seal.

(5) Use the SST to remove the tie rod assembly from the steer-
ing knuckle arm right hand side.
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set

! CAUTION
 

• Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and
threaded portion of the SST (center bolt).

• Be careful not to damage the dust seal.

5. REMOVING THE TIE ROD END ASSEMBLY
(1) Loosen the lock nut.
(2) Remove the tie rod end and lock nut.

6. REMOVING STEERING KNUCKLE ARM NUT
(1) Remove the cotter pin and steering knuckle arm nut.

SHTS10ZZZ0400045

DRIVE

FIX

SST

SHTS10ZZZ0400046

DRIVE

SST

FIX

SHTS10ZZZ0400047

SHTS10ZZZ0400048
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7. REMOVING THE STEERING KNUCKLE ARM LEFT HAND SIDE
(1) Use the SST to remove the knuckle arm left hand side from

the steering knuckle.
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set

! CAUTION
 

Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and threaded
portion of the SST (center bolt).

8. REMOVING THE STEERING KNUCKLE ARM RIGHT HAND
SIDE
(1) Use the SST to remove the knuckle arm right hand side from

the steering knuckle.
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set

! CAUTION
 

Before use, apply a small amount of grease to the tip and threaded
portion of the SST (center bolt).

SST

RETAIN DRIVE

SHTS10ZZZ0400049

SST

RETAIN

DRIVE

SHTS10ZZZ0400050
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INSPECTING STEERING LINKAGE

1. INSPECTING THE STEERING DRAG LINK ASSEMBLY
(1) Fix the steering drag link assembly to the vise.

! CAUTION
 

Do not tighten the vise strongly.

(2) Attach the nut to the stud bolt.
(3) Rotate the ball and socket joint back and forth by 5 or more

strokes.
(4) Use the torque wrench to rotate the nut seamlessly at the

speed of 1 rotation/3 to 5 seconds to read the rotation torque
of the 5th rotation.

! CAUTION
 

Inspect the steering drag link assembly with ball and socket joints
on both ends of the steering drag link assembly.

NOTICE
If the rotation torque deviates from the standard value, replace the
steering drag link assembly.

2. INSPECTING THE TIE ROD END ASSEMBLY
(1) Fix the tie rod end to the vise.

! CAUTION
 

Do not tighten the vise strongly.

(2) Attach the nut to the stud bolt.
(3) Rotate the ball and socket joint back and forth by 5 or more

strokes.
(4) Use the torque wrench to rotate the nut seamlessly at the

speed of 1 rotation/3 to 5 seconds to read the rotation torque
of the 5th rotation.

NOTICE
If the rotation torque deviates from the standard value, replace the
tie rod end.

MOUNTING THE STEERING LINKAGE

1. MOUNTING THE STEERING KNUCKLE ARM
(1) Install the steering knuckle arm to the steering knuckle.

2. MOUNTING THE STEERING KNUCKLE ARM NUT
(1) Mount the steering knuckle arm nuts (2 pcs.) and new cotter

pins (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 685  N·m {6,985  kgf·cm, 505 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

If the cotter pin mounting hole position is misaligned, retighten
the nut by up to 30.

SHTS10ZZZ0400051 Rotation torque
(Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}) 3-10 {31-102, 2.3-7.3}

SHTS10ZZZ0400052 Rotation torque
(Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}) 3-10 {31-102, 2.3-7.3}

SHTS10ZZZ0400053
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3. TEMPORARILY TIGHTENING THE TIE ROD END ASSEMBLY
LEFT HAND SIDE
(1) Temporarily tighten the tie rod end left hand side and lock nut

to the steering tie rod.

4. TEMPORARILY TIGHTENING THE TIE ROD END ASSEMBLY
RIGHT HAND SIDE

NOTICE
Follow the same procedure as the tie rod end left hand side.

5. ADJUSTING THE TIE ROD ASSEMBLY
(1) Tighten the tie rod end and lock nut into both ends of the

steering tie rod evenly.
(2) Adjust the length of the tie rod assembly.

(3) Temporarily tighten the tie rod end lock nut.
(4) Tighten the lock nut after toe-in adjustment.

Tightening Torque:
 175  N·m {1,785  kgf·cm, 129 lbf·ft}

6. MOUNTING THE TIE ROD ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the tie rod assembly to right and left knuckle arms with

2 nuts.
Tightening Torque:
 146-244 N·m {1,489-2,488  kgf·cm, 108-179 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

If the cotter pin mounting hole position is misaligned, retighten
the nut by up to 30.

(2) Mount the new cotter pins (2 pcs.).

A A`

A=A`

SHTS10ZZZ0400054

Length (mm {in.}) 1,425 {56.102}

SHTS10ZZZ0400055
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7. MOUNTING THE STEERING DRAG LINK ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the steering drag link assembly to the steering knuckle

arm right hand side and pitman arm with a nut.
Tightening Torque:
 146-244 N·m {1,489-2,488  kgf·cm, 108-179 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

If the cotter pin mounting hole position is misaligned, retighten
the nut by up to 30.

(2) Mount the new cotter pins (2 pcs.).

8. MOUNTING THE FRONT TIRES
Tightening Torque:
 515  N·m {5,250  kgf·cm, 380 lbf·ft}

9. CHECKING THE FRONT TIRES' STRAIGHT-AHEAD CONDI-
TION

10. INSPECTING AND ADJUSTING THE WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Reference: SUSPENSION, FRONT SUSPENSION, WHEEL
ALIGNMENT, ADJUSTMENT, INSPECTING WHEEL ALIGN-
MENT (Page 11-24)

SHTS10ZZZ0400056
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POWER STEERING GEAR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E10ZZZ040402501001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Power steering gear assembly 5 Pressure feed hose

2 Steering main shaft assembly 6 Spring washer

3 Pitman arm 7 Steering drag link assembly

4 Steering gear outlet return tube 8 Cotter pin *

A 35 {357, 26} D 180 {1,835, 133}

B 44 {448, 32} E 146-244 {1,489-2,488, 108-179}

C 270-365 {2,754-3,721, 200-269}

4

5

3

1

D

B

C

A

2

B

6

7

8E

SHTS10ZZZ0400057
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E10ZZZ040402501002

REMOVING THE POWER STEERING GEAR ASSEM-
BLY

1. REMOVING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, HEADLIGHT, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY (Page 19-6)

2. FIXING THE STEERING WHEEL
(1) To prevent turning of the steering wheels, which may lead to

disconnection of the spiral cable, fix the assembly with the
seat belt.

3. DISCONNECTING THE STEERING MAIN SHAFT
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-15)

4. DISCONNECTING THE STEERING GEAR OUTLET RETURN
TUBE
(1) Use the union nut wrench (17 mm {0.669 in.}) to disconnect

the steering gear outlet return tube from the power steering
gear assembly.

5. DISCONNECTING THE PRESSURE FEED HOSE
(1) Use the union nut wrench (17 mm {0.669 in.}) to disconnect

the pressure feed hose from the power steering gear assem-
bly.

6. DISCONNECTING THE STEERING DRAG LINK ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the cotter pin and slotted nut.
(2) Use the SST to disconnect the steering drag link assembly

from the pitman arm.
SST: 09610-20012

Pitman arm puller

! CAUTION
 

Do not damage the ball and socket joint boot of the steering drag
link assembly.

SHTS10ZZZ0400058

SHTS10ZZZ0400059

DRIVE

SST

SHTS10ZZZ0400060
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7. REMOVING THE PITMAN ARM
(1) Use the socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}) to unfasten the

set nut and spring washer.
(2) Put alignment marks on the sector shaft and the pitman arm.

(3) Use the SST to remove the pitman arm from the power steer-
ing gear assembly.
SST: 09950-40011

Puller B set

! CAUTION
 

Apply oil and grease to threaded portion of the SST, center bolt
before use.

NOTICE
If the connection is firm, tap the pitman arm lightly with a brass
bar and a hammer.

8. REMOVING THE POWER STEERING GEAR ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the 4 bolts and remove the power steering gear

assembly.

! CAUTION
 

Power power steering gear assembly is a heavy component. Make
sure to hold it securely during work.

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS10ZZZ0400061

DRIVE

FIX

SST

SHTS10ZZZ0400062

SHTS10ZZZ0400063
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DISASSEMBLING THE POWER STEERING GEAR
NOTICE
OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE DISASSEM-
BLY AND ASSEMBLY.

 

1. All functional parts should be clean. Blow dirty parts off with
dry compressed air, then clean them with volatile metal
cleanser. Never use brushes or cloth.

2. Handle rubber parts, seals, etc., in clean condition. Any worn
part should be replaced immediately.
Volatile metal cleanser may attack rubber parts, so they should
never be used. Always use fluid.

3. For disassembling and assembling, only use the specified fluid.

4. Standard tools can generally be used for assembling and disas-
sembling, although special tools may be required. When using
special tools, read the instruction carefully, and never use stan-
dard tools in place of special tools.

1. BEFORE DISASSEMBLY, SECURE THE POWER STEERING IN
THE VISE, AND THEN CENTER THE POWER PISTON.

2. REMOVE THE OUTPUT SHAFT DUST COVER.

3. REMOVE THE SIDE COVER ASSEMBLY AND SECTOR SHAFT.

(1) Untighten and remove the adjust screw to the side cover.

DUST COVER

SHTS10ZZZ0400064

SHTS10ZZZ0400065
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(2) Remove the 4 bolts and washers fitting the side cover to the
steering body.

NOTICE
Take care not to damage and lose the removed bolts.

(3) Confirm that the power piston is located in the center, and
then gently tap the output end of the sector shaft with a plas-
tic (or wooden) hammer to remove the sector shaft assembly
and the side cover together from the steering body.

NOTICE
Never use a steel hammer when removing the sector shaft (as the
threads will be damaged).

(4) Remove the O-ring from the groove around the outside of the
side cover using the special tool.

NOTICE
To prevent damaging the removed sector shaft assembly, cover by
wrapping a cloth around it.

BOLT

SHTS10ZZZ0400066

PLASTIC HAMMER

SHTS10ZZZ0400067

O-RING

O-RING

SHTS10ZZZ0400068
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4. REMOVE THE WORM SHAFT ASSEMBLY.
(1) Remove the bolts to remove the worm shaft assembly and

valve housing assembly from the steering body.
NOTICE

• Do not damage the internal surface of the steering body when
removing the worm shaft assembly and valve housing assem-
bly.

• Do not let the steel balls spring out.

• Never damage the power piston.

• Never disassemble the worm shaft assembly.

(2) Remove the O-ring.

Bolt

SHTS10ZZZ0400069

O-RING

O-RING

O-RING

SHTS10ZZZ0400070
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5. REMOVE THE STEERING BODY.
(1) Remove the oil seal from the section of the steering body

contacting the sector shaft.
NOTICE

• Do not remove the needle roller bearing and taper plug unless
they are damaged.

• Take care not to damage the Y-packing and the backup ring.O-SEAL

USING A FLAT-BLADE 

SCREWDRIVER REMOVE 

THE OIL SEAL FROM 

STEERING BODY.

STEERING BODY

SHTS10ZZZ0400071
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ASSEMBLING THE POWER STEERING GEAR

1. INSTALL THE SIDE COVER.
(1) Insert the O-ring to the sector gear from the sector thread,

and install it to the side cover.
NOTICE

• The backup ring can be assembled easily if inserted by pinching
it with the fingers as shown in figure.

• After filling the groove with grease, assemble the Y-packing so
that the lip faces to the needle roller bearing side.

• Do not damage the O-ring with the sector gear.
To prevent damaging the O-ring, cover by wrapping a cloth
around the sector gear.

• Avoid excessive stretching of the O-ring.
To prevent stretching of the O-ring, insert it from the sector
thread side.

• Do not twist the O-ring during assembling.

• Remove dirt and foreign matters on the O-ring groove and all
around.

2. INSTALL THE WORM SHAFT ASSEMBLY AND THE VALVE
HOUSING.
(1) Install the O-ring and seal ring in the groove around the out-

side of the power piston and form the seal ring using the spe-
cial tool.
Install the O-ring to the worm shaft assembly (Do not disas-
semble the worm shaft assembly).

NOTICE

• Do not damage the O-ring with the sector gear.
To prevent damaging the O-ring, cover by wrapping a cloth
around the sector gear.

• Avoid excessive stretching of the O-ring.
To prevent stretching of the O-ring, insert it from the sector
thread side.

• Do not twist the O-ring during assembling.

• Remove dirt and foreign matters on the O-ring groove and all
around.

3. INSTALL THE STEERING BODY.
(1) Press fit the oil seal into the steering body using the special

tool.
SST: S0965-71860

Inserter assembly
(2) Fill the oil seal with grease.

SIDE COVER

SECTOR GEAR

O-RING

SECTOR 
THREAD

SHTS10ZZZ0400072

O-RING

O-RING

O-RING

SHTS10ZZZ0400073

OIL SEAL

SST

SHTS10ZZZ0400074
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4. INSTALL THE VALVE HOUSING AND BALL NUT ASSEMBLY.
(1) Secure the steering body in the vise.
(2) Fit the worm shaft and valve housing assembly by inserting it

into the steering body with the power piston gear placed on
the side of the sector shaft. Hold the power piton lightly by
hand so that it does not rotate.

NOTICE

• When inserting the worm shaft and valve housing assembly, do
not damage the piston seal ring.

• Be careful that the O-ring does not fall out.

(3) Align the steering body and valve housing oil passage holes
and tighten the bolt to the specified torque.

Tightening Torque:
98.1-107.9 N·m {1,001-1,100 kgf·cm, 73-79 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• Insert a bar into the bolt hole to align the body and housing oil
passage holes. Prevent housing rotation to prevent the O-ring
from being cut or dislodged.

• Note that the valve housing fitting bolt tightening torque varies
according to the cylinder size.

(4) Insert the sector shaft into the steering body so that its gear
and the power piston gear engage in the center.

NOTICE
When inserting the sector shaft, do not let the sector shaft serra-
tion damage the lip of the Y-packing. Damage may affect oil tight-
ness.

(5) Assemble the side cover to the steering body using the bolts.
Tighten them to the specified torque.

Tightening Torque:
73.6-83.4 N·m {751-850 kgf·cm, 55-61 lbf·ft}

PISTON

SHTS10ZZZ0400075

SHTS10ZZZ0400076

SECTOR 
SHAFT

SHTS10ZZZ0400077

STEERING 
BODY

SIDE COVER

SHTS10ZZZ0400078
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(6) Insert the dust cover.

5. MEASURE THE WORM VALVE ASSEMBLY TURNING
TORQUE.

Assembly standard: Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

6. ADJUSTING THE WORM VALVE ASSEMBLY TURNING
TORQUE.

(1) Unfasten the adjust screw lock nut of power steering gear
and adjust it with the adjust screw using the flat blade screw-
driver.

(2) After adjustment, measure the turning torque again. If mea-
surement is not within standard value, readjust the turning
torque again.

(3) Fasten the adjust screw lock nut.
Tightening Torque:
 63.7-73.5 N·m {650-749  kgf·cm, 47-54 lbf·ft}

7. INSPECT THE WORM VALVE ASSEMBLY ROTATION CONDI-
TION.
(1) Check to see that the worm valve assembly rotate smoothly

without any shocks, abnormal resistance, noise and drag,
when the worm valve assembly rotates full lock in both direc-
tion.

8. TIGHTEN THE PITMAN ARM LOCK NUT.

DUST COVER

SHTS10ZZZ0400079

B

A

TURNING TORQUE

NEUTRAL POSITION

SHTS10ZZZ0400080

A B

0.35–1.0
 {3.6–10.1, 0.26–0.73} or less

0.2–0.4
 {2.1–4.0, 0.15–0.29} or less

LOCK NUT
ADJUST
SCREW

SHTS10ZZZ0400081

SHTS10ZZZ0400082
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MOUNTING THE POWER STEERING GEAR ASSEM-
BLY

1. MOUNTING THE POWER STEERING GEAR ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the power steering gear assembly with 4 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
 180  N·m {1,835  kgf·cm, 133 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE PITMAN ARM
(1) Align alignment marks on the sector shaft and the pitman

arm to install the pitman arm to the sector shaft.
(2) Use the socket wrench (41 mm {1.614 in.}) to install the

spring washer and set nut.
Tightening Torque:
 270-365 N·m {2,754-3,721 kgf·cm, 200-269 lbf·ft}

3. CONNECTING THE STEERING DRAG LINK ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the steering drag link assembly to the pitman arm and

tighten with the slotted nut.
Tightening Torque:
146-244 N·m {1,489-2,488  kgf·cm, 108-179 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Align the cotter pin with mounting hole in the retightening direc-
tion by up to 30 after tightening the slotted nut.

(2) Attach the new cotter pin.

4. CONNECTING THE PRESSURE FEED HOSE
(1) Use the union nut wrench (17 mm {0.669 in.}) to connect the

pressure feed hose to the power steering gear assembly.
Tightening Torque:
 44  N·m {449  kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

5. CONNECTING THE STEERING GEAR OUTLET RETURN TUBE
(1) Use the union nut wrench (17 mm {0.669 in.}) to connect the

steering gear outlet return tube to the power steering gear
assembly.

Tightening Torque:
 44  N·m {449  kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

6. CONNECTING THE STEERING MAIN SHAFT
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-19)

SHTS10ZZZ0400083

ALIGNMENT MARK

SHTS10ZZZ0400084

SHTS10ZZZ0400085
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7. INSPECTING THE FRONT TIRES' STRAIGHT-AHEAD CONDI-
TION

8. INSTALLING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, HEADLIGHT, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY (Page 19-6)

9. CONNECTING THE NEGATIVE BATTERY TERMINAL

10. REPLENISHING OF POWER STEERING

11. BLEEDING AIR FROM POWER STEERING
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, POWER
STEERING SYSTEM, PERFORMANCE INSPECTION, PERFOR-
MANCE INSPECTION (Page 10-8)

12. CHECKING FOR POWER STEERING FLUID LEAKAGE

13. HEADLIGHT OPTICAL AXIS ADJUSTING
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, HEADLIGHT, OPTICAL
AXIS ADJUSTMENT, HEADLIGHT OPTICAL AXIS ADJUST-
MENT (Page 19-5)
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POWER STEERING PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E10ZZZ040402013001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Power steering vane pump assembly 3 Gasket *

2 Oil hose 4 O-ring *

A 49 {500, 36} B 47 {479, 35}

1

A

4 B

2

3

4

x2

SHTS10ZZZ0400086
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REPLACEMENT 
EN01E10ZZZ040402013002

REMOVING THE VANE PUMP

1. REMOVING THE VANE PUMP ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the power steering oil hose.

! CAUTION
 

Prepare a container to catch the oil and cover the hose to protect
from dirt.

(2) Remove the union bolt and gasket and disconnect the pipe.

(3) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the vane pump assem-
bly.

MOUNTING THE VANE PUMP

1. MOUNTING THE VANE PUMP ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the new O-ring to the vane pump assembly.

! CAUTION
 

Fit it into the O-ring groove securely.

(2) Fasten bolts (2 pcs.) to install the vane pump assembly.
Tightening Torque:
 47  N·m {479  kgf·cm, 35 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• There should be no lift of vane pump installation surface.

• Do not pinch the O-ring.

SHTS10ZZZ0400087

SHTS10ZZZ0400088

SHTS10ZZZ0400089
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(3) Through a new gasket, connect the pipe with a union bolt.
Tightening Torque:
49 N·m {500 kgf·cm, 36 lbf·ft}

(4) Mount the power steering oil hose.

2. REPLENISHING OF POWER STEERING

3. BLEEDING AIR FROM POWER STEERING
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, POWER
STEERING SYSTEM, PERFORMANCE INSPECTION, PERFOR-
MANCE INSPECTION (Page 10-8)

4. CHECKING FOR POWER STEERING FLUID LEAKAGE
SHTS10ZZZ0400090
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STANDARD VALUE

FRONT SUSPENSION

SHOCK ABSORBER
EN01E11ZZZ010701002001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

LEAF SPRING
EN01E11ZZZ010701002002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Shock absorber mounting lock nut
Tighten until excessive protrusion 
of the threaded portion become 2-3 

pitch.
—

Shock absorber mounting nut (lower side) 76 {775, 56} —

Front wheel mounting nuts 440-590 {4,500-6,000, 325-435} —

Inspection item Standard value Usable limit Action

Diameter of the spring bracket front pin 24.96-24.98 {0.983-0.983} — Replace

Inner diameter of the spring bimetal 
formed bushing - Diameter of the 
spring bracket front pin

0.02-0.125 {0.001-0.049} 0.5 {0.020} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

U-bolt mounting nut 195 {1,988, 144} —

Spring center nut 44 {449, 32} —

Shock absorber mounting nut 76 {775, 56} —

Spring assembly mounting nut 78.5 {800, 58} —

Spring assembly mounting bolts and nuts 52 {530, 38} —
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STABILIZER
EN01E11ZZZ010701002003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EN01E11ZZZ010701002004

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Stabilizer bracket mounting nut 46 {469, 34} —

Stabilizer bolt 79 {806, 58} —

Stabilizer end bracket mounting bolt 76 {775, 56} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Tightening of the tie rod lock nuts 175 {1,785, 129} —

Tightening of knuckle stopper bolts 74 {755, 55} —
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REAR SUSPENSION

SHOCK ABSORBER
EN01E11ZZZ010701003001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

LEAF SPRING
EN01E11ZZZ010701003002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Shock absorber mounting bolts 68 {693, 50} —

Inspection item Standard value Usable limit Action

Diameter of the spring bracket front pin 24.96-24.98 {0.983-0.983} — Replace

Inner diameter of the spring bimetal 
formed bushing - Diameter of the 
spring bracket front pin

0.02-0.125 {0.001-0.049} 0.5 {0.020} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Leaf spring, silencer and spacer mounting center 
nuts

44 {449, 32} —

U-bolt mounting nut 265 {2,702, 195} —

Rear wheel mounting nuts 515 {5,250, 380} —

Leaf spring shackle No.2 mounting bolt 52 {530, 38} —

Leaf spring assembly mounting bolts and nuts 52 {530, 38} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

FRONT SUSPENSION

SHOCK ABSORBER
EN01E11ZZZ020702002001

SST

LEAF SPRING
EN01E11ZZZ020702002002

SST

INSTRUMENTS

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09222-64012
Connecting bushing remover & 
replacer

For attaching and detaching 
shock absorber bushing 

09726-10011
Lower suspension arm bushing 
remover & replacer

For attaching and detaching 
shock absorber bushing 

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09309-60010 Extension pipe
For attaching and detaching 
spring bimetal formed bushing

09950-60010 Replacer set
For attaching and detaching 
spring bimetal formed bushing

09950-70010 Handle set
For attaching and detaching 
spring bimetal formed bushing

Name Remarks

Micrometer For measuring the diameter of the spring bracket front pin

Cylinder gauge For measuring spring bimetal formed bush inner diameter
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OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

WHEEL ALIGNMENT
EN01E11ZZZ020702002003

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 For filling the spring bracket front pin

Name Remarks

Brake pedal pressure For measuring wheel alignment

Camber caster king pin gauge For measuring wheel alignment

Dial gauge For measuring wheel alignment

Turning radius gauge For measuring wheel alignment
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REAR SUSPENSION

SHOCK ABSORBER
EN01E11ZZZ020702003001

SST

LEAF SPRING
EN01E11ZZZ020702003002

SST

INSTRUMENTS

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09222-64012
Connecting bushing remover & 
replacer

For attaching and detaching 
shock absorber bushing 

09726-10011
Lower suspension arm bushing 
remover & replacer

For attaching and detaching 
shock absorber bushing 

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

09309-60010 Extension pipe
For attaching and detaching a 
leaf spring bushing

09950-60010 Replacer set
For attaching and detaching a 
leaf spring bushing

09950-70010 Handle set
For attaching and detaching a 
leaf spring bushing

Name Remarks

Micrometer For measuring the diameter of the spring bracket front pin

Cylinder gauge For measuring spring bimetal formed bush inner diameter

Name Remarks

Metal saw For cutting out the rubber portion of spring bushing

Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 For filling the spring bracket front pin
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FRONT SUSPENSION

SHOCK ABSORBER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E11ZZZ050402002001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cushion retainer No.1 4 Shock absorber

2 Cushion 5 Shock absorber bush

3 Cushion retainer No.2

A 76 {775, 56}

1

1

2

2

3

4

5

A

SHTS11ZZZ0500001
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E11ZZZ050402002002

REMOVING THE SHOCK ABSORBER 

1. REMOVING THE FRONT WHEEL

2. REMOVING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
(1) Use the adjustable wrench to hold the piston rod width-

across-flats to remove the lock nuts from the shock absorber.
(2) Remove the cushion retainer No.1, No.2 and cushion from

the shock absorber.

(3) Unfasten the nuts to remove the washers (2 pcs.) and shock
absorber. 

3. REMOVING THE SHOCK ABSORBER BUSHING
(1) Remove the shock absorber bush from the shock absorber

using the SST and the press.
SST: 09222-64012

Connecting bushing remover & replacer
09726-10011
Lower suspension arm bushing remover &
replacer

SHTS11ZZZ0500002

SHTS11ZZZ0500003

SHTS11ZZZ0500004
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INSPECTING THE SHOCK ABSORBER

1. INSPECTING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
(1) Elongate and contract the shock absorber to inspect for

abnormal noise and oil leakage. Make sure the operating
load of its stroke is constant in all the range and there is no
abnormal interference.

NOTICE
Press down the shock absorber to the lowest end, then it is left to
stretch to its highest position by itself. Repeat the motion four or
more times. 

INSTALLING THE SHOCK ABSORBER

1. MOUNTING THE SHOCK ABSORBER BUSHING
(1) Mount the new shock absorber bushing to the shock

absorber by using the SST and the press.
SST: 09222-64012

Connecting bushing remover & replacer
09726-10011
Lower suspension arm bushing remover &
replacer

2. INSTALLING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
(1) Mount the cushion retainer No.1, No.2 and cushion to the

shock absorber as shown in the figure.

! CAUTION
 

Note the mounting direction of the cushion retainer No.2.

(2) Use the adjustable wrench to hold the piston rod width-
across-flats to tighten the lock nuts so that the excessive pro-
trusion of the threaded portion becomes the standard value.

SHTS11ZZZ0500005

SHTS11ZZZ0500006

SHTS11ZZZ0500007

Standard value (pitch)
2 - 3 (excessive protrusion 

of the threaded portion)
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(3) Mount the shock absorber to the axle I beam by using the
nuts via the washers (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 76  N·m {775  kgf·cm, 56 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING FRONT WHEEL
Tightening Torque:
 515  N·m {5,250  kgf·cm, 380 lbf·ft}

SHTS11ZZZ0500008
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LEAF SPRING

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E11ZZZ050402004001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Spring center nut 6 Spacer

2 Bimetal formed bushing * 7 Spring center bolt 

3 Leaf spring spacer No.1 8 Leaf spring No.2

4 Silencer 9 Leaf spring No.1

5 Stabilizer bracket

A 44 {449, 32}

1

2

2
3

3

4

4

5

6

7

8

9

6

A
(REPRESENTATIVE TYPE)

6

SHTS11ZZZ0500009
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OVERHAUL
EN01E11ZZZ050402004002

REMOVING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. REMOVING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
(1) Unfasten the nuts to remove the washers (2 pcs.) and shock

absorber from the axle I beam.

2. UNFASTENING THE U-BOLTS
(1) Jack up the axle I beam and hold it at the position where the

leaf spring assembly is not subjected to the force.
(2) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) to remove the shock absorber

bracket lower, U-bolts (2 pcs.) and the spring bumper No.1.

3. REMOVING OF SPRING BRACKET REAR PIN GREASE NIP-
PLE
(1) Remove the spring bracket rear pin grease nipple from the

leaf spring bracket pin on the front side.

4. REMOVING THE LEAF SPRING ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the staked portion of the lock washer using the ham-

mer and chisel.

(2) Unfasten the lubrication fittings, nuts and lock washers.

SHTS11ZZZ0500010

SHTS11ZZZ0500011

SHTS11ZZZ0500012

SHTS11ZZZ0500013
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(3) Using the brass bar and hammer, tap out the leaf spring
bracket pin and separate the front side of the leaf spring
assembly from the frame.

(4) Remove the lubrication fittings (2 pcs.), bolts (2 pcs.) and
nuts (2 pcs.).

(5) Using the brass bar and hammer, tap out the leaf spring
bracket pin and remove the leaf spring assembly from the
chassis frame.

5. REMOVING OF SPRING SHACKLE
(1) Using the brass bar and hammer, tap out the leaf spring

bracket pin and remove the spring shackle from the chassis
frame.

SHTS11ZZZ0500014

SHTS11ZZZ0500015

SHTS11ZZZ0500016

SHTS11ZZZ0500017
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DISASSEMBLING OF LEAF SPRING 

1. DISASSEMBLING THE LEAF SPRING
(1) Fix the leaf spring assembly with a C type clamping tool.
(2) Remove the staked portion of the spring clip (2 places) using

a brass bar and hammer.

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to damage the leaf spring assembly during work.

• Work carefully not to cause breakage of silencer for the clip
equipped with the resin silencer.

(3) Fix the spring center bolt head and unfasten the nuts to
remove each leaf spring, silencer and spacer.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the leaf spring assembly during work.

2. REMOVING THE SPRING BIMETAL FORMED BUSHING
(1) Using the SST and a press, remove the spring bimetal

formed bushing from the leaf spring.
SST: 09309-60010

Extension pipe
09950-60010
Replacer set
09950-70010
Handle set

SHTS11ZZZ0500018

SHTS11ZZZ0500019

SST

SHTS11ZZZ0500020
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INSPECTING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. INSPECTING THE LEAF SPRING
(1) Inspect the leaf spring for worn, crack and fatigue. If abnor-

malities are found, replace the leaf spring.

! CAUTION
 

If leaf springs need to be replaced, always use genuine parts. Fail-
ing to do so will result in not only shortening of the leaf spring life
but also serious accidents.

2. INSPECTING THE LEAF SPRING BRACKET PIN
(1) Using the micrometer, measure the diameter of the leaf

spring bracket pin.
(2) When it exceeds the permissible limit, replace them to a new

one.

3. INSPECTING THE SPRING BIMETAL FORMED BUSHING
(1) Using the cylinder head, measure the internal diameter of the

spring bimetal formed bushing.
(2) To calculate the clearance, subtract the leaf spring bracket

pin diameter from the spring bimetal formed bushing diame-
ter.

(3) If the measured value exceeds the standard value, replace
the defective components (leaf spring bracket pin or spring
bimetal formed bushing).

SHTS11ZZZ0500021

Standard value (mm {in.})
24.96-24.98 

{0.9832-0.9833}

SHTS11ZZZ0500022

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0.02-0.125 {0.001-0.049} 0.5 {0.020}
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ASSEMBLING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. MOUNTING THE SPRING BIMETAL FORMED BUSHING
(1) Using the SST and a press, mount the new spring bimetal

formed bushing to the leaf spring.
SST: 09309-60010

Extension pipe
09950-60010
Replacer set
09950-70010
Handle set

2. MOUNTING THE LEAF SPRING
(1) Fix each leaf spring, silencer and spacer with a C type

clamping tool.
(2) Insert the center bolt, and tighten it with the nut.

Tightening Torque:
 44  N·m {449  kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

(3) Using the C type clamping tool, stake the spring clip (2
places).

! CAUTION
 

• Make sure that there is no clearance between the clip and leaf.

• Check the clip for looseness.

• Attach the silencer to the clip when it is the clip equipped with a
resin silencer type.

SST

SHTS11ZZZ0500023

SHTS11ZZZ0500024

SHTS11ZZZ0500025
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MOUNTING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. INSTALLING THE SPRING SHACKLE
(1) Apply grease to the spring bracket rear pin.
(2) Insert the spring bracket rear pin from inside and fasten the

washers (2 pcs.) and spring shackle to the chassis frame.
(3) Temporarily tighten the nut.

2. TEMPORARY TIGHTENING OF THE LEAF SPRING ASSEM-
BLY
(1) Apply Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 to the leaf

spring bracket pin.
(2) Insert the leaf spring bracket pin from outside and tightened

the leaf spring assembly to the chassis frame with the nuts
via new lock washers.

(3) Apply Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 to the spring
bracket rear pin.

(4) Insert the spring bracket rear pin from inside and tightened
the leaf spring assembly to the chassis frame.

3. MOUNTING THE U-BOLTS
(1) Lift up the jack so that the center bolt of the leaf spring

assembly fits to holes of the caster wedge and axle I beam.
(2) Use the nuts (4 pcs.) to mount the spring bumper No.1, the

U-bolts (2 pcs.) and the shock absorber bracket lower to the
leaf spring assembly.

Tightening Torque:
195 N·m {1,988 kgf·cm, 144 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Be careful to make the protrusion amount of the right and left U-
bolts even.

SHTS11ZZZ0500026

FRONT SIDE : 

SHTS11ZZZ0500027

REAR SIDE : 

SHTS11ZZZ0500028

SHTS11ZZZ0500029
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4. INSTALLING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
(1) Mount the shock absorber to the axle I beam by using the

nuts via the washers (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 76  N·m {775  kgf·cm, 56 lbf·ft}

5. FULLY TIGHTENING OF THE LEAF SPRING ASSEMBLY
(1) Fully tighten the leaf spring assembly with the nut.

Tightening Torque:
 78.5  N·m {800  kgf·cm, 58 lbf·ft}

(2) Fasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and the nuts (2 pcs.) and washers (2
pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
52 N·m {530 kgf·cm, 38 lbf·ft}

(3) Stake the lock plate using a chisel and a hammer.

SHTS11ZZZ0500030

FRONT SIDE : 

SHTS11ZZZ0500031

REAR SIDE : 

SHTS11ZZZ0500032

SHTS11ZZZ0500033
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6. ATTACHING THE SPRING BRACKET FRONT AND REAR PIN 
GREASE NIPPLE
(1) Attach the spring bracket front and rear pin grease nipple to

the leaf spring bracket pin.
(2) Lubricate Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 using a

grease gun until the grease swell out.

7. INSPECTING WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Reference: SUSPENSION, FRONT SUSPENSION, WHEEL
ALIGNMENT, ADJUSTMENT, INSPECTING WHEEL ALIGN-
MENT, INSPECTING WHEEL ALIGNMENT (Page 11-24)

SHTS11ZZZ0500034
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STABILIZER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E11ZZZ050402003001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Stabilizer bolt 4 Stabilizer bar

2 Stabilizer end bracket (right hand side) 5 Stabilizer end bracket

3 Stabilizer end bracket (left hand side) 6 Stabilizer bar bushing No.1

A 76 {775, 56} C 46 {469, 34.}

B 79 {806, 58}

1

1
2

2

3

3

4

5

5

6

A

A

B

C

C

SHTS11ZZZ0500035
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E11ZZZ050402003002

REMOVING THE STABILIZER 

1. REMOVING THE STABILIZER BRACKET ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) to remove the stabilizer bracket (2

pcs.) from the stabilizer link.

2. REMOVING THE STABILIZER BAR
(1) Unfasten the nut A and remove the spring washer and stabi-

lizer bolt.
(2) Unfasten the nut B (2 pcs.), nuts (2 pcs.) and spring washers

(2 pcs.) to remove the stabilizer end bracket, stabilizer end
bracket RH and stabilizer bar.

3. REMOVING THE STABILIZER BRACKET
(1) Remove the stabilizer bar bushing No.1 (2 pcs.) from the sta-

bilizer bar. 

SHTS11ZZZ0500036

FRONT

NUT A

BOLT B

OUTSIDE

SHTS11ZZZ0500037
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INSTALLING THE STABILIZER 

1. MOUNTING THE STABILIZER BAR BUSHING No.1
(1) Mount the stabilizer bar bushing No.1 (2 pcs.) to the outside

the stabilizer bar identification mark.

! CAUTION
 

Set the slit of the stabilizer bar bushing toward the front side.

NOTICE
Both sides of the stabilizer bar bushing are painted with identifica-
tion paint (greenish-yellow).

2. MOUNTING THE STABILIZER BRACKET
(1) Mount the stabilizer bar and stabilizer bar bracket (2 pcs.) to

the stabilizer link with the nuts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 46  N·m {469 kgf·cm, 34 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE STABILIZER BAR
(1) Insert the bolt (4 pcs.) to mount the stabilizer end bracket and

temporary tighten with the nuts (4 pcs.) via the spring
washer.

! CAUTION
 

At the stabilizer end bracket right hand side, the bolt is provided
with anti-rotation. Be careful to its right and left side.

(2) Insert the stabilizer bolt from the stabilizer end bracket right
hand side and fit the anti-rotation position with the bolt, and
tighten the nut via the spring washer.

Tightening Torque:
 79  N·m {806  kgf·cm, 58 lbf·ft}

(3) Retighten the bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 76  N·m {775  kgf·cm, 56 lbf·ft}

FRONT

OUTSIDE

IDENTIFICATION 
PAINT

FRONT

SHTS11ZZZ0500038

SHTS11ZZZ0500039

FRONT

OUTSIDE

ROTATION 
STOPPER

SHTS11ZZZ0500040
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WHEEL ALIGNMENT

ADJUSTMENT
EN01E11ZZZ050402014001

INSPECTING WHEEL ALIGNMENT 

1. INSPECTION OF WHEEL
(1) Inspection of wheel for wear.
(2) Adjust proper tire inflation pressure.
(3) Inspect each underbody area of the car for damage.
(4) Inspection of wheel for runout

2. INSPECTING THE CAMBER, CASTER AND KING PIN ANGLE
(1) Set the turning radius gauge.

! CAUTION
 

Preparing reasonable blocks having the same height as a turning
radius gauge to keep a vehicle on the level.

(2) Remove the wheel cap. (wheel cap equipped vehicles)
(3) Remove the axle hub grease cap.
(4) Mount the camber caster king pin gauge to the axle hub.
(5) Shake the vehicle corners vertically and hard, and inspect

the camber, caster and king pin angle after the suspension
stabilized.

! CAUTION
 

• Perform with an unloaded vehicle (without spare tire and tools).

• Limited difference between the right and left side of camber and
caster is 30' or less.

Standard value (mm {in.})
3.0 {0.118} 

(radial and lateral)

TURNING RADIUS 
GAUGE

CAMBER CASTER
KING PIN GAUGE

SHTS11ZZZ0500041

Type Wheelbase (mm {in.}) Camber Caster King pin angle

CLASS 4

2,900 {114.173} 1 2.0 7

3,500 {137.795} 1 2.0 7

3,800 {149.606} 1 2.0 7

4,400 {173.228} 1 2.0 7

CLASS 5

2,900 {114.173} 1 2.0 7

3,500 {137.795} 1 2.0 7

3,800 {149.606} 1 2.0 7

4,100 {161.417} 1 2.0 7

4,400 {173.228} 1 2.0 7
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(6) Remove the camber caster king pin gauge.
(7) Mount the axle hub grease cap.
(8) Mount the wheel cap. (wheel cap equipped vehicles)

3. INSPECTING TOE-IN
(1) Shake the vehicle corners vertically and hard, and inspect

the toe-in after the suspension stabilized.
(2) Move the vehicle straight forward 5 m {196.9 in.} by pushing it

by hand.

! CAUTION
 

If the vehicle was moved backward, make sure to move forward
the same distance.

(3) Make sure to set the height of toe-in gauge pointers to the
axial center of front wheels and place a toe-in gauge behind
wheels.

(4) Mark the tread center on the back side of the front wheels
and measure a distance between marks (dimension B).

(5) Slowly run a vehicle straight forward to rotate front wheels by
180.

! CAUTION
 

Do not exceed 180. If front wheels are over-rotated, repeat the
steps from setting the toe-in gauge again.

(6) Measure the distance between marks on the frontward side
of a vehicle (dimension A).

(7) Calculate the toe-in.

NOTICE
Toe-in = dimension B - dimension A

4. ADJUSTING THE TOE-IN
(1) Loosen the tie rod lock nuts (2 pcs.).
(2) Turn the tie rods to adjust the toe-in to be the standard value.

(3) Loosen the tie rod lock nut (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 175  N·m {1,785  kgf·cm, 129 lbf·ft}

DIMENSION B

TOE-IN GAUGE

SHTS11ZZZ0500042

VEHICLE FRONT

DIMENSION A

TOE-IN GAUGE

A

B

SHTS11ZZZ0500043

Standard value (mm {in.}) 1 {0.040}

SHTS11ZZZ0500044

Standard value (mm {in.}) 1 {0.040}
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5. INSPECTING A WHEEL STEERING ANGLE
(1) Set the turning radius gauge.

! CAUTION
 

Prepare reasonable blocks having the same height as a turning
radius gauge and set it to the opposite wheel.

(2) Inspect the wheel steering angle.

! CAUTION
 

• Perform with an unloaded vehicle (without spare tire and tools).

• Inspect in unloaded condition with the foot brake being acti-
vated by using a brake pedal pressure to prevent the front wheel
rotating.

• After removing the stop light fuse to prevent the stop light to
light, perform inspection.

• Limited difference between the right and left side is 30' (0.5) or
less.

INSIDE OUTSIDE INSIDE

FRONT

OUTSIDE

SHTS11ZZZ0500045

Type Wheelbase (mm {in.}) Inside (Inspection range) Outside (Reference)

CLASS 4

2,900 {114.173} 47 35

3,500 {137.795} 47 35

3,800 {149.606} 47 35

4,400 {173.228} 47 35

CLASS 5

2,900 {114.173} 41 32

3,500 {137.795} 41 32

3,800 {149.606} 41 32

4,100 {161.417} 41 32

4,400 {173.228} 41 32
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6. ADJUSTING A WHEEL STEERING ANGLE

! CAUTION
 

Adjust a wheel steering angle must be performed after finishing
the alignment adjustment.

(1) Fix the knuckle stopper bolt and loosen the nut.
(2) Adjust the knuckle stopper bolt length to adjust the wheel

steering angle to the standard value.

(3) Fix the knuckle stopper bolt and fasten the lock nut.
Tightening Torque:
 74  N·m {755  kgf·cm, 55 lbf·ft}

SHTS11ZZZ0500046
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REAR SUSPENSION

SHOCK ABSORBER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E11ZZZ060402002001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Shock absorber bush * 3 Shock absorber

2 Cushion retainer No.1

A 68 {693, 50}

1

1

2

2

3

A

A

SHTS11ZZZ0600001
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E11ZZZ060402002002

REMOVING THE SHOCK ABSORBER

1. REMOVING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
(1) Unfasten the bolt and cushion No.1 (2 pcs.) to remove the

shock absorber lower side.

(2) Unfasten a bolt to remove the cushion No.1 (2 pcs.) and
shock absorber from the frame.

2. REMOVING THE SHOCK ABSORBER BUSHING
(1) Remove the shock absorber bush from the shock absorber

using the SST and the press.
SST: 09222-64012

Connecting rod bushing remover & replacer
09726-10011
Lower suspension arm bushing remover &
replacer

SHTS11ZZZ0600002

SHTS11ZZZ0600003

SHTS11ZZZ0600004
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INSPECTING THE SHOCK ABSORBER

1. INSPECTING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
(1) Elongate and contract the shock absorber to inspect for

abnormal noise and oil leakage. Make sure the operating
load of its stroke is constant in all the range and there is no
abnormal interference.

NOTICE
Press down the shock absorber to the lowest end, then it is left to
stretch to its highest position by itself. Repeat the motion 4 or
more times. 

INSTALLING THE SHOCK ABSORBER

1. MOUNTING THE SHOCK ABSORBER BUSHING
(1) Mount the new shock absorber bushing to the shock

absorber by using the SST and the press.
SST: 09222-64012

Connecting rod bushing remover & replacer
09726-10011
Lower suspension arm bushing remover &
replacer

2. INSTALLING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
(1) Use the bolt to temporary mount the shock absorber upper

side to the frame via the cushion No.1 (2 pcs.).

SHTS11ZZZ0600005

SHTS11ZZZ0600006

SHTS11ZZZ0600007
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(2) Use the bolt to temporary mount the shock absorber lower
side via the cushion No.1 (2 pcs.).

(3) Fully tighten the both side bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 68  N·m {693  kgf·cm, 50 lbf·ft}

SHTS11ZZZ0600008
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LEAF SPRING

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E11ZZZ060402006001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Bracket pin 6 Spring seat upper

2 Bracket pin grease nipple 7 Leaf spring

3 Leaf spring bushing * 8 Cushion retainer No.1

4 Leaf spring shackle No.2 9 Shock absorber

5 U-bolt

A 52 {530, 38} C 68 {693, 50}

B 265 {2,702, 195}

1
2

1

1

2

2

3
4

6

7

8

9

A

A

A

B

C

5

SHTS11ZZZ0600009
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Spring center bolt nut 7 Leaf spring No.1

2 Helper spring No.1 8 Silencer

3 Leaf spring spacer 9 Leaf spring No.2

4 Helper spring No.2 10 Leaf spring No.3

5 Helper spring No.3 11 Spring center bolt 

6 Leaf spring bushing *

A 44 {449, 32}

1

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

5

6

6

7

8

8

9

11

A

3

10
3

x6

8

8

(REPRESENTATIVE TYPE)

SHTS11ZZZ0600010
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OVERHAUL
EN01E11ZZZ060402006002

REMOVING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. REMOVING REAR WHEEL

! CAUTION
 

Hold the axle housing with a jack.

2. REMOVING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
Reference: SUSPENSION, REAR SUSPENSION, SHOCK
ABSORBER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SHOCK
ABSORBER (Page 11-29)

3. UNFASTENING THE U-BOLTS
(1) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) to remove the U-bolt.
(2) Remove the spring seat upper.

4. REMOVING THE LEAF SPRING ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the front side of the leaf spring bracket pin grease

nipple from the leaf spring.

(2) Remove the leaf spring bracket pin grease nipples (2 pcs.)
from the leaf spring.

SHTS11ZZZ0600011

SHTS11ZZZ0600012

SHTS11ZZZ0600013
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(3) Remove the bolts, washers and nuts from the front side of the
leaf spring.

! CAUTION
 

Fix the nut and turn the bolt.

(4) Remove the bolts, washers and nuts of the rear side of the
leaf spring from the leaf spring shackle No.2.

! CAUTION
 

Fix the nut and turn the bolt.

(5) Using the brass bar and a hammer, remove the leaf spring
bracket pin at the front side.

! CAUTION
 

Lower the jack until the leaf spring does not receive a reaction
force.

NOTICE
To prevent the leaf spring from falling, do not make any clearance
between the leaf spring assembly and the axle housing and keep
the leaf spring assembly free from a reaction force.

(6) Using the brass bar and a hammer, remove the leaf spring
bracket pin at lower rear side.

! CAUTION
 

Note that thrusting out the leaf spring bracket pin will make the
leaf spring assembly unstable.

SHTS11ZZZ0600014

SHTS11ZZZ0600015

SHTS11ZZZ0600016

SHTS11ZZZ0600017
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(7) Lower the jack holding the rear axle housing and remove the
leaf spring assembly.

! CAUTION
 

When removing the right and left side spring, remove one spring
at a time. Make sure not to remove both side spring at the same
time.

5. REMOVING THE LEAF SPRING SHACKLE No.2
(1) Remove the bolts, washers and nuts.
(2) Using the brass bar and a hammer, remove the leaf spring

bracket pin and the leaf spring shackle No.2.

SHTS11ZZZ0600018

SHTS11ZZZ0600019
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DISASSEMBLING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. DISASSEMBLING THE LEAF SPRING
(1) Fix the leaf spring assembly with a C type clamping tool.
(2) Remove the staked portion of the spring clip (2 places) using

a brass bar and hammer.

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to damage the leaf spring assembly during work.

• Work carefully not to cause breakage of silencer for the clip
equipped with the resin silencer.

(3) Fix the center bolt head and unfasten the nuts to remove
each leaf spring, silencer and spacer.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the leaf spring assembly during work.

2. REMOVING THE LEAF SPRING BUSHING
(1) Using the SST and a press, remove the leaf spring bushings

from the leaf spring.
SST: 09309-60010

Extension pipe
09950-60010
Replacer set
09950-70010
Handle set

SHTS11ZZZ0600020

SHTS11ZZZ0600021

SST

SHTS11ZZZ0600022
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INSPECTING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. INSPECTING THE LEAF SPRING
(1) Inspect the leaf spring for worn, crack and fatigue.

! CAUTION
 

If abnormalities are found, replace with a new part.

(2) Inspect the U-bolts and caster shim for worn, crack and
fatigue.

! CAUTION
 

If abnormalities are found, replace with a new part.

(3) Inspect the spring shackle for worn, crack and fatigue.

! CAUTION
 

If abnormalities are found, replace with a new part.

2. INSPECTING THE LEAF SPRING BRACKET PIN
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the leaf spring bracket pin

diameter. If a measurement reading exceeds the standard
value, replace with a new one.

3. INSPECTING THE LEAF SPRING BUSHING
(1) Using the cylinder head, measure the internal diameter of the

leaf spring bushing.
(2) To calculate the clearance, subtract the leaf spring bracket

pin diameter from the leaf spring bushing diameter.
(3) If the measured value exceeds the standard value, replace

the defective components (leaf spring bracket pin or leaf
spring bushing).

SHTS11ZZZ0600023

Standard value (mm {in.}) 24.96-24.98 {0.983-0.983}

SHTS11ZZZ0600024

Standard value (mm {in.}) Usable limit (mm {in.})

0.02-0.125 {0.001-0.049} 0.5 {0.020}
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ASSEMBLING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. MOUNTING THE LEAF SPRING BUSHING
(1) Using the SST and a press, mount the new leaf spring bush-

ing to the leaf spring.
SST: 09309-60010

Extension pipe
09950-60010
Replacer set
09950-70010
Handle set

2. MOUNTING THE LEAF SPRING
(1) Fix each leaf spring, silencer and spacer with a C type

clamping tool.
(2) Insert the center bolt, and tighten it with the nut.

Tightening Torque:
 44  N·m {490  kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

(3) Using the C type clamping tool, stake the spring clips (2
places).

! CAUTION
 

• Make sure that there is no clearance between the clip and leaf.

• Check the clip for looseness.

• Attach the silencer to the clip when it is the clip equipped with a
resin silencer type.

SST

SHTS11ZZZ0600025

SHTS11ZZZ0600026

SHTS11ZZZ0600027
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REMOVING THE LEAF SPRING 

1. MOUNTING THE LEAF SPRING SHACKLE No.2
(1) Apply Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 to the leaf

spring bracket pin.
(2) Put the leaf spring shackle No.2 into the rear bracket and

insert the leaf spring bracket pin.
(3) Temporary tighten the bolts, washers and nuts.

2. TEMPORAL INSTALLING OF THE SPRING ASSEMBLY
(1) Put the spring assembly on the rear axle housing with the

spring center bolt head of the leaf spring assembly fitting to
the rear axle housing hole.

! CAUTION
 

Handle the leaf spring assembly with care because it is a heavy
load.

(2) Jack up the rear axle housing to align the leaf spring assem-
bly with the designated position.

(3) Apply Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 to the leaf
spring bracket pin.

(4) Insert the leaf spring bracket pin to the front side of the leaf
spring and temporary tighten with a bolt, washer and nut.

(5) Insert the leaf spring bracket pin to the rear side of the leaf
spring and temporary tighten with a bolt, washer and nut.

SHTS11ZZZ0600028

SHTS11ZZZ0600029

SHTS11ZZZ0600030

SHTS11ZZZ0600031
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(6) Mount the grease nipple to the leaf spring bracket pin of the
front side of the leaf spring.

(7) Lubricate Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 using a
grease gun until the grease swell out.

(8) Mount the grease nipple (2 pcs.) to the leaf spring bracket pin
of the rear side of the leaf spring.

(9) Lubricate Lithium base multipurpose, NLGI No.2 using the
grease gun until the grease swell out.

3. MOUNTING THE U-BOLTS
(1) Mount the spring seat upper to the leaf spring assembly.

! CAUTION
 

As shown in the figure, mount the spring seat upper engraved
with an arrow with the engraving facing front of the vehicle.

(2) Mount the U-bolts with nuts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
265  N·m {2,702  kgf·cm, 195 lbf·ft}

4. INSTALLING THE SHOCK ABSORBER
Reference: SUSPENSION, REAR SUSPENSION, SHOCK
ABSORBER, REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE SHOCK
ABSORBER (Page 11-30)

5. MOUNTING REAR WHEEL
Tightening Torque:
 515  N·m {5,250  kgf·cm, 380 lbf·ft}

6. STABILIZING THE VEHICLE
(1) In unloaded vehicle condition, shake it several times verti-

cally to stabilize the suspension.

SHTS11ZZZ0600032

SHTS11ZZZ0600033

SHTS11ZZZ0600034
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7. FULLY TIGHTENING OF THE LEAF SPRING ASSEMBLY
(1) Fully tighten the bolts, washers and nuts from the front side

of the leaf spring.
Tightening Torque:
 52  N·m {530  kgf·cm, 38 lbf·ft}

(2) Fully tighten the leaf spring shackle No.2 bolts (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 52  N·m {530  kgf·cm, 38 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Fix the nut and turn the bolt.

• Perform fully tightening in unloaded vehicle condition.

SHTS11ZZZ0600036

SHTS11ZZZ0600037
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STANDARD VALUE

FRAME

CHASSIS FRAME
EN01E12ZZZ010701001001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

FRONT BUMPER
EN01E12ZZZ010701001002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Bolt, nut

M8 18-26 {184-265, 13-19} —

M10 34.5-51.5 {352-525, 25-38} —

M12 61-91 {622-928, 45-67} —

M14 96-144 {979-1,468, 71-106} —

M16 152-228 {1,550-2,325, 112-168} —

M18 208-312 {2,121-3,182, 153-230} —

Steering gear bracket installing nut 205-227 {2,090-2,315, 151-167} Nuts are nonreusable

Flange bolt, nut

M8 21.5-31.5 {219-321, 16-23} —

M10 41.5-61.5 {423-627, 31-45} —

M12 73-109 {744-1,111, 54-80} —

Tightening part
Tightening 

torque
Remarks

Front bumper mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Front bumper arm mounting bolt 11.5 {117, 8.5} —

Front spats 13 {133, 9.6} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

FRAME

CHASSIS FRAME & CHASSIS FRAME ACCESSORIES
EN01E12ZZZ020702001001

COMMON TOOLS

OIL AND GREASE, OTHERS

Name Remarks

Drill —

Grinder —

Arc welding machine —

C type clamping tool —

Riveting machine —

Gas welding machine —

Reamer —

Name Remarks

Dye penetrant For crack and damage inspection
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FRAME

FRAME AND FRAME ACCESSORIES

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E12ZZZ040401005001

1 Side rail RH 14 Stabilizer bracket

2 Side rail LH 15 Shock absorber bracket (front)

3 Side rail gusset RH 16 Shock absorber bracket (rear)

4 Side rail stiffener RH 17 Shock absorber stiffener

5 Side rail stiffener RH 18 No.1 spring bracket

6 Side rail gusset LH 19 No.2 spring bracket

7 Side rail stiffener LH 20 No.3 spring bracket

8 Side rail stiffener LH 21 No.4 spring bracket

9 No.1 cross member 22 No.1 helper bracket RH

10 No.2 cross member 23 No.2 helper bracket RH

11 No.3 crossmember 24 No.1 helper bracket LH

12 Rear cross member (Front) 25 No.2 helper bracket LH

13 Rear cross member (Rear)

18
15

19

2

20
24

17 25
21

6

7

8

10
11 16

12

1316

14

9

3

4

18

15
19

1

20
22 17

23
21

5
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MAINTENANCE POINTS ITEM

FRAME

INSPECTION
EN01E12ZZZ040704004001

INSPECTING THE CHASSIS FRAME

1. CLEANING THE CHASSIS FRAME
(1) Remove mud, grease, and rust on the outer and inner sur-

faces of the chassis frame.

2. INSPECTING CHASSIS FRAME DEFORMATION
(1) If deformation is visually identifiable, adjust the chassis

frame.

3. INSPECTING CHASSIS FRAME CRACK
(1) Peel the visually problematic part, and inspect.
(2) For the part visually unidentifiable, inspect using a red check

(color check).

INSPECTING THE BOLT AND NUT FOR LOOSENESS

1. INSPECTING LOOSENESS
(1) Inspect each mounting bolt and nut for looseness, tighten

with a specified tightening torque if necessary.
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REPAIR
EN01E12ZZZ040704004002

REPAIRING CHASSIS FRAME CRACK

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• When drilling and welding a chassis frame, follow the instruc-
tions below.

.

a. Do not drill the flange surfaces (upper and lower surfaces of
the chassis frame).

b. When drilling the web-surface, ensure distance of 40 mm
{1.575 in.} or more from the upper and lower surfaces.

c. Ensure distance of 45 mm {1.772 in.} or more between the
holes.

d. Drill the hole with dimension, 15 mm {0.5906 in.} or less for
a side rail and 11 mm {0.4331 in.} or less for a cross mem-
ber.

e. Make sure to use a drill.

2. REPAIRING CHASSIS FRAME CRACK
(1) Park an unloaded vehicle with the frame set horizontally.
(2) Drill a hole in the size of 6 mm {0.2362 in.} at the edge end

of the crack.
NOTICE
If the crack is inside the chassis frame, drill holes at both ends of
the crack.

(3) If the cracked part is uneven, flatten it.

WEB-SURFACE

FLANGE SURFACE

SHTS12ZZZ0400002

40 mm {1.575 in.} 
OR MORE

40 mm 
{1.575 in.}
OR MORE

45 mm
{1.772 in.}
OR MORE

MAKING HOLE AND
WELDING ARE PROHIBITED

SHTS12ZZZ0400003

SHTS12ZZZ0400004
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(4) Using a grinder, cut a V-groove along with the crack and weld
it.

NOTICE

• Gas welding makes the base material (chassis frame) high tem-
perature. This may change the quality at the weld and result in
strength degradation. Make sure to proceed with electric weld-
ing.

• For welding, use an illuminate type coated electrode for arc
welding (55 kgf/cm2 {782.29 lbf/in.2}). Weld without undercut,
overlap, and pinholes.

• In electric welding, welding current may flow back from an earth
circuit and break electronics. Make sure to follow the instruc-
tions below.

.

a. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

b. Disconnect a battery cable from the battery negative terminal.

c. Remove the airbag fuse from the fuse block.

d. Make sure to ground a welding machine near the weld.

e. Disconnect connectors of electronics.

f. When piping, wiring, a rubber part, and a fuel tank are placed
near the weld, cover them with insulating materials before
welding.

(5) Cut the V-groove also on the other side with a grinder and
weld.

(6) Weld the crack stopper hole at the same time.
NOTICE
After welding, proceed with after-heat treatment to the weld.

(7) After the after-heat treatment, remove beads with a grinder
and flatten the surface.

NOTICE

• Finish so that its thickness becomes same as that of the chas-
sis frame.

• Make sure to grinder in the front-back direction of the vehicle.

SHTS12ZZZ0400005

SHTS12ZZZ0400006

GRINDER DIRECTION

SHTS12ZZZ0400007
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3. REPAIRING THE CRACK FROM A RIVET OR BOLT HOLE
(1) Remove the rivet or bolt where the crack starts.
(2) Process the crack following the chassis frame crack repair

instructions.
(3) Temporarily tighten the rivet or bolt hole where the crack

starts with a bolt.
(4) Weld the crack A to the portion near the temporarily tight-

ened bolt.
(5) Remove the temporarily tightened bolt and weld the rest as

well as the hole.
NOTICE
After welding, proceed with after-heat treatment to the weld.

(6) After the after-heat treatment, remove beads with a grinder
and flatten the surface.

NOTICE

• Finish so that its thickness becomes same as that of the chas-
sis frame.

• Make sure to grinder in the front-back direction of the vehicle.

(7) Check the drilling position (dimension) and drill a hole. Install
a rivet or bolt.

4. REPAIRING WITH A REINFORCEMENT
(1) Repair the crack following the chassis frame crack repair

instructions.
(2) Process the reinforcement end 45  or less.

NOTICE
For the reinforcement material, follow the instructions below.

 

a. For a reinforcement of the outer side rail

• Use the same or better material than that of the side rail and
side rail stiffener.

b. For a reinforcement of the inner side rail

• Use the steel plate for a general frame (tensile strength 440
MPa {45 kgf/mm2, 63,817 lbf/in.2}) or rolled steel for general
structure, SS41P or equivalent.

c. For an L-shaped reinforcement

• Place the L-shaped reinforcement with the flange positioned
on the tension side of side rail stress.

• Do not place the reinforcement end on the side rail portions
with discontinuous rigidity and concentrated load.

TEMPORARY TIGHTENING BOLT

A

SHTS12ZZZ0400008

45 ° OR LESS

REINFORCEMENT

SLIDE RAIL

SLIDE RAIL

REINFORCEMENT
INCOR-
RECT

COR-
RECT

SHTS12ZZZ0400009
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(3) Process rivet holes with a drill and stake rivets applying suffi-
cient load.

NOTICE

• Connect the reinforcement and side rail with a rivet basically. If
welding is necessary, follow the instructions below.

• Avoid welding on the flange and weld the web.

• Proceed with plug weld as a rule.

• Drill a weld hole in the portion 25 mm {0.984 in.} or more from
the reinforcement end and 70 mm {2.756 in.} or more from the
bolt or rivet hole.

• Welding hole diameter is to be 14–20 mm {0.551–0.787 in.}
basically.

INSPECTING AND ADJUSTING RIVET LOOSENESS

1. INSPECTING RIVET LOOSENESS
(1) Tap the rivet head with a test hammer and inspect with fin-

gers or echo.
(2) Inspect rust between the rivet and chassis frame.

NOTICE

• If there is rust between the rivet and chassis frame, it indicates
the rivet is loose.

• When a rivet is loose, make sure to replace with a new rivet and
stake again.

2. ADJUSTING A RIVET
(1) Make the concave on the rivet head center with a punch and

chip it off with a drill.

! CAUTION
 

Avoid the chisel in rivet removal as it may damage the rivet hole.

(2) Use the C type clamping tool to pressure bond the area near
the rivet hole. Make sure there is no clearance between
plates near the rivet hole.

REINFORCEMENT

NEAR FLANGE END
WELDING IS STRICTLY 
PROHIBITED

PERFORM RIVETING
OR PLUG WELDING

REINFORCEMENT

SHTS12ZZZ0400010

SHTS12ZZZ0400011

SHTS12ZZZ0400012

SHTS12ZZZ0400013
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(3) Using the riveting machine, apply a load to the rivet and
securely stake.

NOTICE

• If rivet staking is not possible, ream the rivet hole, drive a
reamer bolt and tighten with a nut.

• After tightening, weld the nut to fix.

SHTS12ZZZ0400014
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LAYOUT DRAWING

FRONT BUMPER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E12ZZZ040401008001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front bumper 5 Front bumper mounting bracket left hand side

2 Front bumper arm right hand side 6 Front spats

3 Front bumper arm left hand side 7 Front bumper reinforcement 

4 Front bumper mounting bracket right hand side 8 Front bumper reinforcement No.6

A 11.5 {117, 8} C 13 {133, 9.6}

B 18 {184, 13}

1

8

7

A

A
x 2

x 2

x 2

x 3
x 3

A

C
B

B

x 3

2

6

4

x 2

x 3

C

B

A

x 3

3

6

5

B

x 3

SHTS12ZZZ0400015
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E12ZZZ040401008002

REMOVING THE FRONT BUMPER

1. REMOVING THE FRONT BUMPER ASSEMBLY

(1) Disconnect the connection of the clamps and the connector.
(with fog light)

(2) Unfasten the bolts (6 pcs.) to remove the front bumper
assembly.

DISASSEMBLING THE FRONT BUMPER BAR

1. REMOVING THE REINFORCEMENT

(1) Remove the reinforcement front bumper and reinforcement
front bumper No.6, tightening bolts (4 pcs.).

(2) Remove the front spats with bolts (4 pcs.).

HINT
Reception desk bumper assembly alone need not detach the
reception desk bumper mounting at the exchange. 

2. REMOVING THE FRONT BUMPER ARM SUBASSEMBLY LEFT
HAND SIDE

(1) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) and tapping screws (2 pcs.).

(2) Remove the guide and remove the front bumper arm left
hand side from the front bumper bar.

3. REMOVING THE FRONT BUMPER ARM SUBASSEMBLY
RIGHT HAND SIDE

HINT
Remove in the same manner as left hand side.

SHTS12ZZZ0400016

REINFORCEMENT FRONT BUMPER

FRONT BUMPER ASSEMBLY

REINFORCEMENT 
FRONT BUMPER No.6 FRONT SPATS

SHTS12ZZZ0400017

TAPPING SCREWS (2 pcs.)

SHTS12ZZZ0400018
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INSTALLING THE FRONT BUMPER

1. INSTALLING THE REINFORCEMENT
(1) Mount the reinforcement front bumper and reinforcement

front bumper No.6, tightening bolts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
11.5 N·m {117 kgf·cm, 8.5 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• A new bolt must be used for installation. (Nonreusable)

• Bolt parts number: SZ119-08202

(2) Install the front spats with bolts (4 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
13.0 N·m {133 kgf·cm, 9.6 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• A new bolt must be used for installation. (Nonreusable)

• Bolt parts number: SZ119-08202

2. INSTALLING THE FRONT BUMPER ARM SUBASSEMBLY
LEFT HAND SIDE
(1) Install the guide.
(2) Install the bolts (3 pcs.) and tapping screws (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
11.5 N·m {117 kgf·cm, 8.5 lbf·ft}

NOTICE

• A new bolt must be used for installation. (Nonreusable)

• Bolt parts number: SZ119-08202

3. INSTALLING THE FRONT BUMPER ARM SUBASSEMBLY
RIGHT HAND SIDE

HINT
Install in the same manner as left hand side.

REINFORCEMENT FRONT BUMPER

FRONT BUMPER ASSEMBLY

REINFORCEMENT 
FRONT BUMPER No.6 FRONT SPATS

SHTS12ZZZ0400019

TAPPING SCREWS (2 pcs.)

SHTS12ZZZ0400020
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INSTALLING THE FRONT BUMPER BAR

1. INSTALLING THE FRONT BUMPER ASSEMBLY

(1) Install the front bumper assembly with the bolts (6 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 18  N·m {184  kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

SHTS12ZZZ0400021
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STANDARD VALUE

CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION

 ASSEMBLY
EN01E13ZZZ010701002001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

CAB MOUNTING
EN01E13ZZZ010701002002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Front cab mounting 185 {1,886, 136} —

Ground bolt 6.9-9.8 {70-100, 5.1-7.2} —

Air conditioner pipes 4.0-6.9 {41-70, 3-5} —

Brake tube
15 {153, 11} 10mm {0.343in.}

24 {245, 18} 12mm {0.473in.}

Tightening part Vehicle model Tightening torque Remarks

Cab mounting cushion Single cab 76 {775, 56} —

Cab mounting spacer upper & cab mounting 
cushion No.2

Crew cab 68 {693, 50} —

Cab mounting spacer upper & cab mounting 
cushion No.3

Crew cab 68 {693, 50} —

Cab mounting hook bracket No.1 Single cab 83 {846, 61} —

Cab mounting head hexagon bolt Crew cab 83 {846, 61} —

Tilt cab control switch Single cab 5.0 {51, 3.7} —

Fender side apron right hand side & left 
hand side

Single cab 11.5 {117, 8} —

Torque tube
Single cab
Crew cab

47 {479, 35} —

Adjusting bolt Single cab 1 {10, 0.7} + 270° —

Adjusting bolt lock nut Single cab 105 {1,070, 77} —

Spring support Single cab 58 {591, 43} —
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TILT CAB STAY
EN01E13ZZZ010701002003

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Vehicle model
Standard 

value
Repair 
limit

Usable 
limit

Action

Bolt protrusion of the connecting 
pipe for the cab lock

Single cab
11 

{0.4331}
— —

Adjust-
ment

Tightening part Vehicle model Tightening torque Remarks

Fender side apron left hand side Single cab 11.5 {117, 8} —

Engine side cover left hand side Single cab 11.5 {117, 8} —

Tilt cab stay assembly Single cab

54 {551, 40} Fixing the cab side

64 {653, 47} Setting plate, the nuts

31 {316, 23} Setting plate, the bolt

Cab lock assembly left hand side & 
right hand side

Single cab 20 {204, 15} —

Cab lock connecting pipe joint to 
adjusting nut

Single cab 18 {184, 13} —

Safety latch assembly Single cab 20 {204, 15} —

Rear arch cover Single cab 13 {133, 10} —
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MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING CAB

CAB ASSEMBLY

REPLACEMENT
EN01E13ZZZ040706001001

TILTING THE CAB (CREW CAB)

1. RAISING THE CAB

! WARNING
 

• Before tilting the cab, make sure there is no one in or around
the cab and there are no obstacles in front of the vehicle or
above the cab.

• Set the safety bar as shown by the illustration and confirm that
the safety bar is securely fixed before working under the cab to
avoid the cab being lowered by accident resulting in death or
serious injury.
The specification of safety bar must be as following;
Diameter of pipe: more than 40 mm {1.575 in.}
Thickness of steel: more than 3.5 mm {0.1378 in.}
Length of pipe: approximately 1,450 mm {57.08 in.}
Quality of material: STKM13A Seamless steel pipe

• Stop raising the cab before front lower portion of the cab con-
tacts with bumper to avoid the cab and bumper being damaged
(tilting angle is below an angle of 30).

(1) Remove the rear cab mounting.
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION,
CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB MOUNT-
ING, REMOVING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
ASSEMBLY No.2 (CREW CAB) (Page 13-26)
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION,
CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB MOUNT-
ING, REMOVING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
ASSEMBLY No.3 (CREW CAB) (Page 13-28)

(2) Remove the air cleaner cover.

COVER AIR CLEANER CASE

SHTS13ZZZ0400001
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(3) Connect the belt sling with the rear bracket and raise the cab
carefully using the hoist crane.

(4) Set the safety bar as shown by the illustration and confirm
that the safety bar is securely fixed.

2. LOWERING THE CAB

! WARNING
 

Before lowering the cab, make sure that any object such as hand
tools, gloves, or cloth are not left under the cab and that no one is
around the cab.

(1) Remove the safety bar. Lower the cab carefully using the
hoist crane.

BELT SLING

REAR 
BRACKET

SHTS13ZZZ0400002

SAFETY BAR

SHTS13ZZZ0400003

BELT SLING

REAR 
BRACKET

SHTS13ZZZ0400004
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(2) Install the air cleaner cover.

(3) Install the rear cab mounting.
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION,
CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB MOUNT-
ING, INSTALLING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
ASSEMBLY No.2 (CREW CAB) (Page 13-27)
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION,
CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB MOUNT-
ING, INSTALLING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
ASSEMBLY No.3 (CREW CAB) (Page 13-29)COVER AIR CLEANER CASE

SHTS13ZZZ0400005
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REMOVING THE CAB ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE FRONT BUMPER
Reference: FRAME AND FRAME ACCESSORY, FRAME,
FRONT BUMPER, REMOVING THE FRONT BUMPER (Page 12-
12)

2. REMOVING THE FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-60)

3. COLLECTION OF REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT, COLLECTION/FILLING OF REFRIGERANT
(Page 18-12)

4. DRAINING THE COOLANT (RADIATOR)
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), COOLING (J05E), RADIA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE RADIATOR
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), COOLING (J05E), RADIA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE RADIATOR

5. REMOVING THE AIR CLEANER COVER (CREW CAB ONLY)
(1) Remove the air cleaner cover.

6. DRAINING THE COOLANT (RESERVE TANK)
(1) Disconnect the hose from the reserve tank.

NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and clean clothes to collect coolant dripping
from the reserve tank when disconnecting the hose.

COVER AIR CLEANER CASE

SHTS13ZZZ0400006

HOSE

RESERVE TANK

SHTS13ZZZ0400007
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7. DISCONNECTING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE
(1) Disconnect the flexible hoses between the frame and cab

and drain the brake fluid.

(2) Removing the clip and disconnect the flexible hose.

8. DISCONNECTING THE VACUUM HOSE
(1) Loosen the clip to disconnect the vacuum hose from the vac-

uum tank.

9. DISCONNECTING THE HEATER HOSES
(1) Loosen the clips to disconnect the 2 heater hoses.

10. DISCONNECTING THE AIR CONDITIONER PIPES
(1) Remove the clips securing the air conditioner pipes.

(2) Wear safety glasses and disconnect the 2 air conditioner
pipes.

! CAUTION
 

When disconnecting the air conditioner pipes, be sure to wear
safety glasses, as air conditioner gas may blow out.

SHTS13ZZZ0400008

SHTS13ZZZ0400009

SHTS13ZZZ0400010

SHTS13ZZZ0400011
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11. REMOVING THE P SEAT LOWER PANEL
(1) Unfasten two screws to remove two hooks.

(2) Unfasten four clips to remove the air conditioner filter cover.

(3) Removing the three bolts and clips.

(4) Unfasten eight clips to remove the P seat lower panel.

12. REMOVING THE CENTER LOWER PANEL
(1) Removing the fuse cover.

(2) Removing the two bolts and clips.
(3) Unfasten five clips to remove the center lower panel.

SHTS13ZZZ0400012

SHTS13ZZZ0400013

SHTS13ZZZ0400014

SHTS13ZZZ0400015
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13. DISCONNECTING THE ENGINE HARNESS
(1) Remove the bolt to disconnect the ground.

(2) Remove the wire to wire box cover to disconnect the connec-
tor.

(3) Disconnect the connector from the junction block in the cab
and pull the engine harness out of the vehicle.

HINT
Cover the connector with plastic bag or the like to prevent the
connector from getting dirty or being damaged.

14. SEPARATING THE CONTROL CABLE
Reference: TRANSMISSION (A465), TRANSMISSION CON-
TROL, SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY, REMOVING THE SHIFT
LEVER ASSEMBLY

15. REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
CABLE No.2, REMOVING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2
(Page 9-100)

16. REMOVING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-15)

17. REMOVING THE TILT CAB STAY ASSEMBLY (SINGLE CAB
ONLY)
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB
MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, REMOVING THE TILT
CAB STAY ASSEMBLY (SINGLE CAB) (Page 13-38)

18. REMOVING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING (CREW CAB ONLY)
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB
MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB MOUNTING,
REMOVING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEMBLY No.2
(CREW CAB) (Page 13-26)
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB
MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB MOUNTING,
REMOVING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEMBLY No.3
(CREW CAB) (Page 13-28)

GROUND

WIRE TO WIRE 
BOX

COVER

SHTS13ZZZ0400016

JUNCTION 
BLOCK

CONNECTOR

WIRE TO WIRE BOX

SHTS13ZZZ0400017
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19. REMOVING THE CAB ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the bolts and nuts securing the front cab mounting.

(2) Using the hoisting attachment or the like, dismount the cab
assembly from the frame.

! CAUTION
 

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• While ensuring the safety around the cab assembly, slowly raise
the cab assembly.

(3) The cab ride to the dolly cab.

FRONT CAB MOUNTING

SHTS13ZZZ0400018

HOISTING 
ATTACHMENT

SHTS13ZZZ0400019

CAB DOLLY

EXAMPLE

SHTS13ZZZ0400020
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INSTALLING THE CAB ASSEMBLY

1. INSTALLING THE CAB ASSEMBLY
(1) Insert the bolt into the hole at the rear of the front cab

bracket.

(2) Using the hoisting attachment or the like, mount the cab
assembly to the frame.

! CAUTION
 

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• While ensuring the safety around the cab assembly, slowly
lower the cab assembly.

(3) Tightening order of tightening bolt of the front cab mounting.

Tightening Torque:
185 N·m {1,886 kgf·cm, 136 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Tighten the bolts and nuts in the order shown in the figure.

BOLT INSERTING 
HOLE

SKETCH OF THE FRONT 
CAB MOUNTING BRACKET

TILT CENTER LINE

VEHICLE 
FRONT SIDE

SHTS13ZZZ0400021

HOISTING 
ATTACHMENT

SHTS13ZZZ0400022

FRONT CAB MOUNTING

SHTS13ZZZ0400023

TILT CENTER LINE

1

3

2

4

VEHICLE 
FRONT SIDE

SHTS13ZZZ0400024
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• When installing the nuts, be careful of the directions of the nuts.

NOTICE
When mounting the cab, insert the select cable and parking brake
cable from under the cab into the vehicle.

2. INSTALLING THE TILT CAB STAY ASSEMBLY (SINGLE CAB
ONLY)
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB
MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, INSTALLING THE TILT
CAB STAY ASSEMBLY (SINGLE CAB) (Page 13-39)

3. INSTALLING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING (CREW CAB ONLY)
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB
MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB MOUNTING,
INSTALLING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEMBLY
No.2 (CREW CAB) (Page 13-27)
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB
MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION, CAB MOUNTING,
INSTALLING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEMBLY
No.3 (CREW CAB) (Page 13-29)

4. INSTALLING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, MOUNTING THE STEERING COLUMN ASSEMBLY
(Page 10-19)

5. INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE No.2
Reference: BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE, PARKING BRAKE
CABLE No.2, INSTALLING THE PARKING BRAKE CABLE
No.2 (Page 9-103)

6. ATTACHING THE CONTROL CABLE
Reference: TRANSMISSION (A465), TRANSMISSION CON-
TROL, SHIFT LEVER ASSEMBLY, REMOVING THE SHIFT-
LEVER ASSEMBLY

7. CONNECTING THE ENGINE HARNESS
(1) Insert the engine harness from the front of the cab and con-

nect the connector to the junction block.

GOODNOT GOOD

FRONT CAB MOUNTING BRACKET
NUT

SHTS13ZZZ0400025

JUNCTION 
BLOCK

CONNECTOR

WIRE TO WIRE BOX

SHTS13ZZZ0400026
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(2) Connect the connector to the wire to wire box on the front of
the cab and install the cover.

(3) Connect the ground to the front of the cab.
Tightening Torque:
6.9-9.8 N·m {70-100 kgf·cm, 5.1-7.2 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Connect the ground at the angle shown in the figure.

8. INSTALLING THE CENTER LOWER PANEL
(1) Inserting the five clips to mount the center lower panel.

(2) Tightening the two bolts and clips.
(3) Mounting the fuse cover.

9. INSTALLING P SEAT LOWER PANEL
(1) Inserting the eight clips to install the P seat lower panel.

(2) Tightening three bolts and clips.

GROUND

WIRE TO WIRE 
BOX

COVER

SHTS13ZZZ0400027

GROUND

45°

45°

SHTS13ZZZ0400028

SHTS13ZZZ0400029

SHTS13ZZZ0400030
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(3) Inserting the four clips to mount the air conditioner filter
cover.

(4) Fasten two screws to install two hooks.

10. CONNECTING THE AIR CONDITIONER PIPES
(1) Connect the 2 air conditioner pipes.

Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
FOR WORK, SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK (Page
18-8)

Tightening Torque:
4.0-6.9 N·m {41-70 kgf·cm, 3-5 lbf·ft}

11. CONNECTING THE HEATER HOSES
(1) Connect the 2 heater hoses and install the clips.

SHTS13ZZZ0400031

SHTS13ZZZ0400032

SHTS13ZZZ0400033

SHTS13ZZZ0400034
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12. CONNECTING THE VACUUM HOSE
(1) Connect the vacuum hose to the vacuum tank and install the

clip.

13. CONNECTING THE FLEXIBLE HOSE
(1) Using the union nut wrench (10 mm {0.394 in.} & 12mm

{0.437 in.}) to connect the brake tube without deforming it.

Tightening Torque:
15 N·m {153 kgf·cm, 11 lbf·ft}
(10mm {0.343in.})
24 N·m {245 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}
(12mm {0.473in.})

14. MOUNTING HOSE TO THE RESERVE TANK
(1) Mount the hose to the reserve tank.

15. INSTALL THE AIR CLEANER COVER (CREW CAB ONLY)
(1) Install the air cleaner cover.

SHTS13ZZZ0400035

SHTS13ZZZ0400036

HOSE

RESERVE TANK

SHTS13ZZZ0400037

COVER AIR CLEANER CASE

SHTS13ZZZ0400038
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16. ADDING THE COOLANT
(1) Add the coolant.

Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), COOLING (J05E),
RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE RADIATOR
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), COOLING (J05E),
RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE RADIATOR

17. BLEEDING AIR FROM THE BRAKE SYSTEM
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE CONTROL, BRAKE FLUID,
REPLACEMENT, CHANGING THE BRAKE FLUID (Page 9-20)

18. FILLING OF REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

19. MOUNTING THE FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-63)

20. INSTALLING THE FRONT BUMPER
Reference: FRAME AND FRAME ACCESSORY, FRAME,
FRONT BUMPER, INSTALLING THE FRONT BUMPER (Page
12-13)
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CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION

CAB MOUNTING

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E13ZZZ050401009001

REAR CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEMBLY (SINGLE CAB)

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear cab mounting hook 5 Rear cab mounting rebound stopper

2 Plate washer 6 Fender side apron left hand side

3 Rear cab mounting hook bracket No.1 7 Tilt cab control switch

4 Rear cab mounting cushion 8 Rear cab mounting hook bracket No. 2

A 76 {775, 56} C 11.5 {117, 8}

B 83 {846, 61} D 5.0 {51, 3.7}

4

38

B

1

5

7

Mounting position left hand side:

 Right hand side  Left hand side

A

2

x 4

x 2

C x 6

D

6

SHTS13ZZZ0500001
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CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEMBLY No.2 (CREW CAB)

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Plate washer 5 Rear cab mounting cushion stopper

2 Spacer 6 Header panel cover

3 Rear cab mounting cushion No.2 7 Head hexagon bolt

4 Cab rear mounting spacer upper

A 68 {693, 50} C 5 {51, 3.7}

B 83 {846, 61}

3

B

4

6

A

C
x 7

x 4

5

7

2

1

SHTS13ZZZ0500002
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CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEMBLY No.3 (CREW CAB)

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Plate washer 4 Rear cab mounting cushion stopper

2 Spacer 5 Radiator reserve tank assembly

3 Cab mounting cushion No.3 6 Head hexagon bolt

A 68 {693, 50} B 83 {846, 61}

35

B

A

4

MOUNTING POSITION RIGHT 
HAND SIDE:

1

6

2
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FRONT CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEMBLY

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front cab mounting bracket 4 Torsion bar

2 Spacer 5 Spring support

3 Torque tube

A 47 {479, 35} C 105 {1,070, 77} 

B 1 {10, 0.7} + 270° D 58 {591, 43} 

1

5

4

2

3

1

2

B

A

D

C

SINGLE CAB ONLY

x 2
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PRECAUTIONS IN TILTING AND LOWERING

THE CAB
EN01E13ZZZ050401009002! WARNING

 

Be sure to observe the following when tilting and lowering the cab
to reduce the risk of an accident which may result in death, seri-
ous injury and/or property damage.

• Park the vehicle on a level place and ensure ample space
around the cab before tilting the cab.

• Apply the parking brake firmly and place the gearshift lever in
“N” position (“P” position if your vehicle is equipped with auto-
matic transmission).

• Stop the engine and block the wheels.

• Remove any articles in or over the cab and close the doors
firmly.

• Make sure there is no one in or around the cab and there are no
obstacles in front of the vehicle or above the cab.

• The catch (E), stopper (F), stay (G) and other parts such as the
engine, radiator, and exhaust pipe can be very hot while your
vehicle is operated. Be sure to confirm they have been cooled
down before you start working under the cab.

• Never raise or lower the cab only by yourself if your cab is
equipped with heavy component such as a roof rack.

• Never put your body under the cab while raising or lowering the
cab.

• Make sure the cab stopper stay is securely locked by the catch
(E) and raise the stopper (F) to lock the catch (E) completely
after raising the cab.

• Before lowering the cab, make sure that any object such as
hand tools, gloves or cloth are not left under the cab.

• Make sure the handle (B) is caught by the catch after lowering
the cab.

Read the Owner’s manual for details.

B
F

E

G
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E13ZZZ050401009003

REMOVING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
ASSEMBLY (SINGLE CAB)

1. REMOVING THE FENDER SIDE APRON SUBASSEMBLY LEFT
HAND SIDE
(1) Unfasten the bolts (6 pcs.) and the nut to remove the fender

side apron left hand side.

2. REMOVING THE FENDER SIDE APRON SUBASSEMBLY
RIGHT HAND SIDE
(1) Unfasten the bolts (5 pcs.) and the nut to remove the fender

side apron right hand side.

3. REMOVING THE TILT CAB CONTROL SWITCH (INSTALLA-
TION POSITION LEFT HAND SIDE)
(1) Disconnect the connector.

(2) Release each clamp.
(3) Unfasten the nuts (2 pcs.) to remove the tilt cab control

switch.

4. REMOVING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING HOOK BRACKET
No.1 (LEFT HAND SIDE)
(1) Unfasten the nut to remove the rear cab mounting hook

bracket No.1, rear cab mounting hook, plate washer and rear
cab mounting rebound stopper.

5. REMOVING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING HOOK BRACKET
No.2 (RIGHT HAND SIDE)

HINT
Remove in the same manner as left hand side.

SHTS13ZZZ0500006

SHTS13ZZZ0500007

SHTS13ZZZ0500008

PLATE WASHER

SHTS13ZZZ0500009
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6. REMOVING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING CUSHION 
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the rear cab mounting

cushion.

INSTALLING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
ASSEMBLY (SINGLE CAB)

1. INSTALLING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
(1) Install the rear cab mounting cushion with the bolts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 76  N·m {775  kgf·cm,  56 lbf·ft}

2. INSTALLING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING HOOK No.2 (RIGHT
HAND SIDE)
(1) Install the rear cab mounting hook bracket No.2, rear cab

mounting hook, plate washer and rear cab mounting rebound
stopper with the nut.

Tightening Torque:
83 N·m {846 kgf·cm, 61 lbf·ft}

3. INSTALLING THE REAR CAB MOUNTING HOOK No.1 (LEFT
HAND SIDE)
(1) Temporarily install the rear cab mounting hook bracket No.1,

rear cab mounting hook, plate washer and rear cab mounting
rebound stopper with the nut.

! CAUTION
 

• Install the same number of plate washers as removed.

• Temporarily tighten the rear cab mounting hook bracket No.1
allowing it to move.

(2) Tilt down (with locking) the cab and fully tighten the nut after
making sure that the cab and the rear cab mounting hook
bracket No.1 are contacted evenly.

Tightening Torque:
 83  N·m {846  kgf·cm, 61 lbf·ft}

SHTS13ZZZ0500010

SHTS13ZZZ0500011

PLATE WASHER

CHECK

SHTS13ZZZ0500012
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4. INSTALLING THE TILT CAB CONTROL SWITCH (INSTALLA-
TION POSITION LEFT HAND SIDE)
(1) Install the tilt cab control switch with the nuts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(2) Fit each clamp.
(3) Connect the connector.

5. INSTALLING THE FENDER APRON SUBASSEMBLY LEFT
HAND SIDE
(1) Install the fender side apron left hand side with the bolt (6

pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 11.5  N·m {117  kgf·cm, 8 lbf·ft}

6. INSTALLING THE FENDER APRON SUBASSEMBLY RIGHT
HAND SIDE
(1) Install the fender side apron with the bolt (5 pcs.) and the nut.

Tightening Torque:
 11.5  N·m {117  kgf·cm, 8 lbf·ft}

SHTS13ZZZ0500013

SHTS13ZZZ0500014

SHTS13ZZZ0500015
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REMOVING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEM-
BLY No.2 (CREW CAB) 

1. REMOVING THE PLATE WASHER AND THE SPACER
(1) Unfasten the bolts (7 pcs.) to remove the header panel cover.

(2) Unfasten the nut to remove the plate washer, spacer and the
head hexagon bolts.

2. REMOVING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION SUBASSEMBLY
No.2
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the cab rear mounting

spacer Upper and cab mounting cushion No.2.

SHTS13ZZZ0500016

SHTS13ZZZ0500017

SHTS13ZZZ0500018
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INSTALLING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
ASSEMBLY No.2 (CREW CAB)

1. INSTALLING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION SUBASSEMBLY
No.2
(1) Install the cab rear mounting spacer Upper and cab mounting

cushion No.2 with the bolts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 68  N·m {693  kgf·cm, 50 lbf·ft}

2. INSTALLING THE PLATE WASHER AND THE SPACER
(1) Temporarily install the plate washer, the spacer and the head

hexagon bolt with the nut.

(2) Tighten to place the cab with the plate washer and the
spacer, after it is confirmed that it is even, the bolt is tight-
ened.

Tightening Torque:
 83  N·m {846  kgf·cm, 61 lbf·ft}

(3) Install the header panel cover with the bolts (7 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
5.0 N·m {51 kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

SHTS13ZZZ0500019

SHTS13ZZZ0500020

CHECK
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REMOVING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION ASSEM-
BLY No.3 (CREW CAB)

1. REMOVING THE RADIATOR RESERVE TANK ASSEMBLY
(INSTALLATION POSITION RIGHT HAND SIDE)
(1) Remove the radiator reserve tank assembly as shown in the

figure.

2. REMOVING THE PLATE WASHER AND THE SPACER
(1) Unfasten the nut to remove the plate washer, spacer and the

head hexagon bolts.

3. REMOVING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION SUBASSEMBLY
No.3.
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the cab mounting cush-

ion No.3.

SHTS13ZZZ0500023
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INSTALLING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION
ASSEMBLY No.3 (CREW CAB)

1. INSTALLING THE CAB MOUNTING CUSHION SUBASSEMBLY
No.3
(1) Install the cab rear mounting spacer and cab mounting cush-

ion No.3 with the bolts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 68 N·m {693  kgf·cm, 50 lbf·ft}

2. INSTALLING THE PLATE WASHER AND THE SPACER
(1) Temporarily install the plate washer, the spacer and the head

hexagon bolt with the nut.

(2) Tighten to place the cab with the plate washer and the
spacer, after it is confirmed that it is even, the bolt is tight-
ened.

Tightening Torque:
 83  N·m {846  kgf·cm, 61 lbf·ft}

3. INSTALLING THE RADIATOR RESERVE TANK ASSEMBLY
(INSTALLATION POSITION RIGHT HAND SIDE)
(1) Install the radiator reserve tank assembly as shown in the fig-

ure.

! CAUTION
 

When not detaching the cab mount assembly No.2 and No.3, cab
can not be raised with the hoist.

SHTS13ZZZ0500026

SHTS13ZZZ0500027

CHECK
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REMOVING THE FRONT CAB MOUNTING

1. REMOVING THE CAB ASSEMBLY
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION,
MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING CAB, CAB ASSEMBLY,
REMOVING THE CAB ASSEMBLY (Page 13-7)

2. REMOVING THE TORQUE TUBE
(1) Remove the spring support from the front cab mounting

bracket. (Single cab only)

(2) Remove the bolts (6 pcs.) to remove the torque tube from the
cab assembly.

(3) Remove the torsion bar from the torque tube. (Single cab
only)

(4) Remove the front cab mounting bracket from the torque tube.

SPRING SUPPORT

SHTS13ZZZ0500030

TORQUE TUBE

SHTS13ZZZ0500031

TORSION BAR

TORQUE TUBE

SHTS13ZZZ0500032

FRONT CAB 
MOUNTING BRACKET

SPACER

TORQUE TUBE

SHTS13ZZZ0500033
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(5) Remove the spacer from the front cab mounting bracket.

INSTALLING THE FRONT CAB MOUNTING

1. INSTALLING THE TORQUE TUBE
(1) Apply 10 g of chassis grease to the outer face of the spacer

and install it to the front cab mounting bracket.

! CAUTION
 

If the spacer tab is broken, replace the spacer with a new one.

(2) Apply 10 g of chassis grease to the inner face of the spacer
of the front cab mounting bracket and install it to the torque
tube.

SPACER

FRONT CAB MOUNTING BRACKET

SHTS13ZZZ0500034

SPACER

FRONT CAB MOUNTING BRACKET

SHTS13ZZZ0500035

TAB INSERTION HOLE

SPACER

TORQUE TUBE CHECK THE TAB FOR 
BREAKAGE

SHTS13ZZZ0500036

FRONT CAB 
MOUNTING BRACKET

SPACER

TORQUE TUBE
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(3) Apply 5 g of chassis grease to the inner face (serration part)
of the torque tube. (Single cab only)

(4) Install the torsion bar to the torque tube. (Single cab only)

(5) Install the torque tube to the cab assembly with the 6 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
47 N·m {479 kgf·cm, 35 lbf·ft}

2. INSTALLING THE CAB ASSEMBLY
Reference: CAB MOUNTING AND CAB SUSPENSION,
MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING CAB, CAB ASSEMBLY,
INSTALLING THE CAB ASSEMBLY (Page 13-12)

SERRATION PART

SHTS13ZZZ0500038

TORSION BAR

TORQUE TUBE
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TORQUE TUBE
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3. CAB TILT UP (SINGLE CAB ONLY)

4. SPRING SUPPORT ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURE (SINGLE
CAB ONLY)
(1) Apply 5 g of chassis grease to the inner face (serration part)

of the spring support.

(2) Install the spring support to the front cab mounting bracket.

NOTICE
Temporarily tighten the bolts (2 pcs.).

(3) Tighten the adjusting bolt to the specified torque.

Tightening Torque:
1 N·m {10 kgf·cm, 0.7 lbf·ft}

(4) After tightening to the specified torque, further tighten the
adjusting bolt 270°.

(5) Tighten the lock nut of the adjusting bolt.
Tightening Torque:
105 N·m {1,070 kgf·cm, 77 lbf·ft}

(6) Tighten the spring support bolts (2 pcs.) to the specified
torque.

Tightening Torque:
58 N·m {591 kgf·cm, 43 lbf·ft}

SERRATION PART

SPRING SUPPORT

SHTS13ZZZ0500041

SPRING SUPPORT

SHTS13ZZZ0500042

ADJUSTING BOLT

LOCK NUT

SHTS13ZZZ0500043

SPRING SUPPORT
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LAYOUT DRAWING

CAB TILT STAY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E13ZZZ050401019001

TILT CAB STAY ASSEMBLY (SINGLE CAB)

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Tilt cab stay assembly 3 Fender side apron left hand side

2 Engine side cover left hand side 4 Setting plate

A 54 {551, 40} C 11.5 {117, 8}

B 64 {653, 47} D 31 {316, 23}

2

3

1

x 6

4
D

x 3
B

x 3

A

C

C

x 4
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CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY LEFT HAND SIDE (SINGLE CAB)

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Safety latch assembly 3 Cab lock assembly left hand side

2 Cab lock connecting pipe

A 20 {204, 15} 

1

2

3

x 3

A

x 2

SHTS13ZZZ0500046
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CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY RIGHT HAND SIDE (SINGLE CAB)

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cab lock assembly right hand side 2 Cab lock connecting pipe

A 18 {184, 13} B 20 {204, 15}

x 3

A

B

B

2

1

SHTS13ZZZ0500047
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PRECAUTIONS IN TILTING AND LOWERING

THE CAB
EN01E13ZZZ050401019002! WARNING

 

Be sure to observe the following when tilting and lowering the cab
to reduce the risk of an accident which may result in death, seri-
ous injury and/or property damage.

• Park the vehicle on a level place and ensure ample space
around the cab before tilting the cab.

• Apply the parking brake firmly and place the gearshift lever in
“N” position (“P” position if your vehicle is equipped with auto-
matic transmission).

• Stop the engine and block the wheels.

• Remove any articles in or over the cab and close the doors
firmly.

• Make sure there is no one in or around the cab and there are no
obstacles in front of the vehicle or above the cab.

• The catch (E), stopper (F), stay (G) and other parts such as the
engine, radiator, and exhaust pipe can be very hot while your
vehicle is operated. Be sure to confirm they have been cooled
down before you start working under the cab.

• Never raise or lower the cab only by yourself if your cab is
equipped with heavy component such as a roof rack.

• Never put your body under the cab while raising or lowering the
cab.

• Make sure the cab stopper stay is securely locked by the catch
(E) and raise the stopper (F) to lock the catch (E) completely
after raising the cab.

• Before lowering the cab, make sure that any object such as
hand tools, gloves or cloth are not left under the cab.

• Make sure the handle (B) is caught by the catch after lowering
the cab.

Read the Owner’s manual for details.

B
F

E

G
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E13ZZZ050401019003

REMOVING THE TILT CAB STAY ASSEMBLY 
(SINGLE CAB)

1. HOLDING THE CAB
(1) After tilting up the cab, set the wire to the cab roof panel.

! CAUTION
 

Sufficiently apply the cloth on the contacting area with the cab to
prevent from damage.

(2) Tighten the wire not to lift the cab with the chain block.

! CAUTION
 

Do not lift the cab.

(3) Support the cab from the bottom using lumbers.

2. REMOVING THE ENGINE SIDE COVER SUBASSEMBLY LEFT
HAND SIDE
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the engine side cover

left hand side.

3. REMOVING THE TILT CAB STAY ASSEMBLY 
(1) Unfasten the nuts (3 pcs.) and bolt from chassis side and the

bolts (3 pcs.) from cab side to remove the tilt cab stay assem-
bly.

SHTS13ZZZ0500049

SETTING PLATE
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INSTALLING THE TILT CAB STAY ASSEMBLY 
(SINGLE CAB)

1. INSTALLING THE TILT CAB STAY ASSEMBLY
(1) Install the nuts (3 pcs.) and bolt to chassis side and the bolts

(3 pcs.) from cab side to remove the tilt cab stay assembly.

Tightening Torque:
 Fixing the chassis side, the nuts (3 pcs.)
 64 N·m {653  kgf·cm, 47 lbf·ft}
 Fixing the chassis side, the bolt
 31 N·m {316  kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}
 Fixing the cab side (3 pcs.)
 54 N·m {551 kgf·cm, 40 lbf·ft}

2. INSTALLING THE ENGINE SIDE COVER SUBASSEMBLY LEFT
HAND SIDE
(1) Install the engine side cover left hand side with bolts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 11.5  N·m {117  kgf·cm, 8 lbf·ft}

3. RESETTING THE CAB HOLD
(1) Release the cab hold and tilt it down.

REMOVING THE CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY LEFT HAND
SIDE (SINGLE CAB)

1. CAB TILT UP
(1) Remove the rear arch cover.

2. DISCONNECTING THE CAB LOCK CONNECTING PIPE SUB-
ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the clip and plate washer to disconnect the cab lock

connecting pipe from the cab lock assembly left hand side.

SETTING PLATE

SHTS13ZZZ0500051
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3. REMOVING THE TILT CAB MOUNTING LOCK ASSEMBLY
LEFT HAND SIDE
(1) Remove the resin clamp and rod.

(2) Unfasten the bolts (5 pcs.) to remove the cab lock assembly
left hand side.

INSTALLING THE CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY LEFT
HAND SIDE (SINGLE CAB)

1. INSTALLING THE CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY LEFT HAND SIDE 
(1) Install the cab lock assembly left hand side with the bolts (5

pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
20  N·m {204  kgf·cm, 15 lbf·ft}

(2) After tightening the bolt, mount the resin clamp and rod.

2. INSTALLING THE CAB LOCK CONNECTING PIPE
(1) Install the cab lock connecting pipe with a clip and a plate

washer.

3. CAB TILT DOWN
(1) Install the rear arch cover.

Tightening Torque:
13  N·m {133  kgf·cm, 10 lbf·ft}

RESIN CLAMP

ROD

SHTS13ZZZ0500053

RESIN CLAMP

ROD
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REMOVING THE CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY RIGHT
HAND SIDE (SINGLE CAB)

1. CAB TILT UP
(1) Remove the rear arch cover.

2. DISCONNECTING THE CAB LOCK CONNECTING PIPE
(1) Unfasten the nut to disconnect the connecting pipe from the

cab lock assembly right hand side.

3. REMOVING THE CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY RIGHT HAND SIDE
(1) Unfasten the bolts (5 pcs.) to remove the cab lock assembly

right hand side.

CONNECTING PIPE

SHTS13ZZZ0500056

TIGHTENING TO REAR ARCH COVER BRACKET
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INSTALLING THE CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY RIGHT
HAND SIDE (SINGLE CAB)

1. INSTALLING THE CAB LOCK ASSEMBLY RIGHT HAND SIDE
(1) Install the cab lock assembly right hand side with the bolts (5

pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
20 N·m {204 kgf·cm, 15 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
Tighten to rear arch cover bracket.

2. ADJUSTING THE CAB LOCK CONNECTING PIPE
(1) Install the cab lock connecting pipe. 

(2) Turn the adjusting nut to adjust the bolt protrusion.

(3) Install the pipe joint with the nut.
Tightening Torque:
18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

HINT

• After installing the cab lock connecting pipe, confirm the handle
unlocked when the cab tilt up.

• If the handle locks, adjust the adjusting nut in the direction that
makes the bolt protrusion less.

3. CAB TILT DOWN
(1) Install the rear arch cover

Tightening Torque:
13  N·m {133  kgf·cm, 10 lbf·ft}

TIGHTENING TO REAR ARCH COVER BRACKET

SHTS13ZZZ0500058

ADJUSTING NUT

11 mm {0.433 in.}

SHTS13ZZZ0500059

Standard value (mm {in.}) 11 {0.433}

PING

STOPPER
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CAB DIMENSIONAL DRAWING

CAB ASSEMBLY

SINGLE CAB
EN01E13ZZZ090401001001

Roof panel, front body pillar mating area

Name

A, a

Front panel, front body pillar mating areaB, b

Front door hinge mounting nutC, c

Front door hinge mounting nutD, d

Front body pillar mating markE, e

Front body pillar mating markF, f

M8

M8

Part Hole size

Unit: mm {in.}

HINT: 
(1) The capital letters in the “Part” column will show the parts on right hand side of the cab, and the small
     letters to the opposite.
(2) Dimensions expressed one side only in the figure will mean that the other side is symmetrical.

1,172
{46.14}

1,077
{42.40}

1,076
{42.36}

1,
43

4
{5

6.
45

}

1,
23

5
{4

8.
62

}

1,082

{42.59}

853
{33.58}

74
7

{2
9.

40
}

1,738

{68.42}

1,612
{63.46}

1,529
{60.19}

i

k

j

A

B

a

b

d

c

e

f

g
h

SHTS13ZZZ0900001
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19

Front body pillar mating markG, g

Front body pillar, front floor pan mating areaH, h

Back corner panel mating markI, i

Back corner panel mating markJ, j

Courtesy switch mounting holeK, k

1,710 {67.23} 1,720 {67.71} 1,704 {67.08} 1,739 {68.46} 1,783 {70.19} 1,775 {69.88}

1,333 {52.48}

1,971 {77.59} 2,032 {80.00} 1,943 {79.49} 2,048 {80.55} 2,257 {88.58} 2,049 {80.66}

2,151 {84.68} 1,905 {75.00}

E - e F - f G - g H - h I - i J - j

D - K, d - k

E - g, e - G E - h, e - H E - i, e - I E - j, e - J G - i, g - I G - j, g - J

H - i, h - I I - j, i - J

Detailed view of part i Detailed view of part jDetailed view of part g

Detailed view of part f

NamePart Hole size

Unit: mm {in.}

Width dimension:

Length dimension: 

Diagonal dimension:

SHTS13ZZZ0900002
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CREW CAB
EN01E13ZZZ090401001002

Roof panel front body pillar mating areaA, a

Front panel front body pillar mating areaB, b

Front door hinge mounting nutC, c

Front door hinge mounting nutD, d

Front body pillar mating markE, e

Front body pillar mating markF, f

Front body pillar mating markG, g

Front body pillar, front floor pan mating areaH, h

Center body pillar mating markI, i

M8

M8

NamePart Hole size

74
7

{2
9.

40
}

853
{33.58}

815
{32.08}

1,738

{68.42}

1,077
{42.40}

1,
43

4
{5

6.
45

} 1,
31

7
{5

1.
85

}
1,

18
2

{4
6.

53
}1,301

{51.22}

1,260
{49.60}

1,
23

5
{4

8.
66

}

1,082

{42.59}

1,076
{42.36}

1,172

{46.14}

1,612{63.46}

1,529{60.19}

i

k

j

A

B

a

b

n o

p
l

m

e

f

g
h

d

HINT: 
(1) The capital letters in the “Part” column will show the parts on right hand side of the cab, and the small
     letters to the opposite.
(2) Dimensions expressed one side only in the figure will mean that the other side is symmetrical.

SHTS13ZZZ0900003
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19

M8

Center body pillar mating markJ, j

Courtesy switch mounting hole K, k

Rear door hinge mounting nutL, l

Center body pillar mating markM, m

Roof side rail mating markN, n

Back corner panel mating markO, o

9Back corner panel datum holeP, p

1,710 {67.32} 1,720 {67.71} 1,704 {67.08} 1,739 {68.46} 1,783 {70.19} 1,775 {69.88}

1,765 {69.48} 1,757 {69.17} 1,734 {68.26} 1,756 {69.13} 1,765 {69.48}

1,333 {52.48}

1,971 {77.59} 2,032 {80.00} 1,943 {76.49} 2,048 {80.63} 2,177 {85.70} 2,257 {88.58}

2,049 {80.66} 2,151 {84.68} 1,905 {75.00} 1,936 {76.22}

E - e F - f G - g H - h I - i J - j

L - l M - m N - n O - o P - p

D - K, d - k

E - g, e - G E - h, e - H E - i, e - I E - j, e - J E - n, e - N G - i, g - I

G - j, g - J H - i, h - I I - j, i - J M - o, m - O

Detail of part i

Detail of part j

Detail of part gDetail of part f

Detail of part oDetail of part m

NamePart Hole size

Unit: mm {in.}

Width dimension:Length dimension:

Diagonal dimension:

SHTS13ZZZ0900004
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STANDARD VALUE

INSTRUMENT PANEL AND DRIVER INFORMATION

INSTRUMENT PANEL
EN01E15ZZZ010701001001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

INTERIOR ACCESSORY

ROOF ACCESSORY
EN01E15ZZZ010701002001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

SEAT

DRIVER'S SEAT
EN01E15ZZZ010701003001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Front pillar grip installing bolt 13.5 {138, 10} —

Combination meter installing screw 1.5-2.5 {15-25, 1.1-1.8} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Assist grip installing bolt 2.1-4.9 {21-50, 1.5-3.6} —

Inner rear view mirror mounting screw 2.2 {22, 1.6} —

Head lining center garnish holder installing bolt 13.5 {138, 10} Crew cab

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Front seat track installing bolt 18.1 {185, 13.4} Normal seat

Seat suspension installing nut A 40.2 {410, 30} Suspension seat

Seat suspension installing nut B 18.1 {185, 13.4} Suspension seat

Front seat back assembly installing bolt 40.2 {410, 30} —

Front seat back assembly installing nut 12.7 {130, 9.4} —

Front seat assembly installing bolt 39 {398, 29} —

Arm rest installing bolt 40.2 {410, 30} Suspension seat
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ASSISTANT'S SEAT
EN01E15ZZZ010701003002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
THREE-SEATER Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

CREW CAB Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

REAR SEAT
EN01E15ZZZ010701003003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Reclining seat back adjuster installing bolt 40.2 {410, 30} —

Front seat cushion assembly installing bolt 19 {194, 14} —

Front seat back assembly installing bolt & nut 19 {194, 14} —

Center seat back assembly installing bolt & nut 19 {194, 14} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Center seat back assembly installing bolt 19 {194, 14} —

Front seat back assembly installing bolt & nut 39 {398, 29} —

Front seat cushion assembly installing nut 12.5 {127, 9.2} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rear seat back assembly installing bolt 39.2 {400, 29} —

Rear seat assembly installing bolt 19 {194, 14} —
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INSTRUMENT PANEL AND DRIVER INFORMATION

INSTRUMENT PANEL

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E15ZZZ040402004001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Combination meter

A 1.5-2.5 {15-25, 1.1-1.8}

A

1

SHTS15ZZZ0400001
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front pillar garnish 12 Glove box

2 Front pillar grip 13 Hook

3 Front pillar grip cap 14 P seat tray

4 Front door opening trim 15 Center tray

5 Outer lower panel 16 Upper box

6 Meter cluster 17 Center cluster

7 Inner lower panel 18 Heater control panel

8 Fuse cover 19 Speaker cover

9 Center lower panel 20 Break oil reservoir tank cover

10 Air conditioner filter cover 21 Washer tank cover

11 P seat lower panel 22 Instrument panel assembly

A 13.5 {138, 10}

A

1

2 3

4

5

6

7

8 10

11

13

14

15

16

17

18

9

19

19

20

21

22(EXAMPLE)

12

SHTS15ZZZ0400002
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E15ZZZ040402004002

REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS

1. SEPARATING THE BATTERY NEGATIVE TERMINAL

2. REMOVING STEERING WHEEL
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
WHEEL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING STEERING WHEEL
(Page 10-11)

3. REMOVING THE D SEAT OUTER LOWER PANEL
(1) Remove the 2 clips.
(2) Unfasten 3 clips to remove the D seat outer lower panel.
(3) Disconnect the connectors of the switch and the throttle con-

trol.

4. REMOVING THE D SEAT INNER LOWER PANEL
(1) Unfasten 5 clips to remove the D seat inner lower panel.
(2) Disconnect each switch connector.

5. REMOVING THE COMBINATION METER
(1) Unfasten 6 clips to remove the meter cluster.

SHTS15ZZZ0400003

SHTS15ZZZ0400004

SHTS15ZZZ0400005
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(2) Unfasten 4 screws to remove the combination meter.
(3) Disconnect the 2 connectors.

6. REMOVING THE CENTER CLUSTER
(1) Unfasten clips (13 pcs.) to remove the center cluster.
(2) Disconnect each switch connector.

7. REMOVING THE UPPER BOX
(1) Unfasten 6 clips to remove the upper box.

8. REMOVING THE P SEAT LOWER PANEL
(1) Unfasten 2 screws to remove two hooks.

SHTS15ZZZ0400006

SHTS15ZZZ0400007

SHTS15ZZZ0400008

SHTS15ZZZ0400009
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(2) Unfasten 4 clips to remove the air conditioner filter cover.

(3) Remove the 3 bolts and clips.
(4) Unfasten 8 clips to remove the P seat lower panel.

9. REMOVING THE CENTER LOWER PANEL
(1) Remove the fuse cover.
(2) Remove the 2 bolts and clips.
(3) Unfasten 5 clips to remove the center lower panel.

10. REMOVING THE P SEAT TRAY
(1) Unfasten the bolt.
(2) Unfasten 5 clips to remove the P seat tray.

SHTS15ZZZ0400010

SHTS15ZZZ0400011

SHTS15ZZZ0400012

SHTS15ZZZ0400013
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11. REMOVING THE CENTER TRAY
(1) Unfasten the bolt.
(2) Unfasten 5 clips to remove the center tray.

12. REMOVING THE HEATER CONTROL
(1) Remove the heater control panel.

Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, HEATER CONTROL, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING (Page 18-48)

(2) Remove the screws and bolts if necessary and disconnect
individual connectors to remove the audio system.

13. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR OPENING TRIM
(1) Remove the front door opening trim.

14. REMOVING THE FRONT PILLAR GARNISH
(1) Remove the 2 front pillar grip caps.
(2) Unfasten 2 bolts to remove the front pillar grip.

SHTS15ZZZ0400014

SHTS15ZZZ0400015

SHTS15ZZZ0400016

SHTS15ZZZ0400017
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(3) Unfasten 2 clips to remove the front pillar garnish.

15. REMOVING THE SPEAKER COVER
(1) Remove the 2 clips to remove the speaker cover.

16. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the break oil reservoir tank cover.
(2) Remove the washer tank cover.
(3) Remove the 6 bolts and two nuts.
(4) Disconnect the connectors and wire harness clamps if nec-

essary and remove the instrument panel assembly.

SHTS15ZZZ0400018

SHTS15ZZZ0400019

SHTS15ZZZ0400020
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INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL

1. INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL ASSEMBLY
(1) Connect the connector and wire harness clamps to install the

instrument panel assembly.
(2) Tighten the 6 bolts and 2 nuts.
(3) Mount the break oil reservoir tank cover.
(4) Mount the washer tank cover.

2. MOUNTING THE SPEAKER COVER
(1) Insert the 2 clips to mount the speaker cover.

3. INSTALLING THE FRONT PILLAR GARNISH
(1) Insert the 2 clips to mount the front pillar garnish.

(2) Fasten 2 bolts to install the front pillar grip.
Tightening Torque:
 13.5  N·m {138  kgf·cm}

(3) Install the 2 front pillar grip caps.

SHTS15ZZZ0400021

SHTS15ZZZ0400022

SHTS15ZZZ0400023

SHTS15ZZZ0400024
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4. INSTALLING THE FRONT DOOR OPENING TRIM
(1) Align the paint mark on the front door opening trim with a

convex at the corner of a body flange to mount the front door
opening trim.

! CAUTION
 

Check that the corner is not raised after the installation.

NOTICE
It would be easier to push the corners after putting the paint mark.

5. INSTALLING THE HEATER CONTROL
(1) Install the heater control panel.

Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CON-
DITIONER, HEATER CONTROL, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING (Page 18-49)

(2) Connect each connector and install the audio system with
bolts and screws.

6. INSTALLING THE CENTER TRAY
(1) Insert the 5 clips to mount the center tray.
(2) Tighten the bolt.

7. INSTALLING P SEAT TRAY
(1) Insert the 5 clips to mount the P seat tray.
(2) Tighten the bolt.

PAINT MARK

SHTS15ZZZ0400025

SHTS15ZZZ0400026

SHTS15ZZZ0400027

SHTS15ZZZ0400028
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8. INSTALLING THE CENTER LOWER PANEL
(1) Insert the 5 clips to mount the center lower panel.
(2) Tighten the 2 bolts and clips.
(3) Mount the fuse cover.

9. INSTALLING P SEAT LOWER PANEL
(1) Insert the 8 clips to install the P seat lower panel.
(2) Tighten 3 bolts and clips.

(3) Insert the 4 clips to mount the air conditioner filter cover.

(4) Fasten 2 screws to install 2 hooks.

SHTS15ZZZ0400029

SHTS15ZZZ0400030

SHTS15ZZZ0400031

SHTS15ZZZ0400032
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10. INSTALLING THE UPPER BOX
(1) Insert the 6 clips to install the upper box.

11. INSTALLING THE CENTER CLUSTER
(1) Connect the connectors of each switch.
(2) Insert the clips (13 pcs.) to mount the center cluster.

12. INSTALLING THE COMBINATION METER
(1) Connect the 2 connectors.
(2) Fasten 4 screws to install the combination meter.

Tightening Torque:
1.5-2.5 N·m {15-25 kgf·cm, 1.1-1.8 lbf·ft}

(3) Insert the 6 clips to install the meter cluster.

SHTS15ZZZ0400033

SHTS15ZZZ0400034

SHTS15ZZZ0400035

SHTS15ZZZ0400036
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13. INSTALLING D SEAT LOWER PANEL
(1) Connect the connectors of each switch.
(2) Insert the 5 clips to install D seat center lower panel.

14. INSTALLING D SEAT OUTER LOWER PANEL
(1) Connect the connectors of each switch and the throttle con-

trol.
(2) Insert the 3 clips to install D seat outer lower panel.
(3) Fasten the 2 clips.

15. MOUNTING THE STEERING WHEEL
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
WHEEL, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STEERING WHEEL
(Page 10-12)

16. CONNECTING THE BATTERY NEGATIVE TERMINAL

SHTS15ZZZ0400037

SHTS15ZZZ0400038
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COMBINATION METER

REPLACEMENT
EN01E15ZZZ040402011001

REPLACING THE COMBINATION METER

1. REMOVING THE COMBINATION METER
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL, REMOV-
ING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS (Page 15-6)

2. INSTALLING THE COMBINATION METER
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL (Page 15-11)
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INTERIOR ACCESSORY

INTERIOR ACCESSORY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E15ZZZ050402003001

1 Front pillar garnish 4 Quarter upper trim

2 Front pillar grip 5 Front seat outer belt

3 Front pillar grip cap 6 Quarter lower trim

5

6

4

1

2
3

SHTS15ZZZ0500001
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1 Back trim 2 Clip

1

2

2

SHTS15ZZZ0500002
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E15ZZZ050402003002

REPLACING THE FRONT PILLAR GARNISH

1. REMOVING THE FRONT PILLAR GARNISH
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL, REMOV-
ING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS (Page 15-6)

2. INSTALLING THE FRONT PILLAR GARNISH
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL (Page 15-11)

REMOVING THE QUARTER TRIM

1. REMOVING THE QUARTER LOWER TRIM
(1) Unfasten 2 clips to remove the quarter lower trim.

2. REMOVING THE SEAT BELT
(1) Remove the shoulder anchor of the left hand side front seat

outer belt.
Reference: AIR BAG AND SEAT BELT, SEAT BELT,
SEAT BELT, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SEAT
BELT (Page 17-5)

3. REMOVING THE QUARTER UPPER TRIM
(WITH QUARTER UPPER TRIM)
(1) Unfasten 5 clips to remove the quarter upper trim.

SHTS15ZZZ0500003

SHTS15ZZZ0500004
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INSTALLING THE QUARTER TRIM

1. INSTALLING THE QUARTER UPPER TRIM
(WITH QUARTER UPPER TRIM)
(1) Insert the 5 clips to mount the quarter upper trim.

2. MOUNTING THE SEAT BELT
(1) Install the shoulder anchor of the front seat outer belt.

Reference: AIR BAG AND SEAT BELT, SEAT BELT,
SEAT BELT, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SEAT
BELT (Page 17-6)

3. INSTALLING THE QUARTER LOWER TRIM
(1) Insert the 2 clips to mount the quarter lower trim.

SHTS15ZZZ0500005

SHTS15ZZZ0500006
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REMOVING THE BACK TRIM

1. REMOVING THE HEAD LINING
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INTERIOR ACCES-
SORY, ROOF ACCESSORY, REMOVING THE HEAD LINING
(Page 15-25)

2. REMOVING THE BACK TRIM
(1) Unfasten 8 clips to remove the back trim.

INSTALLING THE BACK TRIM

1. REMOVING THE BACK TRIM
(1) Fasten 8 clips to install the back trim.

2. INSTALLING THE HEAD LINING
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INTERIOR ACCES-
SORY, ROOF ACCESSORY, INSTALLING THE HEAD LINING
(Page 15-29)

SHTS15ZZZ0500007

SHTS15ZZZ0500008
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FLOOR ACCESSORY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E15ZZZ050402027001

1 Scuff plate 3 Front door opening trim

2 Quarter lower trim

1

2

3

SHTS15ZZZ0500009
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E15ZZZ050402027002

SCUFF PLATE

1. REMOVING THE SCUFF PLATE
(1) Unfasten 4 screws to remove the scuff plate.

2. INSTALLING THE SCUFF PLATE
(1) Fasten 4 screws to mount the scuff plate.

FLOOR CONSOLE

1. REMOVING FLOOR CONSOLE

2. INSTALLING THE FLOOR CONSOLE

SHTS15ZZZ0500010
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ROOF ACCESSORY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E15ZZZ050402032001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Inner rear view mirror 6 Assist grip plug

2 Overhead console 7 Roof head lining

3 Sun visor 8 Head lining center garnish

4 Assist grip 9 Head lining rear garnish

5 Coat hook 10 Rear head lining

A 2.2 {22, 1.6} B 2.1-4.9 {21-20, 1.5-3.6}

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10A

B

(EXAMPLE)

SHTS15ZZZ0500011
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E15ZZZ050402032002

REMOVING THE HEAD LINING 

1. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR OPENING TRIM
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL, REMOV-
ING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS (Page 15-6)

2. REMOVING THE FRONT PILLAR GARNISH
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL, REMOV-
ING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS (Page 15-6)

3. REMOVING THE QUARTER TRIM
(WITH QUARTER UPPER TRIM)
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INTERIOR ACCES-
SORY, INTERIOR ACCESSORY, REMOVING THE BACK TRIM
(Page 15-21)

4. REMOVING THE INNER REAR VIEW MIRROR
(1) Unfasten 2 screws to remove the inner rear view mirror.

5. REMOVING THE SUN VISOR
(1) Unfasten 2 screws to remove the sun visor.

SHTS15ZZZ0500012

SHTS15ZZZ0500013
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6. REMOVING THE OVERHEAD CONSOLE
(1) Remove the screws (4 pcs.) and release tabs (2 places) to

detach the overhead console.

7. REMOVING THE ROOM LIGHT
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, ROOM LIGHT,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE ROOM LIGHT (Page 19-10)

8. REMOVING THE COAT HOOK (WITH COAT HOOK TYPE)
(1) Unfasten screws and release tabs to remove the coat hook.

9. REMOVING THE ASSIST GRIP (WITH ASSIST GRIP)
(1) Unfasten 2 bolts to remove the assist grip.

10. REMOVING THE ASSIST GRIP PLUG (WITHOUT ASSIST
GRIP)
(1) Remove the assist grip plug.

TAB POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0500014

SHTS15ZZZ0500015

SHTS15ZZZ0500016

SHTS15ZZZ0500017
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11. REMOVING THE HEAD LINING (SINGLE CAB)
(1) Unfasten 4 clips to remove the head lining.
(2) Take out the head lining from the assistant's seat side. 

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the head lining and the body interior.

12. REMOVING THE HEAD LINING CENTER GARNISH (CREW
CAB)
(1) Unfasten 4 clips to remove the head lining center garnish.
(2) Unfasten 8 bolts to remove the head lining center garnish

holder left hand side and right hand side.

13. REMOVING THE ROOF HEAD LINING (CREW CAB)
(1) Unfasten 2 clips to remove the roof head lining.
(2) Take out the head lining from the assistant's seat side. 

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the head lining and the body interior.

14. REMOVING THE HEAD LINING REAR GARNISH (CREW CAB)
(1) Unfasten 5 clips to remove the head lining rear garnish.

SHTS15ZZZ0500018

SHTS15ZZZ0500019

SHTS15ZZZ0500020

SHTS15ZZZ0500021
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15. REMOVING THE REAR HEAD LINING (CREW CAB)
(1) Unfasten 4 clips to remove the rear head lining.
(2) Take out the rear head lining from the rear door side.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the rear head lining and the body inte-
rior.

SHTS15ZZZ0500022
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INSTALLING THE HEAD LINING 

1. INSTALLING THE REAR HEAD LINING (CREW CAB)
(1) Take the rear head lining into the vehicle from the rear door

side.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the rear head lining and the body inte-
rior.

(2) Fasten 4 clips to install the rear head lining.

2. INSTALLING THE HEAD LINING REAR GARNISH (CREW CAB)
(1) Fasten 5 clips to install the head lining rear garnish.

3. INSTALLING THE ROOF HEAD LINING (CREW CAB)
(1) Take the head lining into the vehicle from the assistant's seat

side. 

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the head lining and the body interior.

(2) Fasten 2 clips to install the roof head lining.

4. INSTALLING THE HEAD LINING CENTER GARNISH (CREW
CAB)
(1) Fasten 8 bolts to install the head lining center garnish holder

left hand side and right hand side.
(2) Fasten 4 clips to install the head lining center garnish.

SHTS15ZZZ0500023

SHTS15ZZZ0500024

SHTS15ZZZ0500025

SHTS15ZZZ0500026
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5. INSTALLING THE HEAD LINING (SINGLE CAB)
(1) Take out the head lining from the assistant's seat side. 

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the head lining and the body interior.

(2) Fasten 4 clips to install the head lining.

6. INSTALLING THE ASSIST GRIP (WITH ASSIST GRIP)
(1) Fasten 2 bolts to install the assist grip.

Tightening Torque:
 2.1-4.9  N·m {21-50  kgf·cm, 1.5-3.6 lbf·ft}

7. INSTALLING THE ASSIST GRIP PLUG (WITHOUT ASSIST
GRIP)
(1) Install the assist grip plug.

8. INSTALLING THE COAT HOOK (WITH COAT HOOK)
(1) Tuck the 2 clips and fasten the screws to install the coat

hook.

9. INSTALLING THE ROOM LIGHT
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, ROOM LIGHT,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE ROOM LIGHT (Page 19-10)

SHTS15ZZZ0500027

SHTS15ZZZ0500028
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10. INSTALLING THE OVERHEAD CONSOLE
(1) Align the front guides and fit rear tabs (2 places) to mount the

overhead console.
(2) Tighten the screws (4 pcs.).

11. INSTALLING THE SUN VISOR
(1) Fasten 2 screws to install the sun visor.

12. MOUNTING THE INNER REAR VIEW MIRROR
(1) Fasten 2 screws to mount the inner rear view mirror.

Tightening Torque:
 2.2  N·m {22  kgf·cm, 1.6 lbf·ft}

13. INSTALLING THE QUARTER TRIM
(WITH QUARTER UPPER TRIM)
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INTERIOR ACCES-
SORY, INTERIOR ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, INSTALL-
ING THE QUARTER TRIM (Page 15-20)

14. INSTALLING THE FRONT PILLAR GARNISH
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

15. INSTALLING THE FRONT DOOR OPENING TRIM
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

TAB POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0500031
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SEAT

DRIVER'S SEAT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E15ZZZ060402008001

NORMAL SEAT

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front seat back assembly 8 Front seat cushion pad

2 Front seat back cover 9 Front seat cushion protector

3 Front seat back pad 10 Front seat track 

4 Reclining adjuster release handle 11 Spring

5 Reclining adjuster cover 12 Seat adjuster cover

6 Front seat cushion assembly 13 Hog ring *

7 Front seat cushion cover

A 40.2 {410, 30} C 39 {398, 29}

B 18.1 {185, 13} D 12.7 {130, 9.4}

1

2
3

4
5

6 7

89

10

11

12
13

13

A

D

C C

B
B

SHTS15ZZZ0600001
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SUSPENSION SEAT

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front seat cushion assembly 10 Reclining adjuster release handle

2 Front seat back assembly 11 Inner lower bracket

3 Front seat outer assembly 12 Inner side bracket

4 Front seat Inner assembly 13 Outer side bracket 

5 Seat suspension assembly 14 Seat suspension guard upper

6 Seat track handle assembly 15 Front seat helper cushion assembly

7 Front seat hinge cover 16 Seat Arm rest assembly

8 Bush 17 Front seat cover

9 Reclining adjuster cover 18 Hog ring *

A 40.2 {410, 30} C 12.7 {130, 9.4}

B 18.1 {185, 13} D 9.3 {95, 6.9}

B

BB

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 13

14

15

16

17

18

A

A

B

A C

B

D

SHTS15ZZZ0600002
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OVERHAUL
EN01E15ZZZ060402008002

REMOVING THE DRIVER SEAT

1. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT ASSEMBLY
(1) Release the tabs and remove the seat adjuster cover.
(2) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) on the front side of the seat.

(3) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) on the rear side of the seat.

NORMAL SEAT SUSPENSION SEAT

SHTS15ZZZ0600003

NORMAL SEAT SUSPENSION SEAT

SHTS15ZZZ0600004
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OVERHAULING THE DRIVER SEAT

1. REMOVING THE LEFT HAND SIDE RECLINING ADJUSTER
RELEASE HANDLE 
(1) Use the flat blade screwdriver wrapped with protective tape,

to release tabs to remove the left hand side reclining adjuster
release handle.

2. REMOVING LEFT HAND SIDE THE RECLINING ADJUSTER
COVER
(1) Normal seat

a. Unfasten the screw.
b. Release the guides and remove the left hand side reclining

adjuster cover.

(2) Suspension seat
a. Unfasten the screw.
b. Release the guides and clips and remove the left t hand

side reclining adjuster cover.

3. REMOVING THE ARM REST
(1) Open the fastener.
(2) Unfasten the bolt and remove the arm rest.

PROTECT TAPE

SHTS15ZZZ0600005

GUIDE POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600006

SHTS15ZZZ0600007
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4. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts and remove the front seat

back assembly.

5. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT BACK COVER
(1) Remove the hog rings (3 pcs.).

(2) Roll up the seat back cover and remove the hog rings (2
pcs.).

(3) Roll up the seat back cover and remove the hog rings (2 pcs.)
and then the front seat back cover from the front seat back
pad.

BOLT

NUT

SHTS15ZZZ0600009

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600010

HOG RING POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600011

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600012
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6. REMOVING THE SEAT SUSPENSION (SUSPENSION SEAT)
(1) Unfasten the screws (4 pcs.) and clips (5 pcs.) to remove the

suspension cover.

(2) Disconnect the wire harness clamps (2 places).

(3) Remove the nuts (6 pcs.) and seat suspension and tether
anchor.

(4) Disconnect the spring.

SHTS15ZZZ0600013

SHTS15ZZZ0600014

SHTS15ZZZ0600015

SHTS15ZZZ0600016
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7. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT TRACK
(1) Normal seat

a. Slide the front seat track to the front side of the seat and
remove the spring.

b. Release the J-hook and unfasten nuts (4 pcs.) to remove
the front seat track.

(2) Suspension seat
a. Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) and remove the front seat track.

8. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION PROTECTOR
(1) Remove the front seat cushion protectors (2 pcs.).

SHTS15ZZZ0600017

J-HOOK

SHTS15ZZZ0600018

SHTS15ZZZ0600019

SHTS15ZZZ0600020
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9. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION COVER
(1) Normal seat

a. Remove the hog rings (4 pcs.).

b. Remove the hog rings (4 pcs.) and then the right hand side
seat cushion cover.

(2) Suspension seat
a. Remove the hog rings (6 pcs.).

b. Remove the hog rings (4 pcs.) and then the right hand side
seat cushion cover.

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600021

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600022

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600023

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600024
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ASSEMBLING THE DRIVER SEAT

1. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION COVER
(1) Normal seat

a. Use the hog ring pliers to pre connect the front seat cush-
ion cover to the front seat cushion pad with new hog rings
(4 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat cushion cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat cushion pad so that there is no
wrinkles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and
fasten hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
cushion cover replacement.

b. Use the hog ring pliers to install the front seat cushion
cover with new hog rings (4 pcs.).

(2) Suspension seat
a. Use the hog ring pliers to pre connect the front seat cush-

ion cover to the front seat cushion pad with new hog rings
(4 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat cushion cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat cushion pad so that there is no
wrinkles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and
fasten hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
cushion cover replacement.

b. Use the hog ring pliers to install the front seat cushion
cover with new hog rings (6 pcs.).

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600025

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600026

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600027

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600028
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2. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT TRACK
(1) Normal seat

a. Fit the J-hook.
b. Use the nuts (4 pcs.) to mount the front seat track.

Tightening Torque:
18.1 N·m {185 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

c. Slide the front seat track to the front side of the seat and
fasten the spring.

(2) Suspension seat
a. Use the nuts (4 pcs.) to mount the front seat track.

Tightening Torque:
18.1 N·m {185 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION PROTECTOR
(1) Remove the front seat cushion protectors (2 pcs.).

J-HOOK

SHTS15ZZZ0600029

SHTS15ZZZ0600030

SHTS15ZZZ0600031

SHTS15ZZZ0600032
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4. MOUNTING THE SEAT SUSPENSION (SUSPENSION SEAT)
(1) Connect the spring.

(2) Use the nuts (6 pcs.) to mount the seat suspension and
tether anchor.

Tightening Torque:
40.2 N·m {410 kgf·cm, 30 lbf·ft}
NUT A
18.1 N·m {185 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}
NUT B

(3) Connect the wire harness clamps (2 places).

(4) Use the screws (4 pcs.) and clips (5 pcs.) to mount the sus-
pension cover.

SHTS15ZZZ0600033

NUT A

NUT B

SHTS15ZZZ0600034

SHTS15ZZZ0600035
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5. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT BACK COVER
(1) Use the hog ring pliers to pre connect the front seat back

cover to the front seat back pad with new hog rings (2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat back cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat back pad so that there is no wrin-
kles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and fasten
hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
back cover replacement.

(2) Use the hog ring pliers to install the front seat back pad to the
front seat back spring with new hog rings (2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Do not stain or damage the front seat back cover.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
back cover replacement.

(3) Use the hog ring pliers to install the front seat back cover with
new hog rings (3 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Do not stain or damage the front seat back cover.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
back cover replacement.

6. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Fasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts to install the front seat back

assembly.
Tightening Torque:
40.2 N·m {410 kgf·cm, 30 lbf·ft}
BOLT
12.7 N·m {130 kgf·cm, 9.4 lbf·ft}
NUT

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600037

HOG RING POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600038

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600039

BOLT

NUT
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7. MOUNTING THE ARM REST
(1) Fasten the bolt to mount the arm rest.

Tightening Torque:
40.2 N·m {410 kgf·cm, 30 lbf·ft}

(2) Close the fastener.

8. MOUNTING THE RIGHT HAND SIDE RECLINING ADJUSTER
COVER
(1) Normal seat

a. Fit the guides and mount the right hand side reclining
adjuster cover.

b. Tighten the screw.

(2) Suspension seat
a. Fit the guides and clips and mount the left hand side reclin-

ing adjuster cover.
b. Tighten the screw.

9. MOUNTING THE RIGHT HAND SIDE RECLINING ADJUSTER
RELEASE HANDLE
(1) Fit the tabs and mount the left hand side reclining adjuster

release handle.

SHTS15ZZZ0600041

GUIDE POSITION
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MOUNTING THE DRIVER SEAT

1. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT ASSEMBLY
(1) Load the front seat assembly on the vehicle.
(2) Tighten the bolts (2 pcs.) on the rear side of the seat.

Tightening Torque:
39 N·m {398 kgf·cm, 29 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Tighten a tether anchor with the rear side of the suspension seat
inside with no twisting.

(3) Tighten the bolts (2 pcs.) on the front side of the seat and
mount the front seat assembly.

Tightening Torque:
39 N·m {398 kgf·cm, 29 lbf·ft}

(4) Mount the seat adjuster cover.

NORMAL SEAT SUSPENSION SEAT

SHTS15ZZZ0600045

NORMAL SEAT SUSPENSION SEAT

SHTS15ZZZ0600046
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ASSISTANT'S SEAT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E15ZZZ060402001001

THREE-SEATER

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front seat back assembly 8 Center seat back cover

2 Front seat back cover 9 Center seat back pad

3 Front seat back pad 10 Seat back tray

4 Reclining seat back adjuster cover 11 Front seat cushion assembly

5 Reclining seat back adjuster handle 12 Front seat cushion cover

6 Reclining seat back adjuster 13 Front seat cushion pad

7 Center seat back assembly 14 Hog ring *

A 18.1 {185, 13} C 19 {194, 14}

B 40.2 {410, 30} D 39 {398, 29}

1

2
3 4

4
5

5

6

6

7

8
9 10

11

12

13

14

14

14

C

C
B

B

D

C

A

C

C

C
C

C
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front seat back assembly 
(Integral seat back type)

5 Reclining seat back adjuster handle

2 Front seat back cover 6 Reclining seat back adjuster

3 Front seat back pad 7 Hog ring *

4 Reclining seat back adjuster cover

A 19 {194, 14} B 40.2 {410, 30}

4

5
6

7

A

A

A

A

B

1

2

3
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CREW CAB

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front seat back assembly 9 Reclining seat back adjuster handle

2 Front seat back cover 10 Console cover

3 Front seat back pad 11 Front center seat hinge subassembly

4 Center seat back pad 12 Front seat cushion pad

5 Center seat back frame assembly 13 Front seat cushion cover

6 Center seat back cover 14 Hog ring *

7 Reclining seat back adjuster 15 Front seat cushion assembly

8 Reclining seat back adjuster cover 16 Center seat back assembly

A 40.2 {410, 34} C 12.5 {127, 9.2}

B 39 {398, 29} D 18.1 {185, 13}

1

2
3 14

B

14

13

1215

C

6 14

4

11

D 10

5

9
7

8

A

16
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OVERHAUL (THREE-SEATER)
EN01E15ZZZ060402001002

REMOVING THE ASSISTANT SEAT

1. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Split seat back type

a. Remove the bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts and remove the front
seat back assembly.

b. Unfasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.) to remove the
center seat back assembly.

(2) Integral seat back type
a. Unfasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.) to remove the seat

back assembly.

2. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the bolts.
(2) Pull the levers (2 places) on the front side of the seat cushion

to unlock the assembly and remove the seat cushion assem-
bly.

SHTS15ZZZ0600050

SHTS15ZZZ0600051
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DISASSEMBLING THE ASSISTANT SEAT

1. REMOVING THE RECLINING SEAT BACK ADJUSTER
(1) Use the flathead driver wrapped with protective tape, to

release tabs to remove the reclining adjuster handle.
(2) Unfasten the screws and remove the reclining adjuster cover.
(3) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the reclining seat

back adjuster.

2. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT BACK COVER
(1) Split seat back type

a. Remove the hog rings (12 pcs.).

b. Roll up the seat back cover and remove the hog rings (2
pcs.).

c. Roll up the seat back cover and remove the hog rings (2
pcs.) and then the front seat back cover.

SHTS15ZZZ0600054

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600055

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600056

HOG RING 
POSITION
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(2) Integral seat back type
a. Unfasten bolts to remove the free hinge bracket.
b. Remove the hog rings (22 pcs.).

c. Roll up the seat back cover and remove the hog rings (2
pcs.).

d. Roll up the seat back cover and remove the hog rings (2
pcs.) and then the front seat back cover.

3. REMOVING THE CENTER SEAT BACK COVER
(SPLIT SEAT BACK TYPE)
(1) Release the clips (2 places) and guides (2 places) and

remove the seat back tray.

HOG RING POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600058

HOG RING POSITION
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HOG RING POSITION
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(2) Unfasten the hog rings (13 pcs.) and remove the center seat
back cover.

4. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION COVER
(1) Remove the hog rings (25 pcs.).

(2) Remove the hog rings (6 pcs.) and then the seat cushion
cover.

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600062

HOG RING POSITION
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HOG RING 
POSITION
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ASSEMBLING THE ASSISTANT SEAT

1. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION COVER
(1) Use the hog ring pliers to pre connect the front seat cushion

cover to the front seat cushion pad with new hog rings (6
pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat cushion cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat cushion pad so that there is no
wrinkles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and
fasten hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
cushion cover replacement.

(2) Use the hog ring pliers to install the front seat cushion cover
to the front seat cushion pad with new hog rings (25 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat cushion cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat cushion pad so that there is no
wrinkles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and
fasten hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
cushion cover replacement.

2. MOUNTING THE CENTER SEAT BACK COVER
(SPLIT SEAT BACK TYPE)
(1) Use the hog ring pliers to install the center seat back cover to

the center seat back pad with new hog rings (13 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Do not stain or damage the center seat back cover.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
back cover replacement.

(2) Fit the clips (2 places) and guides (2 places) and mount the
seat back tray.

HOG RING 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600065

HOG RING POSITION
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HOG RING 
POSITION
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3. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT BACK COVER
(1) Split seat back type

a. Use the hog ring pliers to pre connect the front seat back
cover with new hog rings (2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Do not stain or damage the front seat back cover.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for
front seat back cover replacement.

b. Use the hog ring pliers to install the front seat back cover
to the front seat back pad with new hog rings (12 pcs.).

HOG RING POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600069

HOG RING 
POSITION
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(2) Integral seat back type
a. Use the hog ring pliers to pre connect the front seat back

cover to the front seat back pad with new hog rings (2
pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat back cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat back pad so that there is no wrin-
kles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and fasten
hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for
front seat back cover replacement.

b. Use the hog ring pliers to pre connect the front seat back
cover to the front seat back pad with new hog rings (2
pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat back cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat back pad so that there is no wrin-
kles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and fasten
hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for
front seat back cover replacement.

c. Use the hog ring pliers to install the front seat back cover
to the front seat back pad with new hog rings (22 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Do not stain or damage the front seat back cover.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for
front seat back cover replacement.

4. MOUNTING THE RECLINING SEAT BACK ADJUSTER
(1) Use the bolts (2 pcs.) to mount the reclining seat back

adjuster.
Tightening Torque:
40.2 N·m {410 kgf·cm, 30 lbf·ft}

(2) Use the screws to mount the reclining seat back adjuster
cover.

(3) Mount the reclining adjuster handle.

HOG RING POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600071

HOG RING POSITION
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HOG RING POSITION
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MOUNTING THE ASSISTANT SEAT

1. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION ASSEMBLY
(1) Insert the hook on the front side of the seat cushion into the

locking part of the body and securely lock it.
(2) Tighten the bolts.

Tightening Torque:
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Split seat back type

a. Fasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.) to install the center
seat back assembly.

Tightening Torque:
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

b. Fasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts to install the front seat back
assembly.

Tightening Torque:
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(2) Integral seat back type
a. Fasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.) to install the front

seat back assembly.
Tightening Torque:
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

SHTS15ZZZ0600075
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OVERHAUL (CREW CAB)
EN01E15ZZZ060402001003

REMOVING THE ASSISTANT SEAT

1. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION ASSEMBLY
(1) Open the service hole cover.
(2) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.).
(3) Remove the seat cushion assembly.

2. REMOVING THE RECLINING ADJUSTER RELEASE HANDLE
(1) Release the tabs and remove the reclining adjuster release

handle.

3. REMOVING THE RECLINING ADJUSTER COVER
(1) Unfasten the screws.
(2) Release the guides and remove the reclining adjuster cover.

4. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.) and nuts and remove the front seat

back assembly.

SHTS15ZZZ0600079

PROTECT TAPE

SHTS15ZZZ0600080

GUIDE POSITION
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5. REMOVING THE CENTER SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.) to remove the center

seat back assembly.

SHTS15ZZZ0600083
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DISASSEMBLING THE ASSISTANT SEAT

1. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT BACK COVER
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, SEAT, ASSISTANT'S
SEAT, OVERHAUL (THREE-SEATER), DISASSEMBLING THE
ASSISTANT SEAT (Page 15-50)

2. REMOVING THE CENTER SEAT BACK COVER
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, SEAT, ASSISTANT'S
SEAT, OVERHAUL (THREE-SEATER), DISASSEMBLING THE
ASSISTANT SEAT (Page 15-50)

3. REMOVING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION COVER
(1) Remove the hog rings (27 pcs.).

(2) Remove the hog rings (6 pcs.) and then the seat cushion
cover.

HOG RING POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600084

HOG RING 
POSITION
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ASSEMBLING THE ASSISTANT SEAT

1. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION COVER
(1) Use the hog ring pliers to pre connect the seat cushion cover

to the seat cushion pad with new hog rings (6 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat cushion cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat cushion pad so that there is no
wrinkles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and
fasten hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
cushion cover replacement.

(2) Use the hog ring pliers to install the front seat cushion cover
to the cushion pad with new hog rings (27 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

• Do not stain or damage the front seat cushion cover.

• Mate the fabric and front seat cushion pad so that there is no
wrinkles around the center of the fabric and cushion pad and
fasten hog rings.

NOTICE
If no pull-in wire is supplied, reuse the existing pull-in wire for seat
cushion cover replacement.

2. MOUNTING THE CENTER SEAT BACK COVER
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, SEAT, ASSISTANT'S
SEAT, OVERHAUL (THREE-SEATER), ASSEMBLING THE
ASSISTANT SEAT (Page 15-53)

3. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT BACK COVER
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, SEAT, ASSISTANT'S
SEAT, OVERHAUL (THREE-SEATER), MOUNTING THE
ASSISTANT SEAT (Page 15-56)

HOG RING 
POSITION
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HOG RING POSITION
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MOUNTING THE ASSISTANT SEAT

1. MOUNTING THE CENTER SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Fasten bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (2 pcs.) to install the center

seat back assembly.
Tightening Torque:
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Fasten bolts (3 pcs.) and nuts to install the front seat back

assembly.
Tightening Torque:
39 N·m {398 kgf·cm, 29 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE RECLINING ADJUSTER COVER
(1) Fit the guides and mount the reclining adjuster cover.
(2) Tighten the screw.

4. MOUNTING THE RECLINING ADJUSTER RELEASE HANDLE
(1) Fit the tabs and mount the reclining adjuster release handle.

SHTS15ZZZ0600088

SHTS15ZZZ0600089

GUIDE POSITION
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5. MOUNTING THE FRONT SEAT CUSHION ASSEMBLY
(1) Connect the occupant detection sensor connector.
(2) Open the service hole cover.
(3) Use the nuts (4 pcs.) to mount the front seat cushion assem-

bly.
Tightening Torque:
12.5 N·m {127 kgf·cm, 9.2 lbf·ft}

SHTS15ZZZ0600092
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REAR SEAT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E15ZZZ060402009001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Headrest 3 Rear seat cushion assembly

2 Rear seat back assembly 4 Hinge spacer

A 19 {194, 14} B 39.2 {400, 29}

WITH HEADREST:

3

A

2 1 1

B

4

4
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*: Nonreusable part

1 Rear seat headrest support 9 Seat No.1 leg stopper holder

2 Rear seat back holder 10 Rear seat hook belt

3 Rear seat back spring 11 Seat No.1 leg stopper

4 Rear seat back pad 12 Rear seat leg FR

5 Rear seat back cover 13 Pin

6 Rear seat cushion spring 14 E-ring

7 Rear seat cushion pad 15 Spring

8 Rear seat cushion cover 16 Hog ring *

1
1

2

2

5

16

4

3

8

7

6

14

15

9

11

11

10

10 13

13
14

14

15

12

9
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OVERHAUL
EN01E15ZZZ060402009002

REMOVING THE REAR SEAT

1. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT HEADREST (WITH HEADREST)

2. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the 3 bolts.
(2) Unfasten 2 hooks tabs to remove the rear seat assembly.

HOOK 
POSITION
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DISASSEMBLING REAR SEAT

1. REMOVING SEAT No.1 LEG STOPPER
(1) As in the diagram, dismount the cover (2pcs.) to remove 2

seat No.1 leg stoppers.

2. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten 2 bolts to remove the rear seat back assembly.

3. REMOVING THE SEAT No.1 CUSHION COVER (RIGHT HAND
SIDE)
(1) Remove the seat No.1 cushion cover.

4. REMOVING THE SEAT No.1 CUSHION COVER (LEFT HAND
SIDE)
(1) Remove the seat No.1 cushion cover.

SHTS15ZZZ0600096

BOLT
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5. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT CUSHION LINK
(1) Unfasten the bolt and the washer to remove the rear seat

cushion link.

6. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT HOOK BELT
(1) Unfasten the screw to remove the rear seat hook belt.

7. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT LEG FR
(1) Remove the 2 springs.
(2) Unfasten three E-rings and three pins to remove the rear seat

leg FR.

8. REMOVING THE BENCH TYPE REAR SEAT CUSHION COVER
(1) Open the fastener to remove the bench type rear seat cush-

ion cover.

SHTS15ZZZ0600100

SHTS15ZZZ0600101

SHTS15ZZZ0600102

FASTENER POSITION
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9. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT CUSHION SPRING
(1) Remove the rear seat cushion spring from the rear seat

cushion pad.

10. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT BACK HOLDER
(1) Unfasten the screw to remove the rear seat back holder.

11. REMOVING THE BENCH TYPE REAR SEAT BACK COVER
(1) Remove the 9 hog rings.

(2) Unfasten 8 tabs to remove 4 rear seat headrest support.
(with headrest)

(3) Remove the bench type rear seat back cover.

SHTS15ZZZ0600104

SHTS15ZZZ0600105

HOG RING POSITION
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12. REMOVING THE BENCH TYPE REAR SEAT BACK SPRING
(1) Remove the bench type rear seat back spring from the bench

type rear seat back pad.

SHTS15ZZZ0600108
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ASSEMBLING THE REAR SEAT

1. INSTALLING THE BENCH TYPE REAR SEAT BACK SPRING
(1) Install the bench type rear seat back spring to the bench type

rear seat back pad.

2. MOUNTING THE BENCH TYPE REAR SEAT BACK COVER
(1) Temporarily mount the bench type rear seat back cover.
(2) Push the eight tabs to install the four rear seat headrest sup-

ports. (with headrest)

(3) Use the hog ring pliers to mount the unused 9 hog rings.

! CAUTION
 

Make sure not to leave any stain or damage on the seat back
cover.

NOTICE
In case that there is no wire to pull attached when replacing the
seat back cover, reuse the wire.

3. INSTALLING THE REAR SEAT BACK HOLDER
(1) Fasten the screw to install the rear seat back holder.

SHTS15ZZZ0600109

SHTS15ZZZ0600110

HOG RING POSITION
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4. INSTALLING THE SEAT CUSHION SPRING
(1) Install the rear seat cushion spring to the rear seat cushion

pad.

5. MOUNTING THE BENCH TYPE REAR CUSHION COVER
(1) Mount the bench type rear seat cushion cover to close the

fastener.

6. INSTALLING THE REAR SEAT LEG FR
(1) Fasten 3 pins and 3 E-rings to install the rear seat leg FR.
(2) Install the 2 springs.

7. INSTALLING THE REAR SEAT HOOK BELT
(1) Fasten the screw to install the rear seat hook belt.

SHTS15ZZZ0600113

FASTENER POSITION
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8. INSTALLING THE REAR SEAT CUSHION LINK
(1) Fasten a bolt and a washer to install the rear seat cushion

link.
Tightening Torque:
19 N·m {194 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

9. MOUNTING THE SEAT No.1 CUSHION COVER (RIGHT HAND
SIDE)
(1) Mount the seat No.1 cushion cover.

Tightening Torque:
39.2 N·m {400 kgf·cm, 29 lbf·ft}

10. MOUNTING THE SEAT No.1 CUSHION COVER (LEFT HAND
SIDE)
(1) Mount the seat No.1 cushion cover.

Tightening Torque:
39.2 N·m {400 kgf·cm, 29 lbf·ft}

11. INSTALLING THE REAR SEAT BACK ASSEMBLY
(1) Fasten 2 bolts to install the rear seat back assembly.

Tightening Torque:
 19  N·m {194  kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

SHTS15ZZZ0600117
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BOLT
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12. INSTALLING SEAT No.1 LEG STOPPER
(1) Temporarily fix 2 seat No.1 leg stoppers and install two cov-

ers as in the diagram shown.

SHTS15ZZZ0600121
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MOUNTING THE REAR SEAT

1. INSTALLING THE REAR SEAT ASSEMBLY
(1) Insert the 2 hooks.
(2) Fasten 3 bolts to install the rear seat assembly.

Tightening Torque:
 19  N·m {194  kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

2. INSTALLING THE REAR SEAT HEADREST (WITH HEADREST)

HOOK 
POSITION

SHTS15ZZZ0600122
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STANDARD VALUE

DOOR

DOOR HINGE
EN01E16ZZZ010701001001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DOOR ACCESSORIES
EN01E16ZZZ010701001002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Front door hinge mounting bolt 23 {235, 17} —

Front door striker mounting screw 23 {235, 17} —

Rear door hinge mounting bolt
23 {235, 17} Body side

18 {184, 13} Door side

Rear door striker plate mounting screw 23 {235, 17} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Front door lock assembly mounting bolt and screw 5.0 {51, 3.7} —

Front door outside handle mounting bolt 5.0 {51, 3.7} —

Front door lower frame mounting bolt 8 {82, 5.9} —

Front door window regulator motor mounting screw 5.4 {55, 4.0} —

Front door window regulator mounting bolt 5.0 {51, 3.7} —

Front door glass mounting bolt 5.0 {51, 3.7} —

Rear door lock assembly mounting bolt and screw 5.0 {51, 3.7} —

Rear door outside handle mounting bolt 5.0 {51, 3.7} —

Rear door window regulator motor mounting screw 5.4 {55, 4.0} —

Rear door glass mounting bolt 5.0 {51, 3.7} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

DOOR

DOOR ACCESSORIES
EN01E16ZZZ020702001001

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

POWER WINDOW
EN01E16ZZZ020702001002

INSTRUMENTS

AUTO DOOR LOCK SYSTEM
EN01E16ZZZ020702001003

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Butyl tape Adhere service hole cover

Name Remarks

Circuit tester
Measure the resistance values among the respective 
terminals

Name Remarks

Circuit tester
Measure the resistance values among the respective 
terminals
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WINDOW GLASS

GLASS
EN01E16ZZZ020702003001

OIL AND GREASE AND OTHERS

WINDSHIELD GLASS

BACK WINDOW GLASS

Name Remarks

Protect tape Protection of body face at outer periphery of weather strip

Suction rubber Retain the windshield glass

Windshield knife Cutting of sealant agent

Soapy water Lubrication during cutting of sealant agent

Piano wire (diameter of 0.6 mm50 cm) Cutting of sealant agent

White gasoline Clean and degrease the adherend surface

Primer Adhere the windshield glass

Windshield glass sealant Adhere the windshield glass

Sealant gun Coating of sealant agent

Three cement black Prevent water leakage

Name Remarks

Protect tape Protection of body face at outer periphery of weather strip

Cutter Cut the weather strip

Suction rubber Retain the windshield glass

White gasoline Clean and degrease the adherend surface

String Install the back window glass

Sealant gun Coating of sealant agent

Urethane sealant agent
Sunstar Engineering Inc. penguin seal #580 and exclusive 
primer

Three cement black Prevent water leakage
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MIRROR

POWER MIRROR
EN01E16ZZZ020702004001

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Circuit tester
Measure the resistance values among the respective 
terminals
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DOOR

DOOR HINGE

INSPECTION AND ADJUSTMENT
EN01E16ZZZ040402023001

ADJUSTING THE FRONT DOOR INSTALLATION

1. INSPECTING THE FRONT DOOR INSTALLATION
(1) Inspect that each installation size is within reference values.

A

REFERENTIAL
VALUES: B

C

D

SHTS16ZZZ0400001

Referential values (mm {in.})

A 3.3 - 7.9 {0.1299 - 0.3110} C -0.5 - 2.5 {-0.0197 - 0.0984}

B 3.8 - 6.8 {0.1496 - 0.2677} D 4.2 - 7.2 {0.1654 - 0.2835}
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2. ADJUSTING THE FRONT DOOR PANEL INSTALLATION
(1) Loosen the body-side bolt and adjust the door front-and-rear

and up-and-down directions.
Tightening Torque:
 23  N·m {235  kgf·cm, 17 lbf·ft}

(2) Loosen the door-side bolt and adjust the door up-and-down
direction and the door front end left-and-right direction.

Tightening Torque:
 23  N·m {235  kgf·cm, 17 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Since a centering bolt is used during the assembly in the plant,
the adjustment must be performed after the centering bolt is
exchanged with a supply bolt.

(3) Use the torx wrench (T40) to loosen the striker plate installa-
tion screw until the striker moves.

(4) Use the brass bar to slightly hit the striker to adjust the up-
and-down direction of the door rear end and the striker plate.

Tightening Torque:
 23  N·m {235  kgf·cm, 17 lbf·ft}

(5) After the installation adjustment, confirm the operation of the
electronic door lock.
(With electronic door lock)

SHTS16ZZZ0400002

SHTS16ZZZ0400003

SHTS16ZZZ0400004
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ADJUSTING THE REAR DOOR INSTALLATION

1. INSPECTING THE REAR DOOR INSTALLATION
(1) Inspect that each installation size is within reference values.

2. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR TRIM
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, DOOR, DOOR
ACCESSORY, DISASSEMBLING THE REAR DOOR (CREW
CAB) (Page 16-26)

A

B

C E

F

H

G D

REFERENTIAL
VALUES:

SHTS16ZZZ0400005

Referential values (mm {in.})

A 4.3-7.3 {0.1693-0.2874} E 6-9 {0.2362-0.3543}

B 4.1-7.1 {0.1614-0.2795} F 0.1-3.1 {0.0039-0.1220}

C 6-9 {0.2362-0.3543} G 4.1-7.1 {0.1614-0.2795}

D 0.1-3.1 {0.0039-0.1220} H 4.1-7.1 {0.1614-0.2795}
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3. ADJUSTING THE REAR DOOR PANEL INSTALLATION
(1) Remove the plate plug and the hole plug (3 pcs.).

(2) Loosen the body-side bolt and adjust the door front-and-rear
and up-and-down directions.

Tightening Torque:
 23  N·m {235  kgf·cm, 17 lbf·ft}

(3) Loosen the door-side bolt and adjust the door direction and
the door front end left-and-right direction.

Tightening Torque:
 18  N·m {184  kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Since a centering bolt is used during the assembly in the plant,
the adjustment must be performed after the centering bolt is
exchanged with a supply bolt.

(4) Use the torx wrench (T40) to loosen the striker plate installa-
tion screw until the striker moves.

(5) Use the brass bar to slightly hit the striker to adjust the up-
and-down direction of the door rear end and the striker plate.

Tightening Torque:
 23  N·m {235  kgf·cm, 17 lbf·ft}

(6) After the installation adjustment, confirm the operation of the
electronic door lock.
(With electronic door lock)

4. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR TRIM
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, DOOR, DOOR
ACCESSORY, ASSEMBLING THE REAR DOOR (CREW CAB)
(Page 16-32)

SHTS16ZZZ0400006

SHTS16ZZZ0400007

SHTS16ZZZ0400008

SHTS16ZZZ0400009
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DOOR ACCESSORY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E16ZZZ040402019001

1 Power window switch 4 Clip

2 Door assist grip cover 5 Front door glass inner weather strip

3 Door assist grip 6 Front door trim

1

2

3

4

4
5

6

3

(EXAMPLE)

SHTS16ZZZ0400010
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front door glass 5 Front door service hole cover *

2 Front door glass run 6 Power window regulator motor

3 Front door lower frame 7 Front door window regulator

4 Front door glass outer weather strip

A 8 {82, 5.9} C 5.4 {55, 4.0}

B 5.0 {51, 3.7}

1

B

C

A

BB

5

4

2

3

7

6

(EXAMPLE)

SHTS16ZZZ0400011
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front door outside handle 4 Front door lock control knob

2 Front door inside handle 5 Front door lock assembly

3 Front door inside handle bezel

A 5.0 {51, 3.7} B 0.69-1.67 {7.0-17, 0.5-1.2}

1

3

5
2

B

A

A

4

(EXAMPLE)

SHTS16ZZZ0400012
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1 Regulator inside handle plate 5 Rear door trim

2 Snap ring 6 Rear arm rest

3 Window regulator handle 7 Rear power window regulator switch

4 Rear door inside handle

WITH POWER WINDOW:

3

5

7

6
4

2

1

SHTS16ZZZ0400013
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*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear door glass run 5 Rear door guide bracket

2 Rear door glass 6 Butyl tape *

3 Rear door glass outer weather strip 7 Rear door service hole cover *

4 Rear door glass inner weather strip

A 5.0 {51, 3.7}

6
75

5

1

2

3

4

A

SHTS16ZZZ0400014
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Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear door lower glass run 5 Rear door lock control link

2 Rear door outside handle 6 Rear door lock assembly

3 Rear door lower frame 7 Rear door window regulator

4 Rear door lower hole cover 8 Rear door window regulator motor

A 5.4 {55, 4.0} B 5.0 {51, 3.7}

WITH POWER WINDOW:

5

6

7

B

A

7

B

A

8

4

3

2

1

1

SHTS16ZZZ0400015
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OVERHAUL
EN01E16ZZZ040402019002

DISASSEMBLING THE FRONT DOOR

1. REMOVING WINDOW REGULATOR HANDLE
 (NO POWER WINDOW)
(1) Remove the snap ring and remove the window regulator han-

dle.
(2) Remove the regulator inside handle plate.

2. REMOVING POWER WINDOW SWITCH
(WITH POWER WINDOW)
(1) Use the molding remover to remove the connection of the clip

and the tab (2 pcs.).
(2) Disconnect the connector and remove the power window

switch.

3. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR INSIDE HANDLE BEZEL
(1) Remove the screw.
(2) Release the connection of the 5 clips and detach the front

door inside handle bezel.

4. REMOVING THE DOOR ASSIST GRIP
(1) Release the connection of the 2 clips and detach the door

assist grip cover.
(2) Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) and detach the door assist grip.

SHTS16ZZZ0400016

SHTS16ZZZ0400017

SHTS16ZZZ0400018

SHTS16ZZZ0400019
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5. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR TRIM
(1) Remove the clip.

(2) Release the connection of the 8 clips and detach the front
door trim.

6. REMOVING THE INSIDE DOOR HANDLE
(1) Release the connection of the clips to slide the clips to

remove the guides (2 pcs.).

(2) Release the connection of the snap and disconnect the link
to remove the front door inside handle.

SHTS16ZZZ0400020

SHTS16ZZZ0400021

SHTS16ZZZ0400022

SHTS16ZZZ0400023
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7. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR SERVICE HOLE COVER
(1) Remove the clamp.
(2) Remove the front door service hole cover.

! CAUTION
 

Remove any butyl tape remaining on the door panel side.

8. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR GLASS
(1) Move the front door glass to a position at which the mounting

bolt of the front door glass can be seen.
(2) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the front door glass.

9. REMOVING FRONT DOOR WINDOW REGULATOR
 (NO POWER WINDOW)
(1) Unfasten the bolts (5 pcs.) and remove the front door window

regulator.

10. REMOVING FRONT DOOR WINDOW REGULATOR
(WITH POWER WINDOW)
(1) Disconnect the connector.
(2) Loosen the temporary bolt.

! CAUTION
 

If the temporary bolt is removed, a risk is caused where the
removal of other bolts (5 pcs.) may cause the front door window
regulator to be dropped and deformed.

(3) Unfasten the bolts (5 pcs.) and remove the front door window
regulator.

(4) Remove the temporary bolt from the front door window regu-
lator.

SHTS16ZZZ0400024

SHTS16ZZZ0400025

SHTS16ZZZ0400026

PRECONNECTING 
BOLT

SHTS16ZZZ0400027
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(5) Use the torx wrench (T25) to remove the screws (3 pcs.) and
remove the power window regulator motor from the front door
window regulator.

11. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR GLASS RUN
(1) Remove the front door glass run.

12. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR LOWER FRAME
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the front door lower

frame.

13. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR OUTSIDE HANDLE
(1) Release the connection of the snaps (2 pcs.) and disconnect

the links (2 pcs.).

SHTS16ZZZ0400028

SHTS16ZZZ0400029

SHTS16ZZZ0400030

SNAP

SNAP

SHTS16ZZZ0400031
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(2) Remove the seal of the service hole.
(3) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the front door outside

handle.

(4) Remove the spring and remove the front door lock cylinder
from the front door outside handle.

14. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR LOCK CONTROL KNOB
(1) Remove the front door lock control knob.

15. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR LOCK ASSEMBLY
(1) Disconnect the connector. (With electronic door lock)
(2) Release the connection of the clamp.
(3) Remove the bolt.
(4) Use the torx wrench (T30) to remove the screws (3 pcs.) and

remove the front door lock assembly.

SHTS16ZZZ0400032

SHTS16ZZZ0400033

SHTS16ZZZ0400034

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS16ZZZ0400035
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ASSEMBLING THE FRONT DOOR

1. ATTACHING THE FRONT DOOR LOCK ASSEMBLY
(1) Use the torx wrench (T30) and temporarily attach the front

door lock assembly by the screws (3 pcs.).
(2) Tighten the bolts.

Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(3) Use the torx wrench (T30) and tighten the screws (3 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(4) Connect the clamp.
(5) Connect the connector. (With electronic door lock)

2. ATTACHING THE FRONT DOOR CONTROL KNOB
(1) Attach the front door lock control knob.

3. MOUNTING THE FRONT DOOR OUTSIDE HANDLE
(1) Attach the front door lock cylinder by the spring.

(2) Use the bolts (2 pcs.) to attach the front door outside handle.
Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(3) Adhere the new seal to the service hole.

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS16ZZZ0400036

SHTS16ZZZ0400037

SHTS16ZZZ0400038

SHTS16ZZZ0400039
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(4) Insert the links (2 pcs.) and connect the snaps (2 pcs.).

4. ATTACHING THE FRONT DOOR LOWER FRAME
(1) Use the bolts (2 pcs.) to attach the front door lower frame.

Tightening Torque:
 8  N·m {82  kgf·cm, 5.9 lbf·ft}

5. ATTACHING THE FRONT DOOR GLASS RUN
(1) Attach the front door glass run.

6. ATTACHING THE FRONT DOOR WINDOW REGULATOR
 (NO POWER WINDOW)
(1) Use the bolts (5 pcs.) to attach the front door window regula-

tor.
Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

SNAP

SNAP

SHTS16ZZZ0400040

SHTS16ZZZ0400041

SHTS16ZZZ0400042

SHTS16ZZZ0400043
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7. ATTACHING THE FRONT DOOR WINDOW REGULATOR
(WITH POWER WINDOW)
(1) Use the torx wrench (T25) to use the screws (3 pcs.) and

attach the power window regulator motor to the front door
window regulator.

Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(2) Temporarily attach the temporary bolt to the front door win-
dow regulator.

(3) Temporarily attach the door window regulator to the door
panel.

(4) Tighten the temporary bolt and the bolts (5 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(5) Connect the connector.

8. ATTACHING THE FRONT DOOR GLASS
(1) Move the front door glass to a position at which the mounting

bolt of the front door glass can be seen.
(2) Use the bolts (2 pcs.) to attach the front door glass.

Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

9. ATTACHING THE FRONT DOOR SERVICE HOLE COVER 
(1) Adhere the new butyl tape to the door panel-side.
(2) Adhere the new front door service hole cover to the front door

panel.

! CAUTION
 

Push down it so as to prevent any wrinkle or unevenness.

(3) Mount the clamp.

SHTS16ZZZ0400044

PRECONNECTING 
BOLT

SHTS16ZZZ0400045

SHTS16ZZZ0400046

SHTS16ZZZ0400047
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10. MOUNTING THE INSIDE DOOR HANDLE
(1) Insert the link and connect the snap.
(2) Insert the guide and connect the clip to attach the front door

inside handle.

11. ATTACH THE FRONT DOOR TRIM
(1) Connect the clips (8 pcs.) to attach the front door trim.

(2) Mount the clip.

12. ATTACHING THE DOOR ASSIST GRIP
(1) Attach the door assist grip by the bolts (4 pcs.)
(2) Connect the clips (2 pcs.) to attach the door assist grip cover.

SHTS16ZZZ0400048

SHTS16ZZZ0400049

SHTS16ZZZ0400050

SHTS16ZZZ0400051
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13. MOUNTING THE FRONT DOOR INSIDE HANDLE BEZEL
(1) Connect the tabs (5 pcs.) to attach the front door inside han-

dle bezel.
(2) Tighten the screw.

14. ATTACHING THE WINDOW REGULATOR HANDLE
 (NO POWER WINDOW)
(1) Temporarily attach the window regulator handle to fully close

the glass.
(2) Attach the regulator inside handle plate.
(3) Attach the window regulator handle by the snap ring so that

the window regulator handle comes to the shown position.

15. ATTACHING THE POWER WINDOW SWITCH
(WITH POWER WINDOW)
(1) Connect the connector.
(2) Insert the guide and connect the tabs (2 pcs.) and the clip to

attach the power window switch.

SHTS16ZZZ0400052

FRONT

-45°15°

SHTS16ZZZ0400053

SHTS16ZZZ0400054
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DISASSEMBLING THE REAR DOOR (CREW CAB)

1. REMOVING WINDOW REGULATOR HANDLE
 (NO POWER WINDOW)
(1) Remove the snap ring and remove the window regulator han-

dle.
(2) Remove the regulator inside handle plate.

2. REMOVING THE REAR ARM REST
(1) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) and remove the rear arm rest.

3. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR INSIDE HANDLE
(1) Remove the screw.
(2) Slide the rear door inside handle and remove the guide (4

pcs.).

(3) Release the connection of the snap and disconnect the link
to remove the rear door inside handle.

SHTS16ZZZ0400055

SHTS16ZZZ0400056

GUIDE POSITION

SHTS16ZZZ0400057

SNAP

SHTS16ZZZ0400058
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4. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR TRIM
(1) Release the connection of the 10 clips and detach the rear

door trim.

(2) Disconnect the connector. (With power window)

5. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR SERVICE HOLE COVER
(1) Remove the rear door service hole cover.

! CAUTION
 

Remove any butyl tape remaining on the door panel side.

6. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR GLASS OUTER WEATHER
STRIP
(1) Remove the rear door glass outer weather strip.

SHTS16ZZZ0400059

SHTS16ZZZ0400060

SHTS16ZZZ0400061

SHTS16ZZZ0400062
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7. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR GLASS INNER WEATHER
STRIP
(1) Remove the rear door glass inner weather strip.

8. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR GLASS RUN
(1) Remove the rear door glass run.

9. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR GLASS
(1) Release the connection of the tab and remove the guide and

remove the rear door guide bracket (at the front side of the
mounting position).

(2) Release the connection of the tab of the rear door guide
bracket (at the rear side of the mounting position).

SHTS16ZZZ0400063

SHTS16ZZZ0400064

GUIDE POSITION

SHTS16ZZZ0400065

SHTS16ZZZ0400066
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(3) Move the rear door glass to a position at which the mounting
bolt of the rear door glass can be seen.

(4) Remove the bolts (2 pcs.).

(5) Remove the rear door glass through the cutout part.

(6) Remove the guide and remove the rear door guide bracket
(at the rear side of the mounting position).

10. REMOVING REAR DOOR WINDOW REGULATOR
 (NO POWER WINDOW)
(1) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) and remove the rear door window

regulator.

SHTS16ZZZ0400067

CUTOUT PART CUTOUT PART

SHTS16ZZZ0400068

GUIDE POSITION

SHTS16ZZZ0400069

SHTS16ZZZ0400070
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11. REMOVING REAR DOOR WINDOW REGULATOR
(WITH POWER WINDOW)
(1) Disconnect the connector and release the connection of the

clamp.
(2) Loosen the temporary bolt.

! CAUTION
 

If the temporary bolt is removed, a risk is caused where the
removal of other bolts (3 pcs.) may cause the rear door window
regulator to be dropped and deformed.

(3) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) and remove the rear door window
regulator.

(4) Remove the temporary bolt from the rear door window regu-
lator.

(5) Use the torx wrench (T25) to remove the screws (3 pcs.) and
remove the power window regulator motor from the rear door
window regulator.

12. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR OUTSIDE HANDLE
(1) Remove the rear door lower hole cover.

(2) Release the connection of the snap and disconnect the link. 

CLAMP POSITION

PRECONNECTING 
BOLT

SHTS16ZZZ0400071

SHTS16ZZZ0400072

SHTS16ZZZ0400073

SNAP

SHTS16ZZZ0400074
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(3) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the rear door outside
handle.

13. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR LOCK CONTROL LINK
(1) Release the connection of the snap and disconnect the link. 
(2) Remove the clip and remove the rear door lock control link.

14. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR LOWER FRAME
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the rear door lower

frame.
Tightening Torque:
5.5 N·m {56 kgf·cm, 4.1 lbf·ft}

15. REMOVING THE REAR DOOR LOCK ASSEMBLY
(1) Disconnect the connector. (With electronic door lock)

SHTS16ZZZ0400075

SNAP

SHTS16ZZZ0400076

SHTS16ZZZ0400077

SHTS16ZZZ0400078
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(2) Use the torx wrench (T30) to remove the screws (3 pcs.) and
remove the rear door lock assembly.

ASSEMBLING THE REAR DOOR (CREW CAB)

1. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR LOCK ASSEMBLY
(1) Use the torx wrench (T30) and attach the rear door lock

assembly by the screws (3 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 5.0 N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the connector. (With electronic door lock)

2. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR LOWER FRAME
(1) Use the bolts (2 pcs.) to attach the rear door lower frame.

SHTS16ZZZ0400079

SHTS16ZZZ0400080

SHTS16ZZZ0400081

SHTS16ZZZ0400082
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3. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR CONTROL LINK
(1) Insert the link and connect the snap.
(2) Attach the rear door lock control link by the clip.

4. MOUNTING THE REAR DOOR OUTSIDE HANDLE
(1) Use the bolts (2 pcs.) to attach the rear door outside handle.

(2) Insert the link and connect the snap.

(3) Attach the rear door lower hole cover.

SNAP

SHTS16ZZZ0400083

SHTS16ZZZ0400084

SNAP

SHTS16ZZZ0400085

SHTS16ZZZ0400086
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5. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR WINDOW REGULATOR
 (NO POWER WINDOW)
(1) Use the bolts (3 pcs.) to attach the rear window regulator.

Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

6. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR WINDOW REGULATOR
(WITH POWER WINDOW)
(1) Use the torx wrench (T25) to use the screws (3 pcs.) and

attach the power window regulator motor to the front door
window regulator.

Tightening Torque:
 5.4  N·m {55  kgf·cm, 4.0 lbf·ft}

(2) Temporarily attach the temporary bolt to the front door win-
dow regulator.

(3) Temporarily attach the rear door window regulator to the door
panel.

(4) Tighten the temporary bolt and the bolts (5 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(5) Connect the connector.

7. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR GLASS
(1) Connect the guide and temporarily attach the rear door guide

bracket (at the rear side of the mounting position).
(2) Move the rear door glass to a position at which the mounting

bolt of the rear door glass can be seen.

SHTS16ZZZ0400087

SHTS16ZZZ0400088

CLAMP POSITION

PRECONNECTING 
BOLT

SHTS16ZZZ0400089

GUIDE POSITION

SHTS16ZZZ0400090
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(3) Insert the rear door glass into the door panel through the cut-
out part.

(4) Use the bolts (2 pcs.) to attach the rear door glass.
Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

(5) Connect the tab and attach the rear door guide bracket (at
the rear side of the mounting position).

(6) Insert the guide and connect the tab and attach the rear door
guide bracket (at the front side of the mounting position).

CUTOUT PART CUTOUT PART

SHTS16ZZZ0400091

SHTS16ZZZ0400092

SHTS16ZZZ0400093

GUIDE POSITION

SHTS16ZZZ0400094
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8. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR GLASS RUN
(1) Attach the rear door glass run.

9. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR GLASS INNER WEATHER
STRIP
(1) Attach the rear door glass inner weather strip.

10. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR GLASS OUTER WEATHER
STRIP
(1) Attach the rear door glass outer weather strip.

11. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR SERVICE HOLE COVER 
(1) Adhere the new butyl tape to the door panel-side.
(2) Adhere the new rear door service hole cover to the rear door

panel.

! CAUTION
 

Push down it so as to prevent any wrinkle or unevenness.

SHTS16ZZZ0400095

SHTS16ZZZ0400096

SHTS16ZZZ0400097

SHTS16ZZZ0400098
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12. ATTACHING THE REAR DOOR TRIM
(1) Connect the connector. (With power window)

(2) Connect the clips (10 pcs.) to attach the rear door trim.

13. MOUNTING THE REAR DOOR INSIDE HANDLE
(1) Insert the link and connect the snap.

(2) Insert the guides (4 pcs.) and attach the rear door inside han-
dle.

(3) Tighten the screw.

SHTS16ZZZ0400099

SHTS16ZZZ0400100

SNAP

SHTS16ZZZ0400101

GUIDE POSITION

SHTS16ZZZ0400102
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14. ATTACHING THE WINDOW REGULATOR HANDLE
 (NO POWER WINDOW)
(1) Temporarily attach the window regulator handle to fully close

the glass.
(2) Attach the regulator inside handle plate.
(3) Attach the window regulator handle by the snap ring so that

the window regulator handle comes to the shown position.

POWER WINDOW

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
EN01E16ZZZ040402026001

1. INSPECTION OF POWER WINDOW MASTER SWITCH
(DRIVER SEAT)
(1) Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance values

among the respective terminals of the connector while oper-
ating the driver seat-side switch of the master switch.

! CAUTION
 

Good or bad is judged by the operation inspection because the
resistance value by the UP and DOWN operations of the driver
seat switch cannot be performed.

a. Window lock switch UNLOCK status 

b. Window lock switch LOCK status

-45°

FRONT

15°

SHTS16ZZZ0400103

SHTS16ZZZ0400104 Inspection 
terminal 

Switch operation Standard value

34
57

UPneutral
1  under

10 k or more

37
45

DOWNneutral
1  under

10 k or more

45
57

OFF 1  under

Inspection 
terminal 

Switch operation Standard value

34 UPneutral
1  under

10 k or more

37 DOWNneutral
1  under

10 k or more

47 OFF 1  under
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2. INSPECTION OF POWER WINDOW REGULATOR SWITCH
(PASSENGER SEAT)
(1) Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance values

among the respective connector terminals when each switch
operation is performed.

3. INSPECTION OF REAR POWER WINDOW REGULATOR
SWITCH
(MOUNTING POSITION DOOR PANEL)
(1) Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance values

among the respective connector terminals when each switch
operation is performed.

SHTS16ZZZ0400105

Inspection 
terminal 

Switch operation Standard value

13
45

UPneutral
1  under and
10 k or more

23
15

DOWNneutral
1  under and
10 k or more

SHTS16ZZZ0400106

Inspection 
terminal 

Switch operation Standard value

15
42

UPneutral
1  under and
10 k or more

13
25

DOWNneutral
1  under and
10 k or more
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4. INSPECTION OF REAR POWER WINDOW REGULATOR
SWITCH
 (MOUNTING POSITION INSTRUMENT PANEL)
(1) Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance values

among the respective connector terminals when each switch
operation is performed.

a. Left hand side

b. Right hand side

SHTS16ZZZ0400107

Inspection 
terminal 

Switch operation Standard value

24
13

UPneutral
1  under and
10 k or more

12
34

DOWNneutral
1  under and
10 k or more

SHTS16ZZZ0400108

Inspection 
terminal 

Switch operation Standard value

24
13

UPneutral
1  under and
10 k or more

12
34

DOWNneutral
1  under and
10 k or more
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AUTO DOOR LOCK SYSTEM

PERFORMANCE INSPECTION
EN01E16ZZZ040402005001

1. OPERATION INSPECTION OF ELECTRIC DOOR LOCK
(1) Inspect that all doors are simultaneously locked or unlocked

when the driver seat-side door lock control knob is operated.
(2) Inspect that all doors are simultaneously locked or unlocked

when the driver seat-side door is operated by the remote
operation of the key.

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
EN01E16ZZZ040402005002

1. INSPECTION OF FRONT DOOR LOCK SWITCH 
(1) Use the circuit tester, measure the resistance between con-

nectors.

LOCK

NEUTRAL

UNLOCK

RIGHT HAND

LEFT HAND

LOCK

NEUTRAL

UNLOCK

SHTS16ZZZ0400109

Inspection 
terminal 

Inspection conditions Standard value

12
Key-interlocked 

switch
LOCK

1  under

12
23

Key-interlocked 
switch
Neutral

10 k or more

32
Key-interlocked 

switch
UNLOCK

1  under
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2. INSPECTION OF FRONT DOOR LOCK ACTUATOR 
(1) Inspect the door lock operation when a battery voltage is

applied between terminals of the door lock actuator.

! CAUTION
 

Use the same voltage as the vehicle power supply voltage.

3. INSPECTION OF REAR DOOR LOCK ACTUATOR (CREW CAB)
(1) Inspect the door lock operation when a battery voltage is

applied between terminals of the door lock actuator.

! CAUTION
 

Use the same voltage as the vehicle power supply voltage.

LOCKUNLOCK

LOCK UNLOCK

RIGHT HAND

LEFT HAND

SHTS16ZZZ0400110

Connection Activation

(+) 12 (-) LOCK

(+) 21 (-) UNLOCK

LOCK

UNLOCK

LOCK

UNLOCKRIGHT HAND

LEFT HAND

SHTS16ZZZ0400111

Connection Activation

(+) 23 (-) LOCK

(+) 32 (-) UNLOCK
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KEYLESS ENTRY

PERFORMANCE INSPECTION
EN01E16ZZZ040402010001

1. OPERATIONAL INSPECTION
(1) When pressing the "LOCK" button with the remote key facing

toward the vehicle, check that the hazard light blinks and the
door is locked.

(2) When pressing the "UNLOCK" button with the remote key
facing toward the vehicle, check that the hazard light blinks
and the door is unlocked.

! CAUTION
 

• Actuation distance may change due to surroundings and radio
wave noise although the keyless entry system is actuated
within 5 m from the cab center.

• This function will be inactive under certain conditions where:
(The starter key is inserted and the door is open during engine
rotation.)

(3) Check that the door will be automatically locked when leaving
the door for 30 seconds after unlocking with the remote key.

(4) Check the flashing speed of the hazard light.
PROPER RESPONSE

WHEN ABNORMAL

SHTS16ZZZ0400112

Button 
operation

Flashing speed
Result of 
activation

LOCK Once Lock complete

UNLOCK Twice Unlock complete

Flashing speed Result of activation

Light does not flash.
Door unclosed

(door ajar)
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WINDOW GLASS

GLASS

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E16ZZZ060402001001

WINDSHIELD GLASS

*: Nonreusable part

1 Windshield glass * 3 Stopper *

2 Clip * 4 Center pin *

1 2

2

3

4

SHTS16ZZZ0600001
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BACK WINDOW GLASS

1 Back window glass 2 Back window glass weather strip

1
2

SHTS16ZZZ0600002
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E16ZZZ060402001002

REMOVING THE WINDSHIELD GLASS

1. REMOVING THE FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REMOVING THE FRONT PANEL
(Page 16-60)

2. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL, REMOV-
ING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS (Page 15-6)

3. REMOVING THE ROOF HEAD LINING
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INTERIOR ACCES-
SORY, ROOF ACCESSORY, REMOVING THE HEAD LINING
(Page 15-25)

4. REMOVING THE WINDSHIELD GLASS

! CAUTION
 

• Depending on the part to be cut and the situation, appropriately
use the windshield knife and the piano wire to perform the oper-
ation.

• Since there is a risk where the windshield glass may drop dur-
ing the operation, use the suction rubber to retain the wind-
shield glass from the outer side of the vehicle.

(1) Adhere the protection tape on the body face of the outer
periphery of the windshield glass.

(2) Attach the suction rubber to the windshield glass.
(3) In the case where the windshield glass knife is used

a. Apply the sufficient amount of soapy to the part to be
adhered.

b. Use the windshield glass knife to insert the windshield
glass knife to the part to be adhered.

c. Cut the sealant by the windshield glass knife by using the
windshield glass knife to pull the knife in a direction parallel
to an end of the windshield glass so that the blade of the
windshield glass knife is at the windshield glass face and
the end while retaining the blade tip and the end of the
windshield glass knife at a right angle.

! CAUTION
 

Not to twist the windshield glass knife.

NOTICE
Start with a part at which a wide interval is provided between the
windshield glass and the body.

PROTECT TAPE

SHTS16ZZZ0600003

WINDSHILED KNIFE

PULL

PLACE ALONG 
BODY

EXTERIOR 
SIDE:

SHTS16ZZZ0600004
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(4) In the case where a piano wire is used
a. Send the piano wire (the appropriate one is 0.6 mm)

through the shown position and attach both ends to the
Mighty puller.

b. Alternately pull the piano wire to cut the sealant except for
the windshield glass stopper, center pin, and the clip.

! CAUTION
 

• Not to strongly abut the piano wire to the end of the windshield
glass.

• When working on a part near the instrument panel (safety pad),
use the plastic protection plate so as to prevent the panel from
being damaged by the piano wire.

• When the piano wire intersects with the part, the part is cut.
Thus, attention is required.

(5) With the suction rubber, disconnect the two connections of
the windshield glass stopper.

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention not to drop the windshield glass.

(6) With the suction rubber, disconnect the two connections of
the windshield glass.

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention not to drop the windshield glass.

STOPPER

CENTER PIN

CLIP

PIANO WIRE

SHTS16ZZZ0600005

SHTS16ZZZ0600006

SHTS16ZZZ0600007
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INSTALLING THE WINDSHIELD GLASS 

1. CLEANING THE WINDSHIELD GLASS
(1) Use the scraper for example to scrape any sealant agent and

double-faced tape remaining on the windshield glass. (In the
case of the reuse of the windshield glass)

! CAUTION
 

Not to damage the windshield glass.

SHTS16ZZZ0600008
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2. INSTALLING THE WINDOW GLASS SEALANT DAM
(1) Apply exclusive primer to a part of the window glass at which

the window glass sealant dam is to be attached.

! CAUTION
 

Not to apply the primer too thickly.

(2) Lower side of windshield glass 
a. To the shown position of the window glass, attach a new

window glass sealant dam along the adhesion center line
for the window glass sealant dam.

! CAUTION
 

After about three minutes have passed after the primer is dried,
attach the window glass sealant dam.

3. INSTALLING THE WINDSHIELD GLASS ASSY
(1) Clean the body mounting face

a. Use the cutter to cut off any remarkable unevenness in the
sealant remaining on the vehicle side so that the surface is
flat.

! CAUTION
 

Always leave a small amount of sealant agent.

b. Clean the body mounting face by white gasoline.

WINDSHIELD GLASS BACK SIDE:

INSTALLATION CENTER LINE

INSTALLATION 
CENTER LINE

A

A-A

11.0 mm
{0.433 in.}

A

SHTS16ZZZ0600009
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(2) Operation prior to the installation of the windshield glass
a. Attach the suction rubber to the windshield glass.
b. Temporarily set the windshield glass on the body and set

the windshield glass at a position at which the upper part
and the side part of the windshield glass have a uniform
width (uniform gap between the body of the windshield
glass end).

c. Adhere the packing tape for example on the windshield
glass and the body panel and write an alignment mark for
installation by a pen. 

! CAUTION
 

Confirm, from the interior, that the windshield glass stopper and
the windshield glass clip are connected to the body.

d. Remove the windshield glass.
e. Apply exclusive primer to a part at which the vehicle-side

body face is exposed (a part having thereon no remaining
sealant).

! CAUTION
 

• Not to apply the primer too thickly.

• Not to apply sealant.

• Pay attention when applying the primer to a panel joint and a
spot welding position.

PUT THE ALIGNMENT MARKS

SHTS16ZZZ0600010
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f. Apply exclusive primer to a part to be adhered at the
shown position of the windshield glass.

! CAUTION
 

Not to apply the primer too thickly.

WINDSHIELD GLASS BACK SIDE:

UNIT: mm {in.}

PRIMER APPLICATION POSITION PRIMER APPLICATION POSITION

PRIMER APPLICATION POSITION

PRIMER APPLICATION 
POSITION

A

A

B B

C

C

A-A

B-B

C-C

4.0
{0.157}

4.0
{0.157}

{0.236}

{0.197}
5.0

6.0

PRIMER 
APPLICATION CENTER

PRIMER 
APPLICATION CENTER

PRIMER APPLICA-
TION CENTER

SHTS16ZZZ0600011
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(3) Cut off the tip end of the sealant nozzle as shown in the fol-
lowing figure.

(4) Set the sealant in the sealant gun.
(5) As shown in the following figure, apply the sealant in a bead-

like manner.

! CAUTION
 

After 3 minutes have passed after the primer is dried, coat sealant
agent.

SEALANT GUN

BOND

BOND APPLICATION CENTERBOND APPLICATION CENTER BOND APPLICATION CENTER

WINDSHIELD GLASS BACK SIDE:

UNIT: mm {in.}

BOND APPLICATION 
POSITION

BOND APPLICATION 
POSITION

BOND APPLICATION 
POSITION

BOND APPLICATION 
POSITION

BOND APPLICA-
TION POSITION

A

A

B B

C

C
12.0

{0.472}

{0.472}

{0.157}
{0.157}

{0.197}

{0.236}

{0.395}
{0.395}
8.0

8.0

12.0

A-A

4.0

B-B

4.0

C-C

5.0

6.0

SHTS16ZZZ0600012
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(6) Install the windshield glass
a. With the suction rubber, attach the windshield glass so that

the alignment marks are matched.

! CAUTION
 

• After about three minutes have passed after the primer is dried,
attach the windshield glass.

• Confirm, from the interior, that the windshield glass stopper and
the windshield glass clip are connected to the body.

b. Lightly push the front face of the windshield glass to com-
pletely adhere the glass.

NOTICE
Pushing force: 98 N {10 kgf} or more

c. Use the paddle to adjust any extruded or insufficient seal-
ant.

! CAUTION
 

Apply sealant to the end face of the windshield glass.

d. Remove the any unnecessary sealant before the sealant is
cured.

e. Until the sealant is cured, use a protection tape for exam-
ple to push down the windshield glass.

NOTICE
The minimum drying time and running time after the adhesion for
example must are followed based on an instruction from each
sealant maker or an operation manual.

4. INSPECTION AND REPAIR FOR WATER LEAKAGE
(1) After the sealant is cured, apply water from the outer side of

the vehicle to confirm any water leakage is caused in the
interior.

(2) Apply the three cement black to any part having water leak-
age after the part is dried.

(3) Remove the attached protection tape and packing tape.

5. ATTACHING THE ROOF HEAD LINING
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INTERIOR ACCES-
SORY, ROOF ACCESSORY, INSTALLING THE HEAD LINING
(Page 15-29)

6. MOUNTING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL (Page 15-11)

7. MOUNTING FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, MOUNTING THE FRONT PANEL
(Page 16-63)

ALIGN THE ALIGNMENT MARKS

SHTS16ZZZ0600013

BOND
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REMOVING THE BACK WINDOW GLASS

1. REMOVING THE BACK TRIM (WITH BACK TRIM)
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INTERIOR ACCES-
SORY, INTERIOR ACCESSORY, REMOVING THE BACK TRIM
(Page 15-21)

2. REMOVING THE BACK WINDOW GLASS

! CAUTION
 

Since there is a risk where the back window glass may drop dur-
ing the operation, use the suction rubber to retain the back win-
dow glass from the outer side of the vehicle.

(1) Use the flathead driver around which a protection tape is
wound to push out the lip part of the weather strip through
the interior toward the outer side of the body flange. (In the
case of the reuse of the weather strip)

(2) Cut off the weather strip from the outer side by a cutter for
example. (In the case where the reuse of the weather strip is
impossible)

(3) With the suction rubber, remove the back window glass while
uniformly apply a force from the interior side.

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention not to drop the back window glass.

3. REMOVING THE BACK WINDOW GLASS WEATHER STRIP
(1) Remove the back window glass weather strip from the body

flange and the back window glass.

INSTALLING THE BACK WINDOW GLASS

1. CLEANING THE BACK WINDOW GLASS
(1) Clean the back window glass and the body attached part by

white gasoline.

! CAUTION
 

Also clean a new back window glass.

2. INSTALLING THE BACK WINDOW GLASS WEATHER STRIP
(1) Attach the back window glass weather strip to the back win-

dow glass.
(In the case of the reuse of the weather strip) 

(2) Attach the new back window glass weather strip to the back
window glass.
(In the case where the reuse of the weather strip is impossi-
ble) 

PROTECT TAPE

SHTS16ZZZ0600015

CUTTER KNIFE
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3. INSTALLING THE BACK WINDOW GLASS (SINGLE CAB)
(1) Wind the work string around the lip groove of the back win-

dow glass weather strip.

(2) Apply exclusive primer and sealant to the shown position of
the body attached part of the back window glass weather
strip.

! CAUTION
 

• Not to apply the primer too thick.

• After 3 minutes have passed after the primer is dried, coat seal-
ant agent.

(3) Abut the lower part of the weather strip so as to insert the
part to the body flange.

(4) While alternately pulling one end of the string hanging in the
room at an angle at which the flange of the weather strip is
exceeded, use the palm to externally push the glass near the
weather strip to attach the back window glass.

(5) Lightly hit the back window glass from the outer side by a
palm to settle the back window glass.

4. INSPECTION AND REPAIR FOR WATER LEAKAGE
(1) After the sealant is cured, apply water from the outer side of

the vehicle to confirm any water leakage is caused in the
interior.

(2) Apply the three cement black to any part having water leak-
age after the part is dried.

5. ATTACHING THE BACK TRIM (WITH BACK TRIM)
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INTERIOR ACCES-
SORY, INTERIOR ACCESSORY, INSTALLING THE BACK
TRIM (Page 15-21)

STRING

SHTS16ZZZ0600017

PRIMER

BOND

SHTS16ZZZ0600018
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MIRROR

REAR VIEW MIRROR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E16ZZZ070402006001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Outer rear view mirror 2 Mirror stay lower cover

A 20 {204, 15} B 6.5 {66.3, 4.8}

1

2

B

B

A

B

SHTS16ZZZ0700001
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E16ZZZ070402006002

EXCHANGING THE OUTER REAR VIEW MIRROR
ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE OUTER REAR VIEW MIRROR ASSEMBLY 
(1) Remove the mirror stay lower cover.
(2) Disconnect the connector.
(3) Remove the nuts (2 pcs.) and screws (3 pcs.) and remove the

outer rear view mirror assembly.

2. REMOVING THE OUTER REAR VIEW MIRROR
(1) Remove the mirror cover.
(2) Disconnect the connector.
(3) Remove the screws (6 pcs.) and stays (3 pcs.) and remove

the outer rear view mirror.

3. MOUNTING THE OUTER REAR VIEW MIRROR
(1) Setting the mark should match.
(2) Mount the outer rear view mirror with the screws (6 pcs.) and

stays (3 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
4.8-7.2  N·m {49-73  kgf·cm, 3.5-5.3 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the connector. 
(4) Mount the mirror cover.

4. MOUNTING THE OUTER REAR VIEW MIRROR ASSEMBLY 
(1) Mount the outer rear view mirror assembly with the nuts (2

pcs.) and screws (3 pcs.).
(2) Connect the connector. 
(3) Mount the mirror stay lower cover.

Tightening Torque:
(A) 20  N·m {204  kgf·cm, 15 lbf·ft}
(B) 6.5 N·m {66.3  kgf·cm, 4.8 lbf·ft}

SHTS16ZZZ0700002

SHTS16ZZZ0700003

SETTING MARK

SHTS16ZZZ0700004

(A)

(B)
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POWER MIRROR

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
EN01E16ZZZ070402005001

1. INSPECTING THE REMOTE CONTROLLER MIRROR SWITCH
(1) Set the left and right switching switch to the left.

a. Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance values
among the respective connector terminals when each
switch operation is performed.

(2) Set the left and right switching switch to the right.
a. Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance values

among the respective connector terminals when each
switch operation is performed.

2. INSPECTING THE MIRROR HEATER SWITCH (WITH MIRROR
HEATER)
(1) Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance values

among the respective connector terminals when each switch
operation is performed.

L R

MIRROR

12345678910

LEFT AND RIGHT 
SWITCHING SWITCH

OPERATION 
SWITCH

SHTS16ZZZ0700006

Inspection terminal 
Operation 

switch
Standard value

4 (MLV)  8 (B)
6 (M+)  7 (E)

Up 1  under

4 (MLV)  7 (E)
6 (M+)  8 (B)

Down 1  under

5 (MHL)  8 (B)
6 (M+)  7 (E)

Left 1  under

5 (MHL)  7 (E)
6 (M+)  8 (B)

Right 1  under

Inspection terminal 
Operation 

switch
Standard value

3 (MRV)  8 (B)
6 (M+)  7 (E)

Up 1  under

3 (MRV)  7 (E)
6 (M+)  8 (B)

Down 1  under

2 (MRH)  8 (B)
6 (M+)  7 (E)

Left 1  under

2 (MRH)  7 (E)
6 (M+)  8 (B)

Right 1  under

14

SHTS16ZZZ0700007

Inspection ter-
minal 

Switch operation Standard value

14 OFF 10 k or more

14 ON 1  under
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ACCESSORY

OUTSIDE ACCESSORY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E16ZZZ080402001001

1 Radiator grill 3 Front panel

2 Front side panel

2

1

3

SHTS16ZZZ0800001
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E16ZZZ080402001002

REMOVING THE FRONT PANEL 

1. REMOVING THE WIPER ARM
Reference: ELECTRICAL, WIPER AND WASHER, WIPER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE WIPER MOTOR (Page 19-
16)

2. REMOVING THE RADIATOR GRILL
(1) Remove the screw.

(2) Hook your fingers in the area around the arrow and release
the connection of the clips (2 places) one side at a time by
pulling it straight towards the vehicle front.

(3) Hold the area around the arrow with both hands and release
the connection of the clips (3 places) by pulling the grill
straight towards the vehicle front.

SHTS16ZZZ0800002

SHTS16ZZZ0800003

SHTS16ZZZ0800004
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(4) Hold the area around the arrow with both hands and release
the connection of the clips (3 places) by pulling the grill
straight towards the vehicle front.

(5) Release the connection of the clips by pulling the grill straight
towards the vehicle front and remove the radiator grill.

3. REMOVING THE FRONT SIDE PANEL
(1) Release the connection of the 5 clips and detach the front

side panel.

4. REMOVING THE HEAD LIGHT ASSEMBLY
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, HEADLIGHT, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY (Page 19-6)

SHTS16ZZZ0800005

SHTS16ZZZ0800006

SHTS16ZZZ0800007
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5. REMOVING THE FRONT PANEL
(1) Detach the screws (4 pcs.) and the bolts (5 pcs.).

(2) Release the connection of the 5 clips and detach the front
side panel.

(3) Disconnect the washer nozzle hose.

SCREW

BOLT

SHTS16ZZZ0800008

SHTS16ZZZ0800009
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MOUNTING THE FRONT PANEL

1. MOUNTING FRONT PANEL
(1) Connect the washer nozzle hose.
(2) Connect the clips (5 pcs.) to attach the front panel.

(3) Tighten the screws (4 pcs.) and the bolts (5 pcs.).

2. MOUNTING THE HEAD LIGHT ASSEMBLY
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, HEADLIGHT, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY (Page 19-6)

3. ATTACHING THE FRONT SIDE PANEL 
(1) Connect the clips (5 pcs.) to attach the front side panel.

SHTS16ZZZ0800010

SCREW

BOLT

SHTS16ZZZ0800011

SHTS16ZZZ0800012
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4. MOUNTING THE RADIATOR GRILL
(1) Align the positions of the clips (2 places). (Do not insert them

into the end.)

(2) Fit the clips (7 places) in the order from the center to the out-
side to install the radiator grill.

(3) Fit the lower clips (2 places).

(4) Tighten the screw.

! CAUTION
 

Make sure there is no loose part for the grill. If the grill is loose,
push it in to make close contact with the body.

5. ATTACHING THE WIPER ARM
Reference: ELECTRICAL, WIPER AND WASHER, WIPER,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE WIPER MOTOR (Page 19-
17)

SHTS16ZZZ0800013

SHTS16ZZZ0800014

SHTS16ZZZ0800015
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17

AIR BAG AND SEAT BELT
17-001
STANDARD VALUE....................................... 17-2

SEAT BELT.................................................................17-2
SEAT BELT............................................................17-2

CENTER SEAT BELT............................................17-2
REAR SEAT BELT.................................................17-3

SEAT BELT.................................................... 17-4

SEAT BELT.................................................................17-4
COMPONENT LOCATOR.....................................17-4

REPLACEMENT ...................................................17-5

CENTER SEAT BELT.................................................17-7
COMPONENT LOCATOR.....................................17-7
REPLACEMENT ...................................................17-8

REAR SEAT BELT .....................................................17-9
COMPONENT LOCATOR.....................................17-9

REPLACEMENT .................................................17-10
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STANDARD VALUE

SEAT BELT

SEAT BELT
EN01E17ZZZ010701002001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

CENTER SEAT BELT
EN01E17ZZZ010701002002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Seat belt assembly mounting bolt
Upper 
side

8.5 {87, 6} —

Seat belt assembly mounting bolt
Lower 
side

42 {430, 31} —

Seat belt anchor mounting bolt
Upper 
side

42 {430, 31} —

Seat belt anchor mounting bolt
Lower 
side

42 {430, 31} —

Inner seat belt mounting bolt 42 {430, 31} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Seat belt assembly mounting bolt 42 {430, 31} —

Inner seat belt mounting bolt 42 {430, 31} —
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REAR SEAT BELT
EN01E17ZZZ010701002003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Seat belt assembly mounting bolt
Upper 
side

8.5 {87, 6} —

Seat belt assembly mounting bolt
Lower 
side

42 {430, 31} —

Seat belt anchor mounting bolt
Upper 
side

42 {430, 31} —

Seat belt anchor mounting bolt
Lower 
side

42 {430, 31} —

Seat belt assembly mounting bolt 42 {430, 31} 2-point type belt

Inner seat belt mounting bolt 42 {430, 31} —
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SEAT BELT

SEAT BELT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E17ZZZ050706005001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Outer seat belt 2 Inner seat belt

A 8.5 {87, 6} B 42 {430, 31}

B

B

B

B

2

B

A

A

1

1

B

2

SHTS17ZZZ0500001
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E17ZZZ050706005002

REMOVING THE SEAT BELT

1. REMOVING THE ASSISTANT SEAT (ONLY 3-SEATERS)

2. REMOVING THE SEAT BELT
(1) Unfasten a bolt to remove the seat belt anchor (lower side).

(2) Disconnect the connection of the shoulder anchor cover with
a flat-blade screwdriver.

(3) Unfasten a bolt to remove the seat belt anchor (upper side).
(4) Remove the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the seat belt.

3. REMOVING THE INNER SEAT BELT
(1) Remove the nut, and remove the inner seat belt.

SHTS17ZZZ0500002

SHTS17ZZZ0500003

INNER SEAT BELT

SHTS17ZZZ0500004
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MOUNTING THE SEAT BELT

1. MOUNTING THE SEAT BELT
(1) Mount the seat belt with the bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 8.5 N·m {87 kgf·cm, 6 lbf·ft}
Upper side
42 N·m {430 kgf·cm, 31 lbf·ft}
Lower side

! CAUTION
 

To tighten the bolts, tighten in the order of upper side then lower
side. 

(2) Mount the seat belt anchor (upper side) with a bolt.
Tightening Torque:
 42 N·m {430 kgf·cm, 31 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the shoulder anchor cover.

(4) Mount the seat belt anchor (lower side) with a bolt.
Tightening Torque:
 42 N·m {430 kgf·cm, 31 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE INNER SEAT BELT
(1) Install the inner seat belt with a bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 42 N·m {430 kgf·cm, 31 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE ASSISTANT SEAT (ONLY 3-SEATERS)

SHTS17ZZZ0500005

SHTS17ZZZ0500006

INNER SEAT BELT
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CENTER SEAT BELT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E17ZZZ050706007001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Seat belt 2 Inner seat belt

A 42 {430, 31}

A
2

A

1

SHTS17ZZZ0500008
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E17ZZZ050706007002

REMOVING THE SEAT BELT

1. REMOVING THE ASSISTANT SEAT (ONLY 3-SEATERS)

2. REMOVING THE SEAT BELT
(1) Unfasten a bolt to remove the seat belt together with the

inner seat belt for assistant seat.
(2) Unfasten a bolt to remove the inner seat belt.

MOUNTING THE SEAT BELT

1. MOUNTING THE SEAT BELT
(1) Install the seat belt with a bolt.

Tightening Torque:
 42 N·m {430 kgf·cm, 31 lbf·ft}

(2) Unfasten a bolt to mount the seat belt together with the inner
seat belt for assistant seat.

Tightening Torque:
 42 N·m {430 kgf·cm, 31 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE ASSISTANT SEAT (ONLY 3-SEATERS)

SEAT BELT
SEAT BELT

SHTS17ZZZ0500009

SEAT BELT
SEAT BELT

SHTS17ZZZ0500010
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REAR SEAT BELT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E17ZZZ050706010001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear seat belt 2 Inner seat belt

A 8.5 {87, 6} B 42 {430, 31}

-

1

A

2 BB

B

SHTS17ZZZ0500011
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E17ZZZ050706010002

REMOVING THE SEAT BELT

1. REMOVING THE REAR SEAT
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, SEAT, REAR SEAT,
REMOVING THE REAR SEAT (Page 15-65)

2. REMOVING THE SEAT BELT
(1) Unfasten a bolt to remove the inner seat belt.

MOUNTING THE SEAT BELT

1. MOUNTING THE SEAT BELT
(1) Remove the bolt and mount the inner seat belt and outer seat

belt.
Tightening Torque:
 42 N·m {430 kgf·cm, 31 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE REAR SEAT
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, SEAT, REAR SEAT,
MOUNTING THE REAR SEAT (Page 15-74)

SHTS17ZZZ0500012

SHTS17ZZZ0500013
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18

HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER
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STANDARD VALUE

AIR CONDITIONER

AIR CONDITIONER
EN01E18ZZZ010701001001

REFRIGERANT AMOUNT
Unit: g {oz.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Cab width Electric fan Specifications Rear cooler Sub condenser
Refrigerant 

amount

Wide 

Sub-cooling — —
40050

{141.75}

Condenser 
receiver

 —
85050

{29.751.75}

Connection
Tube size or bolt 

size
Tightening torque Remarks

Nut type

8 pipe
12-15

 {120-150, 9-11}
—

D1/2 pipe
20-25

 {200-250, 15-18}
—

D5/8 pipe
30-35

 {300-350, 23-25}
—

Block joint

M6 bolt on receiver 
(4T)

4.0-7.0
 {40-70, 3.0-5.1}

—

Other M6 bolts 
(6T)

8.0-12
 {80-120, 5.9-8.8}

—
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V-BELT
EN01E18ZZZ010701001002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

COOLER COMPRESSOR
EN01E18ZZZ010701001003

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Tension pulley lock nut 41 {420, 30} —

Adjusting bolt 5.9 {60, 4.4} —

Inspection item Standard value Treatment

Belt deflection (Used belt) 11 {0.43} Adjustment

Inspection item Standard value Treatment

Air gap of magnetic clutch 0.35-0.60 {0.0138-0.0236} Adjustment

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Cooler compressor mounting bolt 24.5 {250, 18} —

Magnetic clutch hub mounting bolt 18 {184, 13} —

Air conditioner tube mounting bolt 10 {102, 7} —
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CONDENSER (WIDE CAB MODEL TYPE WITH FAN)
EN01E18ZZZ010701001004

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

HVAC (WIDE CAB MODEL)
EN01E18ZZZ010701001005

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

HEATER CONTROL
EN01E18ZZZ010701001006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Blower assembly & shroud mounting bolt 5.5 {56, 4.1} —

Condenser mounting nut A 19.5 {199, 14} —

Condenser mounting nut B 64 {653, 47} —

Condenser mounting bolt C 240 {2,447, 177} —

Pipe mounting bolt 5.4 {55, 4.0} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

HVAC and air damper case to instrument 
panel reinforce

4-8 {41-81, 3.0-5.9} —

HVAC and air damper case to dash panel 4-8 {41-81, 3.0-5.9} —

Expansion valve to evaporator 2.3-4.2 {24-42, 1.7-3.0} —

HVAC to blower motor 1.3-2.5 {14-25, 1.0-1.8} —

Air damper case to resistor 1.1-1.7 {12-17, 0.9-1.2} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Heater control mounting bolt 1.4-2.4 {15-24, 1.1-1.7} —
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REAR HEATER (CREW CAB)
EN01E18ZZZ010701001007

TIGHTENING TORQUE (INSIDE OF UNIT)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

TIGHTENING TORQUE (OUTSIDE OF UNIT)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

REAR COOLER (CREW CAB)
EN01E18ZZZ010701001008

TIGHTENING TORQUE (INSIDE OF UNIT)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

TIGHTENING TORQUE (OUTSIDE OF UNIT)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rear heater blower fan mounting nut 2.9 {30, 2.1} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rear heater unit to floor
Bolt 12.5 {128, 9.2} —

Nut 5.5 {56, 4.0} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Air conditioner tube mounting bolt 5.4 {55, 4.0} —

Cooler hose mounting nut union 14 {143, 10} —

Liquid tube mounting nut union 33 {327, 24} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rear cooler unit to floor
Bolt 12.5 {128, 9} —

Nut 5.5 {56, 4} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

AIR CONDITIONER

AIR CONDITIONER
EN01E18ZZZ020702001001

GREASE AND OTHERS

V-BELT
EN01E18ZZZ020702001002

SST

COOLER COMPRESSOR
EN01E18ZZZ020702001003

COMMON TOOLS

Name Remarks

Gauge manifold For collecting/filling refrigerant gas

Refrigerant gas collector (for HFC134a) For collecting refrigerant gas

Vacuum pump For filling refrigerant gas

Gas leak tester (halogen leak detector) For checking refrigerant gas leak

Compressor oil
For applying to O-rings and refilling replacement parts with 
oil

Refrigerant gas service can (for HFC134a) For filling refrigerant gas

Safety glasses For working on filling of refrigerant gas

Adapter with solenoid valve
For preventing back flow during vacuuming of R12 refriger-
ant

Shape Part No. Name Remarks

S0944-41210 Compression gauge
For belt deflection 
measuring

Name Remarks

Snap ring pliers For attaching and detaching a snap ring
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GREASE AND OTHERS

CONDENSER (REGULAR CAB MODEL TYPE WITH FAN)
EN01E18ZZZ020702001004

GREASE AND OTHERS

CONDENSER (WIDE CAB MODEL TYPE WITH FAN)
EN01E18ZZZ020702001005

GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Compressor oil Apply to the seal areas of HFC134a-related parts.

Name Remarks

Compressor oil Apply to the seal areas of HFC134a-related parts.

Name Remarks

Compressor oil Apply to the seal areas of HFC134a-related parts.
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AIR CONDITIONER

AIR CONDITIONER

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK
EN01E18ZZZ040706014001

INSTRUCTIONS WITH REGARD TO NEW REFRIGER-
ANT [HFC134a (R134a)] SYSTEM

1. COMPATIBILITY
(1) Note that HFC134a (R134a) system is not compatible with

CFC12 (R12) system with respect to compressor oil and
parts that comprise the refrigerant cycle.

2. NEW REFRIGERANT [HFC134a (R134a)]
(1) Make sure to use HFC134a (R134a). Filling with refrigerant

gas CFC12 (R12) will impair lubrication, which may lock the
air conditioner compressor.

3. COMPRESSOR OIL
(1) Use of compressor oil for CFC12 (R12) to a compressor for

HFC134a (R134a) will impair lubrication, which will severely
degrade the fatigue life of a compressor. Make sure to use
compressor oil for HFC134a (R134a).

(2) Compressor oil for HFC134a (R134a) is highly hygroscopic.
If air conditioner components were removed, immediately
isolate from ambient air by using the plug or vinyl tape.

(3) Compressor oil for HFC134a (R134a) has an adverse impact
on acrylic resin and ABS resin. Avoid oil spatter.

(4) Adhesion of compressor oil for HFC134a (R134a) onto
coated surfaces will cause coat peeling. Avoid adhesion of
oil.

4. O-RINGS
(1) O-rings for HFC134a (R134a) differ in material and thickness

from O-rings for CFC12 (R12). Misuse will cause gas leak.
Make sure to use O-rings for HFC134a (R134a).
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5. INSTRUCTIONS FOR VACUUMING
(1) Use the solenoid valve adapter. If a vacuum pump for CFC12

(R12) is left as it stands after vacuuming, oil (for CFC12
(R12)) remaining in the vacuum pump may flow back into the
FHC134a (R134a) system.

6. INSPECTION FOR REFRIGERANT GAS LEAK
(1) A conventional halide torch leak tester is designed to utilize a

reaction to chlorine to detect refrigerant gas leak. Such tester
must not be used because it is not capable of detecting chlo-
rine-free HFC134a (R134a) and decomposes absorbed
HFC134a (R134a) into toxic substances. Molecules of
HFC134a (R134a) are smaller than those of CFC12 (R12). A
conventional electric gas leak tester is not highly sensitive to
small molecules and thus may not be capable of detecting
gas leak. Use a halogen leak detector.

(2) If gas leak inspection is conducted while the engine is run-
ning, air from a fan and a blower will dilute leaking refrigerant
gas, which will result in inaccurate detection. Make sure to
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING REFRIGER-
ANT GAS

1. PROCEDURES TO BE TAKEN IF REFRIGERANT GAS ENTERS
INTO EYES
(1) Do not rub eyes with hand or handkerchief.
(2) Immediately wash eyes with clean running water for at least

15 minutes and promptly receive medical treatment from a
specialized ophthalmologist.

2. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING REFRIGERANT
GAS (SERVICE CAN)
(1) If a service can is directly heated or submerged in hot water,

the inner pressure of the can will excessively increase, which
will cause a risk of explosion of the can. If a service can
needs to be heated under unavoidable circumstances, use
warm water of 40 ° C {104 °F} or lower temperature.

(2) Do not drop a service can to avoid any impact.
(3) Do not open the high-pressure valve of a gauge manifold

when the engine is running. Opening of the high-pressure
valve will lead to back flow of high pressure gas into a service
can which may cause a risk of explosion of the can.

(4) Avoid handling a service can near your face. When handling
a service can, make sure to wear safety glasses.

SHTS18ZZZ0400001
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR REMOVING/INSTALLING THE
AIR CONDITIONER

1. INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPLACING AN O-RING
(1) If a pipe or a hose was disconnected, make sure to replace

with a new O-ring for HFC134a (R134a).
(2) When removing the O-ring, use a toothpick or other similar

soft sticks in order to avoid damaging the pipe.

2. INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONNECTING A PIPE AND A HOSE
(1) When connecting the pipe or a hose, apply compressor oil to

an O-ring.
(2) A pipe joint for HFC134a (R134a) has cylindrical seal and will

snap when assembled.
NOTICE
Apply compressor oil for HFC134a (R134a) to an O-ring for
HFC134a (R134a).
Do not use penetrative lubricant (mineral oil).

(3) Tighten with the torque specified below when connecting the
pipe or a hose.

! CAUTION
 

Insufficient or excessive torque will cause poor airtightness and
O-ring breakage, which will result in refrigerant gas leak. Make
sure to tighten with the specified torque.

Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

SHTS18ZZZ0400002

SHTS18ZZZ0400003

NUT TYPE

BLOCK JOINT

SHTS18ZZZ0400004

Connection
Size of tube or 

bolt
Tightening 

torque

Nut type

8 pipe
12-15

 {120-150, 9-11}

D1/2 pipe
20-25

 {200-250, 15-18}

D5/8 pipe
30-35

 {300-350, 23-25}

Block joint

M6 bolt on 
receiver (4T)

4.0-7.0
 {40-70, 3.0-5.1}

Other M6 bolts 
(6T)

8.0-12
 {80-120, 5.9-8.8}
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3. REFILLING COMPRESSOR OIL
(1) Replace the functional parts.

When replacing functional parts (a condenser, an evaporator,
etc.), refill new compressor oil at the oil level specified below.

! CAUTION
 

• Refill compressor oil for HFC134a (R134a).

• Compressor oil for HFC134a (R134a) has an adverse impact on
acrylic resin and/or ABS resin. Avoid oil spatter.

REFILL LEVEL OF COMPRESSOR OIL

(2) Replace compressor
Oil is already filled in a new compressor as required for the
cycle. When replacing the compressor, drain excessive oil
from a new compressor.

! CAUTION
 

• Compressor oil for HFC134a (R134a) is prone to absorb mois-
ture. Close up immediately after use.

• If compressor oil needs to be transferred into an oil dispenser
or other similar containers, identify an oil dispenser by indicat-
ing, on a dispenser, that an oil dispenser contains oil for
HFC134a (R134a).

SHTS18ZZZ0400005

Compressor oil
Replacement parts

Compressor Condenser Evaporator Receiver Pipings

Refill level

Refill oil at the 
same oil level as 
the remaining oil 
level in the com-
pressor.

40 cc
{1.35 oz.}

40 cc
{1.35 oz.}

10 cc
{0.34 oz.}

10 cc 
{0.34 oz.}
(per pipe)

DRAIN EXCESSIVE OIL. (A – B)

NEW 
COMPRESSOR

A B

COMPRESSOR
TO BE REPLACED

SHTS18ZZZ0400006
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COLLECTION/FILLING OF REFRIGERANT
EN01E18ZZZ040706014002

1. COLLECTING REFRIGERANT (HFC134a (R134a))
(1) Connect the gauge manifold to service valves and a refriger-

ant gas collector (for HFC134a (R134a)). Open both low-
pressure and high-pressure valves to collect refrigerant gas.

(2) After collecting refrigerant gas, close gauge manifold valves
(both low-pressure and high pressure valves).

2. VACUUMING
(1) Connect charging hoses to both high-pressure and low-pres-

sure service valves.

• Red hose for high pressure (H mark)

• Blue hose for low pressure (L mark)
(2) Connect the center charging hose (green) of the gauge man-

ifold to the vacuum pump.

! CAUTION
 

• Avoid wrong connections to high-pressure and low-pressure
valves.

• Note that some vehicle models have service valves located on
the compressor.

(3) Open both high-pressure (HI) and low-pressure (LO) valves
of the gauge manifold.

(4) Turn on the vacuum pump to start vacuuming. (10 minutes)

HIGH-PRESSURE 
VALVE (HI) 

LOW-
PRESSURE 
VALVE (LO)

BLUE

GREEN

RED

VACUUM PUMP

HIGH-PRESSURE SIDE
SERVICE VALVE

LOW-PRESSURE SIDE
SERVICE VALVE

SHTS18ZZZ0400007

OPEN THE HI.OPEN THE LO.

SHTS18ZZZ0400008
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(5) When the low-pressure gauge reads -0.1 MPa {-750 mmHg, -
30 inHg} or higher, close both high-pressure and low-pres-
sure valves of the gauge manifold and turn off the vacuum
pump.

! CAUTION
 

Turn off the vacuum pump before closing the gauge manifold
valves will cause unwanted entry of ambient air.

(6) Airtight check - 1 (to check gauge indicators)
a. Leave high-pressure and low-pressure valves of the gauge

manifold as being closed for a while (5 minutes) and then
check that gauge indicators do not move back.

! CAUTION
 

Moving back of a gauge indicator signifies leakage. Inspect pipe
connections for untightened spots and make necessary correc-
tion. After vacuuming again, conduct a reinspection.

CLOSE THE HI.CLOSE THE LO.

-0.1 MPa {-750 mmHg, -30 inHg} OR MORE

SHTS18ZZZ0400009

CLOSE THE HI.
CLOSE THE LO.

SHTS18ZZZ0400010
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(7) Airtight check - 2 (airtight check with refrigerant)
Slightly fill refrigerant. Use a gas leak detector to check for
airtightness.

a. Disconnect the charging hose (green) from the vacuum
pump and connect it to a service can.

b. Purge air from the charging hose (green).

• Open the valve after tightening up the handle of the ser-
vice can valve once to open the service can.

• Purge air from the hose.

! CAUTION
 

• During this work step, keep closing both high-pressure and low-
pressure valves of the gauge manifold.

• Avoid contact of refrigerant with hands during this work step.
(Avoid a risk of getting frostbite.)

c. Open the high-pressure valve of the gauge manifold and fill
refrigerant until the low-pressure gauge reads 0.1MPa 
{1kgf/cm2, 15lbf/in.2}.

d. After filling refrigerant, close the high-pressure valve.
e. Use a gas leak detector to thoroughly check for gas leak-

age. If gas leak is found, make repair.

! CAUTION
 

Make sure to use a halogen leak detector for HFC134a (R134a)
when checking for gas leak.

SERVICE CANTO THE SERVICE 
VALVE.

GREEN

RED

BLUE

SHTS18ZZZ0400011

VALVE

SERVICE CAN

SHTS18ZZZ0400012

OPEN THE HI.LO

SHTS18ZZZ0400013
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3. FILLING REFRIGERANT
(1) Fill refrigerant from the high-pressure side

a. With the engine stopped, open the service can valve and
the high-pressure valve of the gauge manifold, and fill
approximately one service can of refrigerant.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not activate the compressor during this work step. Activa-
tion of the compressor will cause refrigerant to flow back, which
may result in a high risk of rupture of a hose and/or explosion of
a service can.

• Do not activate the compressor without refrigerant. Inobser-
vance of this instruction may cause seizure of the compressor.

• Do not open the low-pressure valve of the gauge manifold. Inob-
servance of this instruction may lead to liquid compression 
damage of the compressor.

b. Close the service can valve and the high-pressure valve of
the gauge manifold.

OPENLO

OPEN THE HI.

SHTS18ZZZ0400014

CLOSE THE HI.

CLOSELO

SHTS18ZZZ0400015
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(2) Fill refrigerant from the low-pressure side
a. Check that the high-pressure valve of the gauge manifold

is closed.
b. Set the vehicle to the conditions as described below.

• Start the engine and open all doors of the vehicle

• Air conditioner switch: ON

• Temperature adjustment lever: max. cool

• Blower switch: HI

• Engine rpm: approximately 1,500 r/min.

c. Open the service can valve and the low-pressure valve of
the gauge manifold, and fill refrigerant.

Unit: g {oz.}

d. After filling refrigerant, close the service can valve and the
low-pressure valve of the gauge manifold, and stop the
engine.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not open the high-pressure valve (HI) of the gauge manifold.
Opening the high-pressure valve (HI) of the gauge manifold will
cause high-pressure gas to flow back, which may result in a
high risk of rupture of a charging hose and/or explosion of a
service can.

• Do not turn the service can upside down. Turning the can
upside down will cause liquid refrigerant to flow into the com-
pressor, which may result in damage of the liquid compression
compressor valve.
Position the service can in its upright posture to fill gaseous
refrigerant.

• Operating the cooler compressor without refrigerant may cause
seizure due to poor lubrication. Do not activate the compressor
before filling refrigerant.

HINT
When reusing collected refrigerant gas, prepare a service can in
advance, which will be needed for refilling, as the refrigerant gas
collection rate of a freon collection reproducer is approximately
90%.

HI OPEN
OPEN
THE LO.

SHTS18ZZZ0400016

Cab width Electric fan Specifications Rear cooler Sub condenser
Refrigerant 

amount

Wide 

Sub-cooling — —
40050

{141.75}

Condenser 
receiver

 —
85050

{29.751.75}

HI CLOSE

CLOSE
THE LO.

SHTS18ZZZ0400017
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HINT
The above is only for reference. All refrigerant should be collected
and the specified amount of refrigerant should be filled in princi-
ple.

(FILL LEVEL)

REFILLING 100g {3.53 oz.}

CENTER OF 
PROPER VALUE

±50g {1.76 oz.}

150g {5.29 oz.}

DEFORMING POINT

H
IG

H
 P

R
E

S
S

U
R

E

SUBCOOL CYCLE

SHELF
OVERCHARGE

REFRIGERANT AMOUNT

REFILL START POINT AND REFILL VOLUME OF SUB-COOL TYPE (WITHOUT ELECTRIC FAN)

SHTS18ZZZ0400018
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4. INSPECTING THE FILL LEVEL OF REFRIGERANT (USING A
GAUGE MANIFOLD)
(1) Set the vehicle to the conditions as described below.

• Door: All open

• Temperature control: max. cool

• Blower speed: HI

• Recirculation/fresh-air mode selector: recirculation mode

• Engine rpm: 1,500 r/min.

• All doors open; set blower speed at LO

• Judge at 1.86 MPa {19 kgf/cm2, 270 lbf/in.2} or lower in the
indoor work area or in the shade.

! CAUTION
 

• Judging at 1.86 MPa {19 kgf/cm2, 270 lbf/in.2} or lower on the
high-pressure side.

• Even if an ambient temperature is high (40°C {104°F} or higher),
be sure that pressure will not exceed 1.86 MPa 
{19 kgf/cm2, 270 lbf/in.2} on the high-pressure side.

(2) Check readings on the gauge manifold. If a reading does not
meet the standard value, fill again or make adjustment.

! CAUTION
 

• Readings indicated by the gauge manifold may fluctuate
depending on the conditions.

• Excessively filled refrigerant may cause a trouble such as poor
cooling and overheat.

-0.1
0

0.5

1.0
1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

LOW-PRESSURE SIDE HIGH-PRESSURE SIDE

SHTS18ZZZ0400019

Pressure
Standard value

 (MPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2})

Low-pressure side 0.15-0.25 {1.5-2.5, 22-36}

High-pressure side 1.37-1.57 {14-16, 199-228}
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5. INSPECTING THE FILL LEVEL OF REFRIGERANT (QUICK
INSPECTION THROUGH A SIGHT GLASS)
(1) Set the vehicle to the conditions as described below.

• Door: All open

• Temperature control: max. cool

• Blower speed: HI

• Recirculation/fresh-air mode selector: recirculation mode

• Engine rpm: 1,500 r/min.
(2) Check flow of refrigerant in the air conditioning cycle by

observing through a sight glass under the above conditions.
If the fill level is not correct, take steps described under the
preceding section "4. Inspecting the fill level of refrigerant
(using the gauge manifold)."

SIGHT GLASS

EXCESSIVE
FILLING

PROPER
INSUFFICIENT

SHTS18ZZZ0400020

Proper 
fill level

Only few air bubbles are seen in flow. 
[Air bubbles will vanish and turn transpar-
ent when the engine speed is gradually 
increased from idle speed to 1,500 r/min.]

Exces-
sive fill-

ing

No air bubbles will be seen in flow. In this 
case, a pressure is high both on high-pres-
sure and low-pressure sides. Cooling is 
insufficient.

Insuffi-
cient fill 
of refrig-

erant

Air bubbles will continuously go through in 
flow.
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MAINTENANCE
EN01E18ZZZ040706014003

FRESH-AIR FILTER (WIDE CAB)

1. REMOVING THE FRESH-AIR FILTER
(1) Remove the fresh-air filter from the legroom of the assistant

seat.
NOTICE
When removing the fresh-air filter, pull off the filter while removing
the fitting tab.

2. CLEANING THE FRESH-AIR FILTER
(1) Clean the fresh-air filter by water washing or blowing with

compressed air.
NOTICE
If the fresh-air filter is washed with water, thoroughly dry it before
installation.

HINT
Clean the air filter once a month.

: FITTING TAB

SHTS18ZZZ0400021
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3. MOUNTING THE FRESH-AIR FILTER
(1) Mount the fresh-air filter to the legroom of the assistant seat.

RECIRCULATION AIR FILTER

1. CLEANING OR REPLACEMENT OF RECIRCULATION AIR FIL-
TER
(1) Remove the air conditioner cover from the legroom of the

assistant seat.
(2) Remove the recirculation-air filter.

NOTICE
When removing the recirculation air filter, pull off the filter while
removing the fitting tab.

SHTS18ZZZ0400022

: FITTING TAB

SHTS18ZZZ0400023
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(3) Clean the standard recirculation-air filter by water washing or
blowing with compressed air.

NOTICE
If the fresh-air filter is washed with water, thoroughly dry it before
installation.

HINT
Clean the standard recirculation air filter once a month.

(4) Clean the high-performance recirculation air filter by blowing
with compressed air.

NOTICE
Water washing of the high-performance recirculation air filter is
not allowed.

HINT

• Clean the high-performance recirculation air filter per 
10,000km {6,250 mile}.

• Replace the high-performance recirculation air filter once a year
or per 30,000km {18,750 mile}.

(5) Mount the recirculation-air filter.
(6) Mount the air conditioner cover to the legroom of the assis-

tant seat.

CONDENSER

1. CLEANING THE CONDENSER
(1) Clogged condenser fins with mud and dust will degrade the

cooling effect. To prevent corrosion, thoroughly clean the
condenser with water or steam after driving near the coast or
on the road covered with antifreezing agent.

NOTICE

• Before washing the condenser with water, make sure to turn off
the air conditioner.

• Hard brushing will damage condenser fins. Do not use a brush
for cleaning.

• Avoid water splash onto harnesses and connectors.

• Do not use cleaner.

STANDARD RECIRCULATION AIR FILTER

SHTS18ZZZ0400024

HIGH-PERFORMANCE RECIRCULATION AIR 
FILTER

SHTS18ZZZ0400025

SHTS18ZZZ0400026
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LAYOUT DRAWING

V-BELT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401037001

1 V-belt

1

SHTS18ZZZ0400027
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

V-BELT

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706037001

REMOVING THE V-BELT

1. REMOVING THE V-BELT (FRONT SIDE)
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), STARTING/CHARGING
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), STARTING/CHARGING

2. REMOVING THE V-BELT (REAR SIDE)
(1) Loosen the lock nut of the tension pulley. 

(2) Loosen the adjusting bolt to remove the V-belt (rear side). 

MOUNTING THE V-BELT

1. MOUNTING THE V-BELT (REAR SIDE)
(1) Mount the V-belt to each pulley (rear side) 
(2) Tighten the V-belt (rear side) with an adjusting bolt. 

NOTICE
Make sure that the V-belt (rear side) is not off each pulley groove.

(3) Press the belt center (B in the figure) with a finger at about 98
N {10 kgf, 22 lbf}. Or adjust the belt deflection to the standard
value using the SST (compression gauge), or adjust the belt
tension to the standard value using the SST (belt tension
gauge). 

SST: S0944-41210
Compression gauge

LOCK NUT

SHTS18ZZZ0400028

ADJUSTING BOLT

SHTS18ZZZ0400029

IDLER PULLEY

COMPRESSOR 
PULLEY

CRANKSHAFT 
PULLEY

B

SHTS18ZZZ0400030

V-belt Deflection

Used belt
11 mm

{0.43 in.}
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NOTICE

• When using the compression gauge, place a plate on the belt so
that the load is applied across its back surface.

• Excessively stretching the V-belt reduces its service life. Exer-
cise care not to stretch the V-belt in excess of the specified ten-
sion.

• If the slack in the V-belt is 13 mm {0.5118 in.} over (tension: 150
N {15 Kgf, 33 lbf}) in an inspection, the V-belt may slip. Readjust
the tension of the V-belt when "restretching it." (Repeated
restretching reduces the service life of the V-belt.)

• Inspect the V-belt for crack or damage visually.
If abnormality is found, replace it.

HINT
The tension of the V-belt decreases after operation. This phenom-
enon occurs in the process of initial contouring. This is not a
problem.

PRESSPLATE

V-BELT

SHTS18ZZZ0400031

AFTER 
DRIVING

DRIVING 
TIME

DRIVING 
TIME

IN THE CASE THAT CORRECT 
MAINTENANCE HAS BEEN PERFORMED

T
E

N
S
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N

T
E

N
S

IO
N

T
E

N
S

IO
N

T
E

N
S

IO
N

TENSION WHEN MOUNTING 
A NEW PART

TENSION WHEN MOUNTING A NEW 
PART

TENSION WHEN 
ADJUSTING TENSION WHEN ADJUSTING

TENSION WHEN ADJUSTING

STABLE 
TENSION

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
DRIVING TIME AND TENSION DRIVING 

TIME
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
DRIVING TIME AND 
TENSION

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
DRIVING TIME AND TENSION DRIVING 

TIME
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

DRIVING TIME AND TENSION

DAMAGE

DAMAGE
DAMAGE

IN CASE ADJUSTING TENSION IS HIGH

HIGH ADJUSTING 
TENSIONTENSION WHEN 

MOUNTING A NEW 
PART

TENSION WHEN 
MOUNTING 
A NEW PART

IN CASE OF HIGH INITIAL TENSION

HIGH INITIAL TENSION

IN CASE OF EXCESSIVE ADJUSTMENT

EXCESSIVE ADJUSTMENT 
MEANS THAT ADJUSTMENT 
HAS BEEN FREQUENTLY 
PERFORMED WITHOUT 
WAITING FOR THE LEGAL 
INSPECTION PERIOD. 

EXCESSIVE 
ADJUSTMENT

SHTS18ZZZ0400032
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Condition of the V-belt Remaining life (for reference)

Same distance as the travel distance from the time of a 
new vehicle or replacement to inspection, or more

Half of the travel distance from the time of a new vehicle or 
replacement to inspection

One fourth of the travel distance from the time of a new 
vehicle or replacement to inspection

Service life

CREASE

CRACKING ON 
SURFACE

CRACKING TO BOTTOM 
RUBBER

CRACKING TO CORE WIRE
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(4) Tighten the locknut of the tension pulley.

Tightening Torque:
41 N·m {420 kgf·cm, 30 lbf·ft}

(5) Retighten the adjusting bolt.

Tightening Torque:
5.9 N·m {60 kgf·cm, 4.4 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE V-BELT (FRONTSIDE)
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), STARTING/CHARGING
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), STARTING/CHARGING

LOCK NUT

SHTS18ZZZ0400037

ADJUSTING BOLT

SHTS18ZZZ0400038
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LAYOUT DRAWING

COOLER COMPRESSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401035001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Snap ring * 4 Magnetic clutch stator

2 Magnetic clutch hub 5 Magnetic clutch washer

3 Magnetic clutch rotor 6 Cooler compressor

A 24.5 {250, 18} B 18 {184, 13}

1

1

B

A

2

6
5

4
3

SHTS18ZZZ0400039
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

COOLER COMPRESSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706035001

REMOVING

1. COLLECTING REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

2. REMOVING HOSES
(1) Remove the hoses connected to the cooler compressor.
(2) Remove the O-rings from the hoses.

NOTICE
Cover the fitting parts of the removed hoses and cooler compres-
sor with vinyl tape to prevent entry of dirt or water.

3. REMOVING THE COOLER COMPRESSOR
(1) Unfasten the four bolt to remove the cooler compressor.

DISASSEMBLING

1. REMOVING THE MAGNETIC CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
(1) Fix the cooler compressor to the vise with an aluminum plate.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful so that the bracket and harness will not be caught in.

(2) Fix the magnetic clutch hub with a magnetic clutch stopper.
(3) Unfasten the bolts to remove the magnetic clutch hub and

magnetic clutch washers.
NOTICE
The number of magnetic clutch washers, which are used for
adjusting, is not determined.

SHTS18ZZZ0400040

SHTS18ZZZ0400041
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(4) Using snap ring pliers, remove the snap ring and detach the
magnetic clutch rotor from the cooler compressor.

! CAUTION
 

Do not scratch the bearing seal cover when removing the snap
ring.

(5) Release the clamps and disconnect the connector.
(6) Unfasten the screws to separate the earth wire.

(7) Using snap ring pliers, remove the snap ring and detach the
magnetic clutch stator from the cooler compressor.

ASSEMBLING

1. MOUNTING THE MAGNETIC CLUTCH ASSEMBLY
(1) Fix the cooler compressor to the vise with an aluminum plate.
(2) Mount the magnetic clutch stator by aligning with the mount-

ing position of the cooler compressor as shown in the figure.

(3) Using the snap ring pliers, mount a new snap ring with its
chamfered side facing upward.

(4) Connect the earth wire with the screw.
(5) Fit the clamp to connect the connector.
(6) Mount the magnetic clutch rotor to the cooler compressor.

SHTS18ZZZ0400042

SHTS18ZZZ0400043

SHTS18ZZZ0400044

SHTS18ZZZ0400045
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(7) Using the snap ring pliers, mount a new snap ring with its
chamfered side facing upward.

! CAUTION
 

• When mounting the snap ring, do not widen the inner diameter
by 30.5mm {1.201 in.} or more.

• When mounting the snap ring, do not scratch the bearing seal
cover.

(8) Mount the magnetic clutch washers and magnetic clutch hub
to the cooler compressor temporarily with bolts.

NOTICE
Do not change the combination of the magnetic clutch washers
before disassembly.

(9) Using the magnetic clutch stopper, fix the magnetic clutch
hub and tighten with bolts.

Tightening Torque:
 18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

When tightening the bolts, do not adhere any contaminants such
as oil to the compressor shaft tip, threads, bolt seat, threads, and
clutch hub seat.

2. INSPECTING THE MAGNETIC CLUTCH AIR GAP
(1) Set the dial gauge to the magnetic clutch hub vertically.
(2) Connect the battery positive and negative terminals to the 1st

terminal of the magnetic clutch connector and the earth wire,
respectively. Repeat turning on and off the magnetic clutch.
Measure the air gap when the clutch is turned off.

! CAUTION
 

Use a 12 V battery.

(3) When the air gap is outside the specified value, detach the
magnetic clutch hub and adjust the gap by changing the
number of magnetic clutch washers.

! CAUTION
 

The number of magnetic clutch washers shall be 3 or less when
adjusting the gap.

(4) Remove the cooler compressor from the vise.

SHTS18ZZZ0400046

SHTS18ZZZ0400047

SHTS18ZZZ0400048

Standard value (mm {in.}) 0.35-0.60 {0.0138-0.0236}
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3. INSPECTING THE COMPRESSOR OIL LEVEL
(1) When replacing with a new cooler compressor, drain the fol-

lowing volume of oil before mounting.

! CAUTION
 

• Observe the instructions for removing/installing when inspect-
ing the compressor oil level.

• Mounting the new cooler compressor without draining the com-
pressor oil remaining in the vehicle piping may increase the oil
level, and prevent the heat exchange of refrigerant cycle, result-
ing in adverse effects such as poor cooling or sound vibration.

• Inspect for oil leak when the remaining oil level of detached
cooler compressor is low.

• Use for compressor oil.

MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE COOLER COMPRESSOR
(1) Tighten the bolts shown in the figure <1> <2> temporarily.
(2) Mount the cooler compressor with bolts (4 pcs.) in order as

shown in the figure.
Tightening Torque:
 24.5 N·m {250 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

2. ATTACHING HOSES
(1) Apply sufficient amount of compressor oil to the fitting parts

of new O-rings and cooler compressor.
(2) Connect the hoses to be connected to the cooler compres-

sor.
NOTICE
The O-ring and O-ring sealed area must be free from dirt.

3. FILLING REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

LAYOUT DRAWING

Standard 
value

 (Oil capacity in new cooler compressor 120-135 ml 
{7.3-8.2 cu.in.}) - (remaining amount of oil in 
detached cooler compressor) = (amount of drained 
oil when replacing)

<1>

<2>
<3>

<4>

SHTS18ZZZ0400049
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

LAYOUT DRAWING

CONDENSER (WIDE CAB MODEL TYPE WITH FAN)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401039001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Blower motor 4 Condenser

2 Shroud 5 Bracket

3 Cooling fan

A 5.5 {56, 4.1} C 64 {653, 47}

B 240 {2,447, 177} D 19.5 {199, 14}

1
2

3

A
A

4

B

A

5
A

C

D
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

CONDENSER (WIDE CAB MODEL TYPE WITH FAN)

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706039001

REMOVING

1. COLLECTING REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

2. REMOVING THE FRONT BUMPER

3. REMOVING THE PIPE
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the pipe.

(2) Remove the O-ring from the pipe.
NOTICE
Cover the fitting parts of the removed pipes and condenser with
vinyl tape to prevent entry of dirt or water.

4. REMOVING THE CONDENSER
(1) Release the clamps and disconnect the connector.

(2) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (3pcs.) to remove the
condenser.

SHTS18ZZZ0400051
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DISASSEMBLING

1. REMOVING THE BLOWER ASSEMBLY & SHROUD
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs. ) to remove the blower assembly &

shroud.

2. REMOVING THE COOLING FAN
(1) Unfasten the nut to remove the cooling fan.

3. REMOVING THE BLOWER MOTOR
(1) Unfasten screws (3 pcs.) to remove the blower motor.

4. REMOVING THE CONDENSER CORE
(1) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the condenser core.

SHTS18ZZZ0400053
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ASSEMBLING

1. MOUNTING THE CONDENSER CORE
(1) Mount the condenser core with nuts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 5.5 N·m {56 kgf·cm, 4.1 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE BLOWER MOTOR
(1) Mount the blower motor with screws (3 pcs.).

3. MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN
(1) Mount the cooling fan with a nut.

4. MOUNTING THE BLOWER ASSEMBLY & SHROUD
(1) Fasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to secure the blower assembly &

shroud.

Tightening Torque:
 5.5 N·m {56 kgf·cm, 4.1 lbf·ft}

SHTS18ZZZ0400057
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MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE CONDENSER
(1) Mount the condenser with bolts (2 pcs.) and nuts (3 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
Nut A
 19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}
Nut B
 64 N·m {653 kgf·cm, 47 lbf·ft}
Bolt C
 240 N·m {2,447 kgf·cm, 177 lbf·ft}

(2) Fit the clamp to connect the connector.

2. MOUNTING THE PIPE
(1) Remove the vinyl tape covering the joint parts of the pipe and

condenser.

(2) Apply sufficient amount of compressor oil to the fitting parts
of new O-rings and pipes.

(3) Mount the new O-ring to the pipe.
NOTICE
The O-ring and O-ring sealed area must be free from dirt.

(4) Mount the pipe to the condenser with a bolt.
Tightening Torque:
 5.4 N·m {55 kgf·cm, 4.0 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE FRONT BUMPER

4. FILLING REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

NUT A

NUT BNUT B

BOLT C

SHTS18ZZZ0400061
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LAYOUT DRAWING

LAYOUT DRAWING

HVAC (WIDE CAB MODEL)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401025001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Blower motor 5 Expansion valve

2 HVAC 6 O-ring *

3 Heater core 7 Air damper case

4 Evaporator 8 Resistor

A 4-8 {41-81, 3.0-5.9}

A

1

A

4

6

5

6

2 3

7

8
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1 Foot duct

1

1

1

1
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

HVAC (WIDE CAB MODEL)

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706025001

REMOVING

1. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
(Page 15-6)

2. REMOVING THE HEATER CONTROL
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, HEATER CONTROL (Page 18-47)

3. COLLECTING REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

4. SEPARATING THE HEATER HOSE

5. REMOVING THE HVAC AND AIR DAMPER CASE
(1) Unfasten the bolts (5 pcs.) connecting the dash panel, HVAC

and air damper case.

HVAC AND AIR 
DAMPER CASE 

SHTS18ZZZ0400065
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(2) Unfasten the bolts (5 pcs.) connecting the instrument panel
reinforce, HVAC and air damper case upper side.

(3) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) connecting the floor, HVAC and air
damper case bottom.

(4) Unfasten the clips (2 pcs.) to remove the Foot duct to the
right of the HVAC from the pedal bracket and instrument
panel reinforce.

(5) Unfasten the clips (2 pcs.) to remove the Foot duct to the left
of the HVAC.

(6) Remove the HVAC and air damper case from the vehicle.

6. REMOVING THE RESISTOR
(1) Unfasten the bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the resistor from the air

damper case.

AIR DAMPER 
CASE

HVAC

SHTS18ZZZ0400066

FOOT DUCT

SHTS18ZZZ0400067

FOOT DUCT
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DISASSEMBLING

1. REMOVING THE BLOWER MOTOR
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the blower motor from the HVAC.

2. REMOVING THE EVAPORATOR AND HEATER CORE
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the evaporator cover from the

HVAC.

(2) Unfasten the bolt to remove the expansion valve from the
evaporator.

(3) Remove the evaporator from the HVAC.

(4) Remove the heater core from the HVAC.

SHTS18ZZZ0400070

EVAPORATOR

EVAPORATOR COVER EVAPORATOR 
EXPANSION 
VALVE

SHTS18ZZZ0400071

HEATER CORE
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ASSEMBLING

1. MOUNTING THE EVAPORATOR AND HEATER CORE
(1) Mount the heater core to the HVAC.

(2) Mount the evaporator to the HVAC.

(3) Mount the expansion valve to the HVAC with a bolt.
(4) Mount the evaporator cover to the HVAC with a bolt.

Tightening Torque:
Expansion valve to Evaporator
2.3-4.2 N·m {24-42 kgf·cm, 1.7-3.0 lbf·ft}
Evaporator cover to HVAC
1.1-1.7 N·m {11-17 kgf·cm, 0.9-1.2 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE BLOWER MOTOR
(1) Mount the blower motor with a bolt.

Tightening Torque:
1.3-2.5 N·m {14-25 kgf·cm, 1.0-1.8 lbf·ft}

HEATER CORE

SHTS18ZZZ0400073

EVAPORATOR

EVAPORATOR COVER EVAPORATOR 
EXPANSION 
VALVE

SHTS18ZZZ0400074
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MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE RESISTOR
(1) Mount the resistor to the air damper case with a bolt.

Tightening Torque:
1.1-1.7 N·m {11-17 kgf·cm, 0.9-1.2 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE HVAC AND AIR DAMPER CASE
(1) Mount the Foot duct to the right of the HVAC with two clips to

the instrument panel reinforce and pedal bracket.

(2) Mount the Foot duct to the left of the HVAC to the HVAC with
clips (2 pcs.).

SHTS18ZZZ0400076

FOOT DUCT

SHTS18ZZZ0400077

FOOT DUCT

SHTS18ZZZ0400078
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(3) Mount the HVAC and air damper case upper area to the
instrument panel reinforce with bolts (5 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
4-8 N·m {41-81 kgf·cm, 3.0-5.9 lbf·ft}

(4) Mount the HVAC and air damper case to the floor with bolts
(3 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
4-8 N·m {41-81 kgf·cm, 3.0-5.9 lbf·ft}

AIR DAMPER 
CASE

HVAC

SHTS18ZZZ0400079
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(5) Fix the HVAC and air damper case to the dash panel with
bolts (5 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
4-8 N·m {41-81 kgf·cm, 3.0-5.9 lbf·ft}

3. CONNECTING THE HEATER HOSE

4. FILLING REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

5. MOUNTING THE HEATER CONTROL
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, MOUNTING (Page 18-49)

6. MOUNTING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

HVAC AND AIR 
DAMPER CASE 

SHTS18ZZZ0400080
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LAYOUT DRAWING

HEATER CONTROL

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401026001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Heater control 2 Control wire

A 1.4-2.4 {14-24, 1.1-1.7}

A A

1

2

2

2

SHTS18ZZZ0400081
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

HEATER CONTROL

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706026001

REMOVING

1. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS,
REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS (Page 15-6)

2. REMOVING HEATER CONTROL
(1) Separate the connection between the recirculation/fresh-air

cable / mode changeover cable / temperature control cable
and the link.

MODE 
SWITCHING 
CABLE

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL CABLE

TEMPERATURE 
CONTROL 
CABLE

RECIRCULATION/
FRESH-AIR CABLE

SHTS18ZZZ0400082
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(2) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) to remove the heater control.

MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE HEATER CONTROL
(1) Before connecting the cable, set the heater control lever as

shown in the figure.

(2) Mount the heater control with bolts (3 pcs.) in order as shown
in the figure.

Tightening Torque:
1.4-2.4 N·m {14-24 kgf·cm, 1.1-1.7 lbf·ft}

(3) Insert the cable end (eye) to the pin of the mode changeover
link and set the outer cable to the cable clamp while pressing
the link against the face side boss.

SHTS18ZZZ0400083

SHTS18ZZZ0400084

SHTS18ZZZ0400085
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(4) Insert the cable end (eye) to the pin of the temperature con-
trol cable and set the outer cable to the cable clamp while
pressing the link against the cool side boss.

(5) Insert the cable end (eye) to the pin of the recirculation/fresh
air changeover link and set the outer cable to the cable clamp
while pressing the link against the recirculation/fresh air side
boss.

2. MOUNTING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS 
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS,
REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS (Page 15-6)

TEMPERATURE CONTROL CABLE

COOL SIDE 
BOSS

FACE SIDE BOSS

MODE SWITCHING 
CABLE

SHTS18ZZZ0400086

RECIRCULATION/FRESH AIR 
CHANGEOVER CABLE

RECIRCULATION/
FRESH-AIR SIDE 
BOSS

SHTS18ZZZ0400087
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LAYOUT DRAWING

REAR HEATER (CREW CAB)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401028001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear heater 4 Rear heater blower motor

2 Heater core 5 Rear heater blower resistor

3 Rear heater blower fan

A 12.5 {128, 9} B 5.5 {56, 4}

A

1

B

2

3
4

5

SHTS18ZZZ0400088
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

REAR HEATER (CREW CAB)

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706028001

REMOVING

1. DRAINING THE COOLANT
Reference: ENGINE (S5-J05E10A), COOLING
Reference: ENGINE (S5-J05E11A), COOLING

2. REMOVING THE REAR HEATER
(1) Unfasten the clamps (2 pcs.) to disconnect the rear heater

water hoses (2 pcs.).
NOTICE
Prepare a tray and clean cloth to receive leaked coolant.

(2) Remove the nuts from the outside of the vehicle.
(3) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.) from the inside of the vehicle.

(4) Disconnect the two connectors.
(5) Unfasten the clamps to remove the rear heater assembly.

SHTS18ZZZ0400089

SHTS18ZZZ0400090

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS18ZZZ0400091
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3. REMOVING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER RESISTOR
(1) Disconnect the two connectors.
(2) Release the clamps.
(3) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) to remove the rear heater

blower resistor.

4. REMOVING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER FAN SUB-ASSEM-
BLY
(1) Remove the knob.
(2) Unfasten the screws (4 pcs.) to remove the air duct.

(3) Unfasten the screws (4 pcs.) to remove the blower motor
case.

(4) Unfasten the nut to remove the rear heater blower fan.

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS18ZZZ0400092

SHTS18ZZZ0400093

SHTS18ZZZ0400094

SHTS18ZZZ0400095
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5. REMOVING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER MOTOR SUB-
ASSEMBLY
(1) Release the clamps.
(2) Unfasten three screws to remove the rear heater blower

motor.

6. REMOVING THE REAR HEATER UNIT
(1) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) to remove the rear heater unit

assembly.

(2) Unfasten the clamps (2 pcs.) to remove the heater pipe.
(3) Remove the O-rings (2 pcs.) from the heater pipe.

MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE REAR HEATER UNIT
(1) Mount new O-rings (2 pcs.) to the heater pipe.
(2) Mount the heater pipe to the rear heater unit with clamps (2

pcs.).

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS18ZZZ0400096

SHTS18ZZZ0400097

SHTS18ZZZ0400098

SHTS18ZZZ0400099
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(3) Mount the rear heater unit assembly with screws (2 pcs.).

2. MOUNTING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER MOTOR SUB-
ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the rear heater blower motor with three screws.
(2) Fit the clamp.

3. MOUNTING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER FAN SUB-ASSEM-
BLY
(1) Mount the rear heater blower fan with a nut.

Tightening Torque:
 2.9 N·m {30 kgf·cm, 2.1 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the blower motor case with screws (4 pcs.).

SHTS18ZZZ0400100

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS18ZZZ0400101

SHTS18ZZZ0400102

SHTS18ZZZ0400103
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(3) Mount the air duct with screws (4 pcs.).
(4) Mount the knob.

4. MOUNTING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER RESISTOR
(1) Mount the rear heater blower resistor with screws (2 pcs.).
(2) Connect the two connectors.
(3) Fit the clamp.

5. MOUNTING THE REAR HEATER
(1) Connect the two connectors.
(2) Fit the clamp.

(3) Mount the rear heater assembly with bolts (3 pcs.) in order as
shown in the figure.

(4) Mount the nut from the outside of the vehicle.
Tightening Torque:
Bolt
12.5 N·m {128 kgf·cm, 9 lbf·ft}
Nut
5.5 N·m {56 kgf·cm, 4 lbf·ft}

SHTS18ZZZ0400104

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS18ZZZ0400105

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS18ZZZ0400106

<1>

<2>
<3>

SHTS18ZZZ0400107
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(5) Connect the two rear heater water hoses with clamps (2
pcs.).

6. ADDING COOLANT
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E10A), COOLING
Reference: ENGINE (S5-LJ05E11A), COOLING

SHTS18ZZZ0400108
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LAYOUT DRAWING

REAR HEATER BLOWER SWITCH (CREW CAB)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401029001

1 Rear heater blower switch 2 Rear heater blower switch knob

1

2

SHTS18ZZZ0400109
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

REAR HEATER BLOWER SWITCH (CREW CAB)

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706029001

REMOVING

1. REMOVING THE FRONT DOOR SCUFF PLATE RIGHT

2. REMOVING THE QUARTER TRIM PANEL LOWER RIGHT

3. REMOVING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER SWITCH
(1) Disconnect the connector.
(2) Release the clips (2 portions) to remove the rear heater

blower switch assembly.

(3) Disconnect the connector.
(4) Remove the rear heater blower switch harness from the

clamp.

4. REMOVING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER SWITCH
(1) Unfasten the knob and nut to remove the rear heater blower

switch.

SHTS18ZZZ0400110

SHTS18ZZZ0400111

SHTS18ZZZ0400112
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MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER SWITCH
(1) Mount the rear heater blower switch with a nut.
(2) Mount the knob.

2. MOUNTING THE REAR HEATER BLOWER SWITCH
(1) Connect the connector.
(2) Draw the harness into the pillar to clamp it.

(3) Align the clips (2 portions) and mount the rear heater blower
switch.

3. MOUNTING THE QUARTER TRIM PANEL LOWER RIGHT

4. MOUNTING THE FRONT DOOR SCUFF PLATE RIGHT

SHTS18ZZZ0400113

SHTS18ZZZ0400114

SHTS18ZZZ0400115
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LAYOUT DRAWING

REAR COOLER (CREW CAB)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401030001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cooling unit 5 Evaporator rear

2 Rear blower resistor 6 O-ring *

3 Blower fan 7 Rear cooling unit expansion valve

4 Blower motor

A 12.5 {128, 9} B 5.4 {55, 4.0}

A

1

B

6

5

7

6

2

3
4

SHTS18ZZZ0400116
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

REAR COOLER (CREW CAB)

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706030001

REMOVING

1. COLLECTING REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

2. DISCONNECTING THE COOLER HOSE
(1) Unfasten the nut to disconnect the cooler hose.

NOTICE
Cover the fitting parts of the pipes with vinyl tape to prevent entry
of dirt or water.

3. REMOVING THE REAR HEATER
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, REAR HEATER (CREW CAB), REPLACEMENT (Page
18-52)

4. REMOVING THE COOLING UNIT
(1) Remove the nuts from the outside of the vehicle compart-

ment.
(2) Flip the rear floor mat and unfasten the four bolts to remove

the cooling unit.

SHTS18ZZZ0400117

SHTS18ZZZ0400118
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DISASSEMBLING

1. REMOVING THE COOLER AIR DUCT
(1) Unfasten the screws (4 pcs.) and clip to remove the cooler air

duct.

2. REMOVING THE REAR BLOWER RESISTOR
(1) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) to remove the rear blower resis-

tor.

3. REMOVING THE EVAPORATOR
(1) Unfasten the screws (4 pcs.) to remove the case.

(2) Remove the evaporator.

SHTS18ZZZ0400119

SHTS18ZZZ0400120

SHTS18ZZZ0400121

SHTS18ZZZ0400122
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4. REMOVING THE AIR CONDITIONER TUBE & ACCESSORY
(1) Using the socket hexagon 5 mm {0.197 in.}, unfasten the

hexagon bolts (2 pcs.) to remove the air conditioner tube.
(2) Remove the O-rings (2 pcs.) from the air conditioner tube

assembly.

5. REMOVING THE REAR CLEANING UNIT EXPANSION VALVE
(1) Remove the rear cleaning unit expansion valve from the

evaporator rear.
(2) Remove the O-rings (2 pcs.) from the evaporator rear.

6. REMOVING THE COOLER UNIT DRAIN HOSE
(1) Unfasten the screws and remove the cooler drain hose.

7. REMOVING THE BLOWER MOTOR
(1) Unfasten three screws to remove the blower motor.

SHTS18ZZZ0400123

SHTS18ZZZ0400124

SHTS18ZZZ0400125

SHTS18ZZZ0400126
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(2) Unfasten the nut to remove the blower fan.

MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE BLOWER MOTOR
(1) Fasten the nut to mount the blower fan.

(2) Mount the blower motor with three screws.

2. MOUNTING THE COOLER UNIT DRAIN HOSE
(1) Mount the cooler unit drain hose with a screw.

SHTS18ZZZ0400127

SHTS18ZZZ0400128

SHTS18ZZZ0400129

SHTS18ZZZ0400130
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3. MOUNTING THE REAR CLEANING UNIT EXPANSION VALVE
(1) Apply sufficient amount of compressor oil to new O-rings (2

pcs.) and joint parts.
(2) Mount the O-rings (2 pcs.) to the evaporator rear.
(3) Mount the rear cooling unit expansion valve to the evapora-

tor.

4. MOUNTING THE AIR CONDITIONER TUBE & ACCESSORY
(1) Apply sufficient amount of compressor oil to new O-rings (2

pcs.) and joint parts.
(2) Mount the O-rings (2 pcs.) to the air conditioner tube.

NOTICE
The O-ring and O-ring sealed area must be free from dirt.

(3) Using the socket hexagon 5 mm, fasten the hexagon bolts (2
pcs.) to mount the air conditioner tube.

Tightening Torque:
 5.4 N·m {55 kgf·cm, 4.0 lbf·ft}

5. MOUNTING THE EVAPORATOR
(1) Mount the evaporator.

(2) Mount the case with screws (4 pcs.).

SHTS18ZZZ0400131

SHTS18ZZZ0400132

SHTS18ZZZ0400133

SHTS18ZZZ0400134
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6. MOUNTING THE REAR BLOWER RESISTOR
(1) Mount the rear blower resistor with screws (2 pcs.).

7. MOUNTING THE COOLER AIR DUCT
(1) Mount the cooler air duct with screws (4 pcs.) and a clip.

8. MOUNTING THE COOLING UNIT
(1) Connect the connector.
(2) Mount the cooling unit assembly with bolts (4 pcs.) and nuts.

NOTICE
Tighten the bolts and nuts in the order shown in the figure.

Tightening Torque:
Bolt
12.5 N·m {128 kgf·cm, 9 lbf·ft}
Nut
5.5 N·m {56 kgf·cm, 4 lbf·ft}

9. MOUNTING THE REAR HEATER
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, REAR HEATER (CREW CAB), MOUNTING (Page 18-
54)

SHTS18ZZZ0400135

SHTS18ZZZ0400136
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10. MOUNTING THE COOLER HOSES
(1) Remove the vinyl tape covering the joint parts of the cooler

hose and unit.
(2) Apply sufficient amount of compressor oil to the joint parts of

new O-rings and the cooler hose.
(3) Mount the O-ring to the cooler hose.

NOTICE
The O-ring and O-ring sealed area must be free from dirt.

(4) Mount the cooler hose and tighten the nut union.
Tightening Torque:
 14 N·m {143 kgf·cm, 10 lbf·ft}

11. MOUNTING THE LIQUID TUBE
(1) Remove the vinyl tape covering the joint parts of the liquid

tube and unit.
(2) Apply sufficient amount of compressor oil to the joint parts of

new O-rings and the liquid tube.
(3) Mount the O-ring to the liquid tube.

NOTICE
The O-ring and O-ring sealed area must be free from dirt.

(4) Mount the liquid tube and tighten the nut union.
Tightening Torque:
 33 N·m {337 kgf·cm, 24 lbf·ft}

12. FILLING REFRIGERANT
Reference: HEATER AND AIR CONDITIONER, AIR CONDI-
TIONER, AIR CONDITIONER, COLLECTION/FILLING OF
REFRIGERANT (Page 18-12)

SHTS18ZZZ0400138

SHTS18ZZZ0400139
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LAYOUT DRAWING

COOLER CONTROL SWITCH (CREW CAB)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E18ZZZ040401031001

1 Air cooler duct 4 Knob

2 Rear console box 5 Cooler control switch

3 Control panel

1

5

2

43

SHTS18ZZZ0400140
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REPLACING POINTS ITEM

COOLER CONTROL SWITCH (CREW CAB)

REPLACEMENT
EN01E18ZZZ040706031001

REMOVING

1. REMOVING THE REAR CONSOLE BOX
(1) Remove the knob.

(2) Remove the control panel.

(3) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) to separate the cooler control
switch and rear console box.

(4) Unfasten the screws (4 pcs.) to remove the rear console box.

SHTS18ZZZ0400141
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2. REMOVING THE COOLER CONTROL SWITCH
(1) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) to remove the air cooler duct.

(2) Unfasten the air cooler duct clamp to remove the control
switch.

MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE COOLER CONTROL SWITCH
(1) Mount the control switch and air cooler duct clamp.

(2) Mount the air cooler duct with screws (2 pcs.).

SHTS18ZZZ0400145

CLAMP POSITION

SHTS18ZZZ0400146

CLAMP POSITION
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(3) Mount the rear console box with screws (4 pcs.).

2. MOUNTING THE REAR CONSOLE BOX
(1) Mount the cooler control switch to the rear console box with

screws (2 pcs.).

(2) Mount the control panel.

(3) Mount the knob.

SHTS18ZZZ0400149
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STANDARD VALUE

LIGHTING

HEADLIGHT
EN01E19ZZZ010701002001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

WIPER AND WASHER

WIPER
EN01E19ZZZ010701003001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

WASHER
EN01E19ZZZ010701003002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Headlight mounting bolt 5.0 {51, 3.7} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Wiper blade mounting height
(Front glass frame lower end - 
wiper positioning ceramic dot part)

LEFT HAND 46.3 {1.823}
Adjustment

RIGHT HAND 50.3 {1.980}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Wiper arm mounting nut 25 {255, 18} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Washer tank mounting bolt 5.5 {56, 4.1} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS

LIGHTING

COMBINATION SWITCH
EN01E19ZZZ020702002001

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For checking combination switch
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LIGHTING

HEADLIGHT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E19ZZZ050402013001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Headlight assembly

A 5.0 {51, 3.7}

1

A

A A

SHTS19ZZZ0500001
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OPTICAL AXIS ADJUSTMENT
EN01E19ZZZ050402013002

HEADLIGHT OPTICAL AXIS ADJUSTMENT

1. HEADLIGHT OPTICAL AXIS ADJUSTMENT
(1) Set the distance between the tester and the headlight lens to

the specified level of the tester.

! CAUTION
 

Orient the tester toward a vehicle.

(2) Set the headlight leveling switch to "0".
(3) Set the headlight tester.

a. Set the angle adjustment tab of the tester to 10 cm in the
lower direction and 0 cm in the left and right direction.

b. Set the light collection lens of the tester to the headlight
center.

(4) Install the headlight cover.

! CAUTION
 

• Install it within 3 minutes when it is covered by material that
does not allow light to pass there through.

• Since the outer lens of the headlight is made of resin, the lens
may be deformed by heat when the installation is performed for
a long time.

(5) Light the headlight to provide the low beam.
(6) Adjust the optical axis of the low beam to -1.0% by following

the handling procedure for the headlight tester.

! CAUTION
 

• Adjust the aiming screw in the tightening direction (when
adjusting the aiming screw in the loosening direction, tighten
the screw once the screw is loosened).

• When the left and right direction is adjusted, adjustment is per-
formed by the left and right aiming screws and then the up and
down direction is readjusted by upper and lower aiming screws.

2. HEADLIGHT LUMINOSITY INSPECTION
(1) After adjusting the optical axis, inspect the luminosity by the

headlight tester.

UP/DOWN AIMING

SHTS19ZZZ0500002

Standard value 6,400 candela or more
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E19ZZZ050402013003

REMOVING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE RADIATOR GRILL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-60)

2. REMOVING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the bolts (3 pcs.) and remove the headlight assem-

bly.

MOUNTING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE HEADLIGHT ASSEMBLY
(1) Use the bolts (3 pcs.) to attach the headlight assembly.

Tightening Torque:
 5.0  N·m {51  kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE RADIATOR GRILL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-63)

3. HEADLIGHT OPTICAL AXIS ADJUSTMENT
Reference: ELECTRICAL, LIGHTING, HEADLIGHT, OPTICAL
AXIS ADJUSTMENT, HEADLIGHT OPTICAL AXIS ADJUST-
MENT (Page 19-5)

SHTS19ZZZ0500003

SHTS19ZZZ0500004
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ID LIGHT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E19ZZZ050402025001

1 ID light 2 Bulb

1
2

SHTS19ZZZ0500005
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E19ZZZ050402025002

REMOVING THE ID LIGHT

1. REMOVING THE ID LIGHT
(1) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) to remove the ID light lens only.

(2) Remove the bulb.

MOUNTING THE ID LIGHT

1. MOUNTING THE ID LIGHT
(1) Mount the valve.
(2) Mount the ID light lens with the screws (2 pcs.).

SHTS19ZZZ0500006

SHTS19ZZZ0500007
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ROOM LIGHT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E19ZZZ050402017001

1 Lens 3 Room light

2 Bulb

2

1

3

SHTS19ZZZ0500008
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E19ZZZ050402017002

REMOVING THE ROOM LIGHT

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

Check that a switch is OFF.

2. REMOVING THE ROOM LIGHT
(1) Unfasten tabs to remove the lens.

(2) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) to remove the room light.
(3) Disconnect the connector.

INSTALLING THE ROOM LIGHT

1. INSTALLING THE ROOM LIGHT
(1) Connect the connector.
(2) Mount the room light with the screws (2 pcs.).

(3) Install the lens.

SHTS19ZZZ0500009

SHTS19ZZZ0500010
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COMBINATION SWITCH

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E19ZZZ050402005001

1 Combination switch 3 Wiper/Washer switch

2 Light control switch

1

2

3

SHTS19ZZZ0500011
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E19ZZZ050402005002

1. REMOVING THE COMBINATION SWITCH ASSEMBLY
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-15)

2. INSTALLING THE COMBINATION SWITCH ASSEMBLY
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
COLUMN, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STEERING COL-
UMN ASSEMBLY (Page 10-19)

INSPECTION
EN01E19ZZZ050402005003

1. TURN SIGNAL SWITCH
(1) Use the circuit tester to inspect continuity between individual

terminals.

2. LIGHT CONTROL SWITCH
(1) Use the circuit tester to inspect continuity between individual

terminals.

SHTS19ZZZ0500012

Switching
Terminal number
 (terminal name)

Continuity

RIGHT 1(E)3(TR) Below 1 

NEUTRAL
1(E)3(TR) 10k or 

higher1(E)2(TL)

LEFT 1(E)2(TL) Below 1 

SHTS19ZZZ0500013

Switching
Terminal number 
(terminal name)

Continuity

OFF
7(EL)9(T) 10k or 

higher7(EL)13(H)

TAIL

7(EL)9(T) Below 1 

7(EL)13(H)
10k or 
higher

HEAD
7(EL)9(T)

Below 1 
7(EL)13(H)
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3. HEADLIGHT DIMMER SWITCH
(1) Use the circuit tester to inspect continuity between individual

terminals.

4. EXHAUST BRAKE SWITCH
(1) Use the circuit tester to inspect continuity between individual

terminals.

SHTS19ZZZ0500014

Switching
Terminal number
(terminal name)

Continuity

PASS

4(ED)6(HL)
10k or 
higher

4(ED)5(HU) Below 1 

7(EL)5(HU) Below 1 

LO

4(ED)6(HL) Below 1 

4(ED)5(HU)
10k or 
higher

7(EL)5(HU)
10k or 
higher

HI

4(ED)6(HL)
10k or 
higher

4(ED)5(HU) Below 1 

7(EL)5(HU)
10k or 
higher

SHTS19ZZZ0500015

Switching
Terminal number 
(terminal name)

Continuity

OFF 9(L)8(B)
10k or 
higher

ON 9(L)8(B) Below 1 
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5. WIPER/WASHER SWITCH
(1) Use the circuit tester to inspect continuity between individual

terminals.

SHTS19ZZZ0500016

Switching
Terminal number
(terminal name)

Continuity

OFF

20(E)18(INT)
10k or 
higher

20(E)19(+1)

20(E)17(+2)

INT

20(E)18(INT) Below 1 

20(E)19(+1)
10k or 
higher

20(E)17(+2)
10k or 
higher

LO

20(E)18(INT)
10k or 
higher

20(E)19(+1) Below 1 

20(E)17(+2)
10k or 
higher

HI

20(E)18(INT)
10k or 
higher

20(E)19(+1)
10k or 
higher

20(E)17(+2) Below 1 

WASHER ON 6(EW)7(WF) Below 1 

WASHER 
OFF

6(EW)7(WF)
10k or 
higher
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WIPER AND WASHER

WIPER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E19ZZZ060402005001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Wiper arm 3 Wiper link assembly

2 Cover 4 Wiper motor

A 25 {255, 18} B 5.5 {56.1, 4.1}

1

1

2

2

4

3

A

A

B

SHTS19ZZZ0600001
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E19ZZZ060402005002

REMOVING THE WIPER MOTOR

1. REMOVING WIPER ARMS
(1) Disconnect the washer hose from the joint.
(2) Remove the cover.
(3) Remove the nuts and remove the wiper arm.

2. REMOVING THE FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-60)

3. REMOVING WIPER LINK ASSEMBLY
(1) Peel the boot and separate the wiper link.

(2) Remove the bolts (6 pcs.) and remove the wiper link assem-
bly.

SHTS19ZZZ0600002

SHTS19ZZZ0600003

SHTS19ZZZ0600004
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4. REMOVING WIPER MOTOR
(1) Remove the bolts (4 pcs.) and remove the wiper motor.
(2) Disconnect the connector.

INSTALLING THE WIPER MOTOR

1. INSTALLING THE WIPER MOTOR
(1) Connect the connector.
(2) Attach the wiper motor by the bolts (4 pcs.)

Tightening Torque:
 5.5  N·m {56.1  kgf·cm, 4.1 lbf·ft}

2. INSTALLING WIPER LINK ASSEMBLY
(1) Use the bolts (6 pcs.) to attach the wiper link assembly.

Tightening Torque:
 5.5  N·m {56.1  kgf·cm, 4.1 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the pivot to the wiper link and attach the boot.

SHTS19ZZZ0600005

SHTS19ZZZ0600006

SHTS19ZZZ0600007

SHTS19ZZZ0600008
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3. MOUNTING FRONT PANEL
Reference: BODY OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, ACCESSORY,
OUTSIDE ACCESSORY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE
FRONT PANEL (Page 16-63)

4. INSTALLING WIPER ARMS
(1) Mount the wiper arm at the standard position by tightening

nuts.
Tightening Torque:
 25  N·m {255  kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the washer hoses to the joint.

RH

WIPER SET POSITION; CERAMIC DOT

LH

SHTS19ZZZ0600009

Wiper blade mounting 
height (mm {in.})

LEFT 
HAND

46.3 {1.823}

RIGHT 
HAND

50.3 {1.980}

SHTS19ZZZ0600010
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WASHER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E19ZZZ060402001001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Washer tank 2 Washer pump

A 5.5 {56, 4.1}

1

A

A

2

SHTS19ZZZ0600011
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REPLACEMENT 
EN01E19ZZZ060402001002

REMOVING THE WASHER TANK

1. DISCONNECTING THE BATTERY TERMINALS
(1) Disconnect the negative battery terminal.

2. REMOVING THE D SEAT LOWER PANEL
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
(Page 15-6)

3. REMOVING THE UPPER BOX
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
(Page 15-6)

4. REMOVING THE REINFORCE BRACKET
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the reinforce bracket.

5. REMOVING THE WASHER TANK
(1) Disconnect the washer inlet hose.
(2) Disconnect the connector of the water motor.
(3) Remove the gauge tank from the bracket.

(4) Unfasten the bolts (3 pcs.) to remove the washer tank.

SHTS19ZZZ0600012

SHTS19ZZZ0600013

SHTS19ZZZ0600014
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INSTALLING THE WASHER TANK

1. INSTALLING THE WASHER TANK
(1) Mount the washer tank by bolts (3 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
 5.5  N·m {56  kgf·cm, 4.1 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the gauge tank to the bracket.

(3) Connect the connector of the washer motor.
(4) Connect the washer inlet hoses.

2. MOUNTING THE REINFORCE BRACKET
(1) Mount the reinforce bracket by the bolt.

3. MOUNTING THE UPPER BOX
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

4. MOUNTING THE D SEAT LOWER PANEL
Reference: BODY INSIDE ACCESSORY, INSTRUMENT PANEL
AND DRIVER INFORMATION, INSTRUMENT PANEL,
REPLACEMENT, INSTALLING THE INSTRUMENT PANEL
(Page 15-11)

5. CONNECTING THE BATTERY TERMINALS
(1) Connect the negative battery terminal.

SHTS19ZZZ0600015

SHTS19ZZZ0600016

SHTS19ZZZ0600017
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COMPUTER

COMPUTER

MOUNTING POSITION
EN01E19ZZZ070402001001

FLASHER RELAY
VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

DRL CONTROLLER

INTEGRATED 
UNIT

COOLANT 
LEVEL WARNING 
CONTROLLER

SHTS19ZZZ0700001
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AT ECU

CLUTCH ECU 
(HV ONLY)

KEYLESS ECU

SHTS19ZZZ0700002
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SWITCH

SWITCH

MOUNTING POSITION
EN01E19ZZZ080402002001

No. Name of switch No. Name of switch No. Name of switch

1 Rheostat 2 Mirror heater 3 Remote control mirror

4 – 5 – 6 Hazard

7 – 8 PWR mode 9 DPR

10 – 11 – 12 Idling stop cancel

13 – 14 – 15 PTO

16 – 17 – 18 –

19 Passenger seat belt indicator 20 Rear power window (Left hand) 21
Rear power window 
(Right hand)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

2120

SHTS19ZZZ0800001
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FUSE AND RELAY

FUSE BLOCK

MOUNTING POSITION
EN01E19ZZZ090402007001

1 2 3 4 7 85 6 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 31 3229 30 33 34 35 36

SHTS19ZZZ0900001
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No. Name Capacity No. Name Capacity

1 – – 2 ACC 10A

3 – – 4 H-LP LH HI 10A

5 H-LP RH HI 10A 6 ECU-IG No.1 10A

7 Gauge 10A 8 P/W 30A

9 VCS-B 10A 10 HTR-RR 10A

11 ECU-B 10A 12 Stop 10A

13 – – 14 AM1 10A

15 AM2 10A 16 SRS-IG 20A

17 ECU-IG No.2 10A 18 P/W-RR 30A

19 – – 20 CIG 15A

21 – – 22 H-LP LH LO 10A

23 H-LP RH LO 10A 24 – –

25 Tail 10A 26 DRL 20A

27 IG1 10A 28 A/C 10A

29 MIR HTR 20A 30 D/L 25A

31 HAZ 20A 32 Horn 15A

33 Radio 10A 34 Dome 10A

35 Washer 10A 36 Wiper 30A
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RELAY

MOUNTING POSITION
EN01E19ZZZ090402009001

No. Name No. Name

1 P-ACC 2 A/C compressor

3 Fuel HTR 4 E-fan

5 – 6 IG1-4

7 – 8 Starter

9 EDU 10 –

11 HTR 12 U2 EXH

13 P-tail 14 DEF heater

15 U2 ACT PWR 16 Starter cut

17 H-LP HI 18 H-LP main

19 DRL – –

17 18 19

87

10

9
13

12
11

16

15

14

1 2 3 4 5 6

SHTS19ZZZ0900002
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REQUIRED ITEMS

IDLING STOP

SLOPE LEARNING
EN01E20ZZZ020702014001

SST

Part name Part No. Illustration of appearance Outline/function

Diagnosis check 
wire No.2

09843-18040 For slope learning

Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

—

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO Dis-
tributor.

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.
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IDLING STOP

IDLING STOP SYSTEM

SLOPE LEARNING
EN01E20ZZZ230402001001

1. 0 POSITION LEARNING OF SLOPE SENSOR
(1) Stop the vehicle on a flat surface.
(2) Check that a vehicle is set to the conditions as described

below.

• Key ON

• Engine stop

• Parking brake: active

! CAUTION
 

Do not vibrate the vehicle.

(3) If SST is used
a. Use the SST to short circuit between terminals 4 (TC)13

(CG) of the troubleshooting tool connector.
SST: 09843-18040

Diagnosis check wire No.2
b. Press and hold the idling stop cancel switch for at least 3

seconds.
c. Check that the 0 point leaning is activated and the buzzer

and indicator light work as follows.

d. Release the idling stop cancel switch.
(4) If HINO DX Ⅱ is used

a. Use the HINO DX Ⅱ , select "Check functions" and then "0
slope point adjustment" for the vehicle control ECU.

b. Perform slope learning by following on-screen instructions.

910111213141516

12345678

CG

TC

SHTS20ZZZ2300001

Buzzer The buzzer intermittently beeps

Indicator 
lighting state

Flash
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2. WARNING FUNCTION INSPECTION
(1) For brake holding in idling stop state, errors described in the

table below, hazardous conditions and elapsed working time
are indicated by the ES start indicator light and buzzer
sounds.

Light 
indica-

tion
Buzzer Types of warning Contents of warning Action

Flash No tone Unadjusted alarm
Initial setting has not been 
completed

Perform initialization.

Flash
Repeating short 

beeping
Malfunction alarm

Unusual switch or sensor 
signal

Turn the idling stop cancel 
switch "ON" and pull the 
parking brake lever to 
cancel the function.
Perform troubleshooting using 
the diagnosis function.

Light on 
(key OFF 
warning 

light is off)

Repeating short 
beeping

Leaving-seat alarm Door left opened during work
Securely pull the parking brake 
or depress the brake pedal to 
close the door

Key OFF alarm
IG switch in "LOCK" position 
with the gear shifted to neutral 
during work

Securely pull the parking brake

Starting-to-move 
alarm

The vehicle moves during 
work (with the gear in neutral 
position for MT vehicle only)

Securely pull the parking brake
Step further on the brake 
pedal

Light on
Beep in accordance 

with the elapsed 
time

Operation time 
information

The activation time is notified 
every minute.
Lapse of 1 minute: 1 tone of a 
single short beeping
Lapse of 2 minutes: 2 tones of 
double short beeping
Lapse of 10 minutes or more: 
Intermittent beeping

Securely park the vehicle 
using the parking brake.
Step further on the brake 
pedal (Further stepping on 
causes reset and operation 
time starts counting again from 
the timing of further stepping 
on)
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CRUISE CONTROL

CRUISE MAIN SWITCH

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01E20ZZZ070402002001

1 Cruise main switch

1

SHTS20ZZZ2200001
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REPLACEMENT
EN01E20ZZZ070402002002

REMOVING THE CRUISE MAIN SWITCH

1. REMOVING STEERING WHEEL
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
WHEEL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING STEERING WHEEL
(Page 10-11)

2. REMOVING THE STEERING WHEEL LOWER COVER
(1) Remove the screws (3 pcs.) and remove the steering wheel

lower cover.

3. REMOVING THE CRUISE MAIN SWITCH
(1) Remove the screws (2 pcs.) and remove the cruise main

switch.

SHTS20ZZZ2200002

SHTS20ZZZ2200003
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MOUNTING THE CRUISE MAIN SWITCH

1. MOUNTING THE CRUISE MAIN SWITCH
(1) Mount the cruise main switch with the screws (2 pcs.).

2. MOUNTING THE STEERING WHEEL LOWER COVER
(1) Mount the steering wheel lower cover with the screws (3

pcs.).

3. MOUNTING STEERING WHEEL
Reference: STEERING, STEERING CONTROL, STEERING
WHEEL, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STEERING WHEEL
(Page 10-12)

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
EN01E20ZZZ070402002003

1. INSPECTING THE CRUISE MAIN SWITCH
(1) Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance values

among the respective connector terminals when each switch
operation is performed.

SHTS20ZZZ2200004

SHTS20ZZZ2200005

123

SHTS20ZZZ2200006

Inspection 
terminal 

Switch operation Standard value

13 not operation 10 k or more

13 + RES 240   2%

13 - SET 630   2%

13 CANCEL 1,540   2%

13 MAIN 1  under
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FOREWORD

This workshop manual has been prepared to provide information regarding repair procedures on Hino Trucks.

Applicable for J05E engine

When making any repairs on your vehicle, be careful not to be injured through improper procedures.
As for maintenance items, refer to the Owner’s Manual.
All information and specifications in this manual are based upon the latest product information available at the time of printing.
Hino Motors Sales U.S.A. , Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without prior notice.

MENU
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION1–2
GENERAL INFORMATION

HOW TO IDENTIFY VEHICLE TYPE

VEHICLE MODEL
EN01F01ZZZ000102001001

X J C 7 0 0 L H K T Q M A 3

CLASSIFICATIONREPORTED MODEL

J05E-UG (HV)X

X

F

J05E-TP (Diesel)J

ENGINE MODEL

C

VEHICLE MODEL

HEAVY DUTY TRACK

CAB WIDTH, DRIVE, FRAME FORM, WHEEL BASE

7 0

7 1

7 2

7 3

CAB WIDTH DRIVE WHEEL BASE

FRAME ASSEMBLY WIDTH

FRAME
FORM

WIDE 2WD MEDIUMOPEN

WIDE 2WD LONGOPEN

WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN

WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN

840 mm {33 in.}

2,900 mm {114 in.}

3,500 mm {138 in.}

3,800 mm {150 in.}

4,100 mm {161 in.}

0

TYPE OF SUSPENSION

FRONT RIGID, REAR RIGID

CAB FORM BRAKE TYPE

CAB FORM, BRAKE TYPE

STEERING WHEEL POSITION

L LEFT HAND DRIVE

H

Q

SINGLE CAB VACUUM

CREW CAB VACUUM

C

D

SINGLE CAB HYDRAULIC

K SINGLE CAB VACUUM

L SINGLE CAB HYDRAULIC

CREW CAB HYDRAULIC

DECK HEIGHT

K HIGH FLOOR CAB 

TRANSMISSION

T 6AT

DECK FORM

3 CHASSIS WITH CAB

ENGINE HORSEPOWER, FUEL

FUEL HORSEPOWER EXHAUST

VERY HIGH US13 (13OBD)DIESEL OILM

LOADING CAPACITY, GVW, REAR TIRES

DESTINATION

DESTINATION

A U.S., CANADA

6.58 t {14,500 lbs}

8.14 t {17,950 lbs},

8.85 t {19,500 lbs}

Q

T7 4 WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN 4,400 mm {173 in.}

REAR DOUBLE

REAR DOUBLE

SHTS01ZZZ0000001
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VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN) STRUCTURE
EN01F01ZZZ000102001002
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APPEARANCE OF VEHICLE

APPEARANCE OF VEHICLE
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 1–5
SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND READINESS TO WORK

WARNING
EN01F01ZZZ000102003001

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
Some recommended and standard maintenance services for your vehicle are included in this section. When performing
maintenance on your vehicle be careful not to get injured by improper work. Improper or incomplete work can cause a mal-
function of the vehicle which may result in personal injury and/or property damage. If you have any question about per-
forming maintenance, please consult your Hino dealer.

WARNING

When working on your vehicle, observe the following general precautions to prevent death, personal injury and/
or property damage in addition to the particular DANGERS, WARNINGS, CAUTIONS and NOTICES in each chap-
ter.

• Always wear safety glasses or goggles to protect your eyes.

• Remove rings, watches, ties, loose hanging jewelry and loose clothing before starting work on the vehicle.

• Bind long hair securely behind the head.

• When working on the vehicle, apply the parking brake firmly, place the gear shift lever in "Neutral" or "N" and 
block the wheels. 

• Always turn off the starter switch to stop the engine, unless the operation requires the engine running. 
Removing the key from the switch is recommended.

• To avoid serious burns, keep yourself away from hot metal parts such as the engine, exhaust manifold, radia-
tor, muffler, exhaust pipe and tail pipe.

• Do not smoke while working on the vehicle since fuel, and gas from battery are flammable.

• Take utmost care when working on the battery. It contains corrosive sulfuric acid.

• Large electric current flows through the battery cable and starter cable. Be careful not to cause a short which 
can result in personal injury and/or property damage.

• Read carefully and observe the instructions specified on the jack before using it.

• Use safety stands to support the vehicle whenever you need to work under it. It is dangerous to work under a 
vehicle supported only by a jack.

• If it is necessary to run the engine after the hood is raised (tilted), make sure that the parking brake is firmly 
applied, the wheels are blocked, and the gear shift lever is positioned in "Neutral" before staring the engine.

• Run the engine only in a well-ventilated area to avoid inhalation of carbon monoxide.

• Keep yourself, your clothing and your tools away from moving parts such as the cooling fan and V-belts when 
the engine is running.

• Be careful not to damage lines and hoses by stepping or holding your feet on them.

• Be careful not to leave any tool in the engine compartment. The tool may be hit by moving parts, which can 
cause personal injury.
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PRECAUTIONS IN TILTING AND LOWERING THE CAB

! WARNING
 

Be sure to observe the following when tilting and lowering the cab to reduce the risk of an accident which may
result in death, serious injury and/or property damage.

• Park the vehicle on a level place and ensure ample space around the cab before tilting the cab.

• Apply the parking brake firmly and place the gearshift lever in “N” position (“P” position if your vehicle is
equipped with automatic transmission).

• Stop the engine and block the wheels.

• Remove any articles in or over the cab and close the doors firmly.

• Make sure there is no one in or around the cab and there are no obstacles in front of the vehicle or above the
cab.

• The catch (E), stopper (F), stay (G) and other parts such as the engine, radiator, and exhaust pipe can be very
hot while your vehicle is operated. Be sure to confirm they have been cooled down before you start working
under the cab.

• Never raise or lower the cab only by yourself if your cab is equipped with heavy component such as a roof rack.

• Never put your body under the cab while raising or lowering the cab.

• Make sure the cab stopper stay is securely locked by the catch (E) and raise the stopper (F) to lock the catch (E)
completely after raising the cab.

• Before lowering the cab, make sure that any object such as hand tools, gloves or cloth are not left under the
cab.

• Make sure the handle (B) is caught by the catch after lowering the cab.
Read the Owner’s manual for details.

DEFINITION OF SAFETY TERMS

Indicates an extremely hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and 
could result in death or serious injury.

Indicates a potential hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and 
could result in death or serious injury.

Indicates a hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and could result 
in serious injury or damage to parts/equipment.

Indicates the need to follow proper procedures and to pay attention to precautions so 
that efficient service is provided.

Provides additional information to help you to perform the repair efficiently.

B

F

E

G

SHTS01ZZZ0000004



GENERAL INTRODUCTION 1–7
TOWING
• When being towed, always place the gear shift lever in "Neutral" and release the parking brake completely. In order to

protect the bumper, fit a protection bar against the lower edge of the bumper and put a wood block under the frame near
the No. 1 cross member when attaching the towing chain. Never lift or tow the vehicle if the chain is in direct contact with
the bumper.

1. Towing procedures
(1) Make sure that the propeller shaft of the vehicle to be towed is removed. When the differential gear or rear axle

shaft is defective, remove both right and left rear axle shafts, then cover the hub opening to prevent loss of axle
lubricant and entry of dirt or foreign matter.

(2) Use a heavy duty cable or rope when towing the vehicle. Fasten the cable securely to the towing hook on the
frame.

(3) The angle of pulling direction of the cable fastened to the towing hook must not exceed 15° in horizontal and ver-
tical directions from the straight ahead, level direction. Avoid using the hook in a way that subjects it to jerk, as in
towing a vehicle trapped in a gutter.

(4) Keep the gear shift lever in Neutral.
(5) Make sure that the starter switch is kept in the "ON" position, if the engine is not running.
(6) Make sure that the engine of the towed vehicle is kept running. If the engine is off, no compressed air/ no vac-

uum will be available for the brake. This is dangerous, as the brake system does not function if the engine is not
running.
In addition, the power steering system will not function. The steering wheel, therefore, will become unusually
hard to turn, making it impossible to control the vehicle.

(7) Note that the engine brake and exhaust brake cannot be applied, if the propeller shaft is removed.
(8) Make a slow start to minimize shock. Towing speed should be less than 30 km/h {18 mile/h}.

2. If the engine of the towed vehicle is defective, make sure that the vehicle is towed only by a tow truck
designed for that purpose.
(1) Front end towing (with front wheels raised off the ground)

When towing from the front end with the front wheels raised off the ground, remove the rear axle shafts to protect
the transmission and differential gears from being damaged. The hub openings should be covered to prevent the
loss of axle lubricant or the entry of dirt or foreign matter. The above-mentioned precautions should be observed
for vehicles equipped with either manual or automatic transmission, and for even short distance towing. After
being towed, check and refill the rear axle housing with lubricant if necessary.

(2) Rear end towing
When being towed with the rear wheels raised off the ground, fasten and secure the steering wheel in a straight-
ahead position.
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CLEAN AIR ACT

1. Heavy-duty engine rebuilding practices.
§ 86.004-40

• The provisions of this section are applicable to heavy-duty engines subject to model year 2004 or later standards
and are applicable to the process of engine rebuilding (or rebuilding a portion of an engine or engine system). The
process of engine rebuilding generally includes disassembly, replacement of multiple parts due to wear, and reas-
sembly, and also may include the removal of the engine from the vehicle and other acts associated with rebuilding
an engine. Any deviation from the provisions contained in this section is a prohibited act under section 203(a) (3) of
the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7522(a) (3)).

(1) When rebuilding an engine, portions of an engine, or an engine system, there must be a reasonable technical
basis for knowing that the resultant engine is equivalent, from an emissions standpoint, to a certified configura-
tion (i.e., tolerances, calibrations, specifications) and the model year(s) of the resulting engine configuration must
be identified. A reasonable basis would exist if:

a. Parts installed, whether the parts are new, used, or rebuilt, are such that a person familiar with the design and
function of motor vehicle engines would reasonably believe that the parts perform the same function with
respect to emissions control as the original parts; and

b. Any parameter adjustment or design element change is made only:

•  In accordance with the original engine manufacturer's instructions; or

• Where data or other reasonable technical basis exists that such parameter adjustment or design element
change, when performed on the engine or similar engines, is not expected to adversely affect in-use emis-
sions.

(2) When an engine is being rebuilt and remains installed or is reinstalled in the same vehicle, it must be rebuilt to a
configuration of the same or later model year as the original engine. When an engine is being replaced, the
replacement engine must be an engine of (or rebuilt to) a configuration of the same or later model year as the
original engine.

(3) At time of rebuild, emissions-related codes or signals from on-board monitoring systems may not be erased or
reset without diagnosing and responding appropriately to the diagnostic codes, regardless of whether the sys-
tems are installed to satisfy requirements in § 86.004-25 or for other reasons and regardless of form or interface.
Diagnostic systems must be free of all such codes when the rebuilt engine is returned to service. Such signals
may not be rendered inoperative during the rebuilding process.

(4) When conducting a rebuild without removing the engine from the vehicle, or during the installation of a rebuilt
engine, all critical emissions-related components listed in § 86.004-25(2) not otherwise addressed by para-
graphs (1) through (3) of this section must be checked and cleaned, adjusted, repaired, or replaced as neces-
sary, following manufacturer recommended practices.

(5) Records shall be kept by parties conducting activities included in paragraphs (1) through (4) of this section. The
records shall include at minimum the mileage and/or hours at time of rebuild, a listing of work performed on the
engine and emissions-related control components including a listing of parts and components used, engine
parameter adjustments, emissions-related codes or signals responded to and reset, and work performed under
paragraph (4) of this section.

a. Parties may keep records in whatever format or system they choose as long as the records are understand-
able to an EPA enforcement officer or can be otherwise provided to an EPA enforcement officer in an under-
standable format when requested.

b. Parties are not required to keep records of information that is not reasonably available through normal busi-
ness practices including information on activities not conducted by themselves or information that they cannot
reasonably access.

c. Parties may keep records of their rebuilding practices for an engine family rather than on each individual
engine rebuilt in cases where those rebuild practices are followed routinely.

d. Records must be kept for a minimum of two years after the engine is rebuilt.

2. Maintenance instructions.
§ 86.010-38
(1) For each new diesel-fueled engine subject to the standards prescribed in § 86.007-11, as applicable, the manu-

facturer shall furnish or cause to be furnished to the ultimate purchaser a statement that
"This engine must be operated only with ultra low-sulfur diesel fuel (meeting EPA specifications for
highway diesel fuel, including a 15 ppm sulfur cap)."
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IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
EN01F01ZZZ000102003002

1. VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(1) The vehicle identification number (VIN) is stamped on the

right frame, as shown in the illustration. This number has also
been stamped on the manufacture's label.

A: Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)
B: Manufacturer's Label

(2) VIN
See VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN) STRUC-
TURE on the following page.

(3) PRODUCTION CODE AND VEHICLE COMPONENTS

A

B

SHTS01ZZZ0000010

MODEL (CLASS) HINO 155h (4) HINO 155 (4) HINO 195h (5) HINO 195 (5)

PRODUCTION CODE
XFC710
XFC720
XFC740

XJC700
XJC710
XJC720
XJC740

XFC710
XFC720
XFC730
XFC740

XJC700
XJC710
XJC720
XJC730
XJC740

TRANSMISSION SERIES A465

TRANSMISSION RATIO

1st 3.742

2nd 2.003

3rd 1.343

4th 1.000

5th 0.773

6th 0.634

REAR AXLE SERIES SH13

SERVICE BRAKE Vacuum Hydraulic

PARKING BRAKE ACTING ON DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT SHAFT

SUSPENSION LEAF
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2. VEHICLE NOISE EMISSION CONTROL INFORMATION

• The Vehicle Noise Emission Control Information is affixed to the
left pillar of the cab. The name of manufacturer, production year
and month, and noise emission applicable to medium and heavy
trucks in conformity with U.S. EPA Regulations are displayed.

3. ENGINE SERIAL NUMBER

(1) The engine serial number is stamped on the cylinder block,
as shown in the illustration.
A: J05E

4. TRANSMISSION SERIAL NUMBER

(1) The transmission serial number is stamped on the transmis-
sion, as shown in the illustration.
A: A465

5. CLEAN IDLE CERTIFIED LABEL FOR U.S.

• Make sure that the following clean engine idling certified label is
affixed to the outside of the left door. By the CARB below, the
label must be affixed there to prove that the new vehicle with
diesel engine manufactured from Jan., 2008 conforms to this
low.

FOR ALL MODELS

SHTS01ZZZ0000011

A

SHTS01ZZZ0000012

A

SHTS01ZZZ0000013

SHTS01ZZZ0000014

CARB § 1956.8. Exhaust Emission Standard and Test 
Procedure (a) (b) Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine Idling 
Requirements
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6. EXEMPTION LABEL FOR US GHG REGULATION

• The Vehicle Emission Control Information is affixed to the side
of the right door. The name of manufacturer, production year
and month, and emission applicable to medium and heavy
trucks in conformity with U.S. EPA Regulations are displayed.

Vehicle emission 
control information

SHTS01ZZZ0000015

SHTS01ZZZ0000016
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK
EN01F01ZZZ000102003003

PRECAUTIONS

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
(1) Remove the battery cable

! WARNING
 

• Be sure to wait for at least ten minutes after the starter key is turned to "LOCK" position before you disconnect
the battery terminals from the battery, as the vehicle data is recorded on ECU and DCU starts working for the
exhaust gas after treatment after the starter key is turned to "LOCK" position. Otherwise, the vehicle data will
not be recorded on ECU properly and DCU will not complete working properly, which may result in the malfunc-
tion of DPR system and DEF-SCR system.

• The MIL (malfunction indicator light) may come on when the starter key is turned to "ON" position again, even if
you wait for at least ten minutes before disconnecting the battery terminals from the battery after the starter key
is turned to "LOCK" position. In this case, use HINO DXⅡ to clear the DTC (P204F and P068A), to turn off the MIL
and to conduct DPR regeneration manually.

a. Before electrical system work, remove the cable from the minus terminal of the battery in order to avoid burn-
ing caused by short-circuiting.

b. To remove the battery cable, fully release the nut to avoid damage to the battery terminal. Never twist the ter-
minal.

(2) Handling of electronic parts
a. Never give an impact to electronic parts of a computer or relay.
b. Keep electronic parts away from high temperatures and humidity.
c. Never splash water onto electronic parts in washing the vehicle.
d. Do not remove the harness connector, electric component box, and cover except for repair and inspection.

If removal is necessary, pay attention that water and foreign matters do not attach or enter to the connector,
terminals, electric component box, and cover.
In restoration, make sure there is no attachment or entry of water and foreign matters and mount them prop-
erly, because it causes degradation of waterproof function.

LOOSEN

SHTS01ZZZ0000017

INCORRECT

SHTS01ZZZ0000018
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(3) Handling of wire harness
a. Perform marking on a clamp and a clip and secure then in original position so that the wire harness will not

interfere with the end and acute angle section of the body and a bolt.
b. To attach a part, take care not to bite the wire harness.

(4) Handling of connectors
a. When removing a connector, hold a connector (area shown in an arrow in the figure) and then pull it off. Do not

pull wire harnesses.
b. Pull off a lockable connector after unlocking.
c. When connecting a lockable connector, make sure to insert a lockable connector until it makes a click sound.
d. When inserting a test lead, insert it from the back of a connector.
e. If it is difficult to insert a test lead from the back of a connector, make and use an inspection harness.

INCORRECT

INCORRECT

INCORRECT

SHTS01ZZZ0000019

INCORRECT
INCORRECT

CORRECT

SHTS01ZZZ0000020
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(5) Installation of battery disconnect switch

! WARNING
 

• Installation of the battery disconnect switch on the power supply circuit for the dosing control unit of DEF-SCR
(DCU) may damage or result in the malfunction of DEF-SCR system.

• Be sure to read and follow the procedures and instructions on the service bulletin before the installation of the
battery disconnect switch.

(6) Handling of battery disconnect switch

! WARNING
 

• Wait for at least ten minute before using the battery disconnect switch after the starter key is turned to "LOCK"
position.
Otherwise, the vehicle data will not be recorded on ECU properly, which may result in the malfunction of DPR
system.

2. PRECAUTION FOR ELECTRIC WELDING
Electrical components such as the alternator and tachograph are directly connected to the battery and one
end is earthed to the chassis frame. Under these conditions, welding current will flow back along the earth
circuit if electric welding is carried out and damage may be caused to the alternator, tachograph, electrical
components, etc. Consequently, the following precautions are always to be taken during welding.
(1) Disconnect the earth terminal of the battery at the frame fitment and earth the welding equipment securely to the

frame itself. (Do not fit the welding equipment earth to such things as the tire rims, brake pipes or fuel pipes and
leaf spring, etc.)

a. Turn the starter switch off.
b. Disconnect the battery’s negative terminal of the battery.
c. Earth welding equipment securely, near to the area to be welded.
d. Put back battery negative ground as original condition.
e. Finally check the functioning of all instruments.

(2) In order to prevent damage to ancillary equipment components from sparks during welding, take steps such as
putting fire-resistant covers over things like the engine, meters, steering wheel, hoses, leaf spring and tires.

Connect the ground of the ARC welding 
machine near the place on the frame to be 
welded but not connect it to plated parts such 
as fuel pipes, brake pipes and leaf spring.

Disconnect the ground terminal for 
battery at the connecting point on the 
frame and disconnect the ground for 
computer as well.

Chassis frame

Chassis frame

Battery
Alternator 
etc.

Computer

ARC welding 
machine

SHTS01ZZZ0000021
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INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOP MANUAL
EN01F01ZZZ000102003004

GENERAL

1. SCOPE OF REPAIR DESCRIPTIONS
(1) There are three major processes in repair work: i.e. "troubleshooting," "removal/installation, replacement, over-

haul, assembly, inspection and adjustment" and "final inspection".
(2) This document covers only the first process (troubleshooting) and the second process (removal/installation,

replacement, overhaul, assembly, inspection and adjustment) and omits the third process (final inspection).
(3) The element tasks listed below are omitted from this document but must be done in actual repair work.

a. Jacking and lifting
b. Cleaning and washing of removed parts as required
c. Visual check

2. STANDARD VALUE
(1) Standard values, limits, required actions and tightening torques are tabulated in this document.

3. REQUIRED ITEMS
(1) Special tools, tools, instruments, oil and grease and other items to be prepared before starting work are listed in

the section titled "REQUIRED ITEMS". Note that general tools, jacks, rigid racks and other required items sup-
posedly available at a general service shop are omitted from the list.

4. REPRESENTATION OF SECTION AND TITLE
(1) Under a title containing a system name such as "ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM", the descriptions cover

"INSPECTION", "ADJUSTMENT", "REPLACEMENT" and "OVERHAUL" of components.
(2) Under a title containing a part name such as "AIR COMPRESSOR ASSEMBLY", the descriptions cover

"REPLACEMENT" and "OVERHAUL".
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INTRODUCTION TO DESCRIPTIONS

1. COMPONENT LOCATOR

☆ : The ID number is given to required items for the purpose of preparing electronic data and is not needed in
repair work.

Alphabetical mark indicating the 
tightening torque in the following 
tightening torque table

Numerical order indicating the 
part name in the following part 
name table

Numerical order

Part name

Part name table

Tightening torque table

Tightening torque
Alphabetical mark

EXAMPLE

SHTS01ZZZ0000022
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2. WORK STEPS

Indicating the work 
sequence

Descriptive text: Indicating the work 
method which is gone into detail

Indicating the part number of 
SST required for work

EXAMPLE

SHTS01ZZZ0000023
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DEFINITION OF TERM
Terms used in this document are defined as follows.

DIRECTION

1. CHASSIS RELATED
(1) Longitudinal direction

a. The forward direction and the reverse direction of a vehicle are respectively defined as front and rear in the
installed position in a vehicle.

(2) Rotational direction
a. The clockwise direction and the counterclockwise direction viewed from the rear side of a vehicle are defined

as right-handed and left-handed respectively.
(3) Vertical direction

a. The upward direction and the downward direction in the installed position in a vehicle are defined as an upper
side and a lower side respectively.

(4) Lateral direction
a. The leftward direction and the rightward direction viewed from the back of a vehicle are respectively defined as

a left side and a right side in the installed position in a vehicle.

2. INDIVIDUAL DEVICES
(1) Longitudinal direction

a. The input side and the output side of motive power are defined as a front side and a rear side respectively.
(2) Rotational direction

a. The clockwise direction and the counterclockwise direction viewed from the back side are defined as right-
handed and left-handed respectively.

(3) Vertical direction
a. The upward direction and the downward direction of a device in its installed position in a vehicle (chassis) are

defined as an upper side and a lower side respectively.
(4) Lateral direction

a. The leftward direction and the rightward direction as viewed from the back side are defined as a left side and a
right side respectively.

STANDARD VALUE
Represents a basic dimension (excluding a tolerance), and a clearance arising from tolerances when two parts are assem-
bled.

REPAIR LIMIT
Represents a numerical value indicating need of correction. A symbol "+" or "-" indicated next to a repair limit represents
an increase or a decrease from a standard value.

SERVICE LIMIT
Represents a numerical value indicating need of replacement. A symbol "+" or "-" indicated next to a repair limit represents
an increase or a decrease from a standard value.
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TIGHTENING OF BOLTS AND NUTS
EN01F01ZZZ000102003005

BOLTS AND NUTS
More than hundreds of bolts/nuts are used in a vehicle and improper handling of them will cause damage and looseness.
Because tightening torque varies depending on tightening condition, strength class, and surface treatment, etc., make sure
to check the types and tightening torques of bolts/nuts and use them properly.

PURPOSES OF TIGHTENING TORQUE
Predefined tightening torque must be applied to ensure sufficient tightening by threads.
It also has purposes to prevent the adverse events below due to excessive or insufficient tightening.

NOTICE
Unique tightening torque may be specified for some parts.
Tighten with the tightening torque specified in the service manual.

HINT
Check the tightening torque list for general torques.

CAUTIONS TO PREVENT LOOSENESS.
When tightening, pay attention to the followings to prevent looseness after tightening. 

• Insufficient tightening torque

• Inclusion of foreign matters (burrs and coatings) in the tightening surface. 

• Sagging of coat

• Sinking into the seat surface hole by omitting attaching a plain washer. 

• Defective seat surface flatness (wear-out during use)

Conditions Adverse events

Excessive tightening

• Stretch or fracture of bolt

• Depression of seat surface and looseness 

• Gasket damage

• Rounding and damage of hexagon part

• Opening of spring washer

Insufficient tightening

• Looseness

• Gas and liquid Leakages

• Continuity failure

• Damage by fretting wear
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TYPES AND IDENTIFICATION
There are three types of bolts and nuts. 

1. Standard (w/o flange)

• Bolts/nuts without flange

2. With old flange (w/grooves)

• Flange is small and has grooves on its back.

3. With new flange (w/o grooves)

• Flange is big and does not have grooves on its back.

SHTS01ZZZ0000024

FLANGE OUTER DIAMETER

GROOVE

GROOVE

SHTS01ZZZ0000025

FLANGE OUTER DIAMETER

SHTS01ZZZ0000026
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Comparison of flange outer diameters

COMPATIBILITY (NO COMPATIBILITY IN BOLTS AND NUTS)

NOTICE
[Bolt/nuts with new flange (w/o grooves)] can not be used on the place where [bolts/nuts with old flange (w/
grooves)] were used. In addition, use care to avoid misassembly because even when nominal sizes and pitches
are same, there is no compatibility in strength if types are different. 

Thread 
diameter

Bolt Nut

With old flange 
(w/grooves)

With new flange 
(w/o grooves)

With old flange 
(w/grooves)

With new flange 
(w/o grooves)

Strength 
class

Flange 
outer 

diameter

Strength 
class

Flange 
outer 

diameter

Strength 
class

Flange 
outer 

diameter

Strength 
class

Flange 
outer 

diameter

M8 7T, 9T 15.5 8.8, 10.9 17 7N 15.5 8 17

M10 7T, 9T 18.5
8.8 20

7N 18.5 8 21.5
10.9 21.5

M12 7T, 9T 21.5
8.8 24

7N 21.5 8 26
10.9 26

M14 — — 10.9 30.5 — — 12 30

SEAT SURFACE WITH OLD FLANGE

SEAT SURFACE WITH NEW FLANGE

SEAT SURFACE WITH OLD FLANGE

SEAT SURFACE WITH NEW FLANGE

BOLTS/NUTS WITH OLD FLANGE (W/GROOVES)

BOLTS/NUTS WITH NEW FLANGE (W/O GROOVES)

NO COMPATIBILITY

SHTS01ZZZ0000027
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STRENGTH CLASSES AND SYMBOLS

1. With old flange (w/grooves)

2. With new flange (w/o grooves)

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Symbols Strength 
class

Symbols
Carbon steel Boron steel

4T —

7N7T

9T

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Symbols Strength 
class

Symbols
Carbon steel Boron steel

8.8 8

10.9 12
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PART No.

1. Standard (w/o flange)

2. With old flange (w/grooves)

Thread 
diameter

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Part No.
Surface 

treatment
Strength 

class
Part No.

Surface 
treatment

M8
7T SH111-**** Plating

8N SL113-00807 Plating
9T SH112-**** Plating

M10
7T SH111-**** Plating

8N SL113-01008 Plating
9T SH112-**** Plating

M12
7T SH111-**** Plating

8N SL113-01210 Plating
9T SH112-**** Plating

M14 9T SH112-**** Plating 8N SL113-01411 Plating

Thread 
diameter

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Part No.
Surface 

treatment
Strength 

class
Part No.

Surface 
treatment

M8
7T SH562-**** Plating

7N SL151-00809 Plating
9T SH562-**** Plating

M10
7T SH562-**** Torquer

7N SL151-01011 Plating
9T SH562-**** Torquer

M12
7T SH562-**** Torquer

7N SL151-01213 Plating
9T SH562-**** Torquer
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3. With new flange (w/o grooves)

NOTICE
Some bolts/nuts are applied friction stabilizer on thread surface. Note that their tightening torques are different
from those of plated-only bolts/nuts even if the strength class is same. (Threads with Neotorquer are colored in
light red.)

HINT
The * below the hyphen of a part number shows a thread diameter and length under head, so the numbers vary
depending on type. 

LIST OF TIGHTENING TORQUE
Apply a tightening torque specified in the strength class of the bolt/nut used. 
NOTICE
Refer to the service manual because tightening torques of some parts do not conform to it due to their tightening
conditions, strength classes, and surface treatments. 

1. Standard (w/o flange)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Thread 
diameter

Bolt Nut

Strength 
class

Part No.
Surface 

treatment
Strength 

class
Part No.

Surface 
treatment

M8
8.8 91551-808** Plating

8 94151-80800 Plating
10.9 91551-008** Plating

M10
8.8 91552-E10** Neotorquer

8 94151-81001 Neotorquer
10.9 91552-F10** Neotorquer

M12
8.8 91552-E12** Neotorquer

8 94151-81201 Neotorquer
10.9 91552-F12** Neotorquer

M14 10.9 91552-F14** Neotorquer 12 94151-21401 Neotorquer

Thread diameter Strength classes Tightening Torque

M8
7T 18.0-26.0 {184-265, 14-19}

9T 23.5-34.5 {240-351, 18-25}

M10
7T 34.5-51.5 {352-525, 26-37}

9T 46.0-68.0 {470-693, 34-50}

M12
7T 61.0-91.0 {623-927, 45-67}

9T 80.0-120.0 {816-1,223, 59-88}

M14 9T 128-192 {1,306-1,957, 95-141}
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2. With old flange (w/grooves)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

3. With new flange (w/o grooves)
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

HINT
*: Value is for usage in the fuel tank. 

Thread diameter Strength classes Tightening Torque

M8
7T 18.0-26.0 {184-265, 14-19}

9T 23.5-34.5 {240-351, 18-25}

M10
7T 41.5-61.5 {424-627, 31-45}

9T 55.0-82.0 {561-836, 41-60}

M12
7T 73.0-109.0 {745-1,111, 54-80}

9T 96.0-144.0 {979-1,468, 71-106}

Thread diameter Strength classes Tightening Torque

M8
8.8 21.7-40.3 {222-410, 16-29}

10.9 27.3-50.7 {279-516, 21-37}

M10
8.8 24.5-45.5 {250-463, 19-33}

10.9 32.7-60.3 {334-614, 25-44}

M12
8.8 44.1-81.9 {450-835, 33-60}

10.9 57.4-106.6 {586-1,087, 43-78}

M14 10.9 91-169 {928-1,723, 68-124} 104-156 {1,061-1,590, 77-115}*
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TIGHTENING OF ENGINE BOLTS AND NUTS

1. TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR GENERAL STANDARD BOLTS
(1) Representative tightening torque for shouldered bolts

Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

(2) Representative torque for washer bolt
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Thread diameter X pitch 7T 9T

M8 X 1.25 (coarse thread) 28.5 {290, 21} 36 {370, 27}

M10 X 1.25 (fine thread) 60 {610, 44} 74.5 {760, 55}

M10 X 1.5 (coarse thread) 55 {560, 40} 68.5 {700, 51}

M12 X 1.25 (fine thread) 108 {1,100, 80} 136 {1,390, 101}

M12 X 1.75 (coarse thread) 97 {990, 72} 125 {1,280, 93}

M14 X 1.5 (fine thread) 171.5 {1,750, 127} 216 {2,210, 160}

M14 X 2 (coarse thread) 154 {1,570, 114} 199 {2,030, 147}

Remark
Bolt with a numerical character "7" 

indicated on the head
Bolt with a numerical character "9" 

indicated on the head

Thread diameter X pitch 4T 7T 9T

M6 X 1 (coarse thread) 6 {60, 4.3} 10 {100, 7.2} 13 {130, 9.4}

M8 X 1.25 (coarse thread) 14 {140, 10} 25 {250, 18} 31 {320, 23}

M10 X 1.25 (fine thread) 29 {300, 22} 51 {520, 38} 64 {650, 47}

M10 X 1.5 (coarse thread) 26 {270, 20} 47 {480, 35} 59 {600, 43}

M12 X 1.25 (fine thread) 54 {550, 40} 93 {950, 69} 118 {1,200, 87}

M12 X 1.75 (coarse thread) 49 {500, 36} 83 {850, 61} 108 {1,100, 80}

M14 X 1.5 (fine thread) 83 {850, 61} 147 {1,500, 108} 186 {1,900, 137}

M14 X 2 (coarse thread) 74 {750, 54} 132 {1,350, 98} 172 {1,750, 127}

Remark

Bolt with a numerical 
character "4" indicated on 
the head Projection bolt. 
Stud with a rounded free 
end.

Bolt with a numerical 
character "7" indicated on 
the head. Stud with a 
chamfered free end.

Bolt with a numerical 
character "9" indicated on 
the head
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2. PRECOATED BOLT
(1) Reapply lock agent if:

a. A precoated bolt has been removed, or
b. A precoated bolt has been turned during a tightening check or other activities. (loosened or tightened)

HINT

• A precoated bolt is a bolt of which threads are applied with seal lock agent.

• Conduct a torque check with the lower limit of a permissible tightening torque range. If a bolt has been turned
or rotated, follow the procedures below to retighten a bolt.

(2) Steps for reusing precoated bolt lock
a. Clean a bolt and a screw hole. (Also clean a screw hole if replacement is made.)
b. Use air blower to dry out.
c. Apply specified lock agent to bolt threads.

3. PLASTIC-REGION TIGHTENING METHOD (TURNING ANGLE CONTROL)
NOTICE

• Some of engine parts employ the plastic-region tightening method.

• Said tightening method is different from the conventional tightening method. Follow the instructions described
in this document for tightening.

(1) Applicable parts
Cylinder head bolt, crankshaft main bearing cap bolt, connecting rod bearing cap bolt, and etc.

NOTICE
Prior to installation, measure a total length of a bolt. If a measurement reading of a total length exceeds the ser-
vice limit, replace the bolts.
In installation work, apply engine oil to a bolt seat surface and bolt threads.

(2) Tightening after tightening with seating torque
Tighten to the angle specified in this document: i.e. tighten another 90, 135 (90 once and then 45 once) or
180 (90 twice).

SHTS01ZZZ0000041
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TIGHTENING OF FLARE NUTS AND HOSES

1. TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR PIPE FLARE NUTS
HINT
Steel pipes and copper pipes (excluding power steering pipe). 

Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR POWER STEERING PIPE FLARE NUTS
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

2. TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR HOSES
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

3. TIGHTENING TORQUE FOR STEEL JOINT LOCK NUTS
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Outer diameter 
of pipe

4.76 6.35 8 10 12 15

Tightening 
torque

Brake:15
{153,11}

Clutch:24
{245,18}

29-35
 {296-356,

 22-25}

39-49
 {398-499, 

29-36}

59-69
 {602-703, 

44-50}

63.5-68.5
{648-698, 

47-50}
Except brake:

14.5-15.5
{148-158,
10.7-11.4}

Except 
clutch:
20-22 

{201-224, 
15-16}

Types
Material quality and 

shape
Flare configuration Identification Tightening torque

Feed pipe
(high pressure)

Copper 
(Outer diameter 10)
(Wall thickness t=1.4)

Single flare Red 39-49 {398-499, 29-36}

Return pipe
 (low pressure)

Copper 
(Outer diameter 10)
(Wall thickness t=0.7)

Double flare — 39-49 {398-499, 29-36}

Outer diameter of hose13 
fittings

Outer diameter of hose13, 
20, 22, packing unit fittings

Outer diameter of hose
PF 3/8 fittings

Brake hose — 43.5-48.5 {444-494, 33-35} —

Power steering 
oil hose

— — 39-49 {398-499, 29-36}

Nominal des-
ignation of 

thread
M14 M16 M20 M22 M24

Tightening 
torque

38-58
{388-591, 29-42}

53-79
{541-805, 40-58}

84-156
{857-1,590,

62-115}

100-160
{1,020-1,631,

74-117}

120-180
{1,224-1,835,

89-132}
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HANDLING OF LIQUID GASKET
EN01F01ZZZ000102003006

LIQUID GASKET

1. PROCEDURES FOR APPLYING LIQUID GASKET AND ASSEMBLING PARTS
(1) Thoroughly remove old liquid gasket remaining on individual parts and mating parts. Use clean cloth to remove

oil, moisture, dirt or other contaminants.
Make sure to overlap the start and end points of liquid gasket.

(2) Use care to avoid misalignment with a mating part when assembling a gasket-applied part. If misalignment is
found, reapply liquid gasket.

(3) Install parts within 20 minutes after applying liquid gasket.
If 20 minutes or longer time has elapsed, remove and reapply liquid gasket.

(4) Wait at least 15 minutes after assembling parts and then start the engine.

2. REMOVAL OF PARTS
(1) When removing individual parts, alternately winkle two or more portions in a gap or a collar of a flange. Avoid

one-point winkling. When removing a gasket, use care to avoid entry of gasket fragments into the engine.

3. OTHERS
(1) If liquid gasket is contained in a tube, use a supplied squeezer. If liquid gasket is contained in a cartridge, use a

applicator gun.

If liquid gasket is contained in a tube, the nozzle tip can be cut off to the desired application width.

1: Cut off the first block will form an application width of approximately 2 mm {0.079 in.}.
2: Cut off the second block will form an application width of approximately 5 mm {0.197 in.}.

1

WINDING TOOL

TUBE

SPRAY GUN

CARTRIDGE TYPE

SHTS01ZZZ0000043

2 1

NOZZLE OF THE TUBE

SHTS01ZZZ0000044
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GENERAL INFORMATION

GLOSSARY

DEFINITION OF ABBREVIATION IN THIS MANUAL
EN01F01ZZZ000102006001

LIST OF ABBREVIATION

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name

A/C Air Conditioner

ABS Anti-lock Brake System

ACC Accessory

ACU Auto Clutch Unit

AMT Automated manual transmission

AT Automatic Transmission

ATC After Turbo Catalyst

ATF Automatic Transmission Fluid

CA Crank Angle

CAN Controller Area Network

CD-ROM Compact Disc Read Only Memory

CPU Central Processing Unit

dB Decibel

DC Direct Current

D-CAT Diesel-Clean Advanced Technology System

DC motor Direct Current Motor

DCU Dosing Control Unit

DPR Diesel Particulate active Reduction system

DSS Driving Support System

ECU Electronic Control Unit

EEPROM Electronically Erasable and Programmable Read Only Memory

EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation

ELR Emergency Locking Retractor

ENG Engine

ES START Easy and Smooth start system

F/A Front Axle

FCCB Fuel Control Cylinder Balance

FF shift Feather touch & Finger shift

FL Fusible link
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Fr Front

FRP Fiber Reinforced Plastic

FUP Front Underrun Protector

GND Ground

GVW Gross Vehicle Weight

Hi High

HINO DX HINO Diagnostic eXplorer

HSC HINO Signal Converter

HV Hybrid Vehicle

HVAC Heating, Ventilating and Air-Conditioning unit

I.S.C. Idle Speed Control

IC Integrated Circuits

ID Identification

IPD Intelligent Power Device

IS Idle Stop

ISO International Organization for Standardization

JIS Japanese Industrial Standards

LED Light Emitting Diode

LEV Low Emission Vehicle

LH Left Hand

LLC Long Life Coolant

Lo Low

MAX Maximum

MIN Minimum

MS evaporator Multi-tank and Super slim structure evaporator

MT Manual Transmission

No. Number

NOx Nitrogen Oxide

NMR No load Maximum Revolution

OHC Over Head Camshaft

PC Personal Computer

PCD Pitch Circle Diameter

PCS Pre-Crash Safety

PCV Pump Control Valve

PCV valve Positive Crankcase Ventilation valve

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name
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PM Particulate Matter

PPG Glass-fiber-reinforced Polypropylene

ppm Parts Per Million

PS Power Steering

PTO Power Take-Off

PVD Physical Vapor Deposit

PWR Power

QR code Quick Response Code

R/A Rear Axle

RH Right Hand

SCR Selective Catalytic Reduction

SCV Suction Control Valve

SST Special Service Tool

SW Switch

T/M Transmission

VCS Vehicle Control System

VNT Variable Nozzle Turbo

VSS Vehicle Speed control System

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name
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GLOSSARY OF SAE AND HINO TERMS
This glossary lists all SAE-J2403 terms and abbreviations used in this manual in compliance with SAE recommendation,
as well as their HINO equivalents.

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS( )--ABBREVIATIONS

A/T AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION Automatic transmission

AAT AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE Ambient Air Temperature

ACL AIR CLEANER Air cleaner

ACL Element ACL (Air Cleaner) Element Air Cleaner element

ACL Element AIR CLEANER Element Air Cleaner element

ACL Housing AIR CLEANER Housing Air cleaner body assembly

ACL Housing Cover AIR CLEANER Housing Cover Air Cleaner Housing Cover

AFTDEF
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL EXHAUST 
FLUID

DEF

AFTDEFDU
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL EXHAUST 
FLUID DOSING UNIT

DCU

AFTDOC
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL OXIDATION 
CATALYST

DOC (Diesel Oxidation Catalyst)

AFTDOS AFTERTREATMENT DOSER AFTDOS Dosing

AFTDPF
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL PARTICU-
LATE FILTER

DPR filter

AFTDPFDP
AFTERTREATMENT DIESEL PARTICU-
LATE FILTER DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 

DPR differential pressure

AFTEGT
AFTERTREATMENT EXHAUST GAS TEM-
PERATURE

Exhaust gas temperature

AP ACCELERATOR PEDAL Accelerator pedal

AP Sensor ACCELERATOR PEDAL Sensor Accelerator Pedal Position Sensor

APP ACCELERATOR PEDAL POSITION Accelerator Pedal Position

CAC CHARGE AIR COOLER Intercooler

CPP Switch CLUTCH PEDAL POSITION Switch Clutch Switch

DCC DIAGNOSTIC CONNECTOR, Cab Diagnosis connector

DCU DIAGNOSTIC CONNECTOR, Underhood Diagnosis connector

DRIVER DRIVER Driver

DTC DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE Diagnosis Trouble Code

DTM Switch DIAGNOSTIC TEST MODE Switch Diagnosis switch

EBP EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Back pressure

EBP EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Exhaust back pressure

EBP Sensor EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Sensor Back Pressure Sensor

EBPR Valve
EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE REGULATOR 
Valve

Exhaust control valve

EC ENGINE CONTROL Engine control
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ECT ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE Coolant Temperature

ECT ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE Water Temperature

EFT ENGINE FUEL TEMPERATURE Fuel temperature

EFT Sensor ENGINE FUEL TEMPERATURE Sensor Fuel temperature sensor

EGR EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION EGR

EGR Valve EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION Valve EGR valve

EGRT
EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION TEM-
PERATURE

EGR temperature

EGRT Sensor
EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION TEM-
PERATURE Sensor

EGR exit temperature sensor

EGT EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE Exhaust gas temperature

EI ELECTRONIC IGNITION Ignition coil

EOP ENGINE OIL PRESSURE Oil Pressure

EOT ENGINE OIL TEMPERATURE Oil Temperature

FP FUEL PUMP Fuel pump

FUEL PRESSURE 
Sensor

FUEL PRESSURE Sensor Fuel Pressure sensor

GLOW PLUG GLOW PLUG Glow plug

GND GROUND GROUND

IA INTAKE AIR Air Intake

IA System INTAKE AIR System Air Intake System

IAT INTAKE AIR TEMPERATURE Intake temperature

IAT Sensor INTAKE AIR TEMPERATURE Sensor Intake temperature sensor

IDLE IDLE Idle

IMAT INTAKE MANIFOLD AIR TEMPERATURE Intake manifold Air temperature sensor

IMAT INTAKE MANIFOLD TEMPERATURE Intake manifold temperature sensor

INJ INJECTOR Injector

MAF Sensor MASS AIR FLOW Sensor Air flow sensor

MIL MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LIGHT Check engine

OSS Sensor OUTPUT SHAFT SPEED Sensor Output Speed Sensor

OSS Sensor OUTPUT SHAFT SPEED Sensor Speed Sensor

PC Solenoid Valve PRESSURE CONTROL Solenoid Valve Solenoid control valves

PCV POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION PCV (Positive Crankcase Vent)

PCV Valve POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION Valve PCV (Positive Crankcase Vent) Valve

PCV Valve POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION Valve PCV Valve

PCV Valve POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENT Valve PCV Valve

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS( )--ABBREVIATIONS
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PNP PARK/NEUTRAL POSITION Neutral position

PNP Switch PARK/NEUTRAL POSITION Switch Neutral switch

RFP RAIL FUEL PRESSURE Common rail Pressure

RFP Sensor RAIL FUEL PRESSURE Sensor Common rail pressure sensor

SPARK PLUG SPARK PLUG Spark plug

SRI SERVICE REMINDER INDICATOR Check engine

ST SCAN TOOL Diagnostic tool

TC TURBOCHARGER Turbocharger

TCC TORQUE CONVERTER CLUTCH Torque Converter

TP Sensor THROTTLE POSITION Sensor Throttle Sensor

TSS Sensor TURBINE SHAFT SPEED Sensor Turbine Speed Sensor

VAF Sensor VOLUME AIR FLOW Sensor Air flow sensor

VLS VEHICLE LIMITING SPEED Speed Limiter Upper Limit

VSS VEHICLE SPEED SENSOR Vehicle Speed sensor

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS( )--ABBREVIATIONS
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1SAFETY INFORMATION

LUBRICANTS

RECOMMENDED LUBRICANTS
EN01F01ZZZ000101007001

No. POSITION LUBRICANTS VISCOSITY RECOMMENDATIONS (SAE)

1 Cylinder block Engine oil
(JASO: DH-2)
(API: CJ-4)
(ACEA: E-6, E-9)

2 Transmission:
A465 Automatic 
Transmission

Toyota genuine ATF Type T-IV
(ATF: JWS3309)

3 Differential: SH13 HINO GENUINE SERIES Differential 
gear oil for Hypoid gear
(API: GL-5) 

No. POSITIONS LUBRICANTS

4 Integral power steering gear HINO GENUINE SERIES Power steering fluid or 
ATF DEXRON

5 Brake HINO GENUINE SERIES Brake and clutch fluid or 
Brake fluid (DOT-3) 

6 Wheel bearing
Propeller shaft

HINO GENUINE SERIES Bearing grease or Bearing 
grease (NLGI No.2 LITHIUM-SOAP)

7 Front and rear suspension spring bracket pins and 
shackle pins

HINO GENUINE SERIES Multipurpose grease
(NLGI No.2 LITHIUM-SOAP)

8 Chassis grease fitting HINO GENUINE SERIES Chassis grease or 
Chassis grease (MIL-G-17740)

9 Engine, Radiator HINO GENUINE SERIES Long life coolant 
(NILGI No.1 CALCIUM or LITHIUM-SOAP)

10 32

0

90 °F

-12

SAE 90

32 °C
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STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–3
BASIC VALUE

MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE

ENGINE ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127010701001001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action

Compression pressure
(Per cylinder: Engine revolution 190 r/min)

3.0 MPa
{31 kgf/cm2, 
435 lbf/in.2}

2.7 MPa
{28 kgf/cm2, 
392 lbf/in.2}

Overhaul

Valve clearance (when cold)
Intake 0.30 mm {0.012 in.}

— Adjustment
Exhaust 0.45 mm {0.018 in.}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rocker arm lock nut 25 {255, 18} —

Crosshead lock nut 25 {255, 18} —

Oil pan drain plug 41 {418, 30} —

Engine hanger mounting bolt (front) 125 {1,275, 92} —

Engine hanger mounting bolt (rear) 85 {867, 63} —

Engine mounting nut 96-144 {979-1,468, 71-106} —

Cab mounting bracket bolt 38.4-57.9 {392-587, 29-42} —

Engine side cover bolt 11.5 {117, 8} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–4
ENGINE CONTROL

ENGINE ECU
EN01F02127010701002001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

ENGINE SPEED MAIN SENSOR
EN01F02127010701002002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

ENGINE SPEED SUB SENSOR
EN01F02127010701002003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Engine ECU mounting bolt 28.5 {290, 21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Engine speed main sensor mounting bolt 10 {102, 7} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Engine speed sub sensor mounting bolt 4-6 {41-61, 3.0-4.4} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–5
ACCELERATOR PEDAL
EN01F02127010701002004

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

BLOCK HEATER
EN01F02127010701002005

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Accelerator sensor 1 output volt-
age

Accelerator fully-closed 0.6-1.0 V Replace

Accelerator fully open 2.8-3.6 V Replace

Accelerator sensor 2 output volt-
age

Accelerator fully-closed 1.4-1.8 V Replace

Accelerator fully open 3.6-4.4 V Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Accelerator pedal assembly mounting nut 5.5 {56, 4} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Block heater socket mounting bolt 1.4-1.7 {14-17, 1.0-1.3} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–6
FUEL SYSTEM

FUEL TANK
EN01F02127010701003001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

FUEL SENDER GAUGE
EN01F02127010701003002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Fuel tank drain plug 24.5-34.3 {250-349, 19-26} —

Fuel tank bracket mounting bolt 96-144 {979-1,468, 71-106} For 30 gallon

Fuel tank band 10.2-15.0 {105-152, 8-11} For 33 gallon

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between 
terminals

Float height
E 107.5-112.5  Replace

F 3-5  Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Fuel sender gauge mounting bolt 1.5-2.5 {16-25, 1.2-1.8} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–7
ENGINE-SIDE FUEL FILTER & CASE
EN01F02127010701003003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

WATER LEVEL WARNING SWITCH
EN01F02127010701003004

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Fuel filter drain plug 5-9 {51-91, 3.7-6.6} —

Fuel filter air bleeding plug 5-9 {51-91, 3.7-6.6} —

Fuel filter center bolt 23.1-32.9 {236-335, 18-24} —

Fuel filter mounting bolt 55 {561, 41} —

Fuel feed pipe No.3 mounting union 
bolt

Fuel filter 
side

30 {306, 22} —

Supply pump 
side

14.8-19.6 {151-199, 11-14} —

Fuel shutoff 
valve side

19.6 {200, 14} —

Fuel feed pipe No.1 mounting union 
bolt

Supply pump 
side

25 {255, 18} —

Fuel filter 
side

30 {306, 22} —

Fuel feed pipe No.2 mounting union 
bolt

Supply pump 
side

25 {255, 18} —

Fuel filter 
side

30 {306, 22} —

Return pipe No.2 mounting union 
bolt

Fuel filter 
side

30 {306, 22} —

Intake mani-
fold side

24.5 {250, 18} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Fuel filter drain plug 5-9 {51-91, 3.7-6.6} —

Water level warning switch 2-3 {21-30, 1.5-2.2} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–8
SUPPLY PUMP
EN01F02127010701003005

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

INJECTOR
EN01F02127010701003006

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between terminals of 
suction control valve

20C {68F} 1.6-2.6  Replace

Resistance between terminals of 
combustion temperature sensor

–20C {–4F} 13.84-16.33 k Replace

20C {68F} 2.32-2.59 k Replace

80C {176F} 0.310-0.326 k Replace

110C {230F} 0.1399-0.1435 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Fuel filter drain plug 5-9 {51-91, 3.7-6.6} —

Bearing holder case mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Coupling flange mounting nut 63.7 {650, 47} —

Coupling and supply pump mounting bolts 28.5 {291, 21} —

Pressure feeding pipe 44 {449, 32} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Insulation resistance of injector 
(Between one side of terminal and upper body of 
injector)

10 M or more 
(at room temperature)

Replace

Resistance value between injector terminals 0.37-0.57  (at 20C {68F}) Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Injector clamp mounting bolt 25 {255, 18} —

Injection pipe 44 {449, 32}
Refer to this 
document.



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–9
COMMON RAIL
EN01F02127010701003007

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

VEHICLE-SIDE FUEL FILTER
EN01F02127010701003008

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

FUEL COOLER
EN01F02127010701003009

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item
Standard value

(At 20 C {68 F})
Action

Resistance between terminals of common 
rail pressure sensor

12
1.05-3.55 k

Replace

56 Replace

23
6.7-18.7 k

Replace

45 Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Common rail mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Injection pipe 44 {449, 32}
Refer to this docu-

ment.

Return pipe No.1

Pressure 
limiter side

20 {204, 15} —

Cluster con-
nector side

24.5 {250, 18} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Vehicle-side fuel filter mounting bolts 17.5 {178, 13} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Fuel cooler mounting bolts 25 {255, 18} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–10
EMISSION CONTROL

EGR VALVE & COOLER
EN01F02127010701004001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

CLOSED VENTILATOR
EN01F02127010701004002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

EGR cooler mounting bolt 68.5 {699, 51} —

Bracket mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

EGR pipe mounting bolt 55 {561, 41} —

Bracket mounting bolt and nut 28.5 {291, 21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Closed ventilator cover mounting bolt 6-7 {62-71, 4.5-5.1} —

Closed ventilator mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–11
INTAKE

INTAKE MANIFOLD
EN01F02127010701005001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DIESEL THROTTLE
EN01F02127010701005002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm lbfft}

INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
EN01F02127010701005003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm lbfft}

STACK DUCT
EN01F02127010701005004

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Intake manifold mounting bolt and nut 28.5 {291, 21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Diesel throttle mounting bolt and nut 28.5 {291, 21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Primary intake pipe mounting clamp
6.25 {64, 4.6} Turbocharger side

2.4-5.0 {25-50, 1.8-3.6} Air cleaner side

Secondary intake pipe mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Duct to bracket mounting bolt 19.5 {199, 14} —

Duct to cab mounting bolt 19.5 {199, 14} —

Stack duct mounting clamp 2.4-5.0 {25-50, 1.8-3.6} —

Stack duct mounting nut 13 {133, 10} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–12
AIR CLEANER
EN01F02127010701005005

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701005006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701005007

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

AIR FLOW SENSOR
EN01F02127010701005008

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Air cleaner housing mounting nut 19.5 {199, 14} —

Intake hose clamp 2.4-5.0 {25-50, 1.8-3.6} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Intake temperature sensor 19.6 {200, 14} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Boost pressure sensor mounting bolt 5 {51, 3.7} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Air flow sensor mounting screw 0.54-0.84 {5.6-8.5, 0.40-0.61} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–13
ENGINE MECHANICAL

HEAD COVER
EN01F02127010701006001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127010701006002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Head cover mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action

Rocker arm shaft outer diameter 22 {0.866} 21.92 {0.863} Replace

Rocker arm bushing inner diameter 22 {0.866} 22.08 {0.869} Replace

Oil clearance between rocker arm shaft outer 
diameter and rocker arm bushing inner diam-
eter

0.030-0.101 
{0.0012-0.0040}

0.15 {0.0059} Replace

Valve clearance
Intake 0.30 {0.0118} — Adjustment

Exhaust 0.45 {0.0177} — Adjustment

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rocker arm support mounting bolt 36 {367, 27}
Refer to this 
document.

Rocker arm adjust screw lock nut 25 {255, 18} —

Crosshead lock nut 25 {255, 18} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–14
CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127010701006003

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action

Cam height
Intake 50.067 {1.971} 49.987 {1.968} Replace

Exhaust 52.104 {2.051} 52.024 {2.048} Replace

Cam lift
Intake 8.067 {0.318} (7.987 {0.3144}) Replace

Exhaust 10.104 {0.398} (10.024 {0.395}) Replace

Outer diameter of camshaft journal 40 {1.575} 39.85 {1.569} Replace

Inner diameter of camshaft bearing 40 {1.575} 40.15 {1.581} Replace

Camshaft bearing oil clearance
0.020-0.063 

{0.0008-0.0025}
— Replace

Runout of camshaft 0.04 {0.0016} 0.1 {0.0039} Replace

Under head length of camshaft gear 
mounting bolt

30.0 {1.181} 30.5 {1.201} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Camshaft gear mounting bolt 59 {602, 44} + 90 Refer to this 
document.

Mounting bolt of camshaft bearing cap 36 {367, 27} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–15
CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127010701006004

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action

Head bolt under head length (M12)

126.0 {4.961} 126.5 {4.980} Replace

156.0 {6.142} 156.5 {6.161} Replace

187.0 {7.362} 187.5 {7.382} Replace

Strain of the bottom surface of the 
cylinder head

Longitudinal 
direction

0.06 {0.0024} 0.20 {0.0079} Replace

Right angle 
direction

0.03 {0.0012} 0.20 {0.0079} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Cylinder head mounting head bolt (M12) 59 {602, 44}
Refer to this 
document.

Cylinder head mounting head bolt (M10) 59 {602, 44}
Refer to this 
document.



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–16
VALVE SYSTEM
EN01F02127010701006005

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action

Valve sink

Intake
0.55-0.85 

{0.0217-0.0335}
1.1 {0.0433} Replace

Exhaust
1.15-1.45 

{0.0452-0.0571}
1.7 {0.0669} Replace

Valve seat
Intake 30 30-3035' Correction

Exhaust 45 45-4530' Correction

Valve face
Intake 30 2930'-30 Correction

Exhaust 45 4430'-45 Correction

Valve spring seat thickness A 3.2 {0.1260}

If the wear of 
A or B added to 

the wear of C 
exceeds 1 mm 

{0.0393 in.}.

Replace

B 5.5 {0.2165}

C 1.0 {0.0393}

Squareness of valve 
spring

Inner — 2.0 {0.0787} Replace

Outer — 2.0 {0.0787} Replace

Valve spring
[Referential val-
ues in brackets 
( )]

Inner

Set length 44.8 {1.764} — Replace

Set load
128.5 N

{13.1 kgf}
118.2 N
{12 kgf}

Replace

Free length (64.6 {2.543}) 61.6 {2.425} Replace

Outer

Set length 46.8 {1.843} — Replace

Set load
313.8 N
{32 kgf}

288.7 N
{29.4 kgf}

Replace

Free length (75.7 {2.980}) 72.7 {2.862} Replace

Valve stem outer diameter
Intake 7 {0.276} — —

Exhaust 7 {0.276} — —

Valve guide inner diameter
Intake 7 {0.276} — —

Exhaust 7 {0.276} — —

Oil clearance of valve 
stem and valve guide

Intake
0.023-0.058 

{0.0009-0.0023}
— Replace

Exhaust
0.050-0.083 

{0.0020-0.0033}
— Replace

Dimension of tapping in the valve stem seal
22.5-23.0 

{0.886-0.906}
— Adjustment

UPPER 
SEAT

LOWER SEAT

C
A B



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–17
CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
EN01F02127010701006006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER
EN01F02127010701006007

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127010701006008

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

FLYWHEEL HOUSING
EN01F02127010701006009

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Crankshaft pulley mounting bolt 118 {1,203, 87} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Front oil seal retainer mounting bolt 30 {306, 22} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Flywheel assembly mounting bolt 186 {1,897, 137}
Refer to this 
document.

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Flywheel housing mounting bolt

M8 28.5 {291, 21} —

M10 55 {561, 41} —

M16 196 {1,999, 145} —

Housing stay mounting bolt
M12 97 {989, 72} —

M14 171.5 {1,749, 126} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–18
TIMING GEAR & CAM IDLE GEAR
EN01F02127010701006010

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action

Main idle gear

Shaft outer 
diameter

57 {2.244} — —

Bushing inner 
diameter

57 {2.244} — —

Sub idle gear
Shaft outer diameter 50 {1.969} — —

Bushing inner diameter 50 {1.969} — —

Cam idle gear
Shaft outer diameter 34 {1.339} — —

Bushing inner diameter 34 {1.339} — —

Idle gear oil 
clearance

Main idle gear 0.030-0.090 
{0.0012-0.0035}

0.20 {0.0079} Replace

Sub idle gear 0.025-0.075 
{0.0010-0.0030}

0.20 {0.0079} Replace

Cam idle gear 0.025-0.075 
{0.0010-0.0030}

0.20 {0.0079} Replace

Injection pump 
drive idle gear

Shaft outer diameter 34 {1.339} — —

Bushing inner diameter 34 {1.339} — —

Oil clearance 0.025-0.057 
{0.0010-0.0022}

0.10 {0.0039} Replace

Camshaft end play
0.100-0178 

{0.0039-0.0070}
— Replace

Idle gear 
backlash

Between camshaft drive 
gear and cam idle gear

0.084-0.175 
{0.0033-0.0069}

0.30 {0.0118} Replace

Between main idle gear 
and injection pump drive 

idle gear

0.030-0.218 
{0.0012-0.0086}

0.30 {0.0118} Replace

Between main idle gear 
and sub idle gear

0.030-0.162 
{0.0012-0.0064}

0.30 {0.0118} Replace

Between sub idle gear and 
oil pump drive gear

0.030-0.131 
{0.0012-0.0052}

0.30 {0.0118} Replace

Between cam idle gear 
and sub idle gear

0.084 -0.235 
{0.0033-0.0093}

0.30 {0.0118} Replace

Idle gear end 
play

Main idle gear
0.114-0.160 

{0.0045-0.0063}
0.30 {0.0118} Replace

Sub idle gear
0.040-0.120 

{0.0016-0.0047}
0.30 {0.0118} Replace

Cam idle gear
0.040-0.120 

{0.0016-0.0047}
0.30 {0.0118} Replace



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–19
TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

PISTON & CONNECTING ROD
EN01F02127010701006011

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Sub idle gear shaft mounting bolt 108 {1,101, 80} —

Main idle gear shaft mounting bolt 172 {1,754, 127} —

Injection pump drive idle gear shaft mounting bolt 108 {1,101, 80} —

Bearing case assembly mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action

Cylinder liner inner diameter 112 {4.409} 112.15 {4.415} —

Piston outer diameter (17mm in axial direc-
tion to the upper pin from the lower end of 
the skirt)

111.927-111.943 
{4.406-4.407}

— —

Clearance between cylinder liner inner diam-
eter and piston outer diameter

0.053-0.077 
{0.0021-0.0030}

— Replace

Piston ring thickness

Top 2.999 {0.1181} 2.899 {0.1141} Replace

Second 2.0 {0.0787} 1.9 {0.0748} Replace

Oil 4.0 {0.1575} 3.9 {0.1535} Replace

Piston ring groove width

Top Taper — Replace

Second 2.0 {0.0787} 2.2 {0.0866} Replace

Oil 4.0 {0.1575} 4.1 {0.1614} Replace

Piston ring closed gap 
clearance

Top
0.30-0.40 

{0.0118-0.0157}
1.5 {0.0590} Replace

Second
0.75-0.90 

{0.0295-0.0354}
1.5 {0.0590} Replace

Oil
0.15-0.30 

{0.0059-0.0118}
1.2 {0.0472} Replace

Outer diameter of contact surface between 
piston pin and piston boss

37 {1.457} 36.96 {1.455} Replace

Piston boss inner diameter 37 {1.457} 37.05 {1.459} Replace

Clearance between outer diameter of contact 
surface between piston pin and piston boss 
and piston boss inner diameter

0.011-0.032 
{0.0004-0.0013}

0.05 {0.0020} Replace

Outer diameter of piston center 37 {1.457} 36.96 {1.455} Replace

Inner diameter of connecting rod bush 37 {1.457} 37.1 {1.461} Replace

Clearance between outer diameter of piston 
center and inner diameter of connecting rod 
bush

0.035-0.056 
{0.0014-0.0022}

0.08 {0.0032} Replace



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–20
(Note) Readjust by grinding for uneven wear 0.1 mm {0.0039 in.} or more, regrind for wear 0.2 mm {0.0079 in.} or more,
and replace the crankshaft for wear 0.7 mm {0.0276 in.} or more. 

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

CRANKSHAFT
EN01F02127010701006012

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

(Note) Readjust by grinding for uneven wear 0.1 mm {0.0039 in.} or more, regrind for wear 0.2 mm {0.0079 in.} or more,
and replace the crankshaft for wear 0.7 mm {0.0276 in.} or more. 

Crankshaft crank pin outer diameter 65 {2.560} 64.3 {2.531} Replace (Note)

Oil clearance between crankshaft crank pin 
and connecting rod bearing

0.031-0.082 
{0.0012-0.0032}

0.2 {0.0079} Replace

Under head length of connecting rod bolt 67.0 {2.638} 68.0 {2.677} Replace

Connecting rod end play
0.20-0.52 

{0.0079-0.0205}
1.0 {0.0394} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Connecting rod bolt 69 {704, 51} + 90 + 45 Refer to this docu-
ment.

Inspection item Standard value Repair limit Permissible limit Action

Crankshaft end play
0.050-0.270 

{0.0020-0.0106}
0.500 {0.0197} 1.270 {0.05} Replace

Rotational runout of 
crankshaft

0-0.1 {0-0.0039} 0.15 {0.0059} — Replace

Outer diameter of crank-
shaft journal

80.0 {3.150} — 79.3 {3.122} Replace (Note)

Width of crankshaft center 
journal

36.0 {1.417} — 37.0 {1.457} Replace

Oil clearance between 
crankshaft journal outer 
diameter and crankshaft 
bearing inner diameter

0.051-0.102 
{0.0020-0.0040}

0.2 {0.0079} — Replace

Crankshaft crank pin 
outer diameter

65.0 {2.560} — 64.3 {2.531} Replace (Note)

Under head length of main 
bearing cap bolt

106.8 {4.205} — 108.0 {4.252} Replace

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–21
TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

CYLINDER LINER
EN01F02127010701006013

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

CYLINDER BLOCK
EN01F02127010701006014

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

Tightening torque
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Bearing cap bolt 69 {704, 51} + 90 + 45 Refer to this 
document.

Inspection item Standard value Action

Cylinder liner collar projection 0.01-0.08 {0.0004-0.0032} —

Inspection item
Standard 

value
Repair limit

Permissible 
limit

Action

Strain of upper surface of cylinder block 0.05 {0.0020} — 0.20 {0.0079} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Cooling jet mounting bolt 22 {224, 16} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–22
ENGINE MOUNTING AND BRACKET
EN01F02127010701006015

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

GLOW PLUG
EN01F02127010701006016

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Rear engine mounting bracket mounting bolt 103 {1,050, 76} —

Rear engine mounting nut 64 {653, 47} —

Front engine mounting bracket mounting bolt 125 {1,275, 92} —

Front engine mounting nut 98 {999, 72} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between body and terminal 0.55-0.75  (at 20C {68F}) Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Glow plug 20-25 {204-254, 15-18} —

Glow plug wire mounting nut 1.0-1.5 {11-15, 0.8-1.1} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–23
EXHAUST

EXHAUST MANIFOLD
EN01F02127010701007001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

EXHAUST PIPE
EN01F02127010701007002

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
EN01F02127010701007003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Stud bolt 30 {305, 22.1} —

Exhaust manifold mounting nut 29 {600, 43.5} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Exhaust-pipe (ATC) -to-front-exhaust-pipe 
mounting bolt

43 {438, 31.7} —

Front-exhaust-pipe-to-muffler mounting bolt and 
nut

64 {653, 47.2} —

Muffler mounting nut 82 {836, 60.5} —

Water pipe mounting nut 31 {316, 22.9} —

DEF Injector mounting nut 6-10 {61-102, 4.4-7.4} —

Hose protector mounting bolt 43-59 {438-602, 31.7-43.5} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Bracket mounting bolt 55 {560, 40.6} —

Turbo-charger-assembly-to-exhaust-pipe (ATC) 
mounting nut

70 {714, 51.6} —

Clamp mounting bolt 25.4 {259, 18.7} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–24
DEF-SCR
EN01F02127010701007004

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DPR CLEANER
EN01F02127010701007005

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Central-pipe-No.2-to-DEF-SCR mounting bolt and 
nut

20-30 {204-306, 14.7-22.1} —

DEF-SCR-to-tail-pipe mounting bolt and nut 20-30 {204-306, 14.7-22.1} —

DEF-SCR-to-support-bracket mounting bolt and nut 43-59 {438-602, 438-602} —

Exhaust pipe protector mounting bolt 31 {316, 22.9} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Central-pipe-No.1-to-DPR-cleaner mounting bolt 
and nut

20-30 {204-306, 14.7-22.1} —

DPR-cleaner-to-support-bracket mounting bolt and 
nut

43-59 {438-602, 438-602} —

Differential pressure pipe 30-36 {306-367, 22.1-26.5} —

Clip mounting nut 31 {316, 22.9} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–25
FUEL ADDITION VALVE
EN01F02127010701007006

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

FUEL CUTOFF VALVE
EN01F02127010701007007

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DEF PUMP
EN01F02127010701007008

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Insulation resistance between the fuel addi-
tion valve upper body and connector (part 
side). 

10 M or more 
(Using the 500 V megohmmeter)

Replace

Resistance between terminals 20C {68F} 7.50.4 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Folder mounting nut 36 {367, 26.5} —

Nozzle clamp mounting bolt 28.5 {290, 21.0} —

Fuel delivery mounting bolt 28.5 {290, 21.0} —

Coolant pipe E mounting union bolt 24.5 {250, 18.1} —

Coolant pipe D mounting union bolt 24.5 {250, 18.1} —

Fuel feed pipe No. 5 mounting union bolt 19.6 {200, 14.5} —

Fuel pressure sensor 19.6 {200, 14.5} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Fuel cutoff valve mounting bolt 28.5 {290, 21.0} —

Fuel feed pipe No. 3 mounting union bolt 19.6 {200, 14.5} —

Fuel feed pipe No. 5 mounting union bolt 19.6 {200, 14.5} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Filter cover 5-25 {153-255, 11.1-18.4} —

Backflow connector 4-5 {41-51, 2.9-3.7} —

Outlet connector 4-5 {41-51, 2.9-3.7} —

Inlet connector 4-5 {41-51, 2.9-3.7} —

Coolant connector 5-6 {51-61, 3.7-4.4} —

DEF pump mounting bolt 15.2-22.8 {155-232, 11.2-16.8} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–26
DEF INJECTOR
EN01F02127010701007009

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DEF TANK
EN01F02127010701007010

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

COOLANT CUTOFF VALVE
EN01F02127010701007011

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Coolant connector 5-6 {51-61, 3.7-4.4} —

DEF Injector mounting nut 6-10 {61-102, 4.4-7.4} —

Hose protector mounting nut 31 {316, 22.9} —

Inspection item Concentration Standard value Action

DEF analyzer 32.5% 32.5% Replace

pH test paper 32.5% number 9 Replace

Refractive index measure-
ment

32.5% 1.3817-1.384% Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Tank band mounting nut 23.5-36.5 {240-372, 17.3-26.9} —

DEF tank assembly mounting nut 38.4-57.6 {392-587, 28.3-42.5} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Harness bracket mounting bolt 31 {316, 22.9} —

Water valve bracket mounting bolt 31 {316, 22.9} —

Coolant cutoff valve mounting bolt 31 {316, 22.9} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–27
DCU
EN01F02127010701007012

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701007013

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR
EN01F02127010701007014

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR
EN01F02127010701007015

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

DCU mounting nut 10 {102, 7.4} —

DCU bracket mounting nut 22 {224, 16.2} —

Connector bracket mounting bolt 31 {316, 22.9} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between termi-
nals

AB 15 k Replace

BC 15 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

DPR differential pressure sensor mounting nut 31 {316, 22.9} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

SCR upstream NOx sensor 40-60 {408-612, 29.5-44.2} —

Clip mounting nut 31 {316, 22.9} —

SCR upstream NOx controller mounting nut 5.5 {56, 4.1} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

SCR downstream NOx sensor 40-60 {408-612, 29.5-44.2} —

SCR downstream NOx controller mounting nut 5.5 {56, 4.1} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–28
ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701007016

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701007017

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701007018

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between terminals

20 C {68 F} 13.7-29.8 k Replace

50 C {122 F} 7.13-13.7 k Replace

80 C {176 F} 4.1-7.13 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

ATC upstream temperature sensor 25-35 {255-357, 18.4-25.8} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between terminals

20 C {68 F} 13.7-29.8 k Replace

50 C {122 F} 7.13-13.7 k Replace

80 C {176 F} 4.1-7.13 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

DOC upstream temperature sensor 25-35 {255-357, 18.4-25.8} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between terminals

20 C {68 F} 13.7-29.8 k Replace

50 C {122 F} 7.13-13.7 k Replace

80 C {176 F} 4.1-7.13 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

DPR upstream temperature sensor 25-35 {255-357, 18.4-25.8} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–29
DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701007019

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701007020

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between terminals

20 C {68 F} 13.7-29.8 k Replace

50 C {122 F} 7.13-13.7 k Replace

80 C {176 F} 4.1-7.13 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

DPR downstream temperature sensor 25-35 {255-357, 18.4-25.8} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between terminals 50 C {122 F} 235-244 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

SCR upstream temperature sensor 32.5 {331, 24.0} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–30
EXHAUST BRAKE
EN01F02127010701007021

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

EXHAUST BRAKE MAGNETIC VALVE
EN01F02127010701007022

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Minimum clearance Valve clearance Standard value Action

Clearance between 
valve and body

0.2 {0.0079}
0.2-0.3

{0.0079-0.0118}
— —

Angle between valve 
and body

— — 90 —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between terminals 20 C {68 F} 10.9-16.9  Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Exhaust magnetic valve mounting bolt 31 {316, 22.9} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–31
COOLING

RADIATOR
EN01F02127010701008001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: kPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

RADIATOR CAP
EN01F02127010701008002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: kPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2}

RESERVE TANK
EN01F02127010701008003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Injection Pressure Injection Distance Action

Check for blockage
2,942-4,903 {30-50, 427-711} 300mm {11.811 in.} Replace

4,903-7,845 {50-80, 711-1,138} 500mm {19.685 in.} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Radiator to radiator mounting bracket mounting 
bolt

19.5 {199, 14} —

Heater pipe mounting bolt 21.7-40.3 {222-410, 17-29} —

Reserve pipe mounting bolt 19.5 {199, 14} —

Coolant level warning sensor 6-7 {62-71, 4.5-5.1} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Radiator cap opening relief valve pressure 93.1-122.9 {0.95-1.25, 13.5-17.8} Replace

Radiator cap opening relief valve pressure limit 
value

79 {0.8, 11.4} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Reserve tank mounting bolt 3.5-6.5 {36-66, 2.6-4.7} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–32
INTERCOOLER
EN01F02127010701008004

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: kPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

THERMOSTAT CASE & THERMOSTAT
EN01F02127010701008005

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

COOLANT PUMP
EN01F02127010701008006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Injection Pressure Injection Distance Action

Check for blockage
2,942-4,903 {30-50, 427-711} 300mm {11.811 in.} Replace

4,903-7,845 {50-80, 711-1,138} 500mm {19.685 in.} Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Radiator to intercooler mounting bolt 14-20 {143-203, 11-14} —

Clamp mounting bolt 6.25 {64, 4.6} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Thermostat injection valve opening temperature 76.5C {169.7F} Replace

Thermostat valve lift amount 90C {194F}
10 mm {0.393 in.} 

or more
Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Thermostat case mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Water outlet pipe mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Between thermostat case and coolant pipe A 
mounting bolt

28.5 {291, 21} —

Between coolant pipe A and bracket mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Heater pipe mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Between coolant pipe F and thermostat mounting 
nut

24.5 {250, 18} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Coolant pump mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–33
COOLING FAN & FAN CLUTCH
EN01F02127010701008007

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127010701008008

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Cooling fan chip clearance 4-7 mm {0.157-0.276 in.} Adjustment

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Cooling fan to fan clutch mounting bolt 11 {112, 8} —

Fan clutch to coolant pump pulley mounting nut 28.5 {291, 21} —

Bracket mounting nut 28.5 {291, 21} —

Bracket to fan shroud ring mounting bolt 31 {316, 23} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

Resistance between 
terminals

A - C

–20C {–4F} 13.84-16.33 k Replace

20C {68F} 2.32-2.59 k Replace

80C {176F} 0.310-0.326 k Replace

110C {230F} 0.1399-0.1435 k Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Coolant temperature sensor 27.0-31.9 {276-325, 20-23} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–34
LUBRICATION

OIL COOLER
EN01F02127010701009001

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

OIL PUMP
EN01F02127010701009002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Oil pressure switch 25 {255, 18} —

Plug (safety valve) 24.5-34.3 {250-349, 19-25} —

Oil cooler element mounting nut 19.6-29.4 {200-299, 15-21} —

Oil cooler assembly mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action

Width of drive gear 28.5 {1.122} — Replace

Depth of cylinder block side pump housing 28.5 {1.122} — Replace

Difference between width of drive gear and 
depth of cylinder block side pump housing

0.047-0.150 
{0.0019-0.0060}

0.15 {0.0060} Replace

Outer diameter of drive gear shaft 18.0 {0.709} — Replace

Inner diameter of cylinder block side bush 18.0 {0.709} — Replace

Difference between drive gear shaft outer 
diameter and cylinder block side bush inner 
diameter

0.040-0.099 
{0.0016-0.0039}

— Replace

Drive gear outer diameter 54.0 {2.126} — Replace

Inner diameter of cylinder block side pump 
housing

54.0 {2.126} — Replace

Difference between drive gear outer diameter 
and cylinder block pump housing inner diam-
eter

0.093-0.252 
{0.0037-0.0099}

0.30 {0.012} Replace

Outer diameter of driven gear shaft 18.0 {0.709} — Replace

Inner diameter of driven gear bush 18.0 {0.709} — Replace

Difference between driven gear shaft outer 
diameter and driven gear bush inner diameter

0.040-0.083 
{0.0016-0.0033}

0.15 {0.0060} Replace

Outer diameter of driven gear shaft 18.0 {0.709} — Replace

Cylinder block side hole diameter 18.0 {0.709} — Replace

Difference between driven gear shaft outer 
diameter and cylinder block side hole diame-
ter

0.030-0.075 
{0.0012-0.0030}

— Replace



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–35
TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

OIL PAN
EN01F02127010701009003

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

OIL STRAINER
EN01F02127010701009004

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
EN01F02127010701009005

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

OIL LEVEL GAUGE AND GUIDE
EN01F02127010701009006

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Backlash between drive gear and driven gear
0.073-0.207 

{0.0029-0.0082}
0.30 {0.012} Replace

Backlash between oil pump drive gear and 
sub idle gear

0.030-0.131 
{0.0012-0.0052}

0.30 {0.012} Adjustment

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Oil pump mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Oil pan mounting bolt 30 {306, 22}
Refer to this docu-

ment.

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Oil strainer mounting bolt 30 {306, 22} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Oil pressure switch 24.5 {250, 18} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Oil level gauge guide mounting bolt 28.5 {291, 21} —

Inspection item Standard value Permissible limit Action



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–36
STARTING/CHARGING

STARTER
EN01F02127010701012001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

V-BELT
EN01F02127010701012002

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Perform no load performance test 220A or less —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Starter mounting bolt and nut 154 {1,570, 113.5} —

C terminal mounting bolt 4 {41, 2.9} —

B terminal mounting nut  21 {214, 15.4} —

Harness clamp mounting bolt 18 {184, 13.2} —

Inspection item Standard value Action

V-belt (front) slack 8-10 {0.31-0.39} —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Alternator mounting bolt and nut 55 {560, 40.5} —

Adjust bolt 6 {60, 4.4} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E) 2–37
ALTERNATOR (130 A)
EN01F02127010701012003

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION

TIGHTENING TORQUE
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Standard value Action

Verifying the regulators regulated voltage 14.0-14.4V —

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Bearing cover mounting screw 2.9-4.9 {30-50, 2.1-3.6} —

Pulley mounting nut 117.6-137.2 {1,199-1,399, 87-101} —

Field mounting screw 2.9-4.9 {30-50, 2.1-3.6} —

I terminal mounting nut 1.6-2.0 {16-20, 1.2-1.4} —

Rectifier mounting screw  2.9-4.9 {30-50, 2.1-3.6} —

Rectifier’s(-) terminal mounting nut  2.9-4.9 {30-50, 2.1-3.6} —

B terminal mounting nut 7.8-10.8 {80-110, 5.8-7.9} —

Regulator mounting screws 2.9-4.9 {30-50, 2.1-3.6} —

Rectifier and field coil outlet terminal mounting 
screw

1.6-2.0 {16-20, 1.2-1.4} —

Through bolt 6.5-9.3 {66-95, 4.8-6.9} —

Stator outlet terminal mounting screw 1.9-2.5 {19-25, 1.4-1.8} —



STANDARD VALUE (J05E)2–38
TURBOCHARGER

TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127010701013001

STANDARD VALUE, LIMIT AND ACTION
Unit: mm {in.}

Tightening torque
Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

Inspection item Permissible limit Action

Turbocharger assembly
Play in axle (thrust) 

direction
0.040-0.085 

{0.0016-0.0033} or less
Replace

Inspecting the boost pressure
22.1 kPa 

{0.23 kgf/cm2, 3.2 lbfft/in.2}
Replace

Tightening part Tightening torque Remarks

Turbocharger mounting nut 70 {714, 52} —
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REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–2
PREPARATION ITEM

MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE

ENGINE ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127020702001001

SST

INSTRUMENTS

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0955-21110 Compression gauge adapter For inserting a nozzle

S0955-21030 Compression gauge adapter
For 3/4-16UNF 
thread size

Select 
according 
to the 
thread size 
of air 
gauge.

S0955-21060 Compression gauge adapter
For W16 
threads18 
thread size

12081-E0090 Engine hanger
Mounting on the engine 
front side

SZ105-12024 Bolt
Mounting two pcs. on the 
engine front side

S1228-11901 Engine hanger
Mounting on the engine rear 
side

SH782-41230 Bolt
Mounting two pcs. on the 
engine rear side

— S0949-11010 Wire rope —

Name Remarks

Thickness gauge For measuring valve clearance



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–3
ENGINE CONTROL

ENGINE ECU
EN01F02127020702002001

GREASE AND OTHERS

ENGINE MAIN REVOLUTION SENSOR
EN01F02127020702002002

SST

Name Remarks

Misting Used by putting water.

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–4
ENGINE SUB REVOLUTION SENSOR
EN01F02127020702002003

SST

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–5
ACCELERATOR PEDAL
EN01F02127020702002004

SST

IDLE SET VOLUME
EN01F02127020702002005

INSTRUMENTS

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–6
FUEL SYSTEM

FUEL SENDER GAUGE
EN01F02127020702003001

INSTRUMENTS

WATER LEVEL WARNING SWITCH
EN01F02127020702003002

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring continuity between terminals



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–7
SUPPLY PUMP
EN01F02127020702003003

SST

INSTRUMENTS

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

SZ105-08067 Guide bolt For positioning the supply pump

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–8
INJECTOR
EN01F02127020702003004

SST

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.

Name Remarks

1,000 V megohmmeter
For measuring insulation resistance between terminal and 
body

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Detergent Sludge washing in the nozzle seat

Red lead For checking for contact



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–9
COMMON RAIL
EN01F02127020702003005

SST

INSTRUMENTS

FUEL FILTER AND CASE (VEHICLE SIDE)
EN01F02127020702003006

COMMON TOOLS

INSTRUMENTS

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Mityvac For inspecting the fuel heater

Name Remarks

Cylinder gauge For measuring resistance across terminals



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–10
EMISSION CONTROL

EGR VALVE AND COOLER
EN01F02127020702004001

SST

GREASE AND OTHERS

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.

Name Remarks

Glasses For protecting eyes from splashed detergent

Rubber gloves For protecting skin from splashed detergent

Protective garment For protecting cloth from splashed detergent

Detergent (PK-5300YP) For cleaning the EGR cooler

Reservoir (metallic) For cleaning the EGR cooler

General-purpose heater For cleaning the EGR cooler



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–11
INTAKE

DIESEL THROTTLE
EN01F02127020702005001

SST

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–12
BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702005002

SST

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–13
AIR FLOW SENSOR
EN01F02127020702005003

SST

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–14
ENGINE MECHANICAL

HEAD COVER
EN01F02127020702006001

GREASE AND OTHERS

ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127020702006002

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127020702006003

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equivalent or 
ThreeBond TB1217G: Gray or equivalent)

Apply to the mating area of the half-round plug.

Name Remarks

Micrometer For measuring the outer diameter of the rocker arm shaft

Cylinder gauge For measuring the inner diameter of the rocker arm bush

Thickness gauge For measuring valve clearance

Name Remarks

Flexible wire of approximately 0.8 mm {0.0315 in.} in diam-
eter

For mounting the rocker arm

Name Remarks

Micrometer
For measuring the camshaft cam height and journal outer 
diameter

Cylinder gauge For measuring the inner diameter of the camshaft bearing.

Dial gauge
For measuring the camshaft runout, camshaft end play, 
and backlash

Vernier calipers
For measuring the under head length of cam the shaft gear 
mounting bolt



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–15
CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127020702006004

SST

COMMON TOOLS

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0943-31070 Eye bolt
For attaching and detaching 
the cylinder head

S0947-21210 Bar For staking the nozzle seat

SN441-00610 Steel Ball
For staking the nozzle seat 
(combined use with S0947-
21210)

Name Remarks

Scraper For removing liquid gasket

Name Remarks

Vernier calipers For measuring the under head length of the head bolt

Straightedge
Measuring the strain of bottom surface of cylinder head 
and manifold mounting surface

Thickness gauge
Measuring the strain of bottom surface of cylinder head 
and manifold mounting surface

Name Remarks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1211: White or equivalent)
Apply to the cylinder block upper surface back end, head 
gasket mating area of the flywheel housing, and nozzle 
seat lower side. 

Dye penetrant (red check) For checking the cylinder head for cracks and damage

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equivalent) Apply to the mating area of the half-round plug.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–16
VALVE SYSTEM
EN01F02127020702006005

SST

COMMON TOOLS

INSTRUMENTS

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0947-01170 Valve spring press
For attaching and detaching 
the valve spring retainer

S0943-11020 Valve lapping tool For valve finishing

S0947-11520 Guide
For press-fitting the valve 
guide

S0947-22100 Bar
For tapping in the valve 
stem seal

Name Remarks

Dolly block (brass bar) For removing the valve seat

Magnet bar For removing the valve spring retainer

Name Remarks

Straightedge For measuring valve sink

Thickness gauge For measuring valve sink and squareness of valve spring

Squareness gauge For measuring squareness of valve spring

Spring tester For measuring the valve spring set load

Vernier calipers For measuring valve spring free length

Micrometer For measuring the valve spring outer diameter

Cylinder gauge For measuring the valve guide inner diameter



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–17
GREASE AND OTHERS

CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL
EN01F02127020702006006

SST

FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER
EN01F02127020702006007

GREASE AND OTHERS

FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127020702006008

SST

COMMON TOOLS

Name Remarks

Lapping compound For valve finishing

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0942-01731 Oil seal puller
For pulling off a crankshaft 
front oil seal

S0940-71030 Oil seal press
For press-fitting the crank-
shaft front oil seal

Name Remarks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equivalent or 
ThreeBond TB1217G: Gray or equivalent)

Apply to the front oil seal retainer mounting surface.

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0948-11340 Guide
For attaching and detaching 
the flywheel

Name Remarks

Brass bar For removing the ring gear



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–18
GREASE AND OTHERS

CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
EN01F02127020702006009

SST

FLYWHEEL HOUSING
EN01F02127020702006010

COMMON TOOLS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Burner For attaching and detaching the ring gear

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0942-01742 Oil seal puller
For pulling off a crankshaft 
rear oil seal

S0940-71040 Oil seal press
For mounting crankshaft 
rear oil seal

Name Remarks

Scraper For removing liquid gasket

Name Remarks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207D: Silver or equivalent or 
ThreeBond TB1217G: Gray or equivalent)

Apply to the joint surface of the rear end plate of the fly-
wheel housing. 



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–19
TIMING GEAR AND CAM IDLE GEAR
EN01F02127020702006011

SST

COMMON TOOLS

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0942-01100 Sliding hammer
For pulling off the main idle 
gear shaft and sub idle gear 
shaft

S0941-11300 Socket wrench
For attaching and detaching 
the torx bolt

Name Remarks

Scraper For removing liquid gasket

Name Remarks

Micrometer For measuring the outer diameter of each idle gear shaft

Cylinder gauge For measuring the inner diameter of each idle gear bush

Thickness gauge For measuring idle gear end play

Dial gauge For measuring each gear backlash and camshaft end play

Name Remarks

Sealant (Thread Lock Super 5M or equivalent) Apply to the thread of the rear end plate mounting torx bolt.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–20
PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
EN01F02127020702006012

SST

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0944-21011 Piston ring expander
For mounting/dismounting a 
piston ring

S0948-11130 Guide

For attaching and detaching 
the connecting rod small 
end bush (combined use 
with S0940-21530)

S0940-21530 Press subassembly
For attaching and detaching 
the connecting rod small 
end bush

SL271-01036 Wing nut

For attaching and detaching 
the connecting rod small 
end bush (combined use 
with S0940-21530)

S0940-21540 Spindle
For attaching and detaching 
the connecting rod small 
end bush

S0948-11540 Guide

For attaching and detaching 
the connecting rod small 
end bush (combined use 
with S0940-21540)

SH691-20825 Bolt

For attaching and detaching 
the connecting rod small 
end bush (combined use 
with S0940-21540)

S0944-11370 Piston ring holder For mounting piston

W

H



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–21
COMMON TOOLS

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Scraper Removing carbon

Name Remarks

Cylinder gauge
For measuring the cylinder liner inner diameter, piston boss 
inner diameter, connecting rod bush inner diameter, and 
connecting rod big end bearing inner diameter

Micrometer
For measuring the piston outer diameter, piston ring thick-
ness, piston pin outer diameter, and crank pin outer diame-
ter

Thickness gauge
For measuring the piston ring groove and piston ring end 
gap clearance

Vernier calipers
For measuring the under head length of the connecting rod 
bolt

Dial gauge For measuring connecting rod end play

Name Remarks

Sandpaper (about No.150)
For removing the carbon adhered to the upper side of inner 
surface of the cylinder liner

Dye penetrant (red check) For checking the connecting rod for cracks and damage

Bar of 4 mm {0.1574 in.} in diameter For checking the connecting rod oil hole



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–22
RECOMMEND SERVICE TOOLS

CRANKSHAFT
EN01F02127020702006013

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Dial gauge
For measuring the crankshaft end play and crankshaft rota-
tion runout

Micrometer
For measuring the outer diameters of the crankshaft jour-
nal and crank pin

Vernier calipers
For measuring the width of the crankshaft center journal 
and the under head length of the main bearing cap bolt

Cylinder gauge For measuring the crankshaft bearing inner diameter

Name Remarks

Dye penetrant (red check) For checking the crankshaft for cracks and damage

THICKNESS: 
ABOUT 10mm
{0.394 in.} 
(ARBITRARY)

M12X1.5

ABOUT 20mm 
{0.787 in. }

27mm {1.063 in. }



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–23
CYLINDER LINER
EN01F02127020702006014

SST

COMMON TOOLS

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0942-02100 Cylinder liner puller
For removing the cylinder 
liner

S0947-11490 Guide
For inserting the cylinder 
liner

Name Remarks

Bearing scraper Removing rust from the cylinder liner

Name Remarks

Dial gauge For measuring cylinder liner collar projection

Name Remarks

Dye penetrant (red check) For checking the cylinder liner for cracks and damage



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–24
CYLINDER BLOCK
EN01F02127020702006015

SST

COMMON TOOLS

GREASE AND OTHERS

GLOW PLUG
EN01F02127020702006016

INSTRUMENTS

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

SZ910-24098 Bolt for checking
For inspection and adjust-
ment of cooling jet

09219-E4030 Gauge
For inspection and adjust-
ment of cooling jet

09211-E4020
Plug A tapping tool —

09211-E4030 Plug B tapping tool —

Name Remarks

Straightedge For measuring strain of upper surface of cylinder block

Thickness gauge For measuring strain of upper surface of cylinder block

Name Remarks

Dye penetrant (red check) For checking the cylinder block for cracks and damage

Sealant (LOCTITE 962T or ThreeBond #1211 or #1215) For checking the cylinder block for cracks and damage

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance between terminal and body



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–25
EXHAUST

EXHAUST MANIFOLD
EN01F02127020702007001

COMMON TOOLS

DPR
EN01F02127020702007002

SST

Name Remarks

Torque socket For attaching and detaching the stud bolt

Stud bolt remover (commercially available) For removing the stud bolt

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

09950-E9010 Cleaning nozzle Combined use with air hose

09992-E4010
Filter gauge assem-
bly

Used for inspecting the inside of the 
DPR cleaner

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–26
FUEL ADDITION VALVE
EN01F02127020702007003

SST

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

DEF PUMP
EN01F02127020702007004

GREASE AND OTHERS

DEF INJECTOR
EN01F02127020702007005

GREASE AND OTHERS

Configuration Part Number Name Remarks

— 09950-E9010 Nozzle for cleaning Air hose and using together

Name Remarks

500 V megohmmeter For measuring parts

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Glasses For protection of eyes by carbon cleaning agent scattering

Rubber gloves For protection of skin by carbon cleaning agent scattering

Protective garment
For protection of clothes by carbon cleaning agent scatter-
ing

Name Remarks

Mobil velocite oil No.6 Apply to the O-ring

Name Remarks

Mobil velocite oil No.6 Apply to the O-ring



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–27
DEF TANK
EN01F02127020702007006

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007007

INSTRUMENTS

SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007008

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007009

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

DEF analyzer For DEF measurement

Refractive index measurement For DEF measurement

Name Remarks

pH test paper For DEF measurement

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Anti-seizure lubricant (Weicom Anti-Seize ASW "High-
Tech" Assembly Paste or equivalent)

Apply to the threaded portion of SCR upstream NOx sen-
sor

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Anti-seizure lubricant (Weicom Anti-Seize ASW "High-
Tech" Assembly Paste or equivalent)

Apply to the threaded portion of SCR downstream NOx 
sensor



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–28
ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007010

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007011

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007012

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Anti-seizure lubricant (equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Heavy 
Metal Free manufactured by Bostic, Inc.)

Apply to the threaded portion of ATC upstream temperature 
sensor

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Anti-seizure lubricant (equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Heavy 
Metal Free manufactured by Bostic, Inc.) 

Apply to the threaded portion of DOC upstream tempera-
ture sensor 

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Anti-seizure lubricant (equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Heavy 
Metal Free manufactured by Bostic, Inc.) 

Apply to the threaded portion of DPR upstream tempera-
ture sensor



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–29
DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007013

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007014

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

DPR EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702007015

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Anti-seizure lubricant (equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Heavy 
Metal Free manufactured by Bostic, Inc.) 

Apply to the threaded portion of DPR downstream temper-
ature sensor 

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals

Name Remarks

Anti-seizure lubricant (equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Pure 
Nickel Special Grade manufactured by Bostic, Inc.)

Apply to the threaded portion of SCR upstream tempera-
ture sensor 

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–30
EXHAUST BRAKE
EN01F02127020702007016

SST

COMMON TOOLS

EXHAUST BRAKE MAGNETIC VALVE
EN01F02127020702007017

INSTRUMENTS

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

09240-00020 Wire gauge set
For measuring clearance 
between the valve and body

09242-00020
Wire gauge (0.2 mm) 
 (content)

For measuring clearance 
between the valve and body

Name Remarks

Mityvac For inspecting the exhaust brake

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–31
COOLING

RADIATOR CAP
EN01F02127020702008001

INSTRUMENTS

THERMOSTAT CASE AND THERMOSTAT
EN01F02127020702008002

INSTRUMENTS

COMMON TOOLS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Radiator cap tester (commercially available) For measuring valve opening pressure

Name Remarks

Vernier calipers For measuring valve lift amount

Name Remarks

Scraper For removing liquid gasket

Name Remarks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equivalent) Apply to the joining surface of the thermostat case.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–32
COOLANT PUMP
EN01F02127020702008003

COMMON TOOLS

GREASE AND OTHERS

COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
EN01F02127020702008004

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Scraper For removing liquid gasket

Name Remarks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equivalent) Apply to the coolant pump joint surface.

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring resistance across terminals



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–33
LUBRICATION

OIL FILTER
EN01F02127020702009001

SST

OIL COOLER
EN01F02127020702009002

COMMON TOOLS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0950-31090 Oil filer wrench
For attaching and detaching 
the oil filter

Name Remarks

Scraper For removing liquid gasket

Name Remarks

Kerosene or detergent
For washing the water/oil groove well of the oil cooler ele-
ment

Dye penetrant (red check) For checking the oil cooler element for cracks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1211: White or equivalent) Apply to the gasket seal surface.

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equivalent) Apply to the oil cooler assembly joint surface.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–34
OIL PUMP
EN01F02127020702009003

INSTRUMENTS

OIL PAN
EN01F02127020702009004

COMMON TOOLS

GREASE AND OTHERS

OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
EN01F02127020702009005

INSTRUMENTS

GREASE AND OTHERS

Name Remarks

Depth gauge
For measuring width of drive gear and depth of cylinder 
block side pump housing

Micrometer
For measuring the drive gear shaft outer diameter and 
driven gear shaft outer diameter

Cylinder gauge
For measuring the cylinder block side bush inner diameter, 
driven gear bush inner diameter, cylinder block side pump 
housing inner diameter, and cylinder block hole diameter

Vernier calipers For measuring the drive gear outer diameter

Dial gauge
For measuring the backlashes between the drive gear and 
driven gear and between the oil pump drive gear and sub-
idle gear

Name Remarks

Scraper For removing liquid gasket

Name Remarks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207D: Silver or equivalent or 
ThreeBond TB1217G: Gray or equivalent)

Apply to each part. 

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring continuity between terminal and body

Name Remarks

Liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1211: White or equivalent) Apply to the gasket seal surface.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–35
STARTING/CHARGING

STARTER
EN01F02127020702012001

INSTRUMENTS

V-BELT
EN01F02127020702012002

SST

ALTERNATOR (130A)
EN01F02127020702012003

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Ammeter For measuring parts

Circuit tester For measuring parts

Dial gauge For measuring parts

Thickness gauge For measuring parts

Illustration Part No. Name Remarks

S0944-41210 Compression gauge —

Name Remarks

Circuit tester For measuring parts

Micrometer For measuring parts



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E)3–36
TURBOCHARGER

TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
EN01F02127020702013001

SST

Illustration Part No. Name Outline/function

— Panasonic 
CF-D1*1

• Operating system (OS):
Windows7 Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 
32 bit processors more than 1GHz.

• Memory: 
More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

Without Bluetooth 
95171-01021

With Bluetooth 
95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD)

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO 
Distributor.

Without Bluetooth
 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 
95171-01051

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD)

S0944-41250 Gauge
For measuring boost pressure 
(combined use with 09258- E1010)

09258-E1010
Boost pressure mea-
suring hose

For measuring boost pressure 
(combined use with S0944-41250)

(*1): The PC which will warrant the operation of HINO DX Ⅱ are recommended to use by HINO Motors, Ltd.



REQUIRED ITEMS (J05E) 3–37
COMMON TOOLS

INSTRUMENTS

Name Remarks

Stud bolt remover For removing the stud bolt

Name Remarks

Dial gauge
For measuring play in the axle (thrust) direction of the tur-
bine shaft



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E) 5–1
MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE 
(J05E)

5-0015
ENGINE ASSEMBLY....................................................5-2
PRECAUTIONS IN TILTING AND 
LOWERING THE CAB ............................................5-2

MEASUREMENT OF COMPRESSION 

PRESSURE ............................................................5-2
ADJUSTING THE VALVE CLEARANCE.................5-5

REPLACEMENT .....................................................5-7



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E)5–2
REPLACING POINTS ITEM

ENGINE ASSEMBLY

PRECAUTIONS IN TILTING AND LOWERING

THE CAB
EN01F02121040706004001! WARNING

 

Be sure to observe the following when tilting and lowering the cab
to reduce the risk of an accident which may result in death, seri-
ous injury and/or property damage.

• Park the vehicle on a level place and ensure ample space
around the cab before tilting the cab.

• Apply the parking brake firmly and place the gearshift lever in
“N” position (“P” position if your vehicle is equipped with auto-
matic transmission).

• Stop the engine and block the wheels.

• Remove any articles in or over the cab and close the doors
firmly.

• Make sure there is no one in or around the cab and there are no
obstacles in front of the vehicle or above the cab.

• The catch (E), stopper (F), stay (G) and other parts such as the
engine, radiator, and exhaust pipe can be very hot while your
vehicle is operated. Be sure to confirm they have been cooled
down before you start working under the cab.

• Never raise or lower the cab only by yourself if your cab is
equipped with heavy component such as a roof rack.

• Never put your body under the cab while raising or lowering the
cab.

• Make sure the cab stopper stay is securely locked by the catch
(E) and raise the stopper (F) to lock the catch (E) completely
after raising the cab.

• Before lowering the cab, make sure that any object such as
hand tools, gloves or cloth are not left under the cab.

• Make sure the handle (B) is caught by the catch after lowering
the cab.

Read the Owner’s manual for details.

MEASUREMENT OF COMPRESSION PRES-

SURE
EN01F02121040706004002

! CAUTION
 

• Caution on handling the hybrid system (HV only)
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HYBRID
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HYBRID

• Measure the compression pressure and record the result before
disassembling the engine. By measuring the compression pres-
sure regularly, you can grasp the state of the engine.

B F

E

G

SHTS021270400001



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E) 5–3
1. PREPARATION BEFORE MEASUREMENT
(1) Fully charge the battery.
(2) Inspect the valve clearance. When it exceeds the standard

value, adjust it.
Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, ADJUSTING THE
VALVE CLEARANCE (Page 5-5)

(3) Warm up the engine and set the coolant temperature to 80
C {176 F}. 

(4) Remove the air cleaner.
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), AIR CLEANER, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT AND
BODY ASSEMBLY (Page 9-25)

(5) Remove the all glow plugs. 
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), GLOW PLUG,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE GLOW PLUG (Page 10-
132)

(6) Remove the 4 bolts from the glow plug hole. 
(7) Disconnect the all connectors of each injector. 

Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-39)

(8) Connect the battery negative terminal. 

! CAUTION
 

To prevent a short circuit in the wiring, wrap the power wiring with
vinyl tape. 

(9) Turn the starter to discharge the foreign matter in the cylin-
der. 



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E)5–4
2. MEASUREMENT
(1) Attach the SST to the cylinder nozzle seat for measuring

compression pressure by using the nozzle clamp and clamp
mounting bolt.
SST: Compression gauge adapter

(2) Turn the starter to measure the compression pressure. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not operate the starter continuously for 15 seconds or more.

• The air cleaner is removed; Make sure to avoid entry of dirt.

(3) Measure the compression pressure of each cylinder continu-
ously.

Engine speed: 190 r/min.

(4) Overhaul the engine if the compression pressure is at or
below the permissible limit. 

(5) Put back the removed parts in place after measurement.
(6) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ to delete the past malfunctions. 

(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

SST 
TO 
ENGINE

SHTS021270400002

Part No. Applicable parts

S0955-21110 Insert to the injector installation area.

S0955-21030 Adapter to be selected according to 
the thread size of air gauge.S0955-21060

Items
Compression pressure: 

Unit: MPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2}

Standard value 3.0 {31, 435}

Permissible limit 2.7 {28, 392}
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ADJUSTING THE VALVE CLEARANCE
EN01F02121040706004003

! CAUTION
 

• Before adjustment, make sure that the tightening bolts of the
cylinder head, rocker arm support, nozzle clamp, and camshaft
bearing cap are tightened with their specified torque. 

• Make sure that there is no dirt in the crosshead and valve stem
head.

1. VALVE CLEARANCE ADJUSTMENT
(1) Turn the crankshaft forward to align the cylinder for adjust-

ment with the compression stroke top dead center.

! CAUTION
 

Check that the rocker arm to be adjusted is not lifted to the cam of
the camshaft.

NOTICE
If the No.1 cylinder is at the compression stroke top dead center,
the valve clearance with  mark in the table can be adjusted. If the
No.4 cylinder is at the compression stroke top dead center, the
cylinder with Δ mark can be adjusted. 

(2) Fully loosen the adjust screw and lock nut of the crosshead.

! CAUTION
 

Make the adjust screw projecting beyond the upper surface of the
crosshead by at least 10 mm {0.394 in.}. Correct adjustment can-
not be made unless the adjust screw is completely separated from
the valve stem.

Cylinder number 1 2 3 4

Valve arrangement Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust

No.1 cylinder at the compres-
sion stroke top dead center

   — —  — —

No.4 cylinder at the compres-
sion stroke top dead center

— — — Δ Δ — Δ Δ

ADJUST SCREW OF THE
CROSSHEAD

10 mm {0.394 in.}
OR MORE

GAP

LOCK NUT

CLOSE
CONTACT

SHTS021270400003



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E)5–6
(3) Insert a thickness gauge in between the rocker arm and the
crosshead and turn the rocker arm adjust screw to adjust a
clearance before tightening the lock nut.

Tightening Torque:
25 N·m {255 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
It is deemed appropriate if the thickness gauge goes in with some
unsmoothness during insertion and then moves smoothly with
slight binding feel after insertion.

(4) With the thickness gauge inserted, loosen the adjust screw of
the crosshead and check that you do not feel the thickness
gauge light.

! CAUTION
 

If you feel it light, repeat the procedure.

(5) Tighten the adjust screw of the crosshead until the thickness
gauge does not move.

(6) While gradually loosening the adjust screw of the crosshead,
tighten the lock nut of the crosshead at a position where your
feel of the thickness gauge becomes proper.

Tightening Torque:
25 N·m {255 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Do not loosen the adjust screw too much. If the adjust screw is
made too loose, the former state will be restored. Although you
may get proper feel with the thickness gauge, a gap will be pro-
duced between the adjust screw of the crosshead and the valve
and you cannot make correct adjustment.

NOTICE
It is deemed appropriate if the thickness gauge goes in with some
unsmoothness during insertion and then moves smoothly with
slight binding feel after insertion.

ROCKER ARM

LOCK NUT ADJUST SCREW

THICKNESS
GAUGE 

GAPCLOSE 
CONTACT

SHTS021270400004
Standard value 
(During cooling)

Intake 0.30 mm {0.012 in.}

Exhaust 0.45 mm {0.018 in.}

START NUT SECURING
POSITION

NO CHANGE IN FEEL

ADJUST SCREW LOOSENING RATE   HIGHERT
H

IC
K

N
E

S
S

 G
A

U
G

E
 F

E
E

LI
N

G

NOT
MOVABLE

PROPERLY
CONTACTING

SHTS021270400005

CLOSE 
CONTACT

CLOSE 
CONTACT

SHTS021270400006

START NUT SECURING
POSITION

NO CHANGE IN FEEL

ADJUST SCREW LOOSENING RATE   HIGHERT
H

IC
K

N
E

S
S

 G
A

U
G

E
 F

E
E

LI
N

G

NOT
MOVABLE

PROPERLY
CONTACTING

SHTS021270400007
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02121040706004004

REMOVING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE SERVICE PLUG (HV ONLY)
(1) Wear insulated gloves and remove the service plug from the

PCU.
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HYBRID
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HYBRID

2. DISCONNECTING BATTERY NEGATIVE TERMINAL
(1) Disconnect the battery negative terminal. 

3. COLLECTION OF REFRIGERANT
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

4. DISCHARGING ENGINE OIL
(1) Remove the drain plug and gasket from the oil pan to drain

engine oil.

! CAUTION
 

• Drain the engine oil after the oil temperature is lowered enough
to prevent burning.

• Dispose the engine oil in accordance with the specified proce-
dures (industrial waste disposal) or other environment-friendly
practices.

(2) Replace with a new gasket and mount the drain plug to the oil
pan.

Tightening Torque:
41 N·m {418 kgf·cm, 30 lbf·ft}

5. DRAINING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
DRAINING THE COOLANT (Page 12-5)

6. DRAINING POWER STEERING FLUID
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), STEERING
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), STEERING

7. REMOVING THE RESERVE TANK
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RESERVE TANK, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE RESERVE TANK (Page 12-19)

8. REMOVING FENDER SIDE APRON
(1) Remove the fender side apron (right). 
(2) Remove the fender side apron (left). 

9. REMOVING ENGINE SIDE COVER
(1) Remove the engine side cover (right). 
(2) Remove the engine side cover (left). 

OIL PAN
DRAIN 
PLUG

SHTS021270400008

ENGINE SIDE 
COVER

FENDER SIDE 
APRON

SHTS021270400009



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E)5–8
10. REMOVING VACUUM RESERVOIR
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), BRAKE
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), BRAKE

11. REMOVING RELAY BLOCK
(1) Remove the relay block from the cab mounting bracket. 

12. REMOVING THE AIR CLEANER BODY ASSEMBLY
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), AIR CLEANER, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT AND BODY
ASSEMBLY (Page 9-25)

13. REMOVING BLOCK HEATER
Reference: ENGINE CONTROL (J05E), BLOCK HEATER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING BLOCK HEATER (Page 6-18)

14. REMOVING REAR CAB MOUNTING BRACKET SUB ASSEM-
BLY
(1) Unfasten 12 bolts and remove the rear cab mounting bracket

sub assembly from the frame. 

15. REMOVING THE RADIATOR
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE RADIATOR (Page 12-5)

16. REMOVING THE ALTERNATOR
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), V-BELT,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE V-BELT (Page 16-9)

17. DISCONNECTING THE STARTER HARNESS
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), STARTER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STARTER (Page 16-3)

18. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS AND CABLE CONNECTING
TO THE HV MOTER (HV ONLY)
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), TRANSMISSION
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), TRANSMISSION

19. REMOVING EXHAUST PIPE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS (Page 11-9)

20. DISCONNECTING OIL RESERVOIR OIL HOSE
(1) Disconnect the oil reservoir oil hose. 

SHTS021270400010



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E) 5–9
21. DISCONNECTING THE FUEL HOSE
(1) Unfasten the 2 clamps from the fuel pipe at the left rear of the

flywheel housing and disconnect the fuel hose (return side)
and fuel hose (feed side) from fuel feed pipe No.4 and return
pipe No.3. 

NOTICE
Fuel will spill when remove the hose. Prepare a reservoir and
clean clothes.

22. DISCONNECTING THE POWER STEERING OIL HOSE AND
OIL PIPE
(1) Loosen the clamp and separate the power steering oil hose

from the power steering pump.

! CAUTION
 

Check the marking on hose and then disconnect the hoses. If the
marking is erased, mark the hose before disconnecting it.

NOTICE
Power steering oil will spill when disconnecting the hose. Prepare
a reservoir and clean clothes.

(2) Remove the union bolt and detach the power steering oil pipe
and gaskets (2 pcs.) from the power steering pump.

NOTICE
Power steering oil will spill when disconnecting the pipe. Prepare
a reservoir and clean clothes.

23. REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-14)

24. REMOVING THE TRANSMISSION
(1) Remove the transmission.

Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), TRANSMISSION
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), TRANSMISSION

25. LIFTING THE ENGINE
(1) Mount the SST to the engine.

Tightening Torque:
125 N·m {1,275 kgf·cm, 92 lbf·ft}
Engine front side of engine hanger
85 N·m {867 kgf·cm, 63 lbf·ft}
Engine rear side of engine hanger

POWER STEERING 
OIL HOSE

POWER STEERING 
OIL PIPE

FUEL HOSE
(RETURN SIDE)

FUEL HOSE
(FEED SIDE)

SHTS021270400011

FRONT SIDE LEFT REAR SIDE
SST

SHTS021270400012

Location Engine hanger Bolt

Front side of the 
engine

12081-E0090 SZ105-12024

Rear side of the 
engine

S1228-11901 SH782-41230



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E)5–10
(2) Unfasten 2 engine mounting the installation nuts and discon-
nect the engine mounting and frame. 

(3) Completely tighten the commercially available shackle and
SST wire. Ensure that the wire is hooked to the engine
hanger securely and then lift the engine slowly.

(4) When the engine bottom passes the frame, rotate the engine
90° to the right and thrust it out from the vehicle. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not allow the engine to contact with the frame and cab dur-
ing work.

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Do not allow the engine hoist wire rope to contact with the
engine or transmission. 

SST: S0949-11010
Wire rope

NOTICE
For the 3-point hoist, mount the eye bolt to the EGR pipe flange
and then hook the wire rope. 

NUT NUT

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE

SHTS021270400013

WIRE ROPE

ENGINE
LEFT SIDE

ENGINE 
RIGHT 
SIDE10° OR LESS

10° OR 
LESS

SHTS021270400014

EGR PIPE 
FLANGE PART

SHTS021270400015



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E) 5–11
MOUNTING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE ENGINE
(1) Lift the engine in the similar fashion to removing and set the

engine to the frame.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not allow the engine to contact with the frame and cab dur-
ing work.

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Do not allow the engine hoist wire rope to contact with the
engine or transmission. 

(2) If the engine mounting bolt does not match with the mounting
hole, mount the engine while adjusting the engine mounting
position by using the tire lever.

(3) Tighten the 2 mounting nuts of the engine mounting.
Tightening Torque:
98 N·m {999 kgf·cm, 72 lbf·ft}

(4) Remove the SST from the engine.

2. MOUNTING THE TRANSMISSION ASSEMBLY
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), TRANSMISSION
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), TRANSMISSION

3. MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-15)

WIRE ROPE

ENGINE
LEFT SIDE

ENGINE 
RIGHT 
SIDE10° OR LESS

10° OR 
LESS

SHTS021270400016

NUT NUT

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE

SHTS021270400017

FRONT SIDE LEFT REAR SIDE
SST

SHTS021270400018



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E)5–12
4. CONNECTING THE POWER STEERING OIL HOSE AND OIL
PIPE
(1) Replace with a new gasket and tighten the union bolt to con-

nect the power steering oil pipe to the power steering pump.
Tightening Torque:
71-92 N·m {724-938 kgf·cm, 52-68 lbf·ft}

(2) Align with the marking and tighten with the clamp to connect
the power steering oil hose to the power steering pump.

! CAUTION
 

Tighten with the clamp until length A becomes 4-5 mm {0.157-
0.197 in.}.

5. CONNECTING THE FUEL HOSE
(1) Connect the fuel hose (return side) and fuel hose (feed side)

to fuel feed pipe No.4 and return pipe No.3 at the left rear of
the flywheel housing with 2 clamps. 

! CAUTION
 

• Align the marks on the pipe and hose to connect the hoses. 

• If the chassis side is disconnected to connect the hoses, align
the marks to connect them. 

6. CONNECTING OIL RESERVOIR OIL HOSE
(1) Connect the oil reservoir oil hose. 

7. MOUNTING EXHAUST PIPE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS (Page 11-12)

POWER STEERING 
OIL HOSE

POWER STEERING 
OIL PIPE

FUEL HOSE
(RETURN SIDE)

FUEL HOSE
(FEED SIDE)

SHTS021270400019

A

SHTS021270400020



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E) 5–13
8. CONNECTING THE HARNESS AND CABLE CONNECTING TO
THE HV MOTOR (HV ONLY)
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), TRANSMISSION
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), TRANSMISSION

9. CONNECTING THE STARTER HARNESS
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), STARTER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STARTER (Page 16-4)

10. MOUNTING THE ALTERNATOR
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), V-BELT,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE V-BELT (Page 16-9)

11. MOUNTING THE RADIATOR
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE RADIATOR (Page 12-9)

12. MOUNTING CAB REAR MOUNTING BRACKET SUB ASSEM-
BLY
(1) Mount the cab rear mounting bracket sub assembly to the

frame with the 12 bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
38.4-57.6 N·m {392-587 kgf·cm, 29-42 lbf·ft}

13. MOUNTING BLOCK HEATER
Reference: ENGINE CONTROL (J05E), BLOCK HEATER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING BLOCK HEATER (Page 6-18)

14. MOUNTING THE AIR CLEANER BODY ASSEMBLY
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), AIR CLEANER, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT AND BODY
ASSEMBLY (Page 9-27)

15. MOUNTING RELAY BLOCK
(1) Mount the relay block to the cab mounting bracket. 

16. MOUNTING VACUUM RESERVOIR
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), BRAKE
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), BRAKE

17. MOUNTING ENGINE SIDE COVER
(1) Mount the engine side cover (right to the frame with the 4

bolts). 
(2) Mount the engine side cover (left to the frame with the 4

bolts). 
Tightening Torque:
11.5 N·m {117 kgf·cm, 8 lbf·ft}

18. MOUNTING FENDER SIDE APRON
(1) Mount the fender side apron (right). 
(2) Mount the fender side apron (left). 

19. MOUNTING THE RESERVE TANK
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RESERVE TANK, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE RESERVE TANK (Page 12-19)

SHTS021270400021

ENGINE SIDE 
COVER

FENDER SIDE 
APRON

SHTS021270400022
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NEXT STEPS AFTER INSTALLATION

1. ADDING ENGINE OIL
(1) Pour engine oil from filler cap of the engine head cover.

(2) Add the engine oil from the filler cap while checking the oil
level with the oil level gauge at the left of the engine.

Engine oil level (L {gal (US)})

! CAUTION
 

The engine is equipped with DPR (exhaust gas purification unit).
Use a specified (recommended) brand engine oil to maintain the
functions of the unit for a long time.

FILLER CAP

SHTS021270400023

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE

SHTS021270400024

In oil pan Oil filter

Approximately 8.0 {2.1} Approximately 1.4 {0.4}

OIL LEVEL GAUGE

NORMAL

MIN MAX

SHTS021270400025



MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE (J05E) 5–15
2. INSPECTION FOR ENGINE OIL LEAKAGE
(1) Inspect for engine oil leakage. 

3. ADDING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
ADDING THE COOLANT (Page 12-13)

4. INSPECTION FOR COOLANT LEAKAGE
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
INSPECTION FOR COOLANT LEAKAGE (Page 12-14)

5. ADDING POWER STEERING FLUID
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), STEERING
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), STEERING

6. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)

7. FUEL LEAK CHECK
(1) Inspect for fuel leakage. 

8. AIR BLEEDING OF POWER STEERING
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), STEERING
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), STEERING

9. INSPECTION FOR POWER STEERING FLUID LEAKAGE
(1) Inspect for power steering fluid leakage. 

10. FILLING REFRIGERANT
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

11. INSPECTION FOR REFRIGERANT GAS LEAKAGE
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

12. CONNECTING BATTERY NEGATIVE TERMINAL
(1) Connect the battery negative terminal. 

13. MOUNTING THE SERVICE PLUG (HV ONLY)
(1) Wear insulated gloves and attach the service plug to the

PCU.
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HYBRID
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HYBRID

14. INSPECTING FOR EXHAUST GAS LEAKAGE
(1) Start the engine and inspect for exhaust gas leakage. 
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–2
SYSTEM DRAWING

CONTROL PARTS

SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
EN01F02127050405019001
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–3
COMPOSITION DIAGRAM

ENGINE ECU

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127050402007001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Engine ECU 2 ECU bracket

A 28.5 {290, 21}

A

A

1

2

SHTS021270500002



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–4
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402007002

DISCONNECTING THE ENGINE ECU CONNECTOR

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

Perform replace after cooling to prevent burns. (Turn the starter
key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for more than 30 minutes
to cool.)

2. CLEANING AND DISCONNECTING THE ENGINE ECU CON-
NECTOR

(1) Check that the engine ECU connector is completely con-
nected to the engine ECU.

(2) Directly spray water around the engine ECU connector by
using a spray bottle.

! CAUTION
 

While working, do not disconnect the connectors.

NOTICE
If it is much dirty, squirt water at the connector sliding portion and
connector surface.

(3) Blow air around the engine ECU connector and engine ECU
surface to remove dirt and foreign matter.

! CAUTION
 

• While working, do not disconnect the connectors.

• Blow off water with air as much as possible for drying.

ENGINE ECU

SHTS021270500003

CONNECTORENGINE ECU

SHTS021270500004



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–5
(4) Using the small brush, carefully remove dirt and foreign mat-
ter remaining at the sliding portion.

! CAUTION
 

While working, do not disconnect the connectors.

(5) Using the waste cloth, wipe off around the engine ECU con-
nector and engine ECU surface.

! CAUTION
 

• While working, do not disconnect the connectors.

• Wipe up water thoroughly.

(6) If you feel the movement of the lever unsmooth, repeat steps
(1) through (5).

(7) Disconnect the engine ECU connector and check it for depo-
sition of dirt and foreign matter.

a. Set the hook of the connector in the direction of the arrow
to release the lock.

b. While pushing the primary latch of the connector, move the
lever in the direction of the arrow as shown in the figure
until a "click" is heard and then detach the connector.

c. Pull out the connector straight.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not insert and remove the connector more than necessary.

• Do not give shocks to the engine ECU.

• Never detach the harness by holding and pulling or prying as it
may result in wire or terminal deformation.

• Never insert a test lead from the rear of the connector.

• Do not paint or apply grease or oil to the ECU surface and con-
nector to maintain their functions and durability.

NOTICE
If it cannot be pulled out with a light force, check if the lever is
fully open.

LEVERRR

UP

SLIDING PORTION

SHTS021270500005

HOOKRR

UP

SHTS021270500006

PRIMARY LATCH

LEVERRR

UP
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–6
(8) If the side of the harness side connector is found dirty, wipe it
off with a moistened waste cloth while being careful not
allowing dirt and foreign matter to drop.

! CAUTION
 

• Use the thoroughly wrung waste cloth.

• Do not wipe off the terminal opening.

• Do not directly spray water.

(9) If the engine ECU side connector is found dirty, wipe off its
side with a moistened waste cloth.

! CAUTION
 

• Use the thoroughly wrung waste cloth.

• Do not wipe off the terminal opening.

• Do not directly spray water.

(10) Blow the air on the terminal part inside the engine ECU side
connector to remove dirt and foreign matter.

HARNESS SIDE 
CONNECTOR

PORTIONS TO 
BE WIPE CLEANDO NOT WIPE 

OFF THE 
TERMINAL

SHTS021270500009

DO NOT WIPE 
OFF THE 
TERMINAL.

ENGINE ECU 
SIDE 
CONNECTOR

RR

UP

PORTIONS TO 
BE WIPE CLEAN
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–7
REMOVING THE ENGINE ECU

1. REMOVING THE ENGINE ECU
(1) Unfasten the 4 bolts to remove the engine ECU from the

ECU bracket. 

! CAUTION
 

• Protect with plastic covers to avoid entry of dirt and foreign
matter into the connectors of the engine ECU.

• Do not give shocks to the ECU.

• Do not use the engine ECU if dropped.

• Do not directly touch the connector terminals by hand.

• The engine ECU is impossible of the analyze.

• Do not paint or apply grease or oil to the ECU surface and con-
nector to maintain their functions and durability.

MOUNTING THE ENGINE ECU

1. MOUNTING THE ENGINE ECU

(1) Mount the engine ECU to the ECU bracket with the 4 bolts.
For the tightening order, tighten them diagonally.

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {290 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Check that there are no dirt and foreign matter in the engine
ECU connectors.

• Do not give shocks to the ECU.

• Do not use the engine ECU if dropped.

• Do not directly touch the connector terminals by hand.

• The engine ECU should not be disassembled.

• Do not paint or apply grease or oil to the ECU surface and con-
nector to maintain their functions and durability.

• Check that there is no dirt on the 4 bosses on the back of the
engine ECU.

• Check that there are no grease and damage on the filter (resin
housing) on the back of the engine ECU.

ECU BRACKET

ENGINE ECU

SHTS021270500011

ECU BRACKET

ENGINE ECU

SHTS021270500012

FILTER 
(RESIN 
HOUSING)

BOSS
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–8
ATTACHING THE ENGINE ECU CONNECTOR

1. ATTACHING THE ENGINE ECU CONNECTOR

(1) Check that the harness side connector lever is fully open and
place it straight on the engine ECU side connector.

! CAUTION
 

At this time, check that the lever is fully open.

NOTICE
Check that it is inserted along the wrong fitting prevention key-
way.

(2) Press the upper part of the harness side connector and
insert the connector uniformly. 

RR

UP

LEVER

SHTS021270500014

UP

FR

WRONG FITTING PREVENTION KEYWAY

SHTS021270500015

RR

UP

LEVER
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–9
(3) Move the lever in the direction of the arrow as shown in the
figure until a "click" is heard and attach the connector.

! CAUTION
 

If the lever cannot move smoothly, repeat steps (1) and (2). Also
drop a few drops of water to the sliding portion to make it smooth.

(4) Move the hook in the direction of the arrow as shown in the
figure until a "click" is heard in order to lock the connector.

LEVERRR

UP

SLIDING PORTION

SHTS021270500017

RR

UP

HOOK
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–10
VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402022001

REMOVING THE VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

1. REMOVING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), BODY INSIDE ACCES-
SORY
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), BODY INSIDE ACCES-
SORY

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), ELECTRICAL 
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), ELECTRICAL 

3. REMOVING THE VEHICLE CONTROL ECU
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), ELECTRICAL 
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), ELECTRICAL 

MOUNTING THE VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

1. MOUNTING THE VEHICLE CONTROL ECU
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), ELECTRICAL 
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), ELECTRICAL 

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), ELECTRICAL 
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), ELECTRICAL 

3. MOUNTING THE INSTRUMENT PANELS
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), BODY INSIDE ACCES-
SORY
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), BODY INSIDE ACCES-
SORY



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–11
ENGINE SPEED MAIN SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127050402009001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Engine speed main sensor 2 Flywheel housing

A 10 {102, 7}

A
1

2

SHTS021270500019



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–12
INSPECTION
EN01F02127050402009002

1. INSPECTING THE ENGINE SPEED MAIN SENSOR
(1) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ , inspect the engine speed main sensor. 

(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402009003

REMOVING THE ENGINE SPEED MAIN SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connecting to the engine speed

main sensor.

2. REMOVING THE ENGINE SPEED MAIN SENSOR
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the engine speed main sensor

from the flywheel housing.

MOUNTING THE ENGINE SPEED MAIN SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE ENGINE SPEED MAIN SENSOR
(1) Check that the O-ring is attached to the engine speed main

sensor. Mount the engine speed main sensor to the flywheel
housing with bolts.

Tightening Torque:
10 N·m {102 kgf·cm, 7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Before reusing the O-ring, check the O-ring for damage, deforma-
tion and foreign matter. 

NOTICE

• Gap adjustment is not necessary for this sensor as it is flange
type.

• The O-ring is reusable.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the engine speed main sensor.

ENGINE SPEED MAIN SENSOR

SHTS021270500020

FLYWHEEL 
HOUSING

CONNECTOR

SHTS021270500021

CONNECTOR

FLYWHEEL 
HOUSING
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–13
ENGINE SPEED SUB SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127050402010001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Engine speed sub sensor 2 Cylinder head

A 4-6 {41-61, 3.0-4.4}

1

A

2

SHTS021270500023



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–14
INSPECTION
EN01F02127050402010002

1. INSPECTING THE ENGINE SPEED SUB SENSOR
(1) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ , inspect the engine speed sub sensor. 

(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402010003

REMOVING THE ENGINE SPEED SUB SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connecting to the engine speed

sub sensor.

2. REMOVING THE ENGINE SPEED SUB SENSOR
(1) Unfasten the bolt and remove the engine speed sub sensor

from the cylinder head. 

MOUNTING THE ENGINE SPEED SUB SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE ENGINE SPEED SUB SENSOR
(1) Check that the O-ring is attached to the engine speed sub

sensor and mount the engine speed sub sensor to the cylin-
der head with the bolt. 

Tightening Torque:
4-6 N·m {41-61 kgf·cm, 3.0-4.4 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Before reusing the O-ring, check the O-ring for damage, deforma-
tion and foreign matter. 

NOTICE

• Gap adjustment is not necessary for this sensor as it is flange
type.

• The O-ring is reusable.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the engine speed sub sensor.

ENGINE SPEED SUB SENSOR

SHTS021270500024

CYLINDER 
HEAD

CONNECTOR

SHTS021270500025

CYLINDER 
HEAD

CONNECTOR
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ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–15
ACCELERATOR PEDAL

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127050402003001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Accelerator pedal assembly

A 5.5 {56, 4}

1

A

SHTS021270500027



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–16
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402003002

REMOVING THE ACCELERATOR PEDAL UNIT
ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE ACCELERATOR PEDAL UNIT ASSEMBLY
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the accelerator pedal

assembly. 
(2) Unfasten the 2 nuts and remove the accelerator pedal

assembly. 

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTION OF ACCELERATOR PEDAL ASSEMBLY
(1) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ , inspect the output voltage. 

(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)
(2) If the output voltage does not meet the standard, replace the

accelerator pedal assembly. 

MOUNTING THE ACCELERATOR PEDAL ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE ACCELERATOR PEDAL ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the accelerator pedal assembly with 2 nuts. 

Tightening Torque:
5.5 N·m {56 kgf·cm, 4 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the connector of the accelerator pedal assembly. 

ACCELERATOR PEDAL 
ASSEMBLY

SHTS021270500028

Measured item
Standard value 

(V)

Accelerator 
pedal position 

sensor 1

Accelerator 
fully-closed

0.6-1.0

Accelerator fully 
open

2.8-3.6

Accelerator 
pedal position 

sensor 2

Accelerator 
fully-closed

1.4-1.8

Accelerator fully 
open

3.6-4.4

ACCELERATOR PEDAL 
ASSEMBLY

SHTS021270500029



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–17
BLOCK HEATER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127050402086001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Bracket 2 Socket

A 1.4-1.7 {14-17, 1.0-1.3}

1

A

2

SHTS021270500030



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–18
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402086002

REMOVING BLOCK HEATER HARNESS

1. REMOVING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the block heater harness from the block heater or

the cylinder block. 
(2) Unfasten the clamp and remove the harness. 
(3) Remove the socket side connector from the socket. 
(4) Unfasten the bolt to remove the socket from the bracket. 

MOUNTING BLOCK HEATER HARNESS

1. MOUNTING THE HARNESS
(1) Mount the socket to the bracket with the bolt. 

Tightening Torque:
1.4-1.7 N·m {14-17 kgf·cm, 1.0-1.3  lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the socket side connector to the socket. 
(3) Fasten the harness with the clamp. 
(4) Mount the block heater harness to the block heater or the cyl-

inder block. 

REMOVING BLOCK HEATER

1. REMOVING THE BLOCK HEATER
(1) Disconnect the harness from the block heater.
(2) Pullout the block heater from the cylinder block.

MOUNTING BLOCK HEATER

1. MOUNTING THE BLOCK HEATER
(1) Mount the block heater to the cylinder block.
(2) Connect the harness to the block heater.

BLOCK 
HEATER

SOCKET SIDE 
CONNECTOR

BRACKET

HARNESS

SOCKET

SHTS021270500031



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–19
FUEL SENDER GAUGE

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402040001

1. REMOVING THE FUEL SENDER GAUGE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL SENDER GAUGE,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE FUEL SENDER GAUGE
(Page 7-12)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL SENDER GAUGE,
REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION (Page 7-12)

3. MOUNTING THE FUEL SENDER GAUGE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL SENDER GAUGE,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FUEL SENDER GAUGE
(Page 7-13)

INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402055001

1. REMOVING THE INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INTAKE TEMPERATURE
SENSOR (Page 9-32)

2. MOUNTING THE INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE INTAKE TEMPERATURE
SENSOR (Page 9-32)

DIESEL THROTTLE

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402038001

1. REMOVING THE DIESEL THROTTLE
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), DIESEL THROTTLE, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE DIESEL THROTTLE (Page 9-9)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(1) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ for inspection.

(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

3. MOUNTING THE DIESEL THROTTLE
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), DIESEL THROTTLE, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE DIESEL THROTTLE (Page 9-10)



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–20
BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402050001

1. REMOVING THE BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE BOOST PRESSURE SEN-
SOR (Page 9-34)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(1) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ for inspection.

(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

3. MOUNTING THE BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE BOOST PRESSURE SEN-
SOR (Page 9-35)

AIR FLOW SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402006001

1. REMOVING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), AIR FLOW SENSOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR (Page 9-39)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(1) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ for inspection.

(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

3. MOUNTING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), AIR FLOW SENSOR, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR (Page 9-39)



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–21
DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402045001

1. REMOVING THE DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRES-
SURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVE THE DPR DIFFER-
ENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR (Page 11-100)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRES-
SURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(Page 11-100)

3. MOUNTING THE DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRES-
SURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE DPR DIF-
FERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR (Page 11-101)

SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402030001

1. REMOVING THE UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SCR UPSTREAM NOx SEN-
SOR (Page 11-103)

2. MOUNTING THE UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SCR UPSTREAM NOx SEN-
SOR (Page 11-104)

SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402031001

1. REMOVING THESCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SEN-
SOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SCR DOWNSTREAM
NOx SENSOR (Page 11-106)

2. MOUNTING THE SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SEN-
SOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SCR DOWNSTREAM
NOx SENSOR (Page 11-107)



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–22
ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402092001

1. REMOVING THE ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE ATC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-109)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(Page 11-109)

3. MOUNTING THE ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE ATC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-110)

DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402033001

1. REMOVING DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING DOC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-112)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(Page 11-112)

3. MOUNTING DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DOC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-113)



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–23
DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402079001

1. REMOVING THE DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE DPR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-115)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(Page 11-115)

3. MOUNTING THE DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE DPR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-116)

DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402035001

1. REMOVING THE DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SEN-
SOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE DPR
DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-118)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(Page 11-118)

3. MOUNTING THE DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SEN-
SOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE DPR
DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-119)



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E)6–24
SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402036001

1. REMOVING THE SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SCR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-121)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(Page 11-122)

3. MOUNTING THE SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SCR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-123)

OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402054001

1. REMOVING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SEN-
SOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR (Page 11-125)

2. MOUNTING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SEN-
SOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR (Page 11-125)



ENGINE CONTROL (J05E) 6–25
COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402043001

1. REMOVING THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLANT TEMPERATURE
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE COOLANT TEM-
PERATURE SENSOR (Page 12-38)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLANT TEMPERATURE
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION (Page
12-38)

3. MOUNTING THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLANT TEMPERATURE
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE COOLANT TEM-
PERATURE SENSOR (Page 12-39)

OIL PRESSURE SWITCH

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127050402044001

1. REMOVING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PRESSURE SWITCH,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
(Page 13-31)

2. SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PRESSURE SWITCH,
REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION (Page 13-31)

3. MOUNTING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PRESSURE SWITCH,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
(Page 13-32)
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–2
MECHANICAL SYSTEM DRAWING

FUEL SYSTEM

FUEL SYSTEM DIAGRAM
EN01F02127060407020001
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–3
COMPOSITION DIAGRAM

FUEL TANK

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402011001

30 GALLON (REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE)

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Fuel vent tube 7 Fixed bracket

2 Drain plug 8 Fuel tank

3 Gasket * 9 Fuel tank band

4 Fuel hose 10 Fuel tank support

5 Breather hose 11 Fuel sender gauge

6 Clamp

A 24.5-34.3 {250-349, 19-26} B 96-144 {979-1,468, 71-106}

9
1

10

11

4

7

8

3

2 A

B

6

6

5
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–4
REPLACEMENT (30 GALLON)
EN01F02127060402011002

REMOVING THE FUEL TANK

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

2. REMOVING THE FUEL TANK
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the fuel sender

gauge.
(2) Disconnect the 2 harness clamps.
(3) Loosen the clamp of the feed hose and that of the return

hose.

(4) Put alignment marks on the feed hose and the return hose,
and disconnect them.

NOTICE
After the fuel hoses are disconnected, stop up both ends to pre-
vent fuel leakage and the ingress of dirt.

(5) Remove the drain plug and the gasket to drain the fuel.

! CAUTION
 

Dispose of the drained fuel in accordance with the regulation of
disposal specified in each region.

(6) Unfasten 2 clamps, then put alignment marks on the fuel
hose and breather hose, and disconnect them from the fuel
tank. 

(7) Remove the bolt (1) and lift the fuel tank to a position where
the fixed bracket can be removed, by using a jack or the like.

! CAUTION
 

When lifting, be careful not to let the fuel tank touch the upper
deck.

(8) Remove the bolt (2) and detach the fixed bracket from the
frame gusset.

(9) Remove the fuel tank from the lower side of the frame.

SHTS021270600003

SHTS021270600004

BOLT 2

BOLT 1
FIXED 
BRACKET
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–5
MOUNTING THE FUEL TANK

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. MOUNTING THE FUEL TANK
(1) Clean the filter of the drain plug and replace with a new gas-

ket before mounting the drain plug.
Tightening Torque:
24.5-34.3 N·m {250-349 kgf·cm, 19-26 lbf·ft}

(2) Place the fuel tank into the frame from the lower side and lift
it to a position where space to accommodate the fixed
bracket is available, by using a jack or the like.

! CAUTION
 

When lifting, be careful not to let the fuel tank touch the upper
deck.

(3) Attach the fixed bracket to the frame gusset with bolt (2).
(4) Mount the fuel tank with bolt (1). 

Tightening Torque:
96-144 N·m {979-1,468 kgf·cm, 71-106 lbf·ft}

GASKET

DRAIN PLUG

SHTS021270600006

BOLT 2

BOLT 1
FIXED 
BRACKET
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–6
(5) Align the alignment marks, connect the feed hose, return
hose, fuel hose and breather hose. 

(6) Fasten each hose with the clamp. 

(7) Connect the connector of the fuel sender gauge, then con-
nect the 2 harness clamps.

3. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)

BREATHER HOSE

FUEL HOSE
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–7
REPLACEMENT (33 GALLON)
EN01F02127060402011003

REMOVING THE FUEL TANK

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

2. REMOVING THE FUEL TANK
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the fuel sender

gauge.

(2) Disconnect the harness clamp.
(3) Loosen the clamp of the feed hose and that of the return

hose.

(4) Disconnect the breather hose clamp from the fuel tank sup-
port bracket.

(5) Put the alignment marks on the feed hose and the return
hose, and disconnect them.

NOTICE
After the fuel hoses are disconnected, stop up both ends to pre-
vent fuel leakage and the ingress of dirt.

SHTS021270600010
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HOSE CLAMP

FUEL TANK 
SUPPORT 
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–8
(6) Remove the drain plug and the gasket to drain the fuel.

! CAUTION
 

Dispose of the drained fuel in accordance with the regulation of
disposal specified in each region.

(7) Unfasten the double nut to remove the fuel tank band.
(8) Remove the fuel tank from the fuel tank support.

GASKET

DRAIN PLUG

SHTS021270600013

FUEL TANK

FUEL TANK 
BAND

DOUBLE NUT

FUEL TANK 
SUPPORT
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–9
MOUNTING THE FUEL TANK

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. MOUNTING THE FUEL TANK
(1) Clean the filter of the drain plug and replace with a new gas-

ket before mounting the drain plug.
Tightening Torque:
24.5-34.3 N·m {250-349 kgf·cm, 19-26 lbf·ft}

(2) Place the fuel tank on the fuel tank support.

NOTICE

• When mounting the fuel tank, align the guide at the lower part of
the fuel tank with the stay hole.

• Assemble the fuel tank band so as to cover the seal on the top
surface of the fuel tank.

(3) Mount the fuel tank band with the double nuts.
Tightening Torque:
10.2-15.0 N·m {105-152 kgf·cm, 8-11 lbf·ft}

(4) After fastening the fuel tank band, make sure to check that
the fuel tank and fuel tank support are in close contact. If any
clearance is found there, once loosen the fuel tank band,
shake the fuel tank for fitting, and then mount the fuel tank
band again.

! CAUTION
 

If driving with clearance between the fuel tank and fuel tank sup-
port, the fastening part of the fuel tank band may loosen.

GASKET

DRAIN PLUG

SHTS021270600015

FUEL TANK

GUIDE

STAY HOLE

FUEL TANK SUPPORT

SEAL
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INNER NUT
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–10
(5) With the alignment marks aligned with each other, connect
the feed hose and the return hose.

! CAUTION
 

If the fuel tank support is removed, make sure of the correct insert
direction of bolt.

(6) Fasten the feed hose and the return hose with the clamps.

(7) Connect the breather hose clamp to the fuel tank support
bracket.

(8) Connect the harness clamp.

(9) Connect the connector of the fuel sender gauge.

3. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–11
FUEL SENDER GAUGE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402010001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Fuel sender gauge 3 Fuel tank

2 Gasket *

A 1.5-2.5 {16-25, 1.2-1.8}

1

3

A
x 5

2
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–12
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127060402010002

REMOVING THE FUEL SENDER GAUGE

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the fuel sender

gauge.

3. REMOVING THE FUEL SENDER GAUGE
(1) Unfasten the bolts (5 pcs.) securing the fuel sender gauge,

and remove the fuel sender gauge and the gasket from the
fuel tank.

NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and a waste cloth because the fuel spills when
the fuel sender gauge is removed.

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Make sure that the float of the fuel sender gauge smoothly

moves.

(2) Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance between ter-
minals when changing the float position between Point E and
F. If the measured resistance does not comply with the stan-
dard value, replace the fuel sender gauge.

SHTS021270600022

30GALLON 33GALLON

SHTS021270600023

Level Standard value ()

E 107.5-112.5

F 3-5



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–13
MOUNTING THE FUEL SENDER GAUGE

1. MOUNTING THE FUEL SENDER GAUGE
(1) Replace the gasket with a new one, and fasten the fuel

sender gauge to the fuel tank with the bolts (5 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
1.5-2.5 N·m {16-25 kgf·cm, 1.2-1.8 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Note the mounting direction to avoid interference with the buffer
plate of the tank interior wall.

• After assembly, start the engine for testing and check for fuel
leakage from around the fuel sender gauge.

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the fuel sender gauge.

SHTS021270600024



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–14
FUEL FILTER AND CASE (ENGINE SIDE)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402042001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Fuel filter 3 Priming pump

2 Drain plug 4 Air bleeding plug

A 5-9 {51-91, 3.7-6.6} C 55 {561, 41}

B 23.1-32.9 {236-335, 18-24}

A1

B

4
3

2
C
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–15
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127060402042002

DRAINING WATER FROM THE FUEL FILTER
 (ENGINE SIDE)

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

2. WATER DRAINING OF THE FUEL FILTER
(1) Prepare a reservoir under the drain plug to receive water.
(2) Loosen the drain plug and then the air bleeding plug, and

drain the water trapped at the bottom of the fuel filter case.

! CAUTION
 

• The drained water contains fuel. Dispose the drained water in
accordance with the regulation of disposal specified in each
region.

• Do not fail to drain water because the ingress of water into the
fuel causes not only poor driving but also damage to the
engine.

(3) Tighten the drain plug of the fuel filter.
Tightening Torque:
5-9 N·m {51-91 kgf·cm, 3.7-6.6 lbf·ft}

(4) Connect the hose to the air bleeding plug. 
(5) Turn the priming pump to the left to lift it up and then move it

up and down. 
(6) Operate the priming pump up and down continuously to

pump the fuel so that no air is bled from the air bleeding
hose. 

(7) Remove the hose and tighten the air bleeding plug of the fuel
filter. 

Tightening Torque:
5-9 N·m {51-91 kgf·cm, 3.7-6.6 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

After operation, wipe out leaked water or fuel and check again for
fuel leakage after the engine is started.

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG

PRIMING 
PUMP

DRAIN 
PLUG

SHTS021270600026
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–16
AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

2. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
(1) Connect the hose to the air bleeding plug and prepare a con-

tainer under the air bleeding hose to catch the drained fuel. 

! CAUTION
 

Drain the fuel in accordance with the regulation of disposal speci-
fied in each region.

(2) Unfasten air bleeding plug of the fuel filter.

(3) Turn the priming pump to the left to lift it up and then move it
up and down. 

(4) Operate the priming pump up and down continuously to
pump the fuel so that no air is bled from the air bleeding
hose. 

! CAUTION
 

• Check that the air bleeding plug of the fuel filter is loosened.

• Check that the air bleeding plug of the vehicle side fuel filter is
tightened. 

• Keep the cover free from brake fluid or other substances con-
taining organic solvent (parts cleaner, coat, etc.). If the cover
comes in contact with those substances, a crack may result. 

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG

PRIMING 
PUMP

DRAIN 
PLUG
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–17
(5) Remove the hose and tighten the air bleeding plug of the fuel
filter with a new O-ring. 

Tightening Torque:
5-9 N·m {51-91 kgf·cm, 3.7-6.6 lbf·ft}

(6) Tighten the plug fully clockwise with the priming pump
pressed down.

! CAUTION
 

• Note that squeezing the priming pump forcibly for stowing may
cause jamming.

• Check that the priming pump is securely tightened.

• After operation, wipe out leaked water or fuel and check again
for fuel leakage after the engine is started.

REPLACE THE ELEMENT

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• Use Hino's genuine fuel filter element.

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. FUEL DISCHARGE
(1) Prepare the reservoir under the drain plug to receive the

drained fuel.
(2) Loosen the drain plug and then the air bleeding plug of the

fuel filter, and drain the fuel from the drain plug. 
Check that the fuel is no longer drained from the drain plug
and then tighten the drain plug. 

Tightening Torque:
5-9 N·m {51-91 kgf·cm, 3.7-6.6 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Drain the fuel in accordance with the regulation of disposal
specified in each region.

• Make sure that the drain plug is free of damage or corrosion.

3. REMOVING THE ELEMENT
(1) Unfasten the center bolt securing the cap, and remove the O-

rings (2 pcs.) and the cap from the fuel filter case.
(2) Remove the element.

! CAUTION
 

• When draining fuel, drain all the fuel in the filter. If the element is
replaced without draining all the fuel, unfiltered fuel may remain
inside the filter and flow into the engine side.

• Fuel is in the fuel filter case. Prepare a tray not to spill the fuel
adhered to the element.

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–18
4. MOUNTING THE ELEMENT
(1) Replace the O-rings of the air bleeding plug and drain plug

with new ones. When installing a new O-ring, lightly apply
fuel to it.

(2) Clean the element setting face inside the fuel filter case and
inside the cap.

(3) Insert a new element into the fuel filter case.

! CAUTION
 

If the element is replaced with the fuel remained in the fuel filter
case, unfiltered fuel will remain in the fuel filter case. Check for
residual fuel.

(4) Apply fuel to new O-rings, and set one in the groove of the
cap and the other on the seating face of the center bolt.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not reuse the element.

• Replace the O-ring with a new one included in the element kit.

• When installing a new O-ring, apply fuel evenly to the entire cir-
cumference of it.
The aim of the application amount: approximately 3 ml

(5) Put the cap on the fuel filter case lightly, and tighten the cen-
ter bolt by hand without tools.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not pinned when installing the cap.

• There is a possibility that the O-ring is caught between a fuel fil-
ter case and the cap by trying to pinned the cap, the balance is
lost, resulting in bites.

(6) When the O-ring fits inside the fuel filter case, set the cap on
the fuel filter case with the alignment marks aligned with
each other, and tighten the center bolt.

Tightening Torque:
23.1-32.9 N·m {236-335 kgf·cm, 18-24 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to damage the O-ring by twisting it.

• Check that the O-ring is in correct contact with the sealing sur-
face.

• Align the alignment mark on the cap with that on the fuel filter
case.

5. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–19
REMOVING THE FUEL FILTER

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Be careful when disconnecting the fuel pipe because the fuel
may run out. 

2. FUEL DISCHARGE
(1) Prepare reservoir under the drain plug to receive the drained

fuel.
(2) Loosen the drain plug and then the air bleeding plug of the

fuel filter, and drain the fuel from the drain plug. Check that
the fuel is no longer drained from the drain plug and then
tighten the drain plug with a new O-ring. 

Tightening Torque:
5-9 N·m {51-91 kgf·cm, 3.7-6.6 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Drain the fuel in accordance with the regulation of disposal speci-
fied in each region.

3. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the water level warn-

ing switch.

4. REMOVING THE FUEL PIPE
(1) Unfasten 2 union bolts to disconnect return pipe No.2 from

the fuel filter case. 
NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
disconnecting the fuel pipe.

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG

PRIMING 
PUMP

DRAIN 
PLUG
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–20
(2) Remove the nut and then the clip.

(3) Remove the nut and then the clip.
(4) Unfasten 2 clamps to remove the hose from the fuel filter. 
(5) Unfasten 3 union bolts to disconnect fuel feed pipe No.1 and

fuel feed pipe No.2 from the fuel filter and supply pump. 
NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
disconnecting the fuel pipe.

(6) Unfasten 3 union bolts to remove fuel feed pipe No.3 and the
gasket from the fuel filter case and supply pump. 

NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
disconnecting the fuel pipe.

(7) Unfasten the clamp to disconnect the hose from the fuel filter
case. 

RETURN PIPE No.2

CLIP

SHTS021270600040
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–21
(8) Remove the nut and then the clip.

5. REMOVING THE FUEL FILTER
(1) Remove the bolts (2 pcs.) and remove the fuel filter.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to spill the residual fuel in the fuel filter case.

INTERCEPTION VALVE

FUEL FEED 
PIPE No.3

SHTS021270600043

FUEL FILTER
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–22
MOUNTING THE FUEL FILTER (ENGINE SIDE)

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. MOUNTING THE FUEL FILTER
(1) Mount the fuel filter with the bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
55  N·m {561 kgf·cm, 41 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE FUEL PIPE
(1) Attach the clip with the nut, and fix fuel feed pipe No.3.

(2) Connect the hose to the fuel filter with the clamp. 
(3) Connect fuel feed pipe No.3 to the fuel filter, supply pump

and fuel shutoff valve with a new gasket and 3 union bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
30 N·m {306 kgf·cm, 22 lbf·ft}
Fuel filter side
14.8-19.6 N·m {151-199 kgf·cm, 11-14 lbf·ft}
Supply pump side
19.6 N·m {200 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}
Fuel shutoff valve side

! CAUTION
 

A strainer is attached to the supply pump union bolt. Assemble
the union bolts correctly. 

FUEL FILTER

SHTS021270600045
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–23
(4) Connect fuel feed pipe No.1 and fuel feed pipe No.2 to the
fuel filter and supply pump with a new gasket and 3 union
bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
25 N·m {255 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}
Supply pump side
30 N·m {306 kgf·cm, 22 lbf·ft}
Fuel filter side

(5) Mount the hose to the fuel filter with 2 clamps. 
(6) Mount the clip with the nut and fix fuel feed pipe No.1. 

(7) Mount the clip with the nut and fix return pipe No.2. 

(8) Connect return pipe No.2 to the fuel filter case with a new
gasket and 2 union bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
30 N·m {306 kgf·cm, 22 lbf·ft}
Fuel filter side
24.5 N·m {250 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}
Intake manifold side

4. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the water level warning switch.

! CAUTION
 

Before connecting the connectors, make sure that the terminals
are free of a spark mark.

5. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–24
WATER LEVEL WARNING SWITCH

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402022001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Air bleeding plug 3 Drain plug

2 Water level warning switch 4 O-ring *

A 5-9 {51-91, 3.7-6.6} B 2-3 {21-30, 1.5-2.2}

1

4

3

2

4

A

B

4
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–25
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127060402022002

REMOVING THE WATER LEVEL WARNING SWITCH

1. FUEL DISCHARGE
(1) Prepare reservoir under the drain plug to receive the drained

fuel.
(2) Loosen the drain plug and then the air bleeding plug of the

fuel filter, and drain the fuel from the drain plug. Check that
the fuel is no longer drained from the drain plug and then
tighten the drain plug with a new O-ring. 

Tightening Torque:
5-9 N·m {51-91 kgf·cm, 3.7-6.6 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Drain the fuel in accordance with the regulation of disposal speci-
fied in each region.

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the water level warn-

ing switch.

3. REMOVING THE WATER LEVEL WARNING SWITCH
(1) Remove the water level warning switch from the fuel filter

case.
NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
removing the water level warning switch.

DRAIN PLUG

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG

SHTS021270600053

ENGINE HARNESS
WATER LEVEL 
WARNING SWITCH

SHTS021270600054

WATER LEVEL 
WARNING SWITCH
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–26
SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING CONTINUITY
(1) Move the float of the water level warning switch up and down

by hand. Using the circuit tester, measure continuity between
terminals. If any problem is found, replace the water level
warning switch.

MOUNTING THE WATER LEVEL WARNING SWITCH

1. MOUNTING THE WATER LEVEL WARNING SWITCH
(1) Mount the water level warning switch to the fuel filter case

with a new O-ring. 
Tightening Torque:
2-3 N·m {21-30 kgf·cm, 1.5-2.2 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

After the water level warning switch is attached, start the engine
for a trial run to check for fuel leakage from around the switch.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the water level warning switch.

! CAUTION
 

Before connecting the connectors, make sure that the terminals
are free of a spark mark.

3. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)

WATER LEVEL 
WARNING SWITCH

SHTS021270600056

Float position Continuity

Up Yes

Down No

WATER LEVEL 
WARNING SWITCH

SHTS021270600057

ENGINE HARNESS
WATER LEVEL 
WARNING SWITCH
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–27
SUPPLY PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402007001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Pipe A 5 Timer cover

2 Pipe B 6 Pump drive gear

3 Supply pump 7 Nut

4 O-ring *

A 58.8-68.6 {600-699, 44-50} B 28.5 {291, 21}

1

2

3

4 5

6

7 A
4

B
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–28
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127060402007002

REMOVING THE SUPPLY PUMP

! CAUTION
 

While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

1. TURNING THE STARTER SWITCH TO THE LOCK POSITION

! CAUTION
 

Perform the following work after the engine cools off to avoid fire
or burning. The fuel in the common rail could have a high temper-
ature (approximately 100 C {212 F}) immediately after driving.

2. FUEL DISCHARGE
(1) Prepare reservoir under the drain plug to receive the drained

fuel.

(2) Loosen the drain plug and then the air bleeding plug of the
fuel filter, and drain the fuel from the drain plug. Check that
the fuel is no longer drained from the drain plug and then
tighten the drain plug with a new O-ring. 

Tightening Torque:
5-9 N·m {51-91 kgf·cm, 3.7-6.6 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Drain the fuel in accordance with the regulation of disposal speci-
fied in each region.

3. REMOVING THE FUEL FILTER CASE
(1) Remove the fuel filter case and the fuel pipe.

Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND
CASE (ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
FUEL FILTER (Page 7-19)

4. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to each of the suction

control valve of the supply pump and the fuel temperature
sensor.

SHTS021270600060

DRAIN PLUG

PRIMING
PUMP

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG
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FUEL TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SUCTION 
CONTROL VALVE
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–29
5. REMOVING THE PRESSURE FEEDING PIPE
(1) Remove the 2 nuts, and remove the clip.

(2) Loosen the nut to remove the pressure feeding pipe from the
common rail and supply pump. 

! CAUTION
 

• The pressure feeding pipes are nonreusable.

• Be careful when handling the pipe because the fuel pipe may be
deformed. 

NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
removing the pressure feed pipe.

6. SETTING THE COMPRESSION STROKE TOP DEAD CENTER
OF No.1 CYLINDER
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts securing the flywheel housing cover, and

remove the flywheel housing cover from the flywheel hous-
ing.

(2) Turn the crankshaft in the running direction of the engine
(counterclockwise viewed from the flywheel side) to align the
timing mark put on the periphery of the flywheel with "1"
through the check window of the flywheel housing.

CLIP PRESSURE 
FEEDING 
PIPE

SHTS021270600063

HEAVY 
GOODS

INCORRECT INCORRECT

SHTS021270600064

FLYWHEEL
HOUSING COVER
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FLYWHEEL

FLYWHEEL
HOUSING
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–30
7. REMOVING THE SUPPLY PUMP

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt or water enter the
parts. 

• Do not remove pipe A or B. 

• Hold the pipe not to apply load to the supply pump. 

• Example: Do not carry the supply pump by holding the pipe.
(Twist of the pipe may cause fuel leakage.)

(1) Remove the supply pump assembly and bearing case
assembly from the flywheel.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR
& CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, REMOVING BEARING
CASE ASSEMBLY (Page 10-80)

(2) Remove 4 bolts to remove the supply pump assembly from
the bearing case assembly. 

DO NOT REMOVE 
PIPE B.

DO NOT REMOVE PIPE A.

SHTS021270600067

CORRECTINCORRECT INCORRECT

SHTS021270600068

BEARING CASE ASSEMBLY

SUPPLY PUMP ASSEMBLY
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–31
(3) Remove the nut to remove the pump drive gear.

(4) Remove the 2 bolts to remove the timer cover and O-rings
from the supply pump.

TIMER COVER

PUMP DRIVE 
GEAR

O-RING

O-RINGSUPPLY PUMP

SHTS021270600070



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–32
INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE SUCTION CONTROL VALVE AND THE FUEL
TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Using the HINO DX Ⅱ , inspect the suction control valve and

the fuel temperature sensor. If any abnormality is found in
either of the parts, replace the supply pump. (Refer to the
HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

2. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE OF THE SUCTION CONTROL
VALVE
(1) Using the circuit tester, measure the resistance between the

terminals. If the measured value is in excess of the standard
value, replace the supply pump.

3. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE OF THE FUEL TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR
(1) Using the circuit tester, measure the resistance between the

terminals. If the measured value is in excess of the standard
value, replace the supply pump.

FUEL TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SUCTION CONTROL VALVE

SHTS021270600071

SUCTION CONTROL
VALVE

SHTS021270600072

Standard value (at 20 C {68 F}) 1.6-2.6 

FUEL TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SHTS021270600073

Temperature
(at 20 °C {68 °F})

Resistance (k)

–20 {–4} 13.84-16.33

20 {68} 2.32-2.59

80 {176} 0.310-0.326

110 {230} 0.1399-0.1435



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–33
MOUNTING THE SUPPLY PUMP

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. SETTING THE COMPRESSION STROKE TOP DEAD CENTER
OF No.1 CYLINDER
(1) Turn the crankshaft in the running direction of the engine

(counterclockwise viewed from the flywheel side) to align the
timing mark put on the periphery of the flywheel with "1"
through the check window of the flywheel housing.

3. INSTALLING THE SUPPLY PUMP

(1) Install the timer cover to the supply pump with a new O-ring
and 2 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

(2) Install the pump drive gear to the supply pump with nut.
Tightening Torque:
58.8-68.6 N·m {600-699 kgf·cm, 44-50 lbf·ft}

(3) Match the notch position of the pump drive gear plate to the
alignment mark of the timer cover from gear side viewed.

FLYWHEEL

FLYWHEEL 
HOUSING

SHTS021270600074

TIMER COVER

PUMP DRIVE 
GEAR

O-RING

O-RINGSUPPLY PUMP

BOLT

NUT

BOLT

SHTS021270600075

ALIGNMENT MARK

NOTCH
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–34
(4) Install the supply pump assembly to the bearing case assem-
bly with 4 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

(5) Match the positioning holes of injection pump drive idle gear
to the engraving mark of bearing case.

(6) Remove the plug on the side of bearing case.

BEARING CASE ASSEMBLY

SUPPLY PUMP ASSEMBLY

SHTS021270600077

POSITIONING 
HOLE

ENGRAVING MARK

BEARING CASE

INJECTION 
PUMP DRIVE 
IDLE GEAR

SHTS021270600078
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A
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–35
(7) Wrap vinyl tape, as a marking, around the shank of a screw-
driver of 6 mm {0.236 in.} or smaller in diameter at a distance
of 47 mm {1.850 in.} from the tip of the screwdriver.

(8) Insert the marking-attached screwdriver into the plug hole of
bearing case and check that the marking is flush with the end
face of the bearing case.

(9) Install the plug to the bearing case.

Tightening Torque:
10 N·m {102 kgf·cm, 7 lbf·ft}

(10) Install the supply pump assembly and bearing case assem-
bly to the flywheel.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR
& CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, INSTALLING THE
BEARING CASE ASSEMBLY (Page 10-82)

47 mm {1.850 in.}
6 

m
m

 {
0.

23
6 
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.}
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VINYL TAPE (MARKING)

SHTS021270600080

CORRECT

INCORRECT

A - A

A - A

0 - 2 mm {0-0.078 in.}

7 mm {0.276 in.} 
OR MORE

BEARING CASE

NOTCH OF 
PUMP GEAR 
PLATE

END 
OF 
FACE

INSERT

SHTS021270600081

Standard value (mm {in.}) 0-2 {0-0.078}

PLUG BEARING CASE
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–36
(11) Install the flywheel housing cover to the flywheel housing with
the 2 bolts.

4. MOUNTING THE PRESSURE FEEDING PIPE
(1) Mount the new pressure feeding pipe to the supply pump and

common rail.

Tightening Torque:
44 N·m {449 kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the 2 clips with 2 nuts and fix the pressure feeding
pipe. 

! CAUTION
 

Always replace the pressure feeding pipe by a new one because
the pipe is subjected to high pressure; reusing the same pipe
result in a fuel leak.

5. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the fuel temperature sensor and

suction control valve of the supply pump.

! CAUTION
 

Before connecting the connectors, make sure that the terminals
are free of a spark mark.

6. MOUNTING THE FUEL FILTER CASE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FUEL FIL-
TER (ENGINE SIDE) (Page 7-22)

7. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)

FLYWHEEL
HOUSING COVER

SHTS021270600083

FUEL TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SUCTION CONTROL VALVE

SHTS021270600084



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–37
8. UPDATING THE SUPPLY PUMP LEARNED VALUE
(1) When replacing the supply pump, update the learned value

recorded in the engine ECU by using HINO DX Ⅱ . 
(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

! CAUTION
 

• When the learned value is not updated, common rail pressure
control cannot be performed correctly. This may cause engine
stall and/or excessively high common rail pressure. Therefore,
make sure to update the learned value when replacing the sup-
ply pump.

• After the supply pump is mounted, start the engine for a trial
run to check for fuel leakage from around the supply pump.



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–38
INJECTOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402004001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Leakage pipe 4 Injector

2 Gasket * 5 Injector clamp

3 Nozzle seat 6 O-ring *

A 25 {255, 18}

1

2

2

4

5

A

6
3
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–39
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127060402004002

REMOVING THE INJECTOR

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Clean off surrounding area of the injectors and fuel line connec-
tors.

1. REMOVING THE HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-3)

2. REMOVING THE LEAKAGE PIPE
(1) Unfasten 5 union bolts to remove the leakage pipe and 5

gaskets. 

! CAUTION
 

The leakage pipe can be twisted easily. Take care in handling.

3. REMOVING THE INJECTOR HARNESS
(1) Disconnect each connector connected to the injector.
(2) Unfasten 5 nuts to remove the injector harness together with

the injector harness bracket. 

! CAUTION
 

The injector harness bracket can be twisted easily. Use care in
handling.

NOTICE
For easy removal, detach the connector of the cylinder head lastly.

UNION BOLT UNION BOLT

LEAKAGE
PIPE

SHTS021270600086

NUT

CONNECTOR
INJECTOR
HARNESS
BRACKET

INJECTOR
HARNESS

SHTS021270600087

INJECTOR
HARNESS

CYLINDER
HEAD

PART OF 
CONNECTOR 
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–40
4. REMOVING THE INJECTION PIPE
(1) Remove 5 nuts to remove 5 clips. 

(2) Loosen the nuts securing the 4 injection pipes, and remove
them from the injector and the common rail.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not reuse the injection pipes.

• Be careful when handling the pipe because the fuel pipe may be
deformed. 

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
removing the injection pipes.

5. REMOVING THE INJECTOR
(1) Remove the 4 injection pipe oil seals from the cylinder head. 

SHTS021270600089

SHTS021270600090

HEAVY 
GOODS

INCORRECT INCORRECT

SHTS021270600091
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–41
(2) Remove the injector clamp mounting bolts to remove the
injector and injector clamp.

(3) Remove the O-ring.
NOTICE
Replace the O-ring with a new one.

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Using the 1,000 V megohmmeter, measure the insulation

resistance between either of 2 terminals (no polarity) to
which the injector harness is connected and the upper body
of the injector. 

! CAUTION
 

Never measure between the terminals, or the injector will be dam-
aged.

(2) Using the circuit tester, measure the resistance between ter-
minals.

(3) The resistance values of (1) and (2) exceed the standard
value, replace the injector.

2. CLEANING THE INJECTOR
(1) Use the clean clothes to remove sludge adhered to the termi-

nal part and its perimeter.

! CAUTION
 

• Use the clean clothes to wipe off sludge without using any
detergent.

• Use of detergent causes it to penetrate, which may lead to elec-
tric failure.

INJECTOR

INJECTOR
CLAMP

BOLT

O-RING

SHTS021270600093

UPPER 
BODY

MEGOHMMETER

SHTS021270600094

Standard value 
(Room temperature)

10 M or more
(Using the 1,000 V 

megohmmeter)

UPPER 
BODY

SHTS021270600095

Standard value (at 20 C {68 F}) 0.37-0.57 



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–42
3. CLEANING THE INSIDE OF THE NOZZLE SEAT
(1) If sludge sticks to the inside of the nozzle seat, spray a deter-

gent over it, wipe it off with a waste cloth, and wash it out with
the detergent.

NOTICE

• If sludge sticks hard to the inside of the nozzle seat, remove it
with brush and a detergent.

• It is advisable to perform a contact check using red lead.

(2) Make sure that the inside of the nozzle seat is free of sludge
or foreign matters.

CYLINDER HEAD

NOZZLE SEAT

SHTS021270600096



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–43
MOUNTING THE INJECTOR

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. MOUNTING THE INJECTOR AND THE INJECTION PIPE
(1) Apply engine oil to a new O-ring and properly mount it to the

groove on the head side. Mount the injector. Then temporar-
ily fit the injector clamp and injector at the same time.

! CAUTION
 

• Apply engine oil to the O-ring. Use care not to get the O-ring
jammed when inserting it.

• Note that if the O-ring is caught or damaged, fuel will enter,
which will result in oil burning and eventually the inability to
mount/remove the nozzle holder.

• Do not fix the injector clamp until the injection pipe is fit tempo-
rarily.

(2) Set the new injection pipe oil seal to the injector. 

! CAUTION
 

Mount the injection pipe oil seal so that excessive force will not be
applied to the injection nozzle. (If the injection pipe oil seal and
the injection nozzle are out of position, oil leakage or improper
assembly of the injection pipe will result.)

INJECTOR

INJECTOR
CLAMP

BOLT

INJECTION PIPE

INJECTION
PIPE OIL SEAL

O-RING
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–44
(3) Temporarily mount new injection pipes (4 pcs.) on the injector
and the common rail.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not fail to replace the injection pipes with new ones because
they are subjected to high pressure and may cause fuel leak-
age.

• Fuel will leak out if the injection pipes are not properly con-
nected. Follow the procedure.

• Fuel leakage will cause damage to the engine.

NOTICE
Mount the injection pipes so that the flare tightening nuts of the
injection pipes will be arranged in the order of the numbers
engraved on the nuts shown in the figure below.

(4) Tighten the injector clamp mounting bolt.
Tightening Torque:
25 N·m {255 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Insufficient tightening will cause gas leakage, which will result
in the seizure of the nozzle.

• Before reusing the injector clamp bolt, be sure to apply oil to its
washer and thread.

• Use the torque wrench to tighten the bolt with the specified
torque.

(5) Tighten the injection pipe to the specified torque.

Tightening Torque:
44 N·m {449 kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

SHTS021270600098

1
4

2

3

SHTS021270600099

INJECTOR
INJECTOR
CLAMP
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–45
(6) Mount the 5 clips with 5 nuts and fix the injection pipe. 

3. WRITING OF THE INJECTOR COMPENSATION VALUE TO THE
ENGINE ECU (WRITING BY MEANS OF RE-PROGRAMMING)

! CAUTION
 

• If an injector is replaced, write an injector compensation value
(QR code) indicated on a new injector in the engine ECU.

• Write the incorrect compensation value may cause engine trou-
bles.

NOTICE

• Injector compensation value can be written by means of a com-
bined use of the PC tool and QR code reader.

• The work flow is indicated below. For the detailed procedure,
see the HINO DX Ⅱ instruction manual. 

SHTS021270600102

INJECTOR

QR CODE

SHTS021270600103



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–46
(1) Read the QR code of the injector by using the scanner of the
QR code reader to create a compensation data file.

(2) Write the injector compensation value in the engine ECU
from a computer.

4. MOUNTING THE INJECTOR HARNESS
(1) Mount the injector harness together with the injector bracket

with 5 bolts. 
(2) Connect each connector of the injector harness.

! CAUTION
 

Before connecting the connectors, make sure that the terminals
are free of a spark mark.

NOTICE
For easy installation, attach the connector of the cylinder head
first. 

DST-i

QR CODE READER

NEW INJECTOR

ENGINE SPECIFICATION CODE

QR CODE

COMPUTER

CONNECTOR

ENGINE ECU

SHTS021270600104
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–47
5. MOUNTING THE LEAKAGE PIPE
(1) Remove dirt or foreign matters from the gasket mounting sur-

face.
(2) Mount the leakage pipe to the injector and cylinder head with

a new gasket and 5 union bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
9.8-14.7 N·m {100-149 kgf·cm, 7.3-10.8 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Do not reuse the old gasket.

• The leakage pipe can be twisted easily. Use care in handling.

• Note that the screw pitch is different between 4 injector union
bolts and the cylinder head union bolt. 

• An "X" mark is put on the cylinder head union bolt. 

6. MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-4)

7. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)

UNION BOLT UNION BOLT

LEAKAGE
PIPE
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A A

B

A : INJECTOR PART (M8 x 1.0)

LEAKAGE
PIPE

B : CAMSHAFT HOUSING PART (M8 x 1.25)
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–48
COMMON RAIL

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402005001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Common rail 4 Injection pipe *

2 Common rail pressure sensor 5 Clip

3 Bracket

A 28.5 {291, 21} B 44 {449, 32}

1

A

2

3

5

5

5

5

5

5

4 B
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–49
INSPECTION
EN01F02127060402005002

INSPECTING THE COMMON RAIL

1. INSPECTING THE PRESSURE LIMITER
(1) Remove the union bolt securing the pressure limiter.

(2) Stop the return pipe No.1 side with a blank cap to prevent the
outflow of fuel. 

! CAUTION
 

While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

(3) Attach the union to the pressure limiter, and connect a vinyl
hose to the end of the union.

(4) Place the fuel reservoir under the free end of the vinyl hose.
(5) Start the engine. If the fuel continuously flows out, replace

the pressure limiter with a common rail assembly.

! WARNING
 

When the pressure limiter is working, fuel flow out at a high tem-
perature and pressure, serious injury like scalding could result
from this hot fuel being blown under pressure.

2. INSPECTING THE COMMON RAIL PRESSURE SENSOR
(1) Using the circuit tester, measure the resistance between the

terminals. If the measured value is in excess of the standard
value, replace the common rail assembly.

STOP THE 
RETURN PIPE No.1 
SIDE WITH A 
BLANK CAP

PRESSURE LIMITER

UNION BOLT

SHTS021270600111

PRESSURE LIMITER

UNION

VINYL HOSE

RESERVOIR

SHTS021270600112

3 2 1

6 5 4

SHTS021270600113

Terminal to be measured
Standard value (k)

At 20C {68F} with the 
engine turned off

12
1.05-3.55

56

23
6.7-18.7

45



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–50
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127060402005003

REMOVING THE COMMON RAIL

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Clean off surrounding area of the injectors and fuel line connec-
tors.

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS

(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the common rail
pressure sensor.

! CAUTION
 

Press the spring lock of the female connector, disengage the
female connector from the male connector.

2. DISCONNECTING THE FUEL PIPE
(1) Remove the 2 union bolts to remove 2 gaskets. Then, discon-

nect return pipe No.1 from the pressure limiter. 

NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
disconnecting the fuel pipe.

3. REMOVING THE INJECTION PIPE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-39)

4. REMOVING THE PRESSURE FEED PIPE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), COMMON RAIL, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE COMMON RAIL (Page 7-50)

COMMON RAIL

SHTS021270600114

COMMON RAIL 
SIDE

HARNESS
SIDE

MALE CONNECTOR

FEMALE 
CONNECTORSPRING LOCK

SHTS021270600115

RETURN 
PIPE No.1

SHTS021270600116



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–51
5. REMOVING THE COMMON RAIL

(1) Remove the 2 bolts securing the common rail, and remove
the common rail and the bracket from the intake manifold.

! CAUTION
 

• Protect with clean vinyl to avoid entry of dirt into the common
rail.

• Remove dirt from around each part, and detach the common
rail.

• Remove the common rail together with the common rail pres-
sure sensor and the pressure limiter.

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
removing the common rail.

PRESSURE 
LIMITTER

COMMON RAIL 
PRESSURE 
SENSOR

BRACKET

BOLT

COMMON RAIL

SHTS021270600117



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–52
INSTALLING THE COMMON RAIL

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. INSTALLING THE COMMON RAIL

(1) Install the common rail and bracket to the intake manifold
with 2 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

3. INSTALLING THE PRESSURE FEED PIPE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), COMMON RAIL, REPLACE-
MENT, INSTALLING THE COMMON RAIL (Page 7-52)

PRESSURE 
LIMITTER

COMMON RAIL 
PRESSURE 
SENSOR

BRACKET

BOLT

COMMON RAIL

SHTS021270600118



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–53
4. INSTALLING THE INJECTION PIPE

(1) Install the new 4 injection pipes on the injector and the com-
mon rail.

Tightening Torque:
44 N·m {449 kgf·cm, 32 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Do not fail to replace the injection pipes with new ones because
they are subjected to high pressure and may cause fuel leak-
age.

• Fuel will leak out if the injection pipes are not properly con-
nected. Follow the procedure.

• Fuel leakage will cause damage to the engine.

NOTICE
Install the injection pipes so that the flare tightening nuts of the
injection pipes will be arranged in the order of the numbers
engraved on the nuts shown in the figure below.

(2) Install the 5 clips with 5 nuts and fix the injection pipe. 

5. INSTALLING THE FUEL PIPE
(1) Install the return pipe No.1 to the pressure limiter with 2 new

gaskets and 2 union bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
20 N·m {204 kgf·cm, 15 lbf·ft}
Pressure limiter side
24.5 N·m {250 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}
Cluster connector side

SHTS021270600119

1
4

2

3

SHTS021270600120

SHTS021270600121

RETURN 
PIPE No.1

SHTS021270600122



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–54
6. CONNECTING THE HARNESS

(1) Connect the connector to the common rail pressure sensor.

! CAUTION
 

• Engage the female connector with the male connector until the
spring lock "clicks" and returns.

• Before connecting the connectors, make sure that the terminals
are free of a spark mark.

7. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)

COMMON RAIL

SHTS021270600123

COMMON RAIL
SIDE

SPRING LOCK

HARNESS SIDE

MALE CONNECTOR

FEMALE 
CONNECTOR
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–55
FUEL FILTER AND CASE (VEHICLE SIDE)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402041001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Drain plug 4 O-ring

2 Air bleeding plug 5 Clamp

3 Cover 6 Fuel filter

A 17.5 {178, 13}

A
6

5 2

4

3

1

SHTS021270600125



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–56
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127060402041002

REPLACE THE ELEMENT

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

• Use Hino's genuine fuel filter element.

1. FUEL DISCHARGE
(1) Prepare reservoir under the drain plug to receive the drained

fuel.
(2) Loosen the drain plug and then the air bleeding plug of the

fuel filter, and drain the fuel from the drain plug. Check that
the fuel is no longer drained from the drain plug and then
tighten the drain plug. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not use a tool to tighten it.

• Drain the fuel in accordance with the regulation of disposal
specified in each region.

• Make sure that the drain plug is free of damage or corrosion.

DRAIN 
PLUG

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG

SHTS021270600126



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–57
2. REMOVING THE ELEMENT
(1) Disengage the claw and loosen the fuel filter cover to remove

it. 

(2) Remove the fuel filter element from the fuel filter cover. 
(3) Remove the O-ring from the fuel filter cover. 

! CAUTION
 

Prepare a tray to catch the fuel remaining in the fuel filter cover. 

3. MOUNTING THE ELEMENT
(1) Clean the element setting faces inside the fuel filter cover

and inside the fuel filter body. 
(2) Replace the element with a new one and insert it into the fuel

filter cover. 
(3) Apply fuel to the new O-ring and mount it into the groove of

the fuel filter cover. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not reuse the element.

• Replace the O-ring with a new one included in the element kit.

DIRECTION OF 
ROTATION

COVER

CLAW

SHTS021270600127

FUEL 
FILETER 

ELEMENT

O-RING

SHTS021270600128

FUEL 
FILETER 

ELEMENT

O-RING
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–58
(4) Tighten the fuel filter cover by hand until the claw is engaged
as shown in the figure. 

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to damage the O-ring by twisting it.

• Check that the O-ring is in correct contact with the sealing sur-
face.

• Do not use a tool to tighten it.

4. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)

O-RING

COVER

CLAW

DIRECTION OF 
ROTATION
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–59
REMOVING VEHICLE SIDE FUEL FILTER ASSEMBLY

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. FUEL DISCHARGE
(1) Prepare reservoir under the drain plug to receive the drained

fuel.
(2) Loosen the drain plug and then the air bleeding plug of the

fuel filter, and drain the fuel from the drain plug. 

DRAIN 
PLUG

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–60
(3) Check that the fuel is no longer drained from the drain plug
and then tighten the drain plug and air bleeding plug. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not use a tool to tighten it.

• Drain the fuel in accordance with the regulation of disposal
specified in each region.

3. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the fuel heater. (Vehi-

cle with fuel heater)

4. REMOVING THE FUEL HOSES
(1) Unfasten 2 clamps to disconnect 2 fuel hoses from the fuel

filter body. 
NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills when
disconnecting the fuel hoses.

DRAIN 
PLUG

AIR BLEEDING 
PLUG

SHTS021270600132

SHTS021270600133
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–61
5. REMOVING FUEL FILTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten 2 bolts to remove the fuel filter assembly. 

! CAUTION
 

• Be careful not to spill the fuel remaining in the fuel filter cover. 

• Return the fuel remaining in the fuel filter cover into the fuel
tank. If the element is installed without returning the remaining
fuel into the fuel tank, unfiltered fuel may be sent to the supply
pump. 

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTION OF FUEL HEATER (VEHICLE WITH FUEL
HEATER)
(1) Seal the fuel IN side. Using a mityvac, apply a vacuum of

26.3-36.3 kPa {197-272 mmHg} to the fuel out side. 
(2) Using the circuit tester, measure the resistance between the

terminals. 

! CAUTION
 

Note that the value may vary according to the temperature or mea-
surement method. 

NOTICE
Measure the resistance with the fuel filter installed to the vehicle. 

SHTS021270600135

CLOSE 
CONTACT

NEGATIVE 
PRESSURE

SHTS021270600136
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Temperature
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–62
MOUNTING VEHICLE SIDE FUEL FILTER ASSEM-
BLY

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. MOUNTING FUEL FILTER ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the fuel filter assembly with 2 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
17.5  N·m {178 kgf·cm, 13 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE FUEL HOSE
(1) Connect the 2 fuel hoses to the fuel filter body with 2 clamps. 

4. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the fuel heater. (Vehicle with fuel

heater)

! CAUTION
 

Before connecting the connectors, make sure that the terminals
are free of a spark mark.

5. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)

SHTS021270600137

SHTS021270600138
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FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–63
FUEL COOLER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127060402027001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Clamp 3 Fuel cooler

2 Fuel hose 4 Bracket

A 25{255, 18}

A
3

4

1

1

2

2

SHTS021270600140



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E)7–64
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127060402027002

REMOVING FUEL COOLER

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. REMOVING THE FUEL HOSES
(1) Unfasten 2 clamps to disconnect 2 fuel hoses from the fuel

cooler. 
NOTICE

• Prepare the reservoir and a waste cloth because fuel spills
when disconnecting the fuel hoses.

• For easy disconnection, slightly twist the fuel hose when pull-
ing it out. 

3. REMOVING FUEL COOLER
(1) Unfasten 4 bolts to remove the fuel cooler from the bracket. 

FUEL COOLER

SHTS021270600141

FUEL COOLER

SHTS021270600142



FUEL SYSTEM (J05E) 7–65
MOUNTING FUEL COOLER

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, be careful not to make dirt and water enter parts.

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. MOUNTING THE FUEL COOLER
(1) Mount the fuel cooler to the bracket with 4 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
25 N·m {255 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

3. CONNECTING THE FUEL HOSE
(1) Connect the 2 fuel hoses to the fuel cooler with 2 clamps. 

FUEL COOLER

SHTS021270600143

FUEL COOLER

SHTS021270600144



EMISSION CONTROL (J05E) 8–1
EMISSION CONTROL (J05E)
8-0018
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INSPECTION ..........................................................8-3

REPLACEMENT .....................................................8-3
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E)8–2
COMPOSITION DIAGRAM

EGR VALVE & COOLER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114070402016001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 EGR pipe 5 EGR cooler

2 Gasket * 6 EGR valve

3 Coolant hose 7 Air flow sensor

4 Clamp

A 68.5 {699, 51} B 55 {561, 41}

43

A 

4

3

2

B

1

7

B
B

2

6

2

3

4

5
A
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E) 8–3
INSPECTION
EN01F02114070402016002

1. INSPECTION BEFORE SERVICING
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), AIR FLOW SENSOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR (Page 9-39)
(1) Using the HINO DXⅡ for operation check of the EGR valve on

board. (Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114070402016003

REMOVING THE EGR VALVE & COOLER

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

Perform replacement after cooling to prevent burns. (Turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for more than 30
minutes to cool.)

2. DRAINING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
DRAINING THE COOLANT (Page 12-5)

3. REMOVING THE EGR PIPE
(1) Remove the engine harness from 2 brackets. 
(2) Unfasten the 3 bolts and nut to remove 2 brackets from the

EGR pipe. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not touch the EGR pipe with bare hands while it is hot immedi-
ately after running. 

(3) Unfasten the 4 bolts and 2 nuts to remove the EGR pipe and
2 gaskets. 

BRACKET

BRACKET

ENGINE HARNESS

SHTS021270700002

EGR PIPE

SHTS021270700003



EMISSION CONTROL (J05E)8–4
4. DISCONNECTING THE COOLANT HOSE
(1) Unfasten the 3 clamps to disconnect 2 coolant hoses from

the EGR cooler and coolant pipe. 
(2) Unfasten the 2 clamps to disconnect the coolant hose from

the EGR cooler and thermostat case. 

5. REMOVING THE EGR COOLER
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the bracket from the EGR

cooler. 
(2) Unfasten the 3 bolts to remove the EGR cooler and gasket

from the exhaust manifold. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not hold the pipe and shell while working to avoid defects
such as dent and water leakage. 

• Do not touch the EGR cooler with bare hands while it is hot
immediately after running. 

COOLANT HOSE

COOLANT HOSE

PIPE PART

PIPE PARTSHELL

BRACKET
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E) 8–5
6. REMOVING THE EGR VALVE
(1) Disconnect the connector from the EGR valve. 
(2) Remove the EGR valve and gasket from the intake manifold.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not step on the EGR valve during engine service work.

• Do not remove or loosen the bolts, nuts, and snap rings that are
components of the EGR valve. 
If any of these components is removed or loosened, the EGR
valve will deteriorate in performance.
If the bolts, nuts, and snap rings are removed and the EGR valve
is disassembled, do not reassemble the EGR valve. Replace it
with a new one.

• Do not hold the link when replacing the EGR valve assembly. If
the link is held, it may bend and cause a malfunction.

EGR VALVE

GASKET

LINK

INTAKE
MANIFOLD

SHTS021270700005

A A - A

A

NONREMOVABLE BOLT

NONREMOVABLE NUT

NONREMOVABLE SNAPRING

LINK
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E)8–6
INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE EGR COOLER
(1) Visually inspect the EGR cooler for cracks and clogging. If

there is something wrong with the EGR cooler, replace it.

CLEANING THE EGR COOLER

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• This agent is alkali. Wear protective equipment (glasses, rubber
gloves, and protective garment) to prevent it from contacting
eyes, skin, and cloth. 

• If it contact the skin, wash it off with running water immediately.
If it should get into eyes, rinse thoroughly with running water
and consult a physician. 

• Make sure to check the "Material Safety Data Sheet" of Parker
Corporation in the MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) before
use. 

2. JUDGMENT OF CLEANING
(1) If the EGR valve is found stuck, check soot accumulation in

the EGR cooler. If it is 2 mm {0.079 in.} or more, clean the
EGR cooler. 

! CAUTION
 

Remove the coolant hose in advance to avoid possible damage
due to immersion in the detergent. 

3. CLEANING THE EGR COOLER
(1) Prepare the reservoir (metallic) that is deep enough to

immerse the EGR cooler. Put detergent (PK-5300YP) into
the reservoir and warm it to 50-60C {122-140F} with a gen-
eral-purpose heater. Immerse the EGR cooler for about 1
hour. 

! CAUTION
 

• Immerse the whole EGR cooler into the detergent so that no air
remains in the cooler. 

• As a guide, replace the detergent after cleaning 5 EGR coolers
or about 3 weeks. 

EGR COOLER

SHTS021270700007

EGR COOLER

DETERGENT

GENERAL-PURPOSE 
HEATER

SHTS021270700008



EMISSION CONTROL (J05E) 8–7
4. RINSING AFTER CLEANING THE EGR COOLER
(1) After immersing for about 1 hour, pour new detergent (PK-

5300YP) into the EGR cooler. Cover both ends with packing
tape, shake it about 10 times, and then let the inside deter-
gent out. (Repeat this 2-3 times.)

NOTICE
Dissolved carbon inside the EGR cooler flows out. If carbon stain
cannot be removed easily, use a nylon brush. 

5. DRYING THE EGR COOLER
(1) After all carbon stains are removed by rinsing, blow off water

inside the EGR cooler with an air blower. Dry it for about 10
minutes. Shake the body 2-3 times to check if no carbon
lump comes out, and reuse it. 

EGR COOLER

DISSOLVED CARBON

SHTS021270700009

EGR COOLER

SHTS021270700010



EMISSION CONTROL (J05E)8–8
MOUNTING THE EGR VALVE & COOLER

1. MOUNTING THE EGR VALVE
(1) Replace with a new gasket and temporarily attach the EGR

valve to the intake manifold.
(2) Connect the EGR valve to the connector.

2. MOUNTING THE EGR COOLER
(1) Replace with a new gasket and mount the EGR cooler to the

exhaust manifold with 3 bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
68.5 N·m {699 kgf·cm, 51 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Do not hold the pipe and shell while working to avoid defects such
as dent and water leakage. 

(2) Mount the bracket to the EGR cooler with 2 bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

3. CONNECTING THE COOLANT HOSE
(1) Connect the coolant hose to the EGR cooler and thermostat

case with 2 clamps. 
(2) Connect the coolant hose to the EGR cooler and coolant pipe

with 3 clamps. 

EGR VALVE

GASKET

LINK

INTAKE
MANIFOLD
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E) 8–9
4. MOUNTING THE EGR PIPE
(1) Replace with a new gasket and mount the EGR pipe with 4

bolts and 2 nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
55 N·m {561 kgf·cm, 41 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the 2 brackets to the EGR pipe with 3 bolts and a nut. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the engine harness to 2 brackets. 

5. ADDING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
ADDING THE COOLANT (Page 12-13)

EGR PIPE

SHTS021270700013

BRACKET

BRACKET

ENGINE HARNESS
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E)8–10
CLOSED VENTILATOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114070402011001

1 Closed ventilator 2 Ventilator hose

2

1

SHTS021270700015



EMISSION CONTROL (J05E) 8–11
*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Closed ventilator 4 Body

2 Cover 5 Gasket *

3 Element 6 Bypass valve

A 6-7 {62-71, 4.5-5.1}

1

2

3

6

5

4

A
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E)8–12
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114070402011002

REPLACE THE ELEMENT

1. REMOVING THE ELEMENT
(1) Remove the 8 bolts and remove the closed ventilator cover.

(2) Remove the element from the body. 

2. MOUNTING THE ELEMENT
(1) Replace with a new gasket. Mount it to the body. 

(2) Replace with a new element and mount it. 

BOLT

COVER

SHTS021270700017

ELEMENT

SHTS021270700018

ELEMENT

GASKET

BODY
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E) 8–13
(3) Apply engine oil to the bypass valve.

(4) Mount the closed ventilator cover from the 8 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
6-7 N·m {62-71 kgf·cm, 4.5-5.1 lbf·ft}

Tightening order:
1  2  3  4  5 6 7 8

BYPASS VALVE

APPLY 
ENGINE OIL

SHTS021270700020

BOLT

COVER

1

2

3

4

5

7

8

6
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E)8–14
REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR

1. REMOVING THE HOSE
(1) Unfasten the clamps and bolt to disconnect the ventilator

hose from the closed ventilator. 

2. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-3)

3. REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR
(1) Remove the 6 bolts from the reverse side of the cylinder head

cover.

(2) Remove the closed ventilator from the cylinder head cover.

HOSE

CLAMP

SHTS021270700022

BOLT

BOLT
REVERSE SIDE

HEAD COVER

GASKET
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VENTILATOR
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EMISSION CONTROL (J05E) 8–15
MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR

1. MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR
(1) Mount the closed ventilator to the cylinder head cover with

the 6 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

HINT
Tighten the 6 bolts in order as one from 4 patterns (A - D) as
shown in below.

Tightening order:
A: 2  5  4  1  3  6 
B: 2  5  6  3  1  4 
C: 5  2  1  4  6  3 
D: 5  2  3  6  4  1 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not use the closed ventilator if dropped.

• Do not damage the gasket when mounting.

• Be careful not to drop the gasket when mounting.

• Be careful not to damage the outlet pipe.

2. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-4)

3. MOUNTING THE HOSE
(1) Connect the ventilator hose to the closed ventilator with the

clamp.

BOLT

BOLTOUTLET PIPE

6

3

5

2

4

1

REVERSE SIDE

HEAD COVER

GASKET

INSERT NUT

VENTILATOR
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INTAKE (J05E)9–2
COMPOSITION DIAGRAM

INTAKE MANIFOLD

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114080402004001

*: Nonreusable part

1 Intake manifold 2 Gasket *

1

2

SHTS021270800001



INTAKE (J05E) 9–3
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114080402004002

REMOVING THE INTAKE MANIFOLD

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Remove the connector and clip and disconnect the engine

harness around the intake manifold. 

2. REMOVING THE EGR PIPE
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), EGR VALVE &
COOLER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE EGR VALVE &
COOLER (Page 8-3)

3. REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-14)

4. REMOVING THE FUEL FILTER CASE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE FUEL FIL-
TER (Page 7-19)

5. DISCONNECTING THE RETURN PIPE No.3
(1) Remove the nut and then the clip.
(2) Unfasten the bolts and gasket to remove the return pipe No.3

from the pressure limiter. 

RETURN 
PIPE No.3

SHTS021270800002



INTAKE (J05E)9–4
6. REMOVING THE EGR VALVE
(1) Remove the EGR valve and gasket from intake manifold. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not step on the EGR valve during engine service work.

• Do not remove or loosen the bolts, nuts, and snap rings that are
components of the EGR valve. 
If any of these components is removed or loosened, the EGR
valve will deteriorate in performance.
If the bolts, nuts, and snap rings are removed and the EGR valve
is disassembled, do not reassemble the EGR valve. Replace it
with a new one.

• Do not hold the link when replacing the EGR valve assembly. If
the link is held, it may bend and cause a malfunction.

7. REMOVING THE COMMON RAIL
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), COMMON RAIL, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE COMMON RAIL (Page 7-50)

8. REMOVING THE GLOW PLUG (VEHICLE EQUIPPED WITH A
GLOW PLUG)
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), GLOW PLUG,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE GLOW PLUG (Page 10-132)

INTAKE
MANIFOLD

EGR VALVE

LINK

GASKET

SHTS021270800003
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–5
9. REMOVING THE INTAKE MANIFOLD
(1) Unfasten the nuts (2 pcs.), and remove the clips (2 pcs.).
(2) Loosen the nut to remove the pressure feed pipe from the

common rail and supply pump. 

(3) Unfasten the 8 bolts and 2 nuts to remove the intake manifold
and gasket from the cylinder head. 

NOTICE
Block the openings of the intake manifold with gummed tape to
prevent the ingress of dirt into it.

PRESSURE 
FEED PIPE

SHTS021270800005
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INTAKE (J05E)9–6
MOUNTING THE INTAKE MANIFOLD

1. MOUNTING THE INTAKE MANIFOLD
(1) Clean the inside of the intake manifold and cylinder head.
(2) Replace the gasket with a new one, and mount the intake

manifold on the cylinder head with 8 bolts and 2 nuts that
secured the intake manifold.

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Mount the gasket so that the lug of the gasket is positioned on the
rearmost stud bolt side of the cylinder head.

(3) Mount the new pressure feed pipe to the supply pump and
common rail. 

(4) Mount the 2 clips with 2 nuts and fix the pressure feed pipe. 

2. MOUNTING THE GLOW PLUG
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), GLOW PLUG,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE GLOW PLUGS (Page 10-
134)

3. MOUNTING THE COMMON RAIL
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), COMMON RAIL, REPLACE-
MENT, INSTALLING THE COMMON RAIL (Page 7-52)

4. MOUNTING THE EGR VALVE
(1) Replace the gasket with a new one, and temporarily attach

the EGR valve to the intake manifold. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not hold the link when replacing the EGR valve assembly. If the
link is held, it may bend and cause a malfunction.

GASKET

INTAKE 
MANIFOLD

PROJECTION
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–7
5. CONNECTING THE RETURN PIPE No.3
(1) Replace with a new gasket and connect the return pipe No.3

with bolts. 
(2) Mount the clip with the nut, and fix the return pipe No.3. 

6. MOUNTING THE FUEL FILTER CASE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FUEL FIL-
TER (ENGINE SIDE) (Page 7-22)

7. MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-15)

8. MOUNTING THE EGR PIPE
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), EGR VALVE &
COOLER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE EGR VALVE &
COOLER (Page 8-8)

9. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Mount the engine harness around the intake manifold with

the clips, and connect the connector. 

RETURN 
PIPE No.3
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INTAKE (J05E)9–8
DIESEL THROTTLE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114080402017001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Intake manifold 3 Gasket *

2 Diesel throttle

A 28.5 {291, 21}

1

3

2

A

A

SHTS021270800011



INTAKE (J05E) 9–9
INSPECTION
EN01F02114080402017002

1. INSPECTING THE DIESEL THROTTLE
(1) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ , inspect the diesel throttle.

(See the HINO DX Ⅱ manual.) 

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114080402017003

REMOVING THE DIESEL THROTTLE

1. REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (OUTLET HOSE)
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
DISCONNECTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (Page 12-21)

2. REMOVING THE DIESEL THROTTLE
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts and 2 nuts and remove the diesel throttle

and gasket from the intake manifold. 

3. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the diesel throttle.

DIESEL
THROTTLE

INTAKE 
MANIFOLD
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CONNECTOR
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THROTTLE
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INTAKE (J05E)9–10
MOUNTING THE DIESEL THROTTLE

1. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the diesel throttle.

2. MOUNTING THE DIESEL THROTTLE
(1) Replace the gasket with a new one, temporarily fasten the

diesel throttle to intake manifold with 2 bolts and 2 nuts, and
tighten them to the specified torque in a crisscross pattern. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When assembling the diesel throttle, exercise care not to
impose an impact on the valve. Do not use the diesel throttle if
an impact is imposed on the valve.

• If any portion of the gasket remains on the diesel throttle setting
face of the intake pipe, remove it before attaching the diesel
throttle.

3. MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (OUTLET HOSE)
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
CONNECTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (Page 12-22)

CONNECTOR

DIESEL
THROTTLE

SHTS021270800014

DIESEL
THROTTLE
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–11
INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114080402020001

*: Nonreusable part

1 Primary intake hose 5 Air hose

2 Turbocharger 6 Secondary intake pipe

3 Clamp 7 Gasket *

4 Intake pipe

2

7

6

1

3

4 3
5

3

1

COLD AREA SPECIFICATION TYPE *

STANDARD TYPE

*: FOR U.S.A. (OPTION), FOR CANADA (STANDARD)

SHTS021270800016



INTAKE (J05E)9–12
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114080402020002

REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD TYPE)

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Remove the joint connector and clip, and disconnect the

engine harness from the primary intake hose and secondary
intake pipe. 

2. REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (INLET HOSE)
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
DISCONNECTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (Page 12-21)

3. REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
(1) Unfasten the 4 bolts to remove the secondary intake pipe and

gasket from the turbocharger assembly. 
(2) Loosen the clamp of the primary intake hose and ventilator

hose to remove the primary intake hose. 
NOTICE
Block the opening of the turbocharger with gummed tape to pre-
vent the ingress of dirt into it.

VENTILATOR 
HOSE

PRIMARY INTAKE 
HOSE

SECONDARY 
INTAKE  PIPE
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–13
REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE 
(COLD AREA SPECIFICATION TYPE)

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Remove the joint connector and clip, and disconnect the

engine harness from the primary intake hose and secondary
intake pipe. 

2. REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (INLET HOSE)
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
DISCONNECTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (Page 12-21)

3. REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
(1) Remove the 4 bolts to remove the secondary intake pipe and

gasket from the turbocharger assembly.
NOTICE
Block the opening of the turbocharger with gummed tape to pre-
vent the ingress of dirt into it.

PRIMARY INTAKE PIPE

SECONDARY 
INTAKE PIPE 

SHTS021270800018



INTAKE (J05E)9–14
(2) Remove the 4 clips to disconnect the 2 water hoses from the
primary intake pipe.

(3) Remove the 2 bolts to remove the bracket from the primary
intake pipe.

(4) Remove the 2 clamps to remove the primary intake pipe from
the air hose.

WATER HOSE

WATER HOSE
PRIMARY 
INTAKE PIPE

SHTS021270800019
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PRIMARY INTAKE PIPE
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–15
MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD TYPE)

1. MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
(1) Check the intake system for dirt or foreign matter.
(2) Wash off oil on the intake hose insertion part and inner side

of the hose inlet.
(3) Insert the primary intake hose to the turbocharger assembly. 
(4) Tighten the 2 clamps, and mount the primary intake hose to

the turbocharger assembly. 
Tightening Torque:
Turbocharger side:
6.25 N·m {64 kgf·cm, 4.6 lbf·ft}
Air cleaner side:
2.4-5.0 N·m {25-50 kgf·cm, 1.8-3.6 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

No sealing agent must be used at the air inlet and outlet to prevent
defects such as breakage due to clogging or looseness in the
tightening area.

(5) Replace with a new gasket and mount the secondary intake
pipe to the turbocharger assembly with 4 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (INLET HOSE)
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
CONNECTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (Page 12-22)

3. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Fasten the engine harness to the secondary intake pipe and

primary intake hose with the clips, and connect the joint con-
nector. 

VENTILATOR 
HOSE

PRIMARY INTAKE 
HOSE

SECONDARY 
INTAKE PIPE 
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INTAKE (J05E)9–16
MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE 
(COLD AREA SPECIFICATION TYPE)

1. MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
(1) Check the intake system for dirt or foreign matter.
(2) Wash off oil on the intake hose insertion part and inner side

of the hose inlet.
(3) Insert the primary intake pipe to the air hose, and temporarily

tighten with 2 clamps. 

(4) Tighten the bracket and the primary intake pipe with 2 bolts
temporarily.

! CAUTION
 

No sealing agent must be used at the air inlet and outlet to prevent
defects such as breakage due to clogging or looseness in the
tightening area.

NOTICE
Perform assembling with each parts (*) seated.

(5) Permanently tighten the temporarily tightened clamps.
Tightening Torque:
5-6 N·m {51-61 kgf·cm, 3.7-4.4 lbf·ft}

(6) Connect the 2 water hoses to the primary intake pipe with the
4 clips.

NOTICE
Align the marking and connect the water hose (*) to the primary
intake pipe.

PRIMARY INTAKE PIPE

AIR HOSE

CLAMP
FR

SHTS021270800023

BRACKET SEATED *

SEATED *

PRIMARY INTAKE PIPE
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–17
(7) Replace with a new gasket and mount the secondary intake
pipe to the turbocharger assembly. Temporarily tighten the 4
bolts of each portions (c, d, e, f).

NOTICE
Perform assembling with each parts (*) seated.

(8) Permanently tighten the temporarily tightened 6 bolts (a, b, c,
d, e, f).

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (INLET HOSE)
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
CONNECTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE (Page 12-22)

3. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Fasten the engine harness to the secondary intake pipe and

primary intake hose with clips, and connect the joint connec-
tor.

PRIMARY INTAKE PIPE

c

BRACKET

TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY

SEATED *

SEATED *

SEATED *

SEATED *

a

b

SEATED *

f

SECONDARY 
INTAKE PIPE 

d e
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INTAKE (J05E)9–18
INTERCOOLER

OVERHAUL
EN01F02114080402018001

1. REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER (Page 12-21)

2. INSPECTING THE INTERCOOLER
(1) Inspect the radiator core for dirt or crushing. If found defec-

tive, clean or adjust or replace it.

3. MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER (Page 12-22)



INTAKE (J05E) 9–19
STACK DUCT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114080402011001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Stack duct 3 Duct mount

2 Intake hose

A 19.5 {199, 14} B 13 {133, 10}

2

1

3

A

B
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INTAKE (J05E)9–20
CLEANING THE PRECLEANER HOUSING
EN01F02114080402011002

1. REMOVING THE WING
(1) Unfasten the 8 screws, and remove the wing and plate from

the stack duct. 

2. CLEANING THE PRECLEANER HOUSING
(1) Clean the inside of the precleaner housing with a cloth.

! CAUTION
 

When cleaning the precleaner housing, exercise care not to allow
water to enter the air cleaner.

3. MOUNTING THE WING
(1) Mount the plate and the wing to the stack duct with 8 screws. 

STACK DUCT

PLATE

WING
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HOUSING
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–21
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114080402011003

REMOVING THE STACK DUCT

1. REMOVING THE STACK DUCT
(1) Unfasten the 3 nuts to remove the stack duct from the duct

mount. 
(2) Loosen the clamp, and disconnect the intake hose from the

bottom of the stack duct.

2. REMOVING THE DUCT MOUNT
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the duct mount from the cab. 
(2) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove 2 duct mounts from the

bracket. 

CLAMP

INTAKE
HOSE

STACK DUCT
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INTAKE (J05E)9–22
MOUNTING THE STACK DUCT

1. MOUNTING THE DUCT MOUNT 
(1) Mount the 2 duct mounts to the bracket with 2 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the duct mount to the cab with the bolt. 
Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE STACK DUCT
(1) Insert the intake hose to the lower part of the stack duct and

tighten the clamp. 
Tightening Torque:
2.4-5.0 N·m {25-50 kgf·cm, 1.8-3.6 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the stack duct to the duct mount with 3 nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
13 N·m {133 kgf·cm, 10 lbf·ft}

BRACKET CAB

DUCT 
MOUNT

DUCT 
MOUNT

DUCT 
MOUNT
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–23
AIR CLEANER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114080402008001

WIDE CAB (SINGLE CAB)

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Air cleaner body assembly 3 Air cleaner element

2 Cover 4 Air flow sensor

A 2.4-5.0 {25-50, 1.8-3.6}

1

2

3

4

A
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INTAKE (J05E)9–24
WIDE CAB (CREW CAB)

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Air cleaner body assembly 3 Air cleaner element

2 Cover 4 Air flow sensor

A 2.4-5.0 {25-50, 1.8-3.6}

A

4

1

3

2
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–25
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114080402008002

REMOVING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT AND
BODY ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT 
(1) Remove the clamps (3 pcs.) and remove the cover from the

air cleaner body assembly.
NOTICE
When removing the air cleaner of the crew cab model, pull off the
cover toward the vehicle rear side and press the cover to the
inboard side. 

(2) Hold the grip at the center of the air cleaner element, and
remove the air cleaner element from the air cleaner body
assembly. 

NOTICE
To remove the air cleaner element of the crew cab model, draw it
out to the vehicle rear side, rotate it 90° to the right side of the
vehicle, and pull it off toward the vehicle lower side. 

SINGLE CAB

COVER

COVER

AIR CLEANER
CASE

AIR CLEANER
CASE

CREW CAB
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INTAKE (J05E)9–26
2. REMOVING THE AIR CLEANER BODY ASSEMBLY
(1) Disconnect the connector from the air flow sensor. 
(2) Loosen the clamp, and disconnect the intake hose No.1 from

the air cleaner body assembly. 

(3) Remove the fender side apron (right). 
Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY (Page 5-7)

(4) Unfasten the 4 nuts securing the air cleaner body assembly,
and remove the air cleaner body assembly from the air
cleaner bracket. 

AIR FLOW
SENSOR

CONNECTOR CLAMP

INTAKE HOSE No.1
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–27
MOUNTING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT AND
BODY ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE AIR CLEANER BODY ASSEMBLY
(1) Clean the inside of the cover of the air cleaner and of the air

cleaner body assembly with a waste cloth.
(2) Mount the air cleaner body assembly to the air cleaner

bracket with 4 nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the fender side apron (right). 
Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY (Page 5-11)

(4) Match the alignment marks before connecting the intake
hose No.1 to the air cleaner body assembly. 

Tightening Torque:
2.4-5.0 N·m {25-50 kgf·cm, 1.8-3.6 lbf·ft}

(5) Connect the connector to the air flow sensor.

SINGLE CAB

AIR CLEANER
BRACKET

AIR CLEANER
BRACKET

AIR CLEANER
BODY 
ASSEMBLY

AIR CLEANER
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CREW CAB
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INTAKE (J05E)9–28
2. MOUNTING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT 
(1) Hold the grip at the center of the air cleaner element and

insert the seal rubber of the air cleaner element to the air
cleaner body assembly securely. 

NOTICE
Before mounting the air cleaner element of the crew cab model,
insert it from the vehicle lower side, rotate it 90° to the left of the
vehicle around the air cleaner body assembly, and insert it to the
case. 

(2) Mount the cover on the air cleaner body assembly with the
clamps (3 pcs.) that secured the cover.

SINGLE CAB

AIR CLEANER
ELEMENT

AIR CLEANER
ELEMENT

SEAL RUBBERAIR CLEANER
BODY ASSEMBLY

AIR CLEANER
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–29
CLEANING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT
EN01F02114080402008003

1. CLEANING THE AIR CLEANER ELEMENT
(1) Check the seal rubber for damage. If found defective, replace

the air cleaner element. 

(2) If dry dust is adhered, blow compressed air (690 kPa {7.0 kgf/
cm2, 100 lbf/in.2} or less) from the upper flow side of the air
cleaner element to remove dust. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not hit the air cleaner element or throw it down to the floor
when removing dust.

AIR CLEANER
ELEMENT

SEAL RUBBER
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INTAKE (J05E)9–30
INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114080402026001

INTAKE MANIFOLD

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Intake temperature sensor 2 Washer *

A 19.6 {200, 14}

1 A

2
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–31
INTERCOOLER

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Intake temperature sensor 2 Washer *

A 19.6 {200, 14}

1

2

A
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INTAKE (J05E)9–32
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114080402026002

REMOVING THE INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the intake tempera-

ture sensor.
(2) Remove the clip from the bracket.

2. REMOVING THE INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Remove the intake temperature sensor and washer from the

intake manifold and intercooler.

MOUNTING THE INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE INTAKE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Replace with a new washer and attach the intake tempera-

ture sensor to the intake manifold and intercooler.
Tightening Torque:
19.6 N·m {200 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Mount the clip to the bracket.
(2) Connect the connector to the intake temperature sensor.

CONNECTOR CLIP
INTAKE 
TEMPERATURE 

SHTS021270800049

CONNECTOR CLIP
INTAKE 
TEMPERATURE 
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–33
BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114080402021001

1 Boost pressure sensor 3 Hose

2 Clamp

2

3

2

1

SHTS021270800051



INTAKE (J05E)9–34
INSPECTION
EN01F02114080402021002

1. INSPECTING THE BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR
(1) Using the HINO DX Ⅱ , inspect the boost pressure sensor.

(See the HINO DX Ⅱ manual.) 

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114080402021003

REMOVING THE BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the boost pressure

sensor.

2. REMOVING THE BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the boost pressure sensor

from the intake manifold. 
(2) Unfasten the clamps (2 pcs.) securing the hose, and remove

the hose from the boost pressure sensor.

CONNECTOR

BOOST PRESSURE 
SENSOR

SHTS021270800052

CLAMPHOSE

BOOST PRESSURE 
SENSOR

INTAKE 
MANIFOLD
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–35
MOUNTING THE BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR
(1) Mount the hose to the boost pressure sensor with the clamps

(2 pcs.) that secured the hose.
(2) Mount the boost pressure sensor on the intake manifold with

2 bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
5 N·m {51 kgf·cm, 3.7 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the boost pressure sensor.

CLAMPHOSE

BOOST PRESSURE 
SENSOR

INTAKE 
MANIFOLD

SHTS021270800054

CONNECTOR

BOOST PRESSURE 
SENSOR
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INTAKE (J05E)9–36
AIR FLOW SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114080402009001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Air flow sensor

A 0.54-0.84 {5.6-8.5, 0.40-0.61}

1

A

SHTS021270800056



INTAKE (J05E) 9–37
INSPECTION
EN01F02114080402009002

1. INSPECTING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR (INSPECTING AND
ADJUSTING INTAKE AIR FLOW USING HINO DX Ⅱ )

! CAUTION
 

The air flow sensor is one of the fundamental parts of the
"exhaust gas purification device (EGR system)." Ensure to imple-
ment inspection when storing the vehicle (12-month inspection).

NOTICE

• An air flow sensor is adopted with this vehicle as a component
part of the exhaust gas purification system.

• Replace with a new air flow sensor if the inspection result of
this method is not within the specified range.

• Before implementing the "EGR solenoid valve operation check
by using the HINO DX Ⅱ ," inspect this air flow sensor.

(1) Before inspection, clean the air cleaner element or replace
with a new one. Prepare a new air flow sensor aside from the
one mounted to the vehicle.

(2) Mount the HINO DX Ⅱ .
(3) Measure the intake air volume at NMR (see the following) by

using the "air flow sensor mounted to the vehicle" in accor-
dance with "measurement of intake air volume" of the HINO
DX Ⅱ .... (A)

NOTICE
NMR (No Load Maximum Revolution)

(4) Warm up the engine fully first. After confirming the safety of
surroundings, depress the accelerator fully with the engine at
idle to stabilize the revolution. (Keep depressing down on the
accelerator.)
Read the "engine revolution (r/min.)" and "intake air volume
(g/sec)" from the computer screen.

(5) Stop the engine and put the starter key at the LOCK position.
Separate the air flow sensor connector and remove the air
flow sensor from the intake pipe. 

(6) After mounting the prepared new air flow sensor, connect the
connector securely.

(7) By using the new air flow sensor, measure the intake air vol-
ume as in the step (3) above.... (B)

CONNECTOR

AIR FLOW 
SENSOR

SHTS021270800057



INTAKE (J05E)9–38
(8) Judgment of presence or absence of deteriorated character-
istics of the air flow sensor

a. If the detected air flow rate of the air flow sensor mounted
to the vehicle shows a decrease by 10% or more in com-
parison with that of a new air flow sensor (See the follow-
ing for the calculating formula), the air flow sensor
mounted to the vehicle is deteriorated. Restore the vehicle
with a new air flow sensor mounted before finishing the
inspection.
Calculation formula: {(B)-(A)}/(B) × 100 >10

b. If the both air flow sensors show an equal flow rate, the air
flow sensor mounted to the vehicle functions normally.
Mount the original air flow sensor again before finishing the
inspection.

Tightening Torque:
0.54-0.84 N·m {5.6-8.5 kgf·cm, 0.40-0.61 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• The flow rate detecting element (wire) is processed with
extreme ingenuity. Do not directly touch the detecting element
(wire) to prevent breakage.

• Do not apply excessive torque to the air flow sensor mounting
screw (M 3.5) when tightening it. 

O-RING

FLOW RATE
DETECTION
(WIRE)
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INTAKE (J05E) 9–39
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114080402009003

REMOVING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the air flow sensor.

2. Removing the air flow sensor
(1) Unfasten the screws (2 pcs.) securing the air flow sensor,

and remove it.

MOUNTING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE AIR FLOW SENSOR
(1) Make sure that the O-ring is attached to the air flow sensor,

and mount the air flow sensor with screws (2 pcs.).
Tightening Torque:
0.54-0.84 N·m {5.6-8.5 kgf·cm, 0.40-0.61 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Do not apply excessive torque to the air flow sensor mounting
screw (M 3.5) when tightening it. 

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the air flow sensor.

CONNECTOR

AIR FLOW 
SENSOR

SHTS021270800059

CONNECTOR

AIR FLOW 
SENSOR
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ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–2
COMPOSITION DIAGRAM

HEAD COVER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402013001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Half-round plugs 4 Silent block

2 Head cover gasket * 5 Closed ventilator 

3 Head cover

A 28.5 {291, 21}

1

1

2
A

3

4

A5

SHTS021270900001



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–3
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402013002

REMOVING THE HEAD COVER

1. REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR HOSE
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-14)

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector, then detach the harness from top

of the cylinder head.

3. REMOVING THE HEAD COVER
(1) Unfasten the 13 bolts to remove 13 silent blocks and a head

cover.
(2) Remove the head cover gasket from the head cover.

(3) If oil leak is found from the half-round plug, remove the 2 half-
round plugs at the cylinder head front and rear ends.

! CAUTION
 

Do not remove the half-round plugs unless oil leak is found. 

4. REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR 
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-14)

HEAD COVER 
GASKET

HEAD COVER 
SILENT 
BLOCK

BOLT

SHTS021270900002

SHTS021270900003



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–4
MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER

1. MOUNTING THE HALF-ROUND PLUG (ONLY IF THE HALF-
ROUND PLUG IS REMOVED)
(1) Remove the all oil and dirt on the half-round plug and cylin-

der head. 
(2) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equiva-

lent or ThreeBond TB1217G: Gray or equivalent) to the half-
round areas at the cylinder head front and rear ends as
shown in the figure. 

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the liquid gasket with 1.5-2.5 mm {0.0590-0.0984 in.}
width. 

• Apply the liquid gasket seamlessly.

• Mount the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

(3) Mount the new half-round plug to the upper side of the cylin-
der head parallel and ensure that the plug comes in contact
with the head at the bottom.

(4) After mounting the half-round plug, wipe out the liquid gasket
that swells out of the upper surface of the cylinder head
immediately.

! CAUTION
 

Do not pry or tilt the half-round plug.

2. MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-15)

LIQUID GASKET
6mm
{0.236 in.}

SHTS021270900004

LIQUID GASKET

SHTS021270900005

HALF-ROUND 
PLUGS

THE OVERFLOW OF A 
LIQUID GASKET IS 
COMPLETELY REMOVED

INCORRECT CORRECT

SHTS021270900006



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–5
3. MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER
(1) Remove the dirt (including the liquid gasket) or oil on the joint

surface of the head cover and cylinder head.
(2) Mount the new head cover gasket to the head cover groove.
(3) Set the head cover to the cylinder head mounting position

and mount it with 13 bolts through the silent block. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• The head cover has a floating mount structure. Do not tighten
the bolts too tight.

• To avoid interference or contact with harnesses, harness brack-
ets, and other cylinder head inner parts, carefully mount the
head cover without applying excessive force. 

• Wait at least 15 minutes after assembly before start of driving.

(4) Remove the swollen liquid gasket completely.
NOTICE
Rubber spacers are attached to the silent block.

4. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Mount the harness to the cylinder head, then connect the

connector.

5. MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR HOSE
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-15)

HEAD COVER 
GASKET

HEAD COVER 
SILENT 
BLOCK

BOLT

SHTS021270900007

BOLT

SILENT
BLOCK

HEAD COVER

HEAD COVER
GASKET

HEAD COVER
LOWER SIDECYLINDER

HEAD
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ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–6
ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402014001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Crosshead 5 Spacer

2 Rocker arm (intake) 6 Adjust screw

3 Rocker arm shaft 7 Rocker arm (exhaust)

4 Rocker support

A 25 {255, 18} B 36 {367, 27}

3

1

6

4

4

4

4

4

B
2

B

B

B

5
7

2 5
7A

2 5
7

2 5
7
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ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–7
OVERHAUL
EN01F02127090402014002

REMOVING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-3)

2. REMOVING THE INJECTOR HARNESS
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-39)

3. REMOVING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY
(1) Loosen the lock nut to wind up the adjust screw completely.

! CAUTION
 

Remove the adjust screw without winding may cause the rocker
arm shaft to bend.

(2) Gradually loosen the rocker arm support bolts and camshaft
bearing cap mounting bolts from the center to remove the
rocker arm and camshaft. 

NOTICE
The camshaft bearing caps and rocker arm supports are jointly
fastened with the bolts 14, 8, 1, 9, 15. 

LOCK NUT

ADJUST 
SCREW

SHTS021270900010

SHTS021270900011



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–8
DISASSEMBLING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE ROCKER ARM
(1) Remove the rocker support, rocker arm (exhaust), spacer

and rocker arm (intake) in the sequential order from the
rocker arm shaft.

INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. OIL CLEARANCE INSPECTION OF THE ROCKER ARM SHAFT
AND ROCKER ARM
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the outer diameter of the

rocker arm shaft.

(2) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the inner diameter of the
rocker arm bush.

(3) Calculate the gap between the outer diameter of the rocker
arm shaft and the inner diameter of the rocker arm bush. If a
calculated value exceeds the permissible limit, replace the
rocker arm shaft or rocker arm bush.

SPACER

ROCKER SUPPORT

ROCKER ARM
(EXHAUST)

ROCKER ARM
(INTAKE)

ROCKER ARM SHAFT

SHTS021270900012

SHTS021270900013

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit

(mm {in.})

22 {0.866} 21.92 {0.863}

SHTS021270900014

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit

(mm {in.})

22 {0.866} 22.08 {0.869}

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit

(mm {in.})

0.030-0.101 
{0.0012-0.0040}

0.15 {0.0059}



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–9
ASSEMBLING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE ROCKER ARM
(1) Apply engine oil to the rocker arm shaft and the inner sur-

faces of the rocker support, rocker arm (exhaust), spacer and
rocker arm (intake).

(2) Insert and install the rocker support, rocker arm (exhaust),
spacer and rocker arm (intake) to the rocker arm shaft.

MOUNTING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY

1. PRIOR CHECK
(1) Check that crossheads are properly seated on (or over) indi-

vidual valves.

! CAUTION
 

Off-position of the crossheads on individual valves will cause the
upper seat to lift, resulting in valve dislodgement.

NOTICE
To check whether the crossheads are properly seated in place,
manually move each crosshead to right and left to aurally check a
clicking sound.

(2) Check that the rocker arms are properly assembled to the
rocker arm shaft.

! CAUTION
 

Apply engine oil to the contact surface of each part before assem-
bly.

SPACER

ROCKER SUPPORT

ROCKER ARM
(EXHAUST)

ROCKER ARM
(INTAKE)

ROCKER ARM SHAFT

SHTS021270900015

CROSSHEADS

SHTS021270900016

ROCKER SUPPORT

ROCKER ARM (EXHAUST)

ROCKER ARM (INTAKE)

SHTS021270900017



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–10
(3) Check that the adjust screw of the rocker arm is wound up.

! CAUTION
 

Failure to wind up the adjust screw may cause the shaft to bend
when tightening the rocker support bolt.

NOTICE
To facilitate this work step, use a piece of flexible wire of approxi-
mately 0.8 mm {0.0315 in.} in diameter to bind rocker arms
together for intake and exhaust respectively.

2. MOUNTING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY
(1) Apply engine oil to the cam ridge and set the rocker arm and

rocker arm shaft on the crosshead properly. Gradually tighten
the bolts in the order as shown in the figure. 

Tightening Torque:
36 N·m {367 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

After tightening, check that the rocker arms move smoothly.

LOCK NUT

ADJUST 
SCREW

SHTS021270900018

WRAP THIN WIRE AROUND TO 
TIE UP TOGETHER

SHTS021270900019
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ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–11
(2) Check the crossheads for dislodgement or off-position.

(3) Adjust the valve clearance.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), ROCKER ARM
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, ADJUSTING THE VALVE
CLEARANCE (Page 10-12)

3. MOUNTING THE INJECTOR HARNESS
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-43)

4. MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-4)

CROSSHEADS

SHTS021270900021



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–12
ADJUSTING THE VALVE CLEARANCE

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• Before adjustment, make sure that the tightening bolts of the
rocker arm support, nozzle clamp, cylinder head, and camshaft
bearing cap are tightened with the specified torque. 

• Make sure that there is no dirt in the crosshead and valve stem
head.

2. VALVE CLEARANCE ADJUSTMENT
(1) Turn the crankshaft forward to align the cylinder for adjust-

ment with the compression stroke top dead center.

! CAUTION
 

Check that the rocker arm to be adjusted is not lifted to the cam of
the camshaft.

NOTICE
If the No.1 cylinder is at the compression stroke top dead center,
you can adjust the valve clearance with a mark on the table. If the
No.4 cylinder is at the compression stroke top dead center, the
cylinder with mark can be adjusted. 

(2) Fully loosen the adjust screw and lock nut of the crosshead.

! CAUTION
 

Make the adjust screw projecting beyond the upper surface of the
crosshead by at least 10mm {0.394 in.}. Correct adjustment cannot
be made unless the adjust screw is completely separated from the
valve stem.

Cylinder number 1 2 3 4

Valve arrangement Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust

No.1 cylinder at the 
compression stroke 

top dead center
   

No.4 cylinder at the 
compression stroke 

top dead center
Δ Δ Δ Δ

ADJUST SCREW OF THE
CROSSHEAD

10mm {0.394 in.}
OR MORE

GAP

LOCK NUT

CLOSE
CONTACT

SHTS021270900022



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–13
(3) Insert the thickness gauge in between the rocker arm and the
crosshead and turn the rocker arm adjust screw to adjust a
clearance before tightening the lock nut.

Tightening Torque:
25 N·m {255 kgf·cm, 18  lbf·ft}

NOTICE
It is deemed appropriate if the thickness gauge goes in with some
unsmoothness during insertion and then moves smoothly with
slight binding feel after insertion.

(4) With the thickness gauge inserted, loosen the adjust screw of
the crosshead and check that you do not feel the thickness
gauge light.

! CAUTION
 

If you feel it light, repeat the procedure.

(5) Tighten the adjust screw of the crosshead until the thickness
gauge does not move.

(6) While gradually loosening the adjust screw of the crosshead,
tighten the lock nut of the crosshead at a position where your
feel of the thickness gauge becomes proper.

Tightening Torque:
25 N·m {255 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Do not loosen the adjust screw too much. Excessive loosening of
the adjust screw will set the condition back to the original state.
Sensory detection with the thickness gauge may be proper but
there will be an excessive gap between the crosshead adjust
screw and the valve, which will obstruct proper adjustment.

NOTICE
It is deemed appropriate if the thickness gauge goes in with some
unsmoothness during insertion and then moves smoothly with
slight binding feel after insertion.

CLOSE
CONTACT

GAP

SHTS021270900023
Standard value 
(During cooling)

Intake 0.30 mm {0.0118 in.}

Exhaust 0.45 mm {0.0177 in.}

 
 

START

ADEQUATE
CONTACT

(NOT MOVE)

THE FEELING IS NOT A TILE

NUT
FIXED
POSITION
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START
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ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–14
CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402015001

1 Cylinder head 2 Camshaft bearings

1

2

SHTS021270900027



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–15
Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Camshaft drive gear 2 Camshaft

A 59 {602, 44}

2
1 A

SHTS021270900028



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–16
OVERHAUL
EN01F02127090402015002

REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-3)

2. REMOVING THE INJECTOR HARNESS
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-39)

3. REMOVING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY
(1) Loosen the lock nut and wind up the adjust screw completely

to remove the rocker arm assembly.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), ROCKER ARM
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE ROCKER
ARM ASSEMBLY (Page 10-7)

4. REMOVING THE 
(1) Remove the camshaft bearing from the camshaft bearing cap

and cylinder head. 
NOTICE
Push either of camshaft bearing halves with a finger will facilitate
this removal work.

CYLINDER HEAD

CAMSHAFT
BEARING
CAP

CAMSHAFT
BEARING

SHTS021270900029



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–17
DISASSEMBLING THE CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT DRIVE GEAR
(1) Use the vise to fix the camshaft drive gear.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful that the gear is free from deformation, dent or damage
during work.

(2) Unbolt and remove the camshaft drive gear from the cam-
shaft.

INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE CAMSHAFT CAM HEIGHT
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the cam height. If the value

exceeds the permissible limit, replace the camshaft.

2. INSPECTING THE CAMSHAFT BEARING OIL CLEARANCE
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the outer diameter of the

camshaft journal.

CAMSHAFT

CAMSHAFT GEAR

SHTS021270900030

SHTS021270900031

Measured item
Standard 

value 
(mm {in.})

Permissible 
limit 

(mm {in.})

Cam 
height

Intake 50.067 {1.971} 49.987 {1.968}

Exhaust 52.104 {2.051} 52.024 {2.048}

Cam lift

Intake 8.067 {0.318}
(7.987 

{0.3144})

Exhaust 10.104 {0.398}
(10.024 
{0.395})

SHTS021270900032

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

40 {1.575} 39.85 {1.569}



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–18
(2) Set the camshaft bearing cap with the camshaft bearing to
the cylinder head and tighten them with the specified torque. 

(3) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the inner diameter of the
camshaft bearing. 

(4) Calculate the difference between the camshaft journal outer
diameter and the camshaft bearing inner diameter. If the
value exceeds the standard value, replace the camshaft or
camshaft bearing.

3. INSPECTING THE CAMSHAFT RUNOUT
(1) Place the journals at the both ends of the camshaft on the V-

block.
(2) Place the dial gauge on the journals of the camshaft to mea-

sure the runout of the camshaft. If the value exceeds the per-
missible limit, replace the camshaft.

4. INSPECTING THE CAMSHAFT END PLAY
(1) Use the dial gauge to measure end play of the camshaft.

Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, INSPECTING THE COMPO-
NENTS (Page 10-17)

5. INSPECTING FOR BACKLASH BETWEEN THE CAMSHAFT
DRIVE GEAR AND CAM IDLE GEAR
(1) Use the dial gauge to measure the backlash between the

camshaft drive gear and cam idle gear.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR
& CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, INSPECTING THE COM-
PONENTS (Page 10-75)

6. INSPECTING CAMSHAFT DRIVE GEAR MOUNTING BOLT
(1) Use the vernier calipers to measure an under head length of

a camshaft drive gear mounting bolt. If a measurement read-
ing exceeds the permissible limit, replace the bolt.

SHTS021270900033

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

40 {1.575} 40.15 {1.581}

Standard value (mm {in.})
0.020-0.063 

{0.0008-0.0025}

V-BLOCK
JOURNAL PART

V-BLOCK

MEASUREMENT PLACE

SHTS021270900034

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.04 {0.0016} 0.1 {0.0039}

LENGTH OF 
UNDER NECK

SHTS021270900035

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

30.0 {1.181} 30.5 {1.201}
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ASSEMBLING THE CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT DRIVE GEAR
(1) Use the vise to fix the camshaft drive gear. Apply engine oil

to the seat surface and bolt of the camshaft drive gear
mounting bolt.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful that the gear is free from deformation, dent or damage
during work.

(2) Align the dowel pin with the camshaft and camshaft drive
gear and tighten the camshaft drive gear mounting bolt.

Tightening Torque:
59 N·m {602 kgf·cm, 44 lbf·ft}

(3) Retighten the bolt by another 90 (1/4 turns). 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not loosen the bolt even if it is overtightened.

• Be careful that the gear is free from deformation, dent or dam-
age during work.

MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY

1. SETTING THE COMPRESSION STROKE TOP DEAD CENTER
OF No.1 CYLINDER
(1) Set the No.1 cylinder at the compression stroke top dead

center.
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), SUPPLY PUMP,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SUPPLY PUMP (Page
7-33)

2. MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT BEARING
(1) Mount the camshaft bearing by aligning with the concave of

the camshaft bearing cap and apply engine oil.

CAMSHAFT

CAMSHAFT GEAR

SHTS021270900036

90 °

SHTS021270900037

CAMSHAFT 
BEARING CAP

CAMSHAFT 
BEARING

SHTS021270900038
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(2) Mount the camshaft bearing by aligning with the cylinder
head concave and apply engine oil. 

3. MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT
(1) Place the camshaft assembly in a way that the 2 drill holes

positioned at 180 (timing judging drill holes) out of the 3
holes of the camshaft gear are kept level to the cylinder head
upper surface. 

! CAUTION
 

Set the clear plastic scale or edged scale against the upper sur-
face of the cylinder head and the side of the camshaft gear. Check
that the wrong mounting preventing drill hole is located above the
scale.

(2) Place the camshaft bearing caps in a way that the marks face
to the engine front side and the engraved numbers are posi-
tioned in the order of 1-5 from front to back. 

Tightening Torque:
36 N·m {367 kgf·cm, 27 lbf·ft}

(3) Check that the end play of the camshaft is within the stan-
dard value.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR
& CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, INSPECTING INSTAL-
LATION OF EACH GEAR (Page 10-83)

4. MOUNTING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY
(1) Loosen the lock nut and wind up the adjust screw completely,

mounting the rocker arm assembly.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), ROCKER ARM
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE ROCKER
ARM ASSEMBLY (Page 10-9)

5. MOUNTING THE INJECTOR HARNESS
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-43)

6. MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-4)

CAMSHAFT 
BEARING

DENT PART

SHTS021270900039

TIMING JUDGING 
DRILL HOLE

WRONG INSTALLATION 
PREVENTING DRILLHOLE

SCALE

SHTS021270900040

1 2 3 4 5

FRONT OF ENGINE

SHTS021270900041
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CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402016001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cylinder head 2 Gasket *

A 59 {602, 44}

1

A A

2

SHTS021270900042
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402016002

REMOVING PERIPHERAL PARTS AROUND THE
CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR HOSE
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-14)

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS

3. REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-12)

4. REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE (ATC),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
(Page 11-17)

5. REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
Reference: TURBOCHARGER (J05E), TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE TURBO-
CHARGER ASSEMBLY, REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY (Page 17-5)

6. REMOVING THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST MANIFOLD,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD
(Page 11-4)

7. REMOVING THE EGR VALVE AND COOLER
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), EGR VALVE &
COOLER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE EGR VALVE &
COOLER (Page 8-3)

8. REMOVING THERMOSTAT CASE AND THERMOSTAT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), THERMOSTAT CASE AND
THERMOSTAT, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THERMOSTAT
CASE & THERMOSTAT (Page 12-24)

9. REMOVING THE FUEL FILTER CASE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE FUEL FIL-
TER (Page 7-19)

10. REMOVING THE SUPPLY PUMP
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), SUPPLY PUMP, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE SUPPLY PUMP (Page 7-28)
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11. REMOVING THE COMMON RAIL
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), COMMON RAIL, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE COMMON RAIL (Page 7-50)

12. REMOVING THE GLOW PLUG
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), GLOW PLUG,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE GLOW PLUG (Page 10-132)

13. REMOVING THE INTAKE MANIFOLD
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE MANIFOLD, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE INTAKE MANIFOLD (Page 9-3)

REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-3)

2. REMOVING THE INJECTOR HARNESS
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-39)

3. REMOVING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), ROCKER ARM
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE ROCKER ARM
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-7)

4. REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-16)

5. REMOVING THE INJECTOR
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-39)
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6. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the bolts, 1, 2, 3, shown in the figure first.

(2) Loosen the head bolts gradually from outside to inside in
order as shown in the figure (rotate to a 1/4 turn at a time) to
remove them.

(3) Mount the SST to the cylinder head.
SST: S0943-31070

Eye bolt

! CAUTION
 

When using SST, use the washer not to damage the upper surface
of cylinder block.

(4) Set the wire to SST and use the hoist to lift the cylinder head
to remove it.

(5) Before placing the cylinder head assembly on the work-
bench, prepare a foundation or a base by assembling the
bench to protect peripheral parts against any load.

! CAUTION
 

If the injector is mounted, be careful not to damage the nozzle
end.

(6) Remove the head gasket from the cylinder head or cylinder
block.

1

2
3

SHTS021270900043

11

10

19

18

16 8

17 9

6

7

14

15

21

20

13

12

5

4

SHTS021270900044

EYE-BOLT

SHTS021270900045
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INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING LENGTH OF HEAD BOLTS
(1) Use the vernier calipers to measure the head bolt under head

(M12 only). If the measurement reading exceeds the permis-
sible limit, replace the head bolt. 

MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE HEAD GASKET
(1) Use the scraper to cut off an excessive protruding portion of

the gasket for the rear end plate so that the gasket will be
flush with the upper surface of the cylinder block.

(2) Clean the upper surface of cylinder block.

! CAUTION
 

Before working, remove dirt, water or oil on the cylinder head and
cylinder block.

LENGTH OF 
UNDER NECK

SHTS021270900046

Standard value 
(mm {in.})

Permissible limit 
(mm {in.})

Bolt No. 

126.0 {4.961} 126.5 {4.980}
5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 

15, 20, 21

156.0 {6.142} 156.5 {6.161} 9, 10, 17, 18

187.0 {7.362} 187.5 {7.382} 4, 8, 11, 16, 19

CYLINDER
BLOCK

FLYWHEEL
HOUSING

CUT OFF HERE WITH
SCRAPER

GASKET

REAR END
PLATE

SHTS021270900047

CYLINDER
BLOCK UPPER

SHTS021270900048
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(3) Set the new head gasket to the dowel pin and place the gas-
ket on the upper surface of cylinder block.

! CAUTION
 

• Never reuse the gasket, or the engine will be broken.

• Avoid any physical contact of hands and materials with the seal
rings around the bores.

NOTICE
Before mounting the head gasket, check the seal ring for falling or
damage.

(4) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1211: White or equivalent)
to the cylinder block upper surface rear end and head gasket
mating area of the flywheel housing (2 places). 

NOTICE

• When applying liquid gasket, use care not to allow the surface
of liquid gasket to go over the upper surface of the head gasket.

• Install the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

GASKET

DOWEL PIN

SHTS021270900049

SHTS021270900050

APPLY LIQUID GASKET HERE

A

LIQUID GASKET
HEAD GASKET

CYLINDER HEAD

FLYWHEEL HOUSINGCYLINDER 
BLOCK

REAR END PLATE

SECTION A-A

NO GAP

SOME GAP

SOME GAP

APPROPRIATE

CORRECT

INCORRECT

INCORRECT

TOO LOW

GO OVER

HEAP UP LQUID GASKET OVER THE 
TOP SURFACE

A

APPLY LIQUID GASKET 
HERE

SHTS021270900051
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2. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
(1) Clean the head bolt seat surface on the upper surface of the

cylinder head and the bottom surface of cylinder head.
(2) After mounting the SST, use the hoist to lift the cylinder head

assembly.
SST: S0943-31070

Eye bolt

! CAUTION
 

When the SST are used, mount the SST via washers and use care
not to cause a potential risk of damaging the upper surface of the
cylinder head.

(3) Insert some guide bolts into the bolt holes in the cylinder
block and align dowel pins before setting on the cylinder
block.

! CAUTION
 

• Before placing on the cylinder block, check that the cylinder is
free from foreign matter.

• When setting the cylinder head in place, use care to avoid
improper engagement of a cam idle gear with a sub idle gear.
(Forced engagement of gear teeth may cause dent or chipping,
resulting in troubles such as abnormal noise or chipped teeth.)

NOTICE
When setting the cylinder head in place, use of guide bolts can
prevent off-position of liquid gasket.

(4) Apply engine oil to the bolt seat surface and threaded part of
head bolts.

(5) Tighten the 18 head bolts (M12 only) (cylinder head to cylin-
der block) in the order as shown in the figure.

Tightening Torque:
59 N·m {602 kgf·cm, 44 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Do not tighten the bolts No. 19, 20, 21. 

(6) Tighten the 18 head bolts (M12 only) again (cylinder head to
cylinder block) in the order as shown in the figure. 

Tightening Torque:
59 N·m {602 kgf·cm, 44 lbf·ft}

(7) Paint marks on the heads of the 18 head bolts (M12 only) in
the same direction as shown in the figure.

EYE-BOLT

SHTS021270900052

GUIDE BOLT

SHTS021270900053

11

12

3

4

6 14

5 13

16

15

8

7

1

2

9

10

17 21

20
19

18

M12 : No.1~18
M10 : No.19~21

SHTS021270900054

PAINT MARK
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(8) Tighten the 18 head bolts (M12 only) by 90° (1/4 turns) in the
rotational direction in the same order as in Step (5), and
check that all paint marks face to the same direction. 

(9) Retighten the head bolts (M12 only) in the same order follow-
ing the angles in the table. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not loosen the bolt even when it is over tightened during
retightening.

(10) After tightening the 18 head bolts (M12 only) (cylinder head
to cylinder block), tighten the remaining head bolts No. 19,
20, 21. 

Tightening Torque:
59 N·m {602 kgf·cm, 44 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE INJECTOR
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-43)

4. MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-19)

5. MOUNTING THE ROCKER ARM ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), ROCKER ARM
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE ROCKER ARM
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-9)

6. MOUNTING THE INJECTOR HARNESS
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), INJECTOR, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE INJECTOR (Page 7-43)

7. MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD COVER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER (Page 10-4)

MARKING

FIRST TIME SECOND TIME

90 ° 90 °

135 °

180 °

SHTS021270900056

Tightening angle Head bolt No. 

90 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17

135 4, 5, 12, 13

180 3, 6, 11, 14, 18

21

20
19

SHTS021270900057
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MOUNTING PERIPHERAL PARTS AROUND THE
CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE INTAKE MANIFOLD
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE MANIFOLD, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE INTAKE MANIFOLD (Page 9-6)

2. MOUNTING THE GLOW PLUG
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), GLOW PLUG,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE GLOW PLUGS (Page 10-
134)

3. MOUNTING THE COMMON RAIL
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), COMMON RAIL, REPLACE-
MENT, INSTALLING THE COMMON RAIL (Page 7-52)

4. MOUNTING THE SUPPLY PUMP
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), SUPPLY PUMP, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE SUPPLY PUMP (Page 7-33)

5. MOUNTING THE FUEL FILTER CASE
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FUEL FIL-
TER (ENGINE SIDE) (Page 7-22)

6. MOUNTING THERMOSTAT CASE AND THERMOSTAT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), THERMOSTAT CASE AND
THERMOSTAT, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THERMOSTAT
CASE AND THERMOSTAT (Page 12-27)

7. MOUNTING THE EGR VALVE AND COOLER
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), EGR VALVE &
COOLER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE EGR VALVE &
COOLER (Page 8-8)

8. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-15)

9. MOUNTING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
Reference: TURBOCHARGER (J05E), TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE TURBO-
CHARGER ASSEMBLY, MOUNTING THE TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY (Page 17-9)

10. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE (ATC),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
(Page 11-18)

11. MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-15)

12. CONNECTING THE HARNESS

13. INSTALLING CLOSED VENTILATOR HOSE
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Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILA-
TOR (Page 8-15)
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OVERHAUL
EN01F02127090402016003

DISASSEMBLING CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
AND CAMSHAFT HOUSING

1. REMOVING THE INJECTOR HARNESS CONNECTOR
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the injector harness connec-

tor from the cylinder head. 

(2) Remove the O-ring from the injector harness connector.

2. CLEANING THE CYLINDER HEAD
(1) Use the scraper to remove carbon and other adherents.
(2) Wash the cylinder head.

! CAUTION
 

When removing carbon and other adherents, do not damage the
bottom surface of the cylinder head.

3. REMOVING THE HALF-ROUND PLUG
(1) If oil leak is found from the half-round plug, remove the half-

round plugs at the cylinder head front and rear ends (2 pcs.).

! CAUTION
 

Do not remove the half-round plugs unless oil leak is found. 

INJECTOR HARNESS
CONNECTOR

SHTS021270900058

O-RING

SHTS021270900059

SHTS021270900060

SHTS021270900061
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4. REMOVING THE CROSSHEAD
(1) Remove the crossheads from individual valves.

NOTICE
For storage, sort by cylinder number and by intake and exhaust.

5. REMOVING THE VALVE AND VALVE SPRING
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), VALVE SYSTEM,
OVERHAUL, DISASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM (Page
10-38)

6. REMOVING THE VALVE STEM SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), VALVE SYSTEM,
OVERHAUL, DISASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM (Page
10-38)

7. REMOVING THE VALVE GUIDE
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), VALVE SYSTEM,
OVERHAUL, DISASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM (Page
10-38)

8. REMOVING THE VALVE SEAT
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), VALVE SYSTEM,
OVERHAUL, DISASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM (Page
10-38)

9. REMOVING THE CAM IDLE GEAR
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR &
CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT
DRIVE GEAR AND CAM IDLE GEAR (Page 10-73)

10. REMOVING NOZZLE SEATS
(1) Tap nozzle seats from the lower side of the cylinder head.

Then, screw in appropriate bolts.
(2) Use the hammer to tap the bolt head and pull up the nozzle

seat out of the cylinder head.
(3) Remove the O-ring from the cylinder head.

! CAUTION
 

After pulling out the nozzle seats, remove all and any residual liq-
uid gasket, dirt or other deposits.

CROSSHEADS

SHTS021270900062
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INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE CYLINDER HEAD
(1) Use the straightedge and a thickness gauge to measure

strains in the lower surface of the cylinder head and in the
manifold mounting surface. Replace if a measurement read-
ing exceeds the permissible limit.

! CAUTION
 

• Perform measurement on a flat surface such as a surface plate
to prevent the deformation in the head.

• Do not adjust the bottom surface by grinding or the timing gear
backlash will be changed.

(2) Use the dye penetrant testing (red check) to inspect for crack
and damage on the cylinder head. If found defective, replace
the cylinder head.

STRAIGHTEDGE

RIGHT ANGLE 
DIRECTION

LONGITUDINAL
DIRECTION

SICKNESS
GAUGE

LOCATION OF MEASUREMENT

SHTS021270900064

Measurement 
point

Standard value 
(mm {in.})

Permissible limit 
(mm {in.})

Longitudinal 
direction

0.06 {0.0024} 0.20 {0.0079}

Right angle 
direction

0.03 {0.0012} 0.20 {0.0079}

SHTS021270900065
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ASSEMBLING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE NOZZLE SEATS
(1) After inserting the new O-ring into a nozzle seat insertion

hole in the cylinder head, apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond
TB1211 or equivalent: White) to the bottom of a new nozzle
seat before installing it to the cylinder head.

! CAUTION
 

Make sure to replace with new O-rings. Reuse of O-rings may
cause coolant or gas leakage, resulting in overheat and/or cracks
in the cylinder head. 

(2) To clinch the nozzle seat, use the SST bar to tap the SST
steel ball out through the nozzle seat.
SST: S0947-21210

Bar
SN441-00610
Steel Ball

2. MOUNTING THE CAM IDLE GEAR
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR &
CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT
DRIVE GEAR AND CAM IDLE GEAR (Page 10-79)

3. MOUNTING THE VALVE SEAT
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), VALVE SYSTEM,
OVERHAUL, ASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM (Page 10-43)

4. MOUNTING THE VALVE GUIDE
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), VALVE SYSTEM,
OVERHAUL, ASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM (Page 10-43)

5. MOUNTING THE VALVE STEM SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), VALVE SYSTEM,
OVERHAUL, ASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM (Page 10-43)

6. MOUNTING THE VALVE AND VALVE SPRING
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), VALVE SYSTEM,
OVERHAUL, ASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM (Page 10-43)

CYLINDER HEAD

O-RING

NOZZLE SEAT

LIQUID GASKET

SHTS021270900066

NOZZLE SEATBAR

CYLINDER
HEAD

STEEL BALL

TAP BALL OUT AND CLINCH

SHTS021270900067
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7. MOUNTING THE CROSSHEAD
(1) Apply engine oil to crosshead guide pins and install the

crossheads.
(2) Check that crossheads are properly seated on (or over) indi-

vidual valves and apply engine oil to the heads of the cross-
heads.

8. MOUNTING THE HALF-ROUND PLUG (ONLY IF THE HALF-
ROUND PLUG IS REMOVED)
(1) Remove all oil and dirt on the half-round plug and cylinder

head. 
(2) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equiva-

lent) to the half-round areas at the cylinder head front and
rear ends as shown in the figure. 

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the liquid gasket seamlessly.

• Mount the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

(3) Mount the new half-round plug to the upper side of the cylin-
der head parallel and ensure that the plug comes in contact
with the head at the bottom.

(4) After mounting the half-round plug, wipe out the liquid gasket
that swells out of the upper surface of the cylinder head
immediately.

! CAUTION
 

Do not pry or tilt the half-round plug.

CROSSHEAD

CROSSHEAD
GUIDE PIN

SHTS021270900068
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HALF-ROUND 
PLUGS

THE OVERFLOE OF A 
LIQUID GASKET IS 
COMPLETELY REMOVED

INCORRECT CORRECT
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9. MOUNTING THE INJECTOR HARNESS CONNECTOR
(1) Replace with the new O-ring and fit it to the injector harness

connector.

(2) Mount the injector harness connector to the cylinder head
with 2 bolts. 

O-RING

SHTS021270900071

INJECTOR HARNESS
CONNECTOR

SHTS021270900072
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VALVE SYSTEM

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402009001

1 Crosshead 5 Valve spring retainer

2 Intake valve 6 Exhaust valve

3 Spring 7 Valve stem seal

4 Spring seat (lower) 8 Spring seat (upper)

1

8 8
5 5

3 3

44
7

6 2

7

SHTS021270900073



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–38
OVERHAUL
EN01F02127090402009002

DISASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM

1. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-23)

2. PREPARATION
(1) Set the wooden board on the workbench and place the cylin-

der head assembly on it.

! CAUTION
 

If the injector is mounted, be careful not to damage the nozzle
end.

NOTICE
When compressing the valve spring, place the valve flat to prevent
it from going down.

3. REMOVING THE CROSSHEAD
(1) Remove the crossheads from individual valves.

NOTICE
For storage, sort by cylinder number and by intake and exhaust.

4. REMOVING THE VALVE AND VALVE SPRING
(1) Use the SST to remove the valve spring retainer while com-

pressing the valve spring, removing the spring seat (upper)
and valve spring.
SST: S0947-01170

Valve spring press

! CAUTION
 

If eye bolts are used, fasten them via washers and use care not to
cause a potential risk of damaging the upper surface of the cylin-
der head.

NOTICE

• The use of a magnet bar facilitates the removal of the valve
spring retainer.

• Tap the spring seat (upper) with a plastic hammer before work
will unstick the seat, facilitating the removal.

• Replace the spring seat (lower) after removing the valve stem
seal.

CROSSHEAD

SHTS021270900074

SST

SPRING SEAT
(UPPER)

VALVE SPRING
RETAINER

SHTS021270900075
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(2) Face the cylinder head assembly sideways and remove the
intake and exhaust valve.

NOTICE
There is an engraving of I (intake) or E (exhaust) at the center of
the valve bottom.

! CAUTION
 

• The cylinder head assembly can be faced sideways by using
manpower. However, handle it with care because it is a heavy
load.

• Put tags with relevant cylinder numbers to the valves and valve
springs so that the combination of the valve and cylinder head
will not be changed.

5. REMOVING THE VALVE STEM SEAL
(1) Use the pliers to pull off the valve stem seal while shaking it

right-to-left.

NOTICE
Pull out the seal with a bar- shaped tool by using leverage will
facilitate the work.

VALVE

SHTS021270900076

SHTS021270900077

VALVE STEM SEAL

SHTS021270900078

VALVE STEM SEAL

SHTS021270900079
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6. REMOVING THE VALVE GUIDE
(1) Use the dolly block or press to pull off the valve guide.

7. REMOVING THE VALVE SEAT

! CAUTION
 

Replace the valve seat in the following procedure may damage the
cylinder head. For secure replacement, we recommend you to ask
a machine processor.

(1) Use the unnecessary valve to replace the valve seat. After
cutting out three parts from the valve periphery, weld to the
valve seat. 

! CAUTION
 

Before welding, apply grease to the bottom surface of the cylinder
head to protect from spatter.

(2) Place the dolly block (such as a brass bar) to the valve stem
head and pull off the valve seat by using the press.

VALVE GUIDE

DOLLY BLOCK

USE A PRESS
TO PULL OFF
THE VALVE 
GUIDE.

SHTS021270900080

VALVE SEAT

VALVE ELECTRIC
WELDING

DOLLY 
BLOCK

CUT OUT
3 PARTS HERE.

SHTS021270900081



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–41
INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE VALVE AND VALVE SEAT
(1) Use the straightedge and thickness gauge to measure the

valve sink. If a measurement reading exceeds the permissi-
ble limit, replace the valve and valve seat.

(2) Measure the angle of the valve seat and valve. If a measure-
ment value exceeds the permissible angle, adjust it.

2. INSPECTING THE VALVE SPRING SEAT
(1) Measure the wear of spring seats (upper and lower). If the

permissible limit is exceeded, replace the seats.

3. INSPECTING THE VALVE SPRING
(1) Use the squareness gauge and thickness gauge to measure

the clearance A of the valve spring. If a measured clearance
exceeds the permissible limit, replace the valve spring. 

VALVE SEAT

VALVE

INTAKE EXHAUST
CYLINDER HEAD

AMOUNT OF 
VALVE SINKING

SHTS021270900082

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

Intake
0.55-0.85 

{0.0217-0.0335}
1.1 {0.0433}

Exhaust
1.15-1.45 

{0.0452-0.0571}
1.7 {0.0669}

INTAKE

VALVE
VALVE SEAT

30 ° 45 °

EXHAUST

SHTS021270900083

Measured item
Stan-
dard 
value

Permissible 
angle

Valve 
seat

Intake 30 30-3035’

Exhaust 45 45-4530’

Valve 
face

Intake 30 2930’-30

Exhaust 45 4430’-45

C

A B

UPPER SEAT

LOWER SEAT

SHTS021270900084

Measure-
ment area

Standard value 
(mm {in.})

Permissible limit

Thick-
ness A

3.2 {0.1260}
If the wear of A or B 
added to the wear of C 
exceeds 1 mm {0.0393 
in.}

Thick-
ness B

5.5 {0.2165}

Thick-
ness C

1.0 {0.0393}

CLEARANCE A

SQUARENESS 
GAUGE

SHTS021270900085

Measured item
Permissible limit 

(clearance A)

Inner spring 2.0 mm {0.0787 in.}

Outer spring 2.0 mm {0.0787 in.}



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–42
(2) Use the spring tester to measure the set load of the valve
spring. If a measured load exceeds the permissible limit,
replace the valve spring.

(3) Use the vernier calipers to measure a free length of a valve
spring. If a measurement reading exceeds the permissible
limit, replace the valve spring.

Referential values in brackets [ ]

4. INSPECTING THE OIL CLEARANCE OF THE VALVE GUIDE
AND VALVE STEM
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the outside diameter of the

valve stem.

SHTS021270900086

Measured item
Standard 

value
Permissi-
ble limit

Inner spring

Set length 
(mm {in.})

44.8 {1.764} –

Set load
 (N {kgf})

128.5 {13.1} 118.2 {12}

Outer spring

Set length 
(mm {in.})

46.8 {1.843} –

Set load 
(N {kgf})

313.8 {32} 288.7 {29.4}

SHTS021270900087

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

Inner spring [64.6 {2.543}] 61.6 {2.425}

Outer spring [75.7 {2.980}] 72.7 {2.862}

SHTS021270900088

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})

Intake valve stem 7 {0.276}

Exhaust valve stem 7 {0.276}



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–43
(2) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the inner diameter of the
valve guide.

(3) Calculate the difference between the outer diameter of the
valve stem and the inner diameter of the valve guide. If a
measurement reading exceeds the standard value, replace
the valve and valve guide.

ASSEMBLING THE VALVE SYSTEM

1. MOUNTING THE VALVE SEAT
(1) Remove the welding spatter or dirt on the valve seat surface.
(2) Heat the cylinder head in hot water to about 80°C-100°C

{176°F -212°F}. Tap in the cooled valve seat to the cylinder
head mounting area using the dolly block and hammer. 

! CAUTION
 

• Make sure of orientation (face side and back side) of a valve
seat.

• Be careful not to break the valve seat because it is sintered part.

NOTICE
The valve seat with an outer diameter of 41 mm {1.614 in.} is for
intake and 39 mm {1.535 in.} for exhaust.

SHTS021270900089

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})

Intake valve guide 7 {0.276}

Exhaust valve guide 7 {0.276}

Measured item Standard value (mm {in.})

Intake valve oil clearance
0.023-0.058 

{0.0009-00023}

Exhaust valve oil clearance
0.050-0.083 

{0.0020-0.0033}

VALVE SEAT

DOLLY BLOCK

SHTS021270900090

CYLINDER BLOCK SIDE

FOR INTAKE 
VALVE SEAT

VALVE SEAT 
FOR EXHAUST

SHTS021270900091



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–44
(3) Apply the small amount of lapping compound on the contact
surface of the valve and valve seat.

(4) Use the SST to tap and lap the valve while rotating it.
SST: S0943-11020

Valve lapping tool

2. MOUNTING THE VALVE GUIDE
(1) Apply engine oil to the periphery of the valve guide.
(2) If a new valve guide is installed, set the SST to the valve seat

to prevent slanted insertion of the valve guide during press-
fitting.
SST: S0947-11520

Guide

! CAUTION
 

• During press-fitting with the SST, use care not to damage a
valve stem of the valve guide.

• Before press-fitting, make sure to apply engine oil to the periph-
ery of the valve guide.

• Be careful not to pry the valve guide end when press-fitting.

3. MOUNTING THE VALVE STEM SEAL
(1) Mount the spring seat (lower) before the valve stem seal.
(2) Apply engine oil to the lip and inner surface of the valve stem

seal. Use the SST to tap in the valve stem seal until the SST
comes in contact with the spring seat (lower).
SST: S0947-22100

Bar

! CAUTION
 

• After assembling the valve stem seal, check for deformation,
crack and inclination of rubber and detached spring.

• After fitting valve stem seals, check rubbers for deformation,
cracks, inclination or spring dislodgement.

• Note that dirt or fouling on the valve or in the valve guide may
damage a valve stem seal during insertion of the valve.

SHTS021270900092

VALVE GUIDE

PRESS

VALVE GUIDE END　
FACE TO BE FLUSH 
WITH SST
UPPER SURFACE

SST

SHTS021270900093

SPRING

RUBBER

VALVE STEM
SEAL

VALVE STEM SEAL

SPRING SEAT
(LOWER)

APPLY OIL BEFORE
MOUNTING

SST

SHTS021270900094



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–45
(3) After tapping in the valve stem seal, check the height from
the spring seat (lower) to the spring of the valve stem seal.

4. MOUNTING THE VALVE AND VALVE SPRING

! CAUTION
 

• Apply engine oil to the contact surface of each part before
assembly.

• Mount each valve securely to the original cylinder position.

(1) Face the cylinder head assembly sideways and insert the
intake and exhaust valves to the valve guides.

! CAUTION
 

• The cylinder head assembly can be faced sideways by using
manpower. However, handle it with care because it is a heavy
load.

• When reusing the valve, check that the valve stem is free from
damage.

NOTICE
There is an engraving of I (intake) or E (exhaust) at the center of
the valve bottom.

(2) Check that the spring seat (lower) is mounted and place the
valve spring and then spring seat (upper) on the cylinder
head. 

(3) Insert the valve spring retainer to the hole of the spring seat
(upper).

SPRING SEAT
(LOWER)

SPRING PART OF 
VALVE STEM SEAL

SHTS021270900095

Standard value (mm {in.}) 22.5-23.0 {0.886-0.906}

VALVE

SHTS021270900096

VALVE
SPRING

SPRING SEAT
(UPPER) 

VALVE SPRING
RETAINER

SHTS021270900097



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–46
(4) Use the SST to compress the valve spring to fit in the valve
spring retainer.
SST: S0947-01170

Valve spring press

! CAUTION
 

• If eye bolts are used, fasten them via washers and use care not
to cause a potential risk of damaging the upper surface of the
cylinder head.

• When compressing the valve spring, be careful not to allow the
valve spring upper seat to touch the valve stem seal.

• Make sure that the upper surfaces of two valve spring retainers
are level with each other as well as a concave in the spring seat
(upper).

NOTICE

• Shake the spring in lateral direction while compressing with the
SST so that the valve spring retainer will fall, which facilitates
the work.

• Lay out the slit of the valve spring retainer vertically to the SST
will facilitate the work.

• Constant pitch valve springs do not require vertical orientation
(top and bottom) prior to mount.

5. MOUNTING THE CROSSHEAD
(1) Apply engine oil to crosshead guide pins and install the

crossheads.
(2) Check that crossheads are properly seated on (or over) indi-

vidual valves and apply engine oil to the heads of the cross-
heads.

6. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-25)

SST

SPRING SEAT
(UPPER) 

VALVE SPRING
RETAINER

SHTS021270900098

SPRING SEAT
(UPPER) DENT PART 

VALVE SPRING
RETAINER UPPER

SHTS021270900099

VALVE SPRING
RETAINER

PUT THE RETAINER INTO THE GROOVE WHILE 
COMPRESSING THE SPRING WITH THE SST AND 
MOVING IT FROM SIDE TO SIDE.

ARRANGE SLIT
VERTICALLY.

DITCH

FOR
DITCH

SHTS021270900100

CROSSHEADS

CROSSHEAD
GUIDE PIN

SHTS021270900101
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CRANKSHAFT PULLEY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402048001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Crankshaft pulley

A 118 {1,203, 87}

1
A

SHTS021270900102



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–48
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402048002

REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY

1. REMOVING THE COOLING FAN ASSEMBLY AND FAN
SHROUD RING
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLING FAN AND FAN
CLUTCH, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE COOLING FAN & FAN
CLUTCH (Page 12-34)

2. REMOVING THE V-BELT
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), V-BELT,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE V-BELT, REMOVING THE V-
BELT (Page 16-9)

3. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
(1) Remove the 2 horizontal crankshaft pulley mounting bolts

first and then mount guide bolts to prevent drop-off. 
NOTICE
To prevent the co-rotation of the crankshaft, insert a large flat-
blade screwdriver into the flywheel gear from the inspection hole
of the flywheel housing and stop the rotation of the crankshaft.

(2) Unfasten the remaining bolts while supporting the crankshaft
pulley and remove the crankshaft pulley. 

! CAUTION
 

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Do not reuse the dropped crankshaft pulley which is out-of-bal-
ance. 

NOTICE

• To prevent the co-rotation of the crankshaft, insert a large flat-
blade screwdriver into the flywheel gear from the inspection
hole of the flywheel housing and stop the rotation of the crank-
shaft.

• There is a dowel pin at the joint part with the crankshaft. If the
crankshaft pulley is stuck and cannot be removed, tap it from
the back using the plastic hammer. 

GUIDE BOLT

SHTS021270900103
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MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY

1. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
(1) Tighten the crankshaft pulley mounting bolts in the order as

shown in the figure. 
Tightening Torque:
118 N·m {1,203 kgf·cm, 87 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
To prevent the co-rotation of the crankshaft, insert a large flat-
blade screwdriver into the flywheel gear from the inspection hole
of the flywheel housing and stop the rotation of the crankshaft.

2. MOUNTING THE V-BELT
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), V-BELT,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE V-BELT, MOUNTING THE V-
BELT (Page 16-9)

3. MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN ASSEMBLY AND FAN
SHROUD RING
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLING FAN AND FAN
CLUTCH, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN & FAN
CLUTCH (Page 12-36)

1

3

54

6

2

SHTS021270900104



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–50
CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402018001

1 Cylinder block 2 Crankshaft front oil seal

2

1

SHTS021270900105



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–51
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402018002

REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL

1. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY (Page 10-48)

2. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL
(1) Mount the SST plate to the crankshaft with 2 crankshaft pul-

ley mounting bolts. 
SST: S0942-01731

Oil seal puller

NOTICE
SST kit

(2) Hook the SST hooks (2 pcs.) on the chuck of the crankshaft
front oil seal and fasten SST bolts to secure the hooks onto
the SST plate.

(3) From the crankshaft, remove 2 crankshaft pulley mounting
bolts securing the SST plate. 

PLATE

SHTS021270900106

PLATE

BOLT x 4

CENTER BOLT HOOK x 2

SHTS021270900107

HOOK

PLATECLAW

SHTS021270900108



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–52
(4) Fit and gradually tighten the SST center bolt to pull off the
crankshaft front oil seal.

! CAUTION
 

• Inspect the engagement of the SST and oil seal half way
through the work and pull off the seal without removing the SST.

• The crankshaft front oil seal is nonreusable.

MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL

1. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL
(1) Check that there is no dent or dirt in the oil seal insertion part

of the front oil seal retainer and crankshaft.

(2) Remove dirt from the SST.
SST: S0940-71030

Oil seal press
NOTICE
SST kit

(3) Apply the small amount of engine oil to the interference and
circumference surfaces of a new crankshaft front oil seal.

(4) Note the direction of the oil seal and insert it to the oil seal
guide of the SST.

! CAUTION
 

• Use care to have correct longitudinal orientation of the crank-
shaft front oil seal. (The felted side must face to the crankshaft
pulley side.)

• Mount the oil seal so that is not inclined.

SHTS021270900109

CHECK THAT THERE ARE 
NO HIT MARKS OR 
SCRATCHINGS.

SHTS021270900110

OIL SEAL
GUIDE

BOLT

GUIDE BOLT

OIL SEAL PRESS

SHTS021270900111

OIL SEAL GUIDE

INSERT WITH FELTED SURFACE OUTWARD

OIL SEAL

SHTS021270900112
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(5) Remove the dirt from the joint surfaces of the crankshaft front
oil seal and cylinder block.

(6) After inserting the new crankshaft front oil seal into the oil
seal guide, fasten SST guide bolts to secure the oil seal
guide on the crankshaft.

! CAUTION
 

After tightening the guide bolts, check that a height difference or a
step between the crankshaft and the oil seal guide is consistent
all around the circumference.

(7) Align holes in the oil seal press with the guide bolts and
insert the oil seal press.

(8) Fit the SST center bolt into the oil seal press and tighten it
until it stops. Then, press-fit the crankshaft front oil seal.

! CAUTION
 

Press-fit evenly around the circumference.

(9) Tighten the center bolt until the press comes in contact and
check that the oil seal is press-fit evenly around the circum-
ference.

(10) Remove the SST.

2. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY (Page 10-49)

GUIDE BOLTOIL SEAL GUIDE

OIL SEAL

SHTS021270900113

SHTS021270900114
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FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402025001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front oil seal retainer 2 Cylinder block

A 30 {306, 22}

1

2

A

SHTS021270900115



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–55
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402025002

REMOVING THE FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER

1. REMOVING THE OIL PAN
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-24)

2. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY (Page 10-48)

3. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
FRONT OIL SEAL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CRANK-
SHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL (Page 10-51)

4. REMOVING THE FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER
(1) Unfasten the 5 bolts to remove the front oil seal retainer from

the cylinder block. 
FRONT 
OIL SEAL 
RETAINER

SHTS021270900116
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MOUNTING THE FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER

1. MOUNTING THE FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER
(1) Remove oil and dirt from the joint surface of the front oil seal

retainer.
(2) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equiva-

lent or ThreeBond TB1217G: Gray or equivalent) to the front
oil seal retainer groove. 

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the liquid gasket seamlessly.

• Apply the liquid gasket with a 1.5 mm {0.0591 in.} width.

• Mount the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

(3) Mount the front oil seal retainer to the cylinder block with 5
bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
30 N·m {306 kgf·cm, 22 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
FRONT OIL SEAL, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CRANK-
SHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL (Page 10-52)

3. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY (Page 10-49)

4. MOUNTING THE OIL PAN
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-25)

5. FEEDING ENGINE OIL
Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE
(J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING
THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY (Page 5-11)

FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER

APPLY LIQUID 
GASKET TO 
THE GROOVE.

SHTS021270900117

FRONT 
OIL SEAL 
RETAINER

SHTS021270900118
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FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402020001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Crankshaft 3 Flywheel

2 Ring gear

A 186 {1,897, 137}

2

3 A

1

SHTS021270900119
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OVERHAUL
EN01F02127090402020002

REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE ENGINE MAIN REVOLUTION SENSOR
Reference: ENGINE CONTROL (J05E), ENGINE SPEED MAIN
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE ENGINE SPEED
MAIN SENSOR (Page 6-12)

2. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the two horizontal flywheel mounting bolts first and

then fasten SST to prevent drop-off.
SST: S0948-11340

Guide
NOTICE
To prevent the co-rotation of the crankshaft, insert a large flat-
blade screwdriver into the flywheel gear from the inspection hole
of the flywheel housing and stop the rotation of the crankshaft.

(2) Mount the eyebolts at the clutch mounting threaded parts
and remove the remaining bolts while lifting the flywheel
assembly with the hoist. Remove the flywheel as sliding it
with SST.

! CAUTION
 

Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

SST

EYE-BOLT

SHTS021270900120
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DISASSEMBLING FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE RING GEAR
(1) Use the burner to heat the periphery of a ring gear to approx-

imately 20C {68F}.

! CAUTION
 

Do not touch with bare hands while the ring gear and flywheel are
hot.

(2) Use the brass bar and a hammer to tap the periphery around
the ring gear to remove the ring gear from the flywheel.

! CAUTION
 

Do not touch with bare hands while the ring gear and flywheel are
hot.

ASSEMBLING FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE RING GEAR
(1) Use the burner to heat the periphery of a ring gear to approx-

imately 200C {392F}.

! CAUTION
 

Do not touch with bare hands while the ring gear and flywheel are
hot.

(2) Quickly mount the ring gear to the flywheel with a chamfered
face positioned to face the flywheel.

! CAUTION
 

Do not touch with bare hands while the ring gear and flywheel are
hot.

SHTS021270900121

SHTS021270900122

SHTS021270900123

SHTS021270900124
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MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
(1) Check that there are no burrs or dirt on the joint surface

between the crankshaft and flywheel and the screw holes.
(2) Mount the 2 SST horizontally to the crankshaft. 

SST: S0948-11340
Guide

(3) Fasten eye bolts to clutch mounting threads and use a hoist
to lift up and set the flywheel assembly to the mounting posi-
tion.

! CAUTION
 

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Before removing SST, temporarily tighten the bolt.

NOTICE
Set the dowel pin to the mounting position while checking the
dowel hole.

(4) Insert the flywheel assembly until it contacts with the crank-
shaft.

(5) Apply engine oil to the bolt seat surface and bolt threaded
part of the flywheel assembly mounting bolt.

(6) Fit the six bolts into bolt holes not occupied by the SST and
manually tighten them by a couple of turns.

(7) Gradually pre tighten six bolts.
(8) Unfasten the SST and pre tighten the remaining two bolts in

the similar fashion.

SST

SHTS021270900125

SST

EYE-BOLT

SHTS021270900126

DOWEL PIN

SHTS021270900127

SHTS021270900128
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(9) Tighten the flywheel assembly mounting bolts with the speci-
fied tightening torque in the sequential order as shown in the
figure.

Tightening Torque:
186 N·m {1,897 kgf·cm, 137 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
To prevent the co-rotation of the crankshaft, insert a large flat-
blade screwdriver into the flywheel gear from the inspection hole
of the flywheel housing and stop the rotation of the crankshaft.

(10) Loosen the all the bolts once.
(11) Tighten the bolts again in order as shown in the figure.

Tightening Torque:
186 N·m {1,897 kgf·cm, 137 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE ENGINE MAIN REVOLUTION SENSOR
Reference: ENGINE CONTROL (J05E), ENGINE SPEED MAIN
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE ENGINE SPEED
MAIN SENSOR (Page 6-12)

SHTS021270900129
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CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402021001

*: Nonreusable part

1 Crankshaft rear oil seal *

1

SHTS021270900130
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402021002

REMOVING CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL

1. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-58)

2. REMOVING CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
(1) Fasten the flywheel assembly mounting bolts (2 pcs.) to

secure the SST plate on the crankshaft.
SST: S0942-01742

Oil seal puller

! CAUTION
 

Align the large hole of the plate with the collar knock of the crank-
shaft.

NOTICE
SST kit

(2) Hook the 2 SST hooks on the claw of the crankshaft rear oil
seal and secure the hooks to the SST plate with the SST
bolts. 

(3) From the crankshaft, remove the flywheel assembly mount-
ing bolts (2 pcs.) securing the SST plate.

PLATE

SHTS021270900131

CENTER BOLT

PLATE

HOOK x2

BOLT x4

SHTS021270900132

HOOK

CLAW

SHTS021270900133
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(4) Fit and gradually tighten the SST center bolt to pull off the
crankshaft rear oil seal.

! CAUTION
 

• Inspect the engagement of the SST and oil seal half way
through the work and pull off the seal without removing the SST.

• The crankshaft rear oil seal is nonreusable.

MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL

1. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
(1) Check that there is no dent or dirt on the oil seal insertion

part of the flywheel housing and crankshaft.
(2) Remove the dirt from the SST.

SST: S0940-71040
Oil seal press

NOTICE
SST kit

(3) Apply the small amount of engine oil to the interference and
circumference surfaces of a new crankshaft rear oil seal.

(4) Note the direction of the oil seal and insert it to the oil seal
guide of the SST.

! CAUTION
 

• Note the front and rear direction of the crankshaft rear oil seal.
(The felt surface is the flywheel side)

• Mount the oil seal so that is not inclined.

SHTS021270900134

OIL SEAL
GUIDE

GUIDE BOLT

CENTER
BOLT

PRESS

SHTS021270900135

OIL SEAL GUIDE
OIL SEAL

INSERT WITH FELTED SURFACE OUTWARD

SHTS021270900136
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(5) After inserting the new crankshaft rear oil seal into the oil
seal guide, fasten SST guide bolts to secure the oil seal
guide on the crankshaft.

! CAUTION
 

• Align the large hole of the oil seal guide with the collar knock of
the crankshaft.

• After tightening the guide bolts, check that a height difference
or a step between the crankshaft and the oil seal guide is con-
sistent all around the circumference.

(6) Align the holes in the oil seal press with the guide bolts and
insert the oil seal press.

(7) Attach the accompanying center bolt to the oil seal press and
tighten it until it stops to press-fit the crankshaft rear oil seal.

! CAUTION
 

Press-fit evenly around the circumference.

(8) Tighten the center bolt until the press comes in contact and
check that the oil seal is press-fit evenly around the circum-
ference.

(9) Remove the SST.

2. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-60)

OIL SEAL
GUIDE

OIL SEAL

GUIDE BOLT

SHTS021270900137

OIL SEAL PRESS

SHTS021270900138

OIL SEAL
PRESS

CENTER BOLT

SHTS021270900139
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FLYWHEEL HOUSING

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402022001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Rear end plate 3 Flywheel housing

2 Housing stay

A 55 {561, 41} D 196 {1,999, 145}

B 28 {291, 21} E 171.5 {1,749, 126}

C 97 {989, 72}

1

1

3

D

2

E

C

2

A

A

E

C

B

SHTS021270900140
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402022002

REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING

1. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-23)

2. REMOVING THE STARTER
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), STARTER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STARTER, REMOVING THE
STARTER (Page 16-3)

3. REMOVING THE POWER STEERING PUMP
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), STEERING
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), STEERING

4. REMOVING THE VACUUM PUMP
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), BRAKE
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), BRAKE

5. REMOVING THE HYDRAULIC PUMP
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), BRAKE
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), BRAKE

6. REMOVING THE OIL PAN
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-24)

7. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-58)

8. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
REAR OIL SEAL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING CRANKSHAFT
REAR OIL SEAL (Page 10-63)

9. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(1) Unbolt and remove housing stays from the flywheel housing

and cylinder block.

HOUSING STAY

SHTS021270900141
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(2) Unfasten the bolts and nuts to remove the flywheel housing.

NOTICE

• If there is no dedicated engine bench, the engine cannot be sup-
ported. In this case, turn over the engine and place the cylinder
block joint surface on the wooden workbench during work.

• If the flywheel housing does not come off smoothly, temporarily
fasten one mounting nut in the center of the flywheel housing
and use a plastic hammer to tap the back face to remove the fly-
wheel housing.

(3) Unfasten the damping stud from the flywheel housing.

HV ONLY

SHTS021270900142

VIBRATION CONTROL
STUD

SHTS021270900143
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MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING

1. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(1) Fasten the damping stud onto the flywheel housing.

Tightening Torque:
55 N·m {561 kgf·cm, 41 lbf·ft}

(2) Use the scraper to remove dirt and fouling from the joint sur-
faces of the flywheel housing and rear end plate.

(3) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207D: Silver or equiva-
lent or ThreeBond TB1217G: Gray or equivalent) to the fly-
wheel housing as shown in the figure. 

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the liquid gasket seamlessly.

• Apply the liquid gasket with 1.5-2.5 mm {0.0590-0.0984 in.}
width.

• Mount the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

(4) Fasten 2-4 guide bolts and align the flywheel housing with
the cylinder block mounting position along the guide bolts. 

(5) Tighten the bolts and nuts with the specified tightening
torques to secure the flywheel housing.

Tightening Torque:
196 N·m {1,999 kgf·cm, 145 lbf·ft}
Part A: M16
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}
Part B: M8
55 N·m {561 kgf·cm, 41 lbf·ft}
Part C: M10
55 N·m {561 kgf·cm, 41 lbf·ft}
Part D: M10

VIBRATION CONTROL
STUD

SHTS021270900144

LIQUID GASKET

LIQUID
GASKET

SHTS021270900145

HV ONLY

A

C

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

D

D

C

C

C

C

C

B

B

B

B

SHTS021270900146
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(6) Pre tightening bolts for tight fitting to the flywheel housing
and cylinder block and tighten them with the specified tight-
ening torques.

Tightening Torque:
97 N·m {989 kgf·cm, 72 lbf·ft}
M12
171.5 N·m {1,749 kgf·cm, 126 lbf·ft}
M14

2. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
REAR OIL SEAL, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CRANK-
SHAFT REAR OIL SEAL (Page 10-64)

3. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-60)

4. MOUNTING THE OIL PAN
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-25)

5. MOUNTING THE HYDRAULIC PUMP
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), BRAKE
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), BRAKE

6. MOUNTING THE VACUUM PUMP
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), BRAKE
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), BRAKE

7. MOUNTING THE POWER STEERING PUMP
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), STEERING
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), STEERING

8. MOUNTING THE STARTER
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), STARTER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STARTER, MOUNTING THE
STARTER (Page 16-4)

9. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-25)

HOUSING STAY

SHTS021270900147
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TIMING GEAR & CAM IDLE GEAR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402024001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Sub idle gear 5 Sub idle gear shaft

2 Thrust plate 6 Injection pump idle gear

3 Main idle gear shaft 7 Injection pump idle gear shaft

4 Main idle gear

A 108 {1,101, 80} B 172 {1,754, 127}

2

2

4

1 5

3

2 6
7

A

B

A

SHTS021270900148
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CONFIGURATION DIAGRAM
EN01F02127090402024002

CAM SHAFT GEAR

CAM IDLE GEAR

MAIN IDLE GEAR

IDLE GEAR

POWER STEERING 
PUMP DRIVE GEAR

SUPPLY PUMP 
DRIVE GEAR

ALIGN THREE 
TEETH MARKED ALIGN THREE 

TEETH MARKED

SUB IDLE GEAR

OIL PUMP GEAR

CRANK SHAFT GEAR

THRUST 
PLATE

BEARING 
HOLDER CASE

THRUST 
PLATE

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

THRUST 
PLATE

THRUST 
PLATE

LIBRICATION 
HOLE

LIBRICATION 
HOLE

LIBRICATION 
HOLE

LIBRICATION 
HOLE

SECTION D-D

C C
SECTION C-C

SECTION B-B

SECTION A-A

BB

A

A

D

D
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OVERHAUL
EN01F02127090402024003

REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT DRIVE GEAR AND
CAM IDLE GEAR

1. REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-16)

2. REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT DRIVE GEAR
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-16)

3. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-23)

4. REMOVING THE CAM IDLE GEAR
(1) Unbolt an idle gear shaft to remove a cam idle gear, the idle

gear shaft and a thrust plate from the cylinder head.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to drop the thrust plate in the flywheel housing.

NOTICE
Turn over the engine vertically or turn it onto the side during work.
This prevents workers from dropping parts in the flywheel hous-
ing.

CYLINDER
HEAD

THRUST 
PLATE

IDLE GEAR
SHAFT

BUSH

CAM IDLE GEAR

SHTS021270900150
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REMOVING THE TIMING GEARS AND THE REAR
END PLATE FROM FLYWHEEL HOUSING

1. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL HOUS-
ING, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(Page 10-67)

2. REMOVING THE MAIN IDLE GEAR
(1) Remove the bolt of the main idle gear shaft.
(2) Using the SST, pull off the main idle gear shaft and remove

the main idle gear shaft, a main idle gear and a thrust plate.
SST: S0942-01100

Sliding hammer

! CAUTION
 

Take care not to drop the main idle gear and thrust plate.

(3) Remove the main idle gear shaft and thrust plate from the
main idle gear.

SST

MAIN IDLE 
GEAR SHAFT

MAIN IDLE 
GEAR SHAFT

THRUST 
PLATE

BOLT

MAIN IDLE 
GEAR 

MAIN IDLE 
GEAR 

SHTS021270900151
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3. REMOVING SUB IDLE GEAR
(1) Remove the bolt of the sub idle gear shaft.
(2) Using the SST, pull off the sub idle gear shaft and remove the

sub idle gear shaft, sub idle gear, and thrust plate.
SST: S0942-01100

Sliding hammer

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to drop the thrust plate and idle gear.

(3) Remove the sub idle gear shaft and thrust plate from the sub
idle gear.

4. REMOVING REAR END PLATE
(1) Using the SST, remove the torques bolts on the rear end

plate.
SST: S0941-11300

Socket wrench
(2) Remove the remaining bolts and remove the rear end plate.

INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING IDLE GEAR OIL CLEARANCE
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the idle gear shaft outer

diameter.

SUB IDLE 
GEAR SHAFT

SST

SUB IDLE 
GEAR SHAFTTHRUST 

PLATE

BOLT

SUB IDLE GEAR 

SUB IDLE 
GEAR 

SHTS021270900152

CYLINDER
BLOCK

REAR END
PLATE

TORQUES
BOLT

SHTS021270900153

IDLE GEAR SHAFT

SHTS021270900154



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–76
(2) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the inner diameter of the
idle gear bushing.

(3) Calculate the difference between the outer diameter of the
idle gear shaft and the inner diameter of the idle gear bush. If
the measurement reading exceeds the permissible limit,
replace the idle gear shaft and idle gear.

MOUNTING THE TIMING GEARS IN THE FLYWHEEL
HOUSING AND THE REAR END PLATE

1. MOUNTING REAR END PLATE
(1) Replace with the new gasket and install the rear end plate.

! CAUTION
 

Check that no dirt, fouling or foreign matters remain in the
threaded holes or on the mounting surface on the cylinder block.

(2) Apply the sealant (Thread Lock Super 5M or equivalent) to
threads of the torques bolts.

(3) Using the SST, install the torques bolts.
SST: S0941-11300

Socket wrench

Tightening Torque:
55 N·m {561 kgf·cm, 41 lbf·ft}

SHTS021270900155

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})

Main idle gear

Shaft outer 
diameter

57 {2.244}

Bushing inner 
diameter

57 {2.244}

Sub idle gear

Shaft outer 
diameter

50 {1.969}

Bushing inner 
diameter

50 {1.969}

Cam idle gear

Shaft outer 
diameter

34 {1.339}

Bushing inner 
diameter

34 {1.339}

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

Main idle gear
0.030-0.090 

{0.0012-0.0035}
0.20 {0.0079}

Sub idle gear
0.025-0.075 

{0.0010-0.0030}
0.20 {0.0079}

Cam idle gear
0.025-0.075 

{0.0010-0.0030}
0.20 {0.0079}

CYLINDER
BLOCK

REAR END
PLATE

TORQUES
BOLT

SHTS021270900156
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(4) Use the scraper to cut off excessive upper and lower protrud-
ing portions of the gasket so that the gasket will be flush with
the upper and lower surfaces of the cylinder block.

2. MOUNTING SUB IDLE GEAR
(1) Insert the sub idle gear shaft into the sub idle gear.
(2) Mount the thrust plate.

(3) After applying engine oil to the seating surface and threads of
the sub idle gear shaft mounting bolt, vertically orient oil
holes in the sub idle gear shaft before installation to the cylin-
der block.

(4) Fasten the sub idle gear shaft mounting bolt to secure the
sub idle gear on the cylinder block.

Tightening Torque:
108 N·m {1,101 kgf·cm, 80 lbf·ft}

CYLINDER
BLOCK

REAR END PLATE

FLY WHEEI 
HOUSING

GASKET

SHTS021270900157

SUB IDLE 
GEAR

SUB IDLE GEAR  
SHAFT

BOLT

THRUST 
PLATE

SHTS021270900158

THRUST PLATE

SUB IDLE 
GEAR

OIL HOLESSUB IDLE GEAR  
SHAFT

SYLINDER 
BLCOCK

SHTS021270900159

SUB IDLE GEAR SHAFT
MOUNTING BOLT

SHTS021270900160
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3. MOUNTING THE MAIN IDLE GEAR
(1) Mount the main idle gear shaft to the main idle gear.
(2) Mount the thrust plate.

(3) After applying engine oil to the seating surface and threads of
the idle gear shaft mounting bolt, orient an oil hole in the idle
gear shaft to the oil pan (downward direction) and synchro-
nize timing between the crankshaft gear and the main idle
gear before installation.

MAIN IDLE GEAR

MAIN IDLE 
GEAR SHAFT

BOLT

THRUST 
PLATE

SHTS021270900161

THRUST 
PLATE

MAIN IDLE GEAR  

MAIN IDLE GEAR  
SHAFT

SYLINDER 
BLCOCK

OIL HOLES

SHTS021270900162

SUB IDLE 
GEAR

MAIN  IDLE 
GEAR

CRANKSHAFT GEAR

OIL PUMP 
GEAR

DETAIL VIEW

LINE DRILLED
HOLES UP

SHTS021270900163



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E) 10–79
(4) Fasten the main idle gear shaft mounting bolt to secure the
main idle gear on the cylinder block.

Tightening Torque:
172 N·m {1,754 kgf·cm, 127 lbf·ft}

4. INSPECTING EACH IDLE GEAR
(1) Use the thickness gauge to measure the thrust play of each

idle gear and use dial gauge to measure the backlash of
each idle gear. Check that measurement values are within
the standard value.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR
& CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, INSPECTING INSTAL-
LATION OF EACH GEAR (Page 10-83)

5. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL HOUS-
ING, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(Page 10-69)

MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT DRIVE GEAR AND
CAM IDLE GEAR

1. MOUNTING THE CAM IDLE GEAR
(1) After applying engine oil to the thrust plate, cam idle gear

bush, idle gear shaft and the seating surface and bolt threads
of the idle gear shaft, orient an oil hole in the idle gear shaft
to the downward direction and assemble them as shown in
the figure.

2. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-25)

3. MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT DRIVE GEAR
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-25)

4. MOUNTING THE CAMSHAFT ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, ASSEMBLING THE CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-19)

MAIN IDLE GEAR
SHAFT MOUNTING BOLT

SHTS021270900164

THRUST 
PLATE

 CAM IDLE GEAR

IDLE GEAR  
SHAFT

BUSH

SYLINDER 
HEAD

SHTS021270900165



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–80
OVERHAULING INJECTION PUMP DRIVE IDLE
GEAR

1. REMOVING BEARING CASE ASSEMBLY

(1) Remove the 5 bolts to remove the bearing case assembly
from the flywheel housing. 

! CAUTION
 

Note that one of the bolts is tightened from the flywheel housing
side.

2. REMOVING INJECTION PUMP DRIVE IDLE GEAR
(1) Remove the straight plug from the bearing case assembly.
(2) Remove the injection pump drive idle gear shaft mounting

bolt on the bearing case.
(3) Use the sliding hammer or other similar tools to pull off the

idle gear shaft and remove the injection pump drive idle gear
and thrust plate.

Bearing case 
assembly

SHTS021270900166

STRAIGHT PLUG

O-RING

THRUST PLATEBEARING CASE

INJECTION 
PUMP DRIVE 
IDLE GEAR

INJECTION PUMP IDLE GEAR SHAFT

INJECTION 
PUMP DRIVE 
IDLE GEAR 
SHAFT 
MOUNTING 
BOLT

SHTS021270900167
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3. INSPECTING INJECTION PUMP DRIVE IDLE GEAR CLEAR-
ANCE
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the injection pump drive idle

gear shaft outer diameter.

(2) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the injection pump drive
idle gear shaft inner diameter.

(3) Calculate the gap between the outer diameter of the injection
pump drive idle gear shaft and the inner diameter of the
injection pump drive idle gear bush. If a calculated value
exceeds the permissible limit, replace the injection pump
drive idle gear shaft and the injection pump drive idle gear
bush.

INJECTION PUMP 
IDLE GEAR  SHAFT

SHTS021270900168

Standard value (mm {in.}) 34 {1.339}

INJECTION PUMP 
IDLE GEAR 

BUSH

SHTS021270900169

Standard value (mm {in.}) 34 {1.339}

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.025-0.057 
{0.0010-0.0022}

0.10 {0.0039}



ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E)10–82
4. INSTALLING THE INJECTION PUMP DRIVE IDLE GEAR
(1) Mount the thrust plate, injection pump drive idle gear and

injection pump drive idle gear shaft to the bearing case.
(2) Use the vise to hold the bearing case and fasten the injection

pump drive idle gear shaft mounting bolt to secure the injec-
tion pump drive idle gear on the bearing case.

Tightening Torque:
132 N·m {1,346 kgf·cm, 97 lbf·ft}

(3) Install the straight plug to the bearing case.
Tightening Torque:
10 N·m {102 kgf·cm, 7 lbf·ft}

5. INSTALLING THE BEARING CASE ASSEMBLY

(1) Replace with the new O-ring. 

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to drop the O-ring. 

(2) Installing the 5 bolts to secure the bearing case assembly on
the flywheel housing.

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Note that one of the bolts is tightened from the flywheel housing
side.

STRAIGHT PLUG

O-RING

THRUST PLATEBEARING CASE

INJECTION 
PUMP DRIVE 
IDLE GEAR

INJECTION PUMP IDLE GEAR SHAFT

INJECTION 
PUMP DRIVE 
IDLE GEAR 
SHAFT 
MOUNTING 
BOLT

SHTS021270900170

BEARING CASE 
ASSEMBLY

O-RING

SHTS021270900171
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INSPECTING INSTALLATION OF EACH GEAR

1. INSPECTING THE CAMSHAFT END PLAY
(1) Set the camshaft assembly to the cylinder head. Tighten the

mounting bolt of the camshaft bearing cap with the specified
torque.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, INSPECTING THE COMPO-
NENTS (Page 10-17)

(2) Use the dial gauge to measure the end play of the camshaft.
If the value exceeds the standard value, replace the cam-
shaft.

2. INSPECTING FOR BACKLASH BETWEEN THE CAMSHAFT
DRIVE GEAR AND CAM IDLE GEAR
(1) Set the camshaft assembly to the cylinder head. Tighten the

mounting bolt of the camshaft bearing cap with the specified
torque.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CAMSHAFT
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, INSPECTING THE COMPO-
NENTS (Page 10-17)

(2) To prevent rotation of the cam idle gear, insert a large flat-
blade screwdriver into the cam idle gear through a gap
around the cylinder head camshaft gear. 

(3) Use the dial gauge to measure backlash between the cam-
shaft drive gear and the cam idle gear. If a measurement
reading exceeds the permissible limit, replace a set of the
gears.

CAMSHAFT

SHTS021270900172
Standard value (mm {in.})

0.100-0.178 
{0.0039-0.0070}

SHTS021270900173

SHTS021270900174

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.084-0.175 
{0.0033-0.0069}

0.30 {0.0118}
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3. INSPECTING BACKLASH BETWEEN MAIN IDLE GEAR AND
INJECTION PUMP DRIVE IDLE GEAR
(1) To prevent rotation of the main idle gear, insert a large flat-

blade screwdriver into the main idle gear through the dust
cover port on the timing gear side in the flywheel housing.

(2) Use the dial gauge to measure backlash between the main
idle gear and the injection pump drive idle gear. If a measure-
ment reading exceeds the permissible limit, replace individ-
ual gears.

NOTICE
If a dial gauge magnet stand cannot stand still, utilize bolt holes in
the cylinder block to temporarily mount a metal plate for measure-
ment.

4. INSPECTING BACKLASH BETWEEN MAIN IDLE GEAR AND
SUB IDLE GEAR
(1) To prevent rotation of the main idle gear, insert a large flat-

blade screwdriver into the main idle gear through the dust
cover port on the timing gear side in the flywheel housing.

(2) Use the dial gauge to measure backlash between the main
idle gear and the sub idle gear. If a measurement reading
exceeds the permissible limit, replace individual gears.

SHTS021270900175

SHTS021270900176

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.030-0.218 
{0.0012-0.0086}

0.30 {0.0118}

SHTS021270900177

SHTS021270900178

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.030-0.162 
{0.0012-0.0064}

0.30 {0.0118}
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5. INSPECTING BACKLASH BETWEEN SUB IDLE GEAR AND
OIL PUMP DRIVE GEAR
(1) To prevent rotation of the sub idle gear, insert a large flat-

blade screwdriver into the sub idle gear.

(2) Use the dial gauge to measure backlash between the sub
idle gear and the oil pump drive gear. If a measurement read-
ing exceeds the permissible limit, replace the sub idle gear
and the oil pump.

6. INSPECTING THE IDLE GEAR END PLAY
(1) Use the thickness gauge to measure the end play of each

idle gear. If a measurement reading exceeds the permissible
limit, replace the gear and thrust plate.

SHTS021270900179

SHTS021270900180

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.030-0.131 
{0.0012-0.0052}

0.30 {0.0118}

SHTS021270900181

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

Main idle gear
0.114-0.160 

{0.0045-0.0063}
0.30 {0.0118}

Sub idle gear
0.040-0.120 

{0.0016-0.0047}
0.30 {0.0118}

Cam idle gear
0.040-0.120 

{0.0016-0.0047}
0.30 {0.0118}
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7. INSPECTING BACKLASH BETWEEN CAM IDLE GEAR AND
SUB IDLE GEAR
(1) To prevent rotation of the sub idle gear, insert a large flat-

blade screwdriver into the sub idle gear through a gap around
the cylinder head cam idle gear. 

(2) Use the dial gauge to measure backlash between the cam
idle gear and the sub idle gear. If a measurement reading
exceeds the permissible limit, replace individual gears.

SHTS021270900182

SHTS021270900183

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.084-0.235 
{0.0033-0.0093}

0.30 {0.0118}
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PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402027001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Connecting rod bearing 5 Piston ring

2 Piston pin 6 Retainer ring *

3 Piston 7 Connecting rod cap

4 Connecting rod cap

A 69 {704, 51}+90+45

2

3

6

4 7

A

1

5

6

SHTS021270900184
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OVERHAUL
EN01F02127090402027002

REMOVING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD

1. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-23)

2. REMOVING THE OIL PAN
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-24)

3. REMOVING THE OIL STRAINER
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL STRAINER, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE OIL STRAINER (Page 13-29)

4. REMOVING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
(1) To prevent the cylinder liner from coming off, mount the cylin-

der liner disconnection preventing jig to the upper surface of
cylinder block.

(2) Use the scraper or sandpaper (No.150 or equivalent) to
scrape off carbon deposits on the inner upper surface of the
cylinder liner, along the circumferential direction.

! CAUTION
 

Make sure not to damage the lower part of the carbon adhered
area.

(3) Loosen the bolts on the connecting rod cap.
NOTICE
Do not unfasten but just loosen the bolts.

CYLINDER LINER 
DISCONNECTION 
PREVENTING JIG

SHTS021270900185

CARBON

SHTS021270900186

CONNECTING ROD 
CAP  

SHTS021270900187
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(4) Use the plastic hammer to tap the bolt head of the connect-
ing rod cap to separate the connecting rod from the cap.

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to damage bolt heads.

NOTICE
The connecting rod cap is connected with the dowel pin. However,
the rod and the cap can be separated easily by hammering the bolt
head.

(5) Unfasten the bolts on the connecting rod cap to remove the
connecting rod cap.

! CAUTION
 

• Note that the connecting rod bearings mounted to the connect-
ing rod caps may fall off due to applied impact.

• Not to change the combination of the connecting rod and con-
necting rod cap, the removed connecting rod caps must be
identified and stored in order of cylinder number.

NOTICE

• To prevent the crankshaft from rotating, set the bar to the
adjustment hole of the balance weight and attach it to the oil
pan mounting flange.

• When removing the piston, set the crankshaft to the top dead
center in the applicable cylinder.

(6) Use the wooden bar to push (tap) the connecting rod from
the lower of the engine to pull off the piston and connecting
rod above the engine as a unit.

! CAUTION
 

• Note that the connecting rod bearings mounted to the connect-
ing rod caps may fall off due to applied impact.

• When pulling out the piston, rotate the connecting rod and be
careful not to bend the cooling jet.

• The removed pistons and connecting rods must be identified
and stored in order of cylinder number.

SHTS021270900188

CONNECTING ROD 
CAP  

SHTS021270900189

WOODEN BAR

SHTS021270900190

COOLING JET

SHTS021270900191
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DISASSEMBLING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING
ROD

1. REMOVING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
(1) Use the pliers to remove the retainer ring.

! CAUTION
 

While working, wear safety glasses because the retainer ring may
come out.

(2) Put alignment marks on the back and side of the piston
before pulling it out and separate the piston from the con-
necting rod.

! CAUTION
 

The removed pistons and connecting rods must be identified and
stored in order of cylinder number.

NOTICE
When writing cylinder numbers on the piston and connecting rod,
use white paint to place markings at the positions indicated in the
figure.

2. REMOVING THE PISTON RING
(1) Use the SST to remove the piston ring.

SST: S0944-21011
Piston ring expander

! CAUTION
 

• Handle the piston ring with care because it can be easily dam-
aged.

• The piston rings must be identified and stored in order of cylin-
der number.

• Store the piston rings without mixing the upper surface and bot-
tom surface.

RETAINER RING

SHTS021270900192

PISTON PIN  
PISTON

CONNECTING ROD

MARK

SHTS021270900193

WHITE PAINT

WHITE PAINT

SHTS021270900194

SHTS021270900195
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3. REMOVING THE CONNECTING ROD BEARING
(1) Remove the connecting rod bearing connected to the con-

necting rod cap.
NOTICE
Press the one end of the connecting rod bearing at the opposite
side of the concave to facilitate removal.

(2) Remove the connecting rod bearing connected to the con-
necting rod.

NOTICE
Press the one end of the connecting rod bearing at the opposite
side of the concave to facilitate removal.

4. REMOVING THE CONNECTING ROD BUSH
(1) Assemble the SST (press subassembly and guide) on the

level bench and use the other SST (wing nut) to secure the
assembly.
SST: S0948-11130

Guide
S0940-21530
Press subassembly
SL271-01036
Wing nut

! CAUTION
 

• Orient the "H" mark engraved on the guide to the top before
assembly.

• Make sure that the lower ends of the guide and the press subas-
sembly are level.

(2) With a bearing removed from a large end of a connecting rod,
assemble the connecting rod and set it on the SST assembly.

CONNECTING 
ROD CAP  

CONNECTING ROD 
BEARING 

CONCAVE PORTION 

SHTS021270900196

CONNECTING ROD 
BEARING 

CONCAVE PORTION 

OIL HOLE 

SHTS021270900197

WING NUT  

GUIDE

PRESS 
SUB ASSY

SHTS021270900198

CONNECTING ROD  

SHTS021270900199
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(3) Mount the SST (spindle) to a connecting rod bush. 
SST: S0940-21540

Spindle

! CAUTION
 

Align the groove in the SST press subassembly with a groove in
the SST spindle before mounting.

(4) Use the press to pull off the connecting rod bush.

! CAUTION
 

Carefully operate the press.

(5) Evenly chamfer one side of the small end of the connecting
rod as shown in the figure.

! CAUTION
 

• Remove all burrs.

• After chamfering, remove dirt from the oil hole and the inner
surface of the small end.

CONNECTING ROD  

SPINDLE

PRESS 
SUB ASSY

GROOVE

SHTS021270900200

PRESS 

BUSH

SHTS021270900201

CHAMFER

SHTS021270900202
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INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE PISTON CLEARANCE
(1) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the inner diameter of the

sliding surface of cylinder liner.

(2) Use the micrometer to measure the outer diameter of the pis-
ton.

! CAUTION
 

Measurement position is 17 mm {0.669 in.} above the lower end of
the piston in axial direction to the pin hole.

(3) Calculate the difference between the cylinder liner inner
diameter and the piston outer diameter. If a measurement
reading exceeds the standard value, replace the cylinder
liner and piston.

2. INSPECTING THE PISTON RING
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the thickness of the piston

ring. If a measurement reading exceeds the permissible limit,
replace the piston ring.

SHTS021270900203

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

112 {4.409} 112.15 {4.415}

17mm {0.669 in. }

PIN DIRECTION
MEASURE 
DIRECTION

SHTS021270900204

Standard value (mm {in.})
111.927-111.943 

{4.406-4.407}

Standard value (mm {in.})
0.053-0.077 

{0.0021-0.0030}

SHTS021270900205

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

Top ring 2.999 {0.1181} 2.899 {0.1141}

Second ring 2.0 {0.0787} 1.9 {0.00748}

Oil ring 4.0 {0.1575} 3.9 {0.1535}
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3. INSPECTING THE PISTON RING GROOVE
(1) Use the thickness gauge to measure the piston ring groove. If

a measurement reading exceeds the permissible limit,
replace the piston.

4. INSPECTING THE PISTON RING CLOSED GAP CLEARANCE
(1) Use the piston to insert the piston ring horizontally to the cyl-

inder liner until it passes through the sliding surface.
(2) Use the thickness gauge to measure the closed gap clear-

ance of the piston ring. If a measurement reading exceeds
the permissible limit, replace the piston ring.

5. INSPECTING THE PISTON PIN OUTER DIAMETER AND PIS-
TON BOSS INNER DIAMETER
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the outer diameter of contact

surface between the piston pin and the piston boss. If a mea-
surement reading exceeds the permissible limit, replace the
piston pin.

(2) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the piston boss inner
diameter. If a measurement reading exceeds the permissible
limit, replace the piston.

SICKNESS GAUGE

SHTS021270900206

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

Top ring groove Taper –

Second ring 
groove

2.0 {0.0787} 2.2 {0.0866}

Oil ring groove 4.0 {0.1575} 4.1 {0.1614}

CYLINDER LINER

SICKNESS GAUGE

PISTON RING

SHTS021270900207

Measured item
Standard value 

(mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

Top ring
0.30-0.40 

{0.0118-0.0157}
1.5 {0.0590}

Second ring
0.75-0.90 

{0.0295-0.0354}
1.5 {0.0590}

Oil ring
0.15-0.30 

{0.0059-0.0118}
1.2 {0.0472}

TAKE MEASUREMENT
AT THE BOSS 
CONTACT POINT

SHTS021270900208

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

37 {1.457} 36.96 {1.455}

SHTS021270900209

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

37 {1.457} 37.05 {1.459}
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(3) Calculate the gap between the outer diameter of the contact
surface of the piston pin with the piston boss and the piston
boss inner diameter. If a calculated value exceeds the per-
missible limit, replace the piston pin.

6. INSPECTING THE PISTON PIN AND CONNECTING ROD BUSH
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the outer diameter of the pis-

ton pin center. If a measurement reading exceeds the per-
missible limit, replace the piston pin.

(2) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the inner diameter of the
connecting rod bush. If a measurement reading exceeds the
permissible limit, replace the bush.

(3) Calculate the gap between the outer diameter of the piston
pin center and the inner diameter of the connecting rod bush.
If a calculated value exceeds the permissible limit, replace
the connecting rod bush.

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.011-0.032 
{0.0004-0.0013}

0.05 {0.0020}

TAKE MEASUREMENT
IN THE CENTER 

SHTS021270900210

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

37 {1.457} 36.96 {1.455}

SHTS021270900211

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

37 {1.457} 37.1 {1.461}

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.035-0.056 
{0.0014-0.0022}

0.08 {0.0032}
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7. INSPECTING THE CONNECTING ROD
(1) Use the dye penetrant testing (red check) to inspect the con-

necting rod for crack and damage. If found defective, replace
the connecting rod.

(2) Insert the bar of 4 mm {0.1575 in.} in diameter into an oil hole
in the large end of the connecting rod and check if the bar
goes through the oil hole to the small end. If clogging in the
oil hole prevents the bar of 4 mm {0.1575 in.} in diameter
from going through, replace the connecting rod.

! CAUTION
 

Clogging in the oil hole may cause insufficient oiling, resulting in
seizure.

(3) Insert the new piston pin to check for unsmoothness or back-
lash.

8. INSPECTING THE CONNECTING ROD OIL CLEARANCE
(1) Use the micrometer to measure an outer diameter of a crank

pin on the crankshaft. If a measurement reading exceeds the
permissible limit, grind or replace the crankshaft.

! CAUTION
 

• If the crankshaft is ground, use an undersize bearing.

• If uneven wear is 0.1 mm {0.0039 in.} or larger, regrind for cor-
rection. If wear is 0.2 mm {0.0079 in.} or larger, regrind. If wear is
0.7 mm {0.0276 in.} or larger, replace the crankshaft.

SHTS021270900212

SHTS021270900213

90 MEASURE IN 
TWO PLACES

SHTS021270900214

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

65 {2.560} 64.3 {2.531}

Bearing size Outside diameter of crank pin

Standard
64.94-64.96 mm

{2.5567-2.5574 in.}

0.25US
64.69-64.71 mm

{2.5469-2.5476 in.}

0.50US
64.44-64.46 mm

{2.5371-2.5377 in.}
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NOTICE
When grinding the crankshaft, adjust a fillet radius dimension as
indicated below.
Crank pins: 2.5-3.0 mm {0.0984-0.1181 in.}

(2) Mount the bearing to the connecting rod large end. After
mounting the cap, tighten the connecting rod bolt with the
specified torque.

(3) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the bearing inner diame-
ter of the connecting rod large end.

(4) Calculate the difference between the crank pin outer diame-
ter of crankshaft and the connecting rod bearing inner diame-
ter. If a measurement reading exceeds the permissible limit,
replace the connecting rod bearing or crankshaft.

9. INSPECTING THE LENGTH OF CONNECTING ROD BOLT
(1) Use the vernier calipers to measure the connecting rod bolt

under head. If a measurement reading exceeds the permissi-
ble limit, replace the head bolt.

IMPERFECT
CURVATURE
RADIUS

SMALL
CURVATURE
RADIUS STEPPED

STEPPED

GOOD BAD

SHTS021270900215

SHTS021270900216

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.031-0.082 
{0.0012-0.0032}

0.2 {0.0079}

SHANK LENGTH

SHTS021270900217

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

67.0 {2.638} 68.0 {2.677}
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ASSEMBLING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD

1. MOUNTING THE CONNECTING ROD BUSH
(1) Fit the new bush to the SST spindle and mount the SST

(guide and bolt).
SST: S0940-21540

Spindle
S0948-11540
Guide
SH691-20825 
Bolt

Tightening Torque:
5-6 N·m {51-61 kgf·cm, 3.7-4.4 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Align grooves in the SST (guide and spindle) with each other
before mounting.

• Make sure of tight fit between the end faces of the SST (spindle
and guide).

(2) Align the oil hole in the bush assembled to the SST with an
oil hole in the connecting rod and check that a groove in the
SST spindle is aligned with an groove in the SST press sub-
assembly.

! CAUTION
 

• Orient the connecting rod in the proper direction so that the
chamfered inner diameter of the small end of the connecting rod
faces the bush.

• Apply engine oil to the inner diameter surfaces of the connect-
ing rods.

(3) Use the press to press-fit the bush into the connecting rod.

(4) Insert the bar with a diameter of 4 mm {0.1575 in.} from the
oil hole on the large end of the connecting rod and check that
the bar passes through to the oil hole on the small end. 

! CAUTION
 

Off-position of the oil hole may cause insufficient oiling, resulting
in seizure.

(5) Insert the new piston pin to check for unsmoothness or back-
lash.

2. MOUNTING THE CONNECTING ROD BEARING
(1) Mount the connecting rod bearing by aligning with the con-

necting rod concave and apply engine oil.

! CAUTION
 

• Check the oil hole for alignment.

• Off-position of the oil hole may cause insufficient oiling, result-
ing in seizure.

SPINDLE

BUSH

GUIDE

BOLT

GROOVE

SHTS021270900218

PRESS 

GROOVE

OIL HOLE

CHAMFERING
SIDE

SHTS021270900219

SHTS021270900220

CONNECTING
ROD BEARING

CONCAVE
PART

OIL HOLE

SHTS021270900221
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(2) Mount the connecting rod bearing by aligning with the con-
necting rod gap concave and apply engine oil.

3. MOUNTING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
(1) Use the pliers to mount a new retainer ring to only one side of

the piston.

! CAUTION
 

• While working, wear safety glasses because the retainer ring
may come out.

• Make sure that the retainer ring is correctly put in the groove.

• Check the retainer ring for play or looseness.

(2) Orient the "0" mark indicated on the piston to the opposite
direction of the alignment mark indicated on the connecting
rod when fitting the piston to the connecting rod.

(3) After applying engine oil to the piston pin, align the alignment
mark on the piston with the one on the piston pin before
inserting the piston pin.

CONNECTING ROD 
BEARING

CONNECTING ROD 
CAP

CONCAVE
PART

SHTS021270900222

RETAINER 
RING

SHTS021270900223

PISTON

INTAKE 
SIDE

EXHAUST 
SIDE

OIL HOLE

"0" MARK
POSITION

MARK

SHTS021270900224

PISTON
PISTON PIN

CONNECTING ROD

MARK

SHTS021270900225
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(4) Use the pliers to mount a new retainer ring to the other side
of the piston.

! CAUTION
 

• While working, wear safety glasses because the retainer ring
may come out.

• Make sure that the retainer ring is correctly put in the groove.

• Check the retainer ring for play or looseness.

4. MOUNTING THE PISTON RING
(1) Orient the identification print indicated on the piston ring to

the upward direction and use the SST to fit an oil ring, a sec-
ond ring and a top ring in this sequential order.

NOTICE
The identification print is given only to the second ring while there
is no vertical identification given to the top and oil rings.

SST: S0944-21011
Piston ring expander

(2) Connect the joint of the coil expander and then set it inside
the oil ring. Stagger the coil expander joint and ring closed
gap 180° apart. 

(3) Position the piston rings with the ring ends positioned at an
equal interval away from one another as shown in the figure.

RETAINER 
RING

SHTS021270900226

TOP RING

UPPER

LOWER

OIL RING2nd RING

SHTS021270900227

OIL RING

COIL EXPANDER

JOINT

END
GAP

SHTS021270900228

TOP RINGOIL RING

2nd RING

SHTS021270900229
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MOUNTING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD

1. MOUNTING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
(1) The crankshaft of the cylinder to which the piston & connect-

ing rod are inserted must be at the top dead center.

! CAUTION
 

If the crankshaft is not at the top dead center, the connecting rod
touches the cooling jet.

(2) Apply engine oil to the piston periphery, cylinder liner inner
surface and connecting rod bearing. Add engine oil into the
connecting rod oil hole.

(3) Use the SST to compress the piston ring and set it to the cyl-
inder liner.
SST: S0944-11370

Piston ring holder

! CAUTION
 

• Assemble the pistons and connecting rods in the order of cylin-
der numbers as identified before removal.

• Check the SST for deformation or scratches.

(4) Use care to avoid interference of the connecting rod with a
cooling jet when using the wooden rod or other similar tools
to insert the piston.

! CAUTION
 

• Before insertion, orient a "0" mark indicated on the piston to the
exhaust side.

• Be careful not to damage the cylinder liner, crankshaft and cool-
ing jet during work.

(5) Make sure that "0" marks indicated on the pistons rest on the
exhaust side.

SHTS021270900230

AVOID INTERFERENCE
WITH COOLING JET

"0" MARK

SHTS021270900231

INTAKE SIDE

EXHAUST SIDE "0" MARK

SHTS021270900232
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(6) Apply engine oil to the threaded part and seat surface of the
bolts. Align with identification with the connecting rod cap
and connecting rod removed before tightening the bolts tem-
porarily.

! CAUTION
 

Do not change the combination of the connecting rod and con-
necting rod cap.

NOTICE
The cap is provided with a misassembly-preventing dowel pin.
Mount with the pin.

(7) Rotate the crankshaft to set it at the bottom dead center.
(8) Check that the engraved alignment mark directions and Nos.

of the connecting rod cap and connecting rod match. 

(9) Tighten the connecting rod bolt.
Tightening Torque:
69 N·m {704 kgf·cm, 51 lbf·ft}

(10) Use the paint to mark the bolt heads in the same direction.
(11) Tighten the bolts by 90 (1/4 turns) in the rotational direction

and check that all the paint marks face to the same direction.
(12) Retighten the bolt by 45 (1/8 turn) in the rotation direction

and check that all the paint marks face in the same direction.

! CAUTION
 

Do not loosen the bolt even when it is over tightened during
retightening.

CONNECTING ROD 
CAP  

SHTS021270900233

12
34

12
34

MARK

SHTS021270900234

90
45

CONNECTING ROD 
CAP

MARKING

SHTS021270900235
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(13) After mounting, use the dial gauge to check that end play
meets the standard value.

2. MOUNTING THE OIL STRAINER
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL STRAINER, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE OIL STRAINER (Page 13-29)

3. MOUNTING THE OIL PAN
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-25)

4. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-25)

SHTS021270900236

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.20-0.52 {0.0079-0.0205} 1.0 {0.0394}
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CRANKSHAFT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402028001

1 Crankshaft

1

SHTS021270900237
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1 Thrust bearing 2 Crankshaft bearing

1

2

SHTS021270900238
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402028002

REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT

1. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-23)

2. REMOVING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), PISTON AND CON-
NECTING ROD, OVERHAUL, DISASSEMBLING THE PISTON
AND CONNECTING ROD (Page 10-90)

3. REMOVING THE FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
FRONT OIL SEAL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CRANK-
SHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL (Page 10-51)

4. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL HOUS-
ING, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(Page 10-67)

5. INSPECTING THE END PLAY
(1) Use the dial gauge to measure end play of the crankshaft. If

a measurement reading exceeds the repair limit, replace the
thrust bearings. If a measurement reading exceeds the per-
missible limit, replace the thrust bearings and crankshaft. 

NOTICE
Thrust bearing standard width: 2.5 mm {0.0984 in.}

6. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT
(1) Loosen the main bearing cap bolt gradually in the sequential

order shown in the figure (rotate to a 1/4 turn at a time) and
remove it.

SHTS021270900239

Standard value 
(mm {in.})

Repair limit 
(mm {in.})

Permissible limit 
(mm {in.})

0.050-0.270 
{0.0020-0.0106}

0.500 {0.0197} 1.270 {0.05}

FRONT OF ENGINE

SHTS021270900240
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(2) Remove the main bearing cap and dismount the crankshaft
by using the hoist.

! CAUTION
 

• Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

• Note that the crankshaft bearings and thrust bearings mounted
to the main bearing caps and cylinder block may fall off due to
applied impact.

7. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT BEARING AND THRUST
BEARING
(1) Remove the crankshaft bearing mounted to the main bearing

cap.

! CAUTION
 

The removed crankshaft bearings must be identified and stored in
order of cylinder number.

NOTICE
Press the one end of the crankshaft bearing at the opposite side
of the concave with fingers to facilitate removal.

(2) Remove the thrust bearing mounted to the cylinder block and
main bearing cap.

SHTS021270900241

CRANKSHAFT 
BEARING

PRESS
CONCAVE
PART

SHTS021270900242

BEARING CAP

PRODUCT NUMBER 
STAMPING

THRUST
BEARING

GROOVE

SHTS021270900243
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(3) Remove the crankshaft bearing mounted to the cylinder
block.

! CAUTION
 

The removed crankshaft bearings must be identified and stored in
order of cylinder number.

NOTICE
Press the one end of the crankshaft bearing at the opposite side
of the concave with fingers to facilitate removal.

INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE ROTATION RUNOUT
(1) Use the dial gauge to measure crankshaft revolution runout.

If a measurement reading exceeds the repair limit, replace
the crankshaft.

CONCAVE
PART

CRANKSHAFT
BEARING

PUSH

SHTS021270900244

SHTS021270900245

Standard value (mm {in.}) Repair limit (mm {in.})

0-0.1 {0-0.0039} 0.15 {0.0059}
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2. INSPECTING WEAR IN JOURNALS
(1) Use the micrometer to measure an outer diameter of a crank-

shaft journal. If a measurement reading exceeds the permis-
sible limit, grind or replace the crankshaft.

! CAUTION
 

• If the crankshaft is ground, use an undersize bearing.

• If uneven wear is 0.1 mm {0.0039 in.} or larger, regrind for cor-
rection. If wear is 0.2 mm {0.0079 in.} or larger, regrind. If wear is
0.7 mm {0.0276 in.} or larger, replace the crankshaft.

NOTICE
When grinding the crankshaft, adjust a fillet radius dimension as
indicated below.
Journals: 2.5-3.0 mm {0.0984-0.1181 in.}

(2) Use the vernier calipers to measure a width of the crankshaft
center journal. If a measurement reading exceeds the per-
missible limit, replace the crankshaft.

90

MEASUREMENT
(2 PLACES)

SHTS021270900246

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

80.0 {3.150} 79.3 {3.122}

Bearing size Outside diameter of journal

Standard
79.94-79.96 mm

{3.1473-3.1480 in.}

0.25US
79.69-79.71 mm

{3.1375-3.1381 in.}

0.50US
79.44-79.46 mm

{3.1276-3.1283 in.}

IMPERFECT
CURVATURE
RADIUS

SMALL
CURVATURE
RADIUS STEPPED

STEPPED

GOOD BAD

SHTS021270900247

SHTS021270900248

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

36.0 {1.417} 37.0 {1.457}
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3. INSPECTING THE CRANKSHAFT OIL CLEARANCE
(1) Use the micrometer to measure the outer diameter of crank-

shaft journal.

(2) Without mounting the crankshaft, mount the crankshaft bear-
ing and main bearing cap to the cylinder block.

(3) Use the cylinder gauge to measure the inner diameter of the
crankshaft bearing.

(4) Calculate the difference between the outer diameter of the
crankshaft journal and the crankshaft bearing inner diameter.
If a measurement reading exceeds the repair limit, replace
the crankshaft bearing or crankshaft.

4. INSPECTING THE CRANKSHAFT FOR CRACK, DAMAGE AND
OIL HOLE
(1) Use the dye penetrant testing (red check) to check the crank-

shaft for crack and damage. If found defective, replace the
crankshaft.

(2) Check the crankshaft for clogged oil hole. If found defective,
replace the crankshaft.

90

MEASUREMENT
(2 PLACES)

SHTS021270900249

Standard value (mm {in.}) 80.0 {3.150}

SHTS021270900250

Standard value (mm {in.}) Repair limit (mm {in.})

0.051-0.102 
{0.0020-0.0040}

0.2 {0.0079}

SHTS021270900251

SHTS021270900252
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5. INSPECTING WEAR IN CRANK PINS
(1) Use the micrometer to measure an outer diameter of a crank

pin on the crankshaft. If a measurement reading exceeds the
permissible limit, grind or replace the crankshaft.

! CAUTION
 

• If the crankshaft is ground, use an undersize bearing.

• If uneven wear is 0.1 mm {0.0039 in.} or larger, regrind for cor-
rection. If wear is 0.2 mm {0.0079 in.} or larger, regrind. If wear is
0.7 mm {0.0276 in.} or larger, replace the crankshaft.

NOTICE
When grinding the crankshaft, adjust a fillet radius dimension as
indicated below.
Crank pins: 2.5-3.0 mm {0.0984-0.1181 in.}
Journals: 2.5-3.0 mm {0.0984-0.1181 in.}

6. INSPECTING THE LENGTH OF MAIN BEARING CAP BOLT
(1) Use the vernier calipers to measure the under head of the

main bearing cap bolt. If a measurement reading exceeds
the permissible limit, replace the bolt.

90

MEASUREMENT
(2 PLACES)

SHTS021270900253

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

65.0 {2.560} 64.3 {2.531}

IMPERFECT
CURVATURE
RADIUS

SMALL
CURVATURE
RADIUS STEPPED

STEPPED

GOOD BAD

SHTS021270900254

SHANK LENGTH

SHTS021270900255

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

106.8 {4.205} 108.0 {4.252}
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MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT

1. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT BEARING AND THRUST
BEARING
(1) Mount the crankshaft bearing by aligning with the cylinder

block concave and then apply engine oil.

! CAUTION
 

• Check the oil hole for alignment.

• Off-position of the oil hole may cause insufficient oiling, result-
ing in seizure.

(2) Mount the crankshaft bearing by aligning with the main bear-
ing cap concave and then apply engine oil.

(3) Mount the thrust bearing to the main bearing cap with the
groove side (front side) facing to the crank arm side and the
part No. side (back side) to the main bearing cap side before
applying engine oil.

! CAUTION
 

Apply engine oil or grease to the back side of the thrust bearing to
prevent it from falling off during assembly.

NOTICE
Do not mount the thrust bearing on the cylinder block side now
because it must be inserted after the crankshaft is placed.

CRANKSHAFT 
BEARING

CONCAVE
PART

OIL HOLE

SHTS021270900256

CRANKSHAFT 
BEARING

CONCAVE
PART

SHTS021270900257

BEARING CAP

PRODUCT NUMBER 
STAMPING

THRUST
BEARING

GROOVE

SHTS021270900258
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2. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT
(1) Use the hoist to set the crankshaft to the cylinder block.

! CAUTION
 

Handle it with care because it is a heavy load.

(2) Insert the thrust bearing on the cylinder block into the gap
between the crankshaft and cylinder block with the groove
side (front side) facing to the crank arm side and the part No.
side (back side) to the cylinder block side.

NOTICE
To facilitate this work, use a flat-blade screwdriver or other similar
tools to keep an enough gap for inserting the thrust bearing. Dur-
ing this step, use care not to cause any scratches or damages.

(3) Set the main bearing cap mounted with the thrust bearing
and main bearing to the cylinder block.

! CAUTION
 

• Make sure that the pentagon-shaped marks indicated on the
main bearing caps face to the engine front side in the order of 1-
5 from front to back. 

• Check the engraving No. on the main bearing cap against the
engraving No. on the cylinder block.

SHTS021270900259

PRODUCT NUMBER 
STAMPING SIDE

GROOVE SIDE

SHTS021270900260

SHTS021270900261

FRONT OF ENGINE STAMP 
NUMBER

STAMP NUMBER

SHTS021270900262
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(4) Apply engine oil to bolt seat surfaces and threads of the bear-
ing cap bolts.

(5) Tighten the bearing cap bolts in order as shown in the figure.
Tightening Torque:
69 N·m {704 kgf·cm, 51 lbf·ft}

(6) Loosen the bearing cap mounted with the thrust bearing and
use the plastic hammer to tap the crankshaft at its front and
back ends.

(7) Loosen the all the bearing cap bolts.
(8) Tighten the bearing cap bolt as in the case with (5).

Tightening Torque:
69 N·m {704 kgf·cm, 51 lbf·ft}

(9) Use the paint to mark the bearing cap bolt heads in the same
direction.

(10) Tighten the bolts by 90 (1/4 turns) in the same order as in
Step (5). 

(11) Retighten the bolts by another 45 (1/8 turns) in the same
order as in Step (5). 

(12) Check that all the paint markings face the same direction.

! CAUTION
 

Do not loosen the bolt even when it is over tightened during
retightening.

(13) After completion of tightening, tap the front and back ends of
the crankshaft with the plastic hammer so that crankshaft fits
the assembly.

! CAUTION
 

• Check the crankshaft for smooth rotation.

• Measure the crankshaft end play and check that a measurement
reading is within the standard value.

3. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL HOUS-
ING, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(Page 10-69)

4. MOUNTING THE FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FRONT OIL SEAL
RETAINER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FRONT OIL
SEAL RETAINER (Page 10-56)

5. MOUNTING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), PISTON AND CON-
NECTING ROD, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE PISTON AND
CONNECTING ROD (Page 10-101)

6. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-25)

FRONT OF ENGINE

SHTS021270900263

90
45

MARKING

SHTS021270900264

Standard value 
(mm {in.})

Repair limit 
(mm {in.})

Permissible limit 
(mm {in.})

0.050-0.270 
{0.0020-0.0106}

0.500 {0.0197} 1.270 {0.05}
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CYLINDER LINER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402029001

1 Cylinder block assembly 2 Cylinder liner

2

1

SHTS021270900265
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402029002

REMOVING THE CYLINDER LINER

1. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-23)

2. REMOVING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), PISTON AND CON-
NECTING ROD, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE PISTON AND
CONNECTING ROD (Page 10-88)

3. REMOVING THE CYLINDER LINER
(1) Use the oil pen to put alignment marks on the flange surface

of the cylinder block and cylinder liner.

! CAUTION
 

Never use the punch to put alignment marks.

(2) Hold the cylinder liner end with both hands and pull it off over
the cylinder block at a stroke.

! CAUTION
 

• Use the particular care in handling the cylinder liner. No
dropped cylinder liners are reusable.

• The removed cylinder liners must be identified and stored in
order of cylinder number.

NOTICE
Pull off the cylinder liner vertically at a stroke. Otherwise it gets
caught with the cylinder block and will not be removed easily.

(3) If the damaged cylinder liner or cylinder block cannot be
pulled off with hands, use the SST to pull off the cylinder liner
above the cylinder block.
SST: S0942-02100

Cylinder liner puller

! CAUTION
 

Use care to avoid the SST from contacting the cooling jet.

SHTS021270900266

CYLINDER LINER

SHTS021270900267

SST

SHTS021270900268
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INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE CYLINDER LINER FOR CRACK AND DAM-
AGE
(1) Use the dye penetrant testing (red check) to inspect the cylin-

der liner for crack and damage. If found defective, replace the
cylinder liner.

! CAUTION
 

After cleaning the cylinder liners, prevent rusts. Use a bearing
scraper or other similar tools to scrape off rusts if any.

MOUNTING THE CYLINDER LINER

1. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER LINER
(1) Apply engine oil to the inner surface of the cylinder block

bore.
(2) Align the alignment mark indicated on the cylinder liner and

the one indicated on the cylinder block and use the SST to
insert the cylinder liner in the vertical posture.
SST: S0947-11490

Guide
NOTICE
Vertical insertion can be performed with or without using the SST.

! CAUTION
 

• When mounting new cylinder liners, select appropriate cylinder
liners that have the same identification mark (A, B or C) as the
liner identification mark engraved on the cylinder block in the
order of cylinders.

• The figure shows that the No.1 cylinder has liner B.

SHTS021270900269

SST

SHTS021270900270

CYLINDER 
LINER

"A", "B", "C"
MARK
POSITION
 

SHTS021270900271

EXAMPLE
 B A C B

FRONT OF ENGINE
ENGINE MODEL

LINER IDENTIFICATION MARK

FRONT 
SIDE 
OF BLOCK

SHTS021270900272
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NOTICE

• The liner identification mark (A, B or C) is also engraved on the
upper surface of the cylinder block intake side. 

• Mount the cylinder liner with the liner identification mark (A, B
or C) facing to the intake side. 

2. INSPECTING THE CYLINDER LINER COLLAR PROJECTION
(1) Use the SST to fix the cylinder liner.

Tightening Torque:
9.8 N·m {100 kgf·cm, 7 lbf·ft}

SST: S0942-02100
Cylinder liner puller

(2) Use the dial gauge to measure the collar projection.

3. MOUNTING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), PISTON AND CON-
NECTING ROD, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE PISTON AND
CONNECTING ROD (Page 10-101)

4. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-25)

INTAKE SIDE

EXHAUST SIDE "0"  MARK
POSITION

"A", "B", "C"
MARK
POSITION

SHTS021270900273

CYLINDER 
LINER

"A", "B", "C"
MARK
POSITION

SHTS021270900274

SST

SHTS021270900275

CYLINDER LINER

CYLINDER BLOCK

PROTRUSION

SHTS021270900276

Standard value (mm {in.}) 0.01-0.08 {0.0004-0.0032}
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CYLINDER BLOCK

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402030001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cylinder block assembly 4 Cooling jet

2 Plug A 5 Plug B

3 Dowel pins

A 22 {224, 16}

1

4

3 5

2

A

2

5

2

SHTS021270900277
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OVERHAUL
EN01F02127090402030002

REMOVING THE CYLINDER BLOCK

1. REMOVING THE COOLING FAN ASSEMBLY AND FAN
SHROUD RING
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLING FAN AND FAN
CLUTCH, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE COOLING FAN & FAN
CLUTCH (Page 12-34)

2. REMOVING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-23)

3. REMOVING THE ALTERNATOR
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), V-BELT,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE V-BELT, REMOVING THE V-
BELT (Page 16-9)

4. REMOVING THE AIR CONDITIONER COMPRESSOR
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

5. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY (Page 10-48)

6. REMOVING THE COOLANT PUMP
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLANT PUMP, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE COOLANT PUMP (Page 12-31)

7. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
FRONT OIL SEAL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CRANK-
SHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL (Page 10-51)

8. REMOVING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL COOLER, OVERHAUL,
REMOVING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY (Page 13-7)

9. REMOVING THE ENGINE ECU
Reference: ENGINE CONTROL (J05E), ENGINE ECU,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE ENGINE ECU (Page 6-7)

10. REMOVING THE ENGINE MOUNTING AND BRACKET
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), ENGINE MOUNT-
ING AND BRACKET, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
ENGINE MOUNTING AND BRACKET (Page 10-129)

11. REMOVING THE STARTER
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), STARTER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE STARTER, REMOVING THE
STARTER (Page 16-3)
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12. REMOVING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE AND GUIDE
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL LEVEL GAUGE AND
GUIDE, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE
AND GUIDE (Page 13-34)

13. REMOVING THE POWER STEERING PUMP
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), STEERING
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), STEERING

14. REMOVING THE INJECTION PUMP DRIVE
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR &
CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE TIMING
GEARS AND THE REAR END PLATE FROM FLYWHEEL
HOUSING (Page 10-74)

15. REMOVING THE OIL PAN
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-24)

16. REMOVING THE OIL STRAINER
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL STRAINER, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE OIL STRAINER (Page 13-29)

17. REMOVING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), PISTON AND CON-
NECTING ROD, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE PISTON AND
CONNECTING ROD (Page 10-88)

18. REMOVING THE CYLINDER LINER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER LINER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CYLINDER LINER (Page 10-
116)

19. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-58)

20. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
REAR OIL SEAL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING CRANKSHAFT
REAR OIL SEAL (Page 10-63)

21. REMOVING THE FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FRONT OIL SEAL
RETAINER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE FRONT OIL
SEAL RETAINER (Page 10-55)

22. REMOVING THE TIMING GEAR
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR &
CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE TIMING
GEARS AND THE REAR END PLATE FROM FLYWHEEL
HOUSING (Page 10-74)

23. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL HOUS-
ING, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(Page 10-67)
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24. REMOVING THE OIL PUMP
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PUMP, OVERHAUL,
REMOVING THE OIL PUMP (Page 13-15)

25. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT (Page 10-
106)

26. REMOVING THE COOLING JET
(1) Unfasten the union bolts and remove the cooling jet from the

cylinder block.

INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE CYLINDER BLOCK
(1) Use the straightedge and thickness gauge to measure the

strain of the upper surface of cylinder block. If a measure-
ment reading exceeds the permissible limit, replace it.

! CAUTION
 

Do not grind or blend the surface. Otherwise, backlash in timing
gears may change.

COOLING JET

SHTS021270900278

SICKNESS GAUGE

STRAIGHTEDGE

LOCATION OF MEASUREMENT

RIGHT-ANGLED 
DIRECTION

LONGER 
DIRECTION

SHTS021270900279

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.05 {0.0020} 0.20 {0.0079}
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(2) Use the dye penetrant testing (red check) to inspect the cylin-
der block for crack and damage. If found defective, replace
the cylinder block. 

2. INSPECTING COOLING JET INJECTION POSITION
(1) Unfasten the standard union bolt and use the SST to mount

the cooling jet to the cylinder block.
SST: SZ910-24098

Bolt for checking

(2) Connect the oil hose for injection test to the SST from under
the cylinder block.

! CAUTION
 

Use new engine oil for injection.

(3) Set the SST to the upper surface of cylinder block.
SST: 09219-E4030

Gauge

SHTS021270900280

COOLING JET

BOLT FOR CHECKING 

SHTS021270900281

OIL HOSE

BOLT FOR 
CHECKING 

SHTS021270900282

CYLINDER BLOCK

SST

SHTS021270900283
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(4) Inject oil from the cooling jet nozzle at 196 kPa {2 kgf/cm2, 28
lbf/in2}.

NOTICE
See the figure for the oil injection device.

(5) If the center of injection does not cross a gauge datum line,
injection is deemed normal.

! CAUTION
 

• Oil may splash and catch fire, causing fire. Keep from flame.

• Working in a well-ventilated area.

(6) If the injection does not hit the target circle, replace with a
new cooling jet. 

(7) Unfasten the SST (bolt for checking) and use a proper union
bolt to secure the cooling jet on the cylinder block.

Tightening Torque:
22  N·m {224 kgf·cm, 16 lbf·ft}

(8) After mounting the piston, check that the cooling jet does not
interfere with the piston at the piston bottom dead center.

MOUNTING THE CYLINDER BLOCK

1. MOUNTING THE COOLING JET
(1) Mount the cooling jet to the cylinder block.

Tightening Torque:
22 N·m {224 kgf·cm, 16 lbf·ft}

(2) After mounting the piston, check that the cooling jet does not
interfere with the piston at the piston bottom dead center.

2. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT (Page 10-
112)

3. MOUNTING THE OIL PUMP
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PUMP, OVERHAUL,
MOUNTING THE OIL PUMP (Page 13-20)

4. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL HOUS-
ING, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(Page 10-69)

AIR HOSE

AIR TANK
(OIL TANK)

OIL HOSE

PRESSURE 
REGULATOR

AIR GAUGE

FOR 
COOLING JET VALVE

COMPRESS
AIR

OIL JET DEVICE (EXAMPLE)

SHTS021270900284

JET GAUGE TARGET

UNACCEPTABLE UNACCEPTABLE NORMAL NORMAL

SHTS021270900285

COOLING JET

SHTS021270900286
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5. MOUNTING THE TIMING GEAR
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR &
CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE TIMING
GEARS IN THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING AND THE REAR END
PLATE (Page 10-76)

6. MOUNTING THE FRONT OIL SEAL RETAINER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FRONT OIL SEAL
RETAINER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FRONT OIL
SEAL RETAINER (Page 10-56)

7. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT REAR OIL SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
REAR OIL SEAL, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING CRANKSHAFT
REAR OIL SEAL (Page 10-63)

8. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-60)

9. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER LINER
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER LINER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER LINER (Page 10-
117)

10. MOUNTING THE PISTON AND CONNECTING ROD
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), PISTON AND CON-
NECTING ROD, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE PISTON AND
CONNECTING ROD (Page 10-101)

11. MOUNTING THE OIL STRAINER
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL STRAINER, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE OIL STRAINER (Page 13-29)

12. MOUNTING THE OIL PAN
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-25)

13. MOUNTING THE INJECTION PUMP DRIVE
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR &
CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE TIMING
GEARS IN THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING AND THE REAR END
PLATE (Page 10-76)

14. MOUNTING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE & GUIDE
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL LEVEL GAUGE AND
GUIDE, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE
AND GUIDE (Page 13-35)

15. MOUNTING THE POWER STEERING PUMP
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), STEERING
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), STEERING

16. MOUNTING THE STARTER
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), STARTER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE STARTER, MOUNTING THE
STARTER (Page 16-4)
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17. MOUNTING THE ENGINE MOUNTING AND BRACKET
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), ENGINE MOUNT-
ING AND BRACKET, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE
ENGINE MOUNTING AND BRACKET (Page 10-130)

18. MOUNTING THE ENGINE ECU
Reference: ENGINE CONTROL (J05E), ENGINE ECU,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE ENGINE ECU (Page 6-7)

19. MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE CONTROL (J05E), ENGINE ECU,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE ENGINE ECU (Page 6-7)

20. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT FRONT OIL SEAL
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FRONT OIL SEAL
RETAINER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FRONT OIL
SEAL RETAINER (Page 10-56)

21. MOUNTING THE COOLANT PUMP
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLANT PUMP, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE COOLANT PUMP (Page 12-32)

22. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY (Page 10-49)

23. MOUNTING THE AIR CONDITIONER COMPRESSOR
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

24. MOUNTING THE ALTERNATOR
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), V-BELT,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE V-BELT, MOUNTING THE V-
BELT (Page 16-9)

25. MOUNTING THE CYLINDER HEAD ASSEMBLY
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CYLINDER HEAD
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY (Page 10-25)

26. MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN ASSEMBLY AND FAN
SHROUD RING
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLING FAN AND FAN
CLUTCH, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN & FAN
CLUTCH (Page 12-36)
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MOUNTING THE PLUGS

1. TAPPING IN THE DOWEL PIN AND PLUG
(1) Tap in 2 dowel pins to the cylinder block upper surface. 

! CAUTION
 

Tap in the dowel pin until it hits the bottom. 

(2) Apply the sealant (Loctite 962T or ThreeBond #1211 or
#1215) to the plug As (3 pcs.) and plug Bs (2 pcs.) and tap
them into the cylinder block with a tapping tool. 
SST: 09211-E4020

Plug A tapping tool
09211-E4030
Plug B tapping tool

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the sealant with 1.5-2.5 mm {0.0590-0.0984 in.} width. 

• Tap in the plugs to a depth of 0.5-1.0 mm {0.0197-0.0394 in} from
the cylinder block end. 

• When tapping, do not allow the sealant to run over to the oil
groove. 

• When tapping, make sure not to crack the cylinder block by
applying excessive impact. 

CYLINDER BLOCK TOP

FLYWHEEL SIDE
CRANKSHAFT 
PULLEY SIDE

17mm
{0.669 in. }

PLUG A

DOWEL PIN

22mm
{0.866 in. }

PLUG B

PLUG B

PLUG B

PLUG A

PLUG A

SHTS021270900287

PLUG DRIVING 

DEPTH FOR OIL 

PASSAGE

PLUG FOR OIL PASSAGE

SEALANT SPREADING POSITION

PLUG

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

1.5-2.5 mm

{0.0590-0.984 in.}
0.5-1.0 mm

{0.0197-0.0394 in.}

THE SEALANT IS 

SPREAD ON ALL 

SURROUNDINGS

SHTS021270900288
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ENGINE MOUNTING AND BRACKET

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402031001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Front engine mounting 3 Front engine mounting bracket

2 Rear engine mounting 4 Rear engine mounting bracket

A 103 {1,050, 76} C 125 {1,275, 92}

B 64 {653, 47} D 98 {999, 72}

3

2

A 4

B

4

B

A

1

1

D

D

D

D

3

C

C

SHTS021270900289
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402031002

INSPECTION BEFORE SERVICING

1. INSPECTING THE ENGINE MOUNTING
(1) Check the engine mounting for crack, damage and loose-

ness. If found defective, replace it.

REMOVING THE ENGINE MOUNTING AND
BRACKET

1. LIFTING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY
(1) Before removing the engine mounting, lift up and hold the

engine assembly.
Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY (Page 5-7)

2. REMOVING THE ENGINE MOUNTING AND BRACKET
(1) Unfasten the nut to remove a front engine mounting from a

front engine mounting bracket.
(2) Unfasten the bolts (4 pcs.) to remove the front engine mount-

ing bracket from the cylinder block.

(3) Unfasten the nut to remove the rear engine mounting from
the rear engine mounting bracket.

(4) Unfasten the bolt and nut to remove the rear engine mount-
ing bracket.

FRONT ENGINE 
MOUNTING BRACKET

FRONT ENGINE 
MOUNTING

SHTS021270900290

REAR ENGINE 
MOUNTING BRACKET

REAR ENGINE 
MOUNTING

SHTS021270900291
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MOUNTING THE ENGINE MOUNTING AND
BRACKET

1. MOUNTING THE ENGINE MOUNTING AND BRACKET
(1) Use the bolt and nut, attach the rear engine mounting bracket

to the flywheel housing.
Tightening Torque:
103 N·m {1,050 kgf·cm, 76 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the rear engine mounting to the rear engine mounting
bracket with the nut. 

Tightening Torque:
64 N·m {653 kgf·cm, 47 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the front engine mounting bracket to the cylinder block
with 4 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
125 N·m {1,275 kgf·cm, 92 lbf·ft}

(4) Fasten the nut to secure the front engine mounting on the
front engine mounting bracket.

Tightening Torque:
98 N·m {999 kgf·cm, 72 lbf·ft}

REAR ENGINE 
MOUNTING BRACKET

REAR ENGINE 
MOUNTING

SHTS021270900292

FRONT ENGINE 
MOUNTING BRACKET

FRONT ENGINE 
MOUNTING

SHTS021270900293
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GLOW PLUG

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402037001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Glow harness 3 Nut

2 Glow plug 4 Connector

A 20-25 {204-254, 15-18}

3

4

1

2 A

SHTS021270900294
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402037002

REMOVING THE GLOW PLUG

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the glow harness connector from a glow plug.

2. REMOVING THE GLOW PLUG
(1) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) from glow plugs.

(2) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) to disconnect the glow plug wire
and glow harness from the glow plugs.

(3) Remove the glow plugs from the cylinder head.

GLOW HARNESS

SHTS021270900295

GLOW PLUG

SHTS021270900296

GLOW HARNESS

GLOW PLUG

NUT

SHTS021270900297
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SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING GLOW PLUGS
(1) Use the circuit tester to measure resistance between a body

and a terminal. Replace if a failure is found.

SHTS021270900298

Standard value 
(at 20C {68F})

0.55-0.75 
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MOUNTING THE GLOW PLUGS

1. MOUNTING THE GLOW PLUGS
(1) Mount the glow plugs to the cylinder block.

Tightening Torque:
20-25 N·m {204-254 kgf·cm, 15-18 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the glow plug wire and sub harness to the glow
plugs and tighten the nuts (4 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
1.0-1.5 N·m {11-15 kgf·cm, 0.8-1.1 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the caps to the glow plugs.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the sub harness connector to the glow plug.

GLOW HARNESS

GLOW PLUG

NUT

SHTS021270900299

GLOW PLUG

NUT

SHTS021270900300

GLOW HARNESS

SHTS021270900301
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GCU

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127090402049001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127090402049002

1. REMOVING THE GCU
(1) Disconnect the connector from the GCU.

(2) Unfasten the nut and remove the GCU.

2. MOUNTING THE GCU
(1) Mount the nut and remove the GCU.
(2) Connect the connector from the GCU.

1 GCU 3 Bracket

2 Connector

A 8.0 {82, 5.9}

2

A
1

3

SHTS021270900302

SHTS021270900303
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COMPOSITION DIAGRAM

EXHAUST MANIFOLD

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402009001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Insulator 4 Stud bolt

2 Exhaust manifold 5 Gasket *

3 Spacer

A 30 {305, 22.1} B 59 {600, 43.5}

1

2

5

3

3

4 A
B

B

4 A

SHTS021271000001
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402009002

REMOVING THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD

1. REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-12)

2. REMOVING THE EGR COOLER
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), EGR VALVE &
COOLER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE EGR VALVE &
COOLER (Page 8-3)

3. REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
Reference: TURBOCHARGER (J05E), TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE TURBO-
CHARGER ASSEMBLY (Page 17-5)

4. REMOVING THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD
(1) Unfasten the 3 bolts to remove the insulator from the exhaust

manifold.

(2) Unfasten the 12 nuts to remove the exhaust manifold, 4 gas-
kets, and 12 spacers from the cylinder head. 

EXHAUST 
MANIFOLD

INSULATOR

SHTS021271000002

CYLINDER 
HEAD

EXHAUST 
MANIFOLD

SHTS021271000003
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5. REMOVING STUD BOLTS
(1) If corrosion or other failures are found in the 12 stud bolts,

unfasten them with a torx socket or commercially available
stud bolt remover. 

(2) Remove dirt on the female threads on the cylinder head side
(including sealant) and then clean the threads again with the
tap (M10 x 1.5). 

CYLINDER HEAD

STUD BOLT

SHTS021271000004
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MOUNTING THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD

1. MOUNTING STUD BOLTS
(1) Use the torque socket to tighten with a new stud bolt.

Tightening Torque:
30 N·m {305 kgf·cm, 22.1 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Note that overtightening with excessive torque may cause cracks
in the cylinder head.

2. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD
(1) Replace with 4 new gaskets and fit the exhaust manifold to

the cylinder head mounting position. 

! CAUTION
 

Mount the gasket with the coating surface (black surface) facing
to the exhaust manifold side.

CYLINDER HEAD

STUD BOLT

SHTS021271000005

CYLINDER 
HEADEXHAUST 

MANIFOLD

SHTS021271000006

GASKET BLACK SURFACE

SHTS021271000007
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(2) Mount the 12 spacers and tighten 12 nuts in the order as
shown in the figure. 

Tightening Torque:
59 N·m {600 kgf·cm, 43.5 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When tightening the nuts, use care to avoid interference of indi-
vidual spacers with the counterbore areas of the exhaust mani-
fold flange. 

• The sequential order of tightening is determined depending on
whether a new or a reused exhaust manifold is installed.

• Spacers come with 2 different lengths. Do not misassemble
them. 

(3) Tighten the 12 nuts in the order as shown in the figure again. 
Tightening Torque:
59 N·m {600 kgf·cm, 43.5 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Make sure to tighten twice. 

(4) Fasten the 3 bolts to secure the insulator on the exhaust
manifold.

3. MOUNTING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
Reference: TURBOCHARGER (J05E), TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE TURBO-
CHARGER ASSEMBLY (Page 17-9)

4. MOUNTING THE EGR COOLER
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), EGR VALVE &
COOLER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE EGR VALVE &
COOLER (Page 8-8)

5. MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE)
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-15)

WHEN USING A NEW EXHAUST MANIFOLD:

WHEN REUSING THE EXHAUST MANIFOLD:

SPACER

1

7 1 4 10

2 3 4

5678910

3298 65 1211

1112

SHTS021271000008

EXHAUST 
MANIFOLD

INSULATOR

SHTS021271000009
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EXHAUST PIPE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402005001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Exhaust pipe (ATC) 7 Hose protector

2 Gasket * 8 Muffler bracket

3 Front exhaust pipe 9 Plate

4 Muffler 10 Cushion

5 Water pipe 11 Nut *

6 Harness bracket 12 DEF injector

A 43 {438, 31.7} D 31 {316, 22.9}

B 64 {653, 47.2} E 43-59 {438-602, 31.7-43.5}

C 82 {836, 60.5} F 6-10 {61-102, 4.4-7.4}

C11C

1

2
3

x 3
x 4 x 4

x 2

x 3

2

6

5D D

E

F

122

4B

7

9
10

8

8

A

9
10

9
10

9
10

8

11

8

8

10

8

8

10

8

11
C11

C11

SHTS021271000010
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402005002

REMOVING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS

1. REMOVING THE HOSE PROTECTOR
(1) Remove the hose clip from the hose protector. 
(2) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the hose protector from the

muffler bracket. 

2. REMOVING THE DEF INJECTOR
(1) Unfasten the 3 nuts to remove the DEF injector from the muf-

fler. 

HOSE 
PROTECTOR

SHTS021271000011
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–10
3. DISCONNECTING SENSORS
NOTICE
Remove the connectors and clips from the vehicle side. Sensors
do not need to be removed from the muffler.

(1) Remove the DPR differential pressure sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRES-
SURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVE THE DPR
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR (Page 11-100)

(2) Remove the SCR upstream NOx controller.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM NOx SEN-
SOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SCR UPSTREAM
NOx SENSOR (Page 11-103)

(3) Remove the SCR downstream NOx controller.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SCR DOWN-
STREAM NOx SENSOR (Page 11-106)

(4) Disconnect the DOC upstream temperature sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DOC UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING DOC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-112)

(5) Disconnect the DPR upstream temperature sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE DPR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-115)

(6) Disconnect a DPR downstream temperature sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DOWNSTREAM TEM-
PERATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-
118)

(7) Disconnect the SCR upstream temperature sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE SCR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-121)

4. REMOVING THE HARNESS
(1) Remove the harness from the harness bracket. 

HARNESS
HARNESS 
BRACKET
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–11
5. REMOVING THE WATER PIPE
(1) Unfasten the 2 nuts to remove the water pipe from the muffler

bracket. 
NOTICE
The hose does not need to be removed. 

6. REMOVING THE FRONT EXHAUST PIPE
(1) Unfasten the 7 bolts and 4 nuts to remove the front exhaust

pipe and 2 gaskets from the muffler and exhaust pipe (ATC). 

! CAUTION
 

Before disconnecting the front exhaust pipe, put alignment marks. 

7. REMOVING MUFFLER
(1) Set the transmission jack under the muffler and use a lashing

belt to lash the muffler.

! CAUTION
 

To hold and stabilize the muffler, make sure to use a lashing belt
to lash the muffler before installation or removal.

(2) Unfasten the 4 nuts to remove the muffler, 4 plates, and 7
cushions from the muffler bracket. 

! CAUTION
 

Handle the DPR cleaner and DEF-SCR with particular care
because they are heavy made of ceramic and can be easily bro-
ken. 

(3) While holding the muffler to prevent it from rolling over, pull it
off from the vehicle.

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to weight balance.

WATER PIPE

SHTS021271000014

FRONT 
EXHAUST PIPE
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MOUNTING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS

1. PRECONNECTING MUFFLER
(1) Set the transmission jack under the muffler and use a lashing

belt to lash the muffler.

! CAUTION
 

To hold and stabilize the muffler, make sure to use a lashing belt
to lash the muffler before installation or removal.

(2) While holding the muffler to prevent it from rolling over, set
the muffler to the mounting position.

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to weight balance.

(3) Temporarily tighten the muffler, 4 plates, and 7 cushions to
the muffler bracket with 4 nuts. 

! CAUTION
 

• Handle the DPR cleaner and DEF-SCR with particular care
because they are heavy made of ceramic and can be easily bro-
ken. 

• Temporarily tighten to avoid play in vertical direction.

2. TEMPORARY MOUNTING OF THE FRONT EXHAUST PIPE
(1) Replace with 2 new gaskets, 7 bolts, and 4 nuts. Align align-

ment marks and temporarily tighten the front exhaust pipe to
the muffler and exhaust pipe (ATC). 

! CAUTION
 

To prevent exhaust gas leakage, make sure to replace with a new
gasket, bolts, and nuts. 

SHTS021271000017
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–13
3. FULLY TIGHTENING EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENTS
(1) Fully tighten the connecting bolts between the pipes from the

engine side in order.

a. Exhaust pipe (ATC) to front exhaust pipe (part A)
Tightening Torque:
43 N·m {438 kgf·cm, 31.7 lbf·ft}

b. Front exhaust pipe to muffler (part B)
Tightening Torque:
64 N·m {653 kgf·cm, 47.2 lbf·ft}

(2) Tighten the muffler fully. 
a. Muffler (part C)

Tightening Torque:
82 N·m {836 kgf·cm, 60.5 lbf·ft}

4. INSPECTING THE EXHAUST FLEXIBLE AREA MOUNTING
CONDITION
(1) Check if the exhaust flexible area is mounted as shown in the

figure. 

EXHAUST PIPE
(ATC)

MUFFLER

FRONT
EXHAUST 
PIPE

A

B

C
C

C C
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5. MOUNTING THE WATER PIPE
(1) Mount the water pipe to the muffler bracket with 2 nuts. 

Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

6. MOUNT THE HARNESS
(1) Mount the harness to the harness bracket. 

7. CONNECTING SENSORS
(1) Mount the DPR differential pressure sensor.

Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRES-
SURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE DPR
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR (Page 11-101)

(2) Mount the SCR upstream NOx controller.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM NOx SEN-
SOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SCR UPSTREAM
NOx SENSOR (Page 11-104)

(3) Mount the SCR downstream NOx controller.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SCR DOWN-
STREAM NOx SENSOR (Page 11-107)

(4) Connect the DOC upstream temperature sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DOC UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DOC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-113)

(5) Connect the DPR upstream temperature sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE DPR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-116)

(6) Connect the DPR downstream temperature sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DOWNSTREAM TEM-
PERATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE
DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-
119)

(7) Connect the SCR upstream temperature sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), SCR UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE SCR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-123)

WATER PIPE
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8. MOUNTING THE DEF INJECTOR
(1) Replace with a new gasket.

Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF INJECTOR,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE DEF INJECTOR (Page
11-70)

(2) Mount the DEF injector to the muffler with 3 nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
6-10 N·m {61-102 kgf·cm, 4.4-7.4 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the DEF injector harness clip. 

9. MOUNTING THE HOSE PROTECTOR
(1) Mount the hose protector to the muffler bracket with the 2

bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
43-59 N·m {438-602 kgf·cm, 31.7-43.5 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the hose clip to the hose protector. 

10. INSPECTING FOR EXHAUST GAS LEAKAGE
(1) Start the engine and inspect for exhaust gas leakage.

DEF
INJECTOR

COOLANT 
OUTLET HOSE

MUFFLER
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EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402041001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Stud bolt 4 Exhaust pipe (ATC)

2 Gasket * 5 Bracket

3 Spacer 6 Clamp

A 70 {714, 51.6} C 25.4{259, 18.7}

B 55 {560, 40.6}

4

C

B 5

6

1 2

3
A

x 3

x 3
x 3

x 2
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402041002

REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)

1. REFERENCE
NOTICE
The ATC will have to be replaced together with the exhaust pipe
(ATC).

2. DISCONNECTING THE FRONT EXHAUST PIPE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS (Page 11-9)

3. REMOVING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), FUEL ADDITION VALVE,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE
(Page 11-50)

4. REMOVING THE ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE ATC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-109)

5. REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
(1) Unfasten the 3 bolts to remove the bracket and clamp from

the exhaust pipe (ATC). 
(2) Unfasten the 3 nuts to remove the exhaust pipe (ATC) and

gasket from the exhaust brake. 

EXHAUST 
PIPE (ATC)

EXHAUST 
PIPE (ATC) EXHAUST BRAKE

BRACKET

CLAMP
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MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)

1. REFERENCE
NOTICE
The ATC will have to be replaced together with the exhaust pipe
(ATC).

2. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
(1) Replace with a new gasket and temporarily tighten the

exhaust pipe (ATC) to the exhaust brake with 3 nuts. 
(2) Temporarily tighten the bracket and clamp with the 3 bolts. 
(3) Tighten the bracket fully. 

Tightening Torque:
55 N·m {560 kgf·cm, 40.6 lbf·ft}

(4) Tighten the exhaust pipe (ATC) fully. 
Tightening Torque:
70 N·m {714 kgf·cm, 51.6 lbf·ft}

(5) Tighten the clamp fully. 
Tightening Torque:
25.4 N·m {259 kgf·cm, 18.7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

When tightening the clamp, do not allow clearance with the pipe. 

3. MOUNTING THE ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE ATC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-110)

4. MOUNTING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), FUEL ADDITION VALVE,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE
(Page 11-55)

5. CONNECTING THE FRONT EXHAUST PIPE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS (Page 11-12)

EXHAUST 
PIPE (ATC)

EXHAUST 
PIPE (ATC) EXHAUST BRAKE
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CLAMP
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DEF-SCR & DPR

CONFIGURATION DIAGRAM
EN01F02127100402052001

SENSORS INSTALLED ON MUFFLER

MUFFLER UNIT

TEMPERATURE SENSOR

DEF TANK

DEF SENSOR (LEVEL/
TEMPERATURE/QUALITY) 

COOLANT CUTOFF VALVE

AFTERTREATMENT
INDICATOR LIGHT

DEF LEVEL GAUGE MIL

: Coolant Line 
: DEF Line

: Wire Harness
: CAN Bus Interface
: Fuel Line

DOCDPR

COOLANT PIPING (INJECTOR COOLING)

NH3/S

DEF-SCR CATALYST

DEF + COOLANT 
PIPING

COOLANT PIPING (AQUEOUS
UREA SOLUTION DEFROSTS) 

COOLANT PIPING (RETURN)

FUEL TANK

FUEL

FUEL ADDITION VALVE

ECU

DPR SWITCH

EXHAUST
BRAKE TURBOCHARGER

ENGINE

DIESEL THROTTLE

FCV

INTER
COOLER

ATC

DCU

DEF PUMP

OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

TEMPERATURE SENSOR
NOx SENSOR

DEF INJECTOR

DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE SENSOR 

TEMPERATURE SENSOR

: DEF Line with heater

NOx SENSOR
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–20
CAUTIONS ON DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING 
EN01F02127100402052002

1. CAUTIONS ON DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING 
(1) If the quick joint used in the DEF piping is once removed, DEF powder precipitates on the seal area and leakage

may occur after reconnection. Before reconnecting, thoroughly check the seal area for deposition of DEF powder
and other foreign matter. If deposition of DEF powder is found, wash it with hot water. 

(2) If you perform work with after-run not finished, DEF filled in the pipe will flow out when the quick connector is dis-
connected. Be sure that after-run is finished. 

NOTICE
DEF is remained in the DEF pump and pipe in the condition where DEF injection is finished. After-run is a system
which brings DEF back to the DEF tank after the engine is turned off so that remaining DEF will not be frozen in
cold weather or dried and crystallized. 

(3) If you perform work immediately after the engine is stopped, hot coolant may spout and you may get burned.
Before performing work, be sure that engine coolant is thoroughly cooled.

(4) Do not apply an excessive force to tubes when working since formed tubes are used for piping.
(5) Do not directly touch DEF or coolant flowing out from the pipe. If you have touched it, thoroughly rinse it out.
(6) After removal, place a plastic cover to avoid entry of foreign matter into the pipe.
(7) Place the cover immediately after removing the joint to avoid entry of foreign matter into the DEF tank, DEF

pump, and DEF injector. 
(8) When covering, use separate covers to avoid mixing of DEF and coolant. 
(9) If removal is difficult, do not apply an excessive force since it may damage the quick connector but remove dust

adhered around the joint and remove the quick connector.
(10) The coolant pipe and DEF pipe are assembled for piping but do not disassemble it. 
(11) Do not use tools when disconnecting the quick connector.
(12) Perform work with all the harness connectors fitted. If you perform work with connectors removed, rusting may

result. Cover the connectors to avoid splashing of coolant and DEF. 

2. REMOVING THE QUICK CONNECTOR
(1) Press the lock from both sides to remove the quick connector.

! CAUTION
 

• It may get damaged if it is not removed by properly pressing in the lock.

• Do not force open with a screw driver and other tools.

3. MOUNTING THE QUICK CONNECTOR
(1) Check that no dust or dirt remains on the connector end when mounting the quick connector. Clean deposits, if

found, with hot water. Mount the quick connector securely until it makes a click sound.

! CAUTION
 

When crystallized DEF is adhered to the DEF piping, remove the crystals by a waste soaked in warm water or
wash it off by warm water. 

QUICK CONNECTOR

QUICK CONNECTOR LOCK TUBE
MALE SIDE
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DEF-SCR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402053001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Exhaust pipe protector 6 Tail pipe

2 Center pipe No.2 7 Stay

3 Gasket * 8 Support bracket

4 Exhaust pipe protector stay 9 Washer

5 DEF-SCR

A 31 {316, 22.9} C 43-59 {438-602, 31.7-43.5}

B 20-30 {204-306, 14.7-22.1}

2

3 8 8

8C
9

8

B C
9

A 1

4

4
B

7

6
3

5

x 4

x 3

x 3

x 5

x 5x 4

x 4 x 4

x 4
x 4 x 4

x 5

x 3

x 3

x 5
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–22
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402053002

REMOVING THE DEF-SCR

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• Perform replacement after cooling to prevent burns. (Turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for more than 30
minutes to cool.)

• Handle the DPR cleaner and DEF-SCR with particular care
because they are heavy made of ceramic and can be easily bro-
ken. 

2. REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE PROTECTOR
(1) Unfasten the 4 bolts to remove the exhaust pipe protector

from the muffler. 

3. REMOVING THE DEF-SCR
(1) Set the transmission jack under the DEF-SCR and lash with

a lashing device. 

! CAUTION
 

To hold and stabilize the DEF-SCR, make sure to lash it with a
lashing device before installation or removal. 

(2) Put alignment marks on the DEF-SCR joining areas. 
(3) Unfasten the 16 bolts and 14 nuts to remove the DEF-SCR, 2

gaskets, and 2 exhaust pipe protector stays from the center
pipe No.2 and tail pipe. 

(4) Unfasten the 8 bolts and 8 nuts to remove 2 support brackets
and 8 washers from the DEF-SCR. 

(5) Pull off the DEF-SCR from the vehicle while supporting it to
prevent falling. 

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to weight balance.

EXHAUST PIPE 
PROTECTOR
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–23
MOUNTING THE DEF-SCR

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

Handle the DPR cleaner and DEF-SCR with particular care
because they are heavy made of ceramic and can be easily bro-
ken. 

2. TEMPORARY MOUNTING OF THE DEF-SCR
(1) Set the transmission jack under the DEF-SCR and lash with

a lashing device. 

! CAUTION
 

To hold and stabilize the DEF-SCR, make sure to lash it with a
lashing device before installation or removal. 

(2) Set the DEF-SCR to the mounting position while supporting it
to prevent falling. 

(3) Replace with new 2 gaskets, 16 bolts, and 14 nuts. Align
alignment marks and temporarily tighten the DEF-SCR and 2
exhaust pipe protector stays to the center pipe No.2 and tail
pipe. 

! CAUTION
 

• To prevent exhaust gas and DEF leakage, make sure to replace
with new gaskets, bolts, and nuts. 

• When mounting the DEF-SCR, note the longitudinal and vertical
directions. 

• Mount the DEF-SCR in a way that the plate A-welded side faces
to the vehicle front side and comes under the vehicle. 

CENTER PIPE No.2
TAIL PIPE

DEF-SCR

EXHAUST PIPE 
PROTECTOR STAY
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–24
(4) Temporarily tighten 2 support brackets and 8 washers to the
DEF-SCR with 8 bolts and 8 nuts. 

3. TIGHTENING THE DEF-SCR FULLY
(1) Permanently tighten the temporarily tightened bolts and nuts.

a. Center pipe No.2 - DEF-SCR (part A)
Tightening Torque:
20-30 N·m {204-306 kgf·cm, 14.7-22.1 lbf·ft}

b. DEF-SCR - tail pipe (part B)
Tightening Torque:
20-30 N·m {204-306 kgf·cm, 14.7-22.1 lbf·ft}

c. DEF-SCR - support bracket (part C)
Tightening Torque:
43-59 N·m {438-602 kgf·cm, 31.7-43.5 lbf·ft}

SUPPORT BRACKET

DEF-SCR
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–25
4. INSPECTING THE EXHAUST FLEXIBLE AREA MOUNTING
CONDITION
(1) Check if the exhaust flexible area is mounted as shown in the

figure. 

5. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE PROTECTOR
(1) Mount the exhaust pipe protector to the muffler with the 4

bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

6. INSPECTING FOR EXHAUST GAS LEAKAGE
(1) Start the engine and inspect for exhaust gas leakage.

177-191mm {6.97-7.52 in.}

BELOW 
7mm {0.28 in.}233mm {9.17 in.}

BELLOWS
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DPR CLEANER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402002001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Support bracket 5 Clip

2 DPR cleaner 6 Center pipe No.1

3 Gasket * 7 Washer

4 Differential pressure pipe

A 20-30 {204-306, 14.7-22.1} C 30-36 {306-367, 22.1-26.5}

B 43-59 {438-602, 31.7-43.5} D 31 {316, 22.9}

B

1 1

B

2

A

7

4 C

6

1
1

7

B

B

D

5

3

x 4

x 4 x 4

x 2

x 2

x 8

x 8

x 2
x 2

x 4 x 4
x 4
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DPR MAINTENANCE
EN01F02127100402002002

• If "Exhaust gas after treatment system maintenance requirement
light" is light up on the meter, DPR maintenance is required. 
If the DPR back pressure value is below the specified value, no main-
tenance is required. 
If the DPR back pressure value exceeds the specified value, clean or
replace the filter. 

1. NOTIFICATION TO DRIVER 
(1) It informs with the exhaust gas after treatment system main-

tenance requirement light.

DPR INSPECTION
EN01F02127100402002003

1. ROUTINE INSPECTION ITEMS
(1) Check the exhaust system tightening portions (exhaust pipe,

main unit flange) for looseness or exhaust leakage.
(2) Check external appearance of the harness of the exhaust

temperature sensor for trouble (cracks in coating or missing
clip).

(3) Inspect the hose of the back pressure sensor and check the
hose for deterioration or cracks. Replace a hose which has
been used for three years or more with a new one.

(4) Check for a blown indicator light or wire break in the DPR-
cleaner switch and meter. (Stop the engine, turn ON the
starter switch, and press the DPR-cleaner switch. If both the
light in the switch and indicator light in the meter illuminate,
the lights are normal.)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE FOLLOWED WHEN “EXHAUST GAS AFTER

TREATMENT SYSTEM MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENT LIGHT” LIGHT UP
EN01F02127100402002004

NORMAL TRAVELING 

RECEIVING THE VEHICLE 
FOR SAFETY CHECK

CONNECT HINO DXⅡ 
<Checking a fault code against HINO DXⅡ>

PAST FAULT CHECK
DPR STATE MONITOR CHECK  

2. DIAGNOSIS 
(If the engine has a past fault history, inspect the engine before inspecting DPR.) 

ENGINE INSPECTION 

3. FORCED REGENERATION Execution of manual regeneration
Confirm the combustible doesn't exist near the exhaust pipe.

<Forced regeneration by way of HINO DXⅡ>

4. FORCED REGENERATION
COMPLETION

COMPLETION

5. DIAGNOSIS 

6. MEASUREMENT OF
BACK PRESSURE

FILTER CLEANING 
(Regeneration is not complete and 
the malfunction indicator light comes on.) 

<Check the back pressure sensor value while raising   
  the engine revolution up to the no load maximum revolution.>

The display will be cleared by HINO DXⅡ.

Monitor the back pressure value of the back pressure sensor. 
Monitor the engine revolution.

< Engine inspection found normal  >

1. CHECKING THE 
CURRENT CONDITION

 If normal manual regeneration is not complete, check and clean the fuel addition valve.
(Refer to Page 11-52, 53)

EXHAUST GAS AFTER TREATMENT 
SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 

REQUIREMENT LIGHT LIGHT UP

As a damage in the engine may degrade DPR performance, first check condition of the engine.
Injection system inspection: Fuel injection quantity at idling speed and at idling-up speed
Fuel system inspection: Clogging in the fuel filter
Air intake system inspection: Clogging in the air filter element; air flow meter inspection
EGR system inspection: Connect HINO DXⅡ to run the forced driving mode and check opening followability.
VNT inspection: Connect HINO DXⅡ to run the forced driving mode and check nozzle opening followability.
Exhaust brake operation check: Check a difference in injection quantity between in ON mode and in OFF 
mode. (Refer to Page 11-32)
Fuel addition valve system: 
Check that connectors are not disconnected, exhaust gas is not emitted and fuel or water is not leaking.
Fuel shutoff valve system: Check that connectors are not disconnected and fuel is not leaking.
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INSPECTION BY WAY OF HINO DX Ⅱ
EN01F02127100402002005

1. DPR STATUS CHECK
(1) Select the "DPR check" in the "Inspection Menu" menu of

HINO DX Ⅱ .
(2) Confirm Data View of the "DPR check" display (monitor), if

the value for all the items are "OFF", DPR functions normally. 
Then "Manual forced regeneration" and "DPR differential
pressure check" can be done.

(3) In case "ON" is displayed in Data View of the "DPR check"
display (monitor), check according to the procedure on page.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, DETERMI-
NATION BY WAY OF DPR STATE DETERMINATION
MONITOR OF HINO DX Ⅱ  (Page 11-36)

2. FORCED REGENERATION
(1) Forced regeneration is done by the "Manual forced regenera-

tion" screen.

! CAUTION
 

• Confirm safety of the surrounding area, then press DPR regen-
eration switch inside the cabin to execute the regeneration.

• Confirm the PTO switch is OFF.

SHTS021271000043
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(2) When the "Regeneration switch ON identification" value is
ON, wash or replace the filter.
When the value is OFF, DPR functions normally.

3. DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE CHECK
(1) Check the DPR differential pressure through the "DPR

check" display.
(2) Check and confirm the exhaust gas temperature (in and out)

is less than 200C {392F}.
(3) Engine speed will rise automatically, then record the indi-

cated maximum DPR differential pressure.
(4) In case the central value of the recorded DPR differential

pressure value exceeds the specific value, clean or replace
the filter. 
Then "Stop" the DPR differential pressure check. 

SHTS021271000044

Engine speed
(no load maximum revolution)

Differential pressure inspection standard value
(kPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2})

2,800 r/min. 5.0 {0.05, 0.7}
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(5) When the differential pressure is unchanged check the fol-
lowing. 
If the following are normal, the differential pressure sensor
should be replaced. 

a. Check the differential pressure hose for cracks or hole
openings.

b. Check that the hose clamp is neither loose nor discon-
nected.

c. Check whether there is clogging in the differential pressure
pipe (DPR cleaner side). 
Use the compressed air from one end of the pipe to check
for clogging. If the air passes to the other side easily, it is
clear.

SHTS021271000045
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4. EXHAUST BRAKE OPERATION CHECK
(1) Check the difference in injection quantity with ON mode and

OFF mode by data monitor.

ENGINE SPEEDINJECTION QUANTITY ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE

SHTS021271000046

Engine coolant temperature More than 82C {180F}

Exhaust brake valve to OFF
(Adjust the engine speed by idle set knob)

Engine speed 980 rpm

Injection quantity B mm3/st

Exhaust brake valve to ON
Engine speed 980 rpm

Injection quantity A mm3/st

Difference of adjustable range of fuel injection 
(A-B)

Optimum injection quantity 8-12 mm3/st

Adjustment target quantity 10 mm3/st
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE FOLLOWED WHEN MALFUNCTION INDICATOR

LIGHT ILLUMINATES (ABNORMAL)
EN01F02127100402002006

NORMAL TRAVELING 

RECIEVING THE VEHICLE FOR SAFETY CHECK

CONNECT HINO DX

1. CHECKING THE CURRENTCONDITION

2. DIAGNOSIS 

3. DIAGNOSIS

4.DIAGNOSIS (DPR STATE
DISPLAY MONITOR)

DPR CLOGGED WARNING
LEVEL FLAG

DPR CLOGGED DANGER
LEVEL FLAG

DPR MANUAL
REGENERATION FAILURE

FLAG

DPR ACTIVE
REGENERATION FAILURE

FLAG

DPR OVER TEMPERATURE
FLAG BY REAR EXH GAS

TEMP

DPR EXCESSIVE
BACK PRESSURE FLAG

DPR MISSING SUBSTRATE
FLAG

DPR OVER TEMPERATURE
FLAG BY FRONT EXH GAS

TEMP

PAST FAULT CHECK
(Inspection of engine system and burner system including trouble
in exhaust control system)   

ENGINE OR BURNER
INSPECTION 

ENGINE AND BURNER
INSPECTION

DETERIORATION
ENGINE AND BURNER
INSPECTION

DPR STATE MONITOR CHECK 
(Determination of DPR fault mode)

DPR-calculated soot build-up 
amount exceeds the limit. 
(With output limitation)

DPR temperature will not rise 
under DPR control. 

Engine exhaust temperature 
will not rise under DPR
control. 

Abnormally high temperature
is detected by the rear 
temperature sensor. 

Clogging of DPR is detected 
by the back pressure sensor.

DPR back pressure of the
back pressure sensor has
dropped abnormally.
Abnormally high temperature 
is detected by the front DPR
exhaust temperature sensor. 

·

·

·

·

·

·

·

CHECK MALFUNCTION INDICATOR ILLUMINATES

PAST FAULT CHECK (determination of sensor system trouble) 
Front DPR exhaust temperature sensor trouble: 
        DTC code P2033, P2032, P2084
Rear DPR exhaust temperature sensor trouble: 
        DTC code P242D, P242C, P242B
DPR back pressure sensor trouble: 
        DTC code P1427, 1428

DPR trouble: DTC code P200C, P2459, P244A, P244B, P2463

CLOGGING

DAMAGE

CLOGGING
(+ ENGINE TROUBLE)

DAMAGE/BREAKAGE

DAMAGE
(+ ENGINE AND

BURNER TROUBLE)

FILTER CLEANING
 (+ INSPECTION OF 

ENGINE-SIDE INJECTION
SYSTEM/EXHAUST
CONTROL SYSTEM)

DPR inspection refers to check for 
a welding loss, cracks or leakage of 
black smoke on the rear of the filter. 
Replace if any is found. 

DPR INSPECTION
(+ INSPECTION OF 

ENGINE-SIDE
INJECTION SYSTEM

/LUBRICATION SYSTEM)

DPR INSPECTION

FILTER CLEANING
(+ INSPECTION OF 

ENGINE-SIDE
INJECTION SYSTEM

/LUBRICATION SYSTEM)

FILTER CLEANING
BY HINO DX

(MANUAL REGENERATION)

CLOGGING FILTER CLEANING
(REMOVE AND CLEANING
BY WASHING MACHINE)

1*

2*

SENSOR CIRCUIT 
INSPECTION/

REPLACEMENT
4*

SHTS021271000047
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*1 Additional information for inspections with HINO DX Ⅱ
Light cases of DPR clogging can be treated without removing the housing.
The procedure is shown below.

The "DPR check" can be checked with the HINO DX Ⅱ , and when only the "Clogging warning level identification" is "ON",
regeneration processing can be performed with the DPR SW or the tool.

Confirmation method:
Use the HINO DX Ⅱ , perform System Fix, then open screens in the order of Inspection Menu  DPR check Reset all
DPR items, and confirm that "status" is "ON" for the item "Clogging warning level identification" of the DPR Status. Only
when this is "ON" can manual regeneration by pressing the DPR manual regeneration switch or manual regeneration by
HINO DX Ⅱ setting be performed.

 

1. Press the DPR Manual regeneration switch. When manual regeneration has started, wait until regeneration has been
completed and confirm that the engine check light has gone out.

2. If the operation by means of the DPR SW is not accepted, connect the HINO DX Ⅱ to the vehicle, erase the trouble code,
and then perform manual regeneration according to the following procedure. When manual regeneration has started,
wait until regeneration has been completed and confirm that the engine check light has gone out.

Confirmation method:
Use the HINO DX Ⅱ , perform System Fix, and then continue in the order of Inspection Menu DPR check  Reset all
DPR items  Manual forced regeneration.

3. After completion of manual regeneration by (1) or (2), keep the engine running and wait for the exhaust temperature (IN
side) to drop. Confirm a drop to 200 degrees or lower and then inspect the differential pressure according to the follow-
ing procedure.

Confirmation method:
Execute in the order of Reset all DPR items  DPR differential pressure check  Start.

4. Confirm that the values of the DPR differential pressure are at or below the standard.

5. When the confirmation result in (4) is at or below the standard, DPR manual regeneration and the confirmation work
have been completed. Click "Stop" on the DPR differential pressure check screen to end the work with the HINO DX Ⅱ .

6. If the differential pressure with the inspection in (5) exceeds the standard, repeat the steps (2), (3), (4), and (5).

7. If the differential pressure with the work in (6) is within the standard, DPR manual regeneration and the confirmation
work have been completed. Click "Stop" on the DPR differential pressure check screen to end the work with the HINO
DX Ⅱ .

8. If the differential pressure still exceeds the standard with the second manual regeneration, the DPR filter is defective and
must be replaced.

Engine model DPR differential pressure (Units: kPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2})

J05E 5.0 {0.05, 0.7}
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*2 Additional information for filter cleaning with a washing machine
Confirm the following for filter cleaning with a washing machine.
Use a washing machine from a manufacturer recommended by Hino Motors.
Perform cleaning with correct installation of the attachment for DPR filters made by Hino Motors.
In the following instances the filter cannot be cleaned. In these cases, the filter must be replaced.

 

1. Cleaning is not possible for filters where soot has escaped and the surroundings have turned black when the filter body
is seen from the gas flow outlet side.

2. Cleaning is not possible when a large quantity of oil adheres to the filter body as seen from the gas flow inlet side.

3. Cleaning is not possible when the filter or the catalyst shows cracks or damage seen from any side.
When cleaning has been completed and the filter has been installed again, perform the following inspections.

4. Use the HINO DX Ⅱ to perform DPR forced regeneration, then confirm normal completion.

5. In this condition, wait for the exhaust gas temperature to drop to 200C or lower, perform the differential pressure inspec-
tion, and confirm that the inspection value is at or below the standard.

6. If the back pressure value is high, the filter is defective and must be replaced.

*3 Check for sensor coupler disconnection even when DPR DTC code is displayed.

*4 Pay attention to the following when the temperature sensor is inspected because of
DPR DTC code or a temperature sensor DTC code.

 

1. Replace if the tip is bent.

2. Do not bend the tip when it is normal.

3. When the sensor tip is bent, normal control may not be possible and this can lead to DPR trouble.

4. When disconnecting the sensor, remove the sensor body from the muffler after completely removing the harness fixing
clips. If this is not done, the sensor tip could get damaged.
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DETERMINATION BY WAY OF DPR STATE

DETERMINATION MONITOR OF HINO DX Ⅱ
EN01F02127100402002007

1. CHECK THAT THE MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LIGHT COMES
ON.

2. CONNECT HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. CHECK PAST FAULTS. 
(1) Check past faults by way of HINO DX Ⅱ . In case a general

engine fault such as a trouble of an exhaust control system is
displayed, inspect and repair the pertinent section.

(2) Inspect and repair general engine faults and check past faults
again. In case a code indicating a sensor system trouble is
displayed, inspect and replace the sensor circuit.

(3) Check past faults. In case DPR trouble (DTC code: P200C,
P2459, P244A, P244B, P2463) is displayed, check the DPR
state monitor.

CHECKING THE DPR STATE
EN01F02127100402002008

1. CHECK THE DPR STATE MONITOR.
(1) Refer to "INSPECTION BY WAY OF HINO DX Ⅱ " and check

the DPR state monitor. Perform inspection as per the proce-
dure under "INSPECTION BY WAY OF HINO DX Ⅱ ".

DTC code

Front DPR exhaust temperature sensor trouble P2033, P2032, P2084

Rear DPR exhaust temperature sensor trouble P242D, P242C, P242B

DPR back pressure sensor trouble P1426, P1427, P1428
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402002009

REMOVING DPR CLEANER

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• Perform replacement after cooling to prevent burns. (Turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for more than 30
minutes to cool.)

• Handle the DPR cleaner and DEF-SCR with particular care
because they are heavy made of ceramic and can be easily bro-
ken. 

2. DISCONNECTING SENSORS
NOTICE
Remove connectors and clips from the vehicle side. Sensors do
not need to be removed from the muffler.

(1) Remove the DPR differential pressure sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRES-
SURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVE THE DPR
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR (Page 11-100)

(2) Disconnect the DOC upstream temperature sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DOC UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING DOC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-112)

(3) Disconnect the DPR upstream temperature sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE DPR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-115)

(4) Disconnect the DPR downstream temperature sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DOWNSTREAM TEM-
PERATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE
DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-
118)

3. REMOVING THE DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE PIPE
(1) Unfasten the nut to remove the clip from the differential pres-

sure pipe. 
(2) Loosen the flare nut to disconnect the differential pressure

pipe from the muffler. 

4. REMOVING THE FRONT EXHAUST PIPE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS (Page 11-9)

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE PIPE

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000048
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5. REMOVING THE DPR
(1) Unfasten the 8 bolts and 8 nuts to remove the DPR cleaner

and gasket from the center pipe No.1. 
(2) Set the transmission jack under the DPR cleaner and lash

with a lashing device. 

! CAUTION
 

To hold and stabilize the DPR cleaner, make sure to lash it with a
lashing device before installation or removal. 

(3) Unfasten the 8 bolts and 8 nuts to remove 2 support brackets
and 8 washers from the DPR cleaner. 

(4) Pull off the DPR cleaner from the vehicle while supporting it
to prevent falling. 

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to weight balance.

MOUNTING DPR CLEANER

1. TEMPORARY MOUNTING OF THE DPR CLEANER
(1) Set a transmission jack under the DPR cleaner and lash with

a lashing device. 

! CAUTION
 

To hold and stabilize the DPR cleaner, make sure to lash it with a
lashing device before installation or removal. 

(2) Set the DPR cleaner to the mounting position while support-
ing it to prevent falling. 

(3) Replace with a new gasket, 8 bolts, and 8 nuts and temporar-
ily tighten the DPR cleaner to the center pipe No.1. 

! CAUTION
 

To prevent exhaust gas leakage, make sure to replace with a new
gasket, bolts, and nuts. 

(4) Temporarily tighten 2 support brackets and 8 washers to the
DPR cleaner with 8 bolts and 8 nuts. 

DPR CLEANER

CENTER PIPE No.1

SHTS021271000049

DPR CLEANER CENTER PIPE No.1

SUPPORT BRACKET

SHTS021271000050

DPR CLEANER

CENTER PIPE No.1

SHTS021271000051

DPR CLEANER CENTER PIPE No.1

SUPPORT BRACKET

SHTS021271000052
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2. TIGHTENING THE DPR CLEANER FULLY
(1) Permanently tighten the temporarily tightened bolts and nuts.

a. Center pipe No.1 - DPR cleaner (part A)
Tightening Torque:
20-30 N·m {204-306 kgf·cm, 14.7-22.1 lbf·ft}

b. DPR cleaner - support bracket (part B)
Tightening Torque:
43-59 N·m {438-602 kgf·cm, 31.7-43.5 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE FRONT EXHAUST PIPE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS (Page 11-12)

4. INSPECTING THE EXHAUST FLEXIBLE AREA MOUNTING
CONDITION
(1) Check and confirm if the exhaust flexible area is mounted as

shown in the figure. 

DPR CLEANER

A

B

B

SUPPORT 
BRACKET

SUPPORT 
BRACKET

CENTER 
PIPE No.1

SHTS021271000053

177-191mm {6.97-7.52 in.}

BELOW 
7mm {0.28 in.}233mm {9.17 in.}

BELLOWS

SHTS021271000054
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5. MOUNTING THE DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE PIPE
(1) Insert the differential pressure pipe into the muffler. After fin-

ger-tightening the flare nut, tighten it to the muffler with the
specified torque. 

Tightening Torque:
30-36 N·m {306-367 kgf·cm, 22.1-26.5 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Wipe off old anti-seizure lubricant on the differential pressure
pipes and apply new anti-seizure lubricant (equivalent to NEVER-
SEEZ Pure Nickel Special Grade manufactured by Bostic, Inc.) to
threads.

(2) Mount the clip to the differential pressure pipe with a nut. 
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

6. CONNECTING SENSORS
(1) Mount the DPR differential pressure sensor.

Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRES-
SURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE DPR
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR (Page 11-101)

(2) Connect the DOC downstream temperature sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DOC UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DOC
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-113)

(3) Connect the DPR upstream temperature sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR UPSTREAM TEMPER-
ATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE DPR
UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-116)

(4) Connect the DPR downstream temperature sensor.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR DOWNSTREAM TEM-
PERATURE SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE
DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR (Page 11-
119)

7. INSPECTING FOR EXHAUST GAS LEAKAGE
(1) Start the engine and inspect for exhaust gas leakage.

DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE PIPE

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000055
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OVERALL OPERATION FLOW
EN01F02127100402002010

1. Check the malfunction code with the HINO DX Ⅱ .
Standard value: No malfunction code

NO

YES

1. After a manual regeneration, check the differential pressure with
the HINO DX Ⅱ .
Standard value: 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, OVERALL
OPERATION FLOW, LIST OF STANDARD VALUES FOR DIF-
FERENTIAL PRESSURE INSPECTION (Page 11-44)

NO

YES

1  VEHICLE RECEIPT FOR INSPECTION

SHTS021271000056

4. For P200C, P244B, P244A, P2459, P2463
5. For others than above

2. MANUAL REGENERATION

2  MANUAL REGENERATION

SHTS021271000057

3. INSPECT THE DPR FILTER.

No clean up necessary
Vehicle delivery
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1. Dismount the DPR filter from the vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING DPR CLEANER (Page 11-37)

2. Inspect the status of the DPR filter rear surface.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, OVERALL
OPERATION FLOW, INSPECT INSIDE THE DPR FILTER (Page
11-45)
Standard value: No soot escape

NO

YES

3  INSPECT THE DPR FILTER

SHTS021271000058

Replace with a new DPR filter and install it on the
vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DPR CLEANER
(Page 11-38)

! CAUTION
 

Recheck the differential pressure after the instal-
lation. Make sure it is within the standard value
and deliver the vehicle.

Perform ash cleaning to the DPR filter and then install it on the vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DPR CLEANER (Page 11-38)

! CAUTION
 

Recheck the differential pressure after the installation. Make sure it is within the standard value and
deliver the vehicle.
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1. Dismount the DPR filter from the vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING DPR CLEANER (Page 11-37)

2. Inspect the status of the DPR filter rear surface.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, OVERALL
OPERATION FLOW, INSPECT INSIDE THE DPR FILTER (Page
11-45)
Standard value: No soot escape

NO

YES

4  IN CASE THAT DPR DTC CODE IS DISPLAYED

SHTS021271000059

Replace with a new DPR filter and install it on the
vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DPR CLEANER
(Page 11-38)

! CAUTION
 

After the installation, regenerate the DPR filter
manually and recheck the differential pressure.
Make sure it is within the standard value and
deliver the vehicle.

Perform soot cleaning to the DPR filter and then install it on the vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DPR CLEANER (Page 11-38)

! CAUTION
 

After the installation, regenerate the DPR cleaner manually and recheck the differential pressure. Make
sure it is within the standard value and deliver the vehicle.
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1. Checking the engine and repair or replace defective parts if any.

2. Dismount the DPR filter from the vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING DPR CLEANER (Page 11-37)

3. Inspect the status of the DPR filter rear surface.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, OVERALL
OPERATION FLOW, INSPECT INSIDE THE DPR FILTER (Page
11-45)
Standard value: No soot escape

NO

YES

LIST OF STANDARD VALUES FOR DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE INSPECTION

5  FOR OTHERS THAN DPR DTC CODE IS DISPLAYED

SHTS021271000060

Replace with a new DPR filter and install it on the
vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DPR CLEANER
(Page 11-38)

! CAUTION
 

After the installation, regenerate the DPR cleaner
manually and recheck the differential pressure.
Make sure it is within the standard value and
deliver the vehicle.

Perform soot cleaning to the DPR filter and then install it on the vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DPR CLEANER (Page 11-38)

! CAUTION
 

• After the installation, regenerate the DPR cleaner manually and recheck the differential pressure. Make
sure it is within the standard value and deliver the vehicle.

• If the differential pressure is out of the standard value, perform ash cleaning.

Engine model
Engine no load 

maximum revolution speed 
Differential pressure

(kPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2})

J05E 2,800 r/min. 5.0 {0.05, 0.7}
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INSPECT INSIDE THE DPR FILTER
NOTICE
This is for detecting abnormalities inside the DPR filter.

1. Visually inspect the filter rear surface to detect soot escapes (black
part).

Standard value: No soot escape

NO

YES

1  VISUALLY INSPECT THE FILTER REAR SURFACE.

GAS FLOW

GAS FLOW

DOC DPR

FILTER 
REAR 
SURFACE

FILTER

SHTS021271000061

3. INSPECT THE DPR FILTER WITH THE DEDI-
CATED CHECK PROBE.

2. VISUALLY INSPECT THE CASE EDGE.
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1. Visually inspect the case edge to detect soot escapes (black part).

Standard value: No soot escape

NO

YES

2  VISUALLY INSPECT THE CASE EDGE.

GAS FLOW

DOC DPR

CASE 
EDGE

FILTER
GAS FLOW

SHTS021271000062

3. INSPECT THE DPR FILTER WITH THE DEDI-
CATED CHECK PROBE.

The DPR filter is normal.
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1. Insert the check probe from the rear surface to inspect the inside.

Standard value: Insert the check probe to the specified posi-
tion.

NO

YES

3  INSPECT THE DPR FILTER WITH THE DEDICATED CHECK PROBE.

SST: 09992-E4010
FILTER GAUGE ASSEMBLY

ALIGN THE TIP TO 
THE CENTER OF THE 
MARKING.

J05E

PIANO WIRE 
    0.8mm {0.0315 in.}

GRIP FOR DEPTH CHECK

TIGHTEN A SCREW 
AND AM FIXED

GAS FLOW

DOC DPR

FILTER

JUDGEMENT

REAR SIDE

THE PROBE IS 
INSERTED TO 
THE END.

THE PROBE  IS
STUCK IN 
THE MIDDLE.

TAGET PART OF 
INSERTION INSPECTION (PART WITH   )
INSPECT ONLY BLACK PARTS WHEN
THE FILTER IS PARTIALLY BLACK.

OK NG

J08E
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Replace with a new DPR filter and install it on the
vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DPR CLEANER
(Page 11-38)

Clean it and then install it on the vehicle.
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DPR CLEANER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING DPR CLEANER (Page 11-38)
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AIR CLEANING FLOW
EN01F02127100402002011

(SOOT CLEANING)

SOOT SUCTION

SOOT AIR BLOW

DISPOSE OF THE WASTE AND THE POWDER AS INDUSTRIAL WASTES.

SHTS021271000064
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FUEL ADDITION VALVE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402035001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Coolant pipe D 7 Fuel addition valve

2 Coolant pipe E 8 O-ring *

3 Gasket * 9 Folder

4 Fuel feed pipe No.5 10 Stud Bolt

5 Fuel delivery 11 Exhaust aftertreatment fuel pressure sensor

6 Nozzle clamp

A 36 {367, 26.5} C 19.6 {200, 14.5}

B 24.5 {250, 18.1} D 28.5{290, 21.0}

4
C

3

D

1

2

x 2

5

D

11

C

6

3B

3

9

10

x 3
x 3

A
3

7

8

3

B
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402035002

REMOVING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

Perform replacement after cooling to prevent burns. (Turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for at least 30 min-
utes as a guide.)

2. DRAINING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
DRAINING THE COOLANT (Page 12-5)

3. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the fuel addition valve. 

! CAUTION
 

When disconnecting, do not apply excessive force to the connec-
tor on the fuel addition valve side. The connector may be dam-
aged. 

4. DISCONNECTING PIPES
(1) Unfasten the union bolt to remove the fuel feed pipe No.5 and

2 gaskets from the fuel delivery. 
NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and waste to collect dripping fuel when dis-
connecting the pipe. 

(2) Remove the nut and then the clip.
(3) Unfasten the 2 union bolts to remove the coolant pipe D and

4 gaskets from the folder and turbocharger assembly. 
NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when disconnecting the pipe.

(4) Unfasten the 2 union bolts to remove the coolant pipe E and
4 gaskets from the folder and oil cooler assembly. 

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when disconnecting the pipe.

FUEL ADDITION VALVE

SHTS021271000066

FUEL 
DELIVERY

FUEL FEED PIPE No. 5

SHTS021271000067

TURBOCHARGER 
ASSEMBLY

COOLANT 
PIPE D

FOLDER
COOLANT 
PIPE E

OIL 
COOLER 
ASSEMBLY

SHTS021271000068
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5. REMOVING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the fuel delivery from the

folder. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not allow the O-ring on the fuel addition valve to come off. If
it came off, mount the O-ring following "How to mount the fuel
addition valve O-ring". 

• If it did not come off, it can be reused. 

(2) Unfasten the bolt to remove the nozzle clamp from the folder. 

(3) Remove the fuel addition valve, O-ring, and gasket from the
folder. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not apply excessive force or weight to the connector to avoid
the risk of breakage. 

(4) Unfasten the 3 nuts to remove the folder and gasket from the
exhaust pipe (ATC). 
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HOW TO MOUNT THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE O-
RING

1. MOUNTING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE O-RING
(1) Replace with a new O-ring, backup ring, and E-ring and

mount them as shown in the figure. 

! CAUTION
 

• Mount the backup ring No.1 and No.2 paying attention to their
directions. 

• Mount the backup ring and O-ring in the right order. 

• Check the backup ring closed gap for overriding and gaping as
shown in the figure. 

2. CHECKING AFTER MOUNTING
(1) After mounting the O-ring, backup ring, and E-ring to the fuel

addition valve, check the seal for damage, collapse, and pro-
trusion from the seal groove. 

! CAUTION
 

Check the O-ring groove of the fuel addition valve for foreign mat-
ter or damage. 
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SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSULATION RESISTANCE TEST
(1) Using the 500 V megohmmeter, measure the insulation resis-

tance between the fuel addition valve upper body and con-
nector (part side). Replace if the measurement reading
exceeds the standard value. 

! CAUTION
 

Never measure between the terminals, or the fuel addition valve
will be damaged. 

2. RESISTANCE TEST BETWEEN TERMINALS
(1) Using the circuit tester, measure the resistance between the

fuel addition valve terminals. Replace if the measurement
reading exceeds the standard value. 

MEGOHMMETER
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CLEANING CARBON

1. CLEANING CARBON

! CAUTION
 

• The carbon cleaner is alkali. Wear protective equipment
(glasses, rubber gloves, and protective garment) to prevent it
from contacting eyes, skin, and clothes. 
If it should contact the skin, wash it off with running water
immediately. If it should get into eyes, rinse thoroughly with run-
ning water and consult a physician. 

• Do not allow the carbon cleaner to adhere to the resin parts, ter-
minals, and O-ring of the fuel addition valve. If adhered, immedi-
ately wipe it off. 

(1) Spray the carbon cleaner to the fuel addition valve nozzle
hole. 
SST: S0826-E3065

Carbon cleaner

! CAUTION
 

• Do not touch the nozzle hole with hands or wipe it with a waste. 

• Do not apply excessive force or weight to the connector to avoid
the risk of breakage. 

(2) Leave it for a while until carbon is dissolved and then blow it
off by an air blower. 

(3) Similarly, remove the carbon deposited inside the folder by
air blowing after spraying the carbon cleaner. 
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MOUNTING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, do not allow dirt and water to enter the parts. 

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. MOUNTING THE FUEL ADDITION VALVE
(1) Replace with a new gasket and mount the folder to the

exhaust pipe (ATC) with 3 nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
36 N·m {367 kgf·cm, 26.5 lbf·ft}

(2) Replace with a new O-ring and gasket and mount the fuel
addition valve to the folder. 

! CAUTION
 

• Apply engine oil to the O-ring. Use care not to get the O-ring
jammed when inserting. 

• Do not apply excessive force or weight to the connector to avoid
the risk of breakage. 

• Check the O-ring seal for dirt before mounting. 
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(3) Mount the nozzle clamp to the folder with the bolt. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {290 kgf·cm, 21.0 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When mounting the nozzle clamp to the folder, align the nozzle
clamp with the fuel addition valve groove. 

• If the nozzle clamp is mounted without aligning with the fuel
addition valve, it cannot be reused. 

(4) Mount the fuel delivery to the folder with the 2 bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {290 kgf·cm, 21.0 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Apply engine oil to the O-ring. Use care not to get the O-ring
jammed when inserting the fuel delivery. 

• Check the O-ring seal for dirt before mounting. 

3. CONNECTING PIPES
(1) Replace with 4 new gaskets and connect the coolant pipe E

to the folder and oil cooler assembly with 2 union bolts.
Tightening Torque:
24.5 N·m {250 kgf·cm, 18.1 lbf·ft}

(2) Replace with 4 new gaskets and connect the coolant pipe D
to the folder and turbocharger assembly with 2 union bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
24.5 N·m {250 kgf·cm, 18.1 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the clip with the nut and secure the coolant pipe D and
coolant pipe E. 
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(4) Replace with 2 new gaskets and connect the fuel feed pipe
No.5 to the fuel delivery with the union bolt. 

Tightening Torque:
19.6 N·m {200 kgf·cm, 14.5 lbf·ft}

4. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the fuel addition valve. 

! CAUTION
 

• Before inserting the connector, check that there are no spark
traces on the terminals. 

• When connecting, do not apply excessive force to the connec-
tor on the fuel addition valve side. The connector may be dam-
aged. 

5. ADDING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
ADDING THE COOLANT (Page 12-13)

6. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)
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FUEL CUTOFF VALVE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402037001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Fuel feed pipe No.3 3 Fuel cutoff valve

2 Gasket * 4 Fuel feed pipe No.5

A 19.6 {200, 14.5} B 28.5{290, 21.0}

B

A2

1

3

4

2 A

x 2
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402037002

REMOVING THE FUEL CUTOFF VALVE

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the fuel cutoff valve. 

2. DISCONNECTING PIPES
(1) Unfasten the 2 union bolts to disconnect the fuel feed pipe

No.3, fuel feed pipe No.5, and 2 gaskets from the fuel cutoff
valve. 

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and waste to collect dripping fuel when dis-
connecting the pipe. 

3. REMOVING THE FUEL CUTOFF VALVE
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the fuel cutoff valve from the

flywheel housing. 

MOUNTING THE FUEL CUTOFF VALVE

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• While working, do not allow dirt and water to enter the parts. 

• Before mounting parts, make sure that there is no dirt on the
connection between them.

• Air enters the fuel pipe in the process of mounting the prefuel
filter case. After mounting is completed, thoroughly purge air
from the fuel pipe.

2. MOUNTING THE FUEL CUTOFF VALVE
(1) Mount the fuel cutoff valve to the flywheel housing with the 2

bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {290 kgf·cm, 21.0 lbf·ft}

3. CONNECTING PIPES
(1) Replace with 2 new gaskets and connect the fuel feed pipe

No.3 and fuel feed pipe No.5 to the fuel cutoff valve with 2
union bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
19.6 N·m {200 kgf·cm, 14.5 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Before mounting the parts, check the joints for dirt. 

4. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the fuel cutoff valve. 

5. AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL SYSTEM
Reference: FUEL SYSTEM (J05E), FUEL FILTER AND CASE
(ENGINE SIDE), REPLACEMENT, AIR BLEEDING OF FUEL
SYSTEM (Page 7-16)
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DEF PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402054001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 DEF pump assembly 6 DEF pump

2 Outlet connector * 7 Filter

3 Backflow connector * 8 Filter cover

4 Inlet connector * 9 Tank bracket

5 Coolant connector *

A 15.2-22.8 {155-232, 11.2-16.8} C 5-6 {51-61, 3.7-4.4}

B 4-5 {41-51, 2.9-3.7} D 20-25 {204-255, 14.8-18.4}

9

1

A
7

6

5 C

B

2 3 4

8 D
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402054002

REPLACING THE FILTER

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

After-run (DEF drawn back to the DEF tank) is performed after the
starter key is turned to “LOCK” and the muffler temperature
drops. Before starting work, wait for at least 10 minutes after turn-
ing the starter key to “LOCK.” 

2. REMOVING THE FILTER
(1) Turn the filter cover counterclockwise using the 27 mm {1.06

in.} box (dodecagon) to remove it from the DEF pump. 

! CAUTION
 

Prepare the reservoir and waste to collect dripping DEF when
removing the fuel cover. 

(2) Remove the filter and equalizer from the DEF pump. 
NOTICE

• Protect filter area in the housing from contamination.

• Prying forcefully with a screw driver when replacing the filter
may cause damage to the DEF pump body and urea leakage.
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FILTER COVER
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3. MOUNTING THE FILTER
(1) Replace with a new filter and equalizer and mount them to

the DEF pump. 
(2) Apply Mobil Velocite Oil No.6 or equivalent to the O-ring of

the backflow connector.

(3) Turn the filter cover clockwise using a 27 mm {1.06 in.} box
(dodecagon) to mount it to the DEF pump. 

Tightening Torque:
20-25  N·m {204-255 kgf·cm, 14.8-18.4 lbf·ft}
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REMOVING THE DEF PUMP

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

After-run (DEF drawn back to the DEF tank) is performed after the
starter key is turned to “LOCK” and the muffler temperature
drops. Before starting work, wait for at least 10 minutes after turn-
ing the starter key to “LOCK.”

2. DISCONNECT THE HOSE

! CAUTION
 

Refer to "Cautions on DEF/coolant piping attaching and detach-
ing". 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF-SCR & DPR, CAUTIONS ON
DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING (Page 11-
20)

(1) Disconnect the hose from the DEF sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF TANK, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE DEF TANK (Page 11-78)

(2) Disconnect the DEF inlet hose, DEF outlet hose, and DEF
backflow hose from the DEF pump. 

NOTICE

• Prepare the reservoir and waste to collect dripping DEF when
disconnecting the hose. 

• Mount the protection cap to the DEF pump. 

(3) Disconnect the coolant inlet hose and coolant outlet hose
from the DEF pump. 

NOTICE

• Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping cool-
ant when disconnecting the hose.

• Block with vice clip to prevent coolant outflow from the hose.

• Mount the protection cap to the DEF pump. 
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3. REMOVING THE DEF TANK ASSEMBLY
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF TANK, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE DEF TANK ASSEMBLY (Page 11-83)

4. REMOVING THE DEF PUMP
(1) Unfasten the 3 bolts to remove the DEF pump from the tank

bracket. 
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5. DISCONNECTING THE CONNECTOR
(1) Disconnect the 2 coolant connectors from the DEF pump

using a 15 mm {0.59 in.} spanner. 

(2) Disconnect the inlet connector from the DEF pump using a
17 mm {0.67 in.} spanner. 

(3) Disconnect the outlet connector from the DEF pump using a
17 mm {0.67 in.} spanner. 

(4) Disconnect the backflow connector from the DEF pump using
a 17 mm {0.67 in.} spanner. 
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MOUNTING THE DEF PUMP

1. CONNECTING THE CONNECTOR
(1) Apply Mobil Velocite Oil No.6 or equivalent to the O-ring of

the backflow connector.
(2) Connect the backflow connector to the DEF pump using a 17

mm {0.67 in.} spanner. 
Tightening Torque:
4-5 N·m {41-51 kgf·cm, 2.9-3.7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to get crystallized DEF jammed. 

(3) Apply Mobil Velocite Oil No.6 or equivalent to the O-ring of
the outlet connector.

(4) Connect the outlet connector to the DEF pump using a 17
mm {0.67 in.} spanner. 

Tightening Torque:
4-5 N·m {41-51 kgf·cm, 2.9-3.7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to get crystallized DEF jammed. 

(5) Apply Mobil Velocite Oil No.6 or equivalent to the O-ring of
the inlet connector.

(6) Connect the inlet connector to the DEF pump using a 17 mm
{0.67 in.} spanner. 

Tightening Torque:
4-5 N·m {41-51 kgf·cm,  2.9-3.7 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to get crystallized DEF jammed. 

(7) Apply Mobil Velocite Oil No.6 or equivalent to the O-ring of
the coolant connector.

(8) Connect the coolant connector to the DEF pump using a 15
mm {0.59 in.} spanner. 

Tightening Torque:
5-6 N·m {51-61 kgf·cm, 3.7-4.4 lbf·ft}
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2. MOUNTING THE DEF PUMP
(1) Mount the DEF pump to the tank bracket with the 3 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
15.2-22.8  N·m {155-232 kgf·cm, 11.2-16.8 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE DEF TANK ASSEMBLY
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF TANK, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE DEF TANK ASSEMBLY (Page 11-85)

4. CONNECT THE HOSE

! CAUTION
 

Refer to "Cautions on DEF/coolant piping attaching and detach-
ing". 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF-SCR & DPR, CAUTIONS ON
DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING (Page 11-
20)

(1) Connect the coolant inlet hose and coolant outlet hose to the
DEF pump. 

(2) Connect the DEF inlet hose, DEF outlet hose, and DEF back-
flow hose to the DEF pump. 

(3) Connect the hose to the DEF sensor. 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF TANK, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE DEF TANK (Page 11-81)
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5. ADDING THE COOLANT
(1) Inspect the coolant level and if insufficient, pour coolant.

Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACE-
MENT, ADDING THE COOLANT (Page 12-13)
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DEF INJECTOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402055001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Gasket * 4 Hose bracket

2 DEF injector 5 Hose protector

3 Coolant connector *

A 31 {316, 22.9} C 5-6 {51-61, 3.7-4.4}

B 6-10 {61-102, 4.4-7.4}

A

B

C

4

2
1

3

5
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REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402055002

REMOVING THE DEF INJECTOR

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• Perform replacement after cooling to prevent burns. (Turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for more than 30
minutes to cool.)

• After-run (DEF drawn back to the DEF tank) is performed after
the starter key is turned to “LOCK” and the muffler temperature
drops. Before starting work, wait for at least 10 minutes after
turning the starter key to “LOCK.” 

2. REMOVING THE HOSE PROTECTOR
(1) Unfasten the 2 nuts to remove the hose protector. 

3. DISCONNECTING THE HOSE

! CAUTION
 

Refer to "Cautions on DEF/coolant piping attaching and detach-
ing". 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF-SCR & DPR, CAUTIONS ON
DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING (Page 11-
20)

(1) Disconnect the coolant inlet hose and coolant outlet hose
from the DEF injector. 

NOTICE

• Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping cool-
ant when disconnecting the hose.

• Block with vice clip to prevent coolant outflow from the hose.

• Mount the protection cap to the DEF injector. 

(2) Disconnect the DEF inlet hose from the DEF injector. 
NOTICE

• Prepare a reservoir and waste to collect dripping DEF when dis-
connecting the hose. 

• Mount the protection cap to the DEF injector. 
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4. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the DEF injector. 

5. REMOVING THE DEF INJECTOR
(1) Unfasten the 3 nuts to remove the DEF injector from the muf-

fler. 

(2) Lift the tabs (3 places) of the gasket with pliers and remove
the gasket from the DEF injector. 

! CAUTION
 

Do not use a pliers with sharp end.

(3) Clean the surface of the DEF injector sealing interface. 

! CAUTION
 

• Pay attention not to scratch the sealing interface surface.

• Do not touch the orifice plate.
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6. DISCONNECTING THE CONNECTOR
(1) Disconnect the 2 coolant connectors from the DEF injector

using a 15 mm spanner. 

MOUNTING THE DEF INJECTOR

1. CONNECTING THE CONNECTOR
(1) Apply Mobil Velocite Oil No.6 or equivalent to the O-ring of

the coolant connector.
(2) Connect the coolant connector to the DEF injector using a 15

mm spanner. 
Tightening Torque:
5-6 N·m {51-61 kgf·cm, 3.7-4.4 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE DEF INJECTOR
(1) Replace with a new gasket and mount the gasket by placing

and pressing on the sealing interface.

! CAUTION
 

• The gasket is nonreusable because of the deformation of tabs.

• Pay attention not to scratch the gasket.

• Check that the tabs (3 places) of the gasket are engaged with
the tabs of the DEF injector. 

(2) Mount the DEF injector to the muffler with 3 nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
6-10  N·m {61-102  kgf·cm, 4.4-7.4  lbf·ft}
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3. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the DEF injector. 

4. CONNECTING THE HOSE.

! CAUTION
 

Refer to "Cautions on DEF/coolant piping attaching and detach-
ing". 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF-SCR & DPR, CAUTIONS ON
DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING (Page 11-
20)

(1) Connect the DEF inlet hose to the DEF injector. 

(2) Connect the coolant inlet hose and coolant outlet hose to the
DEF injector. 
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5. MOUNTING THE HOSE PROTECTOR
(1) Mount the hose protector to the hose bracket with 2 nuts. 

Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

6. ADDING THE COOLANT
(1) Inspect the coolant level and if insufficient, pour coolant.

Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACE-
MENT, ADDING THE COOLANT (Page 12-13)
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DEF TANK

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402056001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Tank bracket 5 Tank band

2 DEF tank 6 Filler cap

3 Drain plug 7 DEF tank cover

4 J-bolt

A 38.4-57.6 {392-587, 28.3-42.5} C 32 {326, 23.6}

B 23.5-36.5 {240-372, 17.3-26.9}

A

C

SINGLE CABCREW CAB

C

1 3

2

6

BB 57
7
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x 2
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4
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INSPECTION
EN01F02127100402056002

INSPECTING DEF CONCENTRATION

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

There are 3 inspection methods for DEF; DEF analyzer inspection,
pH test paper inspection, and refractive index measurement
inspection. Use one method from three for inspection.

2. DEF ANALYZER INSPECTION
(1) Extract the DEF and put a few drops on the DEF analyzer to

measure DEF concentration. Replace the DEF if the mea-
surement reading exceeds the standard value. 

3. PH TEST PAPER INSPECTION
(1) Extract the DEF and put a few drops on the pH test paper to

check color change. Replace the DEF if the measurement
reading exceeds the standard value. 

4. REFRACTIVE INDEX MEASUREMENT INSPECTION
(1) Extract the DEF and put a few drops on the refractometer to

measure refractive index. Replace the DEF if the measure-
ment reading exceeds the standard value. 
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–77
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402056003

REPLACING DEF

1. DRAINING DEF
(1) Turn the starter key to “ON”, remove the drain plug, and dis-

charge DEF from the DEF tank.

! CAUTION
 

• If the starter key is turned to “LOCK” with nothing left in the
tank, the engine cannot be restarted. Before starting work, be
sure to turn the starter key to “ON.”

• Dispose the DEF in accordance with the specified procedures
(industrial waste disposal) or by other environment-friendly
methods. 

2. ADDING DEF
(1) Mount the drain plug to the DEF tank. 

! CAUTION
(2) 

• Do not add any other material than DEF to the tank. 

• It overflows from the breather hose and is crystallized at the
tank bottom.

• DEF expands when frozen. The DEF tank filled above the full
level may burst when frozen. 

• Promptly wipe off DEF with a waste if it overflowed from the DEF
tank or adhered to the tank or peripheral parts when adding.
Wipe it off while it is in liquid form since it will crystallize and
whiten when left unattended and become difficult to be
removed. Use a cloth soaked in warm water to wipe off crystal-
lized urea.

• Avoid entry of dust and foreign matter into the DEF tank when
adding DEF. Entry of dust and foreign matter may cause DEF
pump malfunction and pipe and DEF injector clogging. 

• When it is difficult to tighten the filler cap due to adhesion of
DEF crystals on the filler cap or inlet of the DEF tank, do not
forcedly tighten the cap but remove the crystals by a waste first
and then tighten the cap. Avoid entry of waste lint into the DEF
tank when removing crystals. 

• Dispose the DEF in accordance with the specified procedures
(industrial waste disposal) or by other environment-friendly
methods. 

• DEF may overflow before reaching the full level if it is added to
the vehicle in inclined condition. 

DRAIN PLUG
DEF TANK
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DEF TANK
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–78
• If diesel fuel has been mistakenly added into the DEF tank. Once
the engine is started and the DEF pump is activated, diesel fuel
will enter the DEF piping, DEF pump and DEF injector. If diesel
fuel has entered the DEF piping, DEF pump and DEF injector,
replace them along with the DEF tank and DEF sensor. If the
engine has not yet been started, the areas exposed to diesel
fuel are only the DEF tank and the DEF piping inside the tank.
Disconnect the piping from the DEF tank and replace the DEF
tank and DEF sensor. In this case, no other parts need to be
replaced.

REMOVING THE DEF TANK

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

After-run (DEF drawn back to the DEF tank) is performed after the
starter key is turned to “LOCK” and the muffler temperature
drops. Before starting work, wait for at least 10 minutes after turn-
ing the starter key to “LOCK.”

2. REMOVING THE TANK BAND
(1) Unfasten the 2 J-bolts and 2 nuts to remove the tank band

from the tank bracket and DEF tank. 

TANK BAND

J-BOLT

TANK
BRACKET

DEF TANK

CREW CAB

SINGLE CAB
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–79
3. REMOVING THE DEF TANK COVER
(1) Unfasten the 3 bolts to remove the DEF tank cover from the

DEF tank.

4. DISCONNECTING THE HOSE.

! CAUTION
 

Refer to "Cautions on DEF/coolant piping attaching and detach-
ing". 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF-SCR & DPR, CAUTIONS ON
DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING (Page 11-
20)

(1) Disconnect the DEF backflow hose and DEF outlet hose from
the DEF sensor. 

NOTICE

• Prepare the reservoir and waste to collect dripping DEF when
disconnecting the hose. 

• Block with vice clip to prevent DEF from flowing out from the
hoses. 

• Mount the protection cap to the DEF sensor. 

(2) Unfasten the 2 clamps to disconnect the coolant inlet hose
and coolant outlet hose from the DEF sensor. 

NOTICE

• Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping cool-
ant when disconnecting the hose.

• Block with vice clip to prevent coolant outflow from the hose.

• Mount the protection cap to the DEF sensor. 

DEF TANK

DEF TANK COVER

DEF TANK

DEF TANK COVER

CREW CAB

SINGLE CAB
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–80
5. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the DEF sensor. 

NOTICE

• Remove the harness connector last to prevent the coolant and
DEF hoses from wetting the harness connector terminal.

• Protect the DEF sensor connector portion with a plastic cover
or the like to avoid entry of dirt, water or foreign matters.

• Protect the removed connector from dirt and dust.

6. REMOVING THE DEF TANK.
(1) Remove the DEF tank from the tank bracket. 

NOTICE
Do not store or transport the DEF tank assembled DEF sensor
outdoors without waterproofing them.

DEF SENSOR

CONNECTOR

DEF TANK
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–81
MOUNTING THE DEF TANK

1. MOUNTING THE DEF TANK
(1) Mount the DEF tank to the tank bracket. 

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the DEF sensor. 

3. CONNECTING THE HOSE

! CAUTION
 

Refer to "Cautions on DEF/coolant piping attaching and detach-
ing". 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF-SCR & DPR, CAUTIONS ON
DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING (Page 11-
20)

(1) Connect the coolant inlet hose and coolant outlet hose to the
DEF sensor with 2 clamps. 

(2) Connect the DEF backflow hose and DEF outlet hose to the
DEF sensor. 

TANK 
BRACKET

DEF TANK
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–82
4. MOUNTING THE DEF TANK COVER
(1) Mount the DEF tank cover to the DEF tank with the 3 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
32  N·m {326  kgf·cm, 23.6  lbf·ft}

5. MOUNTING THE TANK BAND
(1) Hook 2 J-bolts to the tank bracket holes and mount the tank

band to the tank bracket and DEF tank with 2 nuts. At this
time, tighten the J-bolts to make the protrusion amount of the
screws even.
For crew cab, when mounting, the marking of the tank band
(UP) must face the upper side of the vehicle.

Tightening Torque:
23.5-36.5  N·m {240-372  kgf·cm, 17.3-26.9  lbf·ft}

6. ADDING THE COOLANT
(1) Inspect the coolant level and if insufficient, pour coolant.

Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACE-
MENT, ADDING THE COOLANT (Page 12-13)
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–83
REMOVING THE DEF TANK ASSEMBLY

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

After-run (DEF drawn back to the DEF tank) is performed after the
starter key is turned to “LOCK” and the muffler temperature
drops. Before starting work, wait for at least 10 minutes after turn-
ing the starter key to “LOCK.” 

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the DCU. 

Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DCU, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE DCU (Page 11-93)

(2) Disconnect the connector from the DEF sensor. 
(3) Disconnect the connector from the outside temperature sen-

sor. 

(4) Disconnect the connector from the DEF pump. 
(5) Remove the harness clip. 

DCU
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SENSOR

DEF 
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–84
3. REMOVING THE DEF TANK ASSEMBLY
(1) Lash the transmission jack and DEF tank assembly with a

lashing device. 

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to weight balance.

(2) Unfasten the 4 nuts to remove the DEF tank assembly from
the bracket. 

(3) Pull off the DEF tank assembly from the vehicle while sup-
porting it to prevent falling. 

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to weight balance.

DEF TANK 
ASSEMBLY
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–85
MOUNTING THE DEF TANK ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE DEF TANK ASSEMBLY
(1) Lash the transmission jack and DEF tank assembly with a

lashing device. 

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to weight balance.

(2) Set the DEF tank assembly to the DEF tank mounting posi-
tion while supporting it to prevent falling. 

! CAUTION
 

Pay attention to weight balance.

(3) Mount the DEF tank assembly to the bracket with 4 nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
38.4-57.6  N·m {392-587  kgf·cm, 28.3-42.5  lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the DEF pump. 

(2) Connect the connector to the outside temperature sensor.

(3) Connect the connector to the DEF sensor. 
(4) Connect the connector to the DCU. 

Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DCU, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE DCU (Page 11-96)
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–86
DEF SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402057001

*: Nonreusable part

1 O-ring * 2 DEF sensor

2

1
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–87
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402057002

REMOVING THE DEF SENSOR

1. REMOVING THE DEF TANK
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF TANK, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE DEF TANK (Page 11-78)

2. REMOVING THE DEF SENSOR
(1) Turn the DEF sensor counterclockwise to remove it from the

DEF tank. 

! CAUTION
 

• When removing, be careful not to bend the water level sensor
pipe.

• When taking out the sensor from inside the tank, be careful not
to damage the sensor by hitting the tank edge.

(2) Remove the O-ring from the DEF sensor. 

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING A FLOAT
(1) Check if the DEF sensor float moves smoothly.

DEF TANK O-RING

DEF SENSOR
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–88
MOUNTING THE DEF SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE DEF SENSOR
(1) Replace with a new O-ring and mount it to the DEF sensor. 
(2) Fix the DEF tank and turn the DEF sensor clockwise to

mount it to the DEF tank. 

! CAUTION
 

• Thoroughly wipe off DEF crystals precipitated on the mounting
surface with a clean waste. 

• When inserting the sensor inside the tank, be careful not to
damage the sensor by hitting the tank edge.

• Check that the tank center and DEF sensor pipe are mounted in
parallel position. 

• Do not tighten the DEF sensor excessively. 

2. MOUNTING THE DEF TANK
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF TANK, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE DEF TANK (Page 11-81)

DEF TANK O-RING

DEF SENSOR
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–89
COOLANT CUTOFF VALVE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402019001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Coolant cutoff valve 4 Clamp

2 Water valve bracket 5 Hose

3 Harness bracket

A 31 {316, 22.9}

2

A

A

45

A

x 2x 2

x 2

1

3

4

5
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–90
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402019002

REMOVING THE COOLANT CUTOFF VALVE

1. DISCONNECTING THE HOSE

! CAUTION
 

Refer to "Cautions on DEF/coolant piping attaching and detach-
ing". 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF-SCR & DPR, CAUTIONS ON
DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING (Page 11-
20)

(1) Remove the 2 clamps and disconnect 2 hoses from the cool-
ant cutoff valve.

NOTICE

• Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping cool-
ant when disconnecting the hose.

• Block with vice clip to prevent coolant outflow from the hose.

• Close the vice clip since the coolant flows out from the coolant
cutoff valve.

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the coolant cutoff

valve.

3. REMOVING THE COOLANT CUTOFF VALVE
(1) Remove the harness clamp. 
(2) Unfasten the 2 nuts and remove the coolant cutoff valve with

the bracket.

(3) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the water valve bracket from
the coolant cutoff valve. 

(4) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the harness bracket from the
coolant cutoff valve. 

COOLANT CUTOFF 
VALVE
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–91
MOUNTING THE COOLANT CUTOFF VALVE

1. MOUNTING THE COOLANT CUTOFF VALVE
(1) Mount the harness bracket to the coolant cutoff valve with the

2 bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the water valve bracket to the coolant cutoff valve with
the 2 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the coolant cutoff valve with the bracket with 2 nuts.
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

(4) Mount the harness clamp. 

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the coolant cutoff valve.

3. CONNECTING THE HOSE

! CAUTION
 

Refer to "Cautions on DEF/coolant piping attaching and detach-
ing". 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), DEF-SCR & DPR, CAUTIONS ON
DEF/COOLANT PIPING ATTACHING AND DETACHING (Page 11-
20)

(1) Connect the 2 hoses to the coolant cutoff valve with 2
clamps.

4. ADDING THE COOLANT
(1) Inspect the coolant level and if insufficient, pour coolant.

Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACE-
MENT, ADDING THE COOLANT (Page 12-13)
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–92
DCU

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402021001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 DCU 2 DCU bracket

A 10 {102, 7.4} B 22 {224, 16.2}

B

2

1

A

x 3

x 4
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–93
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402021002

REMOVING THE DCU

1. REMOVING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SEN-
SOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR (Page 11-125)

2. DISCONNECTING THE DEF SENSOR CONNECTOR
(1) Disconnect the connector from the DEF sensor. 

3. REMOVING THE CONNECTOR BRACKET (CREW CAB)
(1) Remove the 2 bolts to remove the 2 connector brackets from

the DCU bracket.

4. REMOVING THE DCU BRACKET
(1) Unfasten the 3 nuts and remove the DCU with the DCU

bracket from the tank bracket.

DEF SENSOR
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–94
(2) Remove the harness clamp from the DCU bracket. 

5. DISCONNECTING THE DCU CONNECTOR
(1) Disconnect the connector by moving the slide in the direction

of the arrow as shown in the figure until a "click" is heard.

HARNESS

DCU
BRACKET 
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–95
(2) Pull out the connector straight.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not insert and remove the connector more than necessary.

• Never detach the harness by holding and pulling or prying as it
may result in wire or terminal deformation.

• Never insert a test lead from the rear of the connector.

• Do not paint or apply grease or oil to the connector to maintain
its function and durability.

NOTICE
If it cannot be pulled out with a light force, check if the slide is fully
open.

6. REMOVING THE DCU
(1) Unfasten the 4 nuts and remove the DCU from the DCU

bracket.
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SLIDE
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–96
MOUNTING THE DCU

1. MOUNTING THE DCU
(1) Mount the DCU to the DCU bracket with 4 nuts.

Tightening Torque:
10 N·m {102 kgf·cm, 7.4 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE DCU CONNECTOR
(1) Check that the harness side connector slide is fully open and

place it straight on the DCU side connector.

! CAUTION
 

At this time, check that the slide is fully open.

(2) Press the upper part of the harness side connector and
insert the connector uniformly.

DCU BRACKET

DCU
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–97
(3) Connect the connector by moving the slide in the direction of
the arrow as shown in the figure until a "click" is heard.

! CAUTION
 

• If the slide cannot move smoothly, repeat steps (1) and (2).

• Securely insert the slide part and the connector in parallel since
the slide part may tilt causing a gap between the slide and the
connector.

86 POLE CONNECTOR

53 POLE CONNECTOR

SLIDE

SLIDE
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–98
3. MOUNTING THE DCU BRACKET
(1) Mount the harness clamp to the DCU bracket. 

(2) Mount the DCU with DCU bracket to the tank bracket with 3
nuts.

Tightening Torque:
22 N·m {224 kgf·cm, 16.2 lbf·ft}

4. INSTALLING THE CONNECTOR BRACKET (CREW CAB)
(1) Install the 2 connector brackets to the DCU bracket with 2

bolts.
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 23 lbf·ft}

5. CONNECTING THE DEF SENSOR CONNECTOR
(1) Connect the connector to the DEF sensor. 

6. MOUNTING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SEN-
SOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERA-
TURE SENSOR (Page 11-125)
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–99
DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402003001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 DPR differential pressure sensor 3 Hose

2 Clamp

A 31 {316, 22.9}

A

1

2

2

3
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–100
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402003002

REMOVE THE DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 
SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Remove the harness clamp. 
(2) Disconnect the connector attached to the DPR differential

pressure sensor.

2. DISCONNECT THE HOSE
(1) Indicate alignment marks on the DPR differential pressure

sensor and 2 hoses.
(2) Unfasten the 4 clamps to disconnect 2 hoses from the DPR

differential pressure sensor and differential pressure pipe. 

3. REMOVE THE DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR
(1) Unfasten the 2 nuts to remove the DPR differential pressure

sensor from the bracket. 

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Measure the resistance of the DPR differential pressure sen-

sor with a circuit tester. If the value exceeds the standard
value, replace it.

DPR 
DIFFERENTIAL 
PRESSURE 
SENSOR
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Measured item Standard value (k)

AB 15

BC 15



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–101
MOUNTING THE DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE
SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR
(1) Mount the DPR differential pressure sensor to the bracket

with 2 nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE HOSE
(1) Align the markings on the hoses, differential pressure sensor,

and muffler. Mount 2 hoses to the DPR differential pressure
sensor and differential pressure pipe with 4 clamps. 

! CAUTION
 

• If the DPR differential pressure sensor hose is inserted incor-
rectly, the DPR will not operate properly.

• Use care to avoid twisting or kink of the hoses.

• Insert the hoses to the end at which they come in contact with
the DPR differential pressure sensor body.

• Insert the hoses to the end at which they come in contact with
the spools on the differential pressure pipes.

3. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the DPR differential pressure sen-

sor.
(2) Mount the harness clamp. 

DPR 
DIFFERENTIAL 
PRESSURE 
SENSOR
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–102
SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402022001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 SCR upstream NOx sensor 2 Clip

A 5.5 {56, 4.1} C 40-60 {408-612, 29.5-44.2}

B 31 {316, 22.9}

A

2

B

1 C

x 2
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EXHAUST (J05E) 11–103
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402022002

REMOVING THE SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the SCR upstream

NOx controller.

2. REMOVING THE SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR
(1) Unfasten the 2 nuts and remove SCR upstream NOx control-

ler from the bracket.

(2) Remove the nut and then the clip.
(3) Remove the SCR upstream NOx sensor together with the

harness clamp from the muffler. 

! CAUTION
 

If the harness clamp is damaged, mount a new clamp to the origi-
nal place correctly and securely. 

SCR UPSTREAM 
NOx SENSOR
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EXHAUST (J05E)11–104
MOUNTING THE SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE SCR UPSTREAM NOx SENSOR
(1) Connect the SCR upstream NOx sensor to the muffler and

then the harness clamp. 
Tightening Torque:
40-60 N·m {408-612 kgf·cm, 29.5-44.2 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When reusing, clean the old anti-seizure lubricant on the SCR
upstream NOx sensor and apply anti-seizure lubricant (WEICOM
Anti-Seize ASW "High Tech" Assembly Paste or equivalent) to
the thread area. 

• A new upstream NOx sensor has anti-seizure lubricant applied.

• Pay attention not to twist the harness of the SCR upstream NOx
sensor.

• Do not allow the harness to interfere with the bracket or bolt. 

(2) Mount the clip with a nut.
Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the SCR upstream NOx controller to the bracket with 2
nuts.

Tightening Torque:
5.5 N·m {56 kgf·cm, 4.1 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the SCR upstream NOx controller.

SCR UPSTREAM 
NOx SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000184

SCR UPSTREAM 
NOx SENSOR

SHTS021271000185



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–105
SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402023001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 SCR downstream NOx controller

A 5.5 {56, 4.1} B 40-60 {408-612, 29.5-44.2}

A

1 B

x 2

SHTS021271000186



EXHAUST (J05E)11–106
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402023002

REMOVING THE SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the SCR downstream

NOx controller.

2. REMOVING THE SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR
(1) Unfasten the 2 nuts and remove SCR downstream NOx con-

troller from the bracket.

(2) Remove the SCR downstream NOx sensor together with the
harness clamp from the muffler. 

! CAUTION
 

If the harness clamp is damaged, mount a new clamp to the origi-
nal place correctly and securely. 

SCR DOWNSTREAM 
NOx SENSOR

SHTS021271000187

SCR DOWNSTREAM 
NOx SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000188



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–107
MOUNTING THE SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE SCR DOWNSTREAM NOx SENSOR
(1) Connect the SCR downstream NOx sensor to the muffler and

then the harness clamp. 
Tightening Torque:
40-60 N·m {408-612 kgf·cm, 29.5-44.2 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When reusing, clean the old anti-seizure lubricant on the SCR
downstream NOx sensor and apply anti-seizure lubricant (WEI-
COM Anti-Seize ASW "High Tech" Assembly Paste or equiva-
lent) to the thread area. 

• A new downstream NOx sensor has anti-seizure lubricant
applied.

• Pay attention not to twist the harness of the SCR downstream
NOx sensor.

• Do not allow the harness to interfere with the bracket or bolt. 

(2) Mount the SCR downstream NOx controller to the bracket
with 2 nuts.

Tightening Torque:
5.5 N·m {56 kgf·cm, 4.1 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the SCR downstream NOx control-

ler.

SCR DOWNSTREAM 
NOx SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000189

SCR DOWNSTREAM 
NOx SENSOR

SHTS021271000190



EXHAUST (J05E)11–108
ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402058001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 ATC upstream temperature sensor

A 25-35 {255-357, 18.4-25.8}

1 A

SHTS021271000191



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–109
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402058002

REMOVING THE ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect a connector from the ATC upstream temperature

sensor.

2. REMOVING THE ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR
(1) Remove the ATC upstream temperature sensor together with

a harness clamp from the exhaust pipe (ATC).

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Use water and a circuit tester to measure resistance between

terminals. Replace if a measurement reading exceeds the
standard value.

ATC UPSTREAM
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

EXHAUST 
PIPE(ATC)

SHTS021271000192

ATC UPSTREAM
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

THERMOMETER

HEAT SOURCE

A

A

B

B

SHTS021271000193

Temperature Standard value

20°C {68°F} 13.7-29.8 k

50°C {122°F} 7.13-13.7 k

80°C {176°F} 4.1-7.13 k



EXHAUST (J05E)11–110
MOUNTING THE ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE ATC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR
(1) Connect the ATC upstream temperature sensor to the

exhaust pipe (ATC) and fasten a harness clamp.
Tightening Torque:
25-35 N·m {255-357 kgf·cm, 18.4-25.8 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• If the ATC upstream temperature sensor is reused, wipe off old
anti-seizure lubricant and apply new anti-seizure lubricant
(equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Heavy Metal Free manufactured by
Bostic, Inc.) to threads.

• A new ATC upstream temperature sensor has anti-seizure lubri-
cant applied.

• Use care to avoid twisting or kink of an ATC upstream tempera-
ture sensor harness.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect a connector to the ATC upstream temperature sen-

sor.

ATC UPSTREAM
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

EXHAUST 
PIPE(ATC)

SHTS021271000194



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–111
DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402025001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 DOC upstream temperature sensor

A 25-35 {255-357, 18.4-25.8}

1 A

SHTS021271000195



EXHAUST (J05E)11–112
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402025002

REMOVING DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect a connector from the DOC upstream temperature

sensor.

2. REMOVING DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Remove the DOC upstream temperature sensor together

with a harness clamp from the muffler.

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Use water and a circuit tester to measure resistance between

terminals. Replace if a measurement reading exceeds the
standard value.

DOC UPSTREAM 
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000196

DOC UPSTREAM 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

A

A

B

B

THERMOMETER

HEAT SOURCE

SHTS021271000197

Temperature Standard value

20°C {68°F} 13.7-29.8 k

50°C {122°F} 7.13-13.7 k

80°C {176°F} 4.1-7.13 k



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–113
MOUNTING DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

1. MOUNTING DOC UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Connect the DOC upstream temperature sensor to the muf-

fler and fasten a harness clamp.
Tightening Torque:
25-35 N·m {255-357 kgf·cm, 18.4-25.8 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When reusing, clean the old anti-seizure lubricant on the DOC
upstream temperature sensor and apply anti-seizure lubricant
(equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Heavy Metal Free manufactured by
Bostic, Inc.) to the thread area. 

• A new DOC upstream temperature sensor has anti-seizure lubri-
cant applied.

• Use care to avoid twisting or kink of a DOC upstream tempera-
ture sensor harness.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the DOC upstream temperature

sensor.

DOC UPSTREAM 
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000198



EXHAUST (J05E)11–114
DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402044001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 DPR upstream temperature sensor

A 25-35 {255-357, 18.4-25.8}

1 A

SHTS021271000199



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–115
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402044002

REMOVING THE DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the DPR upstream tempera-

ture sensor. 

2. REMOVING THE DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Remove the DPR upstream temperature sensor together

with the harness clamp from the muffler. 

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Use the water and a circuit tester to measure resistance

between terminals. Replace if a measurement reading
exceeds the standard value.

DPR UPSTREAM 
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000200

DPR UPSTREAM 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

A

A

B

THERMOMETER

HEAT SOURCE

SHTS021271000201

Temperature Standard value

20°C {68°F} 13.7-29.8 k

50°C {122°F} 7.13-13.7 k

80°C {176°F} 4.1-7.13 k



EXHAUST (J05E)11–116
MOUNTING THE DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE DPR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Connect the DPR upstream temperature sensor to the muf-

fler and then the harness clamp. 
Tightening Torque:
25-35 N·m {255-357 kgf·cm, 18.4-25.8 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When reusing, clean the old anti-seizure lubricant on the DPR
upstream temperature sensor and apply anti-seizure lubricant
(equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Heavy Metal Free manufactured by
Bostic, Inc.) to the thread area. 

• A new DPR upstream temperature sensor has anti-seizure lubri-
cant applied.

• Do not twist the DPR upstream temperature sensor harness. 

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the DPR upstream temperature

sensor. 

DPR UPSTREAM 
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000202



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–117
DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402027001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 DPR downstream temperature sensor

A 25-35 {255-357, 18.4-25.8}

1 A

SHTS021271000203



EXHAUST (J05E)11–118
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402027002

REMOVING THE DPR DOWNSTREAM 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the DPR downstream temper-

ature sensor.

2. REMOVING THE DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR
(1) Remove the DPR downstream temperature sensor together

with a harness clamp from the muffler.

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Use the water and a circuit tester to measure resistance

between terminals. Replace if a measurement reading
exceeds the standard value.

DPR DOWNSTREAM
TEMPERATURE SENSOR MUFFLER

SHTS021271000204

DPR DOWNSTREAM
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

A

A

B

B

THERMOMETER

HEAT SOURCE

SHTS021271000205

Temperature Standard value

20°C {68°F} 13.7-29.8 k

50°C {122°F} 7.13-13.7 k

80°C {176°F} 4.1-7.13 k



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–119
MOUNTING THE DPR DOWNSTREAM 
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE DPR DOWNSTREAM TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR
(1) Mount the DPR downstream temperature sensor to the muf-

fler and fasten a harness clamp.
Tightening Torque:
25-35 N·m {255-357 kgf·cm, 18.4-25.8 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When reusing, clean the old anti-seizure lubricant on the DPR
downstream temperature sensor and apply anti-seizure lubri-
cant (equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Heavy Metal Free manufac-
tured by Bostic, Inc.) to the thread area. 

• A new DPR downstream temperature sensor has anti-seizure
lubricant applied.

• Use care to avoid twisting or kink of a DPR downstream temper-
ature sensor harness.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect a connector to the DPR downstream temperature

sensor.

DPR DOWNSTREAM
TEMPERATURE SENSOR MUFFLER

SHTS021271000206



EXHAUST (J05E)11–120
SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402028001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 SCR upstream temperature sensor 2 Christmas tree

A 32.5 {331, 24.0}

1
2

A

SHTS021271000207



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–121
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402028002

REMOVING THE SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the SCR upstream

temperature sensor.

2. REMOVING THE SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Remove the SCR upstream temperature sensor together

with the harness clamp from the muffler. 

(2) Remove the Christmas tree from the connector of the SCR
upstream temperature sensor.

SCR UPSTREAM
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SCR UPSTREAM
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000208

CONNECTOR

CHRISTMAS TREE

SHTS021271000209



EXHAUST (J05E)11–122
SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Use the water and a circuit tester to measure resistance

between terminals. Replace if a measurement reading
exceeds the standard value.

SCR UPSTREAM
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

B

B

A

A

THERMOMETER

HEAT SOURCE

SHTS021271000210

Temperature Standard value

50°C {122°F} 235-244



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–123
MOUNTING THE SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE SCR UPSTREAM TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Mount the Christmas tree to the connector of the SCR

upstream temperature sensor.

(2) Connect the SCR upstream temperature sensor to the muf-
fler and then the harness clamp. 

Tightening Torque:
32.5 N·m {331 kgf·cm, 24.0 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• When reusing, clean the old anti-seizure lubricant on the SCR
upstream temperature sensor and apply anti-seizure lubricant
(equivalent to NEVER-SEEZ Pure Nickel Special Grade manu-
factured by Bostic, Inc.) to the thread area.

• A new SCR upstream temperature sensor has anti-seizure lubri-
cant applied.

• Pay attention not to twist the harness of the SCR upstream tem-
perature sensor.

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the SCR upstream temperature

sensor.

CONNECTOR

CHRISTMAS TREE

SHTS021271000211

SCR UPSTREAM
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SCR UPSTREAM
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

MUFFLER

SHTS021271000212



EXHAUST (J05E)11–124
OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402038001

1 Outside temperature sensor

1

SHTS021271000213



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–125
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402038002

REMOVING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

1. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector connected to the outside tempera-

ture sensor.

2. REMOVING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Unfasten the clamp to remove the outside temperature sen-

sor from the bracket. 

MOUNTING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

1. MOUNTING THE OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Mount the outside temperature sensor to the bracket with the

clamp. 

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the outside temperature sensor.

OUTSIDE 
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SHTS021271000214

OUTSIDE 
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SHTS021271000215



EXHAUST (J05E)11–126
EXHAUST BRAKE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402008001

*: Nonreusable part

1 Exhaust brake 2 Gasket *

1

2

SHTS021271000216



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–127
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402008002

REMOVING THE EXHAUST BRAKE

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

Perform replacement after cooling to prevent burns. (Turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for more than 30
minutes to cool.)

2. REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE (ATC),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
(Page 11-17)

3. DISCONNECTING THE VACUUM HOSE
(1) Disconnect the vacuum hose from the exhaust brake. 

4. REMOVING THE EXHAUST BRAKE
(1) Remove the exhaust brake and gasket from the turbocharger

assembly. 

EXHAUST 
BRAKE

VACUUM 
HOSE

SHTS021271000217

EXHAUST 
BRAKE

SHTS021271000218



EXHAUST (J05E)11–128
SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE EXHAUST BRAKE
(1) Check the valve for smooth and complete closing when a

load of 80 kPa {600 mmHg, 11.6 inHg} is applied using the
exhaust brake valve Mityvac. 

(2) Check the valve for smooth and complete opening when
atmospheric pressure is applied to the exhaust brake. 

2. INSPECTING THE VALVE BODY
(1) Close the valve completely by applying a load of 80 kPa {600

mmHg, 11.6 inHg} using the Mityvac. 

(2) Inspect the clearance between the valve and body using the
SST. 
SST: 09240-00020

Wire gauge set
09242-00020
Wire gauge (0.2 mm) (contained in kit)

(3) Open the valve completely by applying atmospheric pressure
to the exhaust brake and inspect the angle between the valve
and body. 

SHTS021271000219

SHTS021271000220

Minimum clearance Valve clearance (mm)

0.2 mm {0.0079 in.}
0.2 - 0.3 

{0.0079 - 0.018 in.}

90°

SHTS021271000221

Standard value 90



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–129
MOUNTING THE EXHAUST BRAKE

1. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST BRAKE
(1) Replace with a new gasket and mount the exhaust brake to

the turbocharger assembly. 

2. CONNECTING THE VACUUM HOSE
(1) Connect the vacuum hose to the exhaust brake. 

3. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE (ATC),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
(Page 11-18)

4. INSPECTING FOR EXHAUST GAS LEAKAGE
(1) Start the engine and inspect for exhaust gas leakage.

EXHAUST 
BRAKE

SHTS021271000222

EXHAUST 
BRAKE

VACUUM 
HOSE

SHTS021271000223



EXHAUST (J05E)11–130
EXHAUST BRAKE MAGNETIC VALVE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127100402045001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Exhaust brake magnetic valve 3 Hose

2 Clamp

A 31 {316, 22.9}

1

2

3

3

A

x 2

SHTS021271000224



EXHAUST (J05E) 11–131
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127100402045002

REMOVING THE EXHAUST BRAKE MAGNETIC
VALVE

1. DISCONNECTING THE HOSE
(1) Unfasten the 2 clamps to disconnect 2 hoses from the

exhaust brake magnetic valve. 

! CAUTION
 

Before disconnecting the hoses, put alignment marks. 

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the exhaust brake magnetic

valve. 

3. REMOVING THE EXHAUST BRAKE MAGNETIC VALVE
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the exhaust brake magnetic

valve from the bracket. 

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. RESISTANCE TEST BETWEEN TERMINALS
(1) Use the circuit tester, measure the resistance between the

exhaust brake magnetic valve terminals. Replace if the mea-
surement reading exceeds the standard value. 

2. VENTILATION TEST
(1) Apply a battery voltage (12 V) between the exhaust brake

magnetic valve terminals and inspect ventilation. 

EXHAUST BRAKE 
MAGNETIC VALVE

SHTS021271000225

SHTS021271000226

Standard value 
(20°C {68°F})

10.9 - 16.9 

SHTS021271000227

Inspection conditions Ventilation

Energized
With ventilation between 

A and B



EXHAUST (J05E)11–132
MOUNTING THE EXHAUST BRAKE MAGNETIC
VALVE

1. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST BRAKE MAGNETIC VALVE
(1) Mount the exhaust brake magnetic valve with the 2 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
31 N·m {316 kgf·cm, 22.9 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the exhaust brake magnetic valve. 

3. CONNECT THE HOSE
(1) Align the markings and connect the 2 hoses to the exhaust

brake magnetic valve. 

EXHAUST BRAKE 
MAGNETIC VALVE

SHTS021271000228
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COOLING (J05E)12–2
SYSTEM DRAWING

COOLING SYSTEM

COOLING SYSTEM DIAGRAM
EN01F02127110405009001

RESERVOIR

EGR COOLER

CYLINDER HEAD

CYLINDER BLOCK

OIL COOLER

DRAIN COCK

*: COLD AREA SPECIFICATION
(FOR U.S.A.: OPTION, FOR CANADA: STANDARD)

*

DRAIN COCK

TURBO 
CHARGER 

INTAKE 
PIPE

COOLANT
PUMP 

CAR
HEATER

COOLANT TEMPERATURE METER

FUEL ADDITION 
VALVE

THERMOSTAT

THERMOSTAT CASE

COOLANT LEVEL 
WARNING SENSOR

R
A

D
IATO

R

FOR ENGINE COOLING

FOR ACCESSORY COOLING

AIR PULLING OUT

SHTS021271100001



COOLING (J05E) 12–3
COMPOSITION DIAGRAM

RADIATOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127110402019001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Radiator inlet hose 5 Radiator bracket No. 4

2 Clamp 6 Radiator support seal No. 1

3 Radiator outlet hose 7 O-ring *

4 Radiator bracket No. 3 8 Coolant level warning sensor

A 19.5 {199, 14}

1
2

2

7
8

6

A

4

A

5

3

2

SHTS021271100002



COOLING (J05E)12–4
INSPECTION
EN01F02127110402019002

INSPECTION BEFORE SERVICING

1. INSPECTING THE RADIATOR
(1) Inspect the radiator visually for coolant leakage, crack and

damage. If found defective, replace the radiator. If the coolant
decreases frequently and requires refilling, inspect the radia-
tor, hose and pipe for coolant leakage.

ON-VEHICLE CLEANING

1. CHECK FIN FOR BLOCKAGE
(1) If the fins are clogged, wash them with water or a steam

cleaner, then dry them with compressed air.
NOTICE

• If the steam cleaner is too close to the core, there is a possibility
of damaging the fins, so keep the following injection distances.

• If the fins are bent, straighten them with a screwdriver or pliers.

• Do not expose electronic components to water.

SHTS021271100003

Injection Pressure
kPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2}

Injection Distance
mm {in.}

2,942-4,903 {30-50, 427-711} 300 {11.811}

4,903-7,845 {50-80, 711-1,138} 500 {19.685}



COOLING (J05E) 12–5
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127110402019003

REMOVING THE RADIATOR

1. DRAINING THE COOLANT
(1) Drain coolant from the drain cock of the radiator and the drain

plug of the oil cooler.

! WARNING
 

To avoid burns, do not remove the radiator cap when the engine
and the radiator are hot. Pressure causes the liquid and vapor to
burst forth. 

! CAUTION
 

Dispose the coolant in accordance with the specified procedures
(industrial waste disposal) or other environment-friendly prac-
tices.

NOTICE
With the radiator cap removed, coolant can be drained faster.

2. COLLECTION OF REFRIGERANT
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

3. REMOVING THE COOLANT LEVEL WARNING SENSOR
(1) Remove the coolant level warning sensor.

4. REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER (Page 12-21)

5. DISCONNECTING THE OIL COOLER HOSE 
(1) Remove the drain plug on the oil pan lower surface to drain

automatic transmission oil.

! CAUTION
 

• When draining automatic transmission oil, check for oil quantity
and quality and presence of metallic fragments.

• Dispose the automatic transmission oil in accordance with the
specified procedures (industrial waste disposal) or by other
environment-friendly methods. (For details, refer to RZT-0010
"Environment Manual.")

NOTICE
Automatic transmission oil is easily drained when it is warm.

(2) Remove the clamp, and disconnect the oil cooler inlet hose
No.1 from the radiator lower tank. 

! CAUTION
 

Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping auto-
matic transmission oil when disconnecting the hose. 

(3) Remove the clamp, and disconnect the oil cooler outlet hose
No. 1 from the radiator lower tank. 

! CAUTION
 

Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping auto-
matic transmission oil when disconnecting the hose. 

DRAIN COCKDRAIN PLUG

RIGHT SIDE OF ENGINE

SHTS021271100004

O-RING

COOLANT LEVEL 
WARNING SENSOR

ENGINE SUB 
WIRING HARNESS

SHTS021271100005
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COOLING (J05E)12–6
6. DISCONNECTING THE RADIATOR HOSE

! CAUTION
 

• Check for the locating markings at the both ends of the radiator
hose before removing the hose. If the marking is erased, mark
the hose before disconnecting it.

• Mark the clamp position on the hose before removing.

• Protect the radiator with a plastic cover to avoid dirt or foreign
matters.

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when disconnecting the hose.

(1) Remove the resin clamp from the radiator inlet hose. 
(2) Loosen the 2 clamps, and disconnect the radiator inlet hose

and radiator hose from the radiator. 

(3) Remove the clamp, and disconnect the radiator outlet hose
from the radiator lower tank. 

7. REMOVING THE COOLING FAN AND FAN PULLEY 
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLING FAN AND FAN
CLUTCH, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE COOLING FAN & FAN
CLUTCH (Page 12-34)

RADIATOR HOSE

RESIN CLAMP

RADIATOR 
INLET HOSE

SHTS021271100007

RADIATOR 
OUTLET HOSE
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COOLING (J05E) 12–7
8. REMOVING THE HEATER PIPE AND RADIATOR BRACKET
(1) Unfasten the bolt to remove the heater pipe and reserve pipe. 

(2) Unfasten the 4 bolts and nuts to remove the radiator bracket
No.3 from the radiator. 

(3) Unfasten the 4 bolts and nuts to remove the radiator bracket
No.4 from the radiator. 

SHTS021271100009

SHTS021271100010
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COOLING (J05E)12–8
9. REMOVING THE RADIATOR
(1) Pull out the radiator toward the upper side from the vehicle. 

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the fin of the radiator core during work. 

10. REMOVING THE RADIATOR SUPPORT SEAL No.1
(1) Unfasten the 6 bolts to remove the radiator support seal No.1

from the radiator. 

RADIATOR 
SUPPORT SEAL No.1

SHTS021271100012



COOLING (J05E) 12–9
MOUNTING THE RADIATOR

1. MOUNTING THE RADIATOR SUPPORT SEAL No.1
(1) Mount the radiator support seal No.1 to the radiator with 6

bolts. 

2. MOUNTING THE RADIATOR
(1) Insert the radiator from the vehicle upper side and set it to

mounting position. 

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the fin of the radiator core during work. 

3. MOUNTING THE HEATER PIPE AND RADIATOR BRACKET
(1) Mount the radiator bracket No.4 to the radiator with 4 bolts

and nuts. 
Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the radiator bracket No.3 to the radiator with 4 bolts
and nuts. 

Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

RADIATOR 
SUPPORT SEAL No.1

SHTS021271100013
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COOLING (J05E)12–10
(3) Mount the heater pipe with the bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
21.7-40.3 N·m {222-410 kgf·cm, 17-29 lbf·ft}

(4) Mount the reserve pipe with the bolt.
Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

4. MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN AND FAN PULLEY 
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLING FAN AND FAN
CLUTCH, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN & FAN
CLUTCH (Page 12-36)
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COOLING (J05E) 12–11
5. CONNECTING THE RADIATOR HOSE
(1) Align the markings, and connect the radiator outlet hose to

the radiator lower tank with the clamp. 

! CAUTION
 

• If crack or peeling is found with the inner surface of the radiator
outlet hose inserting area, replace it. 

• Do not use soap water to radiator outlet hose inserting area. 

• Do not reuse the clamp. 

• Be sure that the distance between the hose end and the clamp
is 0-4 mm {0-0.157 in.} when mounting the clamp. 

• Insert the hose to the stopper. 

• Check that there is no bending of the clamp and landing upon
the pipe spool. 

• If the clamp is installed at an unspecified location, the clamp
will land on the pipe spool, resulting in coolant leakage. 

RADIATOR 
OUTLET HOSE

SHTS021271100017

BENDING OF 
CLAMPING

RUNNING AGROUND 
TO PIPE SPOOL
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COOLING (J05E)12–12
(2) Align the markings and connect the radiator inlet hose and
radiator hose to the radiator with 2 clamps. 

(3) Replace with a new tie wrap and then mount it to the radiator
inlet hose. 

! CAUTION
 

• If crack or peeling is found with the inner surface of the radiator
inlet hose inserting area, replace it. 

• Do not use soap water to radiator inlet hose inserting area. 

• Do not reuse the clamp. 

• Be sure that the distance between the hose end and the clamp
is 0-4 mm {0-0.157 in.} when mounting the clamp. 

• Insert the hose to the stopper. 

• Check that there is no bending of the clamp and landing upon
the pipe spool. 

• If the clamp is installed at an unspecified location, the clamp
will land on the pipe spool, resulting in coolant leakage. 

6. CONNECTING THE OIL COOLER HOSE 
(1) Connect the oil cooler outlet hose No.1 to the radiator lower

tank with the clamp. 
(2) Connect the oil cooler inlet hose No.1 to the radiator lower

tank with the clamp. 
(3) Add automatic transmission oil.

Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), TRANSMISSION
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), TRANSMISSION

7. MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVERHAUL,
MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER (Page 12-22)

RADIATOR HOSE

RESIN CLAMP

RADIATOR 
INLET HOSE

SHTS021271100019

BENDING OF 
CLAMPING

RUNNING AGROUND 
TO PIPE SPOOL

RADIATOR OUTLET HOSE

CLAMP 0-4 mm {0-0.157 in.}
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COOLING (J05E) 12–13
8. INSTALLING THE COOLANT LEVEL WARNING SENSOR
(1) Replace with the new O-ring and install the coolant level

warning sensor.

Tightening Torque:
6-7 N·m {62-71 kgf·cm, 4.5-5.1 lbf·ft}

9. ADDING THE COOLANT
(1) Tighten the drain cock of the radiator and the drain plug of

the oil cooler. 
(2) Remove the radiator cap. 

! CAUTION
 

Improper or careless removal of the radiator cap may cause burns
from spewing hot water or vapor. Remove the cap after the coolant
temperature meter reads below the specified temperature.

(3) Top up with coolant to the inlet. 

! CAUTION
 

• A sudden injection prevents air in the cooling pipe system from
bleeding smoothly, resulting in a prolonged injection.

• If air blows back, once stop adding coolant and wait for a while
before resuming.

NOTICE
Bring pressure on the two radiator hoses for a few times with
hands. If the coolant level of the radiator inlet decreases, add
coolant. 

(4) Mount the radiator cap. 
(5) Add the coolant into the reserve tank to FULL, and tighten

the cap. 
(6) Warm up the engine until the thermostat injection valve

opens. 
NOTICE
Bring pressure on the 2 radiator hoses for a few times during
engine warming up 

(7) After stopping the engine, check the water level. If the water
level has decreased, add coolant by following steps (3)
through (7). Repeat it until the water level no longer lowers
and bleed air in the radiator and engine. 

! CAUTION
 

Entry of air causes overheat and coolant leakage from the coolant
pump.

NOTICE
Check that hot air flows out from the foot duct during engine rac-
ing. 

(8) Add the coolant into the reserve tank to FULL, and tighten
the cap. 

O-RING

COOLANT LEVEL 
WARNING SENSOR

ENGINE SUB 
WIRING HARNESS
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COOLING (J05E)12–14
10. INSPECTION FOR COOLANT LEAKAGE

! DANGER
 

To avoid burns, do not remove the radiator cap when the engine
and the radiator are hot. Pressure causes the liquid and vapor to
burst forth. 

(1) Remove the radiator cap, and mount the radiator cap tester. 
(2) Perform pumping up to 137 kPa {1.4 kgf/cm2, 20 lbf/in.2} and

check that pressure does not decrease. 
NOTICE
If the pressure decreases, check the hose, radiator, or coolant
pump for leakage. If leakage to the outside is not found, check the
heater core, cylinder block, or cylinder head. 

11. FILLING REFRIGERANT
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

12. WARMING UP ENGINE
(1) Warm up the engine. 

13. INSPECTION FOR REFRIGERANT GAS LEAKAGE
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE08A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE09A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
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RADIATOR CAP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127110402020001

1 Radiator cap

1

SHTS021271100025



COOLING (J05E)12–16
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127110402020002

REMOVING THE RADIATOR CAP

1. REMOVING THE RADIATOR CAP
(1) Stop the engine and check that the coolant temperature

meter reads below the gauge center. Then, rotate the radia-
tor cap to left and remove it.

(2) If the coolant is hot, work with a few thick clothes overlapped.
If steam bursts forth excessively, retighten the cap immedi-
ately and wait until the coolant temperature is lowered before
starting operation.

! CAUTION
 

Do not remove the radiator cap with the needle of the coolant tem-
perature meter indicating above the center. 

INSPECTING THE RADIATOR CAP

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• If the radiator cap is not clean, make sure to wash it with water.

• Before use of a radiator cap tester, soak the relief valve and
pressure valve with coolant or water.

2. INSPECTING THE RADIATOR CAP
(1) Use the commercially available radiator cap tester. Carefully

pump the tester to check whether air comes out from the vac-
uum valve.

! CAUTION
 

Pump the tester at a constant pumping speed.

NOTICE
If no air comes out of the vacuum valve, replace the radiator cap.

RADIATOR CAP

SHTS021271100026
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COOLING (J05E) 12–17
(2) Pump the tester and measure opening pressure of the relief
valve.

! CAUTION
 

This pumping speed applies only to initial pumping. (For the pur-
pose of closing the vacuum valve.) Subsequent pumping may be
performed at a lower speed.

NOTICE

• Use the highest measurement value read by the tester as open-
ing pressure.

• If opening pressure falls below the limit, replace the radiator
cap.

MOUNTING THE RADIATOR CAP

1. MOUNTING THE RADIATOR CAP
(1) Mounting the radiator cap by rotating it right to the second

block.

! CAUTION
 

If the cap is not mounted securely, high-temperature coolant will
spray out at the time of overheat.

Standard value Limit

93.1-122.9 kPa 
{0.95-1.25 kgf/cm2, 
13.5-17.8 lbf/in.2}

79 kPa 
{0.8 kgf/cm2, 11.4 lbf/in.2}

RADIATOR 
CAP

FIRST

SECOND
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COOLING (J05E)12–18
RESERVE TANK

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127110402021001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Reserve tank 2 Hose

A 3.5-6.5 {36-66, 2.6-4.7}

2

1

A
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COOLING (J05E) 12–19
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127110402021002

REMOVING THE RESERVE TANK

1. DRAINING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE RADIATOR, DRAINING THE COOLANT (Page
12-5)

2. REMOVING THE RESERVE TANK
(1) Disconnect the hose from the reserve tank.

NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and clean clothes to collect coolant dripping
from the reserve tank when disconnecting the hose. 

(2) Unfasten the 4 bolts to remove the reserve tank. 

MOUNTING THE RESERVE TANK

1. MOUNTING THE RESERVE TANK
(1) Mount the reserve tank with 4 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
3.5-6.5 N·m {36-66 kgf·cm, 2.6-4.7 lbf·ft}

(2) Mount the hose to the reserve tank.

2. ADDING THE COOLANT
(1) Add the coolant.

Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE RADIATOR, ADDING THE COOL-
ANT (Page 12-13)

HOSE

RESERVE TANK

SHTS021271100030

HOSE

RESERVATION 
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COOLING (J05E)12–20
INTERCOOLER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127110402039001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Clamp 3 Intercooler

2 Intercooler hose

A 14-20 {143-203, 11-14} B 6.25 {64, 4.6}

A

1

2

2

1

3

B

1

B

B

1 B
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COOLING (J05E) 12–21
OVERHAUL
EN01F02127110402039002

REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER

1. DISCONNECTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE
(1) Unfasten the clamp to disconnect the Intercooler hose from

the Intercooler. 

2. REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER
(1) Remove the intake temperature sensor from the intercooler.

Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE TEMPERATURE
SENSOR, COMPONENT LOCATOR, INTERCOOLER
(Page 9-31)

! CAUTION
 

Do not pull the lead wire with force over 49 N {5 kgf, 11 lbf}.

(2) Unfasten the 4 bolts to remove the intercooler from the radia-
tor. 

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to damage the fins of the radiator core and inter-
cooler core.

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE INTERCOOLER
(1) Inspect the intercooler core for dirt or crushing. If found

defective, clean, adjust, or replace it.

2. CHECK FIN FOR BLOCKAGE
(1) If the fins are clogged, wash them with water or a steam

cleaner, then dry them with compressed air.

NOTICE

• If the steam cleaner is too close to the core, there is a possibility
of damaging the fins, so keep the following injection distances.

• If the fins are bent, straighten them with a screwdriver or pliers.

• Do not expose electronic components to water.

INTERCOOLER

INTAKE 
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

SHTS021271100033
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Injection Pressure
kPa {kgf/cm2, lbf/in.2}

Injection Distance
mm {in.}

2,942-4,903 {30-50, 427-711} 300 {11.811}

4,903-7,845 {50-80, 711-1,138} 500 {19.685}



COOLING (J05E)12–22
MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER

1. MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER
(1) Mount the intercooler to the radiator with 4 bolts.

Tightening Torque:
14-20 N·m {143-203 kgf·cm, 11-14 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to damage the fins of the radiator core and inter-
cooler core.

(2) Install the intake temperature sensor to the intercooler.
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE TEMPERATURE
SENSOR, COMPONENT LOCATOR, INTERCOOLER
(Page 9-31)

Tightening Torque:
19.6 N·m {200 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE INTERCOOLER HOSE
(1) Connect the Intercooler hose to the Intercooler with the

clamp. 
Tightening Torque:
6.25 N·m {64 kgf·cm, 4.61 lbf·ft}

(2) After 10 minutes re-tighten the clamp.
Tightening Torque:
6.25 N·m {64 kgf·cm, 4.61 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
When assembling the intercooler hose, it fully degreased inner
hose, the outer surface of the intercooler pipe.

INTERCOOLER

INTAKE 
TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR
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COOLING (J05E) 12–23
THERMOSTAT CASE AND THERMOSTAT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127110402011001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Coolant pipe F 6 Gasket *

2 Gasket * 7 Thermostat

3 Coolant pipe A 8 Water outlet pipe

4 Heater pipe 9 O-ring *

5 Thermostat case

A 285 {291, 21} B 24.5 {250, 18}

1B

2

8

9

A

A

4

5

7
6

A

3
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COOLING (J05E)12–24
OVERHAUL
EN01F02127110402011002

REMOVING THERMOSTAT CASE & THERMOSTAT

1. DRAINING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE RADIATOR, DRAINING THE COOLANT (Page
12-5)

2. REMOVING THE COOLING FAN & FAN CLUTCH
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLING FAN AND FAN
CLUTCH, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE COOLING FAN & FAN
CLUTCH (Page 12-34)

3. REMOVING THE EGR COOLER
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), EGR VALVE &
COOLER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE EGR VALVE &
COOLER (Page 8-3)

4. DISCONNECTING THE RADIATOR HOSE
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
DISCONNECTING THE RADIATOR HOSE (Page 12-6)

5. REMOVING THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLANT TEMPERATURE
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE COOLANT TEM-
PERATURE SENSOR (Page 12-38)

6. REMOVING THE THERMOSTAT
(1) Unfasten the union bolt to remove the coolant pipe F and 2

gaskets from the thermostat case. 

(2) Unfasten the bolt and clamp to disconnect the heater pipe
from the coolant pipe A. 

! CAUTION
 

Check the marking on hose and then disconnect the hoses. If the
marking is erased, mark the hose before disconnecting it.

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when disconnecting the hose.

(3) Unfasten the bolt to remove the coolant pipe A from the
bracket. 

GASKET

COOLANT PIPE F

THERMOSTAT 
CASE
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THERMOSTAT 
CASE

HEATER HOSE 
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COOLANT 
PIPE A
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COOLING (J05E) 12–25
(4) Unfasten the 3 bolts to remove the coolant pipe A, thermostat
and gasket from the thermostat case. 

7. REMOVING THE THERMOSTAT CASE
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the water outlet pipe and O-

ring from the thermostat case.
NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when removing the water outlet pipe.

(2) Unfasten the 6 bolts to remove the thermostat case and O-
ring from the cylinder head and coolant pump.

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when removing the thermostat case.

COOLANT 
PIPE A

THERMOSTAT

GASKET

THERMOSTAT 
CASE
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WATER
OUTLET PIPE
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THERMOSTAT 
CASE

COOLANT PUMP
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COOLING (J05E)12–26
INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE THERMOSTAT
(1) Submerge the thermostat in water for heating as shown in

the figure.

! CAUTION
 

• To keep the thermostat away from the heat sources, support it
at the center with wire.

• Stir the water in the reservoir well to keep the coolant tempera-
ture equal. 

(2) Measure the temperature at which the thermostat valve
starts to open (opening valve temperature: T1).

NOTICE
The thermostat valve opening valve temperature (T1) is engraved
on the thermostat seat.

(3) Increase the coolant temperature to the full-open lift tempera-
ture (T2) to measure the lift amount of the thermostat valve.

(4) Submerge the thermostat into water at ordinary temperature
with the valve fully opened. Check that the thermostat valve
closes completely within five minutes.

(5) If found defective in inspection above, replace the thermostat.

THERMO-
STAT VALVE LIFT 

AMOUNT

SHTS021271100042

10 mm
{0.393 in.}

T1 :

T2 :

0 °C {°F} T1 °C {°F} T2 °C {°F}

OPENING VALVE TEMPERATURE
 (Beginning valve opening)
LIFT OF OPENING COMPLETELY 
CHECK TEMPERATURE

TEMPERATURE

V
A

LV
E

 L
IF

T
 

A
M

O
U

N
T
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Thermostat valve 
standard opening 
temperature: T1

76.5C {169.7F}

THERMOSTAT 
76.5°C
{169.7°F} 
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L1
L

L2

L1 :

L2 :

L   :

WHEN THE OPENING
 IS COLD

VALVE LIFT 
AMOUNT

(T2)  C {  F}

SHTS021271100045

Thermostat valve 
inspection full-open 
lift temperature: T2

Valve lift amount: L

90C {194F} 10mm {0.393in.} or more



COOLING (J05E) 12–27
MOUNTING THERMOSTAT CASE AND THERMO-
STAT

1. MOUNTING THE THERMOSTAT CASE
(1) Use the scraper, remove dirt on the joint surface between the

thermostat case and cylinder head.
(2) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equiva-

lent) to the thermostat case as shown in the figure.

! CAUTION
 

• Apply it seamlessly.

• Apply the liquid gasket with 1.5-2.5 mm {0.060-0.100 in.} width. 

• Mount the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

(3) Mount the new O-ring to the upper coolant pump groove.
(4) Fit the thermostat case mounting bolts 1 (4 pcs.) to the ther-

mostat case in advance.
(5) Align the thermostat case with the mounting position and

temporarily tighten the mounting bolts 1 (4 pcs.) to the cylin-
der head.

(6) Temporarily tighten the mounting bolts 2 (2 pcs.) to the cool-
ant pump.

(7) Tighten the mounting bolts 1 (4 pcs.) to the cylinder head and
then the mounting bolts 2 (2 pcs.) to the coolant pump.

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

(8) Replace with the new O-ring and mount the water outlet pipe
to the thermostat case with 2 bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

THERMOSTAT CASE 

SHTS021271100046

THERMOSTAT 
CASE

COOLANT PUMP
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COOLING (J05E)12–28
2. MOUNTING THE THERMOSTAT
(1) Replace with the new gasket and mount the thermostat and

coolant pipe A to the thermostat case with 3 bolts. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• A wrongly-mounted gasket causes coolant leakage. Make sure
that the gasket sandwiches the thermostat flange when mount-
ing.

• Assemble the thermostat with its jiggle valve facing up.

(2) Mount the coolant pipe A to the bracket with the bolt. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the heater pipe to the heater hose (left side) with the
bolt and clamp. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

COOLANT 
PIPE A

THERMOSTAT

GASKET

THERMOSTAT 
CASE
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THERMOSTAT 

GASKET 

FLANGE PART
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THERMOSTAT 

JIGGLE VALVE 
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COOLING (J05E) 12–29
(4) Replace with the new 2 gaskets and connect the coolant pipe
F to the thermostat case with a union bolt. 

Tightening Torque:
24.5 N·m {250 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLANT TEMPERATURE
SENSOR, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE COOLANT TEM-
PERATURE SENSOR (Page 12-39)

4. CONNECTING THE RADIATOR HOSE
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
CONNECTING THE RADIATOR HOSE (Page 12-11)

5. MOUNTING THE EGR COOLER
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), EGR VALVE &
COOLER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE EGR VALVE &
COOLER (Page 8-8)

6. MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN & FAN CLUTCH
Reference: COOLING (J05E), COOLING FAN AND FAN
CLUTCH, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN & FAN
CLUTCH (Page 12-36)

7. ADDING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE RADIATOR, ADDING THE COOLANT (Page
12-13)

GASKET

COOLANT PIPE F

THERMOSTAT 
CASE
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COOLING (J05E)12–30
COOLANT PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127110402008001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Coolant pipe B 3 Coolant pump

2 Gasket *

A 28.5 {291, 21}

1
2

3

A
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COOLING (J05E) 12–31
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127110402008002

REMOVING THE COOLANT PUMP

1. DRAINING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE RADIATOR, DRAINING THE COOLANT (Page
12-5)

2. REMOVING THERMOSTAT CASE & THERMOSTAT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), THERMOSTAT CASE AND
THERMOSTAT, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THERMOSTAT
CASE & THERMOSTAT (Page 12-24)

3. REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY 
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY (Page 10-48)

4. DISCONNECTING THE COOLANT PIPE
(1) Unfasten the union bolt and the gasket to disconnect the

coolant pipe B from the coolant pump. 
NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when disconnecting the pipe.

5. REMOVING THE COOLANT PUMP
(1) Unfasten the bolts (8 pcs.) to remove the coolant pump from

the cylinder block.
NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when removing the coolant pump.

COOLANT 
PUMP 

COOLANT 
PIPE B
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COOLING (J05E)12–32
MOUNTING THE COOLANT PUMP

1. MOUNTING THE COOLANT PUMP
(1) Use the scraper, remove dirt on the joint surface between the

coolant pump and cylinder block.
(2) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or equiva-

lent) to the coolant pump as shown in the figure. 

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the liquid gasket seamlessly.

• Apply the liquid gasket with a 1.5 mm {0.060 in.} width.

• Mount the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

(3) Align with the cylinder block dowel pin, mount the coolant
pump with bolts (8 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
Mount the coolant pump using guide bolts to avoid misalignment
of the liquid gasket.

2. CONNECTING THE COOLANT PIPE
(1) Replace with the new gasket and mount the coolant pipe B to

the coolant pump with a union bolt. 

3. MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY 
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CRANKSHAFT
PULLEY (Page 10-49)

4. MOUNTING THERMOSTAT CASE AND THERMOSTAT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), THERMOSTAT CASE AND
THERMOSTAT, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THERMOSTAT
CASE AND THERMOSTAT (Page 12-27)

5. ADDING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE RADIATOR, ADDING THE COOLANT (Page
12-13)
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COOLING (J05E) 12–33
COOLING FAN AND FAN CLUTCH

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127110402031001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cooling fan

A 11 {112, 8}

A

1
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COOLING (J05E)12–34
OVERHAUL
EN01F02127110402031002

REMOVING THE COOLING FAN & FAN CLUTCH

1. DISCONNECTING THE RADIATOR INLET HOSE AND RADIA-
TOR HOSE
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
DISCONNECTING THE RADIATOR HOSE (Page 12-6)

2. REMOVING THE COOLING FAN

! CAUTION
 

Place a corrugated board on the radiator core not to damage it.

(1) Remove the intercooler hose.
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVER-
HAUL, REMOVING THE INTERCOOLER (Page 12-21)

(2) Unfasten the 4 nuts to remove the cooling fan and fan clutch
together from the coolant pump pulley. 

NOTICE

• To prevent the co-rotation of the crankshaft, insert a large flat-
blade screwdriver into the flywheel gear from the inspection
hole of the flywheel housing and stop the rotation of the crank-
shaft.

• To prevent dislocation of the coolant pump pulley, mounting the
fan fastening bolts (2 places) will facilitate this work. 

(3) Unfasten the 6 bolts and remove the fan shroud.
(4) Pull out the fan clutch to take out the upper fan shroud and

cooling fan.

FAN CLUTCH

COOLANT PUMP 
PULLEY

COOLING 
FAN
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COOLING (J05E) 12–35
3. REMOVING THE FAN CLUTCH
(1) Unfasten the 4 nuts to remove the fan clutch from the cooling

fan. 

INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE FAN CLUTCH BEARING
(1) Inspect the fan clutch for axial backlash. If found defective,

replace the fan clutch.
(2) Inspect the fan clutch for improper rotation. If found defective,

replace the fan clutch.

! CAUTION
 

The fan clutch is not detachable. So if found defective, replace it
as assembly.

2. INSPECTING FOR SILICONE OIL LEAKAGE
(1) Inspect the fan clutch for adherence and bleeding of silicone

oil. If found defective, replace the fan clutch.

! CAUTION
 

The fan clutch is not detachable. So if found defective, replace it
as assembly.

3. INSPECTING THE BIMETAL
(1) Remove the dirt and dust on the bimetal if any.

! CAUTION
 

Do not apply excessive force to the bimetal to prevent deforma-
tion.

(2) If crack and damage is found with the bimetal, replace the fan
clutch.

! CAUTION
 

The fan clutch is not detachable. So if found defective, replace it
as assembly.

FAN CLUTCH

COOLING FAN
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COOLING (J05E)12–36
MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN & FAN CLUTCH

1. MOUNTING THE FAN CLUTCH
(1) Mount the fan clutch to the cooling fan with 4 nuts. 

Tightening Torque:
11 N·m {112 kgf·cm, 8 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE COOLING FAN
(1) Put from the top fan clutch, fan shroud and cooling fan.

(2) Mount the radiator fan shroud with 6 bolts.
Tightening Torque:
19.5 N·m {199 kgf·cm, 14 lbf·ft}

(3) Mount the cooling fan and the fan clutch to the coolant pump
pulley with 4 nuts. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

NOTICE
To prevent the co-rotation of the crankshaft, insert a large flat-
blade screwdriver into the flywheel gear from the inspection hole
of the flywheel housing and stop the rotation of the crankshaft.

(4) Mount the intercooler hose.
Reference: COOLING (J05E), INTERCOOLER, OVER-
HAUL, MOUNTING THE INTERCOOLER (Page 12-22)

3. CONNECTING THE RADIATOR INLET HOSE AND RADIATOR
HOSE
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
CONNECTING THE RADIATOR HOSE (Page 12-11)

FAN CLUTCH

COOLING FAN
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COOLING (J05E) 12–37
COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127110402012001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Coolant temperature sensor 2 Gasket *

A 27.0-31.9 {276-325, 20-23}

1 A

1 A

2

2
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COOLING (J05E)12–38
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127110402012002

REMOVING THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SEN-
SOR

1. REMOVING THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Disconnect the connector from the coolant temperature sen-

sor.

(2) Remove the coolant temperature sensor and gasket from the
thermostat case.

NOTICE
Prepare a reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping coolant
when removing the coolant temperature sensor.

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE RESISTANCE
(1) Warm the coolant temperature sensor using water or coolant

(stock solution). 
(2) Use the circuit tester to measure the resistance between the

terminals. If the value exceeds the standard value, replace it.
Between A terminal and C terminal

THERMOSTAT CASE

CONNECTOR

SHTS021271100071

COOLANT 
TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

THERMOSTAT

GASKET
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Temperature (C {F}) Standard value (k)

–20 {–4} 13.84-16.33

20 {68} 2.32-2.59

80 {176} 0.310-0.326

110 {230} 0.1399-0.1435



COOLING (J05E) 12–39
MOUNTING THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SEN-
SOR

1. MOUNTING THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR
(1) Replace with the new gasket and mount the coolant tempera-

ture sensor to the thermostat case.
Tightening Torque:
27.0-31.9 N·m {276-325 kgf·cm, 20-23 lbf·ft}

(2) Connect the connector to the coolant temperature sensor.

2. ADDING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE RADIATOR, ADDING THE COOLANT (Page
12-13)
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LUBRICATION (J05E)13–2
COMPOSITION DIAGRAM

LUBRICATION SYSTEM

LUBRICATION SYSTEM DIAGRAM
EN01F02114120402011001
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LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–3
OIL FILTER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114120402006001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Oil filter * 2 Oil cooler assembly

A 39.2-49.0 {400-499, 29-36}

2

1 A

SHTS021271200002



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–4
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114120402006002

REMOVING THE OIL FILTER

1. DISCHARGING ENGINE OIL
(1) Remove the drain plug of the oil pan to drain engine oil.

Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY (Page 5-7)

2. REMOVING THE OIL FILTER
(1) Remove the drain plug at the oil filter lower end to drain

engine oil.

! CAUTION
 

Dispose the engine oil in accordance with the specified proce-
dures (industrial waste disposal) or other environment-friendly
practices.

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping engine
oil when removing the drain plug.

(2) Use the SST, remove the oil filter and O-rings (2 pcs.) from
the oil cooler assembly.
SST: S0950-31090

Oil filer wrench

! CAUTION
 

• Make sure that no O-ring is left on the oil filter cap side.

• Remove dirt on the O-ring mounting surface.

• The O-ring is nonreusable.

NOTICE
It is recommended that the element of the closed ventilator be
replaced once after replacing the oil filter fourth. For replacing the
element of the closed ventilator.
Reference: EMISSION CONTROL (J05E), CLOSED VENTILATOR,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE CLOSED VENTILATOR (Page 8-
15)

OIL COOLER 
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OIL FILTER
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LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–5
MOUNTING THE OIL FILTER

1. MOUNTING THE OIL FILTER
(1) Remove dirt on the oil filter cap mounting surface.
(2) Apply engine oil lightly to the 2 O-rings of a new oil filter ele-

ment. 
(3) Use the SST, mount the oil filter to the oil cooler assembly.

Tightening Torque:
39.2-49.0 N·m {400-499 kgf·cm, 29-36 lbf·ft}

SST: S0950-31090
Oil filer wrench

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to damage the O-ring by twisting it.

2. ADDING ENGINE OIL
(1) Add engine oil through an oil filler.

Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
NEXT STEPS AFTER INSTALLATION (Page 5-14)

OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY

O-RING

OIL FILTER

SST
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LUBRICATION (J05E)13–6
OIL COOLER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114120402002001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Oil cooler 3 Gasket

2 O-ring * 4 Oil cooler element

A 19.6-29.4 {200-299, 15-21}

1
A

2

2

3

3

4
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LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–7
OVERHAUL
EN01F02114120402002002

REMOVING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY

1. DRAINING THE COOLANT
(1) Drain the coolant.

Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE RADIATOR, DRAINING THE
COOLANT (Page 12-5)

2. DISCHARGING ENGINE OIL
(1) Remove the drain plug of the oil pan to drain engine oil.

Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY (Page 5-7)

3. REMOVING THE OIL FILTER
(1) Use the SST, remove the oil filter from the oil cooler assem-

bly.
Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL FILTER,
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE OIL FILTER (Page 13-
4)

4. REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
(1) Remove the turbocharger assembly.

Reference: TURBOCHARGER (J05E), TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE TURBO-
CHARGER ASSEMBLY (Page 17-5)

5. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the connector from the oil pressure switch.
(2) Remove the harness around the oil cooler assembly. 

6. REMOVING THE COOLANT PIPE
(1) Remove the nut and then the clip.
(2) Unfasten the 2 union bolts to remove coolant pipe D and 4

gaskets from the folder and turbocharger assembly. 
(3) Unfasten the 2 union bolts and detach the coolant pipe E and

4 gaskets from the folder and oil cooler assembly. 

OIL PRESSURE 
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OIL COOLER 
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LUBRICATION (J05E)13–8
7. REMOVING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the 2-4 bolts and mount 2-4 guide bolts to the oil

cooler assembly to prevent dropping. 

(2) Unfasten the remaining 9-11 bolts to remove the oil cooler
assembly straight from the cylinder block. 

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping engine
oil and coolant when removing the oil cooler assembly.

! CAUTION
 

To avoid the oil cooler element from dropping off, do not unfasten
the oil cooler element mounting nuts.

NOTICE
If the liquid gasket is stuck to the cylinder block and it is hard to
remove the oil cooler assembly, remove it by placing the flat-blade
screwdriver to the protrusion shown in the figure.

(3) Remove the O-rings (3 pcs.) from the oil cooler assembly. 
(4) Remove the guide bolts from the cylinder block.

BOLT OIL COOLER

GUIDE BOLTS
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LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–9
DISASSEMBLING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE OIL COOLER ELEMENT
(1) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) to remove the oil cooler element,

gaskets (2 pcs.), and O-rings (2 pcs.) from the oil cooler
case. 

2. REMOVING THE SAFETY VALVE
(1) Remove each plug to remove the valve spring and safety

valve from the oil cooler case.

! CAUTION
 

Note that residual pressure in the oil cooler may cause the engine
oil to spew out when disassembling immediately after the engine
stops. 

3. REMOVING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
(1) Remove the oil pressure switch and gasket from the oil

cooler case.
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LUBRICATION (J05E)13–10
INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE OIL COOLER ELEMENT
(1) Visually check the oil cooler element for crack or damage. If

any, replace it.

2. INSPECTING THE SAFETY VALVE
(1) Inspect the safety valve sliding surface for wear and damage.

If found defective, replace it.

3. INSPECTING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
(1) Inspect the oil pressure switch.

Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PRESSURE
SWITCH, REPLACEMENT, SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION
(Page 13-31)

CLEANING THE OIL COOLER ELEMENT

1. CLEANING THE OIL COOLER ELEMENT
(1) Wash the water/oil groove well with kerosene or detergent.
(2) Check the stud bolt installation area and element for crack or

deformation by using the dye penetrant testing (red check)
and visual check.

(3) Pass the air of about 51 kPa {0.5 kgf/cm2, 7.4 lbf/in.2} through
the oil groove to check the parts for leakage. Replace with a
new part if crack, leakage, or deformation is found.
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LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–11
ASSEMBLING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
(1) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1211: White or equivalent)

to the sealing surface of a new gasket.
(2) Mount the gasket and oil pressure switch to the oil cooler

case.
Tightening Torque:
25 N·m {255 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE SAFETY VALVE
(1) Mount the new O-ring to each plug. 
(2) Insert the safety valve and valve spring to the oil cooler case

and mount each plug.
Tightening Torque:
24.5-34.3 N·m {250-349 kgf·cm, 19-25 lbf·ft}

3. MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER ELEMENT
(1) Replace with the new gaskets (2 pcs.) and O-rings (2 pcs.)

and mount the oil cooler element to the oil cooler case with
nuts (4 pcs.). 

Tightening Torque:
19.6-29.4 N·m {200-299 kgf·cm, 15-21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to damage the oil cooler element when handling.
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LUBRICATION (J05E)13–12
MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY

1. MOUNTING THE OIL COOLER ASSEMBLY
(1) Using the scraper, remove dirt (including liquid gasket) and

oil on the joint surface between the oil cooler assembly and
cylinder block.

(2) Apply the liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1207B: Black or
equivalent) to the oil cooler assembly. 

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the liquid gasket seamlessly.

• Apply the liquid gasket with 1.5-2.5 mm {0.059-0.098 in.} width. 

• Mount the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

(3) Mount the new D-ring to the D-ring mounting groove of the oil
cooler assembly. 

! CAUTION
 

Assemble the flat side of the D-ring to the oil cooler assembly
side. 

(4) Mount the new O-rings (3 pcs.) to the oil cooler assembly. 

(5) Mount the 2-4 guide bolts to the cylinder block. 
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LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–13
(6) Mount the oil cooler assembly to the cylinder block with 13
bolts. 

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Unfasten the 2 - 4 guide bolts after temporarily tightening 9 - 11 oil
cooler assembly mounting bolts. 

NOTICE
Tighten together with the alternator earth cable at one place.

2. MOUNTING THE COOLANT PIPE
(1) Replace with the new gaskets (4 pcs.) and connect the cool-

ant pipe E to the folder and oil cooler assembly with union
bolts (2 pcs.).

(2) Replace with the new gaskets (4 pcs.) and connect the cool-
ant pipe D to the folder and turbocharger assembly with
union bolts (2 pcs.). 

(3) Mount the clip with the nut and secure coolant pipe D and the
coolant pipe E. 

3. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Mount the harness to the oil cooler assembly.
(2) Connect the connector to the oil pressure switch.

4. MOUNTING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
(1) Mount the turbocharger assembly.

Reference: TURBOCHARGER (J05E), TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE TURBO-
CHARGER ASSEMBLY (Page 17-9)

5. MOUNTING THE OIL FILTER
(1) Using the SST, mount the oil filter to the oil cooler assembly.

Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL FILTER,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE OIL FILTER (Page 13-
5)

6. FEEDING ENGINE OIL
(1) Add engine oil through an oil filler.

Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
NEXT STEPS AFTER INSTALLATION (Page 5-14)

7. ADDING THE COOLANT
(1) Add the coolant.

Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE RADIATOR, ADDING THE COOL-
ANT (Page 12-13)
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LUBRICATION (J05E)13–14
OIL PUMP

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114120402008001

*: Nonreusable part

1 Oil pump 6 Seat 1

2 Gasket * 7 Seat 2

3 Drive gear 8 Valve spring

4 Driven gear 9 Safety valve

5 Cotter pin *

1

4

3

2

9

8

7

6
5
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LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–15
OVERHAUL
EN01F02114120402008002

REMOVING THE OIL PUMP

1. REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(1) Remove the flywheel housing.

Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-58)

2. REMOVING THE TIMING GEAR
(1) Remove the main idle gear and sub idle gear.

Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR
& CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, REMOVING THE TIM-
ING GEARS AND THE REAR END PLATE FROM FLY-
WHEEL HOUSING (Page 10-74)

3. REMOVING THE OIL PUMP
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts and mount 2 guide bolts to the oil pump

to prevent dropping. 
(2) Unfasten the remaining bolts (7 pcs.) to remove the oil pump

from the cylinder block. 
NOTICE

• To loosen the adherence and facilitate the removal, tap the oil
pump mounted with guide bolts using the plastic hammer in
advance.

• Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping
engine oil when removing the oil pump.

DISASSEMBLING THE OIL PUMP

1. REMOVING THE DRIVEN GEAR
(1) Remove the driven gear from the oil pump.

NOTICE
The drive gear is press-fitted into the shaft and nonremovable.

GUIDE BOLTS

GASKET

OIL PUMP

SHTS021271200030

OIL PUMP

DRIVEN GEAR

DRIVE GEAR

SHTS021271200031



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–16
2. REMOVING THE SAFETY VALVE
(1) Remove the cotter pin to remove the seat 1, seat 2, valve

spring, and safety valve. 

! CAUTION
 

Note that the seat 1, seat 2, and valve spring jump out when the
cotter pin is removed.

INSPECTING THE COMPONENTS

1. INSPECTING THE END PLAY OF THE DRIVE GEAR AND CYL-
INDER BLOCK
(1) Using the depth gauge, measure the drive gear width.

(2) Using the depth gauge, measure the pump chamber depth
on the cylinder block side.

(3) Calculate the difference between the drive gear width and
pump chamber depth on the cylinder block side. If exceeding
the permissible limit, replace the oil pump.

SEAT 2

SAFETY VALVE

VALVE 
SPRING

SEAT 1

COTTER PIN

SHTS021271200032

OIL PUMP

DRIVE GEAR

SHTS021271200033

Standard value (mm {in.}) 28.5 {1.122}

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

SHTS021271200034

Standard value (mm {in.}) 28.5 {1.122}

Standard value
(mm {in.})

Permissible limit 
(mm {in.})

With gasket
0.047-0.150

{0.0019-0.0060}
0.15 {0.0060}

Without gasket
-0.013-0.050

{-0.0005-0.0020}
–



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–17
2. INSPECTING THE CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE DRIVE GEAR
SHAFT OUTER DIAMETER AND BUSHING INNER DIAMETER
ON THE CYLINDER BLOCK SIDE
(1) Using the micrometer, measure the drive gear shaft outer

diameter.

(2) Using the cylinder gauge, measure the bushing inner diame-
ter on the cylinder block side.

(3) Calculate the difference between the drive gear shaft outer
diameter and bushing inner diameter on the cylinder block
side. When it exceeds the standard value, replace the bush-
ing on the cylinder block side or oil pump.

3. INSPECTING THE CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE DRIVE GEAR
OUTER DIAMETER AND PUMP CHAMBER INNER DIAMETER
ON THE CYLINDER BLOCK SIDE
(1) Using the vernier calipers, measure the drive gear outer

diameter.

(2) Using the cylinder gauge, measure the pump chamber inner
diameter on the cylinder block side.

(3) Calculate the difference between the drive gear outer diame-
ter and pump chamber inner diameter on the cylinder block
side. If exceeding the permissible limit, replace the oil pump.

OIL PUMPDRIVE GEAR SHAFT

SHTS021271200035

Standard value (mm {in.}) 18.0 {0.709}

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

BUSH

SHTS021271200036

Standard value (mm {in.}) 18.0 {0.709}

Standard value (mm {in.})
0.040-0.099

{0.0016-0.0039}

DRIVE GEAR

OIL PUMP

SHTS021271200037

Standard value (mm {in.}) 54.0 {2.126}

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

SHTS021271200038

Standard value (mm {in.}) 54.0 {2.126}

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.093-0.252
{0.0037-0.0099}

0.30 {0.012}



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–18
4. INSPECTING THE CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE DRIVEN
GEAR SHAFT OUTER DIAMETER AND DRIVEN GEAR BUSH-
ING INNER DIAMETER
(1) Using the micrometer, measure the driven gear shaft outer

diameter.

(2) Using the cylinder gauge, measure the driven gear bushing
inner diameter.

(3) Calculate the difference between the driven gear shaft outer
diameter and driven gear bushing inner diameter. If exceed-
ing the permissible limit, replace the oil pump or driven gear.

5. INSPECTING THE CLEARANCE BETWEEN THE DRIVEN
GEAR SHAFT OUTER DIAMETER AND CYLINDER BLOCK
SIDE HOLE DIAMETER
(1) Using the micrometer, measure the driven gear shaft outer

diameter.

(2) Using the cylinder gauge, measure the cylinder block side
hole diameter.

(3) Calculate the difference between the outer diameter of the
driven gear shaft and the cylinder block side hole diameter. If
the value exceeds the standard value, replace the oil pump.

OIL PUMP
DRIVEN GEAR 
SHAFT

SHTS021271200039

Standard value (mm {in.}) 18.0 {0.709}

CYLINDER GAUGE

DRIVEN GEAR

SHTS021271200040

Standard value (mm {in.}) 18.0 {0.709}

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit 

(mm {in.})

0.040-0.083
{0.0016-0.0033}

0.15 {0.0060}

OIL PUMP
DRIVEN GEAR 
SHAFT

SHTS021271200041

Standard value (mm {in.}) 18.0 {0.709}

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

SHTS021271200042

Standard value (mm {in.}) 18.0 {0.709}

Standard value (mm {in.})
0.030-0.075

{0.0012-0.0030}



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–19
6. INSPECTING THE BACKLASH OF THE DRIVE GEAR
(1) Using the vise, secure the oil pump.
(2) Using the dial gauge, measure the backlash between the

drive gear and driven gear. If exceeding the permissible limit,
replace the oil pump.

DRIVE GEAR

OIL PUMP

DRIVEN GEAR
DIAL GAUGE

SHTS021271200043

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit

 (mm {in.})

0.073-0.207
{0.0029-0.0082}

0.30 {0.012}



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–20
ASSEMBLING THE OIL PUMP

1. MOUNTING THE SAFETY VALVE
(1) Insert the safety valve, valve spring, seat 2, and then seat 1

to the oil pump, and fix them with a new cotter pin. 

2. MOUNTING THE DRIVEN GEAR
(1) Mount the driven gear to the oil pump.

MOUNTING THE OIL PUMP

1. MOUNTING THE OIL PUMP
(1) Apply engine oil to the pump case and bearing of the cylinder

block.

! CAUTION
 

Without engine oil, defective oil suction may occur when the
engine is initially started, which results in seizure and abnormal
wear.

SEAT 2

SAFETY VALVE

VALVE 
SPRING

SEAT 1

COTTER PIN COTTER PIN

SHTS021271200044

OIL PUMP

DRIVE GEAR

DRIVEN GEAR

SHTS021271200045

CYLINDER BLOCK

APPLY ENGINE 
OIL TO THE 
SHADED AREA

SHTS021271200046



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–21
(2) Mount the guide bolts (2 pcs.) to the cylinder block.

(3) Replace with the new gasket and align the oil pump with the
cylinder block mounting position.

(4) Mount the oil pump to the cylinder block with bolts (9 pcs.) in
the order shown in the figure.

Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• A misaligned gasket may cause defective sealing, which results
in outflow of all engine oil in the oil pump when the engine is
stopped. Defective sealing may also result in an insufficient
engine oil suction quantity in the initial rotation when the
engine is restarted, which leads to seizure or abnormal wear.

• Unfasten the guide bolts (2 pcs.) after temporarily tightening the
oil pump mounting bolts (7 pcs.).

• Note that failure to observe the tightening order may damage
the oil pump.

• After tightening, make sure that the gear turns easily by hand.

GUIDE BOLTS

SHTS021271200047

GASKET

GUIDE BOLTS

OIL PUMP

SHTS021271200048



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–22
2. MOUNTING THE TIMING GEAR
(1) Mount the main idle gear and sub idle gear.

Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), TIMING GEAR
& CAM IDLE GEAR, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE TIM-
ING GEARS IN THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING AND THE
REAR END PLATE (Page 10-76)

3. INSPECTING THE BACKLASH
(1) Using the dial gauge, measure the backlash between the oil

pump drive gear and sub idle gear. When it exceeds the stan-
dard value, mount the oil pump again.

NOTICE
When mounting the oil pump, the backlash may fluctuate due to
the looseness of the oil pump mounting bolt hole.

4. MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL HOUSING
(1) Mount the flywheel housing to the cylinder block.

Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY, OVERHAUL, MOUNTING THE FLYWHEEL
ASSEMBLY (Page 10-60)

OIL PUMP DRIVE 
GEAR

SUB IDLE GEAR

SHTS021271200049

Standard value (mm {in.})
Permissible limit

(mm {in.})

0.030-0.131
{0.0012-0.0052}

0.30 {0.012}



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–23
OIL PAN

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114120402005001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cylinder block 3 Gasket *

2 Oil pan

A 30 {306, 22}

1

A 2

3

SHTS021271200050



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–24
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114120402005002

REMOVING THE OIL PAN

1. DISCHARGING ENGINE OIL
(1) Remove the drain plug of the oil pan to drain engine oil.

Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE ENGINE ASSEMBLY (Page 5-7)

2. REMOVING THE OIL PAN
(1) Unfasten the 26 bolts to remove the oil pan and gasket from

the cylinder block. 
NOTICE

• If the gasket is stuck and hard to separate, use a scraper to peel
it off.

• Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes oil pan because the
engine oil will spill when removing the oil pan.

CYLINDER
BLOCK

GASKET

OIL PAN
FRONT OF ENGINE

BOLT

SHTS021271200051



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–25
MOUNTING THE OIL PAN

1. MOUNTING THE OIL PAN
(1) Using the scraper, cut the rear end plate gasket to make it

flush with the cylinder block lower surface.
NOTICE
Not necessary when attaching and detaching the single oil pan. 

(2) Check the joint surface between the cylinder block and oil
pan for deformation, dirt, or oil. 

(3) Then, apply the small quantity of liquid gasket (ThreeBond
TB1207D: Silver or equivalent, or ThreeBond TB1217G:
Grey or equivalent) to the step areas of the joint parts
between the front oil seal retainer and cylinder block/flywheel
housing and around the bolt mounting hole. 

! CAUTION
 

• Apply the liquid gasket seamlessly.

• Apply the liquid gasket with 1.5-2.5 mm {0.059-0.098 in.} width. 

• Mount the case within 20 minutes after applying the liquid gas-
ket.

(4) Then, apply the small quantity of liquid gasket (ThreeBond
TB1207D: Silver or equivalent, or ThreeBond TB1217G:
Grey or equivalent) to around the bolt mounting hole on the
oil pan side. 

(5) Mount the guide bolts (70 mm {2.756 in.} or more) to the cyl-
inder block. Align the new gasket with the mounting position
in a way that its protrusions are set on the intake and flywheel
housing sides (the print seal surface is on the cylinder block
side). 

! CAUTION
 

• Unfasten the guide bolts after temporarily tightening the oil pan
mounting bolts.

• Before mounting the gasket, check the print seal for peeling or
damage.

SCRAPER 
PROCESSING

CYLINDER
BLOCK

GASKET
REAR END PLATE

FLYWHEEL 
HOUSING

OIL PAN

SHTS021271200052

CYLINDER
BLOCK

LIQUID GASKET
APPLY POSITION

APPLYING ALL AROUND 
THE BOLT MOUNTING HOLE

SHTS021271200053

OIL PAN

GASKET

FRONT OF ENGINE

CYLINDER 
BLOCK

BOLT

APPLYING ALL AROUND THE 
BOLT MOUNTING HOLE

PROJECTION

SHTS021271200054



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–26
(6) Align the new gasket and oil pan with the cylinder block lower
surface and tighten 26 bolts in the order of the arrows shown
in the figure.

Tightening Torque:
19.6-24.5 N·m {200-249 kgf·cm, 15-18 lbf·ft}

(7) Remove the guide bolt and tighten 26 bolts again. 
Tightening Torque:
30 N·m {306 kgf·cm, 22 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• Handle the gasket of the oil pan with care because it can be eas-
ily broken.

• Check that the washer does not run on the flange.

2. ADDING ENGINE OIL
(1) Add engine oil through an oil filler.

Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
NEXT STEPS AFTER INSTALLATION (Page 5-14)

DIRECTION OF BOLT TIGHTENING

SHTS021271200055



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–27
INSPECTING THE LUBRICATION AFTER A LUBRI-
CATION OVERHAUL

1. INSPECTING THE VALVE SYSTEM

! CAUTION
 

• Make sure to perform an inspection after a lubrication overhaul.

• Perform the inspection at the coolant temperature about 60°C
{140°F}.

(1) Remove the head cover.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD
COVER, REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE HEAD COVER
(Page 10-3)

! CAUTION
 

For inspection, mount a jig of which head cover is cut in half to
prevent engine oil from splashing. (Perform cutting enough so
that the camshaft is covered.)

(2) Adjust the engine speed at the standard idling speed (750 r/
min.).

(3) Check if oil is supplied to all rocker arm parts below within
about 10 seconds after the engine start.

a. The roller and cam surfaces
b. The crosshead head and spring upper seat upper surface

via the adjust screw

! CAUTION
 

If the duration before the oil supply is long or no oil is supplied,
dropped oil pressure or clogged oil groove is considered possible
reasons, which may cause troubles such as seizure, abnormal
wear, and abnormal noise due to defective oil supply.

(4) Mount the head cover.
Reference: ENGINE MECHANICAL (J05E), HEAD
COVER, REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE HEAD COVER
(Page 10-4)

CONFIRMATION 
PART OF OIL 
FLOW

SHTS021271200056



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–28
OIL STRAINER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114120402003001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Oil strainer 2 O-ring *

A 30 {306, 22}

1

A

2

SHTS021271200057



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–29
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114120402003002

REMOVING THE OIL STRAINER

1. REMOVING THE OIL PAN
(1) Remove the oil pan from the cylinder block.

Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-24)

2. REMOVING THE OIL STRAINER
(1) Unfasten the 2 bolts to remove the oil strainer and O-ring

from the cylinder block. 

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping engine
oil when removing the oil strainer.

MOUNTING THE OIL STRAINER

1. MOUNTING THE OIL STRAINER
(1) Replace with the new O-ring and mount the oil strainer to the

cylinder block with bolts (2 pcs.).

Tightening Torque:
30 N·m {306 kgf·cm, 22 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE OIL PAN
(1) Mount the oil pan to the cylinder block.

Reference: LUBRICATION (J05E), OIL PAN, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE OIL PAN (Page 13-25)

OIL STRAINER

SHTS021271200058

OIL STRAINER

SHTS021271200059



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–30
OIL PRESSURE SWITCH

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114120402016001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Oil pressure switch 2 Gasket *

A 24.5 {250, 18}

2

1A

SHTS021271200060



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–31
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114120402016002

REMOVING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH

1. REMOVING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
(1) Disconnect the connector from the oil pressure switch.

(2) Remove the oil pressure switch and gasket from the oil
cooler case.

NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping engine
oil when removing the oil pressure switch.

SINGLE UNIT INSPECTION

1. INSPECTING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
(1) Apply air or oil pressure to measure the continuity between

the terminal and body using the circuit tester. If found defec-
tive, replace it.

OIL PRESSURE 
SWITCH

OIL COOLER 
CASE

HARNESS

SHTS021271200061

GASKET

OIL COOLER CASE

OIL PRESSURE 
SWITCH

SHTS021271200062

OIL PRESSURE 
SWITCH

SHTS021271200063

Pressure Continuity

When no load is applied or the 
pressure is less than 39.2 kPa 
{0.4 kgf/cm2, 5.7 lbf/in.2}

Yes

When pressure is 58.8kPa 
{0.6 kgf/cm2, 8.5 lbf/in.2} or more

No



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–32
MOUNTING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH

1. MOUNTING THE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
(1) Apply liquid gasket (ThreeBond TB1211: White or equivalent)

to the sealing surface of a new gasket.
(2) Mount the gasket and oil pressure switch to the oil cooler

case.
Tightening Torque:
24.5 N·m {250 kgf·cm, 18 lbf·ft}

(3) Connect the connector to the oil pressure switch.

2. ADDING ENGINE OIL
(1) Inspect the engine oil level. If insufficient, add engine oil.

Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE
ENGINE (J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT,
NEXT STEPS AFTER INSTALLATION (Page 5-14)

GASKET

OIL COOLER CASE

OIL PRESSURE 
SWITCH

SHTS021271200064

OIL PRESSURE 
SWITCH

OIL COOLER 
CASE

HARNESS

SHTS021271200065



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–33
OIL LEVEL GAUGE AND GUIDE

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114120402017001

*: Nonreusable part

1 Oil level gauge guide 3 O-ring *

2 Oil level gauge 4 Cylinder block

Case of 
Single cab

Case of 
Crew cab

2

1

3
4

1

3

SHTS021271200066



LUBRICATION (J05E)13–34
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114120402017002

REMOVING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE AND GUIDE

1. REMOVING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE

(1) Pull out the oil level gauge from the oil level gauge guide.
NOTICE
Prepare the clean clothes to receive dripping engine oil when pull-
ing out the oil level gauge.

2. REMOVING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE GUIDE

(1) Remove the bolt.
(2) Remove the oil level gauge guide and O-ring from the cylin-

der block.
NOTICE
Prepare the reservoir and clean clothes to collect dripping engine
oil when removing the oil level gauge guide.

OIL LEVEL GAUGE 
GUIDE

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE

(CASE OF SINGLE CAB)

SHTS021271200067

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE GUIDE

OIL LEVEL GAUGE(CASE OF CREW CAB)

SHTS021271200068

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE GUIDE

O-RING

(CASE OF SINGLE CAB)

SHTS021271200069

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE GUIDE

O-RING

(CASE OF CREW CAB)

SHTS021271200070



LUBRICATION (J05E) 13–35
MOUNTING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE AND GUIDE

1. MOUNTING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE GUIDE

(1) Replace with the new O-ring and mount the oil level gauge
guide to the cylinder block.

(2) Mount the oil level gauge guide with the bolt. 
Tightening Torque:
28.5 N·m {291 kgf·cm, 21 lbf·ft}

2. MOUNTING THE OIL LEVEL GAUGE

(1) Insert the oil level gauge to the oil level gauge guide.

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE GUIDE

O-RING

(CASE OF SINGLE CAB)

SHTS021271200071

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE GUIDE

O-RING

(CASE OF CREW CAB)

SHTS021271200072

OIL LEVEL GAUGE 
GUIDE

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE

(CASE OF SINGLE CAB)

SHTS021271200073

OIL LEVEL 
GAUGE GUIDE

OIL LEVEL GAUGE(CASE OF CREW CAB)

SHTS021271200074
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STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–2
MECHANICAL SYSTEM DRAWING

STARTER

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127150407006001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Starter assembly

A 21 {214, 15.4} C 4 {41, 2.9}

B 154 {1,570, 113.5} D 154 {1,570, 113.5}

1

A

D

B

C

SHTS021271500001



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–3
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127150407006002

REMOVING THE STARTER

1. REMOVING OF BATTERY CABLE
(1) Disconnect the battery earth cable from the negative battery

terminal.

2. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the 2 wire harness clamps.
(2) Remove the bolt and the wire harness clamp bracket.
(3) Pull off the terminal cap and remove the nut, and disconnect

the starter wire from terminal B.
(4) Pull off the terminal cap and remove the nut, and disconnect

the starter wire from terminal C. 

3. REMOVING THE STARTER
(1) Remove the nut, bolt and the starter assembly.STARTER

SHTS021271500002



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–4
MOUNTING THE STARTER

1. MOUNTING THE STARTER
(1) Install the starter assembly with the bolt and nut.

Tightening Torque:
154 N·m {1,570 kgf·cm, 113.5 lbf·ft}

2. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the C terminal with the nut. 

Tightening Torque:
4 N·m {41 kgf·cm, 2.9 lbf·ft}

(2) Install the starter wire to terminal B with the nut, and install
the terminal cap.

Tightening Torque:
21 N·m {214 kgf·cm, 15.4 lbf·ft}

(3) Install the wire harness clamp bracket with the bolt.
Tightening Torque:
18 N·m {184 kgf·cm, 13.2 lbf·ft}

IMPORTANT POINTS - INSPECTION

1. MATTER FOR REFERENCE
NOTICE
These tests must be performed within 3 to 5 seconds to avoid
burning out the coil.

2. PERFORM NO LOAD PERFORMANCE TEST
(1) Connect battery and ammeter to the starter as shown.

(2) Check that the starter rotates smoothly and steadily with the
pinion gear moving out. Check the reading on the ammeter.

STARTER

SHTS021271500003

SHTS021271500004

Standard value 220 A or less/11 V



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–5
STARTER UNIT INSPECTION
Unit: mm {in.}

Inspection item Standard Limit Remedy Inspection procedure

Continuity between 
the segments of the 
commutator

1  or less 1  Replace.

Measure

No continuity 
between the connec-
tor and armature coil 
core.

10 k or more 10 k Replace.

Measure

Armature short 
circuit test (Using 
the growler tester)

If the iron piece does 
not vibrate, 
the armature is 
good.

— Replace.

Measure

Measure the circle 
run-out

— 0.05 {0.0020} Replace.

Measure

Outside diameter of 
the commutator

34.0 {1.338} 33.0 {1.299} Replace.

Measure

Depth between the 
mica and the com-
mutator
(Under cut depth)

0.7 {0.028} 0.2 {0.008} Replace or repair.

Measure

CONTINUITY
OHMMETER

OHMMETER

GROWLER
TESTER

HACKSAW
BLADE

UNDERCUT DEPTH 



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–6
Continuity between 
the field coil end and 
the read wire.

1  or less 1  Replace.

Measure

No continuity 
between the field coil 
end and yoke out 
side

10 k or more 10 k Replace.

Measure

Brush length 20.5 {0.807} 11 {0.433} Replace.

Measure

Brush spring load 45 N {162 oz} 17 N {61.20 oz} Replace.

Measure

Insulation between 
the brush and brush 
holder

10 k or more 10 k Replace.

Measure

Rotating of pinion — — Replace.

Visual check

Inspection item Standard Limit Remedy Inspection procedure

CONTINUITY

OHMMETER

NO
CONTINUITY 

OHMMETER

LENGTH

NO CONTINUITY
OHMMETER

q

w

LOCK

FREE



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–7
Rotating of needle 
roller front bearing

—
Sticks or does 

not rotate
Replace.

Visual check

Rotating of needle 
roller rear bearing

—
Sticks or does 

not rotate
Replace.

Visual check

Continuity between 
terminals 50 and C

1  or less 1  Replace.

Measure

Continuity between 
terminal 50 and the 
switch body

2  or less 2  Replace.

Measure

Inspection item Standard Limit Remedy Inspection procedure

CONTINUITY

TERMINAL
C

TERMINAL 50 

OHMMETER

CONTINUITY

TERMINAL 50

OHMMETER



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–8
V-BELT

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127150407001001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Alternator 2 V-belt

A 6 {60, 4.4} B  55 {560, 40.5}

1

2

B

A

SHTS021271500021



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–9
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02127150407001002

REMOVING THE V-BELT

1. REMOVING THE V-BELT (FRONT SIDE)
(1) Loosen the nuts, bolts and through bolt of the alternator.
(2) Loosen the adjusting bolt to remove the V-belt (front side).

2. REMOVING THE V-BELT (REAR SIDE)
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE05A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE06A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

MOUNTING THE V-BELT

1. MOUNTING THE V-BELT (REAR SIDE)
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE05A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER
Reference: CHASSIS (S1-LXJE06A), HEATER AND AIR CON-
DITIONER

2. MOUNTING THE V-BELT (FRONT SIDE)
(1) Mount the V-belt to each pulley (front side)
(2) Tighten the V-belt (front side) with an adjusting bolt.

! CAUTION
 

Make sure that the V-belt (front side) is not off each pulley groove.

(3) Press the belt center (A in the figure) with a finger at about 98
N {10 kgf}. Or adjust the belt deflection to the standard value
using the SST (compression gauge), or adjust the belt ten-
sion to the standard value using the SST (belt tension
gauge).
SST: S0944-41210

Compression gauge

! CAUTION
 

• Excessively stretching the V-belt reduces its service life. Exer-
cise care not to stretch the V-belt in excess of the specified ten-
sion.

• If the slack in the V-belt is 15 mm {0.591 in.} over (tension: 150 N
{15 kgf}) in an inspection, the V-belt may slip. Readjust the ten-
sion of the V-belt when "restricting it." (Repeated restricting
reduces the service life of the V-belt.)

• Visually check the V-belt for cracks and damage. Replace it if
found abnormal. 

ADJUST 
BOLT

SHTS021271500022

ADJUST BOLT

A

SHTS021271500023

Standard value
8-10 mm

{0.31-0.39 in.}



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–10
NOTICE
The tension of the V-belt decreases after operation. This phenom-
enon occurs in the process of initial contouring. This is not a
problem.

Stable 
tension

Tension when mounting a new part

Tension when adjusting

Relationship between driving time and tension Driving timeAfter driving

Te
ns

io
n

Tension when mounting a new part

Te
ns

io
n

Tension when mounting 
a new part

Tension when 
mounting a new part

Tension when adjusting

Tension when adjusting

Relationship between driving time and tension Driving time

Te
ns

io
n

Relationship between driving time and tension Driving time

Te
ns

io
n

High adjusting tension

High initial tension

Relationship between driving time and tension Driving time

Excessive adjustment means that 
adjustment has been frequently 
performed without waiting for 
the legal inspection period. 

In case of excessive adjustment

In case adjusting tension is highIn the case that correct maintenance has been performed

In case of high initial tension

Damage
Damage

Excessive 
adjustment

Damage

SHTS021271500024



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–11
(4) Tighten the bolts and nuts of the alternator.
Tightening Torque:
55 N·m {560 kgf·cm, 40.5 lbf·ft}

(5) Retighten the adjusting bolt.
Tightening Torque:
6 N·m {60 kgf·cm, 4.4 lbf·ft}

Condition of the V-belt Remaining life (for reference)

Same distance as the travel distance from the time of a 
new vehicle or replacement to inspection, or more

Half of the travel distance from the time of a new vehicle or 
replacement to inspection

One fourth of the travel distance from the time of a new 
vehicle or replacement to inspection

Service life



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–12
ALTERNATOR (130A)

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02127150407028001

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Cover 10 Stator

2 Terminal B sub assembly 11 Rotor

3 Insulator (inner) 12 Cover bearing

4 Regulator 13 Bearing

5 Rectifier 14 Drive frame

6 Through bolt 15 Collar

7 Insulator (outer) 16 Fan

8 Rear frame 17 Pulley

9 Field coil

A 15.7-20.6 {160-210, 12-15} E 6.5-9.3 {66-95, 4.8-6.9}

B 7.8-10.8 {80-110, 5.8-7.9} F 1.9-2.5 {19-25, 1.4-1.8}

C 117.6-137.2 {1,199-1,399, 87-101} G 1.6-2.0 {16-20, 1.2-1.4}

D 2.9-4.9 {30-50, 2.1-3.6} H 2.5-3.0 {25-31, 1.8-2.2}

17

C

16
15

10

9

14
13

12

D

11

3

2

I

K

J

7

E

G

5

4

1

F

68

H

11

D
12

13
14

15
H

G
7

16

17

C 10

9

F

8

D 5

D
4

D

G

6

E

1
A

B

3
2
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STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–13
OVERHAUL
EN01F02127150407028002

IMPORTANT POINTS - MOUNTING

1. MOUNTING THE V-BELT
Reference: STARTING/CHARGING (J05E), V-BELT,
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE V-BELT (Page 16-9)

IMPORTANT POINTS - DISASSEMBLY

1. REMOVING THE REAR COVER
(1) Remove the 3 screws to remove the rear cover.

2. SEPARATE THE FRONT AND REAR PORTIONS
(1) Remove the 4 screws and separate the stator outlet terminal

and the rectifier.

(2) Remove the 4 through bolts.

SCREW

SHTS021271500030

SCREW

SHTS021271500031

THROUGH BOLT

SHTS021271500032



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–14
(3) While keeping the stator and the rear frame together, lift them
away from the drive frame.

(4) Drive and rear frames separated.

3. REMOVING THE PULLEY
(1) Remove the pulley lock nut using an impact wrench.

(2) Remove the pulley from the shaft.

REAR FRAME
STATOR

DRIVE 
FRAME

SHTS021271500033

REAR FRAME DRIVE FRAME

SHTS021271500034

PULLEY IMPACT WRENCH

SHTS021271500035

PULLEY

FAN

SHTS021271500036



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–15
4. REMOVING THE FAN

5. REMOVING THE COLLAR

6. REMOVING THE ROTOR
(1) Using the JIG A and press, remove the rotor from the drive

frame.
NOTICE
Do not drop the rotor.

7. REMOVING THE FRONT BEARING
(1) Remove the 3 screws to remove the bearing cover.

(2) Using the JIG C and press, remove the front bearing from the
drive frame.

NOTICE
Do not drop the front bearing.

COLLAR

FAN

SHTS021271500037

ROTOR SHAFT PRESS

DRIVE FRAME

JIG A

SHTS021271500038

BEARING 
COVER

SHTS021271500039

JIG C
(FOR PRESS) PRESS

FRONT BEARING

JIG C
(FOR 
SUPPORT)

SHTS021271500040



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–16
8. SEPARATING THE REAR FRAME AND STATOR
(1) Pull out the rear frame to separate it from the stator.

9. REMOVING THE REGULATOR
(1) Remove the 3 screws to separate the rectifier, the exciting

coil outlet terminal, and the regulator.
(2) Remove the 2 screws to remove the regulator.

(3) Regulator removed.

10. REMOVING THE RECTIFIER
(1) Loosen the B terminal nut.

STATORREAR FRAME

SHTS021271500041

SCREW

SHTS021271500042

REGULATOR

SHTS021271500043
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STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–17
(2) Remove the screw from the rectifier's (-) terminal.
(3) Remove the 4 screws to remove the rectifier.

(4) Rectifier removed.

11. REMOVING THE I TERMINAL
(1) Loosen the I terminal nut to remove the I terminal.

(2) I terminal removed.

SCREW

SHTS021271500045

RECTIFIER

SHTS021271500046

I TERMINAL REAR FRAME

SHTS021271500047

I TERMINAL

REAR FRAME

SHTS021271500048



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–18
12. REMOVING THE FIELD COIL
(1) Remove the 3 screws to remove the field coil from the rear

frame.

(2) Field coil removed.

13. REMOVING THE REAR BEARING
(1) Using the JIG E and press, remove the rear bearing from the

rear frame.
NOTICE
Do not reuse the rear bearing.

REAR FRAME

SHTS021271500049

FIELD COIL

SHTS021271500050

JIG E (FOR PRESS) PRESS

JIG E 
(FOR 
SUPPORT)
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STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–19
IMPORTANT POINTS - ASSEMBLY

1. INSTALL THE FRONT BEARING
(1) Using the JIG D and press, press the front bearing into the

drive frame.
(2) Using the 3 screws, install the bearing cover.

Tightening Torque:
2.9-4.9 N·m {30-50  kgf·cm, 2.1-3.6  lbf·ft}

2. INSTALL THE ROTOR
(1) Insert the collar to the rotor shaft.
(2) Using the JIG B and press, press the rotor into the bearing in

the drive frame.
NOTICE

• Press the rotor while making sure that the rotor's shaft is per-
pendicular to the bearing.

• During pressing, make sure not to damage the portion of the
rotor that presses into the rear bearing.

3. TIGHTENING THE PULLEY
(1) Insert the collar and fan to the rotor shaft.
(2) Secure the pulley with belt using the vice as shown in the fig-

ure, tighten the pulley lock nut with specified torque.
Tightening Torque:
117.6-137.2 N·m {1,199-1,399 kgf·cm, 87-101 lbf·ft}

4. INSTALL THE REAR BEARING
(1) Using the JIG E and press, press a new rear bearing into the

rear frame.
NOTICE
Once a bearing is removed, do not reuse it.

5. INSTALL THE FIELD COIL
(1) Using the 3 screws, install the field coil on the rear frame.

Tightening Torque:
2.9-4.9 N·m {30-50 kgf·cm, 2.1-3.6 lbf·ft}

6. ASSEMBLING THE I TERMINAL
(1) Install the I terminal on the rear frame and tight the nut

(inside).
Tightening Torque:
1.6-2.0 N·m {16-20 kgf·cm, 1.2-1.4 lbf·ft}

JIG D
FRONT BEARING

DRIVE 
FRAME

SHTS021271500052

JIG B
(FOR PRESS) PRESS

DRIVE FRAME

JIG B
(FOR 
SUPPORT)

SHTS021271500053

PULLEY

TORQUE WRENCH BELT

VICE

SHTS021271500054

JIG E (FOR PRESS)

REAR 
BEARING

PRESS

REAR FRAME

JIG E
(FOR 
SUPPOT)

SHTS021271500055



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–20
7. ASSEMBLING THE RECTIFIER
(1) Using the 4 screws, install the rectifier.

Tightening Torque:
2.9-4.9 N·m {30-50 kgf·cm, 2.1-3.6 lbf·ft}

(2) Using the screw, install the rectifier's (-) terminal.
Tightening Torque:
2.9-4.9 N·m {30-50 kgf·cm, 2.1-3.6 lbf·ft}

(3) Tighten the B terminal nut (inside).
Tightening Torque:
7.8-10.8 N·m {80-110 kgf·cm, 5.8-7.9 lbf·ft}

8. ASSEMBLING THE REGULATOR
(1) Using the 2 screws, install the rectifier.

Tightening Torque:
2.9-4.9 N·m {30-50 kgf·cm, 2.1-3.6 lbf·ft}

(2) Using the 3 screws, install the rectifier and the field coil outlet
terminal to the regulator.

Tightening Torque:
1.6-2.0 N·m {16-20 kgf·cm, 1.2-1.4 lbf·ft}

9. INSTALLING THE STATOR AND THE REAR FRAME
(1) Slow the insert the stator while maintaining it perpendicular

to the rear frame.

10. ASSEMBLING THE DRIVE AND REAR FRAME
(1) Apply the thin coat of NSK EA5 grease on the rear bearing

portion of the rotor shaft.
(2) Slowly insert the rear frame while maintaining it perpendicu-

lar to rotor shaft.
NOTICE
To prevent damage to the rear bearing, do not apply excessive
force during the insertion.

REAR FRAME
STATOR

SHTS021271500056

REAR 
FRAME

DRIVE 
FRAME

SHTS021271500057



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–21
(3) Install the 4 through bolts.
Tightening Torque:
6.5-9.3 N·m {66-95 kgf·cm, 4.8-6.9 lbf·ft}

(4) Using the 4 screws, install the stator outlet terminal to the
rectifier.

Tightening Torque:
1.9-2.5 N·m {19-25 kgf·cm, 1.4-1.8 lbf·ft}

(5) Using the 3 screws, install the rear cover.

PERFORMANCE TEST

1. MATTER FOR REFERENCE
NOTICE

• Using the bench tester, perform a performance test according to
the procedure described below.

• Note the battery polarity carefully so as not to make reverse
connections.
If the connections are reversed, the rectifier will short the circuit
and allow a large current to flow through and damage the
diodes and I.C. regulator as well as burning the wiring harness.

• Take care not to make wrong connections of terminals.

• When charging the battery with a quick charge, disconnect the
battery terminals.

• Do not perform tests with high voltage insulation resistance tes-
ter.

• In operation, never disconnect the battery.

• During this inspection, make sure to use a fully charged battery.

THROUGH BOLT

SHTS021271500058

SCREW
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STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–22
2. MAGNETIZING
(1) Apply the battery (12V) to the L terminal (positive) and F ter-

minal (negative) of the regulator as shown in the figure.

3. MEASURING THE SELF-EXCITED STARTING RPM
(1) Turn Switch 1 ON.
(2) Gradually increase the alternator rpm.
(3) Measure the rpm (starting rpm) at which the charging current

starts to flow. (it is normal if under 1,500 rpm)

4. MEASURING THE RATED OUTPUT
(1) Turn Switch 1 and Switch 2 ON.
(2) Maintain the alternator rpm at a constant 5,000 rpm.
(3) While observing the voltmeter, regulate the load (variable

resistance: R) so that a 12V system outputs 13.5V.
(4) At this time, measure the output current (it is normal if more

than the rated output current is obtained).

5. VERIFYING THE REGULATOR'S REGULATED VOLTAGE
(1) In the state in which the rated output was measured, turn

Switch 2 OFF.
NOTICE
At this time, reduce the current that flows to the load (variable
resistance: R) to the minimum and turn Switch 2 OFF.

(2) When the output current is less than 10A (the charging cur-
rent to the battery is reduced), measure the voltage.

SHTS021271500060

SHTS021271500061

SHTS021271500062

SHTS021271500063

Standard value (V) 14.0-14.4 



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–23
PRECAUTIONS

1. PRECAUTIONS DURING OPERATION

• Do not disconnect the battery while the alternator is rotating.

• Do not operate the alternator with the alternator's B terminal
(output terminal) disconnected.

• Do not expose the alternator to water.

2. OTHER PRECAUTIONS

• Make sure to disconnect the battery terminal before inspecting
the alternator.

• Do not interchange the polarity of the battery cables when
replacing the battery.

• Make sure to disconnect the cables and charge the battery sep-
arately when using the quick charger.

• Never perform a megohmmeter on the alternator assembly.

• Make sure to disconnect the wiring to the alternator when per-
forming the megohmmeter on the vehicle's wiring.



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E)16–24
INSPECTION AND REPAIR
Unit: mm {in.}

Inspection item Standard Limit Remedy Inspection procedure

Resistance of field coil 2-3 — Replace.

Measure

Insulation resistance of 
field coil

1M min. — Replace.

Measure

Resistance of stator 
coil

0.01-0.10 — Replace.

Measure

Insulation resistance of 
stator

1M min. — Replace.

Measure

Resistance of rectifier 
(between B terminal 
and heat sink)

When polarity is 
changed, there is 
continuity in one 

direction but not in 
the opposite 

direction.

— Replace.

Measure

Resistance of rectifier 
(between (-) terminal 
and heat sink)

When polarity is 
changed, there is 
continuity in one 

direction but not in 
the opposite 

direction.

— Replace.

Measure



STARTING/CHARGING (J05E) 16–25
Resistance of rectifier 
(between diode termi-
nal and heat sink)

When polarity is 
changed, there is 
continuity in one 

direction but not in 
the opposite 

direction.

— Replace.

Measure

Rotor shaft outside 
diameter (front bearing 
portion)

25.00-25.01
 {0.9843-0.9846}

24.99 {0.9839} Replace.

Measure

Rotor shaft outside 
diameter (rear bearing 
portion)

16.99-17.00 
{0.6689-0.6693}

16.98 {0.6685} Replace.

Measure

Rotor shaft outside 
diameter (pulley por-
tion)

22.189-22.202 
{0.8739-0.8741}

22.18 {0.8732} Replace.

Measure

Bearing wear or dam-
age

Rotates smoothly 
with no abnormal 

noise
—

Replace. Also, 
replace every 
2 years.

Visual check

Inspection item Standard Limit Remedy Inspection procedure
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TURBOCHARGER (J05E)17–2
MAINTENANCE POINTS ITEM

TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY

COMPONENT LOCATOR
EN01F02114160704005001

*: Nonreusable part

Tightening torque Unit: Nm {kgfcm, lbfft}

1 Turbocharger assembly 4 Gasket *

2 Turbocharger insulator 5 Oil pipe B

3 Oil pipe A

A 70 {714, 52}

1

3

4

4

5
4

2

4

4

A
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TURBOCHARGER (J05E) 17–3
INSPECTION
EN01F02114160704005002

INSPECTION WITH HINO DX Ⅱ

1. INSPECTING THE OPERATION OF THE TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY
(1) Using the HINO DX Ⅱ , inspect the operation of the turbo-

charger assembly. (Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)

2. INSPECTING THE ELECTRIC ACTUATOR
(1) Using the HINO DXⅡ , operate the electric actuator and check

for operation follow-up. (Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's man-
ual.)

! CAUTION
 

• The adjusting screw for opening/closing operation of the turbo-
charger assembly has been adjusted. Do not loosen it. 

• Do not remove the link plate of the turbocharger assembly. 

(2) If the electric actuator does not operate, inspect the wiring up
to it for disconnection or short circuit. If no defect is found in
the wiring, replace the electric actuator along with the whole
turbocharger assembly.

TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY

TURBOCHARGER

LINK PLATE
ELECTRIC ACTUATOR

ACTUATOR DRIVE 
LEVER PART

SHTS021271600002



TURBOCHARGER (J05E)17–4
INSPECTING THE TURBINE SHAFT

1. SIMPLIFIED INSPECTION
(1) Holding the blower impeller tip, inspect for rotating condition

by lightly rotating the turbine shaft by hand.
(2) If the turbine shaft does not rotate or does not rotate

smoothly, or the blower impeller contacts with the blower
case, replace the turbocharger assembly.

2. INSPECTING THE TURBINE SHAFT PLAY IN THE AXLE
(THRUST) DIRECTION
(1) Inspect the turbine shaft play on the exhaust side.
(2) If a measurement reading exceeds the standard value,

replace the turbocharger assembly.

! CAUTION
 

Turbocharger is replaced as assembly. Do not overhaul.

BLOWER IMPELLER

RADIAL DIRECTION

TURN THE TIP OF THE
BLOWER IMPELLER

SHTS021271600003

SHTS021271600004

Standard value (mm {in.})
0.040-0.085 

{0.0016-0.0033} or less



TURBOCHARGER (J05E) 17–5
REPLACEMENT
EN01F02114160704005003

REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

• Use care not to touch the link plate and adjusting screw during
work. 

• Do not remove the link plate of the turbocharger assembly. 

• The adjusting screw for opening/closing operation of the turbo-
charger assembly has been adjusted. Do not loosen it.

TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY

TURBOCHARGER

LINK PLATE
ELECTRIC ACTUATOR

ACTUATOR DRIVE 
LEVER PART

SHTS021271600005



TURBOCHARGER (J05E)17–6
2. DRAINING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
REMOVING THE RADIATOR, DRAINING THE COOLANT (Page
12-5)

3. REMOVING THE INTAKE HOSE 
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-12)

4. REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE 
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-12)

5. DISCONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Disconnect the electric actuator connector.

6. REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER INSULATOR
(1) Unfasten the 3 bolts to remove the turbocharger insulator

from the turbocharger assembly. 

7. DISCONNECTING THE OIL PIPE
(1) Unfasten the bolt and 2 union bolts to remove the oil pipe A

and gaskets from the turbocharger assembly and oil cooler
assembly. 

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to splash the oil in the pipes and turbocharger
assembly.

NOTICE
When disconnecting the oil pipe, engine oil will spill. Prepare a
reservoir and clean clothes.

(2) Unfasten the 4 bolts to remove the oil pipe B and gaskets
from the turbocharger assembly and cylinder block. 

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to splash the oil in the pipes and turbocharger
assembly.

NOTICE
When disconnecting the oil pipe, engine oil will spill. Prepare a
reservoir and clean clothes.

(3) Block oil holes of the turbocharger assembly to prevent entry
of foreign matters.

! CAUTION
 

Use special care to prevent the entry of foreign matter into the tur-
bocharger assembly.

TURBO-
CHARGER
ASSEMBLY

TURBOCHARGER 
INSULATOR

SHTS021271600006

TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY

OIL PIPE A

SHTS021271600007

OIL PIPE B GASKET

GASKET
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TURBOCHARGER (J05E) 17–7
8. DISCONNECTING THE COOLANT PIPE
(1) Remove the nut and then the clip.
(2) Unfasten the 2 union bolts and detach the coolant pipe E and

4 gaskets from the folder and turbocharger assembly. 

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to splash the coolant in the pipes and turbocharger
assembly.

NOTICE
Use the container and a waste cloth to avoid spillage of coolant
when disconnecting the coolant pipe.

(3) Remove the nut and then the clip.
(4) Unfasten the 2 union bolts to remove the coolant pipe F and

gaskets from the turbocharger assembly and thermostat
case. 

! CAUTION
 

Use care not to splash the coolant in the pipes and turbocharger
assembly.

NOTICE
Use the container and a waste cloth to avoid spillage of coolant
when disconnecting the coolant pipe.

(5) Block water holes of the turbocharger assembly to prevent
entry of foreign matters.

! CAUTION
 

Use special care to prevent the entry of foreign matter into the tur-
bocharger assembly.

COOLANT 
PIPE E

FOLDER

OIL COOLER 
ASSEMBLY

SHTS021271600009

TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY

COOLANT PIPE F
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TURBOCHARGER (J05E)17–8
9. REMOVING THE FLEXIBLE 
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS (Page 11-9)

10. REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE (ATC),
REPLACEMENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
(Page 11-17)

11. REMOVING EXHAUST BRAKE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST BRAKE, REPLACE-
MENT, REMOVING THE EXHAUST BRAKE (Page 11-127)

12. REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
(1) Unfasten the 3 bolts to remove the bracket from the turbo-

charger assembly and oil cooler assembly. 

(2) Unfasten the nuts (4 pcs.) to remove the turbocharger
assembly and gasket from the exhaust manifold.

! CAUTION
 

• The electric actuator is plastic and easily damaged. Use care to
place it in an appropriate direction for storage after removal.

• Heat-resisting steel is used for bolts and nuts. Do not mix them
with ordinary bolts and nuts when mounting.

(3) After removing the turbocharger assembly, block the exhaust
manifold port to prevent entry of foreign matters.

TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY

BRACKET

SHTS021271600011

TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY

NUT

GASKET

SHTS021271600012

TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY

ELECTRIC ACTUATOR
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TURBOCHARGER (J05E) 17–9
MOUNTING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY

1. CAUTIONS

! CAUTION
 

Observe the following instructions when mounting the turbo-
charger assembly to the engine or handling after installation. Use
special care to prevent the entry of foreign matter into the turbo-
charger assembly.

2. MOUNTING THE TURBOCHARGER ASSEMBLY
(1) Before mounting, add engine oil from the oil inlet. Rotate the

turbocharger assembly by hand for lubrication. 
(2) Check the exhaust pipe system for dirt or foreign matter.

(3) Replace with the new gasket and mount the turbocharger
assembly to the exhaust manifold with 4 nuts in the order
shown in the figure. 

Tightening Torque:
70 N·m {714 kgf·cm, 52 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

• If the stud bolt of the exhaust flange is stuck, use a commer-
cially available stud bolt remover to remove and replace the
stuck stud bolt.

• Heat-resisting steel is used for bolts and nuts. Do not mix them
with ordinary bolts and nuts when mounting.

• Mount the turbocharger securely so that there is no gas leakage
from the connections of the exhaust pipe.

(4) Tighten the 4 nuts in the order shown in the figure again. 
Tightening Torque:
70 N·m {714 kgf·cm, 52 lbf·ft}

! CAUTION
 

Make sure to tighten twice.

(5) Mount the bracket to the turbocharger assembly and oil
cooler assembly with 3 bolts. 

3. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST BRAKE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST BRAKE, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE EXHAUST BRAKE (Page 11-129)

4. MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE (ATC),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE EXHAUST PIPE (ATC)
(Page 11-18)

5. MOUNTING THE FLEXIBLE
Reference: EXHAUST (J05E), EXHAUST PIPE, REPLACE-
MENT, MOUNTING THE EXHAUST SYSTEM COMPONENT
PARTS (Page 11-12)

TURBOCHARGER
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OIL ENTRANCE HOLE
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TURBOCHARGER (J05E)17–10
6. MOUNTING THE COOLANT PIPE
(1) Replace with the new gaskets and mount the coolant pipe F

to the turbocharger assembly and thermostat case with 2
union bolts. 

! CAUTION
 

• Clean the coolant pipe and check the pipe for collapse and dirt
and foreign matters inside.

• Do not use any sealant on the coolant pipe installation surface
to avoid defects such as damage by clogging or loosening at
the tightening portion.

(2) Mount the clip with the nut and secure coolant pipe F. 

(3) Replace with the new gaskets and connect the coolant pipe
E to the folder and turbocharger assembly with 2 union bolts. 

! CAUTION
 

• Clean the coolant pipe and check the pipe for collapse and dirt
and foreign matters inside.

• Do not use any sealant on the coolant pipe installation surface
to avoid defects such as damage by clogging or loosening at
the tightening portion.

(4) Mount the clip with the nut and secure coolant pipe E. 

7. MOUNTING THE OIL PIPE
(1) Replace with the new gaskets and connect the oil pipe B to

the turbocharger assembly and cylinder block with 4 bolts. 

! CAUTION
 

• Clean the oil pipe and check the pipe for collapse and dirt and
foreign matters inside.

• Do not use any sealant on the oil pipe installation surface to
avoid defects such as damage by clogging or loosening at the
tightening portion.

(2) Replace with the new gaskets and connect the oil pipe A to
the turbocharger assembly and oil cooler assembly with a
bolt and 2 union bolts. 

! CAUTION
 

• Clean the oil pipe and check the pipe for collapse and dirt and
foreign matters inside.

• Do not use any sealant on the oil pipe installation surface to
avoid defects such as damage by clogging or loosening at the
tightening portion.

TURBOCHARGER
ASSEMBLY

COOLANT PIPE F
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TURBOCHARGER (J05E) 17–11
8. MOUNTING THE TURBOCHARGER INSULATOR
(1) Replace with the 3 new bolts and mount the turbocharger

insulator to the turbocharger assembly. 

9. CONNECTING THE HARNESS
(1) Connect the connector to the electric actuator.

10. MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-15)

11. MOUNTING THE INTAKE HOSE 
Reference: INTAKE (J05E), INTAKE PIPE (EXHAUST SIDE),
REPLACEMENT, MOUNTING THE INTAKE PIPE (STANDARD
TYPE) (Page 9-15)

12. ADDING ENGINE OIL
Reference: MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING THE ENGINE
(J05E), ENGINE ASSEMBLY, REPLACEMENT, NEXT STEPS
AFTER INSTALLATION (Page 5-14)

13. ADDING THE COOLANT
Reference: COOLING (J05E), RADIATOR, REPLACEMENT,
MOUNTING THE RADIATOR, ADDING THE COOLANT (Page
12-13)

TURBO-
CHARGER
ASSEMBLY

TURBOCHARGER 
INSULATOR
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TURBOCHARGER (J05E)17–12
INSPECTION AFTER MOUNTING

1. PROCEDURES FOR OPERATION
(1) After mounting the turbocharger assembly to the engine,

start the engine and inspect each part for leakage of oil, cool-
ant and exhaust gas.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not run engine at a high speed immediately after starting the
engine. If the turbocharger is operated without sufficient lubri-
cation at the beginning of engine start, it may cause bearing sei-
zure.

• Run the engine at idle for about 5 minutes before stopping the
engine.

• If the engine is stopped suddenly, the turbocharger keeps rotat-
ing with no oil pressure applied, which may result in a worn
bearing due to absence of oil film.

2. INSPECTING THE BOOST PRESSURE
(1) Using the HINO DX Ⅱ , inspect the boost pressure.

(Refer to the HINO DX Ⅱ user's manual.)
Correct boost pressure

! CAUTION
 

When using the HINO DX Ⅱ , the boost pressure is added to the
atmospheric pressure. (Check the pressure when engine is
stopped.)

(2) Remove the boost pressure sensor of the intake pipe and
connect the SST (boost pressure measuring hose).
SST: S0944-41250

Gauge
09258-E1010
Boost pressure measuring hose

(3) Pull in the SST (gauge) into the cab. 
(4) After warming up the engine fully, put the shift lever in neu-

tral. 
(5) Press down the accelerator pedal fully and measure the

boost pressure at maximum engine speed by using the SST
(gauge).

! CAUTION
 

Hold the SST (gauge) upright, or the needle becomes unstable
and measurement cannot be done accurately.

(6) If the measured value is below the correct boost pressure, air
leakage from the air seal in the air intake system, clogged air
cleaner and intercooler, and malfunction of the VN mecha-
nism inside the turbocharger are considered possible rea-
sons. Perform inspection. 

(7) After measurement, put back the boost pressure removing
part. 

CONNECTOR

BOOST PRESSURE 
SENSOR

SHTS021271600022

Standard value (at maximum 
engine speed)

22.1 kPa {0.23 kgf/cm2, 
3.2 lbf/in.2} or more
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FOREWORD

This workshop manual has been prepared to provide information regarding repair procedures on Hino Trucks.

Applicable for HINO 155, 155h, 195, 195h series, equipped with J05E engine

When making any repairs on your vehicle, be careful not to be injured through improper procedures.
As for maintenance items, refer to the Owner's Manual.
All information and specifications in this manual are based upon the latest product information available at the time of printing.
Hino Motors Sales U.S.A., Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without prior notice.

Please note that the publications below have also been prepared as relevant workshop manuals for the components and sys-
tems in these vehicles.
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Chassis Workshop Manual
S1-LXJE08A

S1-LXJE08A EWD

J05E Engine Workshop Manual S5-LJ05E10A

Trouble shooting Workshop Manual

S7-LXJE08A 2/5
S7-LXJE08A 3/5
S7-LXJE08A 4/5
S7-LXJE08A 5/5

MENU
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Use this chart to the appropriate chapter numbers for servicing your particular vehicle.
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HOW TO IDENTIFY VEHICLE TYPE

HOW TO IDENTIFY VEHICLE TYPE

VEHICLE TYPE 
EN01H01ZZZ010102001001

X J C 7 0 0 L H K T Q L A 3

CLASSIFICATIONREPORTED MODEL

J05E-UG (HV)X

X

F

J05E-TP (Diesel)J

ENGINE MODEL

C

VEHICLE MODEL

HEAVY DUTY TRACK

CAB WIDTH, DRIVE, FRAME FORM, WHEEL BASE

7 0

7 1

7 2

7 3

CAB WIDTH DRIVE WHEEL BASE

FRAME ASSEMBLY WIDTH

FRAME
FORM

WIDE 2WD MEDIUMOPEN

WIDE 2WD LONGOPEN

WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN

WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN

840 mm {33 in.}

2,900 mm {114 in.}

3,500 mm {138 in.}

3,800 mm {150 in.}

4,100 mm {161 in.}

0

TYPE OF SUSPENSION

FRONT RIGID, REAR RIGID

STEERING WHEEL POSITION

L LEFT HAND DRIVE

DECK HEIGHT

K HIGH FLOOR CAB 

TRANSMISSION

T 6AT

DECK FORM

3 CHASSIS WITH CAB

ENGINE HORSEPOWER, FUEL

FUEL HORSEPOWER EXHAUST

VERY HIGH US13 (13OBD)DIESEL OILM

LOADING CAPACITY, GVW, REAR TIRES

DESTINATION

DESTINATION

A U.S., CANADA

6.58 t {14,500 lbs}

8.14 t {17,950 lbs},

8.85 t {19,500 lbs}

Q

T7 4 WIDE 2WD SUPER LONGOPEN 4,400 mm {173 in.}

REAR DOUBLE

REAR DOUBLE

CAB FORM BRAKE TYPE

CAB FORM, BRAKE TYPE

H

Q

SINGLE CAB VACUUM

CREW CAB VACUUM

C

D

K

SINGLE CAB HYDRAULIC

VACUUM

HYDRAULIC

CREW CAB

SINGLE CAB

CREW CAB

HYDRAULIC

L

SHTS01ZZZ0100001
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VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN) STRUCTURE
EN01H01ZZZ010102001002
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APPEARANCE OF VEHICLE

APPEARANCE

APPEARANCE OF VEHICLE
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND READINESS TO WORK

WARNING

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS
EN01H01ZZZ030101001001

Some recommended and standard maintenance services for your vehicle are included in this section. When performing
maintenance on your vehicle be careful not to get injured by improper work. Improper or incomplete work can cause a mal-
function of the vehicle which may result in personal injury and/or property damage. If you have any question about per-
forming maintenance, please consult your Hino dealer.

WARNING

When working on your vehicle, observe the following general precautions to prevent death, personal injury and/
or property damage in addition to the particular DANGERS, WARNINGS, CAUTIONS and NOTICES in each chap-
ter.

• Always wear safety glasses or goggles to protect your eyes.

• Remove rings, watches, ties, loose hanging jewelry and loose clothing before starting work on the vehicle.

• Bind long hair securely behind the head.

• When working on the vehicle, apply the parking brake firmly, place the gear shift lever in "Neutral" or "N" and 
block the wheels. 

• Always turn off the starter switch to stop the engine, unless the operation requires the engine running. 
Removing the key from the switch is recommended.

• To avoid serious burns, keep yourself away from hot metal parts such as the engine, exhaust manifold, radia-
tor, muffler, exhaust pipe and tail pipe.

• Do not smoke while working on the vehicle since fuel, and gas from battery are flammable.

• Take utmost care when working on the battery. It contains corrosive sulfuric acid.

• Large electric current flows through the battery cable and starter cable. Be careful not to cause a short which 
can result in personal injury and/or property damage.

• Read carefully and observe the instructions specified on the jack before using it.

• Use safety stands to support the vehicle whenever you need to work under it. It is dangerous to work under a 
vehicle supported only by a jack.

• If it is necessary to run the engine after the hood is raised (tilted), make sure that the parking brake is firmly 
applied, the wheels are blocked, and the gear shift lever is positioned in "Neutral" before staring the engine.

• Run the engine only in a well-ventilated area to avoid inhalation of carbon monoxide.

• Keep yourself, your clothing and your tools away from moving parts such as the cooling fan and V-belts when 
the engine is running.

• Be careful not to damage lines and hoses by stepping or holding your feet on them.

• Be careful not to leave any tool in the engine compartment. The tool may be hit by moving parts, which can 
cause personal injury.
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PRECAUTIONS IN TILTING AND LOWERING THE CAB

! WARNING
 

Be sure to observe the following when tilting and lowering the cab to reduce the risk of an accident which may
result in death, serious injury and/or property damage.

• Park the vehicle on a level place and ensure ample space around the cab before tilting the cab.

• Apply the parking brake firmly and place the gearshift lever in “N” position (“P” position if your vehicle is
equipped with automatic transmission).

• Stop the engine and block the wheels.

• Remove any articles in or over the cab and close the doors firmly.

• Make sure there is no one in or around the cab and there are no obstacles in front of the vehicle or above the
cab.

• The catch (E), stopper (F), stay (G) and other parts such as the engine, radiator, and exhaust pipe can be very
hot while your vehicle is operated. Be sure to confirm they have been cooled down before you start working
under the cab.

• Never raise or lower the cab only by yourself if your cab is equipped with heavy component such as a roof rack.

• Never put your body under the cab while raising or lowering the cab.

• Make sure the cab stopper stay is securely locked by the catch (E) and raise the stopper (F) to lock the catch (E)
completely after raising the cab.

• Before lowering the cab, make sure that any object such as hand tools, gloves or cloth are not left under the
cab.

• Make sure the handle (B) is caught by the catch after lowering the cab.
Read the Owner’s manual for details.

B

F

E

G

SHTS01ZZZ0300001
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DEFINITION OF SAFETY TERMS

Indicates an extremely hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and 
could result in death or serious injury.

Indicates a potential hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and 
could result in death or serious injury.

Indicates a hazardous situation if proper procedures are not followed and could result 
in serious injury or damage to parts/equipment.

Indicates the need to follow proper procedures and to pay attention to precautions so 
that efficient service is provided.

Provides additional information to help you to perform the repair efficiently.
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TOWING
• When being towed, always place the gear shift lever in "Neutral" and release the parking brake completely. In order to

protect the bumper, fit a protection bar against the lower edge of the bumper and put a wood block under the frame near
the No. 1 cross member when attaching the towing chain. Never lift or tow the vehicle if the chain is in direct contact with
the bumper.

1. Towing procedures
(1) Make sure that the propeller shaft of the vehicle to be towed is removed. When the differential gear or rear axle

shaft is defective, remove both right and left rear axle shafts, then cover the hub opening to prevent loss of axle
lubricant and entry of dirt or foreign matter.

(2) Use a heavy duty cable or rope when towing the vehicle. Fasten the cable securely to the towing hook on the
frame.

(3) The angle of pulling direction of the cable fastened to the towing hook must not exceed 15° in horizontal and ver-
tical directions from the straight ahead, level direction. Avoid using the hook in a way that subjects it to jerk, as in
towing a vehicle trapped in a gutter.

(4) Keep the gear shift lever in Neutral.
(5) Make sure that the starter switch is kept in the "ON" position, if the engine is not running.
(6) Make sure that the engine of the towed vehicle is kept running. If the engine is off, no compressed air/ no vac-

uum will be available for the brake. This is dangerous, as the brake system does not function if the engine is not
running.
In addition, the power steering system will not function. The steering wheel, therefore, will become unusually
hard to turn, making it impossible to control the vehicle.

(7) Note that the engine brake and exhaust brake cannot be applied, if the propeller shaft is removed.
(8) Make a slow start to minimize shock. Towing speed should be less than 30 km/h {18 mile/h}.

2. If the engine of the towed vehicle is defective, make sure that the vehicle is towed only by a tow truck
designed for that purpose.
(1) Front end towing (with front wheels raised off the ground)

When towing from the front end with the front wheels raised off the ground, remove the rear axle shafts to protect
the transmission and differential gears from being damaged. The hub openings should be covered to prevent the
loss of axle lubricant or the entry of dirt or foreign matter. The above-mentioned precautions should be observed
for vehicles equipped with either manual or automatic transmission, and for even short distance towing. After
being towed, check and refill the rear axle housing with lubricant if necessary.

(2) Rear end towing
When being towed with the rear wheels raised off the ground, fasten and secure the steering wheel in a straight-
ahead position.
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CLEAN AIR ACT

1. Heavy-duty engine rebuilding practices.
§ 86.004-40

• The provisions of this section are applicable to heavy-duty engines subject to model year 2004 or later standards
and are applicable to the process of engine rebuilding (or rebuilding a portion of an engine or engine system). The
process of engine rebuilding generally includes disassembly, replacement of multiple parts due to wear, and reas-
sembly, and also may include the removal of the engine from the vehicle and other acts associated with rebuilding
an engine. Any deviation from the provisions contained in this section is a prohibited act under section 203(a) (3) of
the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. 7522(a) (3)).

(1) When rebuilding an engine, portions of an engine, or an engine system, there must be a reasonable technical
basis for knowing that the resultant engine is equivalent, from an emissions standpoint, to a certified configura-
tion (i.e., tolerances, calibrations, specifications) and the model year(s) of the resulting engine configuration must
be identified. A reasonable basis would exist if:

a. Parts installed, whether the parts are new, used, or rebuilt, are such that a person familiar with the design and
function of motor vehicle engines would reasonably believe that the parts perform the same function with
respect to emissions control as the original parts; and

b. Any parameter adjustment or design element change is made only:

•  In accordance with the original engine manufacturer's instructions; or

• Where data or other reasonable technical basis exists that such parameter adjustment or design element
change, when performed on the engine or similar engines, is not expected to adversely affect in-use emis-
sions.

(2) When an engine is being rebuilt and remains installed or is reinstalled in the same vehicle, it must be rebuilt to a
configuration of the same or later model year as the original engine. When an engine is being replaced, the
replacement engine must be an engine of (or rebuilt to) a configuration of the same or later model year as the
original engine.

(3) At time of rebuild, emissions-related codes or signals from on-board monitoring systems may not be erased or
reset without diagnosing and responding appropriately to the diagnostic codes, regardless of whether the sys-
tems are installed to satisfy requirements in § 86.004-25 or for other reasons and regardless of form or interface.
Diagnostic systems must be free of all such codes when the rebuilt engine is returned to service. Such signals
may not be rendered inoperative during the rebuilding process.

(4) When conducting a rebuild without removing the engine from the vehicle, or during the installation of a rebuilt
engine, all critical emissions-related components listed in § 86.004-25(2) not otherwise addressed by para-
graphs (1) through (3) of this section must be checked and cleaned, adjusted, repaired, or replaced as neces-
sary, following manufacturer recommended practices.

(5) Records shall be kept by parties conducting activities included in paragraphs (1) through (4) of this section. The
records shall include at minimum the mileage and/or hours at time of rebuild, a listing of work performed on the
engine and emissions-related control components including a listing of parts and components used, engine
parameter adjustments, emissions-related codes or signals responded to and reset, and work performed under
paragraph (4) of this section.

a. Parties may keep records in whatever format or system they choose as long as the records are understand-
able to an EPA enforcement officer or can be otherwise provided to an EPA enforcement officer in an under-
standable format when requested.

b. Parties are not required to keep records of information that is not reasonably available through normal busi-
ness practices including information on activities not conducted by themselves or information that they cannot
reasonably access.

c. Parties may keep records of their rebuilding practices for an engine family rather than on each individual
engine rebuilt in cases where those rebuild practices are followed routinely.

d. Records must be kept for a minimum of two years after the engine is rebuilt.

2. Maintenance instructions.
§ 86.010-38
(1) For each new diesel-fueled engine subject to the standards prescribed in § 86.007-11, as applicable, the manu-

facturer shall furnish or cause to be furnished to the ultimate purchaser a statement that
"This engine must be operated only with ultra low-sulfur diesel fuel (meeting EPA specifications for
highway diesel fuel, including a 15 ppm sulfur cap)."
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IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION
EN01H01ZZZ030101001002

1. VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER
(1) The vehicle identification number (VIN) is stamped on the

right frame, as shown in the illustration. This number has also
been stamped on the manufacture's plate.

A: Vehicle Identification Number (VIN)
B: Manufacturer's Plate

(2) VIN
See VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (VIN) STRUC-
TURE on the following page.

(3) PRODUCTION CODE AND VEHICLE COMPONENTS

A

B

SHTS01ZZZ0300007

MODEL (CLASS) HINO 155h (4) HINO 155 (4) HINO 195h (5) HINO 195 (5)

PRODUCTION CODE
XFC710
XFC720
XFC740

XJC700
XJC710
XJC720
XJC740

XFC710
XFC720
XFC730
XFC740

XJC700
XJC710
XJC720
XJC730
XJC740

TRANSMISSION SERIES A465

TRANSMISSION RATIO

1st 3.742

2nd 2.003

3rd 1.343

4th 1.000

5th 0.773

6th 0.634

REAR AXLE SERIES SH13

SERVICE BRAKE Vacuum Hydraulic

PARKING BRAKE ACTING ON DIFFERENTIAL OUTPUT SHAFT

SUSPENSION LEAF
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2. VEHICLE NOISE EMISSION CONTROL INFORMATION

• The Vehicle Noise Emission Control Information is affixed to the
left pillar of the cab. The name of manufacturer, production year
and month, and noise emission applicable to medium and heavy
trucks in conformity with U.S. EPA Regulations are displayed.

3. ENGINE SERIAL NUMBER
(1) The engine serial number is stamped on the cylinder block,

as shown in the illustration.

A: J05E

4. TRANSMISSION SERIAL NUMBER
(1) The transmission serial number is stamped on the transmis-

sion, as shown in the illustration.

A: A465

5. CLEAN IDLE CERTIFIED LABEL FOR U.S.

• Make sure that the following clean engine idling certified label is
affixed to the outside of the left door. By the CARB below, the
label must be affixed there to prove that the new vehicle with
diesel engine manufactured from Jan., 2008 conforms to this
low.

FOR ALL MODELS

SHTS01ZZZ0300008

A

SHTS01ZZZ0300009

A

SHTS01ZZZ0300010

SHTS01ZZZ0300011

CARB § 1956.8. Exhaust Emission Standard and Test 
Procedure (a) (b) Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine Idling 
Requirements
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6. VEHICLE EMISSION CONTROL INFORMATION

• The Vehicle Emission Control Information is affixed to the side
of the right door. The name of manufacturer, production year
and month, and emission applicable to medium and heavy
trucks in conformity with U.S. EPA Regulations are displayed.

Vehicle emission 
control information

SHTS01ZZZ0300012

SHTS01ZZZ0300013
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR WORK

PRECAUTIONS
EN01H01ZZZ030101004001

1. SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS FOR HANDLING ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
(1) Removing the battery cable

! WARNING
 

• Be sure to wait for at least ten minutes after the starter key is turned to "LOCK" position before you disconnect
the battery terminals from the battery, as the vehicle data is recorded on ECU and DCU starts working for the
exhaust gas after treatment after the starter key is turned to "LOCK" position. Otherwise, the vehicle data will
not be recorded on ECU properly and DCU will not complete working properly, which may result in the malfunc-
tion of DPR system and DEF-SCR system.

• The MIL (malfunction indicator light) may come on when the starter key is turned to "ON" position again, even if
you wait for at least ten minutes before disconnecting the battery terminals from the battery after the starter key
is turned to "LOCK" position. In this case, use HINO DXⅡ to clear the DTC (P204F and P068A), to turn off the MIL
and to conduct DPR regeneration manually.

a. Before electrical system work, remove the cable from the minus terminal of the battery in order to avoid burn-
ing caused by short-circuiting.

b. To remove the battery cable, fully release the nut to avoid damage to the battery terminal. Never twist the ter-
minal.

Loosen

SHTS01ZZZ0300014
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(2) Handling of electronic parts
a. Never give an impact to electronic parts of a computer or relay.
b. Keep electronic parts away from high temperatures and humidity.
c. Never splash water onto electronic parts in washing the vehicle.
d. Do not remove the harness connector, electric component box, and cover except for repair and inspection.

If removal is necessary, pay attention that water and foreign matters do not attach or enter to the connector,
terminals, electric component box, and cover.
In restoration, make sure there is no attachment or entry of water and foreign matters and mount them prop-
erly, because it causes degradation of waterproof function.

(3) Handling of wire harness
a. Perform marking on a clamp and a clip and secure then in original position so that the wire harness will not

interfere with the end and acute angle section of the body and a bolt.
b. To attach a part, take care not to bite the wire harness.

Incorrect

SHTS01ZZZ0300015

Incorrect

Incorrect

Incorrect

SHTS01ZZZ0300016
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(4) Handling of connectors
a. When removing a connector, hold a connector (area shown in an arrow in the figure) and then pull it off. Do not

pull wire harnesses.
b. Pull off a lockable connector after unlocking.
c. When connecting a lockable connector, make sure to insert a lockable connector until it makes a click sound.
d. When inserting a test lead, insert it from the back of a connector.
e. If it is difficult to insert a test lead from the back of a connector, make and use an inspection harness.

(5) Installation of battery disconnect switch

! WARNING
 

• Installation of the battery disconnect switch on the power supply circuit for the dosing control unit of DEF-SCR
(DCU) may damage or result in the malfunction of DEF-SCR system.

• Be sure to read and follow the procedures and instructions on the service bulletin before the installation of the
battery disconnect switch.

(6) Handling of battery disconnect switch

! WARNING
 

• Wait for at least ten minute before using the battery disconnect switch after the starter key is turned to "LOCK"
position.
Otherwise, the vehicle data will not be recorded on ECU properly, which may result in the malfunction of DPR
system.

Incorrect

Incorrect

Correct

SHTS01ZZZ0300017
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2. PRECAUTION FOR ELECTRIC WELDING
Electrical components such as the alternator and tachograph are directly connected to the battery and one
end is earthed to the chassis frame. Under these conditions, welding current will flow back along the earth
circuit if electric welding is carried out and damage may be caused to the alternator, tachograph, electrical
components, etc. Consequently, the following precautions are always to be taken during welding.
(1) Disconnect the earth terminal of the battery at the frame fitment and earth the welding equipment securely to the

frame itself. (Do not fit the welding equipment earth to such things as the tire rims, brake pipes or fuel pipes and
leaf spring, etc.)

a. Turn the starter switch off.
b. Disconnect the battery’s negative terminal of the battery.
c. Earth welding equipment securely, near to the area to be welded.
d. Put back battery negative ground as original condition.
e. Finally check the functioning of all instruments.

(2) In order to prevent damage to ancillary equipment components from sparks during welding, take steps such as
putting fire-resistant covers over things like the engine, meters, steering wheel, hoses, leaf spring and tires.

Connect the ground of the ARC welding 
machine near the place on the frame to be 
welded but not connect it to plated parts such 
as fuel pipes, brake pipes and leaf spring.

Disconnect the ground terminal for 
battery at the connecting point on the 
frame and disconnect the ground for 
computer as well.

Chassis frame

Chassis frame

Battery
Alternator 
etc

Computer

ARC welding 
machine

SHTS01ZZZ0300018
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GENERAL INFORMATION

INTRODUCTION TO WORKSHOP MANUAL

GENERAL
EN01H01ZZZ030102002001

1. SCOPE OF REPAIR DESCRIPTIONS
(1) There are three major processes in repair work: i.e. "trouble shooting", "removal/installation, replacement, over-

haul, assembly, inspection and adjustment" and "final inspection".
(2) This document covers only the first process (trouble shooting) and the second process (removal/installation,

replacement, overhaul, assembly, inspection and adjustment) and omits the third process (final inspection).
(3) The element tasks listed below are omitted from this document but must be done in actual repair work.

a. Jacking and lifting
b. Cleaning and washing of removed parts as required
c. Visual check

2. STANDARD VALUE
(1) Standard values, limits, required actions and tightening torques are tabulated in this document.

3. REQUIRED ITEMS
(1) Special tools, tools, instruments, oil and grease and other items to be prepared before starting work are listed in

the section titled "REQUIRED ITEMS". Note that general tools, jacks, rigid racks and other required items sup-
posedly available at a general service shop are omitted from the list.

4. REPRESENTATION OF SECTION AND TITLE
(1) Under a title containing a system name such as "ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM", the descriptions cover

"INSPECTION", "ADJUSTMENT", "REPLACEMENT" and "OVERHAUL" of components.
(2) Under a title containing a part name such as "AIR COMPRESSOR ASSEMBLY", the descriptions cover

"REPLACEMENT" and "OVERHAUL".
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INTRODUCTION TO DESCRIPTIONS
EN01H01ZZZ030102002002

1. TROUBLE SHOOTING FOR EACH TROUBLE SYMPTOM WITH REFERENCE TO THE CHART

SHTS01ZZZ0300019

A possible cause and remedy/prevention are indicated for 
every item, respectively.
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2. INTRODUCTION TO TROUBLE SHOOTING
(1) This document covers the trouble shooting steps 2 and 3 listed below.

(2) Prior check

(1) Hearing "Step 1"
Identify a fact through adequate hearings on the situation 
and environment where a trouble has occurred.

(2) Prior check
(3) Reproducing technique

"Step 2"

Conduct a diagnosis inspection, a symptom check, a func-
tional inspection and a basic inspection to identify a symp-
tom. If a symptom check does not gain enough 
reproducibility, use a reproducing technique.

(4) Trouble shooting for each 
diagnosis code
(5) Trouble shooting for each 
trouble symptom

"Step 3"
Sort the inspection results obtained from the step 2 and con-
duct an systematized inspection in accordance with the pro-
cedures for trouble shooting for each trouble symptom.

(6) Verification test "Step 4"

Verify that the same trouble will not occur after trouble shoot-
ing. If a trouble is not reproducible enough, conduct a verifi-
cation test under the reproduced conditions and 
environment.

Prior check

• Take the following prior check steps.
Diagnosis inspectiondiagnosis deletiontrouble symptom verification (use a reproducing 
technique if not reproducible.)diagnosis recheck

• Prior to a reproduction test, identify a system suspected to have a trouble, attach a tester and 
other apparatuses and then conduct both a symptom check and an examination on a sus-
pected trouble. For a suspected cause of a trouble symptom, the trouble shooting chart.

• Instantaneous occurrence of a trouble symptom will also trigger a failure code. If no troubles 
are observed, use a reproducing technique in performing each trouble shooting activity.

• Trouble symptom verification
If not reproducible, take the steps 2, 3 and 4.
If not reproducible, use a reproducing technique (e.g. adjust external conditions and inspect 
each wire harness and connector part).
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3. INTRODUCTION TO TROUBLE SHOOTING FOR EACH DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE
(1) The "diagnosis code list" and the "trouble shooting for each code" are contained in this document to address

each system for which a diagnosis monitor code will be output. If a diagnosis monitor code is already identified,
it is possible to immediately proceed with a trouble shooting process based on the code list.

ENGINE (COMMON ITEMS)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–466

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0606

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
vehicle speed signal-related DTC, P0501 or P0503, is detected.

NOYES

1. Inspect the CAN communication line.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX ]

SHTS029990300431

Is DTC P0501 or P0503 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the CAN communication line

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the CAN communication
line.

Replace the vehicle control ECU.

SHTS01ZZZ0300020
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DEFINITION OF TERM
EN01H01ZZZ030102002003

DEFINITION OF TERM
Terms used in this document are defined as follows.

DIRECTION

1. CHASSIS RELATED
(1) Longitudinal direction

a. The forward direction and the reverse direction of a vehicle are respectively defined as front and rear in the
installed position in a vehicle.

(2) Rotational direction
a. The clockwise direction and the counterclockwise direction viewed from the rear side of a vehicle are defined

as right-handed and left-handed respectively.
(3) Vertical direction

a. The upward direction and the downward direction in the installed position in a vehicle are defined as an upper
side and a lower side respectively.

(4) Lateral direction
a. The leftward direction and the rightward direction viewed from the back of a vehicle are respectively defined as

a left side and a right side in the installed position in a vehicle.

2. INDIVIDUAL DEVICES
(1) Longitudinal direction

a. The input side and the output side of motive power are defined as a front side and a rear side respectively.
(2) Rotational direction

a. The clockwise direction and the counterclockwise direction viewed from the back side are defined as right-
handed and left-handed respectively.

(3) Vertical direction
a. The upward direction and the downward direction of a device in its installed position in a vehicle (chassis) are

defined as an upper side and a lower side respectively.
(4) Lateral direction

a. The leftward direction and the rightward direction as viewed from the back side are defined as a left side and a
right side respectively.

STANDARD VALUE
Represents a basic dimension (excluding a tolerance), and a clearance arising from tolerances when two parts are assem-
bled.

REPAIR LIMIT
Represents a numerical value indicating need of correction. A symbol "+" or "-" indicated next to a repair limit represents
an increase or a decrease from a standard value.

SERVICE LIMIT
Represents a numerical value indicating need of replacement. A symbol "+" or "-" indicated next to a repair limit represents
an increase or a decrease from a standard value.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

TROUBLESHOOTING WITH DIAGNOSIS MONITOR

TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE
EN01H01ZZZ040301002001

NOTICE

• Before reading the diagnosis code, turn the starter key to "ON"
and check that the check engine warning light comes on.

• Inspection is not available in check mode.

1. CONNECTION OF DIAGNOSIS CHECK WIRE
(1) Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.
(2) Use a SST to short circuit DLC3 12(TS) or 13(TC)  4(CG)

terminals.
SST: 09843-18040

Diagnosis check wire

HINT
The terminals to be shorted vary depending on the device to be
diagnosed.

! CAUTION
 

• Never fail to connect connectors to correct locations. Other
wise failure may occur.

• Use the dedicated diagnosis check wire.

DLC3

TC TS

CG

SHTS01ZZZ0400001
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2. INDICATION OF DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE
(1) A diagnosis monitor code can be identified by viewing the

diagnosis monitor and the check engine light. The example
shown below represents how to identify diagnosis monitor
codes 32 and 21. Intervals between light flashings will iden-
tify a diagnosis monitor code. For the first code, the number
"3" in the ten's place of the first code will be represented by
three 0.5-second flashings, followed by an interval of 1.5 sec-
onds. Then, the light will flash twice. For the next code, after
an interval of 4.3 seconds, two flashings will be followed by
one flashing in the similar fashion to the first code. This flash-
ing pattern will be repeated. If no system malfunctions are
detected, the light will repeat a 0.3-second flashing pattern.

NOTICE
As individual systems have different diagnosis monitor code out-
putting patterns, follow the descriptions provided for each sys-
tem.

HINT

• This figure indicates a typical indication of diagnosis monitor
codes. For details, refer to the descriptions provided for individ-
ual systems.

• If no malfunctions are detected, the "diagnosis monitor code 1"
will be indicated.

• Malfunction codes will be repeatedly output in the ascending
order regardless of present or past malfunction codes.

HINT

• If no code is indicated (light not flashing), it is suspected that
the TC or TS terminal line is broken or the computer is faulty.

• If the check engine warning light is always on, it is suspected
that the wire harness is shorted (for example, jammed) or the
computer is faulty.

• If any meaningless code is out, the computer is suspected of
being faulty.

The operation is repeated

Light ON

Light OFF

Indication of diagnosis monitor code (example)

When codes 32 and 21 are indicated:
0.5 second 0.5 second

1.5 second

4.3 second

Code 21
Code 32

When the system is normal

0.3 second

Light ON

Light OFF

SHTS01ZZZ0400002
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• If the check engine warning light is lit and no code is output at
1,000 r/min or more, once turn the starter key to "LOCK" and
then recheck.

(2) Release DLC3 12(TS) or 13(TS)  14(CG) terminals.

APPARATUS FOR TROUBLE SHOOTING
EN01H01ZZZ040301002002

1. TAG CODE AND SYSTEM NAME LIST FOR DEDICATED HARNESS

No. Tag name Name of system to be diagnosed

1 STD: ENG Common rail

3 STD: AIR BAG Not used

5 STD: ABS/ASR ABS

7 STD: ES START Not used

10 STD: VSC Not used

11 STD: TIRE Not used

2 OPT: RTD/4WD Not used

4 OPT: SHAKAN Not used

6 OPT: AIR SUS Not used

8 OPT: IDL STOP Not used

9 OPT: ATM Not used

12 OPT: PRO SHIFT Not used

Dedicated harness (S0963-02300) 12

34

56

78

10

91112

SHTS01ZZZ0400003
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TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS USING THE COMPUTER (HINO DX Ⅱ )

STEP OF TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS
EN01H01ZZZ040301003001

1. PREPARATION FOR CONNECTING HINO DX Ⅱ
(1) The "HINO DX Ⅱ " is a failure diagnosis tool for the common

rail fuel injection system and the chassis system. For con-
necting the computer to a vehicle, the "DST-i" and the dedi-
cated cable will be required.

SPECIAL TOOL: Computer interface

HINT
Install the "Hino Diagnostic eXplorer Ⅱ " (HINO DX Ⅱ ) software in a
computer. For detailed installation procedures, refer to the HINO
DX Ⅱ OPERATION MANUAL supplied on the Global Service Portal
Site (Hino-GSPS).

2. CONNECTION OF HINO DX Ⅱ

(1) Connect the DST-i to the trouble diagnosis connector located
in the electrical component box in the instrument panel or
located in the electrical component box behind the rearmost
seat.

(2) Connect the computer in which the HINO DX Ⅱ is installed, to
the DST-i. 

(3) Turn the starter key to "ON".
(4) Turn on the power switch of the computer to start the HINO

DX Ⅱ .

SHTS01ZZZ0400004

Part name Part No.

DENSO DST-i Set 
(Without LCD)

Without Bluetooth 95171-01021

With Bluetooth 95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(With LCD)

Without Bluetooth 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 95171-01051

Trouble diagnosis connector

SHTS01ZZZ0400005
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APPARATUS FOR TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS
EN01H01ZZZ040301003002

1. APPARATUS FOR TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS

Part name Part No. Illustration of appearance Outline/function

Laptop computer*1

—

The following specifications are nec-
essary for operation of HINO DX Ⅱ .

• Operating system (OS): Windows7 
Professional 32 bit.

• Browser: Microsoft Internet Explorer 
8.0, 9.0

• CPU: 32 bit processors more than 
1GHz.

• Memory: More than 1Gbyte.

• HDD: More than 100Gbyte.

DENSO DST-i Set 
(without LCD) Without Bluetooth 

95171-01021
With Bluetooth 

95171-01041

Computer interface
These parts are supplied by DENSO Dis-
tributor.

DENSO DST-i Set 
(with LCD) Without Bluetooth 

95171-01031
With Bluetooth 

95171-01051

Signal check har-
ness

09843-E4090 
(For engine ECU)

Inserting this harness between the ECU 
and the harness of the vehicle, you can 
diagnose the ECU using tester rods with-
out cutting off the power.

09843-E9030
(For DCU)

—

(*1): Complete function of HINO DX Ⅱ is confirmed on "Panasonic CF-D1".
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GLOSSARY

DEFINITION OF ABBREVIATION

LIST OF ABBREVIATION
EN01H01ZZZ060102001001

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name

A/C Air Conditioner

ABS Anti-lock Brake System

ACC Accessory

ACU Auto Clutch Unit

AMT Automated Manual Transmission

ATC After Turbo Catalyst

ATF Automatic Transmission Fluid

CA Crank Angle

CAN Controller Area Network

CD-ROM Compact Disc Read Only Memory

CPU Central Processing Unit

dB Decibel

DC Direct Current

D-CAT Diesel-Clean Advanced Technology System

DC motor Direct Current Motor

DCU Dosing Control Unit

DEF Diesel Exhaust Fluid

DPR Diesel Particulate active Reduction system

DSS Driving Support System

ECU Electronic Control Unit

EEPROM Electronically Erasable and Programmable Read Only Memory

EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation

ELR Emergency Locking Retractor

ENG Engine

EOP Electric Oil Pump

ES START Easy and Smooth start system

F/A Front Axle

FCCB Fuel Control Cylinder Balance

FCV Fuel Cutoff Valve
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FF shift Feather touch & Finger shift

FL Fusible link

Fr Front

FRP Fiber Reinforced Plastic

FUP Front Underrun Protector

GCU Glow Control Unit

GND Ground

GVW Gross Vehicle Weight

Hi High

HINO DX Hino Diagnostic eXplorer

HV Hybrid Vehicle

HVAC Heating, Ventilating and Air-Conditioning unit

I.S.C. Idle Speed Control

IC Integrated Circuits

ID Identification

IPD Intelligent Power Device

IS Idling Stop

ISO International Organization for Standardization

JIS Japanese Industrial Standards

LED Light Emitting Diode

LEV Low Emission Vehicle

LH Left Hand

LLC Long Life Coolant

Lo Low

MAX Maximum

MIN Minimum

MS evaporator Multi-tank and Super slim structure evaporator

MT Manual Transmission

No. Number

NOx Nitrogen Oxide

NMR No load Maximum Revolution

OHC Over Head Camshaft

PAB Power Assist Brake

PC Personal Computer

PCD Pitch Circle Diameter

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name
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PCS Pre-Crash Safety

PCV Pump Control Valve

PCV valve Positive Crankcase Ventilation valve

PM Particulate Matter

PPG Glass-fiber-reinforced Polypropylene

ppm Parts Per Million

PS Power Steering

PTO Power Take-Off

PVD Physical Vapor Deposit

PWR Power

QR code Quick Response Code

R/A Rear Axle

RH Right Hand

SCR Selective Catalytic Reduction

SCV Suction Control Valve

SST Special Service Tool

SW Switch

SVS Service Vehicle Soon

T/M Transmission

VCS Vehicle Control System

VNT Variable Nozzle Turbo

VSS Vehicle Speed control System

Abbreviations Meaning, or Official Name
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GLOSSARY OF SAE AND HINO TERMS
EN01H01ZZZ060102001002

This glossary lists all SAE-J2403 terms and abbreviations used in this manual in compliance with SAE recommendation,
as well as their HINO equivalents.

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS( )--ABBREVIATIONS

A/T AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION Automatic transmission

AAT AMBIENT AIR TEMPERATURE Ambient Air Temperature

ACL AIR CLEANER Air cleaner

ACL Element ACL (Air Cleaner) Element Air Cleaner element

ACL Element AIR CLEANER Element Air Cleaner element

ACL Housing AIR CLEANER Housing Air cleaner body assembly

ACL Housing Cover AIR CLEANER Housing Cover Air Cleaner Housing Cover

AFTDEF
AFTER TREATMENT DIESEL EXHAUST 
FLUID

DEF

AFTDEFDU
AFTER TREATMENT DIESEL EXHAUST 
FLUID DOSING UNIT

DCU

AFTDOC
AFTER TREATMENT DIESEL OXIDATION 
CATALYST

DOC (Diesel Oxidation Catalyst)

AFTDOS AFTER TREATMENT DOSER AFTDOS Dosing

AFTDPF
AFTER TREATMENT DIESEL PARTICU-
LATE FILTER

DPR filter

AFTDPFDP
AFTER TREATMENT DIESEL PARTICU-
LATE FILTER DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE 

DPR differential pressure

AFTEGT
AFTER TREATMENT EXHAUST GAS TEM-
PERATURE

Exhaust gas temperature

AP ACCELERATOR PEDAL Accelerator pedal

AP Sensor ACCELERATOR PEDAL Sensor Accelerator Pedal Position Sensor

APP ACCELERATOR PEDAL POSITION Accelerator Pedal Position

CAC CHARGE AIR COOLER Intercooler

CPP Switch CLUTCH PEDAL POSITION Switch Clutch Switch

DCC DIAGNOSTIC CONNECTOR, Cab Diagnosis connector

DCU DIAGNOSTIC CONNECTOR, Under-hood Diagnosis connector

DRIVER DRIVER Driver

DTC DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE Diagnosis Trouble Code

DTM Switch DIAGNOSTIC TEST MODE Switch Diagnosis switch

EBP EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Back pressure

EBP EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Exhaust back pressure

EBP Sensor EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE Sensor Back Pressure Sensor

EBPR Valve
EXHAUST BACK PRESSURE REGULATOR 
Valve

Exhaust control valve
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EC ENGINE CONTROL Engine control

ECT ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE Coolant Temperature

ECT ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE Water Temperature

EFT ENGINE FUEL TEMPERATURE Fuel temperature

EFT Sensor ENGINE FUEL TEMPERATURE Sensor Fuel temperature sensor

EGR EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION EGR

EGR Valve EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION Valve EGR valve

EGRT
EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION TEM-
PERATURE

EGR temperature

EGRT Sensor
EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION TEM-
PERATURE Sensor

EGR exit temperature sensor

EGT EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE Exhaust gas temperature

EI ELECTRONIC IGNITION Ignition coil

EOP ENGINE OIL PRESSURE Oil Pressure

EOT ENGINE OIL TEMPERATURE Oil Temperature

FP FUEL PUMP Fuel pump

FUEL PRESSURE 
Sensor

FUEL PRESSURE Sensor Fuel Pressure sensor

GLOW PLUG GLOW PLUG Glow plug

GND GROUND GROUND

IA INTAKE AIR Air Intake

IA System INTAKE AIR System Air Intake System

IAT INTAKE AIR TEMPERATURE Intake temperature

IAT Sensor INTAKE AIR TEMPERATURE Sensor Intake temperature sensor

IDLE IDLE Idle

IMAT INTAKE MANIFOLD AIR TEMPERATURE Intake manifold Air temperature sensor

IMAT INTAKE MANIFOLD TEMPERATURE Intake manifold temperature sensor

INJ INJECTOR Injector

MAF Sensor MASS AIR FLOW Sensor Air flow sensor

MIL MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LAMP Check engine

OSS Sensor OUTPUT SHAFT SPEED Sensor Output Speed Sensor

OSS Sensor OUTPUT SHAFT SPEED Sensor Speed Sensor

PC Solenoid Valve PRESSURE CONTROL Solenoid Valve Solenoid control valves

PCV POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION PCV (Positive Crankcase Vent)

PCV Valve POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION Valve PCV (Positive Crankcase Vent) Valve

PCV Valve POS CRANKCASE VENTILATION Valve PCV Valve

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS( )--ABBREVIATIONS
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PCV Valve POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENT Valve PCV Valve

PNP PARK/NEUTRAL POSITION Neutral position

PNP Switch PARK/NEUTRAL POSITION Switch Neutral switch

RFP RAIL FUEL PRESSURE Common rail Pressure

RFP Sensor RAIL FUEL PRESSURE Sensor Common rail pressure sensor

SPARK PLUG SPARK PLUG Spark plug

SRI SERVICE REMINDER INDICATOR Check engine

ST SCAN TOOL Diagnostic tool

TC TURBOCHARGER Turbocharger

TCC TORQUE CONVERTER CLUTCH Torque Converter

TP Sensor THROTTLE POSITION Sensor Throttle Sensor

TSS Sensor TURBINE SHAFT SPEED Sensor Turbine Speed Sensor

VAF Sensor VOLUME AIR FLOW Sensor Air flow sensor

VLS VEHICLE LIMITING SPEED Speed Limiter Upper Limit

VSS VEHICLE SPEED SENSOR Vehicle Speed sensor

SAE ABBREVIATIONS SAE TERMS HINO TERMS( )--ABBREVIATIONS
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TROUBLESHOOTING

ENGINE ECU (J05E)

PRECAUTIONS FOR DIAGNOSIS
EN01H02127030602016001

• Ensure that individual connectors are certainly connected before start of checking works.

• Make sure to set the starter key to the "LOCK" position before disconnecting a connector.

• Replace the part or the component that have a failure or trouble. Do not fix and reuse it.

• Delete the past malfunction code after recording. Then conduct a diagnosis again to check for present failures.

• Delete the past failure memory after completion of a diagnostic analysis.
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1. ILLUSTRATION OF CONNECTOR AND MEASUREMENT ON TERMINAL

23
1

56
4

21
3

54
6

LOCK

TO BE CONNECTED
MALE

CONNECTOR
FEMALE

CONNECTOR

FEMALE
CONNECTOR

2 31

5 64

MALE
CONNECTOR

2 13

5 46

ILLUSTRATION OF CONNECTOR

NUMBERING OF CONNECTOR TERMINALS

PRECAUTIONS FOR TERMINAL MEASUREMENT

ILLUSTRATION OF CONNECTOR AND 
MEASUREMENT SURFACE

VIEW A

VIEW B
B

A

The illustration of a connector contained in this document 
represents an image of a connector with its lock positioned 
on top as viewed from the connecting face.

The terminals are symmetrically numbered (symmetrically 
reversed numbering) as viewed on the connecting faces of a 
pair of connectors.
The terminal #1 is located at the top right corner of a male 
connector and at the top left corner of a female connector 
respectively in this document.

Unless otherwise specified in this document, the illustration 
of a connector represents an image of a connector as viewed 
from the connecting face. A test probe must access the back 
face of a connector.
However, some types of connector do not allow a test probe 
to contact with the back face such as a waterproof connector. 
In such case, a test probe may be allowed to access the front 
face of a connector but a special care must be used to avoid 
a risk of damage in terminals.

As to a connector that is designed to use the signal check 
harness for terminal measurement, do not place a test probe 
directly onto the front or back face. Use a contact box of the 
connected signal check harness to take measurement on 
terminals.

The illustration of a connector contained in this document 
represents an image of a connector as viewed from the 
connecting face. For example, the terminal #1 of a female 
connector is located at the top left corner of a connector as 
viewed from the connecting face.
In actual measurement on the terminal #1 of a female 
connector, a test probe must be placed onto the top right 
corner on the back face of a connector.

WATERPROOF CONNECTOR

INCORRECT

INCORRECT

CORRECT

CORRECT

SHTS021270300001
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ELECTRICAL
EN01H02127030602016002

STARTER SWITCH 

ACCELERATOR PEDAL 
POSITION SENSOR 1, 2

NEUTRAL SWITCH

STOP LIGHT SWITCH

DIAGNOSIS SWITCH

DPR REGENERATION SWITCH

PTO CUT RELAY

ENGINE STOP SWITCH

PTO SWITCH 2

PTO SWITCH 1

WATER LEVEL WARNING 
SWITCH

OIL PRESSURE SWITCH

VEHICLE SPEED SENSOR

SVS LIGHT

MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LIGHT (MIL)

GLOW LAMP (WAIT-TO-START LIGHT)

OUT PUT

INPUT

OTHERS

DPR INDICATOR LIGHT

STARTER CUT RELAY

EXHAUST BRAKE MAGNETIC VALVE
EXHAUST BRAKE DRIVE SIGNAL

DC MOTOR (FOR DIESEL THROTTLE VALVE) DRIVE SIGNAL

 DIESEL THROTTLE VALVE POSITION SENSOR 1  DIESEL 
THROTTLE 
VALVE

 DC 
MOTOR

 A

T

 P T

 P

 G

 N

 A
 DIESEL THROTTLE VALVE POSITION SENSOR 2

C
O

M
M

O
N

 R
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S
S
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E

S
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E
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R
 (S

U
B

)

COMMON 
RAIL

SUCTION CONTROL VALVE FOR FUEL SUPPLY PUMP DRIVE POWER

SUCTION CONTROL VALVE FOR FUEL SUPPLY PUMP DRIVE SIGNAL

SUPPLY PUMP 

S/P

GLOW PLUG DRIVE SIGNAL

PTO ACCELERATOR SENSOR

KEY SWITCH 

BARMETRIC 
PRESSURE SENSOR 
(ECU BUILT-IN)

EXHAUST  TEMPERATURE SENSOR (DPF OUTLET)

EXHAUST  TEMPERATURE SENSOR (DPF INLET)

DPR DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR 

EXHAUST  TEMPERATURE SENSOR (DOC2 INLET)

EXHAUST  TEMPERATURE SENSOR (DOC1 INLET)

INTAKE  TEMPERATURE SENSOR (INTERCOOLER OUTLET)

INTAKE  TEMPERATURE SENSOR (INTAKE MANIFOLD)

EGR  TEMPERATURE SENSOR

COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR 1

COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR 2

CRANKSHAFT POSITION SENSOR

CAMSHAFT POSITION SENSOR

BOOST PRESSURE SENSOR

ENGINE

EGR VALVE 
CONTROLLER AND  
ACTUATOR

VARIABLE NOZZLE
TURBOCHARGE (VNT) 
CONTROLLER AND  ACTUATOR

TURBO-
CHARGER

FREQUENCY TYPE 
AFS

DC MOTOR
DC MOTOR

EGR 
VALVE

EGR 
COOLER

T T T T

T

T
T

PT T

ACTUATOR RELAY

POWER SOURCE

 MAIN RELAY

VEHICLE CONTROL ECU
CAN COMMUNICATION (DIAGNOSIS,VEHICLE CONTROL ECU)

CAN COMMUNICATION (VARIABLE NOZZLE TURBO CHARGER, EGR VALVE DEF DOSING SYSTEM)

INJECTOR DRIVE SIGNAL
INJECTOR

AFTERTREATMENT FUEL INJECTOR DRIVE SIGNAL

AFTERTREATMENT FUEL CUTOFF VALVE DRIVE SIGNAL

AFTERTREATMENT FUEL PRESSURE

AFTERTREATMENT 
FUEL INJECTOR

DPR CLEANER UREA SCR

DENOX ECU 
(DCU)SYSTEM

EXHAUST PIPE

AFTERTREATMENT FUEL PRESSURE SENSOR

AFTERTREATMENT FUEL CUTOFF VALVE

FUEL TEMPERATURE SENSOR

GLOW STATUS SIGNAL GCU

FUSE

FUSE

BATTERY

-      +

PC Troubleshooting

Troubleshooting tool

SHTS021270300002
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PRECAUTIONS
EN01H02127030602016003

! WARNING
 

Approximately 110V is generated for the injector drive actuation
system. For this reason, electrical shock may result if the injector
drive circuit is touched directly by hand. Set the starter key to the
LOCK position if it is necessary to check or repair the computer,
harnesses, or connectors.

1. BE CAREFUL NOT TO LET DIRT OR DUST GET INSIDE THE
ACTUATOR OR MAGNETIC VALVES.

2. HARNESS WIRE CONNECTOR.
(1) Multi-contact connectors suitable for the small electrical sig-

nals of electronic circuitry are used for wiring connections to
the sensors, actuator and control unit. Be very careful when
handling them.

• Before disconnecting any connectors, make sure that the
starter key is in the "LOCK" position.

• When disconnecting connectors, try to pull them out in a
straight line, disengaging the lock and holding onto the
housing.

• Do not try to disconnect connectors by gripping the wires
or twisting them, as this could bend the contacts.

• Do not disconnect connectors unnecessarily.

• When using a circuit tester, apply the tester probe to the
harness wire side only. Never stick the tester probe into the
holes on the connector terminal side, as this could cause
poor contacts when the connector is reconnected.

• Do not let water, oil or dust get on the connector when it is
disconnected, as this could cause poor contacts when the
connector is reconnected.

• Do not open the control unit cover. It could malfunction if
dust or water gets inside. 

• Take care to ensure that water, oil or dust do not get on or
inside parts.

• When connecting in connectors, push them in all the way
and make sure that the lock engages.

3. ERASING THE MALFUNCTION MEMORY STORED IN THE
PAST, CHECK THE CURRENT MALFUNCTION BY PERFORM-
ING A DIAGNOSIS OF THE PRESENT MALFUNCTION AGAIN.

How to use tester probe

Incorrect

Correct

Incorrect

Correct
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4. AFTER COMPLETING THE MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS, ERASE
THE MALFUNCTION MEMORY STORED IN THE PAST. OTHER-
WISE, THE MALFUNCTION LIGHT IN THE DISPLAY WILL
REMAIN LIT.

5. CONNECTOR DRAWING, ALL OF WHICH HAS A VIEW TO BE
SEEN FROM THE CONNECTION SIDE, INSERT THE TESTING
LEAD FROM THE BACKSIDE.

6. USING A CIRCUIT TESTER

• Use a circuit tester with an internal resistance of 100 k or
greater in the voltage measuring range.

7. USING A SIGNAL CHECK HARNESS

• To prevent breakage of the ECU connector, connect the signal
check harness and perform measuring by bringing the test lead
into contact with the signal check harness side (contact box).

NOTICE
The terminal numbers in the text and in the illustrations corre-
spond to the table on the next page (computer pin assignment) as
shown below.

A

1098765421 3
201918171615141211 13
302928272625242221 23
403938373635343231 33

A
(1 to 40)

V1 VF V2 V3 MREL V4 EXB V5 PTOC V6 - V7STCR

V11 NSW V12 V13 IGSW V14 SP1 V15 - V16 CANL V17STA

V21 VF2 V22 V23 MRL2 V24 SREL V25 - V26 - V27-

V31 PTO V32 V33 IG V34 V35 - V36 CANH V37ESTP TAC

Main/
Actuator power 

relay 1

Exhaust brake 
relay

PTO cut relay -
Glow
(IndicPower supply 1 Starter cut relay

Starter switch 1
Vehicle speed 

pulse converter -
CAN 

communication 
line

CA
commun

lin
Neutral switch

Glow relay

Starter signal

Main/
Actuator power 

relay 2
- - DiagnosPower supply 2 -

Starter switch 2 -
CAN 

communication 
line

CA
commun

lin
PTO switch 1

Engine stop 
switch

A

TACHO Pulse

Signal check
harness
(contact box)

V23

Example: V23 terminal

Computer (ECU) terminal signal
Computer (ECU) terminal No.
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8. CONNECT THE SIGNAL CHECK HARNESS.
(1) Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and disconnect the

connectors from the engine ECU.
(2) Connect a signal check harness to the engine sub harness

and the engine ECU.
SST: 09843-E4090

Signal check harness

Computer (engine ECU)

Engine side 
connector

Vehicle side 
connector

Middle side 
connector

Engine sub harness 
(Engine side)

Engine sub harness 
(Chassis side)

A B C D E F

Blue Light 
blue

Green Yellow 
green

Red Pink

Test lead

Signal check connector

Gray

Blue (56 pin)

Blue (80 pin)

09843-E4090
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9. RADIO INSTALLATION

• There is a danger that the control unit might malfunction if a high
output radio transmitter (over 50W) is installed in the vehicle.

10. USING A QUICK CHARGER

• Disconnect both battery terminals before using a quick charger.

11. AIR CONDITIONER INSTALLATION

• Be careful not to scratch or damage the engine, chassis or the
harness inside the cab when installing an air conditioner. Also,
make sure to reattach afterward any connectors that were dis-
connected during the installation process.

12. PERFORMING ELECTRIC WELDING

• Disconnect the negative terminal of the battery before perform-
ing any electric welding.

13. OTHER

• Make sure to check the other connectors before connecting
them in to prevent incorrect connections.

• Be careful not to allow the connectors to become soiled with
dust, water, fuel or oil when performing inspections or removing
and replacing parts.
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COMPUTER (ECU) PIN ASSIGNMENT
EN01H02127030602016004
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ENGINE ECU CONNECTOR
EN01H02127030602016005

REMOVING THE ENGINE ECU CONNECTOR
NOTICE
Before replacement, wait until the engine cools down as you may
get burned. (Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it
for more than 30 minutes to cool.)

1. CLEANING THE ENGINE ECU CONNECTOR
(1) Check that the engine ECU connector is completely con-

nected to the engine ECU.
(2) Directly spray water around the engine ECU connector by

using a small spray bottle.
NOTICE
Do not remove the connector while at work.

HINT
If it is much dirty, squirt water at the connector sliding portion and
connector surface.

(3) Blow air around the engine ECU connector and engine ECU
surface to remove dirt and foreign matter.

NOTICE

• Do not remove the connector while at work.

• Blow off water with air as much as possible for drying.

(4) Using a small brush, carefully remove dirt and foreign matter
remaining at the sliding portion.

NOTICE
Do not remove the connector while at work.

(5) Using a waste cloth, wipe off around the engine ECU con-
nector and engine ECU surface.

NOTICE

• Do not remove the connector while at work.

• Wipe up water thoroughly.

(6) If you feel the movement of the lever un-smooth, repeat steps
(1), (2), (3), (4) and (5).

(7) Disconnect the engine ECU connector and check it for depo-
sition of dirt and foreign matter.

a. Set the hook of the connector in the direction of the arrow
to release the lock.

LeverRr

Up

Sliding portion

SHTS021270300012

HookRr

Up

SHTS021270300013
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b. While pushing the primary latch of the connector, move the
lever in the direction of the arrow as shown in the figure
until a "click" is heard and then detach the connector.

c. Pull out the connector straight.
NOTICE

• Do not insert and remove the connector more than necessary.

• Do not give shocks to the engine ECU.

• Never detach the harness by holding and pulling or prying as it
may result in wire or terminal deformation.

• Never insert a test lead from the rear of the connector.

• Do not paint or apply grease or oil to the connector to maintain
its function and durability.

HINT
If it cannot be pulled out with a light force, check if the lever is
fully open.

(8) If the side of the harness side connector is found dirty, wipe it
off with a moistened waste cloth while being careful not
allowing dirt and foreign matter to drop.

NOTICE

• Use a thoroughly wrung waste cloth.

• Do not wipe off the terminal opening.

• Do not directly spray water.

(9) If the engine ECU side connector is found dirty, wipe off its
side with a moistened waste cloth.

NOTICE

• Use a thoroughly wrung waste cloth.

• Do not wipe off the terminal opening.

• Do not directly spray water.

(10) Blow air on the terminal part inside the engine ECU side con-
nector to remove dirt and foreign matter.

Primary latch

LeverRr

Up

SHTS021270300014

Rr

Up

SHTS021270300015
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connector
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Do not wipe off 
the terminal.

Engine ECU 
side 
connector

Rr

Up

Portions to be 
wipe clean
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MOUNTING THE ENGINE ECU CONNECTOR

1. ATTACHING THE ENGINE ECU CONNECTOR
(1) Check that the harness side connector lever is fully open and

place it straight on the engine ECU side connector.
NOTICE
At this time, check that the lever is fully open.

HINT
Check that it is inserted along the wrong fitting prevention key-
way.

(2) Press the upper part of the harness side connector and
insert the connector uniformly.

Rr

Up

Lever

SHTS021270300018

Wrong fitting 
prevention keyway

SHTS021270300019

Rr

Up

Lever
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(3) Move the lever in the direction of the arrow as shown in the
figure until a "click" is heard and attach the connector.

NOTICE
If the lever cannot move smoothly, repeat steps (1) and (2). Also
drop a few drops of water to the sliding portion to make it smooth.

(4) Move the hook in the direction of the arrow as shown in the
figure until a "click" is heard in order to lock the connector.

LeverRr

Up

Sliding portion

SHTS021270300021

Rr

Up

Hook
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INSPECTION
EN01H02127030602016006

1. PRIOR CHECK
(1) Set the starter key to the "ON" position (do not start the

engine) and confirm that the SVS (Service Vehicle Soon)
light in the indicator area lights up.

HINT

• If the MIL (Malfunction Indicator Light) is lit, perform a system
check to see if the malfunction is of the past or present.

• In the case of the past malfunction, this light will turn off if a sta-
tus is judged to be normal in 3 times of driving.

• DTC must be cleared on the HINO DX Ⅱ , after MIL comes off.
.

(DEFINITION OF 1 TIME OF DRIVING)

a. Begins with engine start and ends with engine shut off.

b. Begins with engine start and ends after four hours of continu-
ous engine-on operation.

c. Begins at end of the previous four hours of continuous
engine-on operation and ends after four hours of continuous
engine-on operation.

d. Begins at the end of the previous four hours of continuous
engine-on operation and ends with engine shut off.

• Since the normal judgement method and time differ accord-
ing to the malfunction code, a proper definition will be
selected from the above 4 definitions.

• If the malfunction indicator light does not go out, the system is
abnormal. Check the system according to diagnosis on the fol-
lowing page.

MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LIGHT ILLUMINATION
PATTERN

MIL

SVS Light

SHTS021270300023

Starter
switch

Engine

Malfunction
indicator

light

Start

ON

OFF

ON

Lock

Running

Stop
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TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS USING THE COM-

PUTER (HINO DX Ⅱ )
EN01H02127030602016007

1. PREPARATION FOR CONNECTING HINO DX Ⅱ
(1) The "HINO DX Ⅱ " is a failure diagnosis tool for the common

rail fuel injection system and the chassis system. For con-
necting the computer to a vehicle, the "DST-i" and the dedi-
cated cable will be required.

SPECIAL TOOL: Computer interface

HINT
Install the "Hino Diagnostic eXplorer Ⅱ " (HINO DX Ⅱ ) software in a
computer. For detailed installation procedures, refer to the HINO
DX Ⅱ OPERATION MANUAL supplied on the Global Service Portal
Site (Hino-GSPS).

2. CONNECTION OF HINO DX Ⅱ
(1) Connect the DST-i to the trouble diagnosis connector located

in the electrical component box in the instrument panel or
located in the electrical component box behind the rearmost
seat.

(2) Connect the computer in which the HINO DX Ⅱ is installed, to
the DST-i. 

(3) Turn the starter key to "ON".
(4) Turn on the power switch of the computer to start the HINO

DX Ⅱ .

SHTS021270300025

Part name Part No.

DENSO DST-i Set 
(Without LCD)

Without Bluetooth 95171-01021

With Bluetooth 95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(With LCD)

Without Bluetooth 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 95171-01051

Trouble diagnosis connector
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DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
EN01H02127030602016008

NOTICE
A: Torque limit

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM

Light No Light P0005 Fuel Cut Valve stuck closed • Fuel cut valve —

Light No Light P0006
Malfunction of fuel cutoff valve - 
low

• Fuel cut valve

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0007
Malfunction of fuel cutoff valve - 
high

• Fuel cut valve

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light Light P0016
Crankshaft position sensor and 
Camshaft position sensor - ratio-
nality

• Camshaft gear

• Flywheel

• Engine speed main sensor 
(crankshaft position sensor)

• Engine speed sub sensor 
(camshaft position sensor)

—

Light No Light P0027 Exhaust Brake Performance • Exhaust brake valve —

Light No Light P003A
Initialization failure 
(VNT actuator initialize error)

• VNT controller A

Light No Light P0045
DC motor open circuit 
(VNT actuator motor open circuit)

• VNT actuator

• VNT controller
A

Light No Light P0047

DC motor terminal short circuit, 
DC motor short circuit (Short to 
Battery) 
(VNT actuator motor short to 
BATT)

• VNT actuator

• VNT controller
A

Light No Light P0048

DC motor terminal short circuit, 
DC motor short circuit (Short to 
GND) 
(VNT actuator motor short to 
GND)

• VNT actuator

• VNT controller
A

Light No Light P006E
Power supply failure (Out of 
range low) (VNT actuator power 
supply too low)

• VNT controller A

Light No Light P006F
Power supply failure (Out of 
range high) (VNT actuator power 
supply too high)

• VNT controller A

Light No Light P007B
Intake air temperature sensor 
(intercooler outlet) - rationality 

• Intercooler outlet temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Intake air temperature sensor

• Boost pressure sensor

• Intake manifold temperature sensor

• Wire harness

—
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Light No Light P007C
Intake air temperature sensor 
(intercooler outlet) - out of range 
(Out of range low)

• Intercooler outlet temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P007D
Intake air temperature sensor 
(intercooler outlet) - out of range 
(Out of range high)

• Intercooler outlet temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

No 
Light

No Light P0088 Excessive common-rail pressure

• Engine

• Supply pump

• SCV

• Engine ECU

• Pre fuel filter

• Fuel pipe

• Breather hose

• Fuel tank feed pipe

• Fuel tank

• Supply pump gauze filter

• Fuel high-pressure pipe

• Fuel filter

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Engine speed main sensor 
(crankshaft position sensor)

• Fuel return pipe and hose

—

Light No Light P0096
Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold) - rationality

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(air flow sensor built-in)

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(intercooler outlet)

• Boost pressure sensor

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0097
Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold) - out of range 
(Out of range low)

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0098
Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold) - out of range 
(Out of range high)

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P00AF
Controller error (VNT actuator 
CPU malfunction)

• VNT controller A

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM
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Light No Light P0101 Air flow sensor - rationality

• Air cleaner element

• Intake system

• Air flow sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

• EGR valve

• Diesel throttle valve

• Intercooler

—

Light No Light P0104 Air flow sensor - out of range

• Air flow sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

A

Light No Light P0106
Boost pressure sensor - rational-
ity

• Boost pressure sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0108
Boost pressure sensor - out of 
range 
(Out of range high)

• Boost pressure sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

A

Light No Light P0112

Intake air temperature sensor 
(air flow sensor built-in) - out of 
range 
(Out of range low)

• Intake air temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0113

Intake air temperature sensor 
(air flow sensor built-in) - out of 
range 
(Out of range high)

• Intake air temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0115
Malfunction of coolant tempera-
ture sensor and intake air tem-
perature sensor

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 1

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 2

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

A

Light No Light P0117
Engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 1 - out of range (Out of range 
low)

• Engine coolant temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0118
Engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 1 - out of range (Out of range 
high)

• Engine coolant temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P011A
Engine coolant temperature sen-
sor - rationality

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 1

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 2

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P011C
Intake air temperature sensor 
(air flow sensor built-in) - rational-
ity

• Intake air temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM
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Light No Light P0122
Intake throttle valve position sen-
sor 1 - out of range (Out of range 
low)

• Intake throttle valve position sensor 1

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0123
Intake throttle valve position sen-
sor 1 - out of range (Out of range 
high)

• Intake throttle valve position sensor 1

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0128
Thermostat - The coolant tem-
perature does not reach a 
warmed-up temperature

• Engine coolant temperature sensor

• Thermostat
—

Light No Light P0148 Post injection failure

• Fuel line

• Pre fuel filter

• Injector

• Engine speed main sensor 
(Crankshaft position sensor)

—

Light No Light P016E
Fuel system pressure control - 
high

• Engine

• Supply pump

• SCV

• Engine ECU

• Pre fuel filter

• Fuel pipe

• Breather hose

• Fuel tank feed pipe

• Fuel tank

• Supply pump gauze filter

• Fuel high-pressure pipe

• Fuel filter

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Engine speed main sensor 
(crankshaft position sensor)

• Fuel return pipe and hose

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM
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Light No Light P016F
Fuel system pressure control - 
low

• Engine

• Supply pump

• SCV

• Engine ECU

• Pre fuel filter

• Fuel pipe

• Breather hose

• Fuel tank feed pipe

• Fuel tank

• Supply pump gauze filter

• Fuel high-pressure pipe

• Fuel filter

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Engine speed main sensor 
(crankshaft position sensor)

• Fuel return pipe and hose

A

No 
Light

Light P0182 Fuel temperature sensor Low

• Fuel temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

No 
Light

Light P0183 Fuel temperature sensor High

• Fuel temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0191
Fuel rail pressure sensor (main 
and sub) - out of range

• Engine

• Supply pump

• SCV

• Engine ECU

• Pre fuel filter

• Fuel pipe

• Breather hose

• Fuel tank feed pipe

• Fuel tank

• Supply pump gauze filter

• Fuel high-pressure pipe

• Fuel filter

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Engine speed main sensor 
(crankshaft position sensor)

• Fuel return pipe and hose

—

Light No Light P0192
Fuel rail pressure sensor (main) - 
out of range (Out of range low)

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0193
Fuel rail pressure sensor (main) - 
out of range (Out of range high)

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM
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Light No Light P01A5
Fuel rail pressure sensor (sub) 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P01A6
Fuel rail pressure sensor (sub) 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0200
Fuel injector driver charge circuit 
(circuit high)

• Engine ECU A

Light No Light P0201
Fuel injector - disconnection 
(#1cyl)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Injector

• Engine ECU

• Injector harness

—

Light No Light P0202
Fuel injector - disconnection 
(#2cyl)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Injector

• Engine ECU

• Injector harness

—

Light No Light P0203
Fuel injector - disconnection 
(#3cyl)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Injector

• Engine ECU

• Injector harness

—

Light No Light P0204
Fuel injector - disconnection 
(#4cyl)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Injector

• Engine ECU

• Injector harness

—

No 
Light

Light P0217
Engine coolant over temperature 
condition

• Engine

• Cooling fan

• Fan clutch

• Engine coolant temperature sensor

—

No 
Light

No Light P0219 Engine overspeed condition

• Engine oil level

• Engine speed main sensor 
(Crankshaft position sensor)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0222
Intake throttle valve position sen-
sor 2 - out of range (Out of range 
low)

• Intake throttle valve position sensor 2

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0223
Intake throttle valve position sen-
sor 2 - out of range (Out of range 
high)

• Intake throttle valve position sensor 2

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0234 Overboost

• Boost pressure sensor

• VNT controller

• EGR valve

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM
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Light No Light P0237
Boost pressure sensor - out of 
range (Out of range low)

• Boost pressure sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

A

Light No Light P0263 #1 Injection quantity and timing

• Fuel line

• Pre fuel filter

• Injector

• Engine speed main sensor 
(Crankshaft position sensor)

—

Light No Light P0266 #2 Injection quantity and timing

• Fuel line

• Pre fuel filter

• Injector

• Engine speed main sensor 
(Crankshaft position sensor)

—

Light No Light P0269 #3 Injection quantity and timing

• Fuel line

• Pre fuel filter

• Injector

• Engine speed main sensor 
(Crankshaft position sensor)

—

Light No Light P026C
All injector (#1 – #4) Injection 
quantity and timing

• Fuel line

• Pre fuel filter

• Injector

• Engine speed main sensor 
(Crankshaft position sensor)

—

Light No Light P026D
All injector (#1 – #4) Injection 
quantity and timing

• Fuel line

• Pre fuel filter

• Injector

• Engine speed main sensor 
(Crankshaft position sensor)

—

Light No Light P0272 #4 Injection quantity and timing

• Fuel line

• Pre fuel filter

• Injector

• Engine speed main sensor 
(Crankshaft position sensor)

—

Light No Light P0299 Underboost

• Boost pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• VNT controller

• EGR valve

—

Light No Light P0300 All injector (#1 – #4) Misfire
• Fuel pipe

• Injector
—

Light No Light P0301 #1 Misfire
• Fuel injection pipe

• Injector
—

Light No Light P0302 #2 Misfire
• Fuel injection pipe

• Injector
—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM
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Light No Light P0303 #3 Misfire
• Fuel injection pipe

• Injector
—

Light No Light P0304 #4 Misfire
• Fuel injection pipe

• Injector
—

Light Light P0335
Crankshaft position sensor 
- disconnection

• Engine speed main sensor 
(crankshaft position sensor)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

A

Light No Light P0336
Crankshaft position sensor 
- rationality

• Engine speed main sensor 
(crankshaft position sensor)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0340
Camshaft position sensor 
- disconnection

• Engine speed sub sensor 
(camshaft position sensor)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0341
Camshaft position sensor - ratio-
nality

• Engine speed sub sensor 
(camshaft position sensor)

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0381
Glow lamp (wait-to-start lamp) 
- circuit

• Combination meter

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P0401 EGR low flow

• Air cleaner element

• Air flow sensor

• Boost pressure sensor

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold)

• EGR valve

• EGR cooler

• SCV

• Injector

A

Light No Light P0402 EGR high flow

• EGR valve

• VNT controller

• Air cleaner element

• Air flow sensor

• Air intake system

• Boost pressure sensor

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold)

—

Light No Light P0404
Valve position control failure - DC 
motor out of range, functional 
(EGR valve stick failure)

• EGR valve A

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM
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Light No Light P0405

EGR valve controller position 
sensor signal too low (EGR actu-
ator position sensor signal too 
low)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P0406
Valve position sensor magnet 
lost (EGR actuator position sen-
sor signal too high)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P041B
EGR gas temperature sensor 
- rationality 

• EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(intake manifold)

• Intake air temperature sensor 
(intercooler outlet)

• Boost pressure sensor

—

Light No Light P041C
EGR gas temperature sensor 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light P041D
EGR gas temperature sensor 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Wire harness

—

No 
Light

No Light P0420
Tentative determination of ATC 
deterioration

— —

Light No Light P0421
Determination of ATC deteriora-
tion

• Fuel

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

—

Light No Light P0422 DOC deterioration
• Fuel

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

—

Light No Light P0489
EGR valve controller motor (open 
circuit) (EGR actuator motor 
open circuit)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P0490
EGR valve controller motor 
(short circuit) (EGR actuator 
motor short circuit)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P049D
Position failure 
(EGR actuator wiping fault)

• EGR valve

• EGR controller
A

Light No Light P04D5
Exhaust brake - circuit (Circuit 
low)

• Exhaust brake magnetic valve

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P04D6
Exhaust brake - circuit (Circuit 
high)

• Exhaust brake magnetic valve

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MIL
SVS 
Light

DTC 
No.

DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM SYMPTOM
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Light No Light P04DA EGR feedback failure — —

Light No Light P0500 Vehicle speed sensor - low

• Combination meter

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0501 Vehicle speed sensor - high

• Combination meter

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

No Light P0504 Brake Switch Correlation

• Brake switch

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0506 Idle speed abnormality (Low) — —

Light No Light P0507 Idle speed abnormality (High) — —

No 
Light

Light P0521 Engine oil pressure rationality

• Engine oil

• Oil pressure switch

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

Light P0524 Engine oil pressure Too Low

• Engine oil

• Oil pressure switch

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0545
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC1 outlet) 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0546
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC1 outlet) 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P054E
Abnormality of injection rate dur-
ing idling (Low)

— —

Light No Light P054F
Abnormality of injection rate dur-
ing idling (High)

— —

No 
Light

Light P0562
Battery voltage - out of range 
(Out of range low)

• Fuse

• Fusible link

• Battery cable

• Alternator

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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No 
Light

Light P0563
Battery voltage - out of range 
(Out of range high)

• Fuse

• Fusible link

• Battery cable

• Alternator

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P05F1
Crankcase ventilation system - 
disconnection between the CV 
valve and the intake manifold

• Air cleaner element

• Air intake system

• Air flow sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

• EGR valve

• Intake throttle valve

• Intercooler

—

Light No Light P0603
Controller store data error 
(Engine ECU EEPROM error)

• Engine ECU —

Light No Light P0605 Flash ROM error — A

No 
Light

Light P0606 Control module processor — —

No 
Light

Light P0607 Control module performance — A

No 
Light

Light P0610 VIN data error — —

Light No Light P0611
Fuel injector driver charge circuit 
- circuit (circuit low)

— A

Light No Light P0617 Starter key - rationality

• Starter key

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

• Neutral start switch

—

Light No Light P0628
Suction control valve for fuel sup-
ply pump - circuit (Circuit low)

• SCV

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0629
Suction control valve for fuel sup-
ply pump - circuit (Circuit high)

• SCV

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

A

Light No Light P062F
Controller store data error 
(VNT actuator EEPROM error)

• VNT controller A

No 
Light

Light P0630
VIN Not Programmed or Mis-
match

• Vehicle control ECU. —

No 
Light

No Light P0642
ECU sensor power supply 1 fail-
ure 
(Out of range low)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)
—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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No 
Light

No Light P0643
ECU sensor power supply 1 fail-
ure 
(Out of range high)

• Common rail pressure sensor 1

• Accelerator sensor 2

• Wire harness

• Boost pressure sensor

• Intake throttle valve position sensor

• Engine speed sub sensor 
(camshaft position sensor)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P064C
Glow controller - Battery for glow 
plug open, GND short Glow con-
troller - Over temperature

• Fuse

• Fusible link

• Glow control unit

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

No Light P0652
ECU sensor power supply 2 fail-
ure 
(Out of range low)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)
—

No 
Light

No Light P0653
ECU sensor power supply 2 fail-
ure 
(Out of range high)

• Common rail pressure sensor 2

• Wire harness

• Accelerator sensor 1

• DPR differential pressure sensor

• PTO accelerator sensor

• Aftertreatment fuel injection line pres-
sure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0671
Glow plug (Circuit low) (#1cyl), 
Glow plug (Circuit high) (#1cyl)

• Fusible link

• Glow control unit

• Wire harness

• Glow plug

—

Light No Light P0672
Glow plug (Circuit low) (#2cyl), 
Glow plug (Circuit high) (#2cyl)

• Fusible link

• Glow control unit

• Wire harness

• Glow plug

—

Light No Light P0673
Glow plug (Circuit low) (#3cyl), 
Glow plug (Circuit high) (#3cyl)

• Glow control unit

• Wire harness

• Glow plug

—

Light No Light P0674
Glow plug (Circuit low) (#4cyl), 
Glow plug (Circuit high) (#4cyl)

• Glow control unit

• Wire harness

• Glow plug

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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Light No Light P0683

Glow controller - Battery for glow 
controller open, GND short Glow 
controller - Glow control signal 
Glow controller - Diagnosis sig-
nal

• Glow control unit

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

Light P0686
ECM/PCM Power Relay Control 
Circuit high

• Main relay

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

No Light P0698
ECU sensor power supply 3 fail-
ure (Out of range low)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)
—

No 
Light

No Light P0699
ECU sensor power supply 3 fail-
ure (Out of range high)

• Boost pressure sensor —

No 
Light

No Light P06A4
ECU sensor power supply 4 fail-
ure (Out of range low)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)
—

No 
Light

No Light P06A5
ECU sensor power supply 4 fail-
ure (Out of range high)

• Intake throttle valve position sensor —

No 
Light

No Light P06D3
Air flow sensor power supply fail-
ure Short to GND

• Air flow sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

No Light P06D4
Air flow sensor power supply fail-
ure (High)

• Air flow sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P0700 HV clutch system failure — —

Light No Light P073D
Transmission information 
(automatic transmission) - ratio-
nality

• Neutral switch —

No 
Light

No Light P081A Starter Disable Circuit Low

• Starter cut relay

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

No Light P081B Starter Disable Circuit High
• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)
—

Light No Light P0A7B HV BATTELY system failure — —

Light No Light P0AC4 HV system failure — —

Light No Light P0CA1 HV MOTOR system failure — —

No 
Light

No Light P1133 PTO accelerator sensor (Hi)

• PTO accelerator sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P119F
Fuel rail pressure sensor - ratio-
nality

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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Light No Light P1426
Differential pressure sensor - 
rationality

• Differential pressure hose and pipe

• Differential pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P1427
Differential pressure sensor 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• Differential pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P1428
Differential pressure sensor 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• Differential pressure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

No Light P1458

Valve position control failure - DC 
motor out of range, functional 
(EGR actuator over temp warn-
ing level)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P1459
Controller high temperature 
(EGR actuator over temp severe 
level)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P14B0
Controller store data error (EGR 
actuator abnormal information 
reading)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P14B2
EGR controller power supply 
open circuit (EGR actuator power 
supply open circuit)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P14B3
Battery voltage (high) 
(EGR actuator power supply too 
high)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P14B4
Battery voltage (low) (EGR actu-
ator power supply too low)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P14B7

EGR valve controller tempera-
ture sensor 1 (Signal too low) 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 1 
signal too low)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P14B8

EGR valve controller tempera-
ture sensor 1 (Signal too high) 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 1 
signal too high)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P14BC

EGR valve controller tempera-
ture sensor 2 (Signal too low) 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 2 
signal too low)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P14BD

EGR valve controller tempera-
ture sensor 2 (Signal too high) 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 2 
signal too high)

• EGR valve A

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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Light No Light P14BF

EGR valve controller tempera-
ture sensor 1, 2 - rationality 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 1 
performance invalid)

• EGR valve A

Light No Light P1515 Charge air undercooling

• Radiator curtain

• Air cleaner element

• Radiator fan

• Fan clutch

• Intercooler

• Intercooler tube

• Radiator

—

No 
Light

No Light P1530 Engine stop switch malfunction

• Engine stop switch

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P200C DPF over temperature

• Exhaust pipe

• Injector

• Engine

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF outlet)

—

Light No Light P2032
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet) 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2033
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet) 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

No 
Light

No Light P203F Empty reductant tank
• DEF tank

• DEF tank level sensor
—

Light
or
No 
Light

No Light
or
Light

P204F Reductant System Performance — —

Light No Light P207F Improper reductant

• DEF

• Engine

• Air flow sensor

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(SCR inlet)

• DEF pipe

• DEF injector

• NOx sensor

• SCR catalyst

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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Light No Light P2080
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC1 outlet) - rationality

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2084
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet) - rationality

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P20CD
Malfunction of fuel addition valve 
[Short-circuit]

• Fuel dosing valve

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P20CE
Malfunction of fuel addition valve 
[+B short-circuit]

• Fuel dosing valve —

No 
Light

Light P20CF
Malfunction of fuel addition valve 
[Leak] (Continuous injection)

— —

Light No Light P20D8
Exhaust Fuel Doser open/close 
stuck

• Fuel pipe (for aftertreatment)

• Fuel dosing valve
—

Light No Light P20DE
Aftertreatment Fuel Injection Line 
Pressure Sensor Performance 
Invalid

• Aftertreatment fuel pressure sensor

• Fuel pipe (for aftertreatment)
—

Light No Light P20DF
Aftertreatment Fuel Injection Line 
Pressure Sensor Signal Too Low

• Aftertreatment fuel injection line pres-
sure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P20E0
Aftertreatment Fuel Injection Line 
Pressure Sensor Signal Too High

• Aftertreatment fuel injection line pres-
sure sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P20EE
NOx converting catalyst conver-
sion efficiency

• DEF solution

• Engine

• Air flow sensor

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(SCR inlet)

• DEF pipe

• DEF injector

• Exhaust pipe

• NOx sensor

• SCR catalyst

—

Light No Light P2100
DC motor for intake throttle valve 
- circuit (Open circuit (circuit low))

• Diesel throttle

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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Light No Light P2101 Intake throttle valve - functional

• Air cleaner element

• Air hose 

• Air pipe

• Exhaust muffler (exhaust pipe)

• Exhaust brake valve

• Diesel throttle

—

Light No Light P2103
DC motor for intake throttle valve 
- circuit (Short circuit (circuit 
high))

• Diesel throttle

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

A

No 
Light

Light P2120
Throttle/Pedal Position Sensor/
Switch "D" Circuit

— —

Light No Light P2122
Accelerator pedal position sen-
sor 1 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• Accelerator sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2123
Accelerator pedal position sen-
sor 1 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• Accelerator sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2127
Accelerator pedal position sen-
sor 2 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• Accelerator sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2128
Accelerator pedal position sen-
sor 2 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• Accelerator sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2135
Intake throttle valve position sen-
sor 
- rationality

• Intake throttle valve position sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2138
Accelerator pedal position sen-
sor 
- rationality

• PTO accelerator sensor

• Accelerator sensor

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2146
Fuel injector driver circuit 1 
- circuit (circuit open)

• Injector

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

A

Light No Light P2147
Fuel injector driver circuit 1 
- circuit (circuit low)

• Injector

• Wire harness
A

Light No Light P2148
Fuel injector driver circuit 1 
- circuit (circuit high)

• Injector

• Wire harness
A

Light No Light P2149
Fuel injector driver circuit 2 
- circuit (circuit open)

• Injector

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

A

Light No Light P2150
Fuel injector driver circuit 2 
- circuit (circuit low)

• Injector

• Wire harness
A

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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Light No Light P2151
Fuel injector driver circuit 2 
- circuit (circuit high)

• Injector

• Wire harness
A

Light No Light P2184
Engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 2 - out of range (Out of range 
low)

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 2

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2185
Engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 2 - out of range (Out of range 
high)

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 2

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2214
NOx sensor (SCR downstream) 
- Performance and Monitoring 
capability

• DEF

• Exhaust pipe

• Air flow sensor

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(SCR inlet)

• Exhaust temperature sensor 
(DPF outlet)

• Ambient air temperature sensor

• DEF injector

• NOx sensor

—

Light No Light P2227
Barometric pressure sensor 
- rationality

• Boost pressure sensor —

Light No Light P2228
Barometric pressure sensor 
- out of range (out of range low)

— A

Light No Light P2229
Barometric pressure sensor 
- out of range (out of range high)

— A

No 
Light

No Light P2269 Water in Fuel Condition

• Fuel filter

• Fuel filter water level sensor

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P226C Boost pressure slow response

• VNT controller

• EGR valve

• Air cleaner 

• Air intake system

• Boost pressure sensor

• VNT actuator

—

Light No Light P22D3 Nozzle stuck (VNT stick failure) • VNT controller A

Light No Light P240F EGR flow slow response

• EGR valve

• VNT controller

• Air cleaner element

• Air flow sensor

• Intake system

• Boost pressure sensor

• Intake manifold temperature sensor

• Injector

—

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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No 
Light

No Light P2428 Improper ATC temperature

• Injector

• Pipe

• Hose

• ATC

• DPR

—

Light No Light P242B
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC inlet) - rationality

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P242C
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC inlet) 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P242D
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC inlet) 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P244A
Filtering performance 
(missing substrate)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

• Differential pressure sensor

• DPR filter

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF outlet)

• EGR valve

• VNT controller

• Diesel throttle valve

• SCV

• Injector

—

Light No Light P244B Incomplete regeneration

• DPR

• Differential pressure sensor

• Engine

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF outlet)

• DPF indicator light

• DPR switch

• Neutral switch

• Accelerator switch

• PTO signal

• External accelerator signal

• Injector

A

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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Light No Light P2457 EGR cooler performance

• EGR cooler outlet gas temperature 
sensor

• EGR cooler

• EGR valve

• Diesel throttle valve

• SCV

• Injector

—

No 
Light

Light P2458 DPR manual regeneration failure

• Exhaust pipe

• Exhaust brake valve

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet)

• DPR

• Coolant temperature sensor

• Engine

—

Light No Light P2459 Frequent regeneration — —

Light No Light P2463 DPF clogged

• DPF indicator light

• DPR switch

• Neutral switch

• Accelerator switch

• PTO signal

• External accelerator signal

A

Light No Light P246F
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC outlet) - rationality 

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF outlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2470
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC outlet) 
- out of range (Out of range low)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF outlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P2471
Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DOC outlet) 
- out of range (Out of range high)

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF outlet)

• Wire harness

• ECU (ECU connector)

—

Light No Light P24A0
Closed Loop DPF Regeneration 
Control At Limit 
- Temperature Too Low

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

—

Light No Light P24A1
Closed Loop DPF Regeneration 
Control At Limit 
- Temperature Too High

— —

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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Light No Light P24A2 Excessive DPR fuel addition rate

• Engine oil

• Exhaust pipe

• Injector

• Exhaust brake valve

• EGR valve

• VNT controller

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)

• DPR

—

Light No Light P2562

Nozzle position sensor failure 
range (High level) (VNT actuator 
position sensor performance 
invalid)

• VNT controller

• VNT actuator
A

Light No Light P259E
Nozzle operating range failure -
NARROW (VNT actuator wiping 
error (too narrow range))

• VNT controller

• Turbocharger
A

Light No Light P259F
Nozzle operating range failure -
WIDE (VNT actuator wiping error 
(too wide range))

• VNT controller A

No 
Light

No Light P2635
Fuel Pump Low Flow/Perfor-
mance

• Engine

• Supply pump

• Pre fuel filter

• Engine ECU

• Fuel hose

• Fuel tank breather

• Fuel tank feed pipe

• Supply pump gauze filter

• Fuel high-pressure pipe

• Fuel filter

• SCV

• Common rail pressure sensor

• Engine speed main sensor 
(crankshaft position sensor)

• Fuel return pipe and hose

• Fuel pipe

—

Light No Light P268A
Fuel injector adjustment data 
error

• Injector —

Light No Light P2696
Fuel injector adjustment data 
error

• Injector —

Light No Light P26C8 Vehicle system failure — —

No 
Light

No Light P2BA9 Insufficient Reagent Quality

• DEF

• DEF tank

• DEF quality sensor

–

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
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NOTICE

• It is necessary to reset the ECU default value using the diagnosis tool at the time of supply pump service
replacement. In addition, the ECU has a function enabling it to learn the performance of the supply pump at the
time of ECU service replacement, so ensure sufficient time (several minutes) is available.

• When an injector is newly installed in a vehicle, it is necessary to enter the ID codes in the engine ECU using
the Diagnostic tool.

Light No Light U0073
Engine ECU CAN communica-
tion bus for Emission control sys-
tem - bus off

— A

Light No Light U010A
Engine ECU CAN communica-
tion 
(EGR valve control)

• Connector

• Wire harness

• EGR controller

A

Light No Light U010C
VNT actuator CAN communica-
tion error

• Connector

• Wire harness

• VNT controller

A

Light No Light U010E
Engine ECU CAN communica-
tion 
(DeNOx ECU)

• Connector

• Wire harness

• DCU

—

Light No Light U0293 CAN Bus-Line Open From HV

• Connector

• Wire harness

• HV system

—

Light No Light U029D
Engine ECU CAN communica-
tion 
(NOx sensor (SCR upstream))

• Connector

• NOx sensor 1

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light U029E
Engine ECU CAN communica-
tion 
(NOx sensor (SCR downstream))

• Connector

• NOx sensor 2

• Wire harness

—

Light No Light U02A2
Engine ECU CAN communica-
tion 
(DEF tank sensor)

• Connector

• DEF sensor

• Wire harness

—

No 
Light

No Light U0301
Software Incompatibility With 
DeNOx ECU

— —

Light No Light U1001
Engine ECU CAN communica-
tion bus for Vehicle control - bus 
off

• Connector

• Wire harness

• Vehicle control ECU

—

Light
or
No 
Light

No Light U110A
Engine ECU CAN communica-
tion 
(Vehicle ECU)

• Connector

• Wire harness

• Vehicle control ECU

—
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GROUP SHARING THE SENSOR SUPPLY TERMINAL
EN01H02127030602016009

• If one of the sensor power supplies fails, more than one malfunction codes will occur for the sensors sharing the sensor
supply terminal.
Check the sensors for short circuits and whether the sensor supply circuit is in normal condition.

• If P0642 or P0652 has also occurred, the sensor supply of the ECU may be in abnormal condition or the GND may be
shorted somewhere in the following sensor group.

ECU terminal Sensor DTC

E33

Intake throttle valve position sensor 1 P0122

Common rail pressure sensor (Main) P0193

Boost pressure sensor P0237

V71
PTO accelerator sensor —

Differential pressure sensor P1428

Group Sensor DTC

P0642

Accelerator pedal position sensor 1 P2122

Common rail pressure sensor (Sub)
P1198

P1197

Differential pressure sensor
P1428

P1427

PTO accelerator sensor P1133

P0652

Boost pressure sensor P0237

Common rail pressure sensor 
P0193

P0192

Intake throttle valve position sensor 1 P0122

Accelerator pedal position sensor 1 P2127

Camshaft position sensor P0016
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GROUP SHARING THE SENSOR GND TERMINAL
EN01H02127030602016010

ECU terminal Sensor

E76

Fuel temperature sensor

Intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Common rail pressure sensor (Main)

E77 Boost sensor

E58

Exhaust gas temperature sensor 1

Engine coolant temperature sensor

Intake air temperature sensor

V46

Exhaust gas temperature sensor 2

Exhaust gas temperature sensor 3

Exhaust gas temperature sensor 4

Differential pressure sensor

V45
Accelerator sensor 1

PTO accelerator sensor

E57 Intake throttle valve position sensor 1

E56 Common rail pressure sensor (Sub)

E65 Accelerator sensor 2
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MALFUNCTION CODES IN CASE OF DISRUPTION OF CAN COMMUNICATION
EN01H02127030602016011

Since the CAN communication line is configured as described below, more than one malfunction code may occur depend-
ing on the faulty area of the circuit.

For single failure

• The system itself is suspected of being faulty due to the broken harness or connector or supply circuit failure of the CAN
communication circuit for each actuator and controller.

ENGINE EQUIPMENT/EMISSION CONTROL DEVICE CAN LINE (250 k)

77
CAN-TMN2
(Terminator)

Engine 
ECU

NOx
Sensor 2

NOx
Sensor 1

DEF 
sensor

Engine peripherals/ Diesel aftertreatment system CAN line

VNT
Controller

EGR
Controller

DCU
(Terminator)6 8 9 10 11

21 3 54

J/C_ENG_CAN J/C_DEF_SensorJ/C_CAN_DieselJ/C_ENG_CAN2

77
CAN-TMN2
(Terminator)

Engine 
ECU

DEF 
sensor

Engine peripherals/ Diesel aftertreatment system CAN line

VNT
Controller

EGR
Controller

DCU
(Terminator)6 8 9 121110

21 5

J/C_ENG_CAN J/C_DEF_Sensor

NOx
Sensor 2

3

J/C_HV2

NOx
Sensor 1

4

J/C_HV1J/C_ENG_CAN2

<Diesel>

<Hybrid>

SHTS021270300027
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CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE 
(ENGINE ECU)

CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE 
(DCU)

Malfunction Part Case

1 U010A

2 U010C

3 U029E

4 U029D

5 U02A2

6-12 U010A, U010C, U029D, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

Malfunction Part Case

3 U029E

4 U029D

5 U02A2

6-12 U029D, U029E, U0029, U0100
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ENGINE CONTROL/DIAGNOSIS CAN LINE (500 k)

CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE 
(ENGINE ECU)

CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE 
(DCU)

Malfunction Part Case

1, 3 Communication failure of the HINO DX Ⅱ

2 U1001, U110A Failure to communicate the VCU

4, 5, 6, 7, 8 U0293, U1001, U110A, Communication failure of the HINO DX Ⅱ

Malfunction Part Case

1 Communication failure of the HINO DX Ⅱ

4, 5, 6, 7, 8 U0038, Communication failure of the HINO DX Ⅱ

CAN-TMN2
(Terminator)

Engine control/ Diagnosis CAN Line

<Diesel>

<Hybrid>

DCU
(Terminator)

VCS ECU

2

J/C_CAN2

Engine 
ECU

3

J/C_CAN554 6 7 8

Engine control/ Diagnosis CAN Line

CAN-TMN2
(Terminator)

DCU
(Terminator)

VCS ECU

2

J/C_CAN2

Engine 
ECU

3

J/C_CAN554 6 7 8

CAN-TMN2
(Terminator)

DCU
(Terminator)

VCS ECU

2

J/C_CAN2

Engine 
ECU

3

J/C_CAN5

ABS ECU

J/C_CAN1 (10P) 54 6 7 8

ATM ECUDLC

1

J/C_CAN2 (22P)

J/C_CAN1 (10P)J/C_CAN1 (10P)

ABS ECU

1

J/C_CAN2 (22P)

1

J/C_CAN2 (22P)

ATM ECUDLC

SHTS021270300028
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PRE-INSPECTION FOR ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (250 k)
EN01H02127030602016012

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the any DTC other than CAN communication system
DTC (U****) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300029

Has a DTC other than CAN communication system DTC (U****) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following sensors and controllers connected to the
Engine peripherals and after-treatment CAN line.

• DCU(53P)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor

• CAN-TMN2 (terminating resistance)

3. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the follow-
ing terminals.
(1) Between the CAH0 terminal in the DCU (53P) vehicle side

connector and the 16th terminal in the DLC (16P).
(2) Between the CAH0 terminal in the DCU (53P) vehicle side

connector and the 4th terminal in the DLC (16P).

NOYES

2 Check for +B/GND short-circuit in CAN H-line

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET +24V

K9G
CAN-
KS4

TC
KS2

DSW
KPZ

ISOK
K9E

CAN+
KS3

SGND
K9H

CGFR
L30

+
KE4

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

SHTS021270300030

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU vehicle-side 
connector – 
Diagnostic con-
nector
CAH0 – 16th 
CAH0 – 4th

No Continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (250 k)" and check the CAN bus line.
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1. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the follow-
ing terminals.

(1) Between the CAL0 terminal in the DCU (53P) vehicle side
connector and the 16th terminal in the DLC(16P).

(2) Between the CAL0 terminal in the DCU (53P) vehicle side
connector and the 4th terminal in the DLC(16P).

NOYES

3 Check for +B/GND short-circuit in CAN L-line

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET +24V

K9G
CAN-
KS4

TC
KS2

DSW
KPZ

ISOK
K9E

CAN+
KS3

SGND
K9H

CGFR
L30

+
KE4

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

SHTS021270300031

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU vehicle-side 
connector – 
Diagnostic con-
nector
CAL0 – 16th
CAL0 – 4th

No Continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (250 k)" and check the CAN bus line.
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1. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the follow-
ing terminals.
(1) Between the CAH0 terminal and CAL0 terminal in the DCU

(53P).
(2) Between the CANP terminal and CANN terminal in CAN-

TMN2.

NOYES

4 Check the terminating resistance

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAL0

CANNCANP

CAH0

SHTS021270300032

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DCU (53P): 
CAH0 – CAL0
CAN-TMN2: 
CANP – CANN

120  10 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the faulty part.
After replacing the part, confirm that no CAN
communication system DTC is detected.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the follow-
ing terminals.
(1) Between the CAH0 terminal and CAL0 terminal in the DCU

(53P).

NOYES

5 Check the resistance

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAL0

CAH0

SHTS021270300033

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DCU (53P): 
CAH0 – CAL0

45 – 75 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
CAN bus line (main line and trunk lines)
between terminating resistances is normal.
Go to the diagnostic procedure for the
detected DTC.

Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (250 k)" and check the CAN bus line.
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DISCONNECTION INSPECTION FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L

LINE (250 k) [DIESEL]
EN01H02127030602016013

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following sensors and controllers connected to the
Engine peripherals and aftertreatment CAN line. (Leave the DCU,
engine ECU, and CAN-TMN2 connected.)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensor 1 and 2, DEF sensor

3. Disconnect the J/C DEF SSR connector.

4. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.5
(CANH) terminal and No.10 (CANL) terminal at the J/C DEF SSR
connector.

NOYES

1 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU (Failure Site 11)

SHTS021270300034

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C DEF SSR con-
nector
No.5 (CANH) – 
No.10 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 

Connect the J/C DEF SSR connector, and go
to step 2.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/C
DEF SSR and the DCU
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN_Diesel connector.

2. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.5
(CANH) terminal and No.8 (CANL) terminal at the J/
C_CAN_Diesel connector.

NOYES

2 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and J/C DEF SSR (Failure Site 10)

SHTS021270300035

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN_Diesel 
connector
No.5 (CANH) – 
No.8 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN_Diesel connector, and
go to step 3.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_CAN_Diesel and the J/C DEF SSR
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector.

2. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.6
(CANH) terminal and No.8 (CANL) terminal at the J/C_ENG_CAN
connector.

NOYES

3 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_ENG_CAN and J/C_CAN_Diesel (Failure Site 9)

SHTS021270300036

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN 
connector
No.6 (CANH) – 
No.8 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector, and
go to step 4.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_ENG_CAN and the J/C_CAN_Diesel
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

2. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.5
(CANH) terminal and No.8 (CANL) terminal at the J/
C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

NOYES

4 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/C_ENG_CAN (Failure Site 8)

4
%KG

3
%KE

1
%KH

2
%KF

6
%KM

7
%KL

SHTS021270300037

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 
connector
No.5 (CANH) –
No.8 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector, and
go to step 5.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_ENG_CAN2 and the J/C_ENG_CAN
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector (both 2 connectors).

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
connector. (Do not connect harness to the ECU)

3. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between (CANH)
terminal and (CANL) terminal at the ECU check harness. These
circuits are identified as terminal E59 and terminal E79 on the
ECU check harness D.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN bus line between engine ECU and J/C_ENG_CAN2 (Failure Site 7)

D
E79
E59

SHTS021270300038

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (Engine ECU)
E59 (CANH) – 
E79 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. CAN bus line disconnection between engine
ECU and J/C_ENG_CAN2
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between (CANN)
terminal and (CANH) terminal at the ECU check harness. These
circuits are identified as terminal V17 and terminal V37 on the
ECU check harness A.

NOYES

6 Check harness in CAN bus line between engine ECU and CAN-TMN2 (terminating resistance)
(Failure Site 6)

A
V37
V17

SHTS021270300039

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (Engine ECU)
V17 (CANN) – 
V37 (CANP)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Disconnect ECU Check Harness.
Go to step 7.

CAN bus line disconnection between engine
ECU and CAN-TMN2 (terminating resistance)
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the connector of the engine ECU.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Erase the malfunction history and set the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

6. Connect the EGR controller connector.

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. Check that the EGR controller communication failure (U010A) is
not detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300040

Did the EGR controller communication failure (U010A) disappear?

Go to step 8. Replace the EGR controller.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Connect the VNT controller connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the VNT controller communication failure (U010C) is
not detected.

NOYES

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the NOx sensor 1 communication failure (U029D) is not
detected.

NOYES

8 Inspect the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300041

Did the VNT controller communication failure (U010C) disappear?

Go to step 9. Replace the VNT controller.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

9  NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300042

Did the NOx sensor 1 communication failure (U029D) disappear?

Go to step 10. Replace the NOx sensor 1.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the NOx sensor 2 communication failure (U029E) is not
detected.

NOYES

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Disconnect the DEF sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the DEF sensor communication failure (U02A2) is not
detected.

NOYES

10 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300043

Did the NOx sensor 2 communication failure (U029E) disappear?

Go to step 11. Replace the NOx sensor 2.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

11 Check the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300044

Did the DEF sensor communication failure (U02A2) disappear?

Procedure completed.
If another CAN communication system DTC
is detected, go to the diagnostic procedure
for the detected DTC.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

Replace the DEF sensor.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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DISCONNECTION INSPECTION FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L

LINE (250 k) [HYBRID]
EN01H02127030602016014

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following sensors and controllers connected to the
Engine peripherals and after-treatment CAN line. (Leave the DCU,
engine ECU, and CAN-TMN2 connected.)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensor 1 and 2, DEF sensor

3. Disconnect the J/C DEF SSR connector.

4. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.5
(CANH) terminal and No.10 (CANL) terminal at the J/C DEF SSR
connector.

NOYES

1 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU (Failure Site 12)

SHTS021270300045

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C DEF SSR con-
nector
No.5 (CANH) – 
No.10 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 

Connect the J/C DEF SSR connector, and go
to step 2.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/C
DEF SSR and the DCU
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the J/C_HV1 connector.

2. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.4
(CANH) terminal and No.9 (CANL) terminal at the J/C_HV1 con-
nector.

NOYES

2 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_HV1 and J/C DEF SSR (Failure Site 11)

SHTS021270300046

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV1 connec-
tor
No.4 (CANH) – 
No.9 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_HV1 connector, and go to
step 3.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_HV1 and the J/C DEF SSR
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the J/C_HV2 connector.

2. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.3
(CANH) terminal and No.8 (CANL) terminal at the J/C_HV2 con-
nector.

NOYES

3 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_HV2 and J/C_HV1 (Failure Site 10)

SHTS021270300047

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV2 connec-
tor
No.3 (CANH) – 
No.8 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_HV2 connector, and go to
step 4.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_HV2 and the J/C_HV1
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector.

2. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.6
(CANH) terminal and No.8 (CANL) terminal at the CAN_J/C1 con-
nector.

NOYES

4 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_ENG_CAN and J/C_HV2 (Failure Site 9)

SHTS021270300048

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN 
connector
No.6 (CANH) – 
No.8 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector, and
go to step 5.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_ENG_CAN and the J/C_HV2
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

2. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between No.5
(CANH) terminal and No.8 (CANL) terminal at the J/
C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/C_ENG_CAN (Failure Site 8)

L4R
%J8

K6V
%J4

K6W
%J1

LEZ
%J6

KV9
%J2

LEV
%J7

KV8
%J3

L48
%J5

SHTS021270300049

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 
connector
No.5 (CANH) – 
No.8 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector, and
go to step 6.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_ENG_CAN2 and the J/C_ENG_CAN
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector (both 2 connectors).

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
connector. (Do not connect harness to the ECU)

HINT
Refer to "PRECAUTIONS".

3. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between (CANH)
terminal and (CANL) terminal at the ECU check harness. These
circuits are identified as terminal E59 and terminal E79 on the
ECU check harness D.

NOYES

6 Check harness in CAN bus line between engine ECU and J/C_ENG_CAN2 (Failure Site 7)

D
E79
E59

SHTS021270300050
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (Engine ECU)
E59 (CANH) – 
E79 (CANL)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. CAN bus line disconnection between engine
ECU and J/C_ENG_CAN2
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between (CANP)
terminal and (CANH) terminal at the ECU check harness. These
circuits are identified as terminal V17 and terminal V37 on the
ECU check harness A.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN bus line between engine ECU and CAN-TMN2 (terminating resistance)
(Failure Site 6)

A
V37
V17

SHTS021270300051

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (Engine ECU)
V17 (CANN) – 
V37 (CANP)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Disconnect ECU Check Harness.
Go to step 8.

CAN bus line disconnection between engine
ECU and CAN-TMN2 (terminating resistance)
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–71

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the connector of the engine ECU.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Erase the malfunction history and set the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

6. Connect the EGR controller connector.

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. Check that the EGR controller communication failure (U010A) is
not detected.

NOYES

8 Inspect the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300052

Did the EGR controller communication failure (U010A) disappear?

Go to step 9. Replace the EGR controller.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–72

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Connect the VNT controller connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the VNT controller communication failure (U010C) is
not detected.

NOYES

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the NOx sensor 1 communication failure (U029D) is not
detected.

NOYES

9 Inspect the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300053

Did the VNT controller communication failure (U010C) disappear?

Go to step 10. Replace the VNT controller.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

10  NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300054

Did the NOx sensor 1 communication failure (U029D) disappear?

Go to step 11. Replace the NOx sensor 1.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–73

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the NOx sensor 2 communication failure (U029E) is not
detected.

NOYES

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Disconnect the DEF sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that the DEF sensor communication failure (U02A2) is not
detected.

NOYES

11 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300055

Did the NOx sensor 2 communication failure (U029E) disappear?

Go to step 12. Replace the NOx sensor 2.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

12 Check the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300056

Did the DEF sensor communication failure (U02A2) disappear?

Procedure completed.
If another CAN communication system DTC
is detected, go to the diagnostic procedure
for the detected DTC.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

Replace the DEF sensor.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–74

PRE-INSPECTION FOR ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (500 k) 

[DIESEL]
EN01H02127030602016015

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that any DTC other than CAN communication system DTC
(U****) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected Engine ECU

SHTS021270300057

Has a DTC other than CAN communication system DTC (U****) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–75

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following sensors and controllers connected to the
Engine_control/Diagnosis_CAN line.

• DCU(53P), engine ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, vehicle control ECU,
CAN-TMN

3. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the CAH1
terminal in the DCU vehicle-side connector (53P) and the 4th ter-
minal and 16th terminal in the diagnostic connector (16P).

NOYES

2 Check for +B/GND short-circuit in CAN H-line

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET +24V

K9G
CAN-
KS4

TC
KS2

DSW
KPZ

ISOK
K9E

CAN+
KS3

SGND
K9H

CGFR
L30

+
KE4

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

SHTS021270300058

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU vehicle-side 
connector – Diag-
nostic connector
CAH1 – 4th
CAH1 – 16th

No Continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (500 k)" and check the CAN bus line.



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–76

1. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the CAL1
terminal in the DCU vehicle-side connector (53P) and the 4th ter-
minal and 16th terminal in the diagnostic connector (16P).

NOYES

3 Check for +B/GND short-circuit in CAN L-line

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET +24V

K9G
CAN-
KS4

TC
KS2

DSW
KPZ

ISOK
K9E

CAN+
KS3

SGND
K9H

CGFR
L30

+
KE4

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

SHTS021270300059

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU vehicle-side 
connector – Diag-
nostic connector
CAL1 – 4th
CAL1 – 16th

No Continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (500 k)" and check the CAN bus line.



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–77

1. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the follow-
ing terminals.

(1) Between the CAH1 terminal and CAL1 terminal in the DCU
(53P).

(2) Between the 1st terminal and 2nd terminal in the CAN_TMN.

NOYES

4 Check the terminating resistance

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH1

CAL1

SHTS021270300060

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DCU (53P): 
CAH1 – CAL1
CAN_TMN: 
1st – 2nd

120  10 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the faulty part.
After replacing the part, confirm that no CAN
communication system DTC is detected.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–78

1. Connect the DCU (53P) connector and CAN-TMN connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the terminating resistance of
DCU (53P).

NOYES

5 Check the resistance

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH1

CAL1

SHTS021270300061

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DCU (53P): 
CAH1 – CAL1

45 – 75 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
CAN bus line (main line and trunk lines)
between terminating resistances is normal.
Go to the diagnostic procedure for the
detected DTC.

Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (500 k)" and check the CAN bus line.



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–79

PRE-INSPECTION FOR ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (500 k) 

[HYBRID]
EN01H02127030602016016

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check that any DTC other than CAN communication system DTC
(U****) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected Engine ECU

SHTS021270300062

Has a DTC other than CAN communication system DTC (U****) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–80

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following sensors and controllers connected to the
Engine_control/Diagnosis_CAN line.

• DCU(53P), engine ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, vehicle control ECU,
HV PCU

3. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the CAH1
terminal in the DCU vehicle-side connector (53P) and the 4th ter-
minal and 16th terminal in the diagnostic connector (16P).

NOYES

2 Check for +B/GND short-circuit in CAN H-line

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET +24V

K9G
CAN-
KS4

TC
KS2

DSW
KPZ

ISOK
K9E

CAN+
KS3

SGND
K9H

CGFR
L30

+
KE4

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

SHTS021270300063

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU vehicle-side 
connector – Diag-
nostic connector
CAH1 – 4th
CAH1 – 16th

No Continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (500 k)" and check the CAN bus line.



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–81

1. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the CAL1
terminal in the DCU vehicle-side connector (53P) and the 4th ter-
minal and 16th terminal in the diagnostic connector (16P).

NOYES

3 Check for +B/GND short-circuit in CAN L-line

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET +24V

K9G
CAN-
KS4

TC
KS2

DSW
KPZ

ISOK
K9E

CAN+
KS3

SGND
K9H

CGFR
L30

+
KE4

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

SHTS021270300064

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU vehicle-side 
connector – Diag-
nostic connector
CAL1 – 4th
CAL1 – 16th

No Continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (500 k)" and check the CAN bus line.



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–82

1. Use the electrical tester to measure the terminating resistance of
DCU (53P).

NOYES

4 Check the DCU (terminating resistance)

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH1

CAL1

SHTS021270300065

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DCU (53P): 
CAH1 – CAL1

120  10 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the DCU.
After replacing the DCU, confirm that no CAN
communication system DTC is detected.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–83

1. Use the electrical tester to measure the terminating resistance of
the HV ECU.

NOYES

5 Check the HV ECU (terminating resistance)

SHTS021270300066

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV ECU 
21st – 22nd

120  10 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the HV ECU.
After replacing the ECU, confirm that no CAN
communication system DTC is detected.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–84

1. Connect the DCU (53P) connector and HV PCU connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the terminating resistance of
DCU (53P).

NOYES

6 Check the resistance

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH1

CAL1

SHTS021270300067

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DCU (53P): 
CAH1 – CAL1

45 – 75 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
CAN bus line (main line and trunk lines)
between terminating resistances is normal.
Go to the diagnostic procedure for the
detected DTC.

Replace the DCU.
Refer to "DISCONNECTION INSPECTION
FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L
LINE (500 k)" and check the CAN bus line.



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–85

DISCONNECTION INSPECTION FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L

LINE (500 k) [DIESEL]
EN01H02127030602016017

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following controller connectors connected to the
Engine_control/Diagnosis_CAN line.

• Engine ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, vehicle control ECU

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on the DCU side, viewed
from J/C_CAN5.

NOYES

1 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN5 and DCU (Failure Site 8)

SHTS021270300068

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN5: 
5th – 10th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN5 connector, and go to
step 2.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_CAN5 and the DCU
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–86

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on the J/C_CAN5 side,
viewed from J/C_CAN1 (10P).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on the J/C_CAN1 (10P)
side, viewed from J/C_CAN2.

NOYES

2 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/C_CAN5 (Failure Site 7)

SHTS021270300069

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN1 (10P): 
5th – 10th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector, and
go to step 3.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_CAN1 (10P) and J/C_CAN5
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

3 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN2 and J/C_CAN1 (10P) (Failure Site 6)

SHTS021270300070

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN2: 
6th – 17th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 connector, and go to
step 4.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_CAN2 and J/C_CAN1 (10P)
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–87

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on the J/C_CAN2 side,
viewed from J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
side, viewed from CAN_TMN.

NOYES

4 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2 (Failure Site 5)

SHTS021270300071

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN1 (22P): 
6th – 17th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

5 Check harness in CAN bus line between CAN_TMN and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (Failure Site 4)

SHTS021270300072

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN1 (22P): 
5th – 16th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector, and
go to step 6.

CAN bus line disconnection between
CAN_TMN and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–88

1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
DLC CAN H line terminal and L line terminal.

NOYES

6 Check harness in CAN bus line between DLC and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (Failure Site 1)

+24V
K9G

CAN-
KS4

TC
KS2

DSW
KPZ

ISOK
K9E

CAN+
KS3

SGND
K9H

CGFR
L30

+
KE4

SHTS021270300073

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK DLC: 6th – 14th 45 – 75 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. CAN bus line disconnection between DLC
and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–89

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
connector. (Do not connect harness to the ECU)

3. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between (CANL)
terminal and (CANH) terminal at the ECU check harness. These
circuits are identified as terminal V16 and terminal V36 on the
ECU check harness A.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN bus line between engine ECU and J/C_CAN5 (Failure Site 3)

A
V36
V16

SHTS021270300074

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (Engine ECU)
V16 (CANL) – 
V36 (CANH)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
If another CAN communication system DTC
is detected, go to the diagnostic procedure
for the detected DTC.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

CAN bus line disconnection between engine
ECU and J/C_CAN5
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–90

DISCONNECTION INSPECTION FOR ENGINE CAN_H COMMUNICATION L

LINE (500 k) [HYBRID]
EN01H02127030602016018

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following controller connectors connected to the
Engine_control/Diagnosis_CAN line.

• Engine ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, vehicle control ECU

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on the DCU side, viewed
from J/C_CAN5.

NOYES

1 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN5 and DCU (Failure Site 8)

SHTS021270300075

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN5: 
5th – 10th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN5 connector, and go to
step 2.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_CAN5 and the DCU
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING 2–91

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on the J/C_CAN5 side,
viewed from J/C_CAN2.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on the J/C_CAN2 side,
viewed from J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

2 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN2 and J/C_CAN5 (Failure Site 7)

SHTS021270300076

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN2: 
6th – 17th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 connector, and go to
step 3.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_CAN2 and J/C_CAN5
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

3 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2 (Failure Sites 2 & 6)

SHTS021270300077

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN1 (22P):
6th – 17th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector, and
go to step 4.

CAN bus line disconnection between J/
C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)



ENGINE (J05E)/TROUBLESHOOTING2–92

1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on J/C_CAN1 (22P) side,
viewed from J/C_CAN1 (10P).

NOYES

1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the CAN H-line and L-line on J/C_CAN1 (10P) side,
viewed from HV PCU.

NOYES

4 Check harness in CAN bus line between J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (Failure Site 5)

SHTS021270300078

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN1 (10P): 
3rd – 8th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. CAN bus line disconnection between CAN_J/
C2 and vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

5 Check harness in CAN bus line between HV PCU and J/C_CAN1 (10P) (Failure Site 4)

SHTS021270300079

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
J/C_CAN1 (10P): 
5th – 10th

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector, and
go to step 6.

CAN bus line disconnection between HV
PCU and J/C_CAN1 (10P)
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
DLC CAN H line terminal and L line terminal.

NOYES

6 Check harness in CAN bus line between DLC and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (Failure Site 1)

+24V
K9G

CAN-
KS4

TC
KS2

DSW
KPZ

ISOK
K9E

CAN+
KS3

SGND
K9H

CGFR
L30

+
KE4

SHTS021270300080

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK DLC: 6th – 14th 45 – 75 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. CAN bus line disconnection between DLC
and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
connector. (Do not connect harness to the ECU)

3. Use electrical tester to measure the resistance between (CANL)
terminal and (CANH) terminal at the ECU check harness. These
circuits are identified as terminal V16 and terminal V36 on the
ECU check harness A.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN bus line between engine ECU and J/C_CAN5 (Failure Site 3)

A
V36
V16

SHTS021270300081

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (Engine ECU)
V16 (CANL) – 
V36 (CANH)

110 – 130 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
If another CAN communication system DTC
is detected, go to the diagnostic procedure
for the detected DTC.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)

CAN bus line disconnection between engine
ECU and No. J/C_CAN5
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform After-inspection work. (Clear all past
DTC. Check no DTC is stored after test
drive.)
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MALFUNCTION CODES FOR FAULTY ACTUATOR POWER RELAY
EN01H02127030602016019

Since the following actuators and switches are connected in the downstream of the actuator power relay, more than one
malfunction code or functional failure can occur.
Check the supply circuit from the actuator power relay. 

Sensor Case

Brake switch P0504

EGR actuator U1122

VNT actuator U1123

DPR regeneration switch Manual regeneration failure of DPR

Exhaust brake
Functional failure

Cruise

Aftertreatment fuel injector P20CD
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ENG BASIC INSPECTION SHEET (ENGINE INSPECTION CHECK SHEET)
EN01H02127030602016020

* After inspection, indicate a check mark in the boxes below.

Inspec-
tion 

steps
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Inspec-
tion area

Engine/
ECU

Fuel 
tank, 
filter

Air intake 
system 
parts

Sensor 
system

Exhaust 
system/
exhaust 
brake

VN turbo-
charger

EGR 
valve/
cooler

Injector
Supply 
pump

Inspec-
tion items

Check-
ing the 
diagno-

sis code.

Inspect 
the fuel 

tank.
Low-
grade 
fuel, 

contami-
nants or 

mois-
ture 

inclusion

Inspect 
the air 

cleaner.
Fouled 
element

Dam-
age in 

the sen-
sor har-

ness
Poor fit 
of the 
sensor 
coupler

Gas leak 
from 
tight-
ened 

and fas-
tened 
areas

Follow 
ability 
during 
inspec-

tion 
(Devia-
tion  
8% or 
under)

Follow 
ability 
during 
inspec-

tion 
(Devia-
tion  
5% or 
under)

Inspect 
the 

injector 
drive 

wiring.

Inspect 
the 

power 
supply.
Actua-

tion and 
wiring of 

main 
relay

Check 
the pro-

gram 
part No.

Inspect 
the fuel 
hose.
Break-
age, 

crush or 
clogging

Inspect 
the air 
flow 

meter 
for any 
degra-
dation/
deterio-
ration.
Fouling 

and 
assem-

bly 
direction

Inspect 
the rota-
tion sig-

nal 
system.
NE or G 
active 

flag and 
pulsar 

damage

Inspect 
actua-
tion of 

the 
exhaust 
brake.

Clogged 
cooler

Inspect 
the com-

pres-
sion.

Inspect 
SCV 
resis-
tance.

Check 
the 

injector 
calibra-

tion 
data.

Inspect 
the fuel 

pipe.
Connec-
tion to 

IN/OUT 
and 

wrong 
assem-

bly

Inspect 
the air 
hose.

Loose-
ness, 
crush 
and 

loose 
clamp

Inspect 
the 

acceler-
ator sen-

sor.
0 to 

100% 
voltage

Check a 
valve 
gap.

Inspect 
appear-
ance of 

the 
injector.
Pres-

ence of 
deposit 
at the 
end

Inspect 
SCV 

amper-
age dur-

ing 
idling.
Vari-

ance in 
amper-
age ( 
40 mA)
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Inspec-
tion items

Check 
the sup-

ply 
pump 

specifi-
cation 

learning

Inspect 
the fuel 

filter.
Ele-

ment, 
separa-
tor and 
gauze 
filter

Inspect 
the 

boost 
sensor. 
Inspect 
the sen-
sors and 

check 
the 

hoses 
for clog-

ging.

Engine 
coolant 
temper-

ature 
sensor
Output 
voltage 

and 
resis-
tance

Injec-
tion 

quantity 
compen-

sation 
between 

cylin-
ders

Check 
through 

data 
monitor-

ing.

Inspect 
the set 
timing.
Check 
gear 

phases.

Check 
for free 
smoke.

Inspect 
air inclu-

sion.
Priming 
opera-

tion and 
air 

bleeding

Inter-
cooler 
body 
and 

Dam-
age in 
hoses

Com-
mon rail 

pres-
sure 

sensor
Inspect 
HINO 

DXⅡ fuel 
leakage 

and 
check 
follow 

ability to 
actual 
level.

Inspect 
a com-
pen-
sated 

injection 
quantity.
Check 
writing.

ECU 
data 

monitor 
(Check 
HINO 
DX Ⅱ 

reports.)

Exter-
nal fuel 
leakage
Check 
pipes 
and 

hoses 
for leak-

age.

Inspect 
an injec-

tion 
quantity.
1. Idling 
speed
2. Mid 
speed

Internal 
fuel 

leakage
Pres-

ence of 
an 

increase 
in 

engine 
oil

Inspec-
tion 

steps
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Inspec-
tion area

Engine/
ECU

Fuel 
tank, 
filter

Air intake 
system 
parts

Sensor 
system

Exhaust 
system/
exhaust 
brake

VN turbo-
charger

EGR 
valve/
cooler

Injector
Supply 
pump
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Actions to 
be taken 

upon 
"fail" 

judgment

- Check 
parts 
based 

on each 
diagno-

sis code.

-
Remove 
contami-

nants 
and foul-
ing and 
replace 

low-
grade 
fuel.

-
Replace 
the ele-
ment.

- Re-fit 
and 

repair 
dam-
aged 
parts.

- 
Retighte
n.

- Inspect 
or 

replace 
the turbo 
charger.

- Clean 
or 

replace 
the 

valve.

- Check 
for dis-
connec-

tion.

- Inspect 
the relay 
upstrea
m fuse.

- Repro-
gram 

with the 
latest 

part No.

- 
Replace 
deforme
d parts.

- Clean 
or 

replace 
the air 
flow 

meter.

- 
Replace 
the sen-

sor.

- Check 
air leak-
age and 
exhaust 
brake 
mag-
netic 
valve 

opera-
tion.

- Inspect 
or 

replace 
the turbo 
charger.

- Clean 
the 

cooler.

- Clean 
the end 
of the 
nozzle 
needle.

- Write a 
correct 
calibra-

tion 
data.

- Cor-
rect 

wrong 
assem-
bly to 
proper 
assem-

bly.

- 
Replace 
the hose 

and 
retighten 

the 
clamp.

- Adjust 
a gap.

- Stan-
dard  5 

q

- Per-
form the 
supply 
pump 

specifi-
cation 

learning 
again.

- 
Replace 
the ele-
ment.

- 
Replace 
the sen-

sor.

- Free 
acceler-

ation 
method 
smoke 

test
Stan-

dard: 10 
% or 
less 

without 
muffler.

- Air 
bleeding

- 
Replace 
the hose 

and 
retighten 

the 
clamp.

- Clear 
data 
after 

output-
ting a

- Inspect 
for fuel 
leakage 
(check 

connec-

Inspec-
tion 

steps
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Inspec-
tion area

Engine/
ECU

Fuel 
tank, 
filter

Air intake 
system 
parts

Sensor 
system

Exhaust 
system/
exhaust 
brake

VN turbo-
charger

EGR 
valve/
cooler

Injector
Supply 
pump
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Standard injection quantity

J05E

Idling (normal)
r/min 750

Injection quantity (mm3/st) 7 – 16

Mid-speed inspection point
r/min 1,500

Injection quantity (mm3/st) 10 or more (AT)

Standard DPR filter differential pressure
r/min 2,800

Differential pressure 1.5 kPa or under
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NO DTC
EN01H02127030602016021

ENGINE LOW POWER, MISS-FIRE, HESITATION, KNOCKING, RUNNING ROUGH

No Parts Check contents Judgement
Check 

(Pass/Fail)
If fail

1 Injector
Injection quantity at 1,500r/min No load 
Coolant temp. more than 80 C {176 F}

10 (mm3/st) or 
more

Injector 
Replace

2 Injector
Cylinder cut-off test
(Detail on next page A)

Find knocking 
cylinder

Injector 
Replace

3 Air filter
Check restriction or contamination of the 
air cleaner element
(Detail on next page B)

No restriction 
Genuine parts

Filter 
Replace

4 Air hoses
Visually check
(Detail on next page C)

No bending
No leaking

Fix Replace

5 Intake throttle
Visually check
Active test by HINO DX Ⅱ
(Detail on next page D)

No excessive dirt 
inside
Drilled 3 holes 
Following target

Drill holes

6 Mass air flow sensor
Mass air flow test at 100% Free accelera-
tion (Detail on next page E)

Difference 
between old and 
new sensor less 
than 10%

MAF 
Replace

7 Exhaust Brake
Visually check
Open and close butterfly valve
(Detail on next page F)

No sticking
No seizing

Exhaust 
brake 
Replace

8 Engine Compression test More than 340psi Overhaul
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A

Cylinder cut-off test

Engine


Data monitor and Active test


Active test Setting


 Injection stop cylinder, cylinder No.xx


Start/OK

 

1. Park vehicle with parking brake set, 
and chock whiles.

2. Set engine speed at 1,500r/min by 
cruse control switch.

3. Check each cylinder for decreased 
level of knock. If the knock 
decreases during cut out test, that 
cylinder should be considered 
abnormal fueling injector

B

Air Filter Visually check

(Single cab)

(Crew cab)

(Single cab)

(Crew cab)

C

Air hoses Visually check

CHECK NO RESTRICTION 
AND GENUINE PARTS

CHECK NO RESTRICTION 
AND GENUINE PARTS

CHECK INDICATOR

CHECK INDICATOR

CHECK TIGHTNESS, NO BENDING CHECK TIGHTNESS, NO 
BENDING AND NO LEAK

CHECK TIGHTNESS, NO 
BENDING AND NO LEAK
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D

Intake throttle Visually check

No excessive dirt inside of throttle 
body and no movement between but-
terfly valve and shaft

Intake throttle activation test

Engine


Inspection Menu


Intake throttle valve inspection


Start inspection

 

1. Park vehicle with parking brake set, 
and chock whiles.

2. When click [UP/DOWN] button, the 
directed Intake throttle valve posi-
tion changes from 0% to 90% by 
10% step. 
Confirm actual intake throttle valve 
position is followed directed intake 
throttle valve.

E

Mass air flow sensor check

Engine


Inspection Menu


Amount of intake air flow inspection


Start inspection

 

1. Park vehicle with parking brake set, 
and chock whiles.

2. Make accelerator 100% when park-
ing.
Coolant temp must be more than 
80C {176F}

3. Click keep and white down the 
value. (A)

4. Replace initial MAF to bran new 
one.

5. Do again (2) and (3). (B)

Calculation form: {(B)-(A)} / (B) x 100 
< 10

F

Exhaust Brake valve check
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DPR NORMAL MANUAL REGENERATION IS NOT COMPLETE

No Parts Check contents Judgement
Check 

(Pass/Fail)
If fail

1 Fuel addition valve
Check carbon of fuel addition valve nozzle 
and folder

No carbon 
deposited

Cleaning 
carbon
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DTC: P0005
EN01H02127030602016022

P0005: Fuel Cut Valve stuck closed
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU monitors the pressure in the fuel pipe based on the value of the fuel pressure sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Sticking of the fuel cut valve (FCV) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine revolution is 700 r/min or more.

• The difference between the actual common rail pressure and the target common rail pressure is 7.8 MPa/sec
or less.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The pressure in the fuel pipe is 0 MPa or less when the engine revolution is 750 r/min, and remains at 0.2 MPa
or less for 30 seconds even when the engine revolution becomes 1000 r/min or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• DPR automatic regeneration may not be performed properly.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Power supply for fuel cut valve.

• Fuel leakage (loose joint bolt), clogging, crush, and wrong assembly in fuel pipe.

• Defect of fuel cut valve.

EB4EBP TYP 0.7A (FCV)
(FCV)

Engine ECU
Fuel cut valve

FCV

SHTS021270300096
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0005

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and check
any DTC listed below other than P0005. 

- P0006, P0007, P016F

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector from the fuel cut valve.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the pressure between the fuel
cut valve vehicle side connector FCV terminal and ground.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300097

Is any DTC other than P0005 detected?

Go to the relevant DTC-specific trouble-
shooting.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the power supply for the fuel cut valve

BODY GND

SHTS021270300098

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Fuel cut valve 
vehicle side con-
nector FCV termi-
nal –Ground

8 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Inspect the power supply circuit of the
engine ECU.
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1. Check if any of the following defects is found in the pipe between
the fuel cut valve and the fuel dosing valve.

• Fuel leakage (loose joint bolt)

• Crush

• Wrong assembly

NOYES

1. Bleed air from the fuel cut valve downstream pipe and also check
that there is no clogging in the pipe.

<Inspection procedure>

- Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

- Loosen the downstream side joint bolt.

- Slowly push the feed pump on the fuel pump until fuel comes out.

! CAUTION
 

Use care, as a large amount of fuel may come out if the feed pump
is pushed excessively.

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel cut valve downstream pipe 1

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the defective part. After
repair or replacement, bleed air from the
pipe.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the fuel cut valve downstream pipe 2

Is fuel drained? Is bleeding air completed?

Replace the fuel cut valve. Go to step 5.
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1. Check if any of the following defects is found in the pipe between
the fuel pump and the fuel cut valve.
(1) Fuel leakage (loose joint bolt)
(2) Crush
(3) Wrong assembly

NOYES

1. Bleed air from the fuel cut valve upstream pipe and also check that
there is no clogging in the pipe.

<Inspection procedure>

- Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

- Loosen the upstream side joint bolt.

- Slowly push the feed pump on the fuel pump until fuel comes out.

! CAUTION
 

Use care, as a large amount of fuel may come out if the feed pump
is pushed excessively.

NOYES

5 Inspect the fuel cut valve upstream pipe 1

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the defective part. After
repair or replacement, bleed air from the
pipe.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the fuel cut valve upstream pipe 2

Is fuel drained? Is bleeding air completed?

Replace the fuel cut valve. Clean or replace the fuel cut valve upstream
pipe.
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DTC: P0006 and P0007
EN01H02127030602016023

P0006: Malfunction of fuel cut valve (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Fuel cut valve is not working properly.

• Possible magnetic valve failure or harness GND short-circuit

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Fuel cut valve inactivity request is in progress.

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the fuel cut valve circuit voltage is 2.8 V or less remains for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• DPR automatic regeneration may not be performed properly.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• GND short-circuit in fuel cut valve signal line

• Malfunction of fuel cut valve

• Malfunction of engine ECU

EB4EBP TYP 0.7A (FCV)
(FCV)

Engine ECU

Fuel cut valve

FCV

SHTS021270300099
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P0007: Malfunction of fuel cut valve (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Fuel cut valve is not working properly.

• Possible magnetic valve failure or +B short-circuit or disconnection

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Fuel cut valve inactivity request is in progress.

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the fuel cut valve circuit voltage is 3 V or more remains for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• DPR automatic regeneration may not be performed properly.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage and make sure it is okay.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• +B short-circuit or disconnection in exhaust brake drive signal line.

• Malfunction of exhaust brake magnetic valve.

• Malfunction of engine ECU.

EB4EBP TYP 0.7A (FCV)
(FCV)

Engine ECU

Fuel cut valve

FCV

SHTS021270300100
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0006 and P0007

1. Check the connection of the fuel cut valve connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the fuel cut valve.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuel cut valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the fuel cut valve

Was any failure found?

Install the fuel cut valve correctly.
Replace the fuel cut valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the fuel cut valve connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the fuel cut valve FCV and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU (Do not con-
nect the harness to the ECU).

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) FCV (E31)
terminal and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel cut valve unit

BODY GND
FCV

SHTS021270300101

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Fuel cut valve
FCV – Ground

20 C {68 F}: 
8.0 – 9.2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the fuel cut valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect for short-circuit of the fuel cut valve harness

BODY GND

C

E31

SHTS021270300102

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
FCV (E31) – 
Ground

  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the fuel cut valve vehicle side connector and the
engine ECU.

NOYES

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0006 or P0007) has been
detected.

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of the fuel cut valve harness

C
FCV

E31

SHTS021270300103

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Fuel cut valve 
vehicle side con-
nector – 
Engine ECU 
(signal check har-
ness)
FCV – FCV (E31)

2  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300104

Has DTC (P0006 or P0007) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0016
EN01H02127030602016024

P0016: Crankshaft position sensor and Camshaft position sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• A phase difference (deviation) between the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) pulse and
engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) pulse is diagnosed.

<Description of malfunction>

• Detect the phase difference between engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) pulse and engine
speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) pulse.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed is in the range from 700 to 1,000 r/min.

• Engine coolant temperature is 60 C {140 F} or higher.

• A difference between an actual engine speed and a target engine speed is 20 r/min or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A phase difference between the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) pulse and engine
speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) pulse remains 15.5 C {59.9 F} or less or 26.5 C {79.7 F} or
greater for 1 second or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

  

 

Crankshaft position 
sensor pulse

No pulse section

Camshaft position  
sensor pulse

Extra pulse

Monitor location

112 pulses per 2 revolutions

5 pulses per 2 revolutions

SHTS021270300105
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors
Camshaft gear: Check assembly.
Flywheel: Check for miss assembly.
Engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor): Check the installation position.
Engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor): Check the installation position.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0016

1. Check that the camshaft gear is properly assembled.

NOYES

1. Check that the flywheel is properly assembled.

NOYES

1. Check that the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position
sensor) engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) are
installed to the proper position.

NOYES

1 Inspect the camshaft gear

Was any failure found?

Assemble the camshaft gear properly. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the flywheel

Was any failure found?

Assemble the flywheel normally. Go to step 3.

3 Inspect engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor), engine speed sub sensor
(camshaft position sensor)

Was any failure found?

Install the engine speed main sensor (crank-
shaft position sensor) and the engine speed
sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) in
proper locations.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0027
EN01H02127030602016025

P0027: Exhaust Brake Performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected sticking of the exhaust brake valve.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• DPR regeneration is in process.

• The vehicle speed is 0 km/h.

• The time of 60 seconds has elapsed after the exhaust brake was actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The difference between the fuel injection quantity while the exhaust brake is working and the fuel injection
quantity when the exhaust brake is not actuated is 5 mm3/st or less. And also, the difference between the air
flow while the exhaust brake is working and the air flow when the exhaust brake is not actuated is -50 mg/cyl
or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The exhaust brake does not work.

• DPR regeneration is not terminated successfully.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in characteristics of air flow sensor

• Diesel throttle sticking

• Bend, clogging, and crack of piping and hose

• Improper adjustment of exhaust brake valve

• Malfunction of exhaust brake valve
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0027

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and check
any DTC listed below other than P0027.

- P0101, P04D5, P2101, P2526

NOYES

1. Check the piping and hose, connected to the exhaust brake valve,
for bend, clogging, and crack.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300106

Has a DTC other than P0027 been detected?

Perform the relevant DTC-specific trouble-
shooting.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust brake valve piping and hose

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed. Go to step 3.
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1. Check the exhaust brake valve for unease and sticking.

NOYES

1. Perform a DPR forced regeneration.

2. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and read the detected DTCs.

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust brake valve

SHTS021270300107

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust brake valve. Replace if
necessary. After clearing or replacement, go
to Step 4.

Go to step 5.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300108

Has DTC P0027 been detected?

Go to step 5. Procedure completed.
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1. Warm up the engine. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F} or
more)

2. Turn OFF the devices that place load on the engine, such as the
air conditioner and PTO.

<Inspection procedure>

- Adjust the engine revolution to 980 r/min by using the idling volume.
(For vehicles without the idling volume, adjust the engine revolution
to 980 r/min by using [Data monitor and Active test] for the diagnostic
system.)

- Select [Engine] on the screen of the diagnostic system.

- Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test].

- Turn ON/OFF the exhaust brake switch, and check the difference
between the injection quantity of the injector while the exhaust brake
is working and the injection quantity when the exhaust brake is not
actuated.

NOYES

5 Inspect the exhaust brake valve

SHTS021270300109

Measurement conditions Standard values

• Engine revolution: 980 r/
min

• Engine coolant tempera-
ture: 
80 C {176 F} or more

• Turn OFF the air condi-
tioner, PTO, and other 
devices that place load on 
the engine.

10 – 18 mm3/st

Is the measured value within the standard values? (There shall be a change in the injection quan-
tity between while the exhaust brake is working and when it is not actuated.)

Go to step 6. Adjust the butterfly opening of the exhaust
brake. (Refer to the service manual.)
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1. Perform a DPR forced regeneration.

2. After regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic system, select
[Engine] and check the detected DTCs.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300110

Has DTC P0027 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU. Procedure completed.
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DTC: P003A
EN01H02127030602016026

P003A: Initialization failure (VNT actuator initialize error)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed
and boost pressure.

• The LEA has a sensor to detect the movement of the actuator, always monitoring the reading and actual value of
the nozzle vane opening.

• Wiping operation is performed while the engine is stopped for the purpose of removing soot and oil coming out from
the range of vane operation and checking the turbo mechanical operating range for abnormality.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

1. Initialization failure
When the amount of operation after power has been turned ON is larger than HI 
range, or when the Hall IC output does not become constant after 5 seconds 
has elapsed

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Moter driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300111
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• VNT link is stuck or cannot operate due to rust, etc.

• External link is disconnected.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P003A

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P003A (for exam-
ple, U010C) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P003A has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300112

Has a DTC other than P003A been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC.
After repairing, go to step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300113

Has DTC P003A been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position. 

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P003A has been detected.
HINT
Turn the key LOCK and ON verifies the wiping operation of the
VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

3 Inspect the operation of the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300114

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK  ON

Has DTC P003A been detected?

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] [VNT inspection] from the menu, and
inspect the response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual
VNT position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of 10% per step between 0 –
90%.

NOYES

4 Check the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300115

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 3 seconds.

Are the measurements within standard value?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0045
EN01H02127030602016027

P0045: DC motor terminal open circuit or DC motor coil open circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed
and boost pressure.

• The LEA has a sensor to detect the movement of the actuator, always monitoring the target and actual value of the
nozzle vane opening.

• Wiping operation is performed while the engine is stopped for the purpose of removing soot and oil coming out from
the range of vane operation and checking the turbo mechanical operating range for abnormality.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• DTC P259F detected.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

Item Details (Reference)

Motor terminal or 
coil disconnection

When 1st, 2nd and 3rd conditions simultaneously form in the following matrix:

1st 2nd 3rd

Terminal U Output Batt. Voltage ≤ 1 V (Condition (c)) ≤ 1 V (Condition (e))

Terminal V ≤ 1 V (Condition (a)) Output Batt. Voltage ≤ 1 V (Condition (f))

Terminal W ≤ 1 V (Condition (b)) ≤ 1 V (Condition (d)) Output Batt. Voltage

Condition of motor 
open circuit

(a) or (b) (c) or (d) (e) or (f)

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300116
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3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty contact in VNT controller connector

• LEA internal disconnection

• Controller internal disconnection
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0045

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0045 (for exam-
ple U010C) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P0045 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300117

Has DTC other than P0045 (for example U010C) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC.
Go to step 2 after repair.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300118

Has DTC P0045 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the VNT actuator and VNT controller connector and
connect properly again.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0045 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0045 has been detected.
HINT
Turning the switch OFF and ON verifies the wiping operation of
the VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

3 Check the connector connection [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

VNT controller

SHTS021270300119

Has DTC P0045 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed. 
(Connector connection is faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the operation of the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300120

Measurement conditions

Starter key: LOCK  ON

Has DTC P0045 been detected?

Replace the VNT controller.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0047
EN01H02127030602016028

P0047: DC motor terminal short circuit, DC motor short circuit 
(Short to Battery) (VNT actuator motor short to BATT)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed and
boost pressure.

• The LEA has a sensor to detect the movement of the actuator, always monitoring the reading and actual value of
the nozzle vane opening.

• Wiping operation is performed while the engine is stopped for the purpose of removing soot and oil coming out from
the range of vane operation and checking the turbo mechanical operating range for abnormality.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

1. Motor short-circuit When LO-side current of at least 20.7 A is detected 3 times.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300121
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Short-circuit in VNT actuator motor coil.

• VNT controller internal short.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0047

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0047 (for exam-
ple U010C) has been detected.

HINT
Due to CAN communication failure P0047 may have been
detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P0047 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300122

Has DTC U010C been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC.
Go to step 2 after repair.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300123

Has DTC P0047 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the VNT actuator and VNT controller connector and
connect properly again.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0047 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0047 has been detected.
HINT
Turning the switch LOCK and ON verifies the wiping operation of
the VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

3 Check the connector connection [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Has DTC P0047 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
(Connector connection is faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the operation of the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300124

Measurement conditions

Starter key: LOCK  ON

Has DTC P0047 been detected?

Replace the VNT controller.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0048
EN01H02127030602016029

P0048: DC motor terminal short circuit, DC motor short circuit 
(Short to GND) (VNT actuator motor short to GND)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed and
boost pressure.

• The LEA has a sensor to detect the movement of the actuator, always monitoring the reading and actual value of
the nozzle vane opening.

• Wiping operation is performed while the engine is stopped for the purpose of removing soot and oil coming out from
the range of vane operation and checking the turbo mechanical operating range for abnormality.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the engine is in operation: Always

• While the engine is stopped: During wiping operation
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

1. Motor circuit short When LO-side current of at least 20.7 A is detected 3 times.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300125
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• VNT actuator motor coil disconnection.

• VNT controller internal disconnection.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0048

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0048 (for exam-
ple U010C) has been detected.

HINT
Due to CAN communication failure P0048 may have been
detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P0048 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300126

Has DTC U010C been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC.
Go to step 2 after repair.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300127

Has DTC P0048 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the VNT actuator and VNT controller connector and
connect properly again.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0048 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0048 has been detected.
HINT
Turn the switch LOCK and ON verifies the wiping operation of the
VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

3 Check the connector connection [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Has DTC P0048 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
(Connector connection is faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the operation of the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300128

Measurement conditions

Starter key: LOCK  ON

Has DTC P0048 been detected?

Replace the VNT controller.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P006E
EN01H02127030602016030

P006E: Power supply failure (Out of range low) (VNT actuator power supply too low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed and
boost pressure.

• The LEA has a sensor to detect the movement of the actuator, always monitoring the reading and actual value of
the nozzle vane opening.

• Wiping operation is performed while the engine is stopped for the purpose of removing soot and oil coming out from
the range of vane operation and checking the turbo mechanical operating range for abnormality.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

Power supply voltage failure (Low) Power supply voltage is 8 V or less for at least 6 seconds.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300129
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure in alternator, regulator, or other part of the power supply system 

• Battery is depleted.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P006E

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P006E (U010C)
has been detected.

HINT
Due to CAN communication failure P006E may have been
detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P006E has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300130

Has DTC U010C been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.
After repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300131

Has DTC P006E been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the VNT controller connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the VNT controller vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Check the VNT controller power supply circuit

GND
+B

SHTS021270300132

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

VNT controller 
vehicle side con-
nector
+B – GND

8 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Check the VNT controller power supply cir-
cuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P006F
EN01H02127030602016031

P006F: Power supply voltage failure 
(Out of range high) (VNT actuator power supply too high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed
and boost pressure.

• The LEA has a sensor to detect the movement of the actuator, always monitoring the reading and actual value of
the nozzle vane opening.

• Wiping operation is performed while the engine is stopped for the purpose of removing soot and oil coming out from
the range of vane operation and checking the turbo mechanical operating range for abnormality.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

Power supply voltage failure (High) Power supply voltage is 18 V or higher for at least 6 seconds.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300133
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure in alternator, regulator, or other part of the power supply system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P006F

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P006F (U010C)
has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P006F has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300134

Has DTC U010C been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.
After repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300135

Has DTC P006F been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the VNT controller connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the VNT controller vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Check the VNT controller power supply circuit

GND
+B

SHTS021270300136

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

VNT controller 
vehicle side con-
nector
+B – GND

8 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Check the VNT controller power supply cir-
cuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P007B
EN01H02127030602016032

P007B: Intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [at Engine Startup]

1. Technical description

• The intercooler outlet temperature sensor, which is installed downstream of the boost pressure sensor, constantly
measures the intake temperature at the intercooler outlet.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake temperature at the intercooler outlet cannot be correctly recognized.

E7Q(E2)
E7P(THG) (THAO)XSW

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sensor

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

$XW
(PC2S)

E1

X85

XZG

Z70

$XV

PCR1

VC1

E2

PCR2

VC2

(E)

(THW)

Z72

XZH

(E2)

(VC2)

(PCR2)

(E2)

(VC)

(PCR1)

(E1)

(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ

EBH

EBN

EBM

EBL

EBK

Z7G

X0Q

J0L

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(THA)

J0M(VC)

(PIM)

(E)

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K

XZJ

(VG)

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(THIA)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

15mA

5mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

10mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

10mA

10mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Intake manifold 
temperature sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECUCoolant temperature sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300137
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The engine speed is 1000 r/min or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is in the range of -30 to 55 C {-22 to 131 F}.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the average temperature of the air intake temperature sensor (built in the air flow sensor) and
the intercooler outlet temperature sensor is 30 C {86 F} or more while the average temperature of the inter-
cooler outlet temperature sensor and the intake manifold temperature sensor is 30 C {86 F} or more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Intercooler outlet temperature sensor malfunction

• Failure of intake air temperature sensor (with built-in air flow sensor)

• Intake air temperature sensor malfunction

- Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

- Faulty resistance (due to sticking)

• ECU sensor power supply failure
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P007B: Intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [while Driving (1)]

1. Technical description

• The intercooler outlet temperature sensor, which is installed downstream of the boost pressure sensor, constantly
measures the intake temperature at the intercooler outlet.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake temperature at the intercooler outlet cannot be correctly recognized.

E7Q(E2)
E7P(THG) (THAO)XSW

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sensor

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

$XW
(PC2S)

E1

X85

XZG

Z70

$XV

PCR1

VC1

E2

PCR2

VC2

(E)

(THW)

Z72

XZH

(E2)

(VC2)

(PCR2)

(E2)

(VC)

(PCR1)

(E1)

(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ

EBH

EBN

EBM

EBL

EBK

Z7G

X0Q

J0L

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(THA)

J0M(VC)

(PIM)

(E)

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K

XZJ

(VG)

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(THIA)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

15mA

5mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

10mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

10mA

10mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Intake manifold 
temperature sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECUCoolant temperature sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300138
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 11 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

The conditions described below remain for 40 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is 1500 r/min or more.

• Fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/st.cyl or more.

• A change in the engine speed is 156 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 78 mm3/st.cyl. sec or less.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• Vehicle speed is 13 mph or more.

• Intake air quantity is 45 g/sec or more.

• Intake air temperature sensor (built-in air flow sensor) is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• Exhaust brake and DPR is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The calculated intercooler efficiency, which is derived from the intake temperature sensor, boost pressure sen-
sor, intercooler outlet temperature sensor, and atmospheric pressure sensor, is greater than 140%.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Intercooler outlet temperature sensor malfunction

• Failure of intake air temperature sensor (with built-in air flow sensor)

• Boost pressure sensor

- Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

- Faulty resistance (due to sticking)

• ECU sensor power supply failure
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P007B: Intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [while Driving (2)]

1. Technical description

• The intercooler outlet temperature sensor, which is installed downstream of the boost pressure sensor, constantly
measures the intake temperature at the intercooler outlet.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake temperature at the intercooler outlet cannot be correctly recognized.

E7Q(E2)
E7P(THG) (THAO)XSW

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sensor

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

$XW
(PC2S)

E1

X85

XZG

Z70

$XV

PCR1

VC1

E2

PCR2

VC2

(E)

(THW)

Z72

XZH

(E2)

(VC2)

(PCR2)

(E2)

(VC)

(PCR1)

(E1)

(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ

EBH

EBN

EBM

EBL

EBK

Z7G

X0Q

J0L

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(THA)

J0M(VC)

(PIM)

(E)

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K

XZJ

(VG)

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(THIA)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

15mA

5mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

10mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

10mA

10mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Intake manifold 
temperature sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECUCoolant temperature sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300139
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 11 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

The conditions described below remain for 40 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is 1500 r/min or more.

• Fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/st.cyl or more.

• A change in the engine speed is 156 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 78 mm3/st.cyl.sec or less.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• Vehicle speed is 13 mile/h or more.

• Intake air quantity is 45 g/sec or more.

• Intake air temperature sensor (built-in air flow sensor) is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• Exhaust brake and DPR are not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the calculated EGR cooler efficiency is less than 65%,

• the difference between the intake manifold air take temperature and the actual intake air temperature is lower
than the specified value (less than 10 C {50 F} when the EGR rate is 0%, less than 17 C {62.6 F} when the
EGR rate is 20% and less than 60 C {140 F} when the EGR rate is 60%), and

• the calculated intercooler efficiency is lower than the specified value (less than 45% when the vehicle speed is
13 mile/h or less than 65% when the vehicle speed is 25 mile/h).

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Intercooler outlet temperature sensor malfunction

• Failure of intake air temperature sensor (with built-in air flow sensor)

• Intake manifold temperature sensor malfunction

• Boost pressure sensor

- Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

- Faulty resistance (due to sticking)

• ECU sensor power supply failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P007B

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] from the menu, and check if any DTC other than
P007B (for example, P0401, P0402, P0404, P0234, P0299,
P22D3, or turbocharger/EGR system DTC) has been detected.

HINT
Intercooler outlet temperature sensor characteristic abnormality
judgement is performed based on the boost pressure and EGR
rate data.
If EGR system or Turbo DTC are detected, perform another failure
diagnosis starting from the first DTC associated with the malfunc-
tion.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the intercooler outlet temperature sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300140

Has a DTC other than P007B been detected? 
(P0401, P0402, P0404, P0234, P0299, P22D3, or turbocharger/EGR system DTC)

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect intercooler outlet temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the intercooler outlet temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intercooler outlet temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the intercooler
outlet temperature sensor using the electrical tester.

NOYES

3 Inspect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor unit

THG E2

SHTS021270300141

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sen-
sor
THG – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the intercooler outlet temperature
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the intercooler outlet temperature sensor vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor power supply

E2 THG

SHTS021270300142

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
THG – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.

6 Inspect for short-circuit in wire harness of intercooler outlet temperature sensor

D
E77

E44

SHTS021270300143

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA0 (E44) – 
Ground 
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

2. Measure the resistance between the terminals of engine ECU (sig-
nal check harness) using the electrical tester.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (air flow
sensor).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the sensor.

NOYES

7 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of intercooler outlet temperature sensor

D
E77

E44

SHTS021270300144

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA0 (E44) – 
E4 (E77) 

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor) con-
nector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the intake tem-
perature sensor using the electrical tester.

NOYES

1. Make sure the boost pressure sensor hose is not clogged, rup-
tured, or cracked.

2. Make sure the pipe on the intake manifold side is not clogged.

NOYES

9 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor unit

THAE2

SHTS021270300145

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
intake tempera-
ture sensor 
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
2.69 – 2.21 k
60 C {140 F}: 
0.667 – 0.493 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the intake air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspect the boost pressure sensor hose

Was any failure found?

 

1. Replace the boost pressure sensor hose.

2. Clean the intake manifold pipes
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Measure the voltage between the terminals of the boost pressure
sensor vehicle side connector using the electrical tester.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake manifold temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the sensor.

NOYES

11 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply system

VCE

SHTS021270300146

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.75 – 5.25 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Inspect the wire harness and engine ECU
sensor power supply output value.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Inspect the intake manifold temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake manifold temperature sensor connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the sensor using
the electrical tester.

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P007B has been detected.

NOYES

13 Inspect the intake manifold temperature sensor unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300147

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake manifold 
temperature sen-
sor
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 14. Replace the intake manifold temperature
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

14 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300148

Has DTC P007B been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P007C and P007D
EN01H02127030602016033

P007C: Intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) installed to the downstream of the boost pressure sensor con-
sistently measures temperature at the outlet of the intercooler.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake air temperature at the intercooler outlet cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) remains at 0.06 V (200 C {392 F})or less for 3
seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

E7Q(E2)
E7P(THG) (THAO)XSW

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sensor

$XW
(PC2S)

E1

X85

XZG

Z70

$XV

PCR1

VC1

E2

PCR2

VC2

Z72

XZH

(THG)

(VC2)

(PCR2)

(E2)

(VC)

(PCR1)

(E1)

(PC1S)

Z6R

EBJ

EBH

EBN

EBM

EBL

EBK

X7U

Z2N

J0L

(E2)

J0M(VC)

(PIM)

(E)

X4A

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

(THG)

10mA

10mA

15mA

5mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

10mA

10mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Exhaust gas
temperature sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECU

XG2

SHTS021270300149
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Faulty connector contact or fit

• Intercooler outlet temperature sensor failure

- Abnormal resistance

- Internal short

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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P007D: Intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) installed to the downstream of the boost pressure sensor con-
sistently measures temperature at the outlet of the intercooler.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake air temperature at the intercooler outlet cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) remains at 4.87 V (-35 C {-31 F}) or higher for
3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

E7Q(E2)
E7P(THG) (THAO)XSW

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sensor

$XW
(PC2S)

E1

X85

XZG

Z70

$XV

PCR1

VC1

E2

PCR2

VC2

Z72

XZH

(THG)

(VC2)

(PCR2)

(E2)

(VC)

(PCR1)

(E1)

(PC1S)

Z6R

EBJ

EBH

EBN

EBM

EBL

EBK

X7U

Z2N

J0L

(E2)

J0M(VC)

(PIM)

(E)

X4A

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

(THG)

10mA

10mA

15mA

5mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

10mA

10mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Exhaust gas
temperature sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECU

XG2

SHTS021270300150
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Faulty connector contact or fit

• Intercooler outlet temperature sensor failure

- Abnormal resistance

- Internal short

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P007C and P007D

1. Check the connection of the intercooler outlet temperature sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intercooler outlet temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intercooler outlet temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intercooler outlet temperature sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor unit

THG E2

SHTS021270300151

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sen-
sor
THG – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the intercooler outlet temperature
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

4 Inspect for short-circuit in wire harness of intercooler outlet temperature sensor

D
E77

E44

SHTS021270300152

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA0 (E44) – 
Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.

5 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of intercooler outlet temperature sensor

D
E77

E44

SHTS021270300153

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA0 (E44) – 
E4 (E77)

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P007C or P007D) has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect the intercooler outlet temperature sensor power supply

D
E77

E44

SHTS021270300154

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA0 (E44) – 
E4 (E77)

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300155

Has DTC (P007C or P007D) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0088
EN01H02127030602016034

P0088: Fuel system pressure - High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Common rail pressure is controlled by a discharge rate of the supply pump.

• Discharge rate of the supply pump is adjusted by the SCV (suction control valve).

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormally high fuel pressure inside common rail is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Common rail pressure is normal.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A calculated value of (actual common rail pressure reading – Target common rail pressure.) remains at 232
MPa or greater for 1 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "ON"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

Supply pump

Injection 
pipe

Common rail

Pressure feeding pipe

Overflow pipe

Injector

Through feed pipe

Leakage pipe

Pre fuel filterFuel filter Fuel tank

Overflow
valve

Pressure 
limiter

SHTS021270300156
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Pre fuel filter: Clogging

• Common rail pressure sensor: Irregular contact (fault in power supply, fault in GND), fault in sensor

• Supply pump: Fault in SCV, fault in learned value

• Common rail: Pressure limiter opening valve

• Harness related: Irregular contact of crankshaft position sensor and camshaft position sensor, misconnection
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0088

1. Inspect the start of the engine.

NOYES

1. Check if fuel is leaking or seeping out of the supply pump.

NOYES

1 Inspect the start of the engine

Does the engine start?

Go to step 4. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the supply pump

SUPPLY PUMP

SHTS021270300157

Was any failure found?

Replace the supply pump, and go to step 4. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine].

4. Select [Actual common rail pressure] and [Target common rail
pressure] in [Data monitor and Active test].

5. Start the engine while checking the common rail pressure.

NOYES

1. Check the pre fuel filter.

• Has the replacement period expired?

• Is it dirty, damaged, or clogged?

• Is it a genuine Hino part?

NOYES

3  Function check of supply pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Idling

Starter  (Engine starting) Hour

C
om

m
on

 r
ai

l p
re

ss
ur

e 222MP

The pressure limiter is 
open reducing the pressure.

Actual common rail pressure
Specified common rail pressure

SHTS021270300158
Standard values

The actual common rail pressure rises and stabilizes at a 
constant value.

Was any failure found?

Replace the supply pump, go to step 4. Contact the TSM.

4 Inspect the pre fuel filter

PRE FUEL FILTER

SHTS021270300159

Was any failure found?

Replace the pre fuel filter element, and go to
step 5.

Go to step 10.
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1. Check if the fuel pipe and hose between the fuel tank and pre fuel
filter are clogged, punctured, or bent.

2. Make sure the fuel pipe joint bolts are not loose.

NOYES

1. Check if the breather hose is clogged, punctured, or bent.

2. Make sure the check valve is functioning normally.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel tank feed pipe is not clogging.

NOYES

5 Inspect the fuel pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 6.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the fuel tank breather

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 7.

Go to step 7.

7 Inspect the fuel tank feed pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part and, go to
step 8.

Go to step 8.
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1. Drain fuel out of the fuel tank and check if there are foreign objects
inside the tank.

NOYES

1. Make sure the gauze filter (built into the supply pump) is not
clogged.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel high-pressure pipe is not leaking fuel.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel filter is not clogging.

NOYES

8 Inspect the fuel tank

Was any failure found?

Remove the foreign object and clean the fuel
tank.
Then go to step 9.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the supply pump gauze filter

Was any failure found?

Clean the gauze filter, and go to step 10. Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the fuel high-pressure pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 11.

Go to step 11.

11 Inspect the fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 12.

Go to step 12.
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1. Check the connection of the SCV connector (looseness and poor
contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the common rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

12 Inspect the SCV connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 13.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 14.

Go to step 14.

14 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor power supply

VC2 E2

SHTS021270300160

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC2 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 15. Replace the common rail pressure sensor
and then go to step 15.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine].

3. Select [NE active identification], [G active identification] in [Data
monitor and Active test].

4. Start the engine and confirm that the engine main speed sensor
(NE) and sub speed sensor (G) operate (stay ON) continuously.

NOYES

1. Check if the fuel return pipe and hose are clogged.

NOYES

15 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)

SHTS021270300161

Was any failure found?

Check the faulty the engine speed main sen-
sor (crankshaft position sensor) and repair
or replace it as needed.
After inspection, go to step 16.

Go to step 16.

16 Inspect the fuel return pipe and hose

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part. Report the TSM.
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DTC: P0096
EN01H02127030602016035

P0096: Intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) - rationality
INFORMATION [at engine start]

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) installed to the intake manifold consistently measures intake
manifold temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake manifold temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

E7Q(E2)
E7P(THG) (THAO)XSW

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sensor

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

$XW
(PC2S)

E1

X85

XZG

Z70

$XV

PCR1

VC1

E2

PCR2

VC2

(E)

(THW)

Z72

XZH

(E2)

(VC2)

(PCR2)

(E2)

(VC)

(PCR1)

(E1)

(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ

EBH

EBN

EBM

EBL

EBK

Z7G

X0Q

J0L

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(THA)

J0M(VC)

(PIM)

(E)

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K

XZJ

(VG)

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(THIA)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

15mA

5mA
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200mA

200mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

10mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

10mA

10mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Intake manifold 
temperature sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECUCoolant temperature sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300162
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 20 seconds or more.

• Starter key "ON".

• The engine speed is 1000 r/min or less.

• Fuel injection quantity is 35 mm3/st. cyl or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is in the range of -30 to 55 C {-22 to 131 F}.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the average temperature difference between the intake manifold temperature sensor and the
intake air temperature sensor (built-in air flow sensor) is 30 C {86 F} or more while the average temperature
difference between the intake manifold temperature sensor and the intercooler outlet temperature sensor is 30
C {86 F} or more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure of intercooler outlet temperature sensor

• Failure of intake air temperature sensor (with built-in air flow sensor)

• Failure of intake manifold temperature sensor

- Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

- Faulty resistance (due to sticking)

• Malfunction of ECU sensor power supply
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P0096: Intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) - rationality
INFORMATION [at engine running]

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) installed to the intake manifold consistently measures intake
manifold temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake manifold temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

E7Q(E2)
E7P(THG) (THAO)XSW

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sensor

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

$XW
(PC2S)
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2mA
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10mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

10mA
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Common rail
pressure sensor

Intake manifold 
temperature sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECUCoolant temperature sensor

Body earth
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 11 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The condition that the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

The conditions described below remain for 40 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is 1000 r/min or less.

• Fuel injection quantity is 35 mm3/st.cyl or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is in the range of -30 to 60 C {-22 to 140 F}.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the calculated EGR cooler efficiency is greater than 65%, 

• the difference between the calculated intake manifold air intake temperature and the actual intake air is higher
than 60 C {140 F} or less than -60 C {-76 F}, and 

• the calculated intercooler efficiency is higher than the specified value (30% or more when the vehicle speed is
13 mile/h, 50% or more when the vehicle speed is 25 mile/h).

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure of intercooler outlet temperature sensor

• Failure of intake air temperature sensor (with built-in air flow sensor)

• Failure of intake manifold temperature sensor

• Failure of boost pressure sensor

- Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

- Faulty resistance (due to sticking)

• Malfunction of ECU sensor power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0096

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0096 (for exam-
ple, P0401, P0402, P0404, P0234, P0299, P22D3, turbo, EGR
DTC) has been detected.

HINT
Intercooler outlet temperature sensor characteristic abnormality
judgement is performed based on the boost pressure and EGR
rate data.
If EGR system or Turbo DTC are detected, perform another failure
diagnosis starting from the first DTC associated with the malfunc-
tion.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300164

Has a DTC other than P0096 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

3 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300165

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold)
THA – E2 

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) vehicle
side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) power supply

THA E2

SHTS021270300166

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold) vehicle 
side connector
THA – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.

6 Inspect for short-circuit of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) harness

D E76
E63

SHTS021270300167

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THIA (E63) – 
Ground
E2 (E76) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (air flow
sensor built-in).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor built-in).

NOYES

7 Inspect disconnection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) harness

D
E76E63

SHTS021270300168

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
ATIA (E63) – 
E2 (E76)

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor built-in)

Was any failure found?

If the sensing part is dirty, clogged, or dam-
aged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor built-
in) connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor
built-in).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (inter-
cooler outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet).

NOYES

9 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor built-in) unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300169

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (air 
flow sensor built-
in)
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
2.69 – 2.21 k
60 C {140 F}: 
0.667 – 0.493 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(air flow sensor built-in).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intercooler outlet)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet).

NOYES

1. Make sure the boost pressure sensor hose is not clogged, rup-
tured, or cracked.

2. Make sure the pipe on the intake manifold side is not clogged.

NOYES

11 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) unit

THG E2

SHTS021270300170

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (inter-
cooler outlet)
THG – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intercooler outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Inspect the boost pressure sensor hose.

Was any failure found?

 

1. Replace the boost pressure sensor hose.

2. Clean the intake manifold pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0096 has been detected.

NOYES

13 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply system

E VC

SHTS021270300171

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.75 – 5.25 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 14. Inspect the wire harness and engine ECU
sensor power supply output valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

14 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300172

Has DTC P0096 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0097 and P0098 
EN01H02127030602016036

P0097: Intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor installed to the intake manifold consistently measures intake manifold tempera-
ture.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake manifold temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Intake manifold temperature sensor output ≤ 0.06 V (200 C {392 F}) for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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SHTS021270300173
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit.

• Intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold):

- Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

- Abnormality in resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply, malfunction of internal circuit.
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P0098: Intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) installed to the intake manifold consistently measures intake
manifold temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake manifold temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Intake manifold temperature sensor output remains less than 4.87 V (-35 C {-31 F}) for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact, improper engagement

• Intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold):

- Abnormality in resistance of sensor

- Internal short-circuit

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply, malfunction of internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0097 and P0098

1. Check the connection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

1 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Was any failure found?

Remove all contaminants and clogging.
Replace if damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

3 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300175

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold)
E2 – THA

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

4 Inspect for short-circuit of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) harness

D E76
E63

SHTS021270300176

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THIA (E63) – 
Ground
E2 (E76) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect disconnection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) harness

D
E76E63

SHTS021270300177

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THIA (E63) – 
E2 (E76)

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0097 or P0098) has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect the sensor power supply

D
E76E63

SHTS021270300178

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THIA (E63) – 
E2 (E76)

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the engine ECU.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300179

Has DTC (P0097 or P0098) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P00AF
EN01H02127030602016037

P00AF: Controller error (VNT actuator CPU malfunction)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed
and boost pressure.

• The LEA has a sensor to detect the movement of the actuator, always monitoring the reading and actual value of
the nozzle vane opening.

• Wiping operation is performed while the engine is stopped for the purpose of removing soot and oil coming out from
the range of vane operation and checking the turbo mechanical operating range for abnormality.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

1. ROM failure ROM readout data differ from previous data.

2. RAM failure RAM write data and read data do not match.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300180
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CPU failure inside VNT controller
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P00AF

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P00AF (for example, U010C) has
been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P00AF has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270300181

Has a DTC other than P00AF been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.
After the repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270300182

Has DTC P00AF been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "OFF" position.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P00AF has been detected.

HINT
Turning the starter key "LOCK" and "ON" verifies the wiping oper-
ation of the VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

3 Check the operation of the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300183

Measurement conditions

Starter key: LOCK  ON

Has DTC P00AF been detected?

Replace the VNT controller.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0101
EN01H02127030602016038

P0101: Air flow sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The air flow sensor mounted on the air cleaner constantly measures the intake air quantity.

<Description of malfunction>

• Air flow sensor value cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed is between 720 r/min and 980 r/min.

• Engine speed variation is 234.4 r/min/sec or less.

• Fuel injection rate is between 0 mm3/st. cyl. sec and 80 mm3/st. cyl.

• Fuel injection rate variation is 78.1 mm3/st. cyl sec. or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is 55 C {131 F} or less.

• EGR valve opening is 0% or less (EGR-cut status)

• Exhaust brake is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Theoretical air quantity calculated from boost pressure and atmospheric pressure and actual air quantity are
compared for at least 10 seconds, and the ratio of theoretical air quantity to actual air quantity is at least 1.15
or no greater than 0.75. And:

• Difference between DCY value prior to above result and current DCY value is 0.10 or less; and

• The condition "(Average boost pressure minus average atmospheric pressure) was ≥18 kPa" when the starter
key turned off and engine was stopped after previous DCY is not continued for more than 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Intake air
temperature sensor
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• EGR valve is fully closed.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• EGR valve malfunction

• Diesel throttle valve malfunction

• Intercooler failure (due to dirt, clogging, etc.)

• Engine ECU sensor power supply (air flow sensor dedicated 12 V power supply) failure or internal circuit failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0101

1. Check the air cleaner element is dirty, clogged or damaged.

2. Make sure the element is a Hino genuine part.

NOYES

1. Check the intake hose and verify that there are no disconnections,
clogging, punctures, or cracks.

2. Check the breather hose and verify that there are no disconnec-
tions, clogging, punctures, or cracks.

3. Check the intercooler hose and verify that there are no disconnec-
tions, clogging, punctures, or cracks.

NOYES

1 Inspect the air cleaner element

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the intake system

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the intake system hoses.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of air flow sensor

C D
E12

E78E74

SHTS021270300185

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VAF (E12) – 
Ground
VG (E74) – Ground
EVG (E78) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminal and the air flow sen-
sor vehicle side connector terminal.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the air flow sensor with a new one.

3. Start the engine.

4. After thirty seconds, stop the engine and set the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P0101 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of air flow sensor

C

D

E12

E78E74

FC

E29+B

SHTS021270300186

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – air flow 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VAF (E12) – +B
VG (E74) – FC
EVG (E78) – E29

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6  Replace the air flow sensor.

SHTS021270300187

Has DTC P0101 been detected?

Go to step 7. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the EGR valve for damage due to foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

7 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Check the time lag (following characteristics) of the target EGR
valve opening and actual EGR valve opening.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Check each step from 0% – 90% of the time lag (following character-
istics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve open-
ing.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Check each step from 90% – 0% of the time lag (following character-
istics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve open-
ing.

HINT
In EGR openings from 0% – 90%, 1 step corresponds to a 10%
change.

NOYES

8 Check the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300188

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Stop the engine.

2. Check the operating status of the diesel throttle valve (for incorrect
opening or sticky valve).

NOYES

1. Check if there is an obstruction due to clogging inside the inter-
cooler.

NOYES

9 Inspect the diesel throttle valve

Was any failure found?

Replace the diesel throttle valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the intercooler

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
intercooler.
Replace the intercooler if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0101 has been detected.

NOYES

11 Check the DTC detected

SHTS021270300189

Has DTC P0101 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0104
EN01H02127030602016039

P0104: Air flow sensor - out of range
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The air flow sensor installed to the air cleaner consistently measures an intake air volume.

<Description of malfunction>

• The air flow sensor value cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed remains at 725 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the output of the air flow sensor is less than 2.00 kHz (3.9 kg/h) remains for 2 seconds or
more, or the condition that the output of the air flow sensor is greater than 9.8 kHz (1632 kg/h) remains for 2
seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

(E)

(THW)

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K (VG)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

Coolant temperature sensor

Body earth
10mA

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300190
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Sensor disconnected from the measured part or sensing unit malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.

• Engine ECU sensor power supply (air flow sensor dedicated 12 V power supply) malfunction or internal circuit mal-
function

• Sensor harness disconnection, short-circuit

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Sensor harness high frequency noise
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0104

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0104 (for example, P0642, P0643,
P0652, P0653) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270300191

Has a DTC (for example, P0642, P0643, P0652, P0653) other than P0104 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect for short-circuit of the air flow sensor harness

C D
E12

E78E74

SHTS021270300192

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VG (E74) – Ground
EVG (E78) – 
Ground
VAF (E12) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and air flow
sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of the air flow sensor harness

C

D

E12

E78E74

FC

E2G+B

SHTS021270300193

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Air flow 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VG (E74) – FC
EVG (E78) – E2G
VAF (E12) – +B

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the air flow sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

6 Inspect the air flow sensor power supply

E2G+B

SHTS021270300194

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Air flow sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector
+B – E2G

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the air flow sensor connector.

3. Start the engine.

4. Use the oscilloscope to measure the signal voltage between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P0104 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect the air flow sensor signal

E74 E78D

SHTS021270300195

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

After engine warm 
up, with engine 
idling

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
AFSI (E74) – 
AGD6 (E78)

5 – 6 kHz

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270300196

Has DTC P0104 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0106
EN01H02127030602016040

P0106: Boost pressure sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The boost pressure sensor mounted on the diesel throttle outlet constantly measures the boost pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Boost pressure cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed is between 720 r/min and 980 r/min.

• Engine speed variation is 234.4 r/min/sec or less.

• Fuel injection rate is between 0 mm3/st. cyl and 80 mm3/st. cyl.

• Fuel injection rate variation is 78.1 mm3/st. cyl or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is 55 C {131 F} or less.

• EGR valve opening is 0% or less (EGR-cut status)

• Exhaust brake is not actuated
(2) Judgement criteria

• Theoretical air quantity calculated from boost pressure and atmospheric pressure and actual air quantity are
compared for at least 10 seconds, and the ratio of theoretical air quantity to actual air quantity is at least 1.15
or no greater than 0.75.

•  And: Difference between DCY value prior to above result and current DCY value is 0.10 or less; and

• When prior DCY starter key is turned "LOCK" and engine is stopped, (Average boost pressure – average
atmospheric pressure) is ≥ 18 kPa, and this condition continues for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK

J0L
J0M(VC)

(PIM)
(E) ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)
15mA
5mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300197
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• EGR valve is fully closed.

• DPR filter auto regeneration control is stopped.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Engine output is insufficient.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance (stuck sensor)

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure, internal circuit failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0106

1. Check the connection of the boost pressure sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

3. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the pipes or
hoses unit of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the boost pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of boost pressure sensor

C D
E33

E67
E77

SHTS021270300198

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC2 (E33) – 
Ground
PIM (E67) – 
Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) and boost pressure sensor
vehicle side connector terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of boost pressure sensor

C

D

E33 

E77
E67

PIM
VCE

SHTS021270300199

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – boost 
pressure sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector
VC2 (E33) – VC
PIM (E67) – PIM
E4 (E77) – E

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the engine ECU vehicle side harness to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0106 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply

E VC

SHTS021270300200

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.75 – 5.25 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the boost pressure sensor.
Go to step 6 after replacement.

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300201

Has DTC P0106 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0108
EN01H02127030602016041

P0108: Boost pressure sensor - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The boost pressure sensor installed at the outlet of the Diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) consistently measures
boost pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• The boost pressure cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the boost pressure sensor remains greater than 3.67 V (327.4 kPa) for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK

J0L
J0M(VC)

(PIM)
(E) ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)
15mA
5mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300202
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Short-circuit in the sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0108

1. Check the connection of the boost pressure sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the boost pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the boost pressure sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
connector. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuit of the boost pressure sensor harness

C D
E33

E67
E77

SHTS021270300203

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC2 (E33) – 
Ground
PIM (E67) – 
Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the boost pressure sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and the boost pressure sensor vehi-
cle side connector (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Connect the vehicle side harness connect to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect disconnection of the boost pressure sensor harness

C

D

E33

E67
E77

VC

PIME

SHTS021270300204

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Boost 
pressure sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector
VC2 (E33) – VC
PIM (E67) – PIM
E4 (E77) – E

1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply

E VC

SHTS021270300205

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.75 – 5.25 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the engine ECU.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0108 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300206

Has DTC P0108 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0112 and P0113
EN01H02127030602016042

P0112: Intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor built-in) - out of range 
(Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor built in the air flow sensor consistently measures intake air temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake air temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the intake air temperature sensor (built in air flow sensor) remains less than 0.09 V (90 C {194 F})
for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

(E)

(THW)

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K (VG)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

Coolant temperature sensor

Body earth
10mA

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300207
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormality in resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact
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P0113: Intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor built-in) - out of range 
(Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor built in the air flow sensor consistently measures intake air temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• The intake air temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the intake air temperature sensor (built in air flow sensor) remains less than 4.17 V (-42 C {-43.6
F}) for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

(E)

(THW)

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K (VG)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

Coolant temperature sensor

Body earth
10mA

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300208
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact

• Short-circuit in the sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0112 and P0113

1. Check the connection of the intake air temperature sensor (air flow
sensor) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (air flow
sensor).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor

NOYES

1 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake air tempera-
ture sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of intake air temperature sensor (air flow
sensor built-in).

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the intake air
temperature sensor (built-in air flow sensor).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the terminals of the intake air tem-
perature sensor (built-in air flow sensor) (engine sub harness
side).

NOYES

3 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300209

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Intake air tempera-
ture sensor
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
2.69 – 2.21 k
60 C {140 F}: 
0.667 – 0.493 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the intake air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor power supply

THA E2

SHTS021270300210

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor vehi-
cle side connector
THA – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit in wire harness of intake air temperature sensor

D E58
E47

SHTS021270300211

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA (E47) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the intake air temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0112 or P0113) has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of intake air temperature sensor

D E58
E47

SHTS021270300212

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA (E47) – 
E5 (E58)

20 C {68 F}: 
2.69 – 2.21 k
60 C {140 F}: 
0.667 – 0.493 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300213

Has DTC (P0112 or P0113) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0115
EN01H02127030602016043

P0115: Malfunction of coolant temperature sensor and intake air temperature sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Two engine coolant temperature sensors are installed in thermostat case and constantly measure the engine cool-
ant temperature.

• Although some exhaust gas components operate after the engine coolant temperature has risen to some degree
(engine warm up), when an engine coolant temperature sensor reads a value lower than the actual temperature, it
means it is not working properly. Diagnosis is therefore required to detect if there is something wrong with the char-
acteristics of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of both engine coolant temperature sensors is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed is at least 500 r/min or engine is stopped.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When it is deemed that both engine coolant temperature sensors are malfunctioning.

3. Reset condition

• Problem does not recur in the same driving cycle.

• Normal operation is restored after set the starter key to the "LOCK" position when in subsequent driving cycles,
readings are in the normal range within the above detection conditions.

• Three driving cycles must be deemed normal for MIL to be OFF.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

(E22)
(THW2)

ZKP
XS1

ZD6 (E3)

XDN (THWO)

X3Q (SL)

10mA
10mA

Body earth

Coolant temperature 
sensor 2

SHTS021270300214
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• EGR valve is fully closed.

• VNT is fully open.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0115

1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 unit

E THW

SHTS021270300215

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 1
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 power supply

THW E

SHTS021270300216

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 1 vehicle side 
connector
THW – E

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Check for short-circuit in wire harness of engine coolant temperature sensor 1

D E58E66

SHTS021270300217

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW (E66) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check for disconnection in wire harness of engine coolant temperature sensor 1

D E58E66

SHTS021270300218

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW (E66) – 
E5 (E58)

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

NOYES

7 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

NOYES

9 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 unit

E22 THW2

SHTS021270300219

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 2
THW2 – E22

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 power supply

THW2 E22

SHTS021270300220

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 2 vehicle side 
connector
THW2 – E22

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 13. Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

11 Check for short-circuit in wire harness of engine coolant temperature sensor 2

D F M54E69

SHTS021270300221

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW2 (E69) – 
Ground
E7 (M54) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Check for disconnection in wire harness of engine coolant temperature sensor 2

D FE69 M54

SHTS021270300222

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW2 (E69) – 
E7 (E54)

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 13. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0115 has been detected.

NOYES

13 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300223

Has DTC P0115 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0117 and P0118
EN01H02127030602016044

P0117: Engine coolant temperature sensor 1 - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine coolant temperature sensor installed to the thermostat case consistently measures the engine coolant
temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine coolant temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the sensor remains at 0.2 V (122 C {251.6 F}) or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

(E)

(THW)

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K (VG)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

Coolant temperature sensor

Body earth
10mA

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300224
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Engine coolant temperature sensor:

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormal resistance of the engine coolant temperature sensor

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure or internal circuit failure

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact
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P0118: Engine coolant temperature sensor 1 - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine coolant temperature sensor installed to the thermostat case consistently measures the engine coolant
temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine coolant temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or higher.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the sensor remains at 4.77 V (-37 C {-34.6 F}) or greater for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

(E)

(THW)

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K (VG)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

Coolant temperature sensor

Body earth
10mA

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300225
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Engine coolant temperature sensor:

• Short-circuit in the sensor

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0117 and P0118

1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

E THW

SHTS021270300226

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the actuation power supply wire harness of the engine coolant temperature sensor

THW E

SHTS021270300227

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
THW – E

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine coolant temperature sensor harness

D
E58E66

SHTS021270300228

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW (E66) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect disconnection of the engine coolant temperature sensor harness

D E58E66

SHTS021270300229

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW (E66) – 
E5 (E58)

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0117 or P0118) has been
detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300230

Has DTC (P0117 or P0118) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P011A
EN01H02127030602016045

P011A: Engine coolant temperature sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Two engine coolant temperature sensors are installed in thermostat case and constantly measure the engine cool-
ant temperature.

• Although some exhaust gas components operate after the engine coolant temperature has risen to some degree
(engine warm up), when an engine coolant temperature sensor reads a value lower than the actual temperature, it
means it is not working properly. Diagnosis is therefore required to detect if there is something wrong with the char-
acteristics of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Incompatible readings from the 2 engine coolant temperature sensors are detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed is at least 500 r/min or engine is stopped.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or higher.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Difference between the 2 engine coolant temperature sensors is at least 15 C {59 F}.

3. Reset condition

• Problem does not recur in the same driving cycle.

• Normal operation is restored when in subsequent driving cycles, readings are in the normal range within the above
detection conditions.

• Three driving cycles must be deemed normal for MIL to be OFF.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

(E22)
(THW2)

ZKP
XS1

ZD6 (E3)

XDN (THWO)

X3Q (SL)

10mA
10mA

Body earth

Coolant temperature 
sensor 2

SHTS021270300231
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of the engine coolant temperature sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P011A

1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 unit

E THW

SHTS021270300232

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 1
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 power supply

THW E

SHTS021270300233

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 1 vehicle side 
connector
THW – E

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the engine ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 harness

D E58E66

SHTS021270300234

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW (E66) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect disconnection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 harness

D E58E66

SHTS021270300235

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW (E66) – 
E5 (E58)

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

NOYES

7 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

9 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 unit

E22 THW2

SHTS021270300236

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 2
E22 – THW2

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 power supply

THW2 E22

SHTS021270300237

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 2 vehicle side 
connector
THW2 – E22

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 13. Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the engine ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

11 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 harness

D F M54E69

SHTS021270300238

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW2 (E69) – 
Ground
E7 (M54) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Inspect disconnection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 harness

D FE69 M54

SHTS021270300239

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW2 (E69) – 
E7 (M54)

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 13. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P011A has been detected.

NOYES

13 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300240

Has DTC P011A been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P011C
EN01H02127030602016046

P011C: Intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor built-in) - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor with built-in air flow sensor constantly measures the intake air temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• Intake air temperature is not correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The following conditions continue for at least 20 seconds:

• Engine speed is 1,000 r/min or less.

• Fuel injection rate is at least 35 mm3/st. cyl or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is between -30 C {-22 F} to 55 C {131 F}.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

The following conditions continue for at least 3 seconds:

• Difference between intake air temperature (air flow sensor) and intercooler outlet temperature is at least 30 C
{86 F}, and difference between intake air temperature (air flow sensor) and intake manifold air temperature is
at least 30 C {86 F}.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

(E)

(THW)

XCV

X71

XCT

Z65

(FC)

(E2G)

(+B)

(E2)
X72

(THA)

X4K (VG)

Z5G

X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA

10mA

10mA

10mA

200mA

200mA

Coolant temperature sensor

Body earth
10mA

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300241
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.).

• Faulty resistance (due to sticking).

• Engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P011C

1. Check the connection of the intake air temperature sensor (air flow
sensor) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (air flow
sensor).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damage was found, replace the air flow
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (air flow sensor) con-
nector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the sensor using
the electrical tester.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the terminals of the intake air tem-
perature sensor vehicle side connector using the electrical tester.

NOYES

3 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor unit

THAE2

SHTS021270300242

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Intake air tempera-
ture sensor
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
2.69 – 2.21 k
60 C {140 F}: 
0.667 – 0.493 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the intake air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor power supply

THA E2

SHTS021270300243

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor vehi-
cle side connector
THA – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the intake air temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of intake air temperature sensor

D
E58
E47

SHTS021270300244

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA (E47) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of intake air temperature sensor

D E58
E47

SHTS021270300245

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THA+ (E47) – 
E5 (E58)

20 C {68 F}:
2.69 – 2.21 k
60 C {140 F}:
0.667 – 0.493 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P011C has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300246

Has DTC P011C detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0122 and P0123
EN01H02127030602016047

P0122: Intake throttle valve position sensor 1 - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The diesel throttle controls valves steplessly to control boost pressure and intake air volume.

• Inside the diesel throttle, a sensor designed to detect a travel of the valve consistently monitors a measurement
reading and an actual opening.

<Description of malfunction>

• Low voltage failure of diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) position sensor is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Diesel throttle position sensor remains at 0.2 V (5 C {41 F}) or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Diesel throttle

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)
(M+)XQS

(E3)ZD6

(VC2)XG2
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300247
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure or internal circuit failure

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact
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P0123: Intake throttle valve position sensor 1 - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The diesel throttle controls valves steplessly to control boost pressure and intake air volume.

• Inside the diesel throttle, a sensor designed to detect a travel of the valve consistently monitors a measurement
reading and an actual opening.

<Description of malfunction>

• High voltage failure of diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) position sensor is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the sensor remains at 4.8 V (120 C {248 F}) or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Engine ECU internal circuit failure

• Sensor power supply short-circuit in sensor harness

• Sensor internal short

Diesel throttle

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)
(M+)XQS

(E3)ZD6

(VC2)XG2
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300248
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0122 and P0123

1. Check the connection of the intake throttle valve position sensor 1
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake throttle valve position sensor 1.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake throttle valve position sensor 1.

NOYES

1 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 1 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 1

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake throttle valve
position sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the intake throttle valve position sen-
sor 1 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake throttle valve position sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 1 unit

VTA VC

VC E2

VTA E2

SHTS021270300249

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake throttle 
valve position 
sensor 1
(1) VTA – VC
(2) VC – E2
(3) VTA – E2

(1) 180 
(2) 3 k
(3) 3 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the intake throttle valve position
sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the intake throttle valve position sensor 1 vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) position sen-
sor 1 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 1 power supply

VCE2

SHTS021270300250

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Intake throttle 
valve position 
sensor 1 vehicle 
side connector
VC – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 6.

5 Inspect the diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) position sensor 1 ground circuit

VTAE2

SHTS021270300251

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake throttle 
valve position 
sensor 1 vehicle 
side connector
VTA – E2

25 – 35 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect for short-circuits in the wire harness of the diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) posi-
tion sensor 1

C

D

E33

E62 E77

SHTS021270300252

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC2 (E33) – 
Ground
VTA1 (E62) – 
Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the intake throttle valve position sensor 1 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminal of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

7 Inspect for disconnection in the wire harness of the diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) posi-
tion sensor 1

C D

D

D

E33

E62

C
E33 E77

E77E62

SHTS021270300253

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
(1) VC2 (E33) – 
VTA1 (E62)
(2) VC2 (E33) – 
E4 (E77)
(3) VTA1 (E62) – 
E4 (E77)

(1) 2  or more
(2) 3 k
(3)  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0122 or P0123) has been
detected.

NOYES

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300254

Has DTC (P0122 or P0123) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0128
EN01H02127030602016048

P0128: Thermostat - The coolant temperature does not reach a warmed-up temperature
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The thermostat prevents coolant from flowing into the radiator when the engine coolant temperature is less than
76.5 C {169.7 F}, in order to secure the engine warm up function. When the temperature rises above 76.5 C
{169.7 F}, the valve opens and allows coolant to flow into the radiator, thereby preventing the engine from over-
heating.

• If the thermostat fails and the valve stays open, it is difficult for the engine coolant temperature to rise, so the
exhaust components that work after the engine coolant temperature has reached a certain value (warm up) will not
operate for a long time. The thermostat must therefore be diagnosed to see if it is working properly.

<Description of malfunction>

• In order to detect a malfunction of the thermostat, the above failure is determined when the actual engine coolant
temperature is a certain amount lower than the predicted temperature.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed ≥ 700 r/min

• Engine coolant temperature at engine start-up ≤ 52 C {125.6 F}.

• Engine coolant temperature is 76 C {168.8 F} or more after running the engine for 60 seconds or more.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the actual engine coolant temperature is less than 65 C {149 F} remains for 5 seconds or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECUCoolant temperature sensor

Body earth
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

- Inclusion of foreign matters in the thermostat

- Damaged spring in the thermostat

- Engine coolant temperature sensor failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0128

1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Check if the thermostat is damaged due to the incursion of foreign
substances or if the spring is damaged.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

E THW

SHTS021270300256

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the thermostat

Was any failure found?

Replace the thermostat.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.
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1. Check valve opening temperature.
Submerge in hot water (90 C {194 F}) and check if the valve lift is
10 mm {0.3937 in.} or greater.

NOYES

1. Check valve opening time.
After taking out from hot water, submerge in water and check that
the valve closes within 5 minutes.

NOYES

5 Inspect the thermostat valve-opening temperature

Was any failure found?

Replace the thermostat.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the thermostat valve-open time

Was any failure found?

Replace the thermostat.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0128 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300257

Has DTC P0128 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0148 
EN01H02127030602016049

P0148: Abnormality in post injection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected abnormality in post injection.

Supply pump

Injection 
pipe

Common rail

Pressure feeding pipe

Overflow pipe

Injector

Through feed pipe

Leakage pipe

Pre fuel filterFuel filter Fuel tank

Overflow
valve

Pressure 
limiter

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The vehicle speed is 0 km/h.

• A change in the engine revolution is 312 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in the fuel injection quantity is 312 mm3/st/sec or less.

• A change in the fuel pressure is 93.7 MPa/sec or less.

• The target operating current of the supply pump is not less than 1500 mA but not more than 1800 mA.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A change in the operating current of the supply pump upon post injection falls below the specified value.

• Malfunction determination time: 10 seconds

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuel injection pipe: Breakage, crack, fuel leakage

• Cylinder: Compression leakage

• Injector: Clogging, keeping injecting
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0148

1. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine] and check
DTC P0148 detected as present malfunction.

NOYES

1. Check if the following DTC are not detected at the same time in the
results of step 1.

• P0263, P0266, P0269, P0272

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300259

Is DTC P0148 detected as present malfunction?

Go to step 2 (It is detected as present mal-
function)

Go to step 9. (It is recorded as past malfunc-
tion)

2 Check the DTC detected 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300260

Has a DTC other than P0263, P0266, P0269 and P0272 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check that the fuel line has no leaks or clogging.

<Main inspection locations>

- Entry of foreign matter into the fuel tank

- Fuel hose breakage, collapsing, looseness

- High-pressure pipe breakage, collapsing, looseness

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel line

Fuel filter

Supply pump

Common rail

Injector

Fuel tank

Suction line
Positive pressure line
High pressure line
Return line

A return line from the fuel filter

Pre fuel 
filter

SHTS021270300261

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Go to step 4 after repair or replacement.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check that the pre fuel filter is not dirty or clogged or damaged.

NOYES

1. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0148) has been detected.

NOYES

4 Inspect the pre fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Replace the pre fuel filter.
Go to step 5 after replacement

Go to step 5.

5 Check the DTC detected 3 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300262

Has DTC (P0148) been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
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1. Start the engine and maintain the engine revolution at 1,500 r/min
using the cruise function.

2. Check the engine sound before the test (during normal operation).

3. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and per-
form [Cut off test] in [Data monitor and Active test].

• For the detailed procedure, refer to the separate sheet "Cut off test".

<Cylinder cut-off test>

- Test to determine cylinder combustion abnormality of the engine usu-
ally operated by four cylinders, according to the sound difference
when the fuel injection from any one of the cylinders is stopped.

NOYES

1. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0148) has been detected.

NOYES

6  Perform the cylinder cut-off test (HINO DX Ⅱ )

SHTS021270300263

Did you find the engine sound different?

<One of the sounds A to D is always larger
than others or same as α> Replace the defec-
tive injector. After replacement, go to step 7.

<No clear difference> Go to step 8.

7 Check the DTC detected 4 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300264

Has DTC (P1048) been detected?

Go to step 8. Procedure completed.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace common rail assembly.

3. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

4. Stop the engine.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0148) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check that the injector clamp is not loose.

2. Check that there is no "insufficient engagement" of the injector
clamp claw.

NOYES

8  Replace the common rail assembly [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300265

Has DTC (P0148) been detected?

Go to step 9. Procedure completed.

9 Check the injector clamp

INJECTOR

INJECTOR
CLAMP

BOLT

INJECTION PIPE

INJECTION
PIPE OIL SEAL

O-RING

SHTS021270300266

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty parts. Go to step 10.
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1. Check that the valve clearance of each cylinder is within the stan-
dard values. (Check all the valves.)

NOYES

10 Check the valve clearance

Feeler gauge
Rocker arm

Cross head

SHTS021270300267

Measurement conditions Standard values

Cold engine Intake valve: 
0.30 mm (0.0118 in.)
Exhaust valve: 
0.45 mm (0.0177 in.)

Cylinder number 1 2 3 4

Valve arrangement Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust

No.1 cylinder at the compres-
sion stroke top dead center

   

No.4 cylinder at the compres-
sion stroke top dead center

Δ Δ Δ Δ

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Adjust the valve clearance.
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1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Remove the all injectors.

4. Set the special service tool (SST) and measure the compression.

NOYES

1. Inspect the condition of engine speed main sensor (crankshaft
position sensor) connector (looseness or poor contact).

2. Check the installation of the engine speed main sensor. (Crank-
shaft position sensor)

NOYES

11 Check the engine compression pressure

SST
To
engine

SHTS021270300268

Measurement
conditions

Standard values

Engine revolution: 150 r/min
Standard values: 
3.2-3.4 MPa {33-35 kgf/cm2}
Limit: 2.3 MPa {24 kgf/cm2}

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Engine overhaul.

12 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (Crankshaft position sensor)

Engine speed main sensor (Crankshaft position sensor)

Connector

Flywheel housing

SHTS021270300269

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty parts. Go to step 13.
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1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, check DTC P0148.

NOYES

13 Check the DTC detected 5 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300270

Has DTC (P0148) been detected?

Inspect the crankshaft, connecting rods, fly-
wheel, and other parts of the drive system.

Procedure completed.
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Flow-Cut off test

<Cylinder cut-off test>
Test to determine cylinder combustion abnormality of the engine usually operated by four cylinders, according to the sound
difference when the fuel injection from any one of the cylinders is stopped

<Purpose>
To determine combustion abnormality of the arbitrary cylinder according to sound difference.

<Know-how & examples>
Combustion abnormality of the arbitrary cylinder is determined according to sound difference to take proper measures.

1. Start the engine and maintain the engine revolution at 1,500 r/min
using the cruise function.

2. Check the engine sound before the test (during normal operation).
(Assume α as the sound.)

3. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and select
[Active test Setting] in [Data monitor and Active test].

1  Cylinder cut-off test

Data monitor and Active test

Active test Setting

SHTS021270300271
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4. Stop the fuel injection of the cylinder #1 to check the engine
sound. (Assume A as the sound.) -> After checking, stop the test.

HINT
Because the engine maintains the rotation condition by three-cyl-
inder fuel injection instead of four-cylinder fuel injection during
the test, the sound A becomes larger than α. (This is not abnor-
mal.)

5. As the cylinder #1, stop the fuel injection of the cylinders #2, #3,
and #4 in this order.
(Assume B, C, and D as the measured sounds respectively.)

HINT

• If sound abnormality is not clear, repeat the steps 4 and 5.

• If any of the sounds A to D is same as α, make sure to check for
communication abnormality.

NOYES

Select the cylinder to deactivate

Injection is stopped when OK is selected.

SHTS021270300272

Can engine sound difference be identified?

<One of the sounds A to D is always larger
than others or same as α. >
Replace the defective injector.

<No clear difference>
Go to inspection.
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DTC: P016E and P016F 
EN01H02127030602016050

P016E: Fuel system pressure control - high
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The common rail pressure is controlled by the discharge of the supply pump.

• The supply pump discharge rate is adjusted by the SCV (suction control valve).

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormally high fuel pressure inside common rail is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed ≥ 700 r/min.

• Fuel injection quantity ≥ 5 mm3/st. cyl.

• Fuel injection quantity fluctuation < -26.6 mm3/st. cyl.

• Target current value of SCV ≤ 1,500 mA.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (Actual common rail pressure – target common rail pressure) ≥ 15 MPa for 15 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Supply pump

Injection 
pipe

Common rail

Pressure feeding pipe

Overflow pipe

Injector

Through feed pipe

Leakage pipe

Pre fuel filterFuel filter Fuel tank

Overflow
valve

Pressure 
limiter

SHTS021270300273
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Pre fuel filter: clogged

• Common rail pressure sensor: faulty contact (power supply fault or GND fault), sensor failure

• Supply pump: SCV fault, learning value fault

• Common rail: pressure limiter valve open

• Harness-related malfunction: faulty contact or wrong connection in engine speed main sensor or engine speed sub
sensor
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P016F: Fuel system pressure control - low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The common rail pressure is controlled by the discharge of the supply pump.

• The supply pump discharge rate is adjusted by the SCV (suction control valve).

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormally high fuel pressure inside common rail is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed ≥ 700 r/min.

• Fuel injection quantity ≥ 5 mm3/st. cyl.

• Fuel injection quantity fluctuation < 40.6 mm3/st. cyl.

• Target current value of SCV ≤ 1250 mA.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (Actual common rail pressure – target common rail pressure) ≥ 15 MPa for 15 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Supply pump

Injection 
pipe

Common rail

Pressure feeding pipe

Overflow pipe

Injector

Through feed pipe

Leakage pipe

Pre fuel filterFuel filter Fuel tank

Overflow
valve

Pressure 
limiter
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Pre fuel filter: clogged

• Common rail pressure sensor: faulty contact (power supply fault or GND fault), sensor failure

• Supply pump: SCV fault, learning value fault

• Common rail: pressure limiter valve open

• Harness-related malfunction: faulty contact or wrong connection in engine speed main sensor or engine speed sub
sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P016E and P016F

1. Inspect the start of the engine.

NOYES

1. Check if fuel is leaking or seeping out of the supply pump.

NOYES

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine].

4. Select [Actual common rail pressure] from the [Data monitor and
Active test].

5. Start the engine while checking the common rail pressure.

NOYES

1 Inspect the start of the engine

Does the engine start?

Go to step 4. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the supply pump

Was any failure found?

Replace the supply pump, and go to step 4. Go to step 3.

3  Function check of supply pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Idling

Starter  (Engine starting) Hour

C
om

m
on
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ss
ur

e 222MP

The pressure limiter is 
open reducing the pressure.

Actual common rail pressure
Specified common rail pressure

SHTS021270300275
Standard values

The actual common rail pressure rises and stabilizes at a 
constant value.

Was any failure found?

Replace the supply pump, and go to step 4. Contact the Hino national service manager.
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1. Inspect the pre fuel filter.

• Has the replacement period expired?

• Is it dirty, damaged, or clogged?

• Is it a genuine Hino part?

NOYES

1. Check if the fuel pipe and hose between the fuel tank and pre fuel
filter are clogged, punctured, or bent.

2. Make sure the fuel pipe joint bolts are not loose.

NOYES

1. Check if the breather hose is clogged, punctured, or bent.

2. Make sure the check valve is functioning normally.

NOYES

4 Inspect the pre fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Replace the pre fuel filter element, and go to
step 5.

Go to step 10.

5 Inspect the fuel pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 6.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the fuel tank breather

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 7.

Go to step 7.
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1. Make sure the fuel tank feed pipe is not clogged.

NOYES

1. Drain fuel out of the fuel tank and check if there are foreign objects
inside the tank.

NOYES

1. Make sure the gauze filter (built into the supply pump) is not
clogged.

NOYES

7 Inspect the fuel tank feed pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 8.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the fuel tank

Was any failure found?

Remove the foreign objects and clean the
fuel tank. 
Then go to step 9.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the supply pump gauze filter

Was any failure found?

Clean the gauze filter, and go to step 10. Go to step 10.
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1. Make sure the fuel high-pressure pipe is not leaking fuel.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel filter is not clogged.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the SCV connector (looseness and poor
contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the common rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

10 Inspect the fuel high-pressure pipe.

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 11.

Go to step 11.

11 Inspect the fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 12.

Go to step 12.

12 Inspect the SCV connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 13.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 14.

Go to step 14.
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1. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine].

3. Select [NE sensor active flag], [G sensor active flag] from the [Data
monitor and Active test].

4. Start the engine and confirm that the engine main speed sensor
(NE) and sub speed sensor (G) operate (stay ON) continuously.

NOYES

14 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor power supply

VC2 GND

SHTS021270300276

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC2 – GND

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 15. Repair the common rail pressure sensor and
then go to step 15.

15 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)

SHTS021270300277

Was any failure found?

Check any faulty sensor and repair or
replace it as needed.
After inspection, go to step 16.

Go to step 16.
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1. Check if the fuel return pipe and hose are clogged.

NOYES

16 Inspect the fuel return pipe and hose

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part. Contact the Hino national service manager.
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DTC: P0182 and P0183 
EN01H02127030602016051

P0182: Fuel temperature sensor Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The fuel temperature sensor consistently measures fuel temperature.

• The fuel temperature sensor is installed to the supply pump.

<Description of malfunction>

• The fuel temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
The conditions described above remain for 5 seconds or longer.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the fuel temperature sensor remains at 0.1 V or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact (wet of connector)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure or internal circuit failure

• Faulty connector contact or fit
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P0183: Fuel temperature sensor High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The fuel temperature sensor consistently measures fuel temperature.

• The fuel temperature sensor is installed to the supply pump.

<Description of malfunction>

• The fuel temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON". 

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
The conditions described above remain for 5 seconds or longer.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the fuel temperature sensor remains at 4.85 V or greater for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure or internal circuit failure

• Faulty connector contact or fit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0182 and P0183

1. Check the connection of the fuel temperature sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the fuel temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the fuel temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuel temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the fuel temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the fuel temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the fuel temperature sensor connec-
tor.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the fuel temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the fuel temperature sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel temperature sensor unit

E2 THF

SHTS021270300280

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Fuel temperature 
sensor
THF – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
2.32 – 2.59 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.310 – 0.326 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the fuel temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the fuel temperature sensor power supply

E2THF

SHTS021270300281

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Fuel temperature 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
THF – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminal of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the connector of the fuel temperature sensor.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of fuel temperature sensor

DE76 E48

SHTS021270300282

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THF (E48) – 
Ground
E2 (E76) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect disconnection of the fuel temperature sensor harness

DE76 E48

SHTS021270300283

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THF (E48) – 
E2 (E76)

20 C {68 F}: 
2.32 – 2.59 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.310 – 0.326 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0182 or P0183) has been
detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300284

Has DTC (P0182 or P0183) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0191
EN01H02127030602016052

P0191: Fuel rail pressure sensor (main and sub) - out of range
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The common rail pressure is controlled by the discharge of the supply pump.

• The supply pump discharge rate is adjusted by the SCV (suction control valve).

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormally low fuel pressure inside common rail is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed ≥ 700 r/min.

• Fuel injection quantity ≥ 10 mm3/st. cyl.

• Fuel injection quantity fluctuation ≤ 2.6 mm3/st. cyl. sec.

• Target current value of SCV ≤ 1,250 mA.

• No supply pump-related DTC is detected.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (Actual common rail pressure – target common rail pressure) ≤ -15 MPa for 15 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Vehicle start control is not available.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Vehicle start control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Pre fuel filter: clogged

• Common rail pressure sensor: faulty contact (power supply fault or GND fault), sensor failure

• Supply pump: SCV fault, learning value fault

• Common rail: pressure limiter valve open

• Harness-related malfunction: faulty contact or wrong connection in engine speed main sensor or engine speed sub
sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0191

1. Inspect the start of the engine.

NOYES

1. Check if fuel is leaking or seeping out of the supply pump.

NOYES

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine].

4. Select [Actual common rail pressure] from the [Data monitor and
Active test].

5. Start the engine while checking the common rail pressure.

NOYES

1 Inspect the start of the engine

Does the engine start?

Go to step 4. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the supply pump

Was any failure found?

Replace the supply pump, and go to step 4. Go to step 3.

3  Function check of supply pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Idling

Starter  (Engine starting) Hour

C
om

m
on

 r
ai

l p
re

ss
ur

e 222MP

The pressure limiter is 
open reducing the pressure.

Actual common rail pressure
Specified common rail pressure

SHTS021270300286
Standard values

The actual common rail pressure rises and stabilizes at a 
constant value.

Was any failure found?

Replace the supply pump, and go to step 4. Contact the Hino national service manager.
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1. Inspect the pre fuel filter.

• Has the replacement period expired?

• Is it dirty, damaged, or clogged?

• Is it a genuine Hino part?

2. Check if the fuel inside the pre fuel filter is within the standard
value.

NOYES

1. Check if the fuel pipe and hose between the fuel tank and pre fuel
filter are clogged, punctured, or bent.

2. Make sure the fuel pipe joint bolts are not loose.

NOYES

4 Inspect the pre fuel filter

Measurement conditions Standard values

While engine is running

• At least 25.4 mm {1 in.} 
above collar and below the 
element upper level.

• Fuel level does not con-
tinue to drop during high-
speed idle.

Was any failure found?

Replace the pre fuel filter element, and go to
step 5.

Go to step 10.

5 Inspect the fuel pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 6.

Go to step 6.
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1. Check if the breather hose is clogged, punctured, or bent.

2. Make sure the check valve is functioning normally.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel tank feed pipe is not clogged.

NOYES

1. Drain fuel out of the fuel tank and check if there are foreign objects
inside the tank.

NOYES

6 Inspect the fuel tank breather

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 7.

Go to step 7.

7 Inspect the fuel tank feed pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 8.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the fuel tank

Was any failure found?

Remove the foreign objects and clean the
fuel tank.
Then go to step 9.

Go to step 9.
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1. Make sure the gauze filter (built into the supply pump) is not
clogged.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel high-pressure pipe is not leaking fuel.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel filter is not clogged.

NOYES

9 Inspect the supply pump gauze filter

Was any failure found?

Clean the gauze filter, and go to step 10. Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the fuel high-pressure pipe.

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 11.

Go to step 11.

11 Inspect the fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 12.

Go to step 12.
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1. Check the connection of the SCV connector (looseness and poor
contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the common rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

12 Inspect the SCV connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 13.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 14.

Go to step 14.
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1. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine].

3. Select [NE Active identification], [G Active identification] in [Data
monitor and Active test].

4. Start the engine and confirm that the engine main speed sensor
(NE) and sub speed sensor (G) operate (stay ON) continuously.

NOYES

14 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor power supply

VC2 E2

SHTS021270300287

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC2 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 15. Repair the common rail pressure sensor and
then go to step 15.

15 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)

SHTS021270300288

Was any failure found?

Check any faulty sensor and repair or
replace it as needed.
After inspection, go to step 16.

Go to step 16.
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1. Check if the fuel return pipe and hose are clogged.

NOYES

16 Inspect the fuel return pipe and hose

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part. Contact the Hino national service manager.
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DTC: P0192 and P0193 
EN01H02127030602016053

P0192: Fuel rail pressure sensor (main) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The common rail pressure sensor consistently measures common rail pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Common rail pressure cannot be correctly sensed.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the common rail pressure sensor (main) remains at 0.7 V (-10.7 MPa) or lower for 0.2 seconds or
longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Sensor internal short.
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P0193: Fuel rail pressure sensor (main) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The common rail pressure sensor consistently measures common rail pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Common rail pressure cannot be correctly sensed.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the common rail pressure sensor (main) remains at 4.49 V (260 MPa) or higher for 0.2 seconds or
longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in resistance of sensor

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure or internal circuit failure

• Irregular contact
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0192 and P0193

1. Check the connection of the common rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the common rail pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the common rail pres-
sure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the common rail pressure sensor con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the common rail pressure sensor connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor unit
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E2
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(main)

VC2
(main)

VC1
(sub)

PCR1
(sub)

E1
(sub)

SHTS021270300291

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor
(1) VC2 (main) – 
PCR2 (main)
(2) PCR2 (main) – 
E2 (main)

(1) 1.05 – 3.55 k
(2) 6.7 – 18.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the common rail pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connec-
tor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor power supply

E2VC2

SHTS021270300292

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC2 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 6.

5 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor signal circuit

PCR2VC2

SHTS021270300293

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC2 – PCR2

200 – 250 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the engine ECU.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connector terminals and
ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of the common rail pressure sensor

VC2
GROUND

PCR2
GROUND

SHTS021270300294

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC2 – Ground
PCR2 – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the connector of the common rail pressure sensor.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

7 Inspect disconnection of the common rail pressure sensor harness

C D
E76E33

D
E76E64

E65

SHTS021270300295

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC2 (E33) – 
E2 (E76)
PCR2 (E64) – 
E2 (E76)
PC2S (E65) – 
E2 (E76)

2  or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0192 or P0193) has been
detected.

NOYES

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300296

Has DTC (P0192 or P0193) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P01A5
EN01H02127030602016054

P01A5: Fuel rail pressure sensor (sub) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The common rail pressure sensor (sub) constantly measures the common rail pressure.

<Technical Description>

• Common rail pressure is not correctly recognized.

• Possible failure of common rail pressure sensor (sub) or harness GND short-circuit

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine stall condition or engine speed above 500 r/min continues for 5 seconds.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Common rail pressure sensor (sub) voltage is below 1.2 V (-10.7 MPa) for 0.2 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK 15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300297
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• looseness or poor contact of connector

• Engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P01A5

1. Check the connection of the common rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the common rail pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of common rail pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the common rail pres-
sure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the sensor using
the electrical tester.

NOYES

3 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor unit

VC1
PCR1

PCR1
E1

E2
(main)

PCR2
(main)

VC2
(main)

VC1
(sub)

PCR1
(sub)

E1
(sub)

E2
(main)

PCR2
(main)

VC2
(main)

E1
(sub)

VC1
(sub)

PCR1
(sub)

SHTS021270300298

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor
(1) VC1 (sub) – 
PCR1 (sub)
(2) PCR1 (sub) – 
E1 (sub)

(1) 1.05 – 3.55 k
(2) 6.7 – 18.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the common rail pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the terminals of the common rail
pressure sensor vehicle side connector using the electrical tester.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connec-
tor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor power supply

E1 VC1

SHTS021270300299

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC1 – E1

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor signal circuit

PCR1 VC1

SHTS021270300300

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC1 – PCR1

200 – 250 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connector terminals and
ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of the common rail pressure sensor

VC1

GROUND

GROUND

PCR1

SHTS021270300301

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC1 – Ground
PCR1 – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80C
{176F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P01A5 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect disconnection of the common rail pressure sensor harness

C DE13 E56

D E49
E56 E68

SHTS021270300302

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC(E13) – E1(E56) 
PCR1(E49) – 
E1(E56) 
PC1S(E68) – 
E1(E56)

2  or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300303

Has DTC P01A5 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P01A6
EN01H02127030602016055

P01A6: Fuel rail pressure sensor (sub) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The common rail pressure sensor (sub) constantly measures the common rail pressure.

<Technical Description>

• Common rail pressure is not correctly identified.

• Possible failure of common rail pressure sensor (sub) or harness disconnection or +B short.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine stall condition or engine speed above 500 r/min continues for 5 seconds.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Common rail pressure sensor (sub) voltage is above 4.79 V (245.7 MPa) for 0.2 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK 15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300304
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P01A6

1. Check the connection of the common rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the common rail pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of common rail pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the common rail pres-
sure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the sensor using
the electrical tester.

NOYES

3 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor unit

VC1
PCR1

PCR1
E1

E2
(main)

PCR2
(main)

VC2
(main)

VC1
(sub)

PCR1
(sub)

E1
(sub)

E2
(main)

PCR2
(main)

VC2
(main)

E1
(sub)

VC1
(sub)

PCR1
(sub)

SHTS021270300305

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor
(1) VC1 (sub) – 
PCR1 (sub) 
(2) PCR1 (sub) – 
E1 (sub)

(1) 1.05 – 3.55 k
(2) 6.7 – 18.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the common rail pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the terminals of the common rail
pressure sensor vehicle side connector using the electrical tester.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connec-
tor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor power supply

E1 VC1

SHTS021270300306

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC1 – E1

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor signal circuit

PCR1 VC1

SHTS021270300307

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC1 – PCR1

200 – 250 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connector terminals and
ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of the common rail pressure sensor

VC1

GROUND

GROUND

PCR1

SHTS021270300308

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC1 – Ground
PCR1 – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

2.  Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P01A6 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect disconnection of the common rail pressure sensor harness

C DE13 E56

D E49
E56 E68

SHTS021270300309

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC (E13) – 
E1 (E56) 
PCR1 (E49) – 
E1 (E56) 
PC1S (E68) – 
E1 (E56) 

2  or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300310

Has DTC P01A6 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0200
EN01H02127030602016056

P0200: Fuel injector driver charge circuit (circuit high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Excessively high voltage has been detected in the injector charge circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

- Starter key "ON".

- Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

- Fuel injector; deactivated.
(2) Judgement criteria

- Fuel injector driver charge circuit voltage > 105 V

- Failure timer ≥ 0.384 seconds

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after engine stall.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• Diag light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Vehicle start control is not available.

• PTO is not available

• EGR valve is fully closed.

• VNT is fully open.

ENGINE ECU

Fuel injector driver 
charge circuit

Fuel injector  
drive

Fuel injector driver 
current adjust circuit

Monitor location of Fuel injector driver charge circuit

Monitor location of Fuel injector driver circuit 2 circuit high

Monitor location of Fuel injector driver circuit 1 circuit high

Fuel 
injector

SHTS021270300311
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Vehicle start control does not work.

• PTO cannot be used.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• ECU failure.

• Temporary operating error due to radio wave interference or noise.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0200

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ
and the engine ECU.

4. Erase the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. In HINO DX Ⅱ , make sure the engine ECU main relay is OFF. (This
cuts off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine
ECU.)

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. Select [Engine] and check if P0200 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the engine ECU internal circuit [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS021270300312

Has DTC P0200 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
(Temporary operating error due to radio
wave interference or noise.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0201, P0202, P0203 and P0204
EN01H02127030602016057

P0201: Fuel injector - disconnection (#1cyl) 
P0202: Fuel injector - disconnection (#2cyl)
P0203: Fuel injector - disconnection (#3cyl)
P0204: Fuel injector - disconnection (#4cyl)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• An injection rate is controlled to a valve opening duration of the injector.

• The valve opening duration of the injector is adjusted by the solenoid valve.

<Description of malfunction>

• #1 injector failure or possible harness disconnection (P0201)

• #2 injector failure or possible harness disconnection (P0202)

• #3 injector failure or possible harness disconnection (P0203)

• #4 injector failure or possible harness disconnection (P0204)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed is higher than 0.

• The fuel injector driver charge circuit is active.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The fuel injector driver circuit remains at 0A until it reaches a threshold.
(Approximately 4 seconds at 750 r/min. This may vary depending on engine speed.)

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Vehicle start control is not available.
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2
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3
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Vehicle start control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• vehicle side harness disconnection (engine ECU – injector central connector)

• Injector harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Disconnected coil in the injector

• Malfunction of ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0201, P0202, P0203 and P0204

1. Inspect the connection of the engine ECU connector and the tar-
get's injector connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

<Injector's table>

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine ECU connector, injector connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect disconnection of the engine ECU harness

C

E34 E40

E14
E15 E16 E20

E19
E18

E35
E36 E38

E39

SHTS021270300314

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
Refer to the injec-
tor’s table

2 

#1 injector #2 injector #3 injector #4 injector

#1 (E15) – IJ1+(E14)
#1 (E15) – I1+S(E34)
#10 (E35) – IJ1+(E14)
#10 (E35) – I1+S(E34)

#4 (E20) – IJ2+ (E18)
#4 (E20) – I2+S (E38)
#40 (E40) – IJ2+ (E18)
#40 (E40) – I2+S (E38)

#2 (E19) – IJ2+ (E18)
#2 (E19) – I2+S (E38)
#20 (E39) – IJ2+ (E18)
#20 (E39) – I2+S (E38)

#3 (E16) – IJ1+ (E14)
#3 (E16) – I1+S (E34)
#30 (E36) – IJ1+ (E14)
#30 (E36) – I1+S (E34)

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Go to step 4.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0201, P0202, P0203 and
P0204) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the injector central connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the injector central connector (engine side).

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300315

Has DTC (P0201, P0202, P0203 and P0204) has been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check for disconnection in wire harness of injector central connector

SHTS021270300316

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Injector central 
connector (engine 
side)
#1 injector: 5 – 10
#2 injector: 8 – 11
#3 injector: 3 – 7
#4 injector: 2 – 6

2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Repair or replace the wire harness between
the injector central connector and engine
ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.
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1. Disconnect the target's injector harness connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the target's injector harness connector (injector side).

NOYES

1. Measure the resistance between the target's injector terminal and
the injector body.

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of the injector harness

SHTS021270300317

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Injector harness 
connector (injec-
tor side) terminals

20 C {68 F}: 
0.37 – 0.57 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Repair or replace the wire harness between
the injector central connector and injector
harness connector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the injector unit

SHTS021270300318

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Injector terminal – 
injector body

More than 10 M

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Repair or replace the target's injector har-
ness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0217
EN01H02127030602016058

P0217: Engine coolant over temperature condition
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Measure the engine coolant temperature with the coolant temperature sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Engine overheating is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine must not be stopped.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The coolant temperature value of the engine coolant temperature sensor is above 115 C {239 F} for 30 sec-
onds.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

• After fixed time, the engine stopped.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300319
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8. Estimated failure factors
(1) Check for the relevant symptom by referring to the Workshop Manual, Engine Introduction, and Troubleshooting

Overheating.

• Faulty coolant-related component

• Faulty cooling system

• Faulty injection system

• Faulty lubricating system
(2) Malfunction of cooling fan, malfunction of fan clutch
(3) Malfunction of coolant temperature sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0217

1. Refer to "Engine Overheating" in the "Engine Introduction/Trouble-
shooting" Workshop Manual and check the related problem areas.

NOYES

1. Check the installation and damage condition of the cooling fan.

NOYES

1. Check the installation condition of the cooling fan clutch and check
for silicone oil leakage from the clutch.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the cooling fan

Was any failure found?

Properly install the cooling fan.
Replace the cooling fan if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the fan clutch

Was any failure found?

Properly install the cooling fan clutch.
Replace the cooling fan clutch if it is leaking.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0217 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

E THW

SHTS021270300320

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300321

Has DTC P0217 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0219
EN01H02127030602016059

P0219: Engine overspeed condition
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU detects the engine speed using the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)
mounted on the flywheel housing.

<Description of malfunction>

• Engine speed above rated value is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

While the engine is in operation
(2) Judgement criteria

An engine speed of more than 3,000 r/min

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Accelerator is fully closed.

• EGR valve is fully closed.

• VNT is fully open.

• Diesel throttle is fully closed.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

X3F
ZTZ

J0J 1mA (NE-)
(SNE)

XK4J0H 1mA (NE+)
(NE-)
(NE+)

Engine ECU

Engine speed main sensor

SHTS021270300322
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8. Estimated failure factors
Miss-shift (MT vehicle)
Operated with excessive engine oil running around to the air intake system
Irregular contact of connector and harness
Malfunction of engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0219

1. Check the oil level gauge and make sure the engine oil quantity is
within the standard value.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the engine speed main sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine oil level.

Oil level gauge

FULL ADD

Engine damage will occur.

Gauge end

Rivet

Preferred level

SHTS021270300323

Is the engine oil quantity within the standard value?

Go to step 2. Adjust the engine oil quantity according to
the standard value.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2 Inspect the engine speed main sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the engine speed main sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine speed main sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine speed main sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine speed main sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Check the engine speed main sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine speed main
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the engine speed main sensor power supply

NE-NE+

SHTS021270300324

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine speed 
main sensor vehi-
cle side connector
NE+ – NE-

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) and each terminal in the
engine speed main sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

5 Check for disconnection in wire harness of engine speed main sensor

D

NE-

NE+

E52

E72

SHTS021270300325

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – engine 
speed main sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
NE+ (E52) – NE+
NE- (E72) – NE-

Less than 2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

6 Check for short-circuit in wire harness of engine speed main sensor

D
E72
E52

SHTS021270300326

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
NE+ (E52) – 
Ground
NE- (E72) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

2. Connect the engine speed main sensor connector.

3. Start the engine.

4. Use the oscilloscope to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

7 Check the engine speed main sensor signal

DE52 E72

SHTS021270300327

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Engine idling

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
NE+ (E52) – 
NE- (E72)

56 pulse

 1 rotation

56 peaks (pulse)

No pulse (No gear tooth)

0V

SHTS021270300328

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the engine speed main sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0219 has been detected.

NOYES

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300329

Has DTC P0219 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0222 and P0223
EN01H02127030602016060

P0222: Intake throttle valve position sensor 2 - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The diesel throttle (intake throttle) controls valves steplessly to control boost pressure and intake air volume.

• Inside the diesel throttle, a sensor designed to detect a travel of the valve consistently monitors an actual opening to
compare with command value.

<Description of malfunction>

• Low voltage failure of diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) position sensor is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the sensor remains at 0.2 V (5 degrees) or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Diesel throttle

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)
(M+)XQS

(E3)ZD6

(VC2)XG2
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300330
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector
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P0223: Intake throttle valve position sensor 2 - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The diesel throttle (intake throttle) controls valves steplessly to control boost pressure and intake air volume.

• Inside the diesel throttle (intake throttle), a sensor designed to detect a travel of the valve consistently monitors an
actual opening to compare with command value.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormally high voltage of diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) position sensor is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the sensor remains at 4.8 V (120 degrees) or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

Diesel throttle

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)
(M+)XQS

(E3)ZD6

(VC2)XG2
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300331
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Sensor internal short-circuit

• Engine ECU internal circuit failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0222 and P0223

1. Check the connection of the intake throttle valve position sensor 2
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake throttle valve position sensor 2.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake throttle valve position sensor 2.

NOYES

1 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 2 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 2

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake throttle valve
position sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake throttle valve position sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake throttle valve position sensor 2.

NOYES

3 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 2 unit

VTA2VC

E2VC

E2VTA2

SHTS021270300332

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake throttle 
valve position 
sensor 2
(1) VC – VTA2
(2) VC – E2
(3) VTA2 – E2

(1) 180 
(2) 3 k
(3) 3 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the intake throttle valve position
sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the intake throttle valve position sensor 2 vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake throttle valve position sensor 2 vehicle side
connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 2 power supply

VCE2

SHTS021270300333

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Intake throttle 
valve position 
sensor 2 vehicle 
side connector
VC – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 6.

5 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor 2 signal circuit

VTA2E2

SHTS021270300334

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake throttle 
valve position 
sensor 2 vehicle 
side connector
VTA2 – E2

25 – 35 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of intake throttle valve position sensor 2

C

D

E33

E77

E46

SHTS021270300335

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC2 (E33) – 
Ground
VTA2 (E46) – 
Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the intake throttle valve position sensor 2 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

7 Inspect for disconnections in wire harness of intake throttle valve

C D

C D

D

E33

E46

E33 E77

E77

E46

SHTS021270300336

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
(1) VC2 (E33) – 
VTA2 (E46)
(2) VC2 (E33) – 
E4 (E77)
(3) VTA2 (E46) – 
E4 (E77)

(1) 2  or more
(2) 3 k
(3) 3 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0222 or P0223) has been
detected.

NOYES

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300337

Has DTC (P0222 or P0223) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0234
EN01H02127030602016061

P0234: Overboost
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed
and boost pressure. It observes a deviation between the target boost pressure and actual boost pressure to check
if the actual pressure is higher than the target pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Boost pressure is higher than the stipulated value.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Water temperature at engine start-up is 0 C {32 F} or more.

• The condition that the intake air temperature at engine start-up is less than 0 C {32 F} remains for 500 sec-
onds or more.

• The condition that the intake air temperature at the engine start-up is higher than 0 C {32 F} remains in the
range of 30 to 200 seconds.

The conditions described below remain for 4 seconds or more.

• The target boost pressure is 40 kPa (gauge) or more.

• If the engine speed is 750 r/min, fuel injection quantity is 100 mm3/st. cyl or more.

• If the engine speed is in range of 1250 to 1750 r/min, fuel injection quantity is 60 mm3/st.cyl or more.

• If the engine speed is 2500 r/min, fuel injection quantity is 120mm3/st.cyl or more.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• DPR auto-regeneration is inactive.
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(2) Judgement criteria

• Deviation between the target boost pressure and the actual boost pressure: the condition that the deviation
exceeds the range of 40 to 50 kPa remains 30 seconds or more.

• If target boost pressure is 140 to 220 kPa, the deviation of boost pressure detected is 40 kPa or more.

• If target boost pressure is 220 to 250 kPa, the deviation of boost pressure detected is 45 kPa or more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Turbocharger noise or damage

• Insufficient output or engine stall because of DPR filter clogging due to abnormal soot generation

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that DTC is not detected after test run (10 minutes after engine startup).

8. Estimated failure factors

• VNT actuator failure (VNT nozzle closed-side failure)

• EGR valve failure (EGR valve closed-side failure)

• Clogged boost pressure sensor hose

• Boost pressure sensor failure (abnormal voltage, power supply or ground fault)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0234

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0234 (for exam-
ple, P0045, P0401) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Make sure the boost pressure sensor hose is not clogged, rup-
tured, or cracked.

2. Make sure the pipe on the intake manifold side is not clogged.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300339

Has a DTC other than P0234 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the boost pressure sensor hose.

Was any failure found?

 

1. Replace the boost pressure sensor hose.

2. Clean the intake manifold pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply system

VCE

SHTS021270300340

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.75 – 5.25 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Inspect the harness and engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and select [Engine].

4. Select [Inspection Menu], then inspect the response delay at the
Target VNT position and Actual VNT position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Click [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

4 Inspect the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300341

Standard values

From the Target VNT position to the Actual VNT position, 
the response delay should be within 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Click [Start inspection].
(4) Click [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Click [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

5 Inspect the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300342

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Check that P0234 is not detected again to
complete the check.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0237
EN01H02127030602016062

P0237: Boost pressure sensor - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The boost pressure sensor install in the outlet of the diesel throttle consistently detects boost pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Boost pressure cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the sensor remains at 0.3 V (32.4 kPa) or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK

J0L
J0M(VC)

(PIM)
(E) ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)
15mA
5mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300343
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0237

1. Check the connection of the boost pressure sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the boost pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the boost pressure sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the “LOCK” position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connect.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuit of the boost pressure sensor harness

C

D

E33

E67
E77

SHTS021270300344

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC2 (E33) – 
Ground
PIM (E67) – 
Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and the boost
pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect disconnection of the boost pressure sensor harness

C

D

E33

E77E67

VC
PIM

E

SHTS021270300345

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Boost 
pressure sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector
(1) VC2 (E33) – VC
(2) PIM (E67) – PIM
(3) E4 (E77) – E

1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the engine ECU vehicle side harness to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0237 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply

VCE

SHTS021270300346

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.75 – 5.25 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the engine ECU.

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300347

Has DTC P0237 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0263, P0266, P0269 and P0272
EN01H02127030602016063

P0263: #1 Injection quantity and timing 
P0266: #2 Injection quantity and timing 
P0269: #3 Injection quantity and timing 
P0272: #4 Injection quantity and timing
INFORMATION

Supply pump

Injection 
pipe

Common rail

Pressure feeding pipe

Overflow pipe

Injector

Through feed pipe

Leakage pipe

Pre fuel filterFuel filter Fuel tank

Overflow
valve

Pressure 
limiter

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300348
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1. Technical description

• The engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) monitors the speed of each cylinder.

• For control, it increases or reduces the compensation of the injection quantity of each cylinder to make constant the
speed of each cylinder.

<Description of malfunction>

• If the speed of the #1 cylinder is found abnormal, the DTC P0263 will be detected.

• If the speed of the #2 cylinder is found abnormal, the DTC P0266 will be detected.

• If the speed of the #3 cylinder is found abnormal, the DTC P0269 will be detected.

• If the speed of the #4 cylinder is found abnormal, the DTC P0272 will be detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

 

1. All the following conditions continue for more than 30 seconds.

• The engine speed is in the range of 250 to 900 r/min.

• The fuel injection quantity is within 0 to 50 mm3/st. cyl.

• The exhaust brake and PTO are inactive.

2. All the following conditions continue for more than 10 seconds.

• The engine speed is within the below table.

• Gear position unchanged

• The fuel injection quantity is less than 45 mm3/st. cyl.

• The coolant temperature is above 71 C {159.8 F}.

• The accelerator opening is 0%.

• The vehicle speed is 0 mile/h.

• Barometric pressure ≥ 75 kPa (10.8 psi)

• The exhaust brake and PTO are inactive.
Engine speed (r/min)

(2) Judgement criteria

• If the #1 cylinder speed measured by the engine speed main sensor is low, the fuel injection quantity retains a
value lower by 30 to 45 mm3/st.cyl or more for 20 seconds or more.

• If the #1 cylinder speed measured by the engine speed main sensor is high, the fuel injection quantity retains
a value higher by 10 to 20 mm3/st.cyl or less for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Manual Transmission Automatic Transmission

D range N/A 725-775

N range 725-775 N/A

P range N/A N/A
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Excessive vibration while engine is idling.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuel injection line: break, crack, fuel leak

• Cylinder: compression leak

• Injector: clogged or stays open
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0263, P0266, P0269 and P0272

1. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if any following DTCs (cylinder #1:
P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) have been detected
as an "Active".

NOYES

1. Check if the following DTC are not detected at the same time in the
results of step 1.

• P0263, P0266, P0269, P0272

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300349

Have any DTCs (cylinder #1: P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) been detected as an
"Active"?

Go to step 2 (Detected as an "Active".) Go to step 9. (Recorded as an "Inactive".)

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (engine ECU)

SHTS021270300350

Has other "Active" DTC been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check that the fuel line has no leaks or clogging.

<Main inspection locations>

- Entry of foreign matter into the fuel tank

- Fuel hose breakage, collapsing, looseness

- High-pressure pipe breakage, collapsing, looseness

NOYES

1. Check that the pre fuel filter is not dirty or clogged.

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel line

Fuel filter

Supply pump

Common rail

Injector

Fuel tank

Suction line
Positive pressure line
High pressure line
Return line

A return line from the fuel filter

Pre fuel 
filter

SHTS021270300351

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Go to step 4 after repair or replacement.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the pre fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Replace the pre fuel filter.
Go to step 5 after replacement.

Go to step 5.
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1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any followings DTCs (cylinder #1:
P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) have been detected.

NOYES

1. Use the cruise function to run the engine at 1,500 r/min.

2. Check the engine sound during normal operation. (before Cut-off
test)

3. Use HINO DXⅡ's [Data monitor and Active test] to perform a cut-off
test.
(For details, refer to the cut-off test procedure on the following
pages.)

<Cylinder cut-off test>

- This method is generally used to check combustion abnormalities by
stopping the fuel injection for one of the cylinder of a four-cylinder
engine and verifying the engine sound or performance.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected 3 (engine ECU)

SHTS021270300352

Have any DTCs (cylinder #1: P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6  Perform the cylinder cut-off test (HINO DX Ⅱ )

SHTS021270300353

Did you find the engine sound different?

<One of the A to D is always large or same as
α>
Replace the abnormal injector.
After replace, go to step 7.

<There is no clear difference>
Go to step 8
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any followings DTCs (cylinder #1:
P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) have been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace common rail assembly.

3. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

4. Stop the engine.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. Select [Engine] and check if any followings DTCs (cylinder #1:
P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) have been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected 4 (engine ECU)

SHTS021270300354

Have any DTCs (cylinder #1: P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) been detected?

Go to step 8. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8  Replace the common rail assembly

SHTS021270300355

Have any DTCs (cylinder #1: P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) been detected?

Go to step 9. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check that the injector clamp is not loose.

2. Check that there is no "insufficient engagement" of the injector
clamp claw.

NOYES

9 Check the injector clamp

INJECTOR

INJECTOR
CLAMP

BOLT

INJECTION PIPE

INJECTION
PIPE OIL SEAL

O-RING

SHTS021270300356

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty parts.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Check that the valve clearance of each cylinder is within the stan-
dard values. (Check all the valves.)

NOYES

10 Check the valve clearance

Feeler gauge
Rocker arm

Cross head

SHTS021270300357

Measurement conditions Standard values

Cold engine Intake valve: 
0.3 mm (0.0118 in.)
Exhaust valve: 
0.45 mm (0.0177 in.)

Cylinder number 1 2 3 4

Valve arrangement Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust

No.1 cylinder at the compres-
sion stroke top dead center

   

No.4 cylinder at the compres-
sion stroke top dead center

Δ Δ Δ Δ

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Adjust the valve clearance.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Remove the air cleaner.

4. Remove the all injectors.

5. Set the special service tool (SST) and measure the compression
on each cylinder one at a time on all 6 cylinders.

NOYES

11 Check the engine compression pressure

SST
To
engine

SHTS021270300358 Measurement
conditions

Standard values

Engine revolution:
150 r/min

Standard values: 
3.2-3.4 MPa {33-35 kgf/cm2}
Limit: 2.3 MPa {24 kgf/cm2}

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Repair base engine to correct low compres-
sion.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Inspect the condition of engine speed main sensor (crankshaft
position sensor) connector (looseness or poor contact).

2. Check the installation of the engine speed main sensor. (Crank-
shaft position sensor)

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any followings DTCs (cylinder #1:
P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) have been detected.

NOYES

12 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (Crankshaft position sensor)

Engine speed main sensor (Crankshaft position sensor)

Connector

Flywheel housing

SHTS021270300359

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty parts.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Check the DTC detected 5 (engine ECU)

SHTS021270300360

Have any DTCs (cylinder #1: P0263, #2: P0266, #3: P0269 and #4: P0272) been detected?

Inspect the crankshaft, connecting rods, fly-
wheel, and other parts of the drive system.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P026C and P026D
EN01H02127030602016064

P026C: All injector (#1 - #4) Injection quantity and timing 
P026D: All injector (#1 - #4) Injection quantity and timing
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) monitors the engine speed of #1 – #4 cylinders.

• The average injection quantity into #1 – #4 cylinders is increased and decreased so that the engine speed of each
cylinder is kept constant.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal average injection quantity into #1 – #4 cylinders is detected.

Supply pump

Injection 
pipe

Common rail

Pressure feeding pipe

Overflow pipe

Injector

Through feed pipe

Leakage pipe

Pre fuel filterFuel filter Fuel tank

Overflow
valve

Pressure 
limiter

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300361
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

 

1. The #1 – #4 injection quantity and timing diagnosis is detecting normally.

2. All the following conditions continue for at least 10 seconds.

• Engine speed is in the range of 725-775 r/min.

• Gear position is D range.

• Fuel injection quantity < 45 mm3/st. cyl.

• Engine coolant temperature ≥ 71 C {159.8 F}.

• Throttle opening is 0%.

• Vehicle speed is 0 mph.

• Barometric pressure ≥ 75 kPa.

• Exhaust brake and PTO are not in operation.
(2) Judgement criteria

• If the speed of all of cylinders from #1 – #4 measured by the engine speed main sensor is low, the status
where the fuel injection quantity decreases by 30 to 45 mm3/st. cyl or more continues for 20 seconds or more.

• If the speed of all of cylinders from #1 – #4 measured by the engine speed main sensor is low, the status
where the fuel injection quantity decreases by 10 to 20 mm3/st. cyl or more remains for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Large vibration during idling.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuel injection line: break, crack, fuel leak

• Cylinder: compression leak

• Injector: clogging, constantly injecting

• Use of low-grade fuel

• Crankshaft position sensor phase shifting.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P026C and P026D

1. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P026C or P026D) has been
detected as an "Active".

NOYES

1. Check if the following DTC are not detected at the same time in the
results of step 1.

• P0263, P0266, P0269, P0272

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300362

Has DTC (P026C or P026D) been detected as an "Active"?

Go to step 2 (Detected as an "Active") Go to step 9. (Recorded as an "Inactive")

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (engine ECU)

SHTS021270300363

Has other "Active" DTC been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check that the fuel line has no leaks or clogging.

<Main inspection locations>

- Entry of foreign matter into the fuel tank

- Fuel hose breakage, collapsing, looseness

- High-pressure pipe breakage, collapsing, looseness

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel line

Fuel filter

Supply pump

Common rail

Injector

Fuel tank

Suction line
Positive pressure line
High pressure line
Return line

A return line from the fuel filter

Pre fuel 
filter

SHTS021270300364

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Go to step 4 after repair or replacement.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check that the pre fuel filter is not dirty or clogged or damaged.

NOYES

1. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P026C or P026D) has been
detected.

NOYES

4 Inspect the pre fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Replace the pre fuel filter.
Go to step 5 after replacement.

Go to step 5.

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300365

Has DTC (P026C or P026D) been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the cruise function to run the engine at 1,500 r/min.

2. Check the engine sound during normal operation. (before Cut-off
test)

3. Use HINO DX Ⅱ [Data monitor and Active test] to perform a cut-off
test.(For details, refer to the cut-off test procedure on the following
pages.)

<Cylinder cut-off test>

- This method is generally used to check combustion abnormalities by
stopping the fuel injection for one of the cylinder of a four-cylinder
engine and verifying the engine sound or performance.

NOYES

1. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P026C or P026D) has been
detected.

NOYES

6  Perform the cylinder cut-off test (HINO DX Ⅱ )

SHTS021270300366

Did you find the engine sound different?

<There is a clear difference in sound or per-
formance when the injection is cut-off>
Go to step 8.

<There is no difference in sound or perfor-
mance when the injection is cut-off>
Replace the injector.
Replace the injector (Replace the failed injec-
tor detected by the cut-off test, not the injec-
tor noted in the DTC.)
Go to step 7 after replacement.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300367

Has DTC (P026C or P026D) been detected?

Go to step 8. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace common rail assembly.

3. Perform the engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

4. Stop the engine.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P026C or P026D) has been
detected.

NOYES

8  Replace the common rail assembly

SHTS021270300368

Has DTC (P026C or P026D) been detected?

Go to step 9. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check that the injector clamp is not loose.

2. Check that there is no "insufficient engagement" of the injector
clamp claw.

NOYES

9 Check the injector clamp

INJECTOR

INJECTOR
CLAMP

BOLT

INJECTION PIPE

INJECTION
PIPE OIL SEAL

O-RING

SHTS021270300369

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty parts.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Check that the valve clearance of each cylinder is within the stan-
dard values. (Check all the valves.)

NOYES

10 Check the valve clearance

Feeler gauge
Rocker arm

Cross head

SHTS021270300370

Measurement conditions Standard values

Cold engine Intake valve: 
0.30 mm (0.0118 in.)
Exhaust valve: 
0.45 mm (0.0177 in.)

Cylinder number 1 2 3 4

Valve arrangement Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust Intake Exhaust

No.1 cylinder at the compres-
sion stroke top dead center

   

No.4 cylinder at the compres-
sion stroke top dead center

Δ Δ Δ Δ

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Adjust the valve clearance.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Remove the all injectors.

4. Set the special service tool (SST) and measure the compression.

NOYES

11 Check the engine compression pressure

SST
To
engine

SHTS021270300371

Measurement
conditions

Standard values

Engine revolution:
150 r/min

Standard values: 
3.2-3.4 MPa {33-35 kgf/cm2}
Limit: 2.3 MPa {24 kgf/cm2}

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Engine overhaul.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Inspect the condition of engine speed main sensor (crankshaft
position sensor) connector (looseness or poor contact).

2. Check the installation of the engine speed main sensor. (Crank-
shaft position sensor)

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P026C or P026D) has been
detected.

NOYES

12 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (Crankshaft position sensor)

Engine speed main sensor (Crankshaft position sensor)

Connector

Flywheel housing

SHTS021270300372

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty parts.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300373

Has DTC (P026C or P026D) been detected?

Inspect the crankshaft, connecting rods, fly-
wheel, and other parts of the drive system.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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Flow-Cut off test

<Cylinder cut-off test>
By stopping fuel injection for one of the cylinders of an engine normally running with four, this test detects combustion
abnormalities of each cylinder.

<Purpose>
Evaluation of combustion abnormalities in the cylinders by using sound differences.

<Know-how & examples>
Detect combustion abnormalities of any cylinder from differences in the sound and perform the required corrections.

1. Start the engine and use the cruise control function to run the
engine at 1,500 r/min.

2. Check that the engine sound at the time of before cut-off test nor-
mal operation. (The sound at this time shall be α.)

3. Select [Data monitor and Active test].

1  Cylinder cut-off test

Data monitor and Active test

Active test Setting

SHTS021270300374
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4. Stop injection for cylinder No. 1 and check the engine sound. (The
sound at this time shall be A.) Stop the test after checking.

HINT
During the test, the engine tries to maintain the original four-cylin-
der speed, but using only three cylinders, so that the sound A
becomes larger in comparison with the sound α. (No abnormality.)

5. Sequentially stop the injection for cylinders No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4
in the same way as for a cylinder.
No. 1. (The measure sounds shall be B, C and D respectively.)

HINT

• When the difference in the sound is difficult to detect, repeat
steps 4 and 5.

• If the sound of A – D is the same of α, always check for a com-
munication problem.

NOYES

Select the cylinder to deactivate

Injection is stopped when OK is selected.

SHTS021270300375

Did you find the engine sound different?

(One out of A to D is abnormally loud or the
same as α)
Replace the injector
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Comparison of the sounds A to D shows no
clear difference
Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0299
EN01H02127030602016065

P0299: Underboost
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator moves the nozzle vane steplessly by the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) to control the turbo speed
and boost pressure. It compares the target boost pressure and actual boost pressure to check if the actual pressure
is lower than the target pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• The boost pressure is lower than the stipulated value.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Water temperature at the engine start-up is 0 C {32 F} or above.

The conditions described below remain for 4 seconds or more.

• The target boost pressure is 40 kPa (gauge) or more.

• If the engine speed is 750 r/min, fuel injection quantity is 100 mm3/st. cyl or more.

• If the engine speed is in range of 1250 to 1750 r/min, fuel injection quantity is 60 mm3/st.cyl or more.

• If the engine speed is 2500 r/min, fuel injection quantity is 120 mm3/st.cyl or more.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• DPR auto-regeneration is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Deviation between the target boost pressure and the actual boost pressure: the condition that the deviation
exceeds the range of -30 to -50 kPa remains 30 seconds or more.

• If target boost pressure is 140 to 220 kPa, the deviation of boost pressure detected is -30 kPa or less.

• If target boost pressure is 220 to 250 kPa, the deviation of boost pressure detected is -40 kPa or less.

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

(E)
(THW)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK

J0L

XCV
X71

XCT
Z65

J0M(VC)
(PIM)

(E)

(FC)
(E2G)

(+B)
(E2)

X72(THA)

X4K (VG)

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA
10mA

10mA

15mA
5mA

10mA

200mA
200mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

10mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300376
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3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in air intake system (disconnected boost hose)

• Turbocharger failure (stuck turbine)

• Malfunction of boost pressure sensor

• Malfunction of air flow sensor

• Malfunction of VNT

• Malfunction of EGR valve
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0299

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0299 (for exam-
ple, P0045, P0401) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Make sure the boost pressure sensor hose is not clogged, rup-
tured, or cracked.

2. Make sure the pipe on the intake manifold side is not clogged.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300377

Has a DTC other than P0299 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the boost pressure sensor hose.

Was any failure found?

 

1. Replace the boost pressure sensor hose.

2. Clean the intake manifold pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply system

E VC

SHTS021270300378

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.75 – 5.25 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Inspect the harness and engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] from the menu, then inspect the
response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual VNT posi-
tion.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Click [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

4 Inspect the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300379

Standard values

From the Target VNT position to the Actual VNT position, 
the response delay should be within 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Click [Start inspection].
(4) Click [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Click [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

5 Inspect the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300380

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Check that P0299 is not detected again to
complete the check.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0300
EN01H02127030602016066

P0300: All injector (#1 - #4) Misfire
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) monitors the engine speed of #1 – #4 cylinders.

• The average injection quantity into #1 – #4 cylinders is increased and decreased so that the engine speed of each
cylinder is kept constant.

<Description of malfunction>

• Two or more of the following DTCs are detected: P0301, P0302, P0303, P0304.

Supply pump

Injection 
pipe

Common rail

Pressure feeding pipe

Overflow pipe

Injector

Through feed pipe

Leakage pipe

Pre fuel filterFuel filter Fuel tank

Overflow
valve

Pressure 
limiter

SHTS021270300381
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

 

1. All the following conditions continue for at least 30 seconds:

• Engine speed is between 250 – 900 r/min.

• Fuel injection quantity is within 0 – 50 mm3/st. cyl.

• Exhaust brake and PTO are not in operation.

2. All the following conditions continue for at least 10 seconds:

• Engine speed is in the range of 725-775 r/min.

• Gear position is D range.

• Fuel injection quantity < 45 mm3/st. cyl.

• Engine coolant temperature ≥ 71 C {159.8 F}.

• Throttle opening is 0%.

• Vehicle speed is 0 mile / h.

• Atmospheric pressure is 75 kPa or more.

• Exhaust brake and PTO are not in operation.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure is determined when two or more of P0301, P0302, P0303, and P0304 are detected for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Excessive vibration while engine is idling.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuel injection line: break, crack, fuel leak

• Cylinder: compression leak

• Injector: clogging, constantly injecting
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0300

1. Check the fuel pipe (high-pressure pipe between the common rail
and injector) and verify that there are no bends, ruptures, or loose
connections in it.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuel pipes

Fuel filter

Supply pump

Common rail

Injector

Fuel tank

Suction line
Positive pressure line
High pressure line
Return line

A return line from the fuel filter

Pre fuel 
filter

SHTS021270300382

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part,
go to step 2.

Go to step 3.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P0300 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Use the cruise function to run the engine at 1,500 r/min.

2. Check the engine sound during normal operation.

3. Select [Engine], and [Data monitor and Active test] to perform a
cut-off test.
For details, refer to "Flow-Cut off test" procedure.

<Cylinder cut-off test>

- This method is generally used to check combustion abnormalities by
stopping the fuel injection for one of the cylinder of a four-cylinder
engine and verifying the injectors' sound.

NOYES

2 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300383

Has DTC P0300 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

3  Perform the cylinder cut-off test

SHTS021270300384

Did you notice a difference in engine sound?

<There is a clear difference in sound or per-
formance when the injection is cut-off>
Go to step 4.

<There is no difference in sound or perfor-
mance when the injection is cut-off>
Replace the injector (Replace the failed injec-
tor detected by the cut-off test, not the injec-
tor noted in the DTC.)
Go to step 5 after replacement.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P0300 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the common rail assembly with a new one.

3. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

4. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0300 has been detected.

NOYES

4 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270300385

Has DTC P0300 been detected?

Go to step 5. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5  Replace the common rail assembly [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300386

Has DTC P0300 been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Remove injectors from all cylinders.

4. Install the special tool (SST) and measure the compression ratio of
each cylinder.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P0300 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the compression ratio

SST
TO
ENGINE

SHTS021270300387

Measurement conditions Standard values

Engine revolution: 150 r/min

Standard values: 
3.2 – 3.4 MPa {33 – 35 kgf/
cm2}
Limit: 2.3 MPa {24 kgf/cm2}

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Overhaul the engine.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 3

SHTS021270300388

Has DTC P0300 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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Flow-Cut off test

<Cylinder cut-off test>
By stopping fuel injection for one of the cylinders of an engine normally running with six, this test detects combustion
abnormalities of each cylinder.

<Purpose>
Evaluation of combustion abnormalities of each cylinder by sound difference.

<Know-how & examples>
Detect combustion abnormalities of any cylinder from differences in the sound and perform the required corrections.

1. Start the engine and use the cruise control function to run the
engine at 1,500 r/min.

2. Check that the engine sound at the time of normal operation. (The
sound at this time shall be α.)

3. Select [Data monitor and Active test].

1  Cylinder cut-off test

Data monitor and Active test

Active test Setting

SHTS021270300389
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4. Stop injection for cylinder No. 1 and check the engine sound. (The
sound at this time shall be A.) Stop the test after checking.

HINT
During the test, the engine tries to maintain the original four-cylin-
der speed, but using only three cylinders, so that the sound A
becomes larger in comparison with the sound. (This is not abnor-
mal.)
As the engine is running with combustion of one cylinder less
than normal, it is normal that the vibrations increase.
For an engine with no injection or reduced injection quantity,
injection stop causes no vibration change.
For engines increasing the injection quantity for some cylinders,
the vibrations become larger when all cylinders are operating, and
the vibrations decrease when injection is stopped for the defec-
tive cylinder.

5. Sequentially stop the injection for cylinders No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4
in the same way as for a cylinder No. 1. (The measure sounds
shall be B, C and D respectively.)

HINT

• When the difference in the sound is difficult to detect, repeat
steps 4 and 5.

• if one of the sounds A to D is the same as α, always check for a
communication problem of the injector.

NOYES

Select the cylinder to deactivate

Injection is stopped when OK is selected.

SHTS021270300390

Did you notice a difference in engine sound?

<One out of A to D is abnormally loud or the
same as α>
Replace the abnormal injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Comparison of the sounds A to D shows no
clear difference
Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0301, P0302, P0303 and P0304
EN01H02127030602016067

P0301: #1 Misfire 
P0302: #2 Misfire 
P0303: #3 Misfire 
P0304: #4 Misfire 
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) monitors the speed of each cylinder.

• For control, it increases or reduces the compensation of the injection quantity of each cylinder to make constant the
speed of each cylinder.

<Description of malfunction>

• If the speed of the #1 cylinder is found abnormal, the DTC P0301 will be detected.

• If the speed of the #2 cylinder is found abnormal, the DTC P0302 will be detected.

• If the speed of the #3 cylinder is found abnormal, the DTC P0303 will be detected.

• If the speed of the #4 cylinder is found abnormal, the DTC P0304 will be detected.

Supply pump

Injection 
pipe

Common rail

Pressure feeding pipe

Overflow pipe

Injector

Through feed pipe

Leakage pipe

Pre fuel filterFuel filter Fuel tank

Overflow
valve

Pressure 
limiter

SHTS021270300391
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

 

1. All the following conditions continue for more than 30 seconds.

• The engine speed is in the range of 250 to 900 r/min.

• The fuel injection quantity is within 0 to 50 mm3/st. cyl.

• The exhaust brake and PTO are inactive.

2. All the following conditions continue for more than 10 seconds.

• The engine speed is in the range of 725-775 r/min.

• Gear position is D range.

• The fuel injection quantity is less than 45 mm3/st. cyl.

• The coolant temperature is above 71 C {159.8 F}.

• The accelerator opening is 0%.

• The vehicle speed is 0 mile/h.

• Barometric pressure ≥ 75 kPa.

• The exhaust brake and PTO are inactive.
(2) Judgement criteria

If all the following conditions continue for more than 10 seconds, diagnostic judgment will take place.

• The fuel injection quantity is more than 40 mm3/st. cyl.

• The speed of each cylinder measured by engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) becomes
abnormal.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Excessive vibration while engine is idling.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuel injection line: break, crack, fuel leak

• Cylinder: compression leak

• Common rail: flow damper operational error

• Injector: clogged or stays open
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0301, P0302, P0303 and P0304

1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than (P0301, P0302,
P0303 or P0304) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300392

Has any DTC other than (P0301, P0302, P0303 or P0304) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.
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1. Check the fuel pipe (high-pressure pipe between the common rail
and injector) and verify that there are no bends, ruptures, or loose
connections in it.

NOYES

2 Inspect the fuel injection pipe between common rail and injector

Fuel filter

Supply pump

Common rail

Injector

Fuel tank

Suction line
Positive pressure line
High pressure line
Return line

A return line from the fuel filter

Pre fuel 
filter

SHTS021270300393

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Go to step 3 after repair or replacement.

Go to step 4.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0301, P0302, P0303 or
P0304) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Start the engine and use the cruise function to run the engine at
1,500 r/min.

2. Check the engine sound during normal operation.

3. Select [Engine], and [Data monitor and Active test] to perform a
cut-off test.
For details, refer to the cut-off test procedure.

<Cylinder cut-off test>

- This method is generally used to Check combustion abnormalities by
stopping the fuel injection for one of the cylinder of a four-cylinder
engine and verifying the injectors' sound.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300394

Has DTC (P0301, P0302, P0303 or P0304) been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4  Perform the cylinder cut-off test

SHTS021270300395

Did you find the engine sound different?

<There is a clear difference in sound or per-
formance when the injection is cut-off>
Go to step 5.

<There is no difference in sound or perfor-
mance when the injection is cut off>
Replace the injector (Replace the failed injec-
tor detected by the cut-off test, not the injec-
tor noted in the DTC.).
Go to step 5 after replacement.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0301, P0302, P0303 or
P0304) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the common rail assembly.

3. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

4. Stop the engine and the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0301, P0302, P0303 or
P0304) has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300396

Has DTC been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6  Replace the common rail assembly

SHTS021270300397

Has DTC (P0301, P0302, P0303 or P0304) been detected?

Go to step 7. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Remove the all injectors

4. Set the special service tool (SST) and measure the compression.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0301, P0302, P0303 or
P0304) has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the engine compression pressure

SST
TO
ENGINE

SHTS021270300398

Measurement conditions Standard values

Engine revolution: 150 r/min
3.2 – 3.4 MPa 
{33 – 35 kgf/cm2}
Limit: 2.3 MPa {24 kgf/cm2}

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Overhaul the engine.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300399

Has DTC (P0301, P0302, P0303 or P0304) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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Flow-Cut off test

<Cylinder cut-off test>
By stopping fuel injection for one of the cylinders of an engine normally running with four, this test detects combustion
abnormalities of any cylinder.

<Purpose>
Evaluation of combustion abnormalities of each cylinder by sound difference.

<Know-how & examples>
Detect combustion abnormalities of any cylinder from differences in the sound and perform the required corrections.

1. Start the engine and use the cruise control function to run the
engine at 1,500 r/min.

2. Check that the engine sound at the time of normal operation. (The
sound at this time shall be α.)

3. Select [Data monitor and Active test].

1  Cylinder cut-off test

Data monitor and Active test

Active test Setting

SHTS021270300400
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4. Stop injection for cylinder No. 1 and check the engine sound. (The
sound at this time shall be A.) Stop the test after checking.

HINT
During the test, the engine tries to maintain the original four-cylin-
der speed, but using only three cylinders, so that the sound A
becomes larger in comparison with the sound. (This is not abnor-
mal.)
As the engine is running with combustion of one cylinder less
than normal, it is normal that the vibrations increase.
For an engine with no injection or reduced injection quantity,
injection stop causes no vibration change.
For engines increasing the injection quantity for some cylinders,
the vibrations become larger when all cylinders are operating, and
the vibrations decrease when injection is stopped for the defec-
tive cylinder.

5. Sequentially stop the injection for cylinders No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4
in the same way as for a cylinder No. 1. (The measure sounds
shall be B, C and D respectively.)

HINT

• When the difference in the sound is difficult to detect, repeat
steps 4 and 5.

• if one of the sounds A to D is the same as α, always check for a
communication problem of the injector.

NOYES

Select the cylinder to deactivate

Injection is stopped when OK is selected.

SHTS021270300401

Did you notice a difference in engine sound?

<One out of A to D is abnormally loud or the
same as α>
Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Comparison of the sounds A to D shows no
clear difference
Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0335
EN01H02127030602016068

P0335: Engine speed main sensor (Crankshaft position sensor) - disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) consistently measures pulses from the engine speed
main sensor (crankshaft position sensor).

<Description of malfunction>

• Pulses from the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) cannot be sensed.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed of 0 r/min or more
(2) Judgement criteria

• With the engine running, engine speed main sensor does not detect pulses for continuous 0.8 seconds or lon-
ger. (at 750 r/min)

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: ON

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Regeneration failure of DPR.

• PTO is not available.

• Vehicle start control is not available.

• Auxiliary brake is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Regeneration of DPR dose not work.

• PTO cannot be used.

• Vehicle start control dose not work.

• Auxiliary brake cannot be used.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

X3F
ZTZ

J0J 1mA (NE-)
(SNE)

XK4J0H 1mA (NE+)
(NE-)
(NE+)

Engine ECU

Engine speed main sensor

SHTS021270300402
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to adhesion of dirt, damage,
etc.)

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0335

1. Check the connection of the engine speed main sensor (crank-
shaft position sensor) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft
position sensor).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor).

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine speed main
sensor (crankshaft position sensor).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position
sensor) connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position
sensor).

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) unit

NE+NE-

SHTS021270300403

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine speed 
main sensor 
(crankshaft posi-
tion sensor)
NE+ – NE-

20 C {68 F}: 
108.5 – 142.5 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the engine speed main sensor
(crankshaft position sensor).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)
vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) power supply

NE-NE+

SHTS021270300404

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine speed 
main sensor 
(crankshaft posi-
tion sensor) vehi-
cle side connector
NE+ – NE-

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) har-
ness

D
E72
E52

SHTS021270300405

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
NE+ (E52) – 
Ground
NE- (E72) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sen-
sor) connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0335 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) harness

DE52 E72

SHTS021270300406

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
NE+ (E52) – NE- 
(E72)

20 C {68 F}: 
108.5 – 142.5 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300407

Has DTC P0335 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0336
EN01H02127030602016069

P0336: Engine speed main sensor (Crankshaft position sensor) - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) consistently measures pulses from the engine speed
main sensor (crankshaft position sensor).

<Description of malfunction>

• Pulses from the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) cannot be correctly sensed.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed of 500 r/min or more
(2) Judgement criteria

• Make a judgment when the abnormal number of engine speed main sensor pulses (not 56 pulses) per engine
revolution is continuously detected. For example, 50 seconds at 750 r/min

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Improper pulses

• Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to adhesion of dirt, damage,
etc.)

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

X3F
ZTZ

J0J 1mA (NE-)
(SNE)

XK4J0H 1mA (NE+)
(NE-)
(NE+)

Engine ECU

Engine speed main sensor

SHTS021270300408
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0336

1. Check the connection of the engine speed main sensor (crank-
shaft position sensor) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft
position sensor).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor).

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine speed main
sensor (crankshaft position sensor).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position
sensor) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)
vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) power supply

NE-NE+

SHTS021270300409
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine speed 
main sensor 
(crankshaft posi-
tion sensor) vehi-
cle side connector
NE+ – NE-

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU engine
speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor to the ECU)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and engine speed main sensor
(crankshaft position sensor) vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect disconnection of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) harness

D

NE-

NE+

E52

E72

SHTS021270300410

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – engine 
speed main sen-
sor (crankshaft 
position sensor) 
vehicle side con-
nector
NE+ (E52) – NE+
NE- (E72) – NE-

Less than 2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) har-
ness

D
E72
E52

SHTS021270300411

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
NE+ (E52) – 
Ground
NE- (E72) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

2. Connect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sen-
sor) connector.

3. Start the engine.

4. Use the oscilloscope to measure the signal voltage between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

6 Check the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor) signal

DE52 E72

SHTS021270300412

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

With engine idling

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
NE+ (E52) – 
NE- (E72)

Pulse 56

 1 rotation

56 peaks (pulse)

No pulse (No gear tooth)

0V

SHTS021270300413

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the engine speed main sensor
(crankshaft position sensor).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0336 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300414

Has DTC P0336 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0340
EN01H02127030602016070

P0340: Engine speed sub sensor (Camshaft position sensor) - disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) consistently measures pulses from the engine speed sub
sensor (camshaft position sensor).

<Description of malfunction>

• Pulses from the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) cannot be sensed.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed of 0 r/min or more
(2) Judgement criteria

• With the engine running, the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) does not detect pulses for
continuous 0.8 seconds or longer. (at 750 r/min)

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Idling stop system is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

(G1)
(VG)

(G-) X4ZN44 15mA (G-)
XZAN43 5mA (G+)
EB5N45 15mA (VCG)

Engine ECU

Engine speed sub sensor

SHTS021270300415
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0340

1. Check the connection of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft
position sensor) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft
position sensor).

• Check that there are no loose mounting bolts.

• Check that the sensor is installed so that it is pushed to the root with-
out gap with the sensor flange mounting surface.

• Check that they are not mounted diagonally.
HINT
In case of foreign matter and corrosion on the sensor mounting
surface, the gap between the cam shaft gear and sensor may
become inaccurate, and error may occur without any pulse signal
from the sensor. In such case, please inspect the mounting sur-
face.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor).

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine speed sub
sensor (camshaft position sensor).
If there is corrosion on the sensor mounting
surface, polish the mounting surface or
replace the cylinder head.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Disconnect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sen-
sor) connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor)
vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the sensor power supply 1

VGG-

SHTS021270300416

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine speed sub 
sensor (camshaft 
position sensor) 
vehicle side con-
nector
G- – VG

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Connect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor)
connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0340 has been detected.

NOYES

4 Inspect the sensor power supply 2

D

E54

E53

SHTS021270300417 Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
G- (E54) – 
VCG (E53)

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300418

Has DTC P0340 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0341
EN01H02127030602016071

P0341: Engine speed sub sensor (Camshaft position sensor) - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) consistently measures pulses from the engine speed sub
sensor (camshaft position sensor).

<Description of malfunction>

• Pulses from the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) cannot be correctly sensed.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed of 500 r/min or more
(2) Judgement criteria

• The number of the engine speed sub sensor pulses per 2 engine revolutions is continuously abnormal (other
than 5 pulses). (For example, 100 seconds for 750 r/min).

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

(G1)
(VG)

(G-) X4ZN44 15mA (G-)
XZAN43 5mA (G+)
EB5N45 15mA (VCG)

Engine ECU

Engine speed sub sensor

SHTS021270300419
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Improper pulses

• Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to adhesion of dirt, damage,
etc.)

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0341

1. Check the connection of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft
position sensor) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft
position sensor).

• Check that there are no loose mounting bolts.

• Check that the sensor is installed so that it is pushed to the root with-
out gap with the sensor flange mounting surface.

• Check that they are not mounted diagonally.
HINT
In case of foreign matter and corrosion on the sensor mounting
surface, the gap between the cam shaft gear and sensor may
become inaccurate, and error may occur without any pulse signal
from the sensor. In such case, please inspect the mounting sur-
face.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor).

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine speed sub
sensor (camshaft position sensor).
If there is corrosion on the sensor mounting
surface, polish the mounting surface or
replace the cylinder head.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Disconnect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sen-
sor) connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) harness

D
E53

E54
E73

SHTS021270300420
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCG (E53) – 
Ground
G- (E54) – Ground
G+ (E73) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and engine
speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) vehicle side connec-
tor.

NOYES

4 Inspect disconnection of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) harness

D
E53

E54
E73 G-

G1

VG

SHTS021270300421

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine speed sub 
sensor (camshaft 
position sensor) 
vehicle side con-
nector – Engine 
ECU (signal check 
harness)
VC – VCG (E53)
G- – G- (E54)
G1 – G+ (E73)

Less than 2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor)
vehicle side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) power supply

VGG-

SHTS021270300422

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine speed sub 
sensor (camshaft 
position sensor) 
vehicle side con-
nector
G- – VG

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor)
connector.

2. Start the engine.

3. Use the oscilloscope to measure the signal voltage between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

6 Inspect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor) signal

A BE73

V80

SHTS021270300423

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

With engine idling

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
G+ (E73) – E04 
(V80)

Pulse 5

0 V

5 V

 2 rotation

SHTS021270300424

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the engine speed sub sensor (cam-
shaft position sensor).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0341 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300425

Has DTC P0341 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0381
EN01H02127030602016072

P0381: Glow lamp (wait-to-start lamp) - circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The light will light up when the glow lamp is in drive status or light out when it is in non-drive status.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection, +B short-circuit or GND short-circuit is likely to have occurred in the glow light circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

<Glow light in non-drive status>

• Glow light in non-drive status

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

<Glow light in drive status>

• Glow light in drive status

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

<Glow light in non-drive status>

• Voltage of the glow light circuit remains at 7 V or lower for 10 seconds or longer.

<Glow light in drive status>

• Voltage of the glow light circuit remains at 8.4 V or higher for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Glow light fails to operate.

(GLW-)J33 J0420mA

Engine ECU
Combination meter

Glow indicator light
(GIND)

SHTS021270300426
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure of glow light (in combination meter)

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• GND short-circuit in engine ECU internal power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0381

1. Check the connection of the combination meter connector (loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Check the operation of the combination meter (various instruments
and displays).

NOYES

1 Inspect the combination meter connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the combination meter operation

Was any failure found?

Inspect the combination meter.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

3 Check the glow light circuit

A B
V80

V7

SHTS021270300427

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: 
ON/LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
GIND (V7) – GLW- 
(V80)

Starter key ON: 
10 V or more
Starter key LOCK: 
Less than 7 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the signal check harness from the engine ECU. (Leave
the vehicle side engine ECU connector connected.)

3. Disconnect the combination meter 40P connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
GIND (V7) terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and
ground.

NOYES

4 Check for short-circuit in wire harness of glow light

A V7

SHTS021270300428
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
GIND (V7) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) and the combination meter
40P vehicle side connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0381 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check for disconnection in glow light wire harness

A V7

GLW-

SHTS021270300429

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – 
combination 
meter 40P vehicle 
side connector
GIND (V7) – GLW-

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the combination meter.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300430

Has DTC P0381 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0401
EN01H02127030602016073

P0401: EGR low flow
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The measured EGR rate, which is calculated from the air flow sensor, boost pressure sensor, and intake manifold
temperature sensor, is compared with the predicted EGR rate, and malfunction is detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Either the fuel injection rate is 30 - 90 mm3/st. cyl. with an engine speed of 2,000 – 2,250 r/min, or the rate is
30 - 50 mm3/st. cyl. with an engine speed of 2,250 – 2,500 r/min.

• Engine speed fluctuation ≤ 117.2 r/min/sec.

• Fuel injection rate fluctuation ≤ 54.7 mm3/st. cyl. sec.

• Predicted EGR flow rate ≥ 35 g/sec.

• Atmospheric pressure ≥ 75 kPa.

• Exhaust brake is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The value of parameters calculated from the measured EGR rate, predicted EGR rate, and EGR valve feed-
back quantity is at least 0.2 conditions continue for at least 30 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

B

B

A

A

Z7Q(E2)
X0Q(THA) (THIA)XZJ10mA

10mA

Intake air
temperature sensor

(air flow sensor built in)

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

(E)
(THW)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK

J0L

XCV
X71

XCT
Z65

J0M(VC)
(PIM)

(E)

(FC)
(E2G)

(+B)
(E2)

X72(THA)

X4K (VG)

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)

(EVG)XMH

(VAF)X2U

(THA)X8210mA
10mA

10mA

15mA
5mA

10mA

200mA
200mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

10mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Intake manifold
temperature sensor

Engine ECU

A-A B-B

Coolant temperature sensor

Gas passage

Reference

Body earth

SHTS021270300431
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Turbocharger noise or damage

• Abnormal consumption of DEF solution

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Obstruction due to buildup of soot or foreign substances in inlet/outlet of EGR cooler gas passageway

• Obstruction due to buildup of soot or foreign substances in EGR valve.

• Malfunction of intake system

• Air flow sensor failure

• Boost pressure sensor failure

• Intake manifold temperature sensor failure

• SCV failure

• Injector failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0401

1. Check the air cleaner element for dirt, clogging, or damage.

2. Make sure the element is a Hino genuine part.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the air cleaner element

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the boost pressure sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Start the engine.

4. Select [Engine].

5. Select [Actual boost pressure] from the [Data monitor and Active
test].

6. Race the engine from idle to NMR and verify that the boost pres-
sure output signal varies.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

4 Check the boost pressure sensor output signal

SHTS021270300432

Standard values

There is no abnormal change in the sensor output signal.
(The pressure sensor signal response changes according 
to the engine speed)

Was there no abnormal change in the sensor output signal?

Go to step 5. Replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

6 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300433

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold)
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

7 Inspect the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300434

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check if soot is obstructing the inlet/outlet of the EGR cooler gas
passageway.

2. Check if there are foreign substances stuck to the EGR cooler
coolant passageway.

3. Check the EGR cooler coolant passageway for obstruction due to
deformation or other damage.

4. Check if coolant is leaking from the EGR cooler.

NOYES

1. Check the EGR valve for damage due to incursion of foreign sub-
stances.

2. Check if the inlet/outlet of the exhaust gas passageway is
obstructed by soot.

NOYES

8 Inspect the EGR cooler

Was any failure found?

Remove the soot in the inlet/outlet of the gas
passageway, or repair or replace the faulty
part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
passageway. 
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Perform an SCV test and a malfunction reproduction test.

• For a detailed procedure, refer to the separate "SCV free accelera-
tion test".

NOYES

10 Inspect the SCV

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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Check the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation.

1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test] on
HINO DX Ⅱ and measure the fuel injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from [Data monitor and Active test] on
HINO DX Ⅱ and measure the engine speed fluctuation.

NOYES

11 Inspect the injector

SHTS021270300435

E
n
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m
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)

    NE Rotational fluctuation
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO DXII)

SHTS021270300436

Measurement conditions

Engine speed: 1,500 r/min
No-load, Neutral, A/C off and Air compressor un-operating
Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard values? (Are both injection quantity and engine speed
fluctuation within the standard values?)

Go to step 12. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0401 has been detected.

NOYES

12 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300438

Has DTC P0401 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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SCV FREE ACCELERATION TEST

 

<Engine speed pattern>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature (more than 82 C
{179.6 F}).

2. After air compressor completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights off.

4. All devices off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Control the engine revolution by means of operating Cruise Control
system.

 

<Acceleration pattern>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature (more than 82 C
{179.6 F}).

2. After air compressor completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights off.

4. All devices off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Check that actual common rail pressure following target.

1  Test method

750r/min

- Measure each engine 
  speed for 20 seconds.

Time

E
n

gi
n

e
 s

pe
e

d

Engine speed pattern

1000 r/min

1500 r/min

2500 r/min

2000 r/min

SHTS021270300439

0%

100%

20sec 20sec

Time

T
h

ro
ttl

e
o

pe
n

in
g

Acceleration pattern
At least three times, repeating the Wide-Open Throttle

SHTS021270300440
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a. Pressure is reduced by 5 MPa or more continually for 5 seconds or
more.  Replace the supply pump.

2  Types of HINO DX Ⅱ data to be measured

SHTS021270300441

3  If the following symptoms occur, FAIL. If not, OK.

Time

C
om

m
on

 r
ai

l p
re

ss
ur

e

Engine speed pattern

a: Pressure is reduced by 5
MPa or more continually for
5 seconds or more.

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300442
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b. Pressure is increased by 5 MPa or more continually for 5 seconds or
more.  Replace the SCV.

c. The maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa for even a
moment during pressure increase.  Replace the SCV.

d. After the maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during
pressure increase, the actual rail pressure falls below the target rail
pressure.  Replace the SCV.

Time

C
om

m
on

 r
ai

l p
re

ss
ur

e

Engine speed pattern

Pressure is increased by 5
MPa or more continually for
5 seconds or more.

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300443
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300444
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300445
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e. Before the maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during
pressure increase, the actual rail pressure falls below the target rail
pressure rapidly.  Replace the common rail.

f. The maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during pres-
sure drop.  Check the return pipe.

g. The pressure is disturbed at a given speed and the pressure
decreases at higher speed.  Replace the supply pump.
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The pressure is disturbed
at a given speed and the
pressure decreases at
higher speed.

Remains for 5 seconds or longer.

10 MPa or more
Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure
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h. Hunting remains within 10 MPa or more for more than 5 seconds. 
Replace the SCV.

i. The engine stops during pressure relief.  Replace the SCV.

Time
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Engine speed pattern

Remains for 5 seconds or longer.

10 MPa or more
Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure
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j. Target common rail pressure during idling deviates from the standard
value.  Replace the SCV.

.

<FINAL VALUE OF PUMP CURRENT TARGET test>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature. (more than 82 C
{179.6 F})

2. After air compressor has completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights are off.

4. All other devices turned off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Engine speed: 750 r/min

Criteria

FINAL VALUE OF 
PUMP CURRENT 

TARGET

Average current 
value

1740  80 mA

Fluctuation in cur-
rent value

< 80 mA

Average current value (30sec)

Fluctuation in current value

Time [sec]

Target current value
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DTC: P0402
EN01H02127030602016074

P0402: EGR high flow
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• Engine ECU calculates the actual EGR rate based on information from the boost pressure sensor, engine speed
sensor, intake manifold temperature sensor, and air flow sensor.

• Engine ECU compares the actual EGR rate and the theoretical EGR rate stored in the ECU memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR rate may be over-applied.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The following conditions continue for at least 30 seconds.

• Starter key "ON".

• DPR auto-regeneration is inactive.

• Engine coolant temperature is 30 C {86 F} or less.

• Engine speed of 1,000 r/min or less.

• Exhaust brake is not actuated.

Otherwise, the following conditions continue for at least 30 seconds.

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine coolant temperature is 55 C {131 F} or more.

• Engine speed of 750 r/min or less.

• Fuel injection rate 80 mm3/st. cyl.

• Exhaust brake is not actuated.

• EGR valve opening is 0 %.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When EGR feedback (value of theoretical EGR rate - actual EGR rate) stays above the threshold value for at
least 30 seconds.

• Above criterion is determined from the boost pressure, intake manifold temperature, air intake quantity, fuel
injection rate, and engine speed.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• EGR valve is fully closed.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Faulty engine revving (engine hesitation)

• Insufficient output or engine stall because of DPF clogging due to faulty catalyst regeneration

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Intake manifold temperature sensor failure

• Air flow sensor failure

• Boost pressure sensor failure

• Injector failure

• EGR valve failure

• Clogged intake system

• VNT controller failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0402

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

1 Check the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300453

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] from the menu, then inspect the
response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual VNT posi-
tion.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

1. Check the air cleaner element for dirt, clogging, or damage.

2. Make sure the element is a Hino genuine part.

NOYES

2 Check the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300454

Standard values

From the Target VNT position to the Actual VNT position, 
the response delay should be within 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

3 Inspect the air cleaner element

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the air intake system (between air flow sensor and diesel
throttle) for dirt, clogging, or damage.

NOYES

4 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Check the air intake system

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

7 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the boost pressure sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

9 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300455

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold)
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the EGR valve for damage due to foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

11 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 12.
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Check the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation.

1. Start the engine

2. Select [Injection quantity] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the amount of fuel injection.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the rotational fluctuation.

NOYES

12 Inspect the injector

SHTS021270300456
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    NE Rotational fluctuation
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300457

Measurement conditions

Engine speed: 1,500 r/min No-load,
T/M shift lever: Neutral position,
A/C off and Air compressor un-operating.
Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 
(Both the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation are within the standard values)

Go to step 13. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0402 has been detected.

NOYES

13 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300459

Has DTC P0402 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0404
EN01H02127030602016075

P0404: Valve position control failure - DC motor out of range, functional 
(EGR valve stick failure)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• Wiping operation from "fully open  fully closed" is conducted as an EGR valve surface cleaning operation when
the key is LOCK.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure message is received from EGR controller.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• A target EGR valve opening is 10 C {50 F} or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The intercooler temperature sensor is -15 C {5 F} or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that Duty is 40% or more during motor control mode remains for 3 seconds or more.
The above content is judged if any of the following conditions is met:

• When 600 seconds elapses if the intercooler temperature sensor is -15 C {5 F}.

• When 360 seconds elapses if the intercooler temperature sensor is 0 C {32 F}.

• Instant if the intercooler temperature sensor is higher than 0 C {32 F}.
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3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Fuel injection limit

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Insufficient engine output

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• EGR valve ring parts are damaged due to incursion of foreign substances

• Soot adhesion to EGR valve sealing face and gas passageway, and motor abnormal heat rise due to damage
caused by hard foreign substances. (Hardened carbon may peel off from EGR cooler upstream of EGR valve.)

*1. If there is no problem with the above, foreign substance damage occurred when the MIL was ON, but at present
the foreign substances are thought to have dropped off and normal operation restored.
*2. This DTC may be detected because there is freezing inside the EGR valve when the outside temperature is low.
When the interior thaws, however, normal operation will be restored.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0404

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0404 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check if the link joining the actuator and valve unit is disconnected
or damaged due to incursion of foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300461

Has a DTC other than P0404 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

E+B

SHTS021270300462

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage.
Repair or replace if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] and check the time lag (following charac-
teristics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve
opening.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Check each step from 0% – 90% of the time lag (following character-
istics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve open-
ing.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Check each step from 90% – 0% of the time lag (following character-
istics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve open-
ing.

HINT
In EGR openings from 0% – 90%, 1 step corresponds to a 10%
change.

NOYES

5 Check the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300463

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0405 and P0406
EN01H02127030602016076

P0405: EGR valve controller position sensor signal too low 
(EGR actuator position sensor signal too low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is turned "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the angle difference between the position sensor input and the hole IC is ±5 or more
remains for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Fuel injection limit
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged element inside EGR valve actuator
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P0406: Valve position sensor magnet lost (EGR actuator position sensor signal too high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is turned "ON". 

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the magnetic flux of the position sensor is less than 35kA/m remains for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Fuel injection limit
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged element inside EGR valve actuator

• Damaged output shaft magneto inside EGR valve actuator
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0405 and P0406

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than (P0405 or P0406)
has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300466

Has any DTC other than (P0405 or P0406) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0405 or P0406) has been
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

E+B

SHTS021270300467

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the EGR valve, and go to step 4. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage.
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300468

Has DTC (P0405 or P0406) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P041B
EN01H02127030602016077

P041B: EGR gas temperature sensor - rationality
INFORMATION [at engine start]

1. Technical description

• The EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor consistently measures temperature at the outlet of the EGR cooler.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR cooler outlet temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 20 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is 1000 r/min or less.

• Fuel injection quantity is 35 mm3/st.cyl or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is in the range of -30 to 30 C {-22 to 86 F}.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• Exhaust brake not actuated

• EGR valve opening is fully open.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the average EGR gas temperature is 70 C {158 F} or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or damage)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor (stuck)

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit failure
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P041B: EGR gas temperature sensor - rationality
INFORMATION [at engine running 1]

1. Technical description

• The EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor consistently measures temperature at the outlet of the EGR cooler.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR cooler outlet temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 11 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The condition that the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

The conditions described below remain for 40 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is 1500 r/min or more.

• Fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/st. cyl or more.

• The EGR gas flow rate is 36 kg/h or more.

• A change in the engine speed is 156 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 78 mm3/st.cyl.sec or less.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• Vehicle speed is 13 mph or more.

• Intake air quantity is 45 g/sec or more.

• Intake air temperature sensor (built-in air flow sensor) is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• Exhaust brake and DPR are not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the calculated EGR cooler efficiency based on engine speed, fuel injection quantity and EGR
gas outlet temperature are as follows: If the EGR gas flow rate is 144 kg/h: The efficiency is higher than 105%.
If the EGR gas flow rate is 100 kg/h: the efficiency is higher than 115%.
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3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet)

• Malfunction of intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

• Malfunction of boost pressure sensor

- Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or damage)

- Abnormal resistance of sensor (stuck)

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply
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P041B: EGR gas temperature sensor - rationality
INFORMATION [at engine running 2]

1. Technical description

• The EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor consistently measures temperature at the outlet of the EGR cooler.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR cooler outlet temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 11 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The condition that the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

The conditions described below remain for 40 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is 1500 r/min or more.

• Fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/st. cyl or more.

• The EGR gas flow rate is 36 kg/h or more.

• A change in the engine speed is 156 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 78 mm3/st.cyl.sec or less.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• Vehicle speed is 13 mile/h or more.

• Intake air quantity is 45 g/sec or more.

• Intake air temperature sensor (built-in air flow sensor) is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• Exhaust brake and DPR are not actuated.
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(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the calculated EGR cooler efficiency is less than 80%;

• If the values of difference between the calculated intake manifold air intake temperature and the actual intake
manifold air intake temperature) are as follows: If the EGR rate is 0%: the difference is 10 C {50 F} or more.
If the EGR rate is 20%: the difference is 17 C {62.6 F} or more. If the EGR rate is 60%: the difference is 60
C {140 F} or more. In addition;

• The calculated intercooler efficiencies are as follows. If the vehicle speed is 13 mile/h: the efficiency is higher
than 30%. If the vehicle speed is 25 mile/h: the efficiency is higher than 50%.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet)

• Malfunction of intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

• Malfunction of boost pressure sensor

- Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or damage)

- Abnormal resistance of sensor (stuck)

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P041B

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P041B (for example, P0401, P0402,
P0404, P0234, P0299, P22D3, turbocharger, EGR system DTC)
has been detected.

HINT
Intercooler outlet temperature sensor characteristic abnormality
judgement is performed based on the boost pressure and EGR
rate data.
If EGR system or Turbo DTC are detected, perform another failure
diagnosis starting from the first DTC associated with the malfunc-
tion.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300472

Has a DTC other than P041B been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sen-
sor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the EGR cooler outlet
temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor unit

THG E2

SHTS021270300473

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

EGR cooler outlet 
temperature sen-
sor
THG – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
13.7 – 29.8 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.13 – 13.7 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.1 – 7.13 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the EGR cooler outlet temperature
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor and
ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor power supply

E2 THG

SHTS021270300474

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

EGR cooler outlet 
temperature sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
THG – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.

6 Inspect for short-circuit of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor harness

D
E77

E45

SHTS021270300475

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THG2 (E45) – 
Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

7 Inspect disconnection of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor harness

D
E77

E45

SHTS021270300476

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THG (E45) – 
E4 (E77)

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (inter-
cooler outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet).

NOYES

9 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300477

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold)
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intercooler outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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1. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet)
connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet).

NOYES

1. Make sure the boost pressure sensor hose is not clogged, rup-
tured, or cracked.

2. Make sure the pipe on the intake manifold side is not clogged.

NOYES

11 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intercooler outlet) unit

THG E2

SHTS021270300478

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (inter-
cooler outlet)
THG – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intercooler outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Inspect the boost pressure sensor hose

Was any failure found?

Replace the boost pressure sensor hose.
Clean the intake manifold pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.
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1. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P041B has been detected.

NOYES

13 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply system

VCE

SHTS021270300479

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.75 – 5.25 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 14. Inspect the sensor power supply outlet volt-
age of the wire harness and engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

14 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300480

Has DTC P041B been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P041C and P041D
EN01H02127030602016078

P041C: EGR gas temperature sensor - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The installed EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor consistently measures temperature at the outlet of the EGR
cooler.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR cooler outlet temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The condition that fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/sc.cyl or less remains for 10 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the sensor remains at 0.19 V or less (740 C {1,364 F} or higher) for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Short-circuit in the sensor.

• Disconnection or short-circuit of the harness.

• Malfunction of sensor power supply in the engine ECU.
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P041D: EGR gas temperature sensor - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The installed EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor consistently measures temperature at the outlet of the EGR
cooler.

<Description of malfunction>

• The EGR cooler outlet temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or more.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the sensor remains at 4.97 V or higher (-40 C {-40 F} or lower) for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor.

• Short-circuit in the sensor.

• Malfunction of the sensor power supply in the engine ECU.

• Disconnect and short-circuit of the harness.

• Irregular contact of the connector.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P041C and P041D

1. Check the connection of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sen-
sor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the EGR cooler outlet
temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor

THG E2

SHTS021270300483

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

EGR cooler outlet 
temperature sen-
sor
THG – E2

50 C {122 F}: 
7.4 – 19.6 k
100 C {212 F}: 
3.0 – 6.2 k
150 C {302 F}: 
1.5 – 2.6 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the EGR cooler outlet temperature
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor power supply

E2 THG

SHTS021270300484

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

EGR cooler outlet 
temperature sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
THG – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor terminals and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Check for short-circuit in wire harness of EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor

D
E77

E45

SHTS021270300485

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THG (E45) – 
Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check for disconnection in wire harness of EGR cooler outlet temperature sensor

D
E77

E45

SHTS021270300486

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THG (E45) – 
E4 (E77)

50 C {122 F}: 
7.4 – 19.6 k
100 C {212 F}: 
3.0 – 6.2 k
150 C {302 F}: 
1.5 – 2.6 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the Engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P041C or P041D) has been
detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300487

Has DTC (P041C or P041D) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0420
EN01H02127030602016079

P0420: Tentative determination of ATC deterioration
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• If the ATC (oxidation catalyst) is not generating heat, the engine ECU tentatively determines abnormality as ATC
deterioration (P0420).

• When this DTC is detected, perform troubleshooting for P0148 (abnormality in post injection) and P0421 (determi-
nation of ATC deterioration).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –
(2) Judgement criteria

• –

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• P0420
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0420

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine] and check
DTC P0420.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300488

Has DTC P0420 been detected?

Perform DTC-specific troubleshooting for.

• P0148

• P0421

Procedure completed.
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DTC: P0421
EN01H02127030602016080

P0421: Determination of ATC deterioration
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• If post injection is performed normally but the ATC (oxidation catalyst) is not generating heat, the engine ECU
detects abnormality as ATC functional deterioration.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The vehicle speed is 0 km/h.

• A change in the engine revolution is 312 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in the fuel injection quantity is 312 mm3/st/sec or less.

• A change in the fuel pressure is 93.7 MPa/sec or less.

• The target operating current of the fuel pump is not less than 1500 mA but not more than 1800 mA.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A change in the operating current of the fuel pump upon post injection exceeds the specified value.

• Malfunction determination time: 10 seconds

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• ATC deterioration caused by use of low-grade fuel

• Contamination in the sensing area of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet), improper installation of sen-
sors
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0421

1. Open the fuel cap and check fuel for abnormality (in color and
smell).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Perform DPR manual regeneration.

5. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and check DTC P0421.

NOYES

1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector
for improper connection (improper fitting and defective contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect fuel

Was any failure found?

Replace the fuel with good quality fuel and
then go to Step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300489

Has DTC P0421 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if necessary. Go to step 4.
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1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) for
improper installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) for dirt, clogging, and damage.

NOYES

4 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly. 
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Replace the ATC.
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DTC: P0422
EN01H02127030602016081

P0422: DOC deterioration
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• If the DOC is not generating heat or if the DOC is generating heat but temperature does not increase at the DOC
outlet, the engine ECU detects DOC deterioration.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Determined during completion of DPR regeneration with the engine running.

• The exhaust gas flow rate is 150 kg/h or more.H9

• The engine revolution is 1000 r/min or more.

• The fuel injection quantity is 30 mm3/st or more.
And, the conditions described below remain for 3 seconds.

• A change in the engine revolution is 625 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in the fuel injection quantity is 625 mm3/sec/st or less.

• The vehicle speed is 18.8 mile/h or more.
And, the conditions described below remain for 10 seconds.

• The predicted detection temperature of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) calculated by the
engine ECU is 450 C {842 F} or more.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected at the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) remains 385 C {725 F} or less
for 30 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DOC deterioration caused by use of low-grade fuel

• Contamination in the sensing area of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet), improper installation of sen-
sors
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0422

1. Open the fuel cap and check fuel for abnormality (in color and
smell).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Perform DPR manual regeneration.

5. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and check DTC P0422.

NOYES

1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector
for improper connection (improper fitting and defective contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect fuel

Was any failure found?

Replace the fuel with good quality fuel and
then go to Step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300490

Has DTC P0422 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if necessary. Go to step 4.
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1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) for
improper installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) for dirt, clogging, and damage.

NOYES

4 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly. 
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Replace the DPR.
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DTC: P0489 and P0490
EN01H02127030602016082

P0489: EGR valve controller motor (open circuit) (EGR actuator motor open circuit)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is turned "ON". 

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria.

• The condition that the actual current applied to the motor built-in the EGR actuator is 0.6 A or less remains for
2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and the starter key is turned "LOCK".
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Fuel injection limit

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged EGR actuator motor
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P0490: EGR valve controller motor (short circuit) (EGR actuator motor short circuit)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is turned "ON". 

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the actual current applied to the motor built-in the EGR actuator is 70 A or more remains for
2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Fuel injection limit
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged EGR actuator motor

• Abnormal battery voltage
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0489 and P0490

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position. 

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than DTC of this
inspection has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300493

Has a DTC other than DTC of this inspection been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0489 or P0490) has been
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

E+B

SHTS021270300494

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the EGR valve, and go to step 4. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage.
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300495

Has DTC (P0489 or P0490) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P049D
EN01H02127030602016083

P049D: Position failure (EGR actuator wiping fault)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• Wiping operation from "fully open  fully closed" is conducted as an EGR valve surface cleaning operation when
the key is LOCK.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure message is received from EGR controller.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When wiping (valve opens and closes with key LOCK) results in valve moving 10 beyond the learned value in
the closing direction for more than 1 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Fuel injection quantity is limited.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnected or bent EGR valve link.

• Valve or valve seat has come off.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P049D

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P049D has been
detected

NOYES

1. Check if the link joining the actuator and valve unit is disconnected
or bent.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

3. Check if the valve or valve seat has come off.

4. Manually push the actuator-side lever and check if the valve opens
and closes.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300497

Has a DTC other than P049D been detected?

Go to the diagnosis procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
EGR valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

E+B

SHTS021270300498

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage. If neces-
sary, repair or replace.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] [EGR inspection] from the menu, and
inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position and Actual
EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of 10% per step between 0 –
90%.

NOYES

5 Check the response delay of the EGR controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300499

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P04D5 and P04D6
EN01H02127030602016084

P04D5: Exhaust brake - circuit (Circuit low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust brake magnetic valve is not working properly.

• Possible magnetic valve failure or GND short-circuit

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Exhaust brake inactivity request is in progress.

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the exhaust brake magnetic valve circuit voltage is 2.8 V or less remains for 3 seconds or
more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• The auxiliary brake control is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• GND short-circuit in exhaust brake drive signal line

• Malfunction of exhaust brake magnetic valve

• Malfunction of engine ECU
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P04D6: Exhaust brake - circuit (Circuit high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust brake magnetic valve is not working properly.

• Possible magnetic valve failure or +B short-circuit or disconnection

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Exhaust brake inactivity request is in progress.

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the exhaust brake magnetic valve circuit voltage is 3 V or more remains for 3 seconds or
more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Exhaust brake operates at all times (or does not operate when operation request is received).

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage and make sure it is okay.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• +B short-circuit or disconnection in exhaust brake drive signal line.

• Malfunction of exhaust brake magnetic valve.

• Malfunction of engine ECU.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P04D5 and P04D6

1. Check the connection of the exhaust brake magnetic valve con-
nector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust brake magnetic valve.

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust brake magnetic valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust brake magnetic valve

Was any failure found?

Install the exhaust brake magnetic valve cor-
rectly. 
Replace the exhaust brake magnetic valve if
it is damaged. 
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust brake magnetic valve connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust brake magnetic valve.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the
exhaust brake magnetic valve vehicle side connector SOL+ termi-
nal and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust brake magnetic valve unit

SOL-SOL+

SHTS021270300502

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Exhaust brake 
magnetic valve
SOL+ – SOL-

8.3 – 18.3 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust brake magnetic valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect for power – circuit of the exhaust brake magnetic valve

SOL+

SHTS021270300503

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust brake 
magnetic valve 
vehicle side con-
nector
SOL+ – Ground

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness between
the fuse (ECU3) and the magnetic valve.
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1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust brake magnetic valve vehicle side con-
nector and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust brake magnetic valve vehicle side con-
nector and the engine ECU.

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the exhaust brake magnetic valve harness

SOL-

SHTS021270300504

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust brake 
magnetic valve 
vehicle side con-
nector
SOL- – Ground

  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust brake magnetic valve harness

CE3SOL-

SHTS021270300505

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust brake 
magnetic valve 
vehicle side con-
nector – Engine 
ECU (signal check 
harness)
SOL- – EXB (E3)

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P04D5 or P04D6) has been
detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300506

Has DTC (P04D5 or P04D6) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P04DA
EN01H02127030602016085

P04DA: EGR feedback failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• Engine ECU calculates the actual EGR rate based on information from the boost pressure sensor, engine speed
sensor, intake manifold temperature sensor, and air flow sensor.

• Engine ECU compares the actual EGR rate and the theoretical EGR rate stored in the ECU memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR rate may be over-applied.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• DPR auto-regeneration is inactive.

• Engine coolant temperature is 30 C {86 F} or more.

• Engine speed of 500 r/min or more.

• Exhaust brake is not actuated.

• EGR valve opening is more than 0 %.

• Atmospheric pressure is 75 kPa or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The threshold value of EGR feedback amount continues for 30 seconds or more.
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3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• EGR valve is fully closed.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Faulty engine revving (engine hesitation)

• Insufficient output or engine stall because of DPF clogging due to faulty catalyst regeneration

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Intake manifold temperature sensor failure

• Air flow sensor failure

• Boost pressure sensor failure

• Injector failure

• EGR valve failure

• Clogged intake system

• VNT controller failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P04DA

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

1 Check the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300508

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] from the menu, then inspect the
response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual VNT posi-
tion.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

1. Check the air cleaner element for dirt, clogging, or damage.

2. Make sure the element is a Hino genuine part.

NOYES

2 Check the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300509

Standard values

From the Target VNT position to the Actual VNT position, 
the response delay should be within 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

3 Inspect the air cleaner element

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the air intake system (between air flow sensor and diesel
throttle) for dirt, clogging, or damage.

NOYES

4 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Check the air intake system

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

7 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the boost pressure sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

9 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) unit

E2 THA

SHTS021270300510

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold)
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intake manifold).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the EGR valve for damage due to foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

11 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 12.
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Check the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation.

1. Start the engine

2. Select [Injection quantity] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the amount of fuel injection.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the rotational fluctuation.

NOYES

12 Inspect the injector

SHTS021270300511
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@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO DX II)

SHTS021270300512

Measurement conditions

Engine revolution: 1,500 r/min No-load,
T/M shift lever: Neutral position,
A/C off and Air compressor un-operating.
Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 
(Both the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation are within the standard values)

Go to step 13. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P04DA has been detected.

NOYES

13 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300514

Has DTC P04DA been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0500 and P0501
EN01H02127030602016086

P0500: Vehicle speed sensor - low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU consistently measures pulses from the vehicle speed sensor through combination meter.

<Description of malfunction>

• Pulses from the vehicle speed sensor cannot be sensed.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

The conditions described below remain for 5 seconds or longer.

• Engine speed is 1,200 r/min or more.

• Gear position: Other than neutral.

• The fuel injection quantity is 60 mm3/st. cyl or more.

• Engine coolant temperature is 50 C {122 F} or higher.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• PTO is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the vehicle speed sensor remains at a vehicle speed of 0 km/h for 5 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

(SP02)U27 EJE0.1A

Engine ECU
Combination meter

Vehicle speed signal
(SP1)

SHTS021270300515
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle speed sensor failure

• Malfunction of pulse modulator (in combination meter)

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)
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P0501: Vehicle speed sensor - high
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The Engine ECU consistently measures pulses from the vehicle speed sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Pulses from the vehicle speed sensor are improper.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine speed is 0 r/min or more.

• The fuel injection quantity is 0 mm3/st. cyl or less.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Vehicle speed pulse frequency remains at 256 Hz or higher (112 miles/h) for 5 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Malfunction of pulse modulator

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Noise

(SP02)U27 EJE0.1A

Engine ECU
Combination meter

Vehicle speed signal
(SP1)

SHTS021270300516
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0500 and P0501

1. Drive the vehicle and confirm that the combination meter (speed-
ometer) is working properly.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] and check if the DTC (P0500 or P0501) has been
detected.

NOYES

1 Inspect the combination meter

Was any failure found?

Check the combination meter (vehicle speed
signal system).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the DTC detected (vehicle control ECU)

SHTS021270300517

Has DTC (P0500 or P0501) been detected?

Go to step 3. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the combination meter connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of vehicle speed signal circuit

A
GROUND

V14

SHTS021270300518

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Ground
V14 (SP1) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
combination meter vehicle side connector terminal and engine
ECU (signal check harness) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of vehicle speed signal circuit

A

SPD2

V14

SHTS021270300519

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Combination 
meter vehicle side 
connector – 
engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
SPD2 – V14 (SP1)

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the combination meter.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the combination meter connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
combination meter vehicle side connector terminal and engine
ECU (signal check harness) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of vehicle speed signal circuit

A

SPD2

V14

SHTS021270300520
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Combination 
meter vehicle side 
connector – 
engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
SPD2 – V14 (SP1)

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0504
EN01H02127030602016087

P0504: Brake Switch Correlation
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The brake switch detects brake input during deceleration.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of the brake switch caused by disconnection has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Absence of input of the brake switch is detected during deceleration.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Absence of input of the brake switch remains for 3 seconds or longer during deceleration.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Brake switch failure (stuck switch)

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• CAN signal: Noise

(NC-)J4K EKE12.7mA

Engine ECU
Brake switch

Stop light switch signal
(ST1-)

SHTS021270300521
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0504

1. Check the connection of the brake switch connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the brake switch.

2. Check if the brake switch is properly adjusted.

NOYES

1 Inspect the brake switch connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the brake switch

Was any failure found?

Adjust the brake switch so that it is correctly
installed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake switch connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the brake switch.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical circuit to measure the voltage between the NC+
terminal in the brake switch vehicle side connector and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the brake switch unit

NC- NC+

SHTS021270300522

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Brake switch
NC+ – NC-

• Depress brake 
pedal:  

• Release brake 
pedal: 2  max.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake switch.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the brake switch power supply

NC+

SHTS021270300523

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Brake switch vehi-
cle side connector
NC+ – Ground

More than 10 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the brake switch power
supply circuit (fuse, wire harness).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the brake switch connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Check the brake switch signal

B

V80
V75

SHTS021270300524
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
ST1 (V75) – 
E04 (V80)

• Depress brake 
pedal: 0 V

• Release brake 
pedal: 10 V or 
more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness between
the brake switch and the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0504 have been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300525

Has DTC P0504 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0506
EN01H02127030602016088

P0506: Idle speed control system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• A difference between a target speed and an actual speed is detected during idling in the engine ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• A difference between a target speed and an actual speed has been detected during idling.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

The conditions described below remain for 10 seconds or longer.

• Accelerator pedal opening = 0% (pedal not depressed)

• Engine coolant temperature is 71 C {159.8 F} or higher.

• The target idling speed is within the range of 745 to 755 r/min.

• Vehicle speed is 0 mile/h.

• The monitor disable DTC table can be referred to.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Actual speed remains at 725 r/min or lower for 15 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Extremely large load applied to engine while it is idling

• Fuel injection rate abnormality

6. Pre-inspection work

• Perform diagnosis system check to confirm there is no abnormality.

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Injector injection rate abnormality

• Dragging/interference with transmission

• Failure in air compressor

• Failure in power steering pump
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0506

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0506 has been
detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300526

Has a DTC other than P0506 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.
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1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test] in
HINO DX Ⅱ and measure the fuel injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from [Data monitor and Active test] on
HINO DX Ⅱ , and measure the engine speed.

NOYES

2 Check the injector fuel injection quantity [HINO DX Ⅱ ]
E

n
gi

n
e

   
  N

e
 (

r/
m

in
)

    NE Engine speed
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300527

Measurement conditions Standard values

Engine revolution:
1,500 r/min (no load)
Engine coolant temperature:
80 C {176 F} minimum

AT model: 
12 mm3/st maximum

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the air compressor for failure.

NOYES

1. Check the power steering pump for failure.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P0506 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the air compressor

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the power steering pump

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300529

Has DTC P0506 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0507
EN01H02127030602016089

P0507: Idle speed control system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• A difference between a target speed and an actual speed is detected during idling in the engine ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• A difference between a target speed and an actual speed has been detected during idling.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

The conditions described below remain for 10 seconds or longer.

• Accelerator pedal opening = 0% (pedal not depressed)

• Engine coolant temperature is 71 C {159.8 F} or higher.

• The target idling speed is within the range of 745 to 755 r/min.

• Vehicle speed is 0 mile/h.

• The monitor disable DTC table can be referred to.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Actual speed remains at 775 r/min or higher for 15 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Extremely large load applied to engine while it is idling

• Fuel injection rate abnormality

6. Pre-inspection work

• Perform diagnosis system check to confirm there is no abnormality.

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Injector injection rate abnormality

• Dragging/interference with transmission

• Failure in air compressor

• Failure in power steering pump
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0507

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0507 has been
detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300530

Has a DTC other than P0507 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.
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1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test] in
HINO DX Ⅱ and measure the fuel injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from [Data monitor and Active test] on
HINO DX Ⅱ , and measure the engine speed.

NOYES

2 Check the injector fuel injection quantity [HINO DX Ⅱ ]
E
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    NE Engine speed
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300531

Measurement conditions Standard values

Engine revolution:
1,500 r/min (no load)
Engine coolant temperature:
80 C {176 F} minimum

AT model: 
12 mm3/st maximum

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the air compressor for failure.

NOYES

1. Check the power steering pump for failure.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P0507 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the air compressor

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the power steering pump

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300533

Has DTC P0507 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0521
EN01H02127030602016090

P0521: Malfunction of oil pressure switch (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• A rise in engine oil pressure is sensed by the oil pressure switch.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality (high-pressure) in engine oil pressure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine stopped.

• Engine coolant temperature of 30 C {86 F} or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The oil pressure switch continues to be OFF (high-pressure detection) for more than 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Insufficient oil pan oil quantity.

• Malfunction of oil pressure switch.

• +B short-circuit of disconnection harness.

• Engine oil viscosity is high.

(OSW)

(DM)

GCP
(S)
H26

XZP

6.1mA

12.3mA

Body earth

Engine ECUOil pressure switch

SHTS021270300534
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0521

1. Check the oil level gauge and make sure the engine oil quantity is
within the stipulated value.

2. Check the engine oil condition (dirt, viscosity).

NOYES

1. Make sure there is no oil leaking from the engine unit or from
around the oil pressure switch.

NOYES

1 Check the engine oil level

Oil level gauge

FULL ADD

Engine damage will occur.

Gauge end

Rivet

Preferred level

SHTS021270300535

Was any failure found?

Adjust the engine oil quantity so that it is
within the stipulated value.
Change the oil if it is dirty.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check for engine oil leaks

Was any failure found?

Repair the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the oil pressure switch connector (loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the oil pressure switch connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the oil pressure switch and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the oil pressure switch connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the oil pressure switch unit

SHTS021270300536

Measurement conditions Standard values

• Stop the engine (OFF)

• Start the engine (ON)

With engine stopped: 
Less than 1 
With engine running:  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the oil pressure switch.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Disconnect the oil pressure switch connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
OSW (E41) terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness)
and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the oil pressure switch harness

DE41

SHTS021270300537
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
OSW (E41) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU. Replace or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0524
EN01H02127030602016091

P0524: Engine oil pressure Too Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• A drop in engine oil pressure is sensed by the oil pressure switch.

<Description of malfunction>

• Drop in engine oil pressure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the engine is in operation - Always
(2) Judgement criteria

• The oil pressure switch continues to be ON for more than 30 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

• Cruise control is not available.

• After fixed time, engine stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

• After fixed time, engine stopped.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Drop in engine oil pressure

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Drop in oil pan oil quantity: Drop in pressure due to air suction

• Malfunction of oil pressure circuit: Drop in pressure due to oil leakage

• Malfunction of oil pressure switch: Correct oil pressure cannot be sensed.

• GND short-circuit of harness: The sensing result of the oil pressure switch becomes invalid.

(OSW)

(DM)

GCP
(S)
H26

XZP

6.1mA

12.3mA

Body earth

Engine ECUOil pressure switch

SHTS021270300538
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0524

1. Check the oil level gauge and make sure the engine oil quantity is
within the stipulated value.

2. Check the engine oil condition (dirt, viscosity).

NOYES

1. Make sure there is no oil leaking from the engine unit or from
around the oil pressure switch.

NOYES

1 Check the engine oil level

Oil level gauge

FULL ADD

Engine damage will occur.

Gauge end

Rivet

Preferred level

SHTS021270300539

Was any failure found?

Adjust the engine oil quantity so that it is
within the stipulated value.
Change the oil if it is dirty.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check for engine oil leaks

Was any failure found?

Repair the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the oil pressure switch connector (loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the oil pressure switch connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the oil pressure switch and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the oil pressure switch connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the oil pressure switch unit

SHTS021270300540

Measurement conditions Standard values

• Stop the engine (OFF)

• Start the engine (ON)

With engine stopped: 
Less than 1 
With engine running:  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the oil pressure switch.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Disconnect the oil pressure switch connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
OSW (E41) terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness)
and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the oil pressure switch harness

DE41

SHTS021270300541
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
OSW (E41) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and oil pressure switch vehicle side
connector.

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the oil pressure switch harness

DE41

OIL
E2R

SHTS021270300542

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Oil 
pressure switch 
vehicle side con-
nector
OSW (E41) – S

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0545 and P0546
EN01H02127030602016092

P0545: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) consistently detects exhaust gas temperature.

• A reading taken by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) remains less than 0.063 V (1,165 C {2,219 F})
for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 

(DOC1 inlet)
ZKT
VKF(TOIL)

(GND)

XYD (THO1)
(E5)XJQ

TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.004A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300543
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8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)
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P0546: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) consistently detects exhaust gas temperature.

• A reading taken by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or higher.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 690 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) remains at 4.958 V or higher (-46 C {-50.8 F} or
lower) for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 

(DOC1 inlet)
ZKT
VKF(TOIL)

(GND)

XYD (THO1)
(E5)XJQ

TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.004A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300544
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8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0545 and P0546

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC1 inlet) connector (looseness or poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC1 inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and connect the sen-
sor securely.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DOC1 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) unit

GNDTOIL

SHTS021270300545

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet)
TOIL – GND

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC1 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the sensor power supply

TOILGND

SHTS021270300546

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet) vehi-
cle side connector
TOIL – GND

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.

5 Check short-circuit in wire harness of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet)

DE43 E58

SHTS021270300547

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THO1 (E43) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0545 or P0546) has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Check disconnection in wire harness of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet)

DE43 E58

SHTS021270300548

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THO1 (E43) – 
E3 (E58)

20 C {68 F}: 
13.7 – 29.8 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.13 – 13.7 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.1 – 7.13 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300549

Has DTC (P2470 or P2471) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P054E
EN01H02127030602016093

P054E: Idling injection rate abnormality (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU detects that engine injection rate is abnormally low during idling.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormally low engine injection rate is detected during idling.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

The conditions described below remain for 10 seconds or longer.

• Accelerator pedal opening = 0% (pedal not depressed)

• Engine coolant temperature is 71 C {159.8 F} or higher.

• The target idling speed is within the range of 745 to 755 r/min.

• Vehicle speed is 0 mile/h.

• The monitor disable DTC table can be referred to.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The fuel injection quantity is 2 mm3/st. cyl or less for 15 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Extremely large load applied to engine while it is idling

• Fuel injection rate abnormality

6. Pre-inspection work

• Perform diagnosis system check to confirm there is no abnormality.

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Injector injection rate abnormality

• Dragging/interference with transmission

• Failure in air compressor

• Failure in power steering pump
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P054E

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P054E has been
detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300550

Has a DTC other than P054E been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.
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1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test] in
HINO DX Ⅱ and measure the fuel injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from [Data monitor and Active test] on
HINO DX Ⅱ , and measure the engine speed.

NOYES

2 Check the injector fuel injection quantity [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

E
n

gi
n

e
   

  N
e

 (
r/

m
in

)

    NE Engine speed
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300551

Measurement conditions Standard values

Engine revolution:
1,500 r/min (no load)
Engine coolant temperature:
80 C {176 F} minimum

AT model: 
12 mm3/st maximum

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the air compressor for failure.

NOYES

1. Check the power steering pump for failure.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 60 C {140
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P054E has been detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the air compressor

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the power steering pump

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300553

Has DTC P054E been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P054F
EN01H02127030602016094

P054F: Idling injection rate abnormality (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU detects that engine injection rate is abnormally high during idling.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormally high engine injection rate is detected during idling.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

The conditions described below remain for 10 seconds or longer.

• Accelerator pedal opening = 0% (pedal not depressed)

• Engine coolant temperature is 71 C {159.8 F} or higher.

• The target idling speed is within the range of 745 to 755 r/min.

• Vehicle speed is 0 mile/h.

• The monitor disable DTC table can be referred to.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The fuel injection quantity is 52.5 mm3/st. cyl or more for 15 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Extremely large load applied to engine while it is idling

• Fuel injection rate abnormality

6. Pre-inspection work

• Perform diagnosis system check to confirm there is no abnormality.

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Injector injection rate abnormality

• Dragging/interference with transmission

• Failure in air compressor

• Failure in power steering pump
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P054F

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P054F has been
detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300554

Has a DTC other than P054F been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.
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1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test] in
HINO DX Ⅱ and measure the fuel injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from [Data monitor and Active test] on
HINO DX Ⅱ , and measure the engine speed.

NOYES

2 Check the injector fuel injection quantity [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

E
n

gi
n

e
   

  N
e

 (
r/

m
in

)

    NE Engine speed
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300555

Measurement conditions Standard values

Engine revolution:
1,500 r/min (no load)
Engine coolant temperature:
80 C {176 F} minimum

AT model: 
12 mm3/st maximum

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the air compressor for failure.

NOYES

1. Check the power steering pump for failure.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 60 C {140
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P054F has been detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the air compressor

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the power steering pump

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300557

Has DTC P054F been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0562 and P0563
EN01H02127030602016095

P0562: Battery voltage - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Excessive low voltage has been detected in the ECU power supply.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed of 0 r/min or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is 9 V or less for 2 seconds or less.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fusible Link, FUSE: Fusing, irregular contact, partial engagement

• Connectors, harnesses and terminals: Disconnection, irregular contact, looseness

• Battery: Over discharge, service life

• Alternator: Power generation failure

• ECU: Malfunction

X0D
XAU
JFZ

X21

3.2 (Inrush : 6.87A)

3.2 (Inrush : 6.87A)

3.2 (Inrush : 6.87A)
3.2 (Inrush : 6.87A)

(+B)
(+B1)
(+B2)
(+BM)

Engine ECU

To EDU relay

SHTS021270300558
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P0563: Battery voltage - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Excessively high voltage has been detected in the ECU power supply.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed of 0 r/min or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is 17 V or more for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fusible Link, FUSE: Fusing, irregular contact, partial engagement

• Alternator failure (abnormal voltage or requires adjustment)

• ECU: Malfunction

X0D
XAU
JFZ

X21

3.2 (Inrush : 6.87A)

3.2 (Inrush : 6.87A)

3.2 (Inrush : 6.87A)
3.2 (Inrush : 6.87A)

(+B)
(+B1)
(+B2)
(+BM)

Engine ECU

To EDU relay

SHTS021270300559
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0562 and P0563

1. Check for fusing or improper fit.

NOYES

1. Check if the battery cable is properly installed (tightly fastened).

• Each battery terminal

• Alternator terminal

NOYES

1. Start the engine.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the alter-
nator B terminal and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuse or fusible link

Was any failure found?

Connect the fusible link properly or replace.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connection of the battery cable

Was any failure found?

Connect properly. If necessary, repair the
cable.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the alternator

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Engine idling
Alternator B – 
Ground

13.5 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the alternator.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Start the engine.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

4 Inspect the engine ECU power supply

A B
V59
V58

V38
V39

V18

V79
V78

V80

SHTS021270300560

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Engine idling

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
(+) – (-)
+B (V18) – E01 
(V39)
+B1 (V38) – E02 
(V59)
+B2 (V58) – E03 
(V79)
+BM (V78) – E04 
(V80)

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Check the engine ECU wire harness (power
supply circuit). 
Repair or replace parts as needed. 
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0562 or P0563) has been
detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300561

Has DTC (P0562 or P0563) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P05F1
EN01H02127030602016096

P05F1: Crankcase ventilation system - disconnection between the CV valve and the intake
manifold
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The closed breather circuit is malfunctioning and the air flow sensor detects trouble when air enters through the
malfunctioning part.

<Description of malfunction>

• Closed breather malfunction is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine speed is in the range of 720 to 960 r/min.

• A change in the engine speed is 234.4 r/min/sec or less.

• The fuel injection quantity is in the range of 0 mm3/st. cyl to 80 mm3/st. cyl.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 78.1 mm3/st. cyl/sec or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is 55 C {131 F} or less.

• A target EGR valve opening is 0% or less.

• Exhaust brake not actuated
(2) Judgement criteria

• Theoretical air quantity calculated from boost pressure and atmospheric pressure and actual air quantity are
compared for at least 10 seconds, and the ratio of theoretical air quantity to actual air quantity is at least 1.12.
And:

• Difference between DCY value prior to above result and current DCY value is 0.10 or less; and

• When prior DCY the starter key is turned "LOCK" and engine is stopped, (boost pressure - atmospheric pres-
sure) ≥ 18 kPa, and that condition did not continue for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

(FC) (VG)
(EVG)
(VAF)

(THA)

X4K
XMH
X2U

X82

10mA
200mA
200mA

10mA
10mA

X71
XCV
XCT

X72
Z65

(E2G)
(+B)
(E2)

(THA)

Intake air temperature sensor 
(built in the air flow sensor)

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300562
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Sensor is disconnected from measuring site or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.).

• EGR valve failure.

• Diesel throttle valve failure.

• Intercooler failure (due to dirt, clogging, etc.).

• Engine ECU sensor power supply (air flow sensor dedicated 12 V power supply) failure or internal circuit failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P05F1

1. Check the air cleaner element for dirt, clogging, or damage.

2. Make sure the element is a Hino genuine part.

NOYES

1. Check the intake hose and verify that there are no disconnections,
clogging, punctures, or cracks.

2. Check the breather hose and verify that there are no disconnec-
tions, clogging, punctures, or cracks.

3. Check the intercooler hose and verify that there are no disconnec-
tions, clogging, punctures, or cracks.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the air cleaner element

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the air intake system

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the intake system hoses.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Replace the air flow sensor if the sensing
unit is dirty, clogged, or damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect for short-circuit of the air flow sensor harness

C D
E12

E74 E78

SHTS021270300563

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VAF (E12) – 
Ground
VG (E74) – Ground
EVG (E78) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and air flow
sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Check the EGR valve for damage due to foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of the air flow sensor harness

C

D

E12

E78E74

FC

E2G+B

SHTS021270300564

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Air flow 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VAF (E12) – +B
VG (E74) – FC
EVG (E78) – E2G

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

7 Check the response delay of the EGR valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300565

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Stop the engine.

2. Check the operating status of the intake throttle valve (for incorrect
opening or sticky valve).

NOYES

1. Check if there is an obstruction due to clogging inside the inter-
cooler.

NOYES

8 Inspect the intake throttle valve

Was any failure found?

Replace the intake throttle valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the intercooler

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
intercooler.
Replace the intercooler if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P05F1 has been detected.

NOYES

10 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300566

Has DTC P05F1 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0603
EN01H02127030602016097

P0603: Controller store data error (Engine ECU EEPROM error)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Write the same QR correction value in 3 EEPROM areas in engine ECU. Judge EEPROM malfunction if stored data
does not match.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16V.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Item Details (Reference)

1. EEPROM failure Data saved in the 3 EEPROM sectors do not match.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300567
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Engine ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0603

1. Check the injector replaced record.

NOYES

1. Re-input the registration QR code date of the service server.

2. Erase the DTC memory, and check again DTC code. Check that
DTC code P0603 is not displayed.

NOYES

1 Check the injector replaced record

Has the injector been replaced in the past? 

(Replacement history exists or is unclear.)
Go to step 3.

(No replacement history)
Go to step 2.

2 Check the QR CODE 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300568

Has DTC P0603 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Read the QR code date of the injectors using HINO DX Ⅱ , re-input
QR code date.

2. Erase the DTC memory, and check again DTC code. Check that
DTC code P0603 is not displayed.

NOYES

3 Check the QR CODE 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300569

Has DTC P0603 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0605
EN01H02127030602016098

P0605: Flash ROM error
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Engine ECU flash ROM failure is detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Flash ROM check sum error

• Failure determination time ≥ 96 msec

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "OFF"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: ON

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Vehicle start control is not available.

• PTO is not available

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Vehicle start control does not work.

• PTO cannot be used.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of engine ECU circuit.

• Temporary malfunction caused by radio frequency interference or noise.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0605

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ
and the engine ECU.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Make sure the engine ECU main relay is OFF in HINO DX Ⅱ . (This
cuts off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine
ECU.)

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. Select [Engine] and check if P0605 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine ECU circuit [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS021270300570

Has DTC P0605 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
(Temporary operating error due to radio
wave interference or noise.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0606
EN01H02127030602016099

P0606: Control module processor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Engine ECU internal failure is detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON"
(2) Judgement criteria

• IC for monitoring microcomputer failure inside ECU is detected.

• Failure determination time ≥ 96 msec

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

• Engine is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine is stopped.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Engine is stalled.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of engine ECU circuit.

• Temporary malfunction caused by radio frequency interference or noise.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0606

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] in HINO DX Ⅱ and check the communication
between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine ECU.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Make sure the engine ECU main relay is OFF in HINO DX Ⅱ . (This
cuts off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine
ECU.)

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. Select [Engine] and check if P0606 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine ECU circuit [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS021270300571

Has DTC P0606 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
(Temporary operating error due to radio
wave interference or noise.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0607
EN01H02127030602016100

P0607: Control module performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Engine ECU internal failure is detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of IC for monitoring inside engine ECU is detected.

• Failure determination time ≥ 96 msec

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Vehicle start control is not available.

• PTO is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Vehicle start control does not work.

• PTO cannot be used.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of engine ECU circuit.

• Temporary malfunction caused by radio frequency interference or noise.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0607

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] in HINO DX Ⅱ and check the communication
between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine ECU.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Make sure the engine ECU main relay is OFF in HINO DX Ⅱ . (This
cuts off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine
ECU.)

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. Select [Engine] and check if P0607 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine ECU circuit [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS021270300572

Has DTC P0607 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
(Temporary operating error due to radio
wave interference or noise.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0610
EN01H02127030602016101

P0610: VIN data error
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Receipt of vehicle information (VIN) is detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• Vehicle information is not received or the wrong vehicle information is received.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
The conditions described above remain for 5 seconds or longer.

HINT
This DTC is detected when replacing the engine ECU and the VIN information from the vehicle control ECU has
not been received.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Engine ECU can not receive VIN information from the vehicle control ECU.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

• Cruise control function is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle control ECU failure

• Engine ECU failure

• Malfunction of vehicle power supply (noise)

• CAN circuit failure (noise)

<Vehicle control ECU> <Engine ECU>
CAN communication

SHTS021270300573
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0610

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0610 (for exam-
ple, U1001, U110A) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Select [VCS] and read the vehicle information (VIN) written in the
Vehicle control ECU at system fix.

2. Compare the data with the vehicle's VIN LABEL, and check if the
vehicle information (VIN) that has been written to the Vehicle con-
trol ECU is correct.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300574

Has a DTC other than P0610 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the vehicle Information [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300575

Is the vehicle Information (VIN) in the vehicle control ECU correct?

Go to step 4. Go to step 3.
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1. Use HINO DX Ⅱ , and perform [Reprograming] from vehicle control
ECU.

2. Select [Engine] from the HINO DX Ⅱ and read the DTC that has
been detected.

NOYES

1. Use HINO DX Ⅱ , and perform [Reprograming] from engine ECU.

2. Select [Engine] from the HINO DX Ⅱ , and read the DTC that has
been detected.

NOYES

3  Reprogram the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300576

Has DTC P0610 been detected?

Replace the vehicle control ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4  Reprogram the Engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300577

Has DTC P0610 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0611
EN01H02127030602016102

P0611: Fuel injector driver charge circuit - circuit (circuit low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Low voltage failure of injector actuation charging circuit is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• With the injector not operating
(2) Judgement criteria

• Injector driver charge circuit voltage remains at 55 V or less for 0.096 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after engine stall.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Vehicle start control is not available.

• PTO is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Vehicle start control does not work.

• PTO cannot be used.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Engine ECU failure

• Temporary operating error due to radio wave interference or noise.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0611

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] in HINO DX Ⅱ and check the communication
between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine ECU.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Make sure the engine ECU main relay is OFF in HINO DX Ⅱ . (This
cuts off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine
ECU.)

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. Select [Engine] and check if P0611 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine ECU circuit [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS021270300578

Has DTC P0611 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
(Temporary operating error due to radio
wave interference or noise.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0617
EN01H02127030602016103

P0617: Starter key - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

- Engine ECU detects the starter signal while the engine is running (START position signal).

<Description of malfunction>

- +B short-circuit has occurred in the starter key.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

- Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V

- Engine speed is 1,100 r/min or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The starter key remains ON for 30 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after engine stall.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of starter key.

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit.

To starter

Starter relay

Starter cut relay
Ignition  switch Neutral start switch

STA
ST

+ST

+B

+B

+B STCRST1 Engine 
ECU

Fuse

SHTS021270300579
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0617

1. Check the connection of the starter key connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the shift lever to the "N" position.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals first with the starter
key to the "LOCK" position and then with the starter key in the
"START" position.

NOYES

1 Inspect the starter key connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair or replace if
needed.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the starter key "Start" signal

A B

V80

V12

SHTS021270300580 Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: 
START/LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
ST (V12) – PGD4 
(V80)

Starter key 
"LOCK": 0 V
Starter key 
"START": 12 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the neutral start switch.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuit of the wire harness of the starter key "Start" signal

A
V12

SHTS021270300581

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – ATM 
starter relay con-
nector
ST (V12) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
(Engine ECU – Neutral start switch)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) and the #6 terminals in neutral
start switch vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect disconnection of the wire harness of the starter key "Start" signal

A

6

V12

#6

SHTS021270300582

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Neutral 
start switch vehi-
cle side connector
ST (V12) – #6

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Inspect the starter key "Start" circuit.
(Neutral start switch – starter key)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
(Engine ECU – Neutral start switch)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0628 and P0629
EN01H02127030602016104

P0628: Suction control valve for fuel supply pump - circuit (Circuit low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The supply pump controls a fuel delivery rate to control common rail pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal voltage of supply pump magnetic valve (suction control valve) is detected. Possible disconnection or
GND short-circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The injectors and injector driver circuits have started running.
(2) Judgement criteria

• SCV (suction control valve) drive current remains less than 500 mA for 2.1 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "OFF"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• DPR regeneration stop.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• DPR can not be regenerated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

XZD (PCV-)

%X0
$XZ

XZC

(SCV+)
(SCV-) (PV-S)

(PV+S)
(PCV+)

EBS
EBT

1.5A
1.5ASuction control valve

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300583
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• Supply pump (SCV) unit failure

• Engine ECU malfunction
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P0629: Suction control valve for fuel supply pump - circuit (Circuit high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The supply pump controls a fuel delivery rate to control common rail pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal voltage of supply pump magnetic valve (suction control valve) is detected. Possible +B short.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The injectors and injector driver circuits have started running.
(2) Judgement criteria

• SCV (suction control valve) drive current remains less than 1,900 mA for 2.1 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "OFF"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• PTO is not available.

• DPR regeneration stop.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• PTO cannot be used.

• DPR cannot be regenerated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

XZD (PCV-)

%X0
$XZ

XZC

(SCV+)
(SCV-) (PV-S)

(PV+S)
(PCV+)

EBS
EBT

1.5A
1.5ASuction control valve

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300584
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• Supply pump (SCV) unit failure

• Engine ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0628 and P0629

1. Check the connection of the suction control valve (SCV) connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the SCV connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the suction control valve.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
suction control valve terminal and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the suction control valve (SCV) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the suction control valve (SCV) unit

SCV+SCV-

SCV+SCV-

SHTS021270300585

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Suction control 
valve
(1) SCV+ – SCV-
(2) SCV+ – Ground
(3) SCV- – Ground

(1) 20 C {68 F}: 
1.6 – 2.6 
(2), (3) 20 C {68 
F}: 
100 M or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the SCV.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
suction control valve vehicle side connector terminals and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuit in wire harness of suction control valve

SCV-

SCV+

SHTS021270300586

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Suction control 
valve vehicle side 
connector
SCV+ – Ground
SCV- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the SCV connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of suction control valve

C E9
E10

E30
E29

SHTS021270300587

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
PCV+ (E9) – PV-S 
(E30)
PCV+ (E9) – PCV- 
(E10)
PV+S (E29) – PV-S 
(E30)
PV+S (E29) – PCV- 
(E10)

20 C {68 F}: 
1.6 – 2.6 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P0628 or P0629) has been
detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300588

Has DTC (P0628 or P0629) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P062F
EN01H02127030602016105

P062F: Controller store data error (VNT actuator EEPROM error)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator steplessly operates the nozzle via the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) and controls turbine speed
and boost pressure.

• The VNT actuator (LEA) has a position sensor and constantly monitors the target opening and the actual opening.

• Wiping operation is carried out when the engine is stopped and the soot, oil, and other impurities accumulated in
the vane working range are removed. Also, the turbocharger mechanical working range is checked for trouble.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

1. EEPROM failure Data saved in the 3 EEPROM sectors do not match.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300589
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• EEPROM failure inside controller
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P062F

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P062F (for exam-
ple, U010C) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P062F has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300590

Has a DTC other than P062F been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.
After the repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300591

Has DTC P062F been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "OFF" position.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P062F has been detected.
HINT
Set the starter key "LOCK" and "ON" verifies the wiping operation
of the VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

3 Check operation of VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300592

Measurement conditions

Starter key: LOCK  ON

Has DTC P062F been detected?

Replace the VNT controller.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0630
EN01H02127030602016106

P0630: VIN Not Programmed or Mismatch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Reception of vehicle information (VIN) is detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• Vehicle information is not received or may be faulty.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Vehicle information is not written.

• Vehicle information was upgraded.

• Vehicle information is not valid (did not use a code)

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

<Vehicle control ECU>

<Engine ECU>

CAN communication

SHTS021270300593
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle control ECU failure

• Engine ECU failure

• Vehicle power supply failure (noise)

• CAN circuit failure (noise)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0630

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P0630 (for exam-
ple U1001, U110A) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Select [VCS] and read the vehicle information (VIN) written in the
Vehicle control ECU at system fix.

2. Compare the data with the vehicle's VIN LABEL, and check if the
vehicle information (VIN) that has been written to the Vehicle con-
trol ECU is correct.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300594

Has a DTC other than P0630 detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Check the vehicle information [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300595

Is the vehicle Information (VIN) in the vehicle control ECU correct?

Replace the vehicle control ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. After replacing the vehicle control ECU, check if it was previously
used in another vehicle.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0630 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Was the vehicle control ECU used in another vehicle?

Replace the vehicle control ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300596

Has DTC P0630 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0642
EN01H02127030602016107

P0642: ECU sensor power supply 1 failure (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Power is supplied to the sensor power supply 1 circuit.
(Common rail pressure sensor (main), accelerator sensor 2, engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor))

<Description of malfunction>

• Low voltage failure of sensor power supply circuit is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The AC/DC converter input sensor has a power supply voltage no greater than 3.5 V for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK 15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

Accelerator 
sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

N45
N43
N44(G-)

(G1)
(VG) EB5 (VCG)

XZA (G+)

X4Z (G-)

15mA
5mA
15mA

Engine speed sub 
sensor

SHTS021270300597
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty harness (GND short-circuit in sensor power supply/GND circuit)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0642

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

3. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor1 (main) connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0642 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Disconnect the accelerator sensor 2 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0642 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300598

Has DTC P0642 been detected?

Connect the connector, and go to step 2. Replace the common rail pressure sensor1
(main).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300599

Has DTC P0642 been detected?

Connect the connector, and go to step 3. Replace the accelerator sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Disconnect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sen-
sor) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0642 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected 5 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300600

Has DTC P0642 been detected?

Connect the connector, and go to step 4. Replace the engine speed sub sensor (cam-
shaft position sensor).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

4 Check the wire harness of the sensor power supply

CB DE53 E56

V51

E33

SHTS021270300601

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC2 (E33) – E1 
(E56)
VCG (E53) – E1 
(E56)
VCP2 (V51) – E1 
(E56)

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0643
EN01H02127030602016108

P0643: ECU sensor power supply 1 failure (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Power is supplied to the sensor power supply 1 circuit.
(Common rail pressure sensor (main), accelerator sensor 2, engine speed sub sensor)

<Description of malfunction>

• High voltage failure of sensor power supply circuit is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The AC/DC converter input sensor has a power supply voltage no greater than 4.5 V for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK 15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

Accelerator 
sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

N45
N43
N44(G-)

(G1)
(VG) EB5 (VCG)

XZA (G+)

X4Z (G-)

15mA
5mA
15mA

Engine speed sub 
sensor

SHTS021270300602
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty harness (short-circuit in battery power supply of sensor power supply circuit)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0643

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor 1 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the common rail pressure sensor 1 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1 Check the power supply of common rail pressure sensor 1

E VC

SHTS021270300603

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor 1 
vehicle side con-
nector
VC2 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the accelerator sensor 2 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the accelerator sensor 2 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

2 Check the power supply of accelerator sensor 2

E2VCP2

SHTS021270300604

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Accelerator sen-
sor 2 vehicle side 
connector
VCP2 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sen-
sor) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor)
vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Check the power supply of engine speed sub sensor (camshaft position sensor)

VGG-

SHTS021270300605
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine speed sub 
sensor (camshaft 
position sensor) 
vehicle side con-
nector
VG – G-

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

4 Check the power supply of all sensors

CB D E56E53

E33

V51

SHTS021270300606

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
(+) – (-)
VC2 (E33) – E1 
(E56)
VCG (E53) – E1 
(E56)
VCP2 (V51) – E1 
(E56)

4.9 – 5.1 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P064C
EN01H02127030602016109

P064C: Glow controller - Battery for glow plug open, GND short Glow controller - Over
temperature
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Controlled by GCU.

• The indicator in the meter lights up when a failure (malfunction caused by short-circuit or disconnection) occurs in
the glow system.

<Description of malfunction>

• A disconnection or short-circuit has occurred in the GCU internal circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The engine ECU instructs glow discharge.

The conditions described below remain for 1 second or more.

- The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

- Starter is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the difference between the glow control power supply voltage and the glow operating volt-
age is 2 V or less remains at for 0.3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

GLW1 #1cylGL1

+B

+B

+B

+B

Glow Plug 1

GLW2 #2cylGL2 Glow Plug 2

GLW3 #3cylGL3 Glow Plug 3

GLW4 #4cylGL4

BATT

GCUECU

SI

DI

ST

DI Glow Plug 4

Glow 

Control signal

Diagnosis signal

ENG3

SHTS021270300607
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Vehicle is difficult to start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Blown fuse, faulty connection, or partial mating

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Abnormal ground potential difference between engine ECU and GCU

• GCU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P064C

1. Check if the fuse (GCU (M)) and fusible link (GLOW) are blown
and if they are properly installed.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the GCU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
glow control unit GND terminal and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuse (GCU (M)), fusible link (GLOW)

Was any failure found?

Replace or correctly connect the fuse and
fusible link.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the ground circuit of the glow control unit

GND

SHTS021270300608

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
GCU vehicle side 
connector
GND – Ground

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Inspect the GCU ground circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the GCU vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the GCU vehicle side connector and engine ECU.

NOYES

3 Inspect the glow control unit power supply circuit

GND
BATT

+B

SHTS021270300609

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

GCU vehicle side 
connector
+B – GND
BATT – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Inspect the GCU ground circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the GCU harness

A
V15
V35

DI

Sl

SHTS021270300610

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

GCU vehicle side 
connector – 
Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
DI – Dl (V35)
Sl – ST (V15)

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

3. Measure the voltage between the GND terminal in the glow control
unit vehicle side connector and ground.

4. Check the difference in potential between the engine ECU and the
ground circuit of the glow control unit.

NOYES

5 Inspect the ground circuit voltage

A B

GND

V80
V59

V39
V79

SHTS021270300611

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
E01(V39) – Ground
E02(V59) – Ground
E03(V79) – Ground
E04(V80) – Ground
GCU vehicle side 
connector 
GND – Ground

Potential differ-
ence: 
within 400 mV

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the GCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Inspect the ground circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0652
EN01H02127030602016110

P0652: ECU sensor power supply 2 failure (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Power is supplied to the sensor supply 2 circuit.
(Accelerator sensor1, common rail pressure sensor (sub), PTO accelerator sensor, DPR differential pressure sen-
sor (exhaust gas pressure sensor), aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor)

<Description of malfunction>

• Excessively low voltage has been detected in the sensor power supply.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The AC/DC converter input sensor has a power supply voltage no greater than 3.5 V for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK 15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

(VC)FFF12mA

(VCC)%8V20mA

Accelerator 
sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)

(VC)
(PEX)
(E2)

YWK
EB6
YWL

ECE
ECF
ECG

TYP  0.018A
TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

+QG
+Q6
+QF

DPR differential 
pressure sensor

PTO accelerator 
sensor

Aftertreatment fuel 
injection line 
pressure sensor

(EP1)
(PEX)

(VCP1)

(VCPA)
(EPA)
(VPA)

SHTS021270300612
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Individual sensors and harnesses (sensor power supply circuit GND short-circuit)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0652

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

3. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor 2 (sub) connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0652 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Disconnect the accelerator sensor 1 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0652 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300613

Has DTC P0652 been detected?

After connecting the connector, go to step 2. Replace the common rail pressure sensor 2
(sub).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300614

Has DTC P0652 been detected?

After connecting the connector, go to step 3. Replace the accelerator sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Disconnect the differential pressure sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0652 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Disconnect the PTO accelerator sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0652 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected 3 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300615

Has DTC P0652 been detected?

After connecting the connector, go to step 4. Replace the differential pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected 4 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300616

Has DTC P0652 been detected?

After connecting the connector, go to step 5. Replace the PTO accelerator sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

2. Disconnect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P0652 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected 5 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300617

Has DTC P0652 been detected?

After connecting the connector, go to step 6. Replace the aftertreatment fuel injection line
pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

6 Inspect the wire harness of the sensor power supply

CB DE56

E13

V71

V50

SHTS021270300618

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC (E13) – E1 
(E56)
VCPA (V50) – E1 
(E56)
VCP1 (V71) – E1 
(E56)

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0653
EN01H02127030602016111

P0653: ECU sensor power supply 2 failure (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Power is supplied to the sensor supply 2 circuit.
(Accelerator sensor 1, common rail pressure sensor (sub), PTO accelerator sensor, DPR differential pressure sen-
sor, aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor)

<Description of malfunction>

• Excessively high voltage has been detected in the sensor power supply.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The AC/DC converter input sensor has a power supply voltage no greater than 3.5 V for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK 15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

(VC)FFF12mA

(VCC)%8V20mA

Accelerator 
sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)

(VC)
(PEX)
(E2)

YWK
EB6
YWL

ECE
ECF
ECG

TYP  0.018A
TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

+QG
+Q6
+QF

DPR differential 
pressure sensor

PTO accelerator 
sensor

Aftertreatment fuel 
injection line 
pressure sensor

(EP1)
(PEX)

(VCP1)

(VCPA)
(EPA)
(VPA)

SHTS021270300619
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty harness (battery power supply short-circuit)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0653

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor 2 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the common rail pressure sensor 2 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the power supply of common rail pressure sensor 2

E1 VC1

SHTS021270300620

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor 2 
vehicle side con-
nector
VC1 – E1

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the accelerator sensor 1 connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the accelerator sensor 1 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DPR differential pressure sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the DPR
differential pressure sensor terminals.

NOYES

2 Inspect the power supply of accelerator sensor 1

E1VCP1

SHTS021270300621

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Accelerator sen-
sor 1 vehicle side 
connector
VCP1 – E1

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

3 Inspect the power supply of DPR differential pressure sensor

VCE2

SHTS021270300622

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DPR differential 
pressure sensor
VC – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PTO accelerator sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the PTO accelerator sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the power supply of the PTO accelerator sensor

GND

VCC

SHTS021270300623

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PTO accelerator 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VCC – GND

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the after-
treatment fuel injection line pressure sensor.

NOYES

5 Inspect the power supply of aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor

VCE2

SHTS021270300624

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Aftertreatment 
fuel injection line 
pressure sensor
VC – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

6 Inspect the power supply of all sensors

CB DE56

E13

V71

V50

SHTS021270300625

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
(+) – (-)
VC (E13) – E1 
(E56)
VCPA (V50) – E1 
(E56)
VCP1 (V71) – 
E1(E56)

4.9 – 5.1 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0671 and P0672 
EN01H02127030602016112

P0671: Glow plug (Circuit low) (#1cyl), Glow plug (Circuit high) (#1cyl)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Glow plug is controlled by GCU.

• The indicator in the meter lights up when a failure (malfunction caused by short-circuit or disconnection) occurs in
the glow system.

<Description of malfunction>

• Circuit failure between the GCU and glow plug #1 is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The engine ECU instructs glow discharge.

The conditions described below remain for 1 second or more.

- The battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

- Starter is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the glow plug operating current is less than the range of 0.5 to 0.9 A remains for 0.3 sec-
onds or more, or the condition that the glow plug operating current is greater than the range of 21 to 36 A
remains for 0.3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

GLW1 #1cylGL1

+B

+B

+B

+B

Glow Plug 1

GLW2 #2cylGL2 Glow Plug 2

GLW3 #3cylGL3 Glow Plug 3

GLW4 #4cylGL4

BATT

GCUECU

SI

DI

ST

DI Glow Plug 4

Glow 

Control signal

Diagnosis signal

ENG3

SHTS021270300626
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Vehicle is difficult to start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit between GCU and glow plug #1

• Glow plug #1 unit is faulty.
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P0672: Glow plug (Circuit low) (#2cyl), Glow plug (Circuit high) (#2cyl)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Glow plug is controlled by GCU.

• The indicator in the meter lights up when a failure (malfunction caused by short-circuit or disconnection) occurs in
the glow system.

<Description of malfunction>

• Circuit failure between the GCU and glow plug #2 is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The engine ECU instructs glow discharge.

The conditions described below remain for 1 second or more.

- The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

- Starter is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the glow plug operating current is less than the range of 0.5 to 0.9 A remains for 0.3 sec-
onds or more, or the condition that the glow plug operating current is greater than the range of 21 to 36 A
remains for 0.3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Vehicle is difficult to start.

GLW1 #1cylGL1

+B

+B

+B

+B

Glow Plug 1

GLW2 #2cylGL2 Glow Plug 2

GLW3 #3cylGL3 Glow Plug 3

GLW4 #4cylGL4

BATT

GCUECU

SI

DI

ST

DI Glow Plug 4

Glow 

Control signal

Diagnosis signal

ENG3

SHTS021270300627
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit between GCU and glow plug #2

• Glow plug #2 unit is faulty.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0671 and P0672

1. Check for fusing and improper fit.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the GCU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the GCU vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fusible link (GLOW)

Was any failure found?

Connect the fusible link correctly or replace
it.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the power supply wire harness of the glow control unit (GCU)

+B

GND

SHTS021270300628

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
GCU vehicle side 
connector
+B – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness in the
glow control unit power supply circuit
(between the fusible link and the control
unit).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the target's glow plug terminal.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
glow control unit vehicle side connector and the target's glow plug
terminal.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if DTC (P0671, P0672) has been
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the wire harness of the glow plug

GL1
GL2GLW1

GLW2

SHTS021270300629

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

GCU vehicle side 
connector – Tar-
get's glow plug
#1 Glow plug:
GL1 – GLW1
#2 Glow plug:
GL2 – GLW2

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the target's glow plug.
Go to step 4.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300630

Has DTC (P0671, P0672) been detected?

Replace the GCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0673 and P0674
EN01H02127030602016113

P0673: Glow plug (Circuit low) (#3cyl), Glow plug (Circuit high) (#3cyl)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Glow plug is controlled by GCU.

• The indicator in the meter lights up when a failure (malfunction caused by short-circuit or disconnection) occurs in
the glow system.

<Description of malfunction>

• Circuit failure between the GCU and glow plug #3 is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The engine ECU instructs glow discharge.

The conditions described below remain for 1 second or more.

- The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

- Starter is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the glow plug operating current is less than the range of 0.5 to 0.9 A remains for 0.3 sec-
onds or more, or the condition that the glow plug operating current is greater than the range of 21 to 36 A
remains for 0.3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

GLW1 #1cylGL1

+B

+B

+B

+B

Glow Plug 1

GLW2 #2cylGL2 Glow Plug 2

GLW3 #3cylGL3 Glow Plug 3

GLW4 #4cylGL4

BATT

GCUECU

SI

DI

ST

DI Glow Plug 4

Glow 

Control signal

Diagnosis signal

ENG3

SHTS021270300631
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Vehicle is difficult to start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit between GCU and glow plug #3

• Glow plug #3 unit is faulty.
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P0674: Glow plug (Circuit low) (#4cyl), Glow plug (Circuit high) (#4cyl)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Glow plug is controlled by GCU.

• The indicator in the meter lights up when a failure (malfunction caused by short-circuit or disconnection) occurs in
the glow system.

<Description of malfunction>

• Circuit failure between the GCU and glow plug #4 is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The engine ECU instructs glow discharge.

The conditions described below remain for 1 second or more.

- The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

- Starter is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the glow plug operating current is less than the range of 0.5 to 0.9 A remains for 0.3 sec-
onds or more, or the condition that the glow plug operating current is greater than the range of 21 to 36 A
remains for 0.3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Vehicle is difficult to start.

GLW1 #1cylGL1

+B

+B

+B

+B

Glow Plug 1

GLW2 #2cylGL2 Glow Plug 2

GLW3 #3cylGL3 Glow Plug 3

GLW4 #4cylGL4

BATT

GCUECU

SI

DI

ST

DI Glow Plug 4

Glow 

Control signal

Diagnosis signal

ENG3

SHTS021270300632
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit between GCU and glow plug #4

• Glow plug #4 unit is faulty.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0673 and P0674

1. Check for fusing and improper fit.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the GCU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the GCU vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fusible link (GLOW)

Was any failure found?

Connect the fusible link correctly or replace
it.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the power supply wire harness of the glow control unit (GCU)

+B

GND

SHTS021270300633

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
GCU vehicle side 
connector
+B – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness in the
glow control unit power supply circuit
(between the fusible link and the control
unit).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the target's glow plug terminal.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
glow control unit vehicle side connector and the target's glow plug
terminal.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if DTC (P0673, P0674) has been
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the wire harness of the glow plug

GL3
GL4

GLW3
GLW4

SHTS021270300634

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

GCU vehicle side 
connector – Tar-
get's glow plug
#3 Glow plug: 
GL3 – GLW3
#4 Glow plug: 
GL4 – GLW4

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the target's glow plug.
Go to step 4.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300635

Has DTC (P0673, P0674) been detected?

Replace the GCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0683
EN01H02127030602016114

P0683: Glow controller - Battery for glow controller open, GND short Glow controller -
Glow control signal Glow controller - Diagnosis signal
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Controlled by GCU.

• The indicator in the meter lights up when a failure (malfunction caused by short-circuit or disconnection) occurs in
the glow system.

<Description of malfunction>

• Detection of the GCU communication error.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The engine ECU instructs glow discharge.

The conditions described below remain for 1 second or more.

- The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

- Starter not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that GCU is not actuated (or no response) remains for 4.4 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Just after restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

GLW1 #1cylGL1

+B

+B

+B

+B

Glow Plug 1

GLW2 #2cylGL2 Glow Plug 2

GLW3 #3cylGL3 Glow Plug 3

GLW4 #4cylGL4

BATT

GCUECU

SI

DI

ST

DI Glow Plug 4

Glow 

Control signal

Diagnosis signal

ENG3

SHTS021270300636
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Vehicle is hard to start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Blown, improperly connected, or half-connected fuse

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Abnormal ground potential difference between engine ECU and GCU

• GCU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0683

1. Check the fuse (GCU (M)) and fusible link (GLOW) for fusing or
improper fit.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the GCU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
GCU vehicle side connector GND terminal and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuse and fusible link

Was any failure found?

Connect the fuse and fusible link properly or
replace.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the GCU circuit

GND

SHTS021270300637

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
GCU chassis vehi-
cle side connector 
GND – Ground

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Check the GCU ground circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the GCU vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the GCU power supply circuit

GND
BATT

+B

SHTS021270300638

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

GCU vehicle side 
connector termi-
nal – GND
+B – GND
BATT – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Inspect the GCU power supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
GCU vehicle side connector terminals and engine ECU (signal
check harness) terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspect the harness of the GCU

A
V15
V35

DI

Sl

SHTS021270300639

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

GCU vehicle side 
connector termi-
nals – engine ECU 
(signal check har-
ness) terminals
DI – Dl (V35)
Sl – ST (V15)

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

3. Measure the voltage between the GCU vehicle side connector
GND terminal and ground.

4. Check the ground circuit potential difference between the engine
ECU and the glow control unit.

NOYES

5 Check the ground circuit voltage

A B

GND

V80
V59

V39
V79

SHTS021270300640

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
E01 (V39) – 
Ground
E02 (V59) – 
Ground
E03 (V79) – 
Ground
E04 (V80) – 
Ground
GCU vehicle side 
connector
GND – Ground

Potential defer-
ence: 
400 mV or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the GCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Check the ground circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0686
EN01H02127030602016115

P0686: ECM/PCM Power Relay Control Circuit high
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The main relay (EDU relay) supplies power from the battery to the ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• The main relay cannot be turned OFF.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• With the main relay in OFF position, 8 V or higher power supply voltage remains for 60 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Battery is depleted.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• Main relay failure

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0686

1. Check the connection of the main relay (EDU relay) (inside chassis
relay block B) (looseness or poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the main relay.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the main relay.

NOYES

1 Inspect the main (EDU) relay

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the main relay unit

SHTS021270300642

Tester connections Standard values

Main relay terminals
1 in the figure: 167 
2 in the figure:  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the main relay.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the main relay vehicle side connector (inside chassis relay
block B) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the main relay power supply circuit

B

B2

B

B2

EDU RELAY

SHTS021270300643

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Main relay vehicle 
side connector
B – Ground
B2 – Ground

10 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the main relay power sup-
ply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the main relay.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the main relay power supply

V3

V23

SHTS021270300644 Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
MREL (V3) – 
Ground
MRL2 (V23) – 
Ground

10 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0698
EN01H02127030602016116

P0698: ECU sensor power supply 3 failure (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Power is supplied to the sensor power supply 3 circuit.
(Boost pressure sensor)

<Description of malfunction>

• Low voltage failure of sensor power supply circuit is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The AC/DC converter input sensor power supply voltage remains at  3.5 V or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

(VCPA)

Z6R
J0L
J0M(VC)

(PIM)
(E) YKE

YKE

(EPA)

X0G (PIM)
15mA
5mA
15mA

Boost pressure 
sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300645
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty harness (GND short-circuit in sensor power supply/GND circuit)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0698

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

3. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P0698 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300646

Has DTC P0698 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0699
EN01H02127030602016117

P0699: ECU sensor power supply 3 failure (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Power is supplied to the sensor power supply 3 circuit.
(Boost pressure sensor)

<Description of malfunction>

• High voltage failure of sensor power supply circuit is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The AC/DC converter input sensor power supply voltage remains at 4.5 V or more for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

(VCPA)

Z6R
J0L
J0M(VC)

(PIM)
(E) YKE

YKE

(EPA)

X0G (PIM)
15mA
5mA
15mA

Boost pressure 
sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300647
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty harness (short-circuit in battery power supply of sensor power supply circuit)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0699

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor connector.

NOYES

1 Check the power supply of boost pressure sensor

VCE

SHTS021270300648

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Boost pressure 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P06A4
EN01H02127030602016118

P06A4: ECU sensor power supply 4 failure (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Power is supplied to the sensor power supply 4 circuit.
(Diesel throttle valve position sensor (intake throttle valve position sensor) 1 and 2)

<Description of malfunction>

• Low voltage failure of sensor power supply circuit is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The AC/DC converter input sensor power supply voltage remains at  3.5 V or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Diesel throttle

(VCPA)

Z6R
J0L

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

J0M(VC)
(PIM)

(E)

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)

YKE

YKE

(EPA)

X0G (PIM)

(M+)XQS

(VCTA)ZTV
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

15mA
5mA

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

15mA
Boost pressure 

sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300649
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty harness (GND short-circuit in sensor power supply/GND circuit)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P06A4

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Erase the trouble history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

3. Disconnect the intake throttle valve position sensor 1, 2 connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P06A4 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300650

Has DTC P06A4 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the intake throttle valve position
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P06A5
EN01H02127030602016119

P06A5: ECU sensor power supply 4 failure (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Power is supplied to the sensor power supply 4 circuit.
(Diesel throttle position sensor 1, diesel throttle position sensor 2)

<Description of malfunction>

• High voltage failure of sensor power supply circuit is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The AC/DC converter input sensor power supply voltage remains at  3.5 V or more for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Diesel throttle

(VCPA)

Z6R
J0L

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

J0M(VC)
(PIM)

(E)

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)

YKE

YKE

(EPA)

X0G (PIM)

(M+)XQS

(VCTA)ZTV
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

15mA
5mA

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

15mA
Boost pressure 

sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300651
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty harness (short-circuit in battery power supply of sensor power supply circuit)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P06A5

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake throttle valve position sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the intake throttle valve position sensor connector.

NOYES

1 Check the power supply of intake throttle valve position sensor

VCE2

SHTS021270300652

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Intake throttle 
valve position 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
VC – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P06D3 and P06D4
EN01H02127030602016120

P06D3: Air flow sensor power supply failure Short to GND
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The air flow sensor installed to the air cleaner consistently measures an intake air volume.

• The engine ECU supplies power to the air flow sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Excessively low voltage has been detected in the air flow sensor power supply.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
The conditions described above remain for 5 seconds or longer.

(2) Judgement criteria
Voltage of the air flow sensor power supply circuit remains at 5.6 V or lower for 1 sec.

3. Reset condition

• Normal operation instantly restored once values deviate from judgment criteria.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

(FC) (VG)
(EVG)
(VAF)

(THA)

X4K
XMH
X2U

X82

10mA
200mA
200mA

10mA
10mA

X71
XCV
XCT

X72
Z65

(E2G)
(+B)
(E2)

(THA)

Intake air temperature sensor 
(built in the air flow sensor)

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300653
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Air flow sensor failure

• Engine ECU failure
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P06D4: Air flow sensor power supply failure (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The air flow sensor installed to the air cleaner consistently measures an intake air volume.

• The engine ECU supplies power to the air flow sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Excessively low voltage has been detected in the air flow sensor power supply.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Key is ON and starter is OFF.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
The conditions described above remain for 5 seconds or longer.

(2) Judgement criteria
Voltage of air flow sensor power supply circuit ≥ 20 V for 1 second.

3. Reset condition

• Normal operation instantly restored once values deviate from judgment criteria.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

(FC) (VG)
(EVG)
(VAF)

(THA)

X4K
XMH
X2U

X82

10mA
200mA
200mA

10mA
10mA

X71
XCV
XCT

X72
Z65

(E2G)
(+B)
(E2)

(THA)

Intake air temperature sensor 
(built in the air flow sensor)

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300654
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Air flow sensor failure

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P06D3 and P06D4

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than (P06D3 or
P06D4) (for example P0642, P0643, P0652, P0653) have been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300655

Has a DTC other than P06D3 or P06D4 (for example P0642, P0643, P0652, P0653) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect for short-circuit in wire harness or air flow sensor

C D
E12 E74

E78

SHTS021270300656

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU 
(the signal check 
harness)
VG (E74) – Ground
EVG (E78)– 
Ground
VAF (E12)– 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and the air
flow sensor vehicle side connector terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness or air flow sensor

C

D

E12

E78E74

FC

E2G+B

SHTS021270300657

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (the 
signal check har-
ness) – Air flow 
sensor vehicle 
side connector 
terminals
VG (E74) – FC
EVG (E78) – E2G
VAF (E12) – +B

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to engine ECU.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the air flow sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the air flow sensor connector.

3. Start the engine.

4. Use an oscilloscope to measure the signal voltage between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

6 Inspect the air flow sensor power supply

B+
E2G

SHTS021270300658

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Air flow sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector terminals
+B – E2G

11.5 – 13.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the engine ECU.

7 Inspect the air flow sensor signal unit

E74 E78D

SHTS021270300659

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

After warm up, the 
engine idling con-
dition

Engine ECU 
(the signal check 
harness)
VG (E74) – 
EVG (E78)

5 – 6 kHz

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P06D3 or P06D4) has been
detected.

NOYES

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300660

Has DTC (P06D3 or P06D4) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0700
EN01H02127030602016121

P0700: HV clutch system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected malfunction in the HV clutch system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –
(2) Judgement criteria

• –

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• –
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0700

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and read
the detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300661

Has DTC P0700 been detected?

Go to DTC-specific troubleshooting for the
hybrid system (HV ECU).

Procedure completed.
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DTC: P073D
EN01H02127030602016122

P073D: Transmission information - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Transmission information is transferred through CAN communication.

<Description of malfunction>

• Information sent from the transmission ECU (AT) is incorrect.

• Information from transmission ECU (AT) and neutral switch information are abnormal.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The PTO is deactivated.
(2) Judgement criteria

Detected at one of the following conditions:

• The condition that there is an abnormality (communication blackout between the vehicle ECU and transmis-
sion ECU) in the lock up information provided by the vehicle control ECU remains for 5 seconds or more.

• The condition that there is an abnormality in the HV front clutch information provided by the vehicle control
ECU remains for 5 seconds or more.

• The condition that the neutral switch is positioned at the neutral position even though the neutral information
provided by the vehicle control ECU recognizes the "non-neutral" state remains for 10 seconds or more.

• The condition that the neutral information provided by the vehicle control ECU recognizes the "neutral" state
even though the lock up information recognizes the "lock up" remains for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

(L )X2M M166.4mA

Engine ECU
Neutral switch

Neutral signal
(NSW)

SHTS021270300662
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Neutral switch failure (stuck ON or faulty contact)

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Harness/connector faulty contact or improper fit

• CAN communication blackout

• Transmission ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P073D

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if no DTC other than P073D (CAN com-
munication failure, etc.) is detected.

NOYES

1. Select [Data monitor and Active test] and read the data output
from [Neutral switch] when the shift lever is in N range and when it
is in other ranges besides N range.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300663

Has a DTC other than P073D been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the neutral switch [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300664

Measurement conditions Standard values

Starter key: ON
Shift lever in N range: 1
Shift lever in other range: 0

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Perform a failure diagnosis of the transmis-
sion ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the NSW
(V11) terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and
ground.

NOYES

3 Check the neutral switch signal

A
V11

SHTS021270300665

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
NSW (V11) – 
Ground

Shift lever in N 
range: ≥ 10 V
Shift lever in other 
range: 0 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Inspect the neutral switch circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P081A
EN01H02127030602016123

P081A: Starter Disable Circuit Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The starter cut relay prevents further rotations of the starter when the starter key is turned after start of the engine.

<Description of malfunction>

• Harness GND short-circuit or disconnection and relay unit failure are detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine speed of 650 r/min or more. (Request starter cut relay operation)

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
The conditions described above remain for 5 seconds or longer.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the starter cut relay remains at 10 V or less for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Just after restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Starter operates even when the engine is running.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

To starter

Starter relay

Starter cut relay
Ignition  switch Neutral start switch

STA
ST

+ST

+B

+B

+B STCRST1 Engine 
ECU

Fuse

SHTS021270300666
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• starter cut relay failure

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P081A

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the starter cut relay.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P081A has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the starter cut relay connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300667

Has DTC P081A been detected?

Go to step 2. Replace the starter cut relay.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2 Inspect the starter cut relay connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the starter cut relay.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. 
(Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
STCR (V2) terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness)
and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuit in wire harness of starter cut relay signal circuit

A
V2

SHTS021270300668
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
STCR (V2) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
(Engine ECU – starter cut relay)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and starter cut
relay vehicle side connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
starter cut relay vehicle side connector #2 terminals and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of starter cut relay signal circuit

A #1
(Vehicle side connector)

V2

Starter cut relay

SHTS021270300669

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – 
Starter cut relay 
vehicle side con-
nector terminals
STCR (V2) – #1

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
(Engine ECU – starter cut relay)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of starter cut relay (GND circuit)

#2

(Vehicle side connector)
Starter cut relay

SHTS021270300670

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Starter cut relay 
vehicle side con-
nector terminals
#2 – Ground

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
(Starter cut relay GND circuit)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P081A has been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300671

Has DTC P081A been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P081B
EN01H02127030602016124

P081B: Starter Disable Circuit High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The starter block relay prevents further rotations of the starter when the starter key is turned after start of the
engine.

<Description of malfunction>

• Harness +B short-circuit is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Request for deactivation of starter block is in progress (while engine is stopped).

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is 10 V – 16 V.
Above conditions continue for at least 5 seconds.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the starter block relay remains at 10 V or more for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Starter may not turn over. (If the starter turns over it will not interfere with engine operation.)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

To starter

Starter relay

Starter cut relay
Ignition  switch Neutral start switch

STA
ST

+ST

+B

+B

+B STCRST1 Engine 
ECU

Fuse

SHTS021270300672
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• starter block relay failure

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P081B

1. Check the connection of the starter block relay connector (loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1 Inspect the starter block relay connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of starter block relay

A B
V2

V80

SHTS021270300673

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
STCR (V2) – PGD4 
(V80)

3 V or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P081B has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300674

Has DTC P081B been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0A7B
EN01H02127030602016125

P0A7B: HV BATTERY system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected malfunction in the HV battery system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –
(2) Judgement criteria

• –

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• –
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A7B

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and read
the detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300675

Has DTC P0A7B been detected?

Go to DTC-specific troubleshooting for the
hybrid system (HV ECU).

Procedure completed.
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DTC: P0AC4
EN01H02127030602016126

P0AC4: HV system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected malfunction in the hybrid system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –
(2) Judgement criteria

• –

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• –
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AC4

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and read
the detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300676

Has DTC P0AC4 been detected?

Go to DTC-specific troubleshooting for the
hybrid system (HV ECU).

Procedure completed.
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DTC: P0CA1
EN01H02127030602016127

P0CA1: HV MOTOR system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected malfunction in the hybrid motor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –
(2) Judgement criteria

• –

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• –
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0CA1

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and read
the detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300677

Has DTC P0CA1 been detected?

Go to DTC-specific troubleshooting for the
hybrid system (HV ECU).

Procedure completed.
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DTC: P1133
EN01H02127030602016128

P1133: PTO accelerator sensor (Hi)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The operational accelerator sensor measures accelerator opening if PTO (power take off) is used. (This applies
only to PTO-equipped vehicles.)

<Description of malfunction>

• The operational accelerator sensor cannot correctly sense.

• +B short-circuit is likely to have occurred.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Key is ON and starter is OFF.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
The conditions described above remain for 5 seconds or longer.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Sensor voltage remains at 4.82 V or higher for 3 seconds or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

• Body mounting control is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Body mounting control is not working.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty harness (+B short-circuit)

• Malfunction of PTO accelerator sensor (operational accelerator sensor)

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit

(GND)

YWK
XZK
YKE

(SIG)
(VCC)

%6W
%6V

%6X20mA
20mA
20mA

PTO accelerator sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP1)
(VPA1)

(EPA)

SHTS021270300678
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1133

1. Check the connection of the PTO accelerator sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the PTO accelerator sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the PTO accelerator sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the PTO accelerator sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the PTO accelerator sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PTO accelerator sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the PTO accelerator sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the PTO accelerator sensor unit

VCCSIG

GND

SIG

SHTS021270300679

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PTO accelerator 
sensor
SIG – VCC
SIG – GND

More than 2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the PTO accelerator sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect the harness to the ECU.)

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect for short-circuit of the PTO accelerator sensor harness

B

B

V71
V68

V45

SHTS021270300680

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VPA1 (V68) – 
Ground
VCP1 (V71) – 
Ground
EPA (V45) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the PTO accelerator sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of the PTO accelerator sensor harness

B

B

V45
V68

V71
V68

SHTS021270300681

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VPA1 (V68) – 
VCP1 (V71)
VPA1 (V68) – 
EPA (V45)

More than 2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P1133 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300682

Has DTC P1133 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P119F
EN01H02127030602016129

P119F: Fuel rail pressure sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The common rail pressure sensor consistently measures common rail pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Common rail pressure cannot be correctly sensed.

• Malfunction is likely to have occurred in the common rail pressure sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• Common rail pressure is 220 MPa or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

P119F is detected under the conditions described below. 1 and 2 represent the order of priority.

• The difference obtained by subtracting the common rail pressure sensor power (main) from the common rail
pressure sensor power (sub) continues to be more than 1.06 V for 3 seconds or more, or the difference
obtained by subtracting the common rail pressure sensor power (main) from the common rail pressure sensor
power (sub) continues to be less than 0.04 V for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK 15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300683
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Sensor disconnected from measuring site

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Abnormal resistance of sensor (stuck)

• Malfunction of ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P119F

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P119F (for exam-
ple, P0192, P0193, P01A5, P01A6) have been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the common rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300684

Has a DTC (P0192, P0193, P01A5, P01A6) other than P119F been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Disconnect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

3 Inspect the sensor power supply

C D
E13

E33

E49E56
E68

E64
E76

E65

SHTS021270300685
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VC (E13) – E1 
(E56)
PCR1 (E49) – E1 
(E56)
PC1S (E68) – E1 
(E56)
VC2 (E33) – E2 
(E76)
PCR2 (E64) – E2 
(E76)
PC2S (E65) – E2 
(E76)

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the common rail pressure sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

4 Inspect the signal of the common rail pressure sensor

D E49

E68

E65

E64

SHTS021270300686

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
PCR1 (E49) – 
PCR2 (E64)
PCR1 (E49) – 
PC2S (E65)
PC1S (E68) – 
PCR2 (E64)
PC1S (E68) – 
PC2S (E65)

0.3 – 0.7 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the common rail pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P119F has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected 2(Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300687

Has DTC P119F been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P1426
EN01H02127030602016130

P1426: Differential pressure sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• It detects a difference between pressure at the inlet of the muffler and atmospheric pressure and monitors any fail-
ure or malfunction of the DPR.

<Description of malfunction>

• DPR differential pressure sensor is recognized as being stuck or in characteristics failure condition.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Elapse of at least 2 seconds after engine stop
(2) Judgement criteria

• Differential pressure remains less than -2 kPa or higher than 2 kPa for 2 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

Engine ECU

(VC)
(PEX)
(E2)

ECE
ECF
ECG

TYP  0.018A
TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

+QG
+Q6
+QF

DPR differential 
pressure sensor

Y
W

K
E

B
6

Y
W

L
(E

P
1)

(P
E

X
)

(V
C

P
1)

SHTS021270300688
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Loose/disconnected sensor and failure in sensing area (contamination or clogging)

• Abnormality in resistance of sensor (stuck)

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1426

1. Check if the differential pressure hose and pipe are cracked, bent,
ruptured, or clogged.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the differential pressure sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the differential pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the differential pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Check the differential pressure hose and pipe

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the differential pressure
hose and pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the differential pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the differential pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the differential pressure
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DPR differential pressure sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the differential pressure sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the differential pressure sensor unit

E2VC

E2PEX

SHTS021270300689

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Differential pres-
sure sensor
VC – E2
PEX – E2

2 – 15 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the differential pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the differential pressure sensor harness

B V70
V71

V46

SHTS021270300690

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCP1 (V71) – 
Ground
PEX (V70) – 
Ground
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the differential pressure sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the differential pressure sensor harness

B

B

V70V71

V70
V46

SHTS021270300691

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCP1 (V71) – PEX 
(V70)
EP1 (V46) – PEX 
(V70)

2 – 15 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P1426 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300692

Has DTC P1426 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P1427
EN01H02127030602016131

P1427: Differential pressure sensor - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• It detects a difference between pressure at the inlet of the muffler and atmospheric pressure and monitors any fail-
ure or malfunction of the DPR.

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust pressure cannot be correctly recognized.

• Possible DPR differential pressure sensor failure, harness disconnection, or GND short-circuit

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the DPR differential pressure sensor remains less than 0.59 V (-4.1 kPa) for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Engine ECU

(VC)
(PEX)
(E2)

ECE
ECF
ECG

TYP  0.018A
TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

+QG
+Q6
+QF

DPR differential 
pressure sensor
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SHTS021270300693
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector.

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1427

1. Check the connection of the differential pressure sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the differential pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the differential pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the differential pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the differential pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the differential pressure
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.
2. Disconnect the DPR differential pressure sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the differential pressure sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the differential pressure sensor unit

E2VC

E2PEX

SHTS021270300694

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Differential pres-
sure sensor
VC – E2
PEX – E2

2 – 15 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the differential pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the differential pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the power supply of the sensor

VCE2

SHTS021270300695

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Differential pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 7.

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the differential pressure sensor harness

B V70
V71

V46

SHTS021270300696

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCP1 (V71) – 
Ground
PEX (V70) – 
Ground
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the differential pressure sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the differential pressure sensor harness

B

B

V70V71

V70
V46

SHTS021270300697

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCP1 (V71) – 
PEX (V70)
EP1 (V46) – 
PEX (V70)

2 – 15 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P1427 have been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300698

Has DTC P1427 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P1428
EN01H02127030602016132

P1428: Differential pressure sensor - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• It detects a difference between pressure at the inlet of the muffler and atmospheric pressure and monitors any fail-
ure or malfunction of the DPR.

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust pressure cannot be correctly recognized.

• Possible DPR differential pressure sensor failure or harness +B short

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the DPR differential pressure sensor remains greater than 4.06 V (84.9 kPa) for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Engine ECU

(VC)
(PEX)
(E2)

ECE
ECF
ECG

TYP  0.018A
TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

+QG
+Q6
+QF

DPR differential 
pressure sensor
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SHTS021270300699
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector.

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply or internal circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1428

1. Check the connection of the differential pressure sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the differential pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the differential pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the differential pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the differential pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the differential pressure
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the differential pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the sensor power supply

VCE2

PEXE2

SHTS021270300700

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Differential pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC – E2
PEX – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the differential pressure sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the differential pressure sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the differential pressure sensor unit

PEXVC

E2PEX

SHTS021270300701

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Differential pres-
sure sensor con-
nector
VC – PEX
PEX – E2

2 – 15 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the differential pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the differential pressure sensor harness

B V70
V71

V46

SHTS021270300702

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
ACP1 (V71) – 
Ground
PEX (V70) – 
Ground
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the differential pressure sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the differential pressure sensor harness

B

B

V70V71

V70
V46

SHTS021270300703

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCP1 (V71) – 
PEX (V70)
EP1 (V46) – 
PEX (V70)

2 – 15 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P1428 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300704

Has DTC P1428 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P1458
EN01H02127030602016133

P1458: Valve position control failure - DC motor out of range, functional (EGR actuator
over temp warning level)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 8 V to 16 V.

• There is no disconnection in harness connected to EGR valve.

• Starter key is turned "ON". (Not related to engine speed)
(2) Judgement criteria

• Actual actuator temperature is 165 C {329 F}, and this condition continues for 1.6 sec.

3. Reset condition

• Normal operation is restored and accelerator is not being operated.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal engine room interior temperature

• Abnormal heat rise in motor or element inside EGR actuator.

• Soot adhesion and damage due to hard foreign substances on EGR valve sealing face and gas passageway.
(Hardened carbon may peel off from EGR cooler upstream of EGR valve.)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1458

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P1458 have been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the valve sealing face and gas passageway for soot accu-
mulation and damage due to foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300706

Has a DTC other than P1458 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
EGR valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the EGR power supply

+B E

SHTS021270300707

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

8 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage. 
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

5 Inspect the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300708

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P1459
EN01H02127030602016134

P1459: Controller high temperature (EGR actuator over temp severe level)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• Starter key "ON". 
(2) Judgement criteria

• Actual actuator temperature is 165 C {329 F}, and this condition continues for 1.6 sec.

3. Reset condition

• Normal operation is restored and accelerator is not being operated.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: ON

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal engine room interior temperature.

• Abnormal heat rise in motor or element inside EGR actuator.

• Soot adhesion and damage due to hard foreign substances on EGR valve sealing face and gas passageway (Hard-
ened carbon may peel off from EGR cooler upstream of EGR valve.)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1459

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P1459 has been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the valve sealing face and gas passageway for soot accu-
mulation and damage due to foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300710

Has a DTC other than P1459 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
EGR valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Check the EGR valve power supply

+B E

SHTS021270300711

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage. 
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

5 Inspect the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300712

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P14B0
EN01H02127030602016135

P14B0: Controller store data error (EGR actuator abnormal information reading)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON". 

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that data stored on the actuator cannot be read occurs 3 times or more in 1 second.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged element inside EGR valve actuator 
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P14B0

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P14B0 have been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300714

Has a DTC other than P14B0 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P14B0 have been detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

+B E

SHTS021270300715

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the EGR valve, go to step 4. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage. 
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300716

Has DTC P14B0 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P14B2
EN01H02127030602016136

P14B2: EGR controller power supply open circuit 
(EGR actuator power supply open circuit)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When difference in power supply voltage input with 2 systems is at least 1 V, and this condition continues for 2
second.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged substrate or element inside EGR valve actuator

• Abnormal battery voltage

• Faulty contact in EGR actuator connector

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P14B2

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P14B2 has been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300718

Has a DTC other than P14B2 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P14B2 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

+B E

SHTS021270300719

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the EGR valve, go to step 4. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage. 
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300720

Has DTC P14B2 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P14B3 and P14B4
EN01H02127030602016137

P14B3: Battery voltage (high) (EGR actuator power supply too high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• Wiping operation from "fully open  fully closed" is conducted as an EGR valve surface cleaning operation when
the key is LOCK.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure message is received from EGR controller.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the actuator power supply voltage is 37 V or more remains for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal battery voltage.

• Faulty contact in EGR actuator connector.

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit.
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P14B4: Battery voltage (low) (EGR actuator power supply too low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• Wiping operation from "fully open  fully closed" is conducted as an EGR valve surface cleaning operation when
the key is LOCK.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure message is received from EGR controller.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the actuator power supply voltage is less than 7 V remains for 1.06 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal battery voltage.

• Faulty contact in EGR actuator connector.

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness. 
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P14B3 and P14B4

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than DTC (P14B3 or
P14B4) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300723

Has a DTC other than DTC (P14B3 or P14B4) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P14B3 or P14B4) has been
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

+B E

SHTS021270300724

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the EGR valve, and go to step 4. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground). 
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300725

Has DTC (P14B3 or P14B4) been detected?

Replace the ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P14B7 and P14B8
EN01H02127030602016138

P14B7: EGR valve controller temperature sensor 1 (Signal too low) 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 1 signal too low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When temperature of temperature sensor 1 (FET side) inside actuator is -50 C {-58 F} or less, and this con-
dition continues for 2 second.

3. Reset condition

• Normal operation is restored and accelerator is not being operated.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged element inside EGR valve actuator
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P14B8: EGR valve controller temperature sensor 1 (Signal too high) 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 1 signal too high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When temperature of temperature sensor 1 (FET side) inside actuator is at least 200 C {392 F}, and this
condition continues for 2 second.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged element inside EGR valve actuator
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P14B7 and P14B8

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than DTC (P14B7 or
P14B8) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300728

Has a DTC other than DTC (P14B7 or P14B8) been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P14B7 or P14B8) has been
detected.

NOYES

3 Check the EGR valve power supply

+B E

SHTS021270300729

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the EGR valve, go to step 4. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage. 
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300730

Has DTC (P14B7 or P14B8) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P14BC and P14BD
EN01H02127030602016139

P14BC: EGR valve controller temperature sensor 2 (Signal too low) 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 2 signal too low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When temperature of temperature sensor 2 (CPU side) inside actuator is -50 C {-58 F} or less, and this con-
dition continues for 2 second.

3. Reset condition

• Normal operation is restored and accelerator is not being operated.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged element inside EGR valve actuator
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P14BD: EGR valve controller temperature sensor 2 (Signal too high) 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 2 signal too high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• DTC is issued when failure message is received from EGR actuator unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR actuator system is malfunctioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When temperature of temperature sensor 2 (CPU side) inside actuator is at least 200 C {392 F}, and this
condition continues for 2 second.

3. Reset condition

• Normal operation is restored and accelerator is not being operated.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged element inside EGR valve actuator
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P14BC and P14BD

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than DTC (P14BC or
P14BD) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300733

Has a DTC other than DTC (P14BC or P14BD) been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P14BC or P14BD) has been
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

+B E

SHTS021270300734

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the EGR valve, go to step 4. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage. 
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300735

Has DTC (P14BC or P14BD) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P14BF
EN01H02127030602016140

P14BF: EGR valve controller temperature sensor 1, 2 - rationality 
(EGR actuator temp. sensor 1 performance invalid)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F})

• Wiping operation from "fully open  fully closed" is conducted as an EGR valve surface cleaning operation when
the key is LOCK.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure message is received from EGR controller.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The temperature sensor in the actuator 1 (FET side) is in the range of -20 to 170 C {-4 to 338 F}.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

•  The condition that the difference between the temperature sensor 1 in the actuator (FET side) and the tem-
perature sensor in the actuator 2 (CPU side) is 30 C {86 F} or more remains for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Damaged element inside EGR valve actuator

• Soot adhesion to EGR valve sealing face and gas passageway, and motor abnormal heat rise due to damage
caused by hard foreign substances (Hardened carbon may peel off from EGR cooler upstream of EGR valve.)

*1. If there is no problem with the above, foreign substance damage occurred when the MIL was ON, but at present
the foreign substances are thought to have dropped off and normal operation restored.
*2. This DTC may be detected because there is freezing inside the EGR valve when the outside temperature is low.
When the interior thaws, however, normal operation will be restored.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P14BF

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P14BF has been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the valve sealing face and gas passageway for soot buildup
or damage due to foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300737

Has a DTC other than P14BF been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Removing foreign matter and clean.
If damaged, replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the EGR valve connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR valve connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the EGR valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the EGR valve power supply

+B E

SHTS021270300738

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
EGR valve vehicle 
side connector
+B – E

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Check the wire harness (actuator power sup-
ply and ground) and battery voltage. 
Repair or replace parts as needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

5 Check the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300739

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P1515
EN01H02127030602016141

P1515: Charge air undercooling
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intercooler cooling efficiency is monitored by comparing the intake temperature and intercooler outlet tempera-
ture measured by the air flow sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Intercooler cooling efficiency drop is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 11 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The condition that the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

The conditions described below remain for 40 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is 1500 r/min or more.

• Fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/st. cyl or more.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• Vehicle speed is 13 mile/h or more.

• Intake air flow rate is 45 g/s or more.

• Intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• Exhaust brake and DPR are not actuated.

Intercooler outlet 
temperature sensor

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK

J0L

E7Q

J0M(VC)
(PIM)

(E)

(E2)
E7P(THG)

ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)

(THAO)XSW10mA
10mA

15mA
5mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECU
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(2) Judgement criteria

The following conditions are detected.

• The detected intake manifold intake air temperature minus the actual intake manifold intake air temperature is
less than 10 C {50 F} if the EGR activation rate is 0%; less than 17 C {62.6 F} if the EGR activation rate is
less than 20%; or less than 60 C {140 F} if the EGR activation rate is 60%.

• The intercooler efficiency, which is calculated based on the air intake temperature sensor, boost pressure sen-
sor, and intercooler outlet temperature sensor and air pressure sensor, is less than 30% if the vehicle speed is
13 mile/ h or less than 50% if the vehicle speed is 25 mile/h.

3. Reset condition

• Just after restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors
 

1. Insufficient cooling air

• Foreign substance clogging intercooler outer fins

• Foreign substance clogging radiator outer fins

• Deformed or clogged intercooler outer fin

• Deformed or clogged radiator outer fin

• Foreign substance clogging air inlet at front of vehicle

2. Faulty intercooler

• Tube abnormal swelling or cracking

3. Faulty part other than intercooler

• Engine cooling fan failure

• Fan clutch failure

• Clogged air cleaner
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1515

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P1515 (for exam-
ple P0096, P0101, P0106, P011C, P2227, P2457) have been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check if the radiator curtain is closed.

NOYES

1. Check there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the air cleaner ele-
ment.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300741

Has a DTC other than P1515 (for example P0096, P0101, P0106, P011C, P2227, P2457) been
detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the radiator curtain

Was any failure found?

Open the radiator curtain.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the air cleaner element

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check that the radiator fan (fan blades) was damaged

NOYES

1. Check if silicone oil is leaking from the fan clutch.

NOYES

1. Check that the intercooler outer fin was clogged or damaged.

NOYES

4 Inspect the radiator fan

Was any failure found?

Replace the radiator fan.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the fan clutch

Was any failure found?

Replace the fan clutch.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the intercooler

Was any failure found?

Replace the intercooler.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Check if the intercooler tubes are abnormally swollen or cracked.

NOYES

1. Check if the radiator outer fins are clogged or damaged.

NOYES

7 Inspect the intercooler tube

Was any failure found?

Replace the intercooler tube.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the radiator

Was any failure found?

Replace the radiator.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P1530
EN01H02127030602016142

P1530: Engine stop switch malfunction
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Through the engine stop switch, the ECU senses engine stop signals.

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine stop switch cannot correctly sense.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• At a vehicle speed of 30 km/h, the stop switch remains in ON position for 1 second or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine stop switch is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine stop switch cannot be used.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Engine cannot start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• Malfunction of switch (Stuck on ON)

• Malfunction of ECU

(PSW1)Y5V %8H6.5mA
Engine ECU Engine stop switch

(PTO)

(PSW2)$XU %8J6.5mA(PTO2)

(ESSW)XUM %8K0.1A(ESTP)

(PCRL)#X2 %8L6.4mA(PTOC)

SHTS021270300742
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1530

1. Check the installation of the engine stop switch.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the engine stop switch connector (loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine stop switch connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to perform a unit test of the engine stop
switch.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine stop switch

Was any failure found?

Install the engine stop switch correctly.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine stop switch connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the engine stop switch unit

Was any failure found?

Replace the engine stop switch.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the ESTP
(V32) terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and E04
(V80)

NOYES

4 Inspect for power supply short-circuit in the wire harness of the engine stop switch

A B

V80V32

SHTS021270300743

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
ESTP (V32) – E04 
(V80)

Less than 1 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
ESTP (V32) terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness)
and terminals in the engine stop switch vehicle side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspect for disconnection in the wire harness of the engine stop switch

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
ESTP (V32) – 
Engine stop 
switch vehicle 
side connector

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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FOREWORD

This workshop manual has been prepared to provide information regarding repair procedures on Hino Trucks.

Applicable for HINO 155, 155h, 195, 195h series, equipped with J05E engine

When making any repairs on your vehicle, be careful not to be injured through improper procedures.
As for maintenance items, refer to the Owner's Manual.
All information and specifications in this manual are based upon the latest product information available at the time of printing.
Hino Motors Sales U.S.A., Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without prior notice.

Please note that the publications below have also been prepared as relevant workshop manuals for the components and sys-
tems in these vehicles.

Manual Name Pub. No.

Chassis Workshop Manual
S1-LXJE08A

S1-LXJE08A EWD

J05E Engine Workshop Manual S5-LJ05E10A

Trouble shooting Workshop Manual

S7-LXJE08A 1/5
S7-LXJE08A 3/5
S7-LXJE08A 4/5
S7-LXJE08A 5/5

MENU
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DTC: P200C
EN01H02127030602016143

P200C: DPF over temperature
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU constantly calculates and accumulates the amount of soot deposit from the engine.
The burner will start increasing the temperature of the filter when regeneration mode is selected based on this
value and a regeneration is started.

• If an abnormally high temperature is detected in the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) located down-
stream of the DPR, an error is detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• If an excessively high temperature is detected by the DPR filter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine must not be stopped.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) remains at 965 C {1769 F} or higher for 5 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and DPR-related memory is reset.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

• Clear history of highest temperatures stored in engine ECU.
(HINO DX Ⅱ system protection data: Maximum exhaust temperature 1 (2) for monitor)

8. Estimated failure factors
(If malfunction in the burner system also exists)

• Abnormal control of the burner system temperature

• Judged by the abnormal temperature rise at regeneration due to excessive soot emission.
Injector: Characteristic abnormality of injection volume
SCV: Faulty control of common rail pressure
EGR valve: Faulty control of EGR opening angle
Diesel throttle valve: Faulty control of Diesel throttle valve opening angle
Turbocharger: Faulty control of VNT

[Confirmation points for judgment]

• Fault in exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) exhaust temperature sensor.
 Check whether the abnormal temperature is detected due to falsely-recognized by the sensor, or not.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P200C

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P200C (for exam-
ple P2470, P2471) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check for dirt or soot in the exhaust pipe.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300745

Has a DTC other than P200C been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust pipe

Was any failure found?

Go to step 3. Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DPR filter.
HINT
When replacing the DPR filter, replace the burner nozzle and clean
the igniter.

3. Perform DPR manual regeneration.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ . Select [Engine] then set up
[DPR exhaust gas temperature (OUT)] from the [Data monitor and
Active test].

NOYES

3 Inspection of the exhaust gas temperature [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300746

Standard values

Exhaust gas temperature: below 800 C {1,472 F}

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Go to step 10.
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Check the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation.

1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the rotational fluctuation.

NOYES

4 Inspect the injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]
E

n
gi

n
e

   
  N

e
 (

r/
m

in
)

    NE Rotational fluctuation
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300747

Measurement conditions

Engine revolution: 1,500 r/min No-load,
T/M shift lever: Neutral position, A/C off and
Air compressor un-operating.
Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value?
(Both the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation are within the standard values)

Go to step 5. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Based on the Engine basic inspection sheet, inspect each engine
part and system.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

5  Perform engine basic inspection [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300749

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

7 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) unit

THC1 E2

SHTS021270300750

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet)
THC1 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet.)

NOYES

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connector

Has DTC P200C been detected?

Connect securely, repair if needed. Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

1. Perform DPR manual regeneration.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P200C has been detected.

NOYES

11 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) unit

THC0 E2

SHTS021270300751

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF outlet)
THC0 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300752

Has DTC P200C been detected?

Replace the engine ECU. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2032 and P2033
EN01H02127030602016144

P2032: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) consistently detects exhaust gas temperature.

• A reading taken by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) detects circuit voltage abnormality.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) remains less than 0.063 V (1,165 C {2,129 F})
for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 

(DOC2 inlet)
E7Q
E7P(THG)

(E2)

XYE (THO2)
(EP1)YWL

TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300753
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8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)
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P2033: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) consistently detects exhaust gas temperature.

• A reading taken by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) detects circuit voltage abnormality.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or higher.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) remains at 4.958 V or higher (-46 C {-50.8 F} or
lower) for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 

(DOC2 inlet)
E7Q
E7P(THG)

(E2)

XYE (THO2)
(EP1)YWL

TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300754
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8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2032 and P2033

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet) connector (looseness or poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and connect the sen-
sor securely.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DOC2 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) unit

E2THG

SHTS021270300755

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet)
THG – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the sensor power supply

THGE2

SHTS021270300756

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet) vehi-
cle side connector
THG – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.

5 Check short-circuit in wire harness of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet)

B
V46

V49

SHTS021270300757

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THO2 (V49) – 
Ground
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P2032 or P2033) has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Check disconnection in wire harness of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet)

B
V46 V49

SHTS021270300758

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THO2 (V49) – EP1 
(V46)

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300759

Has DTC (P2032 or P2033) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P203F
EN01H02127030602016145

P203F: Empty reductant tank
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The amount of DEF solution remaining in the tank is detected to the 10% level by the DEF tank level sensor, and in
the 10%  0% range, the amount of DEF solution to be added is calculated and detected in the engine ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Remaining DEF level of 5% or less in DEF tank is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Remaining DEF level ≤ 10%
(2) Judgement criteria

• Remaining DEF level (=DEF tank level - (Calculated Accumulated DEF dosing amount (= (DEF dosing quan-
tity (from DCU)))/DEF tank volume)) ≤ 5%

3. Reset condition

• Just after restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• SVS light: ON (Remaining DEF level lamp)

• Low power light: ON

• Engine output is restricted.

• Vehicle speed is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Vehicle does not speed up.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Remaining DEF level is low.

• DEF tank level sensor failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P203F

1. Fill the DEF tank to the Full mark.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the DEF tank level sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check if the DEF tank level sensor float is disconnected, stuck, or
damaged.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF tank

Did the DEF level indicator indicate 100%?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF tank level sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the DEF tank level sensor

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF tank level sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P203F has been detected.

NOYES

4 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300761

Has DTC P203F been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P204F
EN01H02127030602016146

P204F: Reductant System Performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF SCR system failures are diagnosed with the DCU (Dosing Control Unit).

• Determine system in the DCU and diagnose malfunction with HINO DX Ⅱ .

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –
(2) Judgement criteria

• –

3. Reset condition

• Just after restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Vehicle speed is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Vehicle does not speed up.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Detected a malfunction of the DCU.

• Connect HINO DX Ⅱ to the DCU and refer to estimated failure factors of each DTC.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P204F

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P204F has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300763

Has DTC P204F been detected?

Go to the DTC diagnosis of the DEF SCR sys-
tem (DCU).
HINT
In case the DTC P204F has being recorded in
the engine ECU, but no DTC has been
detected in the DCU, it is safe to think that
power supply to the DCU was interrupted
before the DTC was recorded into the DCU.
In that case, please check for corrosion or
abnormalities on the battery terminal. 
If there is abnormality, clean or replace the
battery terminal, and after deleting past DTC
please verify again if P204F is detected.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P207F
EN01H02127030602016147

P207F: Improper reductant
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Judge deterioration of DEF by observing a drop in purification efficiency.

• Use the NOx sensors installed in the upstream and downstream of the SCR catalyst to calculate purification effi-
ciency.

• Besides other factors, purification efficiency may drop due to the increase or decrease of DEF amount supplied to
the sensing unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• Poor DEF solution quality is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine speed remains at 700 r/min or less for 600 seconds or more.

The conditions described below remain for 60 seconds or more.

• The exhaust gas flow rate is 300 kg/h or more and below 1,000 kg/h.

• The SCR catalyst temperature input by the DCU is 300 C {572 F} or more and below 350 C {662 F}.

• The NOx before the SCR catalyst is 0 ppm or more and below 200 ppm.

• The target NOx purification efficiency is 20 ppm or less.

• The fuel injection quantity is in the range of 50 mm3 /st.cyl to 100 mm3 /st.cyl.

• The actual ratio of DEF solution is 80% or more and 120% or less.

• The calculated HC value is below 0.1 g.

• The NOx sensor values (both before and behind the SCR catalyst) continue to be steady for 120 seconds or
more.

• DPR work.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Target NOx conversion efficiency (from DCU) – Average NOx conversion efficiency ≤ 0.568 continue to be
steady for 5 seconds or more.

• Then, a judgment is made immediately after the SCR catalyst temperature input by the DCU reaches 280 C
{536 F} or more and the average NOx purification efficiency during SCR catalyst temperature increase
exceeds 0.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored and SCR-related memory is reset.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Poor quality of DEF solution lamp: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF: Improper reductant

• Malfunction of NOx sensor

• Malfunction of air flow sensor

• Malfunction of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P207F

1. Measure DEF concentration.

NOYES

1. Perform a basic engine check using the ENGINE BASIC INSPEC-
TION SHEET.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF concentration

Standard values

32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the DEF solution.
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF solution through the tank
drain with the key ON, and then refill the tank
with at least 5 liters (1.3 gallons) of DEF.
Afterward, drive the vehicle and confirm that
the problem does not recur under driving
conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2  Perform a basic engine check

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, clogging or damage to the exhaust gas
temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the air flow sensor and install it prop-
erly.
If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Check the DEF pipe (pressure line) and verify that there are no
disconnections, clogging, corrosion, or cracks.

NOYES

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS021270300765

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DEF pipe (pump  injector)

Was any failure found?

Repair the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.
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NOTICE
Prepare a beaker or similar, plus a larger measuring vessel for
measuring the DEF to be injected, before perform this inspection.
(If the vessel is small, there is dispersion at the time of injection
from the injector, and the measuring quantity decreases.)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from the muffler.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [DCU].

6. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Select [Start inspection]

• Check that aqueous DEF is sprayed from the aqueous DEF injector.
(4) Select [Pattern 1]
(5) Select [Pattern 2]
(6) Select [Pattern 3]

NOTICE
When the DEF solution tank temperature is -5 C (23 F) or lower,
perform warm up to raise it to 10 C (50 F) or higher.

NOYES

8 Inspect the DEF injector 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300766

Is operation normal?

Re-install the DEF injector onto the muffler.
Go to step 10.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DEF injector with a new one. (Do not install it on the
muffler.)

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector again.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Select [Start inspection]

• Check that aqueous DEF is sprayed from the aqueous DEF injector.
(4) Select [Pattern 1]
(5) Select [Pattern 2]
(6) Select [Pattern 3]

NOYES

9 Inspect the DEF injector 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300767

Is operation normal?

Install the new injector on the muffler and
complete the check.
After installing the injector, idle the engine
(for about 10 min.) and on HINO DX Ⅱ (Data
monitor and Active test) verify that the DEF
solution is stable between 800 kPa and 1,051
kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DEF pipe (pressure line).
After replacing the pipe, idle the engine (for
about 10 min.) and on HINO DX Ⅱ (Data moni-
tor and Active test) verify that the DEF solu-
tion is stable between 800 kPa and 1,051 kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 with new sensors.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Execute a forced DPR regeneration.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P207F has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the SCR catalyst.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Execute a forced DPR regeneration.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P207F has been detected.

NOYES

10 Inspect the NOx sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300768

Has DTC P207F been detected?

Go to step 11. Procedure completed.
(NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 are faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

11 Inspect the SCR catalyst [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300769

Has DTC P207F been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
(SCR catalyst is faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2080
EN01H02127030602016148

P2080: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [at Engine Start-up]

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature is constantly detected by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet).

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) value cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed ≥ 500 r/min for at least 5 seconds.

• Less than 10 seconds has elapsed since start of engine.

• Difference between engine coolant temperature and intake temperature is within 10 C {32 F}.

• Difference between engine coolant temperature before starter key "ON" and after starter key "ON" is 20 C {68
F} or more.

• Engine coolant temperature and intake temperature are at least -10 C {14 F}.
(2) Judgement criteria

The conditions described below remain for 1 seconds or more.

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet) stays more than 70 C {126 F}.

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
inlet) stays less than 70 C {126 F}.

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
outlet) stays less than 70 C {126 F}.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 

(DOC1 inlet)
ZKT
VKF(TOIL)

(GND)

XYD (THO1)
(E5)XJQ

TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.004A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300770
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet):

• Disconnected sensor or sensing unit failure (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Failure of engine ECU sensor power supply
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P2080: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [While Driving]

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature is constantly detected by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet).

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• At least 10 seconds has elapsed since engine was started.

• Cumulative exhaust gas flow amount ≥ 2 kg.

• Cumulative exhaust gas flow amount of 15 kg or more with after regeneration.

After the above:

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed ≥ 500 r/min for at least 5 seconds

• Engine speed ≥ 1000 r/min

• Fuel injection amount ≥ 30 mm3/st

• Exhaust gas flow rate ≥ 120 kg/h

• Difference between engine coolant temperature and intake temperature is more than  10 C { 32 F}

In addition, the following conditions continue for at least 10 seconds:

• Engine speed variation is within  625 r/min/sec.

• Fuel injection rate variation is within  625 mm3/st/sec.

• Vehicle speed ≥ 18.8 mile/h
(2) Judgement criteria

• Difference between calculated value and actual value of DOC2 inlet exhaust gas temperature sensor is not
less than 100 C {212 F} for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 

(DOC1 inlet)
ZKT
VKF(TOIL)

(GND)

XYD (THO1)
(E5)XJQ

TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.004A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300771
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet):

• Disconnected sensor or sensing unit failure (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Failure of engine ECU sensor power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2080

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC1 inlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC1 inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DOC1 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) unit

GNDTOIL

SHTS021270300772

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet)
TOIL – GND

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC1 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) vehicle
side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the sensor power supply

TOILGND

SHTS021270300773

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet) vehi-
cle side connector
TOIL – GND

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) harness

BE43 E58

SHTS021270300774

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THO1 (E43) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P2080 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) harness

B
E43

E58

SHTS021270300775

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THO1 (E4) – 
E5 (E58)

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300776

Has DTC P2080 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2084
EN01H02127030602016149

P2084: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [at Engine Start-up]

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature is constantly detected by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet).

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) valve cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed ≥ 500 r/min for at least 5 seconds.

• Less than 10 seconds has elapsed since start of engine.

• Difference between engine coolant temperature and intake temperature is within 10 C {32 F}.

• Difference between engine coolant temperature before starter key "ON" and after starter key "ON" is 20 C {68
F} or more.

• Engine coolant temperature and intake temperature are at least -10 C {14 F}.
(2) Judgement criteria

The conditions described below remain for 1 seconds or more.

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet) stays more than  70 C {126 F}.

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
inlet) stays more than  70 C {126 F}.

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
outlet) stays less than  70 C {126 F}.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 

(DOC2 inlet)
E7Q
E7P(THG)

(E2)

XYE (THO2)
(EP1)YWL

TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300777
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet):

• Disconnected sensor or sensing unit failure (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Failure of engine ECU sensor power supply
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P2084: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [While Driving]

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature is constantly detected by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet).

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• At least 10 seconds has elapsed since engine was started.

• Cumulative exhaust gas flow amount ≥ 2 kg.

• Cumulative exhaust gas flow amount of 15 kg or more with after regeneration.

After the above:

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Engine speed ≥ 500 r/min for at least 5 seconds

• Engine speed ≥ 1,000 r/min

• Fuel injection amount ≥ 30 mm3/st/sec

• Exhaust gas flow rate ≥ 120 kg/h

• Difference between engine coolant temperature and intake temperature is more than  10 C {50 F}

In addition, the following conditions continue for at least 10 seconds:

• Engine speed variation is within 625 r/min/sec.

• Fuel injection rate variation is within 625 mm3/st.

• Vehicle speed ≥ 18.8 mile/h
(2) Judgement criteria

• Difference between calculated value and actual value of DPF inlet exhaust gas temperature sensor and DPF
outlet exhaust gas temperature sensor is not less than 100 C {212 F} for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 

(DOC2 inlet)
E7Q
E7P(THG)

(E2)

XYE (THO2)
(EP1)YWL

TYP  0.001A
TYP  0.018A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300778
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet):

• Disconnected sensor or sensing unit failure (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Failure of engine ECU sensor power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2084

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DOC2 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) unit

E2THG

SHTS021270300779

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet)
THG – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) vehicle
side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the sensor power supply

THGE2

SHTS021270300780

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC2 inlet) vehi-
cle side connector
THG – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) harness

B
V46 V49

SHTS021270300781

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THO2 (V49) – 
Ground
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P2084 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) harness

B
V46 V49

SHTS021270300782

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THO2 (V49) – 
EP1 (V46)

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300783

Has DTC P242B been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20CD
EN01H02127030602016150

P20CD: Malfunction of fuel dosing valve (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Fuel dosing valve (aftertreatment injector) is not working properly.

• Injector failure and harness GND short-circuit are likely to have occurred.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 – 16 V.

• Fuel dosing valve inactivity request is in progress.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the fuel dosing valve circuit voltage is 2.8 V or less remains for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• DPR regeneration failure.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• GND short-circuit in fuel dosing valve signal line

• Malfunction of fuel cut valve

• Malfunction of engine ECU

Fuel dosing valve

Actuator power relay

EBQ
EBR(+B)

(FIV) (FIV)EB3
TYP  2A
TYP  2A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300784
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20CD

1. Inspect the fuel dosing valve connector for improper connection
(improper fitting and defective contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the fuel dosing valve.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the fuel dosing valve connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the fuel dosing valve vehicle side connector +B termi-
nal and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuel dosing valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the fuel dosing valve

Was any failure found?

Install the fuel injection valve correctly.
If damage is found, replace the fuel injection
valve.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the fuel dosing valve power supply

BODY GND+B

SHTS021270300785

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Fuel dosing valve 
vehicle side con-
nector
+B – ground

10 V – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness (fuel dos-
ing valve – J/C ENG-3)
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU harness on
the vehicle side. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) FIV (E5) ter-
minal and ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance from the engine
ECU (signal check harness) to the terminals of the fuel dosing
valve vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the fuel dosing valve wire harness for short circuit

C
E5 BODY GND

SHTS021270300786

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
FIV (E5) terminal – 
ground

 

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness (fuel dos-
ing valve – engine ECU).

5 Inspect the fuel dosing valve wire harness for disconnection

C
E5

FIV

SHTS021270300787

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Fuel 
dosing valve vehi-
cle side connector
FIV – FIV (E5)

Less than 2 

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness (fuel dos-
ing valve – engine ECU).
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Perform DPR manual regeneration.

3. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and read the detected DTC.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300788

Has DTC P20CD been detected?

Replace the engine ECU. Procedure completed.
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DTC: P20CE
EN01H02127030602016151

P20CE: Malfunction of fuel dosing valve (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Fuel dosing valve (aftertreatment injector) is not working properly.

• Injector failure and +B short-circuit are likely to have occurred.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Fuel dosing valve is not operating.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the fuel dosing valve circuit voltage is 3.0 V or more remains for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• DPR regeneration failure.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• +B short-circuit in fuel dosing valve signal line.

• Malfunction of fuel cut valve.

• Malfunction of engine ECU.

Fuel dosing valve

Actuator power relay

EBQ
EBR(+B)

(FIV) (FIV)EB3
TYP  2A
TYP  2A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300789
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20CE

1. Inspect the fuel dosing valve connector for improper connection
(improper fitting and detective contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the fuel dosing valve.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the fuel dosing valve connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the fuel dosing valve vehicle side connector +B terminal
and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuel dosing valve connector.

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the fuel dosing valve

Was any failure found?

Install the fuel injection valve correctly.
If damage is found, replace the fuel injection
valve.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the fuel dosing valve power supply

BODY GND+B

SHTS021270300790

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Fuel dosing valve 
vehicle side con-
nector
+B – Ground

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to Step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Fuel dosing valve – J/C ENG-3)
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine ECU.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the fuel doing valve vehicle side connector and
ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Perform DPR manual regeneration.

3. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and read the detected DTC.

NOYES

4 Inspect the fuel dosing valve wire harness for short circuit

BODY GND
FIV

SHTS021270300791

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Fuel dosing valve 
vehicle side con-
nector
FIV – Ground

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
(Fuel dosing valve – engine ECU)

5 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300792

Has DTC P20CE been detected?

Replace the engine ECU. Procedure completed.
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DTC: P20CF
EN01H02127030602016152

P20CF: Characteristic abnormality of fuel dosing valve
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Fuel dosing valve (aftertreatment injector) is not working properly.

• There is a possibility fuel dosing valve failure. (The fuel dosing valve is stuck closed.)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Not DPR regenerating.

• DOC inlet temperature is more than 260 C {500 F}.

• DPF inlet temperature is more than 200 C {392 F.}

• Procedure of P20D8 is complete.

• Exhaust brake not working.

• Engine speed ≥ 1,000 r/min.

• Fuel injection amount ≥ 30 mm3/st.cyl.

• Exhaust gas flow rate ≥ 150 kg/h

In addition, the following conditions continue for at least 10 seconds:

• Engine speed variation is within 625 r/min/sec.

• Fuel injection rate variation is within 625 mm3/st/sec.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (DPF inlet temperature – DOC inlet temperature) is more than 300 C {572 F}.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

Fuel dosing valve

Actuator power relay

EBQ
EBR(+B)

(FIV) (FIV)EB3
TYP  2A
TYP  2A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300793
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• DPR regeneration failure or DPF dissolution loss may have occurred.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure of fuel doing valve
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20CF

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P20CF (P20CD)
has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300794

Has a DTC (P20CD) other than P20CF been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of related DTC. Replace of fuel dosing valve.
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DTC: P20D8
EN01H02127030602016153

P20D8: Exhaust Fuel Doser open/close stuck
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected sticking of the fuel dosing valve (aftertreatment injector).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• P20DE diagnosis has been complete.

• P0005 diagnosis has been complete.

• DPR regeneration is in process, or the following conditions remain for 3 seconds.

- Engine revolution: 1000 r/min or more

- Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet): 260 C {500 F} or more

- Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet): 200 C {392 F} or more

• Number of times of aftertreatment fuel injection (indicated times of engine ECU): 10 times
(2) Judgement criteria

• The number of times of actual fuel injection falls below 30% against the indication of fuel dosing valve fuel
injection.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• DPR regeneration failure

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

Fuel dosing valve

Actuator power relay

EBQ
EBR(+B)

(FIV) (FIV)EB3
TYP  2A
TYP  2A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300795
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuel leakage (loose joint bolt), clogging, crush, and wrong assembly in fuel pipe (for aftertreatment)

• Malfunction of the fuel dosing valve (abnormality in fuel injection quantity)

• Abnormality in characteristics of fuel pressure sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20D8

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and check
any DTC listed below other than P20D8.- P20CD, P20CE

NOYES

1. Check if any of the following defects is found in the pipe between
the fuel pump and the fuel dosing valve.

• Fuel leakage (loose joint bolt)

• Crush

• Wrong assembly

2. Bleed air from the fuel pipe and also check that there is no clog-
ging in the pipe.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Set the starter key to the "ON" position.
(2) Loosen the joint bolt.
(3) Slowly push the feed pump until fuel comes out.

! CAUTION
 

Use care, as a large amount of fuel may come out if the feed pump
is pushed excessively.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300796

Has a DTC other than P20D8 been detected?

Perform the relevant DTC-specific trouble-
shooting.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the fuel pipe (for aftertreatment)

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the defective part. After
repair or replacement, bleed air from the pipe
and perform DPR manual regeneration.

Go to step 3.
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1. Remove the fuel dosing valve and clean the injection hole.

! CAUTION
 

• For details of the cleaning steps, refer to the “Engine Workshop
Manual”.

• Do not use cloth, etc. for cleaning to prevent clogging.

2. Install the fuel dosing valve and inspect operation of the fuel dos-
ing valve by using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ).

• For detailed procedure, refer to the separate sheet "Inspecting oper-
ation of the fuel dosing valve".

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel dosing valve

SHTS021270300797

Was any failure found?

Replace the fuel dosing valve. Procedure completed.
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INSPECTING OPERATION OF THE FUEL DOSING VALVE

 

1. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Warm up the engine. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F} or more)

3. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Customization] and
check [DPR deposit volume].

• When the DPR deposit volume is 2.5 or more: The value remains
unchanged.

• When the DPR deposit volume is less than 2.5: The value is
changed to 2.5.

5. Start the engine.

6. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Data monitor and
Active test] and set [Exhaust Temperature (IN)] and [Additive amount
of fuel dosing valve] for monitoring.

7. Turn ON the DPR manual regeneration switch.

• The idle r/min increases and the exhaust brake is actuated. Then,
check that the exhaust brake is released and the idle r/min
decreases.

8. Save the values on the "Data monitor" and draw a similar graph by
referring to Figure 1.

9. Read the following from the graph:

• Indication of injection for the fuel dosing valve (point A) -- With
injection indication: Normal, Without injection indication: Abnormal

• Temperature of Exhaust Temperature (IN) (point B) -- Single-stage
rise: Normal, Two-stage rise: Abnormal

1  Test method
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600 C°
{1112 F}°

350 C

exhaust 
temperature (IN)

exhaust brake

20 min. or less

normal 
when fuel addition 
valve failured

fuel addition 
amount

manual regeneration start exhaust brake open time

0 cc/min ON

OFF

2 step temperature rise: abnormal
1 step temperature rise: normal

check exhaust temperature IN 1step 

no: abnormal
yes: normal

check injection instruction to 
fuel addition valve

OK

NG

°
°{662 F}

100-120 C°
°{212-248 F}

Summary of method for checking operation of fuel addition valve

Figure 1
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DTC: P20DE
EN01H02127030602016154

P20DE: Aftertreatment Fuel Injection Line Pressure Sensor Performance Invalid
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected abnormality in the fuel pressure of the fuel pipe (for aftertreatment).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine revolution is in the range of 1,500 to 3,000 r/min.

• The fluctuation of engine revolution is 156 r/min/sec or less.

• The difference between the target common rail pressure and the actual common rail pressure is 7.8 MPa or
less.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Fuel pressure of the fuel pipe (for aftertreatment): The difference between the predicted fuel pressure and the
actual fuel pressure remains at 0.5 MPa or more for 20 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Engine ECU

(E22)
(THW2)

ZKP
XS1

ZD6 (E3)

XDN (THWO)

X3Q (SL)

Body earth

Coolant temperature 
sensor 2

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE5

Accelerator 
sensor

Aftertreatment fuel injection 
line pressure sensor

(VCP2)
X4T(FPR)

(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

(V
C

)
(P

R
)
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2)
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F
12m

A
5m
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F

F
E

F
F

G

SHTS021270300799
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in characteristics of engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)

• Fault in pressure feed of fuel pump

• Fuel leakage (loose joint bolt), clogging, crush, and wrong assembly in fuel pipe (for aftertreatment)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20DE

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Engine], and check
any DTC listed below other than P20DE.- P016E, P016F, P0335,
P0336

NOYES

1. Inspect the aftertreatment fuel pressure sensor connector for
improper connection (improper fitting and defective contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300800

Has a DTC other than P20DE been detected?

Perform the relevant DTC-specific trouble-
shooting.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Check if any of the following defects is found in the pipe between
the fuel pump and the fuel dosing valve.

• Fuel leakage (loose joint bolt)

• Clogging

• Crush

• Wrong assembly

2. Bleed air from the fuel pipe and also check that there is no clog-
ging in the pipe.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Set the starter key to the "ON" position.
(2) Loosen the joint bolt.
(3) Slowly push the feed pump until fuel comes out.

! CAUTION
 

Use care, as a large amount of fuel may come out if the feed pump
is pushed excessively.

NOYES

1. Perform DPR manual regeneration.

2. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and check the detected DTC.

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel pipe (for aftertreatment)

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the defective part. 
After repair or replacement, bleed air from
the pipe and perform DPR manual regenera-
tion.

Go to step 4.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300801

Has DTC P20DE been detected?

Fuel pressure sensor Procedure completed.
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DTC: P20DF
EN01H02127030602016155

P20DF: Aftertreatment Fuel Injection Line Pressure Sensor Signal Too Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU detected abnormality in the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor, harness disconnection, and GND short circuit
are likely to have occurred.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 – 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine revolution remains at 500 r/min or more for at least 5 seconds.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor remains at 0.47 V (-0.02 MPa) or less for at
least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Engine ECU

(E22)
(THW2)

ZKP
XS1

ZD6 (E3)

XDN (THWO)

X3Q (SL)

Body earth

Coolant temperature 
sensor 2
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YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH
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JE3
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Z6T
JE4

JE5

Accelerator 
sensor

Aftertreatment fuel injection 
line pressure sensor

(VCP2)
X4T(FPR)
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(VCPA)
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in resistance of the sensor

• Harness disconnection or short circuit

• Defective contact and improper fitting of the connector

• Abnormality in the power supply or internal circuit of the engine ECU sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20DF

1. Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor con-
nector for improper connection (improper fitting and defective con-
tact).

NOYES

1. Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor for
improper installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the aftertreatment fuel injection line
pressure sensor for dirt, clogging, and damage.

NOYES

1 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly. If damage is found, replace the sen-
sor.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU harness on
the vehicle side. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Disconnect the connector on the aftertreatment fuel injection line
pressure sensor.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

3 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor wire harness for short circuit

B

V79

V50
V48

SHTS021270300803
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) 
VCPA (V50) termi-
nal – Ground FPR
(V48) terminal – 
Ground 
E3 (V79) terminal – 
Ground

 

B

V79

V48

SHTS021270300804

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU 
(signal check har-
ness) 
FPR (V48) terminal 
– E3 (V79) terminal

 

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance from the engine
ECU (signal check harness) to the terminals of the aftertreatment
fuel injection line pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor wire harness for disconnection

B

V79

V50
V48

VC
PRE2

SHTS021270300805

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – 
Aftertreatment 
fuel injection line 
pressure sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector 
VCPA (V50) termi-
nal – VC terminal
FPR (V48) terminal 
– PR terminal
E3 (V79) terminal – 
E2 terminal

1 

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor vehi-
cle side connector.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F} or
more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the screen of the diagnostic system, read the detected DTC.

NOYES

5 Inspect the sensor power supply

VC
E2

SHTS021270300806

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Aftertreatment 
fuel injection line 
pressure sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector
VC terminal – E2 
terminal

4.5 V – 5.5 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power
supply 2(Inspect P0652.)

6 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300807

Has DTC P20DE been detected?

Replace the aftertreatment fuel injection line
pressure sensor.

Procedure completed.
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DTC: P20E0
EN01H02127030602016156

P20E0: Aftertreatment Fuel Injection Line Pressure Sensor Signal Too High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU detected abnormality in the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor and harness +B short circuit are likely to have
occurred.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine revolution remains at 500 r/min or more for at least 5 seconds.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Output of the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor remains at 4.54 V (2.02 MPa) or more for at
least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Engine ECU
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XDN (THWO)Body earth

Coolant temperature 
sensor 2
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XZL
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YWH
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Accelerator 
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Aftertreatment fuel injection 
line pressure sensor
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X4T(FPR)
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in resistance of the sensor

• Harness disconnection or short circuit

• Defective contact and improper fitting of the connector

• Abnormality in the power supply or internal circuit of the engine ECU sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20E0

1. Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor con-
nector for improper connection (improper fitting and detective con-
tact).

NOYES

1. Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor for
improper installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the aftertreatment fuel injection line
pressure sensor for dirt, clogging, and damage.

NOYES

1 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor connector.

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly. If damage is found, replace the sen-
sor.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU harness on
the vehicle side. (Do not connect to the ECU)

3. Disconnect the connector on the aftertreatment fuel injection line
pressure sensor.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

3 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor wire harness for short circuit

B

V79

V50
V48

SHTS021270300809
Measurement

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) 
VCPA (V50) termi-
nal – Ground 
FPR (V48) terminal 
– Ground 
E3 (V79) terminal – 
Ground

 

B V48
V50

SHTS021270300810

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU 
(signal check har-
ness) 
FPR (V48) terminal 
– VCA (V50) termi-
nal

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance from the engine
ECU (signal check harness) to the terminals of the aftertreatment
fuel injection line pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor wire harness for disconnection

B

V79

V50
V48

VC
PRE2

SHTS021270300811

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – 
Aftertreatment 
fuel injection line 
pressure sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector 
VCPA (V50) termi-
nal – VC terminal
FPR (V48) terminal 
– 
PR terminal
E3 (V79) terminal – 
E2 terminal

1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the aftertreatment fuel injection line pressure sensor vehi-
cle side connector on the vehicle side.

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the screen of the diagnostic system, read the detected DTC.

NOYES

5 Inspect the sensor power supply

VC
E2

SHTS021270300812

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Aftertreatment 
fuel injection line 
pressure sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector on the vehi-
cle side 
VC terminal – 
E2 terminal

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to Step 6. Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power
supply 2 (Inspect P0653.)

6 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300813

Has DTC P20E0 been detected?

Replace the aftertreatment fuel injection line
pressure sensor.

Procedure completed.
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DTC: P20EE
EN01H02127030602016157

P20EE: NOx converting catalyst conversion efficiency
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Deterioration of SCR catalyst is determined by a drop in the purification efficiency.

• Purification efficiency is calculated by upstream and downstream NOx sensors.

• Besides other factors, purification efficiency may drop due to the increase or decrease of DEF amount supplied, a
deviation in NH3 absorption to the sensing unit.

<Description of malfunction>

• Deterioration of DEF SCR catalyst is detected.
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(THA )

(CANL)

(CANH)

(CAN-)

(CAN+)

10mA

X28

ZJQ

X4K

XMH

X2U

X82

XZ7

XZ6H

L

H

L

YM6

YM5

10mA

200mA

200mA

10mA

10mA

X71

XCV

XCT

X72

Z65

(E2G  )

(+B    )

(E2    )

(THA  )

(GND2)

(GND)

(VCC)

(VCC)

(CANH)

(CANL)

(CANH)

(CANL)

+
P

0

+
P

1

Coolant 
temperature 

sensor

DEF sensor

Engine ECU

Intake air temperature sensor 
(built in the air flow sensor)

NOx sensor 1

NOx sensor 2

DEF 
injector

SHTS021270300814
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine speed remains at 700 r/min or more for 600 seconds or more.

The conditions described below remain for 60 seconds or more.

• The exhaust gas flow rate is 300 kg/h or more and below 1,000 kg/h.

• The SCR catalyst temperature input by the DCU is 210 C {410 F} or more and below 260 C {500 F}.

• The NOx before the SCR catalyst is 50 ppm or more and below 400 ppm.

• The target NOx purification efficiency is 20 ppm or less.

• The fuel injection quantity is in the range of 50 mm3/st.cyl to 100 mm3 /st.cyl.

• The actual ratio of DEF solution is 80% or more and 120% or less.

• The calculated HC value is below 0.1 g.

• The NOx sensor values (both before and behind the SCR catalyst) continue to be steady for 120 seconds or
more.

• DPR work.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (The difference obtained by subtracting the average NOx purification efficiency from the target NOx purifica-
tion efficiency) continues to be 1.0 or less for 5 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored and SCR-related memory is reset.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty DEF solution reduction

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• NOx sensor failure

• Air flow sensor failure

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) failure

• SCR catalyst: miscalculation of adsorption amount or HC poisoning
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20EE

1. Check the DEF solution concentration.

NOYES

1. Perform a basic engine check using the ENGINE BASIC INSPEC-
TION SHEET (ENGINE INSPECTION CHECK SHEET).

NOYES

1 Check the DEF solution

Standard values

32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the DEF solution.
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF solution through the tank
drain with the key ON, and then refill the tank
with at least 5 liters (1.3 gallons) of DEF.
Afterward, drive the vehicle and confirm that
the problem does not recur under driving
conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2  Perform a basic engine check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Check the DEF pipe (pressure line) and verify that there are no
disconnections, clogging, corrosion, or cracks.

NOYES

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS021270300815

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DEF pipe (pump  injector)

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from the muffler.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Select [Start inspection]

• Check that aqueous DEF solution is sprayed from the aqueous DEF
solution injector.

(4) Select [Pattern 1]
(5) Select [Pattern 2]
(6) Select [Pattern 3]

NOYES

8 Inspect the DEF injector 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300816

Is operation normal?

Re-install the DEF injector on the muffler.
Go to step 10.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DEF injector with a new one. (Do not install it on the
muffler.)

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector again.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Select [Start inspection]

• Check that aqueous DEF solution is sprayed from the aqueous DEF
solution injector.

(4) Select [Pattern 1]
(5) Select [Pattern 2]
(6) Select [Pattern 3]

NOYES

1. Make sure there is no soot leakage from the exhaust pipe outlet.

NOYES

9 Inspect the DEF injector 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300817

Is operation normal?

Install the new injector on the muffler and
complete the check.
After installing the injector, idle the engine
(for about 10 min.) and on HINO DX Ⅱ (Data
monitor and Active test) verify that the DEF
solution is stable between 800 kPa and 1,051
kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Re-install the DEF injector and replace the
DEF pipe (pressure line).
After replacing the pipe, idle the engine (for
about 10 min.) and on HINO DX Ⅱ (Data moni-
tor and Active test) verify that the DEF solu-
tion is stable between 800 kPa and 1,051 kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspect the exhaust pipe

Was any failure found?

Replace the DPR filter
After replacing the filter, execute a DPR man-
ual regeneration and check if no DTC
(P20EE) is detected.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 with new sensors.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Execute a forced DPR regeneration.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P20EE has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the SCR catalyst.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Execute a forced DPR regeneration.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P20EE has been detected.

NOYES

11 Inspect the NOx sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300818

Has DTC P20EE been detected?

Go to step 12. Procedure completed.
(NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 are faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Inspect the SCR catalyst [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300819

Has DTC P20EE been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
(SCR catalyst is faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2100
EN01H02127030602016158

P2100: DC motor for intake throttle valve - circuit (Open circuit (circuit low))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Intake throttle valve (inside the diesel throttle) is of the butterfly type by DC motor driving.

<Description of malfunction>

• Possible diesel throttle unit failure or harness GND short-circuit/disconnection

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The throttle valve operation amount is 50% or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Intake throttle valve (inside the diesel throttle) drive current has continued to be below 0.3 A for 6 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

Diesel throttle

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)
(M+)XQS

(E3)ZD6

(VC2)XG2
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300820
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality of the battery or relay.

• Looseness or unsteady movement of diesel throttle connector.

• Harness disconnection/GND short-circuit between diesel throttle and engine ECU.
HINT
You can check the diesel throttle (intake throttle) for mechanical damage by checking if the diesel throttle (intake
throttle valve) is actuated when starter key is turned "ON" and then "OFF" without starting the engine.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2100

1. Check the connection of the diesel throttle connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the diesel throttle from the vehicle and confirm that
there is no damage due to snagging or incursion of foreign sub-
stances.

NOYES

1 Inspect the diesel throttle connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the diesel throttle

Was any failure found?

Clean the diesel throttle. If necessary,
replace it.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the diesel throttle connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage of the diesel throt-
tle vehicle side connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

3 Inspect the diesel throttle power supply

E2R
VCR

SHTS021270300821

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Diesel throttle 
vehicle side con-
nector
VCR – E2R

8 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the diesel throttle power supply harness

C
E1

E21

SHTS021270300822

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
M+ (E1) – M- (E21)

8 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the diesel (intake) throttle valve.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
age.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [Intake throttle valve inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [UP].

• Check the operation of the diesel throttle valve.
(5) Select [DOWN].

• Check the operation of the diesel throttle valve.
HINT
Throttle valve openings from 0% – 90%, 1 step corresponds to a
10% change.

NOYES

1. Select [Engine] and check if P2100 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the operation of the diesel throttle [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

(4)

(5)

SHTS021270300823

Did the valve operate normally?

Go to step 6. Replace the diesel throttle.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300824

Has DTC P2100 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2101
EN01H02127030602016159

P2101: Intake throttle valve - functional
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Increase temperature during DPR automatic regeneration by throttling intake air utilizing Intake throttle.

• Assist engine stop by closing when key is off.

<Description of malfunction>

• Stuck diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 10 seconds or more.

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• A change in the engine speed is 156.3 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 15.6 mm3/st.cyl/sec or less.

• The throttle valve operation amount is 50% or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A state, in which the difference obtained by (actual intake throttle valve opening - target intake throttle valve
opening) is 10% or more or -10% or less, has continued for 30 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is resumed and accelerator opening is fully closed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Cruise control function is not available.

Diesel throttle

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)
(M+)XQS

(E3)ZD6

(VC2)XG2
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300825
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of motor

• Malfunction of diesel throttle valve (clogging, unsmooth motion)

• Malfunction of engine ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2101

1. Check the air cleaner element for dirt or damage, and make sure
the replacement period has not expired.

NOYES

1 Inspect the air cleaner element

Single Cab

Crew Cab

CHECK NO RESTRICTION 
AND GENUINE PARTS

CHECK NO RESTRICTION 
AND GENUINE PARTS

CHECK INDICATOR

CHECK INDICATOR

SHTS021270300826

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.
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1. Check that the air hose and pipe have no disconnections, clog-
ging, ruptures, or cracks.

NOYES

1. Check that the exhaust muffler (exhaust pipe) has not disconnec-
tions, clogging, ruptures, or cracks.

NOYES

2 Inspect the air hose and air pipe

CHECK TIGHTNESS, NO 
BENDING AND NO LEAK

CHECK TIGHTNESS, NO BENDING CHECK TIGHTNESS, NO 
BENDING AND NO LEAK

SHTS021270300827

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the air hose and air pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the exhaust muffler (exhaust pipe)

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the muffler (pipe).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Make sure the exhaust brake valve does not unsmoothness or
stuck.

NOYES

1. Make sure there are no foreign substances (oil, soot, etc.) stuck to
the interior of the intake air passageway.

NOYES

4 Inspect the exhaust brake valve

SHTS021270300828

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust brake valve. If necessary,
replace the exhaust brake valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the diesel throttle

Was any failure found?

Clean the intake passage.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Disconnect the diesel throttle from the vehicle and confirm that it
does not snag or is damaged due to the incursion of foreign sub-
stances. (The throttle valve can be manually moved when it is not
energized.)

2. Make sure there is no looseness between the throttle valve and
shaft.

NOYES

6 Inspect the diesel throttle

Incorrect

SHTS021270300829

Was any failure found?

Clean the diesel throttle. If necessary,
replace the diesel throttle.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] in HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the diesel (intake) throttle valve.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
age.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [Intake throttle valve inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [UP].

• Check the operation of the throttle valve.
(5) Select [DOWN].

• Check the operation of the throttle valve.
HINT
Throttle valve openings from 0% – 90%, 1 step corresponds to a
10% change.

NOYES

7 Check the operation of the diesel throttle valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

(4)

(5)

SHTS021270300830

Is the throttle valve operating normally?

Check that P2101 is not detected again to
complete the inspection procedure.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the diesel throttle valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2103
EN01H02127030602016160

P2103: DC motor for intake throttle valve - circuit (Short circuit (circuit high))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Intake throttle valve (inside the diesel throttle) is of the butterfly type by DC motor driving.

<Description of malfunction>

• Detection of +B short-circuit in the diesel throttle harness.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The intake throttle valve drive current continues to be 12 A or more for 0.11 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after engine stall.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

Diesel throttle

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)
(M+)XQS

(E3)ZD6

(VC2)XG2
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300831
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Diesel throttle valve malfunction

• Engine ECU malfunction
HINT
You can check the diesel throttle for mechanical damage by checking if the diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) is
actuated when the starter key is turned "ON" and then "LOCK" without starting the engine.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2103

1. Check the connection of the diesel throttle connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the diesel throttle from the vehicle and confirm that
there is no damage due to snagging or incursion of foreign sub-
stances.

NOYES

1 Inspect the diesel throttle connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair or replace if
needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the diesel throttle

Was any failure found?

Clean the diesel throttle. If necessary,
replace the diesel throttle.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the diesel throttle connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage of the diesel throt-
tle vehicle side connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspect the diesel throttle power supply

E2R
VCR

SHTS021270300832

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Diesel throttle 
vehicle side con-
nector
VCR – E2R

8 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the diesel throttle power supply harness

C
E1

E21

SHTS021270300833

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
M+ (E1) – M- (E21)

8 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] in HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the diesel (intake) throttle valve.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
age.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [Intake throttle valve inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [UP].

• Check the operation of the throttle valve.
(5) Select [DOWN].

• Check the operation of the throttle valve.
HINT
Throttle valve openings from 0% – 90%, 1 step corresponds to a
10% change.

NOYES

1. Select [Engine] and check if P2103 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the operation of the diesel throttle [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

(4)

(5)

SHTS021270300834

Did the diesel throttle activate properly?

Go to step 6. Replace the diesel throttle.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300835

Has DTC P2103 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2120
EN01H02127030602016161

P2120: Throttle/Pedal Position Sensor/Switch "D" Circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Neither of accelerator sensors are properly functioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine running.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Both accelerator sensors 1, 2 are out of order at the same time.

3. Reset condition

• After starter key "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

Accelerator sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

SHTS021270300836
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of both accelerator sensor 1, 2

• Malfunction of engine ECU

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2120

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P2120 (for example, P2122, P2123,
P2127, P2128) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace a new accelerator sensor.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P2120 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270300837

Has a DTC other than P2120 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270300838

Has DTC P2120 been detected?

Restore the accelerator sensor to its original
condition and then go to step 3.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace a new engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P2120 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 3

SHTS021270300839

Has DTC P2120 been detected?

Inspect the accelerator sensor harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2122 and P2123
EN01H02127030602016162

P2122: Accelerator pedal position sensor 1 - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The accelerator sensor 1 cannot correctly sense.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Accelerator sensor 1 (accelerator pedal position sensor) voltage remains at 0.6 V (-15.4%) or less for 1 sec-
ond or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

Accelerator sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

SHTS021270300840
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Malfunction of accelerator sensor 1

• Malfunction of engine ECU
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P2123: Accelerator pedal position sensor 1 - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The accelerator sensor 1 cannot correctly sense.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Accelerator sensor 1 (accelerator pedal position sensor) voltage remains at 4.1 V (147%) or more for 1 sec-
ond or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Malfunction of accelerator sensor 1

• Malfunction of engine ECU

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

Accelerator sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

SHTS021270300841
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• The engine ECU was destroyed because the accelerator sensor circuit was connected incorrectly during the body-
builder (during body builder when the vehicle was new).
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2122 and P2123

1. Check the connection of the accelerator sensor 1 connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the accelerator sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the accelerator sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the accelerator sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the accelerator sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the accelerator sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the accelerator sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the accelerator sensor unit

VCP1VPA1

VCP1E1

E1VPA1

SHTS021270300842

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Accelerator sen-
sor 
VCP1 – VPA1
VCP1 – E1
VPA1 – E1

2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the accelerator sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the accelerator sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance the terminals of
the accelerator sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the power supply of the accelerator sensor

E1VCP1

SHTS021270300843

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Accelerator sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
VCP1 – E1

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 6.

5 Inspect the signal circuit of the accelerator sensor

VPA1E1

SHTS021270300844

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Accelerator sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
VPA1 – E1

25 – 35 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect for short-circuit of the accelerator sensor harness

B
V47
V50V45

SHTS021270300845

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EPA (V45) – 
Ground
VPA (V47) – 
Ground
VCPA (V50) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the accelerator sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

7 Inspect disconnection of the accelerator sensor harness

B
V50V45

B V50

V47

B
V47V45

SHTS021270300846

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCPA (V50) – VPA 
(V47)
VCPA (V50) – EPA 
(V45)
VPA (V47) – EPA 
(V45)

2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P2122 or P2123) has been
detected.

NOYES

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300847

Has DTC (P2122 or P2123) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2127 and P2128
EN01H02127030602016163

P2127: Accelerator pedal position sensor 2 - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The accelerator sensor 2 (accelerator pedal position sensor) cannot correctly sense.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Accelerator sensor 2 (accelerator pedal position sensor) voltage remains at 1.4 V (-15.4%) or less for 1 sec-
ond or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Malfunction of accelerator sensor 2

• Malfunction of engine ECU

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

Accelerator sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

SHTS021270300848
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P2128: Accelerator pedal position sensor 2 - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The accelerator sensor 2 (accelerator pedal position sensor) cannot correctly sense.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Accelerator sensor 2 (accelerator pedal position sensor) voltage remains at 4.9 V (147%) or more for 1 sec-
ond or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Malfunction of accelerator sensor 2

• Malfunction of engine ECU

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

Accelerator sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

SHTS021270300849
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2127 and P2128

1. Check the connection of the accelerator sensor connector (loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the accelerator sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the accelerator sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the accelerator sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the accelerator sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the accelerator sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the accelerator sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the accelerator sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the accelerator sensor unit

VCP2VPA2

VCP2E2

E2VPA2

SHTS021270300850

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Accelerator sen-
sor
VCP2 – VPA2
VCP2 – E2
VPA2 – E2

2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the accelerator sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the accelerator sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance the terminals of
the accelerator sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the power supply of the sensor

E2VCP2

SHTS021270300851

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Accelerator sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
VCP2 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 6.

5 Inspect the signal circuit of the sensor

VPA2E2

SHTS021270300852

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Accelerator sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
VPA2 – E2

25 – 35 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.
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1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect for short-circuit of the accelerator sensor harness

B
V51
V65 V67

SHTS021270300853

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCP2 (V51) – 
Ground
EPA2 (V65) – 
Ground
VPA2 (V67) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the accelerator sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

7 Inspect disconnection of the accelerator sensor harness

B
V51

V67

B
V51

V65

BV65 V67

SHTS021270300854

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VCP2 (V51) – VPA2 
(V67)
VCP2 (V51) – EPA2 
(V65)
VPA2 (V67) – EPA2 
(V65)

2 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P2127 or P2128) has been
detected.

NOYES

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300855

Has DTC (P2127 or P2128) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2135
EN01H02127030602016164

P2135: Intake throttle valve position sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The diesel throttle (intake throttle) controls throttle valves steplessly to control boost pressure and intake air volume.

• Inside the diesel throttle (intake throttle), a sensor designed to detect a travel of the valve consistently monitors an
actual opening to compare with command value.

<Description of malfunction>

• Diesel throttle (intake throttle valve) position sensor is recognized as being stuck or in characteristics failure condi-
tion

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine has stopped or runs at 500 r/min or higher for continuous 5 seconds.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A difference between throttle position sensors 1 and 2 remains at 5 degrees or greater for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Diesel throttle

XFC
XFD

Z6P
XSR

(E2R)
(VCR)

(E2)
(VTA2)

X0N(VC)

XQT (M-)
(M+)XQS

(E3)ZD6

(VC2)XG2
(VTA2)X3V

TYP  0.2A
X3U(VTA) (VTA1)XK3TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  0.2A

TYP  1A
TYP  1A

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300856
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Malfunction of diesel throttle (throttle position sensor).

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2135

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P2135 (for exam-
ple, P0122, P0123, P0222, P0223) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor and common rail pressure
sensor connectors.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P2135 has been
detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270300857

Has a DTC other than P2135 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270300858

Has a DTC other than P2135 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the intake throttle valve position sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

3 Inspect the intake throttle valve position sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the signal wire harness of the diesel throttle

D
E62

E46

SHTS021270300859

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VTA1 (E62) – 
VTA2 (E46)

0.2 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the diesel throttle.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the diesel throttle connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Inspect the engine ECU

D
E62

E46

SHTS021270300860

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VTA1 (E62) – 
VTA2 (E46)

0 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Clear and check again the DTC.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2138
EN01H02127030602016165

P2138: Accelerator pedal position sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal characteristics or stuck sensing of accelerator sensor

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine has stopped (stalled) or runs at 500 r/min or higher for continuous 5 seconds or longer.
(2) Judgement criteria

Comparison of sensor voltage between sensor 1 and sensor 2

• Accelerator pedal position sensor 2 voltage – Accelerator pedal position sensor 1 voltage remains 3 seconds
or more. ≤ 0 V or ≥ 1.6 V

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

(VPA1)

YKF
YKE
XQ4

(E1)
(VCP1)
(VPA2)
(E2)
(VCP2)

XZL
YWJ
YWH

Z65
JE3

ZSQ
Z6T
JE4

JE55mA

5mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

20mA

Accelerator sensor

Engine ECU

(VCP2)
(EPA2)
(VPA2)
(VCPA)

(EPA)
(VPA)

SHTS021270300861
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Malfunction of accelerator sensor

• Malfunction of engine ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2138

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P2138 (for exam-
ple, P2122, P2123, P2127, P2128) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check that the GND circuit of the PTO accelerator sensor is con-
nected to the appropriate harness.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the accelerator sensor connector (loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300862

Has a DTC other than P2138 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the PTO accelerator sensor

Was any failure found?

Repair the GND circuit of the PTO accelerator
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the accelerator sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the accelerator sensor signal

B V67
V47

SHTS021270300863

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

• Starter key: ON

• Depress the 
accelerator 
pedal (from 0% 
to 100%)

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VPA (V47) – 
Ground
VPA2 (V67) – 
Ground

Difference in volt-
age between ter-
minals: 0.4 – 1.2 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the accelerator sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the accelerator sensor connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect the engine ECU

B V67
V47

SHTS021270300864

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
VPA (V47) – 
Ground
VPA2 (V67) – 
Ground

0 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Clear and check again the DTC.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2146
EN01H02127030602016166

P2146: Fuel injector driver circuit 1 - circuit (circuit open)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU controls the fuel injection quantity according to the injector valve-open interval.

• The valve-open interval is adjusted by the magnetic valve.

<Description of malfunction>

• Injector drive system common 1 is not working properly.

• Minus side harness may be in short-circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON"

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Injector is in operation.

• Engine speed is higher than 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the injector drive system circuit 1 current value is smaller than 16 A, the fail count is detected with the
full count. (When the engine speed is 750 r/min: 0.6 seconds * Varies according to engine speed)

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after having stalled.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300865
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• Injector internal coil disconnection

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2146

1. Check the connection of the injector connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the injector connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair or replace if
needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the injector power supply

C E14

ECU CASE GND
(ECU MOUNTING BOLT)

E34

SHTS021270300866

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
IJ1+ (E14) – 
Ground
I1+S (E34) – 
Ground

At least 3/4 of bat-
tery voltage

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the injector linked-up connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the injector linked-up connector (ECU side) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the injector wire harness power supply (engine ECU – injector linked-up connector)

12

8

4

9 10

5 6

1 2

11

7

3

A ARROW VIEW
(JUDGMENT DIRECTION)

A

SHTS021270300867

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Injector linked-up 
connector (ECU 
side):
#1 injector: 
5 terminal – 
Ground
#4 injector: 
6 terminal – 
Ground

8 V or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the injector harness connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the injector linked-up connector (engine side) and
ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect for short-circuit of the injector wire harness (between injector linked-up connector
and injector harness connector)

SHTS021270300868

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Injector linked-up 
connector (engine 
side)
#1 injector: 
5 terminal – 
Ground
#4 injector: 
6 terminal – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the injector harness connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the #1 and #4 injector harness connector.

NOYES

1. Measure the resistance between the #1 and #4 injector terminals
and the injector bodies.

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of injector wire harness

SHTS021270300869

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Injector harness 
connector termi-
nals
#1 IJ1+ – IJ1-
#4 IJ4+ – IJ4-

20 C {68 F}: 
0.37 – 0.57 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the injector unit

SHTS021270300870

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Between injector 
terminal and body

10 M or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 60 C {140 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P2146 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300871

Has DTC P2146 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2147 and P2148
EN01H02127030602016167

P2147: Fuel injector driver circuit 1 - circuit (circuit low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU controls the fuel injection quantity according to the injector valve-open interval.

• The valve-open interval is adjusted by the magnetic valve.

<Description of malfunction>

• Injector drive system common 1 is not working properly.

• Minus side harness may be in short-circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON"

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Injector is in operation.

• Engine speed is higher than 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the injector drive system circuit 1 voltage is smaller than 0.9 V, the fail count is detected with the full
count. (When the engine speed is 750 r/min: 0.6 seconds * Varies according to engine speed)

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after having stalled.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300872
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Injector internal coil disconnection 

• Engine ECU failure
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P2148: Fuel injector driver circuit 1 - circuit (circuit high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU controls the fuel injection quantity according to the injector valve-open interval.

• The valve-open interval is adjusted by the magnetic valve.

<Description of malfunction>

• Injector drive system common 1 is not working properly.

• Minus side harness may be in short-circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Injector is not in operation.

• Engine speed is higher than 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the injector drive system circuit 1 voltage is larger than 9 V, the fail count is detected with the full count.
(When the engine speed is 750 r/min: 0.6 seconds * Varies according to engine speed)

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after having stalled.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300873
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• Injector internal coil disconnection

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2147 and P2148

1. Check the connection of the injector connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the injector linked-up connector and engine ECU con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the injector linked-up connector (ECU side) and
ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the injector connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect for short-circuit of the injector harness (engine ECU – injector linked-up connector)

12

8

4

9 10

5 6

1 2

11

7

3

A ARROW VIEW
(JUDGMENT DIRECTION)

A

SHTS021270300874

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Injector linked-up 
connector (ECU 
side):
#1 injector: 
5 terminal – 
Ground
10 terminal – 
Ground
#4 injector: 
2 terminal – 
Ground
6 terminal – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the injector harness connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the injector linked-up connector (engine side) and
ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuit of the injector harness (between injector linked-up connector and
injector harness connector)

SHTS021270300875

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Injector linked-up 
connector (engine 
side):
#1 injector: 
5 terminal – 
Ground
10 terminal – 
Ground
#4 injector: 
2 terminal – 
Ground
6 terminal – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the #1
and #4 injector harness connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Measure the resistance between the #1 and #4 injector terminals
and the injector bodies.

NOYES

4 Inspect disconnection of the injector harness

SHTS021270300876

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Between injector 
harness connec-
tor terminals
#1 IJ1+ – IJ1-
#4 IJ4+ – IJ4-

20 C {68 F}:
0.37 – 0.57 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 6.

5 Inspect the injector unit

SHTS021270300877

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Between injector 
terminal and body

10 M or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the injector harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 60 C {140
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P2147 or P2148) has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300878

Has DTC (P2147 or P2148) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2149
EN01H02127030602016168

P2149: Fuel injector driver circuit 2 - circuit (circuit open)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU controls the fuel injection quantity according to the injector valve-open interval.

• The valve-open interval is adjusted by the magnetic valve.

<Description of malfunction>

• Injector drive system common 2 is not working properly.

• Possible short-circuit in plus-side harness

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Injector is in operation.

• Engine speed is higher than 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the injector drive system circuit 2 current value is smaller than 16 A, the fail count is detected with the
full count. (When the engine speed is 750 r/min: 0.6 seconds * Varies according to engine speed)

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after having stalled.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300879
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Injector internal coil disconnection 

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2149

1. Check the connection of the injector connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the injector connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the injector power supply

C

ECU CASE GND
(ECU MOUNTING BOLT)

E18
E38

SHTS021270300880

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
IJ2+ (E18) – 
Ground
I2+S (E38) – 
Ground

At least 3/4 of bat-
tery voltage

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the injector linked-up connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the injector linked-up connector (ECU side) and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the injector wire harness power supply (engine ECU – injector linked-up connector)

12

8

4

9 10

5 6

1 2

11

7

3

A ARROW VIEW
(JUDGMENT DIRECTION)

A

SHTS021270300881

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Injector linked-up 
connector (ECU 
side):
#2 injector: 
8 terminal – 
Ground
#3 injector: 
7 terminal – 
Ground

8 V or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the injector harness connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the injector linked-up connector (engine side) and
ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect for short-circuit of the injector wire harness (between injector linked-up connector
and injector harness connector)

SHTS021270300882

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Injector linked-up 
connector (engine 
side):
#2 injector: 
8 terminal – 
Ground
#3 injector: 
7 terminal – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the injector harness connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between #2
and #3 injector harness connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Measure the resistance between the #2 and #3 injector terminals
and the injector bodies.

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of the injector harness

SHTS021270300883

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Between injector 
harness connec-
tor terminals
#2 IJ2+ – IJ2-
#3 IJ3+ – IJ3-

20 C {68 F}: 
0.37 – 0.57 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the injector unit

SHTS021270300884

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Between injector 
terminal and body

10 M or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P2149 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300885

Has DTC P2149 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2150 and P2151
EN01H02127030602016169

P2150: Fuel injector driver circuit 2 - circuit (circuit low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU controls the fuel injection quantity according to the injector valve-open interval.

• The valve-open interval is adjusted by the magnetic valve.

<Description of malfunction>

• Injector drive system common 2 is not working properly.

• Possible short-circuit in minus side harness

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON"

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Injector is in operation.

• Engine speed is higher than 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the injector drive system circuit 2 voltage is smaller than 0.9 V, the fail count is detected with the full
count. (When the engine speed is 750 r/min: 0.6 seconds * Varies according to engine speed)

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after having stalled.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300886
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Injector internal coil disconnection

• Engine ECU failure
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P2151: Fuel injector driver circuit 2 - circuit (circuit high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU controls the fuel injection quantity according to the injector valve-open interval.

• The valve-open interval is adjusted by the magnetic valve.

<Description of malfunction>

• Injector drive system common 2 is not working properly.

• Possible short-circuit in minus side harness

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON"

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Injector is not in operation.

• Engine speed is higher than 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the injector drive system circuit 2 voltage is smaller than 0.9 V, the fail count is detected with the full
count. (When the engine speed is 750 r/min: 0.6 seconds * Varies according to engine speed)

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and engine is restarted after having stalled.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Idling stop system is not available.

(#40)

$XX
X1Z
X2X
$XY

(#3)
(#30) X2W

X20 (#20)
(#2)
(I2+S)
(#30)
(#3)
(I1+S)

X47
X8X

X8Y
(#4)X49

(#2) %X2 (IJ2+)X45
(#20) X01 (#4)X0B

X3L (#40)
(#1) %X1 (IJ1+)X42
(#10) X2V (#1)X43

X19 (#10)

Injector 4

Injector 3

Injector 2

Injector 1

Engine ECU

SHTS021270300887
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Idling stop system does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Injector internal coil disconnection

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2150 and P2151

1. Check the connection of the injector connector (looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the injector linked-up connector and engine ECU con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the injector linked-up connector (ECU side) and
ground.

NOYES

1 Inspect the injector connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect for short-circuit of the injector harness (engine ECU – injector linked-up connector)

12

8

4

9 10

5 6

1 2

11

7

3

A ARROW VIEW
(JUDGMENT DIRECTION)

A

SHTS021270300888

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Injector linked-up 
connector (ECU 
side):
#2 injector:
8 terminal – 
Ground
11 terminal – 
Ground
#3 injector:
3 terminal – 
Ground
7 terminal – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the injector harness connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the injector linked-up connector (engine side) and
ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuit of the injector wire harness (between injector linked-up connector
and injector harness connector)

SHTS021270300889

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Injector linked-up 
connector (engine 
side):
#2 injector:
8 terminal – 
Ground
11 terminal – 
Ground
#3 injector:
3 terminal – 
Ground
7 terminal – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the #2
and #3 injector harness connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Measure the resistance between the #2 and #3 injector terminals
and the injector bodies.

NOYES

4 Inspect disconnection of the injector harness

SHTS021270300890

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Between injector 
harness connec-
tor terminals
#2 IJ2- – IJ2+
#3 IJ3- – IJ3+

20 C {68 F}: 
0.37 – 0.57 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 6.

5 Inspect the injector unit

SHTS021270300891

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Between injector 
terminal and body

10 M or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the injector harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if DTC P2150 or P2151 has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300892

Has DTC P2150 or P2151 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2184 and P2185
EN01H02127030602016170

P2184: Engine coolant temperature sensor 2 - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 2 is installed in a thermostat case and constantly measures the engine coolant
temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• Engine coolant temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 2 output is 0.46 V (122 C {251.6 F}) or less, and this condition continues
for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300893
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Sensor is disconnected or sensing unit is malfunctioning (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure or internal circuit failure

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of the connector
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P2185: Engine coolant temperature sensor 2 - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 2 is installed in a thermostat case and constantly measures the engine coolant
temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• Engine coolant temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or more.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Engine coolant temperature sensor 2 output is at least 4.77 V (-37 C {-34.6 F}), and this condition continues
for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

(E)
(THW)

Z5G
X66

ZJQ (E5)

X28 (THW)
10mA
10mA

Engine ECU
Coolant temperature 

sensor

Body earth

SHTS021270300894
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal resistance of the sensor

• Engine ECU sensor power supply failure or internal circuit failure

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• Sensor internal short-circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2184 and P2185

1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

NOYES

1 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 vehicle side con-
nector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 unit

E22 THW2

SHTS021270300895

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 2
THW2 – E22

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 power supply

THW2 E22

SHTS021270300896

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 2 vehicle side 
connector
THW2 – E22

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 wire harness

D F M54E69

SHTS021270300897

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW2 (E69) – 
Ground
E7 (M54) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect disconnection of the wire harness of engine coolant temperature sensor 2

D FE69 M54

SHTS021270300898

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
THW2 (E69) – 
E7 (M54)

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if DTC P2184 or P2185 has been
detected.

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300899

Has DTC P2184 or P2185 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2214
EN01H02127030602016171

P2214: NOx sensor (SCR downstream) - Performance and Monitoring capability
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) is controlled by the NOx sensor controller.

• The NOx sensor controller is connected via the DCU and a harness, and it sends and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Characteristics failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• DPR regenerating.

• The condition that SCR catalyst temperature is 400 C {752 F} or more remains for 110 seconds or more.

• After the aforementioned condition is completed, total amount of NOx flown back into SCR catalyst becomes
4.13 g or more.

• Fuel injection quantity is 5 mg/cyl/sec or more.

The conditions described below remain for 7 seconds or more.

- Total quantity of NOx flown back into SCR catalyst is in the range of 35 ppm to 1000 ppm.

- The exhaust gas flow rate is in the range of 170 kg/h to 1000 kg/h.

The conditions described below remain for 2.5 seconds or more.

- The NOx sensor 1 (SCR inlet) is operating normally.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that the value, which is calculated using the following formula: (average NOx (SCR outlet)/ aver-
age NOx (SCR inlet), is less than 0.2 or greater than 1.5 remains for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short

• NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) failure

- Sensor internal circuit failure

- NOx sensor controller failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2214

1. Check the DEF concentration.

NOYES

1 Inspection of the DEF

Standard values

32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 

Go to step 2. Replace the DEF.
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF solution through the tank
drain with the starter key "ON", and then
refill the tank with at least 5 liters (1.3 gal-
lons) of DEF solution. 
Afterward, drive the vehicle and confirm that
the problem does not recur under driving
conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the exhaust pipe and make sure it has no cracks or exhaust
leaks (soot leaks), and verify that coupling flanges are properly
tightened.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector. (looseness
and poor contact)

NOYES

2 Inspect the exhaust pipe

EXHAUST PIPE 
(ATC)

EXHAUST PIPE 
(ATC) EXHAUST BRAKE

BRACKET

CLAMP

SHTS021270300901

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the exhaust pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector. (looseness and poor contact)

NOYES

4 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the air flow sensor and install it prop-
erly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) and install it properly.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.

7 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS021270300902

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet) connector. (looseness and poor contact)

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor con-
nector (DPF outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor (DPF Outlet)

HINT
Refer to "SENSOR LOCATION".

NOYES

8 Inspect the exhaust temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF Outlet) and install it properly.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the ambient air temperature sensor con-
nector. (looseness and poor contact)

NOYES

10 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) unit

E2THC0

SHTS021270300903

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC outlet)
THC0 –E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

11 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 12.
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1. Check the installation of the ambient air temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the ambient air tempera-
ture sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

12 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the ambient air temperature sensor
and install it properly.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor unit

HH1+
LJK

HH1-
LGK

HH1- HH1+

SHTS021270300904

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Ambient air tem-
perature sensor
HH1+ – HH1-

25 C {77 F}:
1.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 14. Replace the ambient air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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NOTICE
Prepare a beaker or similar, plus a larger measuring vessel for
measuring the DEF to be injected, before perform this inspection.
(If the vessel is small, there is dispersion at the time of injection
from the injector, and the measuring quantity decreases.)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DEF injector with a new one. (Do not install it on the
muffler.)

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector again.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Select [Start inspection]

• Check that aqueous DEF is sprayed from the aqueous DEF injector.
(4) Select [Pattern 1]
(5) Select [Pattern 2]
(6) Select [Pattern 3]

NOYES

14 Inspection of the DEF injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300905

Is operation normal?

Go to step 15. Replace the DEF injector.
(After replacing the DEF injector, execute a
DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history and execute a DPR forced regeneration.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P2214 has been detected.

NOYES

15 Inspect the NOx sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300906

Has DTC P2214 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
(After replacing the engine ECU, execute a
DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2227
EN01H02127030602016172

P2227: Barometric pressure sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Barometric pressure is not correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine speed is in the range of 700 to 980 r/min.

• A change in the engine speed is 234.4 r/min/sec or less.

• The fuel injection quantity is in the range of 0 mm3/st. cyl to 35 mm3/st. cyl.

• A change in the fuel injection quantity is 78.1 mm3/st.cy.sec or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is 55 C {131 F} or less.

• EGR valve opening is 0% or less (EGR-CUT state).

• Exhaust brake is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Compare a theoretical air volume calculated from a boost pressure and an atmospheric pressure with an
actual air volume for 10 seconds or more. The rate of the theoretical air volume to the actual air volume is
higher than 0.8 or less than 1.12. As well as, 

• Difference between the current DCY value of the aforementioned value and the current DCY value is less than
0.10.

• In addition, the condition that the difference between the average boost pressure and the average atmo-
spheric pressure is 18 kPa or more after the engine stops by switching off the key of the previous DCY
remains for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• –

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2227

1. Check the connection of the boost pressure sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

3. Check the boost pressure sensor pipes and hoses and make sure
they are free of dirt, clogging, or damage.

NOYES

1 Inspect the boost pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Replace the boost pressure sensor if the
sensing unit is dirty, clogged, or damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Check that the engine ECU main relay is OFF on HINO DXⅡ . (This
cuts off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine
ECU.)

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. Select [Engine] and check if P2227 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS021270300908

Has DTC P2227 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2228 and P2229
EN01H02127030602016173

P2228: Barometric pressure sensor - out of range (out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The atmospheric pressure sensor (inside the ECU) is not properly functioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Barometric pressure sensor voltage remains at 1.96 V (45.3 kPa) or less for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient. 

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of engine ECU
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P2229: Barometric pressure sensor - out of range (out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The atmospheric pressure sensor (inside the ECU) is not properly functioning.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Barometric pressure sensor voltage remains at 3.99 V (113 kPa) or more for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Just after restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of engine ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2228 and P2229

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than (P2228 or P2229)
has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270300911

Has a DTC other than (P2228 or P2229) been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.
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1. Erase the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. In HINO DX Ⅱ , make sure the engine ECU main relay is OFF.
(This cuts off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the
engine ECU).

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P2228 or P2229) has been
detected.

NOYES

2 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS021270300912

Has DTC (P2228 or P2229) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2269
EN01H02127030602016174

P2269: Water in Fuel Condition
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Water trapped in the fuel filter has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Fuel filter water level sensor switch is ON.

3. Reset condition 

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Water has been trapped in the fuel filter.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2269

1. Check if water has accumulated in the fuel filter.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the water level sensor connector (loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Drain water out of the fuel filter.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the fuel filter water level sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the fuel filter water level sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to check the continuity between the fuel fil-
ter water level sensor terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspect the fuel filter water level sensor unit

1

SHTS021270300914

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Fuel filter water 
level sensor
+ – -

No continuity (no 
water)
Continuity (Water 
level within allow-
able range)

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the fuel filter water level sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) WSW (V42) terminal and
ground.

NOYES

1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminal and fuel filter water
level sensor vehicle side connector terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspect for short-circuit in wire harness of the fuel filter water level sensor

AV42

SHTS021270300915

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
WSW (V42) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of the fuel filter water level sensor

AV42
+

SHTS021270300916

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Fuel filter 
water level sensor 
vehicle side con-
nector
WSW (V42) – +

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P2269 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300917

Has DTC P2269 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P226C
EN01H02127030602016175

P226C: Boost pressure slow response
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator steplessly moves the nozzle vane via the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) and controls turbo-
charger speed and boost pressure.

• The sensor inside the VNT actuator (LEA) detects the amount of actuator movement and constantly monitors the
nozzle vane target opening and actual opening.

<Description of malfunction>

• VNT response delay is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• If the condition that the intake air temperature is less than 0 C {32 F} remains for 90 to 500 seconds or more.
Or, if the condition that the intake air temperature is 0 C {32 F} or more remains for 30 to 150 seconds or
more after the engine starts.

• Engine coolant temperature is 0 C {32 F} or more.

• PTO, DPR and exhaust brake are not actuated.

The conditions described below remain for 0.5 seconds or more.

• The estimated change in boost pressure, which is calculated based on the engine speed and fuel injection
quantity, is 30 kPa/sec or more

• A change in the engine speed is 100 r/min/sec or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• If the engine speed is in range of 1,000 to 2,500 r/min, the condition in which the estimated boost pressure
minus the actual boost pressure is 40 to 100 kPa or more, or -80 kPa or less remains for 0.6 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Faulty engine revving (engine hesitation)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Hesitation or sticking due to corrosion of VNT link system rods

• Faulty connector contact to LEA (Linear Electric Actuator)

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• EGR valve malfunction

• Intake system failure

• Boost pressure sensor malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P226C

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] [VNT inspection] from the menu, and
inspect the response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual
VNT position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of 10% per step between 0 –
90%.

NOYES

1 Check the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300919

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the time lag (following characteristics) of the target EGR
valve opening and actual EGR valve opening.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu]
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Check each step from 0% – 90% of the time lag (following character-
istics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve open-
ing.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Check each step from 90% – 0% of the time lag (following character-
istics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve open-
ing.

HINT
In EGR openings from 0% – 90%, 1 step corresponds to a 10%
change.

NOYES

1. Check there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the air cleaner ele-
ment.

2. Make sure the element is a Hino genuine part.

NOYES

2 Check the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300920

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

3 Inspect the air cleaner element

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check the air intake system (between air flow sensor and diesel
throttle) for dirt, clogging, or damage.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

4 Check the air intake system

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Connect the VNT controller and VNT actuator connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the trouble history.

4. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P226C has been detected.
HINT
Turn the key LOCK and ON verifies the wiping operation of the
VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

6 Check the operation of the VNT actuator (DC motor) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300921

Has DTC P226C been detected?

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P22D3
EN01H02127030602016176

P22D3: Nozzle stuck (VNT stick failure)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator steplessly operates the nozzle via the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) and controls turbine speed
and boost pressure.

• The VNT actuator (LEA) has a position sensor and constantly monitors the target opening and the actual opening.

• Wiping operation is carried out when the engine is stopped and the soot, oil, and other impurities accumulated in
the vane working range are removed. Also, the turbocharger mechanical working range is checked for trouble.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

1. Stuck nozzle
(position control failure)

When motor drive load is 95% or more for 3 seconds continuously and restora-
tion operation fails 5 times.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270300922
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Stuck nozzle

• Stuck external link
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P22D3

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P22D3 (for example, U010C) has
been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P22D3 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300923

Has a DTC other than P22D3 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.
After the repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300924

Has DTC P22D3 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] from the menu, then inspect the
response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual VNT posi-
tion.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

3 Check the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300925

Standard values

From the Target VNT position to the Actual VNT position, 
the response delay should be within 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P240F
EN01H02127030602016177

P240F: EGR flow slow response
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• EGR valve is a butterfly type.

• EGR valve opening is controlled by engine speed and amount of intake air.

• EGR valve opening is adjusted by engine ECU and CAN communication.

• EGR valve will not operate when engine coolant temperature is low (≤ 40 C {104 F}).

• Engine ECU calculates the actual EGR rate based on information from the boost pressure sensor, engine speed
sensor, intake manifold temperature sensor, and air flow sensor.

• Engine ECU compares the actual EGR rate and the theoretical EGR rate stored in the ECU memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• EGR valve response delay is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

If the EGR valve opening is fully closed, the following conditions remain for 2 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is in the range of 1,000 to 2,500 r/min.

• A change in the engine speed is 312.5 r/min/sec or less.

• The fuel injection quantity is 0 mm3/st. cyl.

• If the intake air quantity is 20 g/sec: 21 kPa or more. Or, if the intake air quantity is 60 g/sec: 50 kPa or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is higher than 65 C {149 F}.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• DPR and PTO are not actuated.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

If the EGR valve opening is not fully closed, the following conditions remain for 5 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is in the range of 1,000 to 2,500 r/min.

• A change in the engine speed is 312.5 r/min/sec or less.

• The fuel injection quantity is 0 mm3/st.cyl.

• If the intake air quantity is 20g/sec: 21 kPa or more. Or, if the intake air quantity is 60g/sec: 50 kPa or less.

• Engine coolant temperature is higher than 65 C {149 F}.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• DPR and PTO are not actuated.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the EGR rate, which is calculated in the case that the EGR valve opening is fully closed, is 600%
(if the engine speed is 1,000 r/min), 625% (if the engine speed is 1,500 r/min) and 650% or more (if the engine
speed is 2,500 r/min).

• Judged when the EGR rate, which is calculated in the case that the EGR valve opening is not fully open, is
140% (if the engine speed is 1,000 r/min), 210% or less (if the engine speed is 2,500 r/min).

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Faulty engine revving (engine hesitation)

• Insufficient output or engine stall because of DPR clogging due to faulty catalyst regeneration

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Intake manifold temperature sensor malfunction

• Air flow sensor malfunction

• Boost pressure sensor malfunction

• Injector malfunction

• EGR valve malfunction

• Clogged air intake system

• VNT controller malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P240F

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen and check the
time lag (following characteristics) of the target EGR valve opening
and actual EGR valve opening.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Check each step from 0% – 90% of the time lag (following character-
istics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve open-
ing.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Check each step from 90% – 0% of the time lag (following character-
istics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve open-
ing.

HINT
In EGR openings from 0% – 90%, 1 step corresponds to a 10%
change.

NOYES

1 Check the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300927

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] [VNT inspection] from the menu, and
inspect the response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual
VNT position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of 10% per step between 0 –
90%.

NOYES

1. Check there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the air cleaner ele-
ment.

2. Make sure the element is a Hino genuine part.

NOYES

2 Check the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300928

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

3 Inspect the air cleaner element

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace the air cleaner element.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector (looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the air intake system (between air cleaner and diesel throt-
tle) for dirt, clogging, or damage.

NOYES

4 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Check the air intake system

Was any failure found?

Clean or replace.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the intake manifold temperature sensor
connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake manifold temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of intake manifold temperature sensor.

NOYES

7 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the intake manifold temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the intake manifold temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Check the EGR valve for damage due to foreign substances.

2. Check if there is soot obstructing the exhaust gas passageway
inlet or outlet.

NOYES

10 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
EGR valve.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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Check the injection quantity.

1. Start the [Engine].

2. Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test] on
HINO DX Ⅱ and measure the fuel injection rate.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from [Data monitor and Active test] on
HINO DX Ⅱ and measure the engine speed.

NOYES

11 Check the injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]
E

n
gi

n
e

   
  N

e
 (

r/
m

in
)

    NE Engine speed
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300929

Measurement conditions

Engine revolution: 1,500 r/min No-load,
T/M shift lever: Neutral position, A/C off and
Air compressor un-operating.
Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value?
(Both the injection quantity and the engine speed are within the standard values)

Go to step 12. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P240F has been detected.

NOYES

12 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300931

Has DTC P240F been detected?

Return to step 1, and perform again the
inspection.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2428
EN01H02127030602016178

P2428: ATC over temperature
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Engine ECU detects abnormally high ATC (After Turbo Catalyst) temperature

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the engine is in operation.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Valve of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC inlet) more than 800 C {1,472 F}.

• Malfunction determination time: Immediately.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• DPR regeneration is not succeeded.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in fuel injection quantity of the injector.

• Oil leakage from the engine.

• ATC (After Turbo Catalyst) melting damage.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2428

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P2428 (for exam-
ple P2080) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300932

Has a DTC (P2080) other than P2428 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.
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Check the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation.

1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the rotational fluctuation.

NOYES

2 Inspect the injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]
E

n
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    NE Rotational fluctuation
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300933

Measurement conditions

Engine revolution: 1,500 r/min No-load,
T/M shift lever: Neutral position, A/C off and
Air compressor un-operating.
Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value?
(Both the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation are within the standard values)

Go to step 3. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the intake pipe, hoses.

2. Check if there are oil stuck within pipe, hose.

NOYES

1. Remove the ATC to check for abnormalities such as soot escape
and damage.

NOYES

1. Perform DPR manual regeneration, and check succeeded.

NOYES

3 Inspect of the engine oil leakage

SHTS021270300935

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
After repair or replace, go to step 4.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect of the ATC

Was any failure found?

Replace the ATC.
After replace, perform DPR manual regenera-
tion.

Go to step 5.

5  DPR manual regeneration succeeded?

Was DPR manual regeneration

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DPR.
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DTC: P242B
EN01H02127030602016179

P242B: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [at Engine Start-up]

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature is constantly detected by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The difference between the engine coolant temperature and intake air temperature is 10 C {50 F} or less
within 10 seconds after the engine start.

• The difference between the engine coolant temperatures before the engine start and after (present) is 20 C
{68 F} or more.

• Engine coolant temperature is at least -10 C {14 F}.

• Intake air temperature is at least -10 C {14 F}
(2) Judgement criteria

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 inlet) stays more than 30C {86 F}, and difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2
inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) stays more than 70 C {158 F}, and differential
between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) stays
more than 70 C {158 F}.
The conditions described above remain for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet):

• Disconnected sensor or sensing unit failure (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Failure of engine ECU sensor power supply
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P242B: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [While Driving]

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature is constantly detected by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• At least 10 seconds has elapsed since engine was started.

• The exhaust gas flow rate is 120 kg/h or more and the accumulation is 2 kg or more.

• Cumulative exhaust gas flow amount of 15 Kg or more with after regeneration.

After the above:

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• Engine speed ≥ 1,000 r/min

• Fuel injection amount ≥ 30 mm3/st

• Exhaust gas flow rate ≥ 120 kg/h

• The difference between the engine coolant temperature and intake air temperature is more than 10 C.

In addition, the following conditions continue for at least 10 seconds:

• Engine speed variation is within 625 r/min.

• Fuel injection rate variation is within 625 mm3/st./sec.

• Vehicle speed ≥ 18.8 mile/h
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(2) Judgement criteria

• Difference between calculated exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) – actual exhaust gas temperature
sensor (DPF inlet) stays more than 100 C {212 F}, and difference between calculated exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor (DPF outlet) – actual exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) stays less than 100 C {212
F}.
The conditions described above remain for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet):

• Disconnected sensor or sensing unit failure (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Failure of engine ECU sensor power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P242B

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) unit

E2THC1

SHTS021270300938

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet)
THC1 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPE inlet) vehicle
side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the sensor power supply

THC1E2

SHTS021270300939

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet) vehicle 
side connector
THC1 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) harness

B
V46 V49

SHTS021270300940

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground
THO2 (V49) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connec-
tor.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P242B has been detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) harness

B
V46 V49

SHTS021270300941

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EP1 (V46) – THO2 
(V49)

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300942

Has DTC P242B been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P242C and P242D
EN01H02127030602016180

P242C: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) consistently detects exhaust gas temperature.

• A reading taken by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) remains less than 0.063 V (1,165 C {2,129 F}) for
3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)
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P242D: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) consistently detects exhaust gas temperature.

• A reading taken by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or higher.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 690 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) remains at 4.958 V or higher (-46 C {-50.8 F} or
lower) for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Short-circuit in the sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P242C and P242D

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) unit

E2THC1

SHTS021270300945

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet)
THC1 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) vehicle
side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspect the sensor power supply

THC1E2

SHTS021270300946

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet) vehicle 
side connector
E2 – THC1

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.

5 Inspect for short-circuit of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) harness

B
V46 V49

SHTS021270300947

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground
THO2 (V49) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connec-
tor.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (242C or P242D) has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) harness

B
V46 V49

SHTS021270300948

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EP1 (V46) – 
THO2 (V49)

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300949

Has DTC (P242C or P242D) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P244A
EN01H02127030602016181

P244A: Filtering performance
INFORMATION 

1. Technical description

• ECU constantly calculate and accumulate the amount of soot emission from the engine.

• Based on the values of the DPR differential pressure sensor, clogging and melting damage of the DPR are
detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal drop in differential pressure in DPR part is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Exhaust brake is inactive for 3 seconds or more.

• The calculated soot deposit is 0 to 11% after an automatic DPR regeneration.

• The accumulated soot emission due to DPR activation is 15 kg or more.

• Calculated exhaust gas flow rate of 205 L/s or higher
(2) Judgement criteria

• A judgment is made when the accumulation (DPR differential pressure/exhaust gas flow rate) is below 0.003.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored and DPR-related memory is reset.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset DPR related memory.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DPR filter:
Check for intended filter tampering or damage on the rear end surface.

• Abnormal control of the temperature at regeneration

• Filter damage due to abnormally-high temperature at regeneration due to excessive soot emission.
Injector: Characteristic abnormality of injection volume
SCV: Faulty control of common rail pressure
EGR valve: Faulty control of EGR opening angle
Diesel throttle valve: Faulty control of diesel throttle valve opening angle

[Confirmation points for judgment]

• Fault in the differential pressure sensor system

- Faulty differential pressure sensor

- Check if differential pressure value is wrongly sensed because of damaged hose or wrong connection.

- Check for misjudgment due to clogging, hole or fault in the differential sensor pipe.

• Fault in the air flow meter

- Check for misjudgment due to abnormal air volume for gas flow rate calculation.

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor

- Check for misjudgment due to characteristic abnormality of the temperature for gas flow rate calculation.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P244A

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P244A has been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the [Exhaust Temperature (IN)] from HINO DX Ⅱ [DX
Report], and read the detected temperature (history) of the
exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300951

Has DTC other than P244A been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300952

Have a temperature of over 950 C {1,742 F} been detected?

Go to step 8. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the differential pressure sensor pipe for clogging, cracks or
other damages.

NOYES

1. Inspect the differential pressure sensor hose for clogging, cracks
or damages.

NOYES

3 Inspect the differential pressure sensor pipe

Differential pressure
sensor pipe and hose

SCR
Catalysts

NH3
Slip

DOC DPF

SHTS021270300953

Was any failure found?

Repair (clean) or replace the differential pres-
sure sensor pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the differential pressure sensor hose

Differential pressure
sensor pipe and hose

SCR
Catalysts

NH3
Slip

DOC DPF

SHTS021270300954

Was any failure found?

Repair (cleaning) or replace the differential
pressure sensor hose.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.
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1. Inspect the connection of differential pressure sensor connector
(looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Inspect the sensor installation conditions.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the sensor.

NOYES

5 Inspect the differential pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, Repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the differential pressure sensor

SHTS021270300955

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the differential pressure
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DPR differential pressure sensor connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the differential
pressure sensor using the electrical tester.

NOYES

7 Inspect the differential pressure sensor unit

E2VC

SHTS021270300956

E2PEX

SHTS021270300957

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DPR differential 
pressure sensor
VC – E2 
PEX – E2

2 – 15 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the differential pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Remove the DPR filter and check if there is no soot, damages or
other abnormalities at its end.

2. Check for proof of a forceful removal of the DPR filter.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of exhaust gas temperature sensor connec-
tor (DPF inlet) (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

8 Inspect the DPR filter

Damage

SHTS021270300958

Soot leakage

SHTS021270300959

Was any failure found?

Replace the DPR filter.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely.
Repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

10 Inspect the outside of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.

11 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) unit

E2THC1

SHTS021270300960

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet)
THC1 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

12 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 14.
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1. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

14 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) unit

E2THC0

SHTS021270300961

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF outlet)
THC0 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 15. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Stop the engine.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Inspection Menu] - [EGR inspection] from the menu, then
inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position and Actual
EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of 10% per step between 0 –
90%.

NOYES

15 Check the response of the EGR valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300962

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Are the measurements within standard value?

Go to step 16. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] - [VNT inspection] from the menu, and
inspect the response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual
VNT position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN].

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of 10% per step between 0 –
90%.

NOYES

16 Check the response delay of the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270300963

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 17. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check if there are no abnormal opening angles or that the valve is
not stuck.

NOYES

1. Perform the SCV free acceleration test.

• For detailed instructions, refer to the "SCV free acceleration test"
appendix.

NOYES

17 Inspect the diesel throttle valve

Was any failure found?

Replace the diesel throttle valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 18.

18 Inspect the SCV

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 19.
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Check the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation.

1. Start the engine

2. Select [Injection quantity] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the fuel injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the rotational fluctuation.

NOYES

19 Inspect the injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300964

Measurement conditions

Engine revolution: 1,500 r/min No-load,
T/M shift lever: Neutral position, A/C off and
Air compressor un-operating.
Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

E
n

gi
n

e
   

  N
e

 (
r/

m
in

)

    NE Rotational fluctuation
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270300965

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard values?
(Do the injection volume and the rotational fluctuation meet their standard values?)

Go to step 20. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform an engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C
{176 F} or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC P244A has been detected.

NOYES

20 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300967

Has DTC P244A been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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SCV FREE ACCELERATION TEST

 

<Engine speed pattern>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature (more than 82 C
{179.6 F}).

2. After air compressor completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights off.

4. All devices off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Control the engine revolution by means of operating Cruise Control
system.

 

<Acceleration pattern>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature (more than 82 C
{179.6 F}).

2. After air compressor completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights off.

4. All devices off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Check that actual common rail pressure following target.

1  Test method

750r/min

- Measure each engine 
  speed for 20 seconds.

Time

E
n

gi
n

e
 s

pe
e

d

Engine speed pattern

1000 r/min

1500 r/min

2500 r/min

2000 r/min

SHTS021270300968

0%

100%

20sec 20sec

Time

T
h

ro
ttl

e
o

pe
n

in
g

Acceleration pattern
At least three times, repeating the Wide-Open Throttle

SHTS021270300969
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a. Pressure is reduced by 5 MPa or more continually for 5 seconds or
more.  Replace the supply pump.

b. Pressure is increased by 5 MPa or more continually for 5 seconds or
more.  Replace the SCV.

2  Types of HINO DX Ⅱ data to be measured

SHTS021270300970

3  If the following symptoms occur, FAIL. If not, OK.

Time

C
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m
on
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l p
re

ss
ur

e

Engine speed pattern

a: Pressure is reduced by 5
MPa or more continually for
5 seconds or more.

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300971

Time

C
om

m
on

 r
ai

l p
re

ss
ur

e

Engine speed pattern

Pressure is increased by 5
MPa or more continually for
5 seconds or more.

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300972
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c. The maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa for even a
moment during pressure increase.  Replace the SCV.

d. After the maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during
pressure increase, the actual rail pressure falls below the target rail
pressure.  Replace the SCV.

e. Before the maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during
pressure increase, the actual rail pressure falls below the target rail
pressure rapidly.  Replace the common rail.

f. The maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during pres-
sure drop.  Check the return pipe.

C
om

m
on

 r
ai

l p
re

ss
ur

e

Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300973
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300974
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300975
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300976
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g. The pressure is disturbed at a given speed and the pressure
decreases at higher speed.  Replace the supply pump.

h. Hunting remains within 10 MPa or more for more than 5 seconds. 
Replace the SCV.

i. The engine stops during pressure relief.  Replace the SCV.

Time

C
om

m
on

 r
ai

l p
re

ss
ur

e
Engine speed pattern

The pressure is disturbed
at a given speed and the
pressure decreases at
higher speed.

Remains for 5 seconds or longer.

10 MPa or more
Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300977

Time

C
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m
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re

ss
ur

e

Engine speed pattern

Remains for 5 seconds or longer.

10 MPa or more
Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300978
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270300979
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j. Target common rail pressure during idling deviates from the standard
value.  Replace the SCV.

.

<FINAL VALUE OF PUMP CURRENT TARGET test>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature. (more than 82 C
{179.6 F})

2. After air compressor has completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights are off.

4. All other devices turned off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Engine speed: 750 r/min

Average current value (30sec)

Fluctuation in current value

Time [sec]

Target current value

C
ur

re
nt

 v
al

ue
 [m

A
]

SHTS021270300980

Criteria

FINAL VALUE OF 
PUMP CURRENT 

TARGET

Average current 
value

1740  80 mA

Fluctuation in cur-
rent value

< 80 mA
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DTC: P244B
EN01H02127030602016182

P244B: Incomplete regeneration
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The ECU always calculates and integrates the soot discharge quantity from the engine.

• The ECU decides the DPR regeneration mode based on the soot accumulation quantity.

• The soot accumulation quantity has exceeded the allowable regeneration quantity.

• DPR regeneration failure is detected on the basis of the values obtained from the exhaust gas pressure sensor (dif-
ferential pressure sensor) and the DPR temperature sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Exhaust brake is inactive for 3 seconds or more.

• The calculated soot deposit is 0 to 11% after an automatic DPR regeneration.

• The accumulated soot emission due to DPR activation is 15 kg or more.

• Calculated exhaust gas flow rate of 205 L/s or higher
Under the conditions above, the accumulated exhaust gas flow rate is above 250000 L.

(2) Judgement criteria

• A judgment is made when the accumulation (DPR differential pressure/exhaust gas flow rate) is above 0.07.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored and DPR-related memory is reset.

Engine ECU
Exhaust gas 

temperature sensor 
(DPF inlet)
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(PEX)
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SHTS021270300981
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• DPR regeneration stop.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DPR automatic regeneration is not performed properly.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset DPR related memory.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

DPF clogged

• The DPR light has continued to blink, but manual regeneration has not been performed.

• The DPR indicator light does not blink.

• Check for a defective meter bulb (with the starter key set to the "ON" (engine stopped), the indicator lamp in the
meter must light).

Incomplete regeneration

• DPR temperature does not rise and regeneration is incomplete.

- Exhaust gas temperature sensor: Check if sensing is wrong because of abnormal temperature characteristics.

• Soot remains because of excessive quantity of soot accumulation
Injector: fuel injection quantity characteristics failure
SCV: faulty common rail pressure control
EGR valve: faulty EGR opening control
Turbocharger: faulty VNT opening control

Confirmation points for erroneous judgment
DPF clogged

• The DPR light has continued to blink, but manual regeneration has not been performed. Check the following items,
because the regeneration conditions (in the idling status) may not have been met.

.

1. Inspection of neutral switch, accelerator switch, and vehicle speed sensor.

2. Inspection for a wire break of the DPR switch.

3. No response of the PTO ON signal or the external accelerator signal.
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Incomplete regeneration

• Failure in differential pressure sensor system

- Differential pressure sensor failure

- Check if differential pressure value is wrongly sensed because of damaged hose or wrong connection.

- Check if sensing is wrong because the exhaust gas pressure sensor pipe is faulty, clogged by foreign sub-
stances, or has a hole in it.

• Air flow sensor failure
Check if sensing is wrong because gas flow rate calculation is based on abnormal intake air quantity.

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor
Check if sensing is wrong because gas flow rate calculation is based on abnormal temperature characteristics.

• Diesel-throttle: Diesel-throttle opening control defective

• Exhaust brake: Stuck on the closed side
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE [sheet 1]: P244B

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P244B has been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check [PM amount of piling up] at system fix to read the DPR soot
accumulation quantity.

NOTICE
For the P244B code, there are two types of DTC detection condi-
tions. The inspection method depends on these conditions. Check
that the amount of soot deposited from HINO DX Ⅱ report, and
operate using the method that matches the detection condition.

• If the amount of deposited soot is less than 5.0 g/L, check
"Sheet 1".

• If the amount of deposited soot is more than 5.0 g/L, check
"Sheet 2".

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300982

Have DTCs other than P244B been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Check the DPR soot accumulation quantity [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300983

Is the amount of soot in the DPF less than 5.0 g/L?

Go to step 3. Perform "Sheet 2" diagnosis.
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1. Remove DPR filter and check that there is no soot leaking at the
rear edge of the DPR filter, no damage, and no other abnormality.

NOYES

3 Check the DPR filter

Damage

SHTS021270300984

Soot leakage

SHTS021270300985

Was any failure found?

Replace the DPR filter and the burner nozzle
and clean the igniter.
Go to step 7 after replacement.

Go to step 4.
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1. Disconnect the differential pressure sensor (exhaust gas pressure
sensor) connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the differential pressure sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the differential pressure sensor (exhaust gas pressure sensor) unit

SHTS021270300986

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Differential pres-
sure sensor con-
nector
VC – E2
PEX – E2

2 – 15 k

E2VC

SHTS021270300987

E2PEX

SHTS021270300988

Are the measurements within standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the differential pressure sensor
(exhaust gas pressure sensor).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Inspect differential pressure sensor pipe for clogging, cracks, and
other damage.

NOYES

1. Inspect the differential pressure sensor hose for clogging, cracks,
and other damages.

NOYES

5 Inspect the differential pressure sensor pipe

Differential pressure
sensor pipe and hose

SCR
Catalysts

NH3
Slip

DOC DPF

SHTS021270300989

Was any failure found?

Repair (cleaning) or replace differential pres-
sure sensor pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the differential pressure sensor hose

Differential pressure
sensor pipe and hose

SCR
Catalysts

NH3
Slip

DOC DPF

SHTS021270300990

Was any failure found?

Repair (cleaning) or replace differential pres-
sure sensor hose.
After replacement, perform DPR forced
regeneration.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Perform DPR forced regeneration.
Procedure complete.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Inspect the engine parts and systems based on the Engine basic
inspection sheet.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

7  Perform an engine basic inspection

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part. 
If the air flow sensor is defective, go to step
8.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

10 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) unit

E2THC1

SHTS021270300991

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet)
THC1 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

11 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 12.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

12 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) unit

E2THC0

SHTS021270300992

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF outlet)
THC0 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Perform DPR forced regeneration.
Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE [sheet 2]: P244B

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P244B has been
detected.

NOYES

1. The engine start.

2. Check the blinking of the DPF indicator light in the combination
meter and the DPR switch light.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270300993

Have DTCs other than P244B been detected?

Go to the diagnosis procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the manual regeneration request (DPR light continued to blink).

Is DPR light blinked?

Go to step 4. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the combination meter connector (looseness, poor con-
tact).

2. Check for broken bulb.

3. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

1. Check that the parking brake is on and the gear is in neutral or P
range. Start the engine.

2. Press the DPR switch to start a manual DPR regeneration.

NOYES

3 Inspect DPF indicator light

SHTS021270300994

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Go to step 4.

Go to step 4.

4  Manual regeneration start.

Has manual regeneration been started?

Go to step 5. Go to step 7.
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1. Check if the regeneration normally completes. (Do not activate the
accelerator or change the gear position. Or, the regeneration will
be aborted.)

2. The regeneration is complete if idling speed returns to normal and
the number of the soot bars in the meter returns to 0.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check if any DTC other than P244B has been detected.

NOYES

5  Perform a manual regeneration.

Has manual regeneration been ended normally?

Inspection procedure Go to step 6.

6 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270300995

Has DTC other than P244A been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 7.
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1. Inspect the DPR switch connector (looseness, poor contact).

2. Inspect the switch unit.

3. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

1. Inspect the neutral connector (looseness, poor contact).

2. Inspect the switch unit.

3. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

7 Inspect DPR switch 

SHTS021270300996

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty parts.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the neutral switch

SHTS021270300997

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Go to step 9.
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1. Inspect the accelerator switch (looseness, poor contact).

2. Inspect the switch unit.

3. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

1. Inspect the PTO switch connector (looseness, poor contact).

2. Check the PTO input signal.

3. Inspect the switch unit.

4. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

9 Inspect accelerator switch

Accelerator switch

SHTS021270300998

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect PTO signal

T/M
PTO

SHTS021270300999

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair.

Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] on HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Select [PTO accelerator sensor position] and [PTO accelerator
sensor voltage] from the [Data monitor and Active test] and check
that you do not have a sensor signal output of more than 5% when
the accelerator sensor is at 0% position (Accelerator pedal not
operated).

NOYES

11 Inspect the external accelerator signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Go to step 12.
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Check the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation.

1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the amount of fuel consumption.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the rotational fluctuation.

NOYES

12 Inspect injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301000

Measurement conditions

Engine revolution: 1,500 r/min No-load,
T/M shift lever: Neutral position, A/C off and
Air compressor un-operating.
Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

E
n

gi
n

e
   

  N
e

 (
rp

m
)

    NE Rotational fluctuation
@1,500 rpm (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270301001

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard values? 
(Do the injection volume and the rotational fluctuation meet their standard values?)

You forgot to press the DPR switch.
After DPR filter replace, and DPR manual
regenerating the diagnosis procedure will be
complete.

Replace the injector.
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DTC: P2457
EN01H02127030602016183

P2457: EGR cooler performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine ECU detects abnormally high EGR gas temperatures by means of the EGR cooler outlet gas tempera-
ture sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• The EGR cooler efficiency has dropped.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

The conditions described below remain for 11 seconds or more.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The engine speed is 1,500 r/min or more.

• Fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/st.cyl or more.

• The EGR gas flow rate is 36 kg/h or more.

• A change in the engine speed is 156 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 78 mm3/st.cyl.sec or less.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• Vehicle speed is 13 mph or more.

• Intake air quantity is 45 g/sec or more.

• Intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• Exhaust brake is not actuated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The calculated EGR cooler efficiency is less than 65%.

• (Following are the values of difference between the calculated intake manifold air intake temperature and the
actual intake manifold air intake temperature). If the EGR rate is 0%: the difference in temperature is less than
10 C {50 F}. If the EGR rate is 20%: the difference in temperature is less than 17 C {62.6 F}. If the EGR
rate is 60%: the difference in temperature is less than 60 C {140 F}.

• Judged when the calculated intercooler efficiencies are as follows. If the vehicle speed is 13 mile/h: the effi-
ciency is higher than 30%. If the vehicle speed is 25 mile/h: the efficiency is higher than 50%. 

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
(PCR2)
(E2)
(VC)
(PCR1)
(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

Z6R

EBJ
EBH
EBN
EBM
EBL

EBK

J0L
J0M(VC)

(PIM)
(E) ZJP (E4)

X0G (PIM)
15mA
5mA

15mA

15mA

2mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Boost pressure sensor

Engine ECU

Z2N(E2)

X7U(THG) (THG)X4AEGR cooler outlet 
temperature sensor

10mA
10mA

SHTS021270301003
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3. Reset condition

• Just after restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Insufficient output or engine stall because of DPR filter clogging due to abnormal soot buildup

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

EGR cooler outlet gas temperature sensor:

• Sensor failure

Circuit supplying coolant to EGR cooler:

• Coolant leakage from coolant circuit

• Air incursion due to improper air venting

EGR cooler:

• Air incursion due to improper air venting

• Coolant leakage from EGR cooler

• Deformation of EGR cooler coolant passageway

• Obstruction due to soot buildup in inlet/outlet of EGR gas passageway

• Obstruction due to buildup of foreign substances in coolant passageway of EGR cooler.
EGR valve malfunction
Diesel throttle valve malfunction
SCV malfunction
Injector malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2457

1. Check the connection of the EGR cooler outlet gas temperature
sensor connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the EGR cooler outlet gas temperature
sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the EGR cooler outlet gas temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet gas temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet gas temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the EGR cooler outlet
gas temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the EGR cooler outlet gas temperature sensor.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the EGR cooler outlet gas temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the level and condition of the coolant in the coolant reser-
voir.

2. Check the condition of the coolant pipe (clogging or leaks).

NOYES

3 Inspect the EGR cooler outlet gas temperature sensor unit

THG E2

SHTS021270301004

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

EGR cooler outlet 
gas temperature 
sensor
THG – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 2.41 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the EGR cooler outlet gas tempera-
ture sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the coolant

Was any failure found?

Replenish the coolant, or repair or replace
the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.
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1. Check if soot is obstructing the inlet/outlet of the EGR cooler gas
passageway.

NOYES

1. Check if there are foreign substances stuck to the EGR cooler
coolant passageway.

2. Check the EGR cooler coolant passageway for obstruction due to
deformation or other damage.

3. Check if coolant is leaking from the EGR cooler.

NOYES

5 Inspect the EGR cooler 1

Was any failure found?

Remove the soot in the gas passageway
inlet/outlet and then go to step 6.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the EGR cooler 2

Was any failure found?

Remove the soot in the gas passageway
inlet/outlet, or repair or replace the faulty
part.
If the only cause of the malfunction was soot,
go to step 6.

Go to step 7.
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1. Check the EGR valve for damage due to incursion of foreign sub-
stances.

2. Check if the inlet/outlet of the exhaust gas passageway is
obstructed by soot.

NOYES

7 Inspect the EGR valve

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substances and clean the
passageway.
Replace the EGR valve if it is damaged.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

8 Check the response delay of the EGR valve

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270301005

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Stop the engine.

2. Check the working condition of the diesel throttle valve (abnormal
opening or valve sticking).

NOYES

1. Perform an SCV test and a malfunction reproduction test.

• For a detailed procedure, refer to the separate "SCV free accelera-
tion test".

NOYES

9 Inspect the diesel throttle valve

Was any failure found?

Replace the diesel throttle valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the SCV [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.
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Check the injection quantity.

1. Start the Engine.

2. Select [Injection quantity] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the fuel injection quantity.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from [Data monitor and Active test] and
measure the engine speed.

NOYES

11 Inspect the Injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301006

Measurement conditions

Engine revolution: 1,500 r/min
No-load
T/M shift lever: Neutral
A/C off and Air compressor un-operating
Engine coolant temperature: More than 80 C {176 F}

NE: Engine speed

E
ng

in
e 

   
  N

E
 (

r/
m

in
)

@1500r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270301007

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value? (both Injection quantity and engine speed)

Go to step 12. Replace the injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Warm up the engine. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P2457 has been detected.

NOYES

12 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301009

Has DTC P2457 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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SCV FREE ACCELERATION TEST

 

<Engine speed pattern>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature (more than 82 C
{179.6 F}).

2. After air compressor completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights off.

4. All devices off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Control the engine revolution by means of operating Cruise Control
system.

 

<Acceleration pattern>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature (more than 82 C
{179.6 F}).

2. After air compressor completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights off.

4. All devices off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Check that actual common rail pressure following target.

1  Test method

750r/min

- Measure each engine 
  speed for 20 seconds.

Time

E
n

gi
n

e
 s

pe
e

d

Engine speed pattern

1000 r/min

1500 r/min

2500 r/min

2000 r/min

SHTS021270301010

0%

100%

20sec 20sec

Time

T
h

ro
ttl

e
o

pe
n

in
g

Acceleration pattern
At least three times, repeating the Wide-Open Throttle

SHTS021270301011
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a. Pressure is reduced by 5 MPa or more continually for 5 seconds or
more.  Replace the supply pump.

b. Pressure is increased by 5 MPa or more continually for 5 seconds or
more.  Replace the SCV.

2  Types of HINO DX Ⅱ data to be measured

SHTS021270301012

3  If the following symptoms occur, FAIL. If not, OK.

Time

C
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m
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l p
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e

Engine speed pattern

a: Pressure is reduced by 5
MPa or more continually for
5 seconds or more.

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301013

Time

C
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m
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l p
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e

Engine speed pattern

Pressure is increased by 5
MPa or more continually for
5 seconds or more.

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301014
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c. The maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa for even a
moment during pressure increase.  Replace the SCV.

d. After the maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during
pressure increase, the actual rail pressure falls below the target rail
pressure.  Replace the SCV.

e. Before the maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during
pressure increase, the actual rail pressure falls below the target rail
pressure rapidly.  Replace the common rail.

f. The maximum common rail pressure exceeds 222 MPa during pres-
sure drop.  Check the return pipe.
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e

Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301015
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301016
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301017
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301018
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g. The pressure is disturbed at a given speed and the pressure
decreases at higher speed.  Replace the supply pump.

h. Hunting remains within 10 MPa or more for more than 5 seconds. 
Replace the SCV.

i. The engine stops during pressure relief.  Replace the SCV.

Time

C
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m
on

 r
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l p
re

ss
ur

e
Engine speed pattern

The pressure is disturbed
at a given speed and the
pressure decreases at
higher speed.

Remains for 5 seconds or longer.

10 MPa or more
Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301019

Time
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Engine speed pattern

Remains for 5 seconds or longer.

10 MPa or more
Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301020
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Accelerator pattern
222 MPa

Time

Actual common rail pressure

Target common rail pressure

SHTS021270301021
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j. Target common rail pressure during idling deviates from the standard
value.  Replace the SCV.

.

<FINAL VALUE OF PUMP CURRENT TARGET test>

1. After engine has reached operating temperature. (more than 82 C
{179.6 F})

2. After air compressor has completed building pressure.

3. A/C, Head lights are off.

4. All other devices turned off. (PTO, Refrigeration compressor. etc)

5. Engine speed: 750 r/min

Criteria

FINAL VALUE OF 
PUMP CURRENT 

TARGET

Average current 
value

1740  80 mA

Fluctuation in cur-
rent value

< 80 mA

Average current value (30sec)

Fluctuation in current value

Time [sec]

Target current value

C
ur

re
nt

 v
al

ue
 [m

A
]

SHTS021270301022
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DTC: P2458
EN01H02127030602016184

P2458: Fault in manual regeneration
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DPR performs PM regeneration by increasing DOC temperature using the engine warm up control.

• During a manual regeneration, warm up control is carried out by idle up, exhaust brake closing, VNT control, after
injection, post injection and dosing valve injection.

<Description of malfunction>

• In a manual regeneration, the DOC and ATC temperatures do not increase to the post injection-enabled region
even after the specified time.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more.

• DPR manual regenerating.

• Do not detect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPR inlet) of failure.
(2) Judgement criteria

• After a manual DPR regeneration is started, the DOC temperature is still below 200 C {392 F} and the ATC
temperature is still below 230 C {446 F} even after 30 minutes.

3. Reset condition

• DPR memory is reset by the diagnostic tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Do not DPR regeneration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

Drop in injection rate of fuel injection system
Failure of VNT system
Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPR inlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor of failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or damaged)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet)

• Loose/disconnected sensor of failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or damaged)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

Exhaust brake

• Malfunction of exhaust brake

• Improper adjustment of exhaust brake (The difference between the injection quantities in active and inactive condi-
tions is out of the standard)

Gas leaks in the middle of the exhaust system
Failure of coolant temperature sensor (low temperature stuck)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2458

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P2458 has been
detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301023

Have DTCs other than P2458 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.
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1. Check for exhaust pipe crack (between the turbocharger and
DPR), exhaust gas leak (soot contamination) and improper cou-
pling flange tightening.

NOYES

2 Inspect the exhaust pipe

EXHAUST PIPE 
(ATC)

EXHAUST PIPE 
(ATC) EXHAUST BRAKE

BRACKET

CLAMP

SHTS021270301024

Was any failure found?

Repair of exhaust pipe (replace gasket,
retighten), replace if needed.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the exhaust brake valve for unease and sticking.

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust brake valve

SHTS021270301025

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust brake valve.
Replace if necessary.
After cleaning or replacement, go to step 4.

Go to step 4.
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1. Detect of a change in the injection quantity between while the
exhaust brake is working and when it is not actuated.

2. Turn OFF the devices that place load on the engine, such as the
air conditioner and PTO.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Adjust the engine revolution to 980 r/min by using the idling

volume. (For vehicles without the idling volume, adjust the
engine revolution to 980 r/min by using [Data monitor and
Active test] for the diagnostic system.)

(2) Select [Engine] on the screen of the diagnostic system.
(3) Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test].
(4) Turn ON/OFF the exhaust brake switch, and check the differ-

ence between the injection quantity of the injector while the
exhaust brake is working and the injection quantity when the
exhaust brake is not actuated.

NOYES

4 Inspect the fuel injection quantity [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301026

Measurement
conditions

Standard values

• Engine revolution: 
980 r/min

• Engine coolant tempera-
ture: 80 C {176 F} or 
more

• Turn OFF the air condi-
tioner, PTO, and other 
devices that place load on 
the engine.

10 – 18 mm3/st

Is the measured value within the standard values? (There shall be a change in the injection quan-
tity between while the exhaust brake is working and when it is not actuated.)

Go to step 5. Adjust the butterfly opening of the exhaust
brake.
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1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperate sensor (DPF inlet) for improper
installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) for dirt, clogging, and damage.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

5 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) unit

E2THC1

SHTS021270301027

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet)
THC1 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperate sensor (DOC1 inlet) for
improper installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC1 inlet) for dirt, clogging, and damage.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet).

NOYES

7 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) unit

GNDTOIL

SHTS021270301028

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DOC1 inlet)
TOIL – GND

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC1 inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Remove DPR filter and check that there is no soot leaking at the
rear edge of the DPR filter, no damage, and no other abnormality.

NOYES

1. Inspect the coolant temperature sensor for improper installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the coolant temperature sensor for dirt,
clogging, and damage.

NOYES

9 Inspect the DPR filter

Damage

SHTS021270301029

Soot leakage

SHTS021270301030

Was any failure found?

Replace DPR.
After replace, perform DPR manual regenera-
tion.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Perform a basic engine check using the ENGINE BASIC INSPEC-
TION SHEET. (Check the fuel injection amount, check the VNT
activate.)

NOYES

1. Perform DPR manual regeneration, and check succeeded.

NOYES

11 Inspect the coolant temperature sensor unit

E THW

SHTS021270301031

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor 
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the coolant temperature sensor.

12  Perform a basic engine check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13  DPR manual regeneration

Was DPR regeneration succeeded?

Procedure completed. Replace DPR.
After replace, perform DPR manual regenera-
tion.
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DTC: P2459
EN01H02127030602016185

P2459: Frequent regeneration
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• ECU constantly calculate and accumulate the amount of soot deposit from the engine.

• Moreover, based on the accumulated amount, the regeneration interval is determined.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure is detected for DPR prescribed regeneration interval.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine must not be stopped.

• Calculated amount of DPR filter soot buildup ≥ regeneration threshold value.
(2) Judgement criteria

• There was a difference between the actual amount of soot deposit calculation and the ideal amount of soot
deposit calculation.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored and DPR-related memory is reset.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in the soot calculation area, such as the atmospheric pressure sensor, within ECU is suspected.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2459

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P2459 has been
detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301032

Has a DTC other than P2459 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.
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1. Erase the trouble history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Make sure the engine ECU main relay is OFF in HINO DX Ⅱ . (This
cuts off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the engine
ECU.)

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if DTC has been detected.

NOYES

2 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS021270301033

Has DTC P2459 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2463
EN01H02127030602016186

P2463: DPF clogged
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• ECU constantly calculate and accumulate the amount of soot deposit from the engine.
Moreover, based on the accumulated amount, the regeneration mode is determined.

<Description of malfunction>

• Operation is not completed according to DPR manual regeneration request.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judge when soot deposit accumulated by ECU reaches the warning level judgment value (5.0 g/L).

• The calculated soot deposit is 247% or more of the regeneration threshold.
(Automatic regeneration was not completed for some reason. Then, the DPR light blinked, but manual regen-
eration was not performed. Or manual regeneration was attempted, but the regeneration did not start and the
vehicle continued to be driven.)

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• The DPR light continued to blink, but manual regeneration was not performed.

• The DPR light did not blink.

- Check for a burned-out meter bulb. (OK if the indicator illuminates when the switch is turned ON while the engine
is not running with the key ON.)

• Conditions were not met and regeneration was not completed.

[Confirmation points for judgment]

• The DPR light continued to blink, but manual regeneration was not performed.

Since the regeneration condition (idle condition) may not be met, check the following:

- Inspect the neutral switch, accelerator switch system and vehicle speed sensor system.

- Check for disconnection in the DPR switch.

- PTO signal ON or unresponsive return of external accelerator.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2463

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P244B has been
detected.

NOYES

1. The engine start.

2. Check the blinking of the DPF indicator light in the combination
meter and the DPR switch light.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301034

Have DTCs other than P2463 been detected?

Go to the diagnosis procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the manual regeneration request (DPR light continued to blink).

Is DPR light blinked?

Go to step 4. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the combination meter connector (looseness, poor con-
tact).

2. Check for broken bulb.

3. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

1. Check that the parking brake is on and the gear is in neutral or P
range. Start the engine.

2. Press the DPR switch to start a manual DPR regeneration.

NOYES

3 Inspect DPF indicator light

SHTS021270301035

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Go to step 4.

Go to step 4.

4  Manual regeneration start

Has manual regeneration been started?

Go to step 5. Go to step 7.
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1. Check if the regeneration normally completes. (Do not activate the
accelerator or change the gear position. Or, the regeneration will
be aborted.)

2. The regeneration is complete if idling speed returns to normal and
the number of the soot bars in the meter returns to 0.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Check if any DTC other than P2463 has been detected.

NOYES

5  Perform a manual regeneration

Has manual regeneration been ended normally?

Inspection procedure Go to step 6.

6 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301036

Has DTC other than P2463 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 7.
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1. Inspect the DPR switch connector (looseness, poor contact).

2. Inspect the switch unit.

3. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

1. Inspect the neutral connector (looseness, poor contact).

2. Inspect the switch unit.

3. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

7 Inspect DPR switch 

SHTS021270301037

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty parts.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the neutral switch

SHTS021270301038

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Go to step 9.
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1. Inspect the accelerator switch (looseness, poor contact).

2. Inspect the switch unit.

3. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

1. Inspect the PTO switch connector (looseness, poor contact).

2. Check the PTO input signal.

3. Inspect the switch unit.

4. Inspect the harness for disconnections and short-circuits.

NOYES

9 Inspect the accelerator switch

Accelerator switch

SHTS021270301039

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the PTO signal

T/M
PTO

SHTS021270301040

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Go to step 11.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] on HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Select [PTO accelerator sensor position] and [PTO accelerator
sensor voltage] from the [Data monitor Setting] and check that you
do not have a sensor signal output of more than 5% when the
accelerator sensor is at 0% position (Accelerator pedal not oper-
ated).

NOYES

11 Inspect the external accelerator signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after repair or replace.

Replace the engine ECU.
Back to step 4, and perform a manual regen-
eration after replace.
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DTC: P246F
EN01H02127030602016187

P246F: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [at engine start]

1. Technical description

• The function of the DPR is to regenerate PM, which raises the exhaust gas temperature.

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is 10 V – 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The difference between the engine coolant temperature and intake air temperature is 10 C {50 F}or less
within 10 seconds after the engine start.

• The difference between the engine coolant temperatures before the engine start and at present is 20 C {68
F} or more.

• Engine coolant temperature is at least -10 C {-14 F}.

• Intake air temperature is at least -10 C {-14 F}
(2) Judgement criteria

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC1 inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DOC2 outlet) is at least 70 C {158 F}, and difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet)
and exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is at least 70 C {158 F}, and difference between exhaust
gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) and exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) stays more than 70 C
{158 F}.
The conditions described above remain for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC outlet):

• Disconnected sensor or sensing unit failure (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply
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P246F: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) - rationality
INFORMATION [at engine running]

1. Technical description

• The function of the DPR is to regenerate PM, which raises the exhaust gas temperature.

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• The exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• At least 10 seconds has elapsed since engine was started.

• The exhaust gas flow rate is 120 kg/h or more and the accumulation is 2 kg or more.

• Cumulative exhaust gas flow amount of 15 kg or more with after regeneration.

After the above:

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V – 16 V.

• The engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.

• The difference between the engine coolant temperature and intake air temperature is more than 10 C {50 F}.

• Exhaust gas flow rate ≥ 120 kg/h.

• Engine speed ≥ 1,000 r/min.

• Fuel injection amount ≥ 30 mm3/st.cyl.

In addition, the following conditions continue for at least 10 seconds:

• Engine speed variation is within 625 r/min.

• Fuel injection rate variation is within 625 mm3/st. sec

• Vehicle speed ≥ 18.8 mile/h.
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(2) Judgement criteria

• Difference between the calculated exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) and actual exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor (DPF inlet) stays less than 100 C {212 F}, and difference between the calculated exhaust
gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) and actual exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) stays more
than 100 C {212 F}. 
The conditions described above remain for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC outlet):

• Disconnected sensor or sensing unit failure (due to dirt, clogging, damage, etc.)

• Abnormal sensor resistance

• Malfunction of engine ECU sensor power supply
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P246F

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P246F has been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet) connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301043

Has a DTC other than P246F been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) unit

E2THC0

SHTS021270301044

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF outlet)
THC0 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) vehicle
side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.
(Do not connect harness to the ECU)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspect the sensor power supply

THC0E2

SHTS021270301045

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF outlet) vehi-
cle side connector
THC0 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Go to step 6.

6 Inspect for short-circuit of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) harness

B
V46

V57

SHTS021270301046

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground
THC0 (V57) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connec-
tor.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P246F has been detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) harness

B
V46

V57

SHTS021270301047

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EP1 (V46) – 
THC0 (V57)

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301048

Has DTC P246F been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2470 and P2471
EN01H02127030602016188

P2470: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) consistently detects exhaust gas temperature.

• A reading taken by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) remains less than 0.063 V (1,165 C {2,129 F})
for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or damaged)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Short-circuit in the sensor
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P2471: Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) consistently detects exhaust gas temperature.

• A reading taken by the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) is used to control DPR regeneration.

<Description of malfunction>

• Exhaust gas temperature cannot be correctly recognized.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Intake air temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or higher.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) remains at 4.958 V or higher (-46 C {-50.8 F} or
lower) for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

Exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet):

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Abnormal resistance of sensor

• Failure in engine ECU sensor power supply

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Short-circuit in the sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2470 and P2471

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet) connector (looseness or poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and connect the sen-
sor securely.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) unit

E2THC0

SHTS021270301051

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF outlet)
THC0 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the sensor power supply

THC0E2

SHTS021270301052

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF outlet) vehi-
cle side connector
THC0 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals and ground.

NOYES

5 Check short-circuit in wire harness of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

B
V46

V57

SHTS021270301053

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EP1 (V46) – 
Ground
THC0 (V57) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connec-
tor.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform engine warm up. (engine coolant temperature: 80 C {176
F} or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if the DTC (P2470 or P2471) has been
detected.

NOYES

6 Check disconnection in wire harness of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

B
V46

V57

SHTS021270301054

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness)
EP1 (V46) – THC0 
(V57)

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301055

Has DTC (P2470 or P2471) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P24A0
EN01H02127030602016189

P24A0: Abnormality in regeneration FB (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected abnormally low temperature (the value that is too low) at the DPF inlet during DPR
regeneration.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Determined during completion of DPR regeneration with the engine running.

• The exhaust gas flow rate is 150 kg/h or more.

• The engine revolution is 1,000 r/min or more.

• The fuel injection quantity is 30 mm3/st or more.

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) is 260 C {500 F} or more.

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is 450 C {842 F} or more.
And, the conditions described below remain for 30 seconds.

• A change in the engine revolution is 625 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in the fuel injection quantity is 625 mm3/sec/st or less.

• The vehicle speed is 18.8 mile/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The difference between the target temperature for DPR regeneration and the temperature detected at the
exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is 130 C {266 F} or less, and the difference between the pre-
dicted temperature of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) and the target temperature for DPR
regeneration is 130 C {266 F} or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of the fuel dosing valve

• Improper installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet), malfunction of the sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P24A0

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and check DTC P24A0.

• P20D8, P242B, P242D

NOYES

1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector
for improper connection (improper fitting and defective contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301056

Is any DTC other than P24A0 detected?

Perform the relevant DTC-specific trouble-
shooting.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) for
improper installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) for dirt, clogging, and damage.

NOYES

1. Using the diagnostic system, clear the malfunction history.

2. Perform a DPR forced regeneration.

3. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and check DTC P24A0.

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly. 
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 4.

4 Check the DTC detected 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301057

Has DTC P024A0 been detected?

Replace the fuel dosing valve. Procedure completed.
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DTC: P24A1
EN01H02127030602016190

P24A1: Abnormality in regeneration FB (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected abnormally low temperature (the value that is too low) at the DPF inlet during DPR
regeneration.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Determined during completion of DPR regeneration with the engine running.

• The exhaust gas flow rate is 150 kg/h or more.

• The engine revolution is 1000 r/min or more.

• The fuel injection quantity is 30 mm3/st or more.

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DOC2 inlet) is 260 C {500 F} or more.

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is 450 C {842 F} or more.
And, the conditions described below remain for 30 seconds.

• A change in the engine revolution is 625 r/min/sec or less.

• A change in the fuel injection quantity is 625 mm3/sec/st or less.

• The vehicle speed is 18.8 mile/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The difference between the target temperature for DPR regeneration and the temperature detected at the
exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) is 100 C {212 F} or less, and the difference between the pre-
dicted temperature of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) and the target temperature for DPR
regeneration is 100 C {212 F} or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of the fuel dosing valve

• Malfunction of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P24A1

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and check DTC P24A1.

• P20CF, P242B, P242C

NOYES

1. Using the diagnostic system, clear the malfunction history.

2. Perform a DPR forced regeneration.

3. After completion of regeneration, on the screen of the diagnostic
system, select [Engine] and check DTC P24A1.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301058

Is any DTC other than P24A1 detected?

Perform the relevant DTC-specific trouble-
shooting.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301059

Has DTC P24A1 been detected?

Replace the fuel dosing valve. Procedure completed.
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DTC: P24A2
EN01H02127030602016191

P24A2: Excessive fuel dosing quantity
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU monitors accumulate post fuel injection quantity at DPR regeneration.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the engine is in operation
(2) Judgement criteria

• Accumulate post fuel injection quantity exceeds 2,000 cc.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DPR regeneration prohibited.

• Aftertreatment long idling control.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Exhaust gas leakage

• DPR filter damage

• Abnormality in fuel injection quantity

• Improper adjustment of exhaust brake valve

• Malfunction of EGR valve

• Malfunction of VNT actuator

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P24A2

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if any below DTC other than P24A2 has
been detected.

• P0005, P0006, P0007, P20D8, P20CE

NOYES

1. Check the oil level gauge and make sure the engine oil quantity is
within the stipulated value.

2. Check the engine oil condition (dirt, viscosity).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301060

Has DTC other than P24A2 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the engine oil level

Oil level gauge

FULL ADD

Engine damage will occur.

Gauge end

Rivet

Preferred level

SHTS021270301061

Was any failure found?

Adjust the engine oil quantity according so
that it is within the stipulated value.
Change the oil if it is dirty.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check for exhaust pipe crack, exhaust gas leak (soot contamina-
tion) and improper coupling flange tightening.

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust pipe

EXHAUST PIPE 
(ATC)

EXHAUST PIPE 
(ATC) EXHAUST BRAKE

BRACKET

CLAMP

SHTS021270301062

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the exhaust pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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Check the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation.

1. Start the engine

2. Select [Injection quantity] from the [Data monitor and Active test]
and measure the amount of fuel injection.

3. Select [Engine revolution] from the [Data monitor Setting] and
measure the rotational fluctuation.

NOYES

4 Inspect the injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301063
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    NE Rotational fluctuation
@1,500 r/min (measurement by HINO-DX II)

SHTS021270301064

Measurement conditions

• Engine revolution: 1,500 r/min 

• No-load

• T/M shift lever: Neutral position

• A/C off and Air compressor un-operating

• Engine coolant temperature: more than 80 C {176 F}

Standard values

Type of

AT

Q (mm3/st)

5.0q

Do the measurements meet the standard value?
(Both the injection quantity and the rotational fluctuation are within the standard values)

Go to step 5. Replace the faulty injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Detect of a change in the injection quantity between while the
exhaust brake is working and when it is not actuated.

2. Turn OFF the devices that place load on the engine, such as the
air conditioner and PTO.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Adjust the engine revolution to 980 r/min by using the idling

volume. (For vehicles without the idling volume, adjust the
engine revolution to 980 r/min by using [Data monitor and
Active test] for the diagnostic system.)

(2) Select [Engine] on the screen of the diagnostic system.
(3) Select [Injection quantity] from [Data monitor and Active test].
(4) Turn ON/OFF the exhaust brake switch, and check the differ-

ence between the injection quantity of the injector while the
exhaust brake is working and the injection quantity when the
exhaust brake is not actuated.

NOYES

5 Inspect the exhaust brake valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301066

Measurement
conditions

Standard values

• Engine revolution: 980 r/
min

• Engine coolant tempera-
ture: 80 C {176 F} or 
more

• Turn OFF the air condi-
tioner, PTO, and other 
devices that place load on 
the engine.

10 – 18 mm3/st

Is the measured value within the standard values? (There shall be a change in the injection quan-
tity between while the exhaust brake is working and when it is not actuated.)

Go to step 6. Adjust the butterfly opening of the exhaust
brake.
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1. Stop engine.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Inspection Menu] and then [EGR inspection] from the
menu, then inspect the response delay at the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [EGR opening UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target EGR position
and Actual EGR position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The EGR opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

6 Check the response delay of the EGR valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270301067

Standard values

From the Target EGR position to the Actual EGR position, 
the response delay should be within 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] from the menu, then inspect the
response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual VNT posi-
tion.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

7 Check the response delay of the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270301068

Standard values

From the Target VNT position to the Actual VNT position, 
the response delay should be within 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) for
improper installation.

2. Check the sensing area of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet) for dirt, clogging, and damage.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet).

NOYES

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF inlet) unit

E2THC1

SHTS021270301069

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(DPF inlet)
THC1 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122 F}: 
7.9 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.5 – 6.5 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Remove the DPR filter and check if there is no soot, damages or
other abnormalities at its end.

NOYES

1. Perform DPR manual regeneration, and check succeeded.

NOYES

10 Inspect the DPR filter

Damage

SHTS021270301070

Soot leakage

SHTS021270301071

Was any failure found?

Replace the DPR filter.
After replace, perform DPR manual regenera-
tion.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.

11  DPR manual regeneration

Was DPR regeneration succeeded.

Procedure completed. Replace DPR.
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DTC: P2562
EN01H02127030602016192

P2562: Nozzle position sensor failure range (High level) 
(VNT actuator position sensor performance invalid)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator steplessly operates the nozzle via the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) and controls turbine speed
and boost pressure.

• The VNT actuator (LEA) has a position sensor and constantly monitors the target opening and the actual opening.

• Wiping operation is carried out when the engine is stopped and the soot, oil, and other impurities accumulated in
the vane working range are removed. Also, the turbocharger mechanical working range is checked for trouble.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine speed is 500 r/min or more or the engine stops for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition and starter key "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

Position sensor failure When faulty output value from sensor is measured continue for 1 second.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270301072
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Actuator internal sensor failure

• Controller internal failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2562

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if any DTC other than P2562 (for exam-
ple U010C) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P2562 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301073

Has a DTC other than P2562 (for example U010C) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC.
Go to step 2 after replacement.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301074

Has DTC P2562 been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector connecting the VNT actuator and VNT
controller and then securely re-connect it.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if P2562 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position. 

2. Replace the VNT controller with a new one.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

5. Set the starter key to the "OFF" position.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

7. Select [Engine] and check if P2562 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the connector connection [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Has DTC P2562 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
(Poor contact of the connector)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4  Replace the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301075

Has DTC P2562 been detected?

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P259E
EN01H02127030602016193

P259E: Nozzle operating range failure - NARROW 
(VNT actuator wiping error (too narrow range))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator steplessly operates the nozzle via the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) and controls turbine speed
and boost pressure.

• The VNT actuator (LEA) has a position sensor and constantly monitors the target opening and the actual opening.

• Wiping operation is carried out when the engine is stopped and the soot, oil, and other impurities accumulated in
the vane working range are removed. Also, the turbocharger mechanical working range is checked for trouble.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "LOCK".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and key is turned LOCK.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

1. Wiping failure When a wiping operating range narrower than Lo range is detected 2 times.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270301076
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• VNT link is stuck or cannot operate due to rust, etc.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P259E

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P259E has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Check if any DTC other than P259E (for example, U010C) has
been detected.

HINT
Due to CAN communication failures, P259E may have been
detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301077

Has DTC P259E been detected?

Go to step 2. Go to step 5.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301078

Has a DTC other than P259E been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.
After repair, go to step 3.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Check if any DTC other than P259E (for example, U010C) has
been detected.

NOYES

1. Remove EGR cooler for checking the turbocharger.

2. Check the turbocharger external appearance and make sure no
foreign substances are trapped around the link.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected 3 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301079

Has a DTC other than P259E been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the turbocharger external appearance

SHTS021270301080

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substance, and go to step 6. Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Remove EGR cooler for checking the turbocharger.

2. Check the turbocharger external appearance and make sure no
foreign substances are trapped around the link.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P259E has been detected.
HINT
Turn the key LOCK and ON verifies the wiping operation of the
VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

5 Check the turbocharger external appearance

SHTS021270301081

Was any failure found?

Remove foreign substance, and go to step 7. Go to step 7.

6 Check the operation of the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301082

Measurement conditions

Starter key: LOCK  ON

Has DTC P259E been detected?

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] from the menu, then inspect the
response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual VNT posi-
tion.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

7 Check the response delay of the VNT controller

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270301083

Standard values

From the Target VNT position to the Actual VNT position, 
the response delay should be within 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P259F
EN01H02127030602016194

P259F: Nozzle operating range failure -WIDE (VNT actuator wiping error (too wide range))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The VNT actuator steplessly operates the nozzle via the LEA (Linear Electric Actuator) and controls turbine speed
and boost pressure.

• The VNT actuator (LEA) has a position sensor and constantly monitors the target opening and the actual opening.

• Wiping operation is carried out when the engine is stopped and the soot, oil, and other impurities accumulated in
the vane working range are removed. Also, the turbocharger mechanical working range is checked for trouble.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "LOCK".

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The engine is stopped, or the engine speed remains at 500 r/min or more for 5 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

Item Details (Reference)

1. Wiping failure When a wiping operating range wider than HI range is detected 2 times.

POWER
(12V) Power 

supply block

CAN I/F 
block 

EEPROM 

Micro 
computer

LEA

Motor driver I/F block 

High side 

Low side FET 

GND

CAN-H
CAN-L

Target position 
information and 
diagnosis result data 
communication 
terminal  

MOTOR (U)

P/S (POWER)

DC Brushless 
motor

Position sensor 
(Hall IC)

P/S (GND)

P/S (U, V, and W)

P/S (U+, V+, and W+)

Over current 
protection block

Position sensor 
I/F block

MOTOR (V)

MOTOR (W)

SHTS021270301084
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection of external link
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P259F

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Check if any DTC other than P259F (for example, U010C) has
been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if P259F has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301085

Has a DTC other than P259F been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.
After repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 3.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301086

Has DTC P259F been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P259F has been detected.
HINT
Turn the key LOCK and ON verifies the wiping operation of the
VNT actuator (DC motor).

NOYES

3 Check operation of VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301087

Measurement conditions

Starter key: LOCK  ON

Has DTC P259F been detected?

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Select [Inspection Menu] from the menu, then inspect the
response delay at the Target VNT position and Actual VNT posi-
tion.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid dam-
ages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [VNT inspection].
(3) Select [Start inspection].
(4) Select [VNT UP]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 0 to 90%.

(5) Select [VNT DOWN]:

• Inspect the response delay at each step of the Target VNT position
and Actual VNT position from 90 to 0%.

HINT
The VNT opening position changes of around 10% per step
between 0 – 90%.

NOYES

4 Check the response delay of the VNT controller 2

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS021270301088

Standard values

From the Target VNT position to the Actual VNT position, 
the response delay should be within 3 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the turbocharger.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2635
EN01H02127030602016195

P2635: Fuel Pump Low Flow/Performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Excessively high common rail pressure (this duration varies depending on the engine speed) is detected.

<Description of malfunction>

• Supply pump was exposed to abnormally high pressure.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

• Common rail pressure sensor; no malfunction.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Common rail pressure ≥ threshold map

• 60 sec continue

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the key is turned LOCK.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF

$XW (PC2S)

(E1)

X85
XZG
Z70
$XV

(PCR1)
(VC1)

(E2)
(PCR2)

(VC2)

Z72
XZH

(VC2)
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(E2)
(VC)
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(E1)
(PC1S)

XG2

EBJ
EBH
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EBL
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15mA

15mA

Common rail
pressure sensor

Engine ECU

SHTS021270301089
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Supply pump failure

• Malfunction of engine ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2635

1. Inspect the start of the engine.

NOYES

1. Check if fuel is leaking or seeping out of the supply pump.

NOYES

1 Inspect the start of the engine

Does the engine start?

Go to step 4. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the supply pump

SUPPLY PUMP

SHTS021270301091

Was any failure found?

Replace the supply pump, and go to step 4
after replacement.

Go to step 3.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine].

4. Select [Actual common rail pressure] and [Target common rail
pressure] in [Data monitor and Active test].

5. Start the engine while checking the common rail pressure.

NOYES

1. Check the pre fuel filter.

• Has the replacement period expired?

• Is it dirty, damaged, or clogged?

• Is it a genuine Hino part?

NOYES

3  Function check of supply pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Idling

Starter  (Engine starting) Hour

C
om

m
on

 r
ai

l p
re

ss
ur

e 222MP

The pressure limiter is 
open reducing the pressure.

Actual common rail pressure
Specified common rail pressure

SHTS021270301092
Standard values

The actual common rail pressure rises and stabilizes at a 
constant value.

Was any failure found?

Replace the supply pump, go to step 4 after
replacement.

Contact the Hino national service manager.

4 Inspect the pre fuel filter

SHTS021270301093

Was any failure found?

Replace the pre fuel filter element, and go to
step 5.

Go to step 10.
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1. Check if the fuel pipe and hose between the fuel tank and fuel filter
are clogged, punctured, or bent.

2. Make sure the fuel pipe joint bolts are not loose.

NOYES

1. Check if the breather hose is clogged, punctured, or bent.

2. Make sure the check valve is functioning normally.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel tank feed pipe is not clogged.

NOYES

5 Inspect the fuel pipe and hose

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 6.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the fuel tank breather

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 7.

Go to step 7.

7 Inspect the fuel tank feed pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 8.

Go to step 8.
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1. Drain fuel out of the fuel tank and check if there are foreign objects
inside the tank.

NOYES

1. Make sure the gauze filter (built into the supply pump) is not
clogged.

NOYES

1. Make sure the fuel high-pressure pipe is not leaking fuel.

NOYES

8 Inspect the fuel tank

Was any failure found?

Remove the foreign object and clean the fuel
tank, then go to step 9.

Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the supply pump gauze filter

Was any failure found?

Clean the gauze filter, and go to step 10. Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the fuel high-pressure pipe

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 11.

Go to step 11.
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1. Make sure the fuel filter is not clogged.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the SCV connector (looseness or short-
circuit).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the common rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (looseness or short-circuit).

NOYES

11 Inspect the fuel filter

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 12.

Go to step 12.

12 Inspect the SCV connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 13.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 14.

Go to step 14.
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1. Disconnect the connector of the common rail pressure sensor.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the common rail pressure sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine].

3. Select [NE sensor active flag], [G sensor active flag] in [Data mon-
itor and Active test].

4. Start the engine and confirm that the engine main speed sensor
(NE) and sub speed sensor (G) operate (stay ON) continuously.

NOYES

14 Inspect the common rail pressure sensor power supply

E2VC2

SHTS021270301094

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Common rail pres-
sure sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VC2 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 15. Repair the common rail pressure sensor and
then go to step 15.

15 Inspect the engine speed main sensor (crankshaft position sensor)

SHTS021270301095

Was any failure found?

Check the faulty sensor and repair or replace
if as needed.
After inspection, go to step 16.

Go to step 16.
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1. Check if the fuel return pipe and hose are clogged.

NOYES

16 Inspect the fuel return pipe and hose

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part. Contact the Hino national service manager.
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DTC: P268A and P2696
EN01H02127030602016196

P268A: Fuel injector adjustment data error
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The fuel injection rate is controlled by operation of the injector magnetic valve according to the injector valve-open
interval instructions from the engine ECU. In order to correct for injector manufacturing variations, however, a varia-
tion correction value (injector correction value) is measured, and then written into the engine ECU, during the injec-
tor manufacturing process.

<Description of malfunction>

• Faulty injector correction value is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Correction data was not written in the engine ECU.

• Wrong correction data was written in the engine ECU.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Either of the two above detection conditions continues for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Just after restoration to normal condition

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

DST-i

Engine ECU

Connector

QR CODE reader

Computer

New injector

Engine type code

QR CODE

QR CODE

Injector

SHTS021270301096
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Data do not match correction data registered with the server.

• Correction data insertion error (Only when inserting the data by hand).

• Engine ECU failure
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P2696: Fuel injector adjustment data error
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The fuel injection rate is controlled by operation of the injector magnetic valve according to the injector valve-open-
ing interval instructions from the engine ECU. In order to correct for injector manufacturing variations, however, a
variation correction value (injector correction value) is measured, and then written into the engine ECU, during the
injector manufacturing process.

<Description of malfunction>

• Faulty injector correction value is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Injector correction data inside the engine ECU abnormal.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any of the above detection conditions continues for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

Engine ECU

Connector

DST-i

QR CODE reader

Computer

New injector

Engine type code

QR CODE

QR CODE

Injector

SHTS021270301097
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Data do not match correction data registered with the server.

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P268A and P2696

1. Check injector replaced record.

NOYES

1. Re-input the registration QR code date of the service server.

2. Erase the DTC memory, and check again DTC code. Check that
(P268A or P2696) has not been displayed.

NOYES

1 Check the injector replace record

Does the injector have a replacement record?

Go to step 3. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the QR code [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301098

Has DTC (P268A or P2696) been detected?

Go to step 3. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Read the QR code date of the injectors using HINO DX Ⅱ , re-input
QR code date.

2. Erase the DTC memory, and check again DTC code. Check that
(P268A or P2696) has not been displayed.

NOYES

3 Inspect the QR code [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301099

Has DTC (P268A or P2696) been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P26C8
EN01H02127030602016197

P26C8: Vehicle system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine ECU detected malfunction in the vehicle control system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –
(2) Judgement criteria

• –

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal status is resumed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• –
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P26C8

1. Set the Starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the screen of the diagnosis system, select [Engine], and read
the detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301100

Has DTC P26C8 been detected?

Go to DTC-specific troubleshooting for the
vehicle control system.

Procedure completed.
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DTC: P2BA9
EN01H02127030602016198

P2BA9: Insufficient Reagent Quality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Poor DEF quality is determined by the DEF quality sensor, which measures the DEF concentration and determines
its quality.

<Description of malfunction>

• Poor DEF quality is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

[Normal conditions]

Conditions below continue for 10 seconds:

• Starter key "ON".

• DEF tank level > 25%

• DEF tank temperature 1 > -5 C {23 F}

• DEF tank temperature 2 > -5 C {23 F}

• [DEF tank temperature 1 - temperature 2] < 15 C {59 F}

• Exhaust gas temperature (DPF inlet), coolant temperature, and DEF tank temperature 2 is no greater than 15
C {59 F}.

• DEF pump is not operating.

• There is no record of vehicle speed > 2 km/h.

• At the last starter key "LOCK", the DEF level was 80% or less. In addition, the difference between the DEF
tank level at the last starter key "LOCK" and current level is less than 20%.

• There is no record of transmission being in any gear other than neutral.

• There is no record of malfunction determination after key has been turned ON.

•  32 V > Battery voltage > 11 V

• DEF tank sensor is working normally.

• There is no interruption between DEF tank sensor and CAN.

[After malfunction is detected]

• DEF has been refilled with the starter key "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The average value of DEF concentration over 10 seconds is below the standard value.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• SVS light: ON (DEF quality malfunction lamp)

• Low power light: ON

• Engine output is restricted.

• Vehicle speed is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Vehicle does not speed up.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal DEF concentration

• Dirt or foreign substance inside DEF tank

• DEF quality sensor failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2BA9

1. Check the DEF concentration.

NOYES

1. Remove the DEF tank from the vehicle.

2. Remove the DEF quality sensor from the DEF tank.

3. Drain the DEF solution from the DEF tank and check the tank inte-
rior for the presence of foreign substances.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF

Standard values

Concentration: 32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the DEF.
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF solution through the tank
drain with the starter key "ON", and then
refill the tank with at least 5 liters (1.3 gal-
lons) of DEF solution. 
Afterward, drive the vehicle and confirm that
the problem does not recur under driving
conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2 Inspect the DEF tank

Was any failure found?

Remove the foreign substances and clean
the DEF tank interior.

! CAUTION
 

Use fresh water or a diluted DEF solution to
clean the DEF tank interior.

Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the DEF quality sensor.

NOYES

1. Temporarily install the DEF quality sensor in the DEF tank and
mount the tank on the vehicle. (This makes it possible to connect
the DEF quality sensor connector.)

2. Fill the tank with the standard concentration of DEF solution.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if DTC P2BA9 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DEF quality sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit of the DEF quality
sensor.
Go to step 4.

Go to step 4.

4 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU)

SHTS021270301102

Has DTC P2BA9 been detected?

Replace the DEF quality sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U0073
EN01H02127030602016199

U0073: Engine ECU CAN communication bus for Emission control system - bus off
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal engine CAN communication (bus off) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Buss off condition continues for 96 ms or longer.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN communication harness failure (disconnection, short-circuit or terminating resistance)

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Failure of unit connected to the engine CAN

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0073

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".
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DTC: U010A
EN01H02127030602016200

U010A: Engine ECU CAN communication (EGR valve control)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication with EGR control and engine ECU is interrupted.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The engine ECU does not receive CAN data from the EGR controller for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the key is turned LOCK.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit failure (engine CAN)

• EGR controller failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U010A

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs are detected.

• U0073, U010C, U010E, U029D, U029E, U02A2
HINT
Due to CAN communication failures, P0045 may have been
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the joint connector J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301105

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U010A has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301106

Has DTC U010A been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN #2 terminal and the EGR controller #2 EGRH termi-
nal.

NOYES

4 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller

#2#2

SHTS021270301107

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN 
vehicle side con-
nector – EGR con-
troller vehicle side 
connector
#2 – #2

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR con-
troller.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN #4 terminal and the EGR controller #1 terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if U010A has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller

#1

#4

SHTS021270301108

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN 
vehicle side con-
nector – EGR con-
troller vehicle side 
connector
#4 – #1

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR con-
troller.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301109

Has DTC U010A been detected?

Replace the EGR controller.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U010C
EN01H02127030602016201

U010C: VNT actuator CAN communication error
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication between the VNT controller and engine ECU is interrupted.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When CAN data from the VNT controller is not received by the engine ECU for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit failure (engine CAN)

• VNT controller failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U010C

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs are detected.

• U0073, U010A, U010E, U029D, U029E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301111

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U010C has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301112

Has DTC U010C been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN2 #1 terminal and the VNT controller #4 VNTH termi-
nal.

NOYES

4 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller

#4

#1

SHTS021270301113

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 
vehicle side con-
nector – VNT con-
troller vehicle side 
connector
#1 – #4

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT con-
troller.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN2 #3 terminal and the VNT controller #3 terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if U010C has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller

#3

#3

SHTS021270301114

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 
vehicle side con-
nector – VNT con-
troller vehicle side 
connector
#3 – #3

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT con-
troller.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301115

Has DTC U010C been detected?

Replace the VNT controller.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U010E
EN01H02127030602016202

U010E: Engine ECU CAN communication (DeNOx ECU)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• The CAN communication between the DCU and engine ECU has interrupted.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The engine ECU has not received CAN data from the DCU for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Several diagnoses are produced because of failure of main CAN communication harness.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN communication harness failure (looseness and poor connection)

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• DCU failure

• Engine ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U010E

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs have been detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029D, U029E, U0073, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector common rail CAN J/
C3 and DCU connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301117

Have the CAN communication system DTCs been detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U010E has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C DEF SSR and DCU (53P) connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C DEF SSR %DB terminal and the DCU vehicle side connector
(53P) CAH0 terminal.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301118

Has DTC U010E been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET

GND4
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+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

%DB

CAH0

SHTS021270301119

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C DEF SSR – 
DCU vehicle side 
connector (53P)
%DB – CAH0

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_Sensor %DB terminal and the DCU vehicle side connec-
tor (53P) CAL0 terminal.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU

TE1B
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LF1

TE2B
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TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
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GND2
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LF6

CAL0
LEZ

%DG

CAL0

SHTS021270301120

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C DEF SSR – 
DCU vehicle side 
connector (53P)
%DB – CAL0

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the J/C DEF SSR connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Connect the signal check harness, and use the electrical tester to
measure the voltage between the terminals of the DCU.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect DCU (53P) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] and check if U010E has been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DCU power supply

GND1
+B3

SHTS021270301121

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DCU vehicle side 
connector (53P)
+B3 – GND1

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Check the DCU power supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Inspect the DCU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301122

Has DTC U010E been detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U0293
EN01H02127030602016203

U0293: CAN Bus-Line Open From HV
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a CAN communication failure of HV system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN bus off state is continued for more than 96 ms.

3. Reset condition

• After restoration to normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV system failure

• Disconnection or short-circuit of the CAN communication circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0293

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs are detected.

• U1001, U110A

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_CAN1 (10P) and
HV PCU connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301124

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U0293 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and HV PCU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P) #5 terminal and the HV PCU vehicle side connec-
tor #8 (CA1H) terminal.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301125

Has DTC U0293 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.

4 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_CAN1 (10P) and HV PCU (Failure Site 4)

#8
#5

SHTS021270301126

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P) – 
HV PCU vehicle 
side connector
#5 – #8 (CA1H)

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_CAN1 (10P) and HV PCU.
Repair or replace the harness.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P) #10 terminal and the HV PCU vehicle side connec-
tor #9 (CA1L) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and HV PCU connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if U0293 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_CAN1 (10P) and HV PCU (Failure Site 4)

#9#10

SHTS021270301127

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P) – 
HV PCU vehicle 
side connector
#10 – #9 (CA1L)

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C_CAN1 (10P) and HV PCU.
Repair or replace the harness.

6 Inspect the HV system [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301128

Has DTC U0293 been detected?

Inspect the HV system. Procedure completed.
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DTC: U029D (DIESEL)
EN01H02127030602016204

U029D: Engine ECU CAN communication (NOx sensor (SCR upstream))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The NOx sensor 1 (control part) is responsible for the CAN communication with the DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication failure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Disconnection between NOx sensor 1 (SCR inlet) and CAN bus line is detected for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Multiple DTC are detected because of failure of main CAN communication harness.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit disconnection or short-circuit (engine CAN)

• NOx sensor 1 (control part) failure

• Controller power supply system failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U029D

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs are detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_CAN_Diesel and
NOx sensor 1 connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301130

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION
LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL
SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

NOx sensor 1

Muffler

SHTS021270301131

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals in the NOx sensor 1 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (GND line)

GND
GND

SHTS021270301132

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle side con-
nector
GND – GND

Continuity exists

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS021270301133

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle side con-
nector
VCC – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U029D has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN_Diesel #1 terminal and the NOx sensor 1 CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301134

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_CAN_diesel and NOx sensor 1

CANH

#1

SHTS021270301135

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN_Diesel 
vehicle side con-
nector – NOx sen-
sor 1 vehicle side 
connector
#1 – CANH

Less than 1  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sen-
sor 1.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN_Diesel #4 terminal and the NOx sensor 1 CANL terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sensor 1 connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if U029D has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sensor 1

CANL

#4

SHTS021270301136

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN_Diesel 
vehicle side con-
nector – NOx sen-
sor 1 vehicle side 
connector
#4 – CANL

Less than 1  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sen-
sor 1.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301137

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U029D (HYBRID)
EN01H02127030602016205

U029D: Engine ECU CAN communication (NOx sensor (SCR upstream))
INFORMATION 

1. Technical description

• The NOx sensor 1 (control part) is responsible for the CAN communication with the DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication failure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Disconnection between NOx sensor 1 (SCR inlet) and CAN bus line is detected for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Multiple DTC are detected because of failure of main CAN communication harness.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit disconnection or short-circuit (engine CAN)

• NOx sensor 1 (control part) failure

• Controller power supply system failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U029D

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs are detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_HV1 and NOx
sensor 1 connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301139

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION
LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL
SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

NOx sensor 1

Muffler

SHTS021270301140

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals in the NOx sensor 1 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (GND line)

GND
GND

SHTS021270301141

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle side con-
nector
GND – GND

Continuity exists

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS021270301142

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle side con-
nector
VCC – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U029D has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_HV1 and NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV1 #5 terminal and the NOx sensor 1 CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301143

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_HV1 and NOx sensor 1

CANH

#5

SHTS021270301144

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV1 vehicle 
side connector – 
NOx sensor 1 
vehicle side con-
nector
#5 – CANH

 Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_HV1 and NOx sensor 1.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV1 #10 terminal and the NOx sensor 1 CANL terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_HV1 and NOx sensor 1 connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if U029D has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_HV1 and NOx sensor 1

CANL

#10

SHTS021270301145

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV1 vehicle 
side connector – 
NOx sensor 1 
vehicle side con-
nector
#10 – CANL

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_HV1 and NOx sensor 1.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301146

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U029E (DIESEL)
EN01H02127030602016206

U029E: Engine ECU CAN communication (NOx sensor (SCR downstream))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx sensor 2 (control part) is connected via the DCU and CAN communication.

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication failure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Disconnection between NOx sensor 2 (SCR outlet) and CAN bus line is detected for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Multiple DTC are detected because of failure of main CAN communication harness.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit disconnection or short-circuit (engine CAN)

• NOx sensor 2 (control part) failure

• Controller power supply system failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U029E

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs are detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_CAN_Diesel and
NOx sensor 2 connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301148

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION
LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL
SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

NOx sensor 2

Muffler

SHTS021270301149

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the NOx sensor 2 vehicle side connector and ground.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (GND line)

GND

SHTS021270301150

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle side con-
nector – Ground
GND – Ground

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS021270301151

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle side con-
nector
VCC – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U029E has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN_Diesel #2 terminal and the NOx sensor 2 CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301152

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sensor 2

CANH

#2

SHTS021270301153

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN_Diesel 
vehicle side con-
nector – NOx sen-
sor 2 vehicle side 
connector
#2 – CANH

 Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sen-
sor 2.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN_Diesel #3 terminal and the NOx sensor 2 CANL terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sensor 2 connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P029E has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sensor 2

CANL

#3

SHTS021270301154

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN_Diesel 
vehicle side con-
nector – NOx sen-
sor 2 vehicle side 
connector
#3 – CANL

 Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sen-
sor 2.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301155

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U029E (HYBRID)
EN01H02127030602016207

U029E: Engine ECU CAN communication (NOx sensor (SCR downstream))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx sensor 2 (control part) is connected via the DCU and CAN communication.

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication failure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Disconnection between NOx sensor 2 (SCR outlet) and CAN bus line is detected for 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• – 

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Multiple DTC are detected because of failure of main CAN communication harness.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit disconnection or short-circuit (engine CAN)

• NOx sensor 2 (control part) failure

• Controller power supply system failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U029E

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs are detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_HV2 and NOx
sensor 2 connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301157

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION
LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL
SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

NOx sensor 2

Muffler

SHTS021270301158

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals in the NOx sensor 2 vehicle side connector and ground.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (GND line)

GND

SHTS021270301159

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle side con-
nector – Ground
GND – Ground

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS021270301160

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle side con-
nector
VCC – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U029E has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_HV2 and NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV2 #2 terminal and the NOx sensor 2 CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301161

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_HV2 and NOx sensor 2

CANH

#5

SHTS021270301162

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV2 vehicle 
side connector – 
NOx sensor 2 
vehicle side con-
nector
#2 – CANH

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_HV2 and NOx sensor 2.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV2 #10 terminal and the NOx sensor 2 CANL terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_HV2 and NOx sensor 2 connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P029E has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_HV2 and NOx sensor 2

CANL

#10

SHTS021270301163

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV2 vehicle 
side connector – 
NOx sensor 2 
vehicle side con-
nector
#10 – CANL

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_HV2 and NOx sensor 2.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301164

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U02A2
EN01H02127030602016208

U02A2: Engine ECU CAN communication (DEF tank sensor)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication with DEF sensor and engine ECU is interrupted.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is 10 V – 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The engine ECU does not receive CAN data from the DEF solution sensor for 30 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the key is turned LOCK.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit disconnection or short-circuit

• DEF sensor failure

• DEF sensor power supply/GND harness disconnection or short-circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U02A2

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs are detected.

• U0073, U010A, U010C, U010E, U029D, U029E

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the joint connector J/C DEF SSR and
DEF sensor connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301166

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U02A2 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
GND terminal in the DEF sensor vehicle side connector and
ground.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301167

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the DEF sensor harness (GND circuit)

GND

SHTS021270301168

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DEF sensor vehi-
cle side connec-
tor – Ground
GND – Ground

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Check the DEF sensor ground circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the DEF sensor vehicle side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C DEF SSR and DEF sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C DEF SSR %DC terminal and the DEF sensor CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspect the DEF sensor harness (Power supply circuit)

VCC GND

SHTS021270301169

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DEF sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VCC – GND

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Check the DEF sensor power supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C DEF SSR and DEF sensor

CANH
%DC

SHTS021270301170

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C DEF SSR 
vehicle side 
connector – DEF 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
%DC – CANH

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN H-
line between common rail_CAN_J/C1 and
DEF sensor.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C DEF SSR %DH terminal and the DEF sensor CANL terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C DEF SSR and DEF sensor connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if U02A2 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C DEF SSR and DEF sensor

CANH
%DH

SHTS021270301171

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C DEF SSR 
vehicle side 
connector – DEF 
sensor vehicle 
side connector
%DH – CANL

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C DEF SSR and DEF sensor.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301172

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Replace the DEF sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U0301
EN01H02127030602016209

U0301: Software Incompatibility With DeNOx ECU
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The suitable data set is selected in the DCU depending on the data set number transmitted from the engine ECU
via CAN.

• The DCU receives the data set number and checked if it matches the transmitted data set number.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Transmitted data set No. [not=] received data set No.

3. Reset condition

• –

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• –

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DCU fault
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0301

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Wait 1 minute and then set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the trouble history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Select [Engine] and check if U0301 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DCU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301174

Has DTC U0301 been detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
If DTC U0301 is not displayed again, existing
conditions are okay.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U1001
EN01H02127030602016210

U1001: Engine ECU CAN communication bus for Vehicle control - bus off
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal vehicle control ECU of CAN communication is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

• Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Buss off condition continues for 96 ms or longer.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Cruise control function is not available.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Cruise control does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit disconnection or short-circuit (vehicle CAN)

• Vehicle control ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U1001

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the CAN communication system DTC
(U110A) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_CAN2 and vehicle
control ECU connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301176

Has the CAN communication system DTC (U110A) been detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNI-
CATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter
"CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNI-
CATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter
"CONTROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U1001 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301177

Has DTC U1001 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 terminal and the vehicle control ECU vehicle side con-
nector terminal.

NOYES

4 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control ECU
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SHTS021270301178

Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 – Vehi-
cle control ECU 
vehicle side con-
nector
#3 – #4 (CANH)
#4 – #8 (CANP)

Less than 1 
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#4

#8

SHTS021270301179

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control
ECU.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 terminal and the terminal in the vehicle control ECU vehi-
cle side connector.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control ECU
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Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 – Vehi-
cle control ECU 
vehicle side con-
nector
#14 – #5 (CANL)
#15 – #9 (CANN)

Less than 1 
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SHTS021270301181

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control
ECU.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control ECU connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if U1001 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301182

Has U1001 been detected?

Replace the vehicle control ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U110A
EN01H02127030602016211

U110A: Engine ECU CAN communication (Vehicle ECU)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication with the vehicle control ECU has blacked out.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key "ON".

- Engine ECU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 V to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• No CAN data is received from the vehicle control ECU for at least 3 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• Idling stop system is not available.

• Cruise control function is not available.

• Auxiliary brake function is not available.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Idling stop system does not work.

• Cruise control does not work.

• Auxiliary brake does not work.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check that the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check that no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit disconnection or short-circuit (vehicle CAN)

• Vehicle control ECU failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U110A

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if the CAN communication system DTC
(U1001) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_CAN2 and vehicle
control ECU connector (looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 1

SHTS021270301184

Has the CAN communication system DTC (U1001) been detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNI-
CATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter
"CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNI-
CATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter
"CONTROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] and check if U110A has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (Engine ECU) 2

SHTS021270301185

Has DTC U110A been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 terminal and the vehicle control ECU vehicle side con-
nector terminal.

NOYES

4 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control ECU
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Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 – Vehi-
cle control ECU 
vehicle side con-
nector
#3 – #4 (CANH)
#4 – #8 (CANP)

Less than 1  
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#4

#8

SHTS021270301187

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control
ECU.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 terminal and the terminal in the vehicle control ECU vehi-
cle side connector.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control ECU
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Measurement
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 – Vehi-
cle control ECU 
vehicle side con-
nector
#14 – #5 (CANL)
#15 – #9 (CANN)

Less than 1  
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SHTS021270301189

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control
ECU.
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the J/C_CAN2 and vehicle control ECU connector.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if U110A has been detected.

NOYES

6 Inspect the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS021270301190

Has DTC U110A been detected?

Replace the vehicle control ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

DCU

PRECAUTIONS FOR DIAGNOSIS
EN01H02999030602017001

• Ensure that individual connectors are certainly connected before start of checking works.

• Make sure to set the starter key to the "LOCK" position before disconnecting a connector.

• Replace the part or the component that have a failure or trouble. Do not fix and reuse it.

• Delete the past malfunction code after recording. Then conduct a diagnosis again to check for present failures.

• Delete the past failure memory after completion of a diagnostic analysis.
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1. ILLUSTRATION OF CONNECTOR AND MEASUREMENT ON TERMINAL

23
1

56
4

21
3

54
6

Lock

To be connected
Male

connector
Female

connector

Female
connector

2 31

5 64

Male
connector

2 13

5 46

ILLUSTRATION OF CONNECTOR

NUMBERING OF CONNECTOR TERMINALS

PRECAUTIONS FOR TERMINAL MEASUREMENT

ILLUSTRATION OF CONNECTOR AND 
MEASUREMENT SURFACE

View A

View B
B

A

The illustration of a connector contained in this document 
represents an image of a connector with its lock positioned 
on top as viewed from the connecting face.

The terminals are symmetrically numbered (symmetrically 
reversed numbering) as viewed on the connecting faces of a 
pair of connectors.
The terminal #1 is located at the top right corner of a male 
connector and at the top left corner of a female connector 
respectively in this document.

Unless otherwise specified in this document, the illustration 
of a connector represents an image of a connector as viewed 
from the connecting face. A test probe must access the back 
face of a connector.
However, some types of connector do not allow a test probe 
to contact with the back face such as a waterproof connector. 
In such case, a test probe may be allowed to access the front 
face of a connector but a special care must be used to avoid 
a risk of damage in terminals.

As to a connector that is designed to use the signal check 
harness for terminal measurement, do not place a test probe 
directly onto the front or back face. Use a contact box of the 
connected signal check harness to take measurement on 
terminals.

The illustration of a connector contained in this document 
represents an image of a connector as viewed from the 
connecting face. For example, the terminal #1 of a female 
connector is located at the top left corner of a connector as 
viewed from the connecting face.
In actual measurement on the terminal #1 of a female 
connector, a test probe must be placed onto the top right 
corner on the back face of a connector.

Waterproof connector

Correct

Correct

Incorrect

Incorrect

SHTS029990300001
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DIAGRAM
EN01H02999030602017002
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SIGNAL CHECK HARNESS
EN01H02999030602017003

1. MENTION OF THE SIGNAL CHECK HARNESS
(1) HINO provides a signal check harness to check the DCU.

! CAUTION
 

To prevent damage of the DCU connector, connect the signal
check harness and perform measuring by bringing the test probe
into contact with the signal check harness side.

INSPECTION
EN01H02999030602017004

MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LIGHT STATUS

1. INSPECTION PROCEDURE
(1) Turn the starter key "ON" (Do not start the engine) and con-

firm that the MIL (malfunction indicator light) in the indicator
area lights up.

(2) If the DTC of P204F appears during meter multi-display, have
the DCU communicate with the HINO DX Ⅱ and check the
detailed DTC. 

HINT

• If the MIL is lit, perform a system check to see if the malfunction
is of the past or present.

• In the case of the past malfunction, this light will turn off if a sta-
tus is judged to be normal in 3 times of driving.

• DTC must be cleared on the HINO DX Ⅱ , after MIL comes off.
.

(Definition of 1 time of driving)

a. Begins with engine start and ends with engine shut off.

b. Begins with engine start and ends after four hours of continu-
ous engine-on operation.

c. Begins at end of the previous four hours of continuous
engine-on operation and ends after four hours of continuous
engine-on operation.

d. Begins at the end of the previous four hours of continuous
engine-on operation and ends with engine shut off.

• Since the normal judgment method and time differ accord-
ing to the malfunction code, a proper definition will be
selected from the above 4 definitions.

• If the MIL does not go out, the system is abnormal. Check the
system according to diagnosis on the following page.

09843-E9030

SHTS029990300003

SHTS029990300004
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MALFUNCTION INDICATOR LIGHT ILLUMINATION
PATTERN

Starter
switch

Engine

Malfunction
indicator

light

Start

ON

OFF

ON

Lock

Running

Stop

TIME
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TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS USING THE 

COMPUTER (HINO DX Ⅱ )
EN01H02999030602017005

1. PREPARATION FOR CONNECTING HINO DX Ⅱ
(1) The "HINO DX Ⅱ " is a failure diagnosis tool for the common

rail fuel injection system and the chassis system. For con-
necting the computer to a vehicle, the "DST-i" and the dedi-
cated cable will be required.

SPECIAL TOOL: Computer interface

HINT
Install the "Hino Diagnostic eXplorer Ⅱ " (HINO DX Ⅱ ) software in a
computer. For detailed installation procedures, refer to the HINO
DX Ⅱ OPERATION MANUAL supplied on the Global Service Portal
Site (Hino-GSPS).

2. CONNECTION OF HINO DX Ⅱ
(1) Connect the DST-i to the trouble diagnosis connector located

in the electrical component box in the instrument panel or
located in the electrical component box behind the rearmost
seat.

(2) Connect the computer in which the HINO DX Ⅱ is installed, to
the DST-i. 

(3) Turn the starter key to "ON".
(4) Turn on the power switch of the computer to start the HINO

DX Ⅱ .

SHTS029990300006

Part name Part No.

DENSO DST-i Set 
(Without LCD)

Without Bluetooth 95171-01021

With Bluetooth 95171-01041

DENSO DST-i Set 
(With LCD)

Without Bluetooth 95171-01031

With Bluetooth 95171-01051

Trouble diagnosis connector

SHTS029990300007
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DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MALFUNCTION 
INDICATOR LIGHT

DTC NO.
DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM

ECU DCU

Light P204F P0071
Ambient air temperature sensor - ratio-
nality

• Ambient air temperature sensor

• DCU

• Wire harness

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (SCR inlet)

• External resister

• DEF pump temperature sensor

Light P204F P0072
Ambient air temperature sensor - out of 
range (Out of range low)

• Ambient air temperature sensor

• Wire harness

• DCU

• External resister

Light P204F P0073
Ambient air temperature sensor - out of 
range (Out of range high)

• Ambient air temperature sensor

• Wire harness

• DCU

• External resister

Light P204F P0562
Sensor supply voltage - out of range (Out 
of range low)

• DCU

Light P204F P0563
Sensor supply voltage - out of range (Out 
of range high)

• DCU

Light P204F P060C DeNOx ECU error • DCU

Light P204F P062F Controller store data error • DCU

Light P204F P0667
DeNOx ECU temperature sensor 1, 2 - 
rationality

• DCU

Light P204F P0668
DeNOx ECU temperature sensor (Out of 
range low)

• DCU

Light P204F P0669
DeNOx ECU temperature sensors - out 
of range (Out of range high)

• DCU

Light P204F P068A Main relay • DCU

Light P204F P142A
DEF pump temperature sensor 1 - out of 
range

• DEF pump temperature sensor

• Wire harness

• DCU
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Light P204F P142B
DEF pump temperature sensor 1 - ratio-
nality

• Ambient air temperature sensor

• DCU

• External resister

• Wire harness

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (SCR inlet)

• Coolant temperature sensor

• Coolant shutoff valve

• Engine coolant system (pipes or 
hoses)

• DEF pump

Light P204F P202E Reductant Delivery Performance
• DEF pipe

• DEF injector

Light P204F P203C
DEF tank level sensor - out of range (Out 
of range low)

• DEF tank level sensor

Light P204F P203D
DEF tank level sensor - out of range (Out 
of range high)

• DEF tank level sensor

No Light P204F P2044
DEF tank temperature sensor - out of 
range (Out of range low)

• DEF tank temperature sensor

No Light P204F P2045
DEF tank temperature sensor - out of 
range (Out of range high)

• DEF tank temperature sensor

Light P204F P2047 DEF injector - functional • DEF injector

Light P204F P2048
DEF injector - disconnection (Disconnec-
tion (low side))

• DEF injector

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P2049
DEF injector - disconnection (Disconnec-
tion (high side))

• DEF injector

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P204B DEF pressure sensor - rationality • DEF pump

Light P204F P204C
DEF pressure sensor - out of range (Out 
of range low)

• DEF pump

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P204D
DEF pressure sensor - out of range (Out 
of range high)

• DEF pump

• Wire harness

• DCU

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MALFUNCTION 
INDICATOR LIGHT

DTC NO.
DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM

ECU DCU
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Light P204F P205B DEF tank temperature sensor - rationality

• DEF tank temperature sensor

• Ambient air temperature sensor

• DCU

• Wire harness

• External resister

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (SCR inlet)

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

Light P204F P205C
DEF tank temperature sensor - out of 
range (Out of range low)

• DEF tank temperature sensor

Light P204F P205D
DEF tank temperature sensor - out of 
range (Out of range high)

• DEF tank temperature sensor

No Light P204F P206A Reductant quality sensor - malfunction • DEF sensor

No Light P204F P206B Reductant quality sensor - rationality • DEF sensor

No Light P204F P206C
Reductant quality sensor - circuit (Circuit 
short)

• DEF sensor

No Light P204F P206D
Reductant quality sensor - circuit (Circuit 
open)

• DEF sensor

Light P204F P208A DEF pump motor - circuit (Open load)

• DEF pump

• DCU

• Wire harness

Light P204F P208B DEF pump motor - functional • DEF pump

Light P204F P208C DEF pump motor - circuit (Circuit low)

• DEF pump

• DCU

• Wire harness

Light P204F P208D DEF pump motor - circuit (Circuit high)

• DEF pump

• DCU

• Wire harness

Light P204F P20A0
Reverting valve for DEF pump - circuit 
(Open load)

• DEF pump

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P20A1
Reverting valve for DEF pump stuck 
close

• DEF pump

• DEF tank

• DCU

Light P204F P20A2
Reverting valve for DEF pump - circuit 
(Circuit low)

• DEF pump

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P20A3
Reverting valve for DEF pump - circuit 
(Circuit high)

• DEF pump

• Wire harness

• DCU

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MALFUNCTION 
INDICATOR LIGHT

DTC NO.
DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM

ECU DCU
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Light P204F P20B1
DEF tank heater valve - circuit (Open 
load)

• Coolant cut off valve

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P20B2 DEF tank heater valve stuck close

• DCU

• DEF tank temperature sensor

• Engine coolant system (pipes or 
hoses)

• Coolant cut off valve

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

• DEF sensor

• DEF pump

• DCU

Light P204F P20B3
DEF tank heater valve - circuit (Circuit 
low)

• Coolant cut off valve

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P20B4
DEF tank heater valve - circuit (Circuit 
high)

• Coolant cut off valve

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P20BD
Malfunction of DEF heater No.1 (Open 
load /Low)

–

Light P204F P20B9
Malfunction of DEF heater No.2 (Open 
load /Low)

–

Light P204F P20BC Malfunction of DEF heater No.2 (High) –

Light P204F P20C0 Malfunction of DEF heater No.1 (High) –

Light P204F P20C1
Malfunction of DEF heater No.3 (Open 
load /Low)

–

Light P204F P20C4 Malfunction of DEF heater No.3 (High) –

Light P204F P20EE
NOx converting catalyst conversion effi-
ciency

–

Light P204F P20FC
Malfunction of DEF heater relay (Open 
load)

–

Light P204F P20FD Malfunction of DEF heater relay (Low) –

Light P204F P20FE Malfunction of DEF heater relay (High) –

Light P204F P20E8 Suction line pressure build up check

• DEF tank filter cap

• DEF pipe

• DEF hose

• DEF tank

• DEF sensor

• DEF pump

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MALFUNCTION 
INDICATOR LIGHT

DTC NO.
DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM

ECU DCU
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Light P204F P20E9 Back flow line check

• DCU

• DEF pipe

• DEF hose

• DEF sensor

• DEF pump

Light P204F P20F4 DEF consumption failure
• DEF pipe

• DEF injector

Light P204F P2201
NOx sensor (SCR upstream) - Perfor-
mance and Monitoring capability

• NOx sensor 1

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

• Air flow sensor

• Boost pressure sensor

• Intake manifold temperature 
sensor

Light P204F P2202
NOx sensor (SCR upstream) and Heater 
- Circuit (Circuit open)

• NOx sensor 1

Light P204F P2203
NOx sensor (SCR upstream) and Heater 
- Circuit (Circuit short)

• NOx sensor 1

Light P204F P2204 NOx sensor (SCR upstream) - Feedback

• DCU

• NOx sensor 1

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

• Air flow sensor

• Boost pressure sensor

• Intake manifold temperature 
sensor

Light P204F P2209
NOx sensor (SCR upstream) - Heater 
performance

• NOx sensor 1

• Wire harness

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (SCR inlet)

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

Light P204F P2212
NOx sensor (SCR downstream) - Feed-
back

• DCU

• NOx sensor 2

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

• Air flow sensor

• Boost pressure sensor

• Intake manifold temperature 
sensor

Light P204F P2214
NOx sensor (SCR downstream) - Perfor-
mance and Monitoring capability

• NOx sensor 1 and 2

Light P204F P2215
NOx sensor (SCR downstream) and 
Heater - Circuit (Circuit open)

• NOx sensor 2

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MALFUNCTION 
INDICATOR LIGHT

DTC NO.
DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM

ECU DCU
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Light P204F P2216
NOx sensor (SCR downstream) and 
Heater - Circuit (Circuit short)

• NOx sensor 2

Light P204F P2222
NOx sensor (SCR downstream) - Heater 
performance

• NOx sensor 2

• Wire harness

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (SCR inlet)

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

Light P204F P2481
Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR 
inlet) - out of range (Out of range low)

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (SCR inlet)

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P2482
Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR 
inlet) - out of range (Out of range high)

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (SCR inlet)

• Wire harness

• DCU

Light P204F P2483
Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR 
inlet) - rationality

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (SCR inlet)

• Ambient air temperature sensor 
DCU

• Wire harness

• External resister

• Exhaust gas temperature sen-
sor (DPF outlet)

• Engine coolant temperature 
sensor

• Air flow sensor

Light P204F P2510
DeNOx Power Relay Sense Circuit 
Range/Performance

• DCU

Light P204F P2BAE Feedback control

• DEF

• Ambient air temperature sensor

• Air flow sensor

• DEF pipe

• DEF injector

• NOx sensor

No Light P204F U0029
Vehicle Communication Bus A Perfor-
mance

• Wire harness

• DCU

No Light P204F U0038
Vehicle Communication Bus B Perfor-
mance

• Wire harness

• DCU

No Light P204F U0100 DeNOx ECU CAN communication (ECM) • DCU

Light P204F U029D
DeNOx ECU CAN communication (NOx 
sensor (SCR upstream))

• NOx sensor 1

• Wire harness

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MALFUNCTION 
INDICATOR LIGHT

DTC NO.
DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM

ECU DCU
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HINT
After deleting the DTC of the DCU, also delete P204F of the ECU.

Light P204F U029E
DeNOx ECU CAN communication (NOx 
sensor (SCR downstream))

• NOx sensor 2

• Wire harness

Light P204F U02A2
DeNOx ECU CAN communication (DEF 
tank sensor)

• DEF sensor

• Wire harness

Light P204F U0597
Invalid Data Received From AC to DC 
Converter (DeNOx ECU)

• DCU

DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE

MALFUNCTION 
INDICATOR LIGHT

DTC NO.
DIAGNOSIS ITEM INSPECTION ITEM

ECU DCU
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DTC: P0071
EN01H02999030602017006

DTC: P0071 Ambient air temperature sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Ambient air temperature sensor rationality is checked by comparison with Engine coolant temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of ambient air temperature sensor is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• Difference between DEF pump temperature and engine coolant temperature is less than 8 C
{46.4 F}.

• Difference between DEF pump temperature and exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) is less than 8 C {46.4
F}.

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) and engine coolant temperature is less than 8 C
{46.4 F}.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The condition that difference between outside temperature and engine coolant temperature is greater than 70
C {158 F} for 0.5 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When the starter key is "ON", and the temperature difference between the DEF pump, the exhaust gas temperature
and the engine coolant temperature is within 8 C {46.4 F}, the engine coolant temperature should be less than 25
C {77 F}.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• Stop of each temperature sensor failure diagnosis.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe) - Action arising from backup control>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Malfunction of ambient air temperature sensor

• Malfunction of engine coolant temperature sensor

• Malfunction of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

• Malfunction of DEF pump temperature sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0071

1. Check the connection of the ambient air temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the external resistor connector (Loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the DCU 86P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2

2 Inspect the connector of the external resistor

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the DCU 86P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check the installation of the ambient air temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the ambient air tempera-
ture.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor unit

HH1-HH1+

SHTS029990300009

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Ambient air tem-
perature sensor
HH1+ – HH1-

25 C {77 F}: 
1.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the ambient air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the external resistor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the external resistor.

NOYES

1. Connect the external resistor connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the ambient air temperature sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

6 Inspect the connector of the external resistor

ER+ ER-

SHTS029990300010

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
External resistor 
ER+ – ER-

2 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the external resistor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Inspect the sensor power supply

HH1-
LGK

HH1+
LJKHH1+ HH1-

SHTS029990300011

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor vehicle-
side connector 
HH1+ – HH1-

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Go to step 8.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

8 Inspect for short-circuit in the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300012

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector 
ATSS – Ground
ATS- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

9 Inspect for disconnections of the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300013

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector 
ATSS – ATS-

25 C {77 F}:
3.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

10 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.

11 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 12.
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1. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

12 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

E THW

SHTS029990300014

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature 
sensor
E – THW

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 13. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

13 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 14.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

14 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 15.

15 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300015

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 16. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the DEF pump temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm-up. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if P0071 has been detected.

NOYES

16 Inspect the DEF pump temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 17.

17 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300016

Has DTC P0071 been detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0072
EN01H02999030602017007

DTC: P0072 Ambient air temperature sensor - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The ambient air temperature sensor inputs the outside air temperature data into the DCU to determine the heating
time when performing thermal insulation of the DEF in the DEF system pipes.

• The ambient air temperature sensor is connected to the external resistor at 2 k to reduce the current flowing value
through the sensor circuit.

<Description of malfunction>

• Ambient air temperature sensor malfunction detected. 

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of the ambient air temperature sensor continues to be below 3.25 V (100 C {212 F}) for 0.4 sec-
onds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• Each temperature sensors failure diagnosis is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe) - Action arising from backup control>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in the sensor harness

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in the sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Malfunction of the ambient air temperature sensor

• Failure of the external resistor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0072

1. Check the connection of the ambient air temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the external resistor connector (Loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the ambient air temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector of the external resistor

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the ambient air tempera-
ture sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the ambient air temperature sensor. 

NOYES

1. Disconnect the external resistor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the external resistor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor unit

HH1+HH1-

SHTS029990300018

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor
HH1+ – HH1-

25 C {77 F}: 
1.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the ambient air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect the connector of the external resistor unit

ER- ER+

SHTS029990300019

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
External resistor
ER+ – ER-

2 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the external resistor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the external resistor connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the ambient air temperature sensor vehicle-side connector. 

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect the sensor power supply

HH1-HH1+

SHTS029990300020

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor vehicle-
side connector
HH1+ – HH1-

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Go to step 7.

7 Inspect for short-circuit in the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300021

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P 
vehicle-side 
connector – 
ground
ATSS – Ground
ATS- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if P0072 has been detected.

NOYES

8 Inspect for disconnection in the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300022

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P 
vehicle-side 
connector
ATSS – ATS-

25 C {77 F}: 
3.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

9 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300023

Has DTC P0072 been detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0073
EN01H02999030602017008

DTC: P0073 Ambient air temperature sensor - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The ambient air temperature sensor inputs the outside air temperature data into the DCU to determine the heating
time when performing thermal insulation of the DEF in the DEF system pipes.

• The ambient air temperature sensor is connected to the external resistance at 2 k to reduce the current flowing
value through the sensor circuit.

<Description of malfunction>

• Ambient air temperature sensor malfunction detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of the ambient air temperature sensor continues to be above 4.76 V (-40 C {-40 F}) for 0.4 sec-
onds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal condition.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: LIT

• If the failure is not corrected within 500 miles: Engine power limited.

• If the failure is not corrected within 2,000 miles: Vehicle speed limited.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe) - Action arising from backup control>

• Lack of engine power (If the failure is not corrected within 500 miles).

• Vehicle speed does not increase (If the failure is not corrected within 2,000 miles).
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<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in the sensor harness

• Loose/disconnected sensor or failure in the sensing area (contamination, clogging or breakage)

• Malfunction of the ambient air temperature sensor

• Failure of the external resistor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0073

1. Check the connection of the ambient air temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the external resistor connector (Loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the ambient air temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector of the external resistor

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the ambient air tempera-
ture sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the external resistor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the external resistor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor unit

HH1+HH1-

SHTS029990300025

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor
HH1+ – HH1-

25 C {77 F}: 
1.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the ambient air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect the external resistor unit

ER- ER+

SHTS029990300026

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
External resistor
ER+ – ER-

2 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the external resistor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the external resistor connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the ambient air temperature sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

6 Inspect the sensor power supply

HH1-HH1+

SHTS029990300027

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor vehicle-
side connector
HH1+ – HH1-

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Go to step 7.

7 Inspect for short-circuits in the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300028

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P 
vehicle-side 
connector
ATSS – Ground
ATS- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness, and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if P0073 has been detected.

NOYES

8 Inspect for disconnection in the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300029

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P 
vehicle-side 
connector
ATSS – ATS-

25 C {77 F}: 
3.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

9 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300030

Has DTC P0073 been detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0562
EN01H02999030602017009

DTC: P0562 Sensor supply voltage - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Low voltage malfunction is detected in battery voltage (DCU power circuit).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine revolution is 0 r/min or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The battery voltage continues to be below 9 V for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Battery terminal harness is disconnected.

• Battery is dead.

• Harness connection is faulty.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0562

1. Check the connection of the DCU 53P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 53P connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the voltage between the terminals of the DCU 53P vehi-
cle-side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DCU 53P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the voltage of the DCU power supply

GND1
+B3

SHTS029990300032

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector
+B3 – GND1

9 – 16V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the DCU power supply cir-
cuit (FUSE to DCU).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if the P0562 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300033

Has DTC P0562 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0563
EN01H02999030602017010

DTC: P0563 Sensor supply voltage - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• High voltage malfunction detected in battery voltage (DCU power circuit).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine revolution is above 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The battery voltage continues to be above 17 V for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Battery terminal harness is disconnected.

• Battery is dead.

• Harness connection is faulty.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0563

1. Check the connection of the DCU 53P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 53P connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the voltage between the terminals of the DCU 53P vehi-
cle-side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DCU 53P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the voltage of DCU power supply

GND1
+B3

SHTS029990300035

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector
+B3 – GND1

9 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace DCU power supply circuit
(FUSE to DCU).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P0563 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300036

Has DTC P0563 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P060C
EN01H02999030602017011

DTC: P060C DeNOx ECU error
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU internal chip error is being checked in DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• DCU internal malfunction has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• DCU internal malfunctions are continuously detected for 5 times or more.

• The DCU internal error counter continues to be inactive for 5 times or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if the DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DCU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P060C

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if HINO DX Ⅱ is communicating with the
DCU.

4. Erase the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Check if the DCU main relay is OFF in the HINO DX Ⅱ . (This cuts
off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the DCU.)

NOTICE
The main relay turns OFF 1 minute after the exhaust gas tempera-
ture (SCR inlet) drops below 200 °C {392 °F}.

7. Turn the starter key "ON".

8. Select [DCU] and check if P060C has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS029990300037

Has DTC P060C been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Erase the malfunction history and recheck
the DTC.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P062F
EN01H02999030602017012

DTC: P062F Controller store data error
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU internal ROM is being checked in DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• DCU internal malfunction has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• Reading of each EEPROM data is started.

• Writing to the EEPROM is started.
(2) Judgement criteria

• 3 or more block data in the DCU cannot be read.

• EEPROM writing errors continuously occur for 3 times or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DCU malfunction
NOTICE
If the DCU power supply is shut off forcibly, such as by disconnecting the battery before the pump operation
ends, and the DCU main relay turns off after the starter key is turned "LOCK", P062F may be detected.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P062F

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if the menu is communicating with the
DCU.

4. Erase the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Check if the DCU main relay is OFF in the HINO DX Ⅱ . (This cuts
off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the DCU.)

NOTICE
The main relay turns OFF 1 minute after the exhaust gas tempera-
ture (SCR inlet) drops below 200 °C {392 °F}.

7. Turn the starter key "ON".

8. Select [DCU] and check if P062F has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS029990300038

Has DTC P062F been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Erase the malfunction history and recheck
the DTC.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0667
EN01H02999030602017013

DTC: P0667 DeNOx ECU temperature sensor 1, 2 - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Sensor values of the 2 temperature sensors in the DCU are compared.

• Malfunction is indicated if the temperature differential exceeds a set value.

<Description of malfunction>

• DCU temperature sensor malfunction has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• Battery voltage range is in the 9 V to 16 V range.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The absolute value of (temperature sensor 1 - temperature sensor 2) > 14 C (57.2 F) for more than 5 sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DCU failure inspection is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DCU (Internal temperature sensor) malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0667

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if P0667 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300039

Has DTC P0667 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Erase the malfunction history. Procedure
completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0668
EN01H02999030602017014

DTC: P0668 DeNOx ECU temperature sensor (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU internal temperature sensor is being checked in DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON". 
(2) Judgement criteria

• The DCU (internal temperature sensor) voltage continues to be below 0.85 V (-50 C {-58 F}) for 1 second or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DCU malfunction diagnosis has been stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DCU (Internal temperature sensor) malfunction.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0668

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if P0668 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300040

Has DTC P0668 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Erase the malfunction history. Procedure
completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P0669
EN01H02999030602017015

DTC: P0669 DeNOx ECU temperature sensors - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU internal temperature sensor is being checked in DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• DCU internal temperature sensor malfunction is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON". 
(2) Judgement criteria

• The DCU (internal temperature sensor) voltage continues to be above 2.0 V (150 C {302 F}) for 1 second or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DCU malfunction diagnosis has been stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DCU (Internal temperature sensor) malfunction.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0669

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if P0669 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300041

Has DTC P0669 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Erase the malfunction history. Procedure
completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P068A
EN01H02999030602017016

DTC: P068A Main relay
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• After turning off the starter key, the DCU stays active for few minutes to evacuation DEF from lines to tank, then
writes the data to the DCU ROM before shut-down.

• After ROM data writing is complete, the DCU switches the main relay (built-in into the DCU) off.

• The DCU confirms the ROM and checks that the preceding ROM data writing as being completed correctly.
NOTICE
If the battery switch is turned OFF or a battery terminal is disconnected during the DCU shutdown process, Diag-
nostic Code P068A may be detected. 

<Description of malfunction>

• ROM data reading error detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine revolution is above 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A judgment is made if the power was shut off immediately after turning off the starter key last time.

3. Reset condition

• DCU detects normal termination prior to operation.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe) - Action arising from backup control>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

DCU

TYP 4A

TYP 4A

TYP 4A

TYP 4A

TYP 1A +PN
#26

+PP
#MW

%UR (+B1 )

%US (+B2 )

%UT (+B3 )

%UV (IGSW)

%UU (+B4 )

SHTS029990300042
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Battery

- Abnormal voltage (16 V or more, 6 V or less)

- Battery was replaced before DCU shutdown was completed.

- Battery voltage was cut before DCU shutdown was completed.

• DCU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P068A

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if any DTC other than P068A (for exam-
ple, P0562) has been detected.

NOTICE
If the battery switch is turned OFF or a battery terminal is discon-
nected during the DCU shutdown process, Diagnostic Code
P068A may be detected. 

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300043

Has a DTC other than P068A been detected?

Go to the diagnosis procedure of a related
DTC.

Go to step 2.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 53P connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the DCU 53P connector (Engine sub harness side) and
battery minus (BAT-).

NOYES

2 Inspect the DCU power supply circuit 

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

Battery

DCU 53 Pin connector

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

SHTS029990300044

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DCU 53P 
connector
(Engine sub 
harness side)
+B1 – BAT-
+B2 – BAT-
+B3 – BAT-
+B4 – BAT-

9 V – 16 V 
(All)

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the battery power supply-
ing circuit (harness, fuse etc).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Erase the malfunction history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Start the engine.

5. Select [DCU] and check if P068A has been detected.

6. Turn the starter key "OFF" while still connected to HINO DX Ⅱ .

7. After checking that the communication between the HINO DX Ⅱ
and the DCU has been disconnected, turn the starter key "ON"
again.

8. Select [DCU] and check if P068A has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS029990300045

Has P068A been detected?

Replace the DCU. Confirm DCU is pro-
grammed to latest software level.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P142A
EN01H02999030602017017

DTC: P142A DEF pump temperature sensor 1 - out of range
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• There are 2 temperature sensors in the DEF pump.

• The DCU detects sensor abnormality according to the voltage of the DEF pump temperature sensor circuit.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of temperature sensor inside DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The engine revolution is above 0 r/min.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF pump temperature sensor (duty):– The duty of the temperature sensor 1 continues to be below 15% for 5
seconds or more.– The duty of the temperature sensor 1 continuously exceeds 85% for 5 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Control will not work properly if the DEF freezes.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

DCU

TYP 5A
TYP 0.02A

TYP 5A
TYP 1.4A
TYP 1.4A
TYP 0.03A

TYP 0.01A

TYP 0.02A
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$XJ (PMP-)

$XM (PMV+)
$XN (PMV-)
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Malfunction of DEF pump temperature sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P142A

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [DCU] and check if P20B2 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check if P060C has been detected in [DCU].

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected 1 (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300047

Has DTC P20B2 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the DTC detected 2 (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300048

Has DTC P060C been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check if any following DTCs have been detected in [DCU].
P208A, P208B, P208C or P208D

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected 3 (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300049

Have any DTCs (P208A, P208B, P208C or P208D) been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.

Go to step 4.
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1. Keep the engine off until you can touch the surface of the DEF
pump and confirm that there is no difference between the pump
temperature and the outside temperature.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [DCU].

5. Select [DEF pump temperature #1] and [DEF pump temperature
#2] on [Data monitor setting], and start the monitor.

6. Compare the monitor value and the ambient temperature.
NOTICE
The information of DEF pump internal temperature is transmitted
to the DCU via the electrical circuit which is commonly used with
the information of DEF pump opening. Therefore, DEF pump inter-
nal temperature displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ will not be updated
while the DEF pump is activated. The current temperature will be
updated 6 seconds after the starter switch has been turned on.

NOYES

1. Check the exhaust pipe/muffler and make sure it has no cracks or
exhaust leaks (soot leaks), and verify that coupling flanges are
properly tightened.

NOYES

4 Check the temperature detected by the DEF pump temperature sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300050

Standard values

Difference between monitor value and ambient temperature: 
Within  15 C { 59 F}

Is the difference between the monitor value and ambient temperature within  15 C { 59 F}?

Go to step 5. Go to step 12.

5 Inspect the exhaust pipe/muffler

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the exhaust pipe/muffler.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Check if the DEF heater installation in the DEF pump has been
modified.

NOYES

1. Check the DEF connector connection (fit, faulty contact) and the
state of the terminal (bent pin, electrolytic corrosion, water entry).

NOYES

6 Check if DEF heater installation has been modified

Has the electric heater installation been modified?

Remove the DEF heater. (There may be DEF
temperature problems due to the DEF
heater.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.

7 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect DEF pump connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using an electrical tester, measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the DEF pump vehicle-side connector while gently jiggling
the harness.

NOYES

8 Inspect the power supply of the DEF pump

PMP-
PMP+

PMPS

SHTS029990300051

Measurement
conditions

Tester
connections

Standard values

Starter switch: ON

DEF pump vehi-
cle-side connector
(1) PMP- – PMP+
(2) PMP- – PMPS
(3) PMP+ – PMPS

(1) 12 V
(2) 2.82 – 4.03 V
(3) 7.97 – 9.18 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector and the DEF pump connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

9 Check for short-circuit in wire harness of DEF pump (temperature sensor)

PMP-
PMPS

PMP+

BODY GND

SHTS029990300052

Measurement
conditions

Tester
connections

Standard values

Starter switch: ON

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector 
(signal check har-
ness)
PMP+ – Ground
PMP- – Ground
PMPS – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 10. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal of the DEF pump vehicle-side connector and the DCU
86P vehicle-side connector (signal check harness).

NOYES

10 Check for disconnection in wire harness of DEF pump (temperature sensor)

PMP-
PMP+

PMPS

PMP-
PMPS

PMP+

SHTS029990300053

Measurement
conditions

Tester
connections

Standard values

Starter switch: ON

DEF pump vehi-
cle-side connec-
tor – DCU 86P 
vehicle-side con-
nector (signal 
check harness)
PMP+ – PMP+
PMP- – PMP-
PMPS – PMPS

Less than 1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [DCU].

5. Perform [Leak test] from the [DEF solution addition test].
And read the DEF pump pressure on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Click [Start inspection] and then [leak test].

NOYES

11 Check the DEF pump pressure

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300054

Measurement
conditions

Standard values

Starter switch: ON
The DEF pressure is stable in the 850 to 
950 kPa {123.3 to 137.8 psi} range for 60 
seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key. to the "ON" position.

4. Select "DCU".

5. Perform [Leak test] from the [DEF solution addition test]. And con-
firm the "DEF pump opening" value on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen once
the DEF pressure has stabilized between 850 - 950 kPa {123.3 -
137.8 psi}.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Click [Start inspection] and then [leak test].

HINT
The information of DEF pump internal temperature will be trans-
mitted to the DCU, via the shared circuit with the information of
DEF pump opening, when the pump is not in operation.
This test will determine that the circuit (DCU) is working properly if
the information of DEF pump opening is normally recognized
when the DEF pump motor is functioning normally (DEF pressure
is stable).

NOYES

12 Check the DEF pump opening [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300055

Standard values

16  6.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DEF pump.
(Since the DCU is normally recognizing the
information of DEF pump opening, the circuit
(DCU) is normal and the DEF pump internal
temperature sensor is deemed to be mal-
functioning.) After replacing the pump,
return to step 4.

Replace the DCU.
(Since the DCU is not normally recognizing
the information of DEF pump opening, even
though the DEF pump motor is operating
normally, the DCU is deemed to be malfunc-
tioning.) After replacing the DCU, return to
step 4.
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DTC: P142B
EN01H02999030602017018

DTC: P142B DEF pump temperature sensor 1 - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF pump temperature sensor checks for validity by comparing with the outside temperature.

• DEF pump temperature sensor checks for validity by monitoring whether the temperature rises when the coolant
shutoff valve is released (when DEF defrosts).

• While the engine is cold, engine coolant will be sent to the pump to defrost the DEF pump.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of temperature sensor inside DEF pump is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

a. At the engine start

• The DCU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The difference between the outside temperature and exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) is less than 8 C
{46.4 F}.

• The difference between the outside temperature and engine coolant temperature is less than 8 C {46.4 F}.

• The difference between the exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) and engine coolant temperature is less
than 8 C {46.4 F}.

b. When the coolant cut valve is open
The conditions described below remain for 600 seconds or more.

• The DCU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The coolant cut valve is open.

• The engine coolant temperature is 55 C {131 F}.
(2) Judgement criteria

a. At the engine start

• The difference between the DEF pump temperature and outside temperature continues to be more than 22
C {71.6 F} for 0.5 seconds or more.

b. When the coolant cut valve is open

• The difference between the actual DEF pump temperature and the DEF pump temperature immediately
after the activation continues to be 2 C {35.6 F} or more for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When the key is ON and the difference among the outside temperature, exhaust temperature, and coolant temper-
ature is less than 8 °C {46.7 F}, the difference from the coolant temperature will be less than 22 C {71.6 F}.

• When the shutoff valve is open (defrosting), the temperature rise after 10 minutes will be at least 2 C {35.6 F}.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Control will not work properly if the DEF freezes.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Coolant shutoff valve: Stuck closed

• Coolant piping: Clogging or leaks

• Malfunction of DEF pump temperature sensor

• Malfunction of ambient air temperature sensor

• Malfunction of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

• Malfunction of coolant temperature sensor
NOTICE
Also see the malfunction codes of the shutoff valve.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P142B

1. Check the connection of the ambient air temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the external resistor connector (Loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the DCU 86P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor

SHTS029990300057

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector of the external resistor 

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the DCU 86P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Check the installation of the ambient air temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the ambient air tempera-
ture sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor

SHTS029990300058

Was any failure found?

Clean the ambient air temperature sensor
and install it properly. If damaged, replace
the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor unit

HH1+HH1-

SHTS029990300059

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Ambient air
temperature 
sensor
HH1+ – HH1-

25 C {77 F}: 
1.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the ambient air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the external resistor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the external resistor.

NOYES

1. Connect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness, and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

6 Inspect the external resistor unit

ER- ER+

SHTS029990300060

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
External resistor
ER+ — ER-

2 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the external resistor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Inspect disconnection of the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300061

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P 
vehicle-side 
connector
ATSS – ATS-

25 C {77 F}:
3.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 
(SCR inlet)

Exhaust gas 
temperature 
sensor (SCR inlet)

Muffler

SHTS029990300062

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Exhaust gas 
temperature sensor 
(SCR inlet)

Exhaust gas 
temperature 
sensor (SCR inlet)

Muffler

SHTS029990300063

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) and install it properly. If damaged,
replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the coolant temperature sensor connector
(Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

10 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300064

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas
temperature 
sensor (SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}:
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

11 Inspect the coolant temperature sensor connector

Thermostat case

Coolant 
temperature 
sensor

SHTS029990300065

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 12.
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1. Check the installation of the coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the coolant temperature
sensor.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

12 Inspect the coolant temperature sensor

Thermostat case

Coolant 
temperature 
sensor

SHTS029990300066

Was any failure found?

Clean the coolant temperature sensor and
install it properly. If damaged, replace the
engine coolant temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the coolant temperature sensor unit

E THW

SHTS029990300067

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Coolant tempera-
ture sensor
E – THW

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 14. Replace the coolant temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] from the menu.

4. Select [Coolant shutoff valve] from the [Data monitor and Active
test] and operate the coolant shutoff valve.
(1) When the valve is open: Check if the pressure inside the

downstream coolant line is rising by feeling the line with your
hand.

(2) When the valve is closed: Check if the pressure inside the
downstream coolant line is dropping by feeling the line with
your hand.

! CAUTION
 

Be careful not to burn yourself when the coolant is hot.

NOYES

1. Make sure there are no leaks in the engine cooling system (lines
and hoses).

2. Check the engine cooling system (lines and hoses) and check if
there are no disconnections, clogging, punctures, or cracks.

NOYES

14 Check the operation of the coolant shutoff valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300068

Is operation normal?

Go to step 15. Replace the coolant shutoff valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

15 Inspect the engine coolant lines & hoses

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 16.
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1. Disconnect the coolant hoses (upstream and downstream) from
the DEF pump.

2. Blow air from one side and make sure it comes out from the other
side.

NOYES

16 Inspect the DEF pump

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the coolant shutoff valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P202E
EN01H02999030602017019

DTC: P202E Reductant Delivery Performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The amount of added DEF is diagnosed as abnormal.

• The amount of added DEF is controlled by the DEF pressure and the opening of the DEF injector.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF injector at system startup is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• DTC P20E9 is not detected.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The DEF pressure continues to be above 750 kPa for 4 seconds or more is detected 11 times.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• Output restricted instantaneously.

• If malfunction does not improve within 50 min.: vehicle speed is restricted.

Back flow Line Pressure Line

Inside the muffler

DEF Injector

DEF Tank

Suction Line

DEF Pump Pressure sensor

P

SHTS029990300069
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 50 min.).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Clogging of the DEF injector

• Clogging of the DEF pipe
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P202E

1. Check the DEF pipe (pressure line) and check if there are no dis-
connections, clogging, corrosion, or cracks.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from the muffler.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform addition test as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

(Perform all three patterns)

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pipe (pressure line) between the DEF pump and the DEF injector.

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF pipe (pressure line).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect DEF injector 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300070

Is operation normal?

Procedure completed. DEF crystal clogging
is considered resolved.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace DEF injector with a new one. (Do not install it on the muf-
fler.)

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform addition test as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

(Perform all three patterns.)

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF injector 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300071

Is operation normal?

New injector installed in the muffler, proce-
dure completed. After installing the injector,
idle the engine (for about 10 min.) and on the
menu [Data monitor and Active test] check if
the DEF is stable between 800 kPa and 1,051
kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DEF pipe (pressure line). After
replacing the pipe, idle the engine (for about
10 min.) and on the menu [Data monitor and
Active test] check if the DEF is stable
between 800 kPa and 1,051 kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P203C
EN01H02999030602017020

DTC: P203C DEF tank level sensor - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF tank level sensor is connected via the engine ECU, DCU, and CAN communication, and it sends and
receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF tank level sensor is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of DEF tank level sensor (flag) is received from CAN data.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF tank level sensor failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P203C

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300073

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Replace the DEF tank level sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P203D
EN01H02999030602017021

DTC: P203D DEF tank level sensor - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF tank level sensor is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it sends
and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF tank level sensor is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of DEF tank level sensor (High failure flag) is received from CAN data.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF tank level sensor failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P203D

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300075

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Replace the DEF tank level sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2044
EN01H02999030602017022

DTC: P2044 DEF tank temperature sensor - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF tank temperature sensor (built in the DEF sensor) is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through
CAN communication, and it sends and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF tank temperature sensor 2 is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of DEF tank temperature sensor 2 (Low failure flag) is received from CAN data.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF tank temperature sensor 2 failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2044

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300077

Has DTC U02A2 detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Replace the DEF tank temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2045
EN01H02999030602017023

DTC: P2045 DEF tank temperature sensor - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF tank temperature sensor is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it
sends and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF tank temperature sensor 2 is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of DEF tank temperature sensor 2 (High failure flag) is received from CAN data.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF tank temperature sensor 2 failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2045

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300079

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Replace the DEF tank temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2047
EN01H02999030602017024

DTC: P2047 DEF injector - functional
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF injector is controlled by DCU.

• Operation of the DEF injector is checked by DCU based on the circuit current waveform.

<Description of malfunction>

• DEF injector failure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The DEF injector is activated.

• The DEF pressure is above 350 kPa and below 1,500 kPa.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 11 to 16 V.

• The time after the activation of the DEF injector is less than 0.0025 seconds.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A judgment is made when the difference between 2 DEF injector circuit currents is less than 55 A/sec2 for 50
times or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles).

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF injector: Malfunction of injector 
(Clogging of crystallized DEF is suspected.)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2047

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from the muffler.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform addition test as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

(Perform all three patterns)
HINT
By repeating this check, crystallized DEF may be removed and the
injector may return to normal.

NOYES

1 Inspect DEF injector 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300081

Is operation normal?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DEF injector. (Perform DPR
forced regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2048
EN01H02999030602017025

DTC: P2048 DEF injector - disconnection (Disconnection (low side))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF injector is controlled by DCU.

• DEF injector detects disconnection and short-circuit based on the circuit voltage and signals in DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• DEF injector failure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The DEF injector is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF injector circuit voltage (Low side): Below 0.2 V for more than 0.05 sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Abnormal resistance of DEF injector

• Malfunction in DEF injector
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2048

1. Check the connection of the DEF injector connector (Looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF injector connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF injector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF injector connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF injector unit

DMHDML

SHTS029990300083

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DEF injector
DML – DMH

20 C {68 F}:
11.4 – 12.6 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the DEF injector connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuits in the DEF injector harness

DML DMH

SHTS029990300084

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
DML – Ground
DMH – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect disconnection of the DEF injector harness

DML DMH

SHTS029990300085

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
DML – DMH

20 C {68 F}: 
11.4 – 12.6 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform an engine warm-up. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if P2048 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300086

Has DTC P2048 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (Perform DPR forced
regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2049
EN01H02999030602017026

DTC: P2049 DEF injector - disconnection (Disconnection (high side))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF injector is controlled by DCU.

• DEF injector detects disconnection and short-circuit based on the circuit voltage and signals in DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• DEF injector failure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The DEF injector is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF injector circuit voltage (High side): Below 2 V for more than 0.05 sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles).

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness.

• Abnormal resistance of DEF injector.

• Malfunction in DEF injector.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2049

1. Check the connection of the DEF injector connector (Looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF injector connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF injector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF injector connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF injector unit

DMHDML

SHTS029990300088

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DEF injector
DML – DMH

20 C {68 F}: 
11.4 – 12.6 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the DEF injector connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuits in the DEF injector harness

DML DMH

SHTS029990300089

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
DML – Ground
DMH – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect disconnection of the DEF injector harness

DML DMH

SHTS029990300090

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
DML – DMH

20 C {68 F}: 
11.4 – 12.6 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform an engine warm-up. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if P2049 has been detected.

NOYES

5  DTC the DTC detected (DCU)

SHTS029990300091

Has DTC P2049 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (Perform DPR forced
regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P204B
EN01H02999030602017027

DTC: P204B DEF pressure sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The pressure sensor in the DEF pump is used to confirm the pressure in the DEF pipe.

<Description of malfunction>

• DEF pressure sensor failure is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The DEF pressure after the previous DCY running is above -60 kPa.

• The DCU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• DEF is defrosted.

• The exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) is below 150 C {302 F}.

• The DEF pump temperature is above 0 C {32 F}.

• DEF is insufficient.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The DEF pressure continues to be above 50 kPa for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

DCU
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF pump (pressure sensor) malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P204B

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. After three minutes, turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic tool, select [DCU] and check if
P204B is indicated as a past malfunction.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300093

Is P204B indicated as a past malfunction?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DEF pump. (Perform DPR forced
regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P204C
EN01H02999030602017028

DTC: P204C DEF pressure sensor - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The pressure sensor in the DEF pump is used to confirm the pressure in the DEF pump.

• A short-circuit or disconnection in the DEF pump pressure sensor is detected with the DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of the pressure sensor in the DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF pump pressure sensor circuit voltage < 0.25 V (-180 kPa) for more than 1 sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

DCU
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Malfunction of DEF pump (pressure sensor)

- Internal circuit disconnection or short-circuit

- Abnormal output voltage 
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P204C

1. Check the connection of the DEF pump connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF pump connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF pump pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF pump (pressure sensor) unit

PSR+
PSRS

PSR-

SHTS029990300095

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DEF pump 
connector
(1) PSR+ – PSR-
(2) PSR+ – PSRS
(3) PSR- – PSRS

(1) 185 – 215 k
(2) 148 – 172 k
(3) 333 – 387 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the DEF pump connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Check for short-cut in wire harness of DEF pump (pressure sensor)

SHTS029990300096

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PSR+ – Ground
PSRS – Ground
PSR- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check for disconnection in wire harness of DEF pump (pressure sensor)

SHTS029990300097

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
(1) PSR+ – PSR-
(2) PSR+ – PSRS
(3) PSR- – PSRS

(1) 185 – 215 k
(2) 148 – 172 k
(3) 333 – 387 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform an engine warm-up (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more).

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if DTC P204C has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300098

Has DTC P204C been detected?

Replace the DCU. (Perform DPR forced
regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P204D
EN01H02999030602017029

DTC: P204D DEF pressure sensor - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The pressure sensor in the DEF pump is used to confirm the pressure in the DEF pump.

• A short-circuit or disconnection in the DEF pump pressure sensor is detected with the DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of the pressure sensor in the DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF pump pressure sensor circuit voltage > 4.75 V (1,370 kPa) for more than 0.4 sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

DCU

TYP 5A
TYP 0.02A
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles).

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Malfunction of DEF pump (pressure sensor)

- Internal circuit disconnection or short-circuit

- Abnormal output voltage
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P204D

1. Check the connection of the DEF pump connector. (Looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF pump connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF pump pressure sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF pump (pressure sensor) unit

PSR+
PSRS

PSR-

SHTS029990300100

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DEF pump 
connector
(1) PSR+ – PSR-
(2) PSR+ – PSRS
(3) PSR- – PSRS

(1) 185 – 215 k
(2) 148 – 172 k
(3) 333 – 387 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the DEF pump connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Check for short-cut in wire harness of DEF pump (pressure sensor)

SHTS029990300101

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PSR+ – Ground
PSRS – Ground
PSR- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check for disconnection in wire harness of DEF pump (pressure sensor)

SHTS029990300102

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
(1) PSR+ – PSR-
(2) PSR+ – PSRS
(3) PSR- – PSRS

(1) 185 – 215 k
(2) 148 – 172 k
(3) 333 – 387 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Perform an engine warm-up (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more).

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if P204D has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300103

Has P204D been detected?

Replace the DCU. (Perform DPR forced
regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P205B
EN01H02999030602017030

DTC: P205B DEF tank temperature sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF tank temperature sensor rationality is checked by comparison with Ambient air temperature.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF tank temperature sensor is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The DCU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The difference between the outside temperature and engine coolant temperature is less than 8 C {46.4 F}.

• The difference between the outside temperature and exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) is less than 8 C
{46.4 F}.

• The difference between the exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) and engine coolant temperature is less than
8 C {46.4 F}.

(2) Judgement criteria

• The difference between the DEF temperature and outside temperature continues to be more than 50 C {122
F} for 1 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When the key is ON and the difference among the outside temperature, exhaust temperature, and coolant temper-
ature is less than 8 C {46.4 F}, the difference between the DEF tank temperature and the outside temperature is
less than 50 C {122 F}.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Control does not work properly when DEF freezes.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Failure of DEF tank temperature sensor

• Failure of ambient air temperature sensor

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

• Failure of engine coolant temperature sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P205B

1. Check the connection of the DEF tank temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the ambient air temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the ambient air temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF tank temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the ambient air tempera-
ture sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the DCU 86P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

4 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor unit

HH1- HH1+

SHTS029990300105

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Ambient air 
temperature sen-
sor
HH1+ – HH1-

25 C {77 F}: 
1.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the ambient air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Inspect the DCU 86P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Connect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of DCU 86P vehi-
cle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the external resistor connector (Loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

6 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300106

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
ATSS – ATS-

25 C {77 F}: 
3.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Go to step 7.

7 Inspect the connector of the external resistor

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.
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1. Disconnect the external resistor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the external resistor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

8 Inspect the external resistor connector unit

ER+ER-

SHTS029990300107

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
External resistor
ER+ – ER-

2 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the external resistor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

10 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 11.

11 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300108

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas 
temperature 
sensor (SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

12 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 14.
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1. Disconnect an engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm-up. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if P205B has been detected.

NOYES

14 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

THWE

SHTS029990300109

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature 
sensor
E – THW

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 15. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

15 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300110

Has DTC P205B been detected?

Replace the DEF tank temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P205C
EN01H02999030602017031

DTC: P205C DEF tank temperature sensor - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF tank temperature sensor is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it
sends and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF tank temperature sensor 1 is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Line short circuit is detected in the DEF temperature sensor circuit for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF tank temperature sensor 1 failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P205C

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300112

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Replace the DEF tank temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P205D
EN01H02999030602017032

DTC: P205D DEF tank temperature sensor - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF tank temperature sensor is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it
sends and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF tank temperature sensor 1 is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Disconnection is detected in the DEF temperature sensor circuit for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF tank temperature sensor 1 failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P205D

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300114

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Replace the DEF tank temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P206A
EN01H02999030602017033

DTC: P206A Reductant quality sensor - malfunction
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF quality sensor is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it sends and
receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF quality sensor is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of DEF quality sensor (flag) is received from CAN data.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF quality sensor failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P206A

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300116

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to diagnostic procedure of a related DTC. Replace the DEF sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P206B
EN01H02999030602017034

P206B: Reductant quality sensor - rationality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Deterioration of SCR catalyst is determined by a decision of a drop in the NOx conversion efficiency and the DEF
concentration.

• Conversion efficiency is calculated by upstream and downstream NOx sensors.

• Besides other factors, conversion efficiency may drop due to the increase or decrease of DEF amount supplied to
the sensing unit.

• DEF SCR catalyst concentration is measured by a DEF quality sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of DEF quality sensor is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

a. Conditions below continue for 5 seconds.
1,000 r/min ≤ Engine speed ≤ 2,500 r/min
Engine speed ≥ 300 r/min for 3 seconds.
30 mm3/st. cyl. ≤ Fuel injection quantity < 150 mm3/st. cyl.
300 kg/h ≤ Exhaust gas mass flow < 1,000 kg/h
210 C {410 F} ≤ SCR catalyst temperature < 260 C {500 F}
50 ppm ≤ NOx (SCR upstream) < 1,000 ppm
Intake air temperature > -20 C {-4 F}
60 % ≤ Ratio of actual NH3 load < 120 %
Calculated HC load < 0.1 g
NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) and NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) are valid for 121 seconds.
DPF active regeneration not in process

b. Conditions below continue for 10 seconds
DEF defrosting completed (DEF take temperature) ≥ -5 C {23 F}
Exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) > 150 C {302 F}
Engine speed ≥ 350 r/min
Vehicle speed > 6.2 mph
11 V < Battery voltage < 32 V
DEF quality sensor is valid.

(2) Judgement criteria
The conditions described below are formed.

a. Calculate Average NOx conversion efficiency from NOx sensor 1 (upstream) and 2 (downstream).
Target NOx conversion efficiency (from DCU) - Average NOx conversion efficiency < 0.99

b. Average DEF concentration ≤ 16 %

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored and SCR-related memory is reset.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS Light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Form the DTC detection condition.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty DEF solution reduction.

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit.

• NOx sensor failure.

• Air flow sensor failure.

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) failure.

• DEF quality sensor failure.

• SCR catalyst: miscalculation of adsorption amount or HC poisoning.
NOTICE
If no trouble causes are found, it can be suspected that the respective DTC was issued because of a temporary
fault condition caused by the freezing of the DEF.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P206B

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ and check it the DTC
P206B has been detected.

NOYES

1. Measure DEF concentration.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300118

Has any DTC related to P206B been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.
After repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF

Standard values

32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF. 
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF through the tank drain
with the key ON, and then refill the tank with
at least 5 liters of DEF. Afterward, drive the
vehicle and check if the problem does not
recur under driving conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Start the engine. Begin warm-up operation while turning on the
exhaust brake. Wait until the indicator on water temperature meter
goes up to the middle, as shown in the left picture.

5. Confirm that the output waveform of NOx sensor is being read out,
using [Data monitor Setting] function in HINO DX Ⅱ screen.
<Inspection procedure> 
(1) Select [Engine].
(2) Select Select [Data monitor and Active test].
(3) Select the [NOx level (before catalyst)] and [NOx level (after

catalyst)] on [Data monitor Setting] screen, and start data
monitor.
5-1. If the level of NOx sensor is being read out, wait for three
minutes, then turn off the exhaust brake while continued
idling.
5-2. If the level of NOx sensor is not being read out, keep the
exhaust brake turned on until the level of NOx sensor begins
to be read out, wait for three minutes, then turn off the
exhaust brake while continued idling.

6. Check the level of NOx sensor 5 minutes after having the exhaust
brake turned off, and determine the condition based on Failure
Judgment Manual for NOx sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)
(2)(3)

(3)

SHTS029990300119

NOx controller operates properly?

Go to step 4. Replace NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) that
does not operate properly.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Start the engine. Begin warm-up operation while turning on the
exhaust brake. Wait until the indicator on water temperature meter
goes up to the middle, as shown in the left picture.

5. Confirm that the output waveform of NOx sensor is being read out,
using [Data monitor Setting] function in HINO DX Ⅱ screen.
<Inspection procedure> 
(1) Select [Engine].
(2) Select [Data monitor and Active test].
(3) Select the [NOx level (before catalyst)] and [NOx level (after

catalyst)] on [Data monitor Setting] screen, and start data
monitor.
5-1. If the level of NOx sensor is being read out, wait for three
minutes, then turn off the exhaust brake while continued
idling.
5-2. If the level of NOx sensor is not being read out, keep the
exhaust brake turned on until the level of NOx sensor begins
to be read out, wait for three minutes, then turn off the
exhaust brake while continued idling.

6. Check the level of NOx sensor 5 minutes after having the exhaust
brake turned off, and determine the condition based on Failure
Judgment Manual for NOx sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)
(2)(3)

(3)

SHTS029990300120

NOx controller operates properly?

Go to step 5. Replace NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)
that does not operate properly.
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1. Remove the DEF tank from the vehicle.

2. Remove the DEF quality sensor from the DEF tank.

3. Drain the DEF solution from the DEF tank and check the tank inte-
rior for the presence of foreign substances.

NOYES

1. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the DEF quality sensor.

NOYES

5 Inspect the DEF tank

Was any failure found?

Remove the foreign substances and clean
the DEF tank interior.

! CAUTION
 

Use fresh water or a diluted DEF solution to
clean the DEF tank interior.

Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Check the DEF quality sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the DEF quality sensor.
Go to step 7.

Go to step 7.
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1. Temporarily install the DEF quality sensor in the DEF tank and
mount the tank on the vehicle. (This makes it possible to connect
the DEF quality sensor connector.)

2. Fill the tank with the standard concentration of DEF solution.

3. Perform "After-inspection work" of INFORMATION section.

4. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

5. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

6. Select [Engine] and check if DTC P206B has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300121

Has DTC P206B been detected?

Replace the DEF quality sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 9.

Go to step 9.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) and install it properly. If damaged,
replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Go to step 10.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300122

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Go to step 11.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

11 Inspect for short-circuit in the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT+ EXT-

SHTS029990300123

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – Ground
EXT- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 12.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connec-
tor.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Check the DEF pipe (pressure line) and verify that there are no
disconnections, clogging, corrosion, or cracks.

NOYES

12 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT+ EXT-

SHTS029990300124

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – EXT-

20 C {68 F}: 220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 13.
If any failure was found at the step 8 - 11, per-
form "After-inspection work" of INFORMA-
TION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

13 Check the DEF pipe (pump  injector)

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 14.
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NOTICE
Prepare a beaker or similar, plus a larger measuring vessel for
measuring the DEF to be injected, before perform this inspection.
(If the vessel is small, there is dispersion at the time of injection
from the injector, and the measuring quantity decreases.)

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from the muffler.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

5. Select [DCU].

6. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ menu and check the oper-
ation of the DEF injector.

NOTICE
When the DEF tank temperature is -5 C (23 F) or lower, perform
warm-up to raise it to 10 C (50 F) or higher.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform addition test as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

(Perform all three patterns)

NOYES

14 Inspect the DEF injector 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)

(3)

(2)

SHTS029990300125

Is operation normal?

Re-install the DEF injector on the muffler.
Go to step 16.

Go to step 15.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DEF injector with a new one. (Do not install it on the
muffler.)

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Perform DEF addition test as same as step 14.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the air flow sensor.

NOYES

15 Inspect the DEF injector 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300126

Is operation normal?

New injector installed in the muffler, proce-
dure completed. After installing the injector,
idle the engine (for about 10 min.) and on the
menu [Data monitor and Active test] check if
the DEF is stable between 800 kPa and 1,051
kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DEF pipe (pressure line). After
replacing the pipe, idle the engine (for about
10 min.) and on the menu [Data monitor and
Active test] check if the DEF is stable
between 800 kPa and 1,051 kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

16 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

If dirt, clogging or damage was found in
sensing unit, replace the air flow sensor.
Go to step 18.

Go to step 18.
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1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector (Looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

17 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 18.

Go to step 18.

18 Inspect for short-circuit of the air flow sensor harness

C D
E12

E78E74

SHTS029990300127

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
VG (E74) – Ground
EVG (E78) – Ground
VAF (E12) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 19. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 19.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and air flow
sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the air flow sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

19 Inspect disconnection of the air flow sensor harness

C

D

E12

E78E74

AFSG

AFGDAFVB

SHTS029990300128

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness) – 
Air flow sensor 
vehicle-side con-
nector
VG (E74) – AFSG
EVG (E78) – AFGD
VAF (E12) – AFVB

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 20. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 20.

20 Inspect the air flow sensor power supply

AFGDAFVB

SHTS029990300129

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Air flow sensor 
vehicle-side con-
nector
AFVB – AFGD

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 21. Replace the engine ECU.
Go to step 21.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the air flow sensor connector.

3. Start the engine.

4. Use the oscilloscope to measure the signal voltage between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform a basic engine check using the ENGINE BASIC INSPEC-
TION SHEET (ENGINE INSPECTION CHECK SHEET).

NOYES

21 Inspect the air flow sensor signal

E74 E78D

SHTS029990300130

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

After engine warm-
up, with engine 
idling

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
VG (E74) – 
EVG (E78)

5 – 6 kHz

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 22.
If any failure was found at the step 16 - 20,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

22 Perform a basic engine check

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 23.
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1. Make sure there is no soot leakage from the exhaust pipe outlet.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the SCR catalyst.

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Form the DTC detection condition.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P206B has been detected.

NOYES

23 Inspect the exhaust pipe

Was any failure found?

Replace the DPR filter
After replacing the filter, execute a DPR man-
ual regeneration and check if no DTC
(P206B) is detected.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 24.

24 Inspect the SCR catalyst [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300131

Has DTC P206B been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
(SCR catalyst is faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P206C
EN01H02999030602017035

DTC: P206C Reductant quality sensor - circuit (Circuit short)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF quality sensor is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it sends and
receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF quality sensor is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of DEF quality sensor (flag) is received from CAN data.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF quality sensor failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P206C

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300133

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to diagnostic procedure of a related DTC. Replace the DEF sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P206D
EN01H02999030602017036

DTC: P206D Reductant quality sensor - circuit (Circuit open)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF quality sensor is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it sends and
receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF quality sensor is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of DEF quality sensor (flag) is received from CAN data.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• DEF level indicator is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• DEF level indicator is OFF.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF quality sensor failure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P206C

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if a CAN communication system mal-
function (U02A2) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300135

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to diagnostic procedure of a related DTC. Replace the DEF sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P208A
EN01H02999030602017037

DTC: P208A DEF pump motor - circuit (Open load)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU determines failure of DEF pump motor based on DEF pump circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Motor malfunction of DEF pump module is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The DEF pump motor is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF pump motor voltage is in 2.7 V to 5 V range for 2 sec. or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles)

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles)
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• DEF pump motor malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P208A

1. Check the connection of the DEF pump connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the DCU 86P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DCU 86P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect DEF pump connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the DEF pump vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the power supply of the DEF pump

PMP-
PMP+

PMPS

SHTS029990300137

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DEF pump 
vehicle-side 
connector 
(1) PMP- – PMP+
(2) PMP- – PMPS
(3) PMP+ – PMPS

(1) 12 V
(2) 2.82 – 4.03 V
(3) 7.97 – 9.18 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DEF pump. Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect DCU 86P connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the DEF pump vehicle-side con-
nector and each terminal of the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

4 Inspect the DEF pump harness

PMP-
PMP+

PMPS

PMP-
PMPS

PMP+

SHTS029990300138

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DEF pump 
vehicle-side 
connector – 
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMP+ – PMP+
PMP- – PMP-
PMPS – PMPS

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the DEF pump connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between each terminal of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P208A has been detected.

NOYES

5 Inspect the DEF pump

PMP-
PMPS

PMP+

SHTS029990300139

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
(1) PMP- – PMP+
(2) PMP- – PMPS
(3) PMP+ – PMPS

(1) 158 
(2) 200 
(3) 360 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300140

Has DTC P208A been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P208B
EN01H02999030602017038

DTC: P208B DEF pump motor - functional
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF pump motor is used to send DEF to the DEF injector.

• DEF pump motor operates according to the command values from DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Motor malfunction of DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• DEF is defrosted.

• The exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) is above 150 C {302 F}.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A judgment is made when the difference between the target pump rotation and actual pump rotation continues
to be more than 300 r/min for 5 seconds or more for 3 times.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF pump motor malfunction.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P208B

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DEF pump with a new one.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Start up the engine and keep the engine idling (about 10 minutes).

5. Select [DCU].

6. Select [DEF pump pressure] from the [Data monitor and Active
test] and check if the DEF pressure is maintained around 900 kPa
(800 kPa - 1050 kPa).

NOYES

1 Inspection of the DEF pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300142

Standard values

DEF pressure: 900 kPa (800 kPa – 1,050 kPa)

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P208C
EN01H02999030602017039

DTC: P208C DEF pump motor - circuit (Circuit low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU determines failure of DEF pump motor based on DEF pump circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Motor malfunction of DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine is running.

• DEF pump is operating.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF pump motor voltage: Less than 0.66 V for 8 sec. or more

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• DEF pump actuator malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P208C

1. Check the connection of the DEF pump connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the DCU 86P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DCU 86P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector and the DEF pump connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the DEF pump and each terminal
of the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Check the DEF pump wire harness

PMP-
PMP+

PMPS

PMP-
PMPS

PMP+

SHTS029990300144

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DEF pump 
vehicle-side 
connector – 
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMP+ – PMP+
PMP- – PMP-
PMPS – PMPS

1  or less 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the each
terminal of the DEF pump vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DEF pump with a new one.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if P208C has been detected.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the power supply of the DEF pump

PMP-
PMP+

PMPS

SHTS029990300145

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DEF pump 
vehicle-side 
connector
(1) PMP- – PMP+
(2) PMP- – PMPS
(3) PMP+ – PMPS

(1) 12 V
(2) 2.82 – 4.03 V
(3) 7.97 – 9.18 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the DCU. (After replacing, perform
DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300146

Has DTC P208C been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing, perform
DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P208D
EN01H02999030602017040

DTC: P208D DEF pump motor - circuit (Circuit high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU determines failure of DEF pump motor based on DEF pump circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Motor malfunction of DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine is running.

• DEF pump is operating.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF pump motor voltage: 2.7 V for 2 sec. or more

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• DEF pump motor malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P208D

1. Check the connection of the DEF pump connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the DCU 86P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DCU 86P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector and the DEF pump connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the DEF pump and each terminal
of the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Check the DEF pump wire harness

PMP-
PMP+

PMPS

PMP-
PMPS

PMP+

SHTS029990300148

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DEF pump 
vehicle-side 
connector – 
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMP+ – PMP+
PMP- – PMP-
PMPS – PMPS

1  or less 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the DEF pump vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DEF pump with a new one.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if P208D has been detected. 

NOYES

4 Inspecting the power supply of the DEF pump

PMP-
PMP+

PMPS

SHTS029990300149

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DEF pump 
vehicle-side 
connector
(1) PMP- – PMP+
(2) PMP- – PMPS
(3) PMP+ – PMPS

(1) 12 V
(2) 2.82 – 4.03 V
(3) 7.97 – 9.18 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300150

Has DTC P208D been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20A0
EN01H02999030602017041

DTC: P20A0 Reverting valve for DEF pump - circuit (Open load)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DCU detects abnormality according to the voltage of the DEF pump reverting valve circuit.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of reverting valve inside DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• DEF reverting valve is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of the DEF pump reverting valve continues to be 2.7 V or more and below 5 V for 2 seconds or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• Output restriction is applied when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles.

• Vehicle speed restriction is applied when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles).

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Malfunction of DEF reverting valve
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20A0

1. Check the connection of the DEF pump connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF pump connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF pump (reverting valve).

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF pump (reverting valve) unit

PMV+
PMV-

SHTS029990300152

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DEF pump 
connector
PMV+ – PMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
2.05 – 12.05 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the DEF pump connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuits in the DEF pump (reverting valve) harness

PMV- PMV+

SHTS029990300153

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMV+ – Ground
PMV- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect disconnection of the DEF pump (reverting valve) harness

PMV- PMV+

SHTS029990300154

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMV+ – PMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
2.05 – 12.05 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P20A0 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300155

Has DTC P20A0 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (Perform a DPR forced
regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20A1
EN01H02999030602017042

DTC: P20A1 Reverting valve for DEF pump stuck close
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Reverting valve for DEF pump stuck close is checked by DEF pressure.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of reverting valve inside DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The DEF pressure is 800 kPa or more and below 1,050 kPa.

• Battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.

• The time after turning off the starter key is 25 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The pressure sensor indicates 50 kPa or higher.

3. Reset condition

• DEF pump pressure sensor drop to 50 kPa is detected within 25 seconds after the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injector and DEF pipe may rupture when DEF freezes.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of reverting valve for DEF pump
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20A1

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] from the menu.

5. Select [DEF pump reverting valve] from [Data monitor and Active
test] and check the operating sound of the reverting valve.

NOYES

1. Select [DEF pump reverting valve] from the [Active test setting]
menu and operate the DEF pump.

2. Select [DEF pump pressure] from the [Data monitor setting] menu
and check the DEF pressure.

NOYES

1 Check the operation of the DEF pump (reverting valve) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300157

Did you hear the operating sound?

Go to step 2. Replace DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2 Inspect the DEF pump (reverting valve) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300158

Standard values

DEF pressure: less than 50 kPa

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the breather hose and check if it is not clogged, punc-
tured, or cracked.

NOYES

1. Start the engine and idle it for 10 minutes while you check if the
DEF pressure is maintained around 900 kPa in [Data monitor and
Active test] (800 kPa - 1,050 kPa).

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check if the DCU main relay is OFF in the HINO DX Ⅱ . (This cuts
off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the DCU.)

4. Select [DCU] and check if P20A1 is detected.

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF tank

Was any failure found?

Replace the breather hose.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS029990300159

Has DTC P20A1 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20A2
EN01H02999030602017043

DTC: P20A2 Reverting valve for DEF pump - circuit (Circuit low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DCU detects abnormality according to the voltage of the DEF pump reverting valve circuit.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of reverting valve in DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• DEF reverting valve is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of the DEF pump reverting valve continues to be below 0.66 V for 0.05 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Malfunction of DEF reverting valve
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20A2

1. Check the connection of the DEF pump connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF pump connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF pump (reverting valve).

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF pump (reverting valve) unit

PMV+
PMV-

SHTS029990300161

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DEF pump 
connector
PMV+ – PMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
2.05 – 12.05 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the DEF pump connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuits in the DEF pump (reverting valve) harness

PMV- PMV+

SHTS029990300162

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMV+ – Ground
PMV- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect disconnection of the DEF pump (reverting valve) harness

PMV- PMV+

SHTS029990300163

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMV+ – PMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
2.05 – 12.05 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P20A2 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300164

Has DTC P20A2 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (Perform a DPR forced
regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20A3
EN01H02999030602017044

DTC: P20A3 Reverting valve for DEF pump - circuit (Circuit high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DCU detects abnormality according to the voltage of the DEF pump reverting valve circuit.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of reverting valve in DEF pump is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• DEF reverting valve is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of the DEF pump reverting valve continues to be below 2.7 V for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injector and DEF pipe may rupture when DEF freezes.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Irregular contact (disconnection or poor fit of connector)

• Malfunction of DEF reverting valve
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20A3

1. Check the connection of the DEF pump connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF pump connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF pump (reverting valve).

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pump connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF pump (reverting valve) unit

PMV+
PMV-

SHTS029990300166

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DEF pump 
connector
PMV+ – PMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
2.05 – 12.05 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the DEF pump connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect for short-circuits in the DEF pump (reverting valve) harness

PMV- PMV+

SHTS029990300167

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMV+ – Ground
PMV- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect disconnection of the DEF pump (reverting valve) harness

PMV- PMV+

SHTS029990300168

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
PMV+ – PMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
2.05 – 12.05 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P20A3 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300169

Has DTC P20A3 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (Perform a DPR forced
regeneration after replacement.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20B1
EN01H02999030602017045

DTC: P20B1 DEF tank heater valve - circuit (Open load)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU detects malfunctions based on the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• Coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) voltage is more than 2.7 V and less than 5 V for 0.5 sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles).

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or unsteady contact of connector

• coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20B1

1. Check the connection of the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater
valve) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank
heater valve).

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve).

NOYES

1 Inspect the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) unit

+E

SHTS029990300171

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant cut off 
valve (DEF tank 
heater valve) 
connector
E – +

20 C {68 F}: 
9.04 – 9.52 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank
heater valve).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the ground and each terminal of
the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Connect the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) connec-
tor.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Check for short-cut in the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) wire harness

WMW+ WMV-

SHTS029990300172

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
WMW+ – Ground
WMV- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check for disconnection in the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) wire harness

WMW+ WMV-

SHTS029990300173

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
WMW+ – WMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
9.04 – 9.52 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P20B1 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300174

Has DTC P20B1 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20B2
EN01H02999030602017046

DTC: P20B2 DEF tank heater valve stuck close
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) malfunction is judged the value of DEF tank temperature sensor.

• There are 2 types of coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) malfunction.: "stuck open" and "stuck closed".

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

 

1. When stuck in open position

• Starter key is "ON".

2. When stuck in closed position

• The conditions described below remain for 1,000 to 1,200 seconds or more.

- The coolant cut valve is open.

- The coolant temperature is above 40 C {104 F}.

- The DEF tank temperature is below 8 C {46.4 F}.
(2) Judgement criteria

 

1. When stuck in open position

• DEF tank temperature is more than 75 C {167 F} for 10 seconds (Judged by whether the DEF tank is
abnormally heated.)

2. When stuck in closed position

• Under the detection condition 2, a judgment is made when the increase of the DEF tank temperature is less
than 1 C {33.8 F}. (Judged by the fact that the temperature does not rise even when the DEF tank is
heated.)

3. Reset condition

• When stuck in open position
After having restored to the normal conditions.

• When stuck in closed position
Temperature rises at least 1°C {33.8 F} 1,000 to 1,200 seconds after valve opens (defrosts).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• If DTC P20B1 is detected simultaneously, start DTC P20B1 inspection first.

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) closed stuck or open stuck

• Blockage or leakage of coolant pipes

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or unsteady contact of connector

• DEF tank temperature sensor malfunction

• Engine coolant temperature sensor malfunction
NOTICE

• If the heat source is brought close to the DEF tank or the heated DEF is supplied, P20B2 may be detected.

• "Stuck closed" will be detected only at low temperatures where defrosting of aqueous DEF solution is neces-
sary.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20B2

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if any DTC other than P20B2 (for exam-
ple, P20B1) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check if the connection of the DEF tank temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness or poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300176

Has a DTC other than P20B2 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF tank temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check for leakage of the engine coolant system (pipes or hoses).

2. Check for uncoupled, clogged, broken, or cracked parts in the
engine cooling system (pipes and hoses).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the engine coolant sensor connector
(Looseness or poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine coolant system (pipes or hoses)

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely. Repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater
valve) connector.

NOYES

6 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

E THW

SHTS029990300177

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature 
sensor
E – THW

20 C {68 F}:
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Inspect the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely. Repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] from the menu.

3. Select [Coolant shutoff valve] from the [Data monitor and Active
test] and check the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve)
operating noise.

NOYES

1. Select [DEF tank temperature] and [Engine coolant temperature]
from [Data monitor and Active test].

2. Start the engine.

3. Check if the DEF tank temperature rises when the coolant temper-
ature is 40 C {104 F} or higher.

NOYES

8  Coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) actuation test [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300178

Operating noise is heard?

Go to step 9. Replace the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank
heater valve).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

9 Inspect the engine coolant temperature [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300179

Did DEF tank temperature rise?

Go to step 10. Replace the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank
heater valve).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance of the terminals
of the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve).

NOYES

1. Twenty seconds after the engine has started, grasp the pipe down-
stream of the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) and
check if the pressure drops.

NOYES

10 Inspect the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) unit

+E

SHTS029990300180

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant cut off 
valve (DEF tank 
heater valve) con-
nector
E – +

20 C {68 F}:
9.04 – 9.52 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank
heater valve).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

11 Inspect the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve)

Did the pressure drop?

Go to step 12. Replace the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank
heater valve).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Remove the coolant hose (upstream, downstream) from DEF sen-
sor.

2. Blow air though one side of the sensor and make sure it comes out
the other side.

NOYES

1. Remove the coolant hose (upstream, downstream) from DEF
pump.

2. Blow air though one side of the pump and make sure it comes out
the other side.

NOYES

12 Inspect the DEF sensor 

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the DEF pump

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF pump.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 14.
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1. Start the engine.

2. After 1 minute, stop the engine.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if P20B2 has been detected.

NOYES

14 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300181

Has the DTC P20B2 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20B3
EN01H02999030602017047

DTC: P20B3 DEF tank heater valve - circuit (Circuit low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU detects malfunctions based on the coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of coolant cut off valve is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• Coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) voltage is less 0.66 V for 0.05 sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Control will not work properly if the DEF freezes.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or unsteady contact of connector

• Coolant cut off valve malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20B3

1. Check the connection of the coolant cut off valve connector
(Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the connector of the coolant cut off valve.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the coolant cut off valve.

NOYES

1 Inspect the coolant cut off valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the coolant cut off valve unit

+E

SHTS029990300183

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Coolant cut off 
valve connector
E – +

20 C {68 F}: 
9.04 – 9.52 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the coolant cut off valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the coolant cut off valve connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P vehi-
cle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Check for short-cut in the coolant cut off valve wire harness

WMW+ WMV-

SHTS029990300184

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
WMW+ – Ground
WMV- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check for disconnection in the coolant cut off valve wire harness

WMW+ WMV-

SHTS029990300185

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
WMW+ – WMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
9.04 – 9.52 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P20B3 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300186

Has DTC P20B3 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20B4
EN01H02999030602017048

DTC: P20B4 DEF tank heater valve - circuit (Circuit high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DCU detects malfunctions based on the coolant cut off valve circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of coolant cut off valve is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• Coolant cut off valve (DEF tank heater valve) is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Coolant cut off valve voltage = 2.7 V for 0.1 sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Control will not work properly if the DEF freezes.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Looseness or unsteady contact of connector

• Coolant cut off valve malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20B4

1. Check the connection of the coolant cut off valve connector
(Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the connector of the coolant cut off valve.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the coolant cut off valve.

NOYES

1 Inspect the coolant cut off valve connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the coolant cut off valve unit

+E

SHTS029990300188

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Coolant cut off 
valve connector
E – +

20 C {68 F}: 
9.04 – 9.52 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the coolant cut off valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the coolant cut off valve connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Check for short-cut in the coolant cut off valve wire harness

WMW+ WMV-

SHTS029990300189

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector 
WMW+ – Ground
WMV- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check for disconnection in the coolant cut off valve wire harness

WMW+ WMV-

SHTS029990300190

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
WMW + – WMV-

20 C {68 F}: 
9.04 – 9.52 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P20B4 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300191

Has DTC P20B4 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20BD, P20B9 and P20C1
EN01H02999030602017049

DTC: P20BD DEF heater 1 failure (Open load / low)
DTC: P20B9 DEF heater 2 failure (Open load / low)
DTC: P20C1 DEF heater 3 failure (Open load / low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Electrify the DEF heater to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

• DCU detects harness disconnection or short-circuit based on the DEF heater circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of DEF heater is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key ON.

• DEF defrosting control OFF.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage difference of DEF heater 1 drive FET (DCU internal element) is less than 2 V. (P20BD)

• Voltage difference of DEF heater 2 drive FET (DCU internal element) is less than 2 V. (P20B9)

• Voltage difference of DEF heater 3 drive FET (DCU internal element) is less than 2 V. (P20C1)

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR Malfunction Light: Blink

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: engine output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

F DEF-HTR 20A

R/B

ENGINE ROOM
No.1 W/H

ENGINE No.1 W/H

19

4

5

12 5
DEF heater 1

DEF heater

DEF heater relay

(HTR+) (HTR-)

21 4
DEF heater 2

(HTR+) (HTR-)

33 6
DEF heater 3

(HTR+) (HTR-)

4

8

3 5

2

(L)

1

(B)

1 2

1

2

48

41

30

DCU 86P

DCU 53P

(HHR-)

(HHR+)

(HH1-)

(HH2-)

(HH3-)

(B) (L)

(+S) (-S)

SHTS029990300192
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles).

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Deterioration of the function to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.
(Also clear DTC P204F (DEF SCR system failure) of the engine ECU side.)

• Using HINO DX Ⅱ , set the DEF heater "ON". After 10 seconds, set it to "OFF".

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit of GND

• DEF heater (1, 2 or 3) malfunction

• DEF heater relay malfunction

• Fuse (F DEF-HTR) malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20BD, P20B9 and P20C1

1. Check the fuse (F DEF-HTR) for fusing or improper fit.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [DCU] and check if any DTC related to DEF heater relay
below has been detected P20FC, P20FD, P20FE.

NOYES

1 Inspect the fuse and fusible link

Was any failure found?

Connect the fuse properly or replace.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300193

Has any DTC been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 3.
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1. Check the connection of the DEF heater 6P and 2P (only for crew
cab model) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check for cracks (leakage of DEF, etc) in the DEF heater pipe.

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF heater connector

DEF heater 6P connector

DEF heater 2P connector

SHTS029990300194

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the DEF heater pipe

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF heater pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF heater relay.

3. Disconnect the DEF heater 6P connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DEF heater relay vehicle-side connector and the
DEF heater 6P vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspect the DEF heater power supply circuit (1)

HTR+ HTR+ HTR+
B

$UJ
L

$UK
+S

$UL

-S
$UM

L

DEF HTR RLY

SHTS029990300195

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DEF heater relay: 
Disconnect
DEF heater 
connector: 
Disconnect

DEF heater relay 
vehicle-side con-
nector – DEF 
heater 6P vehicle-
side connector
L – HTR+

Continue

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DEF heater 6P vehicle-side connector and the termi-
nals of the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

6 Inspect the DEF heater power supply circuit (2)

WMV+
%VU

HH3-
%VC

DML
LF9

PSRS
LFR

PSR-
LFP

PSR+
LFQ

PMPS
LFL

PMP-
LFK

DMH
LF8

EXT+
LFG

EXT-
LFH

ATS-
LNN

ATSS
LNM

PMP+
LFJ

PMV-
LFN

WMV-
LFB

PMV+
LFM

HH1-
%VA

HH2-
%VB

WMV+
%VU

HH3-
%VC

HH1-
%VA

HH2-
%VB

HH1-

HH2-

HH3-

HTR
-(4)

HTR
-(5)

HTR
-(6)

SHTS029990300196

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Disconnect the 
DEF heater 6P 
connector:
Disconnect the 
DCU 86P connec-
tor

DEF heater 6P 
connector – DCU 
86P vehicle side 
connector
HTR-(5) – HH1-
HTR-(4) – HH2-
HTR-(6) – HH3-

Continue

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DEF heater 6P connector.

NOYES

7 Inspect the DEF heater unit

HTR
+(1)

HTR
+(2)

HTR
+(3)

HTR
-(4)

HTR
-(5)

HTR
-(6)

SHTS029990300197

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Disconnect the 
DEF heater 6P 
connector

DEF heater 6P 
connector
(A) HTR+(2) – 
HTR-(5)
(B) HTR+(1) – 
HTR-(4)
(C) HTR+(3) – 
HTR-(6)

Continue

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

For single cab model
Replace the DEF heater 
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

For crew cab model
Case 1: (A) or (C) were failed:
Replace the DEF heater between the DEF
heater 6P connector and 2P connector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section. 
Case 2: (B) was failed: Go to step 8.
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1. Disconnect the DEF heater 2P connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DEF heater 2P DEF tank side connector.

NOYES

8 Inspect the DEF heater unit

DEF heater 6P connector

DEF heater 2P connector
(Only for crew cab model)

SHTS029990300198

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Disconnect the 
DEF heater 6P 
connector

Each terminals of 
DEF heater 2P  
DEF tank side 
connector
1 - 2

Continue

SHTS029990300199

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DEF heater between the DEF
heater 6P connector and 2P connector.

Replace the DEF heater DEF tank side.
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DTC: P20C0, P20BC and P20C4
EN01H02999030602017050

DTC: P20C0 DEF heater 1 failure (High)
DTC: P20BC DEF heater 2 failure (High)
DTC: P20C4 DEF heater 3 failure (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Electrify the DEF heater to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

• DCU detects +B short-circuit based on the DEF heater circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of DEF heater is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key ON.

• DEF defrosting control ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage difference of DEF heater 1 drive FET (DCU internal element) is more than 0.1 V. (P20C0)

• Voltage difference of DEF heater 2 drive FET (DCU internal element) is more than 0.1 V. (P20BC)

• Voltage difference of DEF heater 3 drive FET (DCU internal element) is more than 0.1 V. (P20C4)

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

F DEF-HTR 20A

R/B

ENGINE ROOM
No.1 W/H

ENGINE No.1 W/H

19

4

5

12 5
DEF heater 1

DEF heater

DEF heater relay

(HTR+) (HTR-)

21 4
DEF heater 2

(HTR+) (HTR-)

33 6
DEF heater 3

(HTR+) (HTR-)

4

8

3 5

2

(L)

1

(B)

1 2

1

2

48

41

30

DCU 86P

DCU 53P

(HHR-)

(HHR+)

(HH1-)

(HH2-)

(HH3-)

(B) (L)

(+S) (-S)

SHTS029990300200
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Deterioration of the function to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.
(Also clear DTC P204F (DEF SCR system failure) of the engine ECU side.)

• Using HINO DX Ⅱ , set the DEF heater "ON".

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit of +B

• DEF heater (1, 2 or 3) malfunction

• DEF heater relay malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20C0, P20BC and P20C4

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [DCU] and check if any DTC related to DEF heater relay
below has been detected P20FC, P20FD, P20FE.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the DEF heater 6P and 2P (only for crew
cab model) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300201

Has any DTC been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF heater connector

DEF heater 6P connector

DEF heater 2P connector
(Only for crew cab model)

SHTS029990300202

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check for cracks (leakage of DEF, etc) in the DEF heater pipe.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF heater relay.

3. Disconnect the DEF heater 6P connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.
(P20FD is detected, but it is no problem as it is caused by the dis-
connection of the DEF heater relay.)

5. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the DEF heater 6P vehicle-side connector and the ground.

6. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DEF heater 6P vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF heater pipe

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF heater pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the DEF heater power supply circuit (1)

HTR+ HTR+ HTR+

SHTS029990300203

HTR+ HTR+ HTR+

SHTS029990300204

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Disconnect DEF 
heater relay
Disconnect DEF 
heater 6P connec-
tor

DEF heater 6P 
vehicle-side con-
nector – Ground
HTR+ – Ground

5: 0 V
6: No continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the DEF heater 6P connector.

3. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.
(P20FD is detected, but it is no problem as it is caused by the dis-
connection of the DEF heater relay.)

5. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector and the ground.

5 Inspect the DEF heater power supply circuit (2)

WMV+
%VU

HH3-
%VC

DML
LF9

PSRS
LFR

PSR-
LFP

PSR+
LFQ

PMPS
LFL

PMP-
LFK

DMH
LF8

EXT+
LFG

EXT-
LFH

ATS-
LNN

ATSS
LNM

PMP+
LFJ

PMV-
LFN

WMV-
LFB

PMV+
LFM

HH1-
%VA

HH2-
%VB

WMV+
%VU

HH3-
%VC

HH1-
%VA

HH2-
%VB

HH1-  (DEF heater1)

HH2-  (DEF heater2)

HH3-  (DEF heater3)

SHTS029990300205
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6. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

WMV+
%VU

HH3-
%VC

DML
LF9

PSRS
LFR

PSR-
LFP

PSR+
LFQ

PMPS
LFL

PMP-
LFK

DMH
LF8

EXT+
LFG

EXT-
LFH

ATS-
LNN

ATSS
LNM

PMP+
LFJ

PMV-
LFN

WMV-
LFB

PMV+
LFM

HH1-
%VA

HH2-
%VB

WMV+
%VU

HH3-
%VC

HH1-
%VA

HH2-
%VB

HH1-  (DEF heater1)

HH2-  (DEF heater2)

HH3-  (DEF heater3)

SHTS029990300206

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Disconnect DEF 
heater relay

DCU 86P vehicle 
side connector – 
Ground
HH1- – Ground
HH2- – Ground
HH3- – Ground

5: 0 V
6: No continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20EE
EN01H02999030602017051

P20EE: NOx converting catalyst conversion efficiency
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Deterioration of SCR catalyst is determined by a decision of a drop in the NOx conversion efficiency and the DEF
concentration.

• Conversion efficiency is calculated by upstream and downstream NOx sensors.

• Besides other factors, conversion efficiency may drop due to the increase or decrease of DEF amount supplied to
the sensing unit.

• DEF SCR catalyst concentration is measured by a DEF quality sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• Deterioration of DEF SCR catalyst is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

a. Conditions below continue for 5 seconds.
1,000 r/min ≤ Engine speed ≤ 2,500 r/min
Engine speed ≥ 300 r/min for 3 seconds.
30 mm3/st. cyl. ≤ Fuel injection quantity < 150 mm3/st. cyl.
300 kg/h ≤ Exhaust gas mass flow < 1,000 kg/h
210 C {410 F} ≤ SCR catalyst temperature < 260 C {500 F}
50 ppm ≤ NOx (SCR upstream) < 1,000 ppm
Intake air temperature > -20 C {-4 F}
60 % ≤ Ratio of actual NH3 load < 120 %
Calculated HC load < 0.1 g
NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) and NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) are valid for 121 seconds.
DPF active regeneration not in process

b. Conditions below continue for 10 seconds
DEF defrosting completed (DEF take temperature) ≥ -5 C {23 F}
Exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) > 150 C {302 F}
Engine speed ≥ 350 r/min
Vehicle speed > 6.2 mph
11 V < Battery voltage < 32 V
DEF quality sensor is valid.

(2) Judgement criteria
The conditions described below are formed.

a. Calculate Average NOx conversion efficiency from NOx sensor 1 (upstream) and 2 (downstream).
Target NOx conversion efficiency (from DCU) - Average NOx conversion efficiency ≥ 0.99

b. Average DEF concentration > 16 %

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after normal operation is restored and SCR-related memory is reset.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS Light: OFF

• Engine output is restricted.

• Vehicle speed is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Form the DTC detection condition.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty DEF solution reduction

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• NOx sensor failure

• Air flow sensor failure

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) failure

• DEF quality sensor failure

• SCR catalyst: miscalculation of adsorption amount or HC poisoning
NOTICE
If no trouble causes are found , it can be suspected that the respective DTC was issued because of a temporary
fault condition caused by the freezing of the DEF.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20EE

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ and check it the DTC
P20EE has been detected.

NOYES

1. Measure DEF concentration.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300208

Has any DTC related to P20EE been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.
After repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF

Standard values

32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF. 
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF through the tank drain
with the key ON, and then refill the tank with
at least 5 liters of DEF. Afterward, drive the
vehicle and check if the problem does not
recur under driving conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Start the engine. Begin warm-up operation while turning on the
exhaust brake. Wait until the indicator on water temperature meter
goes up to the middle, as shown in the left picture.

5. Confirm that the output waveform of NOx sensor is being read out,
using [Data monitor Setting] function in HINO DX Ⅱ screen.
<Inspection procedure> 
(1) Select [Engine].
(2) Select [Data monitor and Active test].
(3) Select the [NOx level (before catalyst)] and [NOx level (after

catalyst)] on [Data monitor Setting] screen, and start data
monitor.
5-1. If the level of NOx sensor is being read out, wait for three
minutes, then turn off the exhaust brake while continued
idling.
5-2. If the level of NOx sensor is not being read out, keep the
exhaust brake turned on until the level of NOx sensor begins
to be read out, wait for three minutes, then turn off the
exhaust brake while continued idling.

6. Check the level of NOx sensor 5 minutes after having the exhaust
brake turned off, and determine the condition based on Failure
Judgment Manual for NOx sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)
(2)(3)

(3)

SHTS029990300209

NOx controller operates properly?

Go to step 4. Replace NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) that
does not operate properly.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Start the engine. Begin warm-up operation while turning on the
exhaust brake. Wait until the indicator on water temperature meter
goes up to the middle, as shown in the left picture.

5. Confirm that the output waveform of NOx sensor is being read out,
using [Data monitor Setting] function in HINO DX Ⅱ screen.
<Inspection procedure> 
(1) Select [Engine].
(2) Select [Data monitor and Active test].
(3) Select the [NOx level (before catalyst)] and [NOx level (after

catalyst)] on [Data monitor Setting] screen, and start data
monitor.
5-1. If the level of NOx sensor is being read out, wait for three
minutes, then turn off the exhaust brake while continued
idling.
5-2. If the level of NOx sensor is not being read out, keep the
exhaust brake turned on until the level of NOx sensor begins
to be read out, wait for three minutes, then turn off the
exhaust brake while continued idling.

6. Check the level of NOx sensor 5 minutes after having the exhaust
brake turned off, and determine the condition based on Failure
Judgment Manual for NOx sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)
(2)(3)

(3)

SHTS029990300210

NOx controller operates properly?

Go to step 5. Replace NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)
that does not operate properly.
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1. Remove the DEF tank from the vehicle.

2. Remove the DEF quality sensor from the DEF tank.

3. Drain the DEF solution from the DEF tank and check the tank inte-
rior for the presence of foreign substances.

NOYES

1. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the DEF quality sensor.

NOYES

5 Inspect the DEF tank

Was any failure found?

Remove the foreign substances and clean
the DEF tank interior.

! CAUTION
 

Use fresh water or a diluted DEF solution to
clean the DEF tank interior.

Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Check the DEF quality sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the DEF quality sensor.
Go to step 7.

Go to step 7.
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1. Temporarily install the DEF quality sensor in the DEF tank and
mount the tank on the vehicle. (This makes it possible to connect
the DEF quality sensor connector.)

2. Fill the tank with the standard concentration of DEF solution.

3. Perform "After-inspection work" of INFORMATION section.

4. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

5. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

6. Select [Engine] and check if DTC P20EE has been detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

7 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300211

Has DTC P20EE been detected?

Replace the DEF quality sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 9.

Go to step 9.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

9 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) and install it properly. If damaged,
replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Go to step 10.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300212

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Go to step 11.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

11 Inspect for short-circuit in the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT+ EXT-

SHTS029990300213

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – Ground
EXT- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 12.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connec-
tor.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Check the DEF pipe (pressure line) and verify that there are no
disconnections, clogging, corrosion, or cracks.

NOYES

12 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT+ EXT-

SHTS029990300214

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – EXT-

20 C {68 F}: 220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 13.
If any failure was found at the step 8 - 11, per-
form "After-inspection work" of INFORMA-
TION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

13 Check the DEF pipe (pump  injector)

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 14.
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NOTICE
Prepare a beaker or similar, plus a larger measuring vessel for
measuring the DEF to be injected, before perform this inspection.
(If the vessel is small, there is dispersion at the time of injection
from the injector, and the measuring quantity decreases.)

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from the muffler.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

5. Select [DCU].

6. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ menu and check the oper-
ation of the DEF injector.

NOTICE
When the DEF tank temperature is -5 C (23 F) or lower, perform
warm-up to raise it to 10 C (50 F) or higher.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform addition test as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

(Perform all three patterns)

NOYES

14 Inspect the DEF injector 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)

(3)

(2)

SHTS029990300215

Is operation normal?

Re-install the DEF injector on the muffler.
Go to step 16.

Go to step 15.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the DEF injector with a new one. (Do not install it on the
muffler.)

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Perform DEF addition test as same as step 13.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector (Looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

15 Inspect the DEF injector 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300216

Is operation normal?

New injector installed in the muffler, proce-
dure completed. After installing the injector,
idle the engine (for about 10 min.) and on the
menu [Data monitor and Active test] check if
the DEF is stable between 800 kPa and 1,051
kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the DEF pipe (pressure line). After
replacing the pipe, idle the engine (for about
10 min.) and on the menu [Data monitor and
Active test] check if the DEF is stable
between 800 kPa and 1,051 kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

16 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 17.

Go to step 17.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
harness. (Do not connect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

17 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

If dirt, clogging or damage was found in
sensing unit, replace the air flow sensor.
Go to step 18.

Go to step 18.

18 Inspect for short-circuit of the air flow sensor harness

C D
E12

E78E74

SHTS029990300217

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
VG (E74) – Ground
EVG (E78) –Ground
VAF (E12) –Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 19. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 19.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and air flow
sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the air flow sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

19 Inspect disconnection of the air flow sensor harness

C

D

E12

E78E74

AFSG

AFGDAFVB

SHTS029990300218

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness) – 
Air flow sensor 
vehicle-side con-
nector
VG (E74) – AFSG
EVG (E78) – AFGD
VAF (E12) – AFVB

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 20. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 20.

20 Inspect the air flow sensor power supply

AFGDAFVB

SHTS029990300219

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Air flow sensor 
vehicle-side con-
nector
AFVB – AFGD

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 21. Replace the engine ECU.
Go to step 21.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the air flow sensor connector.

3. Start the engine.

4. Use the oscilloscope to measure the signal voltage between the
terminals in the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Perform a basic engine check using the ENGINE BASIC INSPEC-
TION SHEET (ENGINE INSPECTION CHECK SHEET).

NOYES

21 Inspect the air flow sensor signal

E74 E78D

SHTS029990300220

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

After engine warm-
up, with engine 
idling

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
VG (E74) – 
EVG (E78)

5 – 6 kHz

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 22.
If any failure was found at the step 16 - 20,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

22 Perform a basic engine check

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 23.
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1. Make sure there is no soot leakage from the exhaust pipe outlet.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the SCR catalyst.

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the trouble history.

5. Form the DTC detection condition.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P20EE has been detected.

NOYES

23 Inspect the exhaust pipe

Was any failure found?

Replace the DPR filter
After replacing the filter, execute a DPR man-
ual regeneration and check if no DTC
(P20EE) is detected.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 24.

24 Inspect the SCR catalyst [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300221

Has DTC P20EE been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed. (SCR catalyst is faulty.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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Manual for the Verification of the Condition of NOx Sensor
Verify the condition of NOx sensor based on the waveforms illustrated below when checking the level of NOx sensor using
HINO DX Ⅱ .

Quality Product Example

Judgmental Standard
The data of the level of NOx sensor is below "1" and becomes stable in 5 minutes after the initiation of NOx transmission.

 

Characteristics

1. The level of NOx sensor stays around "0" until the indicator on the water temperature meter on the vehicle goes up to the
middle, as its data is not being transmitted.

2. It is not a problem if the meter shows a high level of NOx sensor for an instant moment when the data of the level of NOx
sensor begins to be transmitted.

3. The data of the level of NOx sensor becomes stable at below "1" in about 5 minutes after the initiation of NOx transmis-
sion. (Make sure to set the exhaust brake to "OFF")

Failed Product Examples
The level of NOx sensor staying at a elevated level.
The condition in which the level of NOx sensor stays above "1" for longer than 5 minutes after the initiation of NOx trans-
mission is called "elevated NOx level" and NOx sensors with this condition is considered as defective.

<Elevated NOx Level CASE1>

(1)

(2)

(3)

SHTS029990300222

Considered defective as the level of NOx sensor is above "1" 

SHTS029990300223
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<Elevated NOx Level CASE2>

Oscillation
The condition in which the level of NOx sensor is unstable is called "Oscillation" and considered as defective.

<Oscillation CASE1>

Considered defective as the level of NOx sensor mostly stays above "1" for longer than 5 minutes after the initiation 
of NOx transmission, although it goes down to  below "1" at the end of the graph.

SHTS029990300224

Considered defective as the level of NOx sensor is not stable all the way through, although it stays below "1".

SHTS029990300225
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<Oscillation CASE2>

Considered defective as the level of NOx sensor is not stable all the way through, although it stays below level "1".

SHTS029990300226
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DTC: P20FC
EN01H02999030602017052

DTC: P20FC DEF heater relay failure (Open load)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Electrify the DEF heater to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

• DCU detects harness disconnection based on the DEF heater circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of DEF heater relay is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key ON.

• DEF heater relay is in active condition.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF heater relay voltage more than 2.7 V and less than 5 V.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR Malfunction Light: Blink

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: engine output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

F DEF-HTR 20A

R/B

ENGINE ROOM
No.1 W/H

ENGINE No.1 W/H

19

4

5

12 5
DEF heater 1

DEF heater

DEF heater relay

(HTR+) (HTR-)

21 4
DEF heater 2

(HTR+) (HTR-)

33 6
DEF heater 3

(HTR+) (HTR-)

4

8

3 5

2

(L)

1

(B)

1 2

1

2

48

41

30

DCU 86P

DCU 53P

(HHR-)

(HHR+)

(HH1-)

(HH2-)

(HH3-)

(B) (L)

(+S) (-S)

SHTS029990300227
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles).

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Deterioration of the function to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.
(Also clear DTC P204F (DEF SCR system failure) of the engine ECU side.)

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection

• DEF heater relay malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20FC

1. Check the connection of the DEF heater relay (Looseness or poor
contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF heater relay.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF heater relay.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF heater relay

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF heater relay unit

1 2

SHTS029990300228

Tester connections Standard values

DEF heater relay terminals
1 in the figure: 320 
2 in the figure:  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF heater relay.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the DEF heater relay vehicle-side connector and ground.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 53P connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DEF heater relay vehicle-side connector and the ter-
minals of the DCU 53P connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF heater relay power supply circuit

B
$UJ

+S
$UL

B

+S

DEF HTR RLY

SHTS029990300229

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Disconnect DEF 
heater relay

DEF heater relay 
vehicle-side con-
nector
B – Ground
S+ – Ground

10 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the DEF heater relay power
supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check the harness between the DEF heater relay and the DCU

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

IGSW
%UV

HHR-
%VD

HHR+
%VE

IGSW
%UV

HHR-
%VD

HHR+
%VE

DCU 53 Pin connector -S
$UM

-S

DEF HTR RLY

HHR-

SHTS029990300230

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Disconnect DEF 
heater relay

DEF heater relay 
vehicle-side con-
nector – DCU 53P 
vehicle-side con-
nector
S- – HHR-

Continue

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20FD
EN01H02999030602017053

DTC: P20FD DEF heater relay failure (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Electrify the DEF heater relay to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

• DCU detects DEF heater relay failure (low) based on the DEF heater circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of DEF heater relay is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF heater relay circuit voltage is less than 0.66 V.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Deterioration of the function to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

F DEF-HTR 20A

R/B

ENGINE ROOM
No.1 W/H

ENGINE No.1 W/H

19

4

5

12 5
DEF heater 1

DEF heater

DEF heater relay

(HTR+) (HTR-)

21 4
DEF heater 2

(HTR+) (HTR-)

33 6
DEF heater 3

(HTR+) (HTR-)

4

8

3 5

2

(L)

1

(B)

1 2

1

2

48

41

30

DCU 86P

DCU 53P

(HHR-)

(HHR+)

(HH1-)

(HH2-)

(HH3-)

(B) (L)

(+S) (-S)

SHTS029990300231
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.
(Also clear DTC P204F (DEF SCR system failure) of the engine ECU side.)

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness short-circuit of GND

• DEF heater relay malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20FD

1. Check the connection of the DEF heater relay (Looseness or poor
contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF heater relay.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF heater relay.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF heater relay

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF heater relay unit

1 2

SHTS029990300232

Tester connections Standard values

DEF heater relay terminals
1 in the figure: 320 
2 in the figure:  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF heater relay.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the DEF heater relay vehicle-side connector and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF heater relay power supply circuit

B
$UJ

+S
$UL

B

+S

DEF HTR RLY

SHTS029990300233

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Disconnect DEF 
heater relay

DEF heater relay 
vehicle-side con-
nector
B – Ground
S+ – Ground

10 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the DEF heater relay power
supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF heater relay.

3. Disconnect the DCU 53P connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DEF heater relay vehicle-side connector and the ter-
minals of the DCU 53P connector.

NOYES

4 Check the harness between the DEF heater relay and the DCU

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

IGSW
%UV

HHR-
%VD

HHR+
%VE

IGSW
%UV

HHR-
%VD

HHR+
%VE

DCU 53 Pin connector -S
$UM

-S

DEF HTR RLY

HHR-

SHTS029990300234

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Disconnect DEF 
heater relay

DEF heater relay 
vehicle-side con-
nector – DCU 53P 
vehicle-side con-
nector
S- – HHR-

Continue

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20FE
EN01H02999030602017054

DTC: P20FE DEF heater relay failure (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Electrify the DEF heater relay to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

• DCU detects +B short-circuit based on the DEF heater circuit voltage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction of DEF heater relay is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF heater relay circuit voltage is less than 2.7V.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Deterioration of the function to prevent the freezing of DEF pipings.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

F DEF-HTR 20A

R/B

ENGINE ROOM
No.1 W/H

ENGINE No.1 W/H

19

4

5

12 5
DEF heater 1

DEF heater

DEF heater relay

(HTR+) (HTR-)

21 4
DEF heater 2

(HTR+) (HTR-)

33 6
DEF heater 3

(HTR+) (HTR-)

4

8

3 5

2

(L)

1

(B)

1 2

1

2

48

41

30

DCU 86P

DCU 53P

(HHR-)

(HHR+)

(HH1-)

(HH2-)

(HH3-)

(B) (L)

(+S) (-S)

SHTS029990300235
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.
(Also clear DTC P204F (DEF SCR system failure) of the engine ECU side.)

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness short-circuit

• DEF heater relay malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20FE

1. Check the connection of the DEF heater relay (Looseness or poor
contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF heater relay.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DEF heater relay.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF heater relay

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF heater relay unit

1 2

SHTS029990300236

Tester connections Standard values

DEF heater relay terminals
1 in the figure: 320 
2 in the figure:  

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF heater relay.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between each ter-
minal in the DEF heater relay vehicle-side connector and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF heater relay power supply circuit

B
$UJ

+S
$UL

B

+S

DEF HTR RLY

SHTS029990300237

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Disconnect DEF 
heater relay

DEF heater relay 
vehicle-side con-
nector
B – Ground
S+ – Ground

10 V or more

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the DEF heater relay power
supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF heater relay.

3. Disconnect the DCU 53P connector.

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the continuity between the ter-
minals of the DEF heater relay vehicle-side connector and the ter-
minals of the DCU 53P connector.

NOYES

4 Check the harness between the DEF heater relay and the DCU

CAH1
LF5

CAL1
LF6

CAH0
LEY

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

IGSW
%UV

HHR-
%VD

HHR+
%VE

IGSW
%UV

HHR-
%VD

HHR+
%VE

DCU 53 Pin connector -S
$UM

-S

DEF HTR RLY

HHR-

SHTS029990300238

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Disconnect DEF 
heater relay

DEF heater relay 
vehicle-side con-
nector – DCU 53P 
vehicle-side con-
nector
S- – HHR-

Continue

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20E8
EN01H02999030602017055

DTC: P20E8 Suction line pressure build up check
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF line pressure depends on ejection of the DEF pump.

• DEF pump ejection is determined by value of DEF pressure sensor which is built in DEF pump.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal pressure in the DEF pipe is detected.

Breather hose Coolant outlet
Harness connector 

Coolant inlet 

Coolant inlet

DEF back flow (To DEF tank)

Coolant outlet
DEF pressure line (outlet)

DEF back flow
(To DEF tank)

DEF back flow
(To DEF tank)

DEF tank

DEF pump

DEF circuit

DEF Injector

Inside muffler

To DEF SCR
catalyst

DEF tank

DEF suction line

DEF sensor
(strainer) DEF pump

DEF suction line DEF suction line

DEF pressure line (outlet)

SHTS029990300239
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) > 150 C {302 F}

• DEF defrosting is done.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DEF pressure does not rise to 650 kPa {94 psi} or more for approx. 6 minutes during "Pressure Build Up
Mode".

<Sample: Normal DEF Pressurizing Manner>

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx reduction rate monitoring is aborted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: engine output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

Standby

Pressure Build Up
Metering Control

DEF injection start

Key-Off

After run

SCR inlet Temp

DEF pressure

Key-On

150 °C {302 °F}

950 kPa {138 psi}

Monitoring Condition
(1) SCR inlet temp > 150 °C {302 °F}
(2) DEF defrosting is done.

Detection Mode

850 kPa {123 psi}

650 kPa {94 psi}

Emptying startPump Opening: 75%

SHTS029990300240
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• NOx reduction function is prevented.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles).

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset "Urea SCR related memory" by HINO DX Ⅱ "Data monitor and Active test".

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF in the DEF tank is empty.

• Strainer in the DEF sensor is clogged.

• Air is entering into DEF suction line.

• DEF suction line is clogged (frozen), or DEF leaks from DEF suction line.

• DEF pump main filter element is clogged.

• DEF pump inlet connector filter is clogged.

• Leak from DEF pump.

• DEF pump malfunction.

• Clogged DEF tank breather hose.
NOTICE
DEF -SCR system can be damaged by Diesel filling up to the tank.

• If DEF tank level tube on the DEF tank is deteriorated to brown color, it is an evidence of diesel filled to the tank.

• If DEF pump main filter has a yellow slime, it is an evidence of biodiesel filled to the tank.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20E8

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] and check if P203F has been detected.

4. Check the DEF quantity in the DEF tank visually.
HINT
P203F is detected when remaining DEF level in the DEF tank is
less than 5%.

NOYES

1. Check the tightening torque of the DEF pump filter cap.
(Check for the DEF leakage or crystallization from the DEF tank fil-
ter cap.)

Tightening torque:
20 – 25 Nm {204 – 255 kgfcm, 15 – 18 lbfft}

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF quantity, Check the DTC history

Has DTC P203F been detected? Is the DEF tank empty?

Refill the DEF.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Check DEF leaks from the filter cap

SHTS029990300241

Was the filter cap tightened correctly with the correct torque?

<The cap is tightened to the correct torque
and no DEF leaks.>
Go to step 3.

Tighten the filter cap with specified torque.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check DEF pump electrical connectors visually.

NOYES

1. Check all connectors and DEF hoses between DEF tank and DEF
pump and check if they are free of leaks and DEF crystals.

2. Gently pull on connectors and make sure they are securely con-
nected.

- DEF hose connector (DEF pump side)

- DEF hose (suction side)
HINT

• If DEF leaks, deposits of DEF crystals will form around the muf-
fler.

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF pump electrical connector

SHTS029990300242

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the connectors.
If the connector corroded, replace both DEF
pump and wire harness.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the DEF line between DEF tank and pump

DEF pump

DEF hose

Connector

Connector

SHTS029990300243

Were DEF leaks found?

Replace the DEF line (connector and hose)
between DEF tank and pump.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.
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1. Check condition of the O-ring inside the DEF connector.
(No crack on O-ring, No contaminant on sealing surface.)

NOYES

5 Inspect the DEF line between DEF tank and pump

O-ring

SHTS029990300244

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF line (connector and hose)
between DEF tank and pump.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.
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1. Remove the DEF tank from the vehicle.

2. Remove the DEF pick-up assembly (DEF sensor) from the DEF
tank.

3. Drain the DEF from the DEF tank and check if large debris which
can cover DEF suction area are found or fibrous debris are found
in the DEF tank, strainer of DEF pick-up unit (in the DEF sensor)
or drained DEF.

NOYES

6 Inspect the inside of DEF tank and DEF pick-up unit (DEF sensor)

Strainer is within 
this box

DEF
sensor

DEF
tank

Float

DEF sensor

SHTS029990300245

Was any failure found?

Replace DEF, DEF pump inlet connector, DEF
pick-up unit (DEF sensor) and DEF line
between DEF tank and pump.
Remove the foreign objects and clean the
DEF tank.
NOTICE
The DEF tank must be cleaned with fresh
water or diluted DEF.

The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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Replace the DEF pump inlet connector and check the DEF pressure.
HINT
If the inlet connector is clogged with debris, the debris will be
moved to the strainer side by the after-run process. Therefore, use
the following procedure to replace the inlet connector so that an
after-run is not executed.

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [DCU].

5. Perform [Leak test] for 3 minutes from the [DEF solution addition
test] in [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ .

NOTICE
Make sure to confirm NO frozen DEF within DEF tank, pump and
line prior this test.
Otherwise, DEF pump may be damaged.

6. Close HINO DX Ⅱ .

7. Disconnect the electrical connector from the DEF pump (with
starter key ON position) and wrap the disconnected connector by
the plastic bag for prevention of water/DEF entering.

8. Set the starter key to the “LOCK” position and wait for 1 minute.

9. Disconnect the electrical connector from the DCU and wrap the
disconnected connector by the plastic bag for prevention of water/
DEF entering.

10. Disconnect the DEF suction line from inlet connector of the DEF
pump.

11. Replace the inlet connector of the DEF pump to new one (Oil the
O-ring with Mobil velocite oil No.6 or equivalent).

Tightening torque for connector:
4.0 – 5.0 Nm {41 – 51 kgfcm, 3.0 – 3.6 lbfft}

12. Connect the DEF suction line to inlet connector of the DEF pump.

13. Connect the electrical connector to the DCU and the DEF pump.

14. Set the starter key to the "ON" position, and conduct the DEF
pump leak test with HINO DX Ⅱ again. And read the DEF pump
pressure on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

7 DEF pump opening check

Filter

Electrical
connector

Inlet connector

88 mm {3.39 in.}22 mm
{0.87 in.}

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300246
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HINT
Why DEF inlet connector should be replaced?

- DEF inlet connector has a filter, and intermittently DEF pressure
won’t build up can be made by contaminated DEF inlet connec-
tor. Normal DEF pressure occasionally happened although
there is 90% of restriction in the filter.

NOTICE
As DEF is highly corrosive, take care that it does not get onto sur-
rounding parts. Special care is required as this may cause a mal-
function, particularly when DEF comes in contact with electric
wiring or connectors. If DEF gets onto a component, wipe it off
immediately, using a rag moistened with hot water; if necessary,
rinse it off with hot water, and then dry completely. Before connec-
tor installation, check visually and make sure that no signs of cor-
rosion etc. are present.

NOYES

Measurement
conditions

Standard values

Starter key: ON
The DEF pressure is stable in the 850 to 
950 kPa (123.3 to 137.8 psi) range for 60 
seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

The cause is clogged DEF inlet connector.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF suction line between the DEF tank (1) and the
DEF pump (2) and connect the SST as the picture shown.
SST: HOSE SUB-ASSY, UREA (S0920-E0020)

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Select [DCU].

6. Perform [Leak test] from the [DEF solution addition test].
And read the DEF pump pressure on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

NOYES

8 Inspect the DEF suction line.

(2)
(1)

DEF tank

DEF 
sensor

SST
DEF pump

SST

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300247

Measurement con-
ditions

Standard values

Starter key: ON
The DEF pressure is stable in the 850 to 
950 kPa (123.3 to 137.8 psi) range for 60 
seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

The cause is clogged DEF suction line.
Replace DEF suction line.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Fill a clean small container with clean DEF.

3. Disconnect the SST DEF tank-side connector (1) and put the con-
nector into the container containing the DEF.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Perform the [Leak test].
And read the DEF pump pressure on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

NOYES

9 Inspect the DEF pick-up unit (DEF sensor)

(2)

(1)

DEF 

DEF 
sensor

SSTDEF pump

SHTS029990300248
Measurement

conditions
Standard values

Starter key: ON
The DEF pressure is stable in the 850 to 
950 kPa (123.3 to 137.8 psi) range for 60 
seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

The cause is clogged DEF pick-up unit (DEF
sensor). Replace DEF sensor.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace DEF pump.
The unit can be released after DEF tank
breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20E9
EN01H02999030602017056

DTC: P20E9 Back flow line and pressure line Pressure check
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• DEF line pressure depends on flow rate of DEF pump.

• DEF pump flow rate is determined by the value supplied from the DEF pressure sensor which is integrated with the
DEF pump.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormal pressure in the DEF pipe is detected.

Breather hose Coolant outlet
Harness connector 

Coolant inlet 

Coolant inlet

DEF back flow (To DEF tank)

Coolant outlet
DEF pressure line (outlet)

DEF back flow
(To DEF tank)

DEF back flow
(To DEF tank)

DEF tank

DEF pump

DEF circuit

DEF Injector

Inside muffler

To DEF SCR
catalyst

DEF tank

DEF suction line

DEF sensor
(strainer) DEF pump

DEF suction line DEF suction line

DEF pressure line (outlet)

SHTS029990300249
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Exhaust gas temperature (SCR inlet) > 150 C {302 F}

• Defrosting DEF is done.

• DEF pressure build up-to 650 kPa {64 psi} is successfully completed.
(2) Judgement criteria

During "Detection Mode"

• DEF line pressure does not decrease or is stable at more than 1,000 kPa {145.0 psi} for 2 seconds at 7% of
DEF pump opening.

• DEF pressure was not stable for 8 seconds from 850 kPa to 950 kPa {123.3 to 137.8 psi} in detection mode
(300 seconds).

After "DEF injection start"

• DEF line pressure is more than 1,250 kPa (181.3 psi) for 5 sec.

<Sample: Normal DEF Pressurizing Manner>

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx reduction rate monitoring is aborted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: engine output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

Standby

Pressure Build Up
Metering Control

DEF injection start

Key-Off

After run

SCR inlet Temp

DEF pressure

Key-On

150 °C {302 °F}

950 kPa {138 psi}

Monitoring Condition
(1) SCR inlet temp > 150 °C {302 °F}
(2) DEF defrosting is done.

Detection Mode

850 kPa {123 psi}

650 kPa {94 psi}

Emptying startPump Opening: 75%

SHTS029990300250
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• NOx reduction function is prevented.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles)

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles)

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset "Urea SCR related memory" by HINO DX Ⅱ "Data monitor and Active test".

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DEF in the DEF tank is empty.

• Strainer in the DEF sensor is clogged.

• Air is entering into DEF suction line.

• DEF suction line is clogged (frozen), or DEF leaks from DEF suction line.

• DEF pump filter element is clogged.

• DEF pump inlet connector is clogged.

• DEF pump backflow connector is clogged.

• DEF backflow line is clogged.

• Leak from DEF pump.

• DEF pump malfunction.

• Clogged DEF tank breather hose.
NOTICE
DEF -SCR system can be damaged by Diesel filling up to the tank.

• If DEF tank level tube on the DEF tank is deteriorated to brown color, it is an evidence of diesel filled to the tank.

• If DEF pump main filter has a yellow slime, it is an evidence of biodiesel filled to the tank.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20E9

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine].

5. Select "DPR deposition quantity" from the customization items and
change the PM deposition quantity to [3.0 g/L].

6. Exit from [Engine] and connect to [DCU] on HINO DX Ⅱ .

7. Select [DEF pump pressure] in [Data monitor and Active test] and
read (record) the data (values) during DPR manual regeneration.
(Start the monitor and then push the DPR manual regeneration
button.)

8. After Manual regeneration completed, stop monitoring and save
the data.

9. Make a graph for collected DEF pressure and check the condition
with reference to the sample graph.

NOYES

1 Check the DEF pressure ramping up curve

Condition (1): Pressure raises over 1,000 kPa {145.0 psi} for more than 2 seconds.
Condition (2): Pressure raises up and not dropped.
Condition (3): Pressure raises over 1,250 kPa {181.3 psi} for more than 5 seconds.

1,000 kpa

1,250 kpa

850 kpa
900 kpa

(1) p > 1,000 kpa > 2s

(3) p > 1,250 kpa > 5s

(2) No pressure drop

Sample graph

Pressure value

Pressure

SHTS029990300251

Is the condition (1), (2) or (3) found in the corrected data?

Go to step 2. Go to diagnosis procedure for the DTC
P20E8.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF hose (backflow line) between the DEF tank
and the DEF pump.

3. Blow air from upstream side (DEF pump side) of the DEF hose
and check if the hose is clogged.

4. Remove the DEF pick-up unit (DEF sensor) from the DEF tank.

5. Blow air from upstream side (DEF hose side) of the DEF connec-
tor on the DEF sensor and check if the connector/pipe is clogged.

NOYES

2 Inspect the DEF backflow line.

DEF hose
(backflow line)

SHTS029990300252

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part.
And then perform same test with step 1.
If the result is OK (pressure curve is normal
behavior), the unit can be released after DEF
tank breather hose cleaning.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
If the result is not OK (condition (1),(2) or (3)
was found.), go to step 3.

Go to step 3.
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1. Replace the DEF pump backflow  connector to new one, then per-
form same test with step 1 again.

Tightening torque for connector:
4.0 – 5.0 Nm {41 – 51 kgfcm, 3.0 – 3.6 lbfft}

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF backflow line

Back flow
connector

81 mm {3.19 in.}25 mm
{0.98 in.}

SHTS029990300253

Is the condition (1), (2) or (3) found in the corrected data?

Go to diagnosis procedure for the DTC
P20E8.

Procedure completed. The unit can be
released after DEF tank breather hose clean-
ing.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P20F4
EN01H02999030602017057

DTC: P20F4 DEF consumption failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The amount of added DEF is diagnosed as abnormal.

• The amount of added DEF is controlled by the DEF pressure and the opening of the DEF injector.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF injector during system operation is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The pressure line pressure upon actuation of the system is normal.

• Integrated DEF injector duty (≥15%) >15,000%

• A change in fuel injection quantity of the DEF pump injector is less than 3% sec.

• Outside temperature is higher than -15 C {5 F}.

• Atmospheric pressure is higher than 75 kPa.

• The battery voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (Integrated Current DEF Duty Pump Duty - DEF Pump Duty@no dosing) / Integrated DEF Injector - The con-
dition that Duty is less than 0.01 is detected for once.
Then, the condition that DEF pressure is higher than 750 kPa is detected for 4 times.

3. Reset condition.

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• Output restricted instantaneously.

• If malfunction does not improve within 50 min.: Vehicle speed is restricted.

Back flow line Pressure line

Inside muffler

DEF injector

DEF tank

Suction line

DEF pump Pressure sensor

P

SHTS029990300254
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

• Engine output is insufficient.

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 50 min.).

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Clogging of the DEF injector

• Clogging of the DEF pipe
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P20F4

1. Check the DEF pipe (pressure line) and check if there are no dis-
connections, clogging, corrosion, or cracks.

NOYES

NOTICE
Prepare a beaker or similar, plus a larger measuring vessel for
measuring the DEF to be injected, before perform this inspection.
(If the vessel is small, there is dispersion at the time of injection
from the injector, and the measuring quantity decreases.)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from the muffler.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform addition test as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

(Perform all three patterns)
NOTICE
When the DEF tank temperature is -5 C (23 F) or lower, perform
warm-up to raise it to 10 C (50 F) or higher.

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF pipe (pump  injector)

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect DEF injector 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300255

Is operation normal?

Procedure completed. DEF crystal clogging
is considered resolved.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace DEF injector with a new one. (Do not install it on the muf-
fler.)

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Perform DEF addition test as same as step 2.

NOYES

3 Inspect the DEF injector 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300256

Is operation normal?

New injector installed in the muffler. Proce-
dure completed. After installing the injector,
idle the engine (for about 10 min.) and from
the menu [Data monitor and Active test]
check if the DEF is stable between 800 kPa
and 1,051 kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Re-install the DEF injector and replace the
DEF pipe (pressure line). After replacing the
pipe, idle the engine (for about 10 min.) and
from the menu [Data monitor and Active test]
check if the DEF is stable between 800 kPa
and 1,051 kPa.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2201
EN01H02999030602017058

DTC: P2201 NOx sensor (SCR upstream) - Performance and Monitoring capability
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) confirms correct value by comparing with the actual NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)
value, the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) value and the NOx model value calculated by the ECU.

• NOx model value is calculated according to the engine's state and properties.

Description of malfunction

• Characteristics failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is detected.

Common rail 
pressure sensor

Boost pressure 
sensor

NOx sensor 1 
(SCR upstream)

Intake 
manifold 

temperature 
sensor

#V
L 

(C
A

H
0)

#V
M

 (
C

A
L0

)

+
Q

9

+
Q

D
#9

E

+
Q

B

+
Q

C

TYP 0.5A

#X4

#X6

#X5

#X8

#X7

#XA

#X9

#XC

#XB

TYP 0.5A

TYP 0.5A

TYP 0.5A

(GND1)

(GND2)

(GND)

(VCC)

(VCC)

(CANH)

(CANL)

(CANH)

(CANL)

#V
N

 (
C

A
H

1)

#V
P

 (
C

A
L1

)

+
P

0

+
P

1

B
O

D
Y

_E
A

R
T

H

(E1     )

X66 (THW  )

Z5G (E       )

10mA (THW )

(E5   )

(E1    )

(PCR1)

(VC   )

(PCR2)

10mA

X28

ZJQ

Z70
(PC1S)

$XV

XZG

X85

(E2   )
Z72

XZH

(VC2  )
XG2

(PC2S)
$XW

15mA

2mA

15mA

2mA

15mA

15mA

EBK

EBJ

EBH

EBM

EBN

(PCR1)

(VC1  )

(E2     )

(PCR2)
EBL

(VC2  )

Coolant 
temperature sensor

Intake air temperature sensor 
(built in the air flow sensor)

(FC    ) (VG   )

(EVG )

(VAF )

(THA )

(CANL)

(CANH)

(CAN-)

(CAN+)

X4K

XMH

X2U

X82

XZ7

XZ6H

L

H

L

YM6

YM5

10mA

200mA

200mA

10mA

10mA

X71

ZCV

XCT

X72

Z65

(E2G  )

(+B    )

(VC    )

(PIM )

(E4   )

X0G

(THIA)
XZJ

ZJP

5mA

15m
A

15mA

J0M

J0L

Z6R
(PIM  )

(E      )

10mA

10mA

Z7G

X0Q
(E2    )

(THA )

(E2    )

(THA  )

Engine ECU

DCU

SHTS029990300257
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• DPF active regeneration in process

• SCR catalyst temperature (from DCU) ≥ 400 C {752 F} for 110 sec

• DPF upstream temperature ≥ 400 C {752 F}

• 75 kPa ≤ Barometric pressure ≤ 112 kPa

• -7 C {19.4 F} ≤ Intake air temperature (build-in air flow sensor) ≤ 49 C {120 F}

• 55 C {131 F} ≤ Engine coolant temperature ≤ 100 C {212 F}

• NOx sensor (SCR upstream) is valid.

• NOx sensor (SCR downstream) is valid.
After above conditions are met, DEF dosing is stopped.
Cumulative NOx mass flow (calculated NOx) from DEF dosing stop ≥ 2.13 g
Conditions below continue for 7 sec

• 100 ppm ≤ Calculated NOx (SCR upstream) ≤ 1,500 ppm

• |ΔCalculated NOx (SCR upstream)| ≤ 310 ppm/sec

• 170 kg/h ≤ Exhaust gas mass flow < 1,000 kg/h

• Fuel injection quantity ≥ 5 mm3/st
(2) Judgement criteria

All of the three conditions described below are formed. (judgement time : 20 sec)

• Average actual NOx (from NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)) – Average calculated NOx (SCR upstream): Out of
range

• Average Actual NOx (from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)) – Average calculated NOx (SCR upstream):
Within range

• Average Actual NOx (from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)) – Average actual NOx (from NOx sensor 1
(SCR upstream)): Out of range 

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS Light: OFF

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx reduction quantity monitoring is aborted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• After starting the DPR automatic regeneration, form the DTC detection condition.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)

• NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) failure

- Sensor internal circuit failure

- NOx sensor controller failure

• Failure of sensor used in calculating model value:

- Air flow sensor

- Boost pressure sensor

- Intake manifold temperature sensor

- Engine coolant temperature sensor

- EGR failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2201

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ and check it the DTC
P2201 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300258

Has any DTC related to P2201 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.
After repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 2.
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1. Measure DEF concentration.

NOYES

1. Check the exhaust gas flow downstream of the turbocharger and
confirm that there is no leakage of exhaust gas.

NOYES

2 Inspect the DEF

Standard values

32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF. 
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF through the tank drain
with the key ON, and then refill the tank with
at least 5 liters of DEF. Afterward, drive the
vehicle and check if the problem does not
recur under driving conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

3 Inspect the exhaust gas leakage

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the area where the leak is.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.
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Confirm the output waveform of NOx sensor by using Data monitor
function of the HINO DX Ⅱ .

1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Select [DCU] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Delete the past DTC detected in the DCU.

4. Start the engine. Begin warm-up operation while turning on the
exhaust brake. Wait until the indicator on coolant temperature
gauge goes up to the middle, as shown in the left picture.

5. Confirm that the output waveform of NOx sensor is being read out,
by using HINO DX Ⅱ Data monitoring function.
<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .
(2) Select [Data monitor and Active test].
(3) Select the [NOx level (before catalyst)] on [Data monitor Set-

ting] screen, and start data monitor.

6. If the level of NOx sensor is being read out, wait for three minutes,
then turn off the exhaust brake while continued idling.
If the level of NOx sensor is not being read out, keep the exhaust
brake turned on until the level of NOx sensor begins to be read
out, wait for three minutes, then turn off the exhaust brake while
continued idling.

7. Check the level of NOx sensor 5 minutes after having the exhaust
brake turned.

NOTICE
Refer to the Failure Judgment Manual for NOx sensor.

NOYES

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)
(2)(3)

(3)

SHTS029990300259

Was any failure found?

Replace the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.
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Confirm the output waveform of NOx sensor by using Data Monitor
function HINO DX Ⅱ .

1. Delete past DTCs detected.

2. Start the engine. Begin warm-up operation while turning on the
exhaust brake. Wait until the indicator on coolant temperature
gauge goes up to the middle, as shown in the left picture.

3. Confirm that the output waveform of NOx sensor is being read out,
by using HINO DX Ⅱ Data monitoring function.
<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .
(2) Select [Data monitor and Active test].
(3) Select the [NOx level (after catalyst)] on [Data monitor Set-

ting] screen, and start data monitor.

4. If the level of NOx sensor is being read out, wait for three minutes,
then turn off the exhaust brake while continued idling.
If the level of NOx sensor is not being read out, keep the exhaust
brake turned on until the level of NOx sensor begins to be read
out, wait for three minutes, then turn off the exhaust brake while
continued idling.

5. Check the level of NOx sensor five minutes after having the
exhaust brake turned off.

NOTICE
Refer to the Failure Judgment Manual for NOx sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3
(DOC outlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

5 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)
(2)(3)

(3)

SHTS029990300260

Was any failure found?

Replace the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 7.

Go to step 7.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3
(DOC outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor 3 (DOC outlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet).

NOYES

7 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3
(DOC outlet) and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor 3 (DOC outlet).
Go to step 8.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) unit

E2THCI

SHTS029990300261

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 3 
(DOC outlet)
THCI – E2

20 C {68 F}:
13.7 – 29.8 k
50 C {122 F}:
7.13 – 13.7 k
80 C {176 F}:
4.1 – 7.13 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
3 (DOC outlet).
Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) vehi-
cle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

9 Inspect the sensor power supply

THCIE2

SHTS029990300262

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 3 
(DOC outlet) vehi-
cle-side connector
THCI – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12.
If any failure was found at the step 6 - 8, per-
form "After-inspection work" of INFORMA-
TION section.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect for short-circuit of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) harness

B
V46

V69

SHTS029990300263

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
EP1 (V46) – Ground
ET3+ (V69) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11 Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 11.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

11 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) harness

B
V46

V69

SHTS029990300264

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Tester connections

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
EP1 (V46) – 
ET3+ (V69)

20 C {68 F}:
13.7 – 29.8 k
50 C {122 F}:
7.13 – 13.7 k
80 C {176 F}:
4.1 – 7.13 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12.
If any failure was found at the step 6 - 10, per-
form "After-inspection work" of INFORMA-
TION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 13.

Go to step 13.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

13 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) and install it properly. If damaged,
replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Go to step 14.

Go to step 14.

14 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300265

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 15. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Go to step 15.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

15 Inspect for short-circuit in the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT+ EXT-

SHTS029990300266

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – Ground-
EXT- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 16. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 16.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connec-
tor.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

16 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT+ EXT-

SHTS029990300267

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – EXT-

20 C {68 F}: 220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 17.
If any failure was found at the step 12 - 15,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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NOTICE
Prepare a beaker or similar, plus a larger measuring vessel for
measuring the DEF to be injected, before perform this inspection.
(If the vessel is small, there is dispersion at the time of injection
from the injector, and the measuring quantity decreases.)

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from muffler.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

5. Select [DCU].

6. Select [Inspection Menu] and check the DEF injector actuation.
<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform additional tests as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ

screen. (Perform test patterns 1 – 3 and check the injection
amount and spray condition.)

NOYES

17 Inspect the DEF injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)

(3)

(2)

SHTS029990300268

Is operation normal?

Go to step 18. Replace the DEF injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Check the time lag (following characteristics) of the target EGR
valve opening and actual EGR valve opening by following proce-
dure.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Click [Start inspection].
(4) Click [EGR opening UP]:

• Check each step from 0 % – 90 % of the time lag (following charac-
teristics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve
opening.

(5) Click [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Check each step from 90 % – 0 % of the time lag (following charac-
teristics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve
opening.

HINT
In EGR openings from 0 % – 90 %, 1 step corresponds to a 10 %
change.

NOYES

18 Check the response delay of the EGR valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(4)
(5)

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300269

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 19. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the EGR valve.

3. Set the starter switch to ON position and select [Engine] on the
screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Perform [EGR inspection] in the same way as step 18.
Confirm the tracking properties of the EGR valve and make sure it
closes tightly.

NOYES

1. Check the condition of the tube coming out of the outlet side of the
EGR cooler.

2. Check if the EGR cooler tube is clogged.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor (Looseness and poor
contact).

NOYES

19 Inspect the EGR valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Are tracking and tightness normal?

Go to step 20. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

20 Inspect the EGR cooler

Is the tube clogged?

Wash or replace the EGR cooler.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 21.

21 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 22.

Go to step 22.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the air flow sensor.

NOYES

22 Inspect the air flow sensor

A

Sensing device
completely covered
by debris

New part

View-A

Example

SHTS029990300270

Was any failure found?

Go to step 23. Go to step 24.
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Prepare the new air flow sensor, and compare the air flow sensor char-
acteristics between the sensor on the vehicle and new sensor by using
HINO DX Ⅱ .

1. Set the starter switch to the lock position and connect HINO DX Ⅱ
to the vehicle.

2. Reconnect the sensor to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter switch to ON position and select [Engine] on HINO
DX Ⅱ menu.

4. Select [Amount of intake air flow inspection] from [Inspection
Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ .

5. Perform [Amount of intake air flow inspection] as instructed on the
HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

6. Perform the same inspection with the new sensor, and compare
the characteristics between old and new.

NOYES

23 Inspect air flow sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Standard values

Performance error: less than 10 %

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 24. Install the new air flow sensor.
Go to step 24.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals and ground.

HINT
Measure while shaking the harness.

NOYES

24 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of air flow sensor

C D
E12

E78E74

SHTS029990300271

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
VAF (E12) – Ground
VG (E74) – Ground
EVG (E78) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 25. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 25.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminal and the air flow sen-
sor vehicle-side connector terminal.

HINT
Measure while shaking the harness.

NOYES

25 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of air flow sensor

C

D

E12

E78E74

AFSG

AFGDAFVB

SHTS029990300272

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness) – air 
flow sensor vehicle 
side connector
VAF (E12) – AFVB
VG (E74) – AFSG
EVG (E78) – AFGD

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 26. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 26.
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Prepare the new air flow sensor, and compare the air flow sensor char-
acteristics between the sensor on the vehicle and new sensor by using
HINO DX Ⅱ .

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position and connect HINO
DX Ⅱ to the vehicle.

2. Set the starter switch to "ON" position and select [Engine] on
HINO DX Ⅱ menu.

3. Select [Amount of intake air flow inspection] from [Inspection
Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ menu.

4. Perform [Amount of intake air flow inspection] as instructed on the
HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

5. Perform the same inspection with the new sensor, and compare
the characteristics between old and new.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the boost pressure sensor connector
(Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

26 Inspect the air flow sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Standard values

Performance error: less than 10%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 27.
If any failure was found at the step 21 - 25,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

27 Inspect the boost pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 28.

Go to step 28.
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1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the boost pressure sensor.

3. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the pipes or
hoses unit of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Start the engine.

4. Select [Engine] from the menu.

5. Select [Actual boost pressure] from the [Data monitor Setting]
menu.

6. Race the engine from idle to NMR and verify that the boost pres-
sure output signal varies.

NOYES

28 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

If dirt, clogging or damage was found in
sensing unit, replace the boost pressure sen-
sor.
Go to step 29.

Go to step 29.

29 Check the boost pressure sensor output signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300273

Standard values

There is no abnormal change in the sensor output signal.
(The pressure sensor signal response changes according to the 
engine speed)

Was there no abnormal change in the sensor output signal?

Go to step 33.
If any failure was found at the step 27, 28,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
Go to step 30.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

30 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of boost pressure sensor

C D
E33

E67
E77

SHTS029990300274

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
VC2 (E33) – Ground
PIM (E67) – Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 31. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 31.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) and boost pressure sensor
vehicle-side connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine ECU vehicle-side harness to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

31 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of boost pressure sensor

C

D

E33 

E77
E67

PIM
VCE

SHTS029990300275

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness) – 
boost pressure sen-
sor vehicle-side 
connector
VC2 (E33) – VC
PIM (E67) – PIM
E4 (E77) – E

1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 32. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 32.

32 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply

E VC

SHTS029990300276

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Boost pressure sen-
sor vehicle-side 
connector
VC – E

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 33.
If any failure was found at the step 27 - 31,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the intake air temperature
sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

33 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 34.

Go to step 34.

34 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Was any failure found?

Remove all contaminants and clogging.
Replace if damaged.
Go to step 35.

Go to step 35.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) vehicle-
side connector.

NOYES

35 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) unit

THA E2

SHTS029990300277

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold)
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}:
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}:
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 36. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intake manifold).
Go to step 36.

36 Inspect the sensor power supply

E2 THA

SHTS029990300278

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold) vehicle-
side connector
THA – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 39.
If any failure was found at the step 33 - 35,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 37.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

37 Inspect for short-circuit of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) harness

D E76
E63

SHTS029990300279

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THIA (E63) – 
Ground
E2 (E76) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 38 Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 38.

38 Inspect disconnection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) harness

D
E76E63

SHTS029990300280

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THIA (E63) – 
E2 (E76)

20 C {68 F}:
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}:
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 39.
If any failure was found at the step 33 - 37,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1.

NOYES

39 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 40.

Go to step 40.

40 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1

Was any failure found?

Clean the engine coolant temperature sensor
1 and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1.
Go to step 41.

Go to step 41.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

41 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 unit

E THW

SHTS029990300281

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1
THW – E

20 C {68 F}:
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 42. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 1.
Go to step 42.

42 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 power supply

THW E

SHTS029990300282

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1 
vehicle-side con-
nector
THW – E

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 45.
If any failure was found at the step 39 - 41,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 43.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the engine ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

43 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 harness

D E58E66

SHTS029990300283

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THW (E66) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 44. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 44.

44 Inspect disconnection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 harness

D E58E66

SHTS029990300284

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THW (E66) – 
E5 (E58)

20 C {68 F}:
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 45.
If any failure was found at the step 39 - 43,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2.

NOYES

45 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 46.

Go to step 46.

46 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2

Was any failure found?

Clean the engine coolant temperature sensor
2 and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2.
Go to step 47.

Go to step 47.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

47 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 unit

E22 THW2

SHTS029990300285

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2
THW2 – E22

20 C {68 F}:
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 48. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 2.
Go to step 48.

48 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 power supply

THW2 E22

SHTS029990300286

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2 
vehicle-side con-
nector
THW2 – E22

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 51.
If any failure was found at the step 45 - 47,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 49.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the engine ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 harness.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

49 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 harness

D FE69
M54

SHTS029990300287

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THW2 (E69) – 
Ground
E7 (M54) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 50. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 50.

50 Inspect disconnection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 harness

D FE69
M54

SHTS029990300288

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THW2 (E69) – 
E7 (M54)

20 C {68 F}:
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 51.
If any failure was found at the step 45 - 49,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Replace the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) and NOx sensor 2
(SCR downstream).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFORMATION section.

2. Stop the engine and set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

5. Select [Engine] and check if P2201 has been detected.

NOYES

51 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300289

Has DTC P2201 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2202
EN01H02999030602017059

DTC: P2202 NOx sensor (SCR upstream) and Heater - Circuit (Circuit open)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is controlled by the NOx sensor controller.

• The NOx sensor controller is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it sends
and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of circuit inside NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The disconnection of the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) internal circuit is continuously received from CAN
data for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)

- Failure of circuit inside sensor

- Failure of NOx sensor controller
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2202

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if a CAN communication system malfunc-
tion (U029D) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300291

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Replace the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2203
EN01H02999030602017060

DTC: P2203 NOx sensor (SCR upstream) and Heater - Circuit (Circuit short)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is controlled by the NOx sensor controller.

• The NOx sensor controller is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it sends
and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Malfunction of short-circuit in the internal circuit of the NOx sensor 1 (SCR) is received from CAN data for con-
tinuous 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)

- Failure of circuit inside sensor

- Failure of NOx sensor controller
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2203

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if a CAN communication system malfunc-
tion (U029D) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300293

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Replace the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2204
EN01H02999030602017061

DTC: P2204 NOx sensor (SCR upstream) - Feedback
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is controlled by the NOx sensor controller.

• The NOx sensor controller is connected via the DCU and a harness, and it sends and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is operating.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/st.cyl or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

Any of the following conditions remain for 90 seconds or more.

• (Actual NOx sensor resistance - Target NOx sensor resistance)/ target NOx sensor resistance is greater than
6.25%.

• The O2 side electrode current is less than 4.6 µA or higher than 9.4 µA.

• The NOx side electrode potential is less than 360 mV or higher than 440 mV.

• The NOx sensor voltage is less than 12 V or higher than 16.5 V.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2204

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if any DTC other than P2204 (for example,
P2202, P2203, P2209, U029D) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) and NOx sensor 2
(SCR downstream).

3. Install NOx sensors 1 and 2 in the vehicle, in their opposite loca-
tion.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Erase the malfunction history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

6. Perform the DPR forced regeneration.

7. Select [DCU] and check if P2204 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300295

Has a DTC other than P2204 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300296

Has DTC P2204 been detected?

Go to step 3. Replace the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Check the engine coolant temperature sensor

E THW

SHTS029990300297

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature sen-
sor
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

5 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it prop-
erly.If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it prop-
erly.If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Actual boost pressure] from [Data monitor and Active test]
on the menu.

3. Race the engine from idle to No-Load Maximum and check if the
boost pressure output signal varies.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake manifold temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake manifold temperature sensor.

NOYES

7 Inspect the boost pressure sensor output signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300298

Standard values

Boost pressure sensor output value: There is no abnormal 
change in the sensor output signal. (The pressure sensor 
signal changes according to the engine speed)

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the Intake manifold temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the Intake manifold tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake manifold temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake manifold temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Replace NOx sensor 1 with a new sensor.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P2204 has been detected.

NOYES

9 Inspect the Intake manifold temperature sensor unit

E2 THA

SHTS029990300299

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake manifold 
temperature sen-
sor
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 2.41k

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 

Go to step 10. Replace the intake manifold temperature
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspection of the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300300

Has DTC P2204 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replace, perform a
forced regeneration)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

NOx sensor 1 failure. Install a new NOx sen-
sor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2209
EN01H02999030602017062

DTC: P2209 NOx sensor (SCR upstream) - Heater performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) are controlled by the NOx sensor controller.

• The NOx sensor controller is connected to the DCU via the harness for reception and transmission of information.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• SCR catalyst downstream temperature (from EGT (SCR upstream)) ≥ 100 C {212 F} Engine coolant temper-
ature ≥ 65 C {149 F}

(2) Judgement criteria

• The value obtained from the expression, (actual NOx sensor resistance - target NOx sensor resistance)/target
NOx sensor resistance, continues to be above 6.25% for 180 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Malfunction of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)

- Malfunction of circuit in the sensor

- Malfunction of NOx sensor controller
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2209

1. Check the connection of the NOx sensor (SCR upstream) connec-
tor (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Use the oscilloscope to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (CAN communication line)

CANL
CANH

SHTS029990300302

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle-side 
connector
CANH – CANL

0  5 V pulse 
waveform 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (GND line)

GND 1
GND 2

SHTS029990300303

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle-side 
connector
GND 1– GND 2

Continuity

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (power supply line)

VCC
GND 2

SHTS029990300304

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle-side 
connector
VCC – GND 2

9 V – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

5 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of engine coolant temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

7 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300305

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas 
temperature 
sensor (SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

9 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

THWE

SHTS029990300306

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature 
sensor
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace a new NOx sensor 1.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Erase the malfunction history and perform a DPR forced regenera-
tion.

6. Select [DCU] and check if P2209 has been detected.

NOYES

11 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ }

SHTS029990300307

Has DTC P2209 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2212
EN01H02999030602017063

DTC: P2212 NOx sensor (SCR downstream) - Feedback
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx is detected by a NOx sensor status signal sent from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream).

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• The NOx sensor (SCR outlet) is operating.

• A change in fuel injection quantity is 40 mm3/st. cyl. sec or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

Any of the following conditions remain for 90 seconds or more.

• (Actual NOx sensor resistance - Target NOx sensor resistance)/ target NOx sensor resistance is higher than
6.25%.

• The O2 side electrode current is less than 4.6 µA or higher than 9.4 µA.

• The NOx side electrode potential is less than 360 mV or higher than 440 mV.

• The NOx sensor voltage is less than 12 V or higher than 16.5 V.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2212

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if any DTC other than P2212 (for example,
P2215, P2216, P2222, U029E) has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) and NOx sensor 2
(SCR downstream).

3. Install NOx sensors 1 and 2 in the vehicle, in their opposite loca-
tion.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Erase the malfunction history using the menu.

6. Perform a DPR forced regeneration.

7. Select [DCU] and check if P2212 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300309

Has a DTC other than P2212 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300310

Has DTC P2212 been detected?

Go to step 3. Replace the NOx sensor 2 (SCR down-
stream).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor is
properly installed.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

E THW

SHTS029990300311

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature 
sensor
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

5 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it prop-
erly.If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it prop-
erly.If dirt, clogging or damage was found,
replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Start the engine.

2. Select [Actual boost pressure] from [Data monitor and Active test]
on the menu.

3. Race the engine from idle to No-Load Maximum and check if the
boost pressure output signal varies.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake manifold temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the intake manifold temperature sensor.

NOYES

7 Check the boost pressure sensor output signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300312

Standard values

Boost pressure sensor output value: There is no abnormal 
change in the sensor output signal. (The pressure sensor 
signal changes according to the engine speed)

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the intake manifold temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the intake manifold tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake manifold temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake manifold temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Replace NOx sensor 2 with a new sensor.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if P2212 has been detected.

NOYES

9 Inspect the Intake manifold temperature sensor unit

E2 THA

SHTS029990300313

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Intake manifold 
temperature 
sensor
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}: 
2.435 – 2.41 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value? 

Go to step 10. Replace the Intake manifold temperature
sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspection of the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300314

Has DTC P2212 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replace, perform a
forced regeneration)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

NOx sensor 2 is faulty. Install a new NOx sen-
sor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2214
EN01H02999030602017064

P2214: NOx sensor (SCR downstream) - Performance and Monitoring capability
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) confirms correct value by comparing with the actual NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)
value, the NOx sensor 2 (SCR down stream) value and the NOx model value calculated by the ECU.

• NOx model value is calculated according to the engine's state and properties.

<Description of malfunction>

• Characteristics failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) is detected.
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2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• DPF active regeneration in process

• SCR catalyst temperature (from DCU) ≥ 400 C {752 F} for 110 sec

• DPF upstream temperature ≥ 400 C {752 F}

• 75 kPa ≤ Barometric pressure ≤ 112 kPa

• -7 C {19.4 F} ≤ Intake air temperature (build-in air flow sensor) ≤ 49 C {120 F}

• 55 C {131 F} ≤ Engine coolant temperature ≤ 100 C {212 F}

• NOx sensor (SCR upstream) is valid.

• NOx sensor (SCR downstream) is valid.
After above conditions are met, DEF dosing is stopped.
Cumulative NOx mass flow (calculated NOx) from DEF dosing stop ≥ 2.13 g
Conditions below continue for 7 sec

• 100 ppm ≤ Calculated NOx (SCR upstream) ≤ 1,500 ppm

• |ΔCalculated NOx (SCR upstream)| ≤ 310 ppm/sec

• 170 kg/h ≤ Exhaust gas mass flow < 1,000 kg/h

• Fuel injection quantity ≥ 5 mm3/st
(2) Judgement criteria

All of the three conditions described below are formed. (judgement time : 20 sec)

• Average actual NOx (from NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)) – Average calculated NOx (SCR upstream): Within
range

• Average Actual NOx (from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)) – Average calculated NOx (SCR upstream): Out
of range

• Average Actual NOx (from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)) – Average actual NOx (from NOx sensor 1
(SCR upstream)): Out of range 

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS light: OFF

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• After starting the DPR automatic regeneration, form the DTC detection condition.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)

• NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) failure

- Sensor internal circuit failure

- NOx sensor controller failure

• Failure of sensor used in calculating model value:

- Air flow sensor

- Boost pressure sensor

- Intake manifold temperature sensor

- Engine coolant temperature sensor

- EGR failure
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2214

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ and check it the DTC
P2214 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Measure DEF concentration.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300316

Has any DTC related to P2214 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of the related
DTC.
After repair, go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the DEF

Standard values

32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the DEF. 
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF through the tank drain
with the key ON, and then refill the tank with
at least 5 liters of DEF. Afterward, drive the
vehicle and check if the problem does not
recur under driving conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the exhaust gas flow downstream of the turbocharger and
confirm that there is no leakage of exhaust gas.

NOYES

Confirm the output waveform of NOx sensor by using Data monitor
function of the HINO DX Ⅱ .

1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Select [DCU] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Delete the past DTC detected in the DCU.

4. Start the engine. Begin warm-up operation while turning on the
exhaust brake. Wait until the indicator on coolant temperature
gauge goes up to the middle, as shown in the left picture.

5. Confirm that the output waveform of NOx sensor is being read out,
by using HINO DX Ⅱ Data monitoring function.
<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .
(2) Select [Data monitor and Active test].
(3) Select the [NOx level (before catalyst)] on [Data monitor Set-

ting] screen, and start data monitor.

6. If the level of NOx sensor is being read out, wait for three minutes,
then turn off the exhaust brake while continued idling.
If the level of NOx sensor is not being read out, keep the exhaust
brake turned on until the level of NOx sensor begins to be read
out, wait for three minutes, then turn off the exhaust brake while
continued idling.

7. Check the level of NOx sensor 5 minutes after having the exhaust
brake turned.

NOTICE
Refer to the Failure Judgment Manual for NOx sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas leakage

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the area where the leak is.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)
(2)(3)

(3)

SHTS029990300317

Was any failure found?

Replace the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) Go to step 5.
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Confirm the output waveform of NOx sensor by using Data Monitor
function HINO DX Ⅱ .

1. Delete past DTCs detected.

2. Start the engine. Begin warm-up operation while turning on the
exhaust brake. Wait until the indicator on coolant temperature
gauge goes up to the middle, as shown in the left picture.

3. Confirm that the output waveform of NOx sensor is being read out,
by using HINO DX Ⅱ Data monitoring function.
<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .
(2) Select [Data monitor and Active test].
(3) Select the [NOx level (after catalyst)] on [Data monitor Set-

ting] screen, and start data monitor.

4. If the level of NOx sensor is being read out, wait for three minutes,
then turn off the exhaust brake while continued idling.
If the level of NOx sensor is not being read out, keep the exhaust
brake turned on until the level of NOx sensor begins to be read
out, wait for three minutes, then turn off the exhaust brake while
continued idling.

5. Check the level of NOx sensor five minutes after having the
exhaust brake turned off.

NOTICE
Refer to the Failure Judgment Manual for NOx sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3
(DOC outlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

5 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)
(2)(3)

(3)

SHTS029990300318

Was any failure found?

Replace the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 7.

Go to step 7.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3
(DOC outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor 3 (DOC outlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet).

NOYES

7 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3
(DOC outlet) and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor 3 (DOC outlet).
Go to step 8.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) unit

E2THCI

SHTS029990300319

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 3 
(DOC outlet)
THCI – E2

20 C {68 F}:
13.7 – 29.8 k
50 C {122 F}:
7.13 – 13.7 k
80 C {176 F}:
4.1 – 7.13 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
3 (DOC outlet).
Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) vehi-
cle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

9 Inspect the sensor power supply

THCIE2

SHTS029990300320

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 3 
(DOC outlet) vehi-
cle-side connector
THCI – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12.
If any failure was found at the step 6 - 8, per-
form "After-inspection work" of INFORMA-
TION section.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect for short-circuit of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) harness

B
V46

V69

SHTS029990300321

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
EP1 (V46) – Ground
ET3+ (V69) – 
Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 11.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

11 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor 3 (DOC outlet) harness

B
V46

V69

SHTS029990300322

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
EP1 (V46) – 
ET3+ (V69)

20 C {68 F}:
13.7 – 29.8 k
50 C {122 F}:
7.13 – 13.7 k
80 C {176 F}:
4.1 – 7.13 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 12.
If any failure was found at the step 6 - 10, per-
form "After-inspection work" of INFORMA-
TION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

12 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 13.

Go to step 13.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the exhaust gas tempera-
ture sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

13 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) and install it properly. If damaged,
replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Go to step 14.

Go to step 14.

14 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300323

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 15. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Go to step 15.
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1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

15 Inspect for short-circuit in the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT+ EXT-

SHTS029990300324

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – Ground
EXT- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 16. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 16.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connec-
tor.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

16 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT+ EXT-

SHTS029990300325

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – EXT-

20 C {68 F}: 220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 17.
If any failure was found at the step 12 - 15,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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NOTICE
Prepare a beaker or similar, plus a larger measuring vessel for
measuring the DEF to be injected, before perform this inspection.
(If the vessel is small, there is dispersion at the time of injection
from the injector, and the measuring quantity decreases.)

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from muffler.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

5. Select [DCU].

6. Select [Inspection Menu] and check the DEF injector actuation.
<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform additional tests as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ

screen. (Perform test patterns 1 – 3 and check the injection
amount and spray condition.)

NOYES

17 Inspect the DEF injector [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)

(3)

(2)

SHTS029990300326

Is operation normal?

Go to step 18. Replace the DEF injector.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Select [Engine] on the screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Check the time lag (following characteristics) of the target EGR
valve opening and actual EGR valve opening by following proce-
dure.

! CAUTION
 

Perform the inspection while the engine is stopped to avoid
engine damages.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [EGR inspection].
(3) Click [Start inspection].
(4) Click [EGR opening UP]:

• Check each step from 0 % – 90 % of the time lag (following charac-
teristics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve
opening.

(5) Click [EGR opening DOWN]:

• Check each step from 90 % – 0 % of the time lag (following charac-
teristics) of the target EGR valve opening and actual EGR valve
opening.

HINT
In EGR openings from 0 % – 90 %, 1 step corresponds to a 10 %
change.

NOYES

18 Check the response delay of the EGR valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(1)

(3)

(2)

SHTS029990300327

Standard values

The response delay should be less than 5 seconds.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 19. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the EGR valve.

3. Set the starter switch to ON position and select [Engine] on the
screen of HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Perform [EGR inspection] in the same way as step 18.
Confirm the tracking properties of the EGR valve and make sure it
closes tightly.

NOYES

1. Check the condition of the tube coming out of the outlet side of the
EGR cooler.

2. Check if the EGR cooler tube is clogged.

NOYES

19 Inspect the EGR valve [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Are tracking and tightness normal?

Go to step 20. Replace the EGR valve.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

20 Inspect the EGR cooler

Is the tube clogged?

Wash or replace the EGR cooler.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 21
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1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor (Looseness and poor
contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the air flow sensor.

NOYES

21 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 22.

Go to step 22.

22 Inspect the air flow sensor

A

Sensing device
completely covered
by debris

New part

View-A

Example

SHTS029990300328

Was any failure found?

Go to step 23. Go to step 24.
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Prepare the new air flow sensor, and compare the air flow sensor char-
acteristics between the sensor on the vehicle and new sensor by using
HINO DX Ⅱ .

1. Set the starter switch to the lock position and connect HINO DX Ⅱ
to the vehicle.

2. Reconnect the sensor to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter switch to ON position and select [Engine] on HINO
DX Ⅱ menu.

4. Select [Amount of intake air flow inspection] from [Inspection
Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ .

5. Perform [Amount of intake air flow inspection] as instructed on the
HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

6. Perform the same inspection with the new sensor, and compare
the characteristics between old and new.

NOYES

23 Inspect air flow sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Standard values

Performance error: less than 10 %

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 24. Install the new air flow sensor.
Go to step 24.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminals and ground.

HINT
Measure while shaking the harness.

NOYES

24 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of air flow sensor

C D
E12

E78E74

SHTS029990300329

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
VAF (E12) – Ground
VG (E74) – Ground
EVG (E78) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 25. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 25.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) terminal and the air flow sen-
sor vehicle-side connector terminal.

HINT
Measure while shaking the harness.

NOYES

25 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of air flow sensor

C

D

E12

E78E74

AFSG

AFGDAFVB

SHTS029990300330

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness) – 
airflow sensor vehi-
cle side connector
VAF (E12) – AFVB
VG (E74) – AFSG
EVG (E78) – AFGD

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 26. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 26.
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Prepare the new air flow sensor, and compare the air flow sensor char-
acteristics between the sensor on the vehicle and new sensor by using
HINO DX Ⅱ .

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position and connect HINO
DX Ⅱ to the vehicle.

2. Set the starter switch to "ON" position and select [Engine] on
HINO DX Ⅱ menu.

3. Select [Amount of intake air flow inspection] from [Inspection
Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ menu.

4. Perform [Amount of intake air flow inspection] as instructed on the
HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

5. Perform the same inspection with the new sensor, and compare
the characteristics between old and new.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the boost pressure sensor connector
(Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

26 Inspect the air flow sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Standard values

Performance error: less than 10 %

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 27.
If any failure was found at the step 21 - 25,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

27 Inspect the boost pressure sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 28.

Go to step 28.
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1. Check the installation of the boost pressure sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the boost pressure sensor.

3. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the pipes or
hoses unit of the boost pressure sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Start the engine.

4. Select [Engine] from the menu.

5. Select [Actual boost pressure] from the [Data monitor Setting]
menu.

6. Race the engine from idle to NMR and verify that the boost pres-
sure output signal varies.

NOYES

28 Inspect the boost pressure sensor

Was any failure found?

If dirt, clogging or damage was found in
sensing unit, replace the boost pressure sen-
sor.
Go to step 29.

Go to step 29.

29 Check the boost pressure sensor output signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300331

Standard values

There is no abnormal change in the sensor output signal.
(The pressure sensor signal response changes according to the 
engine speed)

Was there no abnormal change in the sensor output signal?

Go to step 33.
If any failure was found at the step 27, 28,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the boost pressure sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
Go to step 30.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the boost pressure sensor connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU vehicle-side
harness. (Do not connect harness to the ECU.)

4. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between each
terminal in the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

30 Inspect for short-circuits in wire harness of boost pressure sensor

C D
E33

E67
E77

SHTS029990300332

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness) 
VC2 (E33) – Ground
PIM (E67) – Ground
E4 (E77) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 31. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 31.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
engine ECU (signal check harness) and boost pressure sensor
vehicle-side connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine ECU vehicle-side harness to the engine ECU.

2. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the boost pressure sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

31 Inspect for disconnection in wire harness of boost pressure sensor

C

D

E33 

E77
E67

PIM
VCE

SHTS029990300333

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness) – 
boost pressure sen-
sor vehicle-side 
connector
VC2 (E33) – VC
PIM (E67) – PIM
E4 (E77) – E

1 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 32. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 32.

32 Inspect the boost pressure sensor power supply

E VC

SHTS029990300334

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Boost pressure sen-
sor vehicle-side 
connector
VC – E

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 33.
If any failure was found at the step 27 - 31,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the intake air temperature sensor (intake
manifold).

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the intake air temperature
sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

33 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 34.

Go to step 34.

34 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)

Was any failure found?

Remove all contaminants and clogging.
Replace if damaged.
Go to step 35.

Go to step 35.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold)
connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold).

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) vehicle-
side connector.

NOYES

35 Inspect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) unit

THA E2

SHTS029990300335

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold)
THA – E2

20 C {68 F}:
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}:
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 36. Replace the intake air temperature sensor
(intake manifold).
Go to step 36.

36 Inspect the sensor power supply

E2 THA

SHTS029990300336

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Intake air tempera-
ture sensor (intake 
manifold) vehicle-
side connector
THA – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 39.
If any failure was found at the step 33 - 35,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 37.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect the harness to the ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

37 Inspect for short-circuit of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) harness

D E76
E63

SHTS029990300337

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THIA (E63) – 
Ground
E2 (E76) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 38. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 38.

38 Inspect disconnection of the intake air temperature sensor (intake manifold) harness

D
E76E63

SHTS029990300338

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THIA (E63) – 
E2 (E76)

20 C {68 F}:
7.336 – 5.794 k
50 C {122 F}:
2.435 – 1.994 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 39.
If any failure was found at the step 33 - 37,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1.

NOYES

39 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 40.

Go to step 40.

40 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1

Was any failure found?

Clean the engine coolant temperature sensor
1 and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1.
Go to step 41.

Go to step 41.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

41 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 unit

E THW

SHTS029990300339

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1
THW – E

20 C {68 F}:
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 42. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 1.
Go to step 42.

42 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 power supply

THW E

SHTS029990300340

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 1 
vehicle-side con-
nector
THW – E

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 45.
If any failure was found at the step 39 - 41,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 43.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the engine ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

43 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 harness

D E58E66

SHTS029990300341

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THW (E66) – 
Ground
E5 (E58) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 44. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 44.

44 Inspect disconnection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 1 harness

D E58E66

SHTS029990300342

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THW (E66) – 
E5 (E58)

20 C {68 F}:
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 45.
If any failure was found at the step 39 - 43,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

2. Make sure there is no dirt or damage to the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2.

NOYES

45 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Go to step 46.

Go to step 46.

46 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2

Was any failure found?

Clean the engine coolant temperature sensor
2 and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2.
Go to step 47.

Go to step 47.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2.

NOYES

1. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

47 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 unit

E22 THW2

SHTS029990300343

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2
THW2 – E2

20 C {68 F}:
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 48. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor 2.
Go to step 48.

48 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 power supply

THW2 E22

SHTS029990300344

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: ON

Engine coolant tem-
perature sensor 2 
vehicle-side con-
nector
THW2 – E2

4.5 – 5.5 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 51.
If any failure was found at the step 45 - 47,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 49.
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1. Set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the engine ECU. (Do not con-
nect harness to the engine ECU.)

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness) and ground.

NOYES

1. Connect the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine ECU (signal check harness).

NOYES

49 Inspect for short-circuit of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 harness

D FE69
M54

SHTS029990300345

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THW2 (E69) – 
Ground
E7 (M54) – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 50. Repair or replace the harness.
Go to step 50.

50 Inspect disconnection of the engine coolant temperature sensor 2 harness

D FE69
M54

SHTS029990300346

Measurement con-
ditions

Tester connections Standard values

Starter switch: 
LOCK

Engine ECU (signal 
check harness)
THW2 (E69) – 
E7 (M54)

20 C {68 F}:
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 51.
If any failure was found at the step 45 - 49,
perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Replace the NOx sensor1 (SCR upstream) and NOx sensor 2
(SCR downstream).

2. Perform "After-inspection work" of INFORMATION section.

3. Stop the engine and set the starter switch to the "LOCK" position.

4. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

5. Set the starter switch to the "ON" position.

6. Select [Engine] and check if P2214 has been detected.

NOYES

51 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300347

Has DTC P2214 been detected?

Replace the engine ECU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2215
EN01H02999030602017065

DTC: P2215 NOx sensor (SCR downstream) and Heater - Circuit (Circuit open)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) is controlled by the NOx sensor controller.

• The NOx sensor controller is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it sends
and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) internal circuit (Low failure flag) is received from CAN data.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)

- Failure of circuit inside sensor

- Failure of NOx sensor controller
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2215

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if a CAN communication system malfunc-
tion (U029E) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300349

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Replace the NOx sensor 2 (SCR down-
stream).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2216
EN01H02999030602017066

DTC: P2216 NOx sensor (SCR downstream) and Heater - Circuit (Circuit short)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) is controlled by the NOx sensor controller.

• The NOx sensor controller is connected via the engine ECU and DCU through CAN communication, and it sends
and receives data.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) is received from CAN data.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Malfunction of short-circuit in the internal circuit of the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) is received from CAN
data for continuous 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)

- Failure of circuit inside sensor

- Failure of NOx sensor controller
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2216

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if a CAN communication system malfunc-
tion (U029E) has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300351

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Go to the diagnostic procedure of a related
DTC.

Replace the NOx sensor 2 (SCR down-
stream).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2222
EN01H02999030602017067

DTC: P2222 NOx sensor (SCR downstream) - Heater performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) are controlled by the NOx sensor controller.

• The NOx sensor controller is connected to the DCU via the harness for reception and transmission of information.

<Description of malfunction>

• NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) heater malfunction is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• SCR catalyst upstream temperature (exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)) ≥100 C {212 F}

• Engine coolant temperature ≥ 65 C {149 F}
(2) Judgement criteria

• The value obtained from the expression, (actual NOx sensor resistance - target NOx sensor resistance)/target
NOx sensor resistance, continues to be above 6.25% for 180 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection or short-circuit

• NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) malfunction

- Sensor internal circuit malfunction

- NOx sensor controller malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2222

1. Check the connection of the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Use the oscilloscope to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (CAN communication line)

CANL
CANH

SHTS029990300353

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector
CANH – CANL

Pulse waves in the 
range of 0 V to 5 V.

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
GND terminal in the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (GND line)

GND

SHTS029990300354

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector
GND – Ground

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (Power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS029990300355

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector
VCC – GND

9 –16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

5 Inspect exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) 

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

7 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300356

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas 
temperature 
sensor (SCR 
upstream)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 9.
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1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

9 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.

10 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

E THW

SHTS029990300357

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature 
sensor
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}: 
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace with a new NOx sensor 2.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Erase the malfunction history and perform a DPR forced regenera-
tion.

6. Select [DCU] and check if P2222 has been detected.

NOYES

11 Check the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300358

Has DTC P2222 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing, operate
DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2481
EN01H02999030602017068

DTC: P2481 Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) - out of range (Out of range low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) monitors the temperature at the SCR upstream.

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) detects disconnection and short-circuit based on the circuit voltage
and signals in DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) continues to be below 0.69 V (-50 C {-58 F})
for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

- Sensor disconnection

- Abnormal resistance of sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2481

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the DCU 86P vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300360

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor 
(SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect for short-circuits in the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT-EXT+

SHTS029990300361

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – Ground
EXT- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connec-
tor.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm-up. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if P2481 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT-EXT+

SHTS029990300362

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – EXT-

20 C {68 F}:
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300363

Has DTC P2481 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing, operate
DPR forced regeneration.)

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2482
EN01H02999030602017069

DTC:P2482 Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) - out of range (Out of range high)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) monitors the temperature at the SCR upstream.

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) detects disconnection and short-circuit based on the circuit voltage
and signals in DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) continues to be above 2.2 V (950 C {1,742
F}) for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: vehicle speed is restricted.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles)

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles)

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short-circuit in sensor harness

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

- Sensor disconnection

- Abnormal resistance of sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2482

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300365

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas 
temperature 
sensor (SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect for short-circuits in the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT-EXT+

SHTS029990300366

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – Ground
EXT- – Ground

 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connec-
tor.

2. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Perform an engine warm-up. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine and set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if P2482 has been detected.

NOYES

5 Inspect disconnection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) harness

EXT-EXT+

SHTS029990300367

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
EXT+ – EXT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300368

Has DTC P2482 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing, operate
DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2483
EN01H02999030602017070

DTC: P2483 Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) - rationality
INFORMATION (at engine start)

1. Technical description

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) rationality is checked by comparison with ambient air temperature.

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) rationality is checked by temperature model calculated from exhaust
gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The difference between the outside temperature and engine coolant temperature is less than 8 C {46.4 F}.

• The difference between the DEF tank temperature and outside temperature is less than 8 C {46.4 F}.

• The engine coolant temperature and DEF tank temperature are below 8 C {46.4 F}.

• The time after the engine start exceeds 10 seconds.
Under the conditions above, the engine coolant temperature is above 70 C {158 F}.

(2) Judgement criteria

• Difference between exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) and ambient air temperature: > 100 C {212
F} for 1sec.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is restricted.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

• Failure of ambient air temperature sensor 

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

• Failure of engine coolant temperature sensor
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DTC: P2483 Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) - rationality
INFORMATION (at engine running)

1. Technical description

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) rationality is checked by comparison with ambient air temperature.

• Exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) rationality is checked by temperature model calculated from exhaust
gas temperature sensor (DOC outlet).

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The time after the activation of a DPR regeneration is 300 seconds or more.

• The engine revolution is 1,000 r/min or more.

• The time after the engine start is 10 seconds or more.

• The fuel injection quantity is 10 mg/cylinder/sec or more.

• The value of the air flow sensor is 300 kg/h or more.

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) is 210 C {410 F} or more (High) or below 210
C {410 F} (Lo).

(2) Judgement criteria

Reference of High side:

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) continues to be 160 C {320 F} or less for 7 sec-
onds or more.

Reference of Lo side:

• The value of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) continues to be 260 C {500 F} or less for 7 sec-
onds or more.
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3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

• Failure of ambient air temperature sensor

• Failure of exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

• Failure of engine coolant temperature sensor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2483

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor (SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) con-
nector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet).

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the ambient air temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

3 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (SCR inlet) unit

FAT- FAT+

SHTS029990300371

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas 
temperature 
sensor (SCR inlet)
FAT+ – FAT-

20 C {68 F}: 
220 

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(SCR inlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 5.
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1. Check the installation of the ambient air temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

5 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the ambient air tempera-
ture sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor unit

HH1- HH1+

SHTS029990300372

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor
HH1+ – HH1-

25 C {77 F}: 
1.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the ambient air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the DCU 86P connector (Looseness and
poor contact).

NOYES

1. Connect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

2. Disconnect the DCU 86P connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the resistance between the terminals of the DCU 86P
vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the external resistor connector (Loose-
ness and poor contact).

NOYES

7 Inspect the DCU 86P connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.

8 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor harness

ATS- ATSS

SHTS029990300373

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
DCU 86P vehicle-
side connector
ATSS – ATS-

25 C {77 F}: 
3.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 11. Go to step 9.

9 Inspect the connector of the external resistor

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 10.
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1. Disconnect the external resistor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the external resistor.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet) connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

10 Inspect the external resistor unit

ER+ER-

SHTS029990300374

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
External resistor
ER+ – ER-

2 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Replace the external resistor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

11 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 12.
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1. Check the installation of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF
outlet).

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) con-
nector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet).

NOYES

12 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet)

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 13.

13 Inspect the exhaust gas temperature sensor (DPF outlet) unit

THC0E2

SHTS029990300375

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Exhaust gas 
temperature 
sensor 
(DPF outlet)
THC0 – E2

20 C {68 F}: 
15.4 – 25.9 k
50 C {122F}: 
7.90 – 12.2 k
80 C {176 F}: 
4.50 – 6.50k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 14. Replace the exhaust gas temperature sensor
(DPF outlet).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the engine coolant temperature sensor
connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

14 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 15.

15 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor 

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the engine coolant tem-
perature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 16.
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1. Disconnect the engine coolant temperature sensor connector.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the engine coolant temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

16 Inspect the engine coolant temperature sensor unit

THWE

SHTS029990300376

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine coolant 
temperature 
sensor
THW – E

20 C {68 F}: 
2.59 – 2.32 k
80 C {176 F}:
0.326 – 0.310 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 17. Replace the engine coolant temperature sen-
sor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

17 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 18.
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1. Perform an engine warm-up. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F}
or more)

2. Stop the engine.

3. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Select [DCU] and check if P2483 has been detected.

NOYES

18 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300377

Has DTC P2483 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2510
EN01H02999030602017071

DTC: P2510 DeNOx Power Relay Sense Circuit Range/ Performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• After turning off starter key, DCU stays active for few minutes to purification DEF from lines to tank, then writes the
data to the DCU ROM before shut-down.

• After completion of data writing to the ROM, the DCU switches the main relay (built-in in the DCU) off.

• The DCU confirms the ROM and checks that the preceding ROM data writing as being completed correctly.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure detected in the main relay.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Engine operating.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the ROM data writing status was incomplete before the preceding DCU shut-down.

3. Reset condition

• Detects that the DCU was successfully finished during the previous operation.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

DCU

TYP 3.2A

TYP 3.2A
TYP 3.2A
TYP 3.2A
TYP 3.2A

M
A

X
 28A

T
Y

P
 16A

TYP 4A

TYP 4A

TYP 4A

TYP 4A

TYP 1A +PN
#26

+PP

+PQ

#MW

%UL (GND1)
%UM (GND2)
%UN (GND3)
%UP (GND4)
%UQ (GND5)

%UR (+B1 )
%US (+B2 )

%UT (+B3 )

%UV (IGSW)

%UU (+B4 )

SHTS029990300378
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Battery

- Too high or low voltage

- Battery replaced before the complete shut-down of the DCU was performed

- When the battery voltage was cut before the complete DCU shut-down

• DCU malefaction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2510

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if any DTC other than P2510 (for example,
P0562) has been detected.

HINT
DTC P2510 may be detected if the battery switch is turned OFF
and the battery terminals are disconnected while DCU is shutting
down. 

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300379

Has a DTC other than P2510 been detected?

Go to diagnosis procedure of a related DTC. Go to step 2.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DCU 53P connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the voltage between the each terminal of DCU 53P vehi-
cle-side connector and the battery minus (BAT-).

NOYES

2 Inspect the DCU power supply circuit

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

DCU 53 Pin connector

Battery

SHTS029990300380

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector – 
BAT-
+B1 – BAT-
+B2 – BAT-
+B3 – BAT-
+B4 – BAT-

9 V – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 3. Inspect or repair the power supply circuit
(harness, fuse, etc.).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Erase the malfunction history using HINO DX Ⅱ .

3. Start up the engine.

4. Keep the vehicle connecting to HINO DX Ⅱ and set the starter key
to the "LOCK" position.

5. After checking that communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the
DCU has been disconnected, turn the starter key "ON" again.

6. Select [DCU] and check if P2510 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS029990300381

Has DTC P2510 detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: P2BAE
EN01H02999030602017072

DTC: P2BAE Feedback control
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DEF injection control feeds back DEF dose if a measured NOx purification rate deviates from an estimated
NOx purification rate.

• The NOx sensor measures NOx level and also counts NH3 as NOx.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of DEF injection control is detected.

• Feedback is reset when the target purification rate during feedback implementation is stuck at the maximum value.
If reset is repeated, this DTC is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The length of time taken from the previous feedback is 180 seconds or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Judged when the DEF additive amount feedback is reset twice at intervals of within 10 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• It is likely that a NOx purification rate has dropped or NH3 slip has occurred.
(When the amount of NOx to be purified is small compared with the amount of DEF solution, NH3-slip will occur. In
the NOx sensor, NH3 is functionally counted as NOx; when NH3-slip occurs, therefore, the NOx sensor reading will
be higher than the actual value.)

• NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)

- If the NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) reads low or high NOx due to malfunction, the NOx sensor 2 (SCR down-
stream) reading may be high due to NH3 slip.

• NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)

- It is likely that the NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) reads high NOx.

• DEF: Low concentration

• DEF dose: Excessively low level of aqueous DEF solution dose

• SCR catalyst: When purification performance is degraded by deterioration of the catalyst, feedback control will be
activated.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2BAE

1. Measure DEF concentration.

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the ambient air temperature sensor con-
nector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Inspect the DEF

Standard values

32.5  2.5%

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the DEF. 
If the DEF concentration is below the stan-
dard, drain the DEF through the tank drain
with the key ON, and then refill the tank with
at least 5 liters of DEF. Afterward, drive the
vehicle and check if the problem does not
recur under driving conditions.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

2 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the installation of the ambient air temperature sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the ambient air temperature sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the ambient air temperature sensor.

NOYES

3 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the ambient air tempera-
ture sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspect the ambient air temperature sensor unit

HH1+HH1-

SHTS029990300383

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Ambient air 
temperature 
sensor
HH1+ – HH1-

25 C {77 F}: 
1.7 k

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the ambient air temperature sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Check the connection of the air flow sensor connector (Looseness
and poor contact).

NOYES

1. Check the installation of the air flow sensor.

2. Make sure there is no dirt, damage or clogging in the sensing unit
of the air flow sensor.

NOYES

1. Check the DEF pipe (pressure line) and check if there are no dis-
connections, clogging, corrosion, or cracks.

NOYES

5 Inspect the air flow sensor connector

Was any failure found?

Connect securely, repair if needed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspect the air flow sensor

Was any failure found?

Clean the sensing unit and install it properly.
If damaged, replace the air flow sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 7.

7 Inspect the DEF pipe (pump  injector)

Was any failure found?

Replace the DEF pipe.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Go to step 8.
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NOTICE
Prepare a beaker or similar, plus a larger measuring vessel for
measuring the DEF to be injected, before perform this inspection.
(If the vessel is small, there is dispersion at the time of injection
from the injector, and the measuring quantity decreases.)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the DEF injector from the muffler.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [Inspection Menu] on HINO DX Ⅱ and check the operation of
the DEF injector.

<Inspection procedure>
(1) Select [Inspection Menu].
(2) Select [DEF solution addition test].
(3) Perform addition test as instructed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen.

(Perform all three patterns)
NOTICE
When the DEF tank temperature is -5 C (23 F) or lower, perform
warm-up to raise it to 10 C (50 F) or higher.

NOYES

8 Inspect DEF injector 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

(3)

(1)

(2)

SHTS029990300384

Is operation normal?

Go to step 10. Go to step 9.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace DEF injector with a new one. (Do not install it on the muf-
fler.)

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Perform DEF solution addition test as same as step 8.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Erase the malfunction history and perform a DPR forced regenera-
tion.

5. Select [DCU] and check if P2BAE has been detected.

NOYES

9 Inspect the DEF injector 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300385

Is operation normal?

New injectors installed in the muffler. Go to
step 10.

Restore the original DEF injector and replace
the DEF pipe (pressure line).
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

10 Inspect the NOx sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300386

Has DTC P2BAE been detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U0029
EN01H02999030602017073

DTC: U0029 Vehicle Communication Bus A Performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Vehicle communication bus (CAN) A is connected to CAN terminator, Engine ECU, EGR, VNT, NOx sensor (SCR
upstream), NOx sensor (SCR downstream), BCU and DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Interruption in CAN communication is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• DCU cannot receive all message from CAN A.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function is declined.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Short circuit or disconnection in CAN communication circuit.

• Looseness or poor contact of connector

• DCU malefaction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0029

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs have been detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029D, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C DEF SSR and
DCU connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300388

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] and check if U0029 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C DEF SSR and DCU 53P connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C DEF SSR and each terminal of the DCU 53P vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300389

Has DTC U0029 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU
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LEZ

%DB

SHTS029990300390

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C DEF SSR – 
DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector
%DB – CAH0

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU. Repair
or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C DEF SSR and each terminal of the DCU 53P vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

%DG

SHTS029990300391

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C DEF SSR – 
DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector
%DG – CAL0

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C DEF SSR and DCU. Repair
or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the J/C DEF SSR and DCU 53P connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the voltage between the terminals of the DCU 53P vehi-
cle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the DCU 53P connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if U0029 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DCU power supply

GND1
+B3

SHTS029990300392

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector
+B3 – GND1

10 – 16 V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Check the DCU power supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Check the DCU detected (DCU)

SHTS029990300393

Has DTC U0029 been detected?

Replace the DCU. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U0038
EN01H02999030602017074

DTC: U0038 Vehicle Communication Bus B Performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Interruption in CAN communication is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –

(2) Judgement criteria

• –

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Short circuit or disconnection in CAN communication circuit.

• Malfunction of DCU.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0038

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs have been detected.

• U1001, U110A

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C 111 CAN 5, BCU
and DCU connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300395

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] and check if U0038 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C 111 CAN 5 and DCU 53P connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C 111 CAN 5 and each terminal of the DCU 53P vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300396

Has DTC U0038 been detected?

Go to step 4. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Check harness in CAN H-line between J/C 111 CAN 5 and DCU (Failure Site 6)

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

#5

SHTS029990300397

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C 111 CAN 5 – 
DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector
#5 – CAH1

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C 111 CAN 5 and DCU. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C 111 CAN 5 and each terminal of the DCU 53P vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

5 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C 111 CAN 5 and DCU (Failure Site 6)

TE1B
LF2

TE1A
LF1

TE2B
LF4

TE2A
LF3

ISGW
LES

CAH0
LEY

CAH1
LF5

GND1
LET

GND4
LEW

+B2
LEP

GND2
LEU

GND5
LEX

+B3
LEQ

GND3
LEV

+B1
LEN

+B4
LER

CAL1
LF6

CAL0
LEZ

#10

SHTS029990300398

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C 111 CAN 5 – 
DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector
#10 – CAL1

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C 111 CAN 5 and DCU. Repair
or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Connect the J/C 111 CAN 5 and DCU 53P connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Connect the signal check harness and use the electrical tester to
measure the voltage between the terminals of the DCU 53P vehi-
cle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the DCU 53P connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [DCU] and check if U0038 has been detected.

NOYES

6 Check the DCU power supply

GND1
+B3

SHTS029990300399

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DCU 53P vehicle-
side connector
+B3 – GND1

10 – 16V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Check the DCU power supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

7 Inspect the DCU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300400

Has DTC U0038 been detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U0100
EN01H02999030602017075

DTC: U0100 DeNOx ECU CAN communication (ECM)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The DCU carries out CAN communication with the engine ECU via CAN circuit A (250 k).

<Description of malfunction>

• Blackout of CAN communication (250 k) with engine ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN communication signal from the engine ECU cannot be received.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• DEF injection is restricted.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function decline.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Looseness or poor contact of the connector

• DCU malfunction

• Engine ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0100

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs have been detected.

CAN A LINE (250k)

• U010A, U010C, U029D, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C DEF SSR and
DCU connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300402

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] and check if U0100 has been detected.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300403

Has DTC U0100 been detected?

Replace the DCU.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U029D (DIESEL)
EN01H02999030602017076

DTC: U029D DeNOx ECU CAN communication (NOx sensor (SCR upstream))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN message from NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) cannot be received.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• DCU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data from NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) to DCU is interrupted for 0.25 seconds

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: OFF

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: Engine output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: Vehicle speed is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles)

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles)

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)

• Short circuit or disconnection in CAN communication circuit.

• Crossed lines

• Abnormal external noise
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U029D

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if the multiple following CAN communi-
cation system DTCs have been detected simultaneously.

• U010A, U010C, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C CAN DIESEL and
NOx sensor 1 connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300405

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION
LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL
SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

NOx sensor 1

Muffler

SHTS029990300406

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (GND line)

GND
GND

SHTS029990300407

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle-side 
connector
GND – GND

Continuity exists

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (Power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS029990300408

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle-side 
connector
VCC – GND

10 – 16V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] and check if U029D has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C CAN DIESEL and each terminal of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-
side connector.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected 2 (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300409

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect harness in CAN H-line between J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sensor 1

CANH

#1

SHTS029990300410

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C CAN DIESEL 
vehicle-side 
connector – NOx 
sensor 1 vehicle-
side connector
#1 – CANH

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sen-
sor 1. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C CAN DIESEL and each terminal of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-
side connector.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sensor 1 connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if U029D has been detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect harness in CAN L-line between J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sensor 1

CANL

#4

SHTS029990300411

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C CAN DIESEL 
vehicle-side con-
nector – NOx sen-
sor 1 vehicle-side 
connector
#4 – CANL

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sen-
sor 1. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300412

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U029D (HYBRID)
EN01H02999030602017077

DTC: U029D DeNOx ECU CAN communication (NOx sensor (SCR upstream))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN message from NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) cannot be received.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• DCU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data from NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream) to DCU is interrupted for 0.25 seconds

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: OFF

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: Engine output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: Vehicle speed is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles)

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles)

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Failure of NOx sensor 1 (SCR upstream)

• Short circuit or disconnection in CAN communication circuit.

• Crossed lines

• Abnormal external noise
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U029D

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if the multiple following CAN communi-
cation system DTCs have been detected simultaneously.

• U010A, U010C, U029E, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C HV 1 and NOx
sensor 1 connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300414

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION
LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL
SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

NOx sensor 1

Muffler

SHTS029990300415

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
terminals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (GND line)

GND
GND

SHTS029990300416

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle-side 
connector
GND – GND

Continuity exists

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 harness (Power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS029990300417

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 1 
vehicle-side 
connector
VCC – GND

10 – 16V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] and check if U029D has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C HV 1 and NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C HV 1 and each terminal of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected 2 (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300418

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect harness in CAN H-line between J/C HV 1 and NOx sensor 1

CANH

#5

SHTS029990300419

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C HV 1 vehicle-
side 
connector – NOx 
sensor 1 vehicle-
side connector
#5 – CANH

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C HV 1 and NOx sensor 1. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C HV 1 and each terminal of the NOx sensor 1 vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C HV 1 and NOx sensor 1 connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if U029D has been detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect harness in CAN L-line between J/C HV 1 and NOx sensor 1

CANL

#10

SHTS029990300420

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C HV 1 vehicle-
side connector – 
NOx sensor 1 
vehicle-side con-
nector
#10 – CANL

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C HV 1 and NOx sensor 1. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300421

Has DTC U029D been detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 1.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U029E (DIESEL)
EN01H02999030602017078

DTC: U029E DeNOx ECU CAN communication (NOx sensor (SCR downstream))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN message from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) cannot be received.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• DCU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) to DCU is interrupted for 0.25 seconds

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is restricted.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: Output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: Vehicle speed is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles)

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles)

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)

• Short circuit or disconnection in CAN communication circuit.

• Crossed lines

• Abnormal external noise
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U029E

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs have been detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029D, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C CAN DIESEL and
NOx sensor 2 connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300423

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION
LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL
SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

NOx sensor 2

Muffler

SHTS029990

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
GND terminal in the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (GND line)

GND

SHTS029990300425

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector – 
Ground
GND – Ground

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (Power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS029990300426

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector
VCC – GND

10 – 16V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] and check if U029E has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C CAN DIESEL and each terminal of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-
side connector.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300427

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect harness in CAN H-line between J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sensor 2

CANH

#2

SHTS029990300428

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C CAN DIESEL 
vehicle-side con-
nector – NOx sen-
sor 2 vehicle-side 
connector
#2 – CANH

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sen-
sor 2. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C CAN DIESEL and each terminal of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-
side connector.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sensor 2 connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if U029E has been detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect harness in CAN L-line between J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sensor 2

CANL

#3

SHTS029990300429

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C CAN DIESEL 
vehicle-side 
connector – NOx 
sensor 2 vehicle-
side connector
#3 – CANL

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C CAN DIESEL and NOx sen-
sor 2. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300430

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U029E (HYBRID)
EN01H02999030602017079

DTC: U029E DeNOx ECU CAN communication (NOx sensor (SCR downstream))
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN message from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) cannot be received.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• DCU power supply voltage is in the range of 10 to 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data from NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream) to DCU is interrupted for 0.25 seconds

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SCR malfunction light: ON

• DEF injection is restricted.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: Output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: Vehicle speed is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Exhaust gas purification function has deteriorated.

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles)

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles)

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Reset the SCR related memory.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Poor connector contact or faulty connector fit

• Failure of NOx sensor 2 (SCR downstream)

• Short circuit or disconnection in CAN communication circuit.

• Crossed lines

• Abnormal external noise
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U029E

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs have been detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029D, U0073, U010E, U02A2

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C HV 2 and NOx
sensor 2 connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300432

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION
LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL
SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

NOx sensor 2

Muffler

SHTS029990

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
GND terminal in the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (GND line)

GND

SHTS029990300434

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector – 
Ground
GND – Ground

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 harness (Power supply line)

VCC
GND

SHTS029990300435

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector
VCC – GND

10 – 16V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] and check if U029E has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C HV 2 and NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C HV 2 and each terminal of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

5 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300436

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Go to step 6. Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

6 Inspect harness in CAN H-line between J/C HV 2 and NOx sensor 2

CANH

#5

SHTS029990300437

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C HV 2 vehicle-
side connector – 
NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector
#5 – CANH

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C HV 2 and NOx sensor 2. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C HV 2 and each terminal of the NOx sensor 2 vehicle-side con-
nector.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C HV 2 and NOx sensor 2 connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if U029E has been detected.

NOYES

7 Inspect harness in CAN L-line between J/C HV 2 and NOx sensor 2

CANL

#10

SHTS029990300438

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C HV 2 vehicle-
side connector – 
NOx sensor 2 
vehicle-side 
connector
#10 – CANL

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or poor continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C HV 2 and NOx sensor 2. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300439

Has DTC U029E been detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 2.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U02A2
EN01H02999030602017080

DTC: U02A2 DeNOx ECU CAN communication (DEF tank sensor)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication with DEF sensor is interrupted.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• DCU power supply voltage is 10 – 16 V.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data from DEF sensor are not received for at least 30 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• After normal operation is restored and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS lamp: OFF

• If malfunction does not improve within 500 miles: Output is restricted.

• If malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles: Vehicle speed is restricted.
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• Engine output is insufficient (when malfunction does not improve within 500 miles)

• Vehicle does not speed up (when malfunction does not improve within 2,000 miles)

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit failure (engine CAN)

• DEF sensor failure

• DEF sensor power supply/GND harness disconnection or short-circuit 
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U02A2

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [Engine] and check if the following CAN communication
system DTCs have been detected.

• U010A, U010C, U029D, U029E, U0073, U010E

NOYES

1. Check the connection of the joint connector J/C_DEF_Sensor and
DEF sensor connector (Looseness and poor contact).

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (Engine) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300441

Were the CAN communication system DTCs detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "ENGINE CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspect the connector

Was any failure found?

Repair or replace the faulty part, and go to
step 3.

Connect securely, and go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Select [DCU] and check if U02A2 has been detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the
GND terminal in the DEF sensor vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

3 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300442

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

4 Inspect the DEF sensor harness (GND circuit)

GND

SHTS029990300443

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

DEF sensor 
vehicle-side 
connector – 
Ground
GND – Ground

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 5. Inspect the DEF sensor ground circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use the electrical tester to measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the DEF sensor vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspect the DEF sensor harness (Power supply circuit)

GNDVCC

SHTS029990300444

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DEF sensor 
vehicle-side 
connector
VCC – GND

10 – 16V

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 6. Inspect the DEF sensor power supply circuit.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_Sensor and DEF sensor connector.

3. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_Sensor %DC and each terminal of the DEF sensor
CANH.

NOYES

6 Inspect harness in CAN H-line between J/C_DEF_Sensor and DEF sensor

CANH
%DC

SHTS029990300445

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_Sensor 
vehicle-side con-
nector – DEF sen-
sor vehicle-side 
connector
%DC – CANH

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN H-
line between J/C_DEF_Sensor and DEF sen-
sor. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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1. Use the electrical tester to measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_Sensor %DH and each terminal of the DEF sensor.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_DEF_Sensor and DEF sensor connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] and check if U02A2 has been detected.

NOYES

7 Check harness in CAN L-line between J/C_DEF_Sensor and DEF sensor

CANL
%DH

SHTS029990300446

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Common 
rail_CAN_J/C1 
vehicle side con-
nector – DEF sen-
sor vehicle side 
connector
%DH – CANL

1  or less

Do the measurements meet the standard value?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or faulty continuity in CAN L-
line between J/C_DEF_Sensor and DEF sen-
sor. 
Repair or replace the harness.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

8 Inspect the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300447

Has DTC U02A2 been detected?

Replace the DEF sensor.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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DTC: U0597
EN01H02999030602017081

DTC: U0597 Invalid Data Received From AC to DC Converter (DeNOx ECU)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The AC/DC converter inside the DCU is checked inside the DCU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Failure of AC/DC converter inside DCU is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of AC/DC converter inside DCU is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After having restored to the normal conditions.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• DEF injection is stopped.

• NOx purification function is stopped.

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check if the battery voltage is in the normal range.

Engine ECU

VNT controller EGR controller

CAN-TWN2
(Terminal resister)

CANP

CANN

CANH
J/C_ENG_CAN2

CANL
C

A
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H

C
A

N
L

2

1

1 3

4 3

2

4

5

8

J/C_ENG_CAN

C
A

N
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C
A

N
L

2 4

2 1
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6
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J/C_CAN_Diesel

C
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2 3

C
A

N
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C
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L

1 4

6
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5

8

ECU IG1
(10A)
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H
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A
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L
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D
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D
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D
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D

V
C

C
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C

V
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C

%DP

%DG

%DA

%DF

CAH0

CAL0

%
D

C

%
D

H

NOx SSR
(10A)

NOx 
sensor 2

NOx 
sensor 1

DEF 
sensor

Terminal 
resister

DCU

Diesel

J/C_DEF_Sensor

SHTS029990300448
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear all past DTCs.

• Check if no DTC is stored after test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• DCU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0597

1. Connect the vehicle to HINO DX Ⅱ .

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Select [DCU] in the HINO DX Ⅱ and check the communication
between the HINO DX Ⅱ and the DCU.

4. Erase the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Check if the DCU main relay is OFF in the HINO DX Ⅱ . (This cuts
off the communication between HINO DX Ⅱ and the DCU.)

HINT
The main relay turns OFF 1 minute after the exhaust gas tempera-
ture (SCR inlet) drops below 200 C {392 F}.

7. Turn the starter key "ON".

8. Select [DCU] and check if U0597 has been detected.

NOYES

1 Check the DTC detected (DCU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

When communication with the engine ECU is 
interrupted while the engine ECU is connected to 
the HINO DXⅡ,  the connection symbol at the left 
bottom of the HINO DXⅡ screen (the figure below) 
becomes disconnected.

SHTS029990300449

Has DTC U0597 been detected?

Replace the DCU. (After replacing the DCU,
perform a DPR forced regeneration.)
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.

Procedure completed.
Perform "After-inspection work" of INFOR-
MATION section.
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FOREWORD

This workshop manual has been prepared to provide information regarding repair procedures on Hino Trucks.

Applicable for HINO 155, 155h, 195, 195h series, equipped with J05E engine

When making any repairs on your vehicle, be careful not to be injured through improper procedures.
As for maintenance items, refer to the Owner's Manual.
All information and specifications in this manual are based upon the latest product information available at the time of printing.
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VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

CAUTIONS ON TROUBLESHOOTING
EN01H02999030602007001

• Before performing inspection, check that each connector is correctly connected. 

• Before disconnecting the connector, be sure that the starter key is in the "LOCK" position. 

• If a part is judged to have a malfunction, do not repair but replace it. 

• Record and erase the past malfunction code memory and perform troubleshooting again to check the present malfunc-
tion code. 

• After analyzing the failure, erase the past malfunction code memory. 
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SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
EN01H02999030602007002

M

* THIS FIGURE SHOWS FULL SPECIFICATIONS AND SOME 
CIRCUITS MAY NOT EXIST DEPENDING ON THE FUNCTION 
BUILT IN PARTICULAR VEHICLE.
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COMPUTER PIN ASSIGNMENT
EN01H02999030602007003

VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 – – 16 CSW1 Combination switch

2 CA2+ J1939_H (Vehicle CAN) H8 17 SPD Vehicle speed

3 CA2- J1939_L (Vehicle CAN) H8 18 – –

4 CANH J1939_H (Engine CAN) H8 19 – –

5 CANL J1939_L (Engine CAN) H8 20 – –

6 CA1+ J1939_H (Vehicle control) SH 21 – –

7 CA1- J1939_L (Vehicle control) SH 22 – –

8 CANP J1939_H (Engine control) SH 23 – –

9 CANN J1939_L (Engine control) SH 24 – –

10 IG2D Actuator relay 25 – –

11 RCUT Cooler off relay 26 EGST Coach building back up

12 – – 27 – –

13 – – 28 – –

14 – – 29 – –

15 – – 30 SIL ISO 9141

10

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

21

24

11

23 25 26 27 28 29

22

30

1

VIEW

VEHICLE HARNESS

30PIN CONNECTOR

SHTS029990300451
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No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 – – 13 – –

2 – – 14 GS+ G sensor power supply

3 PIND ES light 15 GSS G sensor

4 – – 16 GS- G sensor GND

5 BCUT Blower 17 – –

6 – – 18 – –

7 – – 19 APSW Power mode switch

8 – – 20 – –

9 SIND Diagnosis light 21 – –

10 STPI Idling stop cancel switch 22 – –

11 – – 23 – –

12 – – 24 – –

VIEW

VEHICLE HARNESS

24PIN CONNECTOR

10 12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9

21 24

11

2322

1

SHTS029990300452
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No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 AM1 Battery direct power supply 14 – –

2 AM2 Battery direct power supply 15 NUSW Neutral signal

3 IG1D Actuator power supply 16 – –

4 – – 17 – –

5 GND1 C ground 18 – –

6 – – 19 – –

7 STSW Starter signal 20 – –

8 – – 21 TC Diagnosis switch

9 STP Stop light switch 22 PKB Spring brake switch

10 – – 23 PCTY Courtesy switch (AS)

11 – – 24 DCTY Courtesy switch (DR)

12 – – 25 – –

13 ACC Starter key 26 – –

VIEW

VEHICLE HARNESS

26PIN CONNECTOR

10 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9

21 24

11

23 25 2622

1

SHTS029990300453
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No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 CR+
Auto cruise switch power sup-
ply

6 – –

2 CRS Auto cruise switch 7 – –

3 VS+ Vacuum sensor power supply 8 – –

4 VSS Vacuum sensor signal 9 VSA Vacuum relay driving

5 VS- Vacuum sensor GND 10 – –

VIEW

VEHICLE HARNESS

10PIN CONNECTOR

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

SHTS029990300454
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TROUBLESHOOTING WITH COMPUTER (HINO DX Ⅱ )
EN01H02999030602007004

1. HINO DX Ⅱ FUNCTIONS

DISPLAY OF PRESENT 
MALFUNCTION

ENGINE TORQUE

ENGINE SPEED

VEHICLE SPEED

POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

ACCELERATOR PEDAL 
POSITION SENSOR

OTHER VEHICLE 
INFORMATION

DISPLAY OF PAST 
MALFUNCTION

PAST MALFUNCTION 
MEMORY DELETION

IDLING STOP INDICATOR LIGHT

FLAG FOR VEHICLE SPEED

DIAGNOSIS LIGHT

ACTUATOR RELAY

STARTER SWITCH ON RELAY 1

STARTER SWITCH ON RELAY 2

BUZZER CANCEL REQUEST

BLOWER AIR DELAY RELAY

TACHOMETER DISPLAY

TROUBLE INFORMATION DATA MONITOR

VEHICLE CONTROL SYSTEM

INITIAL SCREEN

ACTIVE TEST

SHTS029990300455
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DIAGNOSIS CODE TABLE
EN01H02999030602007005

DTC code Inspection item

C1244 Malfunction of the G sensor

C1245 Malfunction of the G sensor

C1249 Malfunction of stop light switch

C1418 Malfunction of the G sensor

C1491 ABS malfunction 

P0335 Abnormal in the engine rotation signal

P0501 Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor (Diesel)

P0501 Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor (Hybrid)

P0503 Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor

P0555 Abnormal brake master pressure

P0562 Abnormal power supply voltage (Lo)

P0563 Abnormal power supply voltage (Hi)

P0572 Malfunction of stop light switch (Lo)

P0573 Malfunction of stop light switch (Hi)

P0577 Malfunction of cruise switch

P05BF Malfunction of idling stop cancel switch

P0604 Malfunction of vehicle control ECU (RAM abnormality)

P0605 Malfunction of vehicle control ECU (Diesel)

P0605 Malfunction of vehicle control ECU (ROM abnormality) (Hybrid)

P0606 Malfunction of vehicle control ECU

P0617 Malfunction of starter key

P062F Malfunction of vehicle control ECU (EEPROM abnormality)

P0702 Abnormality in AT

P081D Malfunction of neutral switch

P1143 Malfunction of idle volume

P161F Malfunction of the VCS actuator relay

P1649 Parking switch malfunction

P165A Excessive operation of electric vacuum pump

P165B Excessive operation of electric vacuum pump relay

P2525 Abnormality in vacuum sensor circuit

P2526 False detection of vacuum sensor pressure

P258D Electric vacuum pump relay contact stuck at ON

U0101 Transmission controller CAN blackout
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U0105 Engine CAN blackout

U0121 ABS CAN blackout

U0155 Meter CAN blackout

U0293 HV ECU CAN blackout

U0418 Abnormal ABS communication data

U1136 Clutch ECU CAN blackout

DTC code Inspection item
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DTC: C1244
EN01H02999030602007006

DTC: C1244 Malfunction of the G sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU constantly measures acceleration (G) signals sent from the acceleration (G) sensor.

• Acceleration (G) information is sent to each device.

<Description of malfunction>

• A high malfunction or low malfunction of accelerator (G) signal was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

When any of the following conditions is satisfied, and has continued for 4 seconds.

• The sensor signal voltage from the sensor is below the specified value.

• The sensor signal voltage from the sensor is above the specified value.

• The sensor supply voltage is 0 V.

3. Reset condition

• After resuming normal voltage of sensor signal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• An abnormal value is sent to other devices.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Acceleration (G) sensor malfunction

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

Vehicle control ECU G sensor

14

15

16

3

1

2

GS+

GSS

GS-

WEZ

WF0

WEX

SHTS029990300456
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1244

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnosis tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor

SHTS029990300457
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
Stop the vehicle 
on a flat surface.

G sensor -0.2 – 0.2 G

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Disconnect the acceleration (G) sensor connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) and vehicle-side
acceleration (G) sensor connector terminals.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor wire harness

SHTS029990300458

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (24P) – 
Vehicle-side accel-
eration (G) sensor 
connector
GS+ (#14) termi-
nal – WEZ (#3) ter-
minal
GSS (#15) terminal 
– WF0 (#1) termi-
nal
GS- (#16) terminal 
– WEX (#2) termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect the vehicle control ECU connector and the acceleration
(G) sensor connector.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) and GND.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor power circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300459

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (24P)
GS+ (#14) termi-
nal – GND

4.5 – 5.5 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle control ECU.

4 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300460

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (24P)
GS- (#16) terminal 
– GND

0 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) and GND.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor signal circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300461

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Stop the vehicle 
on a flat surface.

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (24P)
GSS (#15) terminal 
– GND

2 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Replace the acceleration (G) sensor.
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DTC: C1245
EN01H02999030602007007

DTC: C1245 Malfunction of the G sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU constantly measures acceleration (G) signals sent from the acceleration (G) sensor.

• The acceleration (G) information is sent to each device.

<Description of malfunction>

• The acceleration (G) sensor signal voltage stuck has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While running at 30 km/h or more
(2) Judgement criteria

• When it is judged five times successively that the change in the G sensor value is below the specified value for
a certain period. (The G sensor value stuck is detected.)

3. Reset condition

• A change to the G sensor value has been detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The abnormal value is sent to other devices

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Acceleration (G) sensor malfunction

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

Vehicle control ECU G sensor

14

15

16

3

1

2

GS+

GSS

GS-

WEZ

WF0

WEX

SHTS029990300462
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1245

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) GSS (#15) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300463
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
Shake the vehicle.

G sensor
The G value fluctu-
ates by 0.02 G or 
more.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor signal circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300464

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Shake the vehicle.

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (24P) 
GSS (#15) terminal 
– GND

The voltage fluctu-
ates by 0.02 V or 
more.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the acceleration (G) sensor. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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DTC: C1249
EN01H02999030602007008

DTC: C1249 Malfunction of the stop light switch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU detects whether or not the brake pedal is operated based on the stop light switch signals.

• There are two types of stop light switch signals: One is the signal from the wire harness and the other is signal
received from the ABS ECU via CAN.

<Description of malfunction>

• The stop light switch signal is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the vehicle is running and accelerating or decelerating (0.5  50 km/h)
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the vehicle is accelerating from 0.5 to 50 km/h, the stop light switch signal does not change and remains
ON. (Switch stuck ON) Or when the vehicle is decelerating from 50 to 0.5 km/h, the stop light switch signal
does not change and remains OFF. (Switch stuck OFF)

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Vehicle control ECU Stop light switch

J/C STNC
9 3 31STP EXE

SHTS029990300465
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper stop light switch adjustment

• Stop light switch malfunction

• Improper connector connection/fitting

• Wire harness disconnection/short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1249

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3.  Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) STP (#9) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the stop light switch [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300466 Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON Stop light switch

When the brake 
pedal is 
depressed: ON 
When the brake 
pedal is released: 
OFF

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the stop light switch signal

BODY GND

SHTS029990300467

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector
STP (#9) terminal 
– GND

When the brake 
pedal is 
depressed: 
Approx. 0 V
The brake pedal is 
released: 10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the stop light switch connector.

3. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side stop light switch connector terminal and the vehicle-
side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) terminal.

NOYES

1. Check that the stop light switch is adjusted correctly.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the stop light switch wire harness

SHTS029990300468

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side stop 
light switch con-
nector – Vehicle-
side vehicle con-
trol ECU connec-
tor (26P)
#3 terminal – STP 
(#9) terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.

4 Inspecting the stop light switch

Is any defect found?

Adjust the stop light switch. Go to step 5.
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1. Inspect the connector connection of the stop light switch (improper
fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the stop light switch.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
stop light switch terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the stop light switch connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the stop light switch (single unit inspection)

SHTS029990300469

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Stop light switch
#3 terminal – #4 terminal

When the switch is pressed: 
 
When the switch is released: 
less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace the stop light switch.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side stop light switch connector (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Brake] and check that nei-
ther DTC C1249 nor C1425 is detected.

NOYES

7 Inspecting power supply to the stop light switch

SHTS029990300470

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side stop 
light switch con-
nector
#4 terminal – GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the stop light switch power
supply circuit.

8 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300471

Is DTC C1249 or C1425 detected from the ABS ECU?

Troubleshoot the ABS ECU for each DTC. Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: C1418
EN01H02999030602007009

DTC: C1418 Malfunction of the G sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU constantly measures acceleration (G) signals sent from the acceleration (G) sensor.

• Acceleration (G) information is sent to each device.

<Description of malfunction>

• A high malfunction of accelerator (G) signal was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

When any of the following conditions is satisfied, and has continued for 4 seconds.

• The sensor signal voltage from the sensor is below the specified value.

• The sensor signal voltage from the sensor is above the specified value.

• The sensor supply voltage is 0 V.

3. Reset condition

• After resuming normal voltage of sensor signal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• An abnormal value is sent to other devices.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Acceleration (G) sensor malfunction

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

Vehicle control ECU G sensor

14

15

16
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1

2

GS+

GSS

GS-

WEZ

WF0

WEX

SHTS029990300472
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1418

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnosis tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor

SHTS029990300473
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
Stop the vehicle 
on a flat surface.

G sensor -0.2 – 0.2 G

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Disconnect the acceleration (G) sensor connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) and vehicle-side
acceleration (G) sensor connector terminals.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor wire harness

SHTS029990300474

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (24P) – 
Vehicle-side accel-
eration (G) sensor 
connector
GS+ (#14) termi-
nal – WEZ (#3) ter-
minal
GSS (#15) terminal 
– WF0 (#1) termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect the vehicle control ECU connector and the acceleration
(G) sensor connector.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) and GND.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor power circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300475

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (24P)
GS+ (#14) termi-
nal – GND

4.5 – 5.5 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle control ECU.

4 Inspecting the acceleration (G) sensor signal circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300476

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Stop the vehicle 
on a flat surface.

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (24P)
GSS (#15) terminal 
– GND

2 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Replace the acceleration (G) sensor.
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DTC: C1491
EN01H02999030602007010

DTC: C1491 ABS malfunction
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality has been detected in the ABS ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The abnormality in the ABS ECU detected by status judgment.

3. Reset condition

• The ABS ECU is judged to be normal.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in ABS ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1491

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Brake] and check for the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300477

Is any DTC detected from the ABS ECU?

Troubleshoot the ABS ECU for each DTC. Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: P0335
EN01H02999030602007011

DTC: P0335 Abnormal in the engine rotation signal
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU detects engine speed condition based on the engine speed information.

<Description of malfunction>

• The engine speed information cannot be received from the engine ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The vehicle speed is 10 km/h or more.

• The shift lever is in the position other than N.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The engine speed remains at 0 r/min.

3. Reset condition

• The engine speed is above 0 r/min.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in the engine system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0335

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and check that no
DTC is detected.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that CAN
communication malfunction U0105 is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300479

Is any DTC detected from the Engine ECU?

Troubleshoot the engine ECU for each DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300480

Is DTC U0105 detected?

Troubleshoot the vehicle control ECU for
each DTC.

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: P0501
EN01H02999030602007012

DTC: P0501 Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor (Diesel)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU constantly measure the vehicle speed sensor signal (pulse) sent from the combination
meter.

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality in vehicle speed sensor signal (pulse) was detected from the combination meter.

• No vehicle speed sensor signal (pulse) is detected from the combination meter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The battery voltage is between 10 V or more and 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The vehicle speed remains at or above 200 km/h for 5 seconds or more.

• When the ABS vehicle speed received via CAN is 40 km/h or more, the vehicle speed detected by the vehicle
control ECU is 0 km/h.

3. Reset condition

• When the normal vehicle speed is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Failure of cruise set.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Vehicle control ECU Combination meter

J/B
17 23 39 23SPD

SHTS029990300481
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in vehicle speed sensor

• Pulse rectifier malfunction (inside the combination meter)

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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DTC: P0501 Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor (Hybrid)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU constantly measure the vehicle speed sensor signal (pulse) sent from the combination
meter.

<Description of malfunction>

• No vehicle speed sensor signal (pulse) is detected from the combination meter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The battery voltage is between 10 V or more and 16 V or less.

• While the vehicle is running at 40 km/h or more
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the ABS vehicle speed received via CAN is 40 km/h or more, the vehicle speed detected by the vehicle
control ECU is 0 km/h.

3. Reset condition

• The vehicle speed is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop does not stop automatically.

• The idling stop does not start automatically.

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

• Failure of cruise set.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Vehicle control ECU Combination meter

J/B
17 23 39 23SPD

SHTS029990300482
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in vehicle speed sensor

• Pulse rectifier malfunction (inside the combination meter)

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0501

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and check that
neither DTC P0500 nor P0501 is detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Brake] and check that no
DTC is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300483

Is DTC P0500 or P0501 detected from the engine ECU?

Troubleshoot the engine ECU for each DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300484

Is any DTC detected from the ABS ECU?

Troubleshoot the ABS ECU for each DTC. Go to step 3.
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1. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

2. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to mea-
sure the vehicle speed with the vehicle running.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the combination meter connector.

3. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side combination meter connector terminal and the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vehicle speed signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300485

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

When the vehicle 
is running

Vehicle speed

The indicated 
vehicle speed 
changes depend-
ing on how the 
vehicle runs.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wire harness of the vehicle speed sensor signal circuit

SHTS029990300486

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side com-
bination meter 
connector – Vehi-
cle-side vehicle 
control ECU con-
nector (30P)
#23 terminal – 
SPD (#17) terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P0503
EN01H02999030602007013

DTC: P0503 Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU constantly measure the vehicle speed sensor signal (pulse) sent from the combination
meter.

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality in vehicle speed sensor signal (pulse) was detected from the combination meter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The battery voltage is between 10 V or more and 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The vehicle speed remains at or above 200 km/h for 5 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop does not stop automatically.

• The idling stop does not start automatically.

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

• Failure of cruise set.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Vehicle control ECU Combination meter

J/B
17 23 39 23SPO

SHTS029990300487
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormality in vehicle speed sensor

• Pulse rectifier malfunction (inside the combination meter)

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0503

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and check that
neither DTC P0500 nor P0501 is detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Brake] and check that no
DTC is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300488

Is DTC P0500 or P0501 detected from the engine ECU?

Troubleshoot the engine ECU for each DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300489

Is any DTC detected from the ABS ECU?

Troubleshoot the ABS ECU for each DTC. Go to step 3.
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1. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

2. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to mea-
sure the vehicle speed with the vehicle running.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vehicle speed signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300490

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

When the vehicle 
is running

Vehicle speed

The indicated 
vehicle speed 
changes depend-
ing on how the 
vehicle runs.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the combination meter connector.

3. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side combination meter connector terminal and the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness of the vehicle speed sensor signal circuit

SHTS029990300491

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side com-
bination meter 
connector – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#23 terminal – 
SPD (#17) terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P0555
EN01H02999030602007014

DTC: P0555 Abnormal brake master pressure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality in brake master pressure signal was detected from the ABS ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The abnormality in brake master pressure signal is detected from the ABS ECU for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Abnormal brake master pressure.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0555

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Brake] and check that no
DTC is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300492

Is any DTC detected from the ABS ECU?

Troubleshoot the ABS ECU for each DTC. Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: P0562
EN01H02999030602007015

DTC: P0562 Abnormal power supply voltage (Lo)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The low battery voltage (vehicle control ECU power supply circuit) has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The battery voltage (vehicle control ECU power supply circuit) is less than 9 V.

3. Reset condition

• After the battery voltage returns to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Vehicle control ECU

J/C(E)2

J/B

1

2

5

47

26

3

AM1

AM2

GND1

Frame earth 1

12

#Z
5

F ECU-B 15A

FVC S-B 10A

SHTS029990300493
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Battery terminal harness disconnection

• Flat battery

• Improper harness connection, disconnection, or short circuit

• Improper connector disconnection

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0562

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and check that
P0562 is not detected.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) and
GND.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300494

Is DTC P0562 detected from the engine ECU?

Troubleshoot the engine ECU for each DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the vehicle control ECU

BODY GND

SHTS029990300495

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (26P)
AM1 (#1) terminal 
– GND
AM2 (#2) terminal 
– GND

9 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
(Between the J/B and vehicle control ECU)
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) GND1 (#5) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the GND circuit of the vehicle control ECU

BODY GND

SHTS029990300496

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (26P)
GND1 (#5) termi-
nal – GND

0 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P0563
EN01H02999030602007016

DTC: P0563 Abnormal power supply voltage (Hi)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The high battery voltage (vehicle control ECU power supply circuit) has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The battery voltage (vehicle control ECU power supply circuit) exceeds 16 V.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Broken fuse or fusible link, or improper contact or fitting

• Alternator malfunction (abnormally high pressure or non-adjusted state)

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

Vehicle control ECU

J/C(E)2

J/B

1 0.50 B

2 0.50 B

5

47

26

3

AM1

AM2

GND1

Frame earth 1

12

#Z
5

F ECU-B 15A

FVC S-B 10A

SHTS029990300497
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0563

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and check that
P0563 is not detected.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) and
GND.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300498

Is DTC P0563 detected from the engine ECU?

Troubleshoot the engine ECU for each DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the vehicle control ECU.

BODY GND

SHTS029990300499

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (26P)
AM1 (#1) terminal 
– GND
AM2 (#2) terminal 
– GND

9 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
(Between the J/B and vehicle control ECU)
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) GND1 (#5) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the GND circuit of the vehicle control ECU.

BODY GND

SHTS029990300500

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (26P)
GND1 (#5) termi-
nal – GND

0 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P0572
EN01H02999030602007017

DTC: P0572 Malfunction of stop light switch (Lo)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU detects whether or not the brake pedal is operated based on the stop light switch signals.

• There are two types of stop light switch signals: One is the signal from the wire harness and the other is signal
received from the ABS ECU via CAN.

<Description of malfunction>

• The stop light switch signal is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the vehicle is running and accelerating (0.5 to 50 km/h)
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the vehicle is accelerating from 0.5 to 50 km/h, the stop light switch signal does not change and remains
ON. (Switch stuck ON)

3. Reset condition

• The stop light switch OFF is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Vehicle control ECU Stop light switch

J/C STNC
9 3 31STP EXE

SHTS029990300501
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper stop light switch adjustment

• Stop light switch malfunction

• Improper connector connection/fitting

• Wire harness disconnection/short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0572

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the stop light switch [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300502 Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON Stop light switch

When the brake 
pedal is 
depressed: ON
When the brake 
pedal is released: 
OFF

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) STP (#9) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

2 Checking the stop light switch signal

BODY GND

SHTS029990300503

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector
STP (#9) terminal 
– GND

When the brake 
pedal is 
depressed: 
Approx. 0 V
The brake pedal is 
released: 10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the stop light switch connector.

3. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side stop light switch connector terminal and the vehicle-
side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) terminal.

NOYES

1. Inspect that the stop light switch is adjusted correctly.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the stop light switch wire harness

SHTS029990300504

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side stop 
light switch con-
nector – Vehicle-
side vehicle con-
trol ECU connec-
tor (26P)
#3 terminal – STP 
(#9) terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace or repair the wire harness.

4 Inspecting the stop light switch

Is any defect found?

Adjust the stop light switch. Go to step 5.
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1. Inspect the connector connection of the stop light switch (improper
fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the stop light switch.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
stop light switch terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the stop light switch connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the stop light switch (single unit inspection)

SHTS029990300505

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Stop light switch
#3 terminal – #4 terminal

When the switch is pressed: 
 
When the switch is released: 
less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace the stop light switch.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side stop light switch connector (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Brake] and check that nei-
ther DTC C1249 or C1425 is detected.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the stop light switch

SHTS029990300506

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side stop 
light switch con-
nector
#4 terminal – GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Replace or repair the stop light switch power
supply circuit.

8 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300507

Is DTC C1249 or C1425 detected from the ABS ECU?

Troubleshoot the ABS ECU for each DTC. Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: P0573
EN01H02999030602007018

DTC: P0573 Malfunction of stop light switch (Hi)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU detects whether or not the brake pedal is operated based on the stop light switch signals.

• There are two types of stop light switch signals: One is the signal from the wire harness and the other is signal
received from the ABS ECU via CAN.

<Description of malfunction>

• The stop light switch signal is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the vehicle is running and decelerating (50 to 0.5km/h)
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the vehicle is decelerating from 50 to 0.5 km/h, the stop light switch signal does not change and
remains OFF. (Switch stuck OFF)

3. Reset condition

• The stop light switch is ON.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Vehicle control ECU Stop light switch

J/C STNC
9 3 31STP EXE

SHTS029990300508
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper stop light switch adjustment

• Stop light switch malfunction

• Improper connector connection/fitting

• Wire harness disconnection/short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0573

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) STP (#9) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the stop light switch [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300509 Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON Stop light switch

When the brake 
pedal is 
depressed: ON
When the brake 
pedal is released: 
OFF

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the stop light switch signal

BODY GND

SHTS029990300510

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector
STP (#9) terminal - 
GND

When the brake 
pedal is 
depressed: 
Approx. 0 V
The brake pedal is 
released: 10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the stop light switch connector.

3. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side stop light switch connector terminal and the vehicle-
side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) terminal.

NOYES

1. Inspect that the stop light switch is adjusted correctly.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the stop light switch wire harness

SHTS029990300511

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side stop 
light switch 
connector – 
Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(26P)
#3 terminal – STP 
(#9) terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.

4 Inspecting the stop light switch

Is any defect found?

Adjust the stop light switch. Go to step 5.
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1. Inspect the connector connection of the stop light switch (improper
fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the stop light switch.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
stop light switch terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the stop light switch connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the stop light switch

SHTS029990300512

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Stop light switch
#3 terminal – #4 terminal

When the switch is pressed: 
 
When the switch is released: 
less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace the stop light switch.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle side stop light switch connector (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Brake] and check that nei-
ther DTC C1249 nor C1425 is detected.

NOYES

7 Inspecting power supply to the stop light switch

SHTS029990300513

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side stop 
light switch con-
nector
#4 terminal – GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the stop light switch power
supply circuit.

8 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300514

Is DTC C1249 or C1425 detected from the ABS ECU?

Troubleshoot the ABS ECU for each DTC. Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: P0577
EN01H02999030602007019

DTC: P0577 Malfunction of cruise switch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The cruise switch signal is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The cruise switch signal voltage stuck has been detected.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Cruise control does not start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Cruise switch malfunction

• Wire harness short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

Vehicle control ECU Cruise switch

1

2

2

1
CR+

CRS

CCS

ECC

SHTS029990300515
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0577

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

3. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the cruise switch signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300516

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

• Starter key: ON

• Cruise switch 
operation

Cruise main 
switch

<<Main position>>
Cruise control 
main switch: ON

Cruise switch set
<<Set position>>
Cruise control 
switch set: ON

Cruise switch 
resume

<<Resume posi-
tion>>
Cruise control 
switch resume: 
ON

Cruise switch can-
cel

<<Cancel posi-
tion>>
Cruise control 
switch cancel: ON

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (10P) CRS
(#2) terminal and ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (10P) CR+
(#1) terminal and ground.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the cruise switch signal circuit

SHTS029990300517

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

• Starter key: ON

• Cruise switch 
operation

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(10P)
CRS (#2) terminal 
– Ground

When each switch 
is operated, the 
voltage fluctuates 
by 1 V or more.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting power supply to the cruise switch

SHTS029990300518

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(10P)
CR+ (#1) terminal 
– Ground

4.5 – 5.5 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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1. Inspect the connection of the cruise switch connector (improper fit-
ting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Disconnect the cruise switch connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side cruise switch connector and vehicle-side vehicle con-
trol ECU connector (10P) terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the cruise switch connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the cruise switch wire harness

SHTS029990300519

SHTS029990300520

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
cruise switch 
connector – 
Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(10P)
CCS (#2) terminal 
– CR+ (#1) termi-
nal
ECC (#1) terminal 
– CRS (#2) termi-
nal

 Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the cruise switch. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P05BF
EN01H02999030602007020

DTC: P05BF Malfunction of idling stop cancel switch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The idling stop cancel switch signal is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The idling stop cancel switch stays ON for 5 minutes or more.

3. Reset condition

• The condition of the idling stop cancel switch off is detected

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Idling stop cancel switch malfunction

• Wire harness short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

Vehicle control ECU Idling stop cancel switch
10STP1 Z9E

1

SHTS029990300521
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P05BF

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P) STPI (#10) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the idling stop cancel switch [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300522 Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
Idling stop cancel 
switch

ON or OFF is indi-
cated when the 
switch is oper-
ated.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the idling stop cancel switch signal circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300523

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(24P) 
STPI (#10) termi-
nal – GND

Idling stop cancel 
switch
ON: 10 – 16 V
OFF: 0 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the connection of the idling stop cancel switch connector
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Disconnect the idling stop cancel switch connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (24P)
and the vehicle-side idling stop cancel switch connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the idling stop cancel switch connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the idling stop cancel switch wire harness

SHTS029990300524

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(24P) – 
Vehicle-side idling 
stop cancel switch 
connector
STPI (#10) termi-
nal – #1 terminal

 Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the idling stop cancel switch. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P0604
EN01H02999030602007021

DTC: P0604 Malfunction of vehicle control ECU (RAM abnormality)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The internal abnormality has been detected in the vehicle control ECU (RAM).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The abnormality has been detected in the RAM in the ECU.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

• Cruise control does not work or does not work normally.

• Idle up does not work or does not work normally.

• Abnormality in CAN communication

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0604

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that DTC
P0604 is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300525

Is DTC P0604 detected?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: P0605 
EN01H02999030602007022

DTC: P0605 Malfunction of vehicle control ECU (Diesel)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The ABS ECU has detected the abnormality in the vehicle control ECU. (The abnormality in the vehicle control ECU
is notified by the ABS ECU.)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When the vehicle is running
(2) Judgement criteria

• An internal failure of the vehicle control ECU is detected. (There is a notification with vehicle abnormal control
ECU from ABS ECU.)

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention does cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0605

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
vehicle speed signal-related DTC, P0501 or P0503, is detected.

NOYES

1. Inspect the CAN communication line.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300526

Is DTC P0501 or P0503 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the CAN communication line

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the CAN communication
line.

Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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DTC: P0605 
EN01H02999030602007023

DTC: P0605 Malfunction of vehicle control ECU (ROM abnormality) (Hybrid)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The internal abnormality has been detected in the vehicle control ECU (ROM).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The abnormality has been detected in the ROM in the ECU.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention does cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

• Cruise control does not work or does not work normally.

• Idle up does not work or does not work normally.

• Abnormality in CAN communication

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0605

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that DTC
P0605 is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300527

Is DTC P0605 detected?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: P0606
EN01H02999030602007024

DTC: P0606 Malfunction of vehicle control ECU
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The ABS ECU has detected the abnormality in the vehicle control ECU. (The abnormality in the vehicle control ECU
is notified by the ABS ECU.)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When the vehicle is running
(2) Judgement criteria

• An internal failure of the vehicle control ECU is detected. (There is a notification with vehicle abnormal control
ECU from ABS ECU.)

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention does cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0606

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
vehicle speed signal-related DTC, P0501 or P0503, is detected.

NOYES

1. Inspect the CAN communication line.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300528

Is DTC P0501 or P0503 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the CAN communication line

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the CAN communication
line.

Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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DTC: P0617
EN01H02999030602007025

DTC: P0617 Malfunction of starter key
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU judges the engine start condition based on the starter signal.

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality in the starter signal has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The battery voltage is between 10 V or more and 16 V or less.

• While the engine is running
(2) Judgement criteria

• The starter signal (START) ON is detected when the above detection conditions are met.

3. Reset condition

• After the signal has returned to normal, the engine is stopped and then restarted.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Starter key malfunction

• Wire harness short circuit

Vehicle control ECU Starter relay

Starter cut relay 

7 5

4

STSW

SHTS029990300529
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0617

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and check that
P0617 is not detected.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

3. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300530

Is DTC P0617 detected from the engine ECU?

Troubleshoot the engine ECU for each DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the starter signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300531

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: 
LOCK/START

Key switch

Starter key LOCK: 
OFF
Starter key START: 
ON
After the engine is 
started: OFF

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) STSW (#7) and
GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the starter signal circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300532

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: 
LOCK/START

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(26P)
STSW (#7) termi-
nal – GND

Starter key LOCK: 
0 V
Starter key START: 
9 V or more
After the engine is 
started: 0 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Repair or replace the starter signal circuit.
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DTC: P062F
EN01H02999030602007026

DTC: P062F Malfunction of vehicle control ECU (EEPROM abnormality)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The internal abnormality has been detected in the vehicle control ECU (EEPROM abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The abnormality has been detected in the EEPROM in the ECU.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention does cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

• Cruise control does not work or does not work normally.

• Idle up does not work or does not work normally.

• Abnormality in CAN communication

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P062F

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that DTC
P062F is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300533

Is DTC P062F detected?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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DTC: P0702
EN01H02999030602007027

DTC: P0702 Abnormality in AT
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality has been detected in the AT ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The brake holding release request signal from AT is not operating properly.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention does cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• AT ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0702

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that no DTC is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300534

Is any DTC detected from the AT ECU?

Troubleshoot the AT ECU for each DTC. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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DTC: P081D
EN01H02999030602007028

DTC: P081D Malfunction of neutral switch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU detects the gear neutral state based on the neutral switch signal.

<Description of malfunction>

• Neutral switch signal is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The neutral signal received from AT ECU via CAN does not match the neutral switch signal input by the VCS
via wire harness.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON (hybrid vehicles only)

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Vehicle 
control 
ECU

Neutral start 
switch

To POWER SUPPLY CIRCUIT

Starter switch

2

17

16 4 6

5

22P 1
23 10 386 1544

J/B
J/C

NUSW

AM1
ACC
IG1

IG2
AM2

ST1

J/B

SHTS029990300535
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Neutral switch malfunction

• Wire harness short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P081D

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) NUSW (#15) termi-
nal and GND.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300536 Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON Neutral switch

Shift lever posi-
tion
N range: ON
Range other than 
N range: OFF

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the neutral start switch signal circuit

SHTS029990300537

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(26P)
NUSW (#15) termi-
nal – GND

Shift lever posi-
tion
N range: 10 – 16 V
Range other than 
N range: 0 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the connector condition of the neutral start switch
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Disconnect the neutral start switch connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P)
and the vehicle-side neutral start switch connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the neutral start switch connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the neutral start switch wire harness

SHTS029990300538

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(26P) – 
Vehicle-side neu-
tral start switch 
connector
NUSW (#15) termi-
nal – L (#6) termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the #10
terminal of the vehicle-side neutral start switch connector and
GND.

NOYES

5 Inspecting power supply to the neutral start switch

SHTS029990300539

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
neutral start 
switch connector 
(10P)
#10 terminal – 
GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the neutral start switch. Repair or replace the neutral start switch
power supply circuit.
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DTC: P1143
EN01H02999030602007029

DTC: P1143 Malfunction of idle volume
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The engine speed is controlled by operating the idle volume.

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality in idle volume output voltage has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The output voltage from the idle volume is 4.59 V or more.

3. Reset condition

• After the engine is stopped and restarted, the idle volume output voltage is 4.59 V or less.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine speed does not change even when the idle volume is operated.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Idle volume malfunction

• Wire harness short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

Vehicle control ECU

Idling volume

18
AGD4

ASCS

APC4

17

16

3

2

1

SHTS029990300540
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1143

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P). (With
the connector connected to the ECU.)

NOYES

1 Inspecting the idle volume [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300541 Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

• Starter key: ON

• Rotate the idle 
volume.

Idling volume volt-
age

The output voltage 
changes from 0.7 
to 4.3 V.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting power supply to the idle volume

SHTS029990300542

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(26P)
APC4 (#16) termi-
nal – AGD4 (#18) 
terminal

4.5 – 5.5 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P). (With
the connector connected to the ECU.)

2. Rotate the idle volume clockwise to check if the voltage value
changes.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the idle volume (improper fit-
ting or connection).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the idle volume output signal

SHTS029990300543

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(26P)
ASCS (#17) termi-
nal – AGD4 (#18) 
terminal

The output voltage 
changes from 0.7 
to 4.3 V.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the idle volume connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 5.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the idle volume connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the idle volume.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the idle volume.

2. Rotate the idle volume clockwise to check if the resistance value
changes.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the idle volume 1 (single unit inspection)

GND +

SHTS029990300544

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Idle volume
+(#1) terminal – GND (#3) ter-
minal

1,180 – 1,620 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace the idle volume.

6 Inspecting the idle volume 2 (single unit inspection)

GND SIG

SHTS029990300545

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Idle volume
SIG (#2) terminal – GND (#3) 
terminal

The resistance value 
changes from about 200 to 
about 1,200 .

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Repair or replace the wire harness.
(Between the idle volume and vehicle control
ECU)

Replace the idle volume.
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DTC: P161F
EN01H02999030602007030

DTC: P161F Malfunction of the VCS actuator relay
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The VCS actuator relay does not turn ON.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The relay does not turn ON even though the actuator relay is activated.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention does cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• VCS actuator relay malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

Vehicle control ECU
IG1D

IG2D

VCS ACT RLY

J/B

3

10

SHTS029990300546
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P161F

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) IG2D (#10) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) IG1D (#3) and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the VCS actuator relay circuit 1

BODY GND

SHTS029990300547

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(30P)
IG2D (#10) termi-
nal – GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the VCS actuator relay circuit 2

BODY GND

SHTS029990300548

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(26P)
IG1D (#3) terminal 
– GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector and J/B connector
(40P) terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness of the VCS actuator relay circuit

SHTS029990300549

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(30P) – J/B con-
nector (40P)
IG2D (#10) termi-
nal – #38 terminal
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
(26P) – J/B con-
nector (40P)
IG1D (#3) terminal 
– #16 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the VCS actuator relay. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P1649
EN01H02999030602007031

DTC: P1649 Parking switch malfunction
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU detects if the parking brake is operated based on the parking brake switch signal.

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction has been detected in the parking brake switch.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

Diesel engine vehicle

• Drive the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.

Hybrid vehicle

• Drive the vehicle at 20 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The parking brake switch ON signal is detected for 10 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

Diesel engine vehicle

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

Hybrid vehicle

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not function.

• Brake retention does cannot be disengaged with starting operation.

Parking brake switchB08

J/B

Vehicle control ECU PKB
322 42 19

SHTS029990300550
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Parking brake switch malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1649

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [VCS] on the diagnostic tester screen.

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to start
measurement.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (26P) PKB (#22) terminal
and GND. (With the connector connected to the ECU.)

NOYES

1 Inspecting the parking brake switch [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS029990300551 Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON Parking switch

When the parking 
brake lever is set: 
ON
When the parking 
brake is unset: 
OFF

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the parking brake switch signal circuit

BODY GND

SHTS029990300552

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(26P)
PKB (#22) terminal 
– GND

When the parking 
brake lever is set: 
0 V
When the parking 
brake is unset: 
10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the connector connection of the parking brake switch
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the parking brake switch connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side parking brake switch connector (#1) terminal and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the parking brake switch connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the power supply to the parking brake switch

SHTS029990300553

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
parking brake 
switch connector
#1 terminal – GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the parking brake switch. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P165A
EN01H02999030602007032

DTC: P165A Excessive operation of electric vacuum pump
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The vehicle control ECU has detected abnormality in operation of the electric vacuum pump.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the electric vacuum pump is operating
(2) Judgement criteria

• The total number of times the relay drive signal is turned on and off is 600,000 or more.

• The total number of hours the relay drive signal is on is 1,400 or more.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after starter key "LOCK"

• Reset the counter by using the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Excessive operation of electric vacuum pump
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P165A

Refer to the "ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP SYSTEM" in the chapter "BRAKE".
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DTC: P165B
EN01H02999030602007033

DTC: P165B Excessive operation of electric vacuum pump relay
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The vehicle control ECU has detected abnormality in operation of the vacuum pump relay.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the electric vacuum pump is operating
(2) Judgement criteria

• The total number of times the relay drive signal is turned on and off is 600,000 or more.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after starter key "LOCK"

• Reset the counter by using the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Excessive operation of electric vacuum pump relay
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P165B

Refer to the "ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP SYSTEM" in the chapter "BRAKE".
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DTC: P2525
EN01H02999030602007034

DTC: P2525 Abnormality in vacuum sensor circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The vehicle control ECU has detected the abnormality in the vacuum sensor circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the electric vacuum pump is operating
(2) Judgement criteria

• The vacuum sensor output voltage remains at or above 4.7 V or at or below 0.4 V for 5 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The electric vacuum pump stops operating.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The exhaust brake becomes less effective or does not work.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Vacuum sensor malfunction

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2525

Refer to the "ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP SYSTEM" in the chapter "BRAKE".
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DTC: P2526
EN01H02999030602007035

DTC: P2526 False detection of vacuum sensor pressure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The vehicle control ECU has detected the abnormality in pressure signal from the vacuum sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

Any of the following is detected:

• When the electric vacuum pump operation signal is ON and the exhaust brake is not working, the vacuum tank
pressure remains unchanged for 10 seconds.

• When the electric vacuum pump operation signal is OFF and the exhaust brake is working, the vacuum tank
pressure remains unchanged for 10 seconds.

• When the electric vacuum pump operation signal is ON and the exhaust brake is working, the vacuum tank
pressure remains above the pump operation stop level for 180 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The exhaust brake performance decreases, or the exhaust brake does not work.

• The electric vacuum pump is not stopped.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Broken fuse or contact failure

• Air leakage from negative pressure piping

• Vacuum pump relay malfunction

• Vacuum sensor malfunction

• Electric vacuum pump malfunction

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2526

Refer to the "ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP SYSTEM" in the chapter "BRAKE".
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DTC: P258D
EN01H02999030602007036

DTC: P258D Electric vacuum pump relay contact stuck at ON
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The vehicle control ECU has detected the abnormality in the vacuum pump relay (relay contact stuck ON).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the electric vacuum pump operation signal is OFF, the vacuum tank pressure drop is detected for 10
seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The electric vacuum pump is not stopped.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness short circuit

• Vacuum pump relay malfunction

• Electric vacuum pump malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P258D

Refer to the "ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP SYSTEM" in the chapter "BRAKE".
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DTC: U0101
EN01H02999030602007037

DTC: U0101 Transmission controller CAN blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU has detected CAN communication blackout with the AT ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection in the CAN bus line between the AT ECU and vehicle control ECU, or control communication black-
out

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of the vehicle control ECU is 10 V or more, or 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) transmission from the AT ECU to the vehicle control ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not work, or brake retention remains.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit malfunction (vehicle CAN)

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

• Wire harness malfunction or short circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0101

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".
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DTC: U0105
EN01H02999030602007038

DTC: U0105 Engine CAN blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU has detected CAN communication blackout with the engine ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection in the CAN bus line between the engine ECU and vehicle control ECU, or control communication
blackout

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of the vehicle control ECU is 10 V or more, or 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) transmission from the engine ECU to the vehicle control ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

For diesel vehicle

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

For hybrid vehicle

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine speed does not change when the idle volume is operated.

• The exhaust brake does not work.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit malfunction (Engine/Diag CAN)

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0105

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".
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DTC: U0121
EN01H02999030602007039

DTC: U0121 ABS CAN blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU has detected CAN communication blackout with the ABS ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection in the CAN bus line between the ABS ECU and vehicle control ECU, or control communication black-
out

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of the vehicle control ECU is 10 V or more, or 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) transmission from the ABS ECU to the vehicle control ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not work, or brake retention remains.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit malfunction (Vehicle CAN)

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0121

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".
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DTC: U0155
EN01H02999030602007040

DTC: U0155 Meter CAN blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU has detected CAN communication blackout with the combination meter.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection in the CAN bus line between the combination meter and vehicle control ECU, or control communica-
tion blackout

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of the vehicle control ECU is 10 V or more, or 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) transmission from the combination meter to the vehicle control ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit malfunction (vehicle CAN)

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

• Wire harness malfunction or short circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0155

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".
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DTC: U0293
EN01H02999030602007041

DTC: U0293 HV CAN blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU has detected CAN communication blackout with the HV ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection in the CAN bus line between the HV ECU and vehicle control ECU, or control communication black-
out

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of the vehicle control ECU is 10 V or more, or 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) transmission from the HV ECU to the vehicle control ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

For diesel vehicle

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

For hybrid vehicle

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –
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<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit malfunction (Vehicle CAN)

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0293

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

HINT
In reprogramming the engine ECU, this DTC may be detected due to communication interruption between the
vehicle control ECU and HV ECU.
This is not a system malfunction. Turn the starter key "LOCK" position and after 60 seconds, turn it "ON" position
to delete the DTC.
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DTC: U0418
EN01H02999030602007042

DTC: U0418 Abnormal ABS communication data
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormal value is detected in the data sent from the ABS ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of the vehicle control ECU is 10 V or more, or 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• In the data sent from the ABS ECU, an abnormal value is detected for 2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Brake retention does not work, or brake retention remains.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit malfunction (Vehicle CAN)

• ABS ECU malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0418

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".
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DTC: U1136
EN01H02999030602007043

DTC: U1136 Clutch ECU CAN blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle control ECU has detected CAN communication blackout with the clutch ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection in the CAN bus line between the clutch ECU and vehicle control ECU, or control communication
blackout

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of the vehicle control ECU is 10 V or more, or 16 V or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) transmission from the clutch ECU to the vehicle control ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

For diesel vehicle

• VCS ECU warning light: OFF

For hybrid vehicle

• VCS ECU warning light: ON

• MIL: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• CAN circuit malfunction (Vehicle CAN)

• Vehicle control ECU malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U1136

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".
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DTC: P0B97 ........................................................3-753

DTC: P0B9C .......................................................3-757
DTC: P0BA1........................................................3-761

DTC: P0C30........................................................3-765

DTC: P3004 ........................................................3-769
DTC: P3011 ........................................................3-771

DTC: P3012 ........................................................3-775

DTC: P3013 ........................................................3-779
DTC: P3014 ........................................................3-783

DTC: P3015 ........................................................3-787

DTC: P3016 ........................................................3-791
DTC: P3017 ........................................................3-795

DTC: P3018 ........................................................3-799

DTC: P3019 ........................................................3-803
DTC: P301B ........................................................3-807

DTC: P3020 ........................................................3-809

DTC: P3021 ........................................................3-813

DTC: P3022 ........................................................3-817
DTC: P3023 ........................................................3-821

DTC: P3024 ........................................................3-825

DTC: P3025 ........................................................3-829
DTC: P3026 ........................................................3-833

DTC: P3027 ........................................................3-837
DTC: P3028 ........................................................3-841
DTC: P3029 ........................................................3-845

DTC: P302F ........................................................3-849

DTC: P3065 ........................................................3-853
DTC: P308A ........................................................3-857

DTC: U0074 ........................................................3-861

DTC: U0293 ........................................................3-864
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TROUBLE SHOOTING

HYBRID CONTROL SYSTEM

TROUBLE SHOOTING STEPS FOR HYBRID SYSTEM
EN01H03ZZZ030602002001

CONFIGURATION DIAGRAM OF HYBRID TROUBLE SHOOTING SYSTEM

HV battery ECU

HV system 
alarm

HV warning light

Engine ECU

Vehicle control ECU

Clutch ECU

ABS ECU

MIL

HV ECU or communication 
function perform alarming only 
when the function fails.

Inverter

Malfunction information
MIL ON request

Malfunction 
information

Malfunction information
MIL ON request

Malfunction 
information

MIL ON request

MIL ON request

HV ECU

Read code and 
diagnose

Read code and diagnose

Read code and 
diagnose

Service tool

Hybrid control system:
CAN:

Signal line:

MIL ON 
request

SHTS03ZZZ0300001
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1. HV WARNING LIGHT LIGHTING PROCESS
(1) The HV ECU controls the HV warning light.
(2) The HV warning light turns on in case of malfunction of the HV ECU, the HV battery ECU, the inverter, the clutch

ECU or the ABS ECU.
(3) The HV ECU receives information regarding malfunction of the HV battery ECU, the inverter, the clutch ECU and

the ABS ECU via CAN.

2. ABOUT MIL
(1) The engine ECU controls whether to turn on or turn off MIL.
(2) When a malfunction relevant to emission occurs in the HV system or vehicle control ECU, the MIL light ON

request is sent from the HV ECU to the engine ECU using CAN.
(3) HV battery ECU, inverter and vehicle control ECU send the MIL light ON request to the engine ECU using CAN

via HV ECU.

Light ON or light OFF
HV warning lightHV ECU

Malfunction 
information

HV battery ECU

Inverter

Clutch ECU

ABS ECU

CAN:
Signal line:

SHTS03ZZZ0300002

Light ON or 
light OFF

MILHV ECU

MIL ON 
request

Engine ECU

MIL ON 
request

HV battery ECU

Inverter

Vehicle control ECU CAN:
Signal line:

Clutch ECU

SHTS03ZZZ0300003
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3. DEFINITION OF MALFUNCTION
(1) Driving cycle

The driving cycle (hereinafter referred to as "DCY") is confirmed when the engine revolution becomes equal to or
more than the value calculated using the following formula [idling speed minus 150 r/min] after the starter key is
turned to the "ON" position. DCY is completed when the starter key is turned to the "LOCK" position.

* Completion of DCY is the timing to delete the Permanent diagnosis code and Pending diagnosis code.

(2) Definition of diagnosis code
The following table shows malfunctions that are displayed on the service tool.

*1 This light lights for malfunctions relevant to emission.
*2 If a malfunction is recovered, control is switched from failsafe control to normal control; however the
Confirmed diagnosis code is not deleted.

Code name
Definition of diagnosis 

code
HV warning 

light
MIL Effect on vehicle

Pending diagnosis code
Diagnosis code that is 

being detected (malfunc-
tion is not confirmed).

Light OFF Light OFF Normal control

Confirmed diagnosis 
code

Diagnosis code in which 
the malfunction is con-

firmed
Light ON Light ON *1 Failsafe control *2

Permanent diagnosis 
code

Stored diagnosis code Light OFF Light OFF Normal control

DCY#3 
Confirmation time

t

Completion of 
DCY#2

Completion 
of DCY#2

Completion of 
DCY#1

Completion of 
DCY#1

DCY#1 
Confirmation time

DCY#2 
Confirmation time

ON

LOCK

[r/min]

Idling speed-150 [r/min]

Completion of
HV battery ECU DCY

Completion of 
inverter DCY

Starter key

DCY

Completion of 
HV ECU DCY

Engine 
speed

0

0

0

SHTS03ZZZ0300004
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(3) Pending diagnosis code
Represents the diagnosis code in which the malfunction is confirmed by detecting the malfunction in 2DCY or
more. The following table shows examples in which the malfunction is confirmed in 2DCY.

(4) Confirmed diagnosis code
Represents the diagnosis code in which the malfunction is confirmed by detecting the malfunction in 1DCY.

*1 For the malfunction in which the Confirmed malfunction is confirmed in DCY, the Pending malfunction
is not confirmed.

Completion of 
DCY#1

Completion of 
DCY#2

Detection of 
malfunction

Confirmation

Detection of 
malfunction

Confirmation

Light ON

Light ON

DCY

Vehicle condition

Pending malfunction

Confirmed malfunction

HV warning light

MIL

SHTS03ZZZ0300005

Confirmation

Light ON

Light ON

Completion of 
DCY#1

Completion of 
DCY#2

Detection of 
malfunction

DCY

Vehicle condition

Pending malfunction *1

Confirmed malfunction

HV warning light

MIL

SHTS03ZZZ0300006
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(5) Permanent diagnosis code
Permanent malfunction is confirmed by confirming the Confirmed malfunction.

(6) Deletion of diagnosis code

*1 Refer to the following figure and 4. Procedure for deleting the Permanent malfunction for details.

Code name Deletion from vehicle condition Deletion using the service tool

Pending diagnosis code

This code is deleted when condition 
to be judged normal is satisfied and 
malfunction detection condition is 

not satisfied in 1DCY

Instant deletion

Confirmed diagnosis 
code

None Instant deletion

Permanent diagnosis 
code

This code is deleted when condition 
to be judged normal is satisfied in 

3DCY. *1

This code is deleted after performing 
the predetermined operation when 

condition to be judged normal is sat-
isfied and malfunction detection con-
dition is not satisfied in 1DCY after 
deleting the diagnosis code using 

the service tool. *1

Confirmation

Confirmation

Light ON

Light ON

Completion of 
DCY#1

Completion of 
DCY#2

Detection of 
malfunction

DCY

Vehicle condition

Confirmed malfunction

Permanent malfunction

HV warning light

MIL

SHTS03ZZZ0300007
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• The following figure shows deletion of the Pending diagnosis code and deletion of the Permanent diagnosis
code in 3DCY.

• The following figure shows clearing of Pending malfunction code, Confirmed malfunction code, and Perma-
nent malfunction code by using the service tool.

*1 Refer to 4. Procedure for deleting the Permanent malfunction (1).

Confirmation

Deletion

Deletion

Light OFF

Light OFF

Light ON

Light ON

Confirmation

Confirmation

Completion of 
DCY#1

Completion of 
DCY#2

Completion of 
DCY#3

Completion of 
DCY#4

Completion of 
DCY#5

Detection of 
malfunction

Detection of 
malfunction

DCY

Vehicle condition

Pending malfunction

Confirmed malfunction

Permanent malfunction

HV warning light

MIL

Normal judgment 
#1

Normal judgment 
#2

Normal judgment 
#3

Normal judgment 
DCY#1

Normal judgment 
DCY#2

Normal judgment 
DCY#3

SHTS03ZZZ0300008

Confirmation

Deletion

Deletion

Deletion

Deletion of the malfunction 
code using the service tool

Light OFF

Light OFF

Light ON

Light ON

Confirmation

Confirmation

Completion of 
DCY#1

Completion of 
DCY#2

Completion of 
DCY#3

Completion of 
DCY#4

Detection of 
malfunction

Detection of 
malfunction

DCY

Vehicle condition

Pending malfunction

Confirmed malfunction

Permanent malfunction

HV warning light

MIL

Normal judgment #1

*1
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4. PROCEDURE FOR DELETING THE PERMANENT MALFUNCTION
There are two procedures for deleting the Permanent diagnosis code.

(1) Procedure for deleting the Permanent diagnosis code after deleting the diagnosis code using the service tool
a. Turn the starter key "ON".
b. Delete the diagnosis codes using the service tool.

- Delete diagnosis codes from the following systems.

• ECU of the HV system in which the Permanent diagnosis code is occurring.
(Deletion of engine ECU must be performed after performing deletion in the order of HV battery ECU 
Inverter  HV ECU.)

• Engine ECU
c. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 30 seconds or more.
d. Turn the starter key "ON".
e. Start the engine.
f. Idle the engine for 6 minutes or more.
g. Keep the engine revolution at 1,150 r/min or more for 6 minutes or longer.
h. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 30 seconds or more.
i. Turn the starter key "ON".
j. Start the engine.
k. Wait for 30 seconds or more.
l. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

! CAUTION
 

• Trouble shooting the malfunction is conducted before following the above procedure, therefore the malfunction
does not occur or the malfunction does not occur while following the above procedure.

• The HV warning light must turn off when the diagnosis code is deleted at (b).
When the HV warning light turns off, it is possible to check that there is no malfunction in the HV system.

• Condition to be judged normal for the malfunction occurred in the above steps (d) to (g) must be satisfied.
Condition to be judged normal varies depending on malfunction.

(2) Procedure for deleting the Permanent diagnosis code in 3DCY
a. Turn the starter key "ON".
b. Start the engine.
c. Idle the engine for 2 minutes or more.
d. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.
e. Wait for 30 seconds or more.
f. Repeat the steps from (a) to (e) for 3 times in total (3DCY).
g. Turn the starter key "ON".
h. Start the engine.
i. Wait for 30 seconds or more.
j. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

! CAUTION
 

• The above procedure is satisfied when making normal driving operation; therefore the Permanent diagnosis
code may be deleted when making similar driving operation if the malfunction is recovered.

• Trouble shooting the malfunction is conducted before following the above procedure, therefore the malfunction
does not occur or the malfunction does not occur while following the above procedure.

• Condition to be judged normal for the malfunction occurred in the above steps (a) to (d) must be satisfied. Con-
dition to be judged normal varies depending on malfunction.

Confirmed diagnosis code Permanent diagnosis code Deletion procedure

None Present Deletion using the procedure (1)

Present Present Deletion using the procedure (1) or (2)

Present None —
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5. TROUBLE SHOOTING PROCEDURE
(1) Trouble shooting procedure (when using genuine Hino service tool)

a. Check the DTC of the HV ECU using the service tool (trouble shooting tool).
b. Record the DTC and TC No. (detailed DTC) of freeze frame data.
c. Perform trouble shooting for the relevant DTC. For an inverter/HV battery line malfunction, read the DTC of

each ECU for trouble shooting according to the HV ECU diagnostic chart.
d. After trouble shooting, delete the DTC of each ECU using the service tool and conduct a trial running to check

that the malfunction does not recur.

! CAUTION
 

• When inspecting the high voltage line, wear insulating gloves because of a risk of electrical shock. Before per-
forming inspection, be sure to remove the service plug after the starter key is turned to the "LOCK" position.
When inspecting the HV battery, wear safety glasses.
Do not touch the terminals of the high voltage line for 7 minutes after removing the service plug.

• One diagnosis code (DTC) may contain more than 1 malfunction. Read TC No. (detailed DTC) of freeze frame
data with the trouble shooting tool and perform trouble shooting according to the relevant trouble shooting
chart.

• When inspecting the harness, first check the connector for fitting looseness, and the fitting surface for entry of
foreign matters.

• There may be irregular contact or temporary noise due to partial fitting of the connector if parts are returned to
normal without repairing or replacing parts using the diagnostic chart.

• The service tool or trouble shooting tool described in the trouble shooting chart indicates the genuine Hino ser-
vice tool.

• If the starter key is turned "ON" in the state that connectors, etc. are disconnected while performing the trouble
shooting chart, the malfunction may be recorded due to disconnection of a connector. In such case, be sure to
delete the diagnosis code using the trouble shooting tool.

HINT
If there is no malfunction and the engine does not stop with the idling stop function, the following cases are con-
ceivable.

• A vehicle is not running at vehicle speed of 5 km/h or more from the last idling stop.

• The change lever is located at a position other than "D" and "4".

• When the turn signal light and the hazard light are ON. (Even if the turn signal light switch signal and the hazard
light switch signal transmitted to the HV ECU are Low, the engine does not stop automatically by use of the
idling stop function.)

• When a vehicle stopped on a sloped road.

• While PTO is operating.

• While DPR is operating.

• Capacity of the HV battery is low.

• Engine coolant temperature is low.

• The engine is still running. (The engine is running at approximately 1 km/h or more.)

• When the status of the idling stop cancel switch is "ON".

• Brake vacuum pressure is low. (Even if the low brake vacuum pressure switch signal transmitted to the HV ECU
becomes Low, the engine does not stop automatically by use of the idling stop function.)
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SAFETY MEASURES FOR HIGH-VOLTAGE

WORK
EN01H03ZZZ030602002002

1. CAUTIONS ON INSPECTION OF HYBRID CONTROL SYSTEM
(1) To inspect the high-voltage system or disconnect the low-

voltage connector in the PCU, be sure to take actions to pre-
vent electric shocks, i.e. wearing insulated gloves and dis-
connection of service plug. Removed service plug should be
put in a pocket so as to prevent other engineers from using it
by mistake during work.

! WARNING
 

Note that the SMR is turned "ON" and high-voltage circuit is acti-
vated when the starter key is turned to "ON."

! CAUTION
 

Since any failure may occur when the starter key is turned to "ON"
with the service plug removed, never turn the starter key to "ON"
unless otherwise instructed in this document.

(2) All wire harness for the high-voltage circuit are orange col-
ored. Further, "HIGH VOLTAGE" caution label is attached to
high-voltage components such as the hybrid battery. Do not
touch these wiring and components unnecessarily.

(3) Do not bring IC cards, wrist watches, etc. close to the hybrid-
vehicle motor assembly.

(4) Turn the starter key "LOCK" and remove the service plug.
Then wait for at least 7 minutes before starting the work.

NOTICE
In the 7 minutes the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter dis-
charges.

1

2

3

SHTS03ZZZ0300010
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(5) Check the insulated gloves for damage such as cracks and
break before use. Also, do not use wet insulated gloves.

(6) Do not carry on any metal product such as a pen and scale
which may fall to cause short circuit while working.

(7) Be sure to wear insulated gloves when it is necessary to
touch any high-voltage terminal without insulating coating.

(8) After disconnecting high-voltage connectors and terminals,
insulate them with insulator tape without delay.

(9) Tighten high-voltage screw terminals securely with the speci-
fied torque. Insufficient or excessive torque can cause trou-
ble.

(10) After working on high-voltage components, check for any
component or tool left, tightening condition of high-voltage
terminals and connector conditions again before connecting
the service plug.

(11) Do not tilt more than 45 degrees the hybrid battery.
(12) Do not disassemble the hybrid battery.

! CAUTION
 

High voltage is applied to the hybrid battery even when the ser-
vice plug is disconnected. Further, high-alkaline electrolyte is
used.

(13) Make sure to use the insulated tools.
(14) Turn the starter key to "LOCK" for resistance inspection.
(15) Turn the starter key to "LOCK" before removing/installing

connectors.
(16) Alert other workers with indication such as "High-voltage

work. Don't touch" on the vehicle during works on high-volt-
age components.
(The next page is an example of the indication. You may copy
and use it.)

NOTICE
Confirm that connectors are not half-connected, and connect
them securely.

2. CAUTION FOR LONG-TERM STORAGE OF HYBRID VEHICLE.
(1) If you store a vehicle for a long time, check the battery level in

the meter once a month. If the indicator level shows 1 or less,
start the engine and keep idle for about 30 minutes. 

(2) If the auxiliary battery terminal of the vehicle is disconnected,
start the engine and keep idle for about 30 minutes even if
the indicator level shows 2 or more. 

! CAUTION
 

If the vehicle is stored for a long time without the process as
above, you may not be able to start the engine. 

Incorrect

SHTS03ZZZ0300011
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LIST OF CONNECTOR SYMBOLS
EN01H03ZZZ030602002003

WHITE

WHITE

ORANGE

BLACK

BLACK

BLACK

DARK GRAY

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

1

3

2

2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9

1 11 12

2316 2215 2114 2013 2417 2518 2619

10

1

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

10 112 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1

5

2 3

6 7

4

8

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

20

2423 25 26 27 28 29

21 22

30

1 10

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

30 31
12131415 1617181920
2122232425 26272829
3233343536 37383940

7 8 9 10 11 12

3 4

13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

1 2 5 6

1819 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

7 8 9 1011121314151617

1 2 3 4 5 6

BATTERY ECU (CAN)A

B

F

G J/C DIAG CAN

INVERTER COOLING WATER PUMP

BATTERY ECU (TEMPERATURE MONITORING)

C H HV ECU1BATTERY ECU (VOLTAGE MONITORING)

D I HV ECU2INVERTER

E J HV ECU3INVERTER COOLING RADIATOR FAN
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1 2 3 4 5 6

16 17

7 8 9 10

12 13 14 15 18 19 20 21

11

22

12 11 10

1

6 578

9

234

10 11 12

2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9

1

2 1

17 16

345678
101112131415

181920212223

9

24
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
101112131415

1819 2021222324

2
17

1
16

21

1 2 3 4

1 2

3 4

GRAY BLACK

WHITE

(RELAY BLOCK SIDE)

BLACK

BLACK BLACK

BLACK

WHITE

WHITE

BLACK BLACK

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5

12 11 10 9

16 15 14 13

(RELAY BLOCK SIDE)

(COMPONENT SIDE)

(COMPONENT SIDE)

3
5

L

N

2

1

3
52

1

1 2

INVERTER START RELAYL

N HV BATTERY START RELAY

O J/C CTRL CAN

P PCU HARNESS 16-PIN

R HV BATTERY COOLING FAN

S SMR DRIVE

SERVICE PLUG SWITCHT

X PCU HARNESS 24-PIN

K COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSOR

PCU HARNESS 12-PINY
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WHITE

(SENSOR SIDE)(HARNESS SIDE)

(SENSOR SIDE)(HARNESS SIDE)

BLACK
WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

WHITE

BLACK

GRAY GRAY

2
1 3

1 2

1 2 3 4 5 6

8 16

17

7

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

21201918 22 23 24

1 2 3

4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

242322212019181716151413

1234

5678
1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8

E’: BATT IN(-)C’: BATT OUT(-)

F’: BATT IN(+)D’: BATT OUT(+)

I’

J’

H’

G’

10

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

21

24

11

23 25 26 27 28 29
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1
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22

3

23
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28
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40

20

METER 1d-1

A’ RESOLVER

B’ ROTATION MACHINE TEMPERATURE SENSOR

C’ D’ E’ F’

G’ H’

HIGH VOLTAGE J/B (IN BATTERY PACK)

INVERTER HIGH VOLTAGE

I’ J’ SERVICE PLUG

a STARTER SWITCH

b AT ECU

c VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

d-2 METER 2

654

321

6 5 4

3 2 1
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BLACK

BLACK BLACK

BLACK
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n: BATT(-)

m: BATT(+)

p: INV(+)

3

1 2

5

q: INV(-)

k: DDC(-)

I: DDC(+)

101112

e

f ABS ECU

CLUTCH ECU

k, l, m, n, p, q HIGH VOLTAGE J/B (IN ECU-BOX)

r IG1-1 RELAY

t NEUTRAL SWITCH

h DLC3

1

10

5432

8 96 7
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HV SYSTEM WIRING DIAGRAM
EN01H03ZZZ030602002004
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NOTICE
For connector symbols, refer to "List of connector symbols."
Reference: HYBRID, TROUBLE SHOOTING, HYBRID CONTROL SYSTEM, LIST OF CONNECTOR SYMBOLS (Page
3-15)

DCU
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HEARING SHEET
EN01H03ZZZ030602002005

1. HEARING OF REQUESTS FROM CUSTOMER
(1) As the steps of trouble shooting are advanced, hear requests from customer without fault by referring this hear-

ing sheet.

Gradual braking
Sudden braking
Operation by left foot

Engine

HV

D
et

ai
ls

 o
f t

he
 

ve
hi

cl
e

R
es

ul
t o

f i
nt

er
vi

ew
C

on
fir

m
at

io
n 

re
su

lt 
of

 v
eh

ic
le

Vehicle type Date of occurrence

Warehousing date

Travel distance Km

Registration date

Sex Male

Urban area
Mountain

(       )

Suburb
Others

Female

Age groupAge

Occupation

Previous vehicle

Frequency of use

Others

Others

Main place 
for use

Characteristic of the customer

(Scheduled) delivery date of the vehicle

Frame No.

Unit No. or the like

Option

Details of interview (Please describe the situation prior to the occurrence and before and 
after the occurrence in a time-series manner as much as possible.)

Cold area  Others ( )

Frequency / date /   
week   month

Running condition Road surface state

When starting
During acceleration
During steady running
During deceleration
During braking
During stoppage
During parking
During turning
During ABS operation
Others
  (               )

Vehicle speed         [km/h] Shift position (display) Lighting of warning light

Brake operation

Frequency of occurrence

A/C status

1 2 3 4
5

at operation

6 R

Engine status

Flat (horizontal) road
Upward　° Downward
  Inclination         ° .%
  Distance        km
Dry paved road
Wet paved road
Rough paved road
Unpaved road
Snow road, compressed 
snow road, frozen road
Uneven road, curbstone
Others
　 (　　　　　 )

At start
Immediately after the 
start
After        minutes after 
the start
After        minutes after 
the start of running
At the stoppage of the 
system

During engine stoppage
During engine start
During engine rotation

Yes    No
  Charge
  Engine
  Others
       ( )

Yes    No
  Engine
  Brake
  ABS
  Brake
  HV
  Others
     (                           )

Always
Sometimes
Only one time

Vehicle state

Confirmation result of warning lamp Confirmation result of diagnosis code

Charge

Weather: 
Air temperature:        °C
Amount of remaining fuel 
(fuel gauge)
Remaining amount

A/C
OFF

FULL
Unknown

SHTS03ZZZ0300019
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HYBRID ECU

DIAGNOSIS CODE TABLE
EN01H03ZZZ030602003001

Symbol Lighting pattern

☆ Light is turned on when any fault occurs, and off when the fault is resolved

DTC
No.

Diagnosis code 
name

TC 
No.

Description of 
malfunction

Vehicle behavior for occur-
rence of malfunction

Number 
of mal-

function 
confir-
mation

DCY

HV 
Warning

Light
MIL

C0081
Abnormality in 
ABS

A0
Abnormality in 
ABS

Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P0500
Abnormality in 
vehicle speed 
sensor

51
No vehicle 
speed signal 
input

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P0501

Abnormality in 
characteristics 
of vehicle 
speed sensor

5B

Abnormality in 
characteristics 
of the vehicle 
speed sensor

Idling stop is not working. 1 ☆ ☆

P0562
Abnormality in 
power supply 
voltage

71
Control power 
supply voltage 
reduction

HV system stop
Since the hybrid system 
stops, the following symp-
tom occur.
- The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
- Idling stop is not working.
- Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P060B
Abnormality in 
A/D converter

B2
Abnormality in 
the A/D con-
verter

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P0617
Malfunction of 
starter switch

59
Sticking the 
starter signal 
circuit to High

Idling stop is not working. 1 ☆ ☆

P062F
Abnormality in 
EEPROM

B3
EEPROM 
abnormality

Recording a diagnosis code 
may not be available.

1 ☆ ☆
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P0810

Abnormality in 
clutch system 
(idling stop 
inhibited)

9C

Abnormality in 
the clutch ECU 
(idling stop is 
prohibited.)

Idling stop may not work. 1 ☆

P0810

Abnormality in 
clutch system 
(idling stop 
available)

9D

Abnormality in 
the clutch ECU 
(idling stop is 
available.)

Idling stop may not work. 1 ☆

P0A01

Abnormality in 
characteristics 
of inverter cool-
ant tempera-
ture sensor

7B

Abnormality in 
characteristics 
of the inverter 
coolant temper-
ature sensor

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

2 ☆ ☆

P0A02

Coolant tem-
perature sen-
sor Low 
abnormality

78

GND short cir-
cuit of the 
inverter cool-
ant tempera-
ture sensor 
circuit

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A03

Coolant tem-
perature sen-
sor High 
abnormality

79

Inverter cool-
ant tempera-
ture sensor 
circuit discon-
nected or 
power supply 
(positive side) 
shorted

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A06

HV water pump 
drive signal 
Low abnormal-
ity

7F

Disconnection 
or GND short 
circuit of the HV 
water pump 
drive signal cir-
cuit

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A07

HV water pump 
drive signal 
High abnormal-
ity

7E

HV water pump 
drive signal cir-
cuit power sup-
ply (positive 
side) shorted

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A0F
Engine system 
abnormality

31 Engine misfire

The engine does not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.

1

DTC
No.

Diagnosis code 
name

TC 
No.

Description of 
malfunction

Vehicle behavior for occur-
rence of malfunction

Number 
of mal-

function 
confir-
mation

DCY

HV 
Warning

Light
MIL
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P0A1D
Abnormality in 
HV ECU func-
tion

12
Sticking of the 
control CAN 
register

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.
CHG, AST, ECO and SOC 
lights may turn off.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A1D
Abnormality in 
HV ECU func-
tion

17
Sticking of the 
DIAG CAN reg-
ister

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.
CHG, AST, ECO and SOC 
lights may turn off.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A78
Abnormality in 
the inverter

21
Serious abnor-
mality in the 
inverter

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop may not work.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P0A78
Abnormality in 
the inverter

22
Slight abnor-
mality in the 
inverter

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop may not work.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P0A7E

Abnormality in 
high tempera-
ture of HV bat-
tery

48

Abnormally 
high tempera-
ture of the HV 
battery

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A82

Abnormality in 
function of HV 
battery cooling 
fan

67

Abnormality in 
the HV battery 
cooling FAN 
function

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

2 ☆ ☆

P0A84

Abnormality in 
HV battery 
cooling fan 
drive signal 
Low

66

Disconnection 
or GND short 
circuit of the HV 
battery cooling 
FAN drive sig-
nal circuit

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

DTC
No.

Diagnosis code 
name

TC 
No.

Description of 
malfunction

Vehicle behavior for occur-
rence of malfunction

Number 
of mal-

function 
confir-
mation

DCY

HV 
Warning

Light
MIL
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P0A85

Abnormality in 
HV battery 
cooling fan 
drive signal 
High

65

HV battery 
cooling fan 
drive signal cir-
cuit power sup-
ply (positive 
side) shorted

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A90
Abnormality in 
motor function

2A
Abnormality in 
the motor func-
tion

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P0A92
Abnormality in 
charging per-
formance

29
Abnormality in 
HV battery 
charging power

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

2 ☆ ☆

P0A93
Abnormality in 
inverter cool-
ing system

7A
Abnormality in 
inverter cool-
ing system

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P0AFD

Abnormality in 
low tempera-
ture of HV bat-
tery

6B
Abnormally low 
temperature of 
the HV battery

Idling stop is not working. 2 ☆ ☆

P0BCA

Abnormality in 
HV battery 
cooling fan 
revolving num-
ber signal High

68

HV battery 
cooling fan 
speed signal 
circuit power 
supply (positive 
side) shorted

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

P0C73
Abnormality in 
HV water pump 
function

80
Abnormality in 
the HV water 
pump function

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

2 ☆ ☆

P3000

Abnormality in 
status of HV 
battery ECU IG 
signal

42

Abnormality in 
the HV battery 
ECU IG signal 
status

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

DTC
No.

Diagnosis code 
name

TC 
No.

Description of 
malfunction

Vehicle behavior for occur-
rence of malfunction

Number 
of mal-

function 
confir-
mation

DCY

HV 
Warning

Light
MIL
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P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

41

Abnormality in 
the HV battery 
ECU memory 
system

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

43
Abnormality in 
the HV battery 
system

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

44
Abnormality in 
the HV battery 
system

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

45

Disconnection 
of the HV bat-
tery high volt-
age fuse

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

46

Request for 
stopping dis-
charge of the 
HV battery

- The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
- Idling stop is not working.
- Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

DTC
No.

Diagnosis code 
name

TC 
No.

Description of 
malfunction

Vehicle behavior for occur-
rence of malfunction

Number 
of mal-

function 
confir-
mation

DCY

HV 
Warning

Light
MIL
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P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

47

Auxiliary 
charge request 
for the HV bat-
tery

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

4A

Abnormal 
external over-
load in the HV 
battery

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

4B

Abnormality in 
the HV battery 
voltage detec-
tion circuit

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P3001
Abnormality in 
HV battery line

4C

Stoppage of the 
regeneration 
function 
according to 
request for 
stopping 
charge

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

P3009
Abnormality in 
leakage

49
Electrical leak-
age

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1

P3128

Abnormality in 
HV radiator fan 
revolution num-
ber Low

7D
HV radiator fan 
revolution sig-
nal Low failure

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

2 ☆ ☆

P3129

Abnormality in 
HV radiator fan 
revolution num-
ber High

7C
HV radiator fan 
revolution sig-
nal High failure

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

2 ☆ ☆

DTC
No.

Diagnosis code 
name

TC 
No.

Description of 
malfunction

Vehicle behavior for occur-
rence of malfunction

Number 
of mal-

function 
confir-
mation

DCY

HV 
Warning

Light
MIL
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P314C

Abnormality in 
HV water pump 
revolution num-
ber signal Low

82

GND short cir-
cuit of the HV 
water pump 
revolution sig-
nal circuit

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

P314D

Abnormality in 
HV water pump 
revolution num-
ber signal High

81

Disconnection 
of the HV water 
pump revolu-
tion signal cir-
cuit

Behavior of vehicle does not 
vary.

1 ☆ ☆

P324B
Abnormality in 
inverter start 
relay Low

62

GND short cir-
cuit of the 
inverter start 
relay excitation 
circuit

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P324C
Abnormality in 
inverter start 
relay High

61

Inverter actu-
ate relay excita-
tion circuit 
disconnected 
or power sup-
ply (positive 
side) shorted

The engine may not start 
running. However, the 
engine starts up by the 
starter for starter-equipped 
vehicles.
Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P33B1
Abnormality in 
HV battery ECU 
start relay Low

64

GND short cir-
cuit of the HV 
battery ECU 
start relay exci-
tation circuit

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

P33B2
Abnormality in 
HV battery ECU 
start relay High

63

The HV battery 
ECU start relay 
excitation cir-
cuit discon-
nected or 
power supply 
(positive side) 
shorted

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

U0073

Abnormality in 
CAN communi-
cation with HV 
ECU (control 
CAN)

11

Control CAN 
communica-
tion disabled 
due to bus off

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.
CHG, AST, ECO, SOC light 
turns off.

1 ☆ ☆

DTC
No.

Diagnosis code 
name

TC 
No.

Description of 
malfunction

Vehicle behavior for occur-
rence of malfunction

Number 
of mal-

function 
confir-
mation

DCY

HV 
Warning

Light
MIL
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U0074

Abnormality in 
CAN communi-
cation with HV 
ECU (DIAG 
CAN)

16

DIAG CAN com-
munication dis-
abled due to 
bus off

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

U0100
Engine ECU 
CAN communi-
cation blackout

13
Engine ECU 
CAN communi-
cation blackout

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

U0101
TCM ECU CAN 
communica-
tion blackout

18
AT ECU CAN 
communica-
tion blackout

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆

U0110
Inverter CAN 
communica-
tion blackout

14
Inverter CAN 
communica-
tion blackout

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

U0111
HV battery ECU 
CAN communi-
cation blackout

15
HV battery ECU 
CAN communi-
cation blackout

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

U0121
ABS ECU CAN 
communica-
tion blackout

24
ABS ECU CAN 
communica-
tion blackout

Idling stop is not working. 1 ☆ ☆

U0155
Meter ECU CAN 
communica-
tion blackout

25
Meter ECU CAN 
communica-
tion blackout

Idling stop is not working. 1 ☆

U110A

Vehicle control 
ECU CAN com-
munication 
blackout

26

Vehicle control 
ECU CAN com-
munication 
blackout

Idling stop is not working. 1 ☆

U1136
Clutch ECU 
CAN communi-
cation blackout

27
Clutch ECU 
CAN communi-
cation blackout

Idling stop is not working.
Lowering the speed during 
deceleration may decrease 
to deactivate the regenera-
tion function.

1 ☆ ☆

DTC
No.

Diagnosis code 
name

TC 
No.

Description of 
malfunction

Vehicle behavior for occur-
rence of malfunction

Number 
of mal-

function 
confir-
mation

DCY

HV 
Warning

Light
MIL
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FREEZE FRAME DATA LIST
EN01H03ZZZ030602003002

Item Description Display range Unit

TC No. Detailed code of DTC No. 00 - $FF —

Stop light switch (CAN reception)
Represents brake pedal communication input 
status. Pedal ON = 1 / Pedal OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

DPR regenerating signal 
(CAN reception)

Received from the engine during DPR regenerat-
ing. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Idling stop authorized state 
(CAN reception)

Received from the engine when enabling idling 
stop (ON = 1 / OFF = 0).

0 - 1 —

Idling stop request signal
Sent to the engine for auto stop of idling stop. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Driver request torque rate
Ratio of torque based on accelerator pedal open-
ing to standard engine torque

-128 - 127 %

Engine torque rate
Ratio of torque based on fuel injection quantity to 
standard engine torque

-128 - 127 %

Standard engine torque Engine torque to be a standard 0 - 1,000 Nm

Accelerator pedal opening 
(CAN reception)

Represents the accelerator pedal opening. 0 - 100 %

Engine revolution 
(CAN reception)

Represents the engine revolution. 0 - 4,000 r/min

Engine control request mode

Represents the operation request to the engine.

0 = No request, 1 = Rotational request, 2 = Rota-
tional restriction, 3 = Torque limiting, Torque 
instruction = 4

0 - 4 —

Required engine torque limiting 
value

Ratio of limiting request torque to the engine to 
standard engine torque

-128 - 127 %

Specified value of motor torque
Represents a torque command value to the 
inverter.

-32,768 - 32,767 Nm

Effective motor torque value Torque calculated from actual current id, iq -32,768 - 32,767 Nm

Actual motor torque value Represents the motor output torque. -32,768 - 32,767 Nm

Vehicle speed Represents a vehicle speed. 0 - 200 km/h

Motor revolution Represents the motor revolution. -1,000-4,000 r/min

HV battery voltage Represents the HV battery DC voltage. 0 - 600 V

HV battery current Represents HV battery DC current. -500 - 500 A

Power supply voltage Represents the HV ECU power supply voltage. 0 - 40 V

HV battery capacity (SOC) Represents the HV battery capacity (SOC). 0 - 100 %

Maximum temperature of HV bat-
tery

Represents the maximum temperature of the HV 
battery.

-128 - 127 C

Minimum temperature of HV bat-
tery

Represents the minimum temperature the HV bat-
tery.

-128 - 127 C

HV battery discharge limit value Represents the HV battery discharge limit value. 0 - 200 kW
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HV battery charge limit value Represents the HV battery charge limit value. 0 - 200 kW

Gear position (CAN reception)

Represents the judged value of gear position. 
Neutral= 0 / 1st gear = 1 / 2nd gear = 2 / 
3rd gear = 3 / 4th gear = 4 / 5th gear = 5 / 
6th gear = 6 / R = 10

0 - 10 —

HV warning light
Represents the HV warning light output status. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Inverter start relay
Represents the inverter start relay output status. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

HV battery ECU start relay
Represents the HV battery ECU start relay output 
status. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Engine intake air temperature Represents the engine intake air temperature. -40 - 210 C

Starter signal
Represents the starter signal input status. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Idling stop cancel switch 
(CAN reception)

Represents the idling stop cancel switch signal 
input status. Idling stop cancel status ON = ON. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

ABS activation signal 
(CAN reception)

Represents the ABS activation signal input sta-
tus. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Exhaust brake switch 
(CAN reception)

Represents the retarder lever signal input status. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

HV control mode information

Represents the operating condition of the HV 
system.
0 = OFF
1 = Engine startup
2 = At acceleration by motor
3 = Deceleration by motor + retarder
4 = Deceleration by motor or foot brake
5 = Battery charging
6 = Engine stop
7 = Forced battery charging
8 = At manufacturing inspection
9 = At EV
10 = At gear shifting

0 - 15 —

Engine loss torque rate Represents the engine loss torque rate. -128 - 127 %

Required engine revolution value Required revolution to engine 0 - 4,000 r/min

Instruction of motor revolution Instructed revolution to motor -32,768 - 32,767 r/min

Motor temperature Motor temperature 0 - 200 C

Inverter internal temperature Inverter internal temperature 0 - 200 C

External request for idling stop 
prohibition

Onboard equipment operating condition 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Starter key Starter key status ON = 1 / OFF = 0 0 - 1 —

System main relay 3 (SMR3) state
Represents the system main relay 3 (SMR3) out-
put state. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Clutch operation permission sig-
nal

Represents the clutch operation permission state 
sent from the clutch ECU. Prohibit = 0 / Enable = 1

0 - 1 —

Item Description Display range Unit
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HV battery leakage crest value HV battery leakage crest value 0 - 4.995 V

Select lever position 
(CAN reception)

Select lever position
AT-P = 0 / AT-RL = 1 / AT-N = 2 / AT-D = 3 / 
AT-4 range = 4 / AT-3 range = 5 / AT-Others = 6

0 - 255 —

Clutch state (CAN reception)
Clutch state Engaged = 0 / partial clutch = 1 / 
disengaged = 2 / unknown = 3

0 - 3 —

Shift transmission condition 
(CAN reception)

Shift transmission condition OFF = 0 / UP = 1 / 
DOWN = 2 / Changing gear = 3
HINT
The indication of "UP" means "Charging gear".

0 - 3 —

Vehicle driving mode
Vehicle driving mode Normal = 0, ECO = 1, PWR = 
2

0 - 2 —

System required torque System required torque -32,768 - 32,767 Nm

Turn signal light actuation signal
Turn signal light actuation signal OFF = 0, Right 
turn = 1, Left turn = 2, Hazard = 3

0 - 3 —

Clutch oil temperature Clutch oil temperature -40 - 215 C

HV system coolant temperature HV system coolant temperature -128 - 127 C

HV battery cooling FAN drive 
request Duty

HV battery cooling FAN drive request Duty 0 - 100 %

HV battery cooling FAN drive 
request revolution

HV battery cooling FAN drive request revolution 0 - 10,000 r/min

HV battery cooling FAN revolu-
tion

HV battery cooling FAN revolution
HINT
Even if the HV battery cooling FAN drive request 
revolution is 0 r/min, 0-100 r/min appears.

0 - 10,000 r/min

HV battery cooling FAN revolu-
tion voltage

HV battery cooling FAN revolution voltage 0 - 5 V

HV radiator fan revolution HV radiator fan revolution 0 - 10,000 r/min

HV water pump drive request 
Duty

HV water pump drive request Duty 0 - 100 %

HV water pump drive request rev-
olution

HV water pump drive request revolution 0 - 10,000 r/min

HV water pump revolution

HV water pump revolution
HINT
Even if the HV water pump drive request revolu-
tion is 0 r/min, approximately 0-480 r/min appears.

0 - 10,000 r/min

HV system coolant temperature 
sensor voltage

HV system coolant temperature sensor voltage 0 - 5 V

Item Description Display range Unit
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LIST OF DATA MONITOR ITEMS
EN01H03ZZZ030602003003

Item Description
Display 
range

Unit

Number of diagnosis codes Number of recorded diagnosis codes 0 - 255 Codes

Stop light switch (CAN reception)
Represents the brake pedal communication 
input status. Pedal ON = 1 / Pedal OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

DPR regenerating signal 
(CAN reception)

Received from the engine during DPR regener-
ating. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Idling stop authorized state 
(CAN reception)

Received from the engine when enabling idling 
stop (ON = 1 / OFF = 0).

0 - 1 —

Idling stop request signal
Sent to the engine for auto stop of idling stop. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Accelerator pedal opening 
(CAN reception)

Represents the accelerator pedal opening. 0 - 100 %

Engine revolution (CAN reception) Represents the engine revolution. 0 - 4,000 r/min

Vehicle speed Represents a vehicle speed. 0 - 200 km/h

Motor revolution Represents the motor revolution.
-1,000-
4,000

r/min

HV battery voltage Represents the HV battery DC voltage. 0 - 600 V

HV battery current Represents the HV battery DC current. -500 - 500 A

Power supply voltage Represents the HV ECU power supply voltage. 0 - 40 V

HV battery capacity (SOC) Represents the HV battery capacity (SOC). 0 - 100 %

Maximum temperature of the HV 
battery

Represents the maximum temperature of the 
HV battery.

-128 - 127 C

Minimum temperature of the HV 
battery

Represents the minimum temperature the HV 
battery.

-128 - 127 C

HV battery discharge limit value
Represents the HV battery discharge limit 
value.

0 - 200 kW

HV battery charge limit value Represents the HV battery charge limit value. 0 - 200 kW

Gear position (CAN reception)

Represents the judged value of gear position. 
Neutral = 0 / 1st gear = 1 / 2nd gear = 2 / 
3rd gear = 3 / 4th gear = 4 / 5th gear = 5 / 
6th gear= 6 / R = 10

0 - 10 —

HV warning light
Represents the HV warning light output status. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Inverter start relay
Represents the inverter start relay output sta-
tus. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

HV battery ECU start relay
Represents the HV battery ECU start relay out-
put status. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Engine intake air temperature Represents the engine intake air temperature. -40 - 210 C

Starter signal
Represents starter signal input status. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —
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Idling stop cancel switch 
(CAN reception)

Represents the idling stop cancel switch signal 
input status. Idling stop cancel status ON = ON. 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

ABS activation signal 
(CAN reception)

Represents the ABS activation signal input sta-
tus. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Exhaust brake switch 
(CAN reception)

Represents the retarder lever signal input sta-
tus. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Motor temperature Motor temperature 0 - 200 C

Inverter internal temperature Inverter internal temperature 0 - 200 C

External request for idling stop pro-
hibition

Onboard equipment operating condition 
ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Starter key Starter key status ON = 1 / OFF = 0 0 - 1 —

System main relay 3 (SMR3) state
Represents the system main relay 3 (SMR3) 
output state. ON = 1 / OFF = 0

0 - 1 —

Clutch operation permission signal
Represents the clutch operation permission 
state sent from the clutch ECU. Prohibit = 0 / 
Enable = 1

0 - 1 —

HV battery leakage crest value HV battery leakage crest value 0 - 4.995 V

Select lever position 
(CAN reception)

Select lever position
AT-P = 0 / AT-RL = 1 / AT-N = 2 / AT-D = 3 / 
AT-4 range = 4 / AT-3 range = 5 / AT-Others = 6

0 - 255 —

Clutch state (CAN reception)
Clutch state Engaged = 0 / partial clutch = 1 / 
disengaged = 2 / unknown = 3

0 - 3 —

Shift transmission condition 
(CAN reception)

Shift transmission condition OFF = 0 / UP = 1 / 
DOWN = 2 / Changing gear = 3
HINT
The indication of "UP" means "Charging gear".

0 - 3 —

Vehicle driving mode
Vehicle driving mode Normal = 0, ECO = 1, PWR 
= 2

0 - 2 —

System required torque System required torque
-32,768 - 
32,767

Nm

Turn signal light actuation signal
Turn signal light actuation signal OFF = 0, Right 
turn = 1, Left turn = 2, Hazard = 3

0 - 3 —

Clutch oil temperature Clutch oil temperature -40 - 215 C

HV system coolant temperature HV system coolant temperature -128 - 127 C

Number of times of automatic 
engine start up

Engine start up frequency by the idling stop 0 - 
16,700,000

Times

Number of times of automatic 
engine stop

Engine stop frequency by the idling stop 0 - 
16,700,000

Times

HV battery cooling FAN drive 
request duty

HV battery cooling FAN drive request duty 0 - 100 %

HV battery cooling FAN drive 
request revolution

HV battery cooling FAN drive request revolution 0 - 10,000 r/min

Item Description
Display 
range

Unit
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HV battery cooling FAN revolution

HV battery cooling FAN revolution
HINT
Even if the HV battery cooling FAN drive 
request revolution is 0 r/min, 0-100 r/min 
appears.

0 - 10,000 r/min

HV battery cooling FAN revolution 
voltage

HV battery cooling FAN revolution voltage 0 - 5 V

HV radiator fan revolution HV radiator fan revolution 0 - 10,000 r/min

HV water pump drive request duty HV water pump drive request duty 0 - 100 %

HV water pump drive request revo-
lution

HV water pump drive request revolution 0 - 10,000 r/min

HV water pump revolution

HV water pump revolution
HINT
Even if the HV water pump drive request revolu-
tion is 0 r/min, approximately 0-480 r/min 
appears.

0 - 10,000 r/min

HV system coolant temperature 
sensor voltage

HV system coolant temperature sensor voltage 0 - 5 V

Item Description
Display 
range

Unit
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COMMON INSPECTION CHART
EN01H03ZZZ030602003004

• If common inspection requirements are described in the trouble shooting chart, conduct inspection using the common
inspection chart.

.

1. Chart for inspection of the signal line at the PCU lower side wire harness for short circuit

2. Chart for inspection of the signal line at the PCU upper side wire harness for short circuit

• Target connector terminals described in the common inspection chart represent terminals of connectors specified in the
trouble shooting chart.

• As shown in the following figure, if measurement of resistance of the terminal is required on the common inspection
chart, do not determine the terminal as "NG" and proceed to measurement of the next terminal.

(1) CHART FOR INSPECTION OF THE SIGNAL LINE AT THE PCU LOWER SIDE WIRE HARNESS FOR SHORT CIR-
CUIT

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and remove the PCU
harness 24-pin connector and the PCU harness 16-pin connector.

2. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the PCU harness 24-pin connector
(PCU lower harness side).
Target connectors  1st to 24th (except 17th)

Standard value: 10 k or more

NO

YES

1 Inspection of the signal line to the PCU harness 24-pin connector at the PCU lower side wire
harness for short circuit

(Example)

SHTS03ZZZ0300020

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300021

Common inspection NG
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and remove the PCU
harness 12-pin connector.

2. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the PCU harness 12-pin connector
(PCU lower harness side).
Target connectors  1st to 11th (except 7th and 12th)

Standard value: 10 k or more

NO

YES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the PCU harness 16-pin connector
(PCU lower harness side).
Target connectors  1st to 16th (except 10th)

Standard value: 10 k or more

NO

YES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following connectors.

• Inverter start relay

• HV battery start relay

• Inverter cooling radiator fan connector

• Inverter cooling water pump connector

• Coolant temperature sensor connector

• Inverter connector

2 Inspection of the signal line to the PCU harness 12-pin connector at the PCU lower side wire
harness for short circuit

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300022

Common inspection NG

3 Inspection of the signal line to the PCU harness 16-pin connector at the PCU lower side wire
harness for short circuit

SHTS03ZZZ0300023

Common inspection NG

4 Inspection of the signal line at the PCU lower side wire harness for short circuit
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3. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the HV battery start relay (relay
block side).
Target connectors  1st to 5th (except 4th)

4. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the inverter start relay (relay block
side).
Target connectors  1st to 5th (except 4th)

5. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the inverter cooling radiator fan con-
nector (PCU lower harness side).
Target connectors  1st to 3rd

6. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the inverter cooling water pump
connector (PCU lower harness side).
Target connectors  1st to 3rd

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300024

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300025

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300026

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300027
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7. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the coolant temperature sensor
connector (PCU lower harness side).
Target connectors  1st and 2nd

8. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the inverter connector (PCU lower
harness side).
Target connectors  8th and 9th

Standard value: 10 k or more

NO

YES

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300028

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300029

Common inspection NG

Common inspection OK
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(2) CHART FOR INSPECTION OF THE SIGNAL LINE AT THE PCU UPPER SIDE WIRE HARNESS FOR SHORT CIR-
CUIT

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the following connectors.

• PCU harness 16-pin connector

• HV battery cooling fan connector

• Battery ECU (CAN) connector

3. Measure resistance between the connector terminal specified in
the trouble shooting chart and the PCU harness 16-pin connector
(PCU upper harness side).
Target connectors  1st to 16th (except 10th)

Standard value: 10 k or more

NO

YES

1 Inspection of the signal line to the PCU harness 16-pin connector at the PCU upper side wire
harness for short circuit

Target 
connectors

SHTS03ZZZ0300030

Common inspection NG

Common inspection OK
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DTC: C0081 (TCA0)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003005

C0081 (TCA0): Abnormality in ABS
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the ABS system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When abnormality information is received from the ABS ECU through CAN communication.

3. Reset condition

• No abnormality information is received from the ABS ECU through CAN communication.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunctioning of ABS system.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C0081 (TCA0)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC other than C0081-
TCA0 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300031

Is any DTC other than C0081-TCA0 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Perform troubleshooting of the ABS ECU.
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DTC: P0500 (TC51)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003006

DTC: P0500 (TC51) Abnormality in vehicle speed sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The signal from the vehicle speed sensor cannot be detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The number of the motor revolution is 1000 r/min or more.

• The motor revolution sensor shows no abnormality.

• Vehicle speed information from the vehicle control ECU is 3 mph or more.

• The vehicle speed sensor of vehicle control ECU shows no abnormality.

• The accelerator opening is 5% or more.

• The accelerator sensor shows no abnormality.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The signal input of vehicle speed sensor remains 0 Hz for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The signal input of vehicle speed sensor remains 3 mph or more for 10 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

ABS ECUHV ECU Speed pulse

Combination 
meter

d1 f

Wheel speed 
sensor

22

d1XJ
2318

22
24

SHTS03ZZZ0300032
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of ABS ECU

• Malfunction of meter ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0500 (TC51)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Brake] on the diagnosis tool screen.

5. Check if any DTC related to the vehicle speed sensor system is
detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of ABS ECU and combination meter
(40P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
ABS ECU vehicle-side connector and the terminal of combination
meter (40P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300033

Is any DTC detected from the ABS?

Perform troubleshooting for each DTC of
ABS ECU.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the continuity of vehicle wire harness (between ABS ECU and the combination
meter)

SHTS03ZZZ0300034

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

ABS ECU vehicle-
side connector – 
Combination 
meter (40P) vehi-
cle-side connector
22nd terminal – 
22nd terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the vehicle wire harness
(between the ABS ECU and the combination
meter).
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1. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side connector of combination meter (40P) and the vehi-
cle-side connector terminal of PCU harness (24P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the continuity of vehicle wire harness (between the combination meter and the
PCU harness vehicle-side connector)

SHTS03ZZZ0300035

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Combination 
meter (40P) vehi-
cle-side connec-
tor – PCU harness 
(24P) vehicle side-
connector
23rd terminal – 
18th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the vehicle wire harness
(between the combination meter and the PCU
harness connector).
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1. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
lower-side connector of PCU harness (24P) and the HV ECU3
connector terminal.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
lower-side connector terminals of PCU harness (24P).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
lower-side connector 18th terminal of PCU harness (24P) and the
ground.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300036

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector – HV ECU3 
connector
18th terminal – 
24th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300037

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
18th terminal – 
24th terminal
18th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Engine] on the diagnosis tool screen.

4. Check if any DTC related to the vehicle speed signal system is
detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. For the 18th terminal of PCU harness (24P) lower-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

6 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300038

Is any DTC detected from the engine ECU?

Inspect the combination meter. Go to step 7.

7 Inspecting the PCU wire harness signal line for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
18th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 8.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle. 

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (For 1 minute at the vehicle speed of 10 km/h
or more)

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0500-51 is detected.

NOYES

8 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300039

Is DTC P0500-51 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.(If no repair or
parts replacement is performed, there may
be an improper contact due to connector dis-
connection.)
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DTC: P0501 (TC5B)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003007

DTC: P0501 (TC5B) Abnormality in characteristics of vehicle speed sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected the abnormality in the vehicle speed sensor. (Abnormality in characteristics of vehicle speed sensor)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The signal input of vehicle speed sensor remains 112 mph or more for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The signal input of vehicle speed sensor remains less than 112 mph for 10 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

ABS ECUHV ECU Speed pulse

Combination 
meter

d1 f

Wheel speed 
sensor

22

d1XJ
2318

22
24

SHTS03ZZZ0300040
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of ABS ECU

• Malfunction of meter ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0501 (TC5B)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Brake] on the diagnosis tool screen.

5. Check if any DTC related to the vehicle speed sensor system is
detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector.

3. For the 18th terminal of PCU harness (24P) lower-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300041

Is any DTC detected from the ABS?

Perform troubleshooting for each DTC of
ABS ECU.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
18th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Select [Engine] on the diagnosis tool screen.

3. Select [Data monitor and Active test] and monitor [Speed] while
driving at the speed of 20 km/h.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (For 1 minute at the vehicle speed of 10 km/h
or more)

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0501-5B is detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300042

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

• Starter key: ON

• Drive at the 
vehicle speed of 
20 km/h.

Speed

The monitored 
vehicle speed is 
approximately the 
same as the driv-
ing speed.

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Inspect the vehicle-side wire harness related
to vehicle speed signals and the combination
meter.

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300043

Is DTC P0501-5B detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed. (If no repair or
parts replacement is performed, there may
be an improper contact due to connector dis-
connection.)
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DTC: P0562 (TC71)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003008

DTC: P0562 (TC71) Abnormality in power supply voltage
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a reduction in 12 V line battery voltage (control power supply voltage).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The control power supply voltage remains less than 8 V for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The control power supply voltage remains more than 10 V for 5 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The hybrid system stops, causing the following phenomena:

- The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

- Idling stop becomes unavailable.

- The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

HV ECU

F_HV_10A

XJ
21

SHTS03ZZZ0300044
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Capacity reduction of 12 V battery

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0562 (TC71)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P060B-B2 other than
P0562-71 is detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side connector terminals of PCU harness (24P).

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300045

Is DTC P060B-B2 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness

SHTS03ZZZ0300046

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
16th terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Inspect the power supply circuit 
([HV 10 A] fuse and wire harness).
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1. Connect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

2. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the HV
ECU3 connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

2. For the 2nd terminal of PCU harness (24P) lower-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

3 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300047

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV ECU3 connec-
tor
1st terminal – 
5th terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

4 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 5.
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1. Disconnect the connectors of PCU harness (16P) and battery
ECU (26P).

2. For the 13th terminal of PCU harness (16P) connector, inspect the
signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short circuit. 
(See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short circuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Select [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen
and monitor [Power supply voltage] of HV ECU.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector
16th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side). Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300048

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
Power supply volt-
age

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the HV ECU.
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1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P0562-71 is detected.

NOYES

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300049

Is DTC P0562-71 detected?

Re-inspect the 12 V battery and power supply
circuit.

The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P060B (TCB2)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003009

DTC: P060B (TCB2) Abnormality in A/D converter
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality of A/D converter in the HV ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A/D conversion failed 3 times successively.

3. Reset condition

• A/D conversion is successfully completed 3 times successively.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P060B (TCB2)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and keep it idling for 1 minute.

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P060B-B2 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300050

Is DTC P060B-B2 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed. (The abnormal-
ity may have been caused by a temporary
factor such as noise.)
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DTC: P0617 (TC59)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003010

DTC: P0617 (TC59) Malfunction of starter switch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the starter key (starter signal circuit is stuck to High).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The vehicle speed is 12 mph or more.

• The number of the motor revolution is 1000 r/min or more.

• The motor revolution sensor shows no abnormality.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The starter signal remains ON for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The starter signal remains OFF for 0.1 second or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

HV ECU

Neutral switch
F

_A
M

2_
10

A
a t t

X

H

16 6

12

4

Starter key

SHTS03ZZZ0300051
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of starter key

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0617 (TC59)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the neutral switch connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Set the shift lever to the N position.

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
neutral switch connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of neutral switch connector and the ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the neutral switch 1

SHTS03ZZZ0300052
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON
Shift lever: 
N position

Neutral switch 
connector
6th terminal – 
10th terminal

Less than 3 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the neutral switch.

2 Inspecting the neutral switch 2

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300053

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Shift lever: 
N position

Neutral switch 
connector
6th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the neutral switch.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of starter key and PCU harness (24P).

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the 6th
terminal of starter key vehicle-side connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the 6th
terminal of key cylinder connector and the ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit 1 (starter key signal circuit)

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300054

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Starter key vehi-
cle-side connector
6th terminal – 
GND

Less than 1 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.(Starter
key signal circuit)

4 Inspecting the key cylinder

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300055

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Key cylinder con-
nector
6th terminal – 
GND

Less than 1 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the key cylinder.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the 12th
terminal of PCU harness (24P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

3. Disconnect the HV ECU1 connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the 4th
terminal of HV ECU1 connector and the ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit 2 (starter key signal circuit)

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300056

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
12th terminal – 
GND

Less than 1 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Starter key signal circuit)

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300057
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

HV ECU1 connec-
tor
4th terminal – 
GND

Less than 1 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. For the 12th terminal of PCU harness (24P) lower-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (The vehicle speed and the engine speed
remain at 25 km/h or more and 1500 r/min or more, respectively,
for 30 seconds or more.)

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0617-59 is detected.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
12th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 8.

8 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300058

Is DTC P0617-59 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed. 
(If no repair or parts replacement is per-
formed, there may be an improper contact
due to connector disconnection.)
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DTC: P062F (TCB3)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003011

DTC: P062F (TCB3) Abnormality in EEPROM
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality of EEPROM in the HV ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Failure of access to EEPROM

3. Reset condition

• Successful access to EEPROM

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Recording of malfunction code (DTC) may become unavailable.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P062F (TCB3)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P0562-71 other than
P062F-B3 is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P062F-B3 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300059

Is DTC P0562-71 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300060

Is DTC P062F-B3 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed. 
(The abnormality may have been caused by a
temporary factor such as noise.)
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DTC: P0810 (TC9C)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003012

DTC: P0810 (TC9C) Abnormality in clutch system (idling stop inhibited)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the clutch system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• CAN communication with the clutch ECU is normal.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When any of the following abnormality is received from the clutch ECU:

- Notification of power supply abnormality

- Notification of oil temperature sensor abnormality

- Notification of solenoid abnormality

- Notification that receiving from AT ECU is unavailable and that the communication has been disrupted

- Notification of abnormality in electric oil pump for the clutch

- Notification of clutch disengagement abnormality

- Notification of clutch slip abnormality

- Notification of clutch revolution alignment abnormality

- Notification that the HV damper friction material is worn

ABS ECU

CAN H2

CAN L2

HV PCU

HV ECU

Inverter

7

6
(CA1-)

(CA1+)

3

2
(CA2-)

(CA2+)

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN2

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN1

AT ECU

Clutch ECU

Combination meter
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20
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10 21

14

13
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46

4

8

3 5

10

6

9

J/C CAN2

J/C CTRL CAN

71

2

15

25

15

24

23

13
(CSL4)
X-21(CA2+)

X-23 (CA1+)

X-24
(CSL2)

(CA1-)

X-22(CA2-)

21

22

O-3

O
-8

O
-2

O
-1

3

O
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2
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-1

O
-7

O-9J-19

J-20

O-4

O-10D-22

D-33

To GROUND CIRCUIT

SHTS03ZZZ0300061
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3. Reset condition

• When the notification that there is none of the following abnormality is received from the clutch ECU:

- Notification of power supply abnormality

- Notification of oil temperature sensor abnormality

- Notification of solenoid abnormality

- Notification that receiving from AT ECU is unavailable and that the communication has been disrupted

- Notification of abnormality in electric oil pump for the clutch

- Notification of clutch disengagement abnormality

- Notification of clutch slip abnormality

- Notification of clutch revolution alignment abnormality

- Notification that the HV damper friction material is worn

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function may become inoperative.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunctioning of clutch system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0810 (TC9C)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC other than P0810-
9C is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300062

Is any DTC other than P0810-9C detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Perform troubleshooting of the clutch ECU.
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DTC: P0810 (TC9D)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003013

DTC: P0810 (TC9D) Abnormality in clutch system (idling stop available)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the clutch system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• CAN communication with the clutch ECU is normal.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When any of the following abnormality is received from the clutch ECU:

- Notification that the electric oil pump power supply relay for the clutch is stuck to ON

- Notification that the clutch ECU power supply is stuck

- Notification that the clutch ECU starter key signal is stuck

3. Reset condition

• When the notification that there is none of the following abnormality is received from the clutch ECU:

- Notification that the electric oil pump power supply relay for the clutch is stuck to ON

- Notification that the clutch ECU power supply is stuck

- Notification that the clutch ECU starter key signal is stuck

ABS ECU

CAN H2

CAN L2

HV PCU

HV ECU

Inverter

7

6
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3

2
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7
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8
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function may become inoperative.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that any DTC will not be detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunctioning of clutch system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0810 (TC9D)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC other than P0810-
9D is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300064

Is any DTC other than P0810-9D detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Perform troubleshooting of the clutch ECU.
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DTC: P0A01 (TC7B)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003014

DTC: P0A01 (TC7B) Abnormality in characteristics of inverter coolant temperature sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter cooling circuit (abnormality in the characteristics of inverter coolant temper-
ature sensor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The drive duty of HV water pump is 40% or more.

• The drive duty of HV water pump is 60% or less.

• The square sum of motor current for 20 seconds is 200,000 A2 or more.

• The motor current sensor shows no abnormality.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The difference in the inverter coolant temperature (Max-Min) for 20 seconds is less than 0.5 C {32.9 F}.

3. Reset condition

• The difference in the inverter coolant temperature (Max-Min) for 20 seconds is 0.5 C {32.9 F} or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Malfunction of inverter cooling circuit

• Malfunction of inverter coolant temperature sensor

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A01 (TC7B)

1. Check the coolant line route (radiator, inverter, and hose) for any
damage or water leakage.

NOYES

1. Remove the radiator cap and check the height from the coolant
level to the filling port.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the coolant line route

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part. 
After repair/replacement, perform the inspec-
tion again.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the coolant level

Is the coolant level about 10 mm from the filling port?

Go to step 3. Add coolant. (See "Adding coolant.") 
After adding coolant, perform the inspection
again.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any other coolant tempera-
ture sensor system DTC (listed below) is detected.

• P060B-B2, P0A02-78, P0A03-79, P0A06-7F, P0A07-7E, P0A93-7A,
P0C73-80, P314C-82, P314D-81

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of coolant temperature sensor.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of coolant temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

3 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300066

Is any DTC other than P0A01-7B detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the coolant temperature sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300067

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector (sensor 
side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

0 C {32 F}: 
5.3 k – 6.2 k
20 C {68 F}: 
2.3 k – 2.6 k
30 C {86 F}: 
1.5 k – 1.8 k

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the coolant temperature sensor.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. For the 2nd terminal of coolant temperature sensor connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

5 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 6.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. In [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen,
measure [HV system coolant temperature].

NOYES

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300068
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV system coolant 
temperature

Equivalent to 
ambient tempera-
ture

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed. 
(If no repair or parts replacement is per-
formed, there may be an improper contact
due to connector disconnection.)
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DTC: P0A02 (TC78)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003015

DTC: P0A02 (TC78) Coolant temperature sensor Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a GND short circuit in the inverter coolant temperature sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of inverter coolant temperature sensor remains less than 0.2 V for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The voltage of inverter coolant temperature sensor remains at 0.5 V or more for 10 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of inverter coolant temperature sensor

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A02 (TC78)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of coolant temperature sensor and HV
ECU1.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
coolant temperature sensor connector and the HV ECU1 connec-
tor terminal.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300070

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector – HV ECU1 
connector
1st terminal – 
30th terminal
2nd terminal – 
29th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of coolant temperature sensor connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of coolant temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 1

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300071

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector
1st terminal – GND
2nd terminal –
GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

3 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 2

SHTS03ZZZ0300072

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance of coolant tem-
perature sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. For the 2nd terminal of coolant temperature sensor connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

4 Inspecting the coolant temperature sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300073

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor 
connector (sen-
sor side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

0 C {32 F}: 
5.3 k – 6.2 k
20 C {68 F}: 
2.3 k – 2.6 k
30 C {86 F}: 
1.5k – 1.8 k

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the coolant temperature sensor.

5 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 6.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. In [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen,
measure [HV system coolant temperature].

NOYES

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300074
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV system coolant 
temperature

Equivalent to 
ambient tempera-
ture

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed. 
(If no repair or parts replacement is per-
formed, there may be an improper contact
due to connector disconnection.)
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DTC: P0A03 (TC79)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003016

DTC: P0A03 (TC79) Coolant temperature sensor High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected the disconnection or power supply (positive side) short circuit in the inverter coolant temperature sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The engine intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F}or more.

• The engine intake air temperature sensor shows no abnormality.

• The engine speed remains at 600 r/min or more for 60 seconds or more.

• The vehicle speed remains at 12.4 mph or more for 30 seconds or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage of inverter coolant temperature sensor remains above 4.8 V for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The voltage of inverter coolant temperature sensor remains at 4.5 V or less for 10 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of inverter coolant temperature sensor

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A03 (TC79)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of coolant temperature sensor and HV
ECU1.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
coolant temperature sensor connector and the HV ECU1 connec-
tor terminal.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300076

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector – HV ECU1 
connector
1st terminal – 
30th terminal
2nd terminal – 
29th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance of coolant tem-
perature sensor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. For the 2nd terminal of coolant temperature sensor connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

2 Inspecting the coolant temperature sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300077

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector (sensor 
side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

0 C {32F}: 
5.3 k – 6.2 k
20 C {68 F}: 
2.3 k – 2.6 k
30 C {86 F}: 
1.5 k – 1.8 k

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the coolant temperature sensor.

3 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 4.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. In [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen,
measure [HV system coolant temperature].

NOYES

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300078
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV system coolant 
temperature

Equivalent to 
ambient tempera-
ture

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed. 
(If no repair or parts replacement is per-
formed, there may be an improper contact
due to connector disconnection.)
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DTC: P0A06 (TC7F)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003017

DTC: P0A06 (TC7F) HV water pump drive signal Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection or GND short circuit in the HV water pump drive signal circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The requested drive duty of HV water pump is 0% or more.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• One of the conditions below is met continuously for 0.5 second or more:

- Input signal for monitoring HV water pump drive signal is 0 Hz.

- Input signal for monitoring HV water pump drive signal is less than 0.2 V.

3. Reset condition

• Input signal for monitoring HV water pump drive signal remains at 1 Hz or more for 5 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector contact or fitting

• Malfunction of HV water pump

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A06 (TC7F)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P324B-62 or P324C-
61 is detected.

NOYES

1. In [Activation test setting] on the diagnosis tool screen, select [HV
water pump drive].

2. Run the inverter cooling pump at a duty value of 90% to check that
the cooling fan is rotating.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300080

Is DTC P324B-62 or P324C-61 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2  Checking the activation of inverter cooling pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300081

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV water pump 
drive

The cooling fan is 
running (rotating).

Is the cooling fan running?

Go to step 6. Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the 3rd
terminal of PCU harness (24P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the voltage of vehicle wire harness

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300082

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
GND

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Inspect the power supply circuit ([PCU-B2
20A] fuse and wire harness).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter start relay.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd and 5th terminals of inverter start relay. (With no voltage
applied)

4. Apply the voltage of 12 V between the 1st and 2nd terminals of
inverter start relay and measure the resistance between the 3rd
and 5th terminals. (With voltage applied)

NOYES

4 Inspecting the inverter start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300083
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Inverter start relay
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

Without voltage: 
10 k or more
With voltage: less 
than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the inverter start relay.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the PCU harness (24P) connector and the inverter start
relay.

3. Disconnect the inverter cooling pump connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the con-
nector terminals of inverter cooling pump.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the voltage of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300084
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
1st terminal – 
4th terminal

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the HV ECU2 connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
inverter cooling pump connector and the HV ECU2 connector ter-
minal.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd terminal of inverter cooling pump connector and GND.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300085

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector – 
HV ECU2 connec-
tor
3rd terminal – 
17th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

7 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300086

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
3rd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. For the 3rd terminal of inverter cooling pump connector, inspect
the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit.
(See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short circuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A06-7F is detected.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
3rd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the inverter cooling pump.
After replacement, go to step 9.

9 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300087

Is DTC P0A06-7F detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A07 (TC7E)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003018

DTC: P0A07 (TC7E) HV water pump drive signal High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection or power supply (positive side) short circuit in the HV water pump drive signal circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

<Condition 1>

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• HV ECU runs within 0.5 second.

<Condition 2>

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

•  The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The requested drive duty of HV water pump is above 0%.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.

(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions is met:

<Condition 1>

- Input signal for monitoring HV water pump drive signal remains above 4.6 V for 0.1 second or more.

<Condition 2>
The following conditions are met continuously for 0.5 second or more:

- Input signal for monitoring HV water pump drive signal is 0 Hz.

- The condition that input signal for monitoring HV water pump drive signal is above 4.6 V.
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3. Reset condition

• When the following conditions are met:

<Condition 1>

- Input signal for monitoring HV water pump drive signal remains 4.6 V or less for 0.1 second or more.

<Condition 2>

- Input signal for monitoring HV water pump drive signal remains at 1 Hz or more for 5 second or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of HV water pump

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A07 (TC7E)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the inverter cooling pump and the HV ECU2 connec-
tors.

3. For the 3rd terminal of inverter cooling pump connector, inspect
the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit.
(See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short circuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A07-7E is detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
3rd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the inverter cooling pump.
After replacement, go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300089

Is DTC P0A07-7E detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A0F (TC31) 
EN01H03ZZZ030602003019

DTC: P0A0F (TC31) Engine system abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Cranking was performed but the engine did not start. (Engine misfire)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• HV battery capacity (SOC) is 25% or less.

• There is no abnormality in the inverter.

• The engine speed is 100 r/min or more.

• HV control mode information = "When starting the engine"
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV control mode information = "When starting the engine" continues for the following time:

- The engine coolant temperature or HV battery minimum temperature remains at -10 C {14 F} or more for
4 seconds or more.

- The engine coolant temperature or HV battery minimum temperature remains below -10 C {14 F} for 8
seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• V control mode information is not "When starting the engine."

• The engine speed remains at 650 r/min or more for 1 second or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine cannot be started. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Reduced fuel level

• Abnormality in the engine system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A0F (TC31)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any engine system DTC is
detected.

NOYES

1. Check the fuel meter (in the combination meter) to make sure that
the fuel level is Lo level or above.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300090

Is any DTC detected from the engine ECU?

Perform troubleshooting for each DTC of
engine ECU.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the fuel level

Is the fuel level at Lo level or above?

Go to step 3. Fill the fuel and go to step 3.
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1. In the [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen,
select [Minimum HV battery temperature] to read the HV battery
temperature.

2. Continue cranking for 5 seconds if [Minimum HV battery tempera-
ture] is -10 C {14 F} or more and for 8 seconds if below -10 C
{14 F} to check that the engine starts.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300091

Did the engine start?

The inspection is completed. Inspect the engine ECU.
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DTC: P0A1D (TC12)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003020

DTC: P0A1D (TC12) Abnormality in HV ECU function
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected the abnormality in the CAN communication circuit in the HV ECU. (Control CAN register stuck)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• HV ECU runs within 0.5 second.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When an abnormality occurs in reading or writing of the control CAN controller ID/message register

3. Reset condition

• When reading and writing of the control CAN controller ID/message register are normally executed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• SVS lamp: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• The CHG, AST, ECO, and SOC lamp may go off.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1D (TC12)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1D-12 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300092

Is DTC P0A1D-12 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A1D (TC17)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003021

DTC: P0A1D (TC17) Abnormality in HV ECU function
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the CAN communication circuit in the HV ECU. (DIAG CAN register stuck)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• HV ECU runs within 0.5 second.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When an abnormality occurs in reading or writing of the DIAG CAN controller ID/message register

3. Reset condition

• When reading and writing of the DIAG CAN controller ID/message register are normally executed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• The CHG, AST, ECO, and SOC lamp may go off.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1D (TC17)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1D-17 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300093

Is DTC P0A1D-17 detected?

Replace the HV ECU.
(Take the same steps when communication
with the diagnosis tool is not available.)

The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A78 (TC21)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003022

DTC: P0A78 (TC21) Abnormality in the inverter
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter or HV motor (critical abnormality of inverter).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• CAN communication with the inverter is normal.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When critical abnormality information is received from the inverter through CAN communication

3. Reset condition

• No critical abnormality information is received from the inverter through CAN communication.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started
with the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A78 (TC21)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the
inverter line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Perform a test run for approximately 1 hour. (Replace the inverter if
starting fails.)

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A78-21 is detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300094

Is any DTC related to the inverter line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300095

Is DTC P0A78-21 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A78 (TC22)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003023

DTC: P0A78 (TC22) Abnormality in the inverter
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter or HV motor (minor abnormality of inverter).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• CAN communication with the inverter is normal.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When minor abnormality information is received from the inverter through CAN communication

3. Reset condition

• No minor abnormality information is received from the inverter through CAN communication.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A78 (TC22)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the
inverter line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Perform a test run for approximately 1 hour. (Replace the inverter if
starting fails.)

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A78-22 is detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300096

Is any DTC related to the inverter line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300097

Is DTC P0A78-22 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A7E (TC48)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003024

DTC: P0A7E (TC48) Abnormality in high temperature of HV battery
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected the high temperature abnormality in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 10 V or more for 0.5 second or more.

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the HV battery temperature continues to be out of the standard range

3. Reset condition

• When the HV battery temperature continues to be within the standard range

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of HV battery line

• Malfunction of HV battery cooling fan

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A7E (TC48)

1. Check that the cooling fan and duct are free from damage and
clogging.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC
related to malfunction of HV battery cooling fan is detected.

• P0A84-66, P0A65-65, P0BCA-68, P0A82-67

NOYES

1 Inspecting the blower duct

Is any defect found?

Replace the blower duct.
After replacement, go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300098

Is any DTC other than P0A7E-48 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Select [Fault Information] on the diagnosis tool screen, check if
any DTC related to the HV battery temperature sensor is detected
in the HV battery ECU.

NOYES

1. In [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen,
select [HV battery cooling fan].

2. Run the HV battery cooling fan at specified value of 90% to check
that the cooling fan is rotating.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300099

Is any DTC related to the HV battery temperature sensor detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the operation of HV battery cooling fan [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300100

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV battery cool-
ing fan

The cooling fan is 
running (rotating).

Is the cooling fan running?

Go to step 5. Replace the HV battery cooling fan.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Leave (cool) the vehicle for approximately 1 hour.

3. Start and then idle the engine.

4. In [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen,
monitor [Maximum HV battery temperature].

NOYES

1. Restore the system.

2. Clear the malfunction history.

3. Perform a test run for approximately 1 hour.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A7E-48 is detected.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the HV battery temperature sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300101

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
After cooling, 
idling state

Maximum HV bat-
tery temperature

Less than 80 C 
{176 F}

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the HV battery ECU.
After replacement, go to step 6.

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300102

Is DTC P0A7E-48 detected?

Replace the HV battery. The inspection is completed.(If no repair or
parts replacement is performed, there may
be a temporary temperature increase due to
clogging of blower duct.)
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DTC: P0A82 (TC67)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003025

DTC: P0A82 (TC67) Abnormality in function of HV battery cooling fan
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the function of HV battery cooling fan.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The drive duty of HV battery cooling fan is 20% or more.

• The drive duty of HV battery cooling fan is 90% or less.

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• One of the conditions below is met continuously for 10 seconds or more.

- The number of revolution of the HV battery cooling fan is higher than the upper limit.

- The number of revolution of the HV battery cooling fan is lower than the lower limit.
(For the upper and lower limits, see below.)

<Lower limit>
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 20%: 252.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 30%: 595.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 40%: 892.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 50%: 1150.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 60%: 1391.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 70%: 1609.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 80%: 1802.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 90%: 1976.0 r/min
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<Upper limit>
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 20%: 1416.7 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 30%: 1886.3 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 40%: 2317.8 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 50%: 2697.9 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 60%: 3014.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 70%: 3291.9 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 80%: 3522.8 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 90%: 3742.8 r/min

3. Reset condition

• One of the following conditions is met continuously for 10 seconds or more:

- The number of revolutions of the HV battery fan is lower than or equal to the upper limit.

- The number of revolutions of the HV battery fan is higher than or equal to the lower limit
(For the upper and lower limits, see below.)

<Lower limit>
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 20%: 252.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 30%: 595.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 40%: 892.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 50%: 1150.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 60%: 1391.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 70%: 1609.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 80%: 1802.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 90%: 1976.0 r/min

<Upper limit>
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 20%: 1416.7 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 30%: 1886.3 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 40%: 2317.8 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 50%: 2697.9 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 60%: 3014.0 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 70%: 3291.9 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 80%: 3522.8 r/min
HV battery cooling fan drive duty of 90%: 3742.8 r/min

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV battery cooling fan

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A82 (TC67)

1. Check that the cooling fan and duct are free from damage and
clogging.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC
related to malfunction of HV battery cooling fan is detected.

• P0A84-66, P0A65-65, P0BCA-68

NOYES

1 Inspecting the blower duct

Is any defect found?

Replace the blower duct.
After replacement, go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300104

Is any DTC other than P0A82-67 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. From [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen,
select [HV battery cooling fan].

2. Run the HV battery cooling fan at specified value of 90% to check
that the cooling fan is rotating.

NOYES

1. In [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen,
change the operation duty value of HV battery cooling fan to 20
and 90%.

2. In the [Data monitor setting] on the diagnosis tool screen, select
[HV battery cooling fan speed] and read the number of revolutions
at each duty value.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the operation of HV battery cooling fan [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300105

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV battery cool-
ing fan

The cooling fan is 
running (rotating).

Is the cooling fan running?

Go to step 4. Replace the HV battery cooling fan.

4  Checking the number of revolutions of HV battery cooling fan [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300106

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV battery cool-
ing fan speed

Duty value (20%): 
1416 r/min or 
lower
Duty value (90%): 
3742 r/min or 
lower

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the HV battery cooling fan.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of HV ECU1 and PCU harness (16P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV ECU1 connector and the lower-side connector terminal of PCU
harness (16P).

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
lower-side connector 12th terminal of PCU harness (16P) and the
ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300107

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV ECU1 connec-
tor – PCU harness 
(16P) lower-side 
connector
24th terminal – 
12th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300108

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
12th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. For the 12th terminal of PCU harness (16P) lower-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1. Disconnect the connector of HV battery cooling fan.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
upper-side connector of PCU harness (16P) and the connector
terminal of HV battery cooling fan.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
12th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 8.

8 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (upper side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300109

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector – HV bat-
tery cooling fan 
connector
12th terminal – 
2nd terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side).
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1. For the 12th terminal of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

9 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector
12th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side). Replace the HV battery cooling fan.
After replacement, go to step 10.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the malfunction history.

4. In [Activation test setting] on the diagnosis tool screen, select [HV
battery cooling fan duty value].

5. Run the HV battery cooling fan at specified value of 20% for 1 min-
ute.

6. Run the HV battery cooling fan at specified value of 90% for 1 min-
ute.

7. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

8. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

9. Run the HV battery cooling fan at specified value of 20% for 1 min-
ute.

10. Run the HV battery cooling fan at specified value of 90% for 1 min-
ute.

11. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A82-67 is detected.

NOYES

10 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300110

Is DTC P0A82-67 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A84 (TC66)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003026

DTC: P0A84 (TC66) Abnormality in HV battery cooling fan drive signal Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection or GND short circuit in the HV battery cooling fan drive signal circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.5 second or more:
Input signal for monitoring HV battery cooling fan drive signal is 0 Hz.
Input signal for monitoring HV battery cooling fan drive signal is less than 0.2V.

3. Reset condition

• Input signal for monitoring HV battery cooling fan drive signal remains at 1 Hz or more for 5 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV battery cooling fan

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A84 (TC66)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC
related to malfunction of HV battery start relay is detected.

• P33B1-64, P33B2-63

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the 1st
terminal of PCU harness (24P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300112

Is any DTC other than P0A84-66 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the voltage of vehicle wire harness

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300113

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
1st terminal – GND

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Inspect the power supply circuit ([PCI-B 20A]
fuse and wire harness).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the HV battery start relay.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd and 5th terminals of HV battery start relay. (With no voltage
applied)

4. Apply the voltage of 12 V between the 1st and 2nd terminals of HV
battery start relay and measure the resistance between the 3rd
and 5th terminals. (With voltage applied)

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV battery start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300114
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV battery start 
relay
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

Without voltage: 
10 k or more
With voltage: 
less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the HV battery start relay.
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1. Connect the PCU harness (24P) connector and the HV battery
start relay.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (16P) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the lower-
side connector terminals of PCU harness (16P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the voltage of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300115

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
9th terminal – 
15th terminal

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the HV ECU2 connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
lower-side connector terminal of PCU harness (16P) and the HV
ECU2 connector terminal.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
lower-side connector 11th terminal of PCU harness (16P) and the
ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300116

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector – HV ECU2 
connector
11th terminal – 
18th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300117

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
11th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. For the 11th terminal of PCU harness (16P) lower-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected.

3. Disconnect the connector of HV battery cooling fan.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the con-
nector terminals of HV battery cooling fan.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
11th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 8.

8 Inspecting the voltage of PCU wire harness (upper side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300118
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

HV battery cool-
ing fan connector
1st terminal – 
4th terminal

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (16P) connector.

3. For the 11th terminal of PCU upper-side wire harness connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
lower-side connector terminal of PCU harness (16P) and HV bat-
tery cooling for connector terminal.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector
11th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side). Go to step 10.

10 Inspecting the PCU harness

SHTS03ZZZ0300119

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector – HV bat-
tery cooling for 
connector
11th terminal – 3rd 
terminal

1  or less

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side). Replace the HV battery cooling fan.
After replacement, go to step 11.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Clear the malfunction history.

6. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A84-66 is detected.

NOYES

11 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300120

Is DTC P0A84-66 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A85 (TC65)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003027

DTC: P0A85 (TC65) Abnormality in HV battery cooling fan drive signal High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a power supply (positive side) short circuit in the HV battery cooling fan drive signal circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

<Condition A>

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• HV ECU runs within 0.5 second.

<Condition B>

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions is met:
<Condition A>
Input signal for monitoring HV battery cooling fan drive signal remains higher than 3.6 V for 0.1 second or
more.
<Condition B>
The following conditions are met continuously for 0.5 second or more:

- Input signal for monitoring HV battery cooling fan drive signal is 0 Hz.

- Input signal for monitoring HV battery cooling fan drive signal is higher than 3.6 V.
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3. Reset condition

• When the following conditions are met:
<Condition A>
Input signal for monitoring HV battery cooling fan drive signal remains at 3.6 V or less for 0.1 second or more.
<Condition B>
Input signal for monitoring HV battery cooling fan drive signal remains at 1 Hz or more for 0.5 second or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of HV battery ECU start relay

• Malfunction of HV battery cooling fan

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A85 (TC65)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (16P) connector and the HV ECU2
connector.

3. For the 11th terminal of PCU harness (16P) lower-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
11th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 2.
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1. For the 11th terminal of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Clear the malfunction history.

6. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A85-65 is detected.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector
11th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side). Replace the HV battery cooling fan and go to
step 3.

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300122

Is DTC P0A85-65 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A90 (TC2A)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003028

DTC: P0A90 (TC2A) Abnormality in motor function
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected the functional abnormality in the inverter or HV motor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.

• GATE is ON.

• The motor torque is higher than 100 Nm.

• No SMR OFF is requested.

• No GATE is requested.

• SMR#1 is OFF.

• SMR#2 is ON.

• SMR#3 is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The following condition occurs twice during 1 DCY:

- The difference between the requested torque and the effective torque remains larger than 100 Nm for 3 sec-
onds.

3. Reset condition

• The difference between the requested torque and the effective torque remains at 100 Nm or less for 3 seconds.

• Once the abnormality is confirmed, after the HV ECU is actuated next.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

Inverter 

Motor

W1

U1

V1

SHTS03ZZZ0300123
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of three-phase cable

• Malfunction of inverter

• Malfunction of HV motor
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A90 (TC2A)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the
inverter line is detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the service plug and wait for 7 minutes or more.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300124

Is any DTC related to the inverter line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2  Preparation for inspection

Is the inspection preparation completed?

Go to step 3. Perform the inspection preparation again.
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1. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
inverter and HV motor.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of both ends of the three-phase cable.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the continuity of three-phase cable 1

W

V

U

SHTS03ZZZ0300125

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Three-phase cable
U terminal – 
U terminal
V terminal – 
V terminal
W terminal – 
W terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. • When the central terminal block is pro-
vided: Go to step 7.

• When no central terminal block is pro-
vided: Replace the three-phase cable.
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1. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of three-phase cable.

! CAUTION
 

Terminals must be insulated to avoid contact.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the insulation resistance of three-phase cable 1

W

V

U

SHTS03ZZZ0300126

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Three-phase cable
U terminal – 
V terminal
V terminal – 
W terminal
W terminal – 
U terminal

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. • When the central terminal block is pro-
vided: Go to step 8.

• When no central terminal block is pro-
vided: Replace the three-phase cable.
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1. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the HV motor terminals and the housing. (For
the measurement procedure, see "INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR HYBRID MOTOR [ROTA-
TION MACHINE]3-313")

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV motor terminals.

HINT
If the motor temperature is too high, the resistance will change
largely. Therefore, measure the resistance at least 8 hours after
the vehicle has stopped.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the resistance between the HV motor phases

SHTS03ZZZ0300127

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK 
(8 hours after the 
vehicle has 
stopped)

Interphase resis-
tance
U terminal – 
V terminal
V terminal – 
W terminal
W terminal – 
U terminal

Interphase resis-
tance
38.2 – 40.5 m 
(30 – 15 C 
{86 – 59 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the HV motor.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system. (Insert the service plug last.)

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (Repeat the following cycle 10 times or more:
Stop the vehicle.  Acceleration to 40 km/h.  Deceleration 
Stop the vehicle.)

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A90-2A is detected.

NOYES

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300128

Is DTC P0A90-2A detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
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1. Check the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) on the cen-
tral terminal block for failing connection. (Looseness, wear, or melt-
ing damage.)

2. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
central terminal block.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of both ends of the three-phase cable on the HV motor
side.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the continuity of three-phase cable 2

W

V

U

SHTS03ZZZ0300129 Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Three-phase cable 
on the HV motor 
side
U terminal – 
U terminal
V terminal – 
V terminal
W terminal – 
W terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the three-phase cable on the
inverter side.

Replace the three-phase cable on the HV
motor side.
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1. Check the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) on the cen-
tral terminal block for failing connection. (Looseness, wear, or melt-
ing damage.)

2. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
central terminal block.

3. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of three-phase cable on the HV
motor side.

! CAUTION
 

Terminals must be insulated to avoid contact.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the insulation resistance of three-phase cable 2

W

V

U

SHTS03ZZZ0300130

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Three-phase cable 
on the HV motor 
side
U terminal – 
V terminal
V terminal – 
W terminal
W terminal – 
U terminal

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the three-phase cable on the
inverter side.

Replace the three-phase cable on the HV
motor side.
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DTC: P0A92 (TC29)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003029

DTC: P0A92 (TC29) Abnormality in charging performance
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the charging function of inverter or HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The specified power generation is -7 kW or less.

• HV control mode information is one of the following:

- 4: When decelerating with the motor or foot brake

- 3: When decelerating with the motor and retarder

- 5: When charging the battery

• The HV battery current sensor shows no abnormality.

• The HV battery voltage detection circuit has no abnormality.

• GATE is ON.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.

• No SMR OFF is requested.

• No GATE is requested.

• SMR#1 is OFF.

• SMR#2 is ON.

• SMR#3 is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which one of the following conditions is met continuously for 3 seconds or more occurs twice in 1
DCY:

- Charging power/generated power is less than 0.50.

- Charging power/generated power is more than 1.50.
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3. Reset condition

• The following conditions are met continuously for 3 seconds or more:

- Charging power/generated power is 0.50 or more.

- Charging power/generated power is 1.50 or less.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter line

• Malfunction of HV battery line

• Malfunction of DC voltage cable line
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A92 (TC29)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the
inverter line is detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300132

Is any DTC related to the inverter line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300133

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the service plug and wait for 7 minutes or more.

3. Disconnect the 16 P and 22 P connectors of HV battery ECU.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the BATT IN (+) [3] and BATT IN (-) [4] terminals from
the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack), and then remove the
frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between each terminal of high-voltage J/B (in the bat-
tery pack) and the ground.

NOYES

3  Preparation for inspection

Is the inspection preparation completed?

Go to step 4. Perform the inspection preparation again.

4 Inspecting the HV battery

BATT IN(-)[4]

BATT IN(+)[3]

SHTS03ZZZ0300134

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack)
BATT IN (+) [3] ter-
minal – GND
BATT IN (-) [4] ter-
minal – GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Disconnect the 1st and 2nd terminals from the HV battery and
then remove the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between each terminal of frame wire and the ground.
(Do not install the service plug.)

NOYES

1. Connect the 1st and 2nd terminals to the HV battery and then
install the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between each terminal of frame wire and the ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the service plug 1

[2]

[1]

SHTS03ZZZ0300135

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
1st terminal – 
GND
2nd terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replacing the frame wire (with a service plug
socket).

6 Inspecting the service plug 2

[2]

[1]

SHTS03ZZZ0300136

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
1st terminal – 
GND
2nd terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the HV battery. Replace the service plug.
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1. Disconnect the BATT OUT (+) [5] and BATT OUT (-) [6] terminals
from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack), and then remove
the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the bat-
tery pack) and the ground.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the insulation resistance of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack)

BATT OUT(-)[6] BATT IN(-)[4]

BATT OUT(+)[5] BATT IN(+)[3]

SHTS03ZZZ0300137

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in the battery 
pack)
3rd terminal – 
4th terminal
5th terminal – 
6th terminal
3rd terminal – 
6th terminal
4th terminal – 
5th terminal
3rd terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
GND
5th terminal – 
GND
6th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
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1. Disconnect the 9th and 10th terminals from the high-voltage J/B
(in the ECU box), and then remove the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of frame wire and the ground.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the 13th and 14th terminals from the high-voltage J/B
(in the ECU box), and then remove the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the ECU
box) and the ground.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the insulation resistance of frame wire (to the high-voltage J/B)

[9]

[10]

SHTS03ZZZ0300138

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
9th terminal – 
10th terminal
9th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the frame wire.

9 Inspecting the insulation resistance of high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box)

9 (BATT+)

10 (BATT-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300139

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in the ECU box)
9th terminal – 
10th terminal
9th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU
box).
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1. Disconnect the 15th and 16th terminals from the inverter and then
remove the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of frame wire and the ground.

NOYES

10 Inspecting the insulation resistance of frame wire (between the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU
box) and the inverter)

[15]

[16]

SHTS03ZZZ0300140

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
15th terminal – 
16th terminal
15th terminal – 
GND
16th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the HV battery pack.
After replacement, go to step 11.

Replace the frame wire.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system. (Insert the service plug last.)

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (Repeat the following cycle 10 times or more:
Stop the vehicle.  Acceleration to 40 km/h.  Deceleration 
Stop the vehicle.)

6. After the vehicle has stopped, set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position and wait for 1 minute.

7. Perform a test run. (Repeat the following cycle 10 times or more:
Stop the vehicle.  Acceleration to 40 km/h.  Deceleration 
Stop the vehicle.)

8. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A92-29 is detected.

NOYES

11 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300141

Is DTC P0A92-29 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A93 (TC7A)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003030

DTC: P0A93 (TC7A) Abnormality in inverter cooling system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in inverter cooling system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.

• HV water pump rotational speed remains at 1,200 r/min or more.

• HV radiator fan rotational speed remains at 2,500 r/min or more.

• 30 seconds motor current square integration value remains at 100 A2S or more.

• The motor current sensor is not abnormal.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV system coolant temperature remains more than 70 C {158 F} for 15 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The HV system coolant temperature remains at 70 C {158 F} or less for 15 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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Coolant temperature sensor
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of inverter cooling circuit

• Malfunction of inverter coolant temperature sensor

• Malfunction of HV water pump

• Malfunction of HV radiator fan

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A93 (TC7A)

1. Check the coolant system route (radiator, inverter, and hose) for
any damage or water leakage.

NOYES

1. Remove the radiator cap and check the height from the coolant
level to the filling port.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the coolant system route

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part.
After repair/replacement, perform the inspec-
tion again.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the coolant level

Is the coolant level about 10 mm from the filling port?

Go to step 3. Add coolant. (See "Adding coolant.")
After adding coolant, perform the inspection
again.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any other coolant tempera-
ture sensor system DTC (listed below) is detected.

• P0A02-78, P0A03-79, P0A06-7F, P0A07-7E, P0C73-80, P3128-7D,
P3129-7C, P314C-82, P314D-81

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of coolant temperature sensor.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of coolant temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

3 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300143

Is any DTC other than P0A93-7A detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the coolant temperature sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300144

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector (sensor 
side)
1st terminal – 2nd 
terminal

0 C {32 F}: 
5.3 k – 6.2 k
20 C {68 F}: 
2.3 k – 2.6 k
30 C {86 F}: 
1.5 k – 1.8 k

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the coolant temperature sensor.
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1. For the 2nd terminal of coolant temperature sensor connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run for approximately 30 minutes.

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A93-7A is detected.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Coolant tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 6.

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300145

Is DTC P0A93-7A detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0AFD (TC6B)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003031

DTC: P0AFD (TC6B) Abnormality in low temperature of HV battery
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected the low temperature abnormality in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The engine intake air temperature sensor shows no abnormality.

• The HV battery current sensor shows no abnormality.

• The HV battery temperature sensor shows no abnormality.

• The engine intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• The engine speed remains at 600 r/min or more for 60 second or more.

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.

• The vehicle speed remains at 12.4 mph or more for 30 seconds or more.

• The square sum of HV battery current for 1800 seconds is 200,000 A2 or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery temperature remains less than -30 C {-22 F} for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The HV battery temperature remains at -30 C {-22 F} or more for 10 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Ice buildup on the HV battery

• Malfunction of HV battery temperature sensor circuit

• Malfunction of HV battery ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AFD (TC6B)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the
inverter line is detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300146

Is any DTC related to the inverter line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300147

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Select [Data monitor and Active test] on the diagnosis tool screen
and monitor [Minimum HV battery temperature].

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV battery temperature [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300148

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Minimum HV bat-
tery temperature

Minimum HV bat-
tery temperature: 
-30 C {-22 F} or 
more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

The inspection is completed.
(An abnormally low temperature of HV bat-
tery may occur due to the outside tempera-
ture.)

Replace the battery ECU.
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DTC: P0BCA (TC68)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003032

DTC: P0BCA (TC68) Abnormality in HV battery cooling fan revolving number signal High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a power supply (positive side) short circuit in the HV battery cooling fan revolving number signal circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery cooling fan revolving number voltage remains more than 4.8 V for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• The HV battery cooling fan revolving number voltage remains at 4.8 V or less for 1 second or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV battery cooling fan

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BCA (TC68)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P060B-B2 is detected.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the connectors of PCU harness (16P) and HV ECU1.

2. For the 12th terminal of PCU harness (16P) lower-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300150

Is DTC P060B-B2 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
12th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 3.
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1. Disconnect the connector of HV battery cooling fan.

2. For the 12th terminal of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the malfunction history.

4. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BCA-68 is detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (upper side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector
12th terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side). Replace the HV battery cooling fan.
After replacement, go to step 4.

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300151

Is DTC P0BCA-68 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0C73 (TC80)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003033

DTC: P0C73 (TC80) Abnormality in HV water pump function
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the HV water pump function.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The drive duty of HV water pump is 61% or less.

• The drive duty of HV water pump is 40% or more.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.

• The vehicle speed remains at 12.4 mph for 30 seconds or more.

• The engine intake air temperature sensor shows no abnormality.

• The engine intake air temperature is -10 C {-14 F} or more.

• The HV system coolant temperature is -20 C {-4 F} or more.
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(2) Judgement criteria

• One of the conditions below is met continuously for 10 seconds or more.
- The number of revolutions of the HV water pump is higher than the upper limit.
- The number of revolutions of the HV water pump is lower than the lower limit.
(For upper and lower limits, see below.)
<Lower limit>
When HV water pump drive duty is 40%: 1273.0 r/min
When HV water pump drive duty is 50%: 1806.0 r/min
When HV water pump drive duty is 61%: 2319.7 r/min
<Upper limit>
When HV water pump drive duty is 40%: 2473.2 r/min
When HV water pump drive duty is 50%: 3206.0 r/min
When HV water pump drive duty is 61%: 3939.7 r/min

3. Reset condition

• One of the conditions below is met continuously for 10 seconds or more.
- The number of revolutions of the HV water pump is lower than or equal to the upper limit.
- The number of revolutions of the HV water pump is higher than or equal to the lower limit.
(For upper and lower limits, see below.)

<Lower limit>
When HV water pump drive duty is 40%: 1273.0 r/min
When HV water pump drive duty is 50%: 1806.0 r/min
When HV water pump drive duty is 61%: 2319.7 r/min

<Upper limit>
When HV water pump drive duty is 40%: 2473.2 r/min
When HV water pump drive duty is 50%: 3206.0 r/min
When HV water pump drive duty is 61%: 3939.7 r/min

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV water pump

• Malfunction of inverter cooling circuit

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0C73 (TC80)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC is
detected.

• P314C-82, P314D-81, P324B-62, P324C-61, P0A06-7F, P0A07-7E

NOYES

1. Check the coolant system route (radiator, inverter, and hose) for
any damage or water leakage.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300153

Is any DTC other than P0C73-80 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the coolant system route

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part.
After repair/replacement, perform the inspec-
tion again.

Go to step 3.
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1. Remove the radiator cap and check the height from the coolant
level to the filling port.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the inverter cooling pump and the HV ECU2 connec-
tors.

3. For the 3rd terminal of inverter cooling pump connector, inspect
the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit.
(See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short circuit.")

NOYES

3 Inspecting the coolant level

Is the coolant level about 10 mm from the filling port?

Go to step 4. Add coolant. (See "Adding coolant.")
After adding coolant, perform the inspection
again.

4 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 1

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
3rd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Go to step 5.
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1. Disconnect the HV ECU1 connector.

2. For the 2nd terminal of inverter cooling pump connector, inspect
the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit.
(See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short circuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the malfunction history.

4. Perform a test run. (For 1 minute at the vehicle speed of 30 km/h
or more)

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

6. Perform a test run. (For 1 minute at the vehicle speed of 30 km/h
or more)

7. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0C73-80 is detected.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 2

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
2nd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the inverter cooling pump.
After replacement, go to step 6.

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300154

Is DTC P0C73-80 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3000 (TC42)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003034

DTC: P3000 (TC42) Abnormality in status of HV battery ECU IG signal
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the HV battery IG signal circuit (status abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay and the IG2 status of CAN data remain unmatched for 2 seconds or
more.

3. Reset condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay and the IG2 status of CAN data are matched.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that any DTC will not be detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of battery ECU

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3000 (TC42)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P33B1-64 or P33B2-
63 related to malfunctioning of HV battery ECU start relay circuit is
detected.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side connector terminals of PCU harness (24P).

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300156

Is DTC P33B1-64 or P33B2-63 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the power supply of vehicle wire harness

SHTS03ZZZ0300157

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
1st terminal – 
16th terminal

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Inspect the power supply circuit ([PCI-B 20A]
fuse and wire harness).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the HV battery start relay.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd and 5th terminals of HV battery start relay. (With no voltage
applied)

4. Apply the voltage of 12 V between the 1st and 2nd terminals of HV
battery start relay and measure the resistance between the 3rd
and 5th terminals. (With voltage applied)

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV battery start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300158
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV battery start 
relay
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

Without voltage: 
10 k or more
With voltage: less 
than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the HV battery start relay.
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1. Connect the HV battery start relay and PCU harness (24P) con-
nectors.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (16P) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the lower-
side connector terminals of PCU harness (16P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300159

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
14th terminal – 
16th terminal

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the PCU harness (16P) connector.

3. Disconnect the PCU harness (26P) connector.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the bat-
tery ECU (26P) connector terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (upper side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300160
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Battery ECU (26P) 
connector
2nd terminal – 
12th terminal
13th terminal – 
12th terminal

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side).
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DTC: P3001 (TC41)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003035

DTC: P3001 (TC41) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (abnormality in ECU memory line) in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BMEM = 1 (abnormality in ROM/RAM)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BMEM = 0

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC41)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC is
detected.

• P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, P3001-4C

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300161

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(If communication between the diagnosis
tool and the HV battery ECU is not available,
replace the HV battery ECU.)

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300162

Is DTC (P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, or P3001-4C) detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3001 (TC43)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003036

DTC: P3001 (TC43) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.

• Win/Wout limitless result (BTER0) has the following conditions:

- During forced leakage and when 60 seconds have passed since completion of forced leakage

- The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.

- Since the output of HV battery ECU start relay is turned ON, 60 seconds have passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• One of the following conditions is met:

- HV battery ECU CAN received data BTER0 = 1 (Win/Wout limitless result)

- HV battery ECU CAN received data BTER1 = 1 (Win/Wout limitless result)

- HV battery ECU CAN received data BTER2 = 1 (abnormality in current detection line)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BTER0 = 0

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BTER1 = 0

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BTER2 = 0

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC43)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC is
detected.

• P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, P3001-4C

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300163

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(If communication between the diagnosis
tool and the HV battery ECU is not available,
replace the HV battery ECU.)

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300164

Is DTC (P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, or P3001-4C) detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3001 (TC44)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003037

DTC: P3001 (TC44) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the HV battery system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BTEG ≠ 0 (HV battery system fatal error)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BTEG = 0

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC44)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC is
detected.

• P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, P3001-4C

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300165

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(If communication between the diagnosis
tool and the HV battery ECU is not available,
replace the HV battery ECU.)

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300166

Is DTC (P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, or P3001-4C) detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3001 (TC45)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003038

DTC: P3001 (TC45) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (disconnection of high-voltage fuse) in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV battery ECU CAN received data FUSE = 1 (Disconnected high-voltage fuse)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data FUSE = 0

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC45)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC is
detected.

• P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, P3001-4C

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300167

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(If communication between the diagnosis
tool and the HV battery ECU is not available,
replace the HV battery ECU.)

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300168

Is DTC (P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, or P3001-4C) detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3001 (TC46)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003039

DTC: P3001 (TC46) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (request for stopping discharge) in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV battery ECU CAN received data DCIH = 1 (request for stopping discharge)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data DCIH = 0

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC46)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC other than the fol-
lowing is detected:

• P3001-46, P3001-47, P3001-4A

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the
inverter line is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300169

Is any DTC other than P3001-46, P3001-47, or P3001-4A detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300170

Is any DTC related to the inverter line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Perform a test run. (Repeat the following cycle 5 times or more:
After warm-up, stop the vehicle.  Acceleration to 40 km/h. 
Deceleration  Stop the vehicle.)

3. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P3001-46 is detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300171

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 4.

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300172

Is DTC P3001-46 detected?

Replace the HV battery. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3001 (TC47)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003040

DTC: P3001 (TC47) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (auxiliary charge request) in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BLOW = 1 (auxiliary charge request)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BLOW = 0

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC47)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC other than the fol-
lowing is detected:

• P3001-46, P3001-47, P3001-4A

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the
inverter line is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300173

Is any DTC other than P3001-46, P3001-47, or P3001-4A detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300174

Is any DTC related to the inverter line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Perform a test run. (Repeat the following cycle 5 times or more:
After warm-up, stop the vehicle.  Acceleration to 40 km/h. 
Deceleration  Stop the vehicle.)

3. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P3001-47 is detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300175

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 4.

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300176

Is DTC P3001-47 detected?

Replace the HV battery. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3001 (TC4A)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003041

DTC: P3001 (TC4A) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an external overload abnormality in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV battery ECU CAN received data OVLD = 1 (external overload abnormality)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data OVLD = 0

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC4A)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC other than the fol-
lowing is detected.

• P3001-46, P3001-47, P3001-4A

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the
inverter line is detected.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300177

Is any DTC other than P3001-46, P3001-47, or P3001-4A detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300178

Is any DTC related to the inverter line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Perform a test run. (Repeat the following cycle 5 times or more:
After warm-up, stop the vehicle.  Acceleration to 40 km/h. 
Deceleration  Stop the vehicle.)

3. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P3001-4A is detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300179

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 4.

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300180

Is DTC P3001-4A detected?

Replace the HV battery. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3001 (TC4B)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003042

DTC: P3001 (TC4B) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the HV battery voltage detection circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BTER4 = 1 (voltage detection line abnormality)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BTER4 = 0

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC4B)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC is
detected.

• P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, P3001-4C

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300181

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(If communication between the diagnosis
tool and the HV battery ECU is not available,
replace the HV battery ECU.)

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300182

Is DTC (P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, or P3001-4C) detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3001 (TC4C)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003043

DTC: P3001 (TC4C) Abnormality in HV battery line
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (request for stopping charge) in the HV battery.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BHI = 1 (request for stopping charge)

3. Reset condition

• HV battery ECU CAN received data BHI = 0

• The vehicle speed is 3 mph or less.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop may become unavailable.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV battery system
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3001 (TC4C)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC is
detected.

• P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, P3001-4C

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300183

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(If communication between the diagnosis
tool and the HV battery ECU is not available,
replace the HV battery ECU.)

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300184

Is DTC (P3001-41, P3001-43, P3001-44, P3001-45, P3001-4B, or P3001-4C) detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3009 (TC49)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003044

DTC: P3009 (TC49) Abnormality in leakage
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in leakage of the HV system high-voltage line.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When it is detected that the leakage detection high threshold remains greater than the leakage crest value of
the HV battery ECU CAN data for 3 minutes

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: OFF

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of high-voltage circuit

• Malfunction of HV battery
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3009 (TC49)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the service plug and wait for 7 minutes or more.

3. Disconnect the 16P and 22 P connectors of battery ECU.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the BATT IN (+) [3] and BATT IN (-) [4] terminals from
the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack), and then remove the
frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the bat-
tery pack) and the ground.

NOYES

1  Preparation for inspection

Is the inspection preparation completed?

Go to step 2. Perform the inspection preparation again.

2 Inspection of HV battery

BATT IN(-)[4]

BATT IN(+)[3]

SHTS03ZZZ0300186

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack)
BATT IN (+) [3] ter-
minal – GND
BATT IN (-) [4] ter-
minal – GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 3.
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1. Disconnect the 1st and 2nd terminals from the HV battery and
then remove the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of frame wire and the ground.
(Do not install the service plug.)

NOYES

1. Install a service plug to the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of frame wire and the ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the service plug 1

[2]

[1]

SHTS03ZZZ0300187

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
1st terminal – 
GND
2nd terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replacing the frame wire (with the service
plug socket).

4 Inspecting the service plug 2

[2]

[1]

SHTS03ZZZ0300188

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
1st terminal – 
GND
2nd terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the HV battery. Replace the service plug.
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1. Disconnect the BATT OUT (+) [5] and BATT OUT (-) [6] terminals
from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack), and then remove
the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the bat-
tery pack) and the ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the insulation resistance of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack)

BATT OUT(-)[6] BATT IN(-)[4]

BATT OUT(+)[5] BATT IN(+)[3]

SHTS03ZZZ0300189

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in the battery 
pack)
3rd terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
GND
5th terminal – 
GND
6th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
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1. Disconnect the 9th and 10th terminals from the high-voltage J/B
(in the ECU box), and then remove the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of frame wire and the ground.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the 13th and 14th terminals from the high-voltage J/B
(in the ECU box), and then remove the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the ECU
box) and the ground.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the insulation resistance of frame wire (to the high-voltage J/B)

[9]

[10]

SHTS03ZZZ0300190

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
9th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the frame wire.

7 Inspecting the insulation resistance of high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box)

DDC(-)[12]

DDC(+)[11]

SHTS03ZZZ0300191

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in the ECU box)
11th terminal – 
GND
12th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU
box).
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1. Disconnect the 15th and 16th terminals from the inverter and then
remove the frame wire.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of frame wire and the ground.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the 17th, 18th, and 19th terminals from the inverter
and then remove the frame wire.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the insulation resistance
between the terminals of inverter and the ground.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the insulation resistance of frame wire (between the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU
box) and the inverter)

[15]

[16]

SHTS03ZZZ0300192

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
15th terminal – 
GND
16th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the frame wire.

9 Inspecting the insulation resistance of inverter

19
17 18

15 16

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300193

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter
15th terminal – 
GND
16th terminal – 
GND
17th terminal – 
GND
18th terminal – 
GND
19th terminal – 
GND

3 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the inverter.
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1. Disconnect the frame wires of 20th, 21st, and 22nd terminals from
the central terminal block.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of frame wire and the ground.

NOYES

10 Inspecting the insulation resistance of frame wire (between the inverter and the central termi-
nal block)

U
V

W

[20]

[21]

[22]

SHTS03ZZZ0300194

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
20th terminal – 
GND
21st terminal – 
GND
22nd terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 11.
(For vehicles with no central terminal block,
go to step 12.)

Replace the central terminal block.
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1. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the central terminal block side terminals and
the ground.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the frame wires of 23rd, 24th, and 25th terminals from
the HV motor terminal block.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of frame wire side and the
ground.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the insulation resistance of central terminal block

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Central terminal 
block
20th terminal – 
GND
21st terminal – 
GND
22nd terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the central terminal block.

12 Inspecting the insulation resistance of frame wire (between the inverter and the HV motor)

U
V

W

[23]

[24]

[25]

SHTS03ZZZ0300195

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Frame wire
23rd terminal – 
GND
24th terminal – 
GND
25th terminal – 
GND

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 13. Replace the frame wire.
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1. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of HV motor side and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Connect all the cables and connectors that have been discon-
nected to restore the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Clear the malfunction history.

6. Perform a test run. (For 30 minutes or more)

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P3009-49 is detected.

NOYES

13 Inspecting the insulation resistance of HV motor

[25]

[24]

[23]

SHTS03ZZZ0300196

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV motor
23rd terminal – 
GND
24th terminal – 
GND
25th terminal – 
GND

5 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 14. Replace the HV motor.

14 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300197

Is DTC P3009-49 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3128 (TC7D)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003045

DTC: P3128 (TC7D) Abnormality in HV radiator fan revolution number Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in low number of revolutions of HV radiator fan.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• Since the inverter start relay is turned ON, 1 second has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The number of revolutions of the HV radiator fan remains less than 2500 r/min for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The number of revolutions of the HV radiator fan remains 2500 r/min or more for 10 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

HV ECU

Inverter 
starter relay PCI_B_2 20A

E

E M E L

L

L X

L

I

H

2

5

1

3

3

3

2 1

1

25

D

25

ON

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan

Inverter

SHTS03ZZZ0300198
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV radiator fan

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3128 (TC7D)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Select [Hybrid] on the diagnosis tool screen.

5. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC
related to malfunction of inverter start relay is detected:

• P324B-62, P324C-61

NOYES

1. Check that the HV radiator and the inverter cooling radiator fan
have no damage or clogging.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Check that the inverter cooling radiator fan is running.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300199

Is DTC P324B-62 or P324C-61 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV radiator

Is any defect found?

Repair (clean) or replace the defective part. Go to step 3.

3  Checking the inverter cooling radiator fan

Is the inverter cooling radiator fan running?

Go to step 7. Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the 3rd
terminal of PCU harness (24P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the voltage of vehicle wire harness

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300200

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
GND

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Inspect the power supply circuit ([PCI-B 20A]
fuse and wire harness).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter start relay.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd and 5th terminals of inverter start relay. (With no voltage
applied)

4. Apply the voltage of 12 V between the 1st and 2nd terminals of
inverter start relay and measure the resistance between the 3rd
and 5th terminals. (With voltage applied)

NOYES

5 Inspecting the inverter start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300201
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Inverter start relay
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

Without voltage: 
10 k or more
With voltage: 
less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the inverter start relay.
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1. Connect the PCU harness (24P) connector and the inverter start
relay.

2. Disconnect the connector of inverter cooling radiator fan.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the con-
nector terminals of inverter cooling radiator fan.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the voltage of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300202

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the HV ECU1 connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
connector terminal of inverter cooling radiator fan and the HV
ECU1 connector terminal.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd terminal of inverter cooling radiator fan connector and the
ground.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300203

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector to HV ECU1 
connector
3rd terminal – 
25th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

8 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300204

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. For the 3rd terminal of inverter cooling radiator fan connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Clear the malfunction history.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

7. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

8. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

9. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P3128-7D is detected.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the inverter cooling radiator fan.
After replacement, go to step 10.

10 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300205

Is DTC P3128-7D detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P3129 (TC7C)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003046

DTC: P3129 (TC7C) Abnormality in HV radiator fan revolution number High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormally high number of revolutions of the HV radiator fan.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• Since the inverter start relay output is turned ON, 1 second has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The number of revolutions of the HV radiator fan remains less than 4,500 r/min for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• The number of revolutions of the HV radiator fan remains 4,500 r/min or more for 10 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

HV ECU

Inverter 
starter relay PCI_B_2 20A

E

E M E L

L

L X

L

I
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3

3

2 1

1

25

D

25

ON

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan

Inverter

SHTS03ZZZ0300206
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV radiator fan

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3129 (TC7C)

1. Check that the inverter cooling radiator fan is free from damage.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of HV ECU1 and inverter cooling radia-
tor fan.

3. For the 3rd terminal of inverter cooling radiator fan connector,
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter cooling radiator fan

Is any defect found?

Replace the inverter cooling radiator fan. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the inverter cooling radiator fan.
After replacement, go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Clear the malfunction history.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

7. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

8. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

9. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P3129-7C is detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300207

Is DTC P3129-7C detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P314C (TC82)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003047

DTC: P314C (TC82) Abnormality in HV water pump revolution number signal Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a GND short circuit in the HV water pump revolution number signal circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The following conditions are met continuously for 1 second or more:

- The HV water pump revolution number signal is 0 Hz.

- The HV water pump revolution number signal is OFF.

3. Reset condition

• The HV water pump revolution number signal remains higher than 1 Hz for 5 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of HV water pump

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P314C (TC82)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the inverter cooling pump and the HV ECU1 connec-
tor.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
2nd terminal of inverter cooling pump connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. For the 2nd terminal of inverter cooling pump connector, inspect
the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit.
(See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short circuit.")

NOYES

1 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300209

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
2nd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

2 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
2nd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the inverter cooling pump.
After replacement, go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P314C-82 is detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300210

Is DTC P314C-82 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P314D (TC81)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003048

DTC: P314D (TC81) Abnormality in HV water pump revolution number signal High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection in the HV water pump revolution number signal circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 10 V or more.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The following conditions are met continuously for 1 second or more:

- The HV water pump revolution number signal is 0 Hz.

- The HV water pump revolution number signal is ON.

3. Reset condition

• The HV water pump revolution number signal remains higher than 1 Hz for 5 seconds or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper contact or fitting of connector

• Malfunction of HV water pump

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P314D (TC81)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P324B-62 or P324C-
61 is detected.

NOYES

1. Check the coolant system route (radiator, inverter, and hose) for
any damage or water leakage.

NOYES

1. Remove the radiator cap and check the height from the coolant
level to the filling port.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300212

Is DTC P324B-62 or P324C-61 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the coolant system route

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part. Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the coolant level

Is the coolant level about 10 mm from the filling port?

Go to step 4. Add coolant. (See "Adding coolant.")
After adding coolant, perform the inspection
again.
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1. In [Activation test setting] on the diagnosis tool screen, select [HV
water pump drive].

2. Activate the HV water pump at specified value of 60% and feel the
hose to make sure that the water pump is running.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side connector of PCU harness (24P) and the ground.

NOYES

4  Checking the activation of inverter cooling pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300213

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV water pump 
drive

Activation of water 
pump

Is the activation of water pump confirmed?

Go to step 8. Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300214

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
GND

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Inspect the power supply circuit ([PCU-B2
20A] fuse and wire harness).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter start relay.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd and 5th terminals of inverter start relay. (With no voltage
applied)

4. Apply the voltage of 12 V between the 1st and 2nd terminals of
inverter start relay and measure the resistance between the 3rd
and 5th terminals. (With voltage applied)

NOYES

6 Inspecting the inverter start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300215
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON
Inverter start relay
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

Without voltage: 
10 k or more
With voltage: 
less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the inverter start relay.
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1. Connect the inverter start relay and PCU harness (24P) connec-
tors.

2. Disconnect the inverter cooling pump connector.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the con-
nector terminals of inverter cooling pump.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the voltage of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300216

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
1st terminal – 
4th terminal

9 V or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the HV ECU1 connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
inverter cooling pump connector and the HV ECU1 connector ter-
minal.

NOYES

1. For the 2nd terminal of inverter cooling pump connector, inspect
the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit.
(See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short circuit.")

NOYES

8 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

SHTS03ZZZ0300217

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector – 
HV ECU1 connec-
tor
2nd terminal – 
26th terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

9 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
2nd terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the inverter cooling pump.
After replacement, go to step 10.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the malfunction history.

4. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and wait for 1 minute.

5. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P314D-81 is detected.

NOYES

10 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300218

Is DTC P314D-81 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P324B (TC62)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003049

DTC: P324B (TC62) Abnormality in inverter start relay Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a GND short circuit in the inverter start relay energized circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.1 second or more:

- The output of inverter start relay is ON.

- The feedback signal of inverter start relay is OFF.

3. Reset condition

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.1 second or more:
- The output of inverter start relay is ON.
- The feedback signal of inverter start relay is ON.
Once the abnormality is confirmed, after the HV ECU is actuated next.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine cannot be started. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter start relay

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P324B (TC62)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter start relay from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
inverter start relay terminals.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the HV ECU2 and inverter connectors.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
inverter start relay connector (relay block) and the ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300220

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
(relay side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

95 – 125 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the inverter start relay.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300221

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Inverter start relay 
connector
1st terminal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. For the 1st terminal of inverter start relay connector (relay block),
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

3 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector
1st terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: P324C (TC61)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003050

DTC: P324C (TC61) Abnormality in inverter start relay High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection or power supply (positive side) short circuit in the inverter start relay energized circuit.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.1 second or more:

- The output of inverter start relay is OFF.

- The feedback signal of inverter start relay is ON.

3. Reset condition

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.1 second or more:
- The output of inverter start relay is OFF.
- The feedback signal of inverter start relay is OFF.
Once the abnormality is confirmed, after the HV ECU is actuated next.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine cannot be started. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter start relay

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P324C (TC61)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter start relay from the relay block.

3. Using an electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
inverter start relay terminals.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300223

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

Inverter start relay 
(relay side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

95 – 125 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the inverter start relay.
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1. Disconnect the HV ECU2 and inverter connectors.

2. Using an electrical tester, measure the resistance from the inverter
start relay connector (relay block) to the HV ECU2 connector ter-
minal and to the ground.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300224

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector – HV 
ECU2 connector
1st terminal – 
1st terminal

Inverter start relay 
connector
2nd terminal – 
GND

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. For the 1st terminal of inverter start relay connector (relay block),
inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short
circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for short cir-
cuit.")

NOYES

3 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector
1st terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: P33B1 (TC64)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003051

DTC: P33B1 (TC64) Abnormality in HV battery ECU start relay Low
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a GND short circuit in the energized circuit of HV battery ECU start relay.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.1 second or more:

- The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.

- The feedback signal of HV battery ECU start relay is OFF.

3. Reset condition

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.1 second or more:
- The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
- The feedback signal of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.
Once the abnormality is confirmed, after the HV ECU is actuated next.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that any DTC is not detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV battery ECU start relay

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P33B1 (TC64)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the HV battery start relay from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV battery start relay terminals.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV battery start relay connector (relay block) and the ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300226

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

HV battery start 
relay (relay side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

95 – 125 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the HV battery start relay.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300227

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV battery start 
relay connector
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Disconnect the HV ECU2 connector.

2. For the 1st terminal of HV battery start relay connector (relay
block), inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for
short circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for
short circuit.")

NOYES

3 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV battery start 
relay connector
1st terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: P33B2 (TC63)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003052

DTC: P33B2 (TC63) Abnormality in HV battery ECU start relay High
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection or power supply (positive side) short circuit in the energized circuit of HV battery ECU
start relay.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• The starter key is set to the ON position.

• The control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.1 second or more:

- The output of HV battery ECU start relay is OFF.

- The feedback signal of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.

3. Reset condition

• The following conditions are met continuously for 0.1 second or more:
- The output of HV battery ECU start relay is OFF.
- The feedback signal of HV battery ECU start relay is OFF.
Once the abnormality is confirmed, after the HV ECU is actuated next.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV battery ECU start relay

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P33B2 (TC63)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the HV battery start relay from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV battery start relay terminals.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery start relay

3
5

1

2

SHTS03ZZZ0300229

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

HV battery start 
relay (relay side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

95 – 125 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the HV battery start relay.
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1. Disconnect the HV ECU2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance from the HV
battery start relay connector (relay block) to the HV ECU2 connec-
tor terminal and to the ground.

NOYES

1. For the 1st terminal of HV battery start relay connector (relay
block), inspect the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for
short circuit. (See "Inspecting the PCU harness signal line for
short circuit.")

NOYES

2 Inspecting the continuity of PCU wire harness (lower side)

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300230

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV battery start 
relay connector – 
HV ECU2 connec-
tor
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

HV battery start 
relay connector
2nd terminal – 
GND

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

3 Inspecting the signal line of PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV battery start 
relay connector
1st terminal – 
Each signal line

10 k or more

Is any defect found?

Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side). Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: U0073 (TC11)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003053

DTC: U0073 (TC11) Abnormality in CAN communication with HV ECU (control CAN)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected the abnormality in the control CAN communication. (Stop of control CAN communication due to bus off)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Detection of control CAN bus off continues for 0.5 second or more in total. 
(If normal time continues for 5 seconds, the accumulated time shall be reset.)

3. Reset condition

• A state in which no control CAN bus off is detected continues for 0.5 second or more.

• Once the abnormality is confirmed, the following conditions are included:

- HV ECU runs within 0.5 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• The CHG, AST, ECO, and SOC lamp go off.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0073 (TC11)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and inverter.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U0073-11 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300232

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-91 is detected
in the inverter.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300233

Is DTC U0073-91 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: U0074 (TC16)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003054

DTC: U0074 (TC16) Abnormality in CAN communication with HV ECU (DIAG CAN)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The HV ECU detected the communication abnormality in the DIAG CAN. (Stop of DIAG CAN communication due to
bus off)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Detection of DIAG CAN bus off continues for 0.5 second or more in total.
(If normal time continues for 5 seconds or more, the accumulated time will be reset.)

3. Reset condition

• A state in which no DIAG CAN bus off is detected continues for 0.5 second or more.

• Once the abnormality is confirmed, the following conditions are included:

- HV ECU runs within 0.5 second.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of DIAG CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0074 (TC16)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV DIAG
CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U0074-16 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300235

Is DTC U0074-16 detected?

Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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DTC: U0100 (TC13)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003055

DTC: U0100 (TC13) Engine ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the engine ECU. (Engine ECU CAN communication blackout)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When a state in which no CAN frame is received from the engine ECU continues for 0.8 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all frames from the engine ECU are normally received twice.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of engine ECU

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of DIAG CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0100 (TC13)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV DIAG
CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U0100-13 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300237

Is DTC U0100-13 detected?

Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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DTC: U0101 (TC18)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003056

DTC: U0101 (TC18) TCM ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the AT ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When a state in which no CAN frame is received from the AT ECU continues for 0.7 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all frames from the AT ECU are normally received twice.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of AT ECU

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0101 (TC18)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and vehicle control
ECU.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U0101-18 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300239

Is DTC U0101-18 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 is detected
in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U0101-18 in
the HV ECU.

• [U110A] Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U1136] Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0121] ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0110] Inverter CAN communication blackout

• [U0155] Meter CAN communication blackout

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300240

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-11 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 4.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Are all communication blackout DTCs detected?

Go to step 5.
(All communication blackouts have been
generated.)

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0101 (AT ECU com-
munication blackout) is detected in the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300241

Is DTC U0101 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: U0110 (TC14)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003057

DTC: U0110 (TC14) Inverter CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the inverter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.

• The output of inverter start relay is ON.

• Since the output of inverter start relay is turned ON, 1 second or more has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When a state in which no CAN frame is received from the inverter continues for 0.68 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all frames from the inverter are normally received twice.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0110 (TC14)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU, inverter, and vehicle
control ECU.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0110-14 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300243

Is DTC U0110-14 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 is detected
in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-91 (Control
CAN abnormality) is detected in the inverter.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300244

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-11 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the inverter 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300245

Is DTC U0073-91 detected?

Replace the inverter. Go to step 5.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P0A1B-92 (Stuck con-
trol CAN register) is detected in the inverter.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U0110-14 in
the HV ECU.

• [U110A] Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0101] AT ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U1136] Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0121] ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0155] Meter CAN communication blackout

NOYES

5 Inspecting the inverter 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300246

Is DTC P0A1B-92 detected?

Replace the inverter. Go to step 6.

6 Reading the DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300247

Are all communication blackout DTCs detected?

Go to step 7.
(All communication blackouts have been
generated.)

Go to step 8.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0155 (Meter CAN
communication blackout) is detected in the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U0110-14 in
the HV ECU.

• [U110A] Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0101] AT ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U1136] Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0121] ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0155] Meter CAN communication blackout

NOYES

7 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300248

Is DTC U0155 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.

8 Reading the DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300249

Is any DTC other than U0110-14 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the inverter.
(Because blackout has occurred only in the
inverter CAN communication, it is likely that
there is an abnormality in the inverter CAN
circuit.)
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DTC: U0111 (TC15)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003058

DTC: U0111 (TC15) HV battery ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the HV battery ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.

• The output of HV battery ECU start relay is ON.

• Since the output of HV battery ECU start relay is turned ON, 1 second or more has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When a state in which no CAN frame is received from the HV battery ECU continues for 0.68 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all frames from the HV battery ECU are normally received twice.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of HV battery ECU

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of DIAG CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0111 (TC15)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV DIAG
CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and vehicle control
ECU.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0111-15 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300251

Is DTC U0111-15 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 is detected
in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0074 (CAN transmis-
sion abnormality) is detected in the HV battery ECU.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300252

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-11 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300253

Is DTC U0074 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0074 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 5.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U0111-15 in
the HV ECU.

• [U0100] Engine ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U110A] Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0105 (Engine ECU
communication blackout) is detected in the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

5 Reading the DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300254

Are all communication blackout DTCs detected?

Go to step 6.
(All communication blackouts have been
generated.)

Go to step 7.

6 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300255

Is DTC U0105 detected?

Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U0111-15 in
the HV ECU.

• [U0100] Engine ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U110A] Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

NOYES

7 Reading the DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300256

Is any DTC other than U0111-15 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV battery ECU.
(Because blackout has occurred only in the
HV battery ECU CAN communication, it is
likely that there is an abnormality in the HV
battery ECU CAN circuit.)
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DTC: U0121 (TC24)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003059

DTC: U0121 (TC24) ABS ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the ABS ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When a state in which no CAN frame is received from the ABS ECU continues for 0.72 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all frames from the ABS ECU are normally received twice

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of ABS ECU

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0121 (TC24)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and vehicle control
ECU.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U0121-24 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300258

Is DTC U0121-24 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 is detected
in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U0121-24 in
the HV ECU.

• [U110A] Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0101] AT ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U1136] Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0110] Inverter CAN communication blackout

• [U0155] Meter CAN communication blackout

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300259

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-11 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 4.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300260

Are all communication blackout DTCs detected?

Go to step 5.
(All communication blackouts have been
generated.)

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0121 (ABS ECU
communication blackout) is detected in the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300261

Is DTC U0121 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: U0155 (TC25)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003060

DTC: U0155 (TC25) Meter ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the meter ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When a state in which no CAN frame is received from the meter ECU continues for 1.6 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all frames from the meter ECU are normally received twice.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of meter ECU

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0155 (TC25)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and vehicle control
ECU.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U0155-25 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300263

Is DTC U0155-25 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 is detected
in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U0155-25 in
the HV ECU.

• [U110A] Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0101] AT ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U1136] Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0121] ABS CAN communication blackout

• [U0110] Inverter CAN communication blackout

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300264

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-11 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 4.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300265

Are all communication blackout DTCs detected?

Go to step 5.
(All communication blackouts have been
generated.)

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0155 (Meter ECU
communication blackout) is detected in the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300266

Is DTC U0155 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: U110A (TC26)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003061

DTC: U110A (TC26) Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the vehicle control ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When a state in which no CAN frame is received from the vehicle control ECU continues for 0.68 second or
more.

3. Reset condition

• When all frames from the vehicle control ECU are normally received twice.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of vehicle control ECU

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U110A (TC26)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and engine ECU.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U110A-26 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300268

Is DTC U110A-26 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 is detected
in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U110A-26 in
the HV ECU.

• [U0101] AT ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U1136] clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0121] ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0110] inverter CAN communication blackout

• [U0155] meter CAN communication blackout

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300269

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-11 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 4.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300270

Are all communication blackout DTCs detected?

Go to step 5.
(All communication blackouts have been
generated.)

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U110A (vehicle control
ECU communication blackout) is detected in the engine ECU.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300271

Is DTC U110A detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.
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DTC: U1136 (TC27)
EN01H03ZZZ030602003062

DTC: U1136 (TC27) Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the clutch ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the starter key is set to the ON position, 1 second or more has passed.

• Control power supply voltage remains at 9 V or more for 1 second or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When a state in which no CAN frame is received from the clutch ECU continues for 0.68 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all frames from the clutch ECU are normally received twice.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

ABS ECU

CAN H2

CAN L2

HV PCU

HV ECU

Inverter

7

6
(CA1-)

(CA1+)

3

2
(CA2-)

(CA2+)

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN2

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN1

AT ECU

Clutch ECU

Combination meter

21

20

20

19

10 21

14

13

48

49

47

46

4

8

3 5

10

6

9

J/C CAN2

J/C CTRL CAN

71

2

15

25

15

24

23

13
(CSL4)
X-21(CA2+)

X-23 (CA1+)

X-24
(CSL2)

(CA1-)

X-22(CA2-)

21

22

O-3

O
-8

O
-2

O
-1

3

O
-1

2
O

-1

O
-7

O-9J-19

J-20

O-4

O-10D-22

D-33

To GROUND CIRCUIT

SHTS03ZZZ0300272
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The idling stop function becomes inoperative.

• The regeneration function stops, which may reduce the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of clutch ECU

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U1136 (TC27)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and vehicle control
ECU.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U1136-27 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementation of common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300273

Is DTC U1136-27 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 is detected
in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN system
ECU communication blackout is detected other than U1136-27 in
the HV ECU.

• [U110A] vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0101] AT ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0121] ABS CAN communication blackout

• [U0110] inverter CAN communication blackout

• [U0155] meter ECU CAN communication blackout

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300274

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-11 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 4.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300275

Are all communication blackout DTCs detected?

Go to step 5.
(All communication blackouts have been
generated.)

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U1136 (clutch ECU
communication blackout) is detected in the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300276

Is DTC U1136 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.
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INVERTER

DIAGNOSIS CODE TABLE
EN01H03ZZZ030602004001

Symbol HV warning light lighting timing

☆ Always the light is lighting when confirmed

× No light on 

DTC
Name of malfunc-

tion
Description of mal-

function
TC

Control for occur-
rence of malfunc-

tion

HV warn-
ing light

MIL

HV ECU 
recogni-

tion
DTC-TC

P0562
Abnormality in 
power supply volt-
age

Abnormality in 
+12V power supply

96 Gate block, SMR off ☆ × P0A78-21

P0562
Abnormality in 
power supply volt-
age

Abnormal control 
power supply volt-
age

A0 Gate block, SMR off ☆ × P0A78-21

P0604

Abnormality in 
internal element 
for control (abnor-
mality in RAM)

RAM abnormality 
control micropro-
cessor

18 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0604

Abnormality in 
internal element 
for control (abnor-
mality in RAM)

RAM abnormality 
diagnosis micro-
processor

D2 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0605

Abnormality in 
internal element 
for control (abnor-
mality in ROM)

ROM abnormality 
control micropro-
cessor

17 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0605

Abnormality in 
internal element 
for control (abnor-
mality in ROM)

ROM abnormality 
diagnosis micro-
processor

D1 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P060B

Abnormality in 
internal element 
for control (abnor-
mality in AD con-
verter)

Abnormality in the 
A/D converter

1A Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P060C

Abnormality in 
internal element 
for control (abnor-
mality in diagno-
sis 
microprocessor)

Abnormal diagno-
sis microproces-
sor due to run 
pulse monitoring

1C Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P062F
Abnormality in 
inverter (abnormal-
ity in memory)

Abnormality in 
memory access

41 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22
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P0A0D
Abnormality in ILK 
input

Service plug not 
locked

20 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Abnormal main cir-
cuit element

16
Gate block (except 
at 3-phase ON con-
trol), SMR off

☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Sticking of the 
control CAN regis-
ter (CAN2)

92
Gate block, SMR off 
(except at EMG 
start), SMR off

☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in the 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

ALU abnormality 
control micropro-
cessor

97 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Sticking of the 
DIAG CAN register 
(CAN1)

3F Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Abnormal micro-
processor power 
supply voltage (5 
V)

A1 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Resolver REF sig-
nal oscillation stop 
abnormality

A2 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Resolver REF sig-
nal cycle abnor-
mality

A3 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

R/D converter 
resolver angle 
abnormality

A4 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

R/D converter NM 
stop abnormality

A5 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

R/D converter 
serial communica-
tion time-out 
abnormality

A6 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

R/D converter 
serial communica-
tion deviation 
abnormality

A7 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

DC voltage sensor 
Low failure

A8 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

DC voltage sensor 
High failure

A9 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

DTC
Name of malfunc-

tion
Description of mal-

function
TC

Control for occur-
rence of malfunc-

tion

HV warn-
ing light

MIL

HV ECU 
recogni-

tion
DTC-TC
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P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Main circuit ele-
ment short circuit 
abnormality

AA
3-phase ON con-
trol, SMR off

☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Abnormality in 
+26V power supply

BB Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Abnormality in 
+15V power supply

BC Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Abnormality in 
+2.5V power sup-
ply

BD Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Abnormality in -5V 
power supply

BE Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

Abnormality in +5 
VD power supply

BF Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

ALU abnormality 
diagnosis micro-
processor

D3 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

CPU communica-
tion abnormality 
control micropro-
cessor

D4 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A1B
Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

CPU communica-
tion abnormality 
diagnosis micro-
processor

D5 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A1D
HV ECU abnormal-
ity

HV ECU operation 
state abnormality

21 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A2B

Abnormality in 
characteristics of 
motor temperature 
sensor

Abnormality in 
characteristics of 
the motor tempera-
ture (Low failure)

E9 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A2B

Abnormality in 
characteristics of 
motor temperature 
sensor

Abnormality in 
characteristics of 
the motor tempera-
ture (High failure)

ED Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A2C
Motor temperature 
sensor Low abnor-
mality

Low failure on the 
motor high temper-
ature side

DA Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A2D
Motor temperature 
sensor High abnor-
mality

High failure on the 
motor low temper-
ature side

DB Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

DTC
Name of malfunc-

tion
Description of mal-

function
TC

Control for occur-
rence of malfunc-

tion

HV warn-
ing light

MIL

HV ECU 
recogni-

tion
DTC-TC
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P0A2F
Abnormality in 
motor temperature

Motor overheating 33 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A3C
Abnormality in 
inverter cooling 
system

Main circuit ele-
ment temperature 
rise

34 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0A3F

Short-circuit 
abnormality 
between resolver 
phases

Resolver inter-
phase short circuit

B7 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A41
Resolver range 
Low abnormality

Out of resolver 
range (Low failure)

C0 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A42
Resolver range 
High abnormality

Out of resolver 
range (High failure)

C1 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A51
Abnormality in 
inverter (current 
sensor)

Abnormality in the 
high-resolution cir-
cuit (V phase)

D6 Normal control ☆ × P0A78-22

P0A51
Abnormality in 
inverter (current 
sensor)

Abnormality in the 
high-resolution cir-
cuit (W phase)

D7 Normal control ☆ × P0A78-22

P0A78
Abnormality in 
inverter system

DC voltage exces-
sively low

13 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A78
Abnormality in 
inverter system

DC voltage exces-
sively high

14 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0A78
Abnormality in 
inverter system

Motor over current 15
Gate block (except 
at 3-phase ON con-
trol), SMR off

☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0AA1
SMR#2 (positive 
side) contact stick-
ing

Contact sticking D8 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0AA4
SMR#1 and 3 (neg-
ative side) contact 
sticking

Contact sticking D9 Normal control ☆ ☆ P0A78-22

P0ADB
SMR#2 (positive 
side) Low abnor-
mality

Low failure 1F Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0ADC
SMR#2 (positive 
side) High abnor-
mality

High failure 93 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0ADF
SMR#3 (negative 
side) Low abnor-
mality

Low failure 1E Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0AE0
SMR#3 (negative 
side) High abnor-
mality

High failure 95 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

DTC
Name of malfunc-

tion
Description of mal-

function
TC

Control for occur-
rence of malfunc-

tion

HV warn-
ing light

MIL

HV ECU 
recogni-

tion
DTC-TC
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P0AE6
SMR#1 (negative 
side) Low abnor-
mality

Low failure 1D Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0AE7
SMR#1 (negative 
side) High abnor-
mality

High failure 94 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0AEE

Abnormality in 
characteristics of 
inverter tempera-
ture sensor

Abnormality in 
characteristics of 
the main circuit 
element tempera-
ture (Low failure)

22 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0AEE

Abnormality in 
characteristics of 
inverter tempera-
ture sensor

Abnormality in 
characteristics of 
the main circuit 
element tempera-
ture (High failure)

23 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0AEF
Inverter tempera-
ture sensor Low 
abnormality

Abnormality in the 
main circuit ele-
ment temperature 
sensor (Low fail-
ure)

24 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0AF0
Inverter tempera-
ture sensor High 
abnormality

Abnormality in the 
main circuit ele-
ment temperature 
sensor (High fail-
ure)

25 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0BEA
Abnormality in V-
phase current sen-
sor characteristics

Offset abnormality B3 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0BEA
Abnormality in V-
phase current sen-
sor characteristics

Deviation abnor-
mality

B4 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0BEB
V-phase current 
sensor Low abnor-
mality

Out of range Low 
failure

9A Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0BEC
V-phase current 
sensor High abnor-
mality

Out of range High 
failure

9B Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0BEE
Abnormality in W-
phase current sen-
sor characteristics

Offset abnormality B5 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0BEE
Abnormality in W-
phase current sen-
sor characteristics

Deviation abnor-
mality

B6 Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P0BEF
W-phase current 
sensor Low abnor-
mality

Out of range Low 
failure

9C Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

DTC
Name of malfunc-

tion
Description of mal-

function
TC

Control for occur-
rence of malfunc-

tion

HV warn-
ing light

MIL

HV ECU 
recogni-

tion
DTC-TC
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P0BF0
W-phase current 
sensor High abnor-
mality

Out of range High 
failure

9D Gate block, SMR off ☆ ☆ P0A78-21

P3126

Abnormality in 
inverter system 
(only during crank-
ing)

DC voltage exces-
sively low (only at 
cranking)

12 Gate block, SMR off ☆ × P0A78-21

U0073

Abnormality in 
CAN communica-
tion with inverter 
(control CAN)

Communication 
disabled
due to control CAN 
bus off

91
Gate block, SMR off 
(except at EMG 
start)

☆ ☆ P0A78-21

U0074

Abnormality in 
CAN communica-
tion with inverter 
(DIAG CAN)

Communication 
disabled due to 
DIAG CAN bus off

3E Normal control ☆ × P0A78-22

U0293
HV ECU CAN com-
munication black-
out

HV ECU CAN com-
munication black-
out

31
Gate block, SMR off 
(except at EMG 
start)

☆ ☆ P0A78-21

DTC
Name of malfunc-

tion
Description of mal-

function
TC

Control for occur-
rence of malfunc-

tion

HV warn-
ing light

MIL

HV ECU 
recogni-

tion
DTC-TC
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FREEZE FRAME DATA LIST
EN01H03ZZZ030602004002

Item Description Display range Unit

TC No. Detailed code of DTC No. 00 - $FF (Hex)  —

Specified value of motor torque
Represents a torque command value to the 
inverter.

-32,768 - 32,767 Nm

Actual motor torque value Represents the motor output torque. -32,768 - 32,767 Nm

Effective motor torque value
Effective motor torque value (Torque calculated 
from actual current id, iq)

-32,768 - 32,767 Nm

Motor revolution Represents the motor revolution. 0 - 4,000 r/min

DC voltage Represents the inverter DC voltage. 0 - 600 V

Motor temperature Represents the motor temperature. 0 - 200 C

Inverter internal temperature
Represents the main circuit element temperature 
(INV temperature).

0 - 200 C

HV control mode information

Represents the operating condition of the HV 
system.
OFF = 0
Engine startup = 1
At acceleration by motor = 2
Deceleration by motor + retarder or foot brake = 3
Deceleration by motor = 4
HV battery charging = 5
Engine stop = 6
Forced HV battery charging = 7
At manufacturing inspection = 8
At EV = 9
At gear shifting = 10
Not defined = 11 to 15

0 - 15  —

Motor control mode information

Indicates a motor operating state.
0 = Shutdown
1 = Torque control
2 = Discharge preparation
3 = Discharge
4 = Revolution control

0 - 15  —

Inverter control mode informa-
tion

Represents the operation status of the inverter.
0 = Initialization
1 = Pre-charge standby
2 = At pre-charge
3 = At normal operation
4 = Waiting for discharge permission
5 = At SMR off
6 = At discharge command
7 = At discharge completion
8 = At emergency start (pre-charge)
9 = At emergency start

0 - 15  —

HV battery voltage Indicates HV battery voltage. 0 - 600 V

Difference voltage not satisfied
Represents the unsatisfied difference voltage 
count.

0 - 255 Times

Motor current effective value 
(RMS)

Motor current RMS -3,276.8 - 3,276.7 A
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Motor discharge allowable torque MG discharge allowable torque 0 - 65,535 Nm

Motor charge allowable torque MG charge allowable torque 0 - 65,535 Nm

Motor required revolution Required revolution -32,768 - 32,767 r/min

Torque/revolution control status 0: Torque, 1: Revolution 0, 1  —

Gate control 
(HV ECU instruction)

0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1  —

System main relay (SMR) off 
request

0: No request, 1: Requested 0, 1  —

Service plug lock 0: Lock (ON), 1: Unlock (OFF) 0, 1  —

Inverter stop (FINV) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1  —

Inverter overvoltage (OVINV) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1  —

Gate state 0: Normal, 1: Shutoff 0, 1  —

System main relay 2 (SMR2) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1  —

System main relay 3 (SMR3) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1  —

System main relay 1 (SMR1) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1  —

Motor control mode 0: Sine wave, 1: Overmodulation, 2: Square wave 0 - 2  —

Carrier frequency 0: 5 kHz, 1: 2.5 kHz, 2: 1.25 kHz 0 - 2  —

Emergency start request 0: Without, 1: With 0, 1  —

Power supply voltage +B power supply 0 - 40 V

Inverter start signal voltage ON signal voltage 0 - 40 V

System main relay (SMR) drive 
12V voltage

SMR drive 12 V voltage 0 - 20 V

Current crowding judgment
0: Without crowding judgment, 1: With crowding 
judgment

0, 1  —

Engine intake air temperature Engine intake air temperature -40 - 210 C

Inverter short circuit (without 
phase judgment)

0: Normal, 1: Abnormality 0, 1  —

Inverter short circuit (with phase 
judgment)

0: Normal, 1: Abnormality 0, 1  —

Shorted phase (1 phase/multiple 
phases)

0: Not detected, 1: 1 phase, 2: Multiple phases 0 - 2  —

Shorted phase (U phase, V 
phase, W phase)

0: U phase, 1: V phase, 2: W phase 0 - 2  —

Shorted phase (upper arm/ lower 
arm)

0: Not detected, 1: Upper arm, 2: Lower arm 0 - 2  —

Item Description Display range Unit
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DATA MONITOR ITEM LIST
EN01H03ZZZ030602004003

Item Description
Display 
range

Unit

TC No. Detailed code of DTC No.
00 - $FF 

(Hex)
—

Specified value of motor torque
Represents the torque command value to the 
inverter.

-32,768 - 
32,767

Nm

Actual motor torque value Represents motor output torque.
-32,768 - 
32,767

Nm

Effective motor torque value
Effective motor torque value (Torque calculated 
from actual current id, iq)

-32,768 - 
32,767

Nm

Motor revolution Represents the motor revolution. 0 - 4,000 r/min

DC voltage Represents the inverter DC voltage. 0 - 600 V

Motor temperature Represents the motor temperature. 0 - 200 C

Inverter internal temperature
Represents the main circuit element tempera-
ture (INV temperature).

0 - 200 C

HV control mode information

Represents the operating condition of the HV 
system.
OFF = 0
Engine startup =1
At acceleration by motor = 2
Deceleration by motor + retarder or foot brake 
= 3
Deceleration by motor = 4
HV battery charging = 5
Engine stop = 6
Forced HV battery charging = 7
At manufacturing inspection = 8
At EV = 9
At gear shifting = 10
Not defined = 11 to 15

0 - 15 —

Motor control mode information

Indicates a motor operating state.
0 = Shutdown
1 = Torque control
2 = Discharge preparation
3 = Discharge
4 = Revolution control

0 - 15 —

Inverter control mode information

Represents the operation status of the inverter.
0 = Initialization
1 = Pre-charge standby
2 = At pre-charge
3 = At normal operation
4 = Waiting for discharge permission
5 = At SMR off
6 = At discharge command
7 = At discharge completion
8 = At emergency start (pre-charge)
9 = At emergency start

0 - 15 —

HV battery voltage Indicates HV battery voltage. 0 - 600 V
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Difference voltage not satisfied
Represents the unsatisfied difference voltage 
count.

0 - 255 Times

Motor current effective value (RMS) Motor current RMS
-3,276.8 - 
3,276.7

A

Motor discharge allowable torque MG discharge allowable torque 0 - 65,535 Nm

Motor charge allowable torque MG charge allowable torque 0 - 65,535 Nm

Motor required revolution Required revolution
-32,768 - 
32,767

r/min

Torque/revolution control status 0: Torque, 1: Revolution 0, 1 —

Gate control (HV ECU instruction) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1 —

System main relay (SMR) off 
request

0: No request, 1: Requested 0, 1 —

Service plug lock 0: Lock (ON), 1: Unlock (OFF) 0, 1 —

Inverter stop (FINV) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1 —

Inverter overvoltage (OVINV) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1 —

Gate state 0: Normal, 1: Shutoff 0, 1 —

System main relay 2 (SMR2) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1 —

System main relay 3 (SMR3) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1 —

System main relay 1 (SMR1) 0: OFF, 1: ON 0, 1 —

Motor control mode
0: Sine wave, 1: Overmodulation, 2: Square 
wave

0 - 2 —

Carrier frequency 0: 5 kHz, 1: 2.5 kHz, 2: 1.25 kHz 0 - 2 —

Emergency start request 0: Without, 1: With 0, 1 —

Power supply voltage +B power supply 0 - 40 V

Inverter start signal voltage ON signal voltage 0 - 40 V

System main relay (SMR) drive 12V 
voltage

SMR drive 12 V voltage 0 - 20 V

Current crowding judgment
0: Without crowding judgment, 1: With crowd-
ing judgment

0, 1 —

Engine intake air temperature Engine intake air temperature -40 - 210 C

Inverter short circuit (without 
phase judgment)

0: Normal, 1: Abnormality 0, 1 —

Inverter short circuit (with phase 
judgment)

0: Normal, 1: Abnormality 0, 1 —

Shorted phase (1 phase/multiple 
phases)

0: Not detected, 1: 1 phase, 2: Multiple phases 0 - 2 —

Shorted phase (U phase, V phase, 
W phase)

0: U phase, 1: V phase, 2: W phase 0 - 2 —

Item Description
Display 
range

Unit
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Shorted phase (upper arm/ lower 
arm)

0: Not detected, 1: Upper arm, 2: Lower arm 0 - 2 —

Item Description
Display 
range

Unit
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM
EN01H03ZZZ030602004004

NOTICE
Refer to "List of connector symbols" for connector symbol. 
Reference: HYBRID, TROUBLE SHOOTING, HYBRID CONTROL SYSTEM, LIST OF CONNECTOR SYMBOLS (Page
3-15)

High voltage J/B

GDIAG

CAN J/C

CTRL

CAN J/C

HV ECU

+B(12V)

5

3

2

D
32

G
3

D
21

X D
30

D
31

X

O
4

D
33

O
10

D
22

I
7

D
8

I 3 D9

I
1

I
17

H 26

H 25

D

q
n

k
J/
B
(-)

Water 
pump

Inverter 
start relay

Inverter

F

F

RAD fanE

F

E

LL

LL

25

N(-)

P(+)

D
10

3

4

2

15

HV battery

EARTH

W/S_GND

Service plug

Service plug 
switch

SMR1 Resistor

SMR2

SMR3

1

38
D

38
D

39
D

40

1

2

D
5

D
16

D Y
23 1

A’

A’

A’

A’
A’

A’

1

D Y
24 2 5

D Y
12

H’

H’

H’

G’

G’

1

3

2

U

V

W

U

V

W

5 3

D Y
34

A
B

4
B’

B’
Motor 

thermistor

A: connector No.
B: connector pin No.

Motor

Resolver

D Y
35 8

1

4

D Y
26 3

D Y
14 6 2

D Y
13 10 7

D Y
15 11 6

D Y
27 9

D

P

11

1

2

3F2

E 3

2 5

1 3

4

1

X
16

I’ I’1 2

1

1

P

S

D’

S

SS

E’

F’

C’

2
P

3
P

4
P

5
P

1

p
m

l
J/
B

(+)

SHTS03ZZZ0300277
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INSULATION RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR HYBRID

MOTOR [ROTATION MACHINE]
EN01H03ZZZ030602004005

! CAUTION
 

• Make it sure to wear insulation glove during inspection for safety.

• Pay attention to risk of electric shock during measurement. 

1. MEASURE INSULATION RESISTANCE BETWEEN "U PHASE - ROTOR TEMPERATURE SENSOR BRACKET
FIXING BOLT", "V PHASE - ROTOR TEMPERATURE SENSOR BRACKET FIXING BOLT" AND "W PHASE -
ROTOR TEMPERATURE SENSOR BRACKET FIXING BOLT" USING INSULATION RESISTOR. (REFER TO FIG-
URE 1)

! CAUTION
 

• Inspect in the state that engine and hybrid motor (rotor) are completely assembled.

• Never measure between each phase (U,V,W) terminal of three-phase of three-phase cable connector side. (Refer
to Figure 2)

Insulation resistance measurement 
machine terminal

Figure 1 Figure 2

* Securely sandwich the measurement machine 
terminal by the thermistor bracket bolt.

Identification label No.1

Identification label No.2

Hybrid motor 
(rotation machine)

Insulation resistance measurement machine 
terminal

U

V

W

U

V

W

U

V

W

Insulation resistance measurement 
machine terminal

* Securely align the measurement machine 
terminals with the terminals of the respective 
phases.

Thermistor bracket bolt

SHTS03ZZZ0300278
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2. MAKE SURE THAT MEASUREMENT VOLTAGE IS DC500V AND INSULATION RESISTANCE IS 5M OR MORE. 

3. IN THE CASE THAT IT IS OUT OF STANDARD, LEAVE FOR ONE HOUR IN DRY PLACE AND MEASURE AGAIN. 
DO NOT USE IF IT IS OUT OF STANDARD AGAIN AS A RESULT OF RE-MEASUREMENT. 

! CAUTION
 

• Do not touch the terminals for three minutes after measurement.

• Do not damage connector part of wire assembly (high voltage three-phase cable). 
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DTC: P0562 (TC96) 
EN01H03ZZZ030602004006

DTC: P0562 (TC96) Abnormality in power supply voltage
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a voltage abnormality in the SMR power supply.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which SMR power supply voltage is less than 7.5 V is detected continuously for 0.05 second.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which SMR power supply voltage is 7.5 V or more and 16.5 V or less is detected continuously for 0.2
second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

HV 
ECU

Inverter 
starter relay

PCI_B_2 20A

F
F

F
M

F

L

X

L

L L

I

H

2

25

1

3

F_HV_10A

2

3

3

4

1

1

25

H26

I

17

Inverter 
coolant pump

Inverter coolant 
radiator fan E

3

1

2

F

M

E

Inverter

D25

D30

D31

D10

D11

16

ON

+B

GND1

X

X

SHTS03ZZZ0300279
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of 12 V line battery

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0562 (TC96)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of PCU harness (24P).

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of PCU harness (24P) vehicle connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the voltage of 12 V battery

SHTS03ZZZ0300280

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle connector
2nd terminal – 
16th terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Inspect the 12 V battery and charge or
replace if necessary.
When the battery is normal, inspect the vehi-
cle wire harness (12 V power supply circuit).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the inverter connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (24P) lower-side connector and inverter
connector.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 1

SHTS03ZZZ0300281

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector – inverter 
connector
2nd terminal – 
30th terminal
2nd terminal – 
31st terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (24P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter connector and PCU harness (24P) lower-side
connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 1

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300282

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
GND
3rd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

4 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 2

SHTS03ZZZ0300283

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter connec-
tor – PCU harness 
(24P) lower-side 
connector
10th terminal – 
16th terminal
11th terminal – 
16th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter cooling pump connector and PCU harness
(24P) lower-side connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter cooling radiator fan connector and PCU har-
ness (24P) lower-side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the inverter cooling pump and inverter cooling radiator fan for short circuit

SHTS03ZZZ0300284

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector – 
PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
16th terminal

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector – PCU har-
ness (24P) lower-
side connector
1st terminal – 16th 
terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the inverter cooling pump or
inverter cooling radiator fan.
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1. Remove the inverter start relay.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the 1st
terminal of inverter start relay connector (relay block side) and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0562-96 is detected.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 2

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300285

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector (relay 
block side)
1st terminal – GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300286

Is DTC P0562-96 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0562 (TCA0) 
EN01H03ZZZ030602004007

DTC: P0562 (TCA0) Abnormality in power supply voltage
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in control power supply voltage of SMR.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Since the embedded IC is activated, 0.1 second or more has passed.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which control power supply voltage is less than 7.5 V is detected continuously for 1 second.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which control power supply voltage is 7.5 V or more is detected continuously for 3 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

HV 
ECU

Inverter 
starter relay

PCI_B_2 20A

F
F

F
M

F

L

X

L

L L

I

H

2

25

1

3

F_HV_10A

2

3

3

4

1

1

25

H26

I

17

Inverter 
coolant pump

Inverter coolant 
radiator fan E

3

1

2

F

M

E

Inverter

D25

D30

D31

D10

D11

16

ON

+B

GND1

X

X

SHTS03ZZZ0300287
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of 12 V line battery

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0562 (TCA0)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of PCU harness (24P).

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of PCU harness (24P) vehicle connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the voltage of 12 V battery

SHTS03ZZZ0300288

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle connector
2nd terminal – 
16th terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Inspect the 12 V battery and charge or
replace if necessary.
When the battery is normal, inspect the vehi-
cle wire harness (12 V power supply circuit).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the inverter connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (24P) lower-side connector and inverter
connector.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 1

SHTS03ZZZ0300289

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector – Inverter 
connector
2nd terminal – 
30th terminal
2nd terminal – 
31st terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (24P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter connector and PCU harness (24P) lower-side
connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 1

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300290

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
GND
3rd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

4 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 2

SHTS03ZZZ0300291

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter connec-
tor to PCU har-
ness (24P) lower-
side connector
10th terminal –
16th terminal
11th terminal – 
16th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter cooling pump connector and PCU harness
(24P) lower-side connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter cooling radiator fan connector and PCU har-
ness (24P) lower-side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the inverter cooling pump and inverter cooling radiator fan for short circuit

SHTS03ZZZ0300292

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector – 
PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector
4th connector – 
16th connector

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector – PCU har-
ness (24P) lower-
side connector
1st terminal – 16th 
terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the inverter cooling pump or
inverter cooling radiator fan.
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1. Remove the inverter start relay.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the 1st
terminal of inverter start relay connector (relay block side) and the
ground.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0562-A0 is detected.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 2

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300293

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector 
(relay block side)
1st terminal – GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300294

Is DTC P0562-A0 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0604 (TC18) 
EN01H03ZZZ030602004008

DTC: P0604 (TC18) Abnormality in internal element for control (abnormality in RAM)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the RAM (control microprocessor) in the inverter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (Write value of all memory region data ≠ Read value) is detected 3 times successively (immediately).

3. Reset condition

• (Write value of all memory region data = Read value) is detected 3 times successively (immediately).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0604 (TC18)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0604-18 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300295

Is DTC P0604-18 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0604 (TCD2)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004009

DTC: P0604 (TCD2) Abnormality in internal element for control (abnormality in RAM)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the RAM (diagnosis microprocessor) in the inverter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (Write value of all memory region data ≠ Read value) is detected 3 times successively (immediately).

3. Reset condition

• (Write value of all memory region data = Read value) is detected 3 times successively (immediately).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0604 (TCD2)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0604-D2 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300296

Is DTC P0604-D2 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0605 (TC17) 
EN01H03ZZZ030602004010

DTC: P0605 (TC17) Abnormality in internal element for control (abnormality in ROM)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the ROM (control microprocessor) in the inverter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (Two-byte additional value of all memory region data ≠ Specified value [(AA55) hex]) is detected 3 times suc-
cessively (immediately).

3. Reset condition

• (Two-byte additional value of all ROM region data = Specified value [(AA55) hex]) is detected 3 times successively
(immediately).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0605 (TC17)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0605-17 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300297

Is DTC P0605-17 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0605 (TCD1) 
EN01H03ZZZ030602004011

DTC: P0605 (TCD1) Abnormality in internal element for control (abnormality in ROM)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the ROM (diagnosis microprocessor) in the inverter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• (Two-byte additional value of all memory region data ≠ Specified value [(AA55) hex]) is detected 3 times suc-
cessively (immediately).

3. Reset condition

• (Two-byte additional value of all ROM region data = Specified value [(AA55) hex]) is detected 3 times successively
(immediately).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0605 (TCD1)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0605-D1 is detected.

NOYES

1  Restoration check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300298

Is DTC P0605-D1 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P060B (TC1A)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004012

DTC: P060B (TC1A) 
Abnormality in internal element for control (abnormality in AD converter)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the AD converter in the inverter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
In addition to the above:

• Control mode = Rectangular wave mode

• The number of motor revolutions is 300 r/min or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.05 second:

- Voltage of AD converter is less than 4.04 V.

- Voltage of AD converter is larger than 5.95 V.

- A/D conversion completion interrupt has not occurred.

3. Reset condition

• The following condition continues for 0.2 second:

- Voltage of AD converter is 4.04 V or more.

- Voltage of AD converter is 5.95 V or less.

- A/D conversion completion interrupt has occurred.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P060B (TC1A)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P060B-1A is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300299

Is DTC P060B-1A detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P060C (TC1C)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004013

DTC: P060C (TC1C) 
Abnormality in internal element for control (abnormality in diagnosis microprocessor)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the diagnosis microprocessor (due to run pulse monitoring) in the inverter.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since reset is directed to the diagnosis microprocessor, 0.1 second has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Immediately when one of the following conditions is met:

- The run pulse has stopped, or the run pulse signal width is less than 0.001.

- After the run pulse signal width of 0.003 second or more continues for 0.05 second, reset is performed once
but it is detected again.

3. Reset condition

• When the following conditions continue for 0.1 second:

- The run pulse signal is present.

- The run pulse signal width is larger than 1.0 ms.

- The run pulse signal width is smaller than 3.0 ms.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P060C (TC1C)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P060C-1C is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300300

Is DTC P060C-1C detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P062F (TC41)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004014

DTC: P062F (TC41) Abnormality in inverter (abnormality in memory)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the memory in the inverter (memory access abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When access to the memory is not available (immediately)

3. Reset condition

• When access to the memory is become available (immediately)

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P062F (TC41)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P062F-41 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300301

Is DTC P062F-41 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A0D (TC20)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004015

DTC: P0A0D (TC20) Abnormality in ILK input
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected that the service plug is not inserted or unlocked.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the inverter is actuated, uninserted or unlocked service plug, or disconnection is detected continuously
for 0.04 second.

3. Reset condition

• Presence of service plug signal is detected continuously for 0.08 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Disengagement of service plug

• Malfunction of service plug

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A0D (TC20)

1. Check that the service plug is inserted and securely locked.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
service plug connector terminals.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the service plug

Is any defect found?

Insert the service plug and lock it securely. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the continuity of service plug

1
2

SHTS03ZZZ0300303

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Service plug con-
nector 
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the service plug.
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1. Disconnect the connectors of inverter and PCU harness (16P).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter connector and PCU harness (16P) lower-side
connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300304

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter connec-
tor – PCU harness 
(16P) lower-side 
connector 
5th terminal – 
5th terminal
16th terminal – 
1st terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of service plug connector and PCU harness (16P)
upper-side connector.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history and set the starter key to the "LOCK"
position.

5. Set the starter key to the "ON" position again.

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A0D-20 is detected.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (upper side) for continuity

21

SHTS03ZZZ0300305

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Service plug con-
nector – PCU har-
ness (16P) 
connector
1st terminal – 
1st terminal
2nd terminal – 
5th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the main wire harness in the HV bat-
tery.

5 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300306

Is DTC P0A0D-20 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A1B (TC16)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004016

DTC: P0A1B (TC16) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (abnormality in the main circuit element).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which abnormality signal from the drive circuit is ON is detected continuously for 0.08 second.

3. Reset condition

• The following condition continues for 0.16 second:

- When the abnormality is not confirmed, the state in which abnormality signal from the drive circuit is ON is not
detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TC16)

1. Check the three-phase cable connector (inverter-side) for failing
connection (looseness, wear, or melting damage).

NOYES

1. Check the terminals of three-phase cable (motor side) for failing
connection (looseness, wear, or melting damage).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the three-phase cable 1

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the three-phase cable 2

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
HV motor.

3. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the HV motor terminals and the housing. (For
the measurement procedure, see "INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR HYBRID MOTOR [ROTA-
TION MACHINE]3-313")

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV motor terminals.

HINT
If the motor temperature is too high, the resistance largely varies.
Therefore, measure the resistance at least 8 hours after the vehi-
cle has stopped.

NOYES

3 Inspecting resistance between HV motor phases

SHTS03ZZZ0300307

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
(8 hours after the 
vehicle has 
stopped)

Interphase resis-
tance:
U-phase terminal – 
V-phase terminal
U-phase terminal – 
W-phase terminal
V-phase terminal – 
W-phase terminal

Interphase resis-
tance:
38.2 – 40.5 m
(15 – 30 C 
{59 – 86 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the HV motor.
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1. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
inverter.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of three-phase cable.

! CAUTION
 

Terminals must be insulated to avoid contact.

NOYES

1. Remove the bottom cover of the PCU.

2. Check the inverter radiator, inverter cooling radiator fan, and the
hose for water leakage or clogging.

3. Check that the coolant level is appropriate.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the three-phase cable 3

Megohmmeter

Megohmmeter

SHTS03ZZZ0300308

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Three-phase cable
U terminal – 
V terminal
V terminal – 
W terminal
W terminal – 
U terminal

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the three-phase cable.

5 Inspecting the inverter radiator

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part.
After repair or replacement, add coolant and
go to step 6.

Go to step 6.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Check the operating sound of inverter cooling radiator fan and
inverter cooling pump.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-16 is detected.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the inverter cooling radiator fan and inverter cooling pump

Can the operating sound be checked?

Go to step 7. Replace the inverter cooling radiator fan or
inverter cooling pump.
After replacement, go to step 7.

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300309

Is DTC P0A1B-16 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A1B (TC92)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004017

DTC: P0A1B (TC92) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (control CAN register stuck (CAN2)).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Within 0.3 second after the embedded IC is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the ID register or message register has failed to be read or written normally during initialization (imme-
diately)

3. Reset condition

• When the ID register or message register is read or written normally during initialization after ECU activation
(immediately)

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TC92)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-92 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300310

Is DTC P0A1B-92 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A1B (TC97)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004018

DTC: P0A1B (TC97) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (ALU abnormality, control microprocessor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• ALU calculation result ≠ Correct value [(CE) hex] is detected 5 times successively (immediately)

3. Reset condition

• ALU calculation result = Correct value [(CE) hex] is detected 100 times successively (immediately).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TC97)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-97 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300311

Is DTC P0A1B-97 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A1B (TC3F)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004019

DTC: P0A1B (TC3F) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (DIAG CAN register stuck (CAN1)).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Within 0.3 second after the embedded IC is activated.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the ID register or message register has failed to be read or written normally during initialization (imme-
diately)

3. Reset condition

• When the ID register or message register is read or written normally during initialization after ECU activation
(immediately)

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–359

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TC3F)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-3F is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300312

Is DTC P0A1B-3F detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–360

DTC: P0A1B (TCA1)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004020

DTC: P0A1B (TCA1) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (abnormality in microprocessor power supply voltage).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.04 second:

- Microprocessor power supply voltage is less than 4.04 V.

- Microprocessor power supply voltage is more than 5.95 V.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which microprocessor power supply voltage is 4.04 V or more and 5.95 V or less is detected continu-
ously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–361

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA1)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A1 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300313

Is DTC P0A1B-A1 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–362

DTC: P0A1B (TCA2)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004021

DTC: P0A1B (TCA2) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (resolver REF signal oscillation stop abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which falling edge of REF oscillation pulse is not detected is detected continuously for 0.096 sec-
ond.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which falling edge of REF oscillation pulse is present is detected continuously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–363

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA2)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A2 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300314

Is DTC P0A1B-A2 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–364

DTC: P0A1B (TCA3)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004022

DTC: P0A1B (TCA3) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (resolver REF signal cycle abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.096 second:

- REF signal frequency is less than 8.7 kHz.

- REF signal frequency is more than 11.1 kHz.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which REF signal frequency is 8.7 kHz or more and 11.1 kHz or less is detected continuously for 0.2
second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–365

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA3)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A3 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300315

Is DTC P0A1B-A3 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–366

DTC: P0A1B (TCA4)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004023

DTC: P0A1B (TCA4) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (R/D converter resolver angle abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Immediately when one of the following conditions is met:

- Continuous abnormality confirmation flag = ON

- Building-up abnormality confirmation flag = ON

3. Reset condition

• Immediately when the following conditions are met:

- Continuous normal confirmation flag = ON

- Building-up normal confirmation flag = ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–367

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA4)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A4 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300316

Is DTC P0A1B-A4 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–368

DTC: P0A1B (TCA5)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004024

DTC: P0A1B (TCA5) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (R/D converter NM stop abnormality, angle abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• The number of motor revolutions is 100 r/min or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which no NM signal is present is detected continuously for 4 seconds within 0.2 second of the
abnormality timer counter (0.008 second of monitoring).

3. Reset condition

• If the following condition continues for 4 seconds:

- The NM signal is detected within 0.2 second of the abnormality timer counter (0.008 second of monitoring).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–369

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA5)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A5 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300317

Is DTC P0A1B-A5 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–370

DTC: P0A1B (TCA6)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004025

DTC: P0A1B (TCA6) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (R/D converter serial communication timeout abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Communication completion wait timeout (100 sec) is detected continuously for 0.056 second.

3. Reset condition

• No communication completion wait timeout (100 sec) is detected continuously for 0.104 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–371

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA6)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A6 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300318

Is DTC P0A1B-A6 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–372

DTC: P0A1B (TCA7)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004026

DTC: P0A1B (TCA7) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (R/D converter serial communication deviation abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• The number of motor revolution is 120 r/min or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which (Encoder pulse counter – Resolver angle of received data) is larger than 6 is detected con-
tinuously for 0.056 second.

3. Reset condition

• A state in which (Encoder pulse counter – Resolver angle of received data) is 6 or less is detected continuously for
0.104 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–373

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA7)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A7 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300319

Is DTC P0A1B-A7 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–374

DTC: P0A1B (TCA8) 
EN01H03ZZZ030602004027

DTC: P0A1B (TCA8) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (VIN V signal Low abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which inverter DC voltage is less than 11.25 V is detected continuously for 0.1 second.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which input voltage is 11.25 V or more and 450 V or less is detected continuously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–375

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA8)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A8 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300320

Is DTC P0A1B-A8 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–376

DTC: P0A1B (TCA9)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004028

DTC: P0A1B (TCA9) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (VIN V signal High abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since the over voltage signal from the drive circuit is turned ON, 0.05 second or more has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which inverter DC voltage is more than 450 V is detected continuously for 0.1 second.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which input voltage is 11.25 V or more and 450 V or less is detected continuously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–377

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCA9)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-A9 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300321

Is DTC P0A1B-A9 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–378

DTC: P0A1B (TCAA)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004029

DTC: P0A1B (TCAA) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (short circuit abnormality in the main circuit element).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Immediately when one of the following conditions is met:

- Inverter short-circuit (without phase judgment) is confirmed.

- Inverter short-circuit (with phase judgment) is confirmed.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately when the following conditions are met:

- When the abnormality is not confirmed, inverter short-circuit (without phase judgment) is not confirmed.

- When the abnormality is not confirmed, inverter short-circuit (with phase judgment) is not confirmed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–379

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCAA)

1. Check the terminals of three-phase cable (motor side) for failing
connection (looseness, wear, or melting damage).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
HV motor.

3. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the HV motor terminals and the housing. (For
the measurement procedure, see "INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR HYBRID MOTOR [ROTA-
TION MACHINE]3-313")

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV motor terminals.

HINT
If the motor temperature is too high, the resistance largely varies.
Therefore, measure the resistance at least 8 hours after the vehi-
cle has stopped.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the three-phase cable 1

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting resistance between the HV motor phases

SHTS03ZZZ0300322

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
(8 hours after the 
vehicle has 
stopped)

Interphase resis-
tance
U-phase terminal – 
V-phase terminal
U-phase terminal – 
W-phase terminal
V-phase terminal – 
W-phase terminal

Interphase resis-
tance:
38.2 – 40.5 m 
(30 – 15 C 
{86 – 59 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the HV motor.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–380

1. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
inverter.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of three-phase cable.

! CAUTION
 

Terminals must be insulated to avoid contact.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-AA is detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the three-phase cable 2

Megohmmeter

Megohmmeter

SHTS03ZZZ0300323

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Three-phase cable
U terminal – 
V terminal
V terminal – 
W terminal
W terminal – 
U terminal

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the three-phase cable.

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300324

Is DTC P0A1B-AA detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–381

DTC: P0A1B (TCBB)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004030

DTC: P0A1B (TCBB) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (resolver excitation power supply voltage abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.06 second:

- Resolver excitation power supply voltage is less than 21.0 V.

- Resolver excitation power supply voltage is more than 30.5 V.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which resolver excitation power supply voltage is 21.0 V or more and 30.5 V or less is detected contin-
uously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–382

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCBB)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-BB is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300325

Is DTC P0A1B-BB detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–383

DTC: P0A1B (TCBC)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004031

DTC: P0A1B (TCBC) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (current sensor power supply (P side) voltage abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.06 second:

- Current sensor power supply (P side) voltage is less than 12.2 V.

- Current sensor power supply (P side) voltage is more than 17.7 V.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which current sensor power supply (P side) voltage is 12.2 V or more and 17.7 V or less is detected
continuously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–384

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCBC)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-BC is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300326

Is DTC P0A1B-BC detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–385

DTC: P0A1B (TCBD)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004032

DTC: P0A1B (TCBD) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (internal standard power supply voltage abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.06 second:

- Internal standard power supply voltage is less than 2.0 V.

- Internal standard power supply voltage is more than 3.0 V.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which internal standard power supply voltage is 2.0 V or more and 3.0 V or less is detected continu-
ously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–386

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCBD)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-BD is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300327

Is DTC P0A1B-BD detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–387

DTC: P0A1B (TCBE)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004033

DTC: P0A1B (TCBE) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (current sensor power supply (N side) voltage abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.06 second:

- Current sensor power supply (N side) voltage is less than -7.2 V.

- Current sensor power supply (N side) voltage is more than -2.82 V.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which current sensor power supply (N side) voltage is -7.2 V or more and -2.82 V or less is detected
continuously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–388

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCBE)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-BE is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300328

Is DTC P0A1B-BE detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–389

DTC: P0A1B (TCBF)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004034

DTC: P0A1B (TCBF) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (photo coupler power supply abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.06 second:

- Photo coupler power supply voltage is less than 4.04 V.

- Photo coupler power supply voltage is more than 5.95 V.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which photo coupler power supply voltage is 4.04 V or more and 5.95 V or less is detected continuously
for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–390

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCBF)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-BF is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300329

Is DTC P0A1B-BF detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–391

DTC: P0A1B (TCD3)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004035

DTC: P0A1B (TCD3) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (ALU abnormality, diagnosis microprocessor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since reset is directed to the diagnosis microprocessor, 0.1 second has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• After ALU calculation result ≠ Correct value [(CE) hex] is met 5 times successively, perform reset once and
then re-detection (immediately).

3. Reset condition

• ALU calculation result = Correct value [(CE) hex] is detected 100 times successively (immediately).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–392

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCD3)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-D3 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300330

Is DTC P0A1B-D3 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–393

DTC: P0A1B (TCD4)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004036

DTC: P0A1B (TCD4) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (communication abnormality between CPUs, control microprocessor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.06 second:

- A receive error has occurred (communication is not working properly).

- A sum error has occurred (received data are not valid).

3. Reset condition

• The following condition continues for 0.2 second:

- No receive error has occurred (communication is working properly).

- No sum error has occurred (received data are valid).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–394

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCD4)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-D4 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300331

Is DTC P0A1B-D4 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–395

DTC: P0A1B (TCD5)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004037

DTC: P0A1B (TCD5) Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (communication abnormality between CPUs, diagnosis microprocessor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.6 second:

- A receive error has occurred (communication is not working properly).

- A sum error has occurred (received data are not valid).

- There is no request for communication interrupt.

3. Reset condition

• The following conditions continue for 0.2 second:

- No receive error has occurred (communication is working properly).

- No sum error has occurred (received data are valid).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

• Once stopped, the vehicle may become unable to drive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–396

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1B (TCD5)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-D5 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300332

Is DTC P0A1B-D5 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–397

DTC: P0A1D (TC21)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004038

DTC: P0A1D (TC21) HV ECU abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the HV ECU (abnormality in the HV ECU operation state).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When HV ECU CAN communication is normal, and there are no changes in 0.008-second cycle inversion sig-
nals (sync task signals) from the HV ECU 40 times successively (immediately)

3. Reset condition

• When 0.008-second cycle inversion signals from the HV ECU are normal 80 times successively (immediately)

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV ECU



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–398

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1D (TC21)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the CAN
communication system is detected.

NOYES

1. Check that reading of DTC is available and that no DTC is
detected on the diagnosis tool screen.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC (other system) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300333

Is any DTC related to the CAN communication system detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC (HV system) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300334

Is any DTC other than P0A1D-21 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–399

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for 1 minute.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1D-21 is detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300335

Is DTC P0A1D-21 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–400

DTC: P0A2B (TCE9)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004039

DTC: P0A2B (TCE9) Abnormality in characteristics of motor temperature sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the characteristics (Low abnormality) of the motor temperature detecting sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since the engine speed reaches 600 r/min or more, 180 seconds or more have passed.

• The engine intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• No abnormality is detected in the engine intake air temperature sensor.

• A state in which the square sum of motor current for 120 seconds is 400,000 [A2s] is detected twice.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The motor coil temperature deviation (Max - Min) of 2.0 C {35.6 F} or less is met twice in 480 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• The motor coil temperature deviation (Max - Min) of more than 2.0 C {35.6 F} is met twice in 480 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

Inverter Motor temperature sensor

26

CN4-34 P5A1

CN4-35 THA1

CN4-26 SLD4
D

35D

34D

3Y

8Y

4Y

SHTS03ZZZ0300336



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–401

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–402

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A2B (TCE9)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 3 hours. (To make the motor temperature equivalent to the
ambient temperature)

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (12P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the connector of motor temperature sensor.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of motor temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness

SHTS03ZZZ0300337

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

• Starter key: 
LOCK

• Motor tempera-
ture: 
equivalent to 
the ambient 
temperature

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

16.18 – 184.1 k
(0 – 50 C 
{32-122 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the motor temperature sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300338

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Motor tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector (sensor 
side)
1st terminal – 
4th terminal

16.18 – 184.1 k
(0 – 50 C 
{32-122 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the HV motor.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–403

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300339

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND
8th terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle wire harness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–404

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and motor
temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300340

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – motor 
temperature sen-
sor connector
4th terminal – 
1st terminal
8th terminal – 
4th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the vehicle wire harness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–405

1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300341

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND
8th terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–406

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and inverter
connector.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A2B-E9 is detected.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300342

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – inverter 
connector
4th terminal – 
34th terminal
8th terminal – 
35th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300343

Is DTC P0A2B-E9 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–407

DTC: P0A2B (TCED)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004040

DTC: P0A2B (TCED) Abnormality in characteristics of motor temperature sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the characteristics of motor temperature detecting sensor (High abnormality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since the engine speed reaches 600 r/min or more, 180 seconds or more have passed.

• The engine intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• No abnormality is detected in the engine intake air temperature sensor.

• The state in which the square sum of motor current for 120 seconds is 50,000 [A2s] is detected twice.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The motor coil temperature deviation (Max - Min) of 16.0 C {60.8 F} or more is met twice when 480 seconds
have passed.

3. Reset condition

• The motor coil temperature deviation (Max - Min) of less than 16.0 C {60.8 F} is met twice when 480 seconds
have passed.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

Inverter Motor temperature sensor
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–408

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–409

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A2B (TCED)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 3 hours. (To make the motor temperature equivalent to the
ambient temperature)

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (12P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness

SHTS03ZZZ0300345

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

• Starter key: 
LOCK

• Motor tempera-
ture: 
equivalent to 
the ambient 
temperature

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

16.18 – 184.1 k
(0 – 50 C 
{32 – 122 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–410

1. Disconnect the connector of motor temperature sensor.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of motor temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the motor temperature sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300346

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Motor tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector (sensor 
side)
1st terminal – 
4th terminal

16.18 – 184.1 k
(0 – 50 C 
{32 – 122 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the HV motor.

3 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300347

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND
8th terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle wire harness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–411

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and motor
temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300348

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – motor 
temperature sen-
sor connector
4th terminal – 
1st terminal
8th terminal – 
4th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the vehicle wire harness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–412

1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

VEHICLE GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300349

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND
8th terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–413

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and inverter
connector.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A2B-ED is detected.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300350

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – inverter 
connector
4th terminal – 
34th terminal
8th terminal – 
35th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300351

Is DTC P0A2B-ED detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–414

DTC: P0A2C (TCDA)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004041

DTC: P0A2C (TCDA) Motor temperature sensor Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a Low abnormality in the motor temperature sensor (high temperature side of the motor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Motor temperature thermistor voltage remains at 0.19 V or less (ground fault) for 2 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Motor temperature thermistor voltage remains at 0.19 V or more and 4.86 V or less for 4 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of motor temperature sensor

• Malfunction of inverter

Inverter Motor temperature sensor
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–415

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A2C (TCDA)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 3 hours. (To make the motor temperature equivalent to the
ambient temperature)

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (12P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness

SHTS03ZZZ0300353

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

• Starter key: 
LOCK

• Motor tempera-
ture: 
Equivalent to 
the ambient 
temperature

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

16.18 – 184.1 k
(0 – 50 C 
{32 – 122 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–416

1. Disconnect the connector of motor temperature sensor.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of motor temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the motor temperature sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300354

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Motor tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector (sensor 
side)
1st terminal – 
4th terminal

16.18 – 184.1 k
(0 – 50 C 
{32 – 122 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the HV motor.

3 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300355

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND
8th terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle wire harness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–417

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and motor
temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300356

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – motor 
temperature sen-
sor connector
4th terminal – 
1st terminal
8th terminal – 
4th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the vehicle wire harness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–418

1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300357

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND
8th terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–419

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and inverter
connector.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A2C-DA is detected.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300358

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – inverter 
connector
4th terminal – 
34th terminal
8th terminal – 
35th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300359

Is DTC P0A2C-DA detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–420

DTC: P0A2D (TCDB)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004042

DTC: P0A2D (TCDB) Motor temperature sensor High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a High abnormality in the motor temperature sensor (low temperature side of the motor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since the engine speed reaches 600 r/min or more, 180 seconds or more have passed.

• The engine intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• No abnormality is detected in the engine intake air temperature sensor.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Motor temperature thermistor voltage remains at 4.86 V or more (short circuit or disconnection of control
power supply) for 2 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Motor temperature thermistor voltage remains at 0.19 V or more and 4.86 V or less for 4 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idle up does not take place.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

Inverter Motor temperature sensor
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–421

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of motor temperature sensor

• Malfunction of inverter



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–422

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A2D (TCDB)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 3 hours. (To make the motor temperature equivalent to the
ambient temperature)

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (12P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the connector of motor temperature sensor.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of motor temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness

SHTS03ZZZ0300361

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

• Starter key: 
LOCK

• Motor tempera-
ture: 
Equivalent to 
the ambient 
temperature

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

16.18 – 184.1 k
(0 – 50 C 
{32 – 122 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the motor temperature sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300362

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Motor tempera-
ture sensor con-
nector (sensor 
side)
1st terminal – 
4th terminal

16.18 – 184.1 k
(0 – 50 C 
{32 – 122 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the HV motor.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–423

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300363

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND
8th terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle wire harness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–424

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and motor
temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300364

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – motor 
temperature sen-
sor connector
4th terminal – 
1st terminal
8th terminal – 
4th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the vehicle wire harness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–425

1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300365

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND
8th terminal – 
GND
4th terminal – 
8th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–426

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and inverter
connector.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A2D-DB is detected.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300366

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – inverter 
connector
4th terminal – 
34th terminal
8th terminal – 
35th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300367

Is DTC P0A2D-DB detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–427

DTC: P0A2F (TC33) 
EN01H03ZZZ030602004043

DTC: P0A2F (TC33) Abnormality in motor temperature
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in HV motor temperature (motor overheat).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the HV motor coil temperature is 140 C {284 F} or more is detected continuously for 5
seconds.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which the HV motor coil temperature is less than 140 C {284 F} is detected continuously for 10 sec-
onds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV motor



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–429

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A2F (TC33)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC
other than P0A2F-33 is detected:

• P0A2C, P0A2D

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300369

Is any DTC other than P0A2F-33 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–430

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
HV motor.

3. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the HV motor terminals and the housing. (For
the measurement procedure, see "INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR HYBRID MOTOR [ROTA-
TION MACHINE]3-313")

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV motor terminals.

HINT
If the motor temperature is too high, the resistance will largely
vary. Therefore, measure the resistance at least 8 hours after the
vehicle has stopped.

NOYES

2 Inspecting resistance between the HV motor phases

SHTS03ZZZ0300370

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
(8 hours after the 
vehicle has 
stopped)

Interphase resis-
tance
U-phase terminal – 
V-phase terminal
U-phase terminal –
W-phase terminal
V-phase terminal – 
W-phase terminal

Interphase resis-
tance
38.2 – 40.5 m
(30 – 15 C 
{86 – 59 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the HV motor.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–431

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Check the operating sound of HV motor.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A2F-33 is detected.
HINT
Monitor [Motor temperature] on the data monitor to check that the
temperature is less than 100 C {212 F}.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV motor

Is any abnormal noise heard?

Replace the HV motor. Go to step 4.

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300371

Is DTC P0A2F-33 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0A3C (TC34)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004044

DTC: P0A3C (TC34) Abnormality in inverter cooling system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in temperature increase in the inverter cooling system (temperature increase in the main
circuit element).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the main circuit element temperature is 122 C {251.6 F} or more is detected continuously
for 0.2 second.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which the main circuit element temperature is less than 122 C {251.6 F} is detected continuously for
0.4 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter cooling radiator fan

• Malfunction of water pump

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Insufficient coolant or clogging

• Malfunction of HV ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A3C (TC34)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC
other than P03AC-34 is detected:

• P0A01, P0A02, P0A03, P0A06, P0A07, P0A93, P0C73, P3128,
P3129, P314C, P314D

NOYES

1. Remove the bottom cover of the PCU.

2. Check the inverter radiator, inverter cooling radiator fan, and the
hose for water leakage or clogging.

3. Check that the coolant level is appropriate.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300373

Is any DTC other than P03AC-34 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the inverter radiator

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part.
After repair or replacement, add coolant and
go to step 3.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Check the operating sound of inverter cooling radiator fan.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of PCU harness (24P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of PCU harness (24P) vehicle connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the inverter cooling radiator fan 1

Can the operating sound be checked?

Go to step 4. Replace the inverter cooling radiator fan.
After replacement, go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the voltage of 12 V battery

SHTS03ZZZ0300374

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

PCU harness (24P) 
vehicle connector
2nd terminal – 
16th terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Inspect the 12 V battery and charge or
replace if necessary.
When the battery is normal, inspect the vehi-
cle wire harness (12 V power supply circuit).
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter start relay.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (24P) connector and inverter start relay
connector (relay block side).

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd terminal of inverter start relay connector (relay block side) and
the ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 1

SHTS03ZZZ0300375

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (24P) 
lower-side con-
nector – Inverter 
start relay connec-
tor (relay block 
side)
3rd terminal – 
3rd terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

6 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 1

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300376

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector (relay 
block side)
3rd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Disconnect the connectors of inverter cooling radiator fan, inverter
cooling pump, inverter, and HV ECU2.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter cooling radiator fan connector and inverter
start relay connector (relay block side).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
2nd terminal of inverter cooling radiator fan connector and the
ground.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 2

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300377

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector – Inverter 
start relay connec-
tor (relay block 
side)
1st terminal – 
5th terminal

Inverter cooling 
radiator fan con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
GND

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using then electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter cooling pump connector and inverter start
relay connector (relay block side).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the 1st
terminal of inverter cooling pump connector and the ground.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 3

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300378

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector – 
Inverter start relay 
connector (relay 
block side)
4th terminal – 
5th terminal

Inverter cooling 
pump connector
1st terminal – GND

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter start relay connector (relay block side) and
inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
2nd terminal of inverter start relay connector and the ground.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 4

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300379

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector (relay 
block side) – 
Inverter connector
1st terminal – 
25th terminal

Inverter start relay 
connector
2nd terminal – 
GND

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter start relay connector (relay block side) and HV
ECU2 connector.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter start relay connector and the ground.

NOYES

10 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 5

SHTS03ZZZ0300380

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector (relay 
block side) – HV 
ECU2 connector
1st terminal – 
1st terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

11 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit 2

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300381

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter start relay 
connector
1st terminal – GND
5th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the 27th
terminal of HV ECU2 connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of inverter start relay connector (relay block side) and the
ground.

NOYES

12 Inspecting the exciting voltage of inverter start relay

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300382

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV ECU2 connec-
tor
1st terminal – GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 13. Replace the HV ECU.
After replacement, go to step 13.

13 Inspecting the inverter start relay

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300383

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Inverter start relay 
connector (relay 
block side)
1st terminal – GND
5th terminal – 
GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 14. Replace the inverter start relay.
After replacement, go to step 14.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and check the operating
sound of inverter cooling radiator fan.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position and check the operating
sound of inverter cooling pump.

NOYES

14 Inspecting the inverter cooling radiator fan 2

Can the operating sound be checked?

Go to step 15. Replace the inverter cooling radiator fan.
After replacement, go to step 15.

15 Inspecting the inverter cooling pump 1

Can the operating sound be checked?

Go to step 16. Replace the inverter cooling pump.
After replacement, go to step 16.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of inverter cooling pump and HV
ECU2.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter cooling pump connector and HV ECU2 con-
nector.

NOYES

16 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300384

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter cooling 
pump connector – 
HV ECU2 connec-
tor
3rd terminal – 
17th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 17. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. In [Activation Test] on the diagnosis tool screen, select [HV water
pump drive duty value].

4. Change the operation duty value of inverter cooling pump to check
that the water pump is running (i.e. the number of revolutions of
the fan is changing).

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the diagnosis tool, clear the malfunction history.

3. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A3C-34 is detected.
HINT
In [Data Monitor], monitor [Coolant temperature] and [Internal
temperature of inverter] to check that there is no abnormality.

NOYES

17 Inspecting the inverter cooling pump 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300385
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
HV water pump 
drive duty value

There shall be no 
intermittent opera-
tion or halt.

Is any defect found?

Go to step 18. Replace the inverter cooling pump.

18 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300386

Is DTC P0A3C-34 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A3F (TCB7)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004045

DTC: P0A3F (TCB7) Short-circuit abnormality between resolver phases
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected the phase-to-phase short circuit in the resolver (position detector).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Insulation resistance drop signal = Lo is detected continuously for 0.1 second.

3. Reset condition

• Insulation resistance drop signal = High is detected continuously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of resolver (position detector)

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A3F (TCB7)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the resolver connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of resolver connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the resolver (sensor)

SHTS03ZZZ0300388

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Resolver connec-
tor

1st terminal – 
5th terminal

6th terminal – 
2nd terminal

7th terminal – 
3rd terminal

(All are equivalent 
to ambient tem-
perature 25 C 
{77 F}.)

7.2  1.44 

28.5  5.7 

26.8  5.36 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the HV motor.
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1. Disconnect the PCU harness (12P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300389

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
1st terminal – 2nd, 
5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
2nd terminal – 1st, 
5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 
11th terminal
5th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
6th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 5th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
10th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 11th terminal
11th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 10th terminal

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – GND
1st terminal – GND
2nd terminal – 
GND
5th terminal – 
GND
6th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND
11th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the vehicle wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300390

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector
1st terminal – 2nd, 
5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
2nd terminal – 1st, 
5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 
11th terminal
5th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
6th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 5th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
10th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 11th terminal
11th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 10th terminal

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – GND
1st terminal – GND
2nd terminal – 
GND
5th terminal – 
GND
6th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND
11th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A3F-B7 is detected.

NOYES

4 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300391

Is DTC P0A3F-B7 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A41 (TCC0)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004046

DTC: P0A41 (TCC0) Resolver range Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection or short circuit (Low abnormality) in the resolver (position detector).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the determination condition (cos2+ sin2 < 1.378V2) is met in a control cycle (Ts) ms, the 2 ms counter is
incremented.

• When the counter exceeds 30 times successively, the abnormality is confirmed.

3. Reset condition

• When the following conditions continue for 3 seconds:

- COS2 + SIN2 ≥ 1.378V2

- COS2 + SIN2 ≤ 8.511V2

- Smoothed absolute revolution value for determining recovery of resolver diagnosis > Revolution of 40 r/min

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of resolver (position detector)

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A41 (TCC0)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the resolver connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of resolver connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the resolver (sensor)

SHTS03ZZZ0300393

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Resolver connec-
tor

1st terminal – 
5th terminal

6th terminal – 
2nd terminal

7th terminal – 
3rd terminal

(All are equivalent 
to ambient tem-
perature 25 C 
{77 F}.)

7.2  1.44 

28.5  5.7 

26.8  5.36 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the HV motor.
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1. Disconnect the PCU harness (12P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300394

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
1st terminal – 2nd, 
5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
2nd terminal – 1st, 
5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 
11th terminal
5th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
6th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 5th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
10th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 11th terminal
11th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 10th terminal

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – GND
1st terminal – GND
2nd terminal – 
GND
5th terminal – 
GND
6th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND
11th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the vehicle wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and
resolver connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300395

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – resolver 
connector
1st terminal – 
1st terminal
2nd terminal – 
5th terminal
5th terminal – 
3rd terminal
6th terminal – 
2nd terminal
10th terminal – 
7th terminal
11th terminal – 
6th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300396

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector
1st terminal – 2nd, 
5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
2nd terminal – 1st, 
5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 
11th terminal
5th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
6th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 5th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
10th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 11th terminal
11th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 10th terminal

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – GND
1st terminal – GND
2nd terminal – 
GND
5th terminal – 
GND
6th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND
11th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and inverter
connector.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300397

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – Inverter
1st terminal – 
23rd terminal
2nd terminal – 
24th terminal
5th terminal – 
12th terminal
6th terminal – 
14th terminal
10th terminal – 
13th terminal
11th terminal – 
15th terminal
9th terminal – 
27th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A41-C0 is detected.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A41-C0 is detected.

NOYES

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300398

Is DTC P0A41-C0 detected?

Replace the HV motor.
After replacement, go to step 7.

The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300399

Is DTC P0A41-C0 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A42 (TCC1)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004047

DTC: P0A42 (TCC1) Resolver range High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection or short circuit (High abnormality) in the resolver (position detector).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the determination condition (cos2 + sin2 > 8.511V2) is met in the control cycle (Ts) ms, the 2 ms counter
is incremented.

• When the counter exceeds 30 times successively, the abnormality is confirmed.

3. Reset condition

• When the following conditions continue for 3 seconds:

- COS2 + SIN2 ≥ 1.378V2

- COS2 + SIN2 ≤ 8.511V2

- Smoothed absolute revolution value for determining recovery of revolver diagnosis > Revolution of 40 r/min

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

Inverter Resolver

23R1

R2

S1

S2

S3

S4

SLD3

D

24D

12D

D

D

D

D
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2Y

5

14

13
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6
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11

27 9

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected 

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of resolver (position detector)

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A42 (TCC1)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the resolver connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of resolver connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the resolver (sensor)

SHTS03ZZZ0300401

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Resolver connec-
tor

1st terminal – 
5th terminal

6th terminal – 
2nd terminal

7th terminal – 
3rd terminal

(All are equivalent 
to ambient tem-
perature 25 C 
{77 F}.)

7.2  1.44 

28.5  5.7 

26.8  5.36 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the HV motor.
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1. Disconnect the PCU harness (12P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300402

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector
1st terminal – 2nd, 
5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
2nd terminal – 1st, 
5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 
11th terminal
5th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
6th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 5th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
10th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 11th terminal
11th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 10th terminal

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – GND
1st terminal – GND
2nd terminal – 
GND
5th terminal – 
GND
6th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND
11th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the vehicle wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) vehicle-side connector and
resolver connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300403

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
vehicle-side con-
nector – Resolver 
connector
1st terminal – 
1st terminal
2nd terminal – 
5th terminal
5th terminal – 
3rd terminal
6th terminal – 
2nd terminal
10th terminal – 
7th terminal
11th terminal – 
6th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the vehicle wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300404

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector
1st terminal – 2nd, 
5th, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
2nd terminal – 1st, 
5th, 6th, 8th, 10th, 
11th terminal
5th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 6th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
6th terminal – 1st, 
2nd, 5th, 9th, 10th, 
11th terminal
10th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 11th terminal
11th terminal – 
1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 
9th, 10th terminal

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – GND
1st terminal – GND
2nd terminal – 
GND
5th terminal – 
GND
6th terminal – 
GND
10th terminal – 
GND
11th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (12P) lower-side connector and inverter
connector.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300405

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

PCU harness (12P) 
lower-side con-
nector – Inverter
1st terminal – 
23rd terminal
2nd terminal – 
24th terminal
5th terminal – 
12th terminal
6th terminal – 
14th terminal
10th terminal – 
13th terminal
11th terminal – 
15th terminal
9th terminal – 
27th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A42-C1 is detected.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A42-C1 is detected.

NOYES

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300406

Is DTC P0A42-C1 detected?

Replace the HV motor.
After replacement, go to step 7.

The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300407

Is DTC P0A42-C1 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A51 (TCD6)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004048

DTC: P0A51 (TCD6) Abnormality in inverter (current sensor)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a high resolution signal abnormality in the motor V-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• V-phase current value (low resolution) is less than 175 A.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.1 second:

- V-phase current sensor value (high resolution) is less than 0.30 V.

- V-phase current sensor value (high resolution) is more than 4.40 V.

- The difference of (V-phase current value [low resolution] - V-phase current value [high resolution]) is more
than 75 A.

3. Reset condition

• The following conditions continue for 0.2 second:

- V-phase current sensor value (high resolution) is 0.30 V or more.

- V-phase current sensor value (high resolution) is 4.40 V or less.

- (V-phase current value [low resolution] - V-phase current value [high resolution]) is 75 A or less.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A51 (TCD6)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A51-D6 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300408

Is DTC P0A51-D6 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A51 (TCD7)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004049

DTC: P0A51 (TCD7) Abnormality in inverter (current sensor)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a high resolution signal abnormality in the motor W-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• W-phase current value (low resolution) is less than 175 A.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.1 second:

- W-phase current sensor value (high resolution) is less than 0.30 V.

- W-phase current sensor value (high resolution) is more than 4.40 V.

- The difference of (W-phase current value [low resolution] - W-phase current value [high resolution]) is more
than 75 A.

3. Reset condition

• The following conditions continue for 0.2 second:

- W-phase current sensor value (high resolution) is 0.30 V or more.

- W-phase current sensor value (high resolution) is 4.40 V or less.

- (W-phase current value [low resolution] - W-phase current value [high resolution]) is 75 A or less.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A51 (TCD7)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A51-D7 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300409

Is DTC P0A51-D7 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A78 (TC13)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004050

DTC: P0A78 (TC13) Abnormality in inverter system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (excessively low DC voltage).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since the engine starts, 10 seconds or more have passed.

• SMR#2-side control signal is ON.

• SMR#3-side control signal is ON.

• Since the SMR#3 side is turned ON, 260 seconds or more have passed.

• SMR#1-side control signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the inverter DC voltage is less than 100 V is detected continuously for 0.2 second.

3. Reset condition

• When the abnormality is not confirmed, the state in which the inverter DC voltage is 100 V or more is detected con-
tinuously for 0.4 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test•driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV motor

• Malfunction of three-phase cable

• Malfunction of SMR#1

• Malfunction of SMR#2

• Malfunction of SMR#3

• Blown fuse

• Disconnection of DC high-voltage cable
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A78 (TC13)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P0A95 related to the
HV battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTC
other than P0A78-13 is detected:

• P0ADC, P0ADB, P0AE7, P0AE0, P0AE6, P0ADF

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300411

Is DTC P0A95 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300412

Is any DTC other than P0A78-13 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter terminal block cover and the ECU box termi-
nal block cover.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter and high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box).

NOYES

1. Check the P(+) and N(-) terminals of DC high-voltage cable
(inverter side) for failing connection (looseness, wear, or melting
damage).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable for continuity 1

INV(+)

21 INV(-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300413

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter (high-volt-
age terminal) – 
high-voltage J/B 
(in ECU box)
P(1) terminal – 
INV(+) terminal
N(2) terminal – 
INV(-) terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the DC high-voltage cable between
the terminals of inverter and high-voltage J/B
(in the ECU box).

4 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 5.
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1. Check the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box) for failing connection
(looseness, wear, or melting damage).

• BATT(+) terminal

• BATT(-) terminal

• INV(+) terminal

• INV(-) terminal

NOYES

1. Remove the HV battery terminal block cover.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high voltage J/B (in the battery pack) and high-voltage
J/B (in the ECU box).

NOYES

5 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box)

BATT(-)

BATT(+)

INV(+)

INV(-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300414

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable for continuity 2

BATT(-)BATT(+)BATT OUT(-)

BATT OUT(+)

SHTS03ZZZ0300415

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack) – 
High-voltage J/B 
(in ECU box)
BATT OUT(+) ter-
minal – 
BATT(+) terminal
BATT OUT(-) ter-
minal – 
BATT(-) terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the DC high-voltage cable between
the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) and
the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box).
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1. Remove the SMR#1 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#1 terminals.

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#2 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#2 terminals.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the SMR#1

SHTS03ZZZ0300416

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#1 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the SMR#1.
After replacement, go to step 8.

8 Inspecting the SMR#2

SHTS03ZZZ0300417

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#2 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the SMR#2.
After replacement, go to step 9.
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1. Remove the SMR#3 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#3 terminals.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) (with SMR#1, 2,
and 3 removed).

NOYES

9 Inspecting the SMR#3

SHTS03ZZZ0300418

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#3 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the SMR#3.
After replacement, go to step 10.

10  Checking the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) for short circuit

BATT OUT(-) [6]

BATT OUT(+) [5]

BATT IN(-) [4]

BATT IN(+) [3]

SHTS03ZZZ0300419

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack)
BATT IN(-) termi-
nal – BATT OUT(-) 
terminal
BATT IN(+) termi-
nal – BATT OUT(+) 
terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P0A78-13 is detected.
HINT
Monitor [Inverter DC voltage] on the data monitor.

NOYES

11 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300420

Is DTC P0A78-13 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A78 (TC14)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004051

DTC: P0A78 (TC14) Abnormality in inverter system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (excessively high DC voltage).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• "Over voltage signal from the drive circuit ON (DC voltage) ≥ typ.439 V" is detected continuously for 0.07 sec-
ond.

3. Reset condition

• The following condition continues for 0.14 second:

- When the abnormality is not confirmed, over voltage signal from the drive circuit ON is not detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV motor

• Malfunction of three-phase cable

• Malfunction of SMR#1

• Malfunction of SMR#2

• Malfunction of SMR#3

• Blown fuse

• Disconnection of DC high-voltage cable
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A78 (TC14)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter terminal block cover and the ECU box termi-
nal block cover.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter and high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box).

NOYES

1. Check the P(+) and N(-) terminals of DC high-voltage cable
(inverter side) for failing connection (looseness, wear, or damage).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable for continuity 1

INV(+)

21 INV(-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300422

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter (high-volt-
age terminal) – 
High-voltage J/B 
(in ECU box)
P(1) terminal – 
INV(+) terminal
N(2) terminal – 
INV(-) terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the DC high-voltage cable between
the terminals of inverter and high-voltage JB
(in the ECU box).

2 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable 1

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 3.
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1. Check the high-voltage J/B terminals (in the ECU box) for failing
connection (looseness, wear, or damage).

• BATT(+) terminal

• BATT(-) terminal

• INV(+) terminal

• INV(-) terminal

NOYES

1. Remove the HV battery terminal block cover.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high voltage J/B (in the battery pack) and high-voltage
J/B (in the ECU box).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box)

BATT(-)

BATT(+)

INV(+)

INV(-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300423

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable for continuity 2

BATT(-)BATT(+)BATT OUT(-)

BATT OUT(+)

SHTS03ZZZ0300424

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack) – 
High-voltage J/B 
(in ECU box)
BATT OUT(+) ter-
minal – BATT(+) 
terminal
BATT OUT(-) ter-
minal – BATT(-) 
terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the DC high-voltage cable between
the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) and
the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box).
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1. Check the BATT OUT(+) terminal and BATT OUT(-) terminal of the
high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) for failing connection (loose-
ness, wear, or damage).

NOYES

1. Remove the PCU top cover.

2. Check the BATT IN(+) terminal and BATT IN(-) terminal of the
high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) for failing connection (loose-
ness, wear, or damage).

NOYES

5 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable 2

BATT OUT(-)

BATT OUT(+)

SHTS03ZZZ0300425

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable 3

BATT IN(-)

BATT IN(+)

SHTS03ZZZ0300426

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of inverter and PCU harness (16P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter connector and PCU harness (16P) lower-side
connector.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 1

SHTS03ZZZ0300427

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter connec-
tor – PCU harness 
(16P) lower-side 
connector
38th terminal – 
2nd terminal
39th terminal – 
3rd terminal
40th terminal – 
4th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Disconnect the connector of PCU harness (24P).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (16P) lower-side connector and PCU
harness (24P) lower-side connector.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 2

SHTS03ZZZ0300428

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector – PCU har-
ness (24P) lower-
side connector
15th terminal – 
16th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Disconnect the SMR drive connector from the high-voltage J/B (in
the battery pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector and SMR
drive connector.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the wire harness in the HV battery for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300429

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector – SMR 
drive connector
2nd terminal – 
3rd terminal: 
SMR#1
3rd terminal – 
4th terminal: 
SMR#2
4th terminal – 
1st terminal: 
SMR#3
15th terminal – 
2nd terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the main wire harness in the HV bat-
tery.
After replacement, go to step 10.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR drive connector terminals.

NOYES

10 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B

SHTS03ZZZ0300430

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

SMR drive con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
2nd terminal: 
SMR#1
4th terminal – 
2nd terminal: 
SMR#2
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal: 
SMR#3

SMR#1: 70 – 190 
SMR#2, SMR#3: 
19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 14. Go to step 11.
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1. Remove the SMR#1 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#1 terminals.

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#2 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#2 terminals.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the SMR#1

SHTS03ZZZ0300431

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—
SMR#1
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

70 – 190 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 12. Replace the SMR#1.
After replacement, go to step 12.

12 Inspecting the SMR#2

SHTS03ZZZ0300432

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—
SMR#2
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 13. Replace the SMR#2.
After replacement, go to step 13.
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1. Remove the SMR#3 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#3 terminals.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter (unit side) connector.

NOYES

13 Inspecting the SMR#3

SHTS03ZZZ0300433

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—
SMR#3
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 14. Replace the SMR#3.
After replacement, go to step 14.

14 Inspecting the inverter

SHTS03ZZZ0300434

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

Inverter connec-
tor (unit side)
38th terminal – 
30th terminal
39th terminal – 
30th terminal
40th terminal – 
30th terminal
38th terminal – 
31st terminal
39th terminal – 
31st terminal
40th terminal – 
31st terminal

4.0 – 6.2 k

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 15. Replace the inverter.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC related to the HV
battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. Clear the malfunction history.

2. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

3. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A78-14 is detected.
HINT
Monitor [Inverter DC voltage] on the data monitor.

NOYES

15 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300435

Is any DTC related to the HV battery line detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 16.

16 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300436

Is DTC P0A78-14 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0A78 (TC15)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004052

DTC: P0A78 (TC15) Abnormality in inverter system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the inverter (motor overcurrent).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Three-phase ON control request flag = OFF

• The motor speed is 375 r/min or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the phase currents monitored in control cycles are higher than 415 A is detected continu-
ously for 0.08 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which the phase currents monitored in control cycles are 415 A or less is detected continuously for 0.16
seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

Inverter 

Motor

W1

U1

V1

SHTS03ZZZ0300437
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of HV motor

• Malfunction of three-phase cable

• Malfunction of SMR#1

• Malfunction of SMR#2

• Malfunction of SMR#3

• Blown fuse

• Disconnection of DC high-voltage cable
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A78 (TC15)

1. Check the three-phase cable connector (inverter-side) for failing
connection (looseness, wear, or melting damage).

NOYES

1. Check the terminals of three-phase cable (motor side) for failing
connection (looseness, wear, or melting damage).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the three-phase cable 1

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the three-phase cable 2

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
HV motor.

3. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the HV motor terminals and the housing. (For
the measurement procedure, see "INSULATION RESISTANCE
MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE FOR HYBRID MOTOR [ROTA-
TION MACHINE]3-313")

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV motor terminals.

HINT
If the motor temperature is too high, the resistance will largely
vary. Therefore, measure the resistance at least 8 hours after the
vehicle has stopped.

NOYES

3 Inspecting resistance between the HV motor phases

SHTS03ZZZ0300438

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
(8 hours after the 
vehicle has 
stopped)

Interphase resis-
tance
U-phase terminal – 
V-phase terminal
U-phase terminal – 
W-phase terminal
V-phase terminal – 
W-phase terminal

Interphase resis-
tance
38.2 – 40.5 m
(15 – 30 C 
{59 – 86 F})

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the HV motor.
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1. Disconnect the three-phase cable (U, V, and W terminals) from the
inverter.

2. Using the megohm tester (500 V range), measure the insulation
resistance between the terminals of three-phase cable.

! CAUTION
 

Terminals must be insulated to avoid contact.

NOYES

1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A78-15 is detected.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the three-phase cable 3

Megohmmeter

Megohmmeter

SHTS03ZZZ0300439

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Three-phase cable
U terminal – 
V terminal
V terminal – 
W terminal
W terminal – 
U terminal

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the three-phase cable.

5 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300440

Is DTC P0A78-15 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
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DTC: P0AA1 (TCD8)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004053

DTC: P0AA1 (TCD8) SMR#2 (positive side) contact sticking
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a contact sticking in the SMR#2 (positive side terminal).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Since the starter key is set to the OFF position, 1.2 seconds or more have passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When DC voltage does not drop to 100 V or less even after 1 second has passed since discharge is started (=
timeout occurs).

3. Reset condition

• Immediately when discharge is successfully completed

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of SMR#2 (positive terminal side)

• Malfunction of high-voltage J/B

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AA1 (TCD8)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC other than P0AA1-
D8 is detected:

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the service plug and wait for 7 minutes or more.

3. Remove the PCU top cover.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack)

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300442

Is any DTC other than P0AA1-D8 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PN cable for short circuit

BATT OUT(+)

BATT IN(+)

SHTS03ZZZ0300443

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack)
BATT OUT(+) ter-
minal – BATT IN(+) 
terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 3.
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1. Remove the SMR#2 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#2 terminals.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack). (with SMR#2
removed).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the SMR#2

SHTS03ZZZ0300444

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#2 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the SMR#2.
After replacement, go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack)

BATT OUT(+)

BATT IN(+)

SHTS03ZZZ0300445

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack)
BATT OUT(+) ter-
minal – BATT IN(+) 
terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
After replacement, go to step 5.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the malfunction history.

4. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

5. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AA1-D8 is detected.

NOYES

5  Restoration check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300446

Is DTC P0AA1-D8 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0AA4 (TCD9)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004054

DTC: P0AA4 (TCD9) SMR#1 and 3 (negative side) contact sticking
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a contact sticking in the SMR#1 (precharge) and SMR#3 (negative side terminal).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• The motor revolution is 500 r/min or less.
(2) Judgement criteria

• DC voltage > [DC voltage (value obtained at the timing of SMR#2 being turned ON) + 30 V] is detected contin-
uously for 0.01 second.

3. Reset condition

• DC voltage ≤ [DC voltage (value obtained at the timing of SMR#2 being turned ON) + Threshold value (30 V)] is
detected continuously for 0.01 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of SMR#1 (precharge)

• Malfunction of SMR#3 (negative terminal side)

• Malfunction of high-voltage J/B

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AA4 (TCD9)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any DTC other than P0AA4-
D9 is detected:

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the service plug and wait for 7 minutes or more.

3. Remove the PCU top cover.

4. Remove the system main resistor.

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of system main resistor.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300448

Is any DTC other than P0AA4-D9 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the system main resistor

SHTS03ZZZ0300449
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

—
Between the termi-
nals of system 
main resistor

29.5 – 30.5 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the system main resistor.
After replacement, go to step 3.
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1. Install the system main resistor.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack)

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#1 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#1 terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the PN cable for short circuit

BATT OUT(-) BATT IN(-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300450

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack)
BATT OUT(-) ter-
minal – BATT IN(-) 
terminal

29.5 – 30.5 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Go to step 5.

4 Inspecting the SMR#1

SHTS03ZZZ0300451

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#1 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the SMR#1.
After replacement, go to step 6.
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1. Remove the SMR#3 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#3 terminals.

NOYES

1. Remove SMR#1 or SMR#3 from the high-voltage J/B (in the bat-
tery pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack).

NOYES

5 Inspecting the SMR#3

SHTS03ZZZ0300452

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#3 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Replace the SMR#3.
After replacement, go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack)

BATT OUT(-) BATT IN(-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300453

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack)
BATT OUT(-) ter-
minal – BATT IN(-) 
terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
After replacement, go to step 7.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the malfunction history.

4. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

5. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AA4-D9 is detected.

NOYES

7 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300454

Is DTC P0AA4-D9 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0ADB (TC1F)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004055

DTC: P0ADB (TC1F) SMR#2 (positive side) Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a load short (Low abnormality) in the SMR#2 (positive side terminal).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A load short in the SMR#2 signal line is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Normal output of SMR#2 is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of SMR#2 (positive terminal)

• Malfunction of high-voltage J/B

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0ADB (TC1F)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of inverter and PCU harness (16P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
39th terminal of inverter connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Remove the PCU top cover.

2. Disconnect the SMR drive connector from the high-voltage J/B (in
the battery pack).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd terminal of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300456

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Inverter connector
39th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

2 Inspecting the wire harness in the HV battery for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300457

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
4th terminal of SMR drive connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#2 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#2 terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300458

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

SMR drive con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the SMR#2

SHTS03ZZZ0300459

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#2 terminal 
(exciting coil side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
After replacement, go to step 5.

Replace the SMR#2.
After replacement, go to step 5.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0ADB-1F is detected.

NOYES

5 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300460

Is DTC P0ADB-1F detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0ADC (TC93)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004056

DTC: P0ADC (TC93) SMR#2 (positive side) High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection (High abnormality) in the SMR#2 (positive side terminal).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A disconnection in SMR#2 output is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Normal output of SMR#2 is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of SMR#2 (positive terminal)

• Malfunction of high-voltage J/B

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0ADC (TC93)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of inverter and PCU harness (16P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter connector and PCU harness (16P) lower-side
connector.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
15th terminal of PCU harness (16P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 1

SHTS03ZZZ0300462

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter connec-
tor – PCU harness 
(16P) lower-side 
connector
39th terminal – 
3rd terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 2

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300463

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
15th terminal – 
GND

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Remove the PCU top cover.

2. Disconnect the SMR drive connector from the high-voltage J/B (in
the battery pack).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector and SMR
drive connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness in the HV battery for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300464

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector – SMR 
drive connector
3rd terminal – 
4th terminal
15th terminal – 
2nd terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the main wire harness in the HV bat-
tery.
After replacement, go to step 4.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack).

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#2 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#2 terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the SMR drive

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR drive con-
nector (high-volt-
age J/B side)
4th terminal – 
2nd terminal

19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the SMR#2

SHTS03ZZZ0300465

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#2 terminal 
(exciting coil side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
After replacement, go to step 6.

Replace the SMR#2.
After replacement, go to step 6.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0ADC-93 is detected.

NOYES

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300466

Is DTC P0ADC-93 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0ADF (TC1E)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004057

DTC: P0ADF (TC1E) SMR#3 (negative side) Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a load short circuit (Low abnormality) in the SMR#3 (negative side terminal).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A load short circuit in the SMR#3 signal line is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Normal output of SMR#3 is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of SMR#3 (negative terminal)

• Malfunction of high-voltage J/B

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0ADF (TC1E)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of inverter and PCU harness (16P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
40th terminal of inverter connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Remove the PCU top cover.

2. Disconnect the SMR drive connector from the high-voltage J/B (in
the battery pack).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
4th terminal of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300468

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Inverter connector
40th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

2 Inspecting the wire harness in the HV battery for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300469

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector
4th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the 1st
terminal of SMR drive connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#3 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#3 terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300470

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
SMR drive con-
nector
1st terminal – GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the SMR#3

SHTS03ZZZ0300471

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#3 terminal 
(exciting coil side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
After replacement, go to step 5.

Replace the SMR#3.
After replacement, go to step 5.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0ADF-1E is detected.

NOYES

5 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300472

Is DTC P0ADF-1E detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0AE0 (TC95)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004058

DTC: P0AE0 (TC95) SMR#3 (negative side) High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection (High abnormality) in the SMR#3 (negative side terminal).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A disconnection in SMR#3 output is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Normal output of SMR#3 is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of SMR#3 (negative terminal)

• Malfunction of high-voltage J/B

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AE0 (TC95)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of inverter and PCU harness (16P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter connector and PCU harness (16P) lower-side
connector.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
15th terminal of PCU harness (16P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 1

SHTS03ZZZ0300474

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter connec-
tor – PCU harness 
(16P) lower-side 
connector
40th terminal – 
4th terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 2

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300475

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
15th terminal – 
GND

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Remove the PCU top cover.

2. Disconnect the SMR drive connector from the high-voltage J/B (in
the battery pack).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector and SMR
drive connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness in the HV battery for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300476

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector – SMR 
drive connector
4th terminal – 
1st terminal
15th terminal – 
2nd terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the main wire harness in the HV bat-
tery.
After replacement, go to step 4.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack).

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#3 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#3 terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the SMR drive

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR drive con-
nector (high-volt-
age J/B side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the SMR#3

SHTS03ZZZ0300477

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#3 terminal 
(exciting coil side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

19 – 50 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
After replacement, go to step 6.

Replace the SMR#3.
After replacement, go to step 6.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AE0-95 is detected.

NOYES

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300478

Is DTC P0AE0-95 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0AE6 (TC1D)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004059

DTC: P0AE6 (TC1D) SMR#1 (negative side) Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a load short circuit (Low abnormality) in the SMR#1 (precharge).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A load short circuit in the SMR#1 signal line is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Normal output of SMR#1 is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of SMR#1 (precharge)

• Malfunction of high-voltage J/B

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AE6 (TC1D)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of inverter and PCU harness (16P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
38th terminal of inverter connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Remove the PCU top cover.

2. Disconnect the SMR drive connector from the high-voltage J/B (in
the battery pack).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
2nd terminal of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300480

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Inverter connector
38th terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

2 Inspecting the wire harness in the HV battery for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300481

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (upper side).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
3rd terminal of SMR drive connector and the ground.

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#1 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#1 terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) for short circuit

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300482

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

SMR drive con-
nector
3rd terminal – 
GND

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the SMR#1

SHTS03ZZZ0300483

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#1 terminal 
(exciting coil side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

70 – 190 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
After replacement, go to step 5.

Replace the SMR#1.
After replacement, go to step 5.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AE6-1D is detected.

NOYES

5 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300484

Is DTC P0AE6-1D detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0AE7 (TC94)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004060

DTC: P0AE7 (TC94) SMR#1 (negative side) High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a disconnection (High abnormality) in the SMR#1 (precharge).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A disconnection in SMR#1 output is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Normal output of SMR#1 is detected continuously for 0.06 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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High voltage J/B
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of SMR#1 (precharge)

• Malfunction of high-voltage J/B

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AE7 (TC94)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of inverter and PCU harness (16P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter connector and PCU harness (16P) lower-side
connector.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
15th terminal of PCU harness (16P) lower-side connector and the
ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 1

SHTS03ZZZ0300486

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter connec-
tor – PCU harness 
(16P) lower-side 
connector
38th terminal – 
2nd terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 2. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness (lower side) for continuity 2

Vehicle GND

SHTS03ZZZ0300487

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
lower-side con-
nector
15th terminal – 
GND

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 3. Replace the PCU wire harness (lower side).
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1. Remove the PCU top cover.

2. Disconnect the SMR drive connector from the high-voltage J/B (in
the battery pack).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of PCU harness (16P) upper-side connector and SMR
drive connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness in the HV battery for continuity

SHTS03ZZZ0300488

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

PCU harness (16P) 
upper-side con-
nector – SMR 
drive connector
2nd terminal – 
3rd terminal
15th terminal – 
2nd terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the main wire harness in the HV bat-
tery.
After replacement, go to step 4.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack).

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#1 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#1 terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the SMR drive

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR drive con-
nector (high-volt-
age J/B side)
3rd terminal – 
2nd terminal

70 – 190 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the SMR#1

SHTS03ZZZ0300489

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#1 terminal 
(exciting coil side)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

70 – 190 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
After replacement, go to step 6.

Replace the SMR#1.
After replacement, go to step 6.
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AE7-94 is detected.

NOYES

6 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300490

Is DTC P0AE7-94 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0AEE (TC22)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004061

DTC: P0AEE (TC22) Abnormality in characteristics of inverter temperature sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the characteristics of main circuit element temperature detecting sensor (Low abnor-
mality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since the engine speed reaches 600 r/min or more, 180 seconds or more have passed.

• The engine intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• No abnormality is detected in the engine intake air temperature sensor.

• A state in which the square sum of motor current for 20 seconds ≥ 350,000 [A2s] is detected 3 times (engine
intake air temperature ≤ 20 °C {68 F}).

• A state in which the square sum of motor current for 20 seconds ≥ 100,000 [A2s] is detected 3 times (engine
intake air temperature > 20 °C {68 F}).

(2) Judgement criteria

• A state in which the deviation (Max - Min) of main circuit element temperature ≤ 2.0 °C {35.6 F} is met 3 times
in 120 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• When the abnormality is not confirmed, a state in which the deviation (Max - Min) of variable (main circuit element
temperature) > 2.0 °C {35.6 F} is met 3 times in 120 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AEE (TC22)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AEE-22 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300491

Is DTC P0AEE-22 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0AEE (TC23)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004062

DTC: P0AEE (TC23) Abnormality in characteristics of inverter temperature sensor
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality in the characteristics of main circuit element temperature detecting sensor (High abnor-
mality).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Since the engine speed reaches 600 r/min or more, 180 seconds or more have passed.

• The engine intake air temperature is -10 C {14 F} or more.

• No abnormality is detected in the engine intake air temperature sensor.

• The state in which the square sum of motor current for 20 seconds ≤ 50,000 [A2s] is detected 3 times.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the deviation (Max - Min) of main circuit element temperature < 18.0 °C {64.4 F} is met 3
times in 120 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• When the abnormality is not confirmed, the state in which the deviation (Max - Min) of variable (main circuit element
temperature) < 18.0 C {64.4 F} is met 3 times in 120 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AEE (TC23)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AEE-23 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300492

Is DTC P0AEE-23 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0AEF (TC24)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004063

DTC: P0AEF (TC24) Inverter temperature sensor Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a Low abnormality in the temperature sensor in the inverter (main circuit element temperature sensor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• A state in which input voltage is less than 0.19 V is detected continuously for 0.1 second.

3. Reset condition

• A state in which input voltage is 0.19 V or more and 4.86 V or less is detected continuously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AEF (TC24)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AEF-24 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300494

Is DTC P0AEF-24 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0AF0 (TC25)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004064

DTC: P0AF0 (TC25) Inverter temperature sensor High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected a High abnormality in the temperature sensor in the inverter (main circuit element temperature sensor).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the voltage of main circuit element temperature sensor is more than 4.86 V is detected for
0.1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which the voltage of main circuit element temperature sensor is 0.19 V or more and 4.86 V or less is
detected continuously for 0.2 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AF0 (TC25)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0AF0-25 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300496

Is DTC P0AF0-25 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0BEA (TCB3)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004065

DTC: P0BEA (TCB3) Abnormality in V-phase current sensor characteristics
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (offset abnormality) in the motor V-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• (DC voltage - Reverse voltage for determining malfunction of inverter gate blocking function) is larger than 20
V.

(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.2 second:

- V-phase current sensor value (low resolution Ach or Bch) is larger than 539 LSB.

- V-phase current sensor value (low resolution Ach or Bch) is less than 482 LSB.

3. Reset condition

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.4 second:

- V-phase current sensor value (low resolution Ach or Bch) is 539 LSB or less.

- V-phase current sensor value (low resolution Ach or Bch) is 482 LSB or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BEA (TCB3)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BEA-B3 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300497

Is DTC P0BEA-B3 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0BEA (TCB4)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004066

DTC: P0BEA (TCB4) Abnormality in V-phase current sensor characteristics
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (deviation abnormality) in the motor V-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the value after V-phase current deviation absolute value filtering is larger than (Deviation
threshold [torque dependent] + Revolution correction item - Offset) is detected continuously for 0.15 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• The following condition continues for 0.3 second:

- The value after V-phase current deviation absolute value filtering is (Deviation threshold + Revolution correction
item - Offset) or less.
At the same time, the final torque command value is less than 111.2 Nm.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BEA (TCB4)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BEA-B4 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300498

Is DTC P0BEA-B4 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0BEB (TC9A)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004067

DTC: P0BEB (TC9A) V-phase current sensor High abnormality
INFORMATION 

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (out-of-range Low abnormality) in the motor V-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Three-phase ON control request flag = OFF
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which V-phase input voltage (low resolution Ach or Bch) is less than 0.29 V is detected continu-
ously for 0.06 second for each ch.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which V-phase input voltage (low resolution Ach or Bch) is 0.29 V or more and 4.71 V or less is
detected continuously for 0.2 second for each ch.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BEB (TC9A)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BEB-9A is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300499

Is DTC P0BEB-9A detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0BEC (TC9B)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004068

DTC: P0BEC (TC9B) V-phase current sensor High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (out-of-range High abnormality) in the motor V-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Three-phase ON control request flag = OFF
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which V-phase input voltage (low resolution Ach or Bch) is larger than 4.71 V is detected continu-
ously for 0.06 second for each ch.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which V-phase input voltage (low resolution Ach or Bch) is 0.29 V or more and 4.71 V or less is
detected continuously for 0.2 second for each ch.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BEC (TC9B)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BEC-9B is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300500

Is DTC P0BEC-9B detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0BEE (TCB5)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004069

DTC: P0BEE (TCB5) Abnormality in W-phase current sensor characteristics
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (offset abnormality) in the motor W-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• (DC voltage - Reverse voltage for determining malfunction of inverter gate blocking function) is larger than 20
V.

(2) Judgement criteria

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.2 second:

- W-phase current sensor value (low resolution Ach or Bch) is larger than 539 LSB.

- W-phase current sensor value (low resolution Ach or Bch) is less than 482 LSB.

3. Reset condition

• When one of the following conditions continues for 0.4 second:

- W-phase current sensor value (low resolution Ach or Bch) is 539 LSB or less.

- W-phase current sensor value (low resolution Ach or Bch) is 482 LSB or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BEE (TCB5)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BEE-B5 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300501

Is DTC P0BEE-B5 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0BEE (TCB6)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004070

DTC: P0BEE (TCB6) Abnormality in W-phase current sensor characteristics
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (deviation abnormality) in the motor W-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the value after W-phase current deviation absolute value filtering is larger than (Deviation
threshold value [torque dependent] + Revolution correction item - Offset) is detected continuously for 0.15
second.

3. Reset condition

• The following condition continues for 0.3 second:

- When the abnormality is not confirmed, the value after W-phase current deviation absolute value filtering is (Devi-
ation threshold value + Revolution correction item - Offset) or less.
At the same time, the final torque command value is less than 111.2 Nm.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BEE (TCB6)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BEE-B6 is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300502

Is DTC P0BEE-B6 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0BEF (TC9C)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004071

DTC: P0BEF (TC9C) W-phase current sensor Low abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (out-of-range Low) in the motor W-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Three-phase ON control request flag = OFF
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which W-phase input voltage (low resolution Ach or Bch) is less than 0.29 V is detected continu-
ously for 0.06 second for each ch.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which W-phase input voltage (low resolution Ach or Bch) is 0.29 V or more and 4.71 V or less is
detected continuously for 0.2 second for each ch.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BEF (TC9C)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BEF-9C is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300503

Is DTC P0BEF-9C detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P0BF0 (TC9D)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004072

DTC: P0BF0 (TC9D) W-phase current sensor High abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (out-of-range High abnormality) in the motor W-phase current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Three-phase ON control request flag = OFF
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which W-phase input voltage (low resolution Ach or Bch) is larger than 4.71 V is detected contin-
uously for 0.06 second for each ch.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which W-phase input voltage (low resolution Ach or Bch) is 0.29 V or more and 4.71 V or less is
detected continuously for 0.2 second for each ch.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of inverter
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BF0 (TC9D)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0BF0-9D is detected.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300504

Is DTC P0BF0-9D detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: P3126 (TC12)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004073

DTC: P3126 (TC12) Abnormality in inverter system (only during cranking)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Detected an abnormality (excessively low DC voltage) in the inverter during cranking.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 8 V or more.

• Inverter start signal is ON.

• Within 10 seconds after engine start

• SMR#2-side control signal is ON.

• SMR#3-side control signal is ON.

• Since the SMR#3 side is turned ON, 260 seconds or more have passed.

• SMR#1-side control signal is ON.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state in which the inverter DC voltage is less than 100 V is detected continuously for 0.2 second.

3. Reset condition

• When the abnormality is not confirmed, the state in which the inverter DC voltage is 100 V or more is detected con-
tinuously for 0.4 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Reduction in HV battery voltage
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3126 (TC12)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P0A95 related to the
HV battery line is detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any of the following DTCs
other than P3126-12 is detected:

• P0ADC, P0ADB, P0AE7, P0AE0, P0AE6, P0ADF

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300506

Is DTC P0A95 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300507

Is any DTC other than P3126-12 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.

Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the inverter terminal block cover and the ECU box termi-
nal block cover.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of inverter and high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box).

NOYES

1. Check the P(+) and N(-) terminals of DC high-voltage cable
(inverter side) for failing connection (looseness, wear, or melting
damage).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable for continuity 1

INV(+)

21 INV(-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300508

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Inverter (high-volt-
age terminal) – 
High-voltage J/B 
(in ECU box)
P(1) terminal – 
INV(+) terminal
N(2) terminal – 
INV(-) terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Replace the DC high-voltage cable between
the terminals of inverter and high-voltage JB
(in the ECU box).

4 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 5.
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1. Check the terminals of the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box) for
failing connection (looseness, wear, or melting damage).

• BATT(+) terminal

• BATT(-) terminal

• INV(+) terminal

• INV(-) terminal

NOYES

1. Remove the HV battery terminal block cover.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high voltage J/B (in the battery pack) and high-voltage
J/B (in the ECU box).

NOYES

5 Inspecting the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box)

BATT(-)

BATT(+)

INV(+)

INV(-)

SHTS03ZZZ0300509

Is any defect found?

Retighten the terminals.
Replace the terminals if abnormal wear or
melting damage is detected.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the DC high-voltage cable for continuity 2

BATT(-)BATT(+)BATT OUT(-)

BATT OUT(+)

SHTS03ZZZ0300510

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack) – 
High-voltage J/B 
(in ECU box)
BATT OUT(+) ter-
minal – BATT(+) 
terminal
BATT OUT(-) ter-
minal – BATT(-) 
terminal

1  or less 
(With continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Replace the DC high-voltage cable between
the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) and
the high-voltage J/B (in the ECU box).
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1. Remove the SMR#1 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#1 terminals.

NOYES

1. Remove the SMR#2 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#2 terminals.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the SMR#1

SHTS03ZZZ0300511

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#1 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 8. Replace the SMR#1.
After replacement, go to step 8.

8 Inspecting the SMR#2

SHTS03ZZZ0300512

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#2 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 9. Replace the SMR#2.
After replacement, go to step 9.
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1. Remove the SMR#3 from the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
SMR#3 terminals.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack). (with SMR#1, 2,
and 3 removed).

NOYES

9 Inspecting the SMR#3

SHTS03ZZZ0300513

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

SMR#3 terminal 
(switch side)
3rd terminal – 
5th terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 10. Replace the SMR#3.
After replacement, go to step 10.

10  Checking the high-voltage J/B (in the battery pack) for short circuit

BATT OUT(-) [6]

BATT OUT(+) [5]

BATT IN(-) [4]

BATT IN(+) [3]

SHTS03ZZZ0300514

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

—

High-voltage J/B 
(in battery pack)
BATT IN(-) termi-
nal – BATT OUT(-) 
terminal
BATT IN(+) termi-
nal – BATT OUT(+) 
terminal

10 k or more 
(No continuity)

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 11. Replace the high-voltage J/B (in the battery
pack).
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1. Connect all the connectors that have been disconnected to restore
the system.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Perform a test run. (accelerate and decelerate running for approxi-
mately 1 hour).

6. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P3126-12 is detected.
HINT
Monitor [Inverter DC voltage] on the data monitor.

NOYES

11 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300515

Is DTC P3126-12 detected?

Replace the inverter. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise)
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DTC: U0073 (TC91)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004074

DTC: U0073 (TC91) Abnormality in CAN communication with inverter (control CAN)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The inverter detected the communication abnormality in the control CAN. (Stop of control CAN communication due
to bus off)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 9 V or more.

• Since the inverter start signal is turned ON, 1 second or more has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Detection of control CAN bus off continues for 0.5 second in total.

3. Reset condition

• A communication available state continues for 1 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter

• Malfunction of ECU connected with control CAN
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0073 (TC91)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and inverter.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U0073-91 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementing common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300517

Is DTC U0073-91 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 (abnormality
in control CAN communication) is detected in the HV ECU.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300518

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the inverter.
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DTC: U0074 (TC3E)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004075

DTC: U0074 (TC3E) Abnormality in CAN communication with inverter (DIAG CAN)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The inverter detected a communication abnormality in the DIAG CAN. (Stop of DIAG CAN communication due to
bus off)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 9 V or more.

• Since the inverter start signal is turned ON, 1 second or more has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Detection of DIAG CAN bus off continues for 0.5 second in total.

3. Reset condition

• A communication available state continues for 1 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter

• Malfunction of ECU connected with DIAG CAN
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0074 (TC3E)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV DIAG
CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if U0074-3E is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementing common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300520

Is DTC U0074-3E detected?

Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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DTC: U0293 (TC31)
EN01H03ZZZ030602004076

DTC: U0293 (TC31) HV ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A blackout occurred in the CAN communication from the HV ECU. (HV ECU CAN communication blackout)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Control power supply voltage is 9 V or more.

• Since the inverter start signal is turned ON, 1 second or more has passed.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When communication from the HV ECU cannot be received continuously for the following invalid communica-
tion judgment time (0.6 second + Reception cycle  10):

- In case of command value information  Continuously for 0.68 second

- In case of sync task signal  Continuously for 1.1 second

3. Reset condition

• Immediately when all frames from the HV ECU are normally received twice

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may become unable to start. (Note, however, that vehicles equipped with a starter will be started with
the starter.)

• Idling stop is not available.

• The regeneration function stops, reducing the feeling of deceleration during deceleration.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to make sure that there is no abnormality.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Temporary communication blackout due to noise

• Disconnection or short circuit of harness

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of inverter

• Malfunction of HV ECU

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0293 (TC31)

1. Perform the basic inspection items for abnormality of the HV con-
trol CAN system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnosis tool (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU, inverter, and vehicle
control ECU.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and wait for approxi-
mately 1 minute.

6. Set the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0293-31 is detected.

NOYES

1  Implementing common inspection items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the malfunctioning part
detected by the common inspection items

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300522

Is DTC U0293-31 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is completed.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC P0A1D-12 (Control
CAN register stuck) is detected in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if P0A1B-92 (Control CAN
register stuck) is detected in the inverter.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the HV ECU (CAN register) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300523

Is DTC P0A1D-12 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the inverter (CAN register) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300524

Is DTC P0A1B-92 detected?

Replace the inverter. Go to step 5.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-11 (Abnormality
in control CAN communication) is detected in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0073-91 (Abnormality
in control CAN communication) is detected in the inverter.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the HV ECU (communication abnormality) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300525

Is DTC U0073-11 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-11 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the inverter (communication abnormality) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300526

Is DTC U0073-91 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each of related
DTC.
(Perform troubleshooting of U0073-91 Step 2
and onward.)

Go to step 7.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0110-14 (Inverter
CAN communication blackout) is detected in the HV ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if any control CAN-related
ECU communication blackout is detected other than Inverter CAN
blackout (U0110-14) in the HV ECU.

• [U110A] Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0101] AT ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U1136] Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0121] ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• [U0155] Meter CAN communication blackout

NOYES

7 Inspecting the HV ECU (communication blackout) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300527

Is DTC U0110-14 detected?

Go to step 8. Go to step 10.

8 Reading the DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300528

Are all communication blackout DTCs detected?

Go to step 9. (All communication blackouts
have been occurred.)

Go to step 10.
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1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0155 (Meter CAN
communication blackout) is detected in the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

1. On the diagnosis tool screen, check if DTC U0293 (HV ECU CAN
communication blackout) is detected in the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300529

Is DTC U0155 detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

Replace the HV ECU.

10 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300530

Is DTC U0293 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. Replace the inverter.
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BATTERY ECU

DIAGNOSIS CODE TABLE
EN01H03ZZZ030602005001

DTC No. Diagnosis code name Running condition MIL

P0562 Auxiliary battery disconnection Normal driving 

P0604 Abnormality in battery ECU RAM Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0605 Abnormality in battery ECU ROM Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P060B
Abnormality in battery ECU AD con-
verter

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P062F Abnormality in battery ECU EEPROM Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0A1F Abnormality in battery ECU Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0A7D Discharge stop request Disconnection of charging 

P0A7F Battery pack degradation Normal driving 

P0A80 Internal abnormality in battery

SOC (battery capacity (state of charge)) value 
transmitted to the EV unit controller assembly 
becomes 30% and the electric power genera-
tion mode is established.



P0A95 High-voltage fuse disconnection Disconnection of discharging 

P0A9D
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor 1 (GND short circuit)

- If any of the 4 temperature sensors is normal:
Normal driving
- If all 4 temperature sensors are abnormal:
Disconnection of charging and discharging



P0A9E
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor 1 (Disconnection)

- If any of the 4 temperature sensors is normal:
Normal driving
- If all 4 temperature sensors are abnormal:
Disconnection of charging and discharging



P0AAE
Abnormality in intake air temperature 
sensor (GND short circuit)

Normal driving —

P0AAF
Abnormality in intake air temperature 
sensor (Disconnection)

Normal driving —

P0ABF
Abnormality in current sensor power 
supply

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0AC0
Abnormality in current sensor sys-
tem

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0AC1
Abnormality in current sensor IB 
GND short circuit

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0AC2
Abnormality in current sensor IB dis-
connection

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0AC7
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor 2 (GND short circuit)

- If any of the 4 temperature sensors is normal:
Normal driving
- If all 4 temperature sensors are abnormal:
Disconnection of charging and discharging
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P0AC8
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor 2 (Disconnection)

- If any of the 4 temperature sensors is normal:
Normal driving
- If all 4 temperature sensors are abnormal:
Disconnection of charging and discharging



P0ACC
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor 3 (GND short circuit)

- If any of the 4 temperature sensors is normal:
Normal driving
- If all 4 temperature sensors are abnormal:
Disconnection of charging and discharging



P0ACD
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor 3 (Disconnection)

- If any of the 4 temperature sensors is normal:
Normal driving
- If all 4 temperature sensors are abnormal:
Disconnection of charging and discharging



P0AEA
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor 4 (GND short circuit)

- If any of the 4 temperature sensors is normal:
Normal driving
- If all 4 temperature sensors are abnormal:
Disconnection of charging and discharging



P0AEB
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor 4 (Disconnection)

- If any of the 4 temperature sensors is normal:
Normal driving
- If all 4 temperature sensors are abnormal:
Disconnection of charging and discharging



P0AFC
Abnormality in battery ECU electric 
leakage detection circuit

Normal driving —

P0B25 Auxiliary charge request Disconnection of charging 

P0B3D GBB0 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B42 VBB1 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B47 VBB2 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B4C VBB3 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B51 VBB4 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B56 VBB5 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B5B VBB6 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B60 VBB7 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B65 VBB8 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B6A VBB9 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B6F VBB10 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B74 VBB11 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B79 VBB12 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B7E VBB13 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B83 VBB14 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B88 VBB15 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B8D VBB16 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B92 VBB17 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0B97 VBB18 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

DTC No. Diagnosis code name Running condition MIL
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P0B9C VBB19 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0BA1 VBB20 disconnection Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P0C30 Charging stop request Disconnection of discharging 

P3004
Abnormality in high-voltage wiring 
system

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3011 Abnormality in battery block 1 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3012 Abnormality in battery block 2 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3013 Abnormality in battery block 3 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3014 Abnormality in battery block 4 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3015 Abnormality in battery block 5 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3016 Abnormality in battery block 6 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3017 Abnormality in battery block 7 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3018 Abnormality in battery block 8 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3019 Abnormality in battery block 9 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P301B
Abnormality in voltage sensor devia-
tion

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3020 Abnormality in battery block 10 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3021 Abnormality in battery block 11 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3022 Abnormality in battery block 12 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3023 Abnormality in battery block 13 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3024 Abnormality in battery block 14 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3025 Abnormality in battery block 15 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3026 Abnormality in battery block 16 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3027 Abnormality in battery block 17 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3028 Abnormality in battery block 18 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3029 Abnormality in battery block 19 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P302F Abnormality in battery block 20 Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P3065
Abnormality in battery temperature 
sensor (Abnormality in deviation)

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

P308A
Voltage detection connector come-
off (Disconnection of all voltage 
detection lines)

Disconnection of charging and discharging 

U0074
Abnormality in CAN signal transmis-
sion

Normal driving 

U0293
Abnormality in HV ECU communica-
tion

Normal driving 

DTC No. Diagnosis code name Running condition MIL
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LIST OF FREEZE FRAME DATA
EN01H03ZZZ030602005002

Item Description Display range Unit

HV battery capacity (SOC) — 0 - 127.5 %

Battery current IB battery current (with correction) -327.68 - 327.67 A

Battery block voltage V0 Battery block voltage V0 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V1 Battery block voltage V1 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V2 Battery block voltage V2 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V3 Battery block voltage V3 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V4 Battery block voltage V4 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V5 Battery block voltage V5 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V6 Battery block voltage V6 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V7 Battery block voltage V7 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V8 Battery block voltage V8 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V9 Battery block voltage V9 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V10 Battery block voltage V10 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V11 Battery block voltage V11 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V12 Battery block voltage V12 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V13 Battery block voltage V13 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V14 Battery block voltage V14 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V15 Battery block voltage V15 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V16 Battery block voltage V16 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V17 Battery block voltage V17 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V18 Battery block voltage V18 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V19 Battery block voltage V19 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Ambient temperature in battery 
pack

Ambient temperature in battery 
pack

-327.68 - 327.67 C

VMF fan voltage — Fixed at 0. V

Battery ECU power supply voltage — -25.6 - 25.4 V

HV battery charge limit value — -64 - 63.5 kW

HV battery discharge limit value — -64 - 63.5 kW

ΔSOC — 0 - 100 %

CCTL signal — Fixed at 0. OFF:0 / ON:1

EQCO high voltage relay — Fixed at 0. OFF:0 / ON:1

EQTR charging enabling signal — Fixed at 0. OFF:0 / ON:1

SBLW cooling fan driving standby 
request

— Fixed at 0. OFF:0 / ON:1
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Cooling fan mode — Fixed at 0. —

Control mode — 0 - 255 —

Battery temperature TB0 Battery temperature TB0 -327.68 - 327.67 C

Battery temperature TB1 Battery temperature TB1 -327.68 - 327.67 C

Battery temperature TB2 Battery temperature TB2 -327.68 - 327.67 C

Battery temperature TB3 Battery temperature TB3 -327.68 - 327.67 C

ECU mode — 0 - 255 —

Item Description Display range Unit
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LIST OF DATA MONITOR ITEMS
EN01H03ZZZ030602005003

Item Description Display range Unit

HV battery capacity (SOC) — 0 - 127.5 %

Battery current IB battery current (with correction) -327.68 - 327.67 A

Battery block voltage V0 Battery block voltage V0 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V1 Battery block voltage V1 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V2 Battery block voltage V2 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V3 Battery block voltage V3 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V4 Battery block voltage V4 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V5 Battery block voltage V5 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V6 Battery block voltage V6 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V7 Battery block voltage V7 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V8 Battery block voltage V8 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V9 Battery block voltage V9 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V10 Battery block voltage V10 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V11 Battery block voltage V11 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V12 Battery block voltage V12 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V13 Battery block voltage V13 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V14 Battery block voltage V14 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V15 Battery block voltage V15 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V16 Battery block voltage V16 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V17 Battery block voltage V17 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V18 Battery block voltage V18 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block voltage V19 Battery block voltage V19 -327.68 - 327.67 V

Ambient temperature in battery pack Ambient temperature in battery pack -327.68 - 327.67 C

VMF fan voltage — Fixed at 0. V

Battery ECU power supply voltage — -25.6 - 25.4 V

HV battery charge limit value — -64 - 63.5 kW

HV battery discharge limit value — -64 - 63.5 kW

ΔSOC — 0 - 100 %

CCTL signal — Fixed at 0. OFF:0 / ON:1

EQCO high voltage relay — Fixed at 0. OFF:0 / ON:1

EQTR charging enabling signal — Fixed at 0. OFF:0 / ON:1

SBLW cooling fan driving standby 
request

— Fixed at 0. OFF:0 / ON:1

Cooling fan mode — Fixed at 0. —
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Control mode — 0 - 255 —

Battery temperature TB0 Battery temperature TB0 -327.68 - 327.67 C

Battery temperature TB1 Battery temperature TB1 -327.68 - 327.67 C

Battery temperature TB2 Battery temperature TB2 -327.68 - 327.67

Battery temperature TB3 Battery temperature TB3 -327.68 - 327.67 C

Number of batteries — 0 - 255 Ch

BLOW cumulative number BLOW cumulative number 0 - 65,535 Times

DCIH cumulative number DCIH cumulative number 0 - 65,535 Times

BHI cumulative number BHI cumulative number 0 - 65,535 Times

HTMP cumulative number HTMP cumulative number 0 - 65,535 Times

Battery block minimum voltage Battery block minimum voltage -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block minimum voltage CH Battery block minimum voltage CH 0 - 255 Ch

Battery block maximum voltage Battery block maximum voltage -327.68 - 327.67 V

Battery block maximum voltage CH Battery block maximum voltage CH 0 - 255 Ch

Battery block internal resistance R0 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R1 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R2 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R3 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R4 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R5 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R6 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R7 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R8 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance R9 — 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R10

— 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R11

— 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R12

— 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R13

— 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R14

— 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R15

— 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R16

— 0 - 0.255 

Item Description Display range Unit
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Battery block internal resistance 
R17

— 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R18

— 0 - 0.255 

Battery block internal resistance 
R19

— 0 - 0.255 

Item Description Display range Unit
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM
EN01H03ZZZ030602005004
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DTC: P0562
EN01H03ZZZ030602005005

DTC: P0562 Auxiliary battery disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• To the AM terminal of the HV battery ECU, the backup power is constantly supplied for storing malfunction code
(DTC). Backup power is supplied even when the starter key is OFF.

<Description of malfunction>

• A low auxiliary battery voltage has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Disconnection is detected in the memory backup power supply system (battery power is supplied to the IG CT
terminal). 
(One-trip detection)

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

P AX AM
1132F_HV_10A

HV Battery ECU

SHTS03ZZZ0300532
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery ECU malfunction

• DC/DC converter malfunction

• Insufficiently charged 12 V battery or abnormality in the 12 V battery

• [HV_10 A] Broken fuse
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0562

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Check that the [HV_10 A] fuse is not broken and is installed prop-
erly.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side PCU harness (24P) connector terminals.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the fuse

HV(10A)

SHTS03ZZZ0300533

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse firmly. If a broken fuse is
found, replace the fuse.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the vehicle wire harness.

SHTS03ZZZ0300534

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side PCU 
harness (24P) con-
nector
2nd terminal – 
16th terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Inspect the power supply circuit ([HV 10 A]
fuse and wire harness).
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1. Connect the PCU harness (24P) connector.

2. Disconnect the PCU harness (16P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the lower
PCU harness (16P) connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Connect the PCU harness (16P) connector.

2. Disconnect the HV battery ECU (26P) connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the HV
battery ECU (26P) connector terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the (lower) PCU wire harness voltage.

SHTS03ZZZ0300535

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Lower PCU har-
ness (16P) con-
nector
13th terminal – 
16th terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the (lower) PCU wire harness.

4 Inspecting the (upper) PCU wire harness voltage

SHTS03ZZZ0300536

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV battery ECU 
(26P) connector
1st terminal – 
12th terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the (upper) PCU wire harness.
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DTC: P0604
EN01H03ZZZ030602005006

DTC: P0604 Abnormality in battery ECU RAM
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU circuit or internal memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in the HV battery ECU RAM

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU RAM.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not work.

• Because the regeneration function decreases, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0604

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the DTC other than
P0604.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV-ECU-related
DTC, P3000 or P3001, is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300537

Is the DTC other than P0604 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300538

Is the HV ECU-related DTC, P3000 or P3001, detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.

Replace the HV battery ECU.
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DTC: P0605
EN01H03ZZZ030602005007

DTC: P0605 Abnormality in battery ECU ROM
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU circuit or internal memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in the HV battery ECU ROM

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU ROM.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not work.

• Because the regeneration function decreases, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0605

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the DTC other than
P0605.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV-ECU-related
DTC, P3000 or P3001, is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300539

Is the DTC other than P0605 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300540

Is the HV ECU-related DTC, P3000 or P3001, detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.

Replace the HV battery ECU.
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DTC: P060B
EN01H03ZZZ030602005008

DTC: P060B Abnormality in battery ECU AD converter
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU circuit or internal memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in the AD converter of the HV battery ECU

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• A CPU communication error has been detected.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P060B

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the DTC other than
P060B.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV-ECU-related
DTC, P3000 or P3001, is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300541

Is the DTC other than P060B detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300542

Is the HV ECU-related DTC, P3000 or P3001, detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.

Replace the HV battery ECU.
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DTC: P062F
EN01H03ZZZ030602005009

DTC: P062F Abnormality in battery ECU EEPROM
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU circuit or internal memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in the HV battery ECU EEPROM

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU EEPROM.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P062F

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the DTC other than
P062F.

NOYES

1. 1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV-ECU-related
DTC, P3000 or P3001, is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300543

Is the DTC other than P062F detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300544

Is the HV ECU-related DTC, P3000 or P3001, detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.

Replace the HV battery ECU.
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DTC: P0A1F
EN01H03ZZZ030602005010

DTC: P0A1F Abnormality in battery ECU
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU circuit or internal memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in the HV battery ECU

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Faulty power supply wire harness

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A1F

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the DTC other than
P0A1F.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV-ECU-related
DTC, P3000 or P3001, is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300545

Is the DTC other than P0A1F detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300546

Is the HV ECU-related DTC, P3000 or P3001, detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.

Replace the HV battery ECU.
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DTC: P0A7D
EN01H03ZZZ030602005011

DTC: P0A7D Discharge stop request
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery ECU monitors the HV battery condition and, if it detects the abnormality, records the malfunction
code (DTC).

<Description of malfunction>

• A low HV battery pack SOC has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Abnormality in charging control has been detected.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop does not work.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Inverter system malfunction

• Low HV battery capacity or HV battery malfunction

• HV ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A7D

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the inverter-related
DTC is not detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV ECU-related
DTC is not detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300547

Is any DTC detected?

Troubleshoot the inverter for each DTC.
After troubleshooting, go to step 3.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300548

Is any DTC detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.
After troubleshooting, go to step 3.

Go to step 3.
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1. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "START" position to check if the engine
starts.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Leave the vehicle for about 1 hour.

3. Turn the starter key to the "START" position again to check if the
engine starts.

NOYES

1. Start the engine.

2. After the engine has started, leave the vehicle idling for about 4
hours. (Charge the HV battery.)

3. Perform a test drive. (Drive the vehicle for about 1 hour.)

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P0A7D is not
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting engine start 1

Does the engine start?

Go to step 5. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting engine start 2

Does the engine start?

Go to step 5. Replace the HV battery.

5 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300549

Is DTC P0A7D detected?

Replace the HV battery. The inspection is finished.
(The HV battery capacity may drop.)
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DTC: P0A7F
EN01H03ZZZ030602005012

DTC: P0A7F Battery pack degradation
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery ECU calculates the SOC based on the estimated amperage flowing into HV battery.

• The HV battery ECU sends the SOC to the HV ECU, and the HV ECU, based on this information, performs charg-
ing/discharging control according to the driving condition.

<Description of malfunction>

• Battery pack degradation

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the HV battery is equal to or more than the standard value (1-trip detection).

• The capacity difference between batteries is equal to or more than the standard value (2-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

Time

SOC

Control area

Control upper limit SOC

Example of SOC change

Control lower limit SOC

Control center SOC

SHTS03ZZZ0300550
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A7F

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0A7F.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300551

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data Monitor] to display
the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.
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DTC: P0A80
EN01H03ZZZ030602005013

DTC: P0A80 Internal abnormality in battery
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• There is a voltage difference between HV battery blocks.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage difference between battery blocks is equal to or more than the standard value (2-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The SOC value sent to the HV ECU (battery capacity [charging status] value) reaches 30% and power generation
mode is entered.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module

SHTS03ZZZ0300552
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A80

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0A80.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300553

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data Monitor] to display
the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.
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DTC: P0A95
EN01H03ZZZ030602005014

DTC: P0A95 High-voltage fuse disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery ECU has detected the high-voltage fuse disconnection.

<Description of malfunction>

• High-voltage fuse disconnection

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The voltage between the VBB9 terminal and VBB10 terminal is equal to or less than the standard value even
when the interlock switch is connected (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop does not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C7

VBB10

VBB9

SHTS03ZZZ0300554
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Broken high-voltage fuse

• Disconnection in the high-voltage fuse

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A95

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0A95.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the service
plug grip terminals.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300555

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the service plug grip (single unit inspection)

SHTS03ZZZ0300556

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK
Between the ser-
vice plug grip ter-
minals

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the service plug grip.
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! WARNING
 

While working, wear insulated gloves and protective glasses.

1. Remove the HV battery.

2. Remove the service plug wire harness.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the service
plug wire harness terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the service plug wire harness (single unit inspection)

A

B

C

D

SHTS03ZZZ0300557

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Service plug wire 
harness
A terminal – 
C terminal
B terminal – 
D terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery. Replace the service plug wire harness.
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DTC: P0A9D
EN01H03ZZZ030602005015

DTC: P0A9D Abnormality in battery temperature sensor 1 (GND short circuit)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes. The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery temperature sensor 1 (GND short circuit).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the HV battery temperature sensor 1 is 95 C {203 F} or more (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• When any of the 4 temperature sensors works normally: The vehicle runs normally.

• When all the 4 temperature sensors are faulty: The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration torque decreases, and the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A9D

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0A9D.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300559

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300560

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0A9E
EN01H03ZZZ030602005016

DTC: P0A9E Abnormality in battery temperature sensor 1 (Disconnection)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes. The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery temperature sensor 1 (disconnection).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the HV battery temperature sensor 1 is -45 C {-49 F} or less (1 trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• When any of the 4 temperature sensors works normally: The vehicle runs normally.

• When all the 4 temperature sensors are faulty: The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration torque decreases, and the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A9E

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0A9E.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300562

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300563

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0AAE
EN01H03ZZZ030602005017

DTC: P0AAE Abnormality in intake air temperature sensor (GND short circuit)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor is mounted on top of the HV battery and its resistance value changes as the
intake air temperature changes. The characteristics of the intake air temperature sensor are the same as those of
the battery temperature sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the intake air temperature sensor (GND short circuit).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the intake air temperature sensor is 95 C {203 F} or more.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

G9

B10

B9 TC1

GC4G10

5V
Intake air temperature sensor

HV Battery ECU
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform a driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehicle
up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (intake air temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AAE

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AAE.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300565

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300566

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0AAF
EN01H03ZZZ030602005018

DTC: P0AAF Abnormality in intake air temperature sensor (Disconnection)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The intake air temperature sensor is mounted on top of the HV battery and its resistance value changes as the
intake air temperature changes. The characteristics of the intake air temperature sensor are the same as those of
the battery temperature sensor.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the intake air temperature sensor (disconnection).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the intake air temperature sensor is -45 C {-49 F} or less.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

G9

B10

B9 TC1

GC1G10

5V
Intake air temperature sensor

HV Battery ECU
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (intake air temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AAF

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AAF.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300568

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300569

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0ABF
EN01H03ZZZ030602005019

DTC: P0ABF Abnormality in current sensor power supply
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The battery current sensor is mounted on the positive cable side of the HV battery and is used to detect the current
flowing in the HV battery.

• The HV battery ECU inputs the voltage that varies from 0 to 5 volts in proportion to amperage from the battery cur-
rent sensor to the IB terminal.

• This chart shows that the HV battery is charged if the output power from the battery current sensor exceeds 2.5 V,
and the HV battery is discharged when the output power is less than 2.5 V.

• The HV battery ECU determines how much the HV battery is charged or discharged based on the input signal from
the IB terminal and calculates the SOC of the HV battery by estimating the amperage.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the power supply of battery current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• When an abnormality is detected in the battery current sensor (1- or 2-trip detection)

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Battery current sensor malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0ABF

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0ABF.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300571

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.
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! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connections of the HV battery ECU connector (B) and
battery current sensor connector (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

IB

VIB
GIB

Battery current sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300572

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the high-voltage J/B (inside the bat-
tery pack).
After replacing it, go to step 3.
HINT
The battery current sensor cannot be
replaced alone. Replace the high-voltage J/B
assembly (inside the battery pack).
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Perform the test drive again. (Repeat step 4.)
HINT
2-trip detection may occur. After performing the test drive, turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and then perform another test
drive.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0ABF is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300573

Is DTC P0ABF detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0AC0
EN01H03ZZZ030602005020

DTC: P0AC0 Abnormality in current sensor system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The battery current sensor is mounted on the positive cable side of the HV battery and is used to detect the current
flowing in the HV battery.

• The HV battery ECU inputs the voltage that varies from 0 to 5 volts in proportion to amperage from the battery cur-
rent sensor to the IB terminal.

• This chart shows that the HV battery is charged if the output power from the battery current sensor exceeds 2.5 V,
and the HV battery is discharged when the output power is less than 2.5 V.

• The HV battery ECU determines how much the HV battery is charged or discharged based on the input signal from
the IB terminal and calculates the SOC of the HV battery by estimating the amperage.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality of characteristic has been detected in the battery current sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• When an abnormality is detected in the battery current sensor (1- or 2-trip detection)

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Battery current sensor malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AC0

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AC0.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300575

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.
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! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connections of the HV battery ECU connector (B) and
battery current sensor connector (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the PCU harness connector

HV Battery ECU

IB

VIB
GIB

Battery current sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300576

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the high-voltage J/B (inside the bat-
tery pack).
After replacing it, go to step 3.
HINT
The battery current sensor cannot be
replaced alone. Replace the high-voltage J/B
assembly (inside the battery pack).
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Perform the test drive again. (Repeat step 4.)
HINT
2-trip detection may occur. After performing the test drive, turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and then perform another test
drive.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0AC0 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300577

Is DTC P0AC0 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0AC1
EN01H03ZZZ030602005021

DTC: P0AC1 Abnormality in current sensor IB GND short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The battery current sensor is mounted on the positive cable side of the HV battery and is used to detect the current
flowing in the HV battery.

• The HV battery ECU inputs the voltage that varies from 0 to 5 volts in proportion to amperage from the battery cur-
rent sensor to the IB terminal.

• This chart shows that the HV battery is charged if the output power from the battery current sensor exceeds 2.5 V,
and the HV battery is discharged when the output power is less than 2.5 V.

• The HV battery ECU determines how much the HV battery is charged or discharged based on the input signal from
the IB terminal and calculates the SOC of the HV battery by estimating the amperage.

<Description of malfunction>

• GND short circuit has been detected in the battery current sensor IB line.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• When an abnormality is detected in the battery current sensor (1- or 2-trip detection)

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Battery current sensor malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AC1

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AC1.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300579

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.
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! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connections of the HV battery ECU connector (B) and
battery current sensor connector (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

IB

VIB
GIB

Battery current sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300580

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the high-voltage J/B (inside the bat-
tery pack).
After replacing it, go to step 3.
HINT
The battery current sensor cannot be
replaced alone. Replace the high-voltage J/B
assembly (inside the battery pack).
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Perform the test drive again. (Repeat step 4.)
HINT
2-trip detection may occur. After performing the test drive, turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and then perform another test
drive.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0AC1 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300581

Is DTC P0AC1 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0AC2
EN01H03ZZZ030602005022

DTC: P0AC2 Abnormality in current sensor IB disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The battery current sensor is mounted on the positive cable side of the HV battery and is used to detect the current
flowing in the HV battery.

• The HV battery ECU inputs the voltage that varies from 0 to 5 volts in proportion to amperage from the battery cur-
rent sensor to the IB terminal.

• This chart shows that the HV battery is charged if the output power from the battery current sensor exceeds 2.5 V,
and the HV battery is discharged when the output power is less than 2.5 V.

• The HV battery ECU determines how much the HV battery is charged or discharged based on the input signal from
the IB terminal and calculates the SOC of the HV battery by estimating the amperage.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection has been detected in the battery current sensor IB line.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the abnormality is detected in the battery current sensor (1-or 2-trip detection)

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Battery current sensor malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AC2

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AC2.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300583

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.
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! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connections of the HV battery ECU connector (B) and
battery current sensor connector (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

IB

VIB
GIB

Battery current sensor

SHTS03ZZZ0300584

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the high-voltage J/B (inside the bat-
tery pack).
After replacing it, go to step 3.
HINT
The battery current sensor cannot be
replaced alone. Replace the high-voltage J/B
assembly (inside the battery pack).
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Perform the test drive again. (Repeat step 4.)
HINT
2-trip detection may occur. After performing the test drive, turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position and then perform another test
drive.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0AC2 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300585

Is DTC P0AC2 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0AC7
EN01H03ZZZ030602005023

DTC: P0AC7 Abnormality in battery temperature sensor 2 (GND short circuit)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes.The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery temperature sensor 2 (GND short circuit).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the HV battery temperature sensor 2 is 95 C or more (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• When any of the 4 temperature sensors works normally: The vehicle runs normally.

• When all the 4 temperature sensors are faulty: The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration torque decreases, and the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AC7

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AC7.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300587

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300588

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0AC8
EN01H03ZZZ030602005024

DTC: P0AC8 Abnormality in battery temperature sensor 2 (Disconnection)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes. The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery temperature sensor 2 (disconnection).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the HV battery temperature sensor 2 is -45 C {-49 F} or less (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• When any of the 4 temperature sensors works normally: The vehicle runs normally.

• When all the 4 temperature sensors are faulty: The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration torque decreases, and the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AC8

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AC8.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300590

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300591

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0ACC
EN01H03ZZZ030602005025

DTC: P0ACC Abnormality in battery temperature sensor 3 (GND short circuit)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes. The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery temperature sensor 3 (GND short circuit).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the HV battery temperature sensor 3 is 95 C {203 F} or more (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• When any of the 4 temperature sensors works normally: The vehicle runs normally.

• When all the 4 temperature sensors are faulty: The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration torque decreases, and the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0ACC

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0ACC.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

 Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300593

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300594

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0ACD
EN01H03ZZZ030602005026

DTC: P0ACD Abnormality in battery temperature sensor 3 (Disconnection)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes. The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery temperature sensor 3 (disconnection).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the HV battery temperature sensor 3 is -45 C {-49 F} or less (1 trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• When any of the 4 temperature sensors works normally: The vehicle runs normally.

• When all the 4 temperature sensors are faulty: The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration torque decreases, and the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0ACD

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0ACD.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300596

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300597

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0AEA
EN01H03ZZZ030602005027

DTC: P0AEA Abnormality in battery temperature sensor 4 (GND short circuit)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes. The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery temperature sensor 4 (GND short circuit).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the HV battery temperature sensor 4 is 95 C {203 F} or more (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• When any of the 4 temperature sensors works normally: The vehicle runs normally.

• When all the 4 temperature sensors are faulty: The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration torque decreases, and the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AEA

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AEA.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300599

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300600

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0AEB
EN01H03ZZZ030602005028

DTC: P0AEB Abnormality in battery temperature sensor 4 (Disconnection)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes. The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery temperature sensor 4 (disconnection).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The temperature detected by the HV battery temperature sensor 4 is -45 C {-49 F} or less (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• When any of the 4 temperature sensors works normally: The vehicle runs normally.

• When all the 4 temperature sensors are faulty: The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The regeneration torque decreases, and the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AEB

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0AEB.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300602

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300603

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.
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DTC: P0AFC
EN01H03ZZZ030602005029

DTC: P0AFC Abnormality in battery ECU electric leakage detection circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU circuit or internal memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in the HV battery ECU

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• An abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: OFF

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0AFC

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the DTC other than
P0AFC.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV-ECU-related
DTC, P3000 or P3001, is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300604

Is the DTC other than P0AFC detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300605

Is the HV ECU-related DTC, P3000 or P3001, detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.

Replace the HV battery ECU.
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DTC: P0B25
EN01H03ZZZ030602005030

DTC: P0B25 Auxiliary charge request
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery ECU monitors the HV battery condition and, if it detects the abnormality, records the malfunction
code (DTC).

<Description of malfunction>

• A low HV battery block voltage has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The battery block voltage is equal to or less than the standard value.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with a starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop does not work.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Inverter system malfunction

• Low HV battery capacity or HV battery malfunction

• HV ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B25

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the inverter-related
DTC is not detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV ECU-related
DTC is not detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300606

Is any DTC detected?

Troubleshoot the inverter for each DTC.
After troubleshooting, go to step 3.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300607

Is any DTC detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.
After troubleshooting, go to step 3.

Go to step 3.
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1. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "START" position to check if the engine
starts.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Leave the vehicle for about 1 hour.

3. Turn the starter key to the "START" position again to check if the
engine starts.

NOYES

1. Start the engine.

2. After the engine has started, leave the vehicle idling for about 4
hours. (Charge the HV battery.)

3. Perform a test drive. (Drive the vehicle for about 1 hour.)

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P0B25 is not
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting engine start 1

Does the engine start?

Go to step 5. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting engine start 2

Does the engine start?

Go to step 5. Replace the HV battery.

5 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300608

Is DTC P0B25 detected?

Replace the HV battery. The inspection is finished.
(The HV battery capacity may drop.)
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DTC: P0B3D
EN01H03ZZZ030602005031

DTC: P0B3D GBB0 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300609
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B3D

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B3D.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300610

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300611

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B3D is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300612

Is DTC P0B3D detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B42
EN01H03ZZZ030602005032

DTC: P0B42 VBB1 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300613
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B42

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B42.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300614

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300615

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B42 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300616

Is DTC P0B42 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B47
EN01H03ZZZ030602005033

DTC: P0B47 VBB2 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300617
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B47

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B47.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300618

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300619

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B47 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300620

Is DTC P0B47 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B4C
EN01H03ZZZ030602005034

DTC: P0B4C VBB3 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300621
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B4C

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B4C.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300622

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300623

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform a test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B4C is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300624

Is DTC P0B4C detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B51
EN01H03ZZZ030602005035

DTC: P0B51 VBB4 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300625
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B51

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B51.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300626

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300627

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform a test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B51 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300628

Is DTC P0B51 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B56
EN01H03ZZZ030602005036

DTC: P0B56 VBB5 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300629
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B56

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B56.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300630

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300631

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B56 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300632

Is DTC P0B56 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B5B
EN01H03ZZZ030602005037

DTC: P0B5B VBB6 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300633
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B5B

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B5B.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300634

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300635

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform a test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B5B is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300636

Is DTC P0B5B detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B60
EN01H03ZZZ030602005038

DTC: P0B60 VBB7 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C7

C2

C12

C17

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300637
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B60

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B60.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300638

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300639

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform a test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B60 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300640

Is DTC P0B60 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B65
EN01H03ZZZ030602005039

DTC: P0B65 VBB8 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300641
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B65

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B65.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300642

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300643

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the failure history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B65 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300644

Is DTC P0B65 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B6A
EN01H03ZZZ030602005040

DTC: P0B6A VBB9 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300645
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B6A

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B6A.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300646

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300647

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B6A is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300648

Is DTC P0B6A detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B6F
EN01H03ZZZ030602005041

DTC: P0B6F VBB10 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300649
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching the high-voltage connector or ter-
minal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B6F

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B6F.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300650

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300651

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B6F is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300652

Is DTC P0B6F detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B74
EN01H03ZZZ030602005042

DTC: P0B74 VBB11 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300653
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B74

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B74.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300654

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300655

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform a test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B74 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300656

Is DTC P0B74 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B79
EN01H03ZZZ030602005043

DTC: P0B79 VBB12 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300657
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B79

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B79.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300658

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300659

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B79 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300660

Is DTC P0B79 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B7E
EN01H03ZZZ030602005044

DTC: P0B7E VBB13 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300661
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B7E

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B7E.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300662

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300663

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B7E is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300664

Is DTC P0B7E detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B83
EN01H03ZZZ030602005045

DTC: P0B83 VBB14 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300665
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B83

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B83.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300666

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300667

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B83 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300668

Is DTC P0B83 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B88
EN01H03ZZZ030602005046

DTC: P0B88 VBB15 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300669
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (After the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B88

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B88.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300670

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300671

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B88 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300672

Is DTC P0B88 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B8D
EN01H03ZZZ030602005047

DTC: P0B8D VBB16 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300673
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B8D

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B8D.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300674

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300675

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B8D is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300676

Is DTC P0B8D detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B92
EN01H03ZZZ030602005048

DTC: P0B92 VBB17 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300677
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B92

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B92.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300678

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300679

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B92 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300680

Is DTC P0B92 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B97
EN01H03ZZZ030602005049

DTC: P0B97 VBB18 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300681
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B97

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B97.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300682

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300683

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B97 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300684

Is DTC P0B97 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0B9C
EN01H03ZZZ030602005050

DTC: P0B9C VBB19 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to a reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300685
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (After the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0B9C

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0B9C.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300686

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300687

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0B9C is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300688

Is DTC P0B9C detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0BA1
EN01H03ZZZ030602005051

DTC: P0BA1 VBB20 disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or GND short circuit has been detected between the HV battery ECU and HV battery block.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0

SHTS03ZZZ0300689
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0BA1

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P0BA1.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300690

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300691

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0BA1 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300692

Is DTC P0BA1 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0C30
EN01H03ZZZ030602005052

DTC: P0C30 Charging stop request
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery ECU monitors the HV battery condition and, if it detects the abnormality, records the malfunction
code (DTC).

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality in rise of the HV battery pack SOC has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Abnormality in charging control

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Inverter system malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction

• HV ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0C30

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the malfunction history.

5. Test-drive the vehicle under the following conditions:

• Cruise control OFF

• Repeat acceleration and deceleration on the flat road.

• 15 minutes or more

6. After test-driving the vehicle, on the diagnostic tester screen,
check that DTC P0C30 is not detected.

HINT
After restoration, the number of HV battery level indicator bars in
the HV monitor (in the combination meter) decreases from 5 to 4.

NOYES

1 Reproduction check 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300693

SHTS03ZZZ0300694

Is DTC P0C30 detected?

Go to step 2. The inspection is finished.
(Return to normal)
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the inverter-related
DTC is not detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV ECU-related
DTC is not detected.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300695

Is any DTC detected?

Troubleshoot the inverter for each DTC.
After troubleshooting, go to step 4.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300696

Is any DTC detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.
After troubleshooting, go to step 4.

Go to step 4.
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1. Erase the malfunction history.

2. Test-drive the vehicle under the following conditions:

• Cruise control OFF

• Repeat acceleration and deceleration on the flat road.

• Approximately 1 hour

3. After test-driving the vehicle, on the diagnostic tester screen,
check that DTC P0C30 is not detected.

HINT
In case of malfunction, the number of HV battery level indicator
bars in the HV monitor (in the combination meter) increases from
4 to 5.

NOYES

4 Reproduction check 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300697

SHTS03ZZZ0300698

Is DTC P0C30 detected?

Replace the HV battery.
After replacement, go to step 4 to perform
the inspection again.

The inspection is finished.
(Return to normal)
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DTC: P3004
EN01H03ZZZ030602005053

DTC: P3004 Abnormality in high-voltage wiring system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery ECU monitors the HV battery condition and, if it detects the abnormality, records the malfunction
code (DTC).

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality in external overload has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery ECU has detected the abnormality in external overload.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop does not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Inverter system malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–770

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3004

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check if the following inverter-
related DTCs are detected.

• P0BEA, P0BEB, P0BEC, P0BEE, P0BEF, P0BF0, P0A51, P0A78,
P0A1B, P0A3F, P0A41, P0A42

NOYES

1. Erase the malfunction history.

2. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P3004 is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300699

Is any of the inverter-related DTC detected?

Troubleshoot the inverter for each DTC.
After troubleshooting, go to step 2.

Replace the HV battery ECU.

2 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300700

Is DTC P3004 detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P3011
EN01H03ZZZ030602005054

DTC: P3011 Abnormality in battery block 1
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality has been detected in the battery block 1.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module

SHTS03ZZZ0300701
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–773

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3011

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3011.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300702

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–774

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.
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DTC: P3012
EN01H03ZZZ030602005055

DTC: P3012 Abnormality in battery block 2
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality has been detected in the battery block 2.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module

SHTS03ZZZ0300703
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–777

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3012

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3012.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300704

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–778

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.
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DTC: P3013
EN01H03ZZZ030602005056

DTC: P3013 Abnormality in battery block 3
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality has been detected in the battery block 3.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module

SHTS03ZZZ0300705
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–781

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3013

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3013.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300706

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–782

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.
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DTC: P3014
EN01H03ZZZ030602005057

DTC: P3014 Abnormality in battery block 4
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the battery block 4.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with a starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module

SHTS03ZZZ0300707
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–785

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3014

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3014.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300708

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.
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DTC: P3015
EN01H03ZZZ030602005058

DTC: P3015 Abnormality in battery block 5
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the battery block 5.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module

SHTS03ZZZ0300709
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–789

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3015

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3015.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300710

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–790

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.
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DTC: P3016
EN01H03ZZZ030602005059

DTC: P3016 Abnormality in battery block 6
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the battery block 6.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–792

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–793

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3016

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3016.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300712

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–794

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–795

DTC: P3017
EN01H03ZZZ030602005060

DTC: P3017 Abnormality in battery block 7
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the battery block 7.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–796

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–797

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3017

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3017.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300714

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–798

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–799

DTC: P3018
EN01H03ZZZ030602005061

DTC: P3018 Abnormality in battery block 8
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 8.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with a starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–800

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–801

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3018

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3018.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300716

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–802

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–803

DTC: P3019
EN01H03ZZZ030602005062

DTC: P3019 Abnormality in battery block 9
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the battery block 9.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–804

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–805

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3019

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3019.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300718

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–806

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–807

DTC: P301B
EN01H03ZZZ030602005063

DTC: P301B Abnormality in voltage sensor deviation
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU circuit or internal memory.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in the HV battery ECU

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Abnormality has been detected in the HV battery ECU.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–808

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P301B

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the DTC other than
P301B.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that the HV-ECU-related
DTC, P3000 or P3001, is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300719

Is the DTC other than P301B detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300720

Is the HV ECU-related DTC, P3000 or P3001, detected?

Perform troubleshooting for each HV ECU-
related DTC.

Replace the HV battery ECU.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–809

DTC: P3020
EN01H03ZZZ030602005064

DTC: P3020 Abnormality in battery block 10
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 10.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–810

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–811

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3020

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3020.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300722

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–812

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–813

DTC: P3021
EN01H03ZZZ030602005065

DTC: P3021 Abnormality in battery block 11
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 11.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–814

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–815

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3021

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3021.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300724

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–816

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–817

DTC: P3022
EN01H03ZZZ030602005066

DTC: P3022 Abnormality in battery block 12
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 12.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–818

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–819

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3022

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3022.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300726

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–820

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–821

DTC: P3023
EN01H03ZZZ030602005067

DTC: P3023 Abnormality in battery block 13
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 13.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration nay decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–822

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–823

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3023

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3023.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300728

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–824

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–825

DTC: P3024
EN01H03ZZZ030602005068

DTC: P3024 Abnormality in battery block 14
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 14.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–826

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–827

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3024

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3024.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300730

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–828

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–829

DTC: P3025
EN01H03ZZZ030602005069

DTC: P3025 Abnormality in battery block 15
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 15.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–830

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–831

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3025

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3025.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300732

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–832

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at a vehicle speed 
of about 60 km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–833

DTC: P3026
EN01H03ZZZ030602005070

DTC: P3026 Abnormality in battery block 16
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 16.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–834

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–835

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3026

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3026.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300734

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–836

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–837

DTC: P3027
EN01H03ZZZ030602005071

DTC: P3027 Abnormality in battery block 17
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 17.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–838

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–839

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3027

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3027.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300736

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–840

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–841

DTC: P3028
EN01H03ZZZ030602005072

DTC: P3028 Abnormality in battery block 18
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 18.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module

SHTS03ZZZ0300737



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–842

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–843

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3028

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3028.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300738

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–844

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–845

DTC: P3029
EN01H03ZZZ030602005073

DTC: P3029 Abnormality in battery block 19
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 19.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–846

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–847

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3029

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3029.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300740

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–848

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–849

DTC: P302F
EN01H03ZZZ030602005074

DTC: P302F Abnormality in battery block 20
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected in the battery block 20.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any battery block is determined to be faulty based on the voltage value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine may not be started. (If equipped with the starter, however, the engine is started by the starter.)

• Idling stop may not work.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle decel-
erates.

VBB1 VBB2 VBB3 VBB19 VBB20GBB0

HV Battery ECU

Battery block Battery module
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–850

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• HV battery malfunction (degradation)

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–851

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P302F

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P302F.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300742

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–852

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to display the [Battery block voltage] of all battery blocks.

2. Drive the vehicle.

3. Shift to the top gear and release the accelerator pedal when the
vehicle speed reaches about 60 km/h to decelerate the vehicle.

4. Record the [Battery block voltage] while the vehicle is decelerat-
ing.

5. Compare [Battery block voltage] of the odd-number group with that
of the even-number group in the combinations shown in the table
below.

6. Check that the [Battery block voltage] difference is 0.3 V or more in
all the 10 combinations.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the HV battery [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Drive the vehicle 
at the vehicle 
speed of about 60 
km/h.

[Battery block 
voltage]

0.3 V or more 
(in all the 10 com-
binations)

Even number group Odd number group Comparative battery block voltage

Battery block voltage (VB0) Battery block voltage (VB1) VB0  VB1

Battery block voltage (VB2) Battery block voltage (VB3) VB2  VB3

Battery block voltage (VB4) Battery block voltage (VB5) VB4  VB5

Battery block voltage (VB6) Battery block voltage (VB7) VB6  VB7

Battery block voltage (VB8) Battery block voltage (VB9) VB8  VB9

Battery block voltage (VB10) Battery block voltage (VB11) VB10  VB11

Battery block voltage (VB12) Battery block voltage (VB13) VB12  VB13

Battery block voltage (VB14) Battery block voltage (VB15) VB14  VB15

Battery block voltage (VB16) Battery block voltage (VB17) VB16  VB17

Battery block voltage (VB18) Battery block voltage (VB19) VB18  VB19

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Replace the HV battery.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–853

DTC: P3065
EN01H03ZZZ030602005075

DTC: P3065 Abnormality in battery temperature sensor (Abnormality in deviation)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery has 4 HV battery temperature sensors on its top.

• The HV battery temperature sensor has the thermistor in it and the resistance changes as the HV battery tempera-
ture changes. The lower the battery temperature becomes, the higher thermistor resistance becomes, and the
higher the battery temperature, the lower the thermistor resistance.

• The HV battery ECU detects the HV battery temperature using the HV battery temperature sensors.

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in characteristic of the HV battery temperature sensor

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The deviation of the maximum or minimum value of the battery temperature sensor is equal to or above the
standard value (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to a reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–854

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery (battery temperature sensor) malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–855

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3065

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the upper cover of the HV battery.

3. Visually check the installation of the 4 HV battery temperature sen-
sors. (Check that any temperature sensor does not come off the
HV battery module.)

! CAUTION
 

When checking the sensor, do not poke it with the rod or the like.
Doing so causes damage to the sensor.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV battery temperature sensors

SHTS03ZZZ0300744

Is any defect found?

Install the HV battery temperature sensors
securely.

Go to step 2.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–856

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P3065.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (B)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

2 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300745

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

GB4
TB4

GB3
TB3

GB2
TB2

GB1
TB1

Battery ECU

Connector B

SHTS03ZZZ0300746

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Replace the HV battery thermistor wire har-
ness.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–857

DTC: P308A
EN01H03ZZZ030602005076

DTC: P308A 
Voltage detection connector come-off (Disconnection of all voltage detection lines)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The HV battery is a nickel-metal hydride battery.
Nickel-metal hydride batteries require no charging from outside the vehicle and, while the vehicle is running, the
SOC of the HV battery is controlled at a certain level by the HV ECU.

• In the HV battery, 6 pieces of 1.2-V cells in series are used as a module and 40 modules are serially connected;
240 cells, which is equivalent to 288 V, are used in total.

• The HV battery ECU monitors 2 modules as a battery block and detects battery block voltage at 20 locations in
total.

<Description of malfunction>

• Voltage detection connector come-off (disconnection of all voltage detection lines)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The HV battery block voltage is less than 2 V (1-trip detection).

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON

HV Battery ECU

Service plug grip 
(with an EV battery fuse built in)

Negative side

Positive side

C17

C2

C12

C7

C18

C22

VBB10

VBB19

VBB20

VBB9

VBB8

GBB0
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HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–858

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• The HV battery is not charged or discharged.

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Due to the reduced regeneration torque, the feeling of deceleration may decrease when the vehicle is decelerating.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

! WARNING
 

• When inspecting the high-voltage system, be sure to take necessary measures to prevent the electrical shock
such as wearing insulated gloves or removing the service plug grip. Keep the removed service plug grip in your
pocket, so as to prevent another engineer from installing it during operation.

• After removing the service plug grip, wait at least 7 minutes before touching a high-voltage connector or termi-
nal.

HINT
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to be discharged.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• After fixing the defect, perform the driving test (after the engine is warmed up, stop the vehicle, accelerate the vehi-
cle up to 40 km/h, decelerate the vehicle, and stop the vehicle. Repeat this 5 times or more.) to check for the DTC.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery malfunction

• HV battery ECU malfunction



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–859

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P308A

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the following DTC other
than P308A.

• P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B, P062F

NOYES

! WARNING
 

Wear insulated gloves during operation.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the service plug grip.

3. Inspect the connection of the HV battery ECU connector (C)
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300748

Has DTC (P0A1F, P0AFC, P301B, P0604, P0605, P060B or P062F) been detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the PCU wire harness connector

HV Battery ECU

Connector C

SHTS03ZZZ0300749

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING3–860

1. Connect all the disconnected connectors to restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Erase the malfunction history.

4. Perform the test drive. (After the engine is warmed up, accelerate
the vehicle from 0 km to 40 km/h, and then decelerate and stop the
vehicle. Repeat this 5 or more times.)

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P308A is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reproduction check [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300750

Is DTC P308A detected?

Replace the HV battery ECU. The inspection is finished.



HYBRID/TROUBLE SHOOTING 3–861

DTC: U0074
EN01H03ZZZ030602005077

DTC: U0074 Abnormality in CAN signal transmission
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• DIAG CAN communication shutdown due to bus off

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• DIAG CAN communication shutdown due to bus off

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0074

1. Inspect basic items in case of abnormality in the HV DIAG CAN
system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the malfunction history.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC U0293 is not
detected.

NOYES

1  Checking the common items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the faulty part found when
inspecting the common items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300752

Is DTC U0293 detected?

Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is finished.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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DTC: U0293
EN01H03ZZZ030602005078

DTC: U0293 Abnormality in HV ECU communication
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• No reception frame data is received from the HV ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• No reception frame data is received from the HV ECU for the time longer than the standard value.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• MIL: ON

• HV warning light: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• –

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the auxiliary battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• HV battery ECU malfunction

• HV ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0293

1. Inspect basic items in case of abnormality in the HV DIAG CAN
system.

• Refer to the "CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)" in the
chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the malfunction history.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC U0293 is not
detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the common items

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the faulty part found when
inspecting the common items.

Go to step 2.

2 Reproduction check 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300754

Is DTC U0293 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is finished.
(Temporary actuation of protection function
due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)
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1. Erase the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check again that no DTC U0293
is detected.

NOYES

1. Perform the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis proce-
dure.

• Refer to the "DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)"
in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

NOYES

3 Reproduction check 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS03ZZZ0300755

Is DTC U0293 detected?

Go to step 4. The inspection is finished.

4 Performing the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the faulty part found when
performing the CAN communication system
vehicle diagnosis procedure.

Replace the HV battery ECU.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLE SHOOTING BY TRANSMISSION SYMPTOM

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
EN01H04ZZZ030601001001

Symptom Inspection range

No shifting up (from gear 1 to gear 2)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (S2, S3)

2. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL1)

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting up (from gear 2 to gear 3)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (S1)

2. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL1, SL2)

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting up (from gear 3 to gear 4)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (S2)

2. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL1, SL2)

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting up (from gear 4 to gear 5)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (S1)

2. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL1, SL2)

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting up (from gear 5 to gear 6)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL1, SL2)

2. Transmission control switch system

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting down (from gear 6 to gear 5)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL1, SL2)

2. Transmission control switch system

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting down (from gear 5 to gear 4)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (S1)

2. Transmission control switch system (SL1, SL2)

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting down (from gear 4 to gear 3)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (S2)

2. Transmission control switch system (SL1, SL2)

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting down (from gear 3 to gear 2)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (S1)

2. Transmission control switch system (SL1, SL2)

3. Control computer assembly

No shifting down (from gear 2 to gear 1)

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL2, SL3)

2. Transmission control switch system (SL1)

3. Control computer assembly
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TRANSMISSION  (A465)
4-001

Lock-up does not switch ON or OFF

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL3)

2. Speed sensor (NT) system

3. Stop light switch assembly system

4. Temperature sensor (in the valve body)

5. Control computer assembly

Bad shifting point

 

1. Accelerator position sensor system (J05E)

2. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL4)

3. Speed sensor (SP2) system

4. Speed sensor (NT) system

5. Neutral start switch assembly system

6. Temperature sensor (in the valve body)

7. Temperature sensor (in the transmission body)

8. Control computer assembly

Shifting to gear 4 in the shift position L-3 range
 

1. Neutral start switch assembly system

2. Control computer assembly

Shifting to gear 5 in the shift position 4 range
 

1. Neutral start switch assembly system

2. Control computer assembly

Shifting up to gear 5 or 6 while the transmission 
is cold

 

1. Temperature sensor (in the valve body)

2. Control computer assembly

Large shifting shock (N  D)
 

1. Temperature sensor (in the valve body)

2. Control computer assembly

Large shifting shock (at any gear change)

 

1. Accelerator position sensor system (J05E)

2. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL1, SL2)

3. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL3)

4. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL4)

5. Speed sensor (NT) system

6. Control computer assembly

7. Brake actuator assembly

8. Speed sensor (SP2) system

Large shock at the time of lock-up

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL3)

2. Speed sensor (SP2) system

3. Speed sensor (NT) system

4. Control computer assembly

Bad acceleration
 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL4)

2. Control computer assembly

The engine stops when going into D or R range 
after engine start or when the vehicle is stopped.

 

1. Transmission solenoid assembly (SL3)

2. Control computer assembly

Symptom Inspection range
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TROUBLESHOOTING

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION

PRECAUTIONS FOR DIAGNOSIS
EN01H04256030602010001

• Ensure that individual connectors are certainly connected before start of checking works.

• Make sure to set the starter key to the "LOCK" position before disconnecting a connector.

• Replace the part or the component that have a failure or trouble. Do not fix and reuse it.

• Delete the past malfunction code after recording. Then conduct a diagnosis again to check for present failures.

• Delete the past failure memory after completion of a diagnostic analysis.50

• The AT ECU requires engine speed information to identify failure. Thus, if diagnosis codes were erased by HINO DX Ⅱ or
DLC3 short-circuiting, make sure to start the engine first and then check if there is any diagnosis code left after the eras-
ing. Also after the repair, start the engine first and then check the absence of diagnosis code surely. If accessories were
removed for repair, start the engine first and then check the absence of diagnosis code before mounting them again after
the repair. Accessories must be mounted only after checking the absence of diagnosis code.
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AT LEARNED VALUE INITIALIZATION
EN01H04256030602010002

! CAUTION
 

• If the automatic transmission assembly or the control computer
assembly is replaced, be sure to initialize the AT learned value.

• If AT oil temperature warning light turns on for 2 seconds 
turns off for 1 seconds repeatedly during AT learned value ini-
tialization mode, set the starter key to the "LOCK" position,
make sure that the vehicle is stopped certainly, and then carry
out the initialization once again from the beginning.

1. PREPARATION
(1) Turn off the electrical loads such as the air conditioner and

the headlights.
(2) Apply the parking brake and install a wheel stopper.

! CAUTION
 

Park the vehicle certainly.

(3) Make sure that A/T oil level is within the specified range.
(4) Start the engine and warm it up for 5 minutes.
(5) Operate the shift lever and repeat shifting the transmission

between the positions, N  D 5 times or more and between
the positions, N  R 5 times or more.

2. ENTERING THE AT LEARNED VALUE INITIALIZATION MODE
(1) Use the HINO DX Ⅱ to inspect the AT oil temperature.

Standard value: 40-90 C {104-194 F}
(2) Use the SST to create a short-circuit between the terminals,

4(CG)  13(TC) of the DLC3.

SST: 09843-18040

! CAUTION
 

• Short-circuiting the wrong point may cause failure of the device.
Be sure to short the right point.

• Pump learning for engine ECU is cleared when short-circuit
occurs between the 4 (CG) and 13 (TC) terminals of DLC3 and
the starter key stays "ON" for longer than 30 seconds, so con-
duct pump learning in this case.

(3) Make sure that the over drive switch is turned to ON (O/D
allowed). (O/D OFF indicator light is unlit)

(4) With the brake pedal depressed, increase the engine revolu-
tion to 500 r/min or more, and operate the shift lever to D  4
 D  4  D  4  D position within 10 seconds after the
DLC3 is short-circuited.

(5) Check to see that the AT oil temperature warning light of the
combination meter is flashing fast at 0.2 second intervals.

NOTICE

• If the AT oil temperature warning light is flashing fast at 0.2 sec-
ond intervals, it indicates that the vehicle is set in the AT
learned value initialization mode.

• If the AT oil temperature warning light is unlit, perform the
above steps once again to enter the AT learned value initializa-
tion mode.

• If the AT oil temperature warning light remains lit, it indicates
that the attempt to enter the AT learned value initialization mode
have failed. In that case, perform the above mentioned steps
once again from the preparation. 

TC

CG

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

SHTS042560300001

LIGHT 
ON

LIGHT 
OUT 0.2 SECONDS

0.2 SECONDS

AT INITIAL LEARNING 
MODE

SHTS042560300002
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3. PERFORMING AT LEARNED VALUE INITIALIZATION 1

! CAUTION
 

While performing the AT learned value initialization 1 and AT
learned value initialization 2, keep the shift lever in D position and
the brake pedal depressed. 

(1) Check to see that the engine idle revolution is normal and
stable.

(2) With the brake pedal depressed, operate the shift lever to D
position.

! CAUTION
 

While performing the AT learned value initialization 1, keep the
shift lever in D position and the brake pedal depressed. 

(3) Turn the over drive switch from ON (O/D allowed) to OFF (O/
D prohibited). (O/D OFF indicator light goes on)

(4) Check to see that the flashing interval of the AT oil tempera-
ture warning light changes to 0.5 seconds.

NOTICE
If the AT oil temperature warning light flashes at 0.5 second inter-
vals, it indicates that the AT learned value initialization 1 is under-
way.

(5) Check to see that the flashing interval of the AT oil tempera-
ture warning light changes from 0.5 second to faster 0.2 sec-
ond interval.

NOTICE

• If the flashing interval of the AT oil temperature warning light
changes to faster 0.2 second interval, it indicates that the AT
learned value initialization 1is completed.

• If the AT oil temperature warning light goes on, it indicates that
the attempt to perform the AT learned value initialization 1 have
failed. In that case, perform the same steps of AT learned value
initialization 1 once again.

4. PERFORMING AT LEARNED VALUE INITIALIZATION 2
(1) Depress the accelerator pedal within 30 seconds after the AT

learned value initialization 1 is completed (after the 0.2 sec-
ond interval flashing is started) and keep the engine revolu-
tion within the range of 1,000 to 1,500 r/min.

! CAUTION
 

• While performing the AT learned value initialization 2, keep the
shift lever in D position and the brake pedal depressed. 

• Keep the engine revolution at a certain number of RPM to pre-
vent the accelerator opening from being changed as much as
possible.

(2) Check to see that the flashing interval of the AT oil tempera-
ture warning light changes to 0.5 seconds.

NOTICE
If the AT oil temperature warning light flashes at 0.5 second inter-
vals, it indicates that the AT learned value initialization 2 is under-
way.

LIGHT 
ON

LIGHT 
OUT 0.2 

SECONDS

0.2 
SECONDS

PERFORMING AT INITIAL 
LEARNING 1

0.5 
SECONDS

0.5 
SECONDS

0.2 
SECONDS

0.2 
SECONDS

SHTS042560300003

PERFORMING AT INITIAL 
LEARNING 1

PERFORMING AT 
INITIAL LEARNING 2

LIGHT ON

LIGHT OUT

0.2 
SECONDS

0.2 
SECONDS

0.5 
SECONDS

0.5 
SECONDS

SHTS042560300004
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(3) If the AT oil temperature warning light goes off or goes on,
idle the engine.

NOTICE

• When the AT learned value initialization 2 is completed, the AT
oil temperature warning light goes off.

• If the AT oil temperature warning light goes on, it indicates that
the attempt to perform the AT learned value initialization 2 have
failed. In that case, perform the same steps once again from the
AT learned value initialization 1.

(4) Turn the over drive switch as follows: OFF (O/D prohibited) 
ON (O/D allowed). (O/D OFF light goes off)

5. PERFORMING AT LEARNED VALUE INITIALIZATION 3

! CAUTION
 

While performing the AT learned value initialization 3 and AT
learned value initialization 4, keep the shift lever in R position and
the brake pedal depressed. 

(1) Check to see that the engine idle revolution is normal and
stable.

(2) With the brake pedal depressed, operate the shift lever to R
position.

! CAUTION
 

While performing the AT learned value initialization 3, keep the
shift lever in R position and the brake pedal depressed. 

(3) Turn the over drive switch from ON (O/D allowed) to OFF (O/
D prohibited). (O/D OFF indicator light goes on)

(4) Check to see that the flashing interval of the AT oil tempera-
ture warning light changes to 0.5 seconds.

NOTICE
If the AT oil temperature warning light flashes slower at 0.5 sec-
ond intervals, it indicates that the AT learned value initialization 3
is underway.

(5) Check to see that the flashing interval of the AT oil tempera-
ture warning light changes from 0.5 second to faster 0.2 sec-
ond interval.

NOTICE

• If the flashing interval of the AT oil temperature warning light
changes to faster 0.2 second interval, it indicates that the AT
learned value initialization 3 is completed.

• If the AT oil temperature warning light goes on, it indicates that
the attempt to perform the AT learned value initialization 3 have
failed. In that case, perform the same steps of AT learned value
initialization 3 once again.

LIGHT 
ON

LIGHT 
OUT

THE LIGHT FLASHES AT 0.5 SECOND INTERVALS WHILE AT LEARNED VALUE 
INITIALIZATION 3 IS IN PROGRESS, AND AT 0.2 SECOND INTERVALS WHEN IT ENDS.

*THE LIGHT IS LIT IF IT FAILS

0.5 
SECONDS

0.5 
SECONDS

0.2 
SECONDS

0.2 
SECONDS

AT LEARNED VALUE INITIALIZATION 3

SHTS042560300005
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6. PERFORMING AT LEARNED VALUE INITIALIZATION 4
(1) Depress the accelerator pedal within 30 seconds after the AT

learned value initialization 3 is completed (after the 0.2 sec-
ond interval flashing is started) and keep the engine revolu-
tion within the range of 1,000 to 1,500 r/min.

! CAUTION
 

• While performing the AT learned value initialization 4, keep the
shift lever in R position and the brake pedal depressed. 

• Keep the engine revolution at a certain number of RPM to pre-
vent the accelerator opening from being changed as much as
possible.

(2) Check to see that the flashing interval of the AT oil tempera-
ture warning light changes to 0.5 seconds.

NOTICE
If the AT oil temperature warning light flashes slower at 0.5 sec-
ond intervals, it indicates that the AT learned value initialization 4
is underway.

(3) If the AT oil temperature warning light goes on, or it goes off
for 2 seconds  goes on for 1 second, then idle the engine.

NOTICE

• When the AT learned value initialization 4 is completed, the AT
oil temperature warning light repeats the cycles of going off for
2 seconds  going on for 1 second.

• If the AT learned value initialization 4 is not completed, the AT
oil temperature warning light goes on. In that case, perform the
same steps once again from the AT learned value initialization 3.

(4) Place the shift lever in P position.
(5) Open the circuit between the terminals, 13(TC)4(CG) of

the DLC3.
(6) Stop the engine.

PERFORMING AT 
INITIAL LEARNING 3

PERFORMING AT 
INITIAL LEARNING 4

LIGHT 
ON

LIGHT 
OUT

0.2 
SECONDS

0.2 
SECONDS

0.5 
SECONDS

0.5 
SECONDS

SHTS042560300006

LIGHT 
ON

LIGHT 
OUT

IG OFF

2 
SECONDS

1 SECOND

SHTS042560300007
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INSPECTING/CLEARING DIAGNOSIS CODES
EN01H04256030602010003

1. CHECKING THE DIAGNOSIS CODE (READ-OUT WITH THE
HINO DX Ⅱ )
(1) Using the HINO DX Ⅱ , follow the instructions on the screen to

check diagnosis codes.
(2) Check diagnosis codes.

2. CLEARING THE MEMORY OF DIAGNOSIS CODES (DELETION
WITH THE HINO DX Ⅱ )
(1) Using the HINO DX Ⅱ , follow the instructions on the screen to

clear diagnosis codes.

3. CHECKING DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODES WITH THE CHECK
TRANS INDICATOR LIGHT

(1) Use the SST to create a short-circuit between the terminals,
13(TC)  4(CG) of the DLC3.
SST: 09843-18040

! CAUTION
 

Short-circuiting the wrong point may cause failure of the device.
Be sure to short the right point.

(2) Turn the starter key "ON".9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CG

TC

SHTS042560300008
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(3) Read out codes. (the numbers of times of Check Trans indi-
cator light flashing)

NOTICE

• If the codes are normal, the light repeats the cycle of going on
for 0.25 seconds and then going off for 0.25 seconds.

• If there is a single code, output the same code at 4.5 second
intervals. If outputting the multiple codes, output the different
codes at 2.5 second intervals. After going through a round of
code outputs, perform another round of code outputs this time
at 4.5 second intervals.

• If two or more code numbers are output, display the code num-
bers in ascending order.

(4) Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.
(5) Open the circuit between the terminals, 13(TC)  4(CG) of

the DLC3.

4. CLEARING THE MEMORY OF DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODES
(THROUGH THE SHORT-CIRCUIT OF THE DLC3)
(1) Turn the starter key "ON".
(2) After troubleshooting, use the SST to create a short-circuit

between the terminals, 13(TC)  4(CG) of the DLC3.

SST: 09843-18040 

! CAUTION
 

Short-circuiting the wrong point may cause failure of the device.
Be sure to short the right point.

4.0s 1.5s

0.25s 0.25s

TC TERMINAL GND SHORT CIRCUIT

TC TERMINAL 
GND SHORT 
CIRCUIT

WHEN ABNORMAL EXAMPLE: WHEN CODES "12" AND "23" ARE OUTPUT

10-DIGIT 
OUTPUT

10-DIGIT 
OUTPUT

1-DIGIT 
OUTPUT

1-DIGIT 
OUTPUT

1 2 2 3

2.5s0.5s 0.5s

LIGHT ON

LIGHT OUT

LIGHT ON

LIGHT OUT

[WHEN NORMAL]

WHEN CODE "12" 
IS OUTPUT

WHEN CODE "23" IS OUTPUT

SHTS042560300009

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CG

TC
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(3) Turn the over drive switch to OFF (O/D prohibited) (O/D OFF
indicator light goes on)

(4) Open the circuit between the terminals, 13(TC)  4(CG) of
the DLC3.

(5) Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.
(6) Turn the over drive switch to ON (O/D allowed). (O/D OFF

indicator light is unlit)
(7) Use the SST to create a short-circuit between the terminals,

13(TC)  4(CG) of the DLC3.
SST: 09843-18040

(8) Turn the starter key "ON".

(9) Inspect that normal codes are issued.

NOTICE
If any abnormal code is output, perform troubleshooting once
again according to the code.

SHTS042560300011

0.25 
SECONDS

0.25 
SECONDS

LIGHT ON

LIGHT OUT

WHEN NORMAL

SHTS042560300012
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SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
EN01H04256030602010004
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COMPUTER PIN ASSIGNMENT
EN01H04256030602010005

No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 S1 Shift solenoid 1 drive signal 17 2 Shift position SW 4

2 — — 18 — —

3 S3 Shift solenoid 3 drive signal 19 D Shift position SW D

4 — — 20 P Shift position SW P

5 SL3+ Linear solenoid 3 drive signal (+) 21 R Shift position SW R

6 SL1- Linear solenoid 1 drive signal (-) 22 S2 Shift solenoid 2 drive signal

7 SL1+ Linear solenoid 1 drive signal (+) 23 — —

8 SL2+ Linear solenoid 2 drive signal (+) 24 — —

9 SL2- Linear solenoid 2 drive signal (-) 25 BK Brake SW

10 TPS7 Oil pressure SW7 26 TPS8 Oil pressure SW8

11 — — 27 — —

12 — — 28 E2 Sensor GND

13 — — 29 N Shift position SW N

14 — — 30 SL4+ Linear solenoid 4 drive signal (+)

15 SL3- Linear solenoid 3 drive signal (-) 31 SL4- Linear solenoid 4 drive signal (-)

16 L Shift position SW L3

CONTROL COMPUTER 
ASSEMBLY CONNECTOR A

1

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

VIEW
VEHICLE HARNESS

SHTS042560300014
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No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 SP2+ Sensor power supply 13 DG Diagnosis SW

2 SP2- Vehicle speed sensor No. 2 14 OD2 OD SW

3 IG2 Starter SW2 15 OIL Oil pressure sensor (with V/B)

4 IG Starter SW1 16 OIL2 Oil pressure sensor (with T/C)

5 — — 17 GND GND2

6 — — 18 — —

7 +B Battery power supply 19 S4 Solenoid 4 drive signal

8 E GND1 20 CAN+ CAN communication +

9 — — 21 CAN- CAN communication -

10 — — 22 — —

11 CN2H CAN communication 2ch + (Diagnosis) 23 BFC Exhaust brake SW

12 CN2L CAN communication 2ch - (Diagnosis) 24 — —

CONTROL COMPUTER 
ASSEMBLY CONNECTOR B

VIEW
VEHICLE HARNESS

1 2 3 4 5 6

8 16

17

7

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

21201918 22 23 24

SHTS042560300015
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No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 NT- Turbine revolution sensor 10 — —

2 EOP Electric oil pump drive enable signal 11 TPS5 Oil pressure SW5

3 DGLP O/D OFF light 12 TPS3 Oil pressure SW3

4 — — 13 SPD1 Vehicle speed sensor No.1

5 TPS4 Oil pressure SW4 14 OILW AT oil temperature warning light

6 TPS1 Oil pressure SW1 15 NE Engine revolution signal

7 — — 16 TPS6 Oil pressure SW6

8 — — 17 TPS2 Oil pressure SW2

9 IDL AT warning light

CONTROL COMPUTER 
ASSEMBLY CONNECTOR C

VIEW
VEHICLE HARNESS

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17

SHTS042560300016
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DIAGNOSIS CODE TABLE
EN01H04256030602010006

DTC code
Diagnosis 

monitor code
Inspection item

P0500 42 Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor system

P0562 11 Abnormal power supply voltage

P0705 43 Shift position switch system failure

P0706 44 Shift position switch system failure

P0710 38 Oil pressure sensor failure (inside the valve body)

P0715 12 Turbine revolution sensor system failure

P0720 61 Vehicle speed sensor No.2 system failure

P0725 86 Engine rotation signal system failure

P0730 37 Abnormal gear ratio

P0746 31 Control valve 1 system failure

P0748 25 Abnormality in linear solenoid 1

P0751 45 Shift valve 1 system failure

P0756 46 Shift valve 2 system failure

P0761 47, 48 Shift valve 3/4 system failure

P0776 32 Control valve 2 system failure

P0778 26 Abnormality in linear solenoid 2

P0810 88 Malfunction of clutch ECU

P0973 62 On/Off solenoid 1 system short circuit

P0974 62 On/Off solenoid 1 system disconnection

P0976 63 On/Off solenoid 2 system short circuit

P0977 63 On/Off solenoid 2 system disconnection

P0979 64 On/Off solenoid 3 system short circuit

P0980 64 On/Off solenoid 3 system disconnection

P0985 65 On/Off solenoid 4 (for line pressure lock/gain change) system short circuit

P0986 65 On/Off solenoid 4 (for line pressure lock/gain change) system disconnection

P0A40 88 Motor revolution failure

P1604 24 Fault in CAN communication data (Engine ECU)

P1604 54 Abnormality in the exhaust brake actuation signal

P2545 88 Fault in CAN communication data (HV ECU)

P2716 28 Abnormality in linear solenoid 4

P2740 17 Oil temperature sensor failure (torque convertor outlet)

P2757 33 Control valve 3 system failure

P2759 27 Abnormality in linear solenoid 3
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P2764 36 Abnormal lock-up

U0100 88 Engine ECU CAN communication blackout

U110A 88 Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout

DTC code
Diagnosis 

monitor code
Inspection item
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DTC: P0500/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 42
EN01H04256030602010007

DTC: P0500/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 42 Malfunction of vehicle speed sensor system
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• The vehicle speed sensor constantly measures the vehicle speed.

<Description of malfunction>

• The signal from the vehicle speed sensor is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• –
(2) Judgement criteria

• During output rotation sensor pulse detection, the state in which the vehicle speed sensor pulse is not
detected continues.

3. Reset condition

• During output rotation sensor pulse detection, 1 vehicle sensor pulse is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• An abnormality is detected in the output rotation sensor at the same time (P0720).

- Shifting gears is not possible and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

- Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

• If an abnormality is detected in the vehicle speed sensor only (P0500)

- Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

S/S 8PULSE

Combination meter

24

23

39
J/B

AT ECU

J/C5

17

13

(GND)

(SPD1)

8
(E)

19

20

SHTS042560300017
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in ABS ECU

• Abnormality in AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0500/42

1. Drive the vehicle to check that the combination meter (speedome-
ter) works normally.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Transmission].

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to mea-
sure the vehicle speed.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the combination meter

Is any defect found?

Inspect the combination meter (vehicle
speed signal system).

Go to step 2.

2 Checking the vehicle speed signal [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300018 Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON Speed

When the vehicle 
is stopped: 0 km/h
When the vehicle 
is driven at a con-
stant speed: The 
indicated vehicle 
speed does not 
change signifi-
cantly.

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Connect an oscilloscope (voltage: 2 V/DIV, time: 20 msec/DIV) to
the vehicle-side AT ECU connector. (With the connector connected
to the ECU.)

2. With the vehicle running, measure the signal waveform between
the vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals.

HINT

• The short-circuit wave peak becomes approx. 5 to 14 V due to
other ECU loaded on the vehicle. (The figure at left is for 5 V)

• The faster the vehicle speed becomes, the shorter the waveform
cycle becomes.

• Pulse period at vehicle speed of 20 km/h is about 35 ms.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vehicle speed signal

SPD1(+)E(-)

GND

About 
35 ms

About 
5-14 V

SHTS042560300019

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Vehicle speed: 
20 km/h

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (+) 
– (-)
SPD1 (C13) termi-
nal – E (B8) termi-
nal

Waveform

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (C) and combination meter con-
nector (40P).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminal and vehicle-side combi-
nation meter connector (40P) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the vehicle speed signal circuit wire harness for disconnection

8P OUT

SPD1

SHTS042560300020

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (C) 
to vehicle – side 
combination 
meter connector 
(40P)
SPD1 (C13) termi-
nal – SPD2 (A23) 
terminal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Between the combination meter and AT
ECU)
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector SPD1 (C13) terminal and GND.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the vehicle speed signal circuit wire harness for short circuit

SPD1

SHTS042560300021

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (C)
SPD1 (C13) termi-
nal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the combination meter. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Between the combination meter and AT
ECU)
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DTC: P0562/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 11
EN01H04256030602010008

DTC: P0562/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 11 Abnormal power supply voltage
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the AT ECU power supply system (disconnection in the IGN circuit or +B cir-
cuit).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The power supply voltage is not within the specified range (10 to 16 V).

3. Reset condition

• After the engine is stopped and restarted, the power supply voltage is within the specified range (10 to 16 V).

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start (for hybrid vehicles only).

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• AT ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0562/11

1. Inspect that the [ECU+B 10A] and [ECU-IG2 10A] fuses are not
broken and are installed properly.

NOYES

1. Measure the resistance between the #1 terminal and #2 terminal
of the [ECU+B 10A] fuse.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse firmly.
If a broken fuse is found, go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the [ECU+B 10A] fuse circuit

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–
[ECU+B 10 A] fuse 
#1 terminal – 
#2 terminal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Inspect all the wire harnesses and devices
connected to the fuse and if any abnormality
is found, repair or replace it.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector (B).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the AT ECU power supply circuit

+B(+) E(-)IG(+) IG2(+)

SHTS042560300022

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
IG2+ (B3) terminal 
– E- (B8) terminal
IG+ (B4) terminal – 
E- (B8) terminal
+B+ (B7) terminal 
– E- (B8) terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness 
(between the J/B and AT ECU).
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DTC: P0705/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 43
EN01H04256030602010009

DTC: P0705/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 43 Shift position switch system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The shift position signal is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• All shift position switch contacts OFF are detected.

• Two or more contacts ON are detected.

• The N contact or R contact is not detected even when the shift lever is operated.

3. Reset condition

• Any of the contacts is detected.

• Within 50 msec after the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the “N contact” or “P contact” is detected and the
“R contact,” “D contact,” “4th contact,” and “3rd contact” are not detected

• The “N contact” or “R contact” is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the forward gear is fixed at 3rd.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

29
(N)

21
(R)

20

43

40

32

21

40

41

30

(P)

19
(D)

17
(2)

16
(L)

4

5

3

INST PANEL No.1 
W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

F ECU-IG No.2 10A

Neutral start switch

J/B

AT ECU

10

11

12

7

23

24

2

N

B

C

PL

RL

NL

DL

2L

LL

D
L

N
L

R
L

P
L

2
L

L
L

4

5

9

1

8

2

7

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• The shift lever was out of position or slowly shifted.

• Improperly adjusted shift lever and wire

• Abnormality in the shift lever

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT neutral start switch

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0705/43

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Transmission].

5. From [Data monitor and Active test], select the following to inspect
the shift position switch.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the neutral switch (shift position switch) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300024 Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON

Shift position SW 
R [R]

Shifting operation 
N  R
: OFF  ON

Shift position SW 
3 [3]

Shifting operation 
N  L3
: OFF  ON

Shift position SW 
D4 [4]

Shifting operation 
N  4
: OFF  ON

Shift position SW 
D (5) [D]

Shifting operation 
N  D
: OFF  ON

Shift position SW 
N [N]

Shifting operation 
D  N
: OFF  ON

Shift position SW 
P [P]

Shifting operation 
R  P
: OFF  ON

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Go to step 2.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the neutral switch connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side neutral switch connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

2 Inspecting power supply to the neutral switch

6

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

B(+)

RB(+)

SHTS042560300025

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side neu-
tral switch con-
nector
RB (4) terminal – 
GND
B (10) terminal – 
GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Inspect the neutral switch power supply cir-
cuit.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Operate the shift lever and using the electrical tester, measure the
resistance between the neutral switch connector terminals.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (A).

2. Connect the neutral switch connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Operate the shift lever and using the electrical tester, measure the
voltage between the vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals.

3 Inspecting neutral switch (single unit inspection)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

6

PL 2L NL

LL L

RB

B RL DL

SHTS042560300026

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK 
(Operate the shift 
lever and mea-
sure the resis-
tance in each shift 
lever position.)

Neutral switch 
connector
P position
: RB (4) terminal – 
PL (5) terminal
: L (6) terminal – 
B (10) terminal
R position
: RB (4) terminal – 
RL (9) terminal
N position
: RB (4) terminal – 
NL (1) terminal
: L (6) terminal – 
B (10) terminal
D position
: RB (4) terminal – 
DL (8) terminal
4 position
: RB (4) terminal – 
2L (2) terminal
L3 position
: RB (4) terminal – 
LL (7) terminal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the neutral switch.

4 Inspecting the neutral switch wire harness

P(+) D(+) 2(+) L(+)

R(+)
N(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300027
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NOYES

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)

(i): 10 – 16 V
(ii): 0 – 3 V

P (A20) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal
: P position (i)
: Position other 
than P position (ii)

R (A21) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal
: R position (i)
: Position other 
than R position (ii)

N (A29) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal
: N position (i)
: Position other 
than N position (ii)

D (A19) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal
: D position (i)
: Position other 
than D position (ii) 
(for reference)

2 (A17) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal
: 4th position (i)
: Position other 
than 4th position 
(ii) (for reference)

L (A16) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal
: L3 position (i)
: Position other 
than L3 position 
(ii) (for reference)

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Replace or repair the wire harness.
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1. Clear the DTCs and hold at each shift position for 60 seconds with
the engine ON and the vehicle stationary.

NOYES

5 Inspecting shift lever

Does P0705 turn ON again?

AT ECU replacement. DTC ON when the shift lever is held at the
midpoint.
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DTC: P0706/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 44
EN01H04256030602010010

DTC: P0706/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 44 Shift position switch system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the oil pressure switch.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• While the engine is running
(2) Judgement criteria

• The oil pressure switch stays OFF while a forward gear is detected.

• The oil pressure switch stays ON while a gear other than the forward gears is detected.

3. Reset condition

• Within 50 msec after the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the "N contact" or "P contact" is detected and the
"R contact," "D contact," "4th contact," and "3rd contact" are not detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300028
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the forward gear is fixed at 3rd.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• The shift lever is stopped between two gear positions or operated slowly.

• Improperly adjusted shift lever and wire

• Abnormality in the shift lever

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT neutral start switch

• Abnormality in the AT ECU

• Abnormality in the AT oil pressure switch
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0706/44

1. Check the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side transmission solenoid wire connector (B) TPS8 (B6) ter-
minal and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting power supply to the transmission solenoid

6

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

TPS8(+)

SHTS042560300029

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side trans-
mission solenoid 
wire connector (B)
TPS8 (B6) terminal 
– GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Move the shift lever to the P position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

5. Start the engine and move the shift lever to the D position.

6. Measure the voltage again.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (pressure switch)

TPS8(+)
E(-)

SHTS042560300030

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
(P position)
While the engine 
is running
(D position)

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
TPS8 (A26) termi-
nal – E (B8) termi-
nal

Starter key ON 
(P position)
: 10 – 16 V
When the engine 
is started 
(D position)
: 0 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace the automatic transmission. 
(Pressure switch 8 malfunction)
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DTC: P0710/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 38
EN01H04256030602010011

DTC: P0710/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 38 
Oil pressure sensor failure (inside the valve body)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The transmission oil temperature is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the oil temperature sensor remains at 309 k or more or below 59 .

3. Reset condition

• The resistance across the oil temperature sensor remaining at 59  or more or below 309 k is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

2
1(OIL2)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

16 15

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

Oil temperature sensor

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

16

SHTS042560300031
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine brake performance decreases.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the oil temperature sensor

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0710/38

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid connector (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (B) OIL (B3) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (temperature sensor) 1

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

6

E2

OIL

SHTS042560300032

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (B)
OIL (B3) terminal – 
E2 (B8) terminal

Oil temperature 
10 C {50 F}
: 5.8 to 7.09 k
Oil temperature 
110 C {230 F}
: 0.231 to 0.263 k

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. Replace the automatic transmission.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (temperature sensor) 2

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

6

E2

OIL

SHTS042560300033

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (B)
OIL (B3) – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid connector (B).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connectors (A) and (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness for disconnection

E2(-) OIL(+)

SHTS042560300034

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
OIL (B15) terminal 
– E2 (A28) termi-
nal

59  – 309 k

Is the measured value within the specified range?

Go to step 4. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)

4 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness for short circuit

E2 OIL

SHTS042560300035

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
E2 (A28) – GND
OIL (B15) terminal 
– GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0715/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 12
EN01H04256030602010012

DTC: P0715/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 12 Turbine revolution sensor system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• No pulse is detected from the AT turbine revolution sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• During output rotation sensor pulse detection, the state in which the turbine revolution sensor pulse is not
detected continues.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal

• During output rotation sensor pulse detection, 1 turbine revolution sensor pulse is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock is felt when shifting gears.

• The engine brake performance decreases.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

1
(NT-)

1
(SP2+)

8

9

13

12

2

1
(GND)

(E)

J/C5 Turbine speed 
sensor

AT ECU

17

8

19

20

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

SHTS042560300036
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormal AT turbine revolution sensor gap

• Abnormality in the AT turbine revolution sensor

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0715/12

1. Start the engine.

2. Using the electrical test, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector. (With the connector
connected to the ECU.)

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the oscilloscope (voltage: 500 mV/DIV, time: 500 msec/
DIV) to the vehicle-side AT ECU connector. (With the connector
connected to the ECU.)

3. Start the engine and measure the signal waveform between the
terminals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

HINT
When the engine speed increases, the waveform period shortens.

NOYES

1 Inspecting power supply to the sensor

E(-)

SP2+(+)

SHTS042560300037

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is running (idling)

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
SP2+ (B1) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

6 – 10 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. Go to step 3.

2 Inspecting the turbine revolution sensor signal

E(-)

NT-(+)

GND

SHTS042560300038

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is running (idling)

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)
(+) to (-)
NT- (C1) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal

Waveform

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the turbine revolution sensor and AT ECU connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector and vehicle-side turbine revolution
sensor connector terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the turbine revolution sensor wire harness for disconnection

SP2+

1 2

NT-

NT- NT+

SHTS042560300039

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C) – Vehi-
cle-side turbine 
revolution sensor 
connector
SP2+ (B1) terminal 
– NT+ (2) terminal
NT- (C1) terminal – 
NT- (1) terminal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the turbine revolution sensor wire harness for short circuit

SP2+

1 2

NT-

NT- NT+

SHTS042560300040

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)
SP2+ (B1) – GND
NT- (C1) – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the turbine revolution sensor. Replace or repair the wire harness.
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DTC: P0720/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 61
EN01H04256030602010013

DTC: P0720/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 61 Vehicle speed sensor No.2 system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• No pulse is detected from the AT output rotation sensor.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• During vehicle speed sensor pulse detection, the state in which the output rotation sensor pulse is not
detected continues.

3. Reset condition

• During vehicle speed sensor pulse detection, 1 output rotation sensor pulse is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• If an abnormality is detected in the vehicle speed sensor system (P0500) at the same time

- Shifting gears is not possible and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

- Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

• If an abnormality is detected in the output rotation sensor only (P0720)

- Shock may be felt when shifting gears.

- Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

2
(SP2-)

1
(SP2+)

6

7

5

4

1

2

(GND)

(E)
J/C5

Speed sensor

AT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300041
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT output rotation sensor gap

• Abnormality in the AT output revolution sensor

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0720/61

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Brake].

5. Check for ABS wheel sensor-related DTC.

NOYES

1. Start the engine.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector. (With the connector
connected to the ECU.)

NOYES

1 Inspecting the ABS [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300042

Is any ABS wheel sensor-related DTC detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting power supply to the sensor

SP2+(+)
E(-)

SHTS042560300043

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is running (idling)

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
SP2+ (B1) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

6 – 10 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the oscilloscope (voltage: 500 mV/DIV, time: 500 msec/
DIV) to the vehicle-side AT ECU connector. (With the connector
connected to the ECU.)

3. With the vehicle running, measure the signal waveform between
the vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals.

HINT

• When the vehicle speed increases, the waveform period short-
ens.

• The pulse period is approximately 7 ms when the vehicle speed
is 20 km/h.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the vehicle speed sensor
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

3 Checking the output rotation sensor signal

SP2-(+) E(-)

GND

About 
7 ms

SHTS042560300044

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Vehicle speed: 
Approximately 20 
km/h

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
(+) – (-)
SP2- (B2) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

Waveform

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the vehicle speed sensor connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 5.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the output rotation sensor and AT ECU connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector and vehicle-side output rotation
sensor connector terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the output rotation sensor wire harness for disconnection

SP2+SP2-

1 2

SP2- SP2+

SHTS042560300045

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B) 
– Vehicle-side out-
put rotation sen-
sor connector
SP2+ (B1) terminal 
– SP2+ (2) terminal
SP2- (B2) terminal 
– SP2- (1) terminal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the output rotation sensor wire harness for short circuit

SP2+SP2-

1 2

SP2- SP2+

SHTS042560300046

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
SP2+ (B1) – GND
SP2- (B2) – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the output rotation sensor. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P0725/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 86
EN01H04256030602010014

DTC: P0725/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 86 Engine rotation signal system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• No engine speed pulse is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• During output rotation sensor pulse detection with a gear engaged, the state in which no engine speed sensor
pulse is detected continues.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which engine speed sensor pulse is detected continues.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock is felt when shifting gears.

• The vehicle can run but shock is felt when the vehicle is accelerating from the HV regeneration state. (For hybrid
vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

J/B

17
(GND)

8
(E)

15
(NE)

19

20J/C5
Engine ECU

AT ECU

(TAC)
34 2427

SHTS042560300047
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Engine speed sensor malfunction

• AT ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0725/86

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine].

5. Check that engine speed sensor-related DTC (P0335 or P0339) is
not detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300048

Is any engine speed sensor-related DTC detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect an oscilloscope (voltage: 2 V/DIV, time: 20 msec/DIV) to
the vehicle-side AT ECU connector. (With the connector connected
to the ECU.)

3. Start the engine and measure the signal waveform between the
terminals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

! WARNING
 

The square wave peak becomes approx. 5 to 14 V due to any ECU
loaded on the vehicle along with the ECU. (The figure at left is for
about 5 V)

HINT

• When the engine speed increases, the waveform period short-
ens.

• When the engine is idling, the pulse period is approximately 30
ms.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the engine speed signal

NE(+)E(-)

GND

20 ms2 V
About 
30 ms

SHTS042560300049
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

While the engine 
is running (idling)

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)
(+) to (-)
NE (C15) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

Waveform

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the engine ECU and AT ECU connectors.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the vehicle-side engine ECU
harness. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
Engine ECU (signal check harness) and vehicle-side ECU connec-
tor terminals.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector NE (C15) terminal and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the engine speed signal circuit wire harness for disconnection

D E75

SHTS042560300050 Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Engine ECU (sig-
nal check har-
ness) – Vehicle-
side AT ECU con-
nector (C)
SNE (E75) terminal 
– NE (C15) termi-
nal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace or repair the wire harness.

4 Inspecting the engine speed signal circuit wire harness for short circuit

NE

SHTS042560300051

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (C)
NE (C15) terminal 
– GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P0730/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 37
EN01H04256030602010015

DTC: P0730/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 37 Abnormal gear ratio
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality in gear ratio is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• While the vehicle is running in a forward gear (except when shifting gears), the difference between the output
rotation calculated by the AT turbine revolution sensor and the output rotation calculated by the output rotation
sensor exceeds 500 r/min.

3. Reset condition

• While the vehicle is running in a forward gear (except when shifting gears), the difference between the output rota-
tion calculated by the AT turbine revolution sensor and the output rotation calculated by the output rotation sensor is
500 r/min or less.

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300052
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Automatic transmission malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• AT ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0730/37

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for a DTC other than
P0730.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300053

Is a DTC other than P0730 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connectors (A) and (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S1 (A10) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S2 (A3) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (S1)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S1(+)

SHTS042560300054

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S1 (A10) terminal 
– GND

Resistance
: 11 – 15  
(20 C {68 F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the automatic transmission.

4 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (S2)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S2(+)

SHTS042560300055

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S2 (A3) terminal – 
GND

Resistance
: 11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S3 (A9) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (B) SL1+ (B5) terminal and
SL1- (B10) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (S3)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S3(+)

SHTS042560300056

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S3 (A9) terminal – 
GND

Resistance
: 11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace the automatic transmission.

6 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (SL1)

SL1-(-)

SL1+(+)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

6

SHTS042560300057

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (B)
SL1+ (B5) termi-
nal – SL1- (B10) 
terminal

Resistance
: 5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) SL2+ (A12) terminal and
SL2- (A6) terminal.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (SL2)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

SL2-(-)

SL2+(+)

SHTS042560300058

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
SL2+ (A12) termi-
nal – SL2- (A6) ter-
minal

Resistance
: 5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the specified range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace the automatic transmission.
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DTC: P0746/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 31
EN01H04256030602010016

DTC: P0746/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 31 Control valve 1 system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the control valve 1 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• While the control valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

• While the control valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", all of the following conditions are met:
.

1. In a forward gear, the oil pressure switch is ON, and either "D contact," "4th contact," or "3rd contact" is detected.

2. While the control valve is operating, the oil pressure switch ON is detected.

3. While the control valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch OFF is detected.

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17(TPS2)
12

(TPS3)
16

(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300059
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT control valve

• Abnormality in the AT oil pressure switch

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0746/31

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for a DTC other than
P0746/Diagnosis monitor code 31 (see below).

• P0748/25

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300060

Is any DTC other than P0746/31 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side transmission solenoid wire connector (A) TPS1 (A1) ter-
minal and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply to the transmission solenoid

10 11 12

2 3 4 5 61

8 97

TPS1 CONNECTOR A

SHTS042560300061

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side trans-
mission solenoid 
wire connector (A)
TPS1(A1) terminal 
– GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace or repair the wire harness.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

5. Start the engine.

6. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (pressure switch)

TPS1(+)
E(-)

SHTS042560300062

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

P position 
(Pressure switch 
1: OFF)

TPS1 (C6) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

10 – 16 V

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is running

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

When driving in 
2nd gear 
(Pressure switch 
1: ON)

TPS1 (C6) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

0 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace the automatic transmission. 
(Pressure switch malfunction)
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DTC: P0748/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 25
EN01H04256030602010017

DTC: P0748/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 25 Abnormality in linear solenoid 1
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the linear solenoid 1 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the solenoid remains at 100 k or more. Or the solenoid current remains at 4 A or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid resistance is detected to be less than 100 k and the
solenoid current is less than 4 A.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300063
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT linear solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0748/25

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (B) SL1+ (B5) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector (SL1)

SL1-(-)

SL1+(+)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

6

SHTS042560300064

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (B)
SL1+ (B5) termi-
nal – SL1- (B10) 
terminal

5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (B)
SL1+ (B5) termi-
nal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

SL1+(+)

SL1-(-)

SHTS042560300065

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (A)
SL1+ (A7) termi-
nal – SL1- (A6) ter-
minal

5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (A)
SL1- (A6) terminal 
– GND
SL1+ (A7) termi-
nal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0751/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 45
EN01H04256030602010018

DTC: P0751/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 45 Shift valve 1 system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the shift valve 1 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• While the shift valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

• While the shift valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", all of the following conditions are met:
.

1. While the shift valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

2. While the shift valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17(TPS2)
12

(TPS3)
16

(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300066



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–75

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT shift valve

• Abnormality in the AT oil pressure switch

• Abnormality in the AT ECU



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–76

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0751/45

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for a DTC other than
P0751/Diagnosis monitor code 45 (see below).

• P0973/62, P0974/62

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300067

Is any DTC other than P0751/45 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 3.



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–77

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side transmission solenoid wire connector (A) TPS3 (A8) ter-
minal and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply to the transmission solenoid

10 11 12

2 3 4 5 61

8 97

TPS3(+)

SHTS042560300068

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side trans-
mission solenoid 
wire connector (A)
TPS3 (A8) terminal 
– GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace or repair the wire harness.



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–78

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

5. Start the engine.

6. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (pressure switch)

TPS3(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300069

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

P position 
(Pressure switch 
3: OFF)

TPS3 (C12) termi-
nal – E (B8) termi-
nal

10 – 16 V

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is idling

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

R position 
(Pressure switch 
3: ON)

TPS3 (C12) termi-
nal – E (B8) termi-
nal

0 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace the automatic transmission. 
(Pressure switch malfunction)



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–79

DTC: P0756/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 46
EN01H04256030602010019

DTC: P0756/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 46 Shift valve 2 system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the shift valve 2 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• While the shift valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

• While the shift valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", all of the following conditions are met:
.

1. While the shift valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

2. While the shift valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300070



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–80

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT shift valve

• Abnormality in the AT oil pressure switch

• Abnormality in the AT ECU



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–81

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0756/46

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for a DTC other than
P0756/Diagnosis monitor code 46 (see below).

• P0976/63, P0977/63

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300071

Is any DTC other than P0756/46 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 3.



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–82

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side transmission solenoid wire connector (B) TPS4 (B7) ter-
minal and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply to the transmission solenoid

6

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

TPS4(+)

SHTS042560300072

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side trans-
mission solenoid 
wire connector (B)
TPS4 (B7) terminal 
– GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace or repair the wire harness.



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–83

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

5. Start the engine.

6. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (pressure switch)

TPS4(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300073

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

P position 
(Pressure switch 
4: OFF)

TPS4 (C5) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

10 – 16 V

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is idling

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

P position 
(Pressure switch 
4: ON)

TPS4 (C5) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

0 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace the automatic transmission. 
(Pressure switch malfunction)



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–84

DTC: P0761/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 47, 48
EN01H04256030602010020

DTC: P0761/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 47, 48 Shift valve 3/4 system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the shift valve 3/4 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• While the shift valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

• While the shift valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", all of the following conditions are detected:
.

1. While the shift valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

2. While the shift valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300074



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–85

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT shift valve

• Abnormality in the AT oil pressure switch

• Abnormality in the AT ECU



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–86

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0761/47, 48

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for a DTC other than
P0761/Diagnosis monitor code 47 or 48 (see below).

• P0979/64, P0980/64

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300075

Is any DTC other than P0761/47 or 48 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 3.



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–87

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connectors (A) and (B).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side transmission solenoid wire connectors (A)
and (B) and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply to the transmission solenoid

10 11 12

2 3 4 5 61

8 97

6

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

TPS6(+)

TPS5(+)

SHTS042560300076

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side trans-
mission solenoid 
wire connectors 
(A) and (B)
TPS5 (B2) terminal 
– GND
TPS6 (A2) terminal 
– GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace or repair the wire harness.



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–88

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connectors (A) and (B).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

5. Start the engine.

6. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (pressure switch)

TPS5(+)

TPS6(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300077

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

P position 
(Pressure switch 
5: OFF)

TPS5 (C11) termi-
nal – 
E (B8) terminal

10 – 16 V

P position 
(Pressure switch 
6: OFF)

TPS6 (C16) termi-
nal – 
E (B8) terminal

10 – 16 V

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is idling

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

P position 
(Pressure switch 
5: ON)

TPS5 (C11) termi-
nal – 
E (B8) terminal

0 – 3 V

P position 
(Pressure switch 
6: ON)

TPS6 (C16) termi-
nal – 
E (B8) terminal

0 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace the automatic transmission. 
(Pressure switch malfunction)



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–89

DTC: P0776/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 32
EN01H04256030602010021

DTC: P0776/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 32 Control valve 2 system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the control valve 2 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• While the control valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

• While the control valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", all of the following conditions are met:
.

1. In a forward gear, the oil pressure switch is ON, and either "D contact," "4th contact," or "3rd contact" is detected.

2. While the control valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

3. While the control valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17(TPS2)
12

(TPS3)
16

(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300078



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–90

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT control valve

• Abnormality in the AT oil pressure switch

• Abnormality in the AT ECU



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–91

INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0776/32

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for a DTC other than
P0776/Diagnosis monitor code 32 (see below).

• P0778/26

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300079

Is any DTC other than P0776/32 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 3.



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–92

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side transmission solenoid wire connector (A) TPS2 (A7) ter-
minal and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply to the transmission solenoid

10 11 12

2 3 4 5 61

8 97

TPS2

CONNECTOR A

SHTS042560300080

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side trans-
mission solenoid 
wire connector (A)
TPS2 (A7) terminal 
– GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING 4–93

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

5. Start the engine.

6. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (pressure switch)

TPS2(+)
E(-)

SHTS042560300081

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

P position 
(Pressure switch 
2: OFF)

TPS2 (C17) termi-
nal – 
E (B8) terminal

10 – 16 V

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is idling

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(B) and (C)

R position 
(Pressure switch 
2: ON)

TPS2 (C17) termi-
nal – 
E (B8) terminal

0 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace the automatic transmission. 
(Pressure switch malfunction)



TRANSMISSION/TROUBLESHOOTING4–94

DTC: P0778/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 26
EN01H04256030602010022

DTC: P0778/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 26 Abnormality in linear solenoid 2
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the linear solenoid 2 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the solenoid remains at 100 k or more. Or the solenoid current remains at 4 A or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid resistance is detected to be less than 100 k and the
solenoid current is less than 4 A.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300082
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT linear solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0778/26

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) SL2+ (A12) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (SL2)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

SL2-(-)

SL2+(+)

SHTS042560300083

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
SL2+ (A12) termi-
nal – 
SL2- (A6) terminal

5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
SL2+ (A12) termi-
nal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

SL2-(-)

SL2+(+)

SHTS042560300084

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (A)
SL2+ (A8) termi-
nal – 
SL2- (A9) terminal

5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (A)
SL2+ (A8) termi-
nal – GND
SL2- (A9) terminal 
– GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0810/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88
EN01H04256030602010023

DTC: P0810/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88 Malfunction of clutch ECU
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A clutch ECU malfunction detection signal (CAN signal) has been received via CAN communication.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• A clutch ECU malfunction detection signal has been received via CAN communication.

3. Reset condition

• A signal indicating that the clutch ECU works normally has been received via CAN communication.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• A force may be applied to a forward gear in P, R, or N range.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

ABS ECU

HV PCU

7

6
(CA1-)

(CA1+)

3

2
(CA2-)

(CA2+)

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN2

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN1

AT ECU
VCS ECU

Clutch ECU

Combination meter

21

20

20

19

10 21

14

13

48

49

47

46

4

8

3 5

10

6

9

J/C CAN2

71

2

15

25

15

24

23

13
(CSL4)

(CA2+)

(CA1+)

(CSL2)

(CA1-)

(CA2-)

21

22

To GROUND CIRCUIT

SHTS042560300085
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Clutch ECU malfunction

• AT ECU malfunction

• CAN bus line disconnection or short circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0810/88

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that no CAN communication malfunction (U0100) is detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the clutch system [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300086

Is any DTC detected from the clutch system?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300087

Is any CAN communication-related malfunction (U0100) detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the CAN bus line.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P0810 is not
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the CAN bus line

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part. Go to step 4.

4 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300088

Is DTC P0810 detected?

Replace the AT ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0973/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 62
EN01H04256030602010024

DTC: P0973/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 62 On/Off solenoid 1 system short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Short circuit has been detected in the ON/OFF solenoid 1 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The solenoid current remains at 4 A or more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid current below 4 A is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300089
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ON/OFF solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0973/62

1. Check the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S1 (A10) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (S1)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S1(+)

SHTS042560300090

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S1 (A10) terminal 
– GND

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

S1(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300091

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
S1 (A1) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0974/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 62
EN01H04256030602010025

DTC: P0974/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 62 On/Off solenoid 1 system disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection has been detected in the ON/OFF solenoid 1 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the solenoid is kept at 100 k or more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid resistance remains below 100 k.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300092
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ON/OFF solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0974/62

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S1 (A10) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (S1)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S1(+)

SHTS042560300093

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S1 (A10) terminal 
– GND

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

S1(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300094

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
S1 (A1) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0976/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 63
EN01H04256030602010026

DTC: P0976/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 63 On/Off solenoid 2 system short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Short circuit has been detected in the ON/OFF solenoid 2 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The solenoid current remains at 4 A or more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid current below 4 A is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22(S2)
1

(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300095
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ON/OFF solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0976/63

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S2 (A3) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (S2)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S2(+)

SHTS042560300096

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S2 (A3) terminal – 
GND

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the specified range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

S2(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300097

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
S2 (A22) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0977/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 63
EN01H04256030602010027

DTC: P0977/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 63 On/Off solenoid 2 system disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection has been detected in the ON/OFF solenoid 2 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the solenoid remains at 100 k or more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid current below 4 A is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22(S2)
1

(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300098
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ON/OFF solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0977/63

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S2 (A3) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (S2)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S2(+)

SHTS042560300099

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S2 (A3) terminal – 
GND

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

S2(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300100

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
S2 (A22) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0979/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 64
EN01H04256030602010028

DTC: P0979/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 64 On/Off solenoid 3 system short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Short circuit has been detected in the ON/OFF solenoid 3 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The solenoid current remains at 4 A or more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid current below 4 A is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300101
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ON/OFF solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0979/64

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S3 (A9) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (S3)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S3(+)

SHTS042560300102

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S3 (A9) terminal – 
GND

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

S3(+) E(-)

SHTS042560300103

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
S3 (A3) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0980/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 64
EN01H04256030602010029

DTC: P0980/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 64 On/Off solenoid 3 system disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection has been detected in the ON/OFF solenoid 3 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the solenoid remains at 100 k or more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid current below 4 A is detected.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300104
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ON/OFF solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0980/64

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S3 (A9) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (S3)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S3(+)

SHTS042560300105

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S3 (A9) terminal – 
GND

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the specified range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

S3(+) E(-)

SHTS042560300106

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
S3 (A3) terminal – 
E (B8) terminal

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0985/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 65
EN01H04256030602010030

DTC: P0985/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 65 
On/Off solenoid 4 (for line pressure lock/gain change) system short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Short circuit has been detected in the ON/OFF solenoid 4 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The solenoid current remains at 4 A or more.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300107
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock may be felt when shifting gears.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ON/OFF solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0985/65

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S4 (A4) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (S4)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S4(+)

SHTS042560300108

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S4 (A4) terminal – 
GND

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

S4(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300109

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
S4 (B19) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0986/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 65
EN01H04256030602010031

DTC: P0986/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 65 
On/Off solenoid 4 (for line pressure lock/gain change) system disconnection
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection has been detected in the ON/OFF solenoid 4 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the solenoid remains at 100 k or more.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300110
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Engine output is limited when the vehicle is started.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ON/OFF solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0986/65

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) S4 (A4) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (S4)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

1112

6

S4(+)

SHTS042560300111

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
S4 (A4) terminal – 
GND

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

S4(+)

E(-)

SHTS042560300112

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

AT ECU connec-
tor (B)
S4 (B19) terminal 
– E (B8) terminal

11 – 15  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the specified range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P0A40/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88
EN01H04256030602010032

DTC: P0A40/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88 Motor revolution failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• No motor revolution pulse (CAN) signal is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• During output rotation sensor pulse detection with a gear engaged, the state in which no motor revolution
pulse (CAN) is detected continues.

3. Reset condition

• The state in which no motor revolution pulse (CAN) signal is detected continues.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock is felt when shifting gears.

• The engine brake performance decreases.

• Idling stop does not start.

• During HV regeneration, the charging efficiency decreases.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in HV ECU

• Abnormality in AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0A40/88

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Hybrid] and check that no
motor revolution signal-related DTC (see below) is detected.

• P0A1C, P0A40, P0A41, and P0A4F

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that no CAN communication malfunction (U0100) is detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV system [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300114

Is any motor revolution signal-related DTC (P0A1C, P0A40, P0A41, or P0A4F) detected from the
HV system?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300115

Is any CAN communication-related malfunction (U0100) detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the CAN bus line.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the HV ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P0A40 is not
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the CAN bus line

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part. Go to step 4.

4 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300116

Is DTC P0A40 detected?

Replace the AT ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P1604/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 24
EN01H04256030602010033

DTC: P1604/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 24 
Fault in CAN communication data (Engine ECU)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in data has been detected in CAN communication with engine ECU.

• If a torque-limiting malfunction occurs. (for hybrid vehicles only)

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• If the CAN signal from the engine ECU is abnormal.

• If an engine diagnosis signal (CAN signal transmitted when torque is limited) is received. (for hybrid vehicles
only)

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock is felt when shifting gears.

• The engine brake performance decreases.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the engine system

• Abnormality in the AT ECU

• Other torque-limiting malfunctions occur. (for hybrid vehicles only)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1604/24

1. Check the diagnosis monitor code with the Check Trans indicator
light.
Reference: TRANSMISSION, TROUBLESHOOTING, AUTO-
MATIC TRANSMISSION, INSPECTING/CLEARING DIAGNO-
SIS CODES, CHECKING DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODES WITH
THE CHECK TRANS INDICATOR LIGHT (Page 4-10)

NOYES

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and check that no
accelerator pedal position sensor-related DTC (see below) is
detected.

• P2120, P2122, P2123, P2127, P2128

4. On the diagnosis tester screen, select [Engine] and check pres-
ence of the DTC having torque limit. (for hybrid vehicle only)
Reference: ENGINE (J05E), TROUBLESHOOTING, ENGINE
ECU (J05E), DIAGNOSTIC TROUBLE CODE (DTC) TABLE
(Page 2-23)

NOYES

1  Check the diagnosis monitor code with the Check Trans indicator light

Is diagnosis monitor code "24" detected?

Go to step 2. Perform troubleshooting for DTC:
P1604 DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 54

2 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300118

• Is any accelerator pedal position sensor-related DTC detected from engine ECU? 
(P2120, P2122, P2123, P2127, or P2128)

• Are there any DTC having torque limit detected? (for hybrid vehicle only) 

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 3.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that no CAN communication malfunction (U0100) is detected.

NOYES

1. Inspect the CAN bus line.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the AT ECU.

3. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P1604 is not
detected.

NOYES

3 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300119

Is any CAN communication-related malfunction (U0100) detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the CAN bus line

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part. Go to step 5.

5 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300120

Is DTC P1604 detected?

Replace the engine ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P1604/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 54
EN01H04256030602010034

DTC: P1604/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 54 
Abnormality in the exhaust brake actuation signal
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in exhaust brake operation signal has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• An exhaust brake cut request is made to the engine ECU but exhaust brake operation signal is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock is felt when shifting gears.

• The engine brake performance decreases.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the engine system (exhaust brake)

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1604/54

1. Check the diagnosis monitor code with the Check Trans indicator
light.
Reference: TRANSMISSION, TROUBLESHOOTING, AUTO-
MATIC TRANSMISSION, INSPECTING/CLEARING DIAGNO-
SIS CODES, CHECKING DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODES WITH
THE CHECK TRANS INDICATOR LIGHT (Page 4-10)

NOYES

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and check that
exhaust brake system related DTC P1681 is not detected.

NOYES

1  Check the diagnosis monitor code with the Check Trans indicator light

Is diagnosis monitor code "54" detected?

Go to step 2. Perform troubleshooting for DTC:
P1604 DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 24

2 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300122

Is any exhaust brake system related DTC, P1681, detected from the engine ECU?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 3.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that no CAN communication malfunction (U0100) is detected.

NOYES

1. Inspect the CAN bus line.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the AT ECU.

3. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P1604 is not
detected.

NOYES

3 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300123

Is any CAN communication-related malfunction (U0100) detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the CAN bus line

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part. Go to step 5.

5 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300124

Is DTC P1604 detected?

Replace the engine ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P2545/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88
EN01H04256030602010035

DTC: P2545/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88 Fault in CAN communication data (HV ECU)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in data has been detected in CAN communication with the HV ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Abnormality in HV ECU communication data remains.

3. Reset condition

• After the communication data with the HV ECU returns to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock is felt when shifting gears.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in HV ECU

• Abnormality in AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2545/88

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Hybrid] and check that no
DTC is detected.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that no CAN communication malfunction (U0100) is detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the HV system [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300126

Is any DTC detected from the HV system?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300127

Is any CAN communication-related malfunction (U0100) detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the CAN bus line.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the AT ECU.

3. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P2545 is not
detected.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the CAN bus line

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part. Go to step 4.

4 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300128

Is DTC P2545 detected?

Replace the HV ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P2716/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 28
EN01H04256030602010036

DTC: P2716/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 28 Abnormality in linear solenoid 4
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the linear solenoid 4 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the solenoid remains at 100 k or more.

• The solenoid current remains at 4 A or more.

3. Reset condition

• After return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock is felt when shifting gears.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT ECU

• Abnormality in the AT linear solenoid
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2716/28

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (A) SL4+ (A11) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (SL4)
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SHTS042560300130

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
SL4+ (A11) termi-
nal – 
SL4- (A5) terminal

5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (A)
SL4+ (A11) termi-
nal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (A).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle side AT ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

SL4+(+)

SL4-(-)

SHTS042560300131

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (A)
SL4+ (A30) termi-
nal – SL4- (A31) 
terminal

5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (A)
SL4+ (A30) termi-
nal – GND
SL4- (A31) termi-
nal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P2740/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 17
EN01H04256030602010037

DTC: P2740/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 17 
Oil temperature sensor failure (torque convertor outlet)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The torque converter oil temperature is not detected normally.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the oil temperature sensor remains at 469 k or more or below 196 .

3. Reset condition

• The resistance across the oil temperature sensor remains at 196 ? or more or below 469 k.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine brake performance decreases.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the oil temperature sensor

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2740/17

1. Inspect the connector connection of the temperature sensor 2
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the temperature sensor 2.

3. Add Toyota genuine automatic transmission fluid Type T-IV to the
reservoir until the sensing part of the temperature sensor 2 is
immersed in the fluid.

4. While heating the fluid, using the electrical tester, measure the
resistance between the terminals of the temperature sensor 2.

! CAUTION
 

Do not heat the fluid too much. Too hot fluid causes a fire.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the oil temperature sensor 2 connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the temperature sensor 2

1 2

SHTS042560300133

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Temperature sen-
sor 2
#1 terminal – 
#2 terminal

115 C {239 F}
: 657 – 727 
120 C {248 F}
: 585 – 647 
145 C {293 F}
: 339 – 375 
155 C {311 F}
: 278 – 308 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the temperature sensor 2.
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1. Install the temperature sensor 2 and connect the connector.

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connectors (A) and (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

HINT
Normal if the resistance remains between 196  and 469 k
regardless of the temperature.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness of the temperature sensor 2 for disconnection

E2(-) OIL2(+)

SHTS042560300134
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
OIL2 (B16) termi-
nal – 
E2 (A28) terminal

115 C {239 F}
: 657 – 727 
120 C {248 F}
: 585 – 647 
145 C {293 F}
: 339 – 375 
155 C {311 F}
: 278 – 308 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.

4 Inspecting the wire harness of the temperature sensor 2 for short circuit

E2(-) OIL2(+)

SHTS042560300135

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)
OIL2 (B16) termi-
nal – GND
E2 (A28) terminal 
– GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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DTC: P2757/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 33
EN01H04256030602010038

DTC: P2757/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 33 Control valve 3 system failure
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the control valve 3 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• While the control valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

• While the control valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", all of the following conditions are met:
.

1. The oil pressure switch 6, which turns ON when in the reverse gear and in neutral, is ON.

2. While the control valve is operating, the oil pressure switch turned ON is detected.

3. While the control valve is not operating, the oil pressure switch turned OFF is detected.

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)

(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300136
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT control valve

• Abnormality in the AT oil pressure switch

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2757/33

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that a DTC other than
P2757/Diagnosis monitor code 33 (see below) is not detected.

• P2759/27

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300137

Is any DTC other than P2757/33 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side transmission solenoid wire connector (B) TPS7 (B1) ter-
minal and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply to the transmission solenoid

6

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

TPS7
CONNECTOR B

SHTS042560300138

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side trans-
mission solenoid 
wire connector (B)
TPS7 (B1) – GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

5. Start the engine.

6. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (pressure switch)

TPS7(+) E(-)

SHTS042560300139

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)

P position 
(Pressure switch 
7: OFF)

TPS7 (A10) termi-
nal – 
E (B8) terminal

10 – 16 V

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

While the engine 
is idling

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connectors 
(A) and (B)

R position 
(Pressure switch 
7: ON)

TPS7 (A10) termi-
nal – 
E (B8) terminal

0 – 3 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Replace the automatic transmission. 
(Pressure switch malfunction)
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DTC: P2759/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 27
EN01H04256030602010039

DTC: P2759/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 27 Abnormality in linear solenoid 3
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the linear solenoid 3 system.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the solenoid remains at 100 k or more. Or the solenoid current remains at 4 A or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the solenoid resistance is detected to be less than 100 k and the
solenoid current to be less than 4A.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300140
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shifting gears is not possible, and the transmission is fixed in a forward gear.

• Idling stop does not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in the AT linear solenoid

• Abnormality in the AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2759/27

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (B) SL3+ (B4) terminal and
GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire (SL3)

SL3-(-)

SL3+(+)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

6

SHTS042560300141

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (B)
SL3+ (B4) termi-
nal – 
SL3- (B9) terminal

5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (B)
SL3+ (B4) termi-
nal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the automatic transmission.
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1. Connect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

2. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (A).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side AT ECU connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire harness

SL3+(+) SL3-(-)

SHTS042560300142

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (A)
SL3+ (A5) termi-
nal – SL3- (A15) 
terminal

5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (A)
SL3+ (A5) termi-
nal – GND
SL3- (A15) termi-
nal – GND

10 k or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the AT ECU. Repair or replace the wire harness. 
(Between the AT ECU and transmission sole-
noid wire)
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DTC: P2764/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 36
EN01H04256030602010040

DTC: P2764/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 36 Abnormal lock-up
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• An abnormality has been detected in the lockup clutch.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• After lockup, the difference between the engine speed and turbine revolution remains at 200 r/min or more.

3. Reset condition

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON", the difference between the engine speed and turbine revolution is
less than 200 r/min with lockup ON.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

T/M W/H

(GND)

(E)

15

19
(S4)

31
(SL4-)

30
(SL4+)

8
(SL2+)

9
(SL2-)

3
(S3)

22
(S2)

1
(S1)

6
(TPS1)

17
(TPS2)

12
(TPS3)

16
(TPS6)

19

20

14

13

5
(SL3+)

15
(SL3-)

7

6

5
(TPS4)

11
(TPS5)

5

4

10
(TPS7)

26
(TPS8)

22

21

15

16

17

18

11

10

9

8

6
(SL1-)

7
(SL1+)

28
(E2)

(OIL)

20

19

18

17

21

20

17

16

14

13

18

19

18

21

6

5

4

3

22

2

3

19

20

1

10

11

(SL4-)

(SL4+)

(S4)

(S3)

(S2)

(S1)

(SL2+)

(SL2-)
(SL3+)
(SL3-)

(PSW1)
(PSW2)
(PSW3)

(PSW4)
(PSW5)
(PSW6)
(PSW7)
(PSW8)

(SL1-)

(SL1+)

(E2)

(ATF+)

5

11

4

9

3

10

12

6

1

7

8

2

4

9

7

2

1

6

10

5

8

3

J/C5

Transmission solenoidAT ECU

17

8

19

20

SHTS042560300143
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The engine brake does not work.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Abnormality in AT

• Abnormality in AT ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2764/36

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for a DTC other than
P2764/Diagnosis monitor code 36 (see below).

• P2759/27

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the transmission solenoid wire
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300144

Is any DTC other than P2764/36 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the transmission solenoid wire connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the transmission solenoid wire connector (B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
transmission solenoid wire connector (B) SL3+ (B4) terminal and
SL3- (B9) terminal.

NOYES

1. Inspect the torque converter. For details, refer to the "Service Man-
ual: Transmission."

NOYES

3 Inspecting the operation of the transmission solenoid (SL3)

SL3-(-)

SL3+(+)

1

7

2

8

3

9

4

10

5

6

SHTS042560300145

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Transmission 
solenoid wire con-
nector (B)
SL3+ (B4) termi-
nal – 
SL3- (B9) terminal

Resistance
: 5.0 – 6.0  
(20 C {68 °F})

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the automatic transmission.

4 Inspecting the torque converter

Is any defect found?

Replace the torque converter. Replace the automatic transmission.
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DTC: U0100/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88
EN01H04256030602010041

DTC: U0100/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88 Engine ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication blackout has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Abnormality in communication with the engine ECU remains.

3. Reset condition

• The vehicle is stopped, and after communication with the engine ECU returns to normal.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Shock may be felt when shifting gears.

• The engine brake performance decreases.

• Idling stop may not start. (For hybrid vehicles only)

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

ABS ECUVCS ECU

HV PCU

7

6
(CA1-)

(CA1+)

3

2
(CA2-)

(CA2+)

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN2

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN1

AT ECU

Clutch ECU

Combination meter

21

20

20

19

10 21

14

13

48

49

47

46

4

8

3 5

10

6

9

J/C CAN2

71

2

15

25

15

24

23

13
(CSL4)

(CA2+)

(CA1+)

(CSL2)

(CA1-)

(CA2-)

21

22

To GROUND CIRCUIT

SHTS042560300146
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Engine ECU malfunction

• AT ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0100/88

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that multiple CAN communication malfunctions (U0100 and
U110A) are not detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(22P) and VCS ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300147

Are multiple CAN communication-related malfunctions (U0100 and U110A) detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNI-
CATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter
"CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNI-
CATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter
"CONTROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 3.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, read DTC.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the VCS ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P) connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side VCS ECU connector CA1+ (6) terminal and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) connector #7 terminal.

NOYES

3 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300148

Is DTC U0100 detected?

Go to step 4. The inspection is finished.

4 Inspecting the wire harness: CAN H line between the VCS ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)

23 24 25 26

21 103 4 5 6 7 8 9

27 28 29 30
11 12 13 14 19 20 21 2215 16 17 18

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10116
1213141516 181920212217

#7

J/C_CAN2 (22P)VCS ECU
CA1+

SHTS042560300149

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side VCS 
connector – 
J/C_CAN2 (22P) 
connector
CA1+ (6) terminal 
– #7 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the VCS ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side VCS ECU connector #24 (CA1-) terminal and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) connector #10 terminal.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (B).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector (B) CAN+ (B20) terminal and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) connector #9 terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness: CAN L line between the VCS ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)

23 24 25 26

21 103 4 5 6 7 8 9

27 28 29 30
11 12 13 14 19 20 21 2215 16 17 18

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10116
1213141516 181920212217

#18

VCS ECU
CA1-

J/C_CAN2 (22P)

SHTS042560300150

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side VCS 
ECU connector –
J/C_CAN2 (22P) 
connector
CA1- (7) terminal –
#18 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the VCS ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

6 Inspecting the wire harness: CAN H line between the AT ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)

1 2 3 4 5 6

8 16

17

7

9 101112131415

21201918 222324

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10116
1213141516 181920212217

#9

J/C_CAN2 (22P)AT ECU CAN+

SHTS042560300151

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
connector (B) – 
J/C_CAN2 (22P) 
connector
CAN+ (B20) termi-
nal – #9 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the AT ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector (B) CAN- (B21) terminal and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) connector #20 terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the VCS ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P) connectors.

2. Replace the AT ECU.

3. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, read detected DTC.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness: CAN L line between the AT ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)

1 2 3 4 5 6

8 16

17

7

9 101112131415

21201918 222324

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10116
1213141516 181920212217

#20

J/C_CAN2 (22P)AT ECU CAN-

SHTS042560300152

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B) 
– J/C_CAN2 (22P) 
connector
CAN- (B21) termi-
nal – #20 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the AT ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

8 Reading DTC 3 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300153

Is DTC U0100 detected?

Replace the VCS ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: U110A/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88
EN01H04256030602010042

DTC: U110A/DIAGNOSIS MONITOR CODE: 88 
Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• CAN communication with the vehicle control (VCS) ECU was interrupted.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Abnormality in communication with the VCS ECU remains.

3. Reset condition

• The vehicle is stopped, and after communication with the VCS ECU returns to normal.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Cruise control cannot be used.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

ABS ECUVCS ECU

HV PCU

7

6
(CA1-)

(CA1+)

3

2
(CA2-)

(CA2+)

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN2

9

18

7

19

8

20

J/C CAN1

AT ECU

Clutch ECU

Combination meter

21

20

20

19

10 21

14

13

48

49

47

46

4

8

3 5

10

6

9

J/C CAN2

71

2

15

25

15

24

23

13
(CSL4)

(CA2+)

(CA1+)

(CSL2)

(CA1-)

(CA2-)

21

22

To GROUND CIRCUIT

SHTS042560300154
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7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• VCS ECU malfunction

• AT ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U110A/88

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that multiple CAN communication malfunctions (U0100 and
U110A) are not detected.

NOYES

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(22P) and VCS ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300155

Are multiple CAN communication-related malfunctions (U0100 and U110A) detected?

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNI-
CATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter
"CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNI-
CATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter
"CONTROL SYSTEM".

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 3.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, read detected DTC.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the VCS ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P) connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side VCS ECU connector CA1+ (6) terminal and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) connector #7 terminal.

NOYES

3 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300156

Is DTC U110A detected?

Go to step 4. The inspection is finished.

4 Inspecting the wire harness: CAN H line between the VCS ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)

23 24 25 26

21 103 4 5 6 7 8 9

27 28 29 30
11 12 13 14 19 20 21 2215 16 17 18

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10116
1213141516 181920212217

#7

J/C_CAN2 (22P)VCS ECU
CA1+

SHTS042560300157

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side VCS 
connector – 
J/C_CAN2 (22P) 
connector
CA1+ (6) terminal 
– #7 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the VCS ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side VCS ECU connector CA1-(7) terminal and J/C_CAN2
(22P) connector #18 terminal.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the AT ECU connector (B).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector (B) CAN+ (B20) terminal and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) connector #9 terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness: CAN L line between the VCS ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)

23 24 25 26

21 103 4 5 6 7 8 9

27 28 29 30
11 12 13 14 19 20 21 2215 16 17 18

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10116
1213141516 181920212217

#18

VCS ECU
CA1-

J/C_CAN2 (22P)

SHTS042560300158

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side VCS 
ECU connector – 
J/C_CAN2 (22P) 
connector
CA1- (7) terminal – 
#18 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the VCS ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

6 Inspecting the wire harness: CAN H line between the AT ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)

1 2 3 4 5 6

8 16

17

7

9 101112131415

21201918 222324

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10116
1213141516 181920212217

#9

J/C_CAN2 (22P)AT ECU CAN+

SHTS042560300159

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B) 
– J/C_CAN2 (22P) 
connector
CAN+ (B20) termi-
nal – #9 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the AT ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side AT ECU connector (B) CAN- (B21) terminal and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) connector #20 terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the VCS ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P) connectors.

2. Replace the AT ECU.

3. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, read DTC.

NOYES

TRANSMISSION
4-001

7 Inspecting the wire harness: CAN L line between the AT ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)

1 2 3 4 5 6

8 16

17

7

9 101112131415

21201918 222324

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10116
1213141516 181920212217

#20

J/C_CAN2 (22P)AT ECU CAN-

SHTS042560300160

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side AT 
connector (B) – 
J/C_CAN2 (22P) 
connector
CAN- (B21) termi-
nal – #20 terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the AT ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

8 Reading DTC 3 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS042560300161

Is DTC U110A detected?

Replace the VCS ECU. The inspection is finished.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

CLUTCH ECU

SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
EN01H04ZZZ030602020001
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COMPUTER PIN ASSIGNMENT
EN01H04ZZZ030602020002

No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 — — 21 — —

2 DSW
Electric oil pump power supply enable sig-
nal

22 — —

3 — — 23 — —

4 TMP- Oil sensor - 24 — —

5 TMP+ Oil sensor + 25 — —

6 — — 26 — —

7 ATDR AT electric oil pump drive signal 27 — —

8 CLDR Clutch electric oil pump drive signal 28 — —

9 — — 29 — —

10 ATST AT electric oil pump driver status 30 — —

11 CLST Clutch electric oil pump driver status 31 — —

12 — — 32 — —

13 — — 33 — —

14 — — 34 — —

15 — — 35 — —

16 CN 2H CAN communication 2 (Hi) 36 — —

17 CN 2L CAN communication 2 (Lo) 37 — —

18 — — 38 — —

19 CANH CAN communication (Hi) 39 — —

20 CANL CAN communication (Lo) 40 — —

CONTROL COMPUTER 
ASSEMBLY CONNECTOR A

VIEW
VEHICLE HARNESS

1

21

2

22

3

23

4

24

5

25

6

26

7

27

8

28

9

29 30

10

31

11

32

12

33

13

34

14

35

15

36

16

37

17

38

18

39

19

40

20

SHTS04ZZZ0300002
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No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 — — 6 — —

2 IGSW IG SW 7 +B +B

3 MV- Linear solenoid drive signal (-) 8 — —

4 GND GND 9 MV+ Linear solenoid drive signal (+)

5 ATOP AT electric oil pump power supply 10 — —

CONTROL COMPUTER 
ASSEMBLY CONNECTOR B

VIEW
VEHICLE HARNESS

1 2 3 4

5 6 87 9 10

SHTS04ZZZ0300003
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DIAGNOSIS CODE TABLE
EN01H04ZZZ030602020003

DTC code
Diagnosis 

monitor code *
Inspection item

P0560 9C (HV ECU) Low power voltage

P0563 9D (HV ECU) On stuck of power supply FET in clutch ECU 

P0604 9C (HV ECU) Malfunction of RAM

P0605 9C (HV ECU) Malfunction of ROM

P062F 9C (HV ECU) Malfunction of EEPROM

P0775 9C (HV ECU) Malfunction of front module oil passage switching solenoid (High)

P0778 9C (HV ECU) Malfunction of front module oil passage switching solenoid (Low)

P0811 9C (HV ECU) Slip of front module wet-type multi-plate clutch 

P081E 9C (HV ECU) Detection of hybrid damper wear limit

P0883 9D (HV ECU) On stuck of key switch signal in clutch ECU

P0948 9D (HV ECU)
ON stuck of power supply relay in electrically driven oil pump for front mod-
ule wet-type multi-plate clutch

P1538 88 (AT ECU) Malfunction of power supply of idle stop electrically driven oil pump

P1539 88 (AT ECU) Low power voltage of idle stop electrically driven oil pump

P18F2 9C (HV ECU)
Malfunction of status signal in electrically driven oil pump for front module 
wet-type multi-plate clutch (Low)

P18F3 9C (HV ECU)
Malfunction of status signal in electrically driven oil pump for front module 
wet-type multi-plate clutch (High)

P18F5 9C (HV ECU)
Malfunction of status signal in electrically driven oil pump for front module 
wet-type multi-plate clutch

P18F7 9C (HV ECU)
Malfunction of SIG signal in electrically driven oil pump for front module wet-
type multi-plate clutch (Low)

P18F8 9C (HV ECU)
Malfunction of SIG signal in electrically driven oil pump for front module wet-
type multi-plate clutch (High)

P18F9 9C (HV ECU)
Malfunction of electrically driven oil pump for front module wet-type multi-
plate clutch

P18FB 9C (HV ECU) Abnormality in front module oil temperature sensor characteristics

P18FC 9C (HV ECU) Malfunction of front module oil temperature sensor (High)

P18FD 9C (HV ECU) Malfunction of front module oil temperature sensor (Low)

P191A 9C (HV ECU) Engagement failure of front module wet-type multi-plate clutch

P2859 9C (HV ECU) Inability to disengage front module wet-type multi-plate clutch

P3156 88 (AT ECU) Malfunction of idle stop electrically driven oil pump

P3157 88 (AT ECU) Malfunction of power cutoff function of idle stop electrically driven oil pump

U0073 9C (HV ECU) Control system CAN bus off

U0101
88 (AT ECU), 
9C (HV ECU)

AT-ECU CAN communication blackout
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*: "Diagnosis monitor code" is output from the HV ECU or AT ECU instead.

U0110 9C (HV ECU) INVERTER-ECU CAN communication blackout

U0293
88 (AT ECU)
9C (HV ECU)

HV-ECU CAN communication blackout 

U110A 9C (HV ECU) VCS-ECU CAN communication blackout

DTC code
Diagnosis 

monitor code *
Inspection item
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CAUTIONS ON HV DAMPER REPLACEMENT
EN01H04ZZZ030602020004

The wear condition of the HV damper is determined based on start count. For this reason, the start count of the clutch
ECU must be reset using the HINO DX Ⅱ . 

1. AFTER REPLACEMENT, START THE HINO DX Ⅱ AND RESET THE 4 START COUNTS BELOW USING THE CUS-
TOMIZATION FUNCTION. 

HINT
Batch writing from the HINO DX Ⅱ is not available. They must be written one by one (HINO DX Ⅱ specification). 

(1) Start count of low temperature MG
(2) Start count of room temperature MG
(3) Start count of low temperature starter
(4) Start count of room temperature starter

- Normal CAN communication between the clutch ECU and HV ECU (The value, start count, is displayed.)

• Range of display values
Start count of low temperature MG: 0-6553400
Start count of room temperature MG: 0-6553400
Start count of low temperature starter: 0-409500
Start count of room temperature starter: 0-409500

• Range of writable values
Start count of low temperature MG: 0-6553400
Start count of room temperature MG: 0-6553400
Start count of low temperature starter: 0-409500
Start count of room temperature starter: 0-409500

HINT
Ones and tens digits are invalid in writing. (A value is written with its ones and tens digits rounded down.)

SHTS04ZZZ0300004
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DTC: P0560
EN01H04ZZZ030602020005

DTC: P0560: Low power voltage
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A low +B power supply voltage has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The +B power supply voltage is 6.1 V or less.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON. Or the +B power supply voltage is 7.4 V or more.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

ENGINE ROOM No.1 W/H
R/B Clutch ECU

INST PANEL No.1 W/H

(+B)
F CLUTCH ECU 15A 79

SHTS04ZZZ0300005
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0560

1. Check the [CLUTCH ECU 15A] fuse for a broken filament or
improper fitting.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect all the clutch ECU connectors.

3. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connec-
tor (10P) +B (#7) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the fuse

15
A

SHTS04ZZZ0300006

Is any defect found?

• If a broken fuse is found, replace the fuse.

• If no problem is found with the fuse,
inspect the circuits in the upstream of the
fuse.

Connect the fuse firmly and go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the clutch ECU power supply circuit

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300007

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (10P)
+B (#7) terminal – 
GND

7.4 V or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Inspect the clutch ECU wire harness (from
the fuse to the ECU). 
Repair or replace it if necessary.
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1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0560 is not detected.

NOYES

3 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300008

Is DTC P0560 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0563
EN01H04ZZZ030602020006

DTC: P0563: On stuck of power supply FET in clutch ECU
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The clutch ECU internal power supply FET stuck ON is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• After the starter key is turned "LOCK", the self-holding power supply remains ON for 60 seconds.

• The DTC is determined when the starter key is turned "ON" next.

3. Reset condition

• The self-holding power supply is not detected for 60 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• The clutch ECU internal power supply FET gets stuck ON.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0563

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0563 is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300009

Is DTC P0563 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0604
EN01H04ZZZ030602020007

DTC: P0604: Malfunction of RAM
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected inside clutch ECU (RAM).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• RAM abnormality is detected in ECU.

3. Reset condition

• Returning to normal and turning the starter key OFF/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

•  Idle stop is not actuated.

• If malfunction occurs during idle stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, deceleration feeling at vehicle deceleration decreases.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of clutch ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0604

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and check that
DTC P0604 is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300010

Is DTC P0604 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. Delete the malfunction history to complete
the inspection.
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DTC: P0605
EN01H04ZZZ030602020008

DTC: P0605: Malfunction of ROM
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected inside clutch ECU (ROM).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• ROM abnormality is detected in ECU.

3. Reset condition

• Returning to normal and turning the starter key OFF/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

•  Idle stop is not actuated.

• If malfunction occurs during idle stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, deceleration feeling at vehicle deceleration decreases.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of clutch ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0605

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and check that
DTC P0605 is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300011

Is DTC P0605 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. Delete the malfunction history to complete
the inspection.
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DTC: P062F
EN01H04ZZZ030602020009

DTC: P062F: Malfunction of EEPROM
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality has been detected inside clutch ECU (EEPROM).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• EEPROM abnormality is detected in ECU.

3. Reset condition

• Immediately after returning to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

•  Idle stop is not actuated.

• If malfunction occurs during idle stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, deceleration feeling at vehicle deceleration decreases.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of clutch ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P062F

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and check that
DTC P062F is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300012

Is DTC P062F detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. Delete the malfunction history to complete
the inspection.
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DTC: P0775
EN01H04ZZZ030602020010

DTC: P0775: Malfunction of front module oil passage switching solenoid (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction (high) has been detected in the solenoid for switching the oil passage in the front module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The solenoid current monitor remains at 0.6 A or more and the indicated voltage remains at duty 0% for 500
ms. 

3. Reset condition

• The solenoid current monitor remains below 0.3 A and the indicated voltage remains at duty 0% for 100 ms.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

3
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(MV-)

(MV+)

4
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1
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Clutch ECU

INST PANEL No.1 W/H ENGINE ROOM No.1 W/H TM W/H

Clutch solenoid
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Solenoid malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0775

1. Inspect the connector connection of the clutch solenoid (improper
fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation of the clutch solenoid.

2. Check the sensing part of the clutch solenoid for dirt, clogging, or
damage.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the clutch solenoid connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the clutch solenoid

Is any defect found?

Clean the vent part and install it correctly. 
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch solenoid connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the clutch sole-
noid connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the clutch solenoid

SHTS04ZZZ0300014

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–
Clutch solenoid
MV- (#1) terminal – 
MV+ (#2) terminal

20 C {68 F} 
6.7 – 7.7 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the clutch solenoid.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (10P).

2. Measure the resistance between the vehicle-side clutch ECU con-
nector (10P) and clutch solenoid terminals.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F} or
more)

2. Stop the engine and turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0775 is not detected.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch solenoid wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300015

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (10P) – 
Clutch solenoid
MV- (#3) terminal – 
MV- (#1) terminal
MV+ (#9) terminal 
– MV+ (#2) termi-
nal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness between
the clutch solenoid and clutch ECU.

5 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300016

Is DTC P0775 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0778
EN01H04ZZZ030602020011

DTC: P0778: Malfunction of front module oil passage switching solenoid (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction (low) has been detected in the solenoid for switching the oil passage in the front module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The solenoid current monitor remains at 0.3 A or more and the indicated voltage remains at duty 95% for 500
ms. 

3. Reset condition

• The solenoid current monitor remains below 0.3 A and the indicated voltage remains at duty 15 to 95% for 100 ms.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Solenoid malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0778

1. Inspect the connector connection of the clutch solenoid (improper
fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation of the clutch solenoid.

2. Check the sensing part of the clutch solenoid for dirt, clogging, or
damage.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the clutch solenoid connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the clutch solenoid

Is any defect found?

Clean the vent part and install it correctly. 
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch solenoid connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the clutch sole-
noid connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the clutch solenoid

SHTS04ZZZ0300018

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–
Clutch solenoid
MV- (#1) terminal – 
MV+ (#2) terminal

20 C {68 F} 
6.7 – 7.7 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the clutch solenoid.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (10P).

2. Measure the resistance between the vehicle-side clutch ECU con-
nector (10P) and clutch solenoid terminals.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F} or
more)

2. Stop the engine and turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0775 is not detected.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch solenoid wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300019

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (10P) – 
Clutch solenoid
MV- (#3) terminal – 
MV- (#1) terminal
MV+ (#9) terminal 
– MV+ (#2) termi-
nal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness between
the clutch solenoid and clutch ECU.

5 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300020

Is DTC P0778 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0811
EN01H04ZZZ030602020012

DTC: P0811: Slip of front module wet-type multi-plate clutch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front module slip is detected while it is engaged.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• Clutch engagement hold control 
The difference between the engine speed and motor revolution remains at 300 r/min or more for 5 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Mechanical malfunction of the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front module
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0811

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0811 is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300021

Is DTC P0811 detected?

Inspect the front clutch. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P081E
EN01H04ZZZ030602020013

DTC: P081E: Detection of hybrid damper wear limit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• A worn hybrid damper friction material has been detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The number of engine starts exceeds the set value. 
It is determined that the hybrid damper wear limit is reached when the wear on the hybrid damper limiter (fric-
tion material) due to resonance at the engine start exceeds the threshold value.

3. Reset condition

• Clear the number of engine starts.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Continued use of the vehicle prevents power transmission.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• The number of engine starts exceeds the theoretical limit and the damper friction material is worn out.
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P081E

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P081E is not detected.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300022

Is DTC P081E detected?

• Inspect the HV damper.
Refer to the "Transmission/Troubleshooting/
Clutch ECU/Precautions for Replacing HV
Damper (p.4 to 81)"

The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0883
EN01H04ZZZ030602020014

DTC: P0883: ON stuck of key switch signal in clutch ECU
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The clutch ECU starter key signal stuck on is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

The following conditions are detected for 60 seconds:

• CAN communication is interrupted.

• The signal from the power oil pump of the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front module is interrupted.

• The oil temperature sensor in the front module does not have a broken wire.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• The clutch ECU starter key signal is stuck ON.

1
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0883

1. Inspect the connection of the IG1-3 relay (in the J/B) (improper fit-
ting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the IG1-3 relay.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
IG1-3 relay terminals.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the IG1-3 relay

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the IG1-3 relay (single unit inspection)

1 2

SHTS04ZZZ0300024

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–
Between the IG1-3 
relay terminals

1: 320 
2:  

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the IG1-3 relay.
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1. Check the [ECU-IG No.2] fuse for a broken filament or improper fit-
ting.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect all the clutch ECU connectors.

3. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connec-
tor (10P) IGSW (#2) terminal and GND.

4. Turn the starter key ON and measure the voltage.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the fuse
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Is any defect found?

If a broken fuse is found, replace the fuse. Connect the fuse firmly and go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the clutch ECU power supply circuit

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300026

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: 
LOCK/ON

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (10P)
IGSW (#2) terminal 
– GND

Starter key

• LOCK: 0 V

• ON: 8 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Inspect the clutch ECU wire harness 
(from the fuse to the ECU).
Repair or replace it if necessary.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0883 is not detected.

NOYES

5 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300027

Is DTC P0883 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P0948
EN01H04ZZZ030602020015

DTC: P0948: ON stuck of power supply relay in electrically driven oil pump 
for front module wet-type multi-plate clutch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The power supply relay (option relay) of the clutch power oil pump stuck ON is detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the starter key is turned "ON" and "LOCK", the clutch power oil pump status in a normal state is
detected successively for 1,500 ms.

The DTC is detected at the time of next start-up if above condition is met two times.

3. Reset condition

• When the starter key is turned "ON" and "LOCK", the clutch power oil pump status in a normal state is not received
successively for 200 ms.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• The battery may go flat.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch power oil pump malfunction

• Clutch power oil pump power supply relay (option relay) stuck ON

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P0948

1. Inspect the connector connections of the clutch power oil pump
and driver (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Check the [CLT_E-OP 30A] fuse for a broken filament or improper
fitting.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connections of the power supply relay (option relay) of
the clutch power oil pump (damage or improper fitting or connec-
tion).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 14.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 14.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay)

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 14.

Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump
(option relay).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay) ter-
minals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay) (single unit
inspection)

SHTS04ZZZ0300029

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Power supply 
relay of the clutch 
power oil pump 
(option relay) 
3rd terminal – 5th 
terminal

 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Replace the power supply relay of the clutch
power oil pump (option relay).
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1. Disconnect the clutch power oil pump driver connector (8P).

2. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch power oil
pump driver connector (8P) +B (#1) terminal and GND.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the clutch power oil pump driver

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300030

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
+B (#1) terminal – 
GND

0 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the clutch ECU. Replace the wire harness.
(Between the clutch power oil pump driver
and power supply relay of clutch power oil
pump (operation relay))
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DTC: P1538
EN01H04ZZZ030602020016

DTC: P1538: Malfunction of power supply of idle stop electrically driven oil pump
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or short circuit malfunction has been detected in the idling stop power oil pump (AT power oil pump)
power supply.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The idling stop power oil pump does not turn on or remains on.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• A force may be applied to the forward gear in P, R, or N range.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1538

1. Check the battery voltage.
Standard values: 10.5 V or more

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the AT power oil pump
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the battery voltage

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. Charge or replace the battery.
After changing or replacing it, go to step 10.

2 Inspecting the AT power oil pump connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 10.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch ECU connectors (10P) and (40P) and AT
power oil pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(10P) and (40P) and vehicle-side AT power oil pump connector ter-
minals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the AT power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300032

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (10P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
power oil pump 
connector
ATOP (#5) terminal 
– +B (#4) terminal

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
power oil pump 
connector
ATST (#10) termi-
nal – 
STAT (#2) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 10.
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1. Connect the clutch ECU connectors (10P) and (40P) and AT
power oil pump connector.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Shift the shift lever to the P range.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop] to
check the power supply voltage value and power supply enabling
signal value.

NOYES

4 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300033

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
P range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Power supply volt-
age value: 7.4 V or 
more
Power supply 
enabling signal 
value: 0 (OFF)

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 10.

Go to step 5.
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1. Shift the shift lever to the D range.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop] to
check the power supply voltage value and power supply enabling
signal value.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop] to
check the status value.

NOYES

5 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 2-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300034

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Power supply volt-
age value: 
Less than 7.4 V
Power supply 
enabling signal 
value: 1 (ON)

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 10.

Go to step 6.

6 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 2-2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300035

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 7 
(Abnormality in 
voltage, current, 
or A/D, or overcur-
rent)

Is the displayed status value "7"?

Replace the AT power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 10.

Go to step 7.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop] to
check the status value.

NOYES

7 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 2-3 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300036

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 4 (Abnormality 
in input signal)

• 8 (AT-EOP 
power OFF sta-
tus)

• 9 (Uncertain AT-
EOP status sig-
nal)

Is the displayed status value "4," "8," or "9"?

Go to step 9. Go to step 8.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for idle stop] to perform the
active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for idle stop].

NOYES

8 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 3 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300037
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 3 
(The motor is 
rotating normally.)

Is the displayed status value "3"?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 9.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the AT power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Shift the shift lever to the D range.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for idle stop] to perform the
active test.

6. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value and
power supply voltage on the [The status of the electric oil pump for
idle stop].

7. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for idle stop].

NOYES

9  Replacing the AT power oil pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300038

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 3 
(The motor is 
rotating normally.)
Power supply volt-
age: 
7.4 V or more

Is the displayed status value "3", and is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is finished. Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 10.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Shift the shift lever to the D range.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for idle stop] to perform the
active test.

4. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value and
power supply voltage on the [The status of the electric oil pump for
idle stop].

5. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for idle stop].

NOYES

10 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300039

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 3 
(The motor is 
rotating normally.)
Power supply volt-
age: 
7.4 V or more

Is the displayed status value "3," and is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P1539
EN01H04ZZZ030602020017

DTC: P1539: Low power voltage of idle stop electrically driven oil pump
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Low power supply voltage has been detected in the idling stop power oil pump (AT power oil pump).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The clutch ECU has detected that the battery voltage is 9.0 V or less. Or that the idling stop power oil pump
voltage is 6.96 V or less.

3. Reset condition

• The clutch ECU detects that the battery voltage is 9.5 V or more. And that the idling stop power oil pump voltage is
7.62 V or less.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

INST PANEL No.1 W/H ENGINE ROOM No.1 W/H TM W/H

10
7
5

34
33
8

Z
18

T/M EARTH

2

8
1

2 1
3
4

(ATST)
(ATDR)
(ATOP)

ATM EOPClutch ECU

SHTS04ZZZ0300040
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Low battery voltage

• Clutch ECU malfunction

• Temporary PWM signal disturbance due to noise
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P1539

1. Inspect the battery voltage.
Standard values: 10.5 V or more

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the AT power oil pump
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the battery voltage

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. Charge or replace the battery.
After changing or replacing it, go to step 10.

2 Inspecting the AT power oil pump connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 7.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch ECU connectors (10P) and (40P) and AT
power oil pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(10P) and (40P) and vehicle-side AT power oil pump connector ter-
minals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the AT power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300041

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (10P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
power oil pump 
connector
ATOP (#5) terminal 
– +B (#4) terminal

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
power oil pump 
connector
ATST (#10) termi-
nal – 
STAT (#2) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 7.
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1. Connect the clutch ECU connectors (10P) and (40P) and AT
power oil pump connector.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] to check the power supply voltage.

NOYES

1. Shift the shift lever to the D range.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [Power supply voltage of the electric oil pump for
idling stop] to check the power supply voltage.

NOYES

4 Checking the power supply voltage [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300042

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

Power supply volt-
age of the electric 
oil pump for idling 
stop

6.6 V or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 7.

Go to step 5.

5 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 1-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300043

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

Power supply volt-
age of the electric 
oil pump for idling 
stop

Power supply volt-
age: 
7.4 V or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 7.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop] to
check the status value.

NOYES

6 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 1-2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300044

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 6 
(Abnormality in 
low voltage)

Is the displayed status value "6"?

Replace the AT power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 7.

The inspection is finished.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Shift the shift lever to the D range.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for idle stop] to perform the
active test.

4. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value and
power supply voltage on [Electric oil pump for idle stop].

5. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for idle stop].

NOYES

7 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300045

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

Electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 3 
(The motor is 
rotating normally.)
Power supply volt-
age: 
7.4 V or more

Is the displayed status value "3," and is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P18F2
EN01H04ZZZ030602020018

DTC: P18F2: Malfunction of status signal in electrically driven oil pump 
for front module wet-type multi-plate clutch (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The status signal low has been detected in the power oil pump (EOP) for the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front
module

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The status signal (pulse signal) from the clutch power oil pump driver remains at duty less than 5% for 60 ms.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after the starter key is turned "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

11
8

10
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35

(CLST)
(CLDR)

J/C EARTH RB 1

ENGINE ROOM 
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7
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Clutch ECU
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch power oil pump malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18F2

1. Inspect the connector connections of the clutch power oil pump
and driver (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Check the [CLT_E-OP 30A] fuse for a broken filament or improper
fitting.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connections of the power supply relay (option relay) of
the clutch power oil pump (damage or improper fitting or connec-
tion).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay)

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch power oil
pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump con-
nector terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300047

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P) – Vehi-
cle-side clutch 
power oil pump 
connector
U (#7) terminal – 
U (#2) terminal
V (#6) terminal – 
V (#1) terminal
W (#5) terminal – 
W (#3) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.(Between
the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch
power oil pump)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(40P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump driver connector (8P)
terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300048

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
CLST (#11) termi-
nal – 
OPST (#3) terminal
CLDR (#8) termi-
nal – 
SIG (#2) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace or repair the wire harness.(Between
the clutch ECU and clutch power oil pump
driver)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) GND (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch power oil
pump driver connector (8P) +B (#1) terminal and GND.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300049

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
GND (#4) terminal 
– GND

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.

7 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the clutch power oil pump driver

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300050

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
+B (#1) terminal – 
GND

8 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Clutch power oil pump driver power supply
circuit
Replace or repair the fuse or wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the clutch power oil pump, clutch power oil pump driver,
and clutch ECU connectors.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for HV regenera-
tion] to check the status value.

NOYES

8 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 1-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300051

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value:

• 13 (Abnormality 
in CL-EOP sta-
tus signal low)

Is the displayed status value "13"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump driver.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 9.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

9 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 2-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300052
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value: 
5 (idling, lock)

Is the displayed status value "5"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 10.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F2 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F2 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

10 Replacing the clutch power oil pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300053

Is DTC P18F2 detected?

Go to step 11. Go to step 12.

11 Replacing the clutch power oil pump driver [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300054

Is DTC P18F2 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

3. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

4. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

12 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300055

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 3 (The motor is 
rotating nor-
mally.)

• 1 (Low voltage 
is being 
detected.)

Is the displayed status value "1" or "3"?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P18F3
EN01H04ZZZ030602020019

DTC: P18F3: Malfunction of status signal in electrically driven oil pump 
for front module wet-type multi-plate clutch (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The status signal high has been detected in the power oil pump (EOP) for the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front
module

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The status signal (pulse signal) from the clutch power oil pump driver remains at duty more than 95% for 60
ms.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after the starter key is turned "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch power oil pump malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18F3

1. Inspect the connector connections of the clutch power oil pump
and driver (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Check the [CLT_E-OP 30A] fuse for a broken filament or improper
fitting.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connections of the power supply relay (option relay) of
the clutch power oil pump (damage or improper fitting or connec-
tion).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay)

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch power oil
pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump con-
nector terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300057

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P) – Vehi-
cle-side clutch 
power oil pump 
connector
U (#7) terminal – 
U (#2) terminal
V (#6) terminal – 
V (#1) terminal
W (#5) terminal – 
W (#3) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.(Between
the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch
power oil pump)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(40P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump driver connector (8P)
terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300058

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
CLST (#11) termi-
nal – 
OPST (#3) terminal
CLDR (#8) termi-
nal – 
SIG (#2) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace or repair the wire harness.(Between
the clutch ECU and clutch power oil pump
driver)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) GND (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch power oil
pump driver connector (8P) +B (#1) terminal and GND.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300059

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
GND (#4) terminal 
– GND

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.

7 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the clutch power oil pump driver

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300060

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
+B (#1) terminal – 
GND

8 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Clutch power oil pump driver power supply
circuit
Replace or repair the fuse or wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the clutch power oil pump, clutch power oil pump driver,
and clutch ECU connectors.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for HV regenera-
tion] to check the status value.

NOYES

8 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 1-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300061

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value:

• 12 (Abnormality 
in CL-EOP sta-
tus signal high)

Is the displayed status value "13"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump driver.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 9.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

9 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 2-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300062
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value: 
5 (idling, lock)

Is the displayed status value "5"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 10.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F3 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F3 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

10 Replacing the clutch power oil pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300063

Is DTC P18F3 detected?

Go to step 11. Go to step 12.

11 Replacing the clutch power oil pump driver [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300064

Is DTC P18F3 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

3. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

4. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

12 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300065

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 3 (The motor is 
rotating nor-
mally.)

• 1 (Low voltage 
is being 
detected.)

Is the displayed status value "1" or "3"?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P18F5
EN01H04ZZZ030602020020

DTC: P18F5: Malfunction of status signal in electrically driven oil pump 
for front module wet-type multi-plate clutch 
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The SIG signal low has been detected in the power oil pump (EOP) for the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front
module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The status signal (pulse signal) from the clutch power oil pump driver remains in a failure SIG signal (duty
10%) for 60 ms.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

11
8

10

36
35

(CLST)
(CLDR)

J/C EARTH RB 1

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

7 53

21

ENGINE ROOM 
No.3 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

R/B Option relay

Clutch EOP

Clutch EOP driver

RELAY W/H

16

1117

6
7
8

21

MF CLT E-OP 30A

2
1
3

3
2

5
6
7

14

To GROUND CIRCUIT

To GROUND CIRCUIT

Clutch ECU

SHTS04ZZZ0300066
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch power oil pump malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18F5

1. Inspect the connector connections of the clutch power oil pump
and driver (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Check the [CLT_E-OP 30A] fuse for a broken filament or improper
fitting.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connections of the power supply relay (option relay) of
the clutch power oil pump (damage or improper fitting or connec-
tion).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay)

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch power oil
pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump con-
nector terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300067

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P) – Vehi-
cle-side clutch 
power oil pump 
connector
U (#7) terminal – 
U (#2) terminal
V (#6) terminal – 
V (#1) terminal
W (#5) terminal – 
W (#3) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.(Between
the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch
power oil pump)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(40P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump driver connector (8P)
terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300068

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
CLST (#11) termi-
nal – 
OPST (#3) terminal
CLDR (#8) termi-
nal – 
SIG (#2) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace or repair the wire harness.(Between
the clutch ECU and clutch power oil pump
driver)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) GND (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch power oil
pump driver connector (8P) +B (#1) terminal and GND.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300069

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
GND (#4) terminal 
– GND

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.

7 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the clutch power oil pump driver

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300070

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
+B (#1) terminal – 
GND

8 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Clutch power oil pump driver power supply
circuit
Replace or repair the fuse or wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the clutch power oil pump, clutch power oil pump driver,
and clutch ECU connectors.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for HV regenera-
tion] to check the status value.

NOYES

8 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 1-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300071

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 10 (Abnormality 
in CL-EOP SIG 
signal input)

Is the displayed status value "10"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump driver.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 9.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

9 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 2-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300072
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value: 
5 (idling, lock)

Is the displayed status value "5"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 10.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F5 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F5 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

10 Replacing the clutch power oil pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300073

Is DTC P18F5 detected?

Go to step 11. Go to step 12.

11 Replacing the clutch power oil pump driver [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300074

Is DTC P18F5 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

3. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

4. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

12 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300075

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 3 (The motor is 
rotating nor-
mally.)

• 1 (Low voltage 
is being 
detected.)

Is the displayed status value "1" or "3"?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P18F7
EN01H04ZZZ030602020021

DTC: P18F7: Malfunction of SIG signal in electrically driven oil pump 
for front module wet-type multi-plate clutch (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The SIG signal low has been detected in the power oil pump (EOP) for the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front
module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The status signal (pulse signal) from the clutch power oil pump driver remains SIG signal low (duty 50%) for
60 ms.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

11
8
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(CLST)
(CLDR)

J/C EARTH RB 1

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H
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No.3 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

R/B Option relay

Clutch EOP

Clutch EOP driver
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6
7
8
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MF CLT E-OP 30A

2
1
3

3
2

5
6
7
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To GROUND CIRCUIT

To GROUND CIRCUIT

Clutch ECU

SHTS04ZZZ0300076
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch power oil pump malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18F7

1. Inspect the connector connections of the clutch power oil pump
and driver (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Check the [CLT_E-OP 30A] fuse for a broken filament or improper
fitting.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connections of the power supply relay (option relay) of
the clutch power oil pump (damage or improper fitting or connec-
tion).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay)

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch power oil
pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump con-
nector terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300077

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P) – Vehi-
cle-side clutch 
power oil pump 
connector
U (#7) terminal – 
U (#2) terminal
V (#6) terminal – 
V (#1) terminal
W (#5) terminal – 
W (#3) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.(Between
the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch
power oil pump)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(40P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump driver connector (8P)
terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300078

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
CLST (#11) termi-
nal – 
OPST (#3) terminal
CLDR (#8) termi-
nal – 
SIG (#2) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace or repair the wire harness.(Between
the clutch ECU and clutch power oil pump
driver)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) GND (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch power oil
pump driver connector (8P) +B (#1) terminal and GND.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300079

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
GND (#4) terminal 
– GND

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.

7 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the clutch power oil pump driver

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300080

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
+B (#1) terminal – 
GND

8 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Clutch power oil pump driver power supply
circuit
Replace or repair the fuse or wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the clutch power oil pump, clutch power oil pump driver,
and clutch ECU connectors.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for HV regenera-
tion] to check the status value.

NOYES

8 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 1-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300081

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 3 (Abnormality 
in SIG signal 
low input)

Is the displayed status value "3"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump driver.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 9.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

9 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 2-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300082
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value: 
5 (idling, lock)

Is the displayed status value "5"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 10.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F7 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F7 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

10 Replacing the clutch power oil pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300083

Is DTC P18F7 detected?

Go to step 11. Go to step 12.

11 Replacing the clutch power oil pump driver [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300084

Is DTC P18F7 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

3. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

4. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

12 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300085

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 3 (The motor is 
rotating nor-
mally.)

• 1 (Low voltage 
is being 
detected.)

Is the displayed status value "1" or "3"?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P18F8
EN01H04ZZZ030602020022

DTC: P18F8: Malfunction of SIG signal in electrically driven oil pump 
for front module wet-type multi-plate clutch (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The SIG signal high has been detected in the power oil pump (EOP) for the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front
module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The status signal (pulse signal) from the clutch power oil pump driver remains SIG signal high (duty 80%) for
60 ms.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

11
8

10

36
35

(CLST)
(CLDR)

J/C EARTH RB 1

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

INST PANEL 
No.1 W/H

7 53

21

ENGINE ROOM 
No.3 W/H

ENGINE ROOM 
No.1 W/H

R/B Option relay

Clutch EOP

Clutch EOP driver

RELAY W/H

16

1117

6
7
8

21

MF CLT E-OP 30A

2
1
3

3
2

5
6
7

14

To GROUND CIRCUIT

To GROUND CIRCUIT

Clutch ECU

SHTS04ZZZ0300086
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch power oil pump malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18F8

1. Inspect the connector connections of the clutch power oil pump
and driver (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Check the [CLT_E-OP 30A] fuse for a broken filament or improper
fitting.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connections of the power supply relay (option relay) of
the clutch power oil pump (damage or improper fitting or connec-
tion).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay)

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 12.

Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch power oil
pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump con-
nector terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300087

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P) – Vehi-
cle-side clutch 
power oil pump 
connector
U (#7) terminal – 
U (#2) terminal
V (#6) terminal – 
V (#1) terminal
W (#5) terminal – 
W (#3) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.(Between
the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch
power oil pump)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(40P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump driver connector (8P)
terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300088

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
CLST (#11) termi-
nal – 
OPST (#3) terminal
CLDR (#8) termi-
nal – 
SIG (#2) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace or repair the wire harness.(Between
the clutch ECU and clutch power oil pump
driver)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) GND (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch power oil
pump driver connector (8P) +B (#1) terminal and GND.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300089

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
GND (#4) terminal 
– GND

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.

7 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the clutch power oil pump driver

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300090

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
+B (#1) terminal – 
GND

8 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Clutch power oil pump driver power supply
circuit
Replace or repair the fuse or wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the clutch power oil pump, clutch power oil pump driver,
and clutch ECU connectors.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for HV regenera-
tion] to check the status value.

NOYES

8 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 1-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300091

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 11 (Abnormality 
in SIG signal 
high input)

Is the displayed status value "11"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump driver.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 9.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

9 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 2-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300092
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value: 
5 (idling, lock)

Is the displayed status value "5"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 10.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F8 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F8 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

10 Replacing the clutch power oil pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300093

Is DTC P18F8 detected?

Go to step 11. Go to step 12.

11 Replacing the clutch power oil pump driver [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300094

Is DTC P18F8 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 12.

Go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

3. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

4. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

12 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300095

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 3 (The motor is 
rotating nor-
mally.)

• 1 (Low voltage 
is being 
detected.)

Is the displayed status value "1" or "3"?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P18F9
EN01H04ZZZ030602020023

DTC: P18F9: 
Malfunction of electrically driven oil pump for front module wet-type multi-plate clutch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction has been detected in the power oil pump (EOP) for the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The status signal (pulse signal) from the clutch power oil pump driver remains at failure in clutch electrically
driven oil pump (duty 10%) for 90 ms.

• The status signal (pulse signal) from the clutch power oil pump driver remains at uncertain for 20 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and after the starter key is turned "LOCK" and "ON"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

11
8
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35

(CLST)
(CLDR)
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No.1 W/H
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Clutch EOP

Clutch EOP driver
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7
8
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MF CLT E-OP 30A
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1
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5
6
7
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To GROUND CIRCUIT

To GROUND CIRCUIT

Clutch ECU

SHTS04ZZZ0300096
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch power oil pump malfunction

• Temporary malfunction caused by radio frequency interface or noise

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18F9

1. Inspect the connector connections of the clutch power oil pump
and driver (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Check the [CLT_E-OP 30A] fuse for a broken filament or improper
fitting.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connections of the power supply relay (option relay) of
the clutch power oil pump (damage or improper fitting or connec-
tion).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 13.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 13.

Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the power supply relay of the clutch power oil pump (option relay)

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 13.

Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch power oil
pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump con-
nector terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300097

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P) – Vehi-
cle-side clutch 
power oil pump 
connector
U (#7) terminal – 
U (#2) terminal
V (#6) terminal – 
V (#1) terminal
W (#5) terminal – 
W (#3) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.(Between
the clutch power oil pump driver and clutch
power oil pump)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 13.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(40P) and vehicle-side clutch power oil pump driver connector (8P)
terminals.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300098

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
CLST (#11) termi-
nal – 
OPST (#3) terminal
CLDR (#8) termi-
nal – 
SIG (#2) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Replace or repair the wire harness.(Between
the clutch ECU and clutch power oil pump
driver)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 13.
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1. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch power oil pump
driver connector (8P) GND (#4) terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch power oil
pump driver connector (8P) +B (#1) terminal and GND.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300099

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
GND (#4) terminal 
– GND

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Replace or repair the wire harness. 
(Clutch power oil pump driver GND circuit)
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 13.

7 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the clutch power oil pump driver

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300100

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
clutch power oil 
pump driver con-
nector (8P)
+B (#1) terminal – 
GND

8 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Clutch power oil pump driver power supply
circuit
Replace or repair the fuse or wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 12.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the clutch power oil pump, clutch power oil pump driver,
and clutch ECU connectors.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for HV regenera-
tion] to check the status value.

NOYES

8 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 1-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300101

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value:

• 8 (Uncertain CL-
EOP status sig-
nal)

Is the displayed status value "8"?

Temporary malfunction caused by radio fre-
quency interface or noise

Go to step 9.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for HV regenera-
tion] to check the status value.

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

9 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 1-2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300102

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 6 (Abnormality 
in power supply 
voltage, current 
A/D or over cur-
rent)

Is the displayed status value "6"?

Replacing the clutch power oil pump driver.
After replacing it, go to step 13.

Go to step 10.

10 Checking the clutch power oil pump condition 2-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300103
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value: 
5 (idling, lock)

Is the displayed status value "5"?

Replace the clutch power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 13.

Go to step 11.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F9 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the clutch power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

5. Start the engine and test-drive the vehicle.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that DTC P18F9 is not
detected (repeat to the clutch operation two times or more).

NOYES

11 Replacing the clutch power oil pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300104

Is DTC P18F9 detected?

Go to step 12. Go to step 13.

12 Replacing the clutch power oil pump driver [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300105

Is DTC P18F9 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 13.

Go to step 13.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for HV regeneration] to per-
form the active test.

3. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for HV regeneration].

4. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for HV regeneration].

NOYES

13 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300106

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for HV regenera-
tion

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 3 (The motor is 
rotating nor-
mally.)

• 1 (Low voltage 
is being 
detected.)

Is the displayed status value "1" or "3"?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P18FB
EN01H04ZZZ030602020024

DTC: P18FB: Abnormality in front module oil temperature sensor characteristics
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction has been detected in the oil temperature sensor characteristic in the front module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• If the absolute temperature obtained by subtracting the intake air temperature after running at 30 km/h for 3
min from the motor temperature at IG switch "ON" is 10 C or less.

• Intake air temperature sensor is normal.

• Motor temperature sensor is normal.
(2) Judgement criteria

• The absolute temperature obtained by subtracting the clutch oil temperature at IG switch "ON" from the motor
temperature at IG switch "ON"

- 65 C or more (The motor temperature at IG switch ON is 50 C.)

- 50 C or more (The motor temperature at IG switch ON is 30 C.)

- 40 C or more (The motor temperature at IG switch ON is 10 C.)

- 30 C or more (The motor temperature at IG switch ON is -10 C.)
If the above judgment is held for 5 consecutive seconds, 2 DCYs are met.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

404
5 39

(TMP-)
(TMP+)

14
15

6
3

Clutch ECU

INST PANEL No.1 W/H ENGINE ROOM No.1 W/H TM W/H

M/G Clutch 
temperature sensor

SHTS04ZZZ0300107
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.
Reference: 
2 DCYs are necessary for the detection of P18FB. For this reason, second detection of P18FB cannot be
checked at test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Oil temperature sensor malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18FB

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for the DTC other than
P18FB.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connection of the clutch oil temperature sen-
sor (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300108

Is the DTC other than P18FB detected?

Perform trouble shooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch oil temperature sensor connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the clutch oil
temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor

SHTS04ZZZ0300109

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–

Clutch oil temper-
ature sensor
CTP+ (#3) termi-
nal – 
CTP- (#6) terminal

• 10 C {50 F}: 
8.67 – 10.87 k

• 30 C {86 F}: 
4.02 – 4.88 k

• 50 C {122 F}: 
2.02 – 2.38 k

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Measure the resistance between the termi-
nals of the new clutch oil temperature sen-
sor. If it is within standard value, replace to it.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Measure the resistance between the vehicle-side clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) and clutch oil temperature sensor terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300110

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Clutch oil temper-
ature sensor
TMP- (#4) terminal 
– CTP- (#6) termi-
nal
TMP+ (#5) terminal 
– CTP+ (#3) termi-
nal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the clutch ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P18FC
EN01H04ZZZ030602020025

DTC: P18FC: Malfunction of front module oil temperature sensor (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction (low) has been detected in the oil temperature sensor in the front module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the oil temperature sensor remains above 242 k or below 0.01 k for 10 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

• The resistance across the oil temperature sensor remains at 0.14 k or more or at 132 k or less for 10 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

404
5 39

(TMP-)
(TMP+)

14
15

6
3

Clutch ECU

INST PANEL No.1 W/H ENGINE ROOM No.1 W/H TM W/H

M/G Clutch 
temperature sensor

SHTS04ZZZ0300111
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Oil temperature sensor malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18FC

1. Inspect the connector connection of the clutch oil temperature sen-
sor (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation of the clutch oil temperature sensor.

2. Check the sensing part of the clutch oil temperature sensor for dirt,
clogging, or damage.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing part and install it correctly. 
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch oil temperature sensor connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the clutch oil
temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor

SHTS04ZZZ0300112

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–

Clutch oil temper-
ature sensor
CTP+ (#3) termi-
nal – 
CTP- (#6) terminal

0.01 – 242 k

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the clutch oil temperature sensor.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Measure the resistance between the vehicle-side clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) and clutch oil temperature sensor terminals.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F} or
more)

2. Stop the engine and turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P18FC is detected.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300113

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Clutch oil temper-
ature sensor
TMP- (#4) terminal 
– CTP- (#6) termi-
nal
TMP+ (#5) terminal 
– CTP+ (#3) termi-
nal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness between
the clutch oil temperature sensor and clutch
ECU.

5 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300114

Is DTC P18FC detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P18FD
EN01H04ZZZ030602020026

DTC: P18FD: Malfunction of front module oil temperature sensor (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction (high) has been detected in the oil temperature sensor in the front module.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The resistance across the oil temperature sensor remains above 242 k for 10 seconds.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

• The resistance across the oil temperature sensor remains at 0.14 k or more or at 132 k or less for 10 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

404
5 39

(TMP-)
(TMP+)

14
15
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3

Clutch ECU

INST PANEL No.1 W/H ENGINE ROOM No.1 W/H TM W/H

M/G Clutch 
temperature sensor

SHTS04ZZZ0300115
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Oil temperature sensor malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P18FD

1. Inspect the connector connection of the clutch oil temperature sen-
sor (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation of the clutch oil temperature sensor.

2. Check the sensing part of the clutch oil temperature sensor for dirt,
clogging, or damage.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing part and install it correctly. 
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch oil temperature sensor connector.

3. Measure the resistance between the terminals of the clutch oil
temperature sensor connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor

SHTS04ZZZ0300116

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–

Clutch oil temper-
ature sensor
CTP+ (#3) termi-
nal – 
CTP- (#6) terminal

0.01 – 242 k

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the clutch oil temperature sensor.
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1. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P).

2. Measure the resistance between the vehicle-side clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) and clutch oil temperature sensor terminals.

NOYES

1. Warm up the engine. (Coolant temperature: 80 C {176 F} or
more)

2. Stop the engine and turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P0710 is detected.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the clutch oil temperature sensor wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300117

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

–

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Clutch oil temper-
ature sensor
TMP- (#4) terminal 
– CTP- (#6) termi-
nal
TMP+ (#5) terminal 
– CTP+ (#3) termi-
nal

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness between
the clutch oil temperature sensor and clutch
ECU.

5 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300118

Is DTC P0710 detected?

Replace the clutch ECU. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P191A
EN01H04ZZZ030602020027

DTC: P191A: Engagement failure of front module wet-type multi-plate clutch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front module cannot be engaged.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• When clutch engagement control is in operation, the difference between engine speed and motor revolution
remains at 200 r/min or more.
If the above judgment is held for 6.7 consecutive seconds, 2 DCY are met.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Clutch ECU malfunction

• Motor system malfunction

• Engine system malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P191A

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Erase the malfunction history.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that P191A is not detected.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the engine and HV motor system

SHTS04ZZZ0300119

Is DTC P191A detected?

Inspect the engine and HV motor system. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P2859
EN01H04ZZZ030602020028

DTC: P2859: Inability to disengage front module wet-type multi-plate clutch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction has been detected in the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front module when it is disengaged.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• At the time of clutch disengagement control
The motor revolution is 1,300 r/min or more, and the difference between the motor revolution and engine
speed is 100 r/min or less. 
If the above judgment is held for 4 consecutive seconds, 2 DCY are met.

• Clutch disengagement hold control
The motor revolution is 1,300 r/min or more, and the difference between the motor revolution and engine
speed is 50 r/min or less. 
If the above judgment is held for 6 consecutive seconds, 2 DCY are met.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

• The battery may go flat.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Mechanical malfunction of the wet-type multi-plate clutch in the front module

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P2859

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for a DTC other than
P2859.

NOYES

1. Using the diagnostic tester, erase the malfunction history.

2. After test-driving the vehicle, check for DTC again. (Operate the
clutch twice or more.)

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300120

Is any DTC other than P2859 detected?

Perform troubleshooting for related DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Reading DTC 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300121

Is DTC P2859 detected?

Replace the front clutch. The inspection is finished.
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DTC: P3156
EN01H04ZZZ030602020029

DTC: P3156: Malfunction of idle stop electrically driven oil pump
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction has been detected in the idling stop power oil pump.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• The clutch ECU has received a malfunction signal from the idling stop power oil pump.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• A force may be applied to the forward gear in P, R, or N range.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

INST PANEL No.1 W/H ENGINE ROOM No.1 W/H TM W/H
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8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Idling stop power oil pump malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction

• Temporary PWM signal disturbance due to noise
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3156

1. Inspect the connector connection of the AT power oil pump
(improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the AT power oil pump connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. Repair it if necessary.
After connecting (repairing) the connector,
go to step 8.

Go to step 2.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch ECU connectors (10P) and (40P) and AT
power oil pump connectors.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(10P) and (40P) and vehicle-side AT power oil pump connector ter-
minals.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the AT power oil pump wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300123

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
power oil pump 
connector
ATDR (#7) terminal 
– SIG (#3) terminal
ATST (#10) termi-
nal – 
STAT (#2) terminal

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (10P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
power oil pump 
connector
ATOP (#5) terminal 
– +B (#4) terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
After repairing or replacing it, go to step 8.
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1. Connect the clutch ECU connectors (10P) and (40P) and AT
power oil pump connector.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Shift the shift lever to the D range.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop] to
check the status value.

NOYES

3 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 1-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300124

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 2 (The motor is 
started.)

• 3 (The motor is 
revolving nor-
mally.)

• 5 (Start failure 
or step-out)

• 6 (Abnormality 
in low voltage)

• 7 (Abnormality 
in power supply 
voltage, cur-
rent, or A/D, or 
overcurrent)

Is the displayed status value "2," "3," "5," "6," or "7"?

Replace the AT power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 8.

Go to step 4.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop] to
check the status value.

NOYES

4 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 1-2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300125

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 4 (Abnormality 
in input signal)

• 8 (AT-EOP 
power OFF sta-
tus)

• 9 (Uncertain AT-
EOP status sig-
nal)

Is the displayed status value "4," "8," or "9"?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for idle stop] to perform the
active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for idle stop].

NOYES

5 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 2-1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300126
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value (Any 
of the following is 
displayed.):

• 1 (The motor is 
stopped nor-
mally.)

• 5 (Start failure 
or step-out)

• 6 (Abnormality 
in low voltage)

• 7 (Abnormality 
in power supply 
voltage, cur-
rent, or A/D, or 
overcurrent)

Is the displayed status value "1," "5," "6," or "7"?

Replace the AT power oil pump.
After replacing it, go to step 8.

Go to step 6.
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1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for idle stop] to perform the
active test.

2. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value on the
[The status of the electric oil pump for idle stop].

3. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [Electric oil
pump for idle stop].

NOYES

6 Checking the AT power oil pump condition 2-2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300127
Measurement 

conditions
Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

The status of the 
electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 3 
(The motor is 
revolving nor-
mally.)

Is the displayed status value "3"?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 7.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Replace the AT power oil pump with a new one.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Shift the shift lever to the D range.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for idle stop] to perform an
active test.

6. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value and
power supply voltage on [Electric oil pump for idle stop].

7. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [AT Power
Oil Pump].

NOYES

7  Replacing the AT power oil pump [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300128

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

Electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 3 
(The motor is 
revolving nor-
mally.)
Power supply volt-
age: 
7.4 V or more

Is the displayed status valve "3", and is the measure value within the standard range?

The inspection is finished. Replace the clutch ECU.
After replacing it, go to step 8.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Shift the shift lever to the D range.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Activa-
tion test] and then [Electric oil pump for idle stop] to perform an
active test.

4. During active test execution, select [Data monitor and Active test]
on the diagnostic tester screen and check the status value and
power supply voltage on [Electric oil pump for idle stop].

5. After inspection, stop the execution of the active test on [AT Power
Oil Pump].

NOYES

8 Checking after repair or replacement [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300129

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON 
(The engine does 
not start.)
Shift lever: 
D range

Electric oil pump 
for idle stop

Status value: 3 
(The motor is 
revolving nor-
mally.)
Power supply volt-
age: 
7.4 V or more

Is the displayed status value "3," and is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is finished. Go back to step 1 and perform the inspection
again.
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DTC: P3157
EN01H04ZZZ030602020030

DTC: P3157: Malfunction of power cutoff function of idle stop electrically driven oil pump
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Malfunction has been detected in the idling stop power oil pump power cutoff function by AT ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON
(2) Judgement criteria

• In the forward range, the idling stop power oil pump does not turn on.

• In a range other than the forward ranges, the idling stop power oil pump does not turn off.

3. Reset condition

• Return to normal and starter key LOCK/ON

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• A force may be applied to the forward gear in P, R, or N range.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

ATM ECU

(DSW)
2 2

Clutch ECU

SHTS04ZZZ0300130
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• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Clutch ECU malfunction

• AT ECU malfunction

• Temporary PWM signal disturbance due to noise
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: P3157

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and check
that malfunction (DTC) is detected.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the clutch ECU connector (40P) and AT ECU connec-
tor.

3. Inspect continuity between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connector
(40P) and vehicle-side AT ECU connector terminals.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC (AT ECU) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300131

Is any malfunction (DTC) detected by the AT ECU?

Troubleshoot the AT system for each DTC. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the clutch ECU wire harness

SHTS04ZZZ0300132

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector
DSW (#2) terminal 
– EOP (#2) termi-
nal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. Abnormality in the wire harness or connector
between the clutch ECU and AT ECU
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1. Connect the clutch ECU connector (40P) and AT ECU connector.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Move the shift lever to the P position.

4. Measure the voltage between the vehicle-side clutch ECU connec-
tor (40P) DSW (#2) terminal and GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the clutch ECU signal

BODY GND

SHTS04ZZZ0300133

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (40P)
DSW (#2) terminal 
– GND

10 V or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the clutch ECU. Replace the AT ECU.
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DTC: U0073
EN01H04ZZZ030602020031

DTC: U0073: Control system CAN bus off
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Clutch ECU defects control CAN communication bus off.

<Description of malfunction>

• –

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of clutch ECU is 9.6 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Communication bus off has been detected with the clutch ECU.

3. Reset condition

• After returning to normal.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle CAN communication malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0073

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and check the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300135

Are multiple CAN communication-related malfunctions (U0073) detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is finished.
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DTC: U0101
EN01H04ZZZ030602020032

DTC: U0101: AT-ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Clutch ECU detected CAN communication blackout with AT ECU

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or control communication blackout in CAN bus line between AT ECU and clutch ECU

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of clutch ECU is 9.6 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) from AT ECU to clutch ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After running to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• Check Trans indicator light: Blink

• MIL: ON
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle CAN communication malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0101

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and check the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300137

Are multiple CAN communication-related malfunctions (U0101) detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is finished.
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DTC: U0110
EN01H04ZZZ030602020033

DTC: U0110: INVERTER-ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Clutch ECU detected CAN communication blackout with inverter ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or control communication blackout in CAN bus line between inverter ECU and clutch ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of clutch ECU is 9.6 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) from inverter ECU to clutch ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After returning to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle CAN communication malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0110

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and check the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300139

Are multiple CAN communication-related malfunctions (U0110) detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is finished.
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DTC: U0293
EN01H04ZZZ030602020034

DTC: U0293: HV-ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Clutch ECU detected CAN communication blackout with HV ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or control communication blackout in CAN bus line between HV ECU and clutch ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of clutch ECU is 9.6 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) from VCS ECU to clutch ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• Returning to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Vehicle CAN communication malfunction

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0293

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and check the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300141

Are multiple CAN communication-related malfunctions (U0293) detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is finished.
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DTC: U110A
EN01H04ZZZ030602020035

DTC: U110A: VCS-ECU CAN communication blackout
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• Clutch ECU detected CAN communication blackout with VCS ECU.

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or control communication blackout in CAN bus line between VCS ECU and clutch ECU.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key: ON

• The power supply voltage of clutch ECU is 9.6 V or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• CAN data (ID) from VCS ECU to clutch ECU is interrupted.

3. Reset condition

• After returning to normal

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• HV warning light: ON

• MIL: ON

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• Idling stop does not start.

• When malfunction occurs during idling stop, a shock may occur when the engine is started.

• Because the regeneration function stops working, the feeling of deceleration decreases when the vehicle deceler-
ates.
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check the battery voltage to check if it is normal.

7. After-inspection work

• Clear the stored DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after test-driving the vehicle.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Vehicle CAN communication malfunction

• Wire harness disconnection or short circuit

• Clutch ECU malfunction
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U110A

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Clutch] and check the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS04ZZZ0300143

Are multiple CAN communication-related malfunctions (U110A) detected?

Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICA-
TION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CON-
TROL SYSTEM".

The inspection is finished.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLE SHOOTING BY AXLE SYMPTOM

FRONT AXLE
EN01H07ZZZ030601001001

Symptom Possible cause Action

Shimmy of steering wheel Worn-out king pin Replace king pin.

Excessive clearance between king pin
and king pin bushing.

Replace king pin bushing.

Seizure, wear-out, or defective rotation
of wheel hub bearing

Replacement

Improper wheel alignment Adjustment

Imbalance of tire inflation pressure Adjustment

Loosening of tie rod arm and tie rod
end installation castle nut

Retighten

Partial wear of front tire Replace and inspect the wheel align-
ment.

Heavy steering or poor return of
steering wheel to center

Less clearance between king pin and
king pin bushing

Replace king pin bushing.

Seizure of thrust bearing Replacing the thrust bearing

Decrease in tire air pressure Adjustment

Improper wheel alignment Adjustment

Lack of lubrication in king pin Lubrication

Unable to turn steering wheel Improper adjustment of steering angle Adjust the steering angle.

Bent tie rod Replacement

Steering wheel veered towards one
side

Difference in size between right and
left tires

Match the tire size.

Significant difference in outer diameter
between right and left tires

Match the outer diameter of the tires.

Imbalance of tire inflation pressure
between right and left tires

Adjustment

Improper wheel alignment Adjustment

Partial wear or early wear-out of
front tire

Improper wheel alignment Adjustment

Difference in size or type between
right and left tires

Match the size or type of the tires.

Improper tire inflation pressure in right
and left tires

Adjustment

Improper handling of tires Rotate the tires.
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REAR AXLE
EN01H07ZZZ030601001002

WHEEL AND TIRE
EN01H07ZZZ030601001003

Symptom Possible cause Action

Abnormal noise goes out. Worn-out of spline part of axle shaft. Replacement

Worn-out of wheel hub bearing Replacement

Defective wheel hub bearing rotational
torque and starting torque

Adjustment

Symptom Possible cause Action

Outer side of tire treads are worn-
out early.

Tire air pressure is low. Adjust proper tire air pressure.

Improper wheel alignment Correction

Center part of tire tread is worn-out
early.

Tire air pressure is too high. Adjust proper tire air pressure.

Abnormal wear-out of tire. Improper wheel alignment Correction

Improper tire air pressure Adjust proper tire air pressure.

Using improper rim Use proper rim.

Fault in shock absorber Replacement

Loosening, worn-out and damage of
steering wheel link, joint, suspension,
bushings and ball joints

Inspection and correction or replace-
ment

Abnormal rotation of wheel
(vibration of vehicle, shimmy steer-
ing wheel)
[Disc wheel]

Tires hold stone or foreign matter. Remove

Balance is defective of tire, wheel hub
or brake drum.

Measure, adjust or replace.

Abnormal rotation of wheel
(vibration of vehicle, shimmy steer-
ing wheel)
[Vehicle]

Loosening and worn-out of driving sys-
tem and suspension system

Vibration can occur not necessarily at
the defective site causing the problem.
Inspect the site thoroughly and replace
the defective components.

Wobbling
(vibration of vehicle, shimmy steer-
ing wheel)
[Disc wheel]

Bent or deformation of disc wheel Replace disc wheel.

Loosening of installation part or dam-
age of wheel bolt and wheel nut

Replace defective components and
clean installation surface.

Wear and damage in wheel bolt hole
and hub wheel installation surface, or
foreign matter jammed in the installa-
tion surface

Replace defective components and
clean installation surface.

Wobbling
(vibration of vehicle, shimmy steer-
ing wheel)
[Vehicle]

Improper wheel alignment Correction

Loosening, worn-out or damage of
suspension system

Repair or replacement

Damage of bolt hole of disc wheel Not enough or excessive of wheel nut
tightening torque

Replace the wheel.

Crack or damage of wheel bolt Replacement

Worn-out of surface of wheel hub Replacement

Crack or damage of wheel hub Replacement

Slipping between rim and tire Poor maintenance Maintain

Rust and corrosion in bead seat area Repair or replacement

Not enough tire air pressure Adjust proper tire air pressure.
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Difficult to install tire Size difference between tire and disc
wheel

Use proper tire and disc wheel.

Corrosion or dirt Correction or replacement

Damage of wheel bolt Not enough or excessive of wheel nut
tightening torque

Replace and tighten with specified
torque.

Damage of screw thread of wheel
bolt

Excessive of wheel nut tightening
torque

Replace and tighten with specified
torque.

Rust from bolt hole of wheel Loosening of wheel nut Replace rusted parts and tighten with
specified torque.

Damage of wheel nut Not enough or excessive of wheel nut
tightening torque

Replace and tighten with specified
torque.

Adhesion of wheel nut Corrosion or damage Replace the wheel nut and bolt (if it is
due to salt damage, clean regularly).

Symptom Possible cause Action
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TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLE SHOOTING BY DIFFERENTIAL SYMPTOM

REAR DIFFERENTIAL
EN01H08ZZZ030601001001

Symptom Possible cause Action

Abnormal noise goes out (bearing). Wear-out or damage of drive pinion
bearing

Replacement

Wear-out or damage of side bearing Replacement

Defective drive pinion bearing preload Adjustment

Defective side bearing preload Adjustment

Abnormal noise goes out (gear). Defective backlash of ring gear and
drive pinion gear

Adjustment

Wear-out of thrust washer Replacement

Wear-out of spider Replacement

Wear-out or damage of ring gear and
drive pinion

Replacement

Wear-out or damage of side gear and
pinion

Replacement

Loosening of ring gear mounting bolt Tightening

Defective gear meshing of ring gear
and drive pinion

Adjustment or replacement

Wear-out of spline part of side gear Replacement

Wear-out or damage of side gear and
differential pinion

Replacement

Abnormal noise goes out 
(rear axle).

Loosening of differential carrier mount-
ing bolts

Tightening

Abnormal noise goes out (oil). Insufficient of oil volume Lubrication

Reduction in oil pan oil performance Replacement

Different type of oil Replacement

Oil leakage of differential Excessive oil level Oil discharge

Bearing wear Replacement

Rattling of flange coupling Loosening of flange lock nut Replace the lock nut and perform the
staking.

Wear-out of the spline part of the cou-
pling

Replace the coupling, hypoid gear set
and lock nut, and perform the staking.
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FOREWORD

This workshop manual has been prepared to provide information regarding repair procedures on Hino Trucks.

Applicable for HINO 155, 155h, 195, 195h series, equipped with J05E engine

When making any repairs on your vehicle, be careful not to be injured through improper procedures.
As for maintenance items, refer to the Owner's Manual.
All information and specifications in this manual are based upon the latest product information available at the time of printing.
Hino Motors Sales U.S.A., Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time without prior notice.

Please note that the publications below have also been prepared as relevant workshop manuals for the components and sys-
tems in these vehicles.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLE SHOOTING BY BRAKE SYMPTOM

BRAKE
EN01H09ZZZ030601001001

Symptom Possible cause Action

The pedal is depressed, or little
resistance is felt when it is pressed
down

Brake system (leakage) Repair

Brake system (air mixed) Air bleeding

Piston seal 
[disc brake (Wear or breakage)]

Replace

Master cylinder (defect) Replace

Booster push rod 
(improper adjustment)

Adjustment

Brake dragging Brake pedal play (minimum) Adjustment

Parking brake lever pulling distance 
(improper adjustment)

Adjustment

Parking brake cable assembly No.2 
(sticking)

Replace

Parking brake cable assembly No.3 
(sticking)

Replace

Parking brake shoe clearance 
(improper adjustment)

Adjustment

Pad 
[disc brake (puncture or deformation)]

Replace

Piston [disc brake (sticking)] Replace

Piston [disc brake (stuck)] Replace

Air leakage from booster Replace

Master cylinder (defect) Replace

Slide pin 
[disc brake (improper sliding motion)]

Lubrication or Replace

Pulling to one side when braking Piston [disc brake (sticking)] Replace

Pad [disc brake (oily)] Replace

Piston [disc brake (stuck)] Replace

Disc [disc brake (partial wear)] Replace

Pad 
[disc brake (puncture or deformation)]

Replace

Sliding pin (sliding failure) Replace

The pedal is hard but braking is
poor

Piston [disc brake (sticking)] Replace

Piston [disc brake (stuck)] Replace

Pad 
[disc brake (puncture or deformation)]

Replace

Pad [disc brake (oily)] Replace

Pad [disc brake (seizure)] Replace

Disc [disc brake (partial wear)] Replace

Air leakage from booster Replace
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Abnormal noise from the brake Pad 
[disc brake (puncture or deformation)]

Replace

Mounting bolt (looseness) Tightening

Disc [disc brake (scratch)] Corrective polishing within the limit

Pad support plate 
[disc brake (looseness)]

Tightening

Slide pin [disc brake (wear)] Replace

Pad [disc brake (dirt)] Replace

Pad [disc brake (seizure)] Replace

Anti-squeal shim 
[disc brake (breakage)]

Replace

Symptom Possible cause Action
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DIAGNOSIS CODE

ABS WITH EBD

CAUTIONS
EN01H09ZZZ030602017001

1. PRECAUTIONS FOR MALFUNCTION INVESTIGATION
(1) In case of any problem due to defective contact point of terminals or poor installation of parts, reconnection of

connectors or removal/installation of appropriate parts may fully or temporarily resolve the problem.
(2) To identify the defective part accurately, it is necessary to confirm and record the operation status at the time of

defect occurrence (i.e. confirmation of diagnosis code output) before connector disconnection or removal/instal-
lation of the parts.

(3) Since it is also possible that the system is affected by any problem outside of the brake control system, unusual
diagnosis codes of other systems should also be confirmed.

2. PRECAUTIONS FOR HANDLING AND OPERATIONS
(1) Unless otherwise specified for inspection procedures, removal and installation of computer, actuator and sen-

sors must be performed with the starter key set to the "LOCK" position.
(2) After removal or installation of computer, actuator and sensors, be sure to perform a test mode inspection and

finally output the diagnosis code to make sure that the code is normal.

3. FAIL-SAFE FUNCTION
(1) In case any abnormality occurs in ABS or brake hydraulic pressure function, each warning light lights up and

ABS and brake hydraulic pressure function is deactivated at the same time.

4. NOTES ABOUT DIAGNOSIS CODES
(1) Some diagnosis codes cannot be released by repair of defective part only.
(2) To release the warning (light ON), it is required to clear the diagnosis code or perform the task described below.
PROCEDURE FOR WARNING RELEASE OPERATION

! CAUTION
 

• Since the system is inoperable due to the fail-safe function during warning output (light on), care must be exer-
cised during running and braking operations.

• Any diagnosis code presently generated are saved again.

DTC code Operation procedure

C1401/31, C1402/32, C1403/33, 
C1404/34, C146C/13, C1413/35, 
C1414/36, C1415/38, C1416/39, 

C1427/51

 

1. Replacement with new one or repair

2. Turn the starter key "ON"

3. Running (20 km/h or faster for 30 seconds)  Warning light off

C1265/65 
C1422/46, C1423/46, C1424/46

 

1. Replacement with new one or repair

2. Turn the starter key "ON" and operate the brake pedal few times 
lightly within 5 seconds

C1249/49
 

1. Turn the starter key "ON" and release the brake pedal
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TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE
EN01H09ZZZ030602017002

YES

YES

1. Diagnosis code check
(1) Record diagnosis codes.

2. Deleting diagnosis codes

3. Diagnosis code recheck
(1) Reproduce the problem symptom based on the recorded

diagnosis code to check it again.
Standard: No output of failure code

NOTICE

• Refer to the "list of diagnosis codes" for diagnosis code output. 
Reference: BRAKE, LIST OF DIAGNOSIS CODE (Page 9-20)

• If communication to the brake actuator assembly with HINO DXⅡ
cannot be established, check the DLC3 CAN terminal  brake
actuator assembly CAN terminal.

• If the ABS warning light does not output any code, check that
the warning light is turned on immediately after the starter key
is turned "ON." If it does not light, inspect the light circuit, and if
it lights, inspect the DLC3 connector TC terminal  brake actu-
ator assembly TC terminal.

• If the brake actuator assembly does not respond to both HINO
DX Ⅱ or ABS warning light, inspect the IG circuit of the brake
actuator assembly.

NO

YES

1  Vehicle storage

2  Hearing and symptom verification

3  Diagnosis code check

To Step 7
[To Problem simulation if confirmation and repro-
duction of the failure code and symptom are
impossible]
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1. Check the actuator part No. by using HINO DX Ⅱ or visually.
Standard: 
Check actuator part No. corresponding to vehicle model

NOTICE
Refer to the list of actuator part No.

Reference: BRAKE, ACT PART No. CORRESPONDENCE
(Page 9-7)

NO

YES

Standard: Symptom is relevant

NO

YES

1. Prior check 
Reference: BRAKE, PRIOR CHECK (Page 9-8)
(1) Inspection by HINO DX Ⅱ (ECU data monitor)
(2) Inspection by HINO DX Ⅱ (active test)

2. ECU terminal arrangement
Reference: BRAKE, ECU TERMINAL ARRANGEMENT (Page
9-25)

3. On-vehicle actuator inspection

YES

YES

YES

4  Actuator part No. check

Replace with an actuator suited for the vehicle
model

5  Symptom list

To Step 7

6  Troubleshoot the problem by following the procedure below based on the problem symptom

7  Adjustment, repair or replacement

8  Verification test

Finished
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ACT PART No. CORRESPONDENCE
EN01H09ZZZ030602017003

*1: Hereafter describe as PAB.

HEARING TABLE
EN01H09ZZZ030602017004

DIAGNOSIS CODE CHECK

Part No. Corresponding system
Vehicle 

specifications

At the time of 
assembly in factory

For service ABS
Brake hydrau-
lic pressure 
function (*1)

Drive
Power supply 

voltage

44540-3714* 44050-3709*   2WD 12 V

44540-3718* 44050-3711*  2WD 12 V

ABS system Output code

Initial

2nd time

time

Failure diagnosis code 
other than ABS system

CUSTOMER NAME

VEHICLE STORAGE 
DATE

SYMPTOM

REGISTRATION NUMBER

REGISTRATION YEAR

km

TRAVEL DISTANCE

OTHERS:

LIGHT TURNS ON. LIGHT DOES NOT TURN ON.

LIGHT TURNS ON. LIGHT DOES NOT TURN ON.
BRAKE WARNING LIGHT CONDITION

(WHEN RELEASING PKB, BRAKE FLUID 
AMOUNT IS WITHIN THE STANDARD.)

ABS WARNING LIGHT CONDITION

DATE OF OCCURRENCE OF THE MALFUNCTION

FREQUENCY OF MALFUNCTION

"ON" COUNT OF STARTER KEY PER DAY

CONTINUOUSLY SOMETIMES (    TIMES A DAY)

CUSTOMER'S COMMENT:

FRAME No.

ABS IS NOT ACTUATED.

SHTS09ZZZ0300001
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PRIOR CHECK
EN01H09ZZZ030602017005

1. BATTERY VOLTAGE INSPECTION
(1) Use a circuit tester to inspect battery voltage.

Standard value: 10-16 V

2. INITIAL CHECK OF THE BRAKE SYSTEM INDICATOR 
(1) Turn the starter key "ON" and check that the ABS warning

light and brake warning light lights up and then out after
about 3 seconds.

NOTICE
If the light does not light up, inspect the bulb, meter output termi-
nal, brake actuator assembly and wire harness between meters.

3. DIAGNOSIS CODE OUTPUT INSPECTION
(1) Reading diagnosis code by HINO DX Ⅱ

a. Turn the starter key to "LOCK" and connect HINO DX Ⅱ to
DLC3.

b. Turn the starter key "ON" and read the diagnosis code by
following the instructions displayed on HINO DX Ⅱ .

! CAUTION
 

Clear the diagnosis code data after repair if there is any abnormal-
ity.

(2) Reading diagnosis code by warning light
a. Use an SST to short-circuit DLC3 13 (TC)  4 (CG) termi-

nals with the starter key set to "LOCK."
SST: 09843-18040

! CAUTION
 

• Never fail to connect connectors to correct locations. Otherwise
failure may occur.

• Perform with the vehicle in a stopped state.

• When warning light does not flash on and off, abnormality of
engine ECU or the CAN communication is thought about.

b. Turn the starter key "ON" and read the flashing speed of
ABS warning light.

NOTICE

• If it is normal, turn them on and off at the interval of 0.125 sec-
ond repeatedly.

• If there is only 1 failure code, output the same code at the inter-
val of 4 seconds. If there is multiple codes to be output, output
different codes by turns at the interval of 2.5 seconds and
repeat this output cycle after 4 seconds.

• When there are multiple codes to be output, output the codes in
ascending order of code numbers.

c. Release DLC3 13 (TC)  4 (CG) terminals.

! CAUTION
 

Clear the diagnosis code data after repair if there is any abnormal-
ity.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CG

TC

SHTS09ZZZ0300002

0.125 
SECONDS

NORMAL CODE

ABNORMAL CODE (EXAMPLES: "11", "23")

(4 Hz FLASH)

0.125 SECONDS2 SECONDS

4 SECONDS 1.5 SECONDS 2.5 SECONDS 0.5 
SECONDS

0.5 
SECONDS

REPEAT

LIGHT ON

LIGHT 
OUT

LIGHT ON

LIGHT 
OUT

SHTS09ZZZ0300003
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4. DELETING DIAGNOSIS CODES
(1) How to delete diagnosis codes (HINO DX Ⅱ )

a. Turn the starter key to "LOCK" and connect HINO DX Ⅱ to
DLC3.

b. Turn the starter key "ON" and delete the diagnosis code by
following the instructions displayed on HINO DX Ⅱ .

(2) How to delete diagnosis codes (DLC3 short-circuit)
a. Use an SST to short-circuit DLC3 13 (TC)  4 (CG) termi-

nals with the starter key set to "LOCK."
SST: 09843-18040

! CAUTION
 

• Never fail to connect connectors to correct locations. Otherwise
failure may occur.

• When warning light does not flash on and off, abnormality of
engine ECU or the CAN communication is thought about.

b. Turn the starter key "ON" and operate the brake pedal at
least 8 times within 5 seconds.

c. Make sure that normal code is output.
NOTICE
If the failure is continued, they may not be deleted.

5. TEST MODE INSPECTION
NOTICE

• When the system is switched to the test mode, all test mode
codes are temporarily saved and then codes that are deemed
normal by the computer during inspection are deleted.

• All test mode codes are deleted once the normal mode is
restored.

(1) Control allowed/prohibited and light on/off states during test
mode

CONTROL ALLOWED/PROHIBITED STATE

(*1): This indicates that it is during the test mode and ABS
sensor check are not completed.
(*2): This indicates that master pressure sensor check, vac-
uum sensor check and wheel speed check are completed
and ABS is allowed.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CG

TC

SHTS09ZZZ0300004

Types of test mode ABS PAB

Sensor check mode (*1) Prohibited Prohibited

ABS mode (*2) Allowed Allowed
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LIGHT ON/OFF STATE OF EACH LIGHT

External terminal/mode

Light

ABS light Brake warning light

U.S.A CANADA U.S.A CANADA

Test mode
 

Sensor 
check mode

Before completion of 
zero point correction

Test mode flashing

Light out

After completion of 
zero point correction

Test mode flashing

ABS mode

During normal 
operation

Test mode flashing

When 
abnormal

Light on

During 
driving

Light out

Normal mode

During 
normal 

operation
Light out Light out

When 
abnormal

Light on Light on
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CHECK ITEMS

(2) How to start the test mode (HINO DX Ⅱ )
a. Turn the starter key to "LOCK" and connect HINO DX Ⅱ to

DLC3.
b. Turn the starter key "ON" and switch to the test mode by

following the instructions displayed on HINO DX Ⅱ .
(3) How to start the test mode (DLC3 short-circuit)

a. Turn the starter key to "LOCK" and use an SST to short-
circuit DLC3 12 (TS)  4 (CG) terminals.
SST: 09843-18040

! CAUTION
 

Do not fail to connect connectors to correct locations. Otherwise
failure may occur.

b. Turn the starter key "ON."

INDICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH DEFECTIVE PARTS
DURING THE TEST MODE

(4) Test mode indication check
a. At startup of the test mode, the ABS warning light lights up

for about 3 seconds and then switches to 4 Hz flashing to
indicate transfer to the test mode.

CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUOUS TEST MODE CODE

b. If the test mode indication (4 Hz flashing) cannot be con-
firmed, start the engine and make sure that the test mode
indication is displayed after a few seconds.

NOTICE
If the booster's negative pressure is not sufficient, the warning
light may light instead of the test mode indication.

Check items
ABS ABS

PAB

Master pressure sensor check  

Negative pressure sensor check — 

Wheel speed sensor check  

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CG

TS

SHTS09ZZZ0300009

Defective part ABS PAB

Associated light ON ABS light Brake warning light

DLC3 The starter key is "ON"
The starter key is set to 

"LOCK" position
The starter key is set to 

"LOCK"  "ON"

Short-circuit between 
TS - CG terminals

Memory retained Memory retained Memory retained

Release between 
TS - CG terminals

Memory retained Memory retained Memory cleared
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(5) Master pressure sensor check
a. Start the engine to generate negative pressure and then

stop the engine and turn the starter key "ON" (engine is
stopped).

b. Release the brake pedal for at least 1 second and press
the brake pedal.

! CAUTION
 

Do not perform pumping braking.

NOTICE
Press it down with the force of at least 186 N (19 kgf).

c. With the warning light kept on, press and hold the brake
pedal for at least 1 second.

d. Release the brake pedal.
e. The warning light enters into the test mode.

NOTICE
If the warning light does not light up with sufficient pressing force,
the oil pressure sensor may be defective.

LIGHT ON

LIGHT OUT

MORE THAN ONE SECOND

0 kgf

BRAKE PEDAL PRESSURE
(MASTER CYLINDER 
PRESSURE)

ABS WARNING 
LIGHT

SHTS09ZZZ0300010
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(6) Negative pressure sensor check
a. Pump the brake pedal to make sure that the warning light

is on without pressing the brake pedal.

! CAUTION
 

• Stop pumping as soon as the warning light state is changed
from flashing to lighting.

• If the warning light does not light up with continuous pumping,
the vacuum sensor may be defective.

• If the parking brake lever is not pulled up, the warning buzzer
may sound.

NOTICE
Pressing force for pumping is arbitrary

LIGHT ON

LIGHT OUT

0 kgf

ABS WARNING 
LIGHT

BRAKE PEDAL PRESSURE 
(MASTER CYLINDER 
PRESSURE)

SHTS09ZZZ0300011
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(7) Wheel speed sensor check
a. Set the steering in straight-ahead condition and start the

vehicle without wheel spin. Increase the speed at least 45
km/h and make sure that the ABS warning light is turned
off.

! CAUTION
 

• Finish checking the vacuum sensor and master pressure sen-
sor prior to wheel speed sensor check.

• If the sensor check is started during steering operation, the
wheel speed sensor check may not be completed in the event of
wheel spin.

• Since driving at the speed of 80 km/h or higher after turning off
the ABS warning light will save the test mode code again,
decrease the speed and stop the vehicle before it reaches to 80
km/h.

• If sensor check is not completed, the ABS warning light contin-
ues to be flashing during driving and the ABS is not activated.

• In case of wheel speed sensor failure, the diagnosis code is
saved, the ABS warning light is turned on and the ABS system
is not activated.

NOTICE
When wheel speed sensor check is successfully completed, the
ABS warning light is turned off during driving and flashing for test
mode when the vehicle is stopped.

LIGHTING PATTERN DURING NORMAL OPERATION:

VEHICLE SPEED IS 45 km/h

VEHICLE SPEED IS 5 km/h

ABS WARNING 
LIGHT STATUS

SENSOR CHECK CODE STATUS 

VEHICLE SPEED IS 0 km/h

CHECK LOW 
VEHICLE 
SPEED

CHECK MEDIUM 
VEHICLE SPEED

SPEED SENSOR CHECK

END SPEED SENSOR CHECK

START OF SENSOR 
CHECK

FLASH

71,72,
73,74

75,76,
77,78

75,76,77,78

FLASH FLASH

STOPPAGE
DRIVE 
AGAIN

LIGHT 
OUT

LIGHT 
OUT

LIGHT ON

LIGHT OUT

NORMALLY ENDS
VEHICLE DECELERATES

SHTS09ZZZ0300012
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(8) How to end the test mode (HINO DX Ⅱ )
a. By following the on-screen instructions of HINO DX Ⅱ ,

switch the test mode  normal mode.
b. Turn the starter key to "LOCK" and disconnect the HINO

DX Ⅱ .
(9) How to end the test mode (DLC3 short-circuit)

a. Turn the starter key to "LOCK" and release DLC3 13 (TC),
12 (TS)  4 (CG) terminals.

b. Turn the starter key "ON."
NOTICE
Turning the starter key "ON" while maintaining short-circuit of TS
 CG terminals will continue the previous test mode.

6. LIST OF TEST MODE CODE

LIST OF ABS TEST MODE CODE

Code No. 
[SAE] light

Troubleshooting detail
[Terminal marking]

Criteria for determining test 
mode code

Inspection item

[C1271]
71

SPD FR wheel speed sensor 
output voltage failure 

[FR+, FR-]

Slowly run straight from 0 to 
10 km/h

 

1. Wheel speed sensor disconnection 
and short-circuit

2. Wheel speed sensor wire harness 
disconnection and short-circuit

3. Improper installation of wheel speed 
sensor

4. Wheel speed sensor rotor failure

[C1272]
72

SPD FL wheel speed sensor 
output voltage failure 

[FL+ and FL-]

Slowly run straight from 0 to 
10 km/h

 

1. Wheel speed sensor disconnection 
and short-circuit

2. Wheel speed sensor wire harness 
disconnection and short-circuit

3. Improper installation of wheel speed 
sensor

4. Wheel speed sensor rotor failure

[C1273]
73

SPD RR wheel speed sensor 
output voltage failure 

[RR+ and RR-]

Slowly run straight from 0 to 
10 km/h

 

1. Wheel speed sensor disconnection 
and short-circuit

2. Wheel speed sensor wire harness 
disconnection and short-circuit

3. Improper installation of wheel speed 
sensor

4. Wheel speed sensor rotor failure

[C1274]
74

SPD RL wheel speed sensor 
output voltage failure 

[RL+ and RL-]

Slowly run straight from 0 to 
10 km/h

 

1. Wheel speed sensor disconnection 
and short-circuit

2. Wheel speed sensor wire harness 
disconnection and short-circuit

3. Improper installation of wheel speed 
sensor

4. Wheel speed sensor rotor failure

[C1275]
75

SPD FR wheel speed sensor 
output frequency failure 

[FR+ and FR-]

Run at the speed of 45 km/h 
for at least 1 second

 

1. Wheel speed sensor system

2. Damage on wheel speed sensor rotor

3. Foreign material adhering to wheel 
speed sensor end
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[C1276]
76

SPD FL wheel speed sensor 
output frequency failure 

[FL+ and FL-]

Run at the speed of 45 km/h 
for at least 1 second

 

1. Wheel speed sensor system

2. Damage on wheel speed sensor rotor

3. Foreign material adhering to wheel 
speed sensor end

[C1277]
77

SPD RR wheel speed sensor 
output frequency failure 

[RR+ and RR-]

Run at the speed of 45 km/h 
for at least 1 second

 

1. Wheel speed sensor system

2. Damage on wheel speed sensor rotor

3. Foreign material adhering to wheel 
speed sensor end

[C1278]
78

SPD RL wheel speed sensor 
output frequency failure 

[RL+ and RL-]

Run at the speed of 45 km/h 
for at least 1 second

 

1. Wheel speed sensor system

2. Damage on wheel speed sensor rotor

3. Foreign material adhering to wheel 
speed sensor end

[C1281]
81

Master pressure sensor output 
failure [PMC, VCM and E2]

• Release the brake pedal for 
at least 1 second

• Press the brake pedal 
quickly and firmly with the 
force of at least 186 N (19 
kgf) with the vehicle 
stopped

 

1. Master cylinder pressure sensor dis-
connection and short-circuit

2. Master cylinder pressure sensor sys-
tem wire harness disconnection and 
short-circuit

3. Stop light switch system wire harness 
disconnection, short-circuit, and OFF 
sticking

[C1285]
85

Negative pressure sensor out-
put failure 

[VCP, VCP2, PIM, PIM2, E4 
and E5]

Pump the brake pedal with 
the force of at least 186 N (19 
kgf)

 

1. Vacuum sensor disconnection and 
short-circuit

2. Vacuum sensor system wire harness 
disconnection and short-circuit

Code No. 
[SAE] light

Troubleshooting detail
[Terminal marking]

Criteria for determining test 
mode code

Inspection item
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7. INSPECTION BY HINO DX Ⅱ
(1) ECU data monitor

a. Turn the starter key to "LOCK" and connect HINO DX Ⅱ to
DLC3.

b. Turn the starter key "ON" and confirm ECU data by follow-
ing the instructions displayed on HINO DX Ⅱ .

! CAUTION
 

Computer data value may largely varies depending on slight devi-
ation of measurement, measurement environment difference and
aging of the vehicle etc. and therefore it is difficult to provide clear
standard value (judgment value). Therefore, even values within the
standard value range may be deemed to be a problem.

ECU DATA MONITOR

Item name
(Symbol)

Meaning of item 
name

Inspection condi-
tions

Referential values
Inspection item in 

case of failure

Stop switch (STP)
Represents stop light 
switch operation

Brake pedal
Press  Release

ON  OFF
• Stop light switch

• Stop light system

Parking brake (PKB)
Represents parking 
brake operation

Parking brake
Operation  Release

ON  OFF
Parking brake switch 
system

Solenoid relay (SOL)
Represents solenoid 
relay operation

The starter key is 
"ON"

OFF  ON Solenoid relay system

ABS motor relay 
(ABSM)

Represents motor 
relay operation

Motor deactivated  
Motor activated

OFF  ON Motor relay system

Signal FR during ABS 
control (ABFR)

Represent control sta-
tus

ABS activated
Controlled  Uncon-
trolled

• Actuator system

• Brake actuator 
assembly

Signal FL during ABS 
control (ABFL)

Represent control sta-
tus

ABS activated
Controlled  Uncon-
trolled

• Actuator system

• Brake actuator 
assembly

Signal RR during ABS 
control (ABRR)

Represent control sta-
tus

ABS activated
Controlled  Uncon-
trolled

• Actuator system

• Brake actuator 
assembly

Signal RL during ABS 
control (ABRL)

Represent control sta-
tus

ABS activated
Controlled  Uncon-
trolled

• Actuator system

• Brake actuator 
assembly

Solenoid SFRH 
(SFRH)

Represents the sta-
tus of front-right reten-
tion solenoid 

ABS unactivated 
activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Solenoid SFRR 
(SFRR)

Represents the sta-
tus of front-right 
decompression sole-
noid 

ABS unactivated 
activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Solenoid SFLH 
(SFLH)

Represents the sta-
tus of front-left reten-
tion solenoid 

ABS unactivated 
activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Solenoid SFLR 
(SFLR)

Represents the sta-
tus of front-left 
decompression sole-
noid 

ABS unactivated 
activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay
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Solenoid SRRH 
(SRRH)

Represents the sta-
tus of rear-right reten-
tion solenoid 

ABS unactivated 
activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Solenoid SRRR 
(SRRR)

Represents the sta-
tus of rear-right 
decompression sole-
noid 

ABS unactivated 
activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Solenoid SRLH 
(SRLH)

Represents the sta-
tus of rear-left reten-
tion solenoid 

ABS unactivated 
activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Solenoid 
SRLR(SRLR)

Represents the sta-
tus of rear-left decom-
pression solenoid 

ABS unactivated 
activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Solenoid SMF(SMF)
Represents the sta-
tus of solenoid 

Brake assist unacti-
vated  activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Solenoid SMR(SMR)
Represents the sta-
tus of solenoid 

Brake assist unacti-
vated  activated

OFF  ON
• Actuator system

• Solenoid relay

Negative pressure 
sensor 1(FPS1)

Represents the out-
put value of the vac-
uum sensor 1
0-5V

 

1. Disconnection and 
GND short-circuit

2. Short-circuit (+B)

 

1. Approximately 0V

2. Approximately 5V

Negative pressure 
sensor 1 system

Negative pressure 
sensor 2(FPS2)

Represents the out-
put value of the vac-
uum sensor 2
0-5V

 

1. Disconnection and 
GND short-circuit

2. Short-circuit (+B)

 

1. Approximately 0V

2. Approximately 5V

Negative pressure 
sensor 2 system

Wheel speed sensor 
FR(VWFR)

Represents wheel 
speed
0-326.4 km/h

 

1. Stopped

2. Running at constant 
speed

 

1. 0 km/h

2. No major variation

Wheel speed sensor 
signal system

Wheel speed sensor 
FL(VWFL)

Represents wheel 
speed
0-326.4 km/h

 

1. Stopped

2. Running at constant 
speed

 

1. 0 km/h

2. No major variation

Wheel speed sensor 
signal system

Wheel speed sensor 
RR(VWRR)

Represents wheel 
speed
0-326.4 km/h

 

1. Stopped

2. Running at constant 
speed

 

1. 0 km/h

2. No major variation

Wheel speed sensor 
signal system

Wheel speed sensor 
RL(VWRL)

Represents wheel 
speed
0-326.4 km/h

 

1. Stopped

2. Running at constant 
speed

 

1. 0 km/h

2. No major variation

Wheel speed sensor 
signal system

MT voltage
Represents ECU volt-
age status

— Low voltage  Nor-
mal

Power supply voltage 
failure

Master pressure sen-
sor (PMC)

Represents the out-
put value of the mas-
ter pressure sensor
0-5V

 

1. Brake pedal 
pressed

2. Disconnection and 
GND short-circuit

3. Short-circuit (+B)

 

1. Proportional to 
pressing force

2. Approximately 0V

3. Approximately 5V

Master pressure sen-
sor 
(Integrated ABS actu-
ator)

Item name
(Symbol)

Meaning of item 
name

Inspection condi-
tions

Referential values
Inspection item in 

case of failure
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(2) Active test inspection
a. Turn the starter key to "LOCK" and set HINO DX Ⅱ to DLC3
b. Turn the starter key "ON" and display the active test by fol-

lowing the instructions displayed on HINO DX Ⅱ .
c. Select a data monitor item to check in the active test and

press the execution key.
d. Select an active test item to perform and press the execu-

tion key. Then operate the specified key on the display to
switch ON  OFF each test.

! CAUTION
 

• Do not drive the motor for longer than 5 seconds to protect the
motor. Intermittent drive for seconds is neither allowed.

• Each solenoid drive is automatically prohibited in about 2 sec-
onds to protect the solenoid and drive is allowed after certain
interval.

• Do not press the brake pedal with only the pressure reducing
valve ON.

• Do not drive more than one solenoids except in case operating
retention valve and pressure reducing valve of each wheel.

NOTICE
In case of solenoid active test, 2 solenoids may be simultaneously
driven in "All solenoid drive selection" in the solenoid selection
screen.

Number of diagnosis 
codes (DIAG)

Represents the num-
ber of diagnosis 
codes

— 0-255 —

Fail-safe motor relay 
(FMR)

Fail safe motor relay 
operation is displayed

— In Fail safe  Out of 
Fail safe

Brake actuator 
assembly

IG voltage
IG1 voltage is dis-
played

— 10-16 V
Power supply voltage 
system

A-grade stored value
Represents A-grade 
stored value

Reading by tool

1: Non-HV, Non-AT
2: Non-HV, AT
3: HV
4: HV, AT

Actuator system

Vehicle speed 
(SP1 output)

Represents vehicle 
speed with the tire 
diameter for control

Vehicle running 0 to 326.4 km/h Actuator system

Item name
(Symbol)

Meaning of item 
name

Inspection condi-
tions

Referential values
Inspection item in 

case of failure

Item name Test detail Constraint

ABS solenoid
Each wheel control solenoid can be 
turned ON  OFF

Possible with the solenoid relay ON and at vehicle 
speed of 0 km/h

ABS motor relay Each relay can be turned ON  OFF Possible at vehicle speed of 0 km/h

Solenoid relay Each relay can be turned ON  OFF Possible at vehicle speed of 0 km/h

ABS light ON  OFF is possible Possible at vehicle speed of 0 km/h

Brake warning light ON  OFF is possible Possible at vehicle speed of 0 km/h
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LIST OF DIAGNOSIS CODE
EN01H09ZZZ030602017006

1. ABOUT THE LIST OF DIAGNOSIS CODE
(1) "SAE" in a troubleshooting code refers to output code when the diagnosis tool is used, while "light" refers to out-

put code when the ABS warning light and multi information are used (SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers).

2. LIST OF DIAGNOSIS CODE
NOTICE
Refer to the flowchart for inspection areas.
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LIST OF ABS DIAGNOSIS CODE

DTC code
Diagnosis monitor 

code
Name of malfunction

C1203 59 Abnormality in device specification settings

C1225 25 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C1241 41 Power supply drop abnormality

C1249 49 Fixation of the stop switch

C1265 65 Abnormality in vacuum sensor

C1300 62 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C1337 37 Abnormality in tire size

C1361 91 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C1401 31 Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (right frontward) comparison

C1402 32 Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (left frontward) comparison

C1403 33 Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (right rearward) comparison

C1404 34 Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (left rearward) comparison

C1405 31 Wheel speed sensor (right frontward) disconnection/short circuit

C1406 32 Wheel speed sensor (left frontward) disconnection/short circuit

C1407 33 Wheel speed sensor (right rearward) disconnection/short circuit

C1408 34 Wheel speed sensor (left rearward) disconnection/short circuit

C1413 35 Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (right frontward) output

C1414 36 Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (left frontward) output

C1415 38 Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (right rearward) output

C1416 39 Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (left rearward) output

C1417 41 IG1 power supply rise abnormality

C1421 46 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C1422 46 Abnormality in M/C pressure sensor 0 point (High)

C1423 46 Abnormality in M/C pressure sensor 0 point (Low)

C1424 46 Abnormality in M/C pressure sensor output

C1425 49 Disconnection of the stop switch

C1427 51 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C1428 51 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C1468 21 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C1469 22 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C146A 23 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C146B 24 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

C146C 13 Disconnection in the ABS motor relay circuit

C146D 14 Malfunction of the ABS actuator
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C146E 11 Disconnection in the ABS solenoid relay circuit

C146F 12 Malfunction of the ABS actuator

U0073 94 Abnormality in CAN communication

DTC code
Diagnosis monitor 

code
Name of malfunction
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PARTS ARRANGEMENT
EN01H09ZZZ030602017007

REAR SPEED SENSOR ROTOR

FRONT SPEED SENSOR ROTOR

REAR SPEED SENSOR 
ROTOR

FRONT SPEED SENSOR 
ROTOR

BRAKE ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY

WHEEL SPEED SENSOR FR LH

WHEEL SPEED SENSOR RR LH

WHEEL SPEED SENSOR FR RH
WHEEL SPEED SENSOR RR RH

ABS SOL 50A

ABS-MTR 50A

SHTS09ZZZ0300013
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GAUGE 10AECU-IG NO.1 10A

COMBINATION METER ASSEMBLY

BRAKE FLUID LEVEL SWITCH
(BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER RESERVOIR)

VACUUM SENSOR (2 PCS.) *

DLC3

-ABS WARNING LIGHT
-BRAKE WARNING LIGHT

*: Equipped with PAB

SHTS09ZZZ0300014
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ECU TERMINAL ARRANGEMENT
EN01H09ZZZ030602017008

1. BATTERY VOLTAGE INSPECTION
(1) Use a circuit tester to inspect battery voltage.

Standard value: 10-16V

2. BRAKE ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY INSPECTION
(1) Use a circuit tester to inspect voltage and continuity between

each terminal and body GND.
(2) Connect HINO DX Ⅱ to DLC3 to inspect the status of commu-

nication with ECU.
(3) Use an oscilloscope to make measurement between termi-

nals and between each terminal and body GND.

! CAUTION
 

• Inspect from the back of the connector with the connector con-
nected to the computer.

• When the ABS warning light is on (malfunction), values of termi-
nals associated with the brake actuator may be 0V due to the
fail-safe function.

BRAKE ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY

BRAKE ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY CONNECTOR

VIEWED FROM 
ARROW MARK

VEHICLE HARNESS 
CONNECTOR

21

13

12

24

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011

14151617181920212223

25262728293031323334

SHTS09ZZZ0300015

Terminal No. Terminal Marking
Input/
output

Measured 
item

Measurement 
condition

Standard

1 GND1 (GND) Body GND Input Continuity Normally With continuity

2
E4 (Vacuum sensor 1GND)  

Body GND
Input Continuity Normally With continuity

3
PIM (Vacuum sensor input)  

Body GND
Input Voltage During idling 0.5-4 V

4
RL- (Negative input of rear LH 

wheel speed sensor)  
Body GND

Input Oscillo
Running at 
30 km/h

Waveform 2

5
RL+ (Positive input of rear LH 

wheel speed sensor)  
Body GND

Input Voltage
The starter key is 
"ON"

—

6
FR+ (Front RH wheel sensor 
positive input)  Body GND

Input Oscillo
Running at the 
speed of about 30 
km/h

Waveform 1
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7
FR- (Front RH wheel sensor 
negative input)  Body GND

Input Continuity
The starter key is 
set to "LOCK" 
position

With continuity

10
VCP2 (Vacuum sensor 2 power 

output)  Body GND
Output Voltage

The starter key is 
"ON"

4.75-5.25 V

11
PIM2 (Vacuum sensor 2 input) 

 Body GND
Input Voltage During idling 0.5-4 V

12
+BS (Solenoid +B)  

Body GND
Input Voltage Normally —

13 GND2 (GND)  Body GND Input Continuity Normally With continuity

14 CANVL (Vehicle CAN-L) — —

Active test inspec-
tion of warning 
light by using a 
troubleshooting 
tool

Checking the light 
on/off state

15 CANSH (Sensor CAN-H) — —

Communication 
possibility inspec-
tion by using a 
troubleshooting 
tool

Communication 
enabled

16
RR+ (Positive input of rear RH 

wheel speed sensor)  
Body GND

Input Voltage
The starter key is 
"ON"

—

17
RR- (Negative input of rear RH 

wheel speed sensor)  
Body GND

Input Oscillo
Running at the 
speed of about 30 
km/h

Waveform 2

18
FL- (Front LH wheel sensor 

negative input)  Body GND
Input Continuity

The starter key is 
set to "LOCK" 
position

With continuity

19
FL+ (Front LH wheel sensor 
positive input)  Body GND

Input Oscillo
Running at the 
speed of about 30 
km/h

Waveform 1

20
E3 (Vacuum sensor 2GND)  

Body GND
Input Continuity Normally With continuity

21
SPOUT (Wheel speed output) 

 Body GND
Output Oscillo

Running at the 
speed of about 30 
km/h

Waveform 2

23
STP (Stop light switch input)  

Body GND
Input Voltage

Brake pedal 
pressed with the 
starter key "ON" 
 released

3 V or lower

24 +BM (Motor +B)  Body GND Input Voltage Normally —

25 CANVH (Vehicle CAN-H) — —

Active test inspec-
tion of warning 
light by using a 
troubleshooting 
tool

Checking the light 
on/off state

Terminal No. Terminal Marking
Input/
output

Measured 
item

Measurement 
condition

Standard
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(4) Oscilloscope waveform
a. Waveform 1

! CAUTION
 

The faster the vehicle speed (wheel revolution) is, the shorter the
frequency and the wider the output voltage width are.

NOTICE

• Measurement terminal: FR+  body GND and FL+  body GND

• Instrument set: 1V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

• Measurement condition: Running at the vehicle speed of about
30 km/h

b. Waveform 2

! CAUTION
 

The faster the vehicle speed (wheel revolution) is, the shorter the
frequency and the wider the output voltage width are.

NOTICE

• Measurement terminal: RR-  body GND and RL-  body GND

• Instrument set: 1V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

• Measurement condition: Running at the vehicle speed of about
30 km/h

26 CANSL (Sensor CAN-L) — —

Communication 
possibility inspec-
tion by using a 
troubleshooting 
tool

Communication 
enabled

28 TC Input Voltage

The starter key is 
"ON" and short-
circuit between 
DLC3 connector 
TC  CG termi-
nals  released

—

30
VCP (Vacuum sensor 1 power 

output)  Body GND
Output Voltage

The starter key is 
"ON"

4.75-5.25 V

33
TS (Test mode startup input)  

Body GND
Input Voltage

Short-circuit 
between DLC3 
connector and TS 
 CG terminals 
with the starter 
key "ON"  
released

3V or lower  
10-16 V

34 IG1 (IG1)  Body GND Input Voltage
The starter key is 
"ON"

—

Terminal No. Terminal Marking
Input/
output

Measured 
item

Measurement 
condition

Standard

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300016

SHTS09ZZZ0300017
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SYMPTOM LIST
EN01H09ZZZ030602017009

1. SYMPTOM LIST
(1) If any failure occurs in spite of normal display of diagnosis

code, inspect the circuit of each symptom in accordance with
the table below.

! CAUTION
 

Disconnection/connection of connectors and installation/removal
of brake actuator assembly and sensors must be performed with
the starter key set to "LOCK."

Symptom Reference

ABS warning light always on
Reference: BRAKE, ABS WARNING LIGHT ALWAYS 
ON (Page 9-30)

Brake warning light always on
Reference: BRAKE, BRAKE WARNING LIGHT ALWAYS 
ON (Page 9-33)

ABS operates too fast
(ABS operates before the wheel locks)

Reference: BRAKE, ABS ACTIVATION TOO FAST (ABS 
OPERATES BEFORE THE WHEEL LOCKS) (Page 9-37)

The brake pedal gets stuck
Reference: BRAKE, THE BRAKE PEDAL GETS STUCK 
(Page 9-38)
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ELECTRIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
EN01H09ZZZ030602017010

RR(VCC)
RR

RL

VACUUM SENSOR 1 *

VACUUM SENSOR 2 *

FR

FL

S/S

IG1

HU&ECU
IG-1

+ -

FUSE

BAT

BS

BM

GND2
GND1

STP

LINEAR 
SOLENOID *

x 2x 8

CANVH

CANVL

CANSH
CANSL

(PARTIALLY NO CONNECTION) TC

TC SW
TS SW

TS

SW STOP

EXH BRAKE

DLC

ENGINETPS

CYLINDER CHOKE

+B

M

RR(SIG)
SIG

SIG

SIG
I/F

SIG

5V *

SP OUT

RL(VCC)

NVCC1
NSIG1

NGND1

RL(SIG)

FR(GND)
FR(SIG)

FL(GND)
FL(SIG)

NVCC2
NSIG2

NGND2

POWER 
SUPPLY 
CIRCUIT *

BUILT-IN P 
SENSOR

FR:MPU ,RR:MRE

ABS/EBD
METER

12V

*: Equipped with PAB

SHTS09ZZZ0300018
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ABS WARNING LIGHT ALWAYS ON
EN01H09ZZZ030602017011

1. Use a circuit tester to check that the fuse (ECU-IG 10A) is normal.

NO

YES

1. Vibrate the brake actuator assembly connector and wire to inspect
variation of ABS warning light state.
Standard: The warning light is always on  off.

NO

YES

1 Fuse inspection (ECU-IG 10A)

ECU-IG 10 A GND1
IG1

ABS WARNING LIGHT

CONTROL CIRCUIT

GND2

BRAKE ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY

COMBINATION METER ASSEMBLY

CAN

SHTS09ZZZ0300019

Replace the fuse.

2  Inspection of connection of each part

To Step 3

Repair or replacement of each connection 
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use HINO DX Ⅱ to turn off the ABS warning light by the active test
function.

3. Make sure that the ABS warning light is turned off when the com-
mand is transmitted.
Standard: Turn off

NOTICE

• The brake actuator assembly may be failed if the ABS warning
light is off.

• If the light is not turned off, there may be disconnection of CAN
harness between the brake actuator  meter or malfunction of
the meter circuit.

NO

YES

1. Use the HINO DX Ⅱ to transmit the vehicle specification rewrite
command. Refer to the "ABS Reprogramming".

2. Make sure that the ABS warning light lights out.
NOTICE
When installing new dedicated service parts, it is necessary to
rewrite the specification

1. Delete diagnosis codes.

2. Turn the starter key "LOCK"  "ON" and check that the ABS warn-
ing light lights up for about 3 seconds and then out.
Standard: The light lights off

NO

YES

3 ABS warning light off inspection

To Step 7

4 Transmission of specification rewrite command

5 ABS warning light inspection

To Step 6

Normal return (It may be that normal state is restored by reconnecting the connector after the diagnosis
code is generated due to poor connection of connector terminal.)
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1. Check diagnosis codes.
Standard: Normal code is output

NO

YES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and disconnect connec-
tors of the brake actuator assembly and combination meter.

2. Use a circuit tester to measure continuity between the terminal of
the brake actuator assembly connector (wire harness side) and
the terminal of combination meter 24pin connector (wire harness
side).

Standard: Conducting

NO

YES

6 DTC recheck

Troubleshooting according to the failure code

Brake actuator assembly replacement

7 Wire harness and connector inspection (Brake actuator assembly to combination meter
assembly)

SHTS09ZZZ0300020

Brake actuator assembly 
connector

Combination meter 24pin 
connector

14th terminal 13th terminal

25th terminal 14th terminal

Repair or replacement of the wire harness or
connector

To meter & gauge system
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BRAKE WARNING LIGHT ALWAYS ON
EN01H09ZZZ030602017012

1. Make sure that the ABS warning light is off.
NOTICE
Inspect the ABS warning light circuit first if the ABS warning light
is on.

2. Make sure that the brake fluid level is sufficient.
NOTICE
If it is not sufficient, replenish the fluid.

3. Make sure that the brake booster is not defective.

1. Check that fuse (ECU-IG 15A) is normal.
Standard: Normal

NO

YES

1 Prior check

ECU-IG 10 A GND1
IG1

BRL

BRAKE WARNING LIGHT

BRAKE MASTER CYLINDER 
RESERVOIR (LEVEL SWITCH)

CONTROL CIRCUIT

GND2

BRAKE ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY

COMBINATION METER ASSEMBLY

[CAN]

SHTS09ZZZ0300021

2 Fuse inspection (ECU-IG 15A)

Replace the fuse.
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1. Lightly shake each connector and wire harness up/down and right/
left to inspect the brake warning light state.
Standard: Warning light indication does not change

NOTICE
If the warning light state changes due to vibration of connectors
and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly, check the IG1
and BRL terminals for improper connection.

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the fluid level switch connector for the master cylinder
reservoir to make sure that the brake warning light lights out.
Standard: Turn off

NO

YES

1. With the warning light lit on, if the hydraulic booster fluid level is
lower than the MIN line, replenish PS oil to the MAX line of reser-
voir and confirm that the warning light will be turned off.
Standard: Turn off

NO

YES

3 Inspection of connection of each part

Repair or replacement of the wire harness or
connector

4 Brake master cylinder reservoir inspection

To Step 7

Brake master cylinder reservoir replacement

5 Inspection of fluid level warning of Hydraulic booster (Class 5 only)

To Step 7

Insufficient amount of fluid 
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1. With the warning light lit on, turn the starter key to “ON” position
and confirm that the warning light will be turned off.
Standard: Turn off

2. Further to the above state 1, turn the starter key to “LOCK” posi-
tion, then fully depress the brake pedal for 4-5 times and confirm
that the warning light will light up again.
Standard: Light up

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the fluid level switch connector for the master cylinder
reservoir.

2. Use a circuit tester to inspect continuity between 2 terminals of the
fluid level switch connector for the master cylinder reservoir.
Standard: Not conducting

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Use HINO DX Ⅱ to turn off the brake warning light by the active test
function.

3. Make sure that the brake warning light is turned off when the com-
mand is transmitted.
Standard: Turn off

NOTICE

• The brake actuator assembly may be failed if the brake warning
light is off.

• If the light is not turned off, there may be disconnection of CAN
harness between the brake actuator assembly  meter or mal-
function of the meter circuit.

NO

YES

6 Inspection of low pressure warning of hydraulic booster accumulator (Class 5 only)

To Step 7

Normal

7 Wire harness and connector inspection (fluid level switch)

Repair or replacement of the wire harness or
connector

8 Brake warning light off inspection

To Step 11
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1. Delete diagnosis codes.

2. Turn the starter key "LOCK"  "ON" and check that the brake
warning light lights up for about 3 seconds and then out.
Standard value: The light lights off

NO

YES

1. Check diagnosis codes.
Standard: Normal code is output

NO

YES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and disconnect connec-
tors of the brake actuator assembly and combination meter.

2. Use a circuit tester to measure continuity between the terminal of
the brake actuator assembly connector (wire harness side) and
the terminal of 24pin connector (wire harness side).

Standard: Conducting

NO

YES

9 Brake warning light inspection

To Step 10

Normal return (It may be that normal state is restored by reconnecting the connector after the diagnosis
code is generated due to poor connection of connector terminal.)

10 DTC recheck

Troubleshooting according to the failure code

Brake actuator assembly replacement

11 Wire harness and connector inspection (Combination meter assembly to brake actuator
assembly)

SHTS09ZZZ0300022

Brake actuator assembly 
connector

Combination meter 24pin 
connector

14th terminal 13th terminal

25th terminal 14th terminal

Repair or replacement of the wire harness or
connector

To meter & gauge system
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ABS ACTIVATION TOO FAST (ABS OPERATES BEFORE THE WHEEL LOCKS)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017013

1. Enable the test mode to inspect the wheel speed sensor and
check the diagnosis code output.
Standard: Sensor and diagnosis code are normal

NO

YES

1 Test mode inspection (wheel speed sensor check)

Inspection and repair of appropriate wheel speed
sensor system

Cleaning of 4-wheel speed sensor and rotor 
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THE BRAKE PEDAL GETS STUCK
EN01H09ZZZ030602017014

1. Brake pedal inspection
(1) Operate the brake pedal to check the pedal function for any

mechanical problem. 
(2) Inspect the height, play and reserve of the brake pedal.

NOTICE
To identify the defective part, make pedal height adjustment after
inspections.

2. Wheel brake inspection
(1) Check that the disc brake pad for each wheel brake is prop-

erly installed.
(2) Check for bleeder plug and union bolt looseness, gasket dam-

age and fluid leakage from the disc caliper.

3. Brake fluid leakage and air mixture inspection
(1) Check the fluid level in the brake master cylinder reservoir.
(2) Operate the brake pedal repeatedly to check that there is no

oddness (air mixture feeling) during pedal operation.
(3) Check variation of the fluid level in the brake master cylinder

reservoir.
(4) If the fluid level decreases, check for flexible hose and brake

tube damage, union nut looseness and fluid leakage due to
improper sealing of the master cylinder.

4. Air-bleeding of brake system
(1) Bleed air from the brake pipeline and actuator.

1. Inspect an actuator loaded in the vehicle.

NO

YES

1 Prior check

2 On-vehicle actuator inspection

Brake actuator assembly replacement
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1. PS oil leakage and air mixture inspection
(1) Check the oil level in the brake hydraulic booster reservoir.
(2) Operate the brake pedal repeatedly to check that there is no

oddness (air mixture feeling) during pedal operation.
(3) Check variation of the oil level in the brake hydraulic booster

reservoir.
(4) If the oil level decreases, check for flexible hose and brake

tube damage, union nut looseness and oil leakage due to
improper sealing of the hydraulic booster.

2. Air-bleeding of brake system
(1) Bleed air from the brake pipeline and actuator.

1. Inspect the brake booster assembly loaded in the vehicle.

NO

YES

3 Hydraulic booster inspection (Class 5 only)

4 Brake booster assembly inspection

Brake booster assembly replacement

Repair or replacement of the brake master cylinder assembly
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DTC: C1203 (Diagnosis monitor code 59)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017015

DTC: C1203 (Diagnosis monitor code 59) Abnormality in device specification settings
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• An error was detected in the brake actuator assembly device specification settings.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".

• C-BEST information does not match.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When the A-Grade stored value is 1 or 3 (non-AT vehicles), voltage of the IG1 terminal is within the normal
range and data is received from the transmission ECU for 1 second or more.

• When the A-Grade stored value is 1 or 2 (non-AT vehicles), voltage of the IG1 terminal is within the normal
range and data is received from HV ECU for 1 second or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

Brake actuator 
assembly

AT ECU

CANL CANH

CAN line

HV ECU

SHTS09ZZZ0300023
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Brake actuator assembly device specification settings do not match vehicle specifications.

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

<Reference>
DTC may be output when making the following works.

• When changing vehicle specifications

• When replacing the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1203 (Diagnosis monitor code 59)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake].

5. Select [A-Grade stored value] in [Data monitor and Active test] to
confirm the status of the device specification settings.

HINT
A-grade information is stored according to device specification
settings information sent from AT ECU / HV ECU via CAN commu-
nications.

• If A-grade is [1], the value indicates the following state: 
AT: Not equipped and HV: Not equipped.

• If A-grade is [2], the value indicates the following state: 
AT: Equipped and HV: Not equipped.

• If A-grade is [3], the value indicates the following state: 
AT: Not equipped and HV: Equipped.

• If A-grade is [4], the value indicates the following state: 
AT: Equipped and HV: Equipped.

NOYES

1 Checking device specification settings [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300024

A-grade AT HV

1 — —

2 Yes —

3 — Yes

4 Yes Yes

Do the device specification settings match vehicle settings?

Go to step 2. Using the diagnostic system, register device
specification settings again.
After carrying out the re-registration, go to
step 2.
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1. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1203-59.

NOYES

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300025

Is DTC C1203-59 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1225 (Diagnosis monitor code 25)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017016

DTC: C1225 (Diagnosis monitor code 25) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in the linear solenoid) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the linear solenoid (SM1 or SM2) is disconnected while the linear solenoid (SM1 or SM2) is
OFF continues for 0.05 seconds or more.

• The state that excessive current is applied to the linear solenoid (SM1 or SM2) continues for 0.05 seconds or
more.

• The state that drive is different between the linear solenoid SM1 and the linear solenoid SM2 while there is no
current fluctuation continues for 0.2 seconds or more.

• Short circuit between the linear solenoid SM1 and the linear solenoid SM2 continues for 0.1 seconds or more.

• Monitoring the current lower than the specified current when applying current higher than the specified value
continues for 0.1 seconds.

+BS

ECU-IG 10A

ABS SOL 50A

SFRH

Solenoid 
relay

SFRR

SFLH

SFLR

SRRH

SRRR

SRLH

SRLR

SM1-

SM1+

SM2-

SM2+

Brake actuator assembly

Computer

To IG

Linear solenoid

SHTS09ZZZ0300026
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3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection or short circuit of the linear solenoid circuit

- Malfunction of computer

• Fuse (ABS SOL 50A) blown out
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1225 (Diagnosis monitor code 25)

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS SOL
50A] fuse.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake] and check
for DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 other than C1225-25.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the connector of the brake actuator
assembly (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Is a defect detected?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300027

Are DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 detected?

Go to step 3. Go to step 5.

3 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 4.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Solenoid relay] in
[Activation Test].

3. Operate the solenoid of the brake actuator assembly and check
that the solenoid is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1225-25.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

4 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (solenoid) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300028

Was operation sound of the solenoid audible?

Go to step 5. Replace the brake actuator assembly.

5 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300029

Is DTC C1225-25 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1241 (Diagnosis monitor code 41)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017017

DTC: C1241 (Diagnosis monitor code 41) Power supply drop abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Power supply voltage drop of the brake actuator assembly was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Any of the conditions described below has been detected.

- The status that voltage of the IG1 terminal is 10 V or less continues for 10 seconds or more while the vehi-
cle speed is 3 km/h or more.

- Voltage of the IG1 terminal is 10 V or less and conditions for detecting disconnection of solenoid relay or
motor relay are met.

+BS

+BM

GND1

GND2

Solenoid relay

Solenoid X 8

Monitor circuit

Motor relay

IG1 Brake actuator assembly
ECU-IG 10A

ABS SOL 50A

ABS MTR 50A

SHTS09ZZZ0300030
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3. Reset condition

• All of the following conditions (a to c) are not recognized after tuning the starter key "LOCK" and then turning the
starter key "ON".

.

a. Voltage of the IG1 terminal is 10 V or less for 10 seconds or more while a vehicle speed is 3 km/h or more.

b. Voltage of the solenoid monitor is 9 V or less and conditions for detecting solenoid abnormality are met for 0.5
seconds or more.

c. Voltage of the IG1 terminal is 10 V or less and conditions for detecting disconnection of solenoid relay or motor
relay are met.

• Or, voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal for continuous 0.22 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuse blow out

• Drop of battery voltage

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the internal power supply of brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1241 (Diagnosis monitor code 41)

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ECU IG
No.1 10A] fuse.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the connector of the brake actuator
assembly (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the [ECU IG No.1 10A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 34th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS MTR
50A] fuse.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+IG)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300031

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of brake 
actuator assembly
34th terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Inspect the wire harness (between the junc-
tion block and brake actuator assembly).
Repair or replace as necessary.

4 Inspecting the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 5.

Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300032

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: ON

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Connect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 24th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BM)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300033
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard value

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
24th terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 10. Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector of the brake actuator assembly and the [ABS MTR
50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BM) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300034

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
MTR 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
24th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 2nd ter-
minal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS SOL
50A] fuse.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300035

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 9. Repair or replace the wire harness.

9 Inspecting the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Is a defect detected?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 10.

Go to step 10.
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1. Disconnect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse from the relay block.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

10 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300036

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: ON

[ABS SOL 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 11. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Connect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 12th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BS)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300037
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard value

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
12th terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 14. Go to step 12.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector terminal of the brake actuator assembly and the
[ABS SOL 50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

12 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BS) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300038

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
SOL 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
12th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 13. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 2nd ter-
minal of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1241-41.

NOYES

13 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300039

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS SOL 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 14. Repair or replace the wire harness.

14 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300040

Is DTC C1241-41 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1249 (Diagnosis monitor code 49)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017018

DTC: C1249 (Diagnosis monitor code 49) Fixation of the stop switch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Stop light switch was detected to be fixed to ON.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Stop light switch continues to be fixed to ON for 15 minutes or more while driving the vehicle at 15 km/h or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

Stop light switch assembly

Stop light

A B

STP

GND1Brake actuator assembly

Disconnection detection 
circuit

SHTS09ZZZ0300041
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of the stop light switch (fixing to ON)

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1249 (Diagnosis monitor code 49)

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Check that the stop light lights on when the brake pedal is
depressed.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Disconnect the connector of the stop light switch.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector terminal of the brake actuator assembly and the
vehicle side connector terminal of the stop light switch.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the lighting of the stop light

Is any defect found?

Inspect whether bulb of the stop light is
blown or there is irregular contact or fitting
failure of the connector.
Repair or replace as necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting disconnection of the wire harness of the stop light switch

SHTS09ZZZ0300042

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – Vehi-
cle side connec-
tor of the stop 
light switch
23rd terminal – 
1st terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 23rd ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Perform trial run.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1249-49.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness of the stop light switch (brake actuator assembly side) for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300043

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
23rd terminal – 
Ground

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300044

Is DTC C1249-49 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1265 (Diagnosis monitor code 65)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017019

DTC: C1265 (Diagnosis monitor code 65) Abnormality in vacuum sensor
INFORMATION

Brake actuator assembly

VCP2

PIM2

E3

Vacuum sensor 2

Vacuum sensor 1

VCP

PIM

E4

VCP

PIM

E4

PIM2

E3

VCP2

Stop light switch assembly

From stop fuse

SHTS09ZZZ0300045
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1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in vacuum sensor was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that difference of terminal voltage between the vacuum sensor 1 and the vacuum sensor 2 is 344
mV or more continues for 10 seconds or more.

• Noise in terminal voltage of the vacuum sensor 1 or vacuum sensor 2 occurs 7 times or more in 5 seconds.

• The state that the terminal voltage of the vacuum sensor 1 or vacuum sensor 2 does not change for 0.01 V or
more 1 second after turning the stop light switch OFF while terminal voltage of the master pressure sensor is
1 V or more occurs 5 times or more.

• The state that terminal voltage of the vacuum sensor 1 or the vacuum sensor 2 is out of the range of 0.5 to 4.2
V continues for 1.2 seconds or more.

• The state that the power supply voltage of the vacuum sensor is out of the range of 4.4 to 5.7 V while the IG1
terminal voltage is normal continues for 1.2 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• Following conditions are met and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

- Change amount of the vacuum sensor in 5 seconds is 0.33 kPa or more while the vacuum sensor is valid.

- The state that difference between the values of the vacuum sensors is not excessive while vacuum sensors are
valid continues for 1 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light off

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Failing connection of vacuum hose

• Malfunction of vacuum sensor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1265 (Diagnosis monitor code 65)

1. Inspect the connection of the vacuum hose (disconnection, clog-
ging, crush, crack).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the vacuum sensor connector (fitting and
contact).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation status of the vacuum sensor (backlash,
looseness and air leakage).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the vacuum hose

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Replace as necessary. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the vacuum sensor connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.

3 Inspecting the vacuum sensor

Is any defect found?

Install the vacuum sensor correctly. If air
leakage was detected, check that there is no
leakage after installation.

Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vacuum sensor 1 and the brake actuator assembly
connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector of the brake actuator assembly and each terminal
of the vehicle side connector of the vacuum sensor 1.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness of the vacuum sensor 1 for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300046

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – Vehi-
cle side connec-
tor of the vacuum 
sensor 1
2nd terminal – 
1st terminal
3rd terminal – 
2nd terminal
30th terminal – 
3rd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the connector of the vacuum sensor 2.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector of the brake actuator assembly and each terminal
of the vehicle side connector of the vacuum sensor 2.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of the vacuum sensor 2 for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300047

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – Vehi-
cle side connec-
tor of the vacuum 
sensor 2
10th terminal – 
3rd terminal
11th terminal – 
2nd terminal
20th terminal – 
1st terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between each termi-
nal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness of the brake actuator assembly for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300048

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly

2nd terminal – 
Ground

With continuity

3rd terminal – 
Ground
10th terminal – 
Ground
11th terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

20th terminal – 
Ground

With continuity

30th terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect the brake actuator assembly connector.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between each terminal
of the vehicle side connector of the vacuum sensor 1 or the vac-
uum sensor 2 and ground.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the vacuum sensor

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300049

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the vac-
uum sensor 1
3rd terminal – 
Ground

Vehicle side con-
nector of the vac-
uum sensor 2
3rd terminal – 
Ground

4.75 – 5.25 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Replace the brake actuator assembly.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector from the brake actuator assembly.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity of the brake actuator
assembly connector.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the vacuum sensor ground circuit

SHTS09ZZZ0300050

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Brake actuator 
assembly connec-
tor
11th terminal – 
12th terminal
17th terminal – 
12th terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 9. Replace the brake actuator assembly.
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1. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Start the engine.

3. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Negative pressure
sensor 1 voltage] or [Negative pressure sensor 2 voltage] from
[Data monitor and Active test] to check the operation status of the
negative sensor.

NOYES

1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the vacuum sensor 1 or 2.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

9 Inspecting operation of the vacuum sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300051

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard value

In engine idling [Negative pres-
sure sensor 1 volt-
age]
[Negative pres-
sure sensor 2 volt-
age]

0.5 – 4.0 V

Brake pedal 
depressed  
released

Voltage changes 
due to force on 
pedal.

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 10. Replace the vacuum sensor.

10 Inspecting signal of the vacuum sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is any defect found?

Replace the defective vacuum sensor. Go to step 11.
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1. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1265-65.

NOYES

11 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300052

Is DTC C1265-65 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1300 (Diagnosis monitor code 62)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017020

DTC: C1300 (Diagnosis monitor code 62) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly was detected.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

Monitoring circuit

Brake actuator assembly

IG1

SHTS09ZZZ0300053
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1300 (Diagnosis monitor code 62)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1300-62.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300054

Is DTC C1300-62 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1337 (Diagnosis monitor code 37)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017021

DTC: C1337 (Diagnosis monitor code 37) Abnormality in tire size
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Different tire diameter was detected (front-rear tire diameters substantially differ).

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 20 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Vehicle speed exceeds 20 km/h from the vehicle is in the stopped condition while the solenoid is not driven,
and the state that difference of the average vehicle speed between front wheel and rear wheel exceeds 25%
continues for 20 seconds occurs 3 times successively.

3. Reset condition

• If either of the following conditions is met.

- After normal recovery and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

- The state that difference between the average vehicle speed of front wheel and the average vehicle speed of rear
wheel is 25% or less continues for 5 seconds after the vehicle speed exceeds 20 km/s.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300055
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Use of tire having different diameter

• Malfunction of sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1337 (Diagnosis monitor code 37)

1. Check that tires having the same diameter is used for front wheel
and rear wheel.

2. Inspect tire inflation pressure.

NOYES

1. Check that there is no backlash, worn/chipped teeth and adhesion
of foreign matter on the sensor rotor of the wheel sensor.

HINT
Number of teeth of the sensor rotor is 48.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the tire size

Is any defect found?

Mount a tire with the correct size.If air pres-
sure is low, put air into the tire.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the sensor rotor

Is any defect found?

Clean or replace the sensor rotor. Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

5. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

7. Check that the ABS warning light does not light on when perform-
ing the test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds or
more.

8. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1337-37.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300056

Is DTC C1337-37 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1361 (Diagnosis monitor code 91)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017022

DTC: C1361 (Diagnosis monitor code 91) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (motor fail safe relay short circuit) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the motor relay monitor is OFF continues for 4 seconds or more while the motor fail safe relay
and motor relay are OFF.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and the starter key is turned "LOCK".

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

+BM

GND2

Motor relay

Motor failsafe relay

IG Actuator assembly
ECU-IG 10A

ABS SOL 50A

SHTS09ZZZ0300057
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuse blow out

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Abnormality in fail safe motor relay

- Short circuit of the fail safe motor relay circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1361 (Diagnosis monitor code 91)

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS MTR
50A] fuse.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [ABS motor relay] in
[Activation test setting].

5. Operate the motor of the brake actuator assembly and check that
the motor is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (motor) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300058

Is operation noise of the motor audible?

Go to step 8. Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300059

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: ON

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Connect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 24th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BM)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300060
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard value

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
24th terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector of the brake actuator assembly and the [ABS MTR
50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BM) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300061

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
MTR 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
24th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Inspect continuity between the 24th terminal of the vehicle side
connector of the brake actuator assembly and ground by using the
electrical tester.

NOYES

1. Inspect continuity between the 2nd terminal of the [ABS MTR 50A]
fuse in the relay block and ground by using the electrical tester.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BM) of the brake actuator assembly for
short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300062

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
24th terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300063

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1361-91.

NOYES

8 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300064

Is DTC C1361-91 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1401 (Diagnosis monitor code 31)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017023

DTC: C1401 (Diagnosis monitor code 31) 
Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (right frontward) comparison
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Comparison abnormality of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When detecting that one front wheel is 0 km/h or more and other two wheels are 12 km/h or more, the state
that only one wheel has no pulse continues for 30 seconds or more.

• When the wheel speed of 3 wheels is 10 km/h or more at the time of starting, the state that speed of only one
wheel is less than 2 km/h continues for 0.4 seconds or more.

•  When turning the starter key ON, the state that two front wheels have no pulse is detected 8 times succes-
sively while the vehicle is running at 20 km/h or more continues for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all of the following conditions are met.

- The state that abnormal wheel speed becomes 95% - 5 km/h or more of the vehicle speed while the vehicle
speed is 15 km/h or more the continues for 5 seconds.

- While the vehicle speed is in the range of 10 to 25 km/h, the state that fluctuation in the wheel speed is less than
8 G continues for 1 second.

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300065
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

- Internal abnormality

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1401 (Diagnosis monitor code 31)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] from [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (right, frontward).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor connector (fit-
ting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300066

Is there difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and detected
wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 9.

2 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward) for dirt and damage.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between termi-
nals of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300067

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install the sensor
properly. If damage is found, replace the sen-
sor.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

SHTS09ZZZ0300068

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (right, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

1.07  0.15 k 
(20 C {68 F})

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300069

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (right, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
Ground
2nd terminal – 
Ground

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).
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1. Connect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

2. Remove the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, Measure voltage between each terminal
of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly and
ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between terminals
of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300070

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
Ground
7th terminal – 
Ground

1 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300071

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
7th terminal

1.07  0.15 k 
(20 C {68 F})

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect all disconnected connectors and restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value of the large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)
and the rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT
Measurement range of the oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the wheel speed sensor.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

8 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300072

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
7th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

Go to step 11.

9 Inspecting signal of the wheel speed sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is any defect detected?

Go to step 2. Go to step 10.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value of the large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)
and the rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT
Measurement range of the oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

10 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300073

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
7th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

Go to step 11.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1401-31.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

11 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300074

Is DTC C1401-31 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1402 (Diagnosis monitor code 32)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017024

DTC: C1402 (Diagnosis monitor code 32) 
Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (left frontward) comparison
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in comparison of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When detecting that one front wheel is 0 km/h or more and other two wheels are 12 km/h or more, the state
that only one wheel has no pulse continues for 30 seconds or more.

• When the wheel speed of 3 wheels is 10 km/h or more at the time of starting, the state that speed of only one
wheel is less than 2 km/h continues for 0.4 seconds or more.

• When turning the starter key ON, the state that two front wheels have no pulse is detected 8 times succes-
sively while the vehicle is running at 20 km/h or more continues for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all of the following conditions are met.

- The state that abnormal wheel speed becomes 95% - 5 km/h or more of the vehicle speed while the vehicle
speed is 15 km/h or more the continues for 5 seconds.

- While the vehicle speed is in the range of 10 to 25 km/h, the state that fluctuation in the wheel speed is less than
8 G continues for 1 second.

Speed sensor 
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FL-

Speed sensor 
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FR-

Speed sensor 
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RL-

Speed sensor 
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Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300075
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

- Internal abnormality

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Abnormal gap from the sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1402 (Diagnosis monitor code 32)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] from [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300076

Is there difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and detected
wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 9.

2 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)
for dirt and damage.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between termi-
nals of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300077

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

SHTS09ZZZ0300078

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (left, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

1.07  0.15 k 
(20 C {68 F})

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300079

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (left, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
Ground
2nd terminal – 
Ground

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).
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1. Connect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

2. Remove the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assem-
bly and ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between terminals of
the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300080

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
Ground
19th terminal – 
Ground

1 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300081

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
19th terminal

1.07  0.15 k 
(20 C {68 F})

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect all disconnected connectors and restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value of the large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) and
the rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the wheel speed sensor.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

8 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300082

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
19th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).

Go to step 11.

9 Inspecting signal of the wheel speed sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is a defect detected?

Go to step 2. Go to step 10.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value of the large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) and
the rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

10 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300083

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
19th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).

Go to step 11.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions. 

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1402-32.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

11 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300084

Is DTC C1402-32 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1403 (Diagnosis monitor code 33)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017025

DTC: C1403 (Diagnosis monitor code 33) 
Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (right rearward) comparison
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Comparison abnormality of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When detecting that one front wheel is 0 km/h or more and other two wheels are 12 km/h or more, the state
that only one wheel has no pulse continues for 30 seconds or more.

• When the wheel speed of 3 wheels is 10 km/h or more at the time of starting, the state that speed of only one
wheel is less than 2 km/h continues for 0.4 seconds or more.

• When turning the starter key ON, the state that two front wheels have no pulse is detected 8 times succes-
sively while the vehicle is running at 20 km/h or more continues for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all of the following conditions are met.

- The state that abnormal wheel speed becomes 95% - 5 km/h or more of the vehicle speed while vehicle speed is
15 km/h or more continues for 5 seconds.

- While the vehicle speed is in the range of 10 to 25 km/h, the state that fluctuation in the wheel speed is less than
8 G continues for 1 second.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

- Internal abnormality

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1403 (Diagnosis monitor code 33)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (right, rearward).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300086

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 7.

2 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward) for dirt and damage.

NOYES

1. Connect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward).

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between each ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300087

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300088

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
Ground
17th terminal – 
Ground

1 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between terminals
of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300089

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
17th terminal

0.92  1.22 k 
(20 C {68 F})

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect all disconnected connectors and restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) and
the rotor is large, the waveform is not outputted.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the wheel speed sensor.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

6 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300090

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
17th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward).

Go to step 9.

7 Inspecting signal of the wheel speed sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is any defect found?

Go to step 2. Go to step 8.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) and
the rotor is large, the waveform is not outputted.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

8 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300091

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
17th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward).

Go to step 9.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1403-33.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

9 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300092

Is DTC C1403-33 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1404 (Diagnosis monitor code 34)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017026

DTC: C1404 (Diagnosis monitor code 34) 
Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (left rearward) comparison
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

<Description of malfunction>

• Comparison abnormality of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• When detecting that one front wheel is 0 km/h or more and other two wheels are 12 km/h or more, the state
that only one wheel has no pulse continues for 30 seconds or more.

• When the wheel speed of 3 wheels is 10 km/h or more at the time of starting, the state that speed of only one
wheel is less than 2 km/h continues for 0.4 seconds or more.

• When turning the starter key ON, the state that two front wheels have no pulse is detected 8 times succes-
sively while the vehicle is running at 20 km/h or more continues for 20 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• When all of the following conditions are met.

- The state that abnormal wheel speed becomes 95% - 5 km/h or more of the vehicle speed while vehicle speed is
15 km/h or more continues for 5 seconds.

- While the vehicle speed is in the range of 10 to 25 km/h, the state that fluctuation in the wheel speed is less than
8 G continues for 1 second.
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe function)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

- Internal abnormality

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Abnormal gap from the sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1404 (Diagnosis monitor code 34)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (left, rearward).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300094

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 7.

2 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)
for dirt and damage.

NOYES

1. Connect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward).

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assem-
bly and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300095

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300096

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
Ground
5th terminal – 
Ground

1 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between termi-
nals of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300097

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
5th terminal

20 C {68 F}: 
0.92  1.22 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect all disconnected connectors and restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) and
the rotor is large, the waveform is not outputted.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the wheel speed sensor.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

6 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300098

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
5th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, rear-
ward).

Go to step 9.

7 Inspecting signal of the wheel speed sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is any defect found?

Go to step 2. Go to step 8.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) and
the rotor is large, the waveform is not outputted.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

8 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300099

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard value

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
5th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, rear-
ward).

Go to step 9.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1402-34.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

9 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300100

Is DTC C1404-34 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1405 (Diagnosis monitor code 31)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017027

DTC: C1405 (Diagnosis monitor code 31) 
Wheel speed sensor (right frontward) disconnection/short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or short circuit of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Signal disconnection of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) continues for 0.5 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300101
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<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

- Dropping of output voltage

- Internal abnormality (disconnection or short circuit)

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1405 (Diagnosis monitor code 31)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (right, frontward).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (right frontward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300102

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 9.

2 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) connector

Is a defect detected?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward) for dirt and damage.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between termi-
nals of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300103

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

SHTS09ZZZ0300104

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (right, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

20 C {68 F}: 
1.07 0.15 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300105

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (right, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
Ground
2nd terminal – 
Ground

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).
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1. Connect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between each ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between terminals
of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300106

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
Ground
7th terminal – 
Ground

1 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300107

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
7th terminal

20 C {68 F}: 
1.07  0.15 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect all disconnected connectors and restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value of the large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)
and the rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

8 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300108

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
7th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

Go to step 11.
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1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the wheel speed sensor.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value of large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)
and the rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

9 Inspecting signal of the wheel speed sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is any defect found?

Go to step 2. Go to step 10.

10 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300109

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
7th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

Go to step 11.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h or more for 30
seconds or more and check that the ABS warning light does not
light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1405-31.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

11 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300110

Is DTC C1405-31 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1406 (Diagnosis monitor code 32)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017028

DTC: C1406 (Diagnosis monitor code 32) 
Wheel speed sensor (left frontward) disconnection/short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or short circuit of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Signal disconnection of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) continues for 0.5 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300111
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<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short-circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

- Dropping of output voltage

- Internal abnormality (disconnection or short circuit)

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1406 (Diagnosis monitor code 32)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300112

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 9.

2 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)
for dirt and damage.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the connector of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between termi-
nals of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300113

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

SHTS09ZZZ0300114

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (left, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

20 C {68 F}: 
1.07  0.15 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300115

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (left, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
Ground
2nd terminal – 
Ground

10 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).
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1. Connect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between each
terminal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assem-
bly and ground.

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between terminals
of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300116

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
Ground
19th terminal – 
Ground

1 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300117

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
19th terminal

20 C {68 F}:
1.07  0.15 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect all disconnected connectors and restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value of the large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) and
the rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the wheel speed sensor.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

8 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300118

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
19th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).

Go to step 11.

9 Inspecting signal of the wheel speed sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is any defect found?

Go to step 2. Go to step 10.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value of the large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) and
the rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

10 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300119

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
19th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).

Go to step 11.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1406-32.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

11 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300120

Is DTC C1406-32 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1407 (Diagnosis monitor code 33)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017029

DTC: C1407 (Diagnosis monitor code 33) 
Wheel speed sensor (right rearward) disconnection/short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or short circuit of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Signal disconnection of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) continues for 0.5 seconds or more.

• The state that the power supply voltage of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) drops continues for 0.5
seconds or more while the IG1 terminal voltage is in the normal range.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300121
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

- Dropping of output voltage

- Internal abnormality (disconnection or short circuit)

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1407 (Diagnosis monitor code 33)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (right, rearward).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300122

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 7.

2 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward) for dirt and damage.

NOYES

1. Connect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward).

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between each ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300123

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300124

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
Ground
17th terminal – 
Ground

1 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between terminals
of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300125

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
17th terminal

20 C {68 F}: 
0.92  1.22 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect all disconnected connectors and restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) and
the rotor is large, the waveform is not outputted.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the wheel speed sensor.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

6 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300126

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
17th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward).

Go to step 9.

7 Inspecting signal of the wheel speed sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is any defect found?

Go to step 2. Go to step 8.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) and
the rotor is large, the waveform is not outputted.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

8 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300127

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
17th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward).

Go to step 9.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1407-33.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness, inspect the connector and wire harness and repair or
replace them as necessary.

NOYES

9 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300128

Is DTC C1407-33 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1408 (Diagnosis monitor code 34)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017030

DTC: C1408 (Diagnosis monitor code 34) 
Wheel speed sensor (left rearward) disconnection/short circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection or short circuit of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Signal disconnection of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) continues for 0.5 seconds or more.

• The state that the power supply voltage of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) drops continues for 0.5 sec-
onds or more while the IG1 terminal voltage is in the normal range.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300129
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

- Dropping of output voltage

- Internal abnormality (disconnection or short circuit)

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1408 (Diagnosis monitor code 34)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (left, rearward).

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300130

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 7.

2 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)
for dirt and damage.

NOYES

1. Connect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward).

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between each ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300131

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) for short circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300132

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
Ground
5th terminal – 
Ground

1 M or more

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure resistance between terminals
of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300133

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
5th terminal

20 C {68 F}: 
0.92  1.22 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect all disconnected connectors and restore the system.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) and
the rotor is large, the waveform is not outputted.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

1. Actuate [Test Mode] and inspect the wheel speed sensor.
Reference: BRAKE, TROUBLESHOOTING, ABS WITH EBD,
PRIOR CHECK, TEST MODE INSPECTION (Page 9-9)

NOYES

6 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300134

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
5th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, rear-
ward).

Go to step 9.

7 Inspecting signal of the wheel speed sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

Is any defect found?

Go to step 2. Go to step 8.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the connected brake actuator assembly.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) and
the rotor is large, the waveform is not outputted.

HINT
Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

NOYES

8 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300135

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

When driving the 
vehicle at 30 km/h.

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
5th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, rear-
ward).

Go to step 9.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1408-34.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness, inspect the connector and wire harness and repair or
replace them as necessary.

NOYES

9 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300136

Is DTC C1408-34 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1413 (Diagnosis monitor code 35)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017031

DTC: C1413 (Diagnosis monitor code 35) 
Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (right frontward) output
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in output of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Instant missing of the pulse signal from the wheel speed sensor occurs for 7 times or more.

• Noise is mixed in the wheel speed sensor for continuous 5 seconds or more.

• ABS control is continued for 45 seconds or more.

• The state that wheel speed rapidly increases at the start of running occurs for 3 times or more, or that state
that rotation of one wheel is not recognized after recognizing one rotation of other 3 wheels at the vehicle
speed of 50 km/h or more.

• Worn or chipped teeth is detected at the sensor rotor for 3 times within 2 seconds.

• Front wheel is driven by solenoid for 13 seconds or more and rear wheel is driven by solenoid for 20 seconds
or more.

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300137
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3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

• When all of the following conditions are met.

- The state that abnormal wheel speed becomes 95% - 5 km/h or more of the vehicle speed while the vehicle
speed is 15 km/h or more continues for 5 seconds.

- While the vehicle speed is in the range of 10 to 25 km/h, the state that fluctuation in the wheel speed is less than
8 G continues for 1 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

- Dropping of the output voltage

- Internal abnormality

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Adhesion of foreign matter

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

- Adhesion of foreign matter on the sensor rotor or worn/chipped teeth

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1413 (Diagnosis monitor code 35)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (right, frontward).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300138

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 3.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and a
large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If the gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)
and the sensor rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT

• Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

• If abnormal waveform is detected, lightly vibrate the connector
and wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)
and brake actuator assembly to check whether normal wave-
form is outputted.

• If normal waveform is outputted when vibrating the connector
and wire harness, inspect the connector and wire harness and
repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300139
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
6th terminal – 
7th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Go to step 3. Go to step 7.
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1. Check that there is no backlash, worn/chipped teeth and adhesion
of foreign matter on the sensor rotor of the wheel speed sensor
(right, frontward).

HINT
Number of teeth of the sensor rotor is 48.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward) connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward) for dirt and damage.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the sensor rotor

Is any defect found?

Clean or replace the sensor rotor. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300140

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 6.
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1. Disconnect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between termi-
nals of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward).

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)

SHTS09ZZZ0300141

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (right, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

20 C {68 F}: 
1.07  0.15 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Replace the wheel speed sensor (right, front-
ward).
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h or more for 30
seconds or more and check that the ABS warning light does not
light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1413-35.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness, inspect the connector and wire harness and repair or
replace them as necessary.

NOYES

7 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300142

Is DTC C1413-35 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1414 (Diagnosis monitor code 36)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017032

DTC: C1414 (Diagnosis monitor code 36) 
Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (left frontward) output
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in output of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Instant missing of the pulse signal from the wheel speed sensor occurs for 7 times or more.

• Noise is mixed in the wheel speed sensor for continuous 5 seconds or more.

• ABS control is continued for 45 seconds or more.

• The state that wheel speed rapidly increases at the start of running occurs for 3 times or more, or that state
that rotation of one wheel is not recognized after recognizing one rotation of other 3 wheels at the vehicle
speed of 50 km/h or more.

• Worn or chipped teeth is detected at the sensor rotor for 3 times within 2 seconds.

• Front wheel is driven by solenoid for 13 seconds or more and rear wheel is driven by solenoid for 20 seconds
or more.

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300143
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3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

• When all of the following conditions are met.

- The state that abnormal wheel speed becomes 95% - 5 km/h or more of the vehicle speed while the vehicle
speed is 15 km/h or more continues for 5 seconds.

- While the vehicle speed is in the range of 10 to 25 km/h, the state that fluctuation in the wheel speed is less than
8 G continues for 1 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

- Dropping of the output voltage

- Internal abnormality

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Adhesion of foreign matter

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

- Adhesion of foreign matter on the sensor rotor or worn/chipped teeth

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1414 (Diagnosis monitor code 36)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)], and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300144

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 3.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the brake actuator assembly.

• For the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward), the cycle is shortened as vehicle speed increases and
the measured value with large voltage amplitude is outputted.

• If a gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) and
the sensor rotor is large, output voltage decreases.

HINT

• Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

• If abnormal waveform is outputted, lightly vibrate the connector
and wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, frontward)
and brake actuator assembly to check whether normal wave-
form is outputted.

• If normal waveform is outputted when vibrating the connector
and wire harness, inspect the connector and wire harness and
repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300145
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
18th terminal – 
19th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Go to step 3. Go to step 7.
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1. Check that there is no backlash, worn/chipped teeth and adhesion
of foreign matter on sensor rotor of the wheel speed sensor (left,
frontward).

HINT
Number of teeth of the sensor rotor is 48.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)
for dirt and damage.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the sensor rotor

Is any defect found?

Clean or replace the sensor rotor. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300146

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 6.
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1. Disconnect the connector of the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between termi-
nals of the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1414-36.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness, inspect the connector and wire harness and repair or
replace them as necessary.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, frontward)

SHTS09ZZZ0300147

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Wheel speed sen-
sor (left, front-
ward)
1st terminal – 
2nd terminal

20 C {68 F}: 
1.07  0.15 k

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Replace the wheel speed sensor (left, front-
ward).

7 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300148

Is DTC C1414-36 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1415 (Diagnosis monitor code 38)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017033

DTC: C1415 (Diagnosis monitor code 38) 
Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (right rearward) output
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in output of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Instant missing of the pulse signal from the wheel speed sensor occurs for 7 times or more.

• Noise is mixed in the wheel speed sensor for continuous 5 seconds or more.

• ABS control is continued for 45 seconds or more.

• The state that wheel speed rapidly increases at the start of running occurs for 3 times or more, or that state
that rotation of one wheel is not recognized after recognizing one rotation of other 3 wheels at the vehicle
speed of 50 km/h or more.

• Worn or chipped teeth is detected at the sensor rotor for 3 times within 2 seconds.

• Front wheel is driven by solenoid for 13 seconds or more and rear wheel is driven by solenoid for 20 seconds
or more.

• Oscillation state of the wheel speed pulse is detected.

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300149
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3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

• When all of the following conditions are met.

- The state that abnormal wheel speed becomes 95% - 5 km/h or more of the vehicle speed while the vehicle
speed is 15 km/h or more continues for 5 seconds.

- While the vehicle speed is in the range of 10 to 25 km/h, the state that fluctuation in the wheel speed is less than
8 G continues for 1 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

- Dropping of the output voltage

- Internal abnormality

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Adhesion of foreign matter

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

- Adhesion of foreign matter on the sensor rotor or worn/chipped teeth

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1415 (Diagnosis monitor code 38)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (right, rearward).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300150

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 3.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the brake actuator assembly.

• If a gap between the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) and
the sensor rotor is large, no waveform is outputted.

HINT

• Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

• If abnormal waveform is outputted, lightly vibrate the connector
and wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)
and brake actuator assembly to check whether normal wave-
form is output.

• If normal waveform is outputted when vibrating the connector
and wire harness, inspect the connector and wire harness and
repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300151

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
16th terminal – 
17th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is a defect detected?

Go to step 3. Go to step 6.
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1. Check that there is no backlash, worn/chipped teeth and adhesion
of foreign matter on the sensor rotor of the wheel speed sensor
(right, rearward).

HINT
Number of teeth of the sensor rotor is 48.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (right, rear-
ward) for dirt and damage.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the sensor rotor

Is any defect found?

Clean or replace the sensor rotor. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (right, rearward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300152

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 6.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1415-38.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness, inspect the connector and wire harness and repair or
replace them as necessary.

NOYES

6 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300153

Is DTC C1415-38 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1416 (Diagnosis monitor code 39)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017034

DTC: C1416 (Diagnosis monitor code 39) 
Abnormality in wheel speed sensor (left rearward) output
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in output of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• When driving the vehicle at 10 km/h or more.
(2) Judgement criteria

• Instant missing of the pulse signal from the wheel speed sensor occurs for 7 times or more.

• Noise is mixed in the wheel speed sensor for continuous 5 seconds or more.

• ABS control continues for 45 seconds or more.

• The state that wheel speed rapidly increases at the start of running occurs for 3 times or more, or that state
that rotation of one wheel is not recognized after recognizing one rotation of other 3 wheels at the vehicle
speed of 50 km/h or more.

• Worn or chipped teeth is detected at the sensor rotor for 3 times within 2 seconds.

• Front wheel is driven by solenoid for 13 seconds or more and rear wheel is driven by solenoid for 20 seconds
or more.

• Oscillation state of the wheel speed pulse is detected.

Speed sensor 
FR LH

FL+

FL-

Speed sensor 
FR RH

FR+

FR-

Speed sensor 
RR LH

RL+

RL-

Speed sensor 
RR RH

RR+

RR-

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300154
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3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

• When all of the following conditions are met.

- The state that abnormal wheel speed becomes 95% - 5 km/h or more of the vehicle speed while the vehicle
speed is 15 km/h or more continues for 5 seconds.

- While the vehicle speed is in the range of 10 to 25 km/h, the state that fluctuation in the wheel speed is less than
8 G continues for 1 second.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

- Dropping of the output voltage

- Internal abnormality

- Faulty harness (abnormality in resistance, disconnection or short circuit)

- Improper installation

- Adhesion of foreign matter

- Abnormality in gap from the sensor rotor

- Adhesion of foreign matter on the sensor rotor or worn/chipped teeth

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1416 (Diagnosis monitor code 39)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Wheel speed (front-
ward right)], [Wheel speed (frontward left)], [Wheel speed (rear-
ward right)] and [Wheel speed (rearward left)] in [Data monitor
setting].

5. Drive the vehicle and then check the vehicle speed detected by the
wheel speed sensor (left, rearward).

NOYES

1 Inspecting operation of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300155

Is there any difference between the wheel speed detected by other wheel speed sensor and
detected wheel speed?

Go to step 2. Go to step 3.
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1. Using the oscilloscope, measure the output waveform between ter-
minals of the brake actuator assembly.

NOTICE

• Output waveform inspection is performed by inserting the tester
rod from the wire harness side of the vehicle side connector of
the brake actuator assembly.

• If a gap between the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) and the
sensor rotor is large, no waveform is outputted.

HINT

• Measurement range of oscilloscope: 1 V/DIV and 2 ms/DIV

• If abnormal waveform is outputted, lightly vibrate the connector
and wire harness of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) and
brake actuator assembly to check whether normal waveform is
outputted.

• If normal waveform is outputted when vibrating the connector
and wire harness, inspect the connector and wire harness and
repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the output waveform of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

Oscilloscope

Front sensor

Rear sensor

GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300156

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
4th terminal – 
5th terminal

Illustrated output 
waveform

Is any defect found?

Go to step 3. Go to step 6.
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1. Check that there is no backlash, worn/chipped teeth and adhesion
of foreign matter on the sensor rotor of wheel speed sensor (left,
rearward).

HINT
Number of teeth of the sensor rotor is 48.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)
connector (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1. Inspect the installation status (floating, looseness, pinching of for-
eign matter) of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward).

2. Check the sensing area of the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)
for dirt and damage.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the sensor rotor

Is any defect found?

Clean or replace the sensor rotor. Go to step 4.

4 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward) connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 5.

5 Inspecting the wheel speed sensor (left, rearward)

Normal Abnormal

SHTS09ZZZ0300157

Is any defect found?

Clean the sensing area and install it properly.
If damage is found, replace the sensor.

Go to step 6.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system, delete past malfunctions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. Perform test drive at the vehicle speed of 20 km/h for 30 seconds
or more and check that the ABS warning light does not light on.

6. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1416-39.
HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

6 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300158

Is DTC C1416-39 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1417 (Diagnosis monitor code 41)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017035

DTC: C1417 (Diagnosis monitor code 41) IG1 power supply rise abnormality
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Abnormality in power supply voltage rise of the brake actuator assembly was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Voltage of the IG1 terminal has continued to be 17 V or more for 0.8 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• If either of the following conditions are met.

- Voltage of the IG1 terminal does not continue to be 17 V or more for 0.8 seconds or more after turning IG OFF
and then turning IG ON again.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

+BS

+BM

GND1

GND2

Solenoid relay

Solenoid X 8

Monitor circuit

Motor relay

IG1 Brake actuator assembly
ECU-IG 10A

ABS SOL 50A

ABS MTR 50A

SHTS09ZZZ0300159
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<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Drop of battery voltage

• Fuse blow out

• Irregular contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1417 (Diagnosis monitor code 41)

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ECU IG
No.1 10A] fuse.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the connector of the brake actuator
assembly (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the [ECU IG No.1 10A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 34th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS MTR
50A] fuse.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+IG)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300160

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
34th terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Inspect the wire harness (between the junc-
tion block and brake actuator assembly). 
Repair or replace as necessary.

4 Inspecting the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

5 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300161

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Connect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 24th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BM)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300162

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
24th terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 10. Go to step 7.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector terminal of the brake actuator assembly and the
[ABS MTR 50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BM) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300163

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
MTR 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
24th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 2nd ter-
minal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS SOL
50A] fuse.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300164

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 9. Repair or replace the wire harness.

9 Inspecting the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 10.

Go to step 10.
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1. Disconnect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse from the relay block.

2. Turn the starter key "ON".

3. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

10 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300165

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

[ABS SOL 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 11. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Connect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 12th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BS)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300166

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
12th terminal – 
Ground 

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 14. Go to step 12.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector terminal of the brake actuator assembly and the
[ABS SOL 50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

12 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BS) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300167

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
SOL 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
12th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 13. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 2nd ter-
minal of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1417-41.

NOYES

13 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300168

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS SOL 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 14. Repair or replace the wire harness.

14 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300169

Is DTC C1417-41 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1421 (Diagnosis monitor code 46)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017036

DTC: C1421 (Diagnosis monitor code 46) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (disconnection and short circuit of the master pressure sensor
circuit) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the sensor output voltage is less than 0.19 V or exceeds 4.57 V continues for 1.2 seconds or
more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

STOP 10A Stop light switch

Master 
pressure 
sensor

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300170
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7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the stop light switch

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection or short circuit of the master pressure sensor

- Malfunction of the master pressure sensor

- Malfunction of computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1421 (Diagnosis monitor code 46)

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Check that the stop light lights on when the brake pedal is
depressed.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [Brake] in the screen of the diagnostic system, and check
for C1249-49.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the lighting of stop light

Is any defect found?

Inspect whether bulb of the stop light is
blown or there is irregular contact or fitting
failure of the connector.
Repair or replace as necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300171

Is DTC C1249-49 detected?

Proceed to troubleshooting for related DTCs. Go to step 3.
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1. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake master cylin-
der oil pressure sensor voltage] in [Data Monitor] and check the
output value of the master pressure sensor.

HINT
If the output value is fixed at 0 V or 5 V (the value does not
change), the following troubles may be occurring.
0 V: Improper contact of the connector or harness GND short cir-
cuit
5 V: Harness power supply short circuit

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1421-46.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the master pressure sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300172

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
[Brake master cyl-
inder oil pressure 
sensor voltage]

0.5 – 4.0 V

Brake pedal 
depressed  
released

Voltage changes 
due to force on 
pedal.

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300173

Is DTC C1421-46 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1422 (Diagnosis monitor code 46)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017037

DTC: C1422 (Diagnosis monitor code 46) 
Abnormality in M/C pressure sensor 0 point (High)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in master pressure sensor 0 point (High)) was
detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that vehicle speed is 10 km/h or more and sensor output voltage is 0.86 V or more continues for 5
seconds or more while the stop light switch is OFF.

3. Reset condition

• After turning the starter key "LOCK" and turning the starter key "ON", the status of the stop light switch changes
from ON to OFF and the state that the sensor output voltage within the range of 0.3 to 0.86 V continues for 0.3 sec-
onds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

STOP 10A Stop light switch

Master 
pressure 
sensor

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300174
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the stop light switch

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection or short circuit of the master pressure sensor circuit

- Malfunction of the master pressure sensor

- Malfunction of computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1422 (Diagnosis monitor code 46)

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Check that the stop light lights on when the brake pedal is
depressed.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [Brake] in the screen of the diagnostic system, and check
for C1249-49.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the lighting of stop light

Is any defect found?

Inspect whether bulb of the stop light is
blown or there is irregular contact or fitting
failure of the connector.
Repair or replace as necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300175

Is DTC C1249-49 detected?

Proceed to troubleshooting for related DTCs. Go to step 3.
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1. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake master cylin-
der oil pressure sensor voltage] in [Data monitor and Active test]
and check the output value of the master pressure sensor.

HINT
If the output value is fixed at 0 V or 5 V (the value does not
change), the following troubles may be occurring.
0 V: Improper contact of the connector or harness GND short cir-
cuit
5 V: Harness power supply short circuit

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1422-46.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the master pressure sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300176

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
[Brake master cyl-
inder oil pressure 
sensor voltage]

0.5 – 4.0 V

Brake pedal 
depressed  
released

Voltage changes 
due to force on 
pedal.

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300177

Is DTC C1422-46 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1423 (Diagnosis monitor code 46)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017038

DTC: C1423 (Diagnosis monitor code 46) 
Abnormality in M/C pressure sensor 0 point (Low)
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in master pressure sensor 0 point (low)) was
detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the sensor output voltage is less than 0.3 V continues for 5 seconds or more while the stop light
switch is OFF.

3. Reset condition

• After turning the starter key "LOCK" and turning the starter key "ON", the status of the stop light switch changes
from ON to OFF and the state that the sensor output voltage within the range of 0.3 to 0.86 V continues for 0.3 sec-
onds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

STOP 10A Stop light switch

Master 
pressure 
sensor

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300178
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6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the stop light switch

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection or short circuit of the master pressure sensor circuit

- Malfunction of the master pressure sensor

- Malfunction of computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1423 (Diagnosis monitor code 46)

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Check that the stop light lights on when the brake pedal is
depressed.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [Brake] in the screen of the diagnostic system, and check
for C1249-49].

NOYES

1 Inspecting the lighting of stop light

Is any defect found?

Inspect whether bulb of the stop light is
blown or there is improper contact or fitting
failure of the connector.
Repair or replace as necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300179

Is DTC C1249-49 detected?

Proceed to troubleshooting for related DTCs. Go to step 3.
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1. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake master cylin-
der oil pressure sensor voltage] in [Data monitor and Active test]
and check the output value of the master pressure sensor.

HINT
If the output value is fixed at 0 V or 5 V (the value does not
change), the following troubles may be occurring.
0 V: Irregular contact of the connector or harness GND short cir-
cuit
5 V: Harness power supply short circuit

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1423-46.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the master pressure sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300180

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
[Brake master cyl-
inder oil pressure 
sensor voltage]

0.5 – 4.0 V

Brake pedal 
depressed  
released

Voltage changes 
due to force on 
pedal.

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300181

Is DTC C1423-46 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1424 (Diagnosis monitor code 46)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017039

DTC: C1424 (Diagnosis monitor code 46) Abnormality in M/C pressure sensor output
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in the master pressure sensor output) was
detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the vehicle speed is 7 km/h or more and sensor output voltage does not change for 0.005 V or
more continues for 30 seconds.

• Noise of the sensor output voltage occurs 7 times or more when the vehicle speed is 10 km/h or more.

• The state that sensor output is 0.05 MPa or less from the vehicle speed changes 40 km/h or more to 0 km/h
while the stop light switch is ON occurs 5 times or more.

• The state that deceleration calculated based on the vehicle speed is low while vehicle speed is 7 km/h or more
and sensor output is 7 MPa or more.

• The state that deceleration calculated based on the vehicle speed is high while vehicle speed is 7 km/h or
more and sensor output is 3 MPa or more.

3. Reset condition

• After turning the starter key "LOCK" and then turning the starter key "ON", variation of sensor data in 5 seconds is
0.5 MPa or more.

• After turning the starter key "LOCK" and then turning the starter key "ON", noise of sensor output voltage never
occurs in 5 seconds.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

STOP 10A Stop light switch

Master 
pressure 
sensor

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300182
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the stop light switch

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection or short circuit of the master pressure sensor circuit

- Malfunction of the master pressure sensor

- Malfunction of computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1424 (Diagnosis monitor code 46)

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Check that the stop light lights turn on when the brake pedal is
depressed.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Select [Brake] in the screen of the diagnostic system, and check
for C1249-49.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the lighting of stop light

Is any defect found?

Inspect whether bulb of the stop light is
blown or there is improper contact or fitting
failure of the connector.
Repair or replace as necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300183

Is DTC C1249-49 detected?

Proceed to troubleshooting for related DTCs. Go to step 3.
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1. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake master cylin-
der oil pressure sensor voltage] in [Data Monitor] and check the
output value of the master pressure sensor.

HINT
If the output value is fixed at 0 V or 5 V (the value does not
change), the following troubles may be occurring.
0 V: Irregular contact of the connector or harness GND short cir-
cuit
5 V: Harness power supply short circuit

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1424-46.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the master pressure sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300184

Measurement 
conditions

Measured item Standard values

Starter key: ON
[Brake master cyl-
inder oil pressure 
sensor voltage]

0.5 – 4.0 V

Brake pedal 
depressed  
released

Voltage changes 
due to force on 
pedal.

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. Go to step 4.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300185

Is DTC C1424-46 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1425 (Diagnosis monitor code 49)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017040

DTC: C1425 (Diagnosis monitor code 49) Disconnection of the stop switch
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Disconnection of the stop light switch circuit was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the stop light switch circuit (between the stop light switch and the brake actuator assembly or
between the stop light switch and ground) is disconnected while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal contin-
ues for 3 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

Stop light switch assembly

Stop light

A B

STP

GND1Brake actuator assembly

Disconnection detection 
circuit

SHTS09ZZZ0300186
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Malfunction of the stop light switch

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

• Stop light burned out
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1425 (Diagnosis monitor code 49)

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Check that the stop light lights on when the brake pedal is
depressed.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Disconnect the connector of the stop light switch.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector terminal of the brake actuator assembly and the
vehicle side connector terminal of the stop light switch.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the lighting of stop light

Is any defect found?

Inspect whether bulb of the stop light is
blown or there is improper contact or fitting
failure of the connector.
Repair or replace as necessary.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting disconnection of the wire harness of the stop light switch

SHTS09ZZZ0300187

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – Vehi-
cle side connec-
tor of the stop 
light switch
23rd terminal – 
1st terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 23rd ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Perform a test run.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1425-49.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness of the stop light switch (brake actuator assembly side) for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300188

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
23rd terminal – 
Ground 

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300189

Is DTC C1425-49 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1427 (Diagnosis monitor code 51)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017041

DTC: C1427 (Diagnosis monitor code 51) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (no revolution of motor) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the pump motor of the actuator is not revolving normally is detected.

3. Reset condition

• After turning the starter key "LOCK" and turning the starter key "ON", checking the driving of the motor at the time
of initial start normally ends.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

Brake actuator assembly

ABS motor relay

Monitor motor circuit

+BM

ABS MTR 50A

SHTS09ZZZ0300190
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Abnormality in the ground circuit

- Disconnection of the motor circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1427 (Diagnosis monitor code 51)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake] and check
for DTC C146C-13 and C146D-14 other than C1427-51.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 13th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300191

Are DTC C146C-13 and C146D-14 detected?

Proceed to troubleshooting for related DTCs. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the wire harness of the ground circuit of the brake actuator assembly for discon-
nection

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300192

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
13th terminal – 
Ground 

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [ABS motor relay]
from [Data monitor and Activation test].

2. Drive the motor of the brake actuator assembly and check that the
motor is operating (Operation noise).

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1427-51.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (motor) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300193

Is operation noise of the motor audible?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300194

Is DTC C1427-51 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1428 (Diagnosis monitor code 51)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017042

DTC: C1428 (Diagnosis monitor code 51) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in the motor circuit) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The motor relay monitor remains disconnected for 2 seconds or more when the motor relay is turned OFF.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

Brake actuator assembly

ABS motor relay

Monitor motor circuit

+BM

ABS MTR 50A

SHTS09ZZZ0300195
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection of the motor monitor circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1428 (Diagnosis monitor code 51)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake] and check
for DTC C146C-13 and C146D-14 other than C1428-51.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 13th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

1 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300196

Are DTC C146C-13 and C146D-14 detected?

Proceed to troubleshooting for related DTCs. Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the wire harness of the ground circuit of the brake actuator assembly for discon-
nection

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300197

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
13th terminal – 
Ground 

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [ABS motor relay]
from [Data monitor and Activation test].

2. Drive the motor of the brake actuator assembly and check that the
motor is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1428-51.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is detected when vibrating the connector and wire har-
ness of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and
wire harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (motor) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300198

Is operation noise of the motor audible?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300199

Is DTC C1428-51 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1468 (Diagnosis monitor code 21)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017043

DTC: C1468 (Diagnosis monitor code 21) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in the solenoid FR system) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that solenoid is disconnected or short circuited while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal continues
for 0.05 seconds or more.

• Solenoid reflux diode disengagement signal is detected 10 times or more within 12 ms.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

+BS

ECU-IG 10A

ABS SOL 50A

SFRH

Solenoid 
relay

SFRR

SFLH

SFLR

SRRH

SRRR

SRLH

SRLR

SM1-

SM1+

SM2-

SM2+

Brake actuator assembly

Computer

To IG

SHTS09ZZZ0300200
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• improper contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection and short circuit of the solenoid FR system

- Malfunction of computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1468 (Diagnosis monitor code 21)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake] and check
for DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 other than C1468-21.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the connector of the brake actuator
assembly (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300201

Are DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 detected?

Go to step 2. Go to step 4.

2 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Solenoid relay] in
[Data monitor and Activation test].

3. Operate the solenoid of the brake actuator assembly and check
that the solenoid is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1468-21.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is output when vibrating the connector and wire harness
of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and wire
harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (solenoid) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300202

Is operation sound of the solenoid audible?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300203

Is DTC C1468-21 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C1469 (Diagnosis monitor code 22)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017044

DTC: C1469 (Diagnosis monitor code 22) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in the solenoid FL system) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that solenoid is disconnected or short circuited while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal continues
for 0.05 seconds or more.

• Solenoid reflux diode disengagement signal is detected 10 times or more within 12 ms.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

+BS

ECU-IG 10A

ABS SOL 50A

SFRH

Solenoid 
relay

SFRR

SFLH

SFLR

SRRH

SRRR

SRLH

SRLR

SM1-

SM1+

SM2-

SM2+

Brake actuator assembly

Computer

To IG

SHTS09ZZZ0300204
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection and short circuit of solenoid FL system

- Malfunction of computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C1469 (Diagnosis monitor code 22)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake] and check
for DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 other than C1469-22.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the connector of the brake actuator
assembly (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300205

Are DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 detected?

Go to step 2. Go to step 4.

2 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Solenoid relay] from
[Data monitor and Activation test].

3. Operate the solenoid of the brake actuator assembly and check
that the solenoid is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C1469-22.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is output when vibrating the connector and wire harness
of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and wire
harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (solenoid) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300206

Is operation sound of the solenoid audible?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300207

Is DTC C1469-22 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C146A (Diagnosis monitor code 23)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017045

DTC: C146A (Diagnosis monitor code 23) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in the solenoid RR system) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that solenoid is disconnected or short circuited while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal continues
for 0.05 seconds or more.

• Solenoid reflux diode disengagement signal is detected 10 times or more within 12 ms.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

+BS
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SHTS09ZZZ0300208
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection and short circuit of solenoid RR system

- Malfunction of computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C146A (Diagnosis monitor code 23)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake] and check
for DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 other than C146A-23.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the connector of the brake actuator
assembly (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300209

Are DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 detected?

Go to step 2. Go to step 4.

2 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Solenoid relay] from
[Data monitor and Activation test].

3. Operate the solenoid of the brake actuator assembly and check
that the solenoid is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C146A-23.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is output when vibrating the connector and wire harness
of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and wire
harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (solenoid) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300210

Is operation sound of the solenoid audible?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300211

Is DTC C146A-23 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C146B (Diagnosis monitor code 24)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017046

DTC: C146B (Diagnosis monitor code 24) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (abnormality in the solenoid RL system) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

•  The state that solenoid is disconnected or short circuited while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal continues
for 0.05 seconds or more.

• Solenoid reflux diode disengagement signal is detected 10 times or more within 12 ms.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

+BS
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4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Improper contact or fitting failure of the connector

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Disconnection and short circuit of solenoid RL system

- Malfunction of computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C146B (Diagnosis monitor code 24)

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Brake] and check
for DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 other than C146B-24.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connection of the connector of the brake actuator
assembly (fitting and irregular contact).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300213

Are DTC C146E-11 and C146F-12 detected?

Go to step 2. Go to step 4.

2 Inspecting the brake actuator assembly connector

Is any defect found?

Connect securely. Repair as necessary. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [Solenoid relay] from
[Data monitor Activation test].

3. Operate the solenoid of the brake actuator assembly and check
that the solenoid is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1. Delete past malfunctions.

2. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C146B-24.

HINT

• Check that no DTC is detected when lightly vibrating the con-
nector and wire harness of the brake actuator assembly.

• If DTC is output when vibrating the connector and wire harness
of the brake actuator assembly, inspect the connector and wire
harness and repair or replace them as necessary.

NOYES

3 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (solenoid) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300214

Is operation sound of the solenoid audible?

Go to step 4. Replace the brake actuator assembly.

4 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300215

Is DTC C146B-24 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C146C (Diagnosis monitor code 13)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017047

DTC: C146C (Diagnosis monitor code 13) Disconnection in the ABS motor relay circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (disconnection of the motor relay circuit) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the relay monitor is OFF while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal and the motor relay is ON
continues for 0.2 seconds or more.

• The state that voltage of the IG1 terminal drops as the motor relay becomes ON and the relay monitor does
not become ON continues for 0.2 seconds or more.

• The state that the reflux FET monitor is OFF while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal and the reflux FET is
ON continues for 0.2 seconds or more.

• The state that the reverse-polarity protection monitor is OFF while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal and
the reverse-polarity protection FET is ON continues for 0.2 seconds or more.

• The state that +BM is disconnected while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal continues for 0.2 seconds or
more.

+BM

GND2

Motor relay

Motor failsafe relay

IG Actuator assembly
ECU-IG 10A

ABS SOL 50A

SHTS09ZZZ0300216
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3. Reset condition

• After turning the starter key "LOCK" and turning the starter key ON, the state that the relay monitor is "ON" contin-
ues for 0.06 seconds when the motor relay is turned ON for the check at the time of initial start.

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuse blow out

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Internal malfunction in the brake actuator assembly

- Malfunction of the motor relay

- Disconnection of the motor relay circuit

- Abnormality in the reflux FET

- Abnormality in the reverse-polarity protection FET

- Dropping of voltage of the motor relay power supply (+BM)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C146C (Diagnosis monitor code 13)

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS MTR
50A] fuse.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [ABS motor relay] in
[Data monitor and Activation test].

5. Operate the motor of the brake actuator assembly and check that
the motor is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (motor) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300217

Is operation noise of the motor audible?

Go to step 7. Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300218

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connector of the brake actuator assembly.

3. Connect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 24th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BM)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300219

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
24th terminal – 
Ground 

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 8. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector terminal of the brake actuator assembly and the
[ABS MTR 50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BM) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300220

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
MTR 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
24th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 2nd ter-
minal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C146C-13.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300221

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300222

Is DTC C146C-13 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C146D (Diagnosis monitor code 14)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017048

DTC: C146D (Diagnosis monitor code 14) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (short circuit of the motor relay circuit) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The motor relay monitor remains ON for 4 seconds or more when the motor relay is turned OFF.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

+BM

GND2

Motor relay

Motor failsafe relay

IG Actuator assembly
ECU-IG 10A

ABS SOL 50A

SHTS09ZZZ0300223
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuse blow out

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

- Abnormality in the motor relay

- Dropping of voltage of the motor relay power supply (+BM)
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C146D (Diagnosis monitor code 14)

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS MTR
50A] fuse.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. In the screen of the diagnostic system, select [ABS motor relay
(inside the ECU)] in [Data monitor and Activation test].

5. Operate the motor of the brake actuator assembly and check that
the motor is operating (operation noise).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting operation of the brake actuator assembly (motor) [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300224

Is operation noise of the motor audible?

Go to step 7. Go to step 3.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300225

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 4. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Connect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 24th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BM)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300226

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
24th terminal – 
Ground 

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Go to step 5.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector of the brake actuator assembly and the [ABS MTR
50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BM) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300227

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
MTR 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
24th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 2nd ter-
minal of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C146D-14.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS MTR 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300228

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS MTR 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 7. Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300229

Is DTC C146D-14 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C146E (Diagnosis monitor code 11)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017049

DTC: C146E (Diagnosis monitor code 11) Disconnection in the ABS solenoid relay circuit
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (disconnection of the solenoid relay circuit) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The state that the solenoid relay monitor is OFF while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal continues for 0.2
seconds or more.

• The state that voltage of the IG1 terminal drops as the solenoid relay becomes ON and the relay monitor does
not become ON continues for 0.2 seconds or more.

• The state that the relay monitor is 9 V or less while voltage of the IG1 terminal is normal and vehicle speed is
3 km/h or more continues for 10 seconds or more.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

+BSABS SOL 50A

ECU-IG 10A

Solenoid relay

Solenoid X 8

Monitor circuit

IG1

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300230
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuse blow out

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Internal malfunction in the brake actuator assembly

- Malfunction of the solenoid relay

- Dropping of voltage of the solenoid relay power supply (+BS)

- Disconnection of the solenoid relay circuit
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C146E (Diagnosis monitor code 11)

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS SOL
50A] fuse.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300231

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

[ABS SOL 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 3. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Connect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 12th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BS)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300232

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
12th terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector of the brake actuator assembly and the [ABS SOL
50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BS) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300233

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
SOL 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
12th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 2nd ter-
minal of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C146E-11.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300234

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS SOL 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.

6 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300235

Is DTC C146E-11 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: C146F (Diagnosis monitor code 12)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017050

DTC: C146F (Diagnosis monitor code 12) Malfunction of the ABS actuator
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• Internal malfunction of the brake actuator assembly (short circuit of the solenoid relay circuit) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• The solenoid relay monitor remains ON for 4.5 seconds or more while the solenoid relay is OFF immediately
after the starter key is turned "ON".

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light on

+BSABS SOL 50A

ECU-IG 10A

Solenoid relay

Solenoid X 8

Monitor circuit

IG1

Brake actuator assembly

SHTS09ZZZ0300236
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

• PAB becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Fuse blow out

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Internal malfunction in the brake actuator assembly

- Malfunction of the solenoid relay

- Short circuit of the solenoid relay circuit

- Malfunction of the computer
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: C146F (Diagnosis monitor code 12)

1. Check existence of blowout and fitting condition of the [ABS SOL
50A] fuse.

NOYES

1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Turn the starter key "ON".

4. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 1st termi-
nal of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse securely. If there is a blown
fuse, replace the fuse and then go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting power supply of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300237

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

[ABS SOL 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
1st terminal – 
Ground

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 3. Inspect the wire harness (power supply cir-
cuit, relay block). 
Repair or replace as necessary.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the brake actuator assembly connector.

3. Connect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse.

4. Turn the starter key "ON".

5. Using the electrical tester, measure voltage between the 12th ter-
minal of the vehicle side connector of the brake actuator assembly
and ground.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the power supply circuit of the brake actuator assembly (+BS)

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300238

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly
12th terminal – 
Ground 

10 –16 V

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Go to step 4.
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse from the relay block.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the vehicle
side connector of the brake actuator assembly and the [ABS SOL
50A] fuse terminal in the relay block.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness of power supply circuit (+BS) of the brake actuator assembly for
disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300239

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle side con-
nector of the 
brake actuator 
assembly – [ABS 
SOL 50A] fuse in 
the relay block
12th terminal – 
2nd terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 5. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect continuity between the 2nd ter-
minal of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse in the relay block and ground.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key "ON".

2. Using the diagnostic system (HINO DX Ⅱ ), delete past malfunc-
tions.

3. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

4. Check that the ABS warning light lights for 3 seconds after turning
the starter key "ON" and then the light turns off.

5. In the screen of the diagnostic system, check for C146F-12.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness of the power supply circuit of the [ABS SOL 50A] fuse for short
circuit

Body GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300240

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

[ABS SOL 50A] 
fuse in the relay 
block
2nd terminal – 
Ground

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard values?

Go to step 6. Repair or replace the wire harness.

6 Reading the DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300241

Is DTC C146F-12 detected?

Replace the brake actuator assembly. End of inspection
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DTC: U0073 (Diagnosis monitor code 94)
EN01H09ZZZ030602017051

DTC: U0073 (Diagnosis monitor code 94) Abnormality in CAN communication
INFORMATION

1. Technical description

• –

<Description of malfunction>

• The abnormality in CAN communication (bus off) was detected.

2. DTC set condition
(1) DTC detection condition

• Starter key is "ON".
(2) Judgement criteria

• Bus off state is detected 10 times or more successively within 100 msec while voltage of the IG1 terminal is
within the normal range.

3. Reset condition

• After normal recovery and starter key is "LOCK"

4. Indication, warning or system control regulation when the DTC is set.

• ABS warning light: Light on

• Brake warning light: Light off

Brake actuator 
assembly

AT ECU

CANL CANH

CAN line

Engine ECU

Meter

CANL CANH

CAN line

SHTS09ZZZ0300242
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5. Symptoms on the vehicle when the DTC is set

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to backup control (fail safe)>

• –

<Symptoms on the vehicle due to malfunction>

• ABS becomes inactive.

6. Pre-inspection work

• Check battery voltage in order to check for any abnormalities.

7. After-inspection work

• Delete the recorded DTC.

• Check that no DTC is detected after performing the test drive.

8. Estimated failure factors

• Harness disconnection and short circuit

• Improper connector connection or fitting

• Malfunction of the brake actuator assembly

• Malfunction of control CAN connection ECU
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INSPECTION PROCEDURE: U0073 (Diagnosis monitor code 94)

For diesel vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".

For hybrid vehicle

• Refer to the "CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)" in the chapter "CONTROL SYSTEM".
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ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP SYSTEM

CAUTIONS FOR TROUBLESHOOTING
EN01H09ZZZ030602019001

• Before start of inspection, check that all connectors are properly connected.

• Before disconnecting connectors, make sure that the starter key is in the "LOCK" position.

• Do not repair but replace all parts in which an abnormality has been detected.

• Record past malfunctions in the memory before deletion. Then, troubleshoot again and check a present malfunction.

• After malfunction analysis, delete past malfunction from the memory.
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SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
EN01H09ZZZ030602019002

INPUT SIGNAL

OUTPUT SIGNAL

RELAY DRIVE

ON: ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP ACTIVE
OFF: ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP INACTIVE

(METER LIGHT OUTPUT)

INDICATION OF VEHICLE 
CONTROL ECU FAILURE LIGHT 

DIAGNOSIS FUNCTION

FAILSAFE CONTROL

SYSTEM SELF-DIAGNOSIS

DIAGNOSIS FUNCTION

VACUUM SENSOR
(VACUUM TANK PRESSURE)

ENGINE START

KEY SWITCH ON

HINO DXⅡ

VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

SHTS09ZZZ0300243
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ELECTRIC CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
EN01H09ZZZ030602019003
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SHTS09ZZZ0300244
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CONNECTOR TERMINAL ARRANGEMENT
EN01H09ZZZ030602019004

HINT
All these diagrams show individual connectors to a vehicle harness as viewed from the connecting face.

Location Terminal arrangement

• Vehicle control ECU
10-pin connector

• Vacuum sensor connector

• Electric vacuum pump connector

• Electric vacuum pump relay

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3

1 2

1 2

3

5
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SYSTEM SELF-DIAGNOSTIC
EN01H09ZZZ030602019005

EXPLANATION OF FUNCTION

1. FUNCTION TO AUTOMATICALLY JUDGE MALFUNCTION OF THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP SYSTEM

SYSTEM SELF-DIAGNOSIS AFTER STARTER KEY "ON"

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE FUNCTION
(1) To perform system self-diagnosis after turning the starter key "ON" and halt the electric vacuum pump if found

abnormal. 

2. CONDITIONS OF SYSTEM SELF-DIAGNOSIS
(1) System self-diagnosis is performed as follows. 

a. Turn the starter key "ON". 
b. System self-diagnosis starts. 
c. The vehicle control ECU failure light turns on to check blowout. 
d. The system is diagnosed. 

Normal: The electric vacuum pump operates. 
Abnormal: The electric vacuum pump halts. 
The meter displays the indicator for abnormal vehicle control ECU. 

3. SYSTEM SELF-DIAGNOSIS ITEMS AND DIAGNOSIS CONDITIONS

SYSTEM SELF-DIAGNOSIS AFTER ENGINE START

1. OBJECTIVE OF THE FUNCTION
(1) To perform system self-diagnosis after starting the engine and halt the electric vacuum pump if found abnormal. 

2. CONDITIONS OF SYSTEM SELF-DIAGNOSIS
(1) System self-diagnosis is performed as follows. 

a. The engine is running. 
b. System self-diagnosis is constantly performed. 
c. The system is diagnosed. 

Normal: The electric vacuum pump operates. 
Abnormal: The electric vacuum pump halts. 
The meter displays the indicator for abnormal vehicle control ECU. 

3. SYSTEM SELF-DIAGNOSIS ITEMS AND DIAGNOSIS CONDITIONS
(1)

System self-diagnosis item Condition to be judged normal Condition to be judged abnormal

1. Diagnosis of diagnosis code P2525 No diagnosis code Diagnosis code P2525

2. Abnormal CAN No abnormality Abnormal

System self-diagnosis item Condition to be judged normal Condition to be judged abnormal

1. Diagnoses of all diagnosis codes No diagnosis code Diagnosis code

2. Abnormal CAN No abnormality Abnormal
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RESETTING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP OPERATION COUNT AND

OPERATION TIME AND THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP RELAY ACTUATION

COUNT
EN01H09ZZZ030602019006

HINT

• This needs to be done only when the "electric vacuum pump" or "electric vacuum pump relay" is replaced.

• When the "electric vacuum pump" is replaced, reset both the "Number of actuation times of electric vacuum
pump" and "Electric vacuum pump operation time."

• When the "electric vacuum pump relay" is replaced, reset only the "Number of actuation times of electric vac-
uum pump relay."

After selecting the item of "Number of actuation times of electric vacuum pump ", " Electric vacuum pump operation time"
and "Number of actuation times of electric vacuum pump relay" according to the HINO DX Ⅱ screen display, press the
"Reset" button for resetting to "0 count" or "0 time."

ACTIVE TEST
EN01H09ZZZ030602019007

1. FORCED ACTUATION OF ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP RELAY (ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP OPERATION)
(1) Select "Electric vacuum pump relay" from the item names according to the HINO DX Ⅱ screen display.
(2) When the ON button is pressed, the electric vacuum pump relay will be forcibly turned "ON."

2. FORCEDLY TURNING "OFF" THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP RELAY (STOPPING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM
PUMP) AFTER FORCEDLY ACTUATING THE ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP RELAY (OPERATING THE ELECTRIC
VACUUM PUMP)
(1) When the stop button is pressed, the electric vacuum pump relay will be forcedly turned "OFF."

DATA MONITOR
EN01H09ZZZ030602019008

1. VACUUM PUMP DRIVE RELAY
(1) The electric vacuum pump relay actuation condition is indicated by "ON" or "OFF."
(2) When it is "ON", the electric vacuum pump operates.
(3) When it is "OFF", the electric vacuum pump stops.

2. VACUUM SENSOR OUTPUT VOLTAGE
(1) The output voltage value of the vacuum sensor pressure port is indicated in units of 0.1V.

3. VACUUM TANK PRESSURE
(1) The vacuum tank pressure detected by the vacuum sensor is indicated in units of 0.1 kPa.
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DIAGNOSIS CODE TABLE
EN01H09ZZZ030602019009

DTC code Description of malfunction
Vehicle control ECU failure 

light for diagnosis indication
Vehicle status 

(fail safe status)

P165A
Excessive operation of electric vac-
uum pump

Light out Normal control

P165B
Excessive operation of electric vac-
uum pump relay

Light out Normal control

P2525 Abnormality in vacuum sensor circuit Light on Halt of electric vacuum pump

P2526
False detection of vacuum sensor 
pressure

Light on Halt of electric vacuum pump

P258D
Electric vacuum pump relay contact 
stuck at on

Light on Halt of electric vacuum pump
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EXCESSIVE OPERATION OF ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP 

(DIAGNOSIS CODE P165A)
EN01H09ZZZ030602019010

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300249

Is DTC P165A detected?

Replace the electric vacuum pump.
HINT
After replacing the electric vacuum pump,
reset the "Number of actuation times of elec-
tric vacuum pump" and "Electric vacuum
pump operation time" with the diagnostic
tester.

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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EXCESSIVE OPERATION OF ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP RELAY 

(DIAGNOSIS CODE P165B)
EN01H09ZZZ030602019011

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300250

Is DTC P165B detected?

Replace the electric vacuum pump.
HINT
After replacing the electric vacuum pump,
reset the "Number of actuation times of elec-
tric vacuum pump" and "Electric vacuum
pump operation time" with the diagnostic
tester.

Clear the malfunction history to complete the
inspection.
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ABNORMALITY IN VACUUM SENSOR CIRCUIT (DIAGNOSIS CODE P2525)
EN01H09ZZZ030602019012

1. Inspect the connector connections of the vehicle control ECU and
vacuum sensor (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 2.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Disconnect the vacuum sensor connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (10P) and vehicle-side
vacuum sensor connector terminals.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the vacuum sensor wire harness for disconnection

SHTS09ZZZ0300251

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(10P) – 
Vehicle-side vac-
uum sensor con-
nector
VS+ (#3) terminal –
VC (#3) terminal
VSS (#4) terminal 
– P (#2) terminal
VS- (#5) terminal –
E3 (#1) terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (10P) and
GND.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vacuum sensor wire harness for short circuit

BODY GND

BODY GND

BODY GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300252

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(10P) – GND
VS+ (#3) terminal –
GND
VSS (#4) terminal 
– GND
VS- (#5) terminal –
GND

 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect the vehicle control ECU connector.

2. Connect the vacuum sensor connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (10P).

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (10P) VSS (#4) terminal
and GND.

NOYES

4 Inspecting power supply to the vacuum sensor

SHTS09ZZZ0300253

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(10P)
VS+ (#3) terminal – 
VS- (#5) terminal

4.75 – 5.25 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Replace the vehicle control ECU.

5 Inspecting the vacuum sensor signal

BODY GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300254

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(10P) – GND
VSS (#4) terminal 
– GND

0.4 – 4.7 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Replace the vacuum sensor.
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FALSE DETECTION OF VACUUM SENSOR PRESSURE 

(DIAGNOSIS CODE P2526)
EN01H09ZZZ030602019013

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [Electric vacuum pump relay].

5. Turn the vacuum pump relay ON and check that the electric vac-
uum pump is operating (by hearing the operating sound). 
Reference: BRAKE, ACTIVE TEST

NOYES

1. Check the negative pressure pipe for any of the following defects:

• Pipe cracking, clogging, or breakage

• Damage to the vacuum tank, air leakage, or wrong assembly

• Damage to the check valve, air leakage, or wrong assembly

• Damage to the exhaust brake solenoid valve, air leakage, or wrong
assembly

• Damage to the exhaust brake chamber, air leakage, or wrong
assembly

NOYES

1 Inspecting the operation of the electric vacuum pump 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300255

Is the operating sound heard from the electric vacuum pump?

Go to step 2. Go to step 5.

2 Inspecting the negative pressure pipe

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vacuum meter to the air hole of the electric vacuum
pump.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [Electric vacuum pump relay].

5. Turn the vacuum pump relay ON to actuate the electric vacuum
pump.

6. Allow the electric vacuum pump to operate for 30 seconds and
read the vacuum meter.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the operation of the electric vacuum pump 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300256

Measurement conditions Standard values

After allowing the electric 
vacuum pump to operate for 
30 seconds

Negative pressure value: 
-79 kPa or more

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the electric vacuum pump.
HINT
After replacing the electric vacuum pump,
reset the "Number of actuation times of elec-
tric vacuum pump operation count" and
"Electric vacuum pump operation time" with
the diagnostic tester.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vacuum meter to the negative pressure pipe.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Data monitor and Active test] and
then [Vacuum tank pressure (electrically operated vacuum)] to dis-
play the negative pressure value in the vacuum tank. 
Reference: BRAKE, DATA MONITOR

5. Compare the negative pressure values indicated on the vacuum
meter and diagnostic tester when the electric vacuum pump is
operating, when the electric vacuum pump is stopped, and when
the pressure in the negative pressure pipe is equal to the atmo-
spheric pressure.

HINT
Adjust the vacuum meter in the atmosphere where the difference
between the readings of the diagnostic tester and vacuum meter
is 2.5 kPa or less.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the vacuum sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300257

Measurement 
conditions

Description Standard values

• When the elec-
tric vacuum 
pump is operat-
ing

• When the elec-
tric vacuum 
pump is 
stopped

• When the pres-
sure in the neg-
ative pressure 
pipe is equal to 
the atmo-
spheric pres-
sure

Comparison of the 
negative pressure 
values indicated 
on the vacuum 
meter and diag-
nostic tester

Difference 
between the mea-
sured values: 
25 kPa or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Replace the vacuum sensor.
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1. Inspect that the [VCM 30A] fuse is not broken and is installed
properly.

NOYES

1. Inspect the connector connections of the following sensors and
ECU (improper fitting or connection):

• Vacuum sensor

• Vacuum pump relay

• Electric vacuum pump

• Vehicle control ECU

NOYES

5 Inspecting the fuse

Is any defect found?

Connect the fuse firmly.
If a broken fuse is found, replace the fuse.

Go to step 6.

6 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Connect it firmly. 
Repair it if necessary.

Go to step 7.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Remove the vacuum pump relay.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the vehi-
cle-side vacuum pump relay connector #3 terminal and GND.

NOYES

7 Inspecting power supply to the vacuum pump relay

BODY GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300258

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vacuum pump 
relay connector – 
GND
#3 terminal – GND

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. Repair or replace the wire harness.
(Between the vacuum pump relay and relay
block)
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (10P) and vehicle-side
vacuum pump relay connector terminals.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the vacuum pump relay signal circuit

SHTS09ZZZ0300259

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vehicle control 
ECU connector 
(10P) – 
Vehicle-side vac-
uum pump relay 
connector
VSA (#9) terminal 
– #1 terminal

Less than 1  

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 9. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vacuum pump relay connector #2 terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the electric vacuum pump connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vacuum pump relay connector and vehicle-side elec-
tric vacuum pump connector terminals.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the vacuum pump relay GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300260

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vacuum pump 
relay connector – 
GND
#2 terminal – GND

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 10. Repair or replace the wire harness.

10 Inspecting the electric vacuum pump power supply circuit

SHTS09ZZZ0300261

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side 
vacuum pump 
relay connector – 
Vehicle-side 
electric vacuum 
pump connector
#5 terminal – #1 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 11. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side electric vacuum pump connector #2 terminal and
GND.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the electric vacuum pump GND circuit

BODY GND

SHTS09ZZZ0300262

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side elec-
tric vacuum pump 
relay connector –
GND
#2 terminal – GND

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 12. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Install the vacuum pump relay.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Data monitor and Active
test] and then [Electric vacuum pump relay].

4. Turn the vacuum pump relay ON.
Reference: BRAKE, ACTIVE TEST

5. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side vacuum pump relay connector.

NOYES

12 Inspecting the operation of the vacuum pump relay [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300263

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side 
vacuum pump 
relay connector
#1 terminal – #2 
terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 13. Replace the vacuum pump relay.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect the continuity between the ter-
minals of the electric vacuum pump connector.

NOYES

13 Inspecting the electric vacuum pump 1 (single unit inspection)

SHTS09ZZZ0300264

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Electric vacuum pump 
connector
#1 terminal – #2 terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 14. Replace the electric vacuum pump.
HINT
After replacing the electric vacuum pump,
reset the "Number of actuation times of elec-
tric vacuum pump operation count" and
"Electric vacuum pump operation time" with
the diagnostic tester.
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1. Connect the battery (12 V) to the electric vacuum pump connector
#1 (+) terminal and #2 (-) terminal and check that the electric vac-
uum pump is operating (by hearing the operating sound).

HINT

• Use the 12 V battery.

• Do not leave the electric vacuum pump operating for a long
time.

NOYES

14 Inspecting the electric vacuum pump 2 (single unit inspection)

SHTS09ZZZ0300265

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Electric vacuum pump con-
nector
#1 (+) terminal – #2 (-) termi-
nal

Operating sound is head.
(The pump is operating.)

Is the operating sound heard from the electric vacuum pump?

Go to step 15. Replace the electric vacuum pump.
HINT
After replacing the electric vacuum pump,
reset the "Number of actuation times of elec-
tric vacuum pump operation count" and
"Electric vacuum pump operation time" with
the diagnostic tester.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vacuum meter to the negative pressure pipe.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Data monitor and Active test] and
then [Vacuum tank pressure (electrically operated vacuum)] to dis-
play the negative pressure value in the vacuum tank.
Reference: BRAKE, DATA MONITOR

5. Compare the negative pressure values indicated on the vacuum
meter and diagnostic tester when the electric vacuum pump is
operating, when the electric vacuum pump is stopped, and when
the pressure in the negative pressure pipe is equal to the atmo-
spheric pressure.

HINT
Adjust the vacuum meter in the atmosphere where the difference
between the readings of the diagnostic tester and vacuum meter
is 2.5 kPa or less.

NOYES

15 Inspecting the vacuum sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS09ZZZ0300266

Measurement 
conditions

Description Standard values

• When the elec-
tric vacuum 
pump is operat-
ing

• When the elec-
tric vacuum 
pump is 
stopped

• When the pres-
sure in the neg-
ative pressure 
pipe is equal to 
the atmo-
spheric pres-
sure

Comparison of the 
negative pressure 
values indicated 
on the vacuum 
meter and diag-
nostic tester

Difference 
between the mea-
sured values: 
25 kPa or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Replace the vacuum sensor.
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ELECTRIC VACUUM PUMP RELAY CONTACT STUCK AT ON 

(DIAGNOSIS CODE P258D)
EN01H09ZZZ030602019014

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Check if the electric vacuum pump is operating by hearing the
operating sound.

HINT
If the electric vacuum pump temperature is too high, the tempera-
ture fuse cuts off power supply to the pump. Therefore, the pump
may not operate even when the starter key is turned "ON".
When the pump temperature drops to normal, power supply is
restored, causing the pump to operate.

NOYES

1. Remove the vacuum pump relay.

2. Check if the electric vacuum pump is operating by hearing the
operating sound.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the operation of the electric vacuum pump

Is the operating sound heard from the electric vacuum pump?

Go to step 2. Go to step 3.

2 Inspecting the electric vacuum pump wire harness

Is the operating sound heard from the electric vacuum pump?

Repair or replace the wire harness.
(Power supply short circuit between the vac-
uum pump relay and electric vacuum pump)

Go to step 3.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect the continuity between the vac-
uum pump relay contact-side terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the vacuum pump relay (single unit inspection)

SHTS09ZZZ0300267

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Vacuum pump relay
#3 terminal – #5 terminal 
(contact-side)

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the vehicle control ECU. Replace the vacuum pump relay.
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HOW TO VERIFY AND CHANGE VEHICLE INFORMATION VALUES
EN01H09ZZZ030602019015

1. Using HINO DX Ⅱ , check if the specifications are consistent with
the relevant vehicle.

NO

YES

1. By referring to the list, enter the correct value in "Value" and press
the "Change" button.

NOTICE
The ABS warning light will come on when the "Change" button is
pressed.

YES

1  Specification information verification

Tire information 1
Vehicle specification

Tire size Dynamic radius

E 0.004 m {0.157 in.} 215/85R16 0.374 m {14.724 in.}

F 0.005 m {0.197 in.} 225/70R19.5 0.395 m {15.551 in.}

Tire information 2
Vehicle specification

Tire size Dynamic radius

N 0.370 m {14.567 in.} 215/85R16 0.374 m {14.724 in.}

Q 0.390 m {15.354 in.} 225/70R19.5 0.395 m {15.551 in.}

Wheelbase information
Vehicle specification

Production code Wheelbase

B 2,750-2,999 mm {108-118 in.} XJC700L 2,900 mm {114 in.}

E 3,500-3,749 mm {138-147 in.} XJC710L, XFC710L 3,500 mm {138 in.}

F 3,750-3,999 mm {148-157 in.} XJC720L, XFC720L 3,800 mm {150 in.}

G 4,000-4,249 mm {158-166 in.} XJC730L, XFC730L 4,100 mm {161 in.}

H 4,250-4,499 mm {167-177 in.} XJC740L, XFC740L 4,400 mm {173 in.}

To Step 2

End

2  Entry of new value
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1. Set the starter key to the "LOCK" position and then turn it "ON"
again.

2. Check that the ABS warning light is off.

3. Once terminate HINO DX Ⅱ and then restart it.

4. Check that "Initial value" has been changed.
NOTICE
"Initial value" will not change unless HINO DX Ⅱ is restarted and
the "System Fix" button is pressed.

YES

3  Input value verification

End
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TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLE SHOOTING BY STEERING SYMPTOM

STEERING
EN01H10ZZZ030601001001

Symptom Possible cause Action

No play or high play of steering Steering column assembly Replacement

Steering bevel gear assembly
(Front suspension type independent
suspension)

Replacement

Steering torque shaft assembly Replacement

Recirculating ball type power steering
gear assembly
(Front suspension type rigid axle sus-
pension)

Replacement

Rack & pinion type power steering
gear assembly

Replacement

Steering link mechanism
(Front suspension type rigid axle sus-
pension)

Replacement

Shimmy of steering wheel Looseness in steering system or link
system

Tighten with the specified tightening
torque.

Excessive play or wear of steering sys-
tem
(spline and ball joint)

Replace.

Other faults in front axle Inspect and adjust wheel alignment.

Improper meshing of power steering
gear

Adjust.

Unbalance of right and left tires Adjust.

Excessive tire run-out Correct.

Imbalance of tire inflation pressure
between right and left tires or insuffi-
cient tire inflation pressure

Adjust.

Deflection in disc wheel Inspect and replace.
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Symptom Trouble shooting and repair

Stiff steering wheel on either side 
(excessive steering force)

Reference: STEERING, TROUBLESHOOTING, TROUBLE SHOOTING BY 
STEERING SYMPTOM, STEERING, STEERING IS HEAVY (Page 10-4)

Stiff steering wheel on both sides 
(excessive steering force)

Stiff steering wheel at start of vehicle 
operation (excessive steering force)

Stiff steering wheel or unresponsive 
returning

Reference: STEERING, TROUBLESHOOTING, TROUBLE SHOOTING BY 
STEERING SYMPTOM, STEERING, STEERING RETURN IS RELUCTANT 
(Page 10-5)

Oil leakage
Reference: STEERING, TROUBLESHOOTING, TROUBLE SHOOTING BY 
STEERING SYMPTOM, STEERING, OIL LEAKAGE (Page 10-6)

Abnormal noise
Reference: STEERING, TROUBLESHOOTING, TROUBLE SHOOTING BY 
STEERING SYMPTOM, STEERING, ABNORMAL NOISE (Page 10-7)
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STEERING IS HEAVY

1. CHECK AND CONFIRM THE FOLLOWING POINTS AND TAKE COUNTERMEASURE.
(1) Check the front tire pressure, and supply compressed air with the specified pressure if insufficient.
(2) Check the tire for abnormal wear and improper groove depth, if any problem found, replace the tire. 
(3) Measure the front axle loading, if it exceeds the specified value, correct or empty the cargo. 
(4) If frontward cargo causes the excessive front axle loading, correct it by reviewing the weight balance.
(5) If superstructure causes the excessive front axle loading, refurbish the superstructure to reduce loading.
(6) Check the power steering fluid level and replenish if insufficient.

In spite of the above check and countermeasure taken, if the troubles still remain, pursue the true cause with the following
procedures, and repair the troubles.

Steering is always 
heavy

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

NO

NO

NO

NO NO

NO NO

NO

Steering is heavy with 
normal operation

Steering to both right 
and left turn is heavy

Power assisting fluid 
pressure is normal

Abnormal gear noise 
is heard

Replace the power 
steering gear 

Replace the power 
steering pump

Replace the power 
steering pump 

Replace the power 
steering gear 

It is possible to 
steer the handle, 
one rotation per 
minute

Replace the power 
steering gear 

Steering is heavy 
with quick 
operation

Power assisting 
fluid pressure is 
normal

Replace the power 
steering gear 

Steering by full 
turning is heavy 

Replace the power 
steering pump

Confirm by 
recurring the 
phenomenon

Bleed air from power 
steering system

SHTS10ZZZ0300001
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STEERING RETURN IS RELUCTANT

1. CHECK AND CONFIRM THE FOLLOWING POINTS AND TAKE COUNTERMEASURE.
(1) Check the front tire pressure, and supply compressed air with the specified pressure if insufficient.
(2) Check the tire for abnormal wear and improper groove depth, if any problem found, replace the tire. 
(3) Measure the front axle loading, if it exceeds the specified value, correct or empty the cargo. 
(4) If frontward cargo causes the excessive front axle loading, correct it by reviewing the weight balance.
(5) If superstructure causes the excessive front axle loading, refurbish the superstructure to reduce loading.
(6) Check the power steering fluid level and replenish if insufficient.

In spite of the above check and countermeasure taken, if the troubles still remain, pursue the true cause with the following
procedures, and repair the troubles.

Steering return is reluctant

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Universal joint swaying torque is 
normal

There is no awkward movement in ball 
joint

There is no chafing between the 
steering shaft and column dust seal

There is awkward rotation in intermedi-
ate shaft bearing

There is no awkward movement in king 
pin

Replace the corresponding 
part

Replace the corresponding 
part

Replace the power steering gear 

Replace the corresponding 
part

Repair or replace the 
corresponding part

Replace the corresponding 
part

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

SHTS10ZZZ0300002
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OIL LEAKAGE

Oil leakage

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

No oil leakage from the power steering 
pump installation area

No oil leakage from the power steering 
gear (input shaft oil seal)

No oil leakage from the power steering 
pump (cover, plug, suction pipe, flange)

No oil leakage from the power steering 
gear (rest area)

No oil leakage from the power steering 
pipe joints

No oil leakage from other area Replace the parts causing oil 
leakage

Replace the gasket, hose 
band and O-ring

Repair finish

Replace the power steering 
gear 

Replace the oil seal

Replace the power steering 
pump 

Replace power steering pump 
O-ring in installation

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

SHTS10ZZZ0300003
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ABNORMAL NOISE

Abnormal noise

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

NO

NO NO

NO NO

NO

Groaning sound is 
heard when steering

Bleed air from power 
steering system

Groaning sound is 
gone out

Replace the power 
steering pump 

Squealing sound is 
different when 
steering to right or 
left 

Replace the power 
steering gear 

Abnormal sound is 
heard from the PS 
pump when 
steered by full 
turning

Noise is louder 
than other vehicle

Squealing sound is 
heard when 
steering

Lubricate linkageLeave and watch 
on

Confirm by 
recurring the 
phenomenon

Repair finish

Replace the flow 
control valve of 
power steering 
pump

SHTS10ZZZ0300004
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TROUBLESHOOTING

TROUBLE SHOOTING BY SUSPENSION SYMPTOM

LEAF SUSPENSION
EN01H11ZZZ030601001001

Symptom Possible cause Action

Abnormal noise from suspension
during driving

Wear of shock absorber mounting pin Replace the pin and rubber bush.

Damage of bumper rubber Replacement

Wear of stabilizer bush Replacement

Wear of front spring pin bush Replacement

Looseness in spring U-bolt Tighten with the specified tightening
torque.

Vehicle vibration (roll and pitch) Fault in shock absorber Replacement

Looseness in spring U-bolt Tighten with the specified tightening
torque.
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TROUBLESHOOTING

INTEGRATED UNIT

SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM
EN01H19ZZZ030602004001

Function

Door lock
Door knob interlocked operation

Keyless interlocked operation

Wiper
INTLOWHIGH operation

Washer interlocked operation 

Washer Washer motor drive

INPUT SIGNAL OUTPUT SIGNAL

DOOR LOCK POWER SOURCE

WIPER POWER SOURCE

KEY SIGNAL

D SEAT DOOR KNOB SWITCH

KEYLESS ENTRY ECU

WIPER SWITCH

WIPER CAM SWITCH

DOOR LOCK MOTOR

WIPER MOTOR

INTEGRATED 
UNIT

WASHER MOTOR

WASHER SWITCH

SHTS19ZZZ0300001
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12

6

7

8

5

4

3

2

1

6

8

4

7

1

2

5

11

3

WASHER POWER SUPPLY

KEY SW

LOCK

UNLOCK SIGNAL
KEYLESS 
ENTRY ECU

WASHER SW

UNLOCK

LOCK

DOOR 
LOCK 
MOTOR 
MAX 4

UNLOCK

WASHER MOTOR

HIGH OUTPUT

WIPER MOTOR

STOPRUN

CAM SW

LOW 
OUT
PUT

D SEAT DOOR 
KNOB SW

WIPER POWER 
SOURCE

KEY SIGNAL

DOOR LOCK POWER 
SOURCE

HIGH

HIGH
WIPER SW

LOW

LOW

GND

INT

INT

OFF

ELECTRIC WIRE DIAGRAM (WITH DOOR LOCK CONTROLLER)

10 A

30 A

25 A

10  A

LOCK SIGNAL

12V

SHTS19ZZZ0300002
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12

6

7

8

5

4

3

2

1

6

8

4

7

1

2

5

11

3

10 A

10 A

30 A

WIPER SW

WASHER POWER SUPPLY

KEY SW

WIPER 
POWER 

SOURCE

EMPTY

EMPTY

EMPTY

EMPTY

EMPTY

HIGH

LOW

INT

HIGH
LOW
INT
OFF

WASHER SW GND

WASHER MOTOR

HIGH OUTPUT

WIPER MOTOR

STOP RUN

CAM 
SW

LOW 
OUT
PUT

ELECTRIC WIRE DIAGRAM (WITHOUT DOOR LOCK CONTROLLER)

KEY SIGNAL

12V

SHTS19ZZZ0300003
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COMPUTER PIN ASSIGNMENT
EN01H19ZZZ030602004002

No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 IG Starter switch input 7 PA1 Wiper switch (LOW) input

2 SL Door knob lock switch input 8 SPD Wiper switch (INT) input

3 SUL Door knob unlock switch input 9 — —

4 V1 Keyless lock signal input 10 — —

5 V2 Keyless unlock signal input 11 +S Wiper cam switch input

6 PA2 Wiper switch (HIGH) input 12 WU Washer switch input

No. Code Signal name No. Code Signal name

1 WF Washer motor output 5 +1 Wiper motor (LOW) output

2 +2 Wiper motor (HIGH) output 6 +B Wiper power supply

3 L Door lock motor (LOCK) output 7 UL Door lock motor (UNLOCK) output

4 E GND 8 B Door lock power supply

INTEGRATED UNIT
12PIN CONNECTOR

VIEW

VEHICLE HARNESS SIDE

1 42 3 5 6

7 108 9 11 12

SHTS19ZZZ0300004

INTEGRATED UNIT
8PIN CONNECTOR

VIEW
VEHICLE HARNESS SIDE

1

4

2 3

5 6 7 8

SHTS19ZZZ0300005
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
EN01H19ZZZ030602004003

WIPER

• Measure the voltage as the basis for 4th terminal of 8pin connector.

Symptom Possible cause Action

No operation No power supply Replace the fuse and repair or replace
the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
6th terminal (8pin connector): Always
11-14V

Breaking of wire harness of GND Repair or replace the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
4th terminal (8pin connector): Always
continuity with body GND

No key ON signal Replace the fuse and repair or replace
the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
1st terminal (12pin connector): 11-14V
when starter key is "ON" position

Wiper switch signal
No (INT, LO, HI)

Repair or replace the wire harness
between combination switch and inte-
grated unit and replace combination
switch.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
8th terminal (12pin connector): 1V or
less when wiper INT switch is ON.
7th terminal (12pin connector): 1V or
less when wiper LO switch is ON.
6th terminal (12pin connector): 1V or
less when wiper HI switch is ON.

Breaking of wiper motor wire harness Repair or replace the wiper motor wire
harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
Between 5th terminal (8pin connector)
and wiper motor LO terminal: 1  or
less
Between 2nd terminal (8pin connec-
tor) and wiper motor HI terminal: 1 
or less
Between 11th terminal (12pin connec-
tor) and wiper motor cam terminal: 1 
or less

Wiper motor is defective. Replace the wiper motor.
Criterion
Check the wiper motor by unit check.
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• Measure the voltage as the basis for 4th terminal of 8pin connector.

Symptom Possible cause Action

No operation Integrated unit is defective. Replace integrated unit.
(At situation without any problem in
aforementioned inspection)
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
5th terminal (8pin connector): 11-14V
when starter key is "ON" position and
wiper switch is "INT" or "LO" 
2nd terminal (8pin connector): 11-14V
when starter key is "ON" position and
wiper switch is "HI"

Do not stop Wiper switch signal
(INT, LO, HI) is always ON

Repair or replace the wire harness
between combination switch and inte-
grated unit and replace combination
switch.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
Wiper switch is OFF
8th terminal (12pin connector) - 4th
terminal (8pin connector): No conduc-
tivity
7th terminal (12pin connector) - 4th
terminal (8pin connector): No conduc-
tivity
6th terminal (12pin connector) - 4th
terminal (8pin connector): No conduc-
tivity

Wiper motor wire harness is short-
circuited to power supply circuit.

Repair or replace the wiper motor wire
harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
5th terminal (8pin connector) (LO): 
1V or less when wiper switch is OFF
2nd terminal (8pin connector) (HI): 
1V or less when wiper switch is OFF

No wiper cam signal Repair or replace the wiper motor wire
harness, replace wiper motor
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
11th terminal (12pin connector) (wiper
cam): 1V or less at wiper storage posi-
tion

Integrated unit is defective. Replace integrated unit.
(At situation without any problem in
aforementioned inspection)
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
5th terminal (8pin connector) (LO): 
1V or less when wiper switch is OFF
2nd terminal (8pin connector) (HI): 
1V or less when wiper switch is OFF 

Wiper always moves when starter
key is in "ON".

Wiper switch (INT, LO, HI) is ON. Turn off the wiper switch (INT, LO, HI).
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• Measure the voltage as the basis for 4th terminal of 8pin connector.

Symptom Possible cause Action

Intermittent operating time (4-6 sec-
ond) differs

Integrated unit is defective. Replace integrated unit.
(At situation without any problem in
aforementioned inspection)
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
Intermittent operating time: 4-6 second

Wiper does not operate when
washer is operated.

No washer signal Repair or replace the washer signal
wire harness and replace combination
switch.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
12th terminal (12pin connector):
1V or less when washer switch is ON

Integrated unit is defective. Replace integrated unit.
(At situation without any problem in
aforementioned inspection)
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
5th terminal (8pin connector) (LO): 
11-14V when washer switch is ON
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WASHER
Symptom Possible cause Action

No operation No power supply Replace the fuse and repair or replace
the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
1st terminal (8pin connector): Always
11-14V

Breaking of wire harness of GND Repair or replace the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
4th terminal (8pin connector): Always
continuity with body GND

No key ON signal Replace the fuse and repair or replace
the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
1st terminal (12pin connector): 11-14V
when starter key is "ON" position

No washer switch signal Repair or replace the wire harness
between combination switch and inte-
grated unit and replace combination
switch.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
12th terminal (12pin connector): 
1V or less when washer switch is ON.

Washer motor failure Washer motor replace
Criterion
Check the washer motor by unit check.

Integrated unit is defective. Replace integrated unit.
(At situation without any problem in
aforementioned inspection)
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
1st terminal (8pin connector): 1V or
less when key is ON and washer
switch is ON
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• Measure the voltage as the basis for 4th terminal of 8pin connector.

Do not stop Washer switch signal is always ON Repair or replace the wire harness
between combination switch and inte-
grated unit and replace combination
switch.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
When washer switch is OFF
12th terminal (12pin connector) - 4th
terminal (8pin connector): No conduc-
tivity

Washer motor harness is short-
circuited to GND

Repair or replace the washer motor
wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
1st terminal (8pin connector) - 4th ter-
minal (8pin connector): No conductiv-
ity

Integrated unit is defective. Replace integrated unit.
(At situation without any problem in
aforementioned inspection)
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
1st terminal (8pin connector): 
11-14V when washer switch is OFF

Symptom Possible cause Action
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DOOR LOCK

• Measure the voltage as the basis for 4th terminal of 8pin connector.

Symptom Possible cause Action

Door lock motor of other does not
operate when door lock knob of
driver's seat side is operated.

No power supply Replace the fuse and repair or replace
the wire harness.
 Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
8th terminal (8pin connector): Always
11-14V
6th terminal (8pin connector): Always
11-14V

Breaking of wire harness of GND Repair or replace the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
4th terminal (8pin connector): 
Always continuity with body GND

No door knob switch signal Repair or replace the door knob signal
wire harness and replace door knob
switch.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
When driver's seat is locked
2nd terminal (12pin connector): 1V or
less
When driver's seat is unlocked
3rd terminal (12pin connector): 1V or
less

Breaking of door lock motor wire har-
ness

Repair or replace the door lock motor
wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
3rd terminal (8pin connector) - each
door lock motor terminal: 1  or less
7th terminal (8pin connector) - each
door lock motor terminal: 1  or less

Door lock motor failure Replace door lock motor
Criterion
Check the door lock motor by unit
check.

Integrated unit is defective. Replace integrated unit.
(At situation without any problem in
aforementioned inspection)
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
3rd terminal (8pin connector):
11-14V when locked (0.3 second)
1.5V or less when unlocked
7th terminal (8pin connector):
1.5V or less when locked
11-14V when unlocked (0.3 second)
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• Measure the voltage as the basis for 4th terminal of 8pin connector.

Symptom Possible cause Action

Keyless entry does not operate. Key has been ON Key is to be OFF
Keyless door lock is not operated
when key is ON.

No power supply Replace the fuse and repair or replace
the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
8th terminal (8pin connector): Always
11-14V
6th terminal (8pin connector): Always
11-14V

Breaking of wire harness of GND Repair or replace the wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
4th terminal (8pin connector): 
Always continuity with body GND

Keyless entry system failure
(Transmitter, receiver, keyless entry
ECU)

Keyless entry system inspection, bat-
tery replace, parts replace

No keyless entry signal Repair or replace the keyless entry
signal wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
When keyless lock
4th terminal (12pin connector): 1V or
less (0.3 second)
When keyless unlocked
5th terminal (12pin connector): 1V or
less (0.3 second)

Breaking of door lock motor wire har-
ness

Repair or replace the door lock motor
wire harness.
Criterion 
(When the connector is disconnected.)
3rd terminal (8pin connector) - each
door lock motor terminal: 1  or less
7th terminal (8pin connector) - each
door lock motor terminal: 1  or less

Door lock motor failure Replace door lock motor
Criterion
Check the door lock motor by unit
check.

Integrated unit is defective. Replace integrated unit.
(At situation without any problem in
aforementioned inspection)
Criterion 
(When the connector is connected.)
3rd terminal (8pin connector):
11-14V when locked (0.3 second)
1V or less when unlocked
7th terminal (8pin connector):
1V or less when locked
11-14V when unlocked (0.3 second)
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TROUBLESHOOTING

CAN COMMUNICATION

INSPECTION IN THE EVENT OF ABNORMALITY IN CAN COMMUNICATION

LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602006001

1. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
(1) CAN communication line consists of two harnesses - CAN communication H line and CAN communication L

line. Harnesses are made of twisted pair wires.

2. BEHAVIOR DURING NORMAL OPERATION
(1) The meter indicates/displays the control information from each system. 
(2) The indicated/displayed information of the meter is transmitted to the meter constantly at regular time intervals.
(3) The meter concludes that the operation of the sending system is normal by the receipt of the displayed informa-

tion of each system at regular time intervals.

ECU ECU

ECU

CAN COMMUNICATION H LINE
CAN COMMUNICATION L LINE

CAN COMMUNICATION H LINE
CAN COMMUNICATION L LINE

CAN COMMUNICATION H LINE

CAN COMMUNICATION L LINE

JOINT CONNECTOR

SHTS20ZZZ0300001

CONTROL INFORMATION OF 
EACH SYSTEM

. DISPLAY THE SHIFT INDICATOR

. EACH INDICATOR LIGHT

. INDICATOR NEEDLES IN VARIOUS METERS

CAN COMMUNICATION INTERCHANGE OF CONTROL INFORMATION 
AT REGULAR TIME INTERVALS

=

SHTS20ZZZ0300002
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3. BEHAVIOR IN THE EVENT OF ABNORMALITY
(1) If the meter cannot receive the displayed information of each system within the time specified, the meter judges

that there has been an abnormality in the harness system or in the other system, and shows the sign of shift indi-
cator within the meter, stoppage of the function, abnormality of the indicator display. Also each system detects
the communication abnormality and shows DTC code.

(2) When the DTC code such as above is identified, there is a possibility of the malfunction in harness system or in
the ECU, therefore, a root cause analysis of the malfunction will be implemented.

4. ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION OF MALFUNCTION
(1) The root cause of malfunction is analyzed by the following steps:

 

1. Check the information displayed on the meter.

2. Implement the troubleshooting of vehicle control ECU and check the diagnosis code which is showing the
abnormal communication.

3. Implement the troubleshooting of engine ECU and other system. Then check the diagnosis code which is
showing abnormal communication.

4. Check the continuity and the resistance value in the CAN communication line.

• The meter and vehicle control ECU are installed on all vehicles, and the physical connecting locations are
both ends of each CAN communication line.

.

a. The diesel engines equipped vehicles
They are composed of the following 2 CAN bus line which are the CAN communication line between the
vehicle control ECU and the meter, and also the CAN communication line between the DCU and the CAN-
TMN1 (terminal resistor).

• CAN communication lines are connected and branched with junction connectors, providing aggregation
points/branch points of vehicle information.

• Also, if it is determined that no interchange of any vehicle information is performed, all ECUs are disconnected
from the CAN communication line to check only the wire harness system. Then, if found normal, the ECUs are
judged as abnormal by root cause identification.

CONTROL INFORMATION OF 
EACH SYSTEM

ABNORMAL INFORMATION 
INTERCHANGE

. ABNORMALITY IN THE COMMUNICATION LINE SYSTEM

. ABNORMALITY IN THE SYSTEM SENDING CONTROL INFORMATION

IDENTIFY THE COMMUNICATION 
ABNORMALITY IN EACH SYSTEM 

DTC CODE GENERATION, STORE

. EACH INDICATOR LIGHT 
GO ON TO THE LIGHT UP SPECIFICATION 
IN THE EVENT OF ABNORMALITY

STOP TO DISPLAY. SHIFT INDICATOR 

SHTS20ZZZ0300003
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ECU INDIVIDUAL CODELIST (DIESEL)
EN01H20ZZZ030602006002

1. ABS ECU

2. AT ECU

3. DCU

4. ENGINE ECU

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0073 CONTROL

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0100 CONTROL

U110A CONTROL

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0029 ENGINE

U0038 DIAGNOSIS

U0100 ENGINE

U029D ENGINE

U029E ENGINE

U02A2 ENGINE

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0073 ENGINE

U010A ENGINE

U010C ENGINE

U010E ENGINE

U029D ENGINE

U029E ENGINE

U02A2 ENGINE

U1001 DIAGNOSIS

U110A DIAGNOSIS
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5. VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

ECU INDIVIDUAL CODELIST (HYBRID)
EN01H20ZZZ030602006003

1. ABS ECU

2. AT ECU

3. DCU

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0101 CONTROL

U0105 DIAGNOSIS

U0121 CONTROL

U0155 CONTROL

U0418 CONTROL

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0073 CONTROL

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0100 CONTROL

U0293 CONTROL

U110A CONTROL

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0029 ENGINE

U0100 ENGINE

U029D ENGINE

U029E ENGINE

U02A2 ENGINE
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4. ENGINE ECU

5. HV ECU

6. INVERTER

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0073 ENGINE

U010A ENGINE

U010C ENGINE

U010E ENGINE

U0293 DIAGNOSIS

U029D ENGINE

U029E ENGINE

U02A2 ENGINE

U1001 DIAGNOSIS

U110A DIAGNOSIS

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0073 CONTROL

U0074 DIAGNOSIS

U0100 CONTROL

U0101 CONTROL

U0110 CONTROL

U0111 DIAGNOSIS

U0121 CONTROL

U0155 CONTROL

U110A CONTROL

U1136 CONTROL

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0073 CONTROL

U0074 DIAGNOSIS

U0293 CONTROL
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7. CLUTCH ECU

8. VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

9. BATTERY ECU

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0073 CONTROL

U0101 CONTROL

U0110 CONTROL

U0293 CONTROL

U110A CONTROL

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0101 CONTROL

U0105 DIAGNOSIS

U0121 CONTROL

U0155 CONTROL

U0293 CONTROL

U0418 CONTROL

U1136 CONTROL

DTC No. CAN COMMUNICATION LINE

U0074 DIAGNOSIS

U0293 DIAGNOSIS
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BASIC TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE ON CAN COMMUNICATION
EN01H20ZZZ030602006004

1. SYMPTOMS OF VEHICLE

• Control function is deactivated/released = Do not activate when the driver attempts to operate / Being released
while activation.

• The meter indicates abnormalities. (0 km/h is indicated or no segment indication etc.)

• DTC which indicates communication abnormality is detected.

2. TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURES
(1) Check the meter indications.
(2) Check the diagnosis code of vehicle control ECU.
(3) Check the diagnosis codes of the systems equipped with the vehicle.
(4) Inspection of harness (Checking for conduction between CAN communication H line and H line and between L

line and L line for ECU with terminal resistor)
(5) Inspection of harness (Check the existence of +B/GND short-circuit in CAN communication line)
(6) Inspection of harness (Check the resistance value between CAN communication H line and L line)
(7) Check the connector insertion.
(8) Check each ECU.

• Implement the inspection of the bus line/ECU according to the above result obtained.
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3. CAN CONNECTION CONFIGURATION

DLC3

DCU
AT 

ECU
ABS 
ECU METERENGINE 

ECU
VCS ECU

: TERMINAL RESISTOR

: BRANCHING J/C

EXCEPT HV

SHTS20ZZZ0300004

DLC3

DCU
AT 

ECU
ABS 
ECU METERENGINE 

ECU
VCS ECU

: TERMINAL RESISTOR

: BRANCHING J/C

HV

CLUTCH 
ECU

HV 
SYSTEM
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ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)

ENGINE CAN LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602016001

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

CAN - TMN2
(Terminator)

DCU
(Terminator)

8 9 10 1176

EGR  
Controller

2

J/C ENG CAN

VNT   
Controller

1

J/C ENG 
CAN2

Engine ECU

J/C DEF SSR

5

DEF
Sensor

NOx   
Sensor2

4

NOx   
Sensor1

3

J/C CAN 
DIESEL

SHTS20ZZZ0300006
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CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE

1. ENGINE ECU

2. DCU

Detected DTC
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U010C 1
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the VNT controller CAN communication line

U010A 2
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the EGR controller CAN communication line

U029E 3
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 CAN communication line

U029D 4
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 CAN communication line

U02A2 5
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the DEF sensor CAN communication line

Several CAN communication 
abnormalities were detected.
(U010A, U010C, U029D, U029E, 
U0073, U010E, U02A2)

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 • Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

Detected DTC
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U029E 3
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 CAN communication line

U029D 4
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 CAN communication line

U02A2 5
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the DEF sensor CAN communication line

Several CAN communication 
abnormalities were detected.
(U029D, U029E, U0029, U0100)

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 • Prior inspection of the CAN communication line
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PRIOR INSPECTION OF THE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602016002

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following sensors and controllers
which are connected to the engine CAN line.

• DCU (53P)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor

• CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor)

3. Using the electrical tester, check for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side DCU connector (53P) CAH0 terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the CAN H line for +B/GND short circuit

BAT SGND

CAH0

SHTS20ZZZ0300007

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
CAH0 terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CAH0 terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, check for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side DCU connector (53P) CAL0 terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the CAN L line for +B/GND short circuit

BAT SGND

CAL0

SHTS20ZZZ0300008

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
CAL0 terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CAL0 terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN L line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the termination resistance val-
ues of the DCU (53P) and CAN-TMN2.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the terminal resistor

CAH0

CAL0

CANNCANP

DCU

CAN-TMN2

SHTS20ZZZ0300009

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DCU (53P) 
CAH0 terminal – 
CAL0 terminal
CAN-TMN2
#2 (CANP) termi-
nal – #1 (CANN) 
terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the defective part.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.
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1. Connect the CAN-TMN2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side DCU connector (53P) CAH0 terminal and CAL0 termi-
nal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the CAN line for disconnection

CAH0
CAL0

SHTS20ZZZ0300010

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P)
CAH0 terminal – 
CAL0 terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Check that no abnormality is detected in the
vehicle-side wire harness, DCU, or CAN-
TMN2 terminal, to complete the inspection.
The CAN bus line (main line) between the ter-
minating resistors is normal.
By referring to the "CAN communication line
malfunction diagnosis table," perform
inspection for the detected DTC or the diag-
nosis items for the defective symptom.

By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line
and L line for disconnection," inspect the
CAN bus line.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE AND L LINE FOR DISCONNECTION
EN01H20ZZZ030602016003

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following sensors and controllers
which are connected to the engine CAN line.
(Keep the DCU, engine ECU, and CAN-TMN2 connected.)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor

3. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
DCU-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed from the J/
C_DEF_SSR.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DCU (malfunction area 11)

CANH
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300011

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #9 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

 the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector and
then go to step 2.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN_Diesel connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_SSR-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN_Diesel.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN_Diesel-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_ENG_CAN.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN_Diesel
and J/C_DEF_SSR (malfunction area 10)

CANH CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300012

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN_Diesel
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN_Diesel connector and
then go to step 3.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN_Diesel
and J/C_DEF_SSR
Repair or replace the wire harness.

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
J/C_CAN_Diesel (malfunction area 9)

CANH CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300013

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector and
then go to step 4.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_ENG_CAN
and J/C_CAN_Diesel
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_ENG_CAN2.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2
and J/C_ENG_CAN (malfunction area 8)

CANH CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300014

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector and
then go to step 5.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2
and J/C_ENG_CAN
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the vehicle side engine ECU
connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
signal check harness (engine ECU) E59 (CANH) terminal and E79
(CANL) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2 (malfunction area 7)

D
CANH
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300015

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU)
E59 (CANH) termi-
nal – E79 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
signal check harness (engine ECU) V37 (CANP) terminal and V17
(CANN) terminal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the engine ECU and
CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor) (malfunction area 6)

A
CANN
CANP

SHTS20ZZZ0300016

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU)
V37 (CANP) termi-
nal – V17 (CANN) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is completed.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the engine ECU and
CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602016004

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following sensors and controllers
which are connected to the engine CAN line.

• DCU (53P)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor 

• CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor)

3. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the DCU-
side CAN H line #4 (CANH) terminal, and the diagnosis connector
(16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when viewed
from the J/C_DEF_SSR.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and DCU
(malfunction area 11)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300017

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector and
then go to step 2.

+B /GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_DEF_SSR and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN_Diesel connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_DEF_SSR-side CAN H line #5 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN_Diesel.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN_Diesel and J/
C_DEF_SSR (malfunction area 10)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300018

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN_Diesel – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN_Diesel connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN_Diesel and J/
C_DEF_SSR
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN_Diesel-side CAN H line #6 (CANH) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_ENG_CAN.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and J/
C_CAN_Diesel (malfunction area 9)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300019

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector and
then go to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_ENG_CAN and J/
C_CAN_Diesel
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_ENG_CAN-side CAN H line #5 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_ENG_CAN2.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/
C_ENG_CAN (malfunction area 8)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300020

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector and
then go to step 5.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/
C_ENG_CAN
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the vehicle side engine ECU
connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) E59 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2 (malfunction area 7)

D

CANH

BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300021

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
E59 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
E59 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) V37 (CANP) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the engine ECU and CAN-
TMN2 (termination resistor) (malfunction area 6)

A CANP
BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300022

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
V37 (CANP) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
V37 (CANP) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the engine ECU and CAN-TMN2 (ter-
mination resistor)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the engine ECU connector.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Delete the malfunction history and turn the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

6. Connect the EGR controller connector.

7. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in EGR controller communication (U010A).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the VNT controller connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in VNT controller communication (U010C).

NOYES

7 Inspecting the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300023

Did the abnormality in EGR controller communication (U010A) disappear?

Go to step 8. Inspect the EGR controller CAN communica-
tion line.

8 Inspecting the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300024

Did the abnormality in VNT controller communication (U010C) disappear?

Go to step 9. Inspect the VNT controller CAN communica-
tion line.
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1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in NOx sensor 1 communication (U029D).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in NOx sensor 2 communication (U029E).

NOYES

9 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300025

Did the abnormality in NOx sensor 1 communication (U029D) disappear?

Go to step 10. Inspect the NOx sensor 1 CAN communica-
tion line.

10 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300026

Did the abnormality in NOx sensor 2 communication (U029E) disappear?

Go to step 11. Inspect the NOx sensor 2 CAN communica-
tion line.
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1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the DEF sensor connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in DEF sensor communication (U02A2).

NOYES

11 Inspecting the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300027

Did the abnormality in DEF sensor communication (U02A2) disappear?

The inspection is finished.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line diagnosis table," inspect the diag-
nosis items for the detected DTCs.

Inspect the DEF sensor CAN communication
line.
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INSPECTING THE CAN L LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602016005

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following sensors and controllers
which are connected to the engine CAN line.

• DCU (53P)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor

• CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor)

3. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the DCU-
side CAN L line #9 (CANL) terminal, and the diagnosis connector
(16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when viewed
from the J/C_DEF_SSR.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and DCU
(malfunction area 11)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300028

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_DEF_SSR and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN_Diesel connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_DEF_SSR-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diagno-
sis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN_Diesel.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN_Diesel and J/
C_DEF_SSR (malfunction area 10)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300029

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN_Diesel – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN_Diesel connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN_Diesel and J/
C_DEF_SSR
Repair or replace the wire harness
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN_Diesel-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_ENG_CAN.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and J/
C_CAN_Diesel (malfunction area 9)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300030

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector and
then go to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_ENG_CAN and J/
C_CAN_Diesel
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_ENG_CAN-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_ENG_CAN2.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/
C_ENG_CAN (malfunction area 8)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300031

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector and
then go to step 5.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/
C_ENG_CAN
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness connectors to the vehicle side
engine ECU connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) E79 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2 (malfunction area 7)

D

CANL

BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300032

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
E79 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
E79 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) V17 (CANN) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the engine ECU and CAN-
TMN2 (termination resistor) (malfunction area 6)

A CANN
BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300033

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
V17 (CANN) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
V17 (CANN) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the engine ECU and CAN-TMN2 (ter-
mination resistor)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the engine ECU connector.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Delete the malfunction history and turn the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

6. Connect the EGR controller connector.

7. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in EGR controller communication (U010A).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the VNT controller connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in VNT controller communication (U010C).

NOYES

7 Inspecting the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300034

Did the abnormality in EGR controller communication (U010A) disappear?

Go to step 8. Inspect the EGR controller CAN communica-
tion line.

8 Inspecting the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300035

Did the abnormality in VNT controller communication (U010C) disappear?

Go to step 9. Inspect the VNT controller CAN communica-
tion line.
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1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in NOx sensor 1 communication (U029D).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in NOx sensor 2 communication (U029E).

NOYES

9 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300036

Did the abnormality in NOx sensor 1 communication (U029D) disappear?

Go to step 10. Inspect the NOx sensor 1 CAN communica-
tion line.

10 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300037

Did the abnormality in NOx sensor 2 communication (U029E) disappear?

Go to step 11. Inspect the NOx sensor 2 CAN communica-
tion line.
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1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the DEF sensor connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in DEF sensor communication (U02A2).

NOYES

11 Inspecting the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300038

Did the abnormality in DEF sensor communication (U02A2) disappear?

The inspection is finished.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Inspect the DEF sensor CAN communication
line.
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INSPECTING THE EGR CONTROLLER CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602016006

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300039

Is DTC U010A detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is finished.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN #2 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side EGR controller
connector #2 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller (malfunction area 2)

CANHCANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300040

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN – 
Vehicle-side EGR 
controller connec-
tor
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #2 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN #4 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side EGR controller
connector #1 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller (malfunction area 2)

CANLCANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300041

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN – 
Vehicle-side EGR 
controller connec-
tor
#4 (CANL) termi-
nal – #1 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300042

Is DTC U010A detected?

Replace the EGR controller. The inspection is finished.
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INSPECTING THE NOx SENSOR 1 CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602016007

1. Check the connector connections of the NOx sensor 1, NOx sen-
sor 2, and joint connector J/C_CAN_Diesel (improper fitting or
connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the GND
terminals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the GND circuit of the NOx sensor 1

GND GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300043

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor
GND terminal – 
GND terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Check that the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse in the chassis relay block is
not broken.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the fuse

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300044

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 4.

(The fuse is broken.)
Go to step 7.

4 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit 1

GND VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300045

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Inspect the wire harness of the NOx sensor 1
power supply circuit (between the chassis
relay block and NOx sensor 1) and repair or
replace the defective part.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side NOx sensor 1 connector CANH terminal, and the diagno-
sis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx
sensor 1 (malfunction area 4)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300046

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
CANH terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CANH terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sen-
sor 1
Repair or replace the wire harness, and then
go to step 11.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side NOx sensor 1 connector CANL terminal, and the diagno-
sis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx
sensor 1 (malfunction area 4)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300047

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
CANL terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CANL terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 11. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sen-
sor 1
Repair or replace the wire harness, and then
go to step 11.
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1. 1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit 2

GND VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300048

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

  

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse, and then
go to step 8.

Inspect the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply
circuit ([NOx SSR 10A] fuse and wire har-
ness) and repair or replace the defective
part.
HINT
If there is a deviation from the standard value
(about 0 ), it means the IGN power supply
circuit is short-circuited.

8 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit 3

GND VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300049

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16 V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 9. Inspect the wire harness of the NOx sensor 1
power supply circuit (between the chassis
relay block and NOx sensor 1) and repair or
replace the defective part.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After about 10 seconds, turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position
again to check the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse for a broken filament.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After about 10 seconds, turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position
again to check the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse for a broken filament.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit 4

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300050

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 10.

(The fuse is broken.)
Replace the NOx sensor 1.

10 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300051

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 11.

(The fuse is broken.)
Replace the NOx sensor 2.
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1. Swap the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 and install them.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and delete the
malfunction history.

4. Start the engine. On the diagnostic tester screen, read DTC again.
HINT
Because the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 have been swapped,
the abnormality is detected in the NOx sensor 2 (U029E) if any
abnormality is present in the sensor.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300052

Is DTC U029E detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 1. If U029D is detected: Replace the engine
ECU.
No DTC detected: The inspection is finished.
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INSPECTING THE NOx SENSOR 2 CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602016008

1. Check the connector connections of the NOx sensor 1, NOx sen-
sor 2 and joint connector J/C_CAN_Diesel (improper fitting or con-
nection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 connector GND terminal and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the GND circuit of the NOx sensor 2

GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300053

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 2 connec-
tor
GND terminal – 
GND

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Check that the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse in the chassis relay block is
not broken.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the fuse

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300054

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 4.

(The fuse is broken.)
Go to step 7.

4 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit 1

GND
VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300055

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 2 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Inspect the wire harness of the NOx sensor 2
power supply circuit (between the chassis
relay block and NOx sensor 2) and repair or
replace the defective part.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side NOx sensor 2 connector CANH terminal, and the diagno-
sis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx
sensor 2 (malfunction area 3)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300056

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 2 connec-
tor – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
CANH terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CANH terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sen-
sor 2
Repair or replace the wire harness, and then
go to step 11.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side NOx sensor 2 connector CANL terminal, and the diagno-
sis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx
sensor 2 (malfunction area 3)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300057

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 2 connec-
tor – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
CANL terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CANL terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 11. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN_Diesel and NOx sen-
sor 2
Repair or replace the wire harness, and then
go to step 11.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 connector.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 connector.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit 2

GND
VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300058

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 2 
sensor connector
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse, and then
go to step 8.

Inspect the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply
circuit ([NOx SSR 10A] fuse and wire har-
ness) and repair or replace the defective
part.
HINT
If there is a deviation from the standard value
(about 0 ), it means the IGN power supply
circuit is short-circuited.

8 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit 3

GND
VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300059

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side NOx 2 
sensor connector
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16 V 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 9. Inspect the wire harness of the NOx sensor 2
power supply circuit (between the chassis
relay block and NOx sensor 2) and repair or
replace the defective part.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After about 10 seconds, turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position
again to check the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse for a broken filament.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After about 10 seconds, turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position
again to check the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse for a broken filament.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300060

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 10.

(The fuse is broken.)
Replace the NOx sensor 1.

10 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit 4

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300061

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 11.

(The fuse is broken.)
Replace the NOx sensor 2.
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1. Swap the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 and install them.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and delete the
malfunction history.

4. Start the engine. On the diagnostic tester screen, read DTC again.
HINT
Because the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 have been swapped,
the abnormality is detected in the NOx sensor 1 (U029D) if any
abnormality is present in the sensor.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300062

Is DTC U029D detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 2. If U029E is detected: Replace the engine
ECU.
No DTC detected: The inspection is finished.
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INSPECTING THE VNT CONTROLLER CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602016009

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300063

Is DTC U010C detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is finished.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN2 #1 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side VNT control-
ler connector #4 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller (malfunction area 1)

CANH
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300064

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 – 
Vehicle-side VNT 
controller connec-
tor
#1 (CANH) termi-
nal – #4 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN2 #3 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side VNT control-
ler connector #3 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller (malfunction area 1)

CANL CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300065

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 – 
Vehicle-side VNT 
controller connec-
tor
#3 (CANL) termi-
nal – #3 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300066

Is DTC U010C detected?

Replace the VNT controller. The inspection is finished.
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INSPECTING THE DEF SENSOR CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602016010

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_DEF_SSR and DEF sensor (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and [DCU], and
read the detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300067

Is DTC U02A2 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is finished.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF sensor connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side DEF sensor connector GND terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side DEF sensor connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the DEF sensor wire harness (GND line)

GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300068

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DEF 
sensor connector
GND terminal – 
GND

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Inspecting the DEF sensor GND circuit

4 Inspecting the DEF sensor wire harness (power supply line)

GNDVCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300069

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side DEF 
sensor connector
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Inspect the DEF sensor power supply circuit
(between the junction block and DEF sen-
sor).
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_SSR #3 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side DEF sensor
connector CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DEF sensor (malfunction area 5)

CANH
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300070

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR – 
Vehicle-side DEF 
sensor connector
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – CANH termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DEF sensor
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_SSR #8 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side DEF sensor
connector CANL terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_DEF_SSR and DEF sensor connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and [DCU], and
read the detected DTC.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DEF sensor (malfunction area 5)

CANL
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300071

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR – 
Vehicle-side DEF 
connector
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – CANL termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DEF sensor
Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Inspecting the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300072

Is DTC U02A2 detected?

Replace the DEF sensor. The inspection is finished.
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ENGINE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)

ENGINE CAN LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602017001

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

CAN - TMN2
(Terminator)

DCU
(Terminator)

8 9

NOx   
Sensor1

3

J/C HV2 10 121176

EGR  
Controller

2

J/C ENG 
CAN

VNT   
Controller

1

J/C ENG 
CAN2

Engine ECU

NOx   
Sensor2

4

J/C HV1
J/C DEF 

SSR

5

DEF
Sensor

SHTS20ZZZ0300073
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CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE

1. ENGINE ECU

2. DCU

Detected DTC
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U010C 1
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the VNT controller CAN communication line

U010A 2
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the EGR controller CAN communication line

U029E 3
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 CAN communication line

U029D 4
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 CAN communication line

U02A2 5
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the DEF sensor CAN communication line

Several CAN communication 
abnormalities were detected.
(U010A, U010C, U029D, U029E, 
U0073, U010E, U02A2)

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

Detected DTC
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U029E 3
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 CAN communication line

U029D 4
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 CAN communication line

U02A2 5
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the DEF sensor CAN communication line

Several CAN communication 
abnormalities were detected.
(U029D, U029E, U0029, U0100)

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line
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PRIOR INSPECTION OF THE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602017002

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following sensors and controllers
which are connected to the engine CAN line.

• DCU (53P)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor

• CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor)

3. Using the electrical tester, check for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side DCU connector (53P) CAH0 terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the CAN H line for +B/GND short circuit

BAT SGND

CAH0

SHTS20ZZZ0300074

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
CAH0 terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CAH0 terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, check for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side DCU connector (53P) CAL0 terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the CAN L line for +B/GND short circuit

BAT SGND

CAL0

SHTS20ZZZ0300075

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
CAL0 terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CAL0 terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN L line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the termination resistance val-
ues of the DCU (53P) and CAN-TMN2.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the terminal resistor

CAH0

CAL0

CANNCANP

DCU

CAN-TMN2

SHTS20ZZZ0300076

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DCU (53P)
CAH0 terminal – 
CAL0 terminal
CAN-TMN2
#2 (CANP) termi-
nal – #1 (CANN) 
terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the defective part.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.
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1. Connect the CAN-TMN2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side DCU connector (53P) CAH0 terminal and CAL0 termi-
nal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the CAN line for disconnection

CAH0
CAL0

SHTS20ZZZ0300077

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P)
CAH0 terminal – 
CAL0 terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Check that no abnormality is detected in the
vehicle-side wire harness, DCU, or CAN-
TMN2 terminal, to complete the inspection.
The CAN bus line (main line) between the ter-
minating resistors is normal.
By referring to the "CAN communication line
malfunction diagnosis table," perform
inspection for the detected DTC or the diag-
nosis items for the defective symptom.

By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line
and L line for disconnection," inspect the
CAN bus line.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE AND L LINE FOR DISCONNECTION
EN01H20ZZZ030602017003

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following sensors and controllers
which are connected to the engine CAN line.
(Keep the DCU, engine ECU, and CAN-TMN2 connected.)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor

3. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
DCU-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed from the J/
C_DEF_SSR.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DCU (malfunction area 12)

CANH
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300078

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #9 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector and
then go to step 2.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_HV1 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_SSR-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_HV1.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the J/C_HV2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV1-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed from the
J/C_HV2.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_HV1 and J/
C_DEF_SSR (malfunction area 11)

CANH
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300079

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV1
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #9 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_HV1 connector and then go
to step 3.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_HV1 and J/
C_DEF_SSR
Repair or replace the wire harness.

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_HV2 and J/
C_HV1 (malfunction area 10)

CANH
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300080

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV2
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_HV2 connector and then go
to step 4.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_HV2 and J/
C_HV1
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector.

2. sing the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV2-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed from the
J/C_ENG_CAN.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_ENG_CAN2.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
J/C_HV2 (malfunction area 9)

CANH CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300081

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector and
then go to step 5.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_ENG_CAN
and J/C_HV2
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2
and J/C_ENG_CAN (malfunction area 8)

CANH CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300082

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector and
then go to step 6.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2
and J/C_ENG_CAN
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the vehicle side engine ECU
connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
signal check harness (engine ECU) E59 (CANH) terminal and E79
(CANL) terminal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2 (malfunction area 7)

D
CANH
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300083

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU)
E59 (CANH) termi-
nal – E79 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
signal check harness (engine ECU) V37 (CANP) terminal and V17
(CANN) terminal.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the engine ECU and
CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor) (malfunction area 6)

A
CANN
CANP

SHTS20ZZZ0300084

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU)
V37 (CANP) termi-
nal – V17 (CANN) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is completed.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the engine ECU and
CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602017004

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following sensors and controllers
which are connected to the engine CAN line.

• DCU (53P)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor

• CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor)

3. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the DCU-
side CAN H line #4 (CANH) terminal, and the diagnosis connector
(16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when viewed
from the J/C_DEF_SSR.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and DCU
(malfunction area 12)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300085

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_DEF_SSR and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_HV1 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_DEF_SSR-side CAN H line #4 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_HV1.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_HV1 and J/
C_DEF_SSR (malfunction area 11)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300086

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV1 – Diagno-
sis connector 
(16P)
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_HV1 connector and then go
to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_HV1 and J/C_DEF_SSR
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_HV2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_HV1-side CAN H line #3 (CANH) terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when
viewed from the J/C_HV2.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_HV2 and J/C_HV1
(malfunction area 10)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300087

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV2 – Diagno-
sis connector 
(16P)
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_HV2 connector and then go
to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_HV2 and J/C_HV1
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_HV2-side CAN H line #6 (CANH) terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when
viewed from the J/C_ENG_CAN.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and J/
C_HV2 (malfunction area 9)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300088

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector and
then go to step 5.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_ENG_CAN and J/C_HV2
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_ENG_CAN-side CAN H line #5 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_ENG_CAN2.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/
C_ENG_CAN (malfunction area 8)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300089

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector and
then go to step 6.

+B /GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/
C_ENG_CAN
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the vehicle side engine ECU
connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) E59 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2 (malfunction area 7)

D

CANH

BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300090

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
V37 (CANP) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
V37 (CANP) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) V37 (CANP) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the engine ECU and CAN-
TMN2 (termination resistor) (malfunction area 6)

A CANP
BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300091

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
V37 (CANP) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
V37 (CANP) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the engine ECU and CAN-TMN2 (ter-
mination resistor)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the engine ECU connector.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Delete the malfunction history and turn the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

6. Connect the EGR controller connector.

7. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in EGR controller communication (U010A).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the VNT controller connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in VNT controller communication (U010C).

NOYES

8 Inspecting the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300092

Did the abnormality in EGR controller communication (U010A) disappear?

Go to step 9. Inspect the EGR controller CAN communica-
tion line.

9 Inspecting the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300093

Did the abnormality in VNT controller communication (U010C) disappear?

Go to step 10. Inspect the VNT controller CAN communica-
tion line.
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1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in NOx sensor 1 communication (U029D).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in NOx sensor 2 communication (U029E).

NOYES

10 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300094

Did the abnormality in NOx sensor 1 communication (U029D) disappear?

Go to step 11. Inspect the NOx sensor 1 CAN communica-
tion line.

11 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300095

Did the abnormality in NOx sensor 2 communication (U029E) disappear?

Go to step 12. Inspect the NOx sensor 2 CAN communica-
tion line.
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1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the DEF sensor connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in DEF sensor communication (U02A2).

NOYES

12 Inspecting the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300096

Did the abnormality in DEF sensor communication (U02A2) disappear?

The inspection is finished.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Inspect the DEF sensor CAN communication
line.
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INSPECTING THE CAN L LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602017005

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following sensors and controllers
which are connected to the engine CAN line.

• DCU (53P)

• EGR controller, VNT controller

• NOx sensors 1 and 2, DEF sensor

• CAN-TMN2 (termination resistor)

3. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the DCU-
side CAN L line #9 (CANL) terminal, and the diagnosis connector
(16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when viewed
from the J/C_DEF_SSR.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and DCU
(malfunction area 12)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300097

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_DEF_SSR and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_HV1 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_DEF_SSR-side CAN L line #9 (CANL) terminal, and the diagno-
sis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_HV1.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_HV1 and J/
C_DEF_SSR (malfunction area 11)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300098

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV1 – Diagno-
sis connector 
(16P)
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_HV1 connector and then go
to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_HV1 and J/C_DEF_SSR
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–88

1. Disconnect the J/C_HV2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_HV1-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when
viewed from the J/C_HV2.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_HV2 and J/C_HV1
(malfunction area 10)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300099

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV2 – Diagno-
sis connector 
(16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_HV2 connector and then go
to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_HV2 and J/C_HV1
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–89

1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_HV2-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when
viewed from the J/C_ENG_CAN.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and J/
C_HV2 (malfunction area 9)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300100

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN connector and
then go to step 5.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_ENG_CAN and J/C_HV2
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–90

1. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_ENG_CAN-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_ENG_CAN2.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/
C_ENG_CAN (malfunction area 8)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300101

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 connector and
then go to step 6.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and J/
C_ENG_CAN
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–91

1. Disconnect the engine ECU connector.

2. Connect the signal check harness to the vehicle side engine ECU
connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) E79 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2 (malfunction area 7)

D

CANL

BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300102

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
E79 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
E79 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the engine ECU and J/
C_ENG_CAN2
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–92

1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) V17 (CANN) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the engine ECU and CAN-
TMN2 (termination resistor) (malfunction area 6)

A CANN
BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300103

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
V17 (CANN) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
V17 (CANN) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the engine ECU and CAN-TMN2 (ter-
mination resistor)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–93

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the engine ECU connector.

3. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. Delete the malfunction history and turn the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

6. Connect the EGR controller connector.

7. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

8. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in EGR controller communication (U010A).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the VNT controller connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in VNT controller communication (U010C).

NOYES

8 Inspecting the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300104

Did the abnormality in EGR controller communication (U010A) disappear?

Go to step 9. Inspect the EGR controller CAN communica-
tion line.

9 Inspecting the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300105

Did the abnormality in VNT controller communication (U010C) disappear?

Go to step 10. Inspect the VNT controller CAN communica-
tion line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–94

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in NOx sensor 1 communication (U029D).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in NOx sensor 2 communication (U029E).

NOYES

10 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300106

Did the abnormality in NOx sensor 1 communication (U029D) disappear?

Go to step 11. Inspect the NOx sensor 1 CAN communica-
tion line.

11 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300107

Did the abnormality in NOx sensor 2 communication (U029E) disappear?

Go to step 12. Inspect the NOx sensor 2 CAN communica-
tion line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–95

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the DEF sensor.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in DEF sensor communication (U02A2).

NOYES

12 Inspecting the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300108

Did the abnormality in DEF sensor communication (U02A2) disappear?

The inspection is finished.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Inspect the DEF sensor CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–96

INSPECTING THE EGR CONTROLLER CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602017006

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300109

Is DTC U010A detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is finished.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–97

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN #2 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side EGR controller
connector #2 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller (malfunction area 2)

CANHCANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300110

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN – 
Vehicle-side EGR 
controller connec-
tor
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #2 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–98

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN #4 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side EGR controller
connector #1 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN and EGR controller connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller (malfunction area 2)

CANLCANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300111

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN – 
Vehicle-side EGR 
controller connec-
tor
#4 (CANL) termi-
nal – #1 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN and
EGR controller
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the EGR controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300112

Is DTC U010A detected?

Replace the EGR controller. The inspection is finished.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–99

INSPECTING THE NOx SENSOR 1 CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602017007

1. Check the connector connections of the NOx sensor 1, NOx sen-
sor 2, and joint connector J/C_HV1 (improper fitting or connec-
tion).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the GND
terminals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the GND circuit of the NOx sensor 1

GND GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300113

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor
GND terminal – 
GND terminal

With continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–100

1. Check that the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse in the chassis relay block is
not broken.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the fuse

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300114

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 4.

(The fuse is broken.)
Go to step 7.

4 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit 1

GND VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300115

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Inspect the wire harness of the NOx sensor 1
power supply circuit (between the chassis
relay block and NOx sensor 1) and repair or
replace the defective part.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–101

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_HV1 connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV1 #5 (CANH) terminals and vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 con-
nector CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_HV1 and NOx sensor
1 (malfunction area 4)

CANH

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300116

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV1 – Vehicle-
side NOx sensor 1 
connector
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – CANH termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_HV1 and NOx
sensor 1
Repair or replace the wire harness, and then
go to step 11.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–102

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV1 #10 (CANL) terminals and vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 con-
nector CANL terminal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_HV1 and NOx sensor
1 (malfunction area 4)

CANL
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300117

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV1 – Vehicle-
side NOx sensor 1 
connector
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – CANL termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_HV1 and NOx
sensor 1
Repair or replace the wire harness, and then
go to step 11.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–103

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 1 connector.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit 2

GND VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300118

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse, and then
go to step 8.

Inspect the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply
circuit ([NOx SSR 10A] fuse and wire har-
ness) and repair or replace the defective
part.
HINT
If there is a deviation from the standard value
(about 0 ), it means the IGN power supply
circuit is short-circuited.

8 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit 3

GND VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300119

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 1 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 9. Inspect the wire harness of the NOx sensor 1
power supply circuit (between the chassis
relay block and NOx sensor 1) and repair or
replace the defective part.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–104

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After about 10 seconds, turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position
again to check the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse for a broken filament.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After about 10 seconds, turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position
again to check the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse for a broken filament.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit 4

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300120

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 10.

(The fuse is broken.)
Replace the NOx sensor 1.

10 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300121

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 11.

(The fuse is broken.)
Replace the NOx sensor 2.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–105

1. Swap the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 and install them.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and delete the
malfunction history.

4. Start the engine. On the diagnostic tester screen, read DTC again.
HINT
Because the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 have been swapped,
the abnormality is detected in the NOx sensor 2 (U029E) if any
abnormality is present in the sensor.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300122

Is DTC U029E detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 1. If U029D is detected: Replace the engine
ECU.
No DTC detected: The inspection is finished.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–106

INSPECTING THE NOx SENSOR 2 CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602017008

1. Check the connector connections of the NOx sensor 1, NOx sen-
sor 2 and joint connector J/C_HV2 (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 connector GND terminal and GND.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Go to step 2.

2 Inspecting the GND circuit of the NOx sensor 2

GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300123

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 2 connec-
tor
GND terminal – 
GND

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–107

1. Check that the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse in the chassis relay block is
not broken.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the fuse

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300124

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 4.

(The fuse is broken.)
Go to step 7.

4 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit 1

GND
VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300125

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 2 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Inspect the wire harness of the NOx sensor 2
power supply circuit (between the chassis
relay block and NOx sensor 2) and repair or
replace the defective part.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–108

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_HV2 connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV2 #5 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 con-
nector CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_HV2 and NOx sensor
2 (malfunction area 3)

CANH CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300126

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV2 – Vehicle-
side NOx sensor 2 
connector
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – CANH termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_HV2 and NOx sen-
sor 2
Repair or replace the wire harness, and then
go to step 11.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–109

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_HV2 #10 (CANL) terminals and vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 con-
nector CANL terminal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_HV2 and NOx sensor
2 (malfunction area 3)

CANL CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300127

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_HV2 – Vehicle-
side NOx sensor 2 
connector
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – CANL termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_HV2 and NOx
sensor 2
Repair or replace the wire harness, and then
go to step 11.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–110

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
terminals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 connector.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit 2

GND
VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300128

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 2 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Replace the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse, and then
go to step 8.

Inspect the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply
circuit ([NOx SSR 10A] fuse and wire har-
ness) and repair or replace the defective
part.
HINT
If there is a deviation from the standard value
(about 0 ), it means the IGN power supply
circuit is short-circuited.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–111

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side NOx sensor 2 connector.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 1 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After about 10 seconds, turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position
again to check the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse for a broken filament.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit 3

GND
VCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300129

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side NOx 
sensor 2 connec-
tor
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 9. Inspect the wire harness of the NOx sensor 2
power supply circuit (between the chassis
relay block and NOx sensor 2) and repair or
replace the defective part.

9 Inspecting the NOx sensor 1 IGN power supply circuit

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300130

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 10.

(The fuse is broken.)
Replace the NOx sensor 1.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–112

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the NOx sensor 2 connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. After about 10 seconds, turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position
again to check the [NOx SSR 10A] fuse for a broken filament.

NOYES

1. Swap the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 and install them.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and delete the
malfunction history.

4. Start the engine. On the diagnostic tester screen, read DTC again.
HINT
Because the NOx sensor 1 and NOx sensor 2 have been swapped,
the abnormality is detected in the NOx sensor 1 (U029D) if any
abnormality is present in the sensor.

NOYES

10 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 IGN power supply circuit 4

NOx SSR
10A

Chassis relay block

SHTS20ZZZ0300131

Is the fuse normal?

(The fuse is not broken.)
Go to step 11.

(The fuse is broken.)
Replace the NOx sensor 2.

11 Inspecting the NOx sensor 2 [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300132

Is DTC U029D detected?

Replace the NOx sensor 2. If U029E is detected: Replace the engine
ECU.
No DTC detected: The inspection is finished.
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INSPECTING THE VNT CONTROLLER CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602017009

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300133

Is DTC U010C detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is finished.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN2 #1 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side VNT control-
ler connector #4 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller (malfunction area 1)

CANH
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300134

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 – 
Vehicle-side VNT 
controller connec-
tor
#1 (CANH) termi-
nal – #4 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_ENG_CAN2 #3 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side VNT control-
ler connector #3 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and VNT controller connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and read the
detected DTC.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller (malfunction area 1)

CANL CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300135

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_ENG_CAN2 – 
Vehicle-side VNT 
controller connec-
tor
#3 (CANL) termi-
nal – #3 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_ENG_CAN2 and
VNT controller
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the VNT controller [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300136

Is DTC U010C detected?

Replace the VNT controller. The inspection is finished.
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INSPECTING THE DEF SENSOR CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602017010

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_DEF_SSR and DEF sensor (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and [DCU], and
read the detected DTC.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Reading DTC [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300137

Is DTC U02A2 detected?

Go to step 3. The inspection is finished.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the DEF sensor connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side DEF sensor connector GND terminal and GND.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the voltage between the termi-
nals of the vehicle-side DEF sensor connector.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the DEF sensor wire harness (GND line)

GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300138

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DEF 
sensor connector
GND terminal – 
GND

1  or less

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Inspecting the DEF sensor GND circuit

4 Inspecting the DEF sensor wire harness (power supply line)

GNDVCC

SHTS20ZZZ0300139

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side DEF 
sensor connector
VCC terminal – 
GND terminal

10 – 16V

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Inspect the DEF sensor power supply circuit
(between the junction block and DEF sen-
sor).
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_DEF_SSR connector.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_SSR #3 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side DEF sensor
connector CANH terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DEF sensor (malfunction area 5)

CANH
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300140

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR – 
Vehicle-side DEF 
sensor connector
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – CANH termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DEF sensor
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DEF_SSR #8 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side DEF sensor
connector CANL terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_DEF_SSR and DEF sensor connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Engine] and [DCU], and
read the detected DTC.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DEF sensor (malfunction area 5)

CANL
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300141

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DEF_SSR – 
Vehicle-side DEF 
connector
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – CANL termi-
nal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_DEF_SSR and
DEF sensor
Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Inspecting the DEF sensor [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300142

Is DTC U02A2 detected?

Replace the DEF sensor. The inspection is finished.
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DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)

DIAGNOSIS CAN LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602018001

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

6 7 8 9 10

54321

CAN - TMN 
(Terminator)

DCU
(Terminator)

Engine 
ECU

J/C CAN5
(10P)

J/C CAN1
(10P)

ABS ECUVCS ECU

J/C CAN2
(22P)

AT ECUDLC

J/C CAN1
(22P)

SHTS20ZZZ0300143
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CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE

1. AT ECU

2. VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

3. ABS ECU

4. ENGINE ECU

5. DCU

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0105 (Abnormal engine ECU 
CAN communication)

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the engine ECU CAN communication line

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U1001, U110A 
(Abnormal Vehicle control ECU 
CAN communication)

3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the vehicle control ECU CAN communication 
line

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the engine ECU CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 • Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

U0038 
(Abnormal CAN communication)

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the engine ECU CAN communication line
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PRIOR INSPECTION OF THE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602018002

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the diagnosis CAN line.

• DCU (53P), engine ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, vehicle control ECU,
CAN-TMN (termination resistor)

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side DCU connector (53P) CAH1 terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the CAN H line for +B/GND short circuit

BAT SGND

CAH1

SHTS20ZZZ0300144

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
CAH1 terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CAH1 terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side DCU connector (53P) CAL1 terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the CAN L line for +B/GND short circuit

BAT SGND

CAL1

SHTS20ZZZ0300145

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
CAL1 terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CAL1 terminal – 
#5 (SGND) 

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN L line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the termination resistance val-
ues of the DCU (53P) and CAN-TMN.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the terminal resistor

CAL1

CANH1

CANL2

CAH1

DCU

CAN-TMN

SHTS20ZZZ0300146

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

DCU (53P)
CAH1 terminal – 
CAL1 terminal
CAN-TMN
#1 terminal – #2 
terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the defective part.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.
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1. Connect the CAN-TMN connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side DCU connector (53P) CAH1 terminal and CAL1 termi-
nal.

NOYES

1. Connect the DCU connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
diagnosis connector (16P) CAN H line and L line terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the CAN line for disconnection

CAH1
CAL1

SHTS20ZZZ0300147

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P)
CAH1 terminal – 
CAL1 terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line
and L line for disconnection," inspect the
CAN bus line.

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the diagnosis connec-
tor (16P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 1)

CANL CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300148

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #14 (CANL) 
terminal

45  – 75 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the diagnosis connec-
tor (16P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the diag-
nosis connector (16P) CAN H line #6 terminal (CANH), and #16
(BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the diagnosis connector
(16P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 1)

BAT

CANH

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300149

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the diagnosis connector (16P) and
J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the diag-
nosis connector (16P) CAN L line #14 terminal (CANL), and #16
(BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the diagnosis connector
(16P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 1)

BAT

CANL

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300150

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#14 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#14 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Check that no abnormality is detected in the
vehicle-side wire harness, diagnosis connec-
tor, DCU, or CAN-TMN terminal, to complete
the inspection.
The CAN bus line (main line) between the ter-
minating resistors is normal.
By referring to the "CAN communication line
malfunction diagnosis table," perform
inspection for the detected DTCs or the diag-
nosis items for the defective symptom.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the diagnosis connector (16P) and
J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE AND L LINE FOR DISCONNECTION
EN01H20ZZZ030602018003

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the diagnosis CAN line.
(Keep the DCU and CAN-TMN connected.)

• Engine ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, vehicle control ECU

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
DCU-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed from the J/
C_CAN5 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P)
and DCU (malfunction area 10)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300151

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #10 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P)
and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN1 (10P).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P)
and J/C_CAN5 (10P) (malfunction area 9)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300152

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #10 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector and
then go to step 3.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P)
and J/C_CAN5 (10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and J/C_CAN1 (10P) (malfunction area 8)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300153

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #17 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 4.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and J/C_CAN1 (10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
CAN-TMN-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed from
the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
and J/C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 7)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300154

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #17 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
and J/C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the CAN-TMN and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300155

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is completed.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the CAN-TMN and J/
C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602018004

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the diagnosis CAN line.

• Engine ECU, DCU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, vehicle control ECU, CAN-
TMN (termination resistor)

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the DCU-
side CAN H line #5 (CANH) terminal, and the diagnosis connector
(16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when viewed
from the J/C_CAN5 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
DCU (malfunction area 10)

BAT

CANH

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300156

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P)-side CAN H line #5 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (10P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/
C_CAN5 (10P) (malfunction area 9)

BAT

CANH

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300157

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/C_CAN5
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P)-side CAN H line #6 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/
C_CAN1 (10P) (malfunction area 8)

BAT

CANH SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300158

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/C_CAN1
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN H line #6 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 7)

BAT

CANH SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300159

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the CAN-
TMN-side CAN H line #5 (CANH) terminal, and the diagnosis con-
nector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when
viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the CAN-TMN and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

BAT

CANH
SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300160

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 6.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the CAN-TMN and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect the DCU and CAN-TMN (termination resistor) connec-
tors.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [DCU] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and DCU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the AT ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Transmission] to check communi-
cation between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the DCU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300161

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and DCU normal?

Go to step 7. Replace the DCU.

7 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300162

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU normal?

Go to step 8. Inspect the AT ECU CAN communication
line.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [VCS] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the ABS ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Brake] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300163

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU normal?

Go to step 9. Inspect the vehicle control ECU CAN commu-
nication line.

9 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300164

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU normal?

Go to step 10. Inspect the ABS ECU CAN communication
line.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the engine ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

10 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300165

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU normal?

Delete all the DTCs to complete the inspec-
tion.
After the DTCs are deleted, if other CAN com-
munication-related DTCs are detected, by
referring to "CAN communication line mal-
function diagnosis table," inspect the diag-
nosis items for the detected DTCs.

Inspect the engine ECU CAN communication
line.
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INSPECTING THE CAN L LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602018005

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the diagnosis CAN line.

• Engine ECU, DCU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, vehicle control ECU,
CAN=TMN (termination resistor)

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the DCU-
side CAN L line #10 (CANL) terminal, and the diagnosis connector
(16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when viewed
from the J/C_CAN5 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
DCU (malfunction area 10)

BAT

CANL

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300166

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

+B or GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P)-side CAN L line #10 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (10P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/
C_CAN5 (10P) (malfunction area 9)

BAT

CANL

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300167

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector and
then go to step 3.

+B or GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/C_CAN5
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P)-side CAN L line #17 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/
C_CAN1 (10P) (malfunction area 8)

BAT

CANL SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300168

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#17 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#17 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 4.

+B or GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/C_CAN1
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN L line #17 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 7)

BAT

CANL SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300169

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#17 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#17 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. +B or GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the CAN-
TMN-side CAN L line #16 (CANL) terminal, and the diagnosis con-
nector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when
viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

1. Connect the DCU and CAN-TMN (termination resistor).

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [DCU] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and DCU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the CAN-TMN and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

BAT

CANL SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300170

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#16 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#16 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 6.

+B or GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the CAN-TMN and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

6 Inspecting the DCU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300171

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and DCU normal?

Go to step 7. Replace the DCU.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the AT ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Transmission] to check communi-
cation between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [VCS] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300172

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU normal?

Go to step 8. Inspect the AT ECU CAN communication
line.

8 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300173

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU normal?

Go to step 9. Inspect the vehicle control ECU CAN commu-
nication line.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the ABS ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Brake] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the engine ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

9 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300174

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU normal?

Go to step 10. Inspect the ABS ECU CAN communication
line.

10 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300175

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU normal?

Delete all the DTCs to complete the inspec-
tion.
After the DTCs are deleted, if other CAN com-
munication-related DTCs are detected, by
referring to "CAN communication line diag-
nosis table," inspect the diagnosis items for
the detected DTCs.

Inspect the engine ECU CAN communication
line.
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INSPECTING THE ABS ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602018006

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(10P) and ABS ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in ABS ECU CAN communication
(U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300176

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS ECU connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P) #4 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side ABS ECU
connector #25 (CANVH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS
ECU (malfunction area 2)

CANVH

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300177

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Vehicle-side ABS 
ECU connector
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #25 (CANVH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and
ABS ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P) #9 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side ABS ECU
connector #14 (CANVL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in ABS ECU CAN communication
(U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS
ECU (malfunction area 2)

CANVL

CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300178

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Vehicle-side ABS 
ECU connector
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #14 (CANVL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and
ABS ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300179

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the ABS ECU.
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INSPECTING THE AT ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602018007

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN1
(22P) and AT ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in AT ECU CAN communication
(U0101).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300180

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and AT ECU connector
(B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #9 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side AT ECU con-
nector (B) #20 (CAN+) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU (malfunction area 1)

CANH

CAN+

SHTS20ZZZ0300181

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
#9 (CANH) termi-
nal – #20 (CAN+) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #20 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side AT ECU
connector (B) #21 (CAN-) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in AT ECU CAN communication
(U0101).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU (malfunction area 1)

CANL

CAN-

SHTS20ZZZ0300182

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
#20 (CANL) termi-
nal – #21 (CAN-) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
AT ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300183

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the AT ECU.
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INSPECTING THE ENGINE ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602018008

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN5
(10P) and engine ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300184

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the vehicle side engine ECU
connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P) #4 (CANH) terminal and signal check harness
(engine ECU) V36 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
engine ECU (malfunction area 5)

A
CANH

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300185

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P) – 
Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU)
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – V36 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
engine ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P) #9 (CANL) terminal and signal check harness
(engine ECU) V16 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
engine ECU (malfunction area 5)

ACANL
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300186

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P) – 
Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU)
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – V16 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
engine ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) V36 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between J/C_CAN5 (10P) and engine
ECU (malfunction area 5)

A

BAT

SGND

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300187

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
V36 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
V36 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and engine ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the signal
check harness (engine ECU) V16 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) termi-
nal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and engine ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between J/C_CAN5 (10P) and engine
ECU (malfunction area 5)

A

BAT

SGND

CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300188

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU) 
– Diagnosis con-
nector (16P)
V16 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
V16 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and engine ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

7 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300189

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Replace the engine ECU.
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INSPECTING THE VEHICLE CONTROL ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602018009

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(22P) and vehicle control ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and [Brake],
and check that no CAN communication abnormality (below
described) is detected.

• AT ECU: U0100, U0101

• ABS ECU: U0073

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300190

Did the abnormality in CAN communication (AT ECU: U0100, U0101 / ABS ECU: U0073) disap-
pear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle control ECU (30P)
connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P) #9 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side vehicle con-
trol ECU connector (30P) #6 (CA1+) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANH CA1+

SHTS20ZZZ0300191

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#9 (CANH) termi-
nal – #6 (CA1+) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P) #20 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side vehicle con-
trol ECU connector (30P) #7 (CA1-) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANL CA1-

SHTS20ZZZ0300192

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#20 (CANL) termi-
nal – #7 (CA1-) ter-
minal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle control ECU (30P) con-
nectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and [Brake],
and check that no CAN communication abnormality (below
described) is detected.

• AT ECU: U0100, U0101

• ABS ECU: U0073

NOYES

5 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300193

Did the CAN communication abnormality (AT ECU: U0100, U0101 / ABS ECU: U0073) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
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DIAGNOSIS CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)

DIAGNOSIS CAN LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019001

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

5

HV ECU
(Terminator)

DCU
(Terminator)

ABS ECU AT ECUInverter

HV PCU

10 11
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1312 14 15
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Battery 
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7 8

9
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Engine 
ECU

J/C_CAN2
(22P)

VCS ECU

4

J/C_CAN1 (22P)J/C_CAN1
(10P)

Clutch 
ECU

DLC

SHTS20ZZZ0300194
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CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE

1. HV ECU

2. INVERTER

3. BATTERY ECU

4. ABS ECU

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0100 (Abnormal engine ECU 
CAN communication)

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the engine ECU CAN communication line

U0111 (Abnormal battery ECU 
CAN communication)

2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the battery ECU CAN communication line

U0074 (Abnormal HV ECU CAN 
communication)

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Malfunction of HV ECU

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0074 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the inverter CAN communication line

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

1, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0293 (Abnormal HV CAN com-
munication)

9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

U0074 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the battery ECU CAN communication line

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

2, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication line
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5. CLUTCH ECU

6. AT ECU

7. VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

8. ENGINE ECU

9. DCU

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

4, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the clutch ECU CAN communication line

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0105 (Abnormal engine ECU 
CAN communication)

7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the engine ECU CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U1001, U110A (Abnormal Vehicle 
control ECU CAN communica-
tion)

7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the vehicle control ECU CAN communication 
line

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the engine ECU CAN communication line

U0293 (Abnormal HV CAN com-
munication)

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the engine ECU CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

Abnormality in the communica-
tion with the diagnosis device 
(HINO DX Ⅱ )

6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Malfunction of DCU
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PRIOR INSPECTION OF THE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019002

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the diagnosis CAN line.

• DCU, engine ECU, vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, clutch ECU, ABS
ECU, HV ECU, inverter, battery ECU

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side DCU connector (53P) CAH1 terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the CAN H line for +B/GND short circuit

BAT SGND

CAH1

SHTS20ZZZ0300195

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
CAH1 terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CAH1 terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side DCU connector (53P) CAL1 terminal, and the diagnosis
connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the CAN L line for +B/GND short circuit

BAT SGND

CAL1

SHTS20ZZZ0300196

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
CAL1 terminal – 
#16 (BAT) terminal
CAL1 terminal – 
#5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN L line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the termination resistance
across the DCU (53P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the DCU (termination resistance)

CAL1

CAH1

DCU

SHTS20ZZZ0300197

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON
DCU (53P)
CAH1 terminal – 
CAL1 terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the DCU.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the termination resistance
across the HV ECU (26P).

NOYES

1. Connect the HV ECU connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side DCU connector (53P) CAH1 terminal and CAL1 termi-
nal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the HV ECU (termination resistance)

CANL CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300198

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

HV ECU (26P)
#22 (CANH) termi-
nal – #21 (CANL) 
terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Replace the HV ECU.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.

5 Inspecting the CAN line for disconnection

CAH1
CAL1

SHTS20ZZZ0300199

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: ON

Vehicle-side DCU 
connector (53P)
CAH1 terminal – 
CAL1 terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 6. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line
and L line for disconnection," inspect the
CAN bus line.
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1. Connect the DCU connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
diagnosis connector (16P) CAN H line and L line terminals.

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the diagnosis connec-
tor (16P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

CANL CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300200

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #14 (CANL) 
terminal

45  – 75 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the diagnosis connec-
tor (16P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the diag-
nosis connector (16P) CAN H line #6 (CANH) terminal, and #16
(BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the diagnosis connector
(16P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

BAT

CANH

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300201

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the diagnosis connector (16P) and
J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. sing the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the diagno-
sis connector (16P) CAN L line #14 (CANL) terminal, and #16
(BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal.

NOYES

8 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the diagnosis connector
(16P) and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

BAT

CANL

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300202

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#14 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#14 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Check that no abnormality is detected in the
vehicle-side wire harness, diagnosis connec-
tor, DCU, or HV ECU terminal, to complete
the inspection.
The CAN bus line (main line) between the ter-
minating resistors is normal.
By referring to the "CAN communication line
malfunction diagnosis table," perform
inspection for the detected DTC or the diag-
nosis items for the defective symptom.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the diagnosis connector (16P) and
J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE AND L LINE FOR DISCONNECTION
EN01H20ZZZ030602019003

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the diagnosis CAN line.
(Keep the DCU and HV ECU connected.)

• Engine ECU, vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, clutch ECU, ABS ECU,
inverter, battery ECU

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
DCU-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed from the J/
C_CAN5 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P)
and DCU (malfunction area 15)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300203

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #10 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P)
and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and J/C_CAN5 (10P) (malfunction area 14)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300204

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #17 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and J/C_CAN5 (10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
and J/C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 13)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300205

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #17 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 4.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
and J/C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN1 (10P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P)
and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 12)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300206

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P)
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector and
then go to step 5.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P)
and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #8 (CA1H) ter-
minal and #9 (CA1L) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-side connector and J/C_CAN1 (10P) (malfunction area 11)

CA1L
CA1H
CA1L
CA1H

SHTS20ZZZ0300207

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector
#8 (CA1H) terminal 
– #9 (CA1L) termi-
nal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) con-
nector and then go to step 6.

Inspecting the wire harness for disconnec-
tion: CAN bus line between the HV PCU wire
harness (24P) upper-side connector and J/
C_CAN1 (10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P).

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN
(8P) and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 10)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300208

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Inspecting the wire harness for disconnec-
tion: CAN bus line between the J/
C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and HV PCU wire harness
(24P) lower-side connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV ECU-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed from
the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN
(8P) and HV ECU (malfunction area 9)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300209

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P)
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #4 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is completed.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN
(8P) and HV ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602019004

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the diagnosis CAN line.

• DCU, engine ECU, vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, clutch ECU, ABS
ECU, HV ECU, inverter, battery ECU

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the DCU-
side CAN H line #5 (CANH) terminal, and the diagnosis connector
(16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when viewed
from the J/C_CAN5 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
DCU (malfunction area 15)

BAT

CANH

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300210

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P)-side CAN H line #6 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/
C_CAN5 (10P) (malfunction area 14)

BAT

CANH SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300211

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/C_CAN5
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN H line #6 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 13)

BAT

CANH SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300212

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN H line #3 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (10P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 12)

BAT

SGND
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300213

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector and
then go to step 5.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/C_CAN1
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–181

1. Disconnect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) connector.

2. Using the electrical circuit, inspect for continuity between the HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #8 (CA1H) termi-
nal, and the diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5
(SGND) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the HV PCU wire harness
(24P) upper-side connector J/C_CAN1 (10P) (malfunction area 11)

BAT

SGND

CA1H

SHTS20ZZZ0300214

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CA1H) terminal 
– #16 (BAT) termi-
nal
#8 (CA1H) terminal 
– #5 

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) con-
nector and then go to step 6.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the HV PCU wire harness (24P)
upper-side connector and J/C_CAN1 (10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–182

1. Disconnect the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P)-side CAN H line #6 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P).

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN (8P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 10)

BAT

SGND

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300215

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P) – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–183

1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the HV
ECU-side CAN H line #2 (CANH) terminal, and the diagnosis con-
nector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when
viewed from the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P).

NOYES

1. Connect the connectors of the DCU and CAN-TMN (termination
resistor).

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [DCU] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and DCU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and
HV ECU (malfunction area 9)

BAT

SGND

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300216

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P) – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and HV
ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

8 Inspecting the DCU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300217

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and DCU normal?

Go to step 9. Replace the DCU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–184

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the inverter connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Inverter] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and inverter.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the battery ECU (27P) connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Hybrid] and delete the
malfunction history.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in battery ECU CAN communication (U0111).

NOYES

9 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300218

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and inverter normal?

Go to step 10. Inspect the inverter CAN communication
line.

10 Inspecting the battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300219

Did the abnormality in battery ECU CAN communication (U0111) disappear?

Go to step 11. Inspect the battery ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–185

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the ABS ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Brake] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the clutch ECU (A) connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Clutch] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and clutch ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300220

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU normal?

Go to step 12. Inspect the ABS ECU CAN communication
line

12 Inspecting the clutch ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300221

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and clutch ECU normal?

Go to step 13. Inspect the clutch ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–186

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the AT ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Transmission] to check communi-
cation between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [VCS] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

13 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300222

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU normal?

Go to step 14. Inspect the AT ECU CAN communication
line.

14 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300223

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU normal?

Go to step 15. Inspect the vehicle control ECU CAN commu-
nication line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–187

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the engine ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable

NOYES

15 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300224

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU normal?

Delete all the DTCs to complete the inspec-
tion.
After the DTCs are deleted, if other CAN com-
munication-related DTCs are detected, by
referring to "CAN communication line mal-
function diagnosis table," inspect the diag-
nosis items for the detected DTCs.

Inspect the engine ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–188

INSPECTING THE CAN L LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602019005

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the diagnosis CAN line.

• DCU, engine ECU, vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, clutch ECU, ABS
ECU, HV ECU, inverter, battery ECU

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the DCU-
side CAN L line #10 (CANL) terminal, and the diagnosis connector
(16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when viewed
from the J/C_CAN5 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
DCU (malfunction area 15)

BAT

CANL

SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300225

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and DCU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–189

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P)-side CAN L line #17 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/
C_CAN5 (10P) (malfunction area 14)

BAT

CANL SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300226

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#17 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#17 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/C_CAN5
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–190

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN L line #17 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/
C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 13)

BAT

CANL SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300227

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#17 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#17 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–191

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (10P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 12)

BAT

CANL
SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300228

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) connector and
then go to step 5.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and J/C_CAN1
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–192

1. Disconnect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #9 (CA1L) terminal,
and the diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5
(SGND) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the HV PCU wire harness
(24P) upper-side connector and J/C_CAN1 (10P) (malfunction area 11)

BAT

SGND

CA1L

SHTS20ZZZ0300229

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#9 (CA1L) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#9 (CA1L) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) con-
nector and then go to step 6.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the HV PCU wire harness (24P)
upper-side connector and J/C_CAN1 (10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–193

1. Disconnect the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P)-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P).

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and
HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 10)

BAT

SGND

CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300230

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P) – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–194

1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the HV
ECU-side CAN L line #4 (CANL) terminal, and the diagnosis con-
nector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal when
viewed from the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P).

NOYES

1. Connect the connector of DCU and CAN-TMN (termination resis-
tor).

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [DCU] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and DCU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and
HV ECU (malfunction area 9)

BAT

SGND

CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300231

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P) – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
#4 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#4 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and HV
ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

8 Inspecting the DCU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300232

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and DCU normal?

Go to step 9. Replace the DCU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–195

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the inverter connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Inverter] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and inverter.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the battery ECU (27P) connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Hybrid] and delete the
malfunction history.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in battery ECU CAN communication (U0111).

NOYES

9 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300233

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and inverter normal?

Go to step 10. Inspect the inverter CAN communication
line.

10 Inspecting the battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300234

Did the abnormality in battery ECU CAN communication (U0111) disappear?

Go to step 11. Inspect the battery ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–196

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the ABS ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Brake] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the clutch ECU (A) connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Clutch] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and clutch ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

11 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300235

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU normal?

Go to step 12. Inspect the ABS ECU CAN communication
line.

12 Inspecting the clutch ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300236

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and clutch ECU normal?

Go to step 13. Inspect the clutch ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–197

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the AT ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Transmission] to check communi-
cation between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the vehicle control ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [VCS] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

13 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300237

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU normal?

Go to step 14. Inspect the AT ECU CAN communication
line.

14 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300238

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU normal?

Go to step 15. Inspect the vehicle control ECU CAN commu-
nication line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–198

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the engine ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

15 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300239

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU normal?

Delete all the DTCs to complete the inspec-
tion.
After the DTCs are deleted, if other CAN com-
munication-related DTCs are detected, by
referring to "CAN communication line mal-
function diagnosis table," inspect the diag-
nosis items for the detected DTCs.

Inspect the engine ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–199

INSPECTING THE ABS ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019006

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN1
(10P) and ABS ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Brake] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300240

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–200

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and ABS ECU connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P) #4 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side ABS ECU
connector #15 (CANSH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (10P) and ABS
ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANSH

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300241

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P) – 
Vehicle-side ABS 
ECU connector
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #15 (CANSH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and
ABS ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–201

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (10P) #9 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side ABS ECU
connector #26 (CANSL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and ABS ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester, select [Brake] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (10P) and ABS
ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANSL

CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300242

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (10P) – 
Vehicle-side ABS 
ECU connector (B)
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #26 (CANSL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (10P) and
ABS ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300243

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and ABS ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Replace the ABS ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–202

INSPECTING THE AT ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019007

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN1
(22P) and AT ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Transmission] to check communi-
cation between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300244

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–203

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and AT ECU connector
(B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #2 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side AT ECU con-
nector (B) #11 (CN2H) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU (malfunction area 5)

CANH

CN2H

SHTS20ZZZ0300245

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #11 (CN2H) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–204

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #13 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side AT ECU
connector (B) #12 (CN2L) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester, select [Transmission] to check communi-
cation between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU (malfunction area 5)

CANL
CN2L

SHTS20ZZZ0300246

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
#13 (CANL) termi-
nal – #12 (CN2L) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
AT ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300247

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and AT ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Replace the AT ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–205

INSPECTING THE ENGINE ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019008

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN5
(10P) and engine ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300248

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–206

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) connector.

3. Connect the signal check harness to the vehicle side engine ECU
connector. (Do not connect to the ECU.)

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P) #4 (CANH) terminal and signal check harness
(engine ECU) V36 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
engine ECU (malfunction area 8)

A
CANH

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300249
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P) – 
Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU)
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – V36 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
engine ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–207

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN5 (10P) #9 (CANL) terminal and signal check harness
(engine ECU) V16 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and engine ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester, select [Engine] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
engine ECU (malfunction area 8)

ACANL
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300250

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN5 (10P) – 
Signal check har-
ness (engine ECU)
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – V16 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN5 (10P) and
engine ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the engine ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300251

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and engine ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Replace the engine ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–208

INSPECTING THE INVERTER CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019009

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and inverter (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Inverter] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and inverter.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300252

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and inverter normal?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–209

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and inverter connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DIAG_CAN (8P) #5 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side inverter
connector #32 (CANH1) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)
and inverter (malfunction area 1)

CANH1

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300253

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P) – Vehicle-side 
inverter connector
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #32 (CANH1) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)
and inverter
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–210

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DIAG_CAN (8P) #3 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side inverter
connector #21 (CANL1) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and inverter connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester, select [Inverter] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and inverter.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)
and inverter (malfunction area 1)

CANL1 CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300254

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P) – Vehicle-side 
inverter connector
#3 (CANL) termi-
nal – #21 (CANL1) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)
and inverter
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300255

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and inverter normal?

The inspection is finished. Replace the inverter.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–211

INSPECTING THE CLUTCH ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019010

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN1
(22P) and clutch ECU (A) (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [Clutch] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and clutch ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the clutch ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300256

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and clutch ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–212

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and clutch ECU (A) connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #1 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side clutch ECU
connector (A) #16 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
clutch ECU (malfunction area 4)

CANHCANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300257

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (A)
#1 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
clutch ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–213

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #12 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side clutch ECU
connector (A) #17 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and clutch ECU (A) connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester, select [Clutch] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and clutch ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
clutch ECU (malfunction area 4)

CANLCANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300258

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (A)
#12 (CANL) termi-
nal – #17 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
clutch ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the clutch ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300259

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and clutch ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Replace the clutch ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–214

INSPECTING THE BATTERY ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019011

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and battery ECU (26P) (improper fitting or
connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in battery ECU CAN communication (U0111).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300260

Did the abnormality in battery ECU CAN communication (U0111) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–215

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and battery ECU (26P) con-
nectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DIAG_CAN (8P) #1 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side battery
ECU connector (26P) #18 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)
and battery ECU (malfunction area 2)

CANH
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300261

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P) – Vehicle-side 
battery ECU con-
nector (26P)
#1 (CANH) termi-
nal – #18 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)
and battery ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–216

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_DIAG_CAN (8P) #7 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side battery
ECU connector (26P) #19 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P) and battery ECU (26P) connec-
tors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the HV ECU malfunction history.

4. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

5. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in battery ECU CAN communication (U0111).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)
and battery ECU (malfunction area 2)

CANL

CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300262

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_DIAG_CAN 
(8P) – Vehicle-side 
battery ECU con-
nector (26P)
#7 (CANL) termi-
nal – #19 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_DIAG_CAN (8P)
and battery ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the battery ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300263

Did the abnormality in battery ECU CAN communication (U0111) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the battery ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–217

INSPECTING THE VEHICLE CONTROL ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602019012

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(22P) and vehicle control ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester, select [VCS] to check communication
between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU.

HINT
Communication is normal if the diagnosis items are selectable.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300264

Is communication between the diagnostic tester and vehicle control ECU normal?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–218

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle control ECU (30P)
connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector
(30P) terminals.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 7)

CANH CANP

SHTS20ZZZ0300265

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANP) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–219

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector
(30P) terminals.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 7)

CANL CANN

SHTS20ZZZ0300266

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#15 (CANL) termi-
nal – #9 (CANN) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Proceed to step 1 again.
Replace the vehicle control ECU if same
result is brought.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–220

CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (DIESEL)

CONTROL CAN LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602020001

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

21

643 5

VCS ECU
(Terminator) (Terminator)

Combination  
meter

J/C CAN2
(10P)

ABS ECU

J/C CAN2
(22P)

AT ECU

J/C CAN1
(22P)

SHTS20ZZZ0300267



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–221

CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE

1. AT ECU

2. ABS ECU

3. VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

4. COMBINATION METER

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0100 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

1, 3, 4, 5, 6
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line
U110A (Abnormality in cruise 
control status)

Shift position is not displayed on 
the Multi-information (meter).

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0073 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

2, 3, 4, 5, 6
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication lineABS [** display off] or [Abnor-
mality in **] appears on the 
Multi-information (meter).

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0101 (Abnormal AT ECU CAN 
communication)

1
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line

U0121 (Abnormal ABS ECU CAN 
communication)

2
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication line

U0155 (Abnormal combination 
meter CAN communication)

3, 4, 5, 6
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Malfunction of combination meter

U0418 (Abnormal ABS ECU CAN 
communication)

2
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication line

Several CAN communication 
abnormalities were detected.
(U0101, U0121, U0155, U0418)

3, 4, 5, 6
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the vehicle control ECU CAN communication 
line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

More than one [** display off] or 
[Abnormality in **] appears on 
the Multi-information (meter).

3, 4, 5, 6
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Malfunction of combination meter



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–222

PRIOR INSPECTION OF THE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602020002

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the control CAN line.

• Vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, combination meter

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) #6 (CA1+) terminal,
and diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND)
terminal.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the CAN H line for +B/GND short circuit

CA1+ BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300268
Measurement 

conditions
Tester 

connections
Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#6 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–223

1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) #7 (CA1-) terminal,
and diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND)
terminal.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the CAN L line for +B/GND short circuit

CA1- BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300269

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#7 (CA1-) terminal 
– #16 (BAT) termi-
nal
#7 (CA1-) terminal 
– #5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line for
short circuit" or "Inspecting the CAN L line
for short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–224

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the termination resistance
across the combination meter (24P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the combination meter (termination resistance)

CANH
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300270

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Combination 
meter (24P)
#14 (CANH) termi-
nal – #13 (CANL) 
terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the combination meter.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–225

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance across the vehi-
cle control ECU.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU (termination resistance)

CA1- CA1+

SHTS20ZZZ0300271

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle control 
ECU (30P)
#6 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #7 (CA1-) ter-
minal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–226

1. Connect the combination meter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) #6 (CA1+) termi-
nal and #7 (CA1-) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the CAN line for disconnection

CA1-
CA1+

SHTS20ZZZ0300272

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#6 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #7 (CA1-) ter-
minal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Check that no abnormality has been detected
in the vehicle-side wire harness, combina-
tion meter and vehicle control ECU terminals
to finish the inspection.
The CAN bus line (main line) between the ter-
minating resistors is normal.
By referring to the "CAN communication line
malfunction diagnosis table," perform
inspection for the detected DTC or the diag-
nosis items for the defective symptom.

By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line
and L line for disconnection" inspect the
CAN bus line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–227

INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE AND L LINE FOR DISCONNECTION
EN01H20ZZZ030602020003

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the control CAN line.
(Keep the combination meter and vehicle control ECU connected)

• AT ECU, ABS ECU

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
combination meter-side CAN H line and L line terminals when
viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P)
and combination meter (malfunction area 6)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300273

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #10 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P)
and combination meter
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–228

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
and J/C_CAN2 (10P) (malfunction area 5)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300274

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P)
#8 (CANH) termi-
nal – #19 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
and J/C_CAN2 (10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–229

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle control ECU-side CAN H line and L line when viewed from
the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 4)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300275

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P)
#8 (CANH) termi-
nal – #19 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300276

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P)
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #18 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is completed.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–230

INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602020004

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the control CAN line.

• Vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, combination meter

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the com-
bination meter-side CAN H line #5 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and
combination meter (malfunction area 6)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300277

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#5 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and combina-
tion meter
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–231

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P)-side CAN H line #8 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/
C_CAN2 (10P) (malfunction area 5)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300278

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–232

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN H line #8 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 4)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300279

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/C_CAN1
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–233

1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle control ECU-side CAN H line #7 (CANH) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300280

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 5.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle
control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–234

1. Connect the vehicle control ECU and combination meter connec-
tors.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Delete the malfunction history and turn the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

5. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality is detected in combination meter CAN communication
(U0155).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the AT ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in AT ECU CAN communication
(U0101).

NOYES

5 Inspecting the combination meter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300281

Did the abnormality in combination meter CAN communication (U0155) disappear?

Go to step 6. Replace the combination meter.

6 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300282

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

Go to step 7. Inspect the AT ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–235

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the ABS ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in ABS ECU CAN communication
(U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and [Brake],
and check that no abnormality in CAN communication (below
described) is detected.

• AT ECU: U0100, U0101

• ABS ECU: U0073

NOYES

7 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300283

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

Go to step 8. Inspect the ABS ECU CAN communication
line.

8 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300284

Did the CAN communication abnormality (AT ECU: U0100, U0101 / ABS ECU: U0073) disappear?

The inspection is finished.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Inspect the vehicle control ECU CAN commu-
nication line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–236

INSPECTING THE CAN L LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602020005

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the control CAN line.

• Vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, ABS ECU, combination meter

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the com-
bination meter-side CAN L line #10 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (10P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and
combination meter (malfunction area 6)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300285

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and combina-
tion meter
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–237

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P)-side CAN L line #19 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/
C_CAN2 (10P) (malfunction area 5)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300286

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#19 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#19 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–238

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN L line #19 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 4)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300287

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#19 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#19 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/C_CAN1
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–239

1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle control ECU-side CAN L line #18 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300288

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#18 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#18 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 5.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle
control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–240

1. Connect the vehicle control ECU and combination meter connec-
tors.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Delete the malfunction history and turn the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

5. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality is detected in combination meter CAN communication
(U0155).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the AT ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in AT ECU CAN communication
(U0101).

NOYES

5 Inspecting the combination meter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300289

Did the abnormality in combination meter CAN communication (U0155) disappear?

Go to step 6. Replace the combination meter.

6 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300290

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

Go to step 7. Inspect the AT ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–241

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the ABS ECU connector.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in ABS ECU CAN communication
(U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

1. Delete the malfunction history on the diagnostic tester screen and
turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and [Brake],
and check that no CAN communication malfunction (below
described) is detected.

• AT ECU: U0100, U0101

• ABS ECU: U0073

NOYES

7 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300291

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

Go to step 8. Inspect the ABS ECU CAN communication
line.

8 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300292

Did the CAN communication abnormality (AT ECU: U0100, U0101 / ABS ECU: U0073) disappear?

The inspection is finished.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Inspect the vehicle control ECU CAN commu-
nication line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–242

INSPECTING THE ABS ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602020006

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(10P) and ABS ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in ABS ECU CAN communication
(U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300293

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–243

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS ECU connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P) #4 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side ABS ECU
connector #25 (CANVH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS
ECU (malfunction area 2)

CANH

CANVH

SHTS20ZZZ0300294

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Vehicle-side ABS 
ECU connector
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #25 (CANVH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and
ABS ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–244

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P) #9 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side ABS ECU
connector #14 (CANVL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in ABS ECU CAN communication
(U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS
ECU (malfunction area 2)

CANL

CANVL

SHTS20ZZZ0300295

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Vehicle-side ABS 
ECU connector
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #14 (CANVL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and
ABS ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300296

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the ABS ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–245

INSPECTING THE AT ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602020007

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN1
(22P) and AT ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in AT ECU CAN communication
(U0101).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300297

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–246

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and AT ECU connector
(B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #9 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side AT ECU con-
nector (B) #20 (CAN+) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU (malfunction area 1)

CAN+CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300298

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
#9 (CANH) termi-
nal – #20 (CAN+) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–247

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #20 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side AT ECU
connector (B) #21 (CAN-) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in AT ECU CAN communication
(U0101).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU (malfunction area 1)

CAN-CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300299

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
#20 (CANL) termi-
nal – #21 (CAN-) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
AT ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300300

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the AT ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–248

INSPECTING THE VEHICLE CONTROL ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602020008

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(22P) and vehicle control ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and [Brake],
and check that no CAN communication abnormality (below
described) is detected.

• AT ECU: U0100, U0101

• ABS ECU: U0073

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300301

Did the abnormality in CAN communication (AT ECU: U0100, U0101 / ABS ECU: U0073) disap-
pear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–249

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle control ECU (30P)
connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P) #9 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side vehicle con-
trol ECU connector (30P) #6 (CA1+) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANH CA1+

SHTS20ZZZ0300302

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#9 (CANH) termi-
nal – #6 (CA1+) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P) #20 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side vehicle con-
trol ECU connector (30P) #7 (CA1-) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANL CA1-

SHTS20ZZZ0300303

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#20 (CANL) termi-
nal – #7 (CA1-) ter-
minal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Proceed to step 1 again.
Replace the vehicle control ECU if same
result is brought.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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CONTROL CAN COMMUNICATION LINE (HYBRID)

CONTROL CAN LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602021001

CONNECTION DIAGRAM

321 4 5

7 1211106 8 9

VCS ECU
(Terminator) (Terminator)

Combination 
meter

J/C CAN2
(10P)

ABS ECU

J/C CAN2
(22P)

AT ECU

J/C CAN1
(22P)

Clutch 
ECU

HV ECU Inverter

J/C CTRL 
CAN (22P)

HV PCU

SHTS20ZZZ0300304
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CAN COMMUNICATION LINE MALFUNCTION PART DETERMINATION TABLE

1. VEHICLE CONTROL ECU

2. AT ECU

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0101 (Abnormal AT ECU CAN 
communication)

1
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line

U0121 (Abnormal ABS ECU CAN 
communication)

3
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication line

U0155 (Abnormal combination 
meter CAN communication)

6, 7, 8, 9 10, 11, 
12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Malfunction of combination meter

U0293 (Abnormal HV ECU CAN 
communication)

4
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the HV ECU CAN communication line

U0418 (Abnormal ABS ECU CAN 
communication)

3
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication line

U1136 (Abnormal clutch ECU 
CAN communication)

2
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the clutch ECU CAN communication line

Several CAN communication 
abnormalities were detected.
(U0101, U0121, U0155, U0293, 
U0418, U1136)

6, 7, 8, 9 10, 11, 
12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the vehicle control ECU CAN communication 
line

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0100 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication) 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication lineU0101 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

U110A (Abnormality in cruise 
control status)

1, 6, 7, 8, 9 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line

• Inspecting the vehicle control ECU CAN communication 
line

U0293 (Abnormal HV ECU CAN 
communication)

4, 6, 7, 8, 9 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the HV ECU CAN communication line

Shift position is not displayed on 
the Multi-information (meter).

1, 6, 7, 8, 9 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line

• Malfunction of combination meter
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3. CLUTCH ECU

4. ABS ECU

5. HV ECU

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0073 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the clutch ECU CAN communication line

U0101 (Abnormal AT ECU CAN 
communication)

1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line

U0110 (Abnormal Inverter CAN 
communication)

2, 5, 8, 9, 10
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the Inverter CAN communication line

U0293 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

2, 6, 7, 8, 9 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the clutch ECU CAN communication line

U110A (Abnormal Vehicle con-
trol ECU CAN communication)

2, 6, 7
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the vehicle control ECU CAN communication 
line

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0073 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication lineABS [** display off] or [Abnor-
mality in **] appears on the 
Multi-information (meter).

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0073 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the HV ECU CAN communication line

U0101 (Abnormal AT ECU CAN 
communication)

1
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the AT ECU CAN communication line

U0110 (Abnormal Inverter CAN 
communication)

5
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the Inverter CAN communication line

U0121 (Abnormal ABS ECU CAN 
communication)

3
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the ABS ECU CAN communication line

U0155 (Abnormal combination 
meter CAN communication)

6, 7, 8, 9 10, 11, 
12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Malfunction of combination meter

U110A (Abnormal Vehicle con-
trol ECU CAN communication)

6, 7, 8, 9 10, 11, 
12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the vehicle control ECU CAN communication 
line

U1136 (Abnormal clutch ECU 
CAN communication)

2
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the clutch ECU CAN communication line
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6. INVERTER

7. Combination meter

Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

U0073 (Abnormal CAN commu-
nication)

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the inverter CAN communication line

U0293 (Abnormal HV ECU CAN 
communication)

4
• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Inspecting the HV ECU CAN communication line

Detected DTC/Trouble symptom
Estimated 

malfunction part
DTC diagnosis/Inspection item

More than one [** display off] or 
[Abnormality in **] appears on 
the Multi-information (meter).

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12

• Prior inspection of the CAN communication line

• Malfunction of combination meter
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PRIOR INSPECTION OF THE CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602021002

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the control CAN line.

• Vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, clutch ECU, ABS ECU, HV ECU,
inverter, combination meter

3. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) #6 (CA1+) terminal,
and diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND)
terminal.

NOYES

1 Inspecting the CAN H line for +B/GND short circuit

CA1+ BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300305 Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#6 (CA1+) – #16 
(BAT) terminal
#6 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 2. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) #7 (CA1-) terminal,
and diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND)
terminal.

NOYES

2 Inspecting the CAN L line for +B/GND short circuit

CA1- BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300306

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#7 (CA1-) terminal 
– #16 (BAT) termi-
nal
#7 (CA1-) terminal 
– #5 (SGND) termi-
nal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 3. By referring to "Inspecting the CAN L line for
short circuit," inspect the CAN bus line.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the termination resistance
across the combination meter (24P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the combination meter (termination resistance)

CANH
CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300307

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Combination 
meter (24P)
#14 (CANH) termi-
nal – #13 (CANL) 
terminal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 4. Replace the combination meter.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the termination resistance
across the vehicle control ECU.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU (termination resistance)

CA1- CA1+

SHTS20ZZZ0300308

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle control 
ECU (30P)
#6 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #7 (CA1-) ter-
minal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Replace the vehicle control ECU.
After replacement, check that no CAN com-
munication system malfunction has been
detected.
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1. Connect the combination meter connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle-side vehicle control ECU connector (30P) #6 (CA1+) termi-
nal and #7 (CA1-) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the CAN line for disconnection

CA1-
CA1+

SHTS20ZZZ0300309

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#6 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #7 (CA1-) ter-
minal

120   10 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Check that no abnormality has been detected
in the vehicle-side wire harness, combina-
tion meter, vehicle control ECU terminals to
finish the inspection.
The CAN bus line (main line) between the ter-
minating resistors is normal.
By referring to the "CAN communication line
malfunction diagnosis table," perform
inspection for the detected DTC or the diag-
nosis items for the defective symptom.

By referring to "Inspecting the CAN H line
and L line for disconnection," inspect the
CAN bus line.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE AND L LINE FOR DISCONNECTION
EN01H20ZZZ030602021003

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the control CAN line.
(Keep the combination meter and vehicle control ECU connected)

• AT ECU, clutch ECU, ABS ECU, HV ECU, inverter

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
vehicle control ECU-side CAN H line and L line when viewed from
the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the vehicle control ECU
and J/C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300310

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P)
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #18 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 2

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the vehicle control
ECU and J/C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and J/C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 7)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300311

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P)
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #18 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P)
and J/C_CAN1 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CAN2 (10P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
and J/C_CAN2 (10P) (malfunction area 8)

CANL
CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300312

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P)
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector and
then go to step 4.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P)
and J/C_CAN2 (10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #23 (CA1+) ter-
minal and #24 (CA1-) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P)
and HV PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector (malfunction area 9)

CA1-
CA1+

SHTS20ZZZ0300313

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector
#23 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #24 (CA1-) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in CAN
bus line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connec-
tor
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
HV PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #21 (CA2+) ter-
minal and #22 (CA2-) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-side connector and combination meter (malfunction area 12)

CA2-
CA2+

SHTS20ZZZ0300314

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector
#21 (CA2+) termi-
nal – #22 (CA2-) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) con-
nector and then go to step 6.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN bus line between the HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-side connector and combi-
nation meter
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the
combination meter-side CAN H line and L line terminals when
viewed from the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P).

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN
(22P) and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 11)

CANLCANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300315

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P)
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #8 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. Disconnection or continuity failure in CAN
bus line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side
connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P)-side CAN H line and L line terminals when viewed
from the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P).

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN bus line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN
(22P) and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 10)

CANLCANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300316

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P)
#1 (CANH) termi-
nal – #7 (CANL) 
terminal

110  – 130 

Is the measured value within the standard range?

The inspection is completed.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Disconnection or continuity failure in CAN
bus line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side
connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.
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INSPECTING THE CAN H LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602021004

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the control CAN line.

• Vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, clutch ECU, ABS ECU, HV ECU,
inverter, combination meter

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle control ECU-side CAN H line #7 (CANH) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the vehicle control ECU and
J/C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300317

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the vehicle control ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN H line #7 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 7)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300318

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#7 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/C_CAN1
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN H line #3 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (10P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/
C_CAN2 (10P) (malfunction area 8)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300319

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector and
then go to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) connector.

2. Using the electrical circuit, inspect for continuity between the HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #23 (CA1+) termi-
nal, and the diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5
(SGND) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector (malfunction area 9)

CA1+

BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300320

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#23 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#23 (CA1+) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and HV PCU
wire harness (24P) upper-side connector
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical circuit, inspect for continuity between the HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #21 (CA2+) termi-
nal, and the diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5
(SGND) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the HV PCU wire harness
(24P) upper-side connector and combination meter (malfunction area 12)

CA2+

BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300321

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#21 (CA2+) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#21 (CA2+) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) con-
nector and then go to step 6.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the HV PCU wire harness (24P)
upper-side connector and combination meter
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the com-
bination meter-side CAN H line #2 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P).

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 11)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300322

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P) – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#2 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–273

1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P)-side CAN H line #1 (CANH) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P).

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN H line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 10)

CANH BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300323

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P) – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
#1 (CANH) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#1 (CANH) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN H line
between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–274

1. Connect the vehicle control ECU and combination meter connec-
tors.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and delete the mal-
function history.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in combination meter CAN communication (U0155).

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and delete the mal-
function history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the AT ECU connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101).

NOYES

8 Inspecting the combination meter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300324

Did the abnormality in combination meter CAN communication (U0155) disappear?

Go to step 9. Replace the combination meter.

9 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300325

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

Go to step 10. Inspect the AT ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–275

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Hybrid] and [VCS] and
delete the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the clutch ECU (A) connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in clutch ECU CAN communication (U1136).

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and delete the mal-
function history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the ABS ECU connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

10 Inspecting the clutch ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300326

Did the abnormality in clutch ECU CAN communication (U1136) disappear?

Go to step 11. Inspect the clutch ECU CAN communication
line.

11 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300327

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

Go to step 12. Inspect the ABS ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–276

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and [Inverter] and
delete the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the HV ECU (26P) connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in HV ECU CAN communication (U0293).

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Hybrid] and delete the
malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the inverter connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in inverter CAN communication (U0110).

NOYES

12 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300328

Did the abnormality in HV ECU CAN communication (U0293) disappear?

Go to step 13. Inspect the HV ECU CAN communication
line.

13 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300329

Did the abnormality in inverter CAN communication (U0110) disappear?

Go to step 14. Inspect the inverter CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–277

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and [Brake]
and delete the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for any abnormality in vehi-
cle control ECU CAN communication (below described).

• AT ECU: U0100, U0101

• ABS ECU: U0073

NOYES

14 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300330

Did the CAN communication abnormality (AT ECU: U0100, U0101 / ABS ECU: U0073) disappear?

The inspection is finished.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation line malfunction diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Inspect the vehicle control ECU CAN commu-
nication line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–278

INSPECTING THE CAN L LINE FOR SHORT CIRCUIT
EN01H20ZZZ030602021005

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the connectors of the following controllers which are
connected to the control CAN line.

• Vehicle control ECU, AT ECU, clutch ECU, ABS ECU, HV ECU,
inverter, combination meter

3. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector.

4. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the vehi-
cle control ECU-side CAN L line #18 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (22P).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the vehicle control ECU and
J/C_CAN2 (22P) (malfunction area 6)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300331

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#18 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#18 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) connector and
then go to step 2.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the vehicle control ECU and J/
C_CAN2 (22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–279

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P)-side CAN L line #18 (CANL) terminal, and the
diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) ter-
minal when viewed from the J/C_CAN1 (22P).

NOYES

2 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/
C_CAN1 (22P) (malfunction area 7)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300332

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#18 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#18 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and
then go to step 3.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and J/C_CAN1
(22P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–280

1. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P)-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CAN2 (10P).

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/
C_CAN2 (10P) (malfunction area 8)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300333

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) connector and
then go to step 4.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and J/C_CAN2
(10P)
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–281

1. Disconnect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) connector.

2. Using the electrical circuit, inspect for continuity between the HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #24 (CA1-) termi-
nal, and the diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5
(SGND) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector (malfunction area 9)

CA1-

BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300334

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#24 (CA1-) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#24 (CA1-) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 5. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and HV PCU
wire harness (24P) upper-side connector
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–282

1. Using the electrical circuit, inspect for continuity between the HV
PCU wire harness (24P) upper-side connector #22 (CA2-) termi-
nal, and the diagnosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5
(SGND) terminal.

NOYES

5 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the HV PCU wire harness
(24P) upper-side connector and combination meter (malfunction area 12)

CA2-

BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300335

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

HV PCU wire har-
ness (24P) upper-
side connector – 
Diagnosis connec-
tor (16P)
#22 (CA2-) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#22 (CA2-) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Connect the HV PCU wire harness (24P) con-
nector and then go to step 6.

+B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the HV PCU wire harness (24P)
upper-side connector and combination meter
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–283

1. Disconnect the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) connector.

2. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the com-
bination meter-side CAN L line #8 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P).

NOYES

6 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 11)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300336

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P) – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#8 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 7. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–284

1. Using the electrical tester, inspect for continuity between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P)-side CAN L line #7 (CANL) terminal, and the diag-
nosis connector (16P) #16 (BAT) terminal and #5 (SGND) terminal
when viewed from the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P).

NOYES

7 Inspecting the wire harness for short circuit: CAN L line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector (malfunction area 10)

CANL BAT SGND

SHTS20ZZZ0300337

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P) – Diagnosis 
connector (16P)
#7 (CANL) termi-
nal – #16 (BAT) ter-
minal
#7 (CANL) termi-
nal – #5 (SGND) 
terminal

No continuity

Is the measured value within the standard range?

Go to step 8. +B/GND short circuit in the CAN L line
between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and HV
PCU wire harness (24P) lower-side connector
Replace the HV PCU wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–285

1. Connect the vehicle control ECU and combination meter connec-
tors.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and delete the mal-
function history.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in combination meter CAN communication (U0155).

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and delete the mal-
function history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the AT ECU connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101).

NOYES

8 Inspecting the combination meter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300338

Did the abnormality in combination meter CAN communication (U0155) disappear?

Go to step 9. Replace the combination meter.

9 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300339

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

Go to step 10. Inspect the AT ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–286

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Hybrid] and [VCS] and
delete the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the clutch ECU (A) connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in clutch ECU CAN communication (U1136).

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and delete the mal-
function history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the ABS ECU connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

10 Inspecting the clutch ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300340

Did the abnormality in clutch ECU CAN communication (U1136) disappear?

Go to step 11. Inspect the clutch ECU CAN communication
line.

11 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300341

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

Go to step 12. Inspect the ABS ECU CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–287

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and [Inverter] and
delete the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the HV ECU (26P) connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in HV ECU CAN communication (U0293).

NOYES

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Hybrid] and delete the
malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Connect the inverter connector.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

5. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in inverter CAN communication (U0110).

NOYES

12 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300342

Did the abnormality in HV ECU CAN communication (U0293) disappear?

Go to step 13. Inspect the HV ECU CAN communication
line.

13 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300343

Did the abnormality in inverter CAN communication (U0110) disappear?

Go to step 14. Inspect the inverter CAN communication
line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–288

1. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and [Brake]
and delete the malfunction history.

2. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, check for any abnormality in vehi-
cle ECU CAN communication (below described).

• AT ECU: U0100, U0101

• ABS ECU: U0073

NOYES

14 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300344

Did the CAN communication abnormality (AT ECU: U0100, U0101 / ABS ECU: U0073) disappear?

The inspection is finished.
If other CAN communication-related DTCs
are detected, by referring to "CAN communi-
cation malfunction line diagnosis table,"
inspect the diagnosis items for the detected
DTCs.

Inspect the vehicle control ECU CAN commu-
nication line.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–289

INSPECTING THE ABS ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602021006

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(10P) and ABS ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in ABS ECU CAN communication
(U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300345

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–290

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS ECU connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P) #4 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side ABS ECU
connector #25 (CANVH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS
ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANH

CANVH

SHTS20ZZZ0300346

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Vehicle-side ABS 
ECU connector
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #25 (CANVH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and
ABS ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–291

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (10P) #9 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side ABS ECU
connector #14 (CANVL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in ABS ECU CAN communication
(U0121 or U0418).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN2 (10P) and ABS
ECU (malfunction area 3)

CANL

CANVL

SHTS20ZZZ0300347

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (10P) – 
Vehicle-side ABS 
ECU connector
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #14 (CANVL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (10P) and
ABS ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the ABS ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300348

Did the abnormality in ABS ECU CAN communication (U0121 or U0418) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the ABS ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–292

INSPECTING THE AT ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602021007

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN1
(22P) and AT ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in AT ECU CAN communication
(U0101).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300349

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–293

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) connector and AT ECU connector
(B).

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #9 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side AT ECU con-
nector (B) #20 (CAN+) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU (malfunction area 1)

CAN+CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300350

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
#9 (CANH) termi-
nal – #20 (CAN+) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–294

1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #20 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side AT ECU
connector (B) #21 (CAN-) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT ECU connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [VCS] and check that no
abnormality has been detected in AT ECU CAN communication
(U0101).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and AT
ECU (malfunction area 1)

CAN-CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300351

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side AT 
ECU connector (B)
#20 (CANL) termi-
nal – #21 (CAN-) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
AT ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the AT ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300352

Did the abnormality in AT ECU CAN communication (U0101) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the AT ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–295

INSPECTING THE HV ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602021008

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and HV ECU (26P) (improper fitting or con-
nection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the vehicle control ECU and
inverter.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in HV ECU CAN communication (U0293).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300353

Did the abnormality in HV ECU CAN communication (U0293) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and HV ECU (26P) con-
nectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CTRL_CAN (22P) #3 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side HV
ECU connector (26P) #20 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV ECU (malfunction area 4)

CANH CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300354

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P) – Vehicle-
side HV ECU con-
nector (26P)
#3 (CANH) termi-
nal – #20 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CTRL_CAN (22P) #9 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side HV
ECU connector (26P) #19 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Disconnect the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and HV ECU (26P) con-
nectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the malfunction history of the vehicle control ECU and
inverter.

4. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

5. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in HV ECU CAN communication (U0293).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV ECU (malfunction area 4)

CANL CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300355

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P) – Vehicle-
side HV ECU con-
nector (26P)
#9 (CANL) termi-
nal – #19 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and HV ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the HV ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300356

Did the abnormality in HV ECU CAN communication (U0293) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the HV ECU.
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INSPECTING THE INVERTER CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602021009

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/
C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and inverter (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of HV ECU.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in inverter CAN communication (U0110).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300357

Did the abnormality in inverter CAN communication (U0110) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and inverter connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CTRL_CAN (22P) #4 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side inverter
connector #33 (CANH2) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and inverter (malfunction area 5)

CANH2

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300358

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P) – Vehicle-
side inverter con-
nector
#4 (CANH) termi-
nal – #33 (CANH2) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN
(22P) and inverter
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CTRL_CAN (22P) #10 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side
inverter connector #22 (CANL2) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P)
and inverter (malfunction area 5)

CANL2

CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300359

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CTRL_CAN 
(22P) – Vehicle-
side inverter con-
nector
#10 (CANL) termi-
nal – #22 (CANL2) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CTRL_CAN
(22P) and inverter
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Connect the J/C_CTRL_CAN (22P) and inverter connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the HV ECU malfunction history.

4. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

5. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in inverter CAN communication (U0110).

NOYES

5 Inspecting the inverter [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300360

Did the abnormality in inverter CAN communication (U0110) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the inverter.
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INSPECTING THE CLUTCH ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602021010

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN1
(22P) and clutch ECU (A) (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and vehicle control
ECU.

5. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

6. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

7. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in clutch ECU CAN communication (U1136).

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the clutch ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300361

Did the abnormality in clutch ECU CAN communication (U1136) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and clutch ECU (A) connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #10 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side clutch ECU
connector (A) #19 (CANH) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
clutch ECU (malfunction area 2)

CANH

CANH

SHTS20ZZZ0300362

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (A)
#10 (CANH) termi-
nal – #19 (CANH) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
clutch ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN1 (22P) #21 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side clutch ECU
connector (A) #20 (CANL) terminal.

NOYES

1. Connect the J/C_CAN1 (22P) and clutch ECU (A) connectors.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

3. Clear the malfunction history of the HV ECU and vehicle control
ECU.

4. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave the vehicle
for about 1 minute.

5. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

6. On the diagnostic tester screen, check that no abnormality is
detected in clutch ECU CAN communication (U1136).

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
clutch ECU (malfunction area 2)

CANL

CANL

SHTS20ZZZ0300363

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN1 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side 
clutch ECU con-
nector (A)
#21 (CANL) termi-
nal – #20 (CANL) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 5. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between J/C_CAN1 (22P) and
clutch ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.

5 Inspecting the clutch ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300364

Did the abnormality in clutch ECU CAN communication (U1136) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Replace the clutch ECU.
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INSPECTING THE VEHICLE CONTROL ECU CAN COMMUNICATION LINE
EN01H20ZZZ030602021011

1. Check the connector connections of the joint connector J/C_CAN2
(22P) and vehicle control ECU (improper fitting or connection).

NOYES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Connect the diagnostic tester (HINO DX Ⅱ ) to the vehicle.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position.

4. On the diagnostic tester screen, select [Transmission] and [Brake],
and check that no CAN communication abnormality (below
described) is detected.

• AT ECU: U0100, U0101

• ABS ECU: U0073

NOYES

1 Inspecting the connector

Is any defect found?

Repair or replace the defective part, and then
go to step 2.

Connect the connector firmly and go to step
2.

2 Inspecting the vehicle control ECU [HINO DX Ⅱ ]

SHTS20ZZZ0300365

Did the CAN communication abnormality (AT ECU: U0100, U0101 / ABS ECU: U0073) disappear?

The inspection is finished. Go to step 3.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and vehicle control ECU (30P)
connectors.

3. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P) #9 (CANH) terminal and vehicle-side vehicle con-
trol ECU connector (30P) #6 (CA1+) terminal.

NOYES

3 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 6)

CANH CA1+

SHTS20ZZZ0300366

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#9 (CANH) termi-
nal – #6 (CA1+) 
terminal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Go to step 4. Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN H line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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1. Using the electrical tester, measure the resistance between the J/
C_CAN2 (22P) #20 (CANL) terminal and vehicle-side vehicle con-
trol ECU connector (30P) #7 (CA1-) terminal.

NOYES

4 Inspecting the wire harness for disconnection: CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU (malfunction area 6)

CANL CA1-

SHTS20ZZZ0300367

Measurement 
conditions

Tester 
connections

Standard values

Starter key: LOCK

J/C_CAN2 (22P) – 
Vehicle-side vehi-
cle control ECU 
connector (30P)
#20 (CANL) termi-
nal – #7 (CA1-) ter-
minal

Less than 1 

Is the measured value within the range of standard value?

Proceed to step 1 again.
Replace the vehicle control ECU if same
result is brought.

Disconnection or continuity failure in the
CAN L line between the J/C_CAN2 (22P) and
vehicle control ECU
Repair or replace the wire harness.
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CAN COMMUNICATION (HYBRID SYSTEM)

SAFETY MEASURES TO BE TAKEN IN HIGH

VOLTAGE WORK
EN01H20ZZZ030602015001

1. CAUTIONS REQUIRED WHEN INSPECTING THE HYBRID
CONTROL SYSTEM
(1) When inspecting the high-voltage system and disconnecting

the low-voltage connector in the PCU box, be sure to take
preventive measures against electric shock such as wearing
insulated gloves or removing the service plug. The removed
service plug must be carried in a pocket so that other engi-
neers will not use it during operation by mistake.

! WARNING
 

Be careful when turning the starter key to the "ON" position, SMR
turns "ON" and high-voltage circuits actuates.

! CAUTION
 

Turning the starter key to the "ON" position with the service plug
removed may cause malfunction. Never turn the starter key to the
"ON" position unless otherwise instructed by this manual.

(2) All the wire harness connectors for high-voltage circuit are
orange. In addition, a caution label "HIGH VOLTAGE," is
affixed on all high-voltage parts such as the hybrid battery.
Do not touch these wires and parts carelessly.

(3) Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position, remove the ser-
vice plug, and then wait 7 minutes or more before starting
work.

NOTICE
It takes 7 minutes for the high-voltage capacitor in the inverter to
discharge.

1

2

3

SHTS20ZZZ0300368
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(4) Before wearing insulated gloves, check for cracking, break-
age, and other types of damage. Do not wear wet insulated
gloves.

(5) Do not bring a pen, scale, or any other metal product with
you which may cause short circuit if dropped.

(6) When touching an uninsulated high-voltage terminal, be sure
to wear insulated gloves.

(7) After disconnecting a high-voltage connector or terminal,
immediately insulate it with insulation tape.

(8) Before connecting the service plug after high-voltage work,
recheck that no parts or tools are left behind, the high-voltage
terminals are secured properly, and the connectors are con-
nected properly.

(9) Do not reverse the hybrid battery.
(10) Do not disassemble the hybrid battery.

! CAUTION
 

High voltage is present in the hybrid battery even with the service
plug removed. In addition, the hybrid battery uses high alkaline
electrolyte.

(11) Be sure to use insulated tools.
Recommended tools: Insulated tools produced by FACOM or
FACOM quality insulated tools

(12) Perform resistance inspection with the starter key to the
"LOCK" position.

(13) Before disconnecting and connecting connectors, turn the
starter key to the "LOCK" position.

(14) When performing high-voltage work, put a sign "HIGH VOLT-
AGE WORK IN PROGRESS: DO NOT TOUCH" on the vehi-
cle to alert other workers.
(An example is provided. Make a copy and use it for high-
voltage work.)

INCORRECT

SHTS20ZZZ0300369
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LIST OF CONNECTOR MARKINGS
EN01H20ZZZ030602015002

White

Black

White

Black

BLACK BLACK

BLACK BLACK

2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9

1 11 12

2316 2215 2114 2013 2417 2518 2619

10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

30 31
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

161514131211109

87654321

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

4 3 2 1

8 7 6 5

12 11 10 9

16 15 14 13

2 1

17 16

345678

101112131415

181920212223

9

24
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

2

17

1

16

Battery ECU (CAN)A

D h DLC3Inverter

J HV ECU3

P PCU WIRE HARNESS 16-PIN

X PCU WIRE HARNESS 24-PIN

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

1 2 3 4 5 6

SHTS20ZZZ0300371
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CONNECTION DIAGRAM
EN01H20ZZZ030602015003

NOTICE
For connector markings, refer to "List of connector markings."
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LIST OF DTC CODES FOR CAN SYSTEM-RELATED ABNORMALITIES
EN01H20ZZZ030602015004

HV ECU DETECTION DTC

DTC
Code

Name of malfunc-
tion

TC
Description of mal-

function
DTC detection condition

P0A1D
Abnormality in HV 
ECU function

12
Control CAN regis-
ter seizure When read/write of the CAN register cannot 

be implemented normally during actuating
17

DIAG CAN register 
seizure

U0073

Abnormal CAN 
communication 
with HV ECU (Con-
trol CAN)

11
Control CAN com-
munication shut-
down due to bus off

When bus off detection has continued for 
transmission prohibition bus off time

U0074

Abnormal CAN 
communication 
with HV ECU (DIAG 
CAN)

16
DIAG CAN commu-
nication shutdown 
due to bus off

U0100
Engine ECU CAN 
communication 
blackout

13
Engine ECU CAN 
communication 
blackout

All frame data from the engine ECU has 
remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + 
reception cycle  10 times.

U0101
TCM ECU CAN com-
munication black-
out

18
AT ECU CAN
communication 
blackout

All frame data from the AT ECU has remained 
unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle 
 10 times.

U0110
Inverter CAN com-
munication black-
out

14
Inverter CAN com-
munication black-
out

All frame data from the inverter has remained 
unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle 
 10 times.

U0111
Battery ECU CAN 
communication 
blackout

15
Battery ECU CAN 
communication 
blackout

All frame data from the battery ECU has 
remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + 
reception cycle  10 times.

U0155
Meter CAN commu-
nication blackout

25
Meter CAN commu-
nication blackout

All frame data from the meter has remained 
unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle 
 10 times.

U0121
ABS ECU CAN com-
munication black-
out

24
ABS ECU CAN com-
munication black-
out

All frame data from ABS ECU has remained 
unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle 
 10 times.

U110A
Vehicle control ECU 
CAN communica-
tion blackout

26
Vehicle control ECU 
CAN communica-
tion blackout

All frame data from the vehicle control ECU 
has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + 
reception cycle  10 times.

U1136
Clutch ECU CAN 
communication 
blackout

27
Clutch ECU CAN 
communication 
blackout
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INVERTER DETECTION DTC

BATTERY ECU DETECTION DTC

DTC
Code

Name of malfunc-
tion

TC
Description of mal-

function
DTC detection condition

P0A1B

Abnormality in 
inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

92
Control CAN regis-
ter seizure

When read/write of the CAN register cannot 
be implemented normally during actuatingAbnormality in 

inverter (ECU sys-
tem)

3F
DIAG CAN register 
seizure

U0073
CAN communica-
tion failure
(Control CAN)

91
Control CAN com-
munication shut-
down due to bus off

Prohibition of data transmission by bus-off 
detection.
If bus off time is continued

U0074
CAN communica-
tion failure (DIAG 
CAN)

3E
DIAG CAN commu-
nication shutdown 
due to bus off 

Prohibition of data transmission by bus-off 
detection.
If bus off time is continued

U0293
HV ECU CAN com-
munication black-
out

31
HV ECU CAN com-
munication black-
out

All frame data from the HV ECU has remained 
unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle 
 10 times.

DTC
Code

Name of malfunc-
tion

TC
Description of mal-

function
DTC code detection condition

U0293
HV ECU communi-
cation failure

 —
CAN communica-
tion failure from the 
HV ECU

When reception frame data from the HV ECU 
has not received.

U0074
Communication dis-
abled due to DIAG 
CAN bus off

—
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CAN COMMUNICATION FAILURE
EN01H20ZZZ030602015005

1. CAN CONFIGURATION AND CONNECTION
(1) The CAN communication of hybrid vehicles consists of 2 systems - DIAG CAN and control CAN systems.

AT ECU

SERVICE TOOL

CAN2H
HV ECU

ECU BOX

CAN J/C (DIAG)

CAN2L

ABS ECU

CLUTCH 
ECU

VEHICLE 
CONTROL 

ECU

D
C

U

22

J

21

CAN2H

BASE LINE

BASE LINE

TERMINAL RESISTOR 108-132 )

BRANCH LINE

BRANCH LINE

CAN2L

CAN2L

BATTERY 
ECU CAN2L

18

A

P

P
19

CAN2H
INVERTER

CAN2L

32

8 9

D

21

X

DIAG CAN SYSTEM
CAN2H

CAN2H

ENGINE 
ECU
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ECU BOX

CAN J/C (CONTROL)

ABS ECU
CLUTCH  

ECU

CAN1H

CAN1L

33

D

22

CAN1H
HV ECU

CAN1L

20

23 24 22 21

J

19

X

M
E

T
E

R
 E

C
U

CONTROL CAN SYSTEM
BASE LINE
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E

H
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C
O

N
T

R
O

L  
E

C
U

INVERTER
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2. CAUTIONS REQUIRED WHEN MEASURING THE CAN BUS RESISTANCE VALUE
(1) Measure the resistance value of the CAN bus with the starter key in the "LOCK" position.
(2) When disconnecting the connectors in the PCU to install and inspect the parts, wear insulated gloves and take

preventive measures against electric shock such as removing the service plug.

3. PROCEDURE OF TROUBLE SHOOTING
(1) Abnormal CAN communication code will be output due to ECU inside abnormality or failure in power supply. Pay

attention when inside abnormality and power supply abnormality codes are stored in the applicable ECUs simul-
taneously.

(2) When it is impossible to communicate with an ECU through the service tool, perform the basic inspection items
in case of abnormality in the DIAG-CAN system listed in the abnormal CAN communication common inspection
chart. 

(3) When an abnormal CAN communication code is confirmed, push the connector case into connection direction to
check for poor fitting or dislocation before disconnecting the related connectors and conducting inspection.

(4) After disconnecting the connectors, check the connector terminals and connector cases for breakage, deforma-
tion, and corrosion.

(5) As common inspection items, inspect mainly for CAN communication harness disconnection, short-circuit, +B
short circuit, GND short-circuit, abnormal CAN circuit of ECU in PCU, and CAN terminal resistance.

(6) For DTC-specific inspection, narrow down the malfunction area based on the occurrence of abnormal CAN com-
munication DTCs (in the case of more than 1 DTC) and occurrence of DTCs in other ECUs.

(7) The CAN communication harness consists of 2 systems. When an abnormal CAN communication DTC is con-
firmed, conduct inspection on the common inspection items listed in the chart below. After conducting inspection
based on the common inspection chart, carry out inspection using individual DTC diagnosis charts. After detect-
ing, repairing malfunction areas or replacing parts in the common inspection item, conduct inspection using the
common inspection chart again.

DTC
Code

TC Detected ECU Name of malfunction
Common inspection 

chart

U0074

16 HV ECU
Abnormal HV ECU CAN communica-
tion (DIAG CAN)

Basic inspection items 
in case of abnormality 
in DIAG CAN system

3E Inverter
CAN communication failure (DIAG 
CAN)

U0111 15 HV ECU
Battery ECU CAN communication 
blackout

P0A1D 17 HV ECU Abnormality in HV ECU function

U0100 13 HV ECU
Engine ECU CAN communication 
blackout

P0A1B 3F Inverter Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)

U0293 — Battery ECU HV ECU communication failure

U0074 — Battery ECU
Communication disabled due to DIAG 
CAN bus off
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HINT
HV ECU communicates with vehicle control ECU through both control CAN system and DIAG CAN system, and
therefore, if DTC U110A is detected by HV ECU, either the control CAN system or DIAG CAN system, or both are
suspected of malfunction.

U0073

11 HV ECU
Abnormal HV ECU CAN communica-
tion with (Control CAN)

Basic inspection items 
in case of abnormality 
in control CAN system

91 Inverter
CAN communication failure (Control 
CAN)

U0110 14 HV ECU Inverter CAN communication blackout

U0101 18 HV ECU
TCM ECU CAN communication black-
out

U1136 27 HV ECU
Clutch ECU CAN communication 
blackout

U0121 24 HV ECU
ABS ECU CAN communication black-
out

U0155 25 HV ECU Meter CAN communication blackout

U0293 31 Inverter HV ECU CAN communication blackout

U110A 26 HV ECU
Vehicle control ECU CAN communica-
tion blackout

• Basic inspection 
items in case of 
abnormality in DIAG 
CAN system

• Basic inspection 
items in case of 
abnormality in con-
trol CAN system

P0A1D 12 HV ECU Abnormality in HV ECU function No common inspection 
chartP0A1B 92 Inverter Abnormality in inverter (ECU system)

DTC
Code

TC Detected ECU Name of malfunction
Common inspection 

chart
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BASIC INSPECTION ITEMS IN CASE OF ABNORMALITY IN DIAG CAN SYS-

TEM
EN01H20ZZZ030602015006

BASIC INSPECTION ITEMS IN CASE OF ABNORMALITY IN DIAG CAN SYSTEM

• In case of a DIAG CAN system DTC, be sure to implement the inspection before performing the DTC-specific inspection
items.

• Refer to "Procedure of trouble shooting" for DTC in case of abnormality in applicable DIAG CAN system.

• Conduct the following inspections when it is impossible to read the DTC through the service tool.

• There must be no poor fitting or dislocation of CAN J/C (DIAG) during inspection. Check for breakage, deformation, and
corrosion.

• After detecting, repairing and replacing malfunction areas in the common inspection item, conduct inspection using the
common inspection chart again.

1. Measure the voltage of the vehicle power supply battery.
Standard value: 10-16 V

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, read the HV ECU and inverter
DTCs to check for abnormalities in the power supply system.
Standard: P0562 is generated.

NO

YES

1 Inspecting the vehicle power supply battery

Charge or replace the vehicle power supply bat-
tery.

2 Checking the DIAG CAN system ECU for DTCs

Go to [3] Inspecting the CAN communication har-
ness-to-harness resistance value.

To trouble shooting for related DTCs
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Measure the resistance value between the 6th terminal and 14th
terminal of DLC3.
Standard value: 45-75 

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the 8th terminal and 9th
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire har-
ness side).
Standard value: 108-132 

NO

YES

3 Inspecting the CAN communication harness-to-harness resistance value

SHTS20ZZZ0300375

Go to [4] Inspecting the CAN communication har-
ness-to-harness resistance value on the PCU
wire harness side.

Go to [8] Inspecting the CAN communication harness on the PCU wire harness side for continuity 1.

4 Inspecting the CAN communication harness-to-harness resistance value on the PCU wire
harness side

SHTS20ZZZ0300376

Go to [5] Inspecting the HV ECU terminal resis-
tor.

Go to [8] Inspecting the CAN communication harness on the PCU wire harness side for continuity 1.
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1. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the 21st terminal and 22nd
terminal of the HV ECU3 connector (component side).
Standard value: 108-132 

NO

YES

1. Connect the HV ECU3 connector and disconnect the battery ECU
(CAN) connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the 8th terminal and 9th
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire har-
ness side).
Standard value: 108-132 

NO

YES

5 Inspecting the HV ECU terminal resistor

SHTS20ZZZ0300377

Replace the HV ECU.

6 Inspecting the battery ECU internal CAN circuit for short circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300378

Go to [7] Inspecting the inverter internal CAN cir-
cuit for short-circuit.

Replace the battery ECU.
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1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the 8th terminal and 9th
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire har-
ness side).
Standard value: 108-132 

NO

YES

1. If the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector is connected, discon-
nect it.

2. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector, inverter connector, and bat-
tery ECU (CAN) connector.

3. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and the
terminal of the HV ECU3 connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard: With continuity (1  or less)
4. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU

wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and the
inverter connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard: With continuity (1  or less)

NO

YES

7 Inspecting the inverter internal CAN circuit for short-circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300379

Go to [26] Inspecting the CAN communication
harness of the PCU wire harness upper row.

Replace the inverter.

8 Inspecting the PCU wire harness-side CAN communication harness for continuity 1

SHTS20ZZZ0300380

PCU wire harness 24-pin 
connector

HV ECU3 connector

8th terminal 22nd terminal

9th terminal 21st terminal

SHTS20ZZZ0300381

PCU wire harness 24-pin 
connector

Inverter connector

8th terminal 32nd terminal

9th terminal 21st terminal

Replace the PCU wire harness.
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1. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and the
terminal of the battery ECU (CAN) connector (PCU wire harness
side).

Standard: With continuity (1  or less)

NO

YES

1. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and chas-
sis GND.

Standard: No continuity

NO

YES

9 Inspecting the PCU wire harness-side CAN communication harness for continuity 2

SHTS20ZZZ0300382

PCU wire harness 24-pin 
connector

Battery ECU (CAN)
Connector

8th terminal 18th terminal

9th terminal 19th terminal

Go to [23] Inspecting the CAN communication
harness of the PCU upper wire harness for conti-
nuity.

10 Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness for GND short-circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300383

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
Chassis GND

9th terminal

Go to [24] Inspecting for short circuit in the PCU
upper wire harness and GND short circuit.
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1. Connect the HV ECU3 connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and chas-
sis GND.

Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

1. Connect the battery ECU (CAN) connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and chas-
sis GND.

Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

11  Inspection for GND short-circuit in HV ECU CAN circuit.

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300384

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
Chassis GND

9th terminal

Replace the HV ECU.

12 Inspecting the battery ECU internal CAN circuit for GND short circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300385

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
Chassis GND

9th terminal

Replace the battery ECU.
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1. Connect the inverter connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and chas-
sis GND.

Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the negative terminal of the auxiliary battery.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard value: 6 k or more

NO

YES

13 Inspecting the inverter internal CAN circuit for GND short-circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300386

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
Chassis GND

9th terminal

Replace the inverter.

14 Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness for +B short circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300387

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
2nd terminal

9th terminal

Go to [15] Inspecting for +B short circuit in the
HV ECU CAN circuit

Go to [18] Inspecting the CAN communication harness-to-harness resistance value on the vehicle wire
harness side.
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1. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard value: 6 k or more

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the battery ECU (CAN) connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard value: 6 k or more

NO

YES

15 Inspecting for +B short circuit in the HV ECU CAN circuit 

SHTS20ZZZ0300388

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
2nd terminal

9th terminal

Go to [16] Inspecting for +B short circuit in the
battery ECU CAN circuit

Replace the HV ECU

16 Inspecting for +B short circuit in the battery ECU CAN circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300389

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
2nd terminal

9th terminal

Go to [17] Inspecting for +B short circuit in the
inverter CAN circuit.

Replace the battery ECU.
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1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard: No continuity

NO

YES

1. Measure the resistance value between the 8th terminal and 9th
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (vehicle wire
harness side).
Standard value: 108-132 

2. Measure the resistance value between the 6th terminal and 14th
terminal of DLC3.
Standard value: 108-132 

NO

YES

17 Inspecting for +B short circuit in the inverter CAN circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300390

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
2nd terminal

9th terminal

Go to [25] Inspecting the PCU wire harness
upper row for +B short circuit.

Replace the inverter.

18 Inspecting the CAN communication harness-to-harness resistance value on the vehicle wire
harness side

SHTS20ZZZ0300391

SHTS20ZZZ0300392

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure. 
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1. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (vehicle wire harness side).

Standard value: 6 k or more

NO

YES

1. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (vehicle wire harness side) and
chassis GND.

Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

19 Inspecting the CAN communication harness on the vehicle wire harness side for +B short cir-
cuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300393

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
2nd terminal

9th terminal

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

20 Inspecting the CAN communication harness on the vehicle wire harness side for GND short
circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300394

Terminal to be measured

8th terminal
Chassis GND

9th terminal

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure. 
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect all the dis-
connected connectors.

2. Connect the HINO DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU, inverter, and battery ECU.

4. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

5. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, read DTCs stored in HV ECU,
inverter, and battery ECU.

Standard: Readable

NO

YES

21 Checking for communication with the service tool

No. 1 2 3 4 5

HV ECU Possible Impossible Impossible
Possible or 
impossible

Possible or 
impossible

Inverter Possible Impossible
Possible or 
impossible

Impossible
Possible or 
impossible

Battery ECU Possible Impossible
Possible or 
impossible

Possible or 
impossible

Impossible

If 2: Go to [27] Inspecting the CAN communica-
tion harness of the PCU wire harness lower row
for signal line short circuit.   
If 3: Replace the HV ECU
If 4: Replace the inverter.
If 5: Replace the battery ECU.

If 1: Go to [22] Checking for DTCs (reproduction test).
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1. By following the instructions displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen,
check the HV ECU, battery ECU, and inverter for DTCs for abnor-
malities in the DIAG CAN system.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the PCU wire harness 16-pin connector and measure
the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU wire har-
ness 16-pin connector (PCU wire harness upper row side) and the
battery ECU (CAN) connector (PCU wire harness upper row side).

Standard: With continuity (1  or less)

NO

YES

22 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise or connector
terminal contact resistance return, return due to
insertion and removal of connector)

To trouble shooting for related DTCs

23 Inspecting the CAN communication harness on the PCU wire harness upper row for continu-
ity

SHTS20ZZZ0300395

PCU wire harness 16-pin 
connector

Battery ECU (CAN) connec-
tor

6th terminal 18th terminal

7th terminal 19th terminal

Replace the PCU wire harness upper row. 

Replacing the PCU wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the PCU wire harness 16-pin connector and measure
the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU wire har-
ness 16-pin connector (PCU wire harness upper row side) and the
chassis GND.

Standard: 200  or more

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the PCU wire harness 16-pin connector and measure
the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU wire har-
ness 16-pin connector (PCU wire harness upper row side) and the
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire har-
ness side).

Standard: No continuity

NO

YES

24 Inspecting the PCU wire harness upper row for GND short circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300396

Terminal to be measured

6th terminal
Chassis GND

7th terminal

Replace the PCU wire harness upper row.

Replace the PCU wire harness.

25 Inspecting the PCU wire harness upper row for +B short circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300397

PCU wire harness 16-pin 
connector

PCU wire harness 24-pin 
connector

6th terminal
2nd terminal

7th terminal

Replace the PCU wire harness upper row. 

Replacing the PCU wire harness.
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1. Disconnect the PCU wire harness 16-pin connector and measure
the resistance value between the 8th and 9th terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).
Standard value: 108 to 132 

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector, HV ECU3
connector, inverter connector, and battery ECU (CAN) connector.

3. Perform the inspection items in the signal line short circuit inspec-
tion chart of the PCU wire harness lower row for the 8th terminal
and the 9th terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector
(PCU wire harness lower row side).
Reference: HYBRID, TROUBLE SHOOTING, HYBRID ECU,
COMMON INSPECTION CHART (Page 3-36)
Standard: No abnormality in the signal line short circuit
inspection chart of the PCU wire harness lower row

NO

YES

26 Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness upper row

SHTS20ZZZ0300398

Replace the PCU wire harness.

Replace the PCU wire harness upper row.

27 Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness lower row for signal line
short circuit

Replace the PCU wire harness lower row.
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1. Perform the inspection items in the signal line short circuit inspec-
tion chart of the PCU wire harness upper row for the 6th terminal
and the 7th terminal of the PCU wire harness 16-pin connector
(PCU wire harness upper row side).
Reference: HYBRID, TROUBLE SHOOTING, HYBRID ECU,
COMMON INSPECTION CHART (Page 3-36)
Standard: No abnormality in the signal line short circuit
inspection chart of the PCU wire harness upper row

NO

YES

28 Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness upper row for signal
line short circuit

Replace the PCU wire harness upper row.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.
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BASIC INSPECTION ITEMS IN CASE OF ABNORMALITY IN CONTROL CAN

SYSTEM
EN01H20ZZZ030602015007

BASIC INSPECTION ITEMS IN CASE OF ABNORMALITY IN CONTROL CAN SYSTEM

• In case of a control CAN system DTC, be sure to implement the inspection before performing the DTC-specific inspec-
tion items.

• Refer to "Procedure of trouble shooting" for DTC in case of abnormality in applicable control CAN system.

• There must be no poor fitting or dislocation of CAN J/C (control) during inspection. Check for breakage, deformation,
and corrosion.

• After detecting, repairing and replacing malfunction areas in the common inspection item, conduct inspection using the
common inspection chart again.

1. Measure the voltage of the vehicle power supply battery.
Standard value: 10-16 V

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, read the HV ECU and inverter
DTCs to check for abnormalities in the power supply system.
Standard: P0562 occurs.

NO

YES

1 Checking the vehicle power supply battery

Charge or replace the vehicle power supply bat-
tery.

2 Checking the control CAN system ECU for DTCs

Go to [3] Inspecting the CAN communication har-
ness-to-harness resistance value on the PCU
wire harness side.

To trouble shooting for related DTCs
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and disconnect the
PCU wire harness 24-pin connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the 23rd terminal and 24th
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire har-
ness side).
Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the 23rd terminal and 24th
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire har-
ness side).
Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

3 Inspecting the CAN communication harness-to-harness resistance value on the PCU wire
harness side

SHTS20ZZZ0300399

Go to [4] Inspecting the HV ECU CAN circuit for
abnormality.

Go to [6] Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness for continuity.

4 Inspecting the HV ECU CAN circuit for abnormality

SHTS20ZZZ0300400

Go to [5] Inspecting the inverter CAN circuit for
abnormality.

Replace the HV ECU.
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1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the 23rd terminal and 24th
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire har-
ness side).
Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector and inverter connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard: With continuity (1  or less)

3. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and the
terminal of the HV ECU3 connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard: With continuity (1  or less)

5 Inspecting the inverter CAN circuit for abnormality

SHTS20ZZZ0300401

Replace the PCU wire harness.

Replace the inverter.

6 Inspecting the CAN communication harness on the PCU wire harness for continuity.

SHTS20ZZZ0300402

Terminal to be measured

23rd terminal 21st terminal

24th terminal 22nd terminal

SHTS20ZZZ0300403

PCU wire harness 24-pin 
connector

HV ECU3 connector

23rd terminal 20th terminal

24th terminal 19th terminal
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4. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and the
terminal of the inverter connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard: With continuity (1  or less)

NO

YES

1. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and chas-
sis GND.

Standard: No continuity

NO

YES

1. Connect the HV ECU3 connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and chas-
sis GND.

Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

SHTS20ZZZ0300404

PCU wire harness 24-pin 
connector

Inverter connector

23rd terminal 33rd terminal

24th terminal 22nd terminal

Replace the PCU wire harness.

7 Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness for GND short circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300405

Terminal to be measured

23rd terminal
Chassis GND

24th terminal

Replace the PCU wire harness.

8 Inspecting for GND short circuit in the HV ECU CAN circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300406

Terminal to be measured

23rd terminal
Chassis GND

24th terminal

Replace the HV ECU.
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1. Connect the inverter connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side) and chas-
sis GND.

Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the negative terminal of the auxiliary battery.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard value: 6 k or more

NO

YES

9 Inspecting for GND short-circuit in the inverter CAN circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300407

Terminal to be measured

23rd terminal
Chassis GND

24th terminal

Replace the inverter.

10 Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness for +B short circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300408

Terminal to be measured

23rd terminal
2nd terminal

24th terminal

Go to [11] Inspecting for +B short circuit in the
HV ECU CAN circuit

Go to [13] Inspecting the CAN communication harness-to-harness resistance value on the vehicle wire
harness side 1.
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1. Disconnect the HV ECU3 connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard value: 6 k or more

NO

YES

1. Disconnect the inverter connector.

2. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (PCU wire harness side).

Standard: No continuity

NO

YES

11 Inspecting for +B short circuit in HV ECU CAN circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300409

Terminal to be measured

23rd terminal
2nd terminal

24th terminal

Go to [12] Inspecting for +B short circuit in the
inverter CAN circuit.

Replace the HV ECU.

12  Inspecting for +B short circuit in the inverter CAN circuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300410

Terminal to be measured

23rd terminal
2nd terminal

24th terminal

Replace the PCU wire harness.

Replace the inverter.
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1. Measure the resistance value between the 23rd terminal and 24th
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (vehicle wire
harness side).
Standard value: 108-132 

NO

YES

1. Measure the resistance value between the 21st terminal and 22nd
terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector (vehicle wire
harness side).
Standard value: 108-132 

NO

YES

13 Inspecting the CAN communication harness-to-harness resistance value on the vehicle wire
harness side 1

SHTS20ZZZ0300411

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

14 Inspecting the CAN communication harness-to-harness resistance value on the vehicle wire
harness side 2

SHTS20ZZZ0300412

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.
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1. Measure the resistance value between the terminals of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (vehicle wire harness side).

Standard value: 6 k or more

NO

YES

1. Measure the resistance value between the terminal of the PCU
wire harness 24-pin connector (vehicle wire harness side) and
chassis GND.

Standard value: 200  or more

NO

YES

15 Inspecting the CAN communication harness on the vehicle wire harness side for +B short cir-
cuit

SHTS20ZZZ0300413

Terminal to be measured

21st terminal

2nd terminal
22nd terminal

23rd terminal

24th terminal

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

16 Inspecting the CAN communication harness on the vehicle wire harness side for GND short-
circuit

Chassis GND

SHTS20ZZZ0300414

Terminal to be measured

21st terminal

Chassis GND
22nd terminal

23rd terminal

24th terminal

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.
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1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position.

2. Disconnect the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector, HV ECU3
connector, and inverter connector.

3. Perform the inspection items in the signal line short circuit inspec-
tion chart of the PCU wire harness lower row for the 21st terminal
and the 22nd terminal of the PCU wire harness 24-pin connector
(PCU wire harness lower row side).
Reference: HYBRID, TROUBLE SHOOTING, HYBRID ECU,
COMMON INSPECTION CHART (Page 3-36)
Standard: No abnormality in the signal line short circuit
inspection chart of the PCU wire harness lower row

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect all the dis-
connected connectors.

2. Connect the HINO DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

3. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU and inverter.

4. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

5. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, read the HV ECU and inverter
DTCs to check for abnormalities in the control CAN system.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

17 Inspecting the CAN communication harness of the PCU wire harness lower row for signal line
short circuit

Replace the PCU wire harness lower row.

18 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise or connector
terminal contact resistance return, return due to
insertion and removal of connector)

To trouble shooting for related DTCs



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–343

ABNORMALITY IN INVERTER (ECU SYSTEM) / DIAG CAN RESISTER SEI-

ZURE (DTC CODE P0A1B / TC3F)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015008

HINT
In case of (P0A1B / TC3F) malfunction, the DTC from the inverter cannot be read through the service tool.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
inverter.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for abnormalities in the
inverter (ECU system) (P0A1B / TC3F).
Standard:
Generated or communication is impossible with the trouble
shooting tool.

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When read/write of the CAN register cannot be implemented normally during actuating

1 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise) 

Replace the inverter.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–344

ABNORMALITY IN THE INVERTER (ECU SYSTEM) / CONTROL CAN

RESISTER SEIZURE (DTC CODE P0A1B / TC92)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015009

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
inverter.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for abnormalities in the
inverter (ECU system) (P0A1B / TC92).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When read/write of the CAN register cannot be implemented normally during actuating

1 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise)

Replace the inverter.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–345

ABNORMALITY IN HV ECU FUNCTION / CONTROL CAN REGISTER SEIZURE

(DTC CODE P0A1D / TC12)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015010

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for abnormalities in the HV
ECU function (P0A1D / TC12).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When read/write of the CAN register cannot be implemented normally during actuating

1 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise)

Replace the HV ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–346

ABNORMALITY IN HV ECU FUNCTION / DIAG CAN REGISTER SEIZURE 

(DTC CODE P0A1D / TC17)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015011

HINT
In case of (P0A1D / TC17) malfunction, the DTC from the HV ECU cannot be read through the service tool.

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for abnormalities in the HV
ECU function (P0A1D / TC17).
Standard:
Generated or communication is impossible with the trouble
shooting tool.

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When read/write of the CAN register cannot be implemented normally during actuating

1 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise) 

Replace the HV ECU. 



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–347

HV ECU CAN COMMUNICATION FAILURE (CONTROL CAN) / CONTROL CAN

COMMUNICATION SHUTDOWN DUE TO BUS OFF (DTC CODE U0073 / TC11)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015012

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU and inverter.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for HV ECU CAN communi-
cation failure (control CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When bus off detection has continued for transmission prohibition bus off time

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in the inverter.

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–348

1. Check for CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073) in
the inverter.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in inverter.

Replacing the HV ECU

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–349

CAN COMMUNICATION FAILURE (CONTROL CAN) / CONTROL CAN COMMU-

NICATION SHUTDOWN DUE TO BUS OFF (DTC CODE U0073 / TC91)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015013

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
inverter and HV ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for CAN communication fail-
ure (control CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When bus off detection has continued for transmission prohibition bus off time

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in HV ECU

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–350

1. Check for CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073) in
HV ECU.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in HV ECU.

Replace the inverter.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–351

HV ECU CAN COMMUNICATION FAILURE (DIAG CAN) / DIAG CAN COMMUNI-

CATION SHUTDOWN DUE TO BUS OFF (DTC CODE U0074 / TC16)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015014

HINT
In case of (U0074) malfunction, the DTC from the HV ECU cannot be read through the service tool.

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in the
DIAG CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for HV ECU CAN communi-
cation failure (DIAG CAN) (U0074).
Standard:
Generated or communication is impossible with the trouble
shooting tool.

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When bus off detection has continued for transmission prohibition bus off time

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise or connector
terminal contact resistance return)

Replacing the HV ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–352

CAN COMMUNICATION FAILURE (DIAG CAN) / COMMUNICATION SHUT-

DOWN DUE TO DIAG CAN BUS OFF (DTC CODE U0074 / TC3E)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015015

HINT
In case of (U0074) malfunction, the DTC from the inverter cannot be read through the service tool.

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in the
DIAG CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
inverter.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for CAN communication fail-
ure (DIAG CAN) (U0074 / TC3E).
Standard:
Generated or communication is impossible with the trouble
shooting tool.

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When bus off detection has continued for transmission prohibition bus off time

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise or connector
terminal contact resistance return)

Replace the inverter.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–353

ENGINE ECU CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / ENGINE ECU CAN COM-

MUNICATION BLACKOUT (DTC CODE U0100 / TC13)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015016

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in the
DIAG CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DXⅡ to check for engine ECU CAN commu-
nication blackout (U0100).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

All frame data from the engine ECU has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle  
10 times.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–354

TCM ECU CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / AT ECU CAN COMMUNICA-

TION BLACKOUT (DTC CODE U0101 / TC18)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015017

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU and vehicle control ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DXⅡ to check for TCM ECU CAN communi-
cation blackout (U0101).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

All frame data from the Pro Shift ECU has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception 
cycle  10 times.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–355

1. Check the HV ECU for HV ECU CAN communication failure (con-
trol CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
TCM ECU CAN communication blackout.

• "U1136" Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0110" Inverter CAN communication blackout

• "U0121" ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0155" Meter CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
All communication blackout DTCs have been generated.

NO

YES

1. Check the vehicle control ECU for TCM ECU CAN communication
blackout.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Go to [4] Checking the HV ECU for communica-
tion blackout with other control system CAN
ECUs. 

Go to the diagnosis chart of HV ECU CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073).

4 Checking the HV ECU for communication blackout with other control system CAN ECUs

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

5 Checking for DTCs in other control CAN system ECUs

Replace the HV ECU.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–356

INVERTER CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / INVERTER CAN COMMUNI-

CATION BLACKOUT (DTC CODE U0110 / TC14)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015018

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
HV ECU, vehicle control ECU, and inverter.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for inverter CAN communica-
tion blackout (U0110).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

All frame data from the inverter has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle  10 
times.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–357

1. Check the HV ECU for HV ECU CAN communication failure (con-
trol CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the inverter for CAN communication failure (control CAN)
(U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the inverter for abnormality in the inverter (ECU system) /
control CAN register seizure (P0A1B / TC92).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Go to [4] Checking the bus off in the inverter.

Go to the diagnosis chart of HV ECU CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073).

4 Checking the bus off in inverter.

Go to [5] Checking the inverter for CAN register
seizure.

Replace the inverter.

5 Checking the inverter for CAN register seizure

Go to [6] Checking the HV ECU for CAN commu-
nication blackout with other control system CAN
ECUs.

Replace the inverter.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–358

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
inverter ECU CAN communication blackout.

• "U1136" Clutch ECU communication blackout

• "U0101" TCM ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0121" ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0155" Meter CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
All communication blackout DTCs have been generated.

NO

YES

1. Check the vehicle control ECU for meter CAN communication
blackout.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
inverter CAN communication blackout.

• "U1136" Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0101" TCM ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0121" ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0155" Meter CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
Communication blackout DTC has occurred in any one of
ECUs.

NO

YES

6 Checking the HV ECU for CAN communication blackout with all the other control system CAN
ECUs

Go to [8] Checking the HV ECU for CAN commu-
nication blackout with other control system CAN
ECUs.

7 Checking for DTCs in other control CAN system ECUs

Replace the HV ECU.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.

8 Checking the HV ECU for CAN communication blackout with any of the other control system
CAN ECUs

Replace the inverter.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–359

BATTERY ECU CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / BATTERY ECU CAN

COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT (DTC CODE U0111 / TC15)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015019

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in the
DIAG CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in HV
ECU and vehicle control ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for battery ECU CAN com-
munication blackout (U0111).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

All frame data from the battery ECU has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle 
 10 times.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–360

1. Check the HV ECU for HV ECU CAN communication failure (DIAG
CAN) (U0074).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the battery ECU for communication disable due to DIAG
CAN bus off (U0074).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
battery ECU CAN communication blackout.

• "U0100" Engine ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
All communication blackout DTCs have been generated.

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Go to [4] Checking the bus off in the battery ECU 

Go to the diagnosis chart of HV ECU CAN communication failure (DIAG CAN) (U0074).

4 Checking the bus off in the battery ECU

Go to [5] Checking the HV ECU for communica-
tion blackout with all the other DIAG CAN system
ECUs.

Go to the diagnosis chart of communication disable due to DIAG CAN bus off (U0074).

5 Checking the HV ECU for communication blackout with all the other DIAG CAN system ECUs

Go to [7] Checking the HV ECU for CAN commu-
nication blackout with any of the other DIAG CAN
ECUs.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–361

1. Check the vehicle control ECU for engine ECU CAN communica-
tion blackout.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for any of the following DTCs in addition to the
one for battery ECU CAN communication blackout.

• "U0100" Engine ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
Communication blackout DTC has occurred in any one of
ECUs.

NO

YES

6 Checking for DTCs in other DIAG CAN system ECUs

Replacing the HV ECU

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.

7 Checking the HV ECU for CAN communication blackout with any of the other DIAG CAN sys-
tem ECUs

Replace the battery ECU.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–362

ABS ECU CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / ABS ECU CAN COMMUNICA-

TION BLACKOUT (DTC CODE U0121/TC24)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015020

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. By following the instruc-
tions displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen,
delete the DTCs stored in the HV ECU and vehicle control ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for ABS ECU CAN communi-
cation blackout (U0121).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

All frame data from the ABS ECU has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle  
10 times.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–363

1. Check the HV ECU for HV ECU CAN communication failure (con-
trol CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
ABS ECU CAN communication blackout.

• "U1136" Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0110" Inverter CAN communication blackout

• "U0101" TCM ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0155" Meter CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
All communication blackout DTCs have been generated.

NO

YES

1. Check the vehicle control ECU for ABS ECU CAN communication
blackout.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Go to [4] Checking the HV ECU for communica-
tion blackout with other control system CAN
ECUs.

Go to the diagnosis chart of HV ECU CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073).

4 Checking the HV ECU for communication blackout with other control system CAN ECUs

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

5 Checking for DTCs in other control CAN system ECUs

Replace the HV ECU.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–364

METER CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / METER CAN COMMUNICATION

BLACKOUT (DTC CODE U0155 / TC25)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015021

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
HV ECU and vehicle control ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for meter CAN communica-
tion blackout (U0155).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

All frame data from the meter has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle  10 
times.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–365

1. Check the HV ECU for HV ECU CAN communication failure (con-
trol CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
meter CAN communication blackout.

• "U1136" Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0110" Inverter CAN communication blackout

• "U0101" TCM ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0121" ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
All communication blackout DTCs have been generated.

NO

YES

1. Check vehicle control ECU for meter CAN communication black-
out.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Go to [4] Checking the HV ECU for communica-
tion blackout with other control system CAN
ECUs.

Go to the diagnosis chart of HV ECU CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073).

4 Checking the HV ECU for communication blackout with other control system CAN ECUs

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

5 Checking for DTCs in other control CAN system ECUs

Replacing the HV ECU

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–366

HV ECU COMMUNICATION FAILURE (DTC CODE U0293)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015022

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in the
DIAG CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
battery ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for HV ECU CAN communi-
cation blackout (U0293).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

When reception frame data from the HV ECU has not received.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test) 1

After replacing the HV ECU, go to [3] Checking
for DTCs (reproduction test) 2.

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–367

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. By following the instruc-
tions displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen,
delete the DTCs stored in the battery ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for HV ECU CAN communi-
cation blackout (U0293).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

1. Perform the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis proce-
dure and check the results.
Standard: No abnormality

NO

YES

3 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test) 2

Go to [4] Performing the CAN communication
system vehicle diagnosis procedure.

Return to normal

4 Performing the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure

Trouble shoot the malfunction, or replace the
parts detected in the CAN communication sys-
tem vehicle diagnosis procedure.

Replace the battery ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–368

HV ECU CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / HV ECU CAN COMMUNICA-

TION BLACKOUT (DTC CODE U0293 / TC31)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015023

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
HV ECU, inverter, and vehicle control ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for HV ECU CAN communi-
cation blackout (U0293).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

All frame data from the HV ECU has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + reception cycle  10 
times.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the HV ECU for CAN register
seizure.

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–369

1. Check the HV ECU for abnormality in HV ECU function / control
CAN register seizure (P0A1D / TC12).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the inverter for abnormality in the inverter (ECU system) /
control CAN register seizure (P0A1B / TC92).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for HV ECU CAN communication failure (con-
trol CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the HV ECU for CAN register seizure

Go to [4] Checking the inverter for CAN register
seizure.

Replace the HV ECU.

4 Checking the inverter for CAN register seizure

[5] Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Replace the inverter.

5 Checking the bus off in HV ECU.

Go to [6] Checking the bus off in the inverter.

Go to the diagnosis chart of HV ECU CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073).



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–370

1. Check the inverter for CAN communication failure (control CAN)
(U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for inverter CAN communication blackout
(U0110).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
inverter CAN communication blackout.

• "U1136" Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0101" TCM ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0121" ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0155" Meter CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
All communication blackout DTCs have been generated.

NO

YES

6 Checking the bus off in inverter.

Go to [7] Checking the HV ECU for communica-
tion blackout.

Go to the diagnosis chart of CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073).

7  Check the HV ECU for communication blackout.

Go to [10] Checking the control CAN system ECU
other than the inverter for reception from the HV
ECU.

8 Checking for DTCs in other control CAN system ECUs

Go to [10] Checking the control CAN system ECU
other than the inverter for reception from the HV
ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–371

1. Check the vehicle control ECU for meter CAN communication
blackout.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the vehicle control ECU for HV ECU CAN communication
blackout.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

9 Checking for DTCs in other control CAN system ECUs

Replacing the HV ECU

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.

10  Check the control CAN system ECU other than the inverter for reception from the HV ECU.

Replace the inverter.

Replace the HV ECU.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–372

VEHICLE CONTROL ECU CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / VEHICLE

CONTROL ECU CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT 

(DTC CODE U110A / TC26)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015024

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. By following the instruc-
tions displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen,
delete the DTCs stored in the HV ECU and engine ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for vehicle control ECU CAN
communication blackout (U110A).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

Malfunction 
detection 
condition

All frame data from the vehicle control ECU has remained unreceived for 0.6 seconds + recep-
tion cycle  10 times.

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–373

1. Check the HV ECU for HV ECU CAN communication failure (con-
trol CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout.

• "U1136" Clutch ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0110" Inverter CAN communication blackout

• "U0101" TCM ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0121" ABS ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0155" Meter CAN communication blackout
Standard:
All communication blackout DTCs have been generated.

NO

YES

1. Check the engine ECU for vehicle control CAN communication
blackout.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in the HV ECU

Go to [4] Checking the HV ECU for communica-
tion blackout with other control system CAN
ECUs. 

Go to the diagnosis chart of HV ECU CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073).

4 Checking the HV ECU for communication blackout with other control system CAN ECUs

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

5 Checking for DTCs in other control CAN system ECUs

Replace the HV ECU.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–374

CLUTCH ECU CAN COMMUNICATION BLACKOUT / CLUTCH ECU CAN COM-

MUNICATION BLACKOUT (DTC CODE U1136 / TC27)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015025

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in control
CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. By following the instruc-
tions displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen,
delete the DTCs stored in the HV ECU and vehicle control ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for clutch ECU CAN commu-
nication blackout (U1136).
Standard: Not generated

NO

YES

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Go to [3] Checking the bus off in HV ECU

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protection function due to external noise or connector terminal
contact resistance return)



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING 20–375

1. Check the HV ECU for HV ECU CAN communication failure (con-
trol CAN) (U0073).
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

1. Check the HV ECU for the following DTCs in addition to the one for
clutch ECU CAN communication blackout.

• "U0121" ABS ECU CAN communication blackout 

• "U0110" Inverter CAN communication blackout

• "U0101" TCM ECU CAN communication blackout

• "U0155" Meter CAN communication blackout

• "U110A" Vehicle control ECU CAN communication blackout
Standard:
All communication blackout DTCs have been generated.

NO

YES

1. Check the vehicle control ECU for clutch ECU CAN communica-
tion blackout.
Standard: Generated

NO

YES

3 Checking the bus off in HV ECU.

Go to [4] Checking the HV ECU for communica-
tion blackout with other control system CAN
ECUs.

Go to the diagnosis chart of HV ECU CAN communication failure (control CAN) (U0073).

4 Checking the HV ECU for communication blackout with other control system CAN ECUs

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle
diagnosis procedure.

5 Checking for DTCs in other control CAN system ECUs

Replace the HV ECU.

Go to the CAN communication system vehicle diagnosis procedure.



CONTROL SYSTEM/TROUBLESHOOTING20–376

COMMUNICATION DISABLED DUE TO DIAG CAN BUS OFF 

(DTC CODE U0074)
EN01H20ZZZ030602015026

HINT
In case of (U0074) malfunction in the battery ECU, the DTC from the battery ECU cannot be read through the ser-
vice tool.

1. Perform all basic inspection items in case of abnormality in the
DIAG CAN system.
Standard: No abnormality in common inspection

NO

YES

1. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and connect the HINO
DX Ⅱ to DLC3.

2. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position. Following the instructions
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ screen, delete the DTCs stored in the
battery ECU.

3. Turn the starter key to the "LOCK" position and leave it for about 1
minute.

4. Turn the starter key to the "ON" position again. Read the DTCs
displayed on the HINO DX Ⅱ to check for communication disable
due to DIAG CAN bus off (U0074).
Standard:
Generated or communication is impossible with the trouble
shooting tool.

NO

YES

1 Performing common inspection items

Repair the malfunctions detected in the common
inspection item or replace the parts.

2 Checking for DTCs (reproduction test)

Return to normal (Temporary actuation of protec-
tion function due to external noise or connector
terminal contact resistance return)

Replace the battery ECU.
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COE Keyless 
Entry 

Conversion



• Parts required:
– Keyless entry module (8974137110)
– Fastener for keyless entry module (9155180610) 
– Key FOB (maximum of 4) (8974237090)
– Driver’s door actuator assembly for keyless entry (6912037100)
– Driver’s door harness for keyless entry (power and heated mirror 

must be observed when ordering harness) (8215237F40)
• NOTE: After installation the key FOB will need to be 

programmed per SB-12-003.

2



• Door Panel

3



• Door Harness

4



• Keyless Entry Module Behind Meter

5
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